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.
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of the oscillations. In 1857 Feddersen proved experi

mentally by various means that the theoretical idea
was correct.

One of his methods, and one which can be easily
By C . J. Watson.

N

OT the least interesting of the many wonderful

IV phenomena accompanying the electric spark is
• the fact that what appears to be an instantane
ous occurrence really consists of a series of discharges

repeated , is to observe the illumination of a vacuum
tube. If the discharge from a i-in . spark induction
coil be sent direct through the tube, it will be found
that the end which is connected with the negative

pole of the coil will be filled with a violet light, whilst

FIG . 1. - PHOTOGRAPH OF AN ELECTRIC SPARK .
alternating in direction. Henry, the American
the other is comparatively dark. If,however, a Leyden
physicist, was the first, in 1842, to suggest that this
jar be attached to the terminals of the coil, and a coil
was the case ; and Helmholz , in 1847, adduced fresh
of wire and a spark -gap be interposed in the circuit
arguments to support this view . In 1853 William
containing the vacuum -tube, both its ends will be
Thomson (now Lord Kelvin ) investigated the matter
found to be filled with violet light, showing that each
mathematically , and gave the formula for the rapidity I electrode is in turn the negative pole. The accom
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panying photograph (No. 2) showstubes taken under
these two conditions. It will be seen that in the tube,
which received the simple discharge direct from the
coil, the bulb at one end is practically invisible, whilst
with the other tube the two ends are very nearly
equally illuminated . The exposure was the same in
both cases - viz., thirty seconds with a portrait lens.
A still more instructive method, however, is to
photograph an electric spark in such a way as to
spread out its image. To do this Feddersen used a
rotating mirror, which threw a picture of the spark
upon the photographic plate, thus forming a riband of
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as great as possible. It was, moreover, shown by
Lord Kelvin that, unless the resistance of the circuit

was less than 44 ,no oscillation would take place.
With ordinary metallic circuits, this is, however, the
case.

The condenser used in the production ofthe photo
graph No. I was composed of twenty plates about
I- Ioth in . thick (16 -oz. window glass), 24 ins. by 12 ins.
Thesewere coated on both sides with tinfoil, to within

2 ins. of the edges, and the bare surfaces well coated
with shellac varnish . The plates were held vertically
by their ends in a wooden frame, so that they were
separated from one another by about } in .; experience
having shown that if they were simply laid upon one
another, a spark frequently passed round the edges of
the plates, fracturing several of them in so doing. The
coatings were appropriately connected by strips of tin
foil, care being taken that the sheets of foil facing
each other should be connected together.

The inductance of thedischarge circuitwas obtained
by mile of No. 20 copper wire, triple cotton-covered
and paraffined ,made into a coil. A cardboard cylinder,
12 ins, long and 6 ins. diameter, was made, and the
wire wound upon it, every layer belng separated from
the next by about twelve sheets of paraffined brown
paper.

The condenser was charged by a 22-in . plate Wims
hurst machine, driven by an electric motor, and al
though only a 3-in . spark was used, it took twominutes

Fig . 2. - PHOTOGRAPHS OF ELECTRIC SPARKS.
light, which showed the intermittent character of the
discharge. For this purpose it is necessary to have a
metallic mirror (without any glass in front) ground to
a true surface either plane or concave. This is not

easy to obtain , and , moreover, it is difficult to cause
the spark to take place when the mirror is at the

proper angle . A siinplermethod is to focus the image

on to a rapid photographic plate fixed on the end of
an electricmotor, so that it revolves in its own plane.

The plate should be cut to a circular shape of 3 ins.
diameter, and held by mctallic clips screwed on to a
wooden disc fastened on the axle, the image being
formed near the edge of the plate, so that the line of
the spark is that of the radius of the plate. A rapid
portrait or lantern lens should be used, and the motor
should make about forty turns per second. A rough
box can easily bemade to serve as a camera to keep
ont superfluous light, as, of course, the experiment
would be conducted in a dark room .
An old proverb says that we must first catch our
hare, and then cook it ; and some instructions will
be necessary to get a spark , which is oscillatory ,
The formula given by Lord Kelvin shows that the
period of oscillation is proportional to JLC ,
'Where L is the inductance or self-induction of the
circuit, and C the capacity of the condenser discharg
ing through it. This shows that, in order to reduce

the number of oscillations to a manageable limit, it
is advisable to make both the inductance and capacity

to charge up the condenser to the sparking point. In
order to hinder leakage, it is advisable to lave a con
tact key, which is only depressed when itis considered
thatthe condenser is charged . This key can be an
oscillating beam mounted on a glass axle, and being
heavier at the one end, is worked by pulling upwards
a silk thread attached to it. The brightness of the
spark increases with the volatility of the terminals. I
have obtained the best results from letting the spark
take place between two pieces of magnesium riband .
Under the given conditions, the spark usually lasts
I-200th second, making during this time 30 semi
oscillations, though , in the specimen given , only 25
are visible. It follows that the time of a complete
oscillation is 1-30ooth second.

If the electric discharge, instead of being passed
through the coil of wire, be sent through a tube of
water 2 ins. long and I in . diameter, the oscillations
will be found to be effectually damped out, the photo
graphic image showing a continuous band gradually
dying away. If neither is used , the spark will last
such a short time that the rotation of the plate will
Even a couple of t- gall. Leyden jars, coupled in paral

produce no effect ; it might as well be standing still.
lel, will, with the coil, yield evidences of the oscilla
tory nature of the spark . Also a 2 -in . spark induction
coilmay be substituted for the Wimshurst, care being
taken to let only one spark pass ; but the spark will
then be very much shorter, not above 1-1oth in .

The circular photographic plates may be cut from
t- plates by means of a small wooden turntable,having
over it a stop , against which to rest the cutting dia .
mond. After making a few straight cuts around the
circle, the superfluous parts of the plate can be broken
off by the pliers. The cuts should be made on the

uncoated side.

A FURTHER instalment of the series of articles by
Waves,” will appear in our next issue,

Mr. Howgrave -Graham , on “ Electric Oscillations and
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The Society ofModel Engineers.

claimed our attention , the members being extremely
working of the huge steam hammer. Wethen viewed

(Reports
of meetings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par.

the other side of the works, the loco shop coming first.

interested in the rolling of long bar iron, and the

Here were a score of Stirling's engines,and a few
of Wainwright's, undergoing slight repairs, some

ticular issue is receives a clear nine days before its actual

date of publication .)

London.

to valve faces and cylinders, some to the tubes,
while a few were being completely overhauled .
Then came the machine shop with its numerous
lathes, planing, boring and shaping machines. Pass

The next indoormeeting will be held in September
next. Further particulars of summer meetings will
be sent per post.

ing on through the pattern shop , one part of which

was set apart for small brass work, such as the facing
of small valves, testing steam pressure gauges, etc.,

Provincial Societies .
Maidstone : Visit to Ashford Works. - On
Wednesday, June roth , the members of this Society
paid a visit to the S.E . & C .Rly. Co.'s works at
Ashford,through the courtesy ofMr. H . S. Wainwright,

Wimshurst

we came to the painting shop . Here were engines

of every class receiving the final touch , and very

smart they looked too. This completed the loco
department. The carriage works were then visited .
The numerous labour-saving devices being closely
Motor

CONDENSER .
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111111111112

INDUCTANCE COIL .

SPARK GAP.

Contact Key.

Fig . 5.- PHOTOGRAPHING AN ELECTRIC SPARK .
examined. The chief feature of this branch of the
we were first conducted to the boiler shop, where we
works (from our point of view ) was that set apart for
saw the boiler plates rolled into cylindrical form , and
the repairs to carriage dynamos and the charging of
the chief engineer . Arriving at the works at 2.15 p.m .,

afterwards drilled and riveted with pneumatic tools.
The tender and eiecting shops,which adjoin the boiler
department, were next visited . Here we saw several
tenders for the new goods engines in course of con

struction , and a goods engine ready to leave the
erecting shop, while the frames of a second were being
placed in position . Crossing the yard , we arrived at
the foundry just in timeto witness the casting of cylin
ders,buffers, and brake blocks,themolten metal being
taken from two large cupolas. Then the rollingmills I

cells.

The engineer -in -charge very kindly took one

dynamo to pieces and explained the working, which

wasmuch appreciated. The final and by no means
the least interesting sight was the room which con
tained the historic engine of the Canterbury and
Whitstable line “ Invicta ,” dated 1830, the Duke of
Wellington 's coach , built in 1838, and the late Queen 's
saloon, built in the early fifties. A hearty vote of
thanks to Mr. Wainwright, for permission to view the
works, was afterwards carried .-- W . Ellis, Hon . Sec,
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Draughtsmanship for Model
Engineers.
By “ T-SQUARE.”
(Continued from page 565, Vol. VIII.)
II. - TOOLS AND MATERIALS.

THE tools absolutely requisite formechanicaldraw
T ing can be reduced to very small numbers, but
good quality is essential in whatever instruments

are used. The reader should secure the catalogues of
either of the firmsadvertising drawing instruments in
this journal,and should study these lists closely before
investing his money. A complete set of instruments
includes a large pair of compasses (6 -in.), adaptable for
either " dividing " pencil or ink use, and having an
additional " lengthening bar " for enabling extra large
circles to be drawn. A smaller pair of compasses

(43-in.,usually) is generally included,and would have
the same fittings, minus the lengthening 'bar. Still
smaller instruments, called pencil and pen " bows,"
and which are about 3 } ins. long over -all, are exceed
ingly useful for circles of moderate size, while the
lowest limit is reached in the set of “ spring bows,"
which are intended for minute circles and arcs. A pair
of dividers-- compasses with pointed legs only - one of

which is adjustable, form a detail of the set, which ,
unless a very large and complete affair,does not include
any other instruments for circle drawing. For straight
lines, one or more " ruling pens" of different sizes are
provided, and accessories - such askeys for tightening
the joints of the instruments -- are usually added. In
small sets a protector and scale are included as a rule,

and large sets have also set squares, curves, parallel

rules, and so on . With really good instruments, the
cost of coinplete sets is considerable, although , con

sidered as an investment in tools for one's trade, they
cannotbe thought expensive, for they should certainly

last a lifetime. Nevertheless, it is not always possible
to lay out a five-pound note in drawing instruments,
nor would it bewise for the reader, who is not a prac
tical draughtsman, to do so . A few hints on the choice
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The choice of good drawing instruments is an art
only acquired by long acquaintance with their use,
and the novice should certainly get " expert” advice
on his purchases. By dealing with firms of repute,
however, even he can rely on good value, and probably
theminute differences which would cause his expert
friend to decide between several instruments of the
same class would be inappreciable to the young hand .

A good plan is to purchase a well-made case (the
or two instruments only. Others can be added later,
as the scope of his work and the reader's pecuniary
position enlarge themselves.
For all drawing instruments a special alloy - such
as “ electrum " - is the most desirable material, and

leather-covered pocket variety is excellent), and one

brass should be avoided altogether, unlessthe absolute
minimum of expense is essential. Brass is very un

pleasant to handle, the perspiration from one's fingers

being sufficient to oxydise the surface, and constant
cleaning is requisite to keep the metal bright. The

joints of all compasses, & c., ought to move rather
stiffly, and with the same degree of stiffness in all
positions of the legs- not " easy " at one point and
tight at another. The sliding joints, by which the
pencil and ink parts of the compass are made to fit
one leg, should be such as to require no screw to fix
them . Small screws are apt to get lost, and are more
or less in the way : for the same reason the excellent

needle-holding device, patented by Mr. Harling, is to
be recommended ; although , perhaps, needle-points
are something of a refinement for amateur drawing.

Rigidity is the great secret of what may be called
firm , but thematerial of the instruments should be of
heavy enough section to be stiff, there should be no
shake of the pencil in its holder, the needle in a

“ good ” compasses. Not only should all the joints be

needle-point instrument) should not projectmore than
a-sixteenth of an inch , and there should be no “ give "
in the nibs of the ink points. Unless these condi
tionshold, considerable annoyance may be caused by
the finishing end of a circle failing to meet the com
mencementby a considerable amount. Readers will

of good instruments, and somewords of advice on the
matter of selection , may, therefore, be given to guide
readers who may be unprovided with these details.
With regard to the minimum number of instruments,

doubtless understand this statement, in spite of its
Compasses are usually provided with removable
" divider ” points, in addition to those for ink and
pencil. Unless the divider point is fitted with an
adjusting screw , to enable fine measurements to be

it is certainly possible to do a great deal of work with

taken , it is not, in the writer's estimation , of any great

paradoxicalappearance !

a single pair of compasses only . A first-class pair of

value, as rough dividing can be very well done by

44 -in , compasses with all fittings can be had for about

means of the pencil point. If, however, the fine
adjustment is fitted , or, better still, a separate instru
ment is provided for the purpose, it will often be

258., and with these, circles from } in . to 15 ins. in
diameter can be drawn. The ink portion can be used
as a ruling pen , and would be found more or less
satisfactory for all the drawing a reader might be
likely to do for model work . Of course , the obvious
addition to a single pair of compasses would be a
proper ruling pen , a good large one being chosen as
being more useful all round. With these two instru
ments the majority of even drawing-office work might
be done; but for very small circles, and for the arcs
representingrounded corners, & c., spring bows should
be added . A pair of " ink bows" only is really
necessary, it being unnecessary to put in these tiny
circles accurately in pencil in ordinary cases. Simi

ſound extremely useful. A case in point is the dividing
of a line into a certain number of equal parts where
ordinary fractions of an inch cannot be employed, or
dividing a circle into an odd number of parts, such as
seven , thirteen , etc.

The amateur is strongly advised not to purchase any
but the ordinary forms of compasses, unless he has
very urgent reason for it. Pocket compasses of the
" pillar," or " napier " types, are all very well in
special cases, but they are neither so convenient to
handle nor so satisfactory in general use. In the

writer's opinion , they are often unnecessarily ugly in

larly for very large circles either a large pair of com

form , and the Swiss pattern is distinctly an improve

passes or special " beam ” compasses should be

provided; but here again the reader who does not

ment in this respect. There are numerous special
compasses, such as the “ tubular," " fixed certre " or

anticipate the pursuit of practical draughtsınanship
can take it for certain that such would be a wasteful
outlay in his case.

" pump," " proportional," and other compasses which
no reader is at all likely to find useful unless on rare
occasions in an actual drawing-office .
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instead of having one scale only to each strip . Of

The ruling pen is usually made in two varieties.
The smaller sizes have plain round handles, and the
nibs are both of about the same thickness, and are
springy. In the best pens, however, one (the“ back "
nib ) is made of stouter metal, which does not yield to
the pressure of the pen against the T . or set-square,
and there is, consequently, less likelihood of getting
lines thick in one part and thin in another. The
thinner nib should be jointed, as that enables the inner
surfaces to be cleaned properly, but this is far from
being essential. The same remarks apply to another

course, the latter is a very expensive method ; but it
is astonishing that (so far as the writer is aware)
no firm is producing a cheap line of scales, for ex

ample, on the lines of Holtzapffel's excellent series.
These latter are engine divided, in 12-in , and 18- in .
lengths, the whole length being divided alike, as in
Fig. 1, which shows a portion ofthe I-in . scale, full size .

This is the ideal arrangement, and the ordinary scales,
marked as in Fig. 2, cannot be considered nearly so

detail of the best ruling pens- asquared portion of the
handles, which enables the worker to feel that he is
holding the pen in its right position .
In addition to pen and compass, set-squares will be
required in any circumstance. One of 45 degs.,
4-in . to 6-in. size, and one of 60 degs., say, 8-in .
size, will be found to meet all ordinary require
ments. The best all-round material for set-squares
is undoubtedly vulcanite - the writer having no hesita.
tion in making that statementafter years of experience
of all kinds. Wooden squares are almost invariably

satisfactory, although so commonly used . Theordinary
" universal" scales, strips ofboxwood fearfully and won
derfully divided with some sixteen scales and minute
divisions of inches and centimetres, can only be re
garded as a snare, so far as ordinary draughtsmanship
is concerned. It is almost impossible to avoid making
a mistake where the scales are so crowded together,
and all dimensions have to be taken off with the com
passes. The divisions on a scale ought to be carried
right to the edge of it (see Fig. 1), as it has constantly
to be applied to a drawing direct. Although he can
not altogether approve them , the writer can recom

too thick, and, unless of the " framed " construction,

mend the sets of paper scales, eight in number, and

2

.

3

17

18

Fig . 1.-PORTION OF HOLTZAPFFEL'S I IN . SCALE, SHOWING BEST METHOD OF DIVIDING DRAWING SCALES

$_

3

Fig . 2.- ORDINARY I} . SCALE ; Not so GOOD AS ABOVE, BUT SIMPLER TO CONSTRUCT.
The mahogany -framed

each containing two scales, for their inexpensiveness.

squares, fitted with ebonite edges, are excellent
in the larger sizes — 12 ins. and upwards — but their
disadvantage is that only one side can be very well
used , owing to the bevelled edges. They are also

all ordinary purposes. Or a thin bevelled-edge 12-in .

are very apt to break.

much themost expensive sort. A good deal can be
said for the transparent celluloid (or xylonite) squares,
especially where complicated drawings have to be
“ section lined," but in the writer's experience this has
been found of less importance than mightbe expected ,
and as there seems some tendency to warp , and a cer
tainty of turning yellow and becoming less transparent
in a year or two, these set squares do not specially
commend themselves. Black vulcanite squares have
the excellent qualities of thinness combined with
strength , they never warp , are hard , light and flexible.
After a dozen years' constant wear such squares are as
good as ever, the surfaces smooth and clean , and
little , besides a slight rounding of the edges, to show
tiat they had done such good service. Another ad
vantage is that in the event of a breakage, theportions

They can be had in a case for a shilling, and will serve

boxwood scale, having four scales (one on each edge)
can be used ; but the reader is strongly advised not to
purchase scales having two scales on each edge -- one
commencing at each end. As to the most convenient
divisions, this is, of course, largely amatter of personal
work . Formodel engineering, it is obvious that there
would be little opportunity of employing small reduc
tions, such as A -in to the foot, and, indeed, it is doubt

ful whether anything less than it ins. to the foot
(one-eighth full size) would ever be used. In the
drawing-office it is different, scales of very small
reductions being often used. On the whole, for four
scales, the model engineer cannot do much better than
to obtain scales of the following degrees---full size,

half-size, 3 ins. to the foot (quarter-size), and it ins. to
the foot (one-eighth size). Do not trouble with odd
scales, such as 4£ ins. to the foot (three-eighths size),
nor even with 4 -in . scales (one-third), as these are

can often be cut into very serviceable small squares,

truly “ odd ” sizes, and the cases where they can be

curves, & c., with the aid of a pocket-knife and fine
glasspaper, while the application of a little soap and
water will always clean off any dirt on the surfaces.
A very important part of the outfit is a set of scales.
These are often provided in drawing offices, but the
following should guide anyone in purchasing them .
The most common fault is the combining of several
scales on one strip of cardboard, wood , or ivory,

well employed are extremely rare. It is to be noticed
thatmany of the drawings in THE MODEL ENGINEER
are of odd sizes - two-thirds,one-third , & c.- owing to
the exigencies of space and reproduction difficulties.
But these are mostly accompanied by the correct scale
for the drawing, or are dimensioned, more or less
completely, and, in any case, are usually unsuited for

scaling off by means of the standard scales. In marry

The Model Engineer and Electrician
cases it will be found desirable to construct home
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pencil is of more importance perhaps than a pen , for
view of the fact that some readers may wish to make

made scales to suit the drawings, and the method of
doing this will be shown subsequently. Finally, do
not use a steel rule for a scale. A good steel rule is
an indispensable tool for the practical worker, but its
place is anywhere but the clean surface of the drawing

working drawings will hardly need inking-in ; but, in

paper.

apt to be despised for its
and fine-pointed . It isprefers
it to any of the same
name, but the writer

The drawing board and T-square, which the young
draughtsman will hardly be expected to provide him
self, are, however, important items
of the amateur's outfit. An “ im .
perial” board is most useful, size
about 30 ins.by 22 ins. Thewriter

has used a plain deal panelled
board of this size occasionally for
many years, and has found it so
satisfactory that he has no hesita
tion in recommending such as a
cheap article. No doubt it must
be a well -seasoned , soundboard to
begin with , but there is certainly

maker' s mapping pens for ordinary work.
On the question of colours, nothing need be said
here, a few words being reserved for them in the
description of finishing drawings ; but with regard to
the ink to be used, it is different. Indeed,much might
be written on the subject of suitable ink . Of course,
all readers of this journal should be aware that com
mon writing-ink is not the materialto use for mechan

ical drawings. The only allowable ink is one of the
Chinese or Indian inks, the basis of which is always a
pure carbon . Nowadays we have a great variety of
“ Indian inks " - made in all parts of the world ! - but

the finest (and most expensive) is still that imported
from China in sticks of various shapes and sizes.
There is nothing better in quality nor more pleasant
in use than properly ground ink of the best sorts ; but
as even a small “ mixing " requires fully a quarter-of
an hour to prepare, its use is attended with a serious
drawback , as far as the amateur is concerned . In fact,
the need of somekind of " liquid ” or “ prepared ” ink

no necessity for a big outlay in this
particular. The samemay be said
as regards the T -square; a good
true square of pear wood, with
tapered blade, and fixed head ,will
serve the amateur draughtsman a

dozen years easily. Have nothing

to do with T -squares fitted with
" shifting heads” ; they are for

finished drawings, it is worth remarking that one of
the best and most practical nibs for drawing-office
work is Gillott's “ School ” nib , which is rather hard

Fig . 3.

has long been felt, and numerous are the attempts to
meet that demand . The writer has tried what seems

special work only, quite outside PENCIL SHARPENED
the run of amateur requirement. TO A CHISEL Point.

worked with the saine quality of texture as the original

The ordinary and conventional
drawing-paper is Whatman 's; it is certainly the best,

Indian ink. At the same time, some of the liquid inks
now on the market are very near perfection , which

but except for finished or “ show ” drawings, it will
simply be wasteful for the amateur to use it .
Good cartridge paper is likely to meet all re
quirements, especially for working or rough
drawings, only care must be taken in the use of
the indiarubber on its surface For drawings
intended for reproduction or " process ” work ,
Bristol board, Whatman (hot-pressed ) paper, or
other pure white paper of good quality, should
be employed, but this willbe considered in due
time.
A number of smaller details will be required

requires that the ink shall work smoothly - without

in the “ model drawing-office .” A good pro
tractor is desirable, if not absolutely necessary,
and the transparent celluloid or horn variety is

an infinity of them , and, so far, has not met one that

1897

perhaps thebest. It should be semi-circular or
circular, and as large as possible. Drawing
ones have the uncomfortable knack of coming
away from the pin , and allowing the latter to
penetrate the thumb when inserting in theboard ;
butthevery cheap form in one piece is free from
that objection, but is not so neat. One or two
“ French curves ” are desirable for drawing
curves of the “ mathematical" type, or those
unsuited to compass work . A good quality pen
cil should be kept entirely for mechanical drawing.
It should be preferably of the hexagon form , as being
less liable to roll off the board , and not harder than
H , nor softer than HB, the F , which comes between
these, being a good all-round quality . The pencil
should be sharpened to a chisel point,as shown in two
views in Fig . 3, this giving a sharp, clear line, and
lasting much longer than a “ needle ” point. The
wood should also be cut to a long bevel - about
as in the figure — as it enables the point to be seen
pins of good quality should be used ; cheap

· better than when a stumpy, ill-made bevel is cut. The

MR. STANDAGE'S MODEL TANK LOCOMOTIVE.

any liability to " run " into blots - itmust be of a deep
strong black ; it should be waterproofafter being once
dried ; sediment should be absent ; there should be
nothing in it corrosive to instruments, and it should
keep good for any length of time. Of all the varieties
tried by the writer, none have survived all these tests,

though some claimed to do so . There may be one
amongst those that he has not yet sampled which can
take the palm ; but, so far, hehas met nothing to sur
pass Higgins' American (waterproof) ink, and in saying
that, thewriter would wish it to be understood that this

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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is simply an expression of his unbiassed opinion . This
ink is of a good enough quality to make good reproduc
tion drawings, although the same firm has another ink,
said to be more suitable for that purpose. The ad
vantage of the first is that it is waterproof, so that

drawings made with it can be coloured without the

Some Models I Have Made.
By W . STANDAGE.

Model Side Tank Locomotive,

annoyance of the ink “ washing-up." It is put up in

This model was made entirely by myself, including

very convenient bottles, with a quill fixed in the
stopper to act as a filler for drawing instruments, and

the screws, the only exception being the casting of the
wheels; but these were taken from my own patterns.
The dimensions of the engine are :- Extremelength ,
15 ins. ; gauge, 3 ins. ; cylinders, 4-in . bore, 14 -in .

it has suffered tropicalheat and a year's keeping with
out deterioration . Most liquid inks are too thin . They

are fairly satisfactory for general drawing work of less
importance, butare not strong enough for tracings, or
for drawings for reproduction . Reeves' “ Ebony

stroke; length of boiler (including smokebox), io ins ;
are made in brass, the latter having two $-in . Aue

diameter of boiler, 21 ins. Both engine and boiler

MR. W . STANDAGE'S MODEL TRACTION ENGINE . .

Stain " is a good sample of this class, and is very cheap ,
It is pleasant to work with ,but not nearly black enough
for tracings. On the other hand, some inks are
intensely black , but are unsuited for use in drawing

instruments, owing to this very quality, which makes
them either sluggish or apt to run into blots. Reeves'
“ Artists' Black ” is such an one - very useful for black
and-white or pen -and -ink sketching,but almost useless
in the drawing-office . The advantage of having liquid
ink, which is always ready for use (though it sometimes
requires shaking !) is such that an investment of six
pence or a shilling in a bottle of it may be regarded as

indispensable.
This concludes our survey of such

toolsandmaterials

as the reader is likely to need in his amateur drawing
office work . It does not, of course, include a descrip
tion of every detail he will require - something being
left to his own sense in the matter. It will, however,

indicate the " rights and wrongs " of some points on

which hemay be ignorant, and will, it is hoped, assist
hiin in regulating his expenditure.
(To be continued .)

tubes. It is fitted with water gauge, two gauge taps,
and steams well, the engine running on a circular
track at great speed. I fire it with charcoal, with
small pieces of house coal mixed. I might add, the

safety -valve, regulator, reversing lever and blower,

above is all put together by screws, and the greater

part of the work to the model done with the file.
Model Traction Engine.
This engine, as the other, is entirely made bymy
self. The cylinder (which was built up,) cog -wheels,
taps, and all the other fittings were cut by the file
no lathe work whatever. The flywheel was also built
up. The dimensions of the engine are : extreme
length , 15 ins.; length of boiler (including smokebox),
10 ins. The boiler is fitted with five tubes, water
gauge, gauge cocks,blow -out cock, and back -pressure
valve. The boiler is fed by hand-pump fixed in rear
of tender. The cylinder,which is 4-in . bore,by It-in .
stroke , has two blow -off taps. This engine works

splendidly, and will haul a fair load. It can be

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
reversed, steered, thrown out of gear, all from foot
plate, just as a large engine, and is fired in the same
way as my model locomotive .
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How to Make Experimental
Electrical Apparatus.
By T. G . J.

Stationary Engloe and Boiler.

(Continued from page 177, Vol. VII.)

This engine was made from a set of castings. The
boiler, which is of copper, is ii ins. high , 5 ins.
diameter, and fitted with six k-in . copper tubes. The

THE DECLINATION COMPASS .
IT was stated
in the last article that a magnet, sus

mountings are : Water-gauge, two gauge taps, spring

I pended by a thread and free to move through
space, will take up a position pointing north and
south . In a compass advantage is taken of this fact;

but the magnets, instead of being suspended by a
thread, are attached to the back of a delicately

balanced card ,which is free to turn upon its cap
or pivot. The compass box (Figs. I and 2 ) is made
from a solid piece of niahogany 5 ins. square and
2 ins. deep . Theblock should be cleaned all round,

then centred in the lathe and a hole , 41 ins.

diameter, 4 in . deep, bored in one face. This hole
is continued another inch deeper, but only 37 ins.

diameter. In this manner a ledge in . wide will
be formed within the box. A centre line should
now be drawn around the box, using a square and
compasses to ensure its being truly central. A
centre line must also be marked on the inside of

the box. Now bore a t-in . hole in two sides of
the box, having their centre on the centre line and
in . from top edge of box. These holes must be
cleanly and truly bored , and must be diametrically
opposite each other. Each hole is fitted with
3 ins. oftelescope tubing, which should be polished
and lacquered for the sake of appearance. These
tubes need not be permanently fitted till later. A
piece of stocking-needle, about it ins. long, is
inserted in the bottom of the box from its under
side and forced through until the head is quite
flush with the bottom . About 1 } ins. of the needle

should protrude upwards through the bottom , and
the point should reach about } in , above the small
ledge in the interior of the compass box . Great
care must be taken to fix this supporting needle in
a truly vertical position. Two small holes should
now be bored with a 1- 16th in . bradawl in the
centre of the interior ledge, exactly on the centre
line and at diametrically opposite points. When
this has been done, the upper surface of the ledge
should be enamelled white . The top and sides of
the box should be French polished, but the interior
and bottom can be left unfinished . When the
polishing has been completed, a brass washer
should be screwed over each of the holes made in
sides of box. These washers are i in . diameter,
1- 16th in . thick , and have a central hole in .

diameter. They should benicely finished ,lacquered,
and attached to outside of box by means of three
round -head brass screws. Into these washers the
sight tubes are fitted , and they are forced through
until their heads are fush with the interior sides
of the compass box. Before inserting the tubes a
MR. W . STANDAGE'S MODEL VERTICAL ENGINE AND BOILER. shallow groove should be made across one end of
each , where it will lie in the hole, and this groove
balance, safety-valve, and blower. The engine has
kept uppermost. A hole is then bored and counter
two cylinders, 1-in . bore by i ins. stroke, 5 ins. fly
sunk in the top edges of box on the centre line, and
wheel The feed pump is driven from crank -axle. I
a flat-head brass screw inserted and screwed down
fire with charcoal and house coal, and work at a
upon the slot in tube, thus keeping it firmly fixed in
pressure of 30 lbs. per square inch , the engine run
position .
The compass card (Fig . 3) is 3 * ins. diameter and,
ning at about 250 revs. per minute, driving a small
dynamo, and lighting two small lamps. I may add , I
in addition to being divided into degrees, has the
have run this engine for three hours without a stop ,
32 points of the compass clearly marked upon it.
and with no trouble whatever,

This inust be accurately done with drawing instru .
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ments as shown in the figure. The inner circle is cut
from the card by cutting along the dotted lines with
a sharp pen -knife, the card being placed on a piece
of glass during the operation . Themagnets, four in
number, are each 3 ins. long, and aremade from good
hard steel knitting-needles. To fix to card , prick
two holes with a fine needle through the dots on the
N .S . line, and join these by a straight line on the
back (see Fig. 3A). Draw several lines parallel to,
and on either side of, this line, about } in . apart.
Two of the magnets are fixed on one side of the N .S.
line, and two on the other side. All are fitted on the
back of card, and should be so arranged that the card,
when balanced on the needle point, will remain quite
horizontal. Seccotine, or some similar adhesive, is
used to fix the magnets to card. If the card, when
placed upon the needle point, be found to lean over
to one side, the magnets must be moved about until
equilibrium is obtained. Itmust beborne in mind that
like poles must all point in the same direction , and
the axes all be parallel to the N .S line. Two sight
needles are now fitted to thecard - one at either end of
the N .S. line, and about in . from the edge of card .
The cap or pivot (Fig. 4) is made from hard brass,
and is in . diameter, 3 -16ths in , thick . It should be
turned to shape on the lathe, and made concave on
its underside by drilling with a t-in . bit, until the
shoulders of the bit are flush with the under surface
of the cap. If the reader is unable to do the job him
self, he may buy the cap from someof the instrument
makers, or a glass pivot, similar to those described in
a recent article, may be used . The magnets should
not be fastened to card until the cap has been fitted ,
as it will be necessary to balance the card on its pivot,
in order to ascertain if it will remain quite horizontal.
The small index arrows (Fig . 5), which are cut from
sheet brass 1-64th in . thick are now screwed down in
position on the ledge inside the box, very small round
head screws being used for the purpose. These
arrows are fixed on the centre line, the screws passing
through the small holes previously bored . When this
card is poised upon the needle -pointthe arrows should
extend about 3 - 16ths in . over its edge, and should be

1- 16th in . above its surface.
The instrument is now complete, but if desired the
box may be provided with a lock , or two small snacks
to secure the lid . To use the compass for finding the
magnetic meridian, we place the box upon the table
or other surface on which we desire to mark the
meridian, and turn it round until the arrows point to
the middle of the N .S . line. We then take a sight
card mounted on a piece of wood as shown in Fig. 6 ,
and place it upright on the table. Next, we look

through the sight-tubes and move the card about until
a line joining the sight-needles and centre -line (1) of
cards, passes through the centre of sight-tubes. A
mark is then made upon the table at the base of the
centre-line on sight-card , and when this has been
done, wemove the sight-card back about a foot, and
repeat the above operations. The straight line joining
the two marks on the table will be the magnetic
meridian . To get the geographical meridian , we
simply draw a line at an angle of 19 degs. east of
the magnetic meridian. To find the bearing of any
object, turn the compass box until the object can be
seen through the sight-tubes. The reading of the
card at the arrow k (Fig. 7 ) will be the bearing re

quired . In the figure the bearing is supposed to be
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A Simple yet Efficient Model
Vertical Boiler.
By D . W . GAWN.
pleasantest recollections, since with it began an
interest in mechanicalmodelling now extending
over many years, was such as that to be described

A TINY vertical boiler, of which the writer has the

here. Asmay at once be seen in the sectional eleva
tion (Fig. 1), and plan or top view (Fig . 2), the boiler
is an extremely simple one- comparatively crude in
design , in fact. Its steaming qualities are, however,
excellent, for, with the engine exhaust turned up the
chimney, a coal fire may easily be kept going at an
almost white-hot intensity in its little firebox, main
taining steam at blowing-off point continuously. A
most effective water circulation is set up by the tubes

arranged as shown — an arrangement, asmay here be
mentioned , after the style of the Rider boiler.
Having played with a pitiful contrivance bestknown
to collectors of archaic catalogues as a “ bright brass
vertical boiler," beneath which an invariably leaky
spirit lamp is lighted, one positively enjoys the change
of stuking a miniature furnace. There is delight in
having the safety -valve quietly hissing whilst the
engine is running, or developing a “ hum " as the
stop -valve is shut. It is enjoyable, because skill is
demanded to achieve the success attained. Themodel
“ fireinan " then notes with something akin to pro
fessional pride how steadily the pressure- gauge stands,
whatever may be the load on the engine, and knows
that he and his fire both are doing their work well.
That all by the way, however.
To facilitate the construction , and also the sub
sequent lighting up and cleaning operations, the fire
box of the boiler is made separately and detachable.
It may be formed of a plate of iron , or copper, or a

piece of tube,as preferred, lined with asbestos card ,
the two being lightly riveted together.
A little time devoted to calculating the necessary
thickness of the plate to be used for constructing the
shell will certainly not be ill-spent, and may, at this
point, be attended to. The first factor required is the
diaineter of the boiler. That already referred to was
but 3 ins. in diameter by about 8 ins. high, and it
actually steamed a {-in. by it-in . cylinder remarkably
well. A slightly larger size will, nevertheless, be
better in many respects, so it is assumed that the
boiler will be 4 ins. in diameter by 10 ins. in height.
Also , the working pressure is put at 40 lbs. per square
inch , and the factor of safety allowed is 5 — that is, the
bursting pressure would notbe reached until it touched
fivefold, the working pressure. Two other items in
designing only need be considered now - namely, the
tenacity of the metal used, and the efficiency of the
Stams. If, as is advisable, copper be employed, its
ultimate tenacity may be 15 tons per square inch , and,
if single riveted lap seams are adopted , the efficiency
should be about 56 per cent., i.e., 56 per cent. of the

strength of the solid plate - should it be the amateur's
initial attempt at riveting, he ought not, however,
to rate the efficiency of his seams quite so highly.
Perhaps, 46 per cent. will be nearer the mark.
The computation of thickness is, then ,made thus :
Multiply five times the working pressure in pounds
per square inch by the diameter of the shell in inches,
and divide the product by 56 per cent. (or 46 per cent.,

as the case may be) of the tenacity of the plate in

north -west.
(To be continued .)

pounds per square inch multiplied by two. Hence,
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The metal for the two crown sheets, or top and
bottom pieces, should be somewhat stouter than that

where the working pressure multiplied by five
equals 200, the diameter of the boiler equals 4 ins.,
and the tenacity of the plate equals 15 tons or
33,600 lbs., the requisite thickness is shown to be
33.600200x x 564 x 2 = 0·02125 in ., correspondingapprox

of the shell. About 25 per cent. thicker is suitable, so
may satisfactorily answer the present requirements.

imately with No. 26 B .W .G . This is a very light

5 ins , and it should be cut perfectly true and square

that o'025 * 1'25 = 0'03125 in . ; or No. 22 B . W .G .,

The dimensions of the shell-plate will be 13 ins.by

T

P

I

-

T

t .

Fig . 2.- PLAN.
to size. The rivet-holes may be marked off before
rolling the plate. Around the top and along one of
the shorter sides for the vertical seam , they are lined

3 -16ths in . from the edge . Around the bottom , the
apart of the rivets is in . Absolute accuracy must
be observed in marking off.
Roll the plate into cylindricalform ,measuring 5 ins.
by 4 ins. in diameter, when the lap for the seam will
pitch line is f in . from the edge. The pitch or distance

ATT EITA

FBI

FIG . I. -- SECTION OF BOILER.

gauge, and would need most careful working up , lest,
impaired . Probably, for thatreason , a slightly heavier
plate will be better, say, No. 24 B .W .G ., which is
0-25 in., or 1-40th in. in thickness. Even thatmust be

by accidently bruising, its strength were seriously

worked with the utmost care, but it is not advan

tageous to use a thicker plate.

.Fig . 3.
be } in . Having rolled it quite truly, observing that
themarked edge of the plate is lapped outside, secure
the joint temporarily with a touch of solder at top and
bottom . Do not allow any solder to run between the
lap . The shell may then be slipped upon a stout
piece of wood, supported at each end, and with one
of its surfaces rounded at a radius of 2 ins., as shown
in Fig . 3, and have the whole of its rivet-holes drilled .
They are l-12th in . in diameter, and the number is :

around top and bottom , fifty holes each ; along the
longitudinal seam , nineteen holes. Drilling — and
careful, slow drilling - is insisted upon, as punching

will only result in spoiling the work by buckling the
plate and burring the holes.
As nineteen rivets will be put in at each end of the

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
uptake, the total number needed for the boiler shell
will be 157, or, say, it gross, which will allow for
possible waste. They are of copper, 1-12th in . in
diameter, or No. 14 B .W .G ., and need not be longer
than 1- 16th in . behind the head , or } in . over all.
The first portion of the riveting may now be pro
ceeded with . The chief requirements are :- (I) a thick

July 2, 1903.

nificant, since the quantity required is so small. Its
making the shell being given , indeed, only because it

adoption is strongly recommended , the other means of

is à la mode, and may, therefore,he preferred by some
more conscientious readers. If it is adopted, a gross

of rivets will suffice for the job .
Proceeding with the two crowns, which are similar
in shape and size as shown in Fig . 4 , a start can be
made by cutting from the sheet copper obtained for the
purpose a couple of discs, about 4 * ins. diameter. The

-- - - Fig. 4.

--

 " كمad
T- ot

FIG. 5.
toi .

metal being so thin , they might be " spun " in the
lathe, and that should be done if the facilities are at
hand. Otherwise, they must be hammered up in the
ordinary manner. The usual difficulty of flanging
such crowns strictly to size will not be so apparent in
this case, since they are deeply " dished," and, con
sequently, are more or less adjustable to the shell ends.
Should it really prove necessary to work up the
crowns by haminering, it will be advisable to turn two
hard wood " formers " - one convex and the other
concave to correspond. Such blocks are, in sectional
outline, shown in Figs. 6 ,and 5 respectively. After
the plate has been roughly worked over that in Fig. 6 ,
the concave one should be placed upon it, and the
whole clamped together closely in the vice, the plate
being between the two blocks. Then the flange can
be formed by beating down on the edge of the convex
block the outstanding metal. In making the flange
around the centre hole of the uptake, a hard wood
plug turned to the shape given in Fig. 7 should be
driven gently through the hole in the concave former,
forcing the metal up into and around that in the

concave one. Obviously,the centre hole in the crown
Fig . 6 .

Is "rad,

rod of iron rounded on one side, as was the piece of
HU.

wood whereon the shell was drilled, and supported
similarly; (2) a light riveting-hammer ; (3) sharp cutting
nippers; (4) a rivet " snap," or " sett” of suitable shape
and size.
Commence riveting at the centre of the seam , and

+ 1g

work equally towards the ends. Put each rivet
through from inside the shell, cut it off to within
1-32nd in . of the outside surface, and then tap its end
very lightly with the hammer until it is tight. The
" sett " is not used until the whole of the rivets are in

position and secured . It can then be put over each
īs tail end " and hammered gently, being, the while,
rotated backward and forward between the finger and
thumb, which will ensure a nice finish . Of course ,

during these operations the rivets are held up tightly
to the work by the iron rod beneath their heads. The
secret of successful riveting is to hammer lightly and
often — not once or twice and heavily. It is impossible
to make a tight seam if the rivets are bentor set askew
by heavy , careless hammering.
As the plate will be too thin for the seam to be
caulked in the ordinary way, the easiest and most
thorough method of making it tight will be to sweat
it well with a hard solder. Do this inside the shell in
preference to the outside, so as not to spoil the finished
appearance.

FIG . 7 .

Fig . 9.

sheets should have been cut previously . Its diameter
is fin.,

this being enlarged to it ins. in making a
5 - 16ths in . flange, as will be apparent. Whilst the
hole is being flanged, the blocks or formers may be
clamped down to the bench by any convenient means.
Although not referred to before , it will have been
understood that frequent annealings are desirable
during the working of the metal.
When thetwo crowns are so far formed, they should
be fitted to the shell and all necessary adjustments
made ere going on with the drilling of the rivet-holes.
Do not look to the rivets themselves to close any gaps,

Another and far better method ofmaking the boiler
tubing, requiring simply to be drilled around its top
and bottom edges. It will be much stronger being
without a seam , and,for the samereason, will facilitate
the fitting and securing of the crowns, thus making

but let the seams appear now as tight as though
fastened permanently. Only by so doing can the
boiler be made really neatly and strong. The holes
around the crown flanges should be drilled , with the
drill passed through those in the shell to make certain

the whole construction most easy. Although slightly

flangesmay next bemarked off accurately and drilled .

more expensive than the sheet, its cost will be insig

The holes should, of course, be of the same diameter

shell will be to employ a piece of seamless copper

of their coincidence .

Those around the centre
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as the rivets, or 1-12th in., a No. 14 B.W .G , Auted
drill being used .

Down to this stage, both crowns will have been pre
cisely alike. Now , however, their exact similarity
ceases. That for the bottom of the boiler has to have
tube holes drilled through it. Their positions are as
given in Fig. 8, which represents a piece of thin paper
cut to that shape, marked off and ready to be affixed
temporarily to the crown. This is, perhaps, the
readiest means of doing the job, and reduces the
the chances of error. Drilling is done through the
paper, and carefully, so that the crown may not be
distorted . All dimensions are indicated .
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those just referred to. First cut off fourteen pieces
# in . long, and ready tapped. Finish one end square
and the other curved to correspond to the “ dishing "

of the crown. Screw them down on the ends of the
U -tubes, and then fit these in their places. A further
fourteen pieces should next be cut, about 3- 16ths in .
long, the ends being as before, excepting that the curve

should be concave instead of convex. They must not
be tapped, however,but simply reamered out to slide
stiffly upon the threaded ends of the tubes in the crown.
Oncemore cut off fourteen tapped pieces of tube, half
their number being in ., and the remainder in. in
length - all square at both ends. The longer ones are
the connections proper. After the reamered pieces
have been adjusted upon the ends of the bottom tubes
projecting through the crown, the - in . connections
are screwed on those nearest theuptake,and the shorter
pieces upon the other ends, the whole being done as
tightly as possible. The connectors will stand about
fin . above the tube ends, and therein may next be
screwed securely the ends of the upper tubes as shown.

Make all joints thoroughly steam -tight by sweating
with solder.

(To be continued.)

0-

FIG . 10.

FIG . 8.
At this stage the bottom of the uptake should be
riveted in . It is a 57-in . length , of No . 20 B .W .G .,
solid -drawn copper tube, If ins. in diameter. Sweat
the seam finally.
The water-tubes are seven in number, each being
made up of two principal parts, as can be seen in
Fig. 1. Details are given in Fig . 9 of the lower por
tions. They are of solid -drawn brass or copper tubing,

5 -16ths in . in outside diameter, and with a thickness
equal to No. 22 B .W .G . As they are to be bent to so
small a radius, each piece of tube should first be filled
with molten lead or, better,with a bundle of finewire,
to prevent collapse. If the wire is used, it can after
wards be removed by pulling out one piece at a time
until the remainder is loosened, when that may be
drawn out in bulk . Almost any kind ofwire will serve.
To shape the tubes easily and accurately, recourse
may again be had to suitable hard -wood blocks. When
all are bent and emptied of the lead or wire, they co.n

be cut to the requisite lengths, and have their ends
twenty -eightto thirty per inch .
The top portions of the tubes are to bemade as re

threaded for a distance of fin ., the number being

presented in Fig . io, the upper ends being bent as
shown, so that the water, in the geyser-like action of
the tubes, is ejected horizontally at the line of mean
water -level. If that part were quite straight, the water
would be sent directly upward , and might cause

priming, unless some sort of baffle plate were fitted.
But another object in curving the ends is to iinpart to
the water in the boiler a rapid rotarymotion , ensuring
positive circulation, and “ scouring ” off the bubbles of
steam from thehot surfaces as fast as they are formed .
Screw -thread the lower ends for 5- 16ths in . similarly
to the bottom tubes.

A piece of brass tubing will now be required from
which to make the nuts , washers, and unions wanted
to secure the tubes to the crown, Its bore should be
such that, when tapped, it will fit the threaded ends of

Aeronautical Institute'and Club.
AT the last General Meeting of the Aeronautical
a Institute and Club , held at St. Bride's Institute,
Fleet Street, E .C ., Mr. S . L . Senecal, Vice-Presi
dent, in the Chair , a paper by Capt. Callaway, of
Brighton , was read, giving particulars of his patent
navigable balloon. The balloon is of novel design ,
being shaped like an inverted ship ; and has sufficient
capacity to lift the aeronaut and gear suspended
beneath . It is a distinct departure from the “ Santos
Dumont " type of airships ; and is propelled by wings

fixed on each side of the car, and worked by hand
power, thewingsare specially constructed to " feather,"
which has theadvantage of lessening the air resistance
on their surfaces during the up stroke. The balloon
is steered with a rudder fixed at the back, and operated

from the car. In the discussion which followed Capt.
Callaway's paper,

Mr. A . D . Fox gave details of a
balloon designed by himself which has many features

not hitherto adopted by inventors, one of the chief be
ing the use of four screw propellers, each one ofwhich
is capable of being used for propelling, ascending, and
descending, as may be required. Mr. Fox will read
a paper at the July General Meeting giving full details
of his invention . Mr. H . Middleton ,of Brighton, is to
read a paper on the FundamentalPrinciples of Flight,
and also exhibit working models illustrating his re
marks at the June GeneralMeeting.
ONE great advantage of the steam turbine is its
economy of floor space . Both afloat and ashore this
counts for much . TheWestinghouse -Parsons turbine
requires about 80 per cent. of the space needed for a
vertical, and not more than 40 per cent. of that re
quired for a horizontal engine. This statement is
based on a station lay -out with a clear space of 7 ft.
in all directions between the machines. This type
of turbine being horizontal, requires less head room ,
and consequently a cheaper building by a consider
able amount than the vertical engine. The building

capacity required for such turbines is about half of
that needed for vertical engines.

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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An Amateur's Accumulator .

Purchase the grids ready made and " formed." See
the advertisement pages of the M . E . for these. Four

By J. PIKE.

the size is 4 ins. by 4 ins. (a stock size). These grids

THE electrical studentrequires a store of electrical
current. Primary batteries are troublesomeand
expensive, and unreliable, the latter being the
worst fault. Accumulators or storage batteries are ex
pensive if bought ready made, but cheap if made at

are very reasonable in price, and bought ready formed
save a great deal of trouble, and,what is of the utmost

positive and six negative grids will be required,and

home. However, unless one has access to a direct
current supply from mains or works, even this source
Fig . 1.

importance, are perfectly reliable and effective.
The grids come to hand with short " lugs” attached
-- i.e ., there is an extension at one of the top corners.
These lugs for our purpose require to be lengthened
by soldering strips of sheet lead thereto. Soldering is
an art which may be acquired with a reasonable
amount of practice. The student should buy a fair

sized soldering iron - one with the copper " bitt " at

FIG. 3.

right angles to the handle ; also a stick of solder,
somepowdered resin , and a piece of sheet lead, i in .
thick , or thereabouts. Cut the sheet lead into strips of
42 in . width , and practice soldering piece to piece
until able to make a good joint. Heat the iron (or
copper rather) over a Bunsen burner or spirit-lamp.

Positive Terminal.

Negative Terminal.

Wood
case.

w

Glass
Cell

Separators

Glass
cell

1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

- -- - -

1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

- -

2 - -- -

Partition

Fig . 4.

FIG . 2.

is barred the amateur. Now that the electric light is
so universal, I feel sure, being only one of the crowd

tt

myself, that themajority ofmy readers will meet with

no difficulty, both in the making and the charging of
their accumulators.
Thesecretof successfulwork — and economical work
- with these storage batteries is to do everything, as
far as possible, oneself ; in that case the use of such
batteries becomes a pleasure, and a pleasure gained at

together
small cost. I give below directions for putting
ampère -hour

a 4 -volt (2 -cell) accumulator, of about 14

capacity. This is a very convenient one, the weight
(about 15 lbs.) not excessive, therefore the battery can
be carried without fatigue, and one need not trust to
irresponsible porters and boys. The cellsmay be used
singly or coupled . I have five such batteries in use,
and can therefore use one cell (i.e., two volts) or
any number up to ten cells, representing 20 volts,
which is a battery power sufficient for a variety of
purposes in the house and workroom , while the

charging of them , a very important consideration,may
be done, as I propose to show , without danger or
difficulty .
A convenient size of cell is 6 ins.by 2 ins,by 41 ins.;
this adınits of five grids on each cell, and the two cells
encased in wood,measure 51 ins. by 64 ins.by 7 } ins.

Fig . 5.

32 cn
B.

When hot enough,rub the “ bitt" or nose of the copper
on an old cloth , dip into the resin , then rub it over
with the solder. If the right heat has been got, this
will be easy work, but the copper nose will not take
the solder if it has been made too hot, nor will it, as a
matter of course, if not hot enough to melt the solder .

There is a wide and happy medium which must be

sought for, and when this has been discovered , the
mere joining of strip to strip, and strip to the lug on
the grid, becomes easy work. Fig. I shows five grids
set up side by side, preparatory to lengthening their
lugs ; the two positive grids occupy the positions 2 and
4 , and the negative the positions 1, 3, and 5. The
negative gridsmay be known by their colour — which
is grey - and the positive by their chocolate colour.
Before starting to lengthen the lugs, we should cut
out half-a -dozen ebonite separators, Fig. 2. These
are designed to hold the grids to a fairly uniform
distance apart of rather under in . ; the set of five
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guids is placed on two of these separators, and the
third is placed on the top (see Fig . 4 ). A piece of
sheet ebonite, 3 ins.by 2 ins., and in . thick , is divided

into six pieces. Three of these may be filed up,
clamped in a vice, the spaces measured off, and saw

cuts made to a depth of 4 in ., finally cutting out the
squares or spaces with a fretsaw .

The lugs on the three negative grids are to be
lengthened and joined together, as in Fig. 3. The
short lug on the grid should be scraped clean with a
knife, and bevelled as shown, so that when the lead
strip is soldered on , as much surface contactismade
as possible ; and, of course, it is desirable to have the
joints neatly made, as this greatly simplifies the work ,

and gives a better finish to the battery . The edges of
the strip lead also, where the solder is to be applied ,
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the second lug will be the longer, because this also has
the
to be brought out for the same purpose. Having
commence

set of five arranged as described ,we may
to join up the three negative lugs, the three strips
being neatly bent over, cut, trimmed up, and bevelled
at the edges to ensure good connection. Use plenty

of solder to make the joint strong. This also has the
effect of steadying the whole set. Turn the set of
grids round, and similarly solder the two positive lugs
together, and when this has been finished satisfac

torily, wemay place the whole set at once in one of
the glass cells. To preventany risk of the set of grids
dropping out of position when being liſted in the cell,
I put a drop of seccotine into the grooves of separators,
and the grids are thus held securely enough for the
timebeing. Now to lift the set into the cell : Take

The COMPLETE ACCUMULATOR.

are cleaned and scraped with a knife. With the sol
dering iron at the right heat, and with the aid ofplenty

a piece of stout string, double it, and pass under the
set; make , in fact, a cradle, by which the whole set,

of soft solder and resin , the work will proceed rapidly .
Finish the three negative grids first, with the lugs all
taking a bend over to one direction . Then do the two
positive grids, giving their lugs a position in the op

held together by the separators, may be lifted and
lowered into the cell and the string withdrawn.
Naturally one should see that the ebonite strips are
not too big for the cells, as there must be no forcing

posite direction . Now , setting up the grids on two of
the separators, we shall have facing us - first, a nega
tive ; secondly, a positive ; thirdly and fifthly, a nega
tive ; the fourth place being occupied by the remaining
positive grid . All the negative lugs will be on one
side, and the two positive lugs on the other ; now
insert the third separator midway on the top of the

allowed . Fig. 4 shows.(looking down into the battery)
the disposition of the grids. The first cell has been
described. The second should be made so that the
negative lugs shall come out opposite to the positive.
Personally , I find it more convenient to makethe cells
distinct, simply coupling them up by means of thetwo
terminals at the back . This is the natural place for

set, and the grids will be held neatly in position .
The length of the attached strips of lead matters

coupling up ; therefore, the grids should be set up in
the second cell, so that the battery being finished,
the

very little, as will be seen from Fig . 3. The first
strip , which is required to be brought up out of
the cell for the purpose of connection to a terminal,
will be the longest. Similarly on the positive side

terminals are as shown in the figure. A strong case
may be made for the battery, and finished off sub
stantially, as shown in thephotograph , where a couple
of batteries are figured. I leave the back and front
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open , and have thus a clear view through the battery

when charging up.
The electrolyte fluid for these cells is made by adding
five parts of strong sulphuric acid of thebest quality to
twenty -oneparts of water. Add the acid slowly to the
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Simple Lessons in Pattern
Making .

water, and let the solution get cold before pouring into

By T. D . GARSCADDEN,
Late Instructor in Woodwork and Pattern Making,

the cells . Enough should be put in to just cover the
tops of the grids.

Birmingham University.
(Continued from page 414, Vol. VIII.)

In THE MODEL ENGINEER handbook , “ Accumula
tors, & c .," a lot of interesting information will be found
relative to the charging of them . Supposing that we

have access to a supply and current at, say, a pressure
of 200 volts direct : take the twin wire leading to any

one lamp,sever one of the wires,and bare thetwo ends
to the extent of an inch or so ; prepare a glass of
water, to which should be added a drop or two ofacid ,
holding the two bared wire ends about } in . apart - or
tie them one to each side of a cork - dip the bare ends
into the acidulated water, turn on the current, and from
the negative wire will be seen forming a profusion of
bubbles ; mark the other wire, which is positive, red
with a touch of sealing-wax. Now , if we connect the
negative wire to the negative terminal of our battery,

CYLINDERS FOR COMPOUND UNDERTYPE ENGINE,

PROPOSE to divide this subject into two parts ;
this lesson to deal with the pattern only, and the
next one with the coreboxes, this being part of

my plan to simplify themaking of what might appear
at first sightto be a rather difficult job, but which in
reality will be found to be very easy if you closely
follow the instructions.
The graphic demonstration of methods, which I
have here adopted, together with instructions pre
viously given, render it unnecessary for me to say
much , in regard to the pattern at any rate. I will,
however, go over the iteins briefly, and enlarge only

and the positive wire to the positive terininal, and also
substitute a 32 C.-p. lainp for the 16 c.-p., which most
probably will be ordinarily in use, we may switch on

on those operations which have not previously been
touched upon. I have drawn it as it appears in Mr.
Greenly's drawings (which I shall hereaſter call the
main drawings ), for the sake of handy comparison

the current, and expect a small charge to go through
the battery.
A better and quicker way is to have a resistance
framemade by a professional electrician . Once see
it properly fixed up, and the amateur will be surprised
at the ease with wbich the battery is charged . Fig. 5
shows a lamp resistance ; but if a frame is used, the
main terminals upon it may be connected to a couple
of branch wires, supplying, say, half-a -dozen lamps,

while making the pattern ; but in the next article the
accompanying drawings will show it upside down, as

when a current of about 3 or 4 ampères will pass
through the accumulator. Of course , the amateur
must not make these connections without proper ad
vice from a practical electrician , as these high -pressure
currents are not to be played with . Sull, properly
done and started, we shall find it a very great con
venience and saving
When charging, after having used one or both cells ,
care should be taken to see that both cells (the two

this is the best way to mould it, for reasons which
will become sell-evident as you go along. All the
dimensions given are pattern sizes to standard rule.

I have allowed 1-16th in . for machining on all
finished faces, but add to this, or deduct from , as the
exigencies of your finishing facilities will direct.
I have ignored fillets and rounded corners, in order
to make the issues clearer. The fillets can be added
(if desired) when you have finished assembling, so to
speak, in the manner described in the base-plate

cells being coupled up) gas freely. Naturally, if one
cell has been used more than the other this would
take a longer time to recharge ; therefore, if one cell

article. A propos of this, there was a slight printers'
omission in the description ofthe tube, i.e., one end
should be deuted until it is about' } in . diameter, and
whilst discussing this subject, I may give another
wrinkle as to small irregular filleting. Varnish the
corners liberally, and, while still ivet, shape in putty
with the finger. The surplus varnish will squeeze
out and enable you to slake it into shape easily. It

gasses freely in advance of the other, disconnect the
coupling the two cells once more and giving a final
charge for, say, half an hour.

dispensed with , as the corners are all hidden when

cells and charge up the delinquent by itself, finally

If a cell persistently refuses to gas (this may happen
in the case of an accumulator which has been in use
a long time), the chances are that something is wrong
with the connections ; therefore, all lead joints, etc.,
must be tested, and, if necessary, the cell must be cut
out, the grids removed, and repaired . The amateur,
however, should, having built up a set of batteries as
described, find no difficulty in making such repairs,
replacing old and worn out grids with new , and other
wise keeping his store of electrical current up to the
mark .
The new six-coupled bogie four -cylinder compound
on the London and North -Western Railway is now
doing regular work, and severalmore of this new type
of engine are to be built. Many of the London and
North -Western locomotives are being fitted with a
" capuchon ” or “ deflector " on the front of the chim
ney.

will set comparatively hard on the surface in about
five minutes and then be ready for painting all
together.

For the subject in hand, however, filleting may be
fitted up, but, at the finish , round off the edges with a

piece of coarse sandpaper where shown rounded on
the main drawings.
Use pine all through, and make the flanges first, so
as to use one for a template in turning the necks of
barrels, which makes the next job. Do this in exactly
the same manner as described in page 200 of issue

March 25th , with the obvious differences of rebating
for the flanges, and using one dowel pin in each
the rebate, and then one brad will do in each end,
inserted as shown at X (Fig. 49). You now have a
framework composed of the barrels and flanges.
When this is done make the pieces forming the
steam -chests and prints (Fig. 48). This operation is.
new to you , and as it is suggestive of any pattern in
halves other than round , I give it in detail.
instead of two. Make a neat, somewhat tight, fit of

Rough-cut two pieces about to ins. long by about
3 ins. wide, and, after jointing, plane one piece to
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I 7 -16ths ins. thick and the other to 13- 16ths in .
Stitch the two pieces temporarily with two brads
angled through the ends while you bore holes for

not forget the little supporting web underneath .
Fasten it to the pattern .
Now make and fix the pieces F , G , and H , and then

the dowel pins in about the positions indicated .

the steam and exhaust bosses ; fit each piece for these
into its place before striking the centre.
There remains only now the condensation and hold

Fit in the pins now ,and, while both halves are still
together, shoot one edge straight and square, alter
wards guaging and planing to breadth between

flanges. Make a nice fit of this, as it conduces so
much to success of the whole.
Now square a centre line right round, and proceed
to draw off and cut out, as in first stage (Fig. 48), and

ing-down bosses. Make these all in one stick, as the
section given will do for both . You will notice that
I have carried the holding-down bosses right up to
metal or parting line. This is to enable the whole to
be inoulded in an ordinary two-part box. By making
them the section shown the longer ones can be given
a little draught by simply paring a shaving off the
back at the end deepest in sand. You will have to

fall back upon glue for attaching these, as you cannot

very well get brads in .
Sandpaper up now to a finish , keeping the two
halves together, and leaning a little heavier on the off
sides from the joint, to provide a little draught.
(To be continued .)

Practical Letters from our
Readers .

tricot - - -23Full - -

[ The Editor invites readers to mike aise of this column for the full
discussion of miatters of practical and nutiial in !crest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached ,

though not necessarily intended for publication .]

A Good Battery for the Amateur.
FIG . 49. – TURNING,
afterwards to second stage. Fix in their respective
places thus:-- Take the socket half of the framework
and fix in the two ends with brads through from the
Aanges, ofcourse ,
holding dead
flush with the

| - -- 26 In

what at present
constitutes the
two halves of
pattern , and drop
each remaining
end piece into its
respective dowel

thick .

socket, and fix as

So thick
- - 216 Full

Cadbury's cocoa tins, which , being rectangular, ne
cessitated a square gauze cylinder and plate, instead

- la - * - la - t - i

-* -1 -

-- 2- -

- ten to deep in
2 thus
(right & left.)

- Ja

care to keep the
two halves of the
whole tightly to
gether.
Nextmake the
Fig . 50. middle webs in
the manner shown. Cuts will have to be taken out of
the barrels for these, which will then hold the webs at
the joints, enabling each piece to be held securely by
two brads put in at an angle through the leather ends.
Make the small loose covering flange next. The
idea here in having it loose is that the flange is left
in the sand while pattern is withdrawn. It is then
drawn in and up through the space vacated by the
print, and this is why the print is so large on the
bottom half (speaking relatively of inould ), which
imprint again is filled up with an enlarged core from

a corebox made accordingly, but of this anon. Do

2 thus

- 2 % full

WA

before, tiking

M .E ., entitled, “ A Good Battery for the Amateur."
I commenced to make a battery of this type out of

OV

joint the while.
Now put together

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - I have read with much interest the
article by Mr. F . E . Powell in Nos. 102 and 103 of the

FLANGES OF CYLINDERS.
of rod , zinc. I tested the voltage very carefully, but
instead of I volt per cell it was only ·5.
By several experiments it was found that the low
voltage was due to the tin on the can , for a piece of
iron and zinc in caustic potash gave I volt. The tin ,
also , seemed to dissolve to some extent in the solution
and deposit on the zinc, which also lowered the
voltage, which is the probable explanation, for the
E .M . F . of the cell should be that between the zinc

and turnings, and not that between the zinc and tin
plate. I have tried to remove the tin , but have not,
as yet, been able to get i volt, and I should be very
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pleased to know if the author has ever had a similar

trouble, and, if so , how he cured it. - Yours truly,
E . A . WATSON .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , — I think “ A . B . (Birmingham ) ” would be
doing, not only myself butmany other M .E . readers, a
great favour by letting us know where to get the
potash and gauze for Mr. F . E . Powell's 6 -cell battery.
i live very close to Birmingham , so that I could go
and fetch the materials. I was, lately, charged iod .
a pound by a chemist for some potash .— Yours truly,

July 2, 1903.

the contacts, with the exception of the bottom two.
These switches are made from sheet metal, and so
constructed that they will make contact with either of
the stops, e.g., switch a mustmake contact with b or
c, as shown in sketch . The arrangements for the

J. S.
Series-Parallel Switch for Connection of
Accumulators or Batteries.

To the EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, — With reference to the article in the
an accumulator switch for connecting in series or
parallel, I should like to say that some time ago I.
constructed a set of switches to work with a 6 -cell
issue of June 4th , by Mr. Gandolfi, on the design for

DETAIL OF SWITCHES .

Volts.
other voltages are shown separately, as above.
This combination of switches can be arranged in the

form of a circle, if found more convenient. I shall be
pleased to give further particulars to any amateur to
whom they may be useful. - Yours faithfully,
R. B .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - In reference to the article on “ Series
Parallel Switch ," by Mr. Arturo Gandolfi, I beg to

point out that if the accumulator cells are connected
in series, as per diagram (Fig. 4 ), each time the lever
is moved from segment to segment, a cell will be
momentarily short-circuited . The segments should
be so spaced that the lever completely breaks circuit
with one segment before making contact with the
next, otherwise the cells are sure to suffer. The
article, except for this slight error, is an excellent one.
H . B . HUNT.
- Yours truly,

11

1

Electrical Ignition for Oil Engines.

To the EDITOR OF TheModel Engineer.
- -

- - -

DEAR SIR , - In a recent issue of The MODEL ENGI
NEER, I notice a query respecting electric ignition for
oil engine, and observe that you do not recommend
the same. You may be interested to know that I

have fitted electric ignition to my ; h .-p. oil engine
with very satisfactory
results.
is made from Barker's castings ; cylin

.... ... 0
- --- ----

R - -- ----...

d 16VOLTSŐ
16 VOLTS

BATTERY TERMINALS.
bichromate battery, so that it was possible to obtain

- current at a voltage of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, or 12, an arrange
ment which was found very satisfactory . As will be
seen from the enclosed sketch, my arrangement

The engine
der, 2ų ins. by 5 ins.,running at 480 revolutions. It
had , originally, the usual completed vapouriser and
ignition tube, both heated by a two-pint “ Ætna "
blowlamp. The whole thing was a perfectnuisance ;
the vapouriser was always getting fooded, or the

spray valve stuck up , and the lamp had to be pumped
by hand every fifteen minutes. It was supposed to
burn 34 hours when full.

I never got more than

it hours burning. It was impossible to leave
the engine, as the lamp-nipple was always getting
choked up . Finally, I put the whole lot on the scrap
heap, made a new vapouriser, heated by the waste
heat of the exhaust, and fitted electric ignition with

appears to be simple and much easier to make and
manipulate than Mr. Gandolfi's design . The
arrangement is shown for eight cells, there being

coil and sparking plug. The coil is made from in
structions in THE MODEL ENGINEER handbook. The

fourteen small switches necessary - one for each of

contact-breaker is fitted on the 2 -to -I shaft, and

July 2, 1903.

The Model Engineer and Electrician .

the point of ignition can be advanced or retarded. I
use a “ spark intensifier.” This was in use on this
engine long before the Panhard Company announced
the so -called “ discovery " ! There is absolutely no
trouble from fouling of the plug ; it has only been
cleaned once this year. The engine is started by

means of petrol, using a wick carburettor. After five
minutes running, the vapouriser is sufficiently heated ,
and the paraffin turned on. When thoroughly hot,
the engine will frequently run with the current
switched off, probably owing to the heat of the cylin
der head, which is notwater-jacketed. The scrapping
the lamp, etc., has reduced the oil consumption by
of
two- thirds, and the engine will run for two hours on
one pint of paraffin . I have just finished a No. 4
Avery dynamo, from which I can obtain over 300
watts, the engine driving it easily. The only thing
that not satisfactory about the engine is the gover
this, I wish to ask your advice. At
nor. is About
present, the governor is Barker's original pattern (a

slow -speed governor), on the end of the 2 - to - I
shaft, which draws a sleeve under a roller on the

exhaus: lever, thereby holding the exhaust valve open .
This arrangementmakes a lot of noise, and the sleeve
and roller wear very badly. When starting, the
engine goes off at a great pace, driving the ammeter
needle against the pin . The governor then comes
into action, slowing it right down, often sufficiently to
throw out the automatic switch . Can you suggest any
other method ? I do not think throttling would do,
as the oil is fed through a drip -valve at a constant
rate according to the load . The inlet valve is suction
opened. I should be much obliged if you would
suggest something.
If you think that particulars of the vapouriser, etc.,
would be of use, I shall be very pleased to send them .
Any gas engine may be converted to oil by this
means. - Yours faithfully ,
R . B . VERNEY .
Carlisle.
(We shall be very pleased to receive the drawings
and detailed description of the vapouriser. - EDITOR
M .E . & E .]
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Queries and Replies.
(Attention
is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated. Letters containing Queries must be

marked
on the top left-hand corner of the envelope " Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by postunder the following conditions ( 1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's nameMUST be in
scribed on the back. (2 ) Oueries should be accompanied,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed. (4 ) Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days
must usually ela pse before the Reply can be forwarded (5 )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some wecks must elapse before the
Reply can be published . The insertion of Replies in this column
cannot be guaranteed . (6 ) AIL Queries should be addressed to

The Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 35 to 39. Temple House,
Tallis Street, London , E .C .)

Thefollowingare
selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently: (8929 ) Position of Brushes, and Direction of Induced Cur
rent. J W . (Pembroke Dock) writes : I find, on a perusalof several
books on dynamo construction , that the brushes are placed top and
bottom of the commutator, as in accompanying sketch (not re

produced). Would you kindly explain why the brushes are so placed
---making contact with the coils that are not cutting lines of force,
inst ad of making contact with the coils at the moment (or a little

query 8929

FIG . I.

The Mersey Tunnel Railway, themost recent of the
steam " underground " railways, has just been electri
fied, and on Sunday,May 3rd , the first trains were
run ; the following day a tir :e-minute service was in

augurated . The Mersey Railway is the first steam

railway in the United Kingdom to be 'entirely
converted to the use of electric power, and the
alteration has been made without interfering with the
ordinary traffic. The trains are equipped on the

after, allowing for angle of lead) they are cutting the maximum lines
of force ? Also the direction in which the current is induced. Also,

in a motor, does the armature become a magnet, and so attracted
and repelled by the N .and S. fields ; or, do the conductors in the ar
mature becomeattracted or repelled by them ? with the idle con
Although the brushes appear to be in contact

ductors, viz., those which are not cutting any lines of force,in reality

lines of ove

multiple-unit system , no separate locomotives being
used . The Mersey Railway was opened on January

20th , 1886 , and was remarkable for the very large and
powerfultank locomotives employed in its service.
A ROUGH AND READY rule in connection with long
distance electric power transmission for determining
the pressure required to meet economic considerations
is, that the pressure in thousands of volts will be equal
to one third of the number of miles it is required to
transmit. On this basis a 200-mile transmission would
require
something under 70,000 volts ; but using
latticed steel towers in place of wooden poles
for the

line supports the

cost would considerably increased,
and to counteract this 80,000be volts
would be adopted

as the pressure at the receiver end.

SlhaConductor
FIG . 2

RM

ROA

direction

Lines

of

CORDE

Puery 8929
this is not the case. When the armature is wound, the conductors
are brought a portion of the way round the armature -end, and fixed
to the commutator segments, as shown in Fig. 1. lhe induced
current in a conductor would be as shown in Fig . 2. The X repre
sents the arrow -head, denoting that current is flowing towards you;
the denotes the tail of arrow , and current flowingaway from you.
The small circle represents the cross section of one conductor. The

· The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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armature core certainly does become a magnet, but this state is
brought
by theF . current
article ofin
Tanuary about
ist issue,by
E . Powell,in onthetheconductors.
" Direction See
of Rotation
Electric Motors." The turning force,causingthearmature to rotate,
would still exist, even if the core were wood or cork, instead of iron ;
but, of course, not to such a great extent.
[80031 Power of Small Oil Engine. C . L . F . (St. Albans)
writes : (1) I have an oil engine, 2 ins. bore 4 ins. stroke. What
b .h .-p . is it, with common oil ? It is tube ignition . ( 2) If I fit it

with electric
ignition
and use? petrol,
what how
b .h.-p.much
wouldwould
it be itthen
would
thatmake
it stronger
(3) About
cost?

for coil, plug and accumulator ?
We cannot say exactly as the design of engine has almost as

much
do with ofthesame
powersizeobtainable
as the actual may
size ofdiffer
cylinder,
i.e., twoto engines
but of differentmake
con
siderably
in
their
b.
h
.-p.
Probably
about
b.h.-p.
(2)
Petrol
will
of our advertisers
increase power about 15 to 20 per cent. (

will give you prices for coil, plug,ctc.
[8996] making
Resistance
for Coil.
N . H . (Stoke-on-Trent)
writes:of
I intend
a shocking
coil, butwish
to regulate strength

July 2, 1903.

(8999] Charging
Supply Mains.
. A. B.
accumulator.
(Harlesden
) writes : ISmall
have a Cell
4 -voltfrom
(1) Is it Lpossible
to charge it from a 250-voltmain ? If so, (2 ) would you kindly give
mea diagram , showing in what way to arrange a sufficient number
ofthe16accumulator
-c.- p. lamps,Theco
asmpletoHow
for
tegetchlong
ng yoyouuvoltagecurrent,
e accumu
ara gismaller
thenough
keep the
have to keep
?socomplete
(3)
do
have
lator
in
circuit
to
charging
?
(1) Yes. (2) The number of lamps in parallel will be determined
by the amount of current you wish to pass through the cell, and

this
again
willmention
be determined
by the sizeit toor be
capacity ofsmall--about
cell,which
do nothours
; butandpresuming
8you
-ampére
capacity,
a + plate area fairly
of 36 sq. ins.- - you
may pass a current not exceeding 1 . ampères. Asone 16 c.-p. lamp
our ttoo aabout
borou6t ttoo4 g.6gete.t iitRoughly
hrises
rampère
amperes,speaking,
and so onif .the(3) cell
Until
the voltage
is an 8 -ampère
hour one, io or 11 hours at one ampère will be long enough to

chargeit fully. See recent Queries and Replies on thissubject.

currentby means of resistance switch (Query 8071, March , 1903).
If this can be done, would you be kind enough to show me- ( I)

[8884to] make
Dynamo
Lamps.
A.dynamo
F . (Taunton)
writes
: I amin
about
a" Small
10-and
wattDynamos
Knapp-type
from should
particulars
your
handbook
and
Motors,"
and
be
if you could
theseforgings
questions
for me.
(1) Could
I usegladaI
casting
insteadanswer
of three
for field
-magnets,
if so, should

( 1) Coiled on a piece of round rod or gas pipe, which of course
is removed the wire retaining its spiral form . ( 2) Either iron of

winding would be best for lighting purposes, 5 volts 2 ampères, or
10 volts i ampere, and if I use a casting shall I have to use a

How? the(3) wires
? (2) What
sortand
how muchandwire
use
How arethewound
connections
are made
to resistance
whatto
sort of wire to use for same ?

somehigh
will doto : three
or fourin
yds.
of the resistance
latter, No. wire,
26 or such
30 S.Was.G platinoid
. (3) Connect
terminals

any
convenientSeeinanner.
Wedo tonotQueries,
see what your difficulty is in
this respect.
recent Replies

H . P .(Land'
built[8834)
fromDynamo
Mr. StuartQueries.
Turner's A.castings,
and sareEnd)writes:Having
now running, the
two
vertical
engines,
of
which
the
particulars
are given
belowpre
,I
wish
to
build
a
dynamo
for
lighting
purposes
(shunt
ferred ) which will run satisfactorily with either engine.wound
Wehave
your handbook,
1o, and
for would
some time
in The
MODEL
ENGINÉER.No. May
I askhaveif you
kindlytaken
let meknow
what
size and, the
typenumber
of dynamo
would recommend
in the;
circumstances
and sizeyouof lampswhich
could beused

the winding and the weight of wire required, etc. ?

STUART TURNER ENGINES.
Diameter of driving pulley
Diameter of steam port ...
Diameter of exhaust port ...
Bore of...cylinders
Stroke
...
Steam
pipe ...
Exhaust pipe...

No. 1.- h.-p. No 44.h.-p.
. ins.

7 . ins.
... 5-32nds by 4 in .
... 5-16ths
in .
If ins. by
lined.

n pipe..boiler heating surface
quare iins.of
Square

2 is.

by in .

by
14 ins.in .

ins.

in .

500
15 lb.
ch engines will be run 10500lb.
PresForsuretheatwhi
smaller engine, a machine of 150 watts output could be

have to alter the size of same, and by how much ? ( 2) What size
battery should I use to impart the residual magnetism required in
field -magnets, and how should it be connected up ? (3) Which

different
windingthefrom
givendynamo,
? (4) and
MusthowI get
voltage lampas
voltagethatof the
mnythewillsameit

light ? (5) Will hardwood do for bed of machine ?
(1) If castings are used for the F .M . cones, the latter should be
about quarter again as large (in cross section ) aswith wrought iron .
(2 ) A couple of bichromate cells in series would do. Connect both
of same
F .M . together
passthe
current
incoilthe
directioninasseries),
it willandflowthenwhen
field through
windingsthemare
connected
to
the
brush
terminals.
Reply
to
Query
No. 8598 on
page 502, in May 21st issue, will assist you if you read it carefully.

(3) Same winding as given will do. This is a matter of choice,

perhapslights.
5 volts(4 )2 Yes,unless
ampères would
be more
convenient
small
you run
two 5 -volt
in series for
off arunning
10-volt

supply. About two i C.-p. lamps. (5) Yes.
(9047] ad writes
h .- P. :PetrolMotor
Carriage.
(Blackpool)
In reference toforMr.ForeHawley's
articles Hon. L .theC.
21 h .-pkindly
. motor
bicycle,
which I ithave
commenced
would
you
inform
me whether
is intended
thattothebuild
two, halves
12th, Fig . 54) as shown, or with a " spigot joint" ? Also would this

of the crank-chamber should be made with a plain joint (March

size ofmotorbe powerful enough to propel a “ fore-carriage" ?
In reply
your question
as to evidently
the methoddiffer,of asjoining
the two
halves
of theto crank-case,
opinions
somemakers
use two plain surfaces and others the spigot joint, shown in your

sketch, this
being theofpreferable
on thewhole
perfect
alignment
bearings. method
The motor,
21 h .-P ., asnowit ensures
being

used. This engine is rated at from to h .-p ., but we strongly
advise
raising the steam pressure to at least 25 lb. 10 to 15 lbs. is
not ofmuch use unless steam is superheated to a fairly high degree.
150
watts
to beexpected
from thisanengineunder
ordinary
conditions.is themost
No. I would
drive comfortably
180 -watt machine,
but
with
a
powerful
boiler,
would
be
equal
to
200
watts.
With
either engine and the proposed boiler more than 60 to 80 watts

described in THE MODEL ENGINEER, will be powerful enough to
drive
a fore-carriage
and fairupcountry
with Themotor,
good road
surface,but
it would over
requirelevel
assistance
steep hills.
however, is about as powerful as can be comfortably used on fore
carriage work with air cooling, as the position of the motor is not
so favourable
for cooling
effects,troubles.
and to increase
the sizewithand apower
would
aggravate
overheating
The policy
fore

mustnot be expected. The boiler, of course, governs the output of
the dynamo
withinsizeda small
fractiondevelop
both engines,
beingpower.
pro
vided
with theandsame
boiler,will
the same
The
boiler,
should
run
the
No.
I
engine
at
500
revolutions
minute ,and keep up a pressure of nearly 20 lbs., and No. 2 at per
the

down, if too steep for this, the front passenger should dismountand
walk
up. This enginewould then tackle most hills ordinarily met
with
.
[9015]a Oil2 ins.Engine.
G . S. .(Tullochgorum
) writes
: As I the
am
making
by 3 ins. oilJ. engin
would you please
answerme

samespeed , maintaining about 45 lbs. pressure. The Manchester
1ype (Fig. 12) in handbook , would be most suitable to construct,

with
armature,and
windings from
as given150-wattmachine
on page 50. Count
4 wattscogperdrumcandlepower ; therefore,
you

can get about 38 c. p. in all. See recent Queries and Replies re

lamps and lighting.

[8804 ) Model Electric Locomotives. A . W . P . (Boston

U .S .A ) writesof: the
I am “ tube
about" kind,
to make
modelin ofLondon
an electric
locomotive
thata small
you have
. (1)

Wouldthea locomotive
Parker No. that
Imotor
4-volts,
said
be of and
1-40th7 ins.h.-P.,to
drive
is be15 of3ins.
longpick
4 ins.toup wide
top
of
cab
?
(2)
Gauge
is
to
ins,
and
current
from berailson;
what voltage do you think best ? ( 3) Should the wheels
separate axles, or on the same? (4 ) How is the current sent and
discharged in best
the third
system
? (5 ) Do
think batteries
accumulators
? (6 ) rail
Have
thebrushes
to beyoureversed
in positionor
when
reversing
the
motor
?
(7)
Cu
this
motor
be
driven
dynamo, and how ? (8 ) If this motor cannot be used , whichasdoa
you(1 )think
best, and where to get it ?
Scarcely. ( 2 ) Voltage slightly higher than that whichup the
by
motor is said to be wound for. (3 ) The same.rail (4or) Picked
rails, through
the third rail and returned through the outer
the driving wheels and body or frameof engine. (5) Accumulators

(8 ) Avery or
Nit efficiently.
No. (7)motors
. (6 )excellent
if you can get themmake
for this purpose. The
Marshall & Woods
one you refer to is hardly large enough for this sized car.

carriage is to " rush ” all hills and never allow themotor to slow

followingenclosed
questions.(not(1)reproduced)
I have gotwhat
the isengine
completed,
as per
drawing
the reason
for making
the exhaust valve to open only once for the two rounds of the
crank shaft ? ( 2) Do I require a lamp, if so , what kind, and where
has
(3) cost
Whatof running
power ought
it to? give out? (4)
Whatit tokindbe offitted
oil, on
and? the
per hour
(1) Because the engine works on the Otto principle , i.e., two revo
lutions ofstroke,
the crank
to onestroke,
working
and consequently one
exhaust
one suction
andstroke,compression
(2 )
Yes, a paraffin blowlamp
of the " Aetnaone
" type is the moststroke.
suitable
and reliable. It mustbe fitted on so that the flame impinges on the
ignition tube,
sametestat engine
the proper
temperature.
(3)
Probably
h .-p .,and
but keeps
you should
to determine
definitely.
(4)
Paraffin.
Approx.
Idd
per
b.
h
.-p.hourwith
everything
in good
working order.
[7913 ] Transformer and Choking Coil. L . B . T . (Cambridge)
1 amp.
maximum current of about
writes : I have atmy disposal aalternat.ng
electric light circuit, anda
from an 100- volt, single-phase
to produce
A transformer
- (1) What
:volts.
the same
forabout
I wish to construct
forin and dimensions
20
secondary E . M . F . f
should the core have, and what amounts and sizes of primary and
wound10
secondary
Is the; toprimary
wire? shall
secondary
to about
choke ordown
choking? coil
( 2 ) AI require
next the core
what
and
have,
core
the
should
dimensions
and
form
What
volts.
amountand size of wire shall I require ?
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The transformer must have a laminated iron core, and a con
venient
form would be ring stampings, 4 ins. outside diameter and
2 . ins. inside diameter,but up to a thickness of 1 ius. This must

be
well insulated by binding over with tape or strong paper. The
primary wire is wound on first, and is to be 800 turns of No 22
D.C.C.
4 lbs. wound should
on in beseveral
layers.
layer ofcopper
tape orwire,
otherabout
insulatingmaterial
wound
on opA
of the primary to well insulate it from the secondary winding.
which
is wound on top of primary and consists of 165 turns, about
lb . of No. 18 D .C. C. copper wire, The ends of the primary wire
must bewell insulated whethey pass tt rough the secondary wind
ing. The choking coil can be made with a core of same size and
construction
as the
transformer
and haswire,
a single
consist
ing
of 200 turns
of No.
22 D .C .C . copper
abou:winding,
6 Ozs. With
the
Iransformer and choking coil, if you do not obtain the volts required

anturns
adjustmentis
madeimportant
by winding
on or having
unwinding
few
of wire. Iteasiiy
is most
to avoid
any ashort
circuited
turns
in
the
winding
as
they
will
form
a
closed
:econdary
Df low resistance and burn out.
] Use of toScales
: Gas Bag.
J.: -R (1). (EllWhat
nd)scale
writesin :watts
Will
you[9050
pleas
following
shall
I work: reply
(Fig. 9 the
in THE
MODELqueries
ENGINEER,
series No.
19 " Small
Dynamos
Motors,"
I in . diameter
2 in .
lliameter ? and(2) Also
will a forgasarmature,
bag, 6 ins. diameter
and 2 and
ins. wide,
to for a gas engine 3 ins. bore and 5 ins. stroke ?
(1) This diagrain is half-size to any of the scales appended. Thus
If armature
1. 3 inins,. diameter
- 520 -watt
the
sizemcasures
would; 2 beins.
and sowould
onon. bethe
I inabout
. 400diameter
wouldscale,
be
aboutactual
10 -watt
size
diameter
too watts.
(2)
This
depends
on
many
things
-principally
the
pressure
of
as,
and
the reason you wish to use the gas bag. This size is too small, we
fear, to prevent jumping of theAmes in the neighbourhood when
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former arebeing
excellent
every way,
iron and gunmetal,
drawings
very incomplete
and both
workmanlike.
The modeltheis

intended
to belowa compound,
exactly are
the same
as the prototypeand
arranged.
the
high and
-pressure cylinders
very ingeniously
A list of castings will be sent by the Model Manuíacturing Com
pany,
whose
address
is
52,
Addison
Road
North
,
Shepherd's
W ., to any reader sending two stamps. The castingsdrawings,
forBush
the,
engine
are
listed
at
63
1os.
and
thetender
at
f1
ios.,
the
which total five sheets, being included in the price of the castings.

New Catalogues and Lists.
Ward and Goldstone, Dutton Street, Manchester, send us a
copy of their new list of " Coolie " electric fans. These fans are
as they can be supplied to wrk off any
said to be very convenient,
circuit, and are easily connected to existing lamp-holders or wall

plugs. The table fanswhich, from the illustration reproduced here

engine is working. Best plan is to try it and see what happens.
Lacquering.
writes
: Canhotyoulacquer
inform tome
how[8875]
to re-lacquer
a quantityA . C.of (Hull)
electrical
fittings,
be

use 1 also
? Please
state where
be obtainedof,
and
state what
kind oflacquer
oven and
to bematerial
used ,andcantemperature
same, and if fittings should be treated with any kind of acid in
cleaning them ?
The metal should be thoroughly
and polished - not with
acid , as this roughens the surface. cleaned
Use very fine emery and then a
buff,
if
you
have
one,
Warm
them
up
to
fair the
temperature
- till
you can just bear your fingers on them , and aapply
lacquer with
aanysoftgood
brushoil, and
allow
to
dry.
Lacquer
can
be
had
in
tubes,
from
shop or electrical stores dealer.

The News of the Trade.
The Editor will be pleased to receive for review under this
heading, samples and particulars of new
apparatus,
and materials for amateur use. Il must be tools,
understood
these reviews are free expressions of Editorial opinion, that
no
payment of any kind being required or accepted. The Editor
reserves the right to criticise or comunend according to the
merits of the goods submitted, or to abstain from inserting a
review in any case where the goods are notof sufficientinterest

to his readers.]
• Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
editorialinspection of the goodsnoticed .

Technical Advice on Motor Car Difficulties,
The London Motor Engineering Company, Ltd ., 87A, Wellesley
Road , Chiswick, London, W . We hear from the
manager of this

that they
are laying thems:lyes
open to give technicaladvice
tofirmanat
ur, engineers
in any difficulty
encountered
thatmay
particularly
their
work
subject ofbe motor
more
on
the
cars andin
electrical

appliances. Such advice is tendered quite free of charge,
and readers of TH : MODEL ENGINEER
in any troule with their
cars or cycles areinvited to call atWelesley Road, or write explain
in thematter fu'ly.

Easily fixed Telephones.
The Eclipse Electric Company, of 77, St. John's Road, Bootle,
Liverpool,telephone
have sentinstruments,
of their
us a samplewhich
simple
hanging
attached to" -existing
can “beBellophones

bell circuits. These instrume ts are neat and compact, one of the
combined receivers and transmitters bein fitted with a switch in
the handle. The necessary alterations to the bell circuit consist of
connecting the two rosettes, which are included in the set, in each
roon and fixing them to the wall in a convenient position. A
the com
diagram of connectio s is sent out with the instruments,instruments
plete set being priced at 15s. We have tested the two
sent, and find them in every way satisfactory.
To Makers of Model Locomotives.
Th . ModelManufacturing Company, who are bringing out a new
set of castings of the latest Midland Railway's three-cylinder com
pound
locomotive
, scale and 39 in . gauge, have sent us for
inspection some oftothefincastings
and a set of the drawings. The

ELECTRIC TABLE FAN.
with , appear to be very smart and well made, are fitted with a brass
guard and a regulator giving three speeds, and are said to take very
little current. The list includes bracket and wall-ring fans, and will
be
sent toto apply
any reader
a stamp
for being
reply. allowed
The trade
invited
for thisenclosing
list, liberal
discounts
. are
The Crypto Works Co. , Ltd ., 29, Clerkenwell Road, E .C .
have sent a circular list of some new electrical specialities, com
prisingmotor generators and continuous current transformers. The
output of the generator in the first-named set is about 75 watts - at

TO, 15 , or 25 The
volts,rotary
the motors
being can
supplied
fo anywith
voltage
and
periodicity.
transformers
be obtained
outputs
of 160 watts or 300 watts from various voltages to 8 or 10 volts in
the larger and smaller machines respectively. The pamphlet
includes a description of a pocket cell-testing voltmeter, for use on
motor car and cycle accumulators. This voltmeter has been
specially atwound
shunt
take about
dampere
4 volts,with
and a it low
will,resistance
therefore, be
foundcoilastoreliable
a test
as to remaining capacity as a cell testing lamp.
General Electric Co ., Ltd . , 71, Queen Victoria S 'rect, London,
E . C ., have just issued a new electric fan list, 1,034, comprising
all kinds of desk , bracket and ceiling fans No.
alternating and
continuous currents of various voltages. for
Amongst
the latest
novelties are the cabin ceiling fan and the " Coleman " guard
and
deflector described on page 2 of the catalogue,
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The Editor' s Page.

this year ; bat being a locomotive reader , he had

O TITH this issue THE MODEL ENGINEER com

engine but scant attention , and had so missed the
very information he required . This is not an

presumably given this design for a stationary

:::::::::

:::: :::::

mences a new volume, and we can pro
isolated example, but one of many of a similar
mise with confidence a continuation of
nature, and we would impress on all our readers
the good fare which we have so far made it our
the advantage to be gained by a careful perusal of
business to provide. We have made arrange
all
the articles we publish . Perhaps the most
ments for a number of interesting contributions
important
reason for this general perusał is that
by experienced writers on matters of importance
workshop wrinkles are given in
practical
many
to our readers, and we feel sure that our selection
the course of describing the construction of some
of subjects will meet with due approval when they
model, which are capable of very useful application
appear. We may say that the many doubts ex
in other kinds of work.
pressed as to the possibility of keeping the paper
up to its previous high standard when it became a
Answers to Correspondents.
weekly, have apparently been dispelled , and we
have had nothing but expressions of congratula - | A . E , B . (Macclesfield ). - We have made a note of
tion and satisfaction during the last six months.
your suggestion . Thanks for same.
The best proof of all that THE MODEL ENGINEER
F . F . - We thank you very much for Workshop
has retained its hold on its readers, is the remark
Notes.
able way in which its extensive circulation has been
maintained , in spite of the doubling of the number
Notices.
of issues per month . A feature of the new
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
volume, which we are sure will be appreciated by
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
all concerned , is the improvement in the type
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender 's nameand address. It
used by our printers for the text, and this im
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS . should be accom
provement is one which will be preserved without
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
difficulty, as owing to their enterprise in installing
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
a complete type-casting and setting plant, every
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per
issue in the future will be printed from absolutely
annum ,payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Postal
Order.
new type. We give the concluding portion of the
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager .
index to the last volume with this issue, and may
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
·
take this opportunity of reminding those readers
relating to the literary portion of the
Allallcorrespondence
paper,
apparatus
and
new
and price lists, & c ., for review , to be addressed
who wish to preserve their copies of the journal
to THE EDITOR , “ The Model Engineer," 35 to 39, Temple House ,
Tallis Street, London , E . C .
that cloth binding cases can now be had from our
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
publishers, price is. each , or post free is. 3d .
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Model Engi
neer," 35 to 39. Temple House, Tallis Street, London , E .C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
We are often reminded by the letters received
and books to be addressed to the Publishers, Dawbarn & Ward ,
Limited, 6, Farringdon Avenue, London , E .C .
by our Query Department of the partial manner in
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
which some readers appear to peruse our paper.
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York, U .S. A ., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed
In many cases a locomotive reader will only read
the locomotive items in the journal, not troubling
Contents.
to read the articles relating to other types of engines,
and similarly marine ordlectrical readers often
pass by as of no value articles relating to other
[ The asterisk (*) denotes that this subject is illustrated ).
branches ofmodel engineering. This is, doubtless,
Photographing the Oscillations of an Electric
the reason why many readers of this kind write to
Spark *
. ..
..
us for information on some constructive detail or
The Society of Model Engineers
other, which they state they cannot find in our
Draughtsmanship forModel Engineers* .
SomeModels I have Made* . .
journal, although they have made a careful search .
How to Make Experimental and Electrical
It frequently happens, however, that the actual
Apparatus* ..
thing required has appeared , though, perhaps,
A Simple yet Efficient Model Vertical Boiler*
under some heading other than that where it was
Aeronautical Institute and Club
looked for and so had escaped notice. For in
An Amateur's Accumulator* ..
Simple Lessons in Pattern Making* ..
stance, we have just had an enquiry from a loco
Practical Letters from our Readers*
motive reader who asked for particulars of a certain
Queries and Replies* ..
type of firebox, which he said he had been unable
The News of the Trade..::.. . . ..
to find in any of our back numbers. It so hap
New Catalogues andrade
Lists* . .
pened that the exact thing he required was shown
The Editor's Page
..
Answers to Correspondents
on the coloured plate of our January ist issue for
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A Miniature Shocking Coil.
By JOHN GAME .
THE following miniature shocking coil, which I
1

constructed to work from either a battery or

accumulator, was made so that I could easily
put it into my pocket to take out to evening parties,
and work from my 4 -volt pocket accumulator,
which I already employed to supply current for an
electric scarf-pin . The

coil is very powerful,
small, neat in appear
ance, and has a resist
ance inserted in it , as
an accumulator would
not only be too strong

for the coil, but the
plates would have
soon been ruined. The
top photograph shows
the coil without the

cover. The switch in
the middle of the base
is to put the resist
ances into circuit, or

to stop the coil work
ing. There are four
contacts for the switch
to rest on . The right
hand one is only a
dummy to stop the
coil working.
The
next one, upon which

it rests in the photo
graph , lets the current

go straight through ,
and works the coil at
its full strength . The
remaining two lead
through resistances.

PUBLISHED
WEEKLY

bobbin into paraffin wax several times during wind ing. The coil, which is covered with blue velvet, is
screwed down to the base by two brass hoops pass
ing over the ends of the bobbin . The core is a

bundle of soft iron wire packed tightly and sol
dered together. It has a thin brass draw -tube to
control the strength of the shock , with a boxwood
knob to it. The coil has really two thin bases
screwed together, and all the connections and re
sistances are between them . The resistances are
two separate lengths

ofthin iron wire, about
8 ins. long, wound
round a hat- pin, and
pulled out in the form
of springs about an
inch long. One of the
switch contacts leads
through one of the
springs; the other one
leads through both the
springs. Glued around

the edge of the base
are thin strips of
veneer, making it look
like one thickness of
wood .
The second photo
graph shows the coil
with the cover on .
This is made of -in .
white wood dovetailed
together. It was made
a little smaller than
the base of the coil ;
the sides were then
chiselled away inside
to a depth of 4 in . all
round, so that when it

A MINIATURE SHOCKING COIL.
fitted over the coil the
edge of the box just
The two terminals on the left of the switch
comes down flush with the bottom of the coil. There
lead through the primary, and the two on the
is a piece cut in the end ofthe cover at thepoint where
right of the switch are the secondary terminals. The
the draw -tube slides through. This stops the cover
bobbin consists of two wood ends joined together by
from coming off when the tube is pushed in . The
a brown paper tube. It is wound with two layers
cover and bottom of the base is stained walnut and
ofNo. 22 D .S. c. for the primary, and i oz. of No. 36
polished . The terminals, contact-breaker, & c., are
s.s.c . for the secondary. I soaked all the wire in
all lacquered . The coil measures 47 ins. by 2 } ins.
hot paraffin wax before winding. I did not put a
by it ins. over all with the cover on . The coil
layer of paper between every layer of secondary , but
bobbin is 34 ins. long and } in . diameter. I use
between every three layers. I dipped the whole
the full resistance when I work it with the accumu

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
lator, and then there are very few people who can
stand the shock with the tube right out.

The Society of Model Engineers,
Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par
ticular issue if receives a clear nine days before its actual
date of publication . )

London .
Thenext indoormeeting will be held in September
next. Further particulars of summer meetings will
be sent per post.

Provincial Societies.
LIVERPOOL .- A meeting of the members of this
Society was held on Wednesday, June roth , when
there was a good attendance ofmembers. After the
minutes of the previous meeting had been read over
and passed , several suggested visitswere considered ,
and much regret expressed at the result of the nego
tiations with the Bolton Branch . Several specimens
of the members' work were on view , including a
double-cylinder marine engine by Mr. Staveley , and

the driving wheels, crank axle , and internal firebox
ofMr. Bootle's locomotive, which is being built to a
scale of 1 } in . to the foot. Owing to the summer
holidays, the July and August meetings have been
cancelled , and the next meeting will be held on
Wednesday, September 2nd, at 8 p.m ., at the Café ,
8A , Lord Street, when the proceedings will include
a conversazione and exhibition of models. - F . T .
STEWART, Hon . Sec., 33, Cowper Road , Old Swan ,
Liverpool.
NOTTINGHAM . — This Society held their last meet

ing at the Gordon Café Derby Road , on June 2oth ,
the chair being taken by Mr. W . Monks, at 9 p.m .
The chief feature of the evening was the discussion
on the construction of a model electric locomotive
by the members. The next meeting will be held on
July 18th , 1903, at the above address.- C . H .
HAYES, Hon . Sec ., 55, Kirkewhite Street, Not
tingham .

TyneSIDE. - To the Reader. Are you aware of
the existence of the above Society, whose meetings
are held at their head -quarters, Pillar's Café, Pink
Lane, Newcastle-on - Tyne, at 7 p .m ., on the first
Saturday of every month ? You are cordially
invited to attend a meeting (visitors being allowed )
where full particulars may be obtained . The mem
bers and friends of the Society have already visited
the following places of interest :- - Corporation of
Newcastle Electrical Power Station at the Manors ; -

Corporation ofNewcastle Tramcar Sheds at Byker ;
Durham College of Science Engineering and Elec
trical Departments ; and the Swing Bridge ; while
other visits are in project. The subscription is
58. 6d. per annum , payable half-yearly, and no
entrance- fee is charged . - H . M . PATTERSON , Presi
dent ; G . F . ADDLESHAW , Secretary , 2, Gladstone

Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
UNDER ordinary circumstances 100 sq. ins. of
heating surface in a model boiler will evaporate i
eubic in . per minute. Larger boilers, fired with
charcoal or coal, and having an induced draught,
will accomplish more than this.
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The Latest in Engineering.
AN OVERHEAD ELECTRIC RAILWAY FOR LONDON .
- An overhead railroad of the Elberfeld (Germany)
suspension type is projected for London by a syndi
cate of German , American , and English financiers
and engineers, and the necessary Parliamentary
sanction is to be sought for, this Session . It is pro
posed to construct the railroad above the River
Thames , as with the River Wupper in Germany,
though , owing to the greater width of the Thames ,
the railroad will be constructed upon the Southern
shore . The line is to stretch from the City to the
south western suburb Barnes , and is to follow the
course of the river throughout its entire length , ap
proximately eight miles. The plan of construction
will be similar to that over the Wupper, the rising
angular lattice girder supports being fixed to con
crete foundations sunk into the river bed . It is
contemplated to erect fourteen stations. Electri
city will be the motive power , and it is proposed to
cover the complete journey, including stoppages at
each of the intermediate stations, in twenty -three
minutes. The railroad would be raised to a suffi .
cient height to cross above the bridges, at each of
which the stations will be built as far as possible ,
access being obtained to the stations therefrom by

means of lifts. It is proposed to erect the girders
supporting the track at intervals of 200 ft. Only
one class of carriage will be provided , and a uni
form fare of twopence would be charged for any
distance. It is estimated that the cost of the pro
ject will be about £5,000,000 , and it will occupy five
years to complete.
A New AUTOMATIC COUPLING FOR RAILWAY
VEHICLES. -- A new form of automatic coupling
for railway carriages and wagons has been in
vented . It consists of two horizontally placed hooks
one above the other, and facing in opposite direc
tions. Coupling is effected on the cars coming to
gether by the hooks automatically swinging open
to a sufficient extent to enable them to clasp . Cars
are doubly held together by the two sets of hooks,
and it is practically impossible for them to part un

intentionally , for in the unlikely event of one
breaking the other would hold . Provision is made
for allowing the hooks a considerable range of
motion to enable them to travel comfortably over
short curves. As they face in opposite directions, the
movement which might conceivably pull one set
asunder would only serve to tighten the grip of the

second set of hooks. The carriages or waggons are

uncoupled by pulling a lever from the sideof the car.
MESSRS. ROBERT STEPHENSON AND Co. (Dar
lington ) have completed somepowerful locomotives
for the Cambrian Railway and the South -Eastern
and Chatham system . They are now engaged
upon an order for eight freight locomotives for the
Great Central Railway. In addition to this, the
company has recently secured a contract from the
Great Western Railway Company for a number of
large boilers. It appears that the Great Western
Company has decided to equip all its express loco
motives with the Belpaire type of firebox, the ad.
vantages claimed being an increased steam space
and better facilities for cleaning ; all new engines,
as well as the present locomotives, as they require
new boilers, will be fitted accordingly .
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Ofcourse, we had plenty of advice to offer and ques
tions to put; but the engineers would havenone ofus,
all we could get out of them being “ bad coals " and
“ clinkers ” ; so we thought it best to retiré, espe
cially when someone began to extol the virtues of
Primus burners and methylated spirit. However,
with the pilot engine, Doncaster was reached just

The Society
of Model Engineers
at Doncaster .
By “ ONE OF THE Party."
AS previously announced in THE MODEL EN
A GINEER, the annual visit of the above
Society to an engineering works of special
interest took place on Thursday, June 4th . In
former years, visits have been paid to the Brighton
and Swindon works, Messrs. Ransomes, Sims and
Jefferies, and Willans & Robinson, of Rugby. This
year somewhere further afield was suggested , and
the G .N . Ry. Works, at Doncaster, was voted for,

before one o 'clock , where we were met by Mr.
Mitchinson , of the works, and some of the Provin

cialmembers who had elected to spend the day with
us.

Our party now being complete, and numbering
nearly a score, a start was made for the running

sheds, a little distance up the line. Engines of all

Mr. H . A . Ivatt, the chief mechanical engineer of

sorty were on view , from clumsy- loɔking saddle

THE LONDON SOCIETY OF MODEL ENGINEERS AT DONCASTER.

Photograph by]

[W . T. Barker, M .S.M .E .

the line, having given his courteous permission . The
members, with Mr. W . T. Bashford (the president),
met at King's Cross to travelby the 9.45 a .m .dining

tanks to Mr. Ivatt's latest 990 Atlantic type. En
quiry was made for the engine fitted with Mar
shall's valve gear ; but it was not there, and ,
judging from the little that was said , it seems it is
not such a big success as was made out. This is
passing strange, for the Daily Mail said it would re
volutionise locomotive engineering, and the Daily

car express, and , having booked their seats in the
dining saloon , strolled enginewards, which was only

to be expected of such an engineering body, to see if
the locomotivemet with their approval. It was one
of Mr. Stirling's 7 ft. 71 -in . singles (Number 871),
built in 1892, and, having approved thereof, seats

Mail people know , you know - they keep somebody
to discover all such engineering wonders. And ·

were taken , and away we went. After a fast run ,

the first seventy -six miles being done, I believe, in
about eighty minutes — the first stop was made at
Grantham , after leaving which , the waiters ap
peared with luncheon, and for a little time things
mechanical were shelved , much to the benefit of the

inner man . Slowing before going into Retford , the
train drew up at the platform , and it was whispered
something was wrong with . 871, as another engine
- this time a four-coupled one - was being put on .

Again a rush was made for the locomotive, to dis
cover that steam had dropped somewhat, and could
not be raised sufficiently to keep the train to time.

·

they find them - sometimes.
Two o'clock now being near, we got on to the
works, and were soon in our element. A colleague
of Mr. Mitchinson 's having put in an appearance,

the party was divided into two, and the exploration
began . We commenced with the “ old ” shops,
and entered the turnery , which runs parallel with
the station. These shops are driven by an engine
of the horizontal long stroke, compound condensing
type - a fine production by Robey & Co ., of Lincoln ,
The ground floor is devoted to heavy work , such as
cylinders and crankshafts, & c. Cylinders in every
stage were met with - on the planers, in the boring
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through the boiler shop, where we saw one of
Tweddell's hydraulic riveters at work on a boiler,
compressing the steel rivets and plates like so much
lead, we came to the paint shop, which , after the
fearful din of the boiler makers, struck one with its
perfect quiet and order. Old stagers were here hav
ing a paint up, and looking as smart as their newly
born brethren alongside. A new type of express
engine, ready to be put to work , at once took
every member's fancy . It is numbered 251, and is
very similar to the 990 class, but carries a higher
boiler, which necessitates a very short chimney and
dome, and has an extended smokebox, after the
style of the G . W . R . Atbara type. A model of com
pactness is this production , a most majestic machine,
and will, undoubtedly, prove a flyer. A few
minutes' walk , through a labyrinth of chimneys,
brass safety -valve cases, steam domes, and wheel
splashers, brought us to the new shops, where the
attention ofmost of us was given to the new eight
coupled tank engine, which is nearly completed .
(See M .E ., June 18th , 1903, page 589 .) Another

motor or compressed air engine. In the wheel shop
a fine show of all sorts and conditions of wheels and
tyres was found, and the shrinking of a tyre on a

wheel was very instructive, and yet very simple.
The tyre, turned slightly smaller than the wheel it
has to fit, is heated by a large gas-ring to expand it ;
the wheel is then lowered into it , and, when in posi

tion , quenched with water. Other matters worthy
of note were the machines for grinding slide-bars
and piston-rods, and the building up and finishing
of the eccentric sheaves.
In going through the shops, a striking feature was
the number of American engines under repair. Side
by side with British locomotives, dated 1881, and
earlier, were the engines from America built in
January, 1900 . And not light repairs were they in
for ; in fact, they were, practically , being rebuilt. In
every stage of dismantlement, they stood a silent

testimony to the British engineer. The tall tales
and records of ninety - five miles an hour of our
Yankee cousins are still on top, perhaps ; but the
Englishman still leads for locomotives. Should the
new North British Locomotive Combine think of
using a motto, might I suggest, Ut Veniant Omnes
(" Let 'em all come"') as being appropriate ? It
can machine tools . With the exception of two or
three lathes, all the rest bore the names of our lead
ing British makers. Electric power is coming to
the fore at Doncaster, many of the tools containing
their own motors, and all cranes are electrically

was also gratifying to notice the absence of Ameri

driven . The works are also well equipped with
pneumatic tools-- pneumatic hammers, drilling and
tapping machines, being everywhere.

Five-thirty having arrived , we bid our guides
farewell, and made for the station . After having
tea at Mr. Bashford's invitation, we hurriedly ar

ranged ourselves for Mr. Barker to train his camera
upon us, for our train was waiting and signalled to
leave as we broke the group. We stormed the
dining-car as the whistle sounded . When well

under way and dinner over, the chairman proposed
a vote of thanks to Mr. Ivatt for his kindness in put
ting the splendid works and two such able guides
as Mr.Mitchinson and his colleague at our disposal.
This was carried with as much acclamation as a

dining saloon at sixty miles an hour will allow . Dr.
Hobday then rose and proposed that the best
thanks of the members present be accorded to
Mr. Bashford for the genial way in which he had
shepherded us throughout the day, and hoped we
should long continue to have him at the head of
affairs.

And thus finished one of the best outings the
S .M . E . has had , for King's Cross was reached soon
after, and, “ adieu " being said , we went our diffe
rent ways, pondering over the day's wonderful
sights. To all members who were unable to come,
I wish to tender my sincere sympathy for the great
loss they sustained in missing June 4th at Doncaster .
LONDON and Brussels are now in telephonic com
munication . Atmidnight on Sunday, June 7th , the

new Post Office telephone line between the two
cities became open to the public.

-

stage, from the bare frameon blocks to the finished
giant ready to meet the painters. After going

interesting item was an arrangement for reboring
cylinders in position , which consists of a boring-bar
carried at one end through the gland, and the other
on a support bolted to the engine. Motion is trans
mitted by a worm and gear wheel, driven either by

-

machines, pairs being bored at once, others being
drilled and tapped , and in various conditions, till
they were ready for the erecting shop. Built-up
crankshafts are much to the fore, and the boring
and finishing of the webs proved very interesting.
A very noticeable feature was the amount ofmill
ing done. Wherever it could be used to advantage
over the lathe, planing , or shaping tool, the milling
cutter was in action. Ascending to the floor above,
the smaller machined work of the locomotive was
in progress, various spindles, studs, bolts, and nuts
being produced with great rapidity from the bar and
stamping. Leaving these, we came to the tool
grinding shop, the grinding of a Mushet self-harden
ing lathe tool being very ingenious. In another
shop the making of copper firebox stays merited a
lot of attention . The requisite length of round
copper is first centred by a special machine, and
then passed to another, which centres one end, as
it were, by impressing a four- pointed star in it. The
stay is then turned all over, and handed to another
lathe to be screwed , and finally to a third lathe, and
finished to gauge. The driving centres of these
lathes are made to exactly fit the star impression
mentioned , and thus it will be noted no carrier or
chuck is required . The steam hammers in the
smithy were in full swing , and we were just in time
to see a fine exhibition of the hammerman 's work , in
the forging of a drawbar hook . The drawbar hook
of a locomotive is a very simple shape, yet it re- .
quires careful curving and shaping, else its sym
metry is lost ; but themen from the bar forged it to
perfect shape with one heat. First drawn out, then
the underpart rounded , a top and bottom tool in
serted to half bend the hook , a blow lengthwise to
finish it, a ponderous blow here, a gentle tap there, a
harder blow here, and it is finished , each curve per
fect, and every flat without dent or hammer mark .
One could not help remarking on the neatmanipula
tion of the smiths, and the wonderful dexterity of
the valve-man . In the foundry the moulders were
preparing cylinder moulds, & c.; but time was
short, and we could not wait to see the metal
poured. Taking a look in the spring shop, every
process, from the flat bar steel in length to the
finished spring, was explained . Passing to the
erecting shop, there were locomotives in every
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Draughtsmanship for Model
Engineers.

By “ T-Square."
(Continued from page 7.)
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with ease, the proper arrangement of views, and a
clear practical knowledge of design and construction .
must learn the use of his instruments and the way to
keep them in order.
Before making use of new instruments, the follow
ing points should be observed, in order to ensure good
work . Taking the compasses, first see that all the

But, preliminary to all this, the young draughtsman

III. — THE USE AND CARE OF DRAWING INSTRUMENTS.
I INLIKE most other cases, the use of the “ tools
and implements ” of a draughtsman's trade is
a fairly simple matter, easily taught in a single
brief lesson. This does not, by anymeans, imply that
the student immediately becomes proficient in their

FIG . 6 .

joints are working freely, yet stiffly enough to prevent
unintentional displacements. Then examine thepoint,
as on the proper condition of this depends, to a large
extent, the possibility of doing good work. In cheap
instruments, the point leg of the compasses is usually
triangular in section -- this shapebeingpreserved right

down to the point. This is entirely wrong, and ex
hibits one of those astonishing examples of human
tendencies to do a thing in a wrong way, merely be
cause it has always been done in that way. The tri

FIG . 5.

handling the instruments present no difficult ſeatures.
Then too , the instruments are not numerous nor un

V

P

manipulation , butmerely that the proper modes of
wieldy, so that the only thing required to enable the
average person to make a neat drawing is practice.

FIG . 7.

angular point,applied to the soft paper, and still soſter
Fig . 4.
Of course, the ability to make a neat drawing - or
even a highly- finished one - by no means implies a
realknowledge of draughtsmanship , by which is pro

perly understood the capacity for “ reading " drawings

wood , promptly drills a hole in them , and makes it
deeper for each circle the compasses have to describe.
It is impossible to prevent this, and half the wretched

work done by beginners and students in " geometry
classes ” is due to this fact, rather than to youthful
incompetence. The remedy is a very simple one-the sharp corners of the triangular point must be

rubbed off, and the end brought to a needle shape by
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means of an oilstone ; even then , the tendency will be
to make a deep hole, but thismust be averted by care
on the part ofthe operator. It is impossible to describe
a large number of circles from one centre satisíactorily,
unless it is kept a mere pin -hole ; as this gets larger it
results
in “ circles," like a (Fig . 4 ), or eccentric circles ,

as at b , while it is simply impossible to describe very
small circles at all.

Better-class compasses, even where they are not
provided with needle-points, have sharp circular

Fig . 8.
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Fig . 7 is shown the proper way to set the compasses
for a large circle, and it is obvious that in this case the
centre pointwill remain upright at every stage of the
circle. It is also important to set the compasses in

this way when “ inking- in ," as by that means both
are enabled to bear on the5,
nibs of the pen portioninstruments
are set as in Fig.

paper together. If the
the inked circles will, in all probability, be very im
perfect, owing to the fact that only the inner of the

two nibs is touching the paper.
Next to the condition of the point, the positions of
the pen and pencil points are important. In Fig. 8

Fe. 9.

points. The sharper they are the better - for nothing
is more apt to ruin a drawing than a compass with a
blunt point, which slips from its place unexpectedly
and can only be held therein by heavy pressure, and
consequently a deep centre hole . For all these
reasons, compasses with removable needle -points are
preferable.

There are several designs on

the

market ; but in all of them the essential feature is the
use of a fine sewing needle, the point of which is very
sharp and smooth . To give the best results, the point
should not project more than 1-32nd in . from the
compass end, for two reasons , thepointis more rigid ,
and it is prevented from sinking deeply into the paper

by the solid portion of the compass, which forms a

FIG . II.
the correct relative positions are given , and it will be
noticed that in each case the centre point is slightly in
advance of the others. If the conditions are reversed ,
it is almost impossible to draw very small circles,
while even large circles will be troublesome, owing
to the chances of slipping. The pencil should be
sharpened to a chisel edge (see Fig. 9), and the pen
point should have the nibs of exactly equal length ,
smooth , and fairly sharp , or good clear ink lines can
not be drawn. The compasses should be kept quite
upright when in use, and, unless the circles are large
ones, should be struck at a single sweep , the top of
the compass only being held between finger and thumb.
For inking lines, whether using compasses or ruling
pen , the nibs must be supplied either by dipping an

ordinary pen in the liquid ink and transferring it, or
- in the case of Indian ink ground down in a saucer

FIG . 10.
shoulder to it. With proper care a large number of
circles can be drawn with the same centre, using com
passes with correct needle -points , and the hole will
not become enlarged .
All compasses, exceptthe very cheapest, have “ knee

joints," which enable the lower parts of the legs to be
kept parallel, whatever the angle of the upper part.
That this is a valuable feature will be seen if it is con
sidered what happens when a circle is being drawn
with the compasses spread , as in Fig. 5. The next
diagram , Fig . 6 , gives an exaggerated section of the
centre of the paper in such an instance, and it is easily
seen that the point is simply grinding out for itself a
broai cavity, which is so undesirable a feature . In

FIG . 12.
- by dipping the nibs directly in the fluid . In any

case, see that no ink adheres in drops to the nibs ; a
good method is to have a piece of soft chamois leather
handy, with which to wipe them . Do not fil the pen
to such an extent that the ink is liable to run out in a
blot, but remember that the more it will hold, the
longer will the supply last - an important item when
large circles are being drawn .
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Young draughtsmen are often great sinners in
dirty to such an extent that pencil linės are sometimes
quite lost. The remedy, or the preventive rather, is a
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when a small circle or arc runs off from a larger one

respect to cleanliness, their drawings soon becoming

in the same direction , as in Fig. 13, where a is the
joint between the two arcs, b , the centre of the larger,

good dusting of drawing, T -square, set-squares, and

and c that of the smaller curve. It is to be noticed that
arc is directly upon the
the centre of the ,smaller
so that at the joint the two radii

scales, before beginning work on each occasion . This

should never be neglected , and when a drawing is a

Fig . 13.

radius of the larger

coincide. In the same way, where a curve runs off

from a straight line, as in Fig. 14, the centre of the
circle lies on a perpendicular line at the very end of
the straight line. Sometimes two curves are joined by
a straight line, as in Fig. 15 ; in this case the straight
linemust be a tangent to the two circles, being, in
fact, a similar case to Fig. 14 . ' The reader should

FIG . 14.

long time in progress - which is likely to be the case
with readers whose spare timeis limited - it should be

carefully covered before being putaway. Attention to
appearance of the work , and will even be a saving of
time and temper to a not inconsiderable amount.

these points will make a vast difference in the final
Mastery of the instruments is soon attained by
practice, and to that end the inexperienced should
spend some little time in trials on spare pieces of cart
ridge paper, choosing fairly simple designs to copy
from THE MODEL ENGINEER, or working out geome

trical problems with care. The principalmechanical

difficulty to overcome is the making of neat joints
between straight lines and curves, or between two

FIG . 16 .

study these points,making experiments based on the
instances given , both in pencil and ink.
The T -square should only be used for drawing hori
zontal lines, unless the drawing board is perfectly true
and square, the set-squares, applied to the T -square,
being always used for vertical lines. The set-squares
should be tested for the truth of the right angle ; this
is easily done by drawing a line a, b (Fig. 16 ) along

curves, some examples of which are given in Fig . 10 .
The aim should be to make the joint (at a in each case)

Fig . 15.
quite invisible , and this can only be done by havingthe
separate lines of which each figure is composed , of
exa

ctly equal thickness . Unless care is taken , these
diagrams will have faults such as can be seen in Fig .
II. The first of these is obvious enough ; in the next,
the same thickness of line has not been preserved

throug t, so that the continuity of the line is spoiled
by thahou
t alone ; in the third , due care has not been
taken to get the centre of the small arc in its right
place . Where reverse curves are required , as in the
second diagram of Fig . 10 , they can only make a per
fectly good joint when the radii of both at the joint

form a straight line, as in Fig. 12. The same applies

Fig . 17.
the upright edge of the square, which is, of course,
held firmly against the T -square. The set square is
then turned over, as in Fig. 17, and another line
drawn close to the first ; these two should be perfectly
parallel if the angle R is a true right angle, and the
sides straight. If there is any divergence one way or
the other, it will show where the angle is " out" and
to what extent- - the inethod given doubling the amount
of error. It will generally be found more convenient
to use the 60 -deg . set-square for drawing vertical lines,
but this is rather a matter of personal choice.

n
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Tliere is, perhaps, little need to describe the use of
the few other instruments the amateur draughtsman is
likely to use , but a few words are necessary to assist

him in keeping his tools in good order. Instruments
should always be kept in a case or rolled up in soft
feather, and an occasional rub with soft chamois
leather and whitening willkeep them clean and bright.
The joints need little attention for many years, if the
instruments are good, but care should be taken to clean
out the nibs, and, indeed , it should be the rule to wipe
them out carefully after using them each time. The
drawing-board ,when not in use ,must not be stored in
a hot, dry place ;but, of course, should not be allowed
to get damp - either extreme will ruin the best and
soundest of boards. Vulcanite set-squares are easily

cleaned with a little soap and water -- cold - and can
thus be restored to their best condition , which is im
possible with wooden squares which have become dirty .

board , the thinnest (“ two-sheet " ) being very suitable.
A piece should be pinned down on the drawing .
board, and a pencil line drawn about in. from one
edge, shown by the dotted line a b in Fig. 18. A
number ofother linesmay then be drawn (c d, Fig. 18 )
in pencil, about 1-32nd in . apart,formarking the limits
for the different divisions - inch , tin ., etc. The scale
is then marked off as minutely as is considered neces
sary on the line a b , and all the inch divisions drawn .
The f-in . divisions are then ruled in , making them one
space shorter than the others. The -in . lines are then
marked , carrying them still one space short of the half
inches, and the one-eighth , or other small divisions,
shorter still. Fig . 18 shows this ; from e to f the scale
is shown in its first stage, the inch division only
drawn ; from f to g is the second stage, g to h the
third, and from h to the end shows the full marking of

all the divisions. By working in this progressive
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Fig . 18,- CONSTRUCTION OF DRAWING SCALES.
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Fig . 19. - CONSTRUCTION OF AN ODD SCALE FROM A DIMENSIONED DRAWING .
The presentchapter can very well be concluded with
fashion there is less danger of getting confused in
some hints on constructing scales for special purposes,
ruling in the divisions, and by having the different
such as the reader will be sure to require. Generally
valuesmarked with longer or shorter lines it is easy to
speaking, the diagramsgiven in these pages are either
see the exact lengths of lines at once. The scale must
fully dimensioned, or a scale is given for guidance ;
bemarked o, 1, 2, 3, & c., as shown, and should not be
often nothing further is required , especially in the
latter case , when the dividers, or the compasses, can
be stretched over any particular detail, and then applied
to the printed scale at once . Sometimes, however,
drawings are necessarily reproduced " half- size," " two
thirds full size," etc ., and it will be found that a scale
is very handy in such cases in saving time and trouble .

Indeed, even where the scale is printed on the draw
ing, unless the latter is a very simple affair, it will be
better to copy the given scale on to the edge of a strip

of paper or card, so as to apply it directly to the
drawing.
The best material for making scales is thin Bristol

less than 9 ins. long, though 12 ins. would be better.
It will be noted that in this scale a system of complete
division is adopted, in accordance with the re
marks expressed in the second chapter ; the scale
in Fig . 18 when finished , would be divided
in its whole length as shown in the short
portion from m to h . When completed , the paper or
card should be removed , and a steel straightedge laid
along the line a , b ; with a sharp knife the narrow
plain part is then cut off, so that all the divisions come
right to the edge. The scale can be cut out to the
dotted lines M , E , and the pencil “ construction " lines
rubbed out.
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The method of finding the lengths for the divisions
(1, 2, 3, & c., Fig . 18) is generally simple enough, and

A Simple yet Efficient Model

does not, of course, neeil describing, when a scale of
any sort is given with the drawing. If the latter is
stated to be half-size, two-thirds, & c., the divisions

Vertical Boiler.

representing an inch will be half-inch , and two-thirds
of an inch respectively. When ,however, accuracy is
important, it will bewell to verify the stated scale, as
slight variations are inevitable in printed reproduc-.
tions, and will make a fairly large difference
in some cases. Even where a drawing is void of
dimensions, some reference can usually be found
in the text, which will guide the reader as to
the accuracy of the scale. To take a definite instance,

By D . W .GAWN.
THE top crown can now be riveted into the
shell, doing the work slowly and carefully , as
already described . Sweat the seam well in
(Continued from page 13.)

side. Next put into position the bottom crown
with its tubes and the uptake, and rivet up, sweating
it with solder, as before. The final seam to be
attended to will be that around the top of the up

let the reader refer to the drawing of a Wheatstone

take, and the boiler itself will then be ready for

bridge (page 77, January 22nd issue, 1903). This is

mountings.

stated to be half-size, but close measurement reveals
the fact that a length of 6 ins. really measures 6 1- 16ths
ins. - this being as near as can be expected . Now ,

in this particular drawing, we have 6 l- 16ths ins.
equals i ft. instead of 6 ins. equals i ft.; consequently ,
in constructing a scale for it, if such accuracy were
desired , it would be necessary to set out a length of
6 I- 16th ins., and divide that amount into twelve equal
parts, each of which would represent an inch , and
would need further sub -division as usual. In the case

cited, such would be unnecessarily minute labour, but
instances occur where it must be done. In a full-size
drawing the accuracy is not so important; but, of
course, it is multiplied with every decrease in the scale.
The construction of a scale from a drawing which

has only a few odd dimensions given is a simple matter
if any of these dimensions are integers. If an even

testing and cleaning, preparatory to fitting the
The test should be by hydraulic pressure up to
as follows : - Attach a suitable pressure gauge
to the boiler - -that is, if the force pump to be used
has not one in connection with it - and, also , secure
thereto the pump delivery pipe. The required
holes for these must serve afterwards for one or
other of the boiler mountings, so do not make them

100 lbs. per square inch . A method of doing this is

in a haphazard way. The boiler being filled , and
everything in order, work the pump slowly until the
gauge indicates the ultimate test pressure. Minutely
examine the boiler at short intervals for leaks or
signs of weakness, and, if any are manifested , chalk
thespots, release the pressure, and make good before
proceeding further. If all stands well, leave the

pressure on for an hour or so, and compare state of

figure, such as 4 , 6 , or 8 ins. can be found, this length
should bemarked on the proposed scale , and divided
up into four, six, or eight parts accordingly . With odd

diinensions this is not so easy. Take, for example,
Fig . 19 as a simple case. Here we must take the
5 } ins, as a basis for a scale, and a line a b must be
set off exactly the length of the given dimension .

With the dividers a b must be divided up by trial
until five equal parts (one to five), and one half part
have been found. These divisions being again sub
divided , the scale may be considered complete ; but

FIG . II.-DETAIL OF
FIREDOOR.

in many cases it would be advisable to extend it to a
foot in length , or to such an annount as might be
found necessary . This is a simple matter, and hardly

needs description .

(To be continued .)
gauge at the expiration of that time with its reading
In order to familiarise the people with the domes
tic uses of electricity, and at the same time increase
the demand for the current, a Chicago Electric
company has adopted the idea of using small cot
tages of a portable nature and erected at different

puints through the city for short periods of time.
The cottage is brilliantly illuminated outside and
in , for the purpose of attracting attention at night,
and the interior is fitted with all the devices which
can be operated by electricity that are designed for
use around the home. There are about seventy
five different electrical contrivances of this nature,

including fans, sewing-machine motors, cooking
and toilet utensils, and all the different kinds of
lamps which are available for home use. Visitors
are allowed the greatest freedom , and even en
couraged to handle the things on view and ask
questions about their use. It is said that about

125 persons visit the cottage on an average each
day.

at the outset. This will lead to the discovery of the

most infinitesimal leak, should one exist. The
boiler should have been worked perfectly dry in the
first place.
The firebox , as has been stated , can be riveted up
from sheetmetal, or itmay be a piece of tube similar
to that employed for the boiler shell. The latter is

by far preferable, and is, therefore, assumed to be
adopted . It will be equal in diameter to the boiler
by 44 ins. deep . The firehole should first be cut, its
shape being circular, elliptical, or rectangular, as de
sired . Probably the circular hole will be both the
easiest to cut and the most realistic in appearance.
this is gummed to the firebox shell in the proper
position , it will guide the cutting out nicely . The
resulting hole will not, however, be truly circular to
the eye, owing to the surface whereon it is made
being cylindrical ; but it will be near enough for all
practicalpurposes. The hole is iins, in diameter,
If a piece of paper has a circle drawn upon it, and

er nd lectrician
a E
,
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its centre being af ins. above the bottom of the
firebox.
In . Fig . It is given the sizes and form of the fire

door. It is cut from a piece of No. 18 B . W .G . sheet
metal, and bent to bed closely over the fire-hole, the
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regular intervals. Either of these provisions are
The next requirement is a strip of brass or copper,
12 ins. long by in . wide, and about 1-2oth in ., or
No. 18 B . W .G . in thickness. It is to be drilled and

necessary to fasten the firebox to the foundation.

two lugs being turned over for the hinge, as shown .

They are fastened with a rivet each . The inner
0

piece, or baffle, it ins. in diameter, is of similar

metal bent to a radius of 14 ins, and riveted to the
door with three -in . No. 11 B .W .G . rivets. The
distance between the two portions is kept by a piece
of -in . bore tubing , & in . long on each rivet ; but,
prior to touching this inner part, the door should
have had its latch and buckle fitted , as shown
Two of the three rivets referred to serve also to hold
the buckle, as will be seen .

One half of the hinge having been made with the

- - - -- -

Fig 15.

Aósq
- - -

FIG . 12.
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door itself, the corresponding portion to be attached
to the firebox may next be dealt with . Asshown in
Fig . 12, it consists merely of a strip ofmetal turned
over a piece of f-in . steel wire — as a former - ham
mered neatly to shape, and riveted down when
securing it in position . This will make certain a
good hold of the pin , yet allow the hinge to move
freely. The pin is an iron or steel bolt, if ins. by
No. 1 B . W .G .

The catch for fastening the door is as in Fig . 13.
It should be worked up from a piece of scrap brass,
and be riveted into an t-in . square hole cut in the
firebox side. Do not cut this hole before the door is
hung, and its proper position made clear thereby.
If an angle-ring can be obtained to fit round the
bottom of the firebox, this should by all means be
done. In its absence, however, four or five smalli
angle- pieces of strip brass can be riveted on at

- -

Fig. 16.

Fig . 13.
slotted as given in Fig. 14 , then rolled
and riveted around the top of the fire
box outside. All pitch lines are 3- 16ths
in . from the edges. Having done that,

four t-in., studs are to be screwed or
boiler to coincide with the slots cut in
the strip. Thus ismade a secure bayo

riveted in around the bottom of the

i

net joint between the boiler and firebox. !.
Turning again to the last mentioned ,
rivet inside it at the bottom four y -in . FIG . 14.
angle brackets to support the lining and
grate. This latter is most simply made of iron

wire, $ in . thick , or No. 11 B . W .G . It will be better
if of square section . On a piece of thick , hard
board , scribe a 3-in . circle , and draw across it ,
at distances of } in . apart and perfectly parallel,

eleven lines. Then , at the points where the circle
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is cut by the lines, screw in twenty -two iron screws,
} in . thick , leaving them projecting about 4 in . Cut
theheads off with a file or hacksaw .

The iron wire is now taken , and so worked over
these pegs that it is formed into a grid of circular
shape, as shown in Fig . 15. The superfluous wire
can, lastly, be cut off, and the grate will be ready
for use. Instead of wire, strip iron, fin . by } in .,
may be employed for this job , a long stay, or rivet
being passed through its centre, carrying little dis
tance pieces of tube, to ensure rigidity . Such a grate
would be more durable than one of wire, but the
latter could bemore easily renewed .
The lining of the firebox may next be pro

ceeded with . The requirements will be a piece
of in . asbestos card or wire-woven asbestos
sheet, 124 ins. by 4 $ ins. (four and one-eighth ) ;
in . by in . rivets and washers, and a
strip of thin sheet iron , il ins, by if ins. Roll
the asbestos so that it can be slid into the firebox
several

from the top and down on to the four brackets
the firehole should have been cut through it pre

viously . Then roll similarly the strip of iron ,
having first cut away a portion of one edge to clear
the firebox as indicated , and insert it to cover the
lower part of the asbestos lining. This will protect
the latter from the actual wear and tear of firing.
Around the firebox outside scribe two parallel lines,
the first it ins, from the bottom edge, and the other
I in . from the top. On each of these lines space off
twelve divisions, and drill for riveting or bolting
the lining in place. The drill— a No. 1 B .W .G .
fluted - should be passed right through the asbes
tos and inner plate on the bottom line, and, like
wise, through the asbestos on the upper. A dozen
fin . washers will be wanted inside for the top row .
Fit in the rivets or bolts as preferred , and make all

fast. The use of bolts is desirable, inasmuch as
they will allow of the firebox lining being renewed
when necessary with very little trouble. They
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pressure-gauge, & in . from top edge of same; check
valve, I in . above bottom crown : blow -off cock ,
at lowest possible point. No further mountings
are wanted . A number of unnecessary taps, or
and tends, too , to make it leaky, and unsatisfactory
generally . .
The metal of which the boiler is made is so thin
that it will not be practicable to tap the holes for

cocks, gives a small boiler an absurd appearance,

the fittings unless its thickness is augmented.

Therefore, at every spot where a hole is to be
drilled , first secure a small brass, or copper, disc
with hard solder, or by brazing. They may
be about 3- 32nds in . in thickness.

Obviously , a chimney or funnel will be wanted ,
and should be as long as possible. Better still
would it be to fit a bent one leading into any
large chimney . This has been done by boring a
suitable sized hole cleanly through the wall over
the mantelpiece of the workroom and into the
chimney . The fireplace below was temporarily
closed . The boiler was then stood upon themantel
board , an elbow - pipe connecting its uptake to the
hole. This pipe, or the funnel, may be simply a
friction -tight fit over the uptake end . If it cannot

be turned into a chimney in such a way as described ,
a steam blower must be fitted to induce draught
through the firebox. It can be made by passing a
} in . drill diametrically through the chimney about
i in . above the end of the uptake, and therein in

serting from one hole to the other a piece of } in .
copper tubing in connectiion with a small cock on
top of the boiler. The end of this pipe must be
closed with a plug screwed into it, a very small
hole being drilled in one side of the tube in such

position that steam will blow straight up the centre

of the chimney.
The lagging of a boiler is a most important item
in its economical working. In the present ex
ample, perhaps the readiest means of preventing

should be No. 6 B .A . standard, iron or steel.
• Practically , the boiler is now complete, but a few
words on constructing a foundation for it may not
be out of place. In Fig . 16 is shown the shape of
an iron or brass plate, required to form it. After
having been bent at the dotted lines, separate
corner pieces are riveted in , so that the whole forms
a sort of inverted tray . If the edges can be beaded
with wire, as the rims of tinware pans are done, so
much the better. It will add greatly , both to the
strength and appearance. The section and plan

matter of fact. The efficiency of such “ lagging,”
too, is surprising, until one gives it a little thought.

(Figs. I and 2) make its shape sufficiently clear. The

black in best French polish . It will dry as soon as

firebox is attached to it by bolts passed through the
The mountings necessary will be a small steam
pressure-gauge, reading to 50 lbs. per sq. in ., with
syphon -pipe and union ; a water-gauge, with 2 -in .
by fin . glass ; a safety -valve of the lever type,

applied .

angle-ring , or angle-pieces, already referred to.

either weight- or spring-loaded , as preferred, and
with a valve-diameter of 5-16ths in ., lifting clear
not less than 1-12th in . ; a stout stop -valve with a
clear passage, equal in area to at least twice that
of one steam port of the engine used ; a blow -off
cock , with not less than in . clear opening, and a

losses by radiation will be to coat the boiler with a

good dead-black paint. This may seem rather un
promising, so far as the " look of the thing " is
concerned ; but the effect is not displeasing, as a
And a model so painted resembles much more

closely a large practical boiler than can one finished
after the style of the average shop article — or a
tea -urn ! A hard, dead -black paint suitable for
the purpose can be prepared by mixing fine lamp
In concluding, a word or two on working the
pour through the safety -valve seating, sufficient
hot water to show the gauge-glass half filled . See
that all fittings are tight and in order. Then ,
having placed the fire grate in position, cover it
little boiler may be of interest. Pump into it, or

with a thin layer of charcoal. Take a piece of this
fuel about as large as a Brazil nut, ignite it by any

convenientmeans, and pop it into the centre of the
firebox upon the other. Heap a few further pieces

around and over it, and blow gently with bellows

feed check -valve and union of about in. bore. A
hand feed -pump will be required to feed the boiler,
as one worked off the engine will not be suitable
for so small a model. The positions of the various

of a moment or so , the whole of the charcoal will
glow and a little more can be fed in . Steam will
soon be indicated , when the blower may be turned

fittings will be as follows : - Safety -valve and stop

valve, on top crown , at each side of boiler ; water

on , the fire at once increasing in intensity, and
bringing up the pressure to working-point in a very

gauge, vertically and centrally, on the shell ;

few minutes.

through one of the two ashpit holes. In the course
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(Continued from page 468, Vol. VIII.)
A Model Triple Expansion Steam Turbine .
By P . H . BALLS.

em

THIS turbine is of a simple type, there being no
complicated parts to fit or machine. Themotor
casing, or body, is in two portions — one half
containing thehigh and intermediate pressure cham
bers, and theother the low -pressure chamber. Gun

MS

vanes are brazed on to the drums. Slots are first
made in the drums, either by using a saw of suitable
thickness, or by a milling cutter, the vanes being
1- 32nd in . thick , and are let into drums 1 - 16th in . ;
they have a curvature of 9 - 32nds in . radius. The
drums are recessed to make them lighter, while the
low and intermediate drums have portions of their
bosses reduced in length to make room for the
stuffing-boxes and glands, as will be seen in longitu
dinal section of them . The drums are secured to
shaft by means of grub or set screws.
The threads used for stuffing-boxes and glands
are No. 1 B .A . which has 28 .2 threads per inch .
- - - - - - - 232

Turbines.

Studs.

28.2 threcci

I

STAR
04-
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SCALE OF INCHES.
Care should be taken , when tapping
the stuffing -boxes and screwing the
— HP

0

steam
s Studs.

0

Jout

glands, to get the threads square to the
holes
for shaft,the best resultsbeing ob
tained by screwing glands in the lathe.

There is no difficulty in machining
the chambers ; they may be set up in
a chuck, or on a faceplate, to be bored
out, the low -pressure chamber being
dealt with first. A piece of hard wood
long enough to take chamber may

then be chucked , turning it slightly
taper and a good fit for the bore ;
010

PLAN .
metal, brass, or aluminium , can be used for casting
the wheel chambers and covers. It would be best
to use gunmetal for the drums and vanes, as the

the chamber being driven on to this
mandrel, and the ends faced and
turned with a shoulder. This must be
a good fit for the bore of intermediate
chamber. If it is not so , when the
chambers are bolted together they will
very likely be drawn out of line, thus
causing the shaft to bind . The other

chamber can be machined in the same way, boring
the intermediate first, as this is longer and will hold
tighter on themandrel.
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When drilling the holes for the studs in the flange
into the pipe-holes in the bosses. The pipes are all

care should be taken not to allow the drill to run
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I have one 4 -volt pea -lamp fitted on each end of
thecar,in addition to the oneinsidebefore mentioned
These are supplied with current from three small,

1- 32nd in , thick , and can be either brass or copper,

dry batteries, fixed under the car between the

and sweated into the bosses. The lagging (if any
is used )might be wood or asbestos and sheet metal.
The shaft is a piece of -in . silver steel, which should
be true and an easy fit in bearings.

motors, and are controlled by a switch , which
allows from one to three lamps to be alight simul

taneously ; this switch is fitted near the con
ductor's platform .

HAMMERSMITHBROADWAY& HOUNSLOW

TONQONUNCU

A MODEL “ LONDON UNITED " ELECTRIC TRAMCAR .

A Model Electric Tramcar .
By SAMUEL EMMETT.

HIS illustration is a photograph of a fin . scale
model of a London United Electric Tram
way Company's car, now running between
Hammersmith and Hounslow . The system used
in the model car is the same as the original
viz ., the overhead trolley wire with a return current
through the rails.

The body Imade of 3-16ths in .mahogany fretwood,
enamelled and lined in the correct colours, the lining
being done with a drawing-pen . The windows are
glazed with thin glass, and fitted with silk curtains.
The cushions inside are of red plush , and the car has
a double ceiling of millboard , coloured and fitted
with one 4 -volt lamp in the centre.
The roof is of 3- 16ths in. oak , which I find is
more suitable , owing to its keeping a very realistic
colour. The top seats are of oak varnished , the
backs are reversible, and fitted with gauze guards,
the seats being mounted on standards, & c., made of
t-in . flat brass wire. .

The motors, which were supplied by Avery , are

No. 1 size 4 -volt, each fixed parallel with the driving
axle, and geared down with ordinary cogs to run
about 7 to 1 ; they are controlled by a switch fixed

under the car, out of view but easily accessible.
Each motor is fitted to a bogie-trolley made of fret
wood, with axle -boxes mounted with brass lids.
The whole are coloured and lined , which makes the
bogie-frames look like a solid casting. The return
wire is fitted on to the axle-boxes, which allows the
current to return through the wheels, and thence to
the rails , which are of tin , the same as advertised

in THE MODEL ENGINEER .
The trolley-arm is of nickel steel, fitted with brass

trolley of the same pattern as the original. The

standard for this arm is a piece of brass worked up
to proper shape . For electric power I use a bi
chromate battery of twelve cells, giving about nine
volts.

The steps are made of brass, and collapsible gates

are also fitted, besides many little things I have not
mentioned , but which the photograph will explain
for itself.

eer
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Experiments on Electric Oscil
lations and Waves .
By R . P. HOWGRAVE-GRAHAM , A.I.E .E .
FF (Continued from page 534 , Vol. VIII.)
Impedance Coils. — The impedance of a circuit pos
sessing self-induction and resistance is its tendency
to prevent an alternating current of a definite fre
quency from flowing through it. In this respect,

- - - - - -
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If sufficiently thick wood be not obtainable, face
up two pieces, 21 ins. or 3 ins. thick and 5 ins. wide ;
glue them together, and allow them to dry thor
oughly before attempting to turn the cylinder. A
spiral groove must now be cut, and should be
such that No. 10 copper wire (preferably a larger
size still) will lie comfortably therein , above the
surface of thewood.
The thread , which should have a pitch of fin .,
may be worked in a screw -cutting lathe,'if one is
available.

0 - 18 " -

-

-

- -

- - - -

-

FIG . 15 . - High FREQUENCY IMPEDANCE COIL .

therefore, it corresponds to the opposition offered by
a pure resistance to ordinary continuous currents.
If E = alternating E .M .F . (virtual).
C .= alternating current (virtual).
I = impedance of the circuit at the particular

frequency of alternation of the impressed E.M .F .,

then C = justas in the ordinary case C =

To attempt this with ordinary lathe tools will ,
in most cases, prove hopeless, especially if soft wood
is used , as, if the lathe runs slowly enough to beman
ageable for screw -cutting , the wood will be ragged
up. The best way is to fix a coarse, half-round, or
three-cornered file in the tool-rest, so that its edge
presses hard on the cylinder.

I have spoken of the impedance at a definite fre
quency of E .M . F ., because it partly depends on this
frequency .
It must, however, be clearly understood that the

self-induction of a given coil is the same for all fre
quencies, the impedance being governed by the
values of frequency , self-induction, and resistance .
When the resistance is negligibly small, the impe
dance becomes directly proportional to the self
induction and to the frequency .

An impedance, or choking coil is an arrangement
of a certain number of turns of wire wound induc

tively , with or without an iron core , and designed to

“ throttle ” or “ choke " back alternating currents.
Some hundreds of turns on a bobbin containing a
stout iron-wire core are required to cut down
ordinary 100 - volt alternating currents to an ampère
or two ; but the very simple coil which I am about
to describe has no more than forty or fifty turns
with no core, and nevertheless, allows only a small,
high frequency current to pass, though there be as
much as 40 ,000 volts applied to its terminals.
It is a useful piece of apparatus for this work , and
plays an important part in three very interesting
experiments hereafter to be described .

Construction of a High - Frequency Impedance Coil.
- If a lathe is available, turn up a cylinder A of
white or other wood , 41 ins. or 4 ins. diameter, and
shouldered down at the ends to form projections
B , B , 14 ins. long and 4 ins. diameter. The length
over all is 21 ins.; but a simple cylinder, 18 ins. long
and 41 ins. diameter, is all that is needed , the projec
tions being only for the sake of appearance.

Fig . 16.
The author found it sufficient merely to hold the
file wedged firmly between the bolts of the rest,
giving the necessary downward pressure by hand .

This will give a rough and shallow groove, which
must be enlarged by first going all round with a
hacksaw , working slowly along the length of the
groove, inch by inch , using the lathe only as a con
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venient holder to enable the work to be rotated into

figures. The completed coil has been found very

the right position.
The groove may be finished off by the careful

useful by the author, though a shorter one with
fewer turns might, in some cases, be quite suc

application of a coarse, rat-tail file of the right size .
In place of the first filing applied to the screw
cutting gear, those who have not this appliance

cessful.
It is better, however, to have too many turns

available may make, in the following way, a very
good spiral pencil mark , which can afterwards be
worked over with the requisite tools.
Draw four equally spaced lines along the cylinder

parallel to its length " (a right-angle cross at the
ends may help this ).

Divide one line up into -in . pieces, and sub

divide one of these pieces into four equal ones. At
the pointwhich divides this piece into two, draw a
circle round the cylinder by fixing it in the lathe,
holding the pencil against the point, and turning
the lathe once round.
The point where this circle cuts the line drawn
opposite to that which has been already divided , is

the starting-point for a similar division into fin .
parts.
By other circles drawn at the quartering sub
divisions, the starting-points for dividing the re
maining lines are given , and, by taking the dividing
points in turn (in a manner too obvious to need
explanation ), and carefully drawing a spiral line

through them , a very fairly accurate guide for the
If there is difficulty in drawing accurately round

first file cutmay be obtained .

a quarter of a circle from each point to the next,
eight lines may be used instead of four.
Having, by either method, cut a satisfactory
groove, the cylinders may be varnished or painted
dull black , and allowed to dry.

(Note. - Always try the effect of a varnish or
Next, a terminal C is fastened on the shoul
dered portion at one end, and, as the wire to be

paint on a waste specimen of the samewood.)

held under it is large, a slightly sunk circular bed
stantial and preferably of the two-headed variety ,
which grips between flat surfaces.
Clean the wire with emery -cloth , and straighten
it . To do this fix one end in a vice and draw the
whole length through a duster, held firmly in the
hands in such a way that the wire must be forced
round a bend or angle.

may be made for the former, which should be sub

Fasten the end of the wire under the terminal,
bring it up under the edge of the shoulder, or
through a slanting hole drilled in the same, as indi

cated by the dotted lines.
Give it a quarter turn under the head of a 1l-in .
round-topped brass screw , so fixed in the cylinder
that the quarter turn will just lead the wire into

the beginning of the groove, as shown in Fig. 16 .
Wind slowly into the spiralwith as much pull as
possible, passing the wire through a cloth held in
the hand, as before.
It is best to give entire attention to the winding,
while a friend slowly turns the latheby hand.

Having arrived at the other end of the cylinder,
turn the wire round a screw , as before, being most

careful to maintain good tension , and then fasten it
under the second terminal.

The copper spiral so produced may be varnished ,
all except a strip left along the top for making
contact.

Now cut two pieces of wood, D , D , 41 ins. by 41
ins. by 1 in . Colour them in accordance with cylin
der, and screw them on to its ends, as shown in the

than too few ; for, while the large coil is available,
if needed , we can use as few turns as we like for any
As an adjustable impedance it is very useful,
either moving up and down its length with a touch
ing contact, or using it at fixed value by nipping

one experiment.

any one turn with an ordinary tie -clip , to which a
terminal has been soldered .

Those who do not possess a lathe may wind the
ins., built up like the cylinder, if necessary , of two
pieces, 2 ins. thick , glued together.
Properly spaced notches must be cut in the cor
ners of the wood , so that the wire may be held in
the right position at four points in every turn .
Such an impedance coil should be very quickly
and easily made.

wire on a rectangular former, 4 ins. by 4 ins. by 18

Model Yachting Correspondence.
[ The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full

nameand address of the sender should invariably be attached ,
though not necessarily intended for publication . Communica

tions should bewritten on one sideof the paper only.)

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , — I beg to be allowed , through your
excellent little paper, to suggest the formation of a

Model Yacht Club in Leeds. I hear a club did exist
a few years ago , but has dropped through .
If a few would take the matter in hand, I believe
a good club could soon be formed , as there are plenty
of enthusiasts in the city.-- Yours truly ,
" Seagull ."
Leeds.

For the Book -shelf.
PROPORTIONS AND MOVEMENT OF SLIDE -VALVES.
By W . D . Wansborough . Manchester : The
Technical Publishing Co ., Ltd ., 31, Whitworth

Street. Price 4s. 6d . net.
This work , although it is not likely to be of very
much use to the average model-maker is one which
can be, with advantage, placed on the list of suit
able books for the engineering student. The
diagrams in the book are all drawn to a uniform
scale, the unit, which is not a fractional part of an
inch or a foot, being one-sixth of the width of the
suit given enginesmay be very easily accomplished .

steam port: therefore, the working of examples to

The book is a reprint of articles in the back
160 pages and some fifty illustrations, treating
all kinds of slide-valves with and without expansion

numbers of the Mechanical Engineer , and contains
valves.

The whole train service of the Central London
Railway is now being worked on the multiple-unit
system , the locomotives having been completely
withdrawn . . It has been found possible to run

several more trains on the line under the new sys
tem , and the frequency of the service is correspond
ingly increased .
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Hand Turning Tools , and How
to Use Them .
By W . F . PRYOR .

IT is proposed , for the purpose of this article , in
the first place to describe a set of hand turning
tools, which are fairly easy to manipulate, and
which , at the same time, are capable of performing
most of the work which is done on the amateur's
hand lathe, passing on to the method of using them ,
after which some other useful tools will be de
scribed , concluding with two simple examples of
hand turning, and the different tools used to pro
duce the finished article.
The section of steel chosen for the tools is shown

- - -3

-- -
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useful length of tool is given , and they are intended
to be used in long handles, which may vary from
9 ins. to 12 ins. long.
If intended for use on wrought iron and mild
steel, a fair amount of top rake should be given to
enable the tool to take a clean cut, a suitable angle

FIG . 6a . - SIDE CUTTING TOOL FOR BRASS ; ALSO
USED FOR INTERNAL CUTTING .

-

Fig , I

FIG . 7 . - -FINISHING TOOL, OFTEN USED IN CONNEC

TION WITH Fig . 6 (PAGE 42 ).

Fig . 8.— SIDE CUTTING Tool.
Fig . 2

Fig . 9. - CHASER FOR WROUGHT IRON.

Fig . 3
FIG . 10 . - CHASER FOR BRASS .

Fig . 4

being 60 degs., with a clearance angle of 10 degs.
(some writers on this subject say 3 degs. to 4 degs.)
When used on cast iron , a more obtuse angle is re
quired , which may be 70 degs. For brass, no rake
is required ; but it is usual to give a rather greater
clearance angle; as hand tools are frequently swept
from right to left, and the reverse, no side rake
should be given .

Fig . 5

Most of the tools shown are forged from the same
section ofmaterial. Many brass turning tools, how
ever, are made the reverse way of the material, so
that the depth of the tool is represented by the nar
rowest section . This does notappear to possess any

on Fig . I, and has advantages over the ordinary rec

advantage over the first method other than that, in
somecases of internal turning, it would be an advan
tage to have them made in this way. It is, there
fore, assumed that all the tools shown for turning

tangular section, as, by its use, a considerable
amount of forging is saved . A suitable size for, say,
a 4 -in . or 41-in . centre lathe being 4 in . by in ., a

wrought iron could be used on brass, provided the
top of the toolwasmade quite flat, with the addition
of the one shown at Fig. 6a , which will be found use

SET OF TOOLS FOR TURNING WROUGHT IRON AND
MILD STEEL.
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ful in working on short internal surfaces ; it may

left, and the reverse. There is, however, one excep

also be used on side faces, as it is, in reality, a side
cutting tool ; it is made from a piece of -in .
square bar, and has only one cutting edge.

tion to this — when working close up to shoulder, or

We will now describe the shape of the cutting
points, and indicate their use, beginning with that
known as the round nose, and illustrated at Fig. 1;
it is intended for all roughing work ; the next (Fig. 2)
showing the square nose, which may be used on all
short work for finishing ; the next (Fig . 3) shows
a V- pointed one for turning the radial faces of
collars and finishing off the ends of work , and also
used for striking out V -threads by hand, prepara
tory to chasing them . Fig . 4 shows a parting or
cutting off tool, which is a narrow , square-nose tool,

The other tools are to be used in a similar man
ner, so that further mention of them will be omitted
here , but they will be noticed when dealing with
the examples of turning at the end of the article .

collar; the cutting edge of the tool must then , of
course, be brought up parallel to the work .

Now , with regard to the height of the rest : as
will best determine it, as it will readily be seen a tall
this will vary with the height of the operator, a trial

operator will be able to work with the rest much
higher than a shorter one, always remembering, with
long tool-handles, to have the end of the handle

placed against the shoulder ; it will then be seen at a
glance whether the rest
is at its proper height

to enable the tool to
cut properly. If too
high , it will tend to rub
on its end ; and , if too
low , will show a ten
dency to go under
neath between the

work and the rest.
Although the tools
next to be described
might by some be
termed old -fashioned ,
one of them in par
ticular is still used to
almost the exclusion
of any other, and that
is the one known as
the graver. It is so
well known among
turners, both amateur
and professional, that
a description of it
seems almost unneces
sary ; suffice it to say,
that it is made from a

piece of square steel,
and the end ground
off at angle, which
gives it two cut.
ting edges, and is used for roughing pur
poses by holding it on one or other of its

Fig . 11. - PHOTOGRAPH SHOWING METHOD OF HOLDING HAND Tool.
not more than fin . wide, with sufficient clearance to
prevent its jamming in its cut.
A narrow , round -nose tool which is shown at
Fig. 5, is very useful for finishing out small radii.
Now , as to the methods of using them and this,
by the way, is themost difficult part of the subject
to explain on paper ; five minutes watching a
skilled operator, and then practising oneself, is
worth all that was ever written on the matter.

However, we will try to make it clear.

angles, depending as to whether it is desired
to cut right, or left-handed, dropping it down

on to one of its flat sides for finishing, when

it acts by scraping the work . It is often used

The

operator should stand with his legs extended (that is,
one in advance of the other ) slightly stooping,
and grasping firmly with both hands the tool
handle, bringing the heel of the tool firmly on to the
tee of the rest, and commencing on the end of the
work first ; elevate the tool-handle to bring the tool
up to its cut, and roll the tool on its heel from right
to left, reaching as far as possible before taking up a
new position on the rest, remembering to, as nearly
as possible, imitate the motions of the slide-rest.

Never, in roughing , push the tool straight at the
work , as the rough surface of the bar will quickly
blunt the cutting point ; but always roll it on its
heel. The square -nose for finishing may be used in
a similar manner, but may be rolled from right to

Fig . 12. - POSITION OF POINT OF TOOL AS SHOWN
IN PHOTOGRAPH .

indiscriminately on all materials ; but this would
appear to be wrong, as theabsence of any rake to its
cutting edge really argues that it is suitable only for
brass or cast iron, where only a slight degree of rake

The Model Engineer and Electrician ,
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is required . A great point in its favour, from the
fact that it may be very quickly made from a worn
out square file without any forging.
Another tool which was considerably in evidence

amateur point of view , would appear to be in the

July 9, 1903 .

should be ground slightly convex to prevent the cor
ners scratching into the work .

Another tool, for which a worn -out, triangular
file may be requisitioned is shown at Fig. 8. It is

before the advent of the slide lathe is shown at Fig .

intended for side cutting ; but whether it cuts or
scrapes depends entirely on the way the cutting

6 ; but the use of this is not recommended to the

edge is presented to the work. In skilled hands it

Fig . 6. --HAND TOOL FOR
TAKING HEAVY Cuts.

Fig . 13.- POSITION OF GRAVER FOR
ROUGHING .

Fig . 14 .

Fig . 13a. - PositioN OFGRAVER FOR FINISHING.

APPIICATION OF STRAIGHT AND CURVED SCRAPERS.

Fig . 15.- SIDE AND END VIEWS OF A SIDE Tool Facing END OF WORK.
eader, unless he happens to be the possessor of a
power -driven lathe. Enormous cuts, however, can
be taken with it, limited only by the power of the
machine to drive them . Its construction can be
easily understood from the illustration ,

The finishing tool, often used in connection with
the above, is illustrated at Fig. 7 ; the cutting edge

works well ; all that is necessary is to so tilt its
cutting edge up so as to give it side rake.
Flat scrapers (which may be readily made from
worn -out fiat files) both straight and curved, of
various radii, are also very useful in finishing both
brass and cast iron ; but, when working on a large

radius, always use a scraper of smaller radius than
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a template made to the exact curve required ; by so
that on the work , and sweep round the curve, using
doing it will greatly lessen the tendency to “ chat
ter," which always appears where broad cutting
edges are in contact with the work .

This article would seem to be incomplete with
out somereference to the hand-chasing of screws ; a
few lines will, therefore, be devoted to it. The
beginner is advised to commence on fine pitches

43

lathe at a medium speed , he is to take the Vee
pointed tool referred to at Fig . 3, and , without
allowing it to touch the work , roll the tool on its
heel from right to left, looking at the screw mean
while, until he imagines he has got the right pitch ,
when hemust quickly bring the tool up to the work
(rolling it on its heel) on which will now be traced a
spiral line. Now take the chaser and with the rest set
so that its cutting edge is about the centre of the

work , or a trifle above it, bring it up and see if it
shows any tendency to travel along ; if so , continue,

lightly at first, without forcing it, otherwise a
“ drunken " thread will assuredly result. Keep
the chaser fairly level, tilting it just sufficient to get
it to cut ; if tilted up too much , the points of the

teeth will cut a series of rings, and show no disposi

tion to travel along; in chasing long screws advance
the chaser along the distance of two or three

Fig . 17. - EXAMPLE OF HAND TURNING .
threads at each cut, thereby taking advantage of
those already cut to act as a guide for the leading
tooth of the chaser.
In conclusion, according to the termsof this com
petition , we are to take as a lesson a simple piece of
turned work , such as a small screw , & c., describing

the successive operations, and indicate the tool
which should be used on each part of the work .
We will assume we are to make a f-in . cheese
the thread is to be chased by hand. We will also
assume that the reader is in possession of a self
centering chuck , as a screw of this length can very
well be turned without the support of the centre.
Take a piece of -in . mild steel rod , and chuck it ;
deaded screw , * in . long under the head , and that

Fig . 16 . - EXAMPLE OF HAND TURNING AND CHASING .
first, and, as his skill increases, try gradually
increasing the pitch , until he gets to the coarser

ones. He is also advised to leave his intended
screw at the right-hand end (see Fig. 16 ) a little
larger in diameter than the finished size ; this is so
that he may be able to turn down and try again , sup
posing he does not strike the thread correctly the
first time. It is also a good plan to lay before him
on his lathe a screw of the intended pitch , as a guide

to his hand and eye in what follows. Running the

then , with the round nose tool (see Fig . 1) rough
down both head and screw portion to a trifle over
the finished size, leaving a small piece at the right

hand end a little larger in diameter ; this , as pre
viously explained , is for successive trials in striking
out the thread ; then take the square nose tool, and
finish the head to size, and also the portion under
the head , taking a skim with the Vee-pointed tool to
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very well by dynamo ; but, being my first attempt,
their capacity is probably rather low — say, from 10
to 15 ampere-hours.
What size would your contributor advise these
gravity,cells to be — (1) to charge these accumulators
for 4 ampère-hours' supply every evening ; (2 )
for 9 ampère-hours' supply ; also dimensions and
shape of zincs recommended in each case ? Like
wise, how often they find it necessary to re-amalga
mate the zincs — (1)when using dilute sulphuric acid ?
(2 ) when using sulphate of zinc ? Perhaps they

ensure the face being quite flat. The thread may
now be struck out with the Vee -tool, and chased to

size,as previously explained ,when all that remains to
be done is to cutoff with the narrow pointing tool.
See sketch for successive operations.
We have selected one other example, in which all
the tools mentioned in the early part of the article
will be used . (See Fig. 17 .) This might be the
crank-pin for a small engine with a disc crank. Take
a piece of -in mild steel rod about 4 ins. long,and ,
after centering and drilling up the ends, rough down

the collars, and also the parallel parts of the pin , to
1-32nd in . over the finished size with the large,
round, nose tool(Fig . 1 ); then with the square nose
(Fig. 2) finish the collars and parallel parts of the
pin , making use of the small round nose (Fig. 5)
for getting out the radius at each end ; the V . |

would be kind enough to answer as early as possible,
as I am anxious to get the installation complete as
soon as I can, and I venture to think that thematter

is of interest to many other readers of “ ours.” —
Yours faithfully,
CYRIL N . TURNER.
Ardingley, Sussex .
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Mr. F . GORDON -CROSBY'S ELECTRICALLY-PROPELLED MODEL STEAM YACHT.
pointed tool( Fig . 3) should then be used for squaring
Electrically - Driven Model Steam Yacht.
up the end, and the parting tool for cutting off. (See
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
sketch .)
DEAR SIR - I enclose a photo of a model steam
Keep the tools sharp , and, when re-grinding,
yacht, which I have made during the past few weeks.
grind them only on the end faces, thereby keeping
I intended to fit the boat with an engine and boiler ;
the cutting angles constant. Use the well-known
but it is now driven electrically . Thehull is cut out
soft soap solution, as a lubricant, when working on
of a block of yellow pine in the ordinary way.
wrought iron andmild steel.
The leading dimensions are as follows :
Length (over all) . . . . 3 ft.
Beam (amidships) . .
6 ins.
Practical Letters from our
Depth (to keel bottom ) . . . 5 * ,
Draught
.
.
] ft.
Readers.
The decks, skylights, & c., are of cedar 3varnished.

K

-

- - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - -

[ The Editor inviles readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full

name and address of the sender MCST invariably be attached .

though not necessarily intended for publication .]

Daniell Gravity Batteries.
DEAR SIR , - Would your experienced contribu
tors,Messrs. F . Saltwell and S. H . Caink, each kindly
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

give their opinion as to the sizes of cells advisable to
use under the following conditions :
For fifteen cells, with carbon as the negative
in his article. This
Caink described
element,isasforMr.charging
battery
five accumulators, each con

taining five plates (two positive, three negative) ;
size of plates, 84 ins.by 6 ins. by 3-16ths in . thick .
These accumulators are home-made, and charge

The centraldeck , with masts, funnel, & c., can easily
be removed to allow access to machinery .

Themotor was purchased , and is coupled direct to
propeller shaft by a flexible coupling, and is driven
by one 4-volt accumulator, which drives the boat at
a very high speed .
The motor is started from the deck by a small
lever, which operates on the switch in the " engine "
room . Steering is accomplished by the wheel in the
front of the bridge. The searchlight is fitted with a
small pea -lamp, and gives a very good light, con
sidering its size.

The yacht, with the exception of motor and accu
mulator, was made entirely from odds and ends of
wood and metal, the hull being enamelled white and

light green , and, altogether, the model has a very

pretty appearance in the water.
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I send, also, a drawing which will, perhaps, ex

plain better the construction of the yacht.-- Yours
truly, ;
Torquay .
F . GORDON CROSBY,
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Could not we have some papers on the construc
tion of small volt and ammeters, reading, say, to 15
volts and io ampères, with method of calibration ,
etc. ? - Yours faithfully ,
East Dulwich .
G . LORIMER .

Battery Carbons.

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR, - For the dry battery carbon allow me
to suggest buying a 7-in . by 2 in , carbon , and sawing

A Paraffin Brazing Lamp.
DEAR SIR, I am making the brazing lamp de
To the EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

scribed and illustrated in No.

108 M . E ., page 49 ; but, after
coiling a 2 - ft . length of copper
tube to dimensions in illustra
tion , I have only about 3 ins.
eft with which to get from flame
tube to tap .

· I should think 3 ft. would
be more like the length required
from burner to tap.
If this is a printer's error, may
reader obtains 2 ft., thinking he
will have sufficient, only to find
when his work is so far done

I point it out in case any other

that his time and material have

been wasted . - Yours faithfully ,
H . W . KEEPING .

Shanklin, I.W .
NORTH -EASTERY BRAKE Ex

PERIMENTS. - With a view to
solving the problem of controll
ing freight trains travelling at
high speeds on steep descending
grades by the use of the air
brake - a practice successfully

resorted to on several American
railroads - - the North - Eastern

MR. F . GORDON CROSBY'S ELECTRICALLY-PROPELLED MODEL STEAM YACHT. Railway company have recently
conducted a series of important
trials on their line between Penrith and Darlington,
in half. The Universal Electric Supply Company,
over Stainmore Summit,near Kirkby Stephen , which
Manchester, stock 7-in . by 2-in . size, price 3 d . per
is one of the steepest sections of railway in the United
pair, postage extra . - Yours truly ,
Watchet.
F. M .
Kingdom . A train was formed of forty heavy coal
wagons, each vehicle being equipped with a rapid
acting brake apparatus, the air pressure being
Reversing Electric Locomotives.
worked from the engine. Despite the high speed ,

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, - Permit me, through the medium of
your paper, to express my thanks to those who have
so kindly responded to my request for suggestions on
the reversing of electric locomotives from the
switchboard . I am , at present, at work on an idea
given by Mr. Lawton , and am incorporating it in a
little shunting engine now under construction. A
rough model worked fairly well ; but the actual
apparatus has to stand vibration, as well as respond
to currents of varying strength . If the result is
successful, I shall be pleased to give the details to
readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER. My time for
work is , however, limited , andmymechanical ability

of no very high order ; so that it may be some little
timebefore success is attained .
So far, my experiences coincide with those of
Mr. E . L . Pearce, as to the difficulty of obtaining
good contacts with a low voltage ; but I hope to get
over this trouble by the adoption of mercury cups,
so designed as to avoid spilling of themercury .

the unfavourable climatic conditions, and the
travelling on the down gradient, the train was
brought to a stand in a very short distance, the appli
cation of power on both the front and the rear
wheels of the train being practically simultaneous.

The trials, which were conducted under the super

vision of leading officers of the North -Eastern Rail
way and representatives of the Westinghouse Brake
Company, were stated to have been highly satis
factor
y

THE French engine being built for trial on the
Great Western Railway will, in all probability, not
be delivered in this country until September. After
it has been put together at Swindon , the Western
Morning News understands that it will be tested
against one of the latest pattern Swindon -built en
gines, the French engine being handled by French
men only , so that the test may be fair in every
respect.
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do not

Queries and Replies.

However, for a fin . scale model locomotive such difficu'lies
arise - a shallow firebox only is essential in by i in . cylinders
should be the maximum tised , exceptwhere a large heating surface

is especially directed to the first condition given belovo
(Attention
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the

and a high degree of superheat provided,
the type of boiter used in the engine " Don," illustrated in
mend
our issue of November ist, 1902, for your model

Queriescard)for
of their
toaddressed
keep a copy
are(3)recommended
spondents
envelope
A stamped
reference.invariably
be postanswered
will(not
. (4 ) Qweries
be enclosed
should

as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days
must ustially elapse before the Reply can be forwarded. (5 )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks must elapse before the
Reply can be pullished . The insertion of Replies in this columu
carviot be guaranteed. (6 ) All Queries should be adressed to
THE MODEL
The Editor,
, E .C .) ENGINEER , 35 to 39, Temple House,
Tallis
Street, London
from the Queries which have been replied
Tlie following
selected
are
to recently: -

(8910): Would
Electrica "Motor
for Small
Car.manufact
F . O.ured
N . (Hulme)
writes
Little Hustler
" motor,
by the

themotors series-wound, two leads being taken from the armature,
two from the field as sketch (not reproduced). If so, is not the
and
armature in parallel with the field , and is it not rea ly a parallel

wound motor ? Is the starting torqae of such a motor as great as
the ordinary series-connections ? All that I would require, would
parallel, I understand that the twomotors are in series, the current
passing from one to the other, and yet trough them both at the

be the two motors connected to the two controllers. By series

for some time, to find a way of accom
tried success.
sametime.
but without
plishing this,Having
0003000

Queries on subjects within the scope of this journalare replied to
by bostunder the following conditions ( 1 ) Queries dealing
distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
with
one side of the paper only, and the sender's nameMUST be in
scribed on the back. ( 2 ) Queries should be accompanied .
wlierever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre

[8946 ] Series-Parallel Control. F. K. B . (Old Trafford) w .ites :

Would you be so good as to send me a wiring diagram , showing
how electric cars, run on the series-parallel system , are wired. Are

Moto, O

S0S00010

stated. Letters containing Queries must be

directions therein
of the envelope " Query
marked on the top left-hand corner
to the Queries
relating
but those
." No inothermatters
Department
A
the same envelope.
should be enclosed

and we can recom

is

Knapp Company, of New York, be powerful enough to drive a
sniall electric car, lo ins. long by 2 ) ins. wide, weight without
motor. lbs. ; weight ofmotor, & lb . ; totalweight, 2 lbs. ? If not,
what weight would this motor drive ? Size of armature, it ins.
diameter. Would the above electric car, with a distance of 3 ins. "
between
axles, travel round a 3 ft. diameter set of rails, with no
side play in journals of car ? If not, what is the smallest
diameter

of(1rails
travel round
with ?ample current and everything in good
if supplied
) Yes,it will
working order. (2) 3 ft. circle is rather too small and would create
100 much friction . You might try it,however, and keep the gauge

wide, say a good f in . wider than the ti ue. gaugeofwheels.
( Belfast) writes : Would
18681 ) C . L . R . Locomotive. A . B . M

you kindly send me an end elevation and a side elevation of the
C .L . R . electric locomotive, with dimensions for a 4-scale model ?
Weappend an end view of this locomotive, to the same scale as

Query Me 8946

SERIES-PARALLEL CONTROL OF ELECTRIC VEHICLES.
The. series-parallel
control
systemstartedmaybe
shown
sketeh
below
The two motors
are first
in series
withbya the
resistance
R , in circuit. The controller, which we do not show , first closes
A , B , F , E , then D , and afterwards opens D and closes F . The next
movement
opens F , closing C and D . By following the path of
current you will see that each successive operation or movement
of the controller-handle allows the current to flow in a
path,
until at last thetwo motors are running in parallel.

different

;hain(9088]
- Steering
Geardescribe
for Steamships.
T. (Streat
) writesSteam
: Would
you please
the working ofA .the
steam
steering g ar, as used on board a ship ?

FRONT VIEW
OF

CENTRAL LONDON
RAILWAY ELECTRIC
LOCOMOTIVE.

There are so many patterns that it would be impossible to
describe
offhandinanyoneof
themsix. Generally
a smalltwo-tons,
cylindered
steam
enginea boat of say
or seven thousand
iaving
cylinders about 4 ins. by 6 ins. - would be used, this working a
worm and gear-wheel. On the drum attached to the gear-wheel
the chains are fixed , and, in one direction, one cha n is unwound
and
otheris wound
actiondirection.
taking plaThee chains
when the
steam theengine
driven inup,thereverse
opposite
are
connected to the rudder. The reversing of the small engine is
accomplished by an arrangement of valves or other motion by a

rod,
connected
tovalve,
a wheelon
the Captain
bridge,tothissteambeing,more
often
, atocontrol
whichrefer
changes
the 'sexhaust
the
steam
exhaust.
Please
to
some
marine
engineer'sandhand
book for fuller description. A similar arrangement, known to model
engineers as a " reversing block," is illustrated in the articls on

- - 74-8
QueryN98681
the side
the issue of full
February
1902, page 94.
Vol.
VI. view
Both given
of the indrawingsare
size for15th,
a -scalemodel.
(9107]
Model
Locomotives
;
Belpaire
Firebox
and
Cylinders. E . M . S. (Bexley Heath ) writes : I am contemplating
building a 6 in. scale mode Midland loco. (1 ) Ihave looked through

all back numbers of the M .E . but cannot find any description
of a Belpaire firebox. Will you give two rough sketches, com
pairing it with the ordinary type ? (2 ) Would the extra difficulty

construction
a modelberepaid
isin thebest
size offorcylinders
to use ? by its advantages ? (3) What
You have evidently forgotten the coloured plate of January ist.
• The boiler in this design is fitted with a " Belpaire " firebox. There
is no great ady ntage in this type of firebox for model work ; it
necessitatesmore joints,and the staying difficulties encountered in
larger work are not present, butwhen a coal fire is to be employed

a separate
firebox
necessary
,owing
to the splitting
and
bending
downshell
of isa generally
solid drawn
tube not
providing
enough
length
of
"
side
sheets"
to
obtain
the
required
depth
of firebox
necessary for solid fuel, and the use of a “ Bel aire " in such a case
renders the throat-plate a relatively simple matter. A casting can
be used for the front plate of the firebox shell (or throat- late, as it
would
be ca led in an ordinary boiler) and the awkward three -ply
junction of the throat-plate, barrel, and firebox shell is avoided .

Simple Model Locomotive, commencing the issue of March ist,
1902.
[9074) Flash
Differential
L. tellH .meS
(Mauritius)
writesby:Boilers:
will beg
you to be goodGears.
what
you mean
a I flash
boilerofasmentioned
in enough
a letter topublished
in one of your issues this year. I would be very glad if you could
give me full particulars, and also the principles on which it works;
or, if you could arrange for an article on that subjeot I, think that it
would
prove very useful to a greatnumber of your readers. Would
you be good enough to explain and enclose a sketch of a differential
gear, such as those that are used on autocars ? .
A flash boiler is one in which a small quantity of water is forced

into
a heated chamber - often,fr various practical reasons, a coil
or network of very strong steel piping-- a steam chamber beingcon
nected
to the other end. The amount of water is adjusted to the
needs of the engine by and the engine itself and by a relief-valve
which opens when too much steam is being made, and allows the
excess of water to escape. The relief-valve and check -valve of the
pump are often made in one cast ng-- at least, for very small work.
Kindly wait until an article appears on the subject, as we are

expecting
onewe
shortly.
There are many
and
the one
have illustrated
may formsof
be founddifferential
on page gear,
148,

April ist, Igor.
[9053 ] 4 - )Pole
Winding.a modelmotor
F . B. W .
(FaNowfield
writesMotor;
: I have Direction
in course of of
construction

of the "with4-pole4 ozs.of
type."20 Field-poles
are
wound
D.Ç.C, wire. areThe9-16ths
armaturein .byhasliņ..and
eight slots

July 2, 1903.

The'Model Eoginoor and Bloctriclan .

diameterto consume
by * in.This, andmotor
in .hes.
by | ins. 24long,
is it isins.intended
andandhas I two
watts,
bru
am
winding it for 4 volts and 6 amperes." Will you please inform
me
quantity
of
to
armature,
as
and
method
tize
wire
use
to
for
of
and
winding same.

cheaper one : a three-terminal wall station, with nickelled metal

parts, with D .P . watch receiver, loud bell, automatic switch hook,
ringing key, and is eminently suitable for distances not exceeding
yards. These instruments, it mustbenoted,instruments,
only work and
in pairs,
or200 in conjunction with other three-terminal
the
price is 18s. The price list is thoroughly well printed and illus

trated,and can be heartily recommended to our electrical readers.

Query 90531. I

FOUR -POLE ELECTRO MOTOR, ARMATURE WINDING .
Wind armature with about it or 2 OzS. of-No. 19 S. W .G ., or as
much of this as you can get on . If two brushes are used, tho wind

ings will have to be cross-connected, as shown.

The News of the Trade.

Fig . 1. - TABLE TELEPHONE. . .

Editor will
pleasedparticulars
[ Theheading,
be and
this
to receiveof fornew review
samples
apparatus,
tools, under
and materials for amateur use. It must be understood that
these reviews are free expressions of Editorial opinion, no
payment of any kind being required or accepted. The Editor
reserves the right to criticise or commend according to the
merits of the goods submitted , or to abstain from inserting a
in any) case where the goods are notof sufficientinterest
his readers.
toreview

distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
• Reviews
editorialinspection
of thegoodsnoticed.
Change of Address.
Mr. George F . Harrison begs to inform his numerous patrons at
home and abroad that, owing to lar e increase of business, he has
now taken larger and more convenientpremises, whereall technical
books previously advertised may be obtained. All orders promptly

attended to and sent by return post - New address, George F .
Harrison , 45, Rupert Street, Nottingham .

New Catalogues and Lists .
John A. Prestwich
sends leaflet& Co , 1, Lansdowne Road, Tottenham ,

London,
., awhich aredescribinghis
J.A.P. cycle
motor, stating
theseN motors,
that
of the be-t English
manufacture
and
made accurately to gauge, the parts being interchangeable, can be
delivered
stock.
Prest
from
In
suppo:
t
of
this
statement
Messrs
wich also enclosed a photograph , showing over ninety of these

motors laying in their stor roon . The engines, rated at 21 h .-p .,
have
cylinders 24 by 3 ins. (70 by 76 millimeters) cast in one piece
with the head and radiating gill of efficient design Amongst other
.
special points worth mentioning are the use of a single lever for the
advance sprk and exhaust lifter and the new vacuum valve on the
crank chamber Coils, silencers, contact breakers, and carburettors
(surface) are supplied , and also complete bicycles, the position of
the motor being on the front tube just above the bracket. The
leaflet will be sent to any reader inclosing a stamp, and prices will

be quoted upon application.

'

Harold e . Parris & Co. (St. George' s Electrical Manu
facturing Company), High Street, Sydenham ,London , S . E . - We
from this forfirm themost
good electric
cataloguebells,of telephone
electrical
a very part,
have
received comprising,
instruments,
indicators,batteries,ardaccessories,andbesidesthese fitments,wiring

materials, special pushies and contacts, dynamos and motors, coils,
galvanometers of various patterns, electro-plating sets, pocket accu
mulators and lamps. Weare able to illustrate two of the telephone
instruments listed . Fig . I shows a table telephone (NO. 3r0 in list).
which is cased in walnut, and has coil,movable micropho e, D . P .
watch receiver, automatic switch , ringing key, buzzer, and flexible
cord, and is priced at $ 1 10s. The second instrument is a much

FIG . 2.- WALL STATION.
It is sent out on the receipt of six stamps, which aniount isdeducted
in full from the first order placed with Messrs. Parris, who also
inform us that the prices in thecatalogue are subject to 25 per cent.
discount.
e . Hall, 15, Campbell Road, Southend,Essex. Wehavereceivedhe
a MS. list from Mr. Hall, comprising various engineers' tools
chucks,
has for sale , viz. : three sets of gas stocks and

Millers' drill holders, bench drills, various dies,
sizes lathe
Whitu orth
stock andfallsdies with taps, blow lamps and plumbers'ofblast furnace,

" Star " hack saws, files, centre bits,lathe carriers, etc.
W .C .
101, Gray's
London,
Castings
forgings,
castings,
to dealInn inRoad,
company
n formed
newMotor
has be.Co.,
- AThe

cycles, and wehave
motor castings
received a leaflet describing
parts forfittings,
and various
and complete engines and cycles they

the
on
are supplying. All goods mentioned in the list will be sent
orders, and, if
approvalfor two days, on receipt of cheque,orthepostal
goods being sent
not accepted , the money will be returned
back in perfect order and carriage being paid .
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timeto a second recorded for each trip

These par.

ticulars must be written down and certified by the
signatures of two members of the executive of either

ITE have received several letters from readers
V who wish to enter for our Model Steamer
Speed Competition , but who feel a diffi
culty in getting their performances duly certified
according to our rules on account of the non
existence of any Model Yacht Club or Society of
Model Engineers in their district. We recog
nise that this is a point well worth consideration,
and as it is undoubtedly desirable that as many
boats as possible should be enabled to enter, we
have decided to somewhat modify our previous
rule. We will accept signatures to the particulars
of the performances from any two adults holding
responsible positions, and who arenot related to the
competitors. They must, of course, have been
present at the trials, and have personally checked
the statements made by the owner of the boats as
to times and distances. We give on this page the
complete conditions of the competition in their

any recognised branch of the Society of Model
Engineers, or any recognised Model Yacht Club, or,
where no such Club or Society exists, by any two
responsible adults, not being relations of the com
petitors, who must have been
present at the trials.
In addition to the foregoing particulars, the
prize-winners must furnish photographs and des
criptions of their boats for publication in THEMODEL
ENGINEER. The prizes will consist of a Silver
Medal and a BronzeMedal in each class, to be given
for the fastest and second fastest average speeds on
the three trips. Handsome printed certificates will
be awarded to Class “ A " boats which have an
average speed record of not less than four miles per
hour, and to Class " B " boats with an average speed
of not less than three miles per hour. The trials
may take place at any timeduring July, August,

revised form .
Answers to Correspondents,

all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended

" A READER ” (Kettering).-- A long series ofarticles
on making a motor cycle has been running
through our pages quite recently, and is not
yet completed . The first article appeared in

our issue for June 15th , 1902. If you get all
the back numbers from that date, you will be
well posted up on motor cycle construction . For
information on coil making, see our 6d. handbook

" Induction Coils for Amateurs."
A . M . S . (Belfast). - For rudder-motors try Messrs.
H . & E . & F . Morris, 82, Stroud Green Road,
London, N .; or Mr. Maclachlan , 55, Brighton
Road, Stoke Newington, London , N .
K . D . (Perth , W .A .). - Thanks for your letter. We
are glad you find the M . E . so useful and shall
always be pleased to hear from you ."
J. MURRAY (Campos, Brazil). — The slide-rest you

refer to is supplied by Messrs. Buck & Hickman ,
2 , Whitechapel Road, London , E .

The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per
annum ,payable in advance. Remittances should be made by Postal
Order.

Advertisement ratesmay be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager,

HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,

and all new apparatus and price lists, & c.,for review , to beaddressed

to THE EDITOR, “ The Model Engineer," 35 to 39, Temple House,
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Model Steamer Speed Competition

- - - - - -- - - - - - -

- - --

length of the coursemust bemeasured , and the exact

Notices.

- --

D . D . (Maisteg ).-- Please refer to “ Small Dyna
mos and Motors," and compare with designs
given therein . A casting could be used ; but a
laminated armature is, of course, more suitable.
Model Steamer Speed Competition .
Prizes, as mentioned below , are offered for the
best performances of model steamers, under the
following conditions :- Class “ A ” will include all
boats over 3 ft. 6 ins. and under 7 ft. in length ; and
Class “ B " will include all boats of 3 ft 6 ins. in
length and under. The length is to be taken on the
water-line. Each boat must make three succes
sive trips over a straight course of not less than 100
yards in length , or one trip over a straight course of
not less than 300 yards. At starting each trip,
steam must be turned on. and the engine started
and kept running for at least fifteen seconds before
the boat is released . The interval between each of
the successive tripsmust be as short as possible, and
must be stated in the particulars given . The exact

or September, but no records will be admitted after
September 30th .

-
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Astatic Galvanometer, to Read
Volts and Amperes .
AVING seen in your columns of the 15th

d

November, 1902, that some readers would
like more electrical matter, I thought the
description of an astatic galvanometer
made by myself, almost entirely from
scrap material, would interest them . It
is capable of reading voltages and small

papered ,
the
edges bevelled ,
and then slightly
polished .

Coils. These

with the points cut off), fin . long,

The Pointer, or index , is a piece

drilled at right angles to them , the
a silk fibre without tortion .

whole system being suspended by

The Support for the needles is a
stout piece of copper wire rod ,

High Resistance

Shuni

100 ohms

(Fig. 6 ), this
being done by

Shunt

Switch

Terminok

which has a
circle
quarter
curve at the
upper end , hav

ing a radius of
2 3- 16ths ins.

HD

glass

air currents passing through their centre as much
as possible. They are made from cigar box wood
about t-in . thick (Fig . 3 ). The bottoms of these
and the coils are secured to the base by seccotine.
The two supports in the middle must have a space
made in their centre, to allow of the free movement
of the needles as shown in Fig. 4.
The Needles are an astatic
combination (two sewing needles

of light copper wire (Fig. 56 ), fixed
into thematch with the needles, it
being put through a small hole

read larger currents by the use of shunts,
and volts by the use (in series) of a high
resistance, these being controlled by
small switches on the base . I will now
pass on to the construction .
Base. - The

planed ,

one would practically neutralise the other. Side

parallel in a rounded up wooden
match and then adjusted (Fig . 5a ).

words as to its utility . This class of
galvanometer is not much used now : at
the same time it is sometimes employed
for testing purposes, and for measuring
small currents. It may also be made to

an etching plate
had been fixed ),
94 ins.by
8 / ins.,
and
in . thick,

base so as to act both in the same direction , or else

fixed into two small holes drilled

currents, and altogether makes a very
useful instrument. I will give a few

base of the in
strument is a
solid piece of
oak (to which
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pieces are then added to support the coils and damp
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Resis
Switch

bending round a
circular tin. The
lower end is
fitted into a
small piece of

brass, which has
a screw at its

lower end for
the purpose of
AN ASTATIC GALVANOMETER.
binding on to
wound on a small piece of wood A , with
the base. The screw not being quite long enough,
sides as B (Fig. 1). The coil wound, it is
had to be let into the wood as seen at B (Fig . 6 ).
carefully removed and bound round with black
At the upper end is fitted a similar piece of brass,
silk ribbon } in . wide, allowing each turn to
having a thumb -screw at the farther end, which is
lap over the previous one (Fig . 2 ), the end being
used to hold the hook seen at A (Fig. 6 ) in posi
secured with seccotine. This binding hides any
tion, to which the fibre of the needle system is
uneven winding. The two coils are fixed to the
attached . This hook may be raised or lowered

are of 28 B . W .G .
cotton - covered
copper
wire,
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High Resistance. This is also silk -covered Ger
man silver wire, of which there are 120 yards

as required, and the thumb-screw simply binds it
in position.
Levelling Screws. - A set of these must be fixed
to the base for the purpose of levelling the instru
ment, and getting the needles in the centre of the
coils and scale. The two in front are fixed corner
wise (as seen in Figs. 8 and 9 ), and simply a small
orass foot at the back as at C , Fig. 6 .
The Scale.-- This is the next item , and is drawn
on a piece of paper, and is graduated in degrees ;

(making 1000 ohms). This was then wound on
to an ebonite bobbin , which was fixed on to the
spindle of a sewing machine to wind it , there being

a good length of wire, the ends being soldered to
the two brass tubes. In winding such a resist ance, the wire should be doubled back on itself so

as to neutralise the magnetic effect (Fig . 10 ).
Bobbins. — These are of ebonite with two brass

Fig . 3.
Fig . 2 .

K -- - - - -

VI
Fig . 1.
jot

Fig . 4 .

noinier

+

Fig . 56.

Fig . 6 .

NEEDLES AND POINTER,

DETAILS OF ASTATIC GALVANOMETER .S
this is represented by the inner circles in Fig . 7 .
The scale is then stuck on to the small table (also
cigar-box wood) marked A (Fig. 7) and B (Fig. 3).
In the centre of this is a small keyhole slit 3- 16ths
in . by if ins. to admit of the needles passing through ,
the whole being fixed to the coil supports by secco
tine.
Shunt. This is of silk -covered German silver
wire 1-9th the resistance of the two coils, and is
wound on an ebonite bobbin similar to that of the
series resistance, the ends being soldered to the brass
tubes. This was then packed with strips of stamp
paper, to make it out to about the same thickness
as the other, for the sake of symmetry, and then
bound with black silk ribbon in the samemanner

as the coils.

N
Fig . 5a .
tubes A (Fig. 11), 3- 16ths in . wide, into which pass
two brass pins as Fig. 12. There are two of these
bobbins, one for the shunt and one for the resist

ance, exactly similar. There are two pins to each
bobbin .
The Bobbin Pins are of brass, the point B (Fig .
12) fitting into brass tubes on the bobbin , which

are represented by the space marked 3- 16ths in .
in Fig . ii. The crosspiece A ( Fig. 12 ) is screwed
down to the base by two small screws, and the con
tinuation goes through a socket with a screw and
washers at the lower end for connections (as seen
at C , Fig . 12).
Switches.-- There are two of these- one for the
shunt and one for the resistance. They may both
be switched off and the galvo used alone . The

he Model Engineer and Electrician .
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switch itself is a small piece of copper, as A (Fig .

13). This is hinged with a T-headed screw B
(Fig. 13), and a nut let into the base A (Fig. 14 ),
a small piece of wood C (Fig . 13) as handle, and two
brass headed nails (Fig . 13) for contact pieces.
A small hole is then drilled through the base to

bring the connecting wires to the contact pieces.
Connections. - The connecting wires are let into
small groves cut into the under side of the base,
and then sealed or filled up with paraffin wax. A

A STEAM LIFEBOAT. - A steam lifeboat, for Free
mantle, Western Australia , to be used as a pilot
vessel capable of keeping the sea in all weathers in
the waters off Rottnest Island, in addition to life
saving duties, has just been built by Messrs. J.
Samuel White & Co ., of East Cowes, from designs
prepared by Mr. W . Tregarthen Douglass, M .I.C . E .
The craft differs from previous steam lifeboats in
respect of being fitted with an ordinary screw pro

s

diagram of the connections is given on page 52 .
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Fig . 8.

W

Fig . 13.

Fig . 14 .

Siis
0000.

Fig . 7.

Fig . 9 .

I will also give a few figures. The
000

galvanometer is capable of read

S

ing the following :--

With the use of high resistance,
from

10 to 10 ' 09 volts ;

With both switches off, from
*0001 to 'oi amp. ;
With 1-9th shunt, from '001 to
" I amp.;

Tisk

and with the use of other shunts

could be adapted to larger currents.
Calibration . -- This is a simple
matter done by the use of a
Fig . 10 .
battery , a resistance box and
key, and Ohm 's law . For the
benefit of those readers who do
not understand, I will explain . Take a known
pressure, say 2 volts, and a known resistance , say,
100 ohms, and put down the key, and the pointer
goes to 45°. Then the current for 45º =

2 1
resistance )) = 100
((voltage)
C ( current>) = RRE (resistance
= 50 = '02 ampère .
The voltages are deduced in a similar manner in

Cs

Fig . 12 .

FIG . 11.

peller. Former boats were propelled either by a
water turbine or a screw propeller fitted into a
cavity formed in the vessel's structure under the
cockpit. The principal dimensions are as follows :
Overall length , 56 ft.; length on water-line, 54 ft.
6 ins.; breadth on water-line, 13 ft. 6 ins.; extreme
breadth , 15 ft . 9 ins. over belting; moulded depth ,

this case , the current and the resistance being
known. E =C R , R being the resistance of the
series resistance and that of the coils added to
gether. The results may then be plotted out in a
curve. The pointer should be brought to the zero
mark on the scale before taking readings , and the
needles at right angles to the coils. A glass shade
should cover the working parts, so as to keep off

6 ft. 3 ins.; and mean draught, 3 ft. 7 ins. The
machinery is of the compound surface -condensing

dust and screen the instrument from draughts .

square inch . The deck fittings include a steam

type, with auxiliary circulating, feed and bilge
pumps, powerful ejectors, forced draught fan , and
distilling apparatus. The latter is capable of dis
tilling i ton 12 cwt. of pure water in twenty -four
hours. The boiler is of the White -Foster water
tube type, the working pressure being 150 lbs. per
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capstan anchor and boat davits, Bullivant's wire

The Society of Model Engineers ,

rope and reel worked from the cockpit, Chance
mast-head and side- lights Chadburn telegraph and
speaking tubes. The hull is constructed of gal

Reports
of meetings hould be sent to the offices oy THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inseted in any par

vanised high tensile steel, with nine transverse
bulkheads ; the cockpit having ten large scupper
valves for emptying is of the Royal Lifeboat Insti
tution pattern . The vessel attained a speed of
IOʻ126 knots on the measured mile with all weights
on board . The engine speed was 455 revolutions
per minute, and the indicated horse-power 226 -45 .

ticular issue iſ received a clear nine days before its actual

date of publication .)

London .
N Friday, June 26th , last, the Society of Model
Engineers, in company with the Junior Insti
U
tution of Engineers, were entertained at the
Finsbury College, Leonard Street, Finsbury, by Mr.

R . P. Howgrave - Graham ,
A . I.E . E ., to a lecture on
High Frequency Electrical
High Resistance “Discharges."
The paper

1000 ohms

Shunt the

was illustrated by interesting
beautiful experiments and
lantern -slides, many of the

experiments described in the
series of articles on “ Elec
trical Oscillations and
Waves " now running in the

Switch i

oil
00000

M . E . being demonstrated .
Impedance and Induction
effects with high frequency
alternating currents, and
the wireless transmission of

Coil
500000 "

Switch /

electrical power were experi
mented with , lamps being lit
without any wire connec
tions. The problems of

O Terminal

tuning, or

syntony, were

discussed , after which Mr
Graham treated the visitors
GALVANOMETER
DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR ASTATIC
(see pages 49 to 51). to some beautiful experi
ments with a large high
The Engineer, to whom we are indebted for these
frequency high potential
currents being taken
heavy
Tesla transformer,
particulars, contains a very good photo of the vessel
in its issue for June 5th .
through the body, lamps and vacuum tubes lit
WIRELESS MESSAGES FROM MOVING RAILWAY
without
also through
TRAINS. - The Berlin Tagblatt publishes a message
ordinary contact,
spark and
discharges
from thethebody.
bodyExtra
were
sent by its correspondent from a moving railroad
made, and lantern slides showing the enormous
train between Rangsdorf and Zossen , stating that
on that day experiments in this line were made by

the Association for Wireless Telegraphy, Braun
Siemens system . During the journey a lively com
munication was held between the moving train
and the stations of Marienfelde and Rangsdorf.
The absolute reliability of the messages transmitted

was proven . - Scientific American.
Mr. J. C . INGLIS, who previously held the post of
chief engineer to the Great Western Railway Com
pany, has been appointed general manager in the
place of the late Sir Joseph L . Wilkinson.
WHEN an engine has been run for a considerable
period with no other lubrication than the water
of condensation in the cylinder, the interior sur
face becomes highly polished , and the appear

ance is known by the term “ water polish ." It
seems to be a thin hard skin , formed on all the sliding
surfaces, which makes them very smooth . How
ever, this is soon lost if the engine is allowed to
stand idle for a short time, as the polished surface
will rust very rapidly . In thecase ofsomeammonia
compressors, no lubricants have been used , without

observing any ill effects. According to the Iron Age
the ammonia gas seems to affect thealready smooth
surfaces, and gives them a high degree of polish
after the machine has been in service a short time,

the glaze or polish being a permanentone.

Terminal

flashes produced by Nikola Tesla himself were
thrown on the screen .
At the conclusion of the lecture, Mr. Percival
Marshall, in a few appropriate words, proposed a
vote of thanks to Mr. Graham on behalf of both
Societies, and Mr. W . J . Tennant, A .M .I.M . E .,

seconding this, the vote was carried with hearty
applause .

Provincial Societies.
LEEDS. - - A meeting of the Leeds Society of the
Model Engineers was held in their rooms, in St.
Paul's Street, on Tuesday evening, June 30th , when
Mr. Broughton showed a finished bicycle motor, and
Mr. F . C . Speke brought his motor bicycle, The
bicycle was blocked up from the floor, and a practi
cal illustration of the variousworking parts explained
to the members of the Society. Afterwards, Mr. F .
C . Speke suggested that members should supply
weekly somemechanical paper for the benefit of the
Society in general, when Mr. Broughton promised
the English Mechanic,Mr. F . C . Speke the Motor, Mr.
Lancaster Electricity', Mr. Dobson THE MODEL

ENGINEER, and Mr. Harrington the Motor Car
Journal; the meeting terminating at 10 p .m . - W . H .

Broughton, Hon . Sec.

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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Workshop Notes and Notions
(Readers
are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, lased on their own workshop experience, Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired , accordo
ine to meritAllmatter intended for this columx showld b .
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the middle of the hole , leaving the longer end with
half of the thread ; this piece was then filed to
proper shape for cutting (as shown in Fig . '2 ',
hardened , and was found to answer its purpose very
well indeed .

marked " WORKSHOP " on the envelope.1

Removing Broken Screws,

Finishing Piston Rings.
A useful jig for finishing the piston -rings for the

By S . A . BETTS.
In the event of small screws breaking short off in
the body of the metal, drill a hole in the imbedded

bicycle motor described by Mr. H . Hawley,may be i

screw , tap in the tay end of a file, and turn to un

By A . OWEN .

Lathe centre

Whiiworth.)

2 dia

- H - - -

id

} - AdaHH
K- - r - *

* - -

FIG . 2. - A JIG FOR FINISHING SMALL PISTON

- -*
Fig 1.

RINGS

screw . In most cases this is a simple and effec
tive method .

made from a piece of iron or mild steel, turned
down, as shown in the drawing (Fig. 1). The piston
ring is first roughed out over the top , and then bored
eccentrically, and parted off to fit the slots in piston .
It is then split, and the slot is closed by binding a

piece of wire round the outside of ring. It is next

To Chip a Flat Surface.
By H . C . READ.
This dodge, although perhaps common enough to
those who are mechanics in an engineering firm
may be new to many amateurs who are not in con
tact with the trade, and who have not a planing

set in the groove A of the jig B , and the loose plate

C then put on and tightened up by a nut, when the
wire may be removed . After this has been done,
the ring can be turned over the top without any
fear of its moving. Fig. 2 shows the appliance with

the ring in position.
Making a Chaser.
By C . ROMPLER .

A chaser being required for an odd thread , and
the tap being available, the making of this tool

Ig to come
off

FIG . 1.
-

How To CHIP A FLAT SURFACE .

Hole drilled
lulupid .

machine at their disposal. Suppose that we require
to remove } in . off the surface of the steel block
shown . Take a cross- cutchiselof convenient size (say,
in . or 3- 16ths in wide), and chip across the surface

ע

ת

- cut through here.
ש

מ

of the block a number of grooves nearly } in . deep .
It will then be found easy to remove the remainder
by means of an ordinary flat chisel. The block can
then be readily rendered flat by the application of a
file .

!

Fig . 2.
A SIMPLE METHOD OF MAKING A CHASER.
was successfully accomplished by drilling a hole
for tapping into a flat piece of tool steel, after
which the thread was cut with the tap in the or

dinary way. The steel was then cut in two through

,

-

A NOVEL SHIP 's Pump. - A ship 's pump has, it is
said , been invented by Mr. G . Foster' Howell, Edi
tor of the American Shipbuilder, and the only cost
ofits operation is the lubricantrequired . It consists
of a normally horizontal lever with a vertical pump
rod at each end, and a weighted pendulum at the
centre. The roll of the ship swings the pendulum
and drives the pump rods.
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There are two holes, about 1- 16th in . in diameter ,

drilled through the shaft, each in , from the centre ;
then the flywheel is put on the shaft, and nails are
driven through the holes, and fastened to the wheel
with staples.
The dimensions of the box are 12 ins. high , 3 ins.
wide, and 1 ins. long.
The water-pipe, which in my case is made of a
penny brass cannon , is $ in . in diameter .
A hole should bemade in the bottom of the box of

intended for those amateurs
This series of articles isis a especially
minimum , and for those whose pract
whose stook of tools
cal acquaintance with model-making is equally limited. In
order tomake the articles as usefulas possible, it is the special

desire of thewriters that readers shall discuss their dificulties
with them , directing their queries to “ Beginner, " cla The
Editor, THE MODEL ENGINBER , 35 to 39, Temple House,
Talls Street, London , E . C ., 4 stamped addressed envelope
bring invariably enclosed for reply. where the reader is unable
to get a model to work , or to locate the fault, the model itsell

should be sent, carriage paid both ways, when advice on itwill
be freely given .

K -

- - *

I" -
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XV. - A Simple Water Motor
By W . HAMLYN.
1 WATER motor, which is very simple and, at
the same time, very strong, can bemade by
anyone with ordinary tools in the following
way.

Fig . 3. - PLATE
FOR CUPS

prsianles

BEFORE BENDING.

Fig . 1. - WHEEL AND SHAFT.

da tf
ik
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cd.

|til. 8.j
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Fig . 4. - ISOMETRIC VIEW
OF Cups AFTER

k . l.
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dh

ñ

Fig . 2. - Cups.
The flywheel, which must be turned , is
made of woodiin . wide and 7 ins.
in diameter. Six tin cups are fixed on
the rim of the wheel, into which the
water pours. The cups are nailed on the
wheel, as shown in sketch . If these cups
are fairly well cut out, they will not
need soldeţing. : ' : . : . : ' : : : : : .: : :
The shaft : passing through the wheel: is 8 -16ths
in . in diameter, and the ends are filed Ubwh to 4 in .
The bearings are two pieces of sheet icon with a
the
t-in . hole drilled in eaclt, and are screwed on part
outside ofthebox - containing the wheel. Thrat
of the shaft which is 5- 16ths in . diam . must be of the
same length as the box is wide, so as to prevent any
side-shake. A flat place is filed on each side of
the bearing about fin . from each side of the centre.

BENDING

- 3- - Fig . 5 .- SHAFT AND BEARINGS.

a larger size than that by which the water enters. I
have made mine about i in . in diameter. If this
hole is not large enough , the bottom of the box will
become filled with water, which will considerably
reduce the speed .
A two-speed pulley is fixed on one of the ends of
the shaft projecting beyond the sides of the box

and is fastened in the samemanner as the flywheel .
It is about 1 in . wide. The smaller pulley has a
diameter of 1 } ins., and the larger of 41 ins.

The Model Engineer and Electrician
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With sufficient pressure of water, a motor made

in the manner described , will easily drive a sewing
machine without being geared , and altogether the
task should be one easily accomplished by theabso
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6. The Properties and Applica
tions of Selenium .”

lute beginner with very few tools.

A Ninterestingarticle has appeared under the above
title in the Scientific American Supplement,
No. 1,430, May 30th , 1903.
The author,Mr. William J. Hammer, first gives a
short account of the research , history, properties and
physical constants of seleniuin . After emphasising its
remarkable power of changing its resistance when
exposed to light, he briefly describes Prof. Graham
A

Bell's photophone — the germ of present day wireless
telephony apparatus.
This well-known and beautiful instrument depends
for its action on variations in luminous intensity im
pressed on a powerful beam of light by a vibrating
mirror, and falling on a distant selenium cell, which
forms a closed circuit with a battery and telephone.

Fig . 6 . - WHEEL, WITH CUPS IN PLACE .

Trubber
tube

The mirror is flexible, and receives the vibrations of
the voice, causing corresponding fluctuation of the
light, and consequent variation in the resistance ofthe
sensitive surface on which it falls. The pulsating
currents through the selenium actuate the telephone,
and thus the sound is reproduced .
The author next describes the talking-arc experi
ments, afterwards perfected by Mr. Duddell, and con
sisiting of arrangements by which an arc lampmay
bemade to emit sounds, wnich are impressed on a dis
tant microphone, the pulsating currents from the latter
being caused by suitable transformers, to induce sim
ilar fluctuations in the lamp current, and, therefore in

its heating power, thereby setting up the necessary
variations in air pressure round the arc.

Conversely, an arcmay be the receiver of the sound
waves, converting them into electric pulsations,which

actuate the telephone by induction. The further step
of causing the Auctuating light of the arc to fall upon
a distant selenium cell, used as with the photophone,
was taken by Mr. Ernest Ruhmer, of Berlin .
Mr. Ruhmer, who has transmitted speech to a dis
tance of44miles by a beam of light, and isnow about
to commence experiments for the German govern
ment, employed a flaming arc, from in . to fin . long,
and taking from 4 to 5 ampères, at 220 volts for 1 to 2

kilometres, and 12 to 16 ampères for 5 to 7 kilometres.
His selenium cell fell from 120,000 ohms in the dark
to 600 in full sunlight.

As in Bell's photophone, the cell was placed at the

focus of a parabolic mirror.
The somewhat difficult and ticklish operations of
COMPLETE MOTOR.
The special express train of ten bogie cars, drawn

by two engines, which on Friday made the journey
between Euston and Glasgow with only one stop, at
Carlisle, left Edinburgh at 1.55 on Monday afternoon
for Euston, the intention being to cover the 400
miles between the English and Scotch capitals with
one stop. This entailed a continuous run of 100%
miles over the Caledonian line from Edinburgh to
Carlisle, followed by another continuous run of
2991 miles from Carlisle to Euston. The express,
which traversed the first section of the run in 116

minutes, left Carlisle at 3.59, drawn by two engines,
and passed through Crewe at 6 .54, or oneminute
before time. Euston was reached at 10. 1.

constructing and annealing selenium cells are
described by Mr. Hammer with greater detail than is
usually to be found in articles on the subject.
The process known as annealing is very necessary,
and converts the selenium from an amorphousmass of
high insulating power to a somewhat unstable ma
terial, whose resistance follows the smallest varieties
in light strength .
The author describes many varieties of cell, perhaps
the most notable being Mr. Ruhmer's, in which the
difficulty experienced through their deterioration is

largely overcomeby enclosing in a glass bulb highly
The article goes on to enumerate further applica
tions of this interestingapparatus,ofwhich the follow
ing are examples . .
The extinguishing of electric lamps at the approach
of day by the action of daylight on selenium cells,
and the converse action as night approaches.

exhausted.
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A variation of this use is the starting and stopping
of the burners of gas-lit buoys at sea.
Arrangements for giving aların if the light from a
burglar's lantern falls upon a safe .

All these necessitate the use of a sensitive relay ;
but the following are more direct applications : The
reproduction of sound by means of Mr. Ruhmer's
photographophone, in which the light from an arc
or manometric flame is concentrated on a moving
photographic film by a cylindrical lens bringing it
down to a line focus, the strength of the light being

July 16 , 1903.

pitch and depth areless at the small end of teeth than
be right for the large end would be
small end . It is, therefore, necessary to use a cutter
that is slightly thinner than the width of space at
the small end, the necessary width at the large end

that would
at the large end ; consequently, a cutter
too wide for the

being obtained by rotating the blank , finishing with
a file . These gears are now mostly cut by special

caused to vary according to the fluctuation in the
supply current, as previously described.
On developing the filin it is seen to be divided into
dark and light bands. These are afterwards made,
in their turn , to vary the intensity of the light trans
mitted through the film , which is moved at the same
speed as before. A cylindrical lens is again used ,
and the fluctuating light falls on a selenium cell con
nected to telephone and battery , the sound being

tr
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clearly and well produced . For the possibilities of
picture telegraphy, selenium photometry , etc., we

must refer the reader to the original article, which
is long, interesting, and well illustrated .

muma

Milling in Small Lathes.

- - - -

By Chas. W . Cook.
(Continued from page 522, Vol VIII.)
IN the last article we saw that spur gears con
I nected shafts that were parallel with each
other. We shall now pass on to the design and
construction of bevel gears, by means of which
power is transmitted from one shaft to another
when the shafts, or axles, are at an angle with each
other, and the diameters of the wheels have a cer
tain ratio . All bevel wheels are frustra , or parts of
cones with teeth set at equal distances on their sur
faces, the bottom of the teeth , pitch line, and top of

teeth representing bases of increasing cones, the

apices of each meeting at a point where the centre
lines of the shafts intersect, as at A (Fig . 50 .)

Fig . 50.

Fig . 51.
machines, the whole operation being performed
automatically ; but, notwithstanding the objec
tions and difficulties mentioned — which are, how
ever , not so pronounced with the small as with the
large gears - some very creditable wheels may be
turned out with the rotary cutter.
Before proceeding to set out the wheels, it will be
necessary to decide upon the pitch and the number

of teeth , and, as most small gears are generally in
the saine ratio, and connect shafts at right-angles
with each other, we will select, for example , a pair
ofwheels of 3- 16ths in . pitch and twenty -four teeth .
We first (as with the spur wheels in the last
article) find the diameter of blanks at the pitch
circle, which we find to be 1 7- 16ths ins.; we then
construct a diagram setting out the angles of wheels
as follows :
1. Draw centre lines of shafts AOB and COD
(Fig . 51) at a right-angle with each other.
2. Parallel to AOB draw line ab , which should be

If in any bevel gear the teeth were prolonged to
ward the apex A , they would become infinitely

small, ending in a point ; consequently , a length of
tooth suitable, both in regard to strength and the
cutting of the teeth ,must be fixed upon, and this, in
a smallwheel, is usually reckoned as from one and-a

half times to twice the pitch . The pitch of bevel
wheels is always measured on the pitch circle at the

large end of wheel, as shown at E (Fig . 53), in this
respect being similar to the spur wheel.
The cutting of the teeth of bevel wheels with a
rotary cutter is , of necessity , rather a compromise,
as, by the foregoing remarks, it will be seen that the

at a distance of half the pitch diameter from
3. Parallel to COD draw line cd , also at a distance
of half the pitch diameter from COD .
4 . Draw line OE , which is called the cone pitch
line, and represents at E the pitch circle.
5. Perpendicular to cone pitch line at E draw
line ee.
6 . Measure off the length of face of teeth from line
ee, which , as before mentioned , should be
about one and a-half to twice the pitch , and
draw linemn perpendicular to line E .
7. At the intersection of the lines at E lay off
AOB
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the height and working depth of teeth , which ,
as stated in the last article , should be 3 - 10ths
of the pitch from pitch circle to top of teeth ,
and 4 - 10ths from pitch circle to bottom of
teeth , and is represented by lines OF and OG ,
these lines representing the angles to which the
wheel faces must be turned , and also the
largest diameters of wheels.
The above represents a method ofsetting out the
tooth angles of two wheels of the same ratio, or
diameters, and at a right-angle with each other, and
is the same for wheels of different ratios, the only
diffe: ence being the distance from lines AOB

methods of effecting this the following is considered
by the writer to be themost simple and,at the same
time, a good one.
The teeth of a bevel gear are not set out on the
pitch circle the sameaswould be done in setting out
a spur gear, a small but important variation of the

method given in the last article being necessary. We
first set out the diagram of angles Fig. 53 exactly as
in Fig . 51. continuing the lines AOB and ee to V ,which

and COD of line ab or cd , which must be half
the pitch diameter of large and small wheels, re
spectively , the angles of teeth varying as the diam
eiers, or ratios, are altered ; as, for instance, our
two wheels being of the sameratio , the angle of cone
pitch line is 45 degs.,and the angle of face approxi
mately 40 degs. ; but, if these two wheels were in
ratio of two to one, or, put in another form , the
diameter of one being twice that of the other ; the

angle of faces would be 22 degs. 19' for the large

Fig . 52 is shown a method of setting out the angles.
1. Draw lines OB and OD at the angle at which
shafts are to run .

2. Parallel to OB and OD , and at a distance from
them of half the pitch diameter of the wheels,

1

1

L
I
M

wheel, and 59 degs. 11' for the small one, these
being the face angles of all bevel gears in the ratio of
two to one.
It is sometimes necessary to connect shafts that
are not at a right-angle with each other, and at

Fig . 52.

Fig . 53.

B
draw lines ab and cd, and through the point e
draw lines fe and ge, perpendicular with lines
OB and OD, these lines at e representing the
largest pitch diameter of wheels.
3. Draw line OC, this being the cone pitch line, and
perpendicular to it draw line op , and mark off
length of face of tooth by line mn, this being at
K , the smallest pitch diameter, and lay off
height and working depth of tool by lines
Omo and Onp as in Fig . 51. By a similar con
struction, wheels whose axes are at any angle
with each other may be set out.
The next step in the design and construction of a
bevel gear is the formation of the shape of teeth and
the method of setting out, and of the several

is the geometrical centre of the pitch circle at large
end of teeth . The line mn is next continued to X ,
and the distance from X to K transferred to the
line Vee at S , this being the centre of the pitch circle
at small end of wheel.
We next draw arcs of pitch circles of large and
small ends of teeth , the radius of the large circle
being the distance from V to E , and the radius for
small circle the distance from V to S , both along
the line Vee. The teeth are then set out in
exactly the same way as described for the spur
wheels in the last article, and , by connecting to
gether the outlines of teeth by straight lines, it is
possible to measure exactly any part of the tooth ,
and to make the cutters, or templates, to the

drawing. To some of my readers the foregoing
methods will, I am afraid , appear somewhat com
plicated ; but a little thought, and the setting out of
the figures for oneself, will quickly clear away any
ies.
difficult
The data,
or particulars, of the wheel being now
to hand, the next step is to make the cutters,

SX
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These are made and known by numbers represent

ing the diametral pitch and number of teeth the
cutter will cut, this system being adopted to ensure
the correct shape of tooth for any particular pitch ;
but, if this system was strictly adhered to , it would
be necessary to have a number of cutters, which is
out of the question when only a wheel or two is re
quired occasionally , and, for all practical purposes,

a cutter that is approximately the width and depth
will do for several different sizes of wheels, particu
larly if a little “ thoughtful dodging " is resorted
to . These cutters may be bought from any of the
tool firms that advertise in this journal, and, when
ordering a cutter, a piece of thin sheet brass, or
zinc, on which one or two teeth have been set out,
should be cut to exactly the shape of tooth at small

No
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The spaces cut, will, of course, be the samewidth
throughout their length as at AB (Fig . 54), and it is
here that the difficulty of cutting bevel gears with
a rotary cutter comes in , and in large gears is a
serious matter.
It will be seen that, to cut the spaces as at CD ,
some sort of a compromise is necessary , and , for
small wheels with short tooth faces, and fine pitch ,
the cutter may be sunk below the proper depth at
the large end of teeth , and cut only once round ;
or, the wheel may be slightly rotated for each

tooth , in order that a cutmay be taken from both
sides of tooth at large end. The file will probably
have to be employed for rounding and finishing off
the teeth after the cutter, a narrow , smooth , flat
one being best for this purpose.
The next article will deal with racks and worm
gears.

( To be continued.)

-At Work for a Century
CORRESPONDENT, Mr. Alex. Gilchrist,
junr., sends us a few particulars of an old
Boulton and Watt beam

engine, which

worked for a complete century at Douglas Bleach
field , near Dundee, and is at present erected in
Dudhope Museum , Dundee.
The engine was made in the year 1785, and put
to work at Newcastle-on - Tyne until 1797, when it

was transferred to Douglas Bleachfield, where it
ran continuously until 1898 . It is rated at 20
b .h .-P., and the cylinder is 20 ins. by 48 ins., lagged

Fig . 54 .
end of wheel, and a cutter selected that is not
smaller than the space filed on template.
To make the cutter, the instructions given in the
last article, and also in the one on making milling

cutters, should be followed , the cutter being turned
to the template.
The next operation is to turn the blanks for
small wheels : these may be turned from a piece of

rolled brass or mild steel rod, the sizes, shapes, and
angles being taken from the drawing, the angles
being measured with a protractor, or with a tem
plate cut to the drawing. The wheel having been
bored and turned , a circle should be marked at the

back of teeth at large end of wheel to correspond
with the depth of tooth , and the teeth should be cut
before the blank is cut off the rod or removed from
lathe chuck , and, to do this, the milling attachment
must be rigged up on slide-rest, and the circle on
division plate selected into which the number of
teeth on wheel will divide without leaving a re
mainder. The cutter is now fixed in position,

throughout with a cast-iron cover to protect lag
ging. The piston is hempen packed , and, as

it had to be packed anew every six months, there
is a Mab winch on the beams of engine for with
drawing piston. The beam is a piece of good old
oak , the central pivot or gudgeon working in
plummer blocks, supported by a cross oak beam
20 ins. by 12 ins. in section . Connecting-rod is

of cast iron , made fast to the “ planet " wheel,
gearing round the “ sun .” The planet and sun
motion was an invention of Watts' to escape
Pichard 's patent of the ordinary crank. Engine
goes eleven revs. per minute, and the crankshaft

therefore revolves at twenty -two per minute. The
flywheel is cast in two halves, and has teeth in the
periphery, with a pawl fixed in wall, to prevent

engine running backwards. The air pump is 13 ins.
diam . by 26 ins. stroke, actuated from beam .

Steam and exhaust valves are of the mushroom
type. There is a counterweight in connection
with each tappet lever for taking it back into
position when suddenly released by a catch lever ,
worked by two pawls, keyed to the rocking shafts.
This gives as sudden a release as in the most modern

the centre coinciding with the centre in tailstock ;
the top slide is then swivelled round, and set to the
angle of bottom of tooth ,as indicated on the draw
ing, and a light cut taken .

Corliss gear.
On each rocking shaft, and in conjunction with
counterweight, is keyed an oblong eyed lever,

The wheel is then revolved through the right
number of holes on division plate, and another cut
taken , and so on, until the required number of teeth

which going over the opposite rocking shaft, acts
as a stop , and is adjustable by means of an harness

are marked on the wheel face.
At thisstage itwill be seen ifan errorhasbeen made
in thediameter,and, assuming that the size is correct,

the teeth may now be cut to the depth required .

through which a leather belt passes, the bight of
buckle. The governor is of Watts' pendulous type
geared of themain shaft. Our thanks are due to the
Curator of the Museum (Mr. Maclauchlan ), and his
assistants, as well as Mr. Gilchrist, junr., for these
particulars.
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Model Railways.
By " Atlas."
No. VIII. -Mr. J. L . Birley 's Models.
IN the summer of last year I had occasion to
I spend some little time in Lancashire, and, in
the course of my wanderings, I journeyed to the
salubrious shores of Blackpool vii Preston and Kirk

ham . Little did I dream , as I passed through the lat
ter station, that the line on which I was travelling
had a diminutive relative close at hand, in the
form of a model railway situated in some pri
vate grounds which abut on the property of the

L . & Y . Ry. Co. at that point. It was not until

59

grounds, this being within a few yards of the book
ing-office, and it was here that I met my host on a
gloriously sunny afternoon , after a most enjoyable
run down from London per the picturesque Midland
route to Manchester, and thence by L . & Y . to
my destination.
The first item was a cup of tea on the lawn, during
which pleasant little function I had an opportunity
of making a preliminary acquaintance with the
sylvan beauties which

surround the residence.

Lovely lawns, beds of choice flowers rich in bloom ,
and trees in all the verdure of their early summer
leaves. made it difficult, if not impossible, to
realise that these charming grounds were within
a stone's throw of a busy little Lancashire manu
facturing town. Here, however, Mr. Birley not

A PORTION OF THE TRACK .
someweeks later that I becameaware of what I had
only has his model railway, but other examples of
missed, my information coming in the form of a
his engineering skill and enthusiasm in a steam
kindly letter from Mr. John L . Birley , of Kirkham ,
launch on a miniature lake — both lake and launch
who wrote to say that he was much interested in my
being “ home-made ” - a windmill, and a workshop
account of the Pitmaston Moor Green model railway
full of interesting engineering curios. Of these,
and would be happy to show me his own model
loco and track , if I could arrange to pay him a visit.

however, more anon , my first attentions being

I need hardly say, to those who know my “ model " .
predilections, an acceptance of this friendly pro

way.

posal was a matter of course, although circum
stances over which neither of us had any control

extends along two sides of the private grounds and
is approximately in the form of a right-angle with
a curve of a rather short radius between the two
straights . At the " home" end are the engine

prevented my putting this acceptance into practice
until
this year.
ForJune
convenience

in reaching Kirkham station ,
Mr. Birley has a private door ſleading from his

paid to the most important item — the model rail
The track , which is some 400 yards in length ,

and carriage sheds, and sidings, with a small

platform and a business- like engine-pit. The

60
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“ distant ” terminus consists simply of a shed and
siding . The gauge of the track is 20 ins., and the
metals consist partly of lengths of n section rails,

and partly of bull-head , flange -bottom rails. The
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As to the engine, the accompanying photographs
will perhaps give a better idea than any description
in words. It was built from Mr. Birley 's own
designs, part of the work , such as the framing and
boiler, being given out
owing to its heavy nature;

but most of the lighter

work and the actual build
ing being done on the
spot. Its unconventional
appearance is due to
two main reasons — viz., a
desire to secure conveni
ence and comfort in driv
ing,and a wish for themax

imum simplicity andacces
sibility of the working
that the engine has been
running for something like
ten years, and has not
cost a pound a year for
parts. When I point out

maintenanceand renewals ,

it will readily be ad

mitted that Mr. Birley 's
design has proved a dis
tinct success. The height
the feature which first
strikes the eye, as being a
departure from orthodox

of the cab is perhaps

proportions ; but there is
no gainsaying the comfort
INTERIOR View OF CAB.

READY TO Start.

thereby provided for the

" ATLAS ” TAKES CHARGE.
driver, and this is no small consideration when the

atter have proved much more satisfactory in work
ing, and will ultimately be used for the whole of the
permanent way . The metals are laid on longitu

main object in driving is pleasure and not husiness.
Pleading guilty , as I do, to a modest six feet or

dinal sleepers firmly bedded in gravel, making a
very steady and solid job . Mr. Birley , with the

more of stature, I found that I could stand with

manual assistance of his gardener, laid the whole of

the permanent way, and found it by no means the
least enjoyable portion of his railway building
work .

ease on the footplate without fear of adding to the set
of bumps onmy caput with which bounteousNature
has provided me. The cylinders and motion of
this engine are old friends of the designer, and, in
spite of having previously done duty in two steam
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launches, are still in healthy condition after their
now extensive period of loco running. This is one
of many instances wherein Mr. Birley has shown a
positive genius for the adaptation of machinery

and working parts and details to other uses than
those for which they were primarily intended, and
I saw quite a number of cute examples of this
practice during my visit. Another example of a
departure from the usual may be noticed in the

Length of engine, 10 ft. o ins.
Length of engine and tender, 17 ft. 6 ins.
Pressure, 100 lbs.
By the way, I subsequently learned that this is
not Mr. Birley 's first attempt at locomotive build
ing, and he has very kindly lent me an interesting
photograph of the predecessor of his present en
gine. This was a still greater departure from the

accepted principles of design ; but it was none the

position of the regulator valve ; but here, again , on

less satisfactory in its performances.

the score of 'simplicity and accessibility , Mr. Birley

of a truck running on four wheels, on which were

It consisted

MR. BIRLEY'S LOCOMOTIVE OF To-Day.
has reason on his side. The brief particulars as to
mounted a Willans compound vertical engine
the dimensions of the loco, which I append here
geared down to the driving axle, and a square ,
with , may be of interest :
multitubular boiler. A quaint conception , truly ,
Cylinders, 44 ins. diameter by 7-in . stroke.
but a good and faithful servant, which yielded many
Diameter of wheels (six in number) : driving and
hours of pleasant relaxation to the builder and his
front, 18 ins.; trailing, 12 ins.
friends.
Boiler barrel length (without smokebox), 4 ft. and
Steam being “ up," my host and I mounted the
24 ins. in diameter.
footplate, and we took a preliminary run , during
Firebox (inside), 24 ins. by 19 ins.
which I was initiated into the various curves and
Length of frame, 10 ft. 9 ins.
gradients. The regulator was then handed over to
Width , 3 ft. 6 ins.
my charge, and I proceeded to put " No. 2 " through
Width of footplate, 3 ft. 3 ins.
her paces. Right well did she answer to the call,
Height of cab, 6 ft.
taking the gradients without a murmur, other than
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a cheerful “ puff," " puff," " puff,” as the regu

approved nautical fashion . But then Mr. Birley

lator handle was put over to give her steam . Start

is an old hand on steam -boats, possessing, as he
does, two small sea-going steam yachts at Lytham ,

ing, stopping, slowing, and accelerating, she re
sponded freely to the touch , and proved herself a
thoroughly well-behaved loco in every respect.
She held her steam without effort, and certainly

needed no coaxing of the fire, which , be it noted ,
was not coal but wood, whereof an abundance is
always to hand. Two carriages are provided - a
firstand a second class; but, unlike on other railways,
these are rarely in demand, for Mr. Birley 's passen

and another steam launch which he keeps on Lake
Windermere. In his marine possessions he takes
as much pride as he does in his railway , and he in
variably acts as his own chief engineer when on
board . To his careful handling is, no doubt, to be
attributed the long and successful careers which

gers prefer to do their travelling on the engine.
This is especially the case with the many juveniles
who patronise this line, and for their specialbenefit

stand to the credit of his various craft. Two or
three turns round the lake sufficed to show that
the launch was in good running trim , and, land
ing again , we made our way to the workshops ,
briefly inspecting , while en route, a useful little

a larger tender than at present exists is shortly to

windmill which had recently been erected . There

MR. BIRLEY AND His FIRST LOCOMOTIVE.

be built. Though mainly used for pleasure, this
little railway is not without its practical uses on

the estate, and on more than one occasion has been

of considerable service in the transportation of
soil and materials.

“ Well,” said my host, " so much for the railway .

Now come and have a steamer trip ." So saying,
he led the way to another corner of the grounds,
where I found what I may fitly term a model lake
surrounded by trees, and adding a charming note

by hangs a tale ! Mr. Birley wanted a windmill
for pumping, and, being rather busy at the time,
obtained an estimate from an engineering firm .
The price quoted was £40. Mr. Birley thought he
could do better than that, and , as soon as spare
time permitted , he had a look through his work
shop, and, sorting out suitable sundry parts and
materials, he set to work and built the business
like looking structure shown in the accompanying

boats and a steam -launch , all strictly “ home
made." Entering the latter , Mr. Birley put the

photograph . This works in every way as well as
the purchased article, and cost well under £10 -- of
course, without counting labour.
Our inspection of the workshop was temporarily
suspended to admit of the transaction of other

helm “ hard -a -starboard ,” and , turning on the
steam , we glided away from the landing-stage in

business — dinner, to wit ; and this agreeable inter
1 lude duly negotiated , I resumed 'acquaintance with

of variety to the varied attractions of the grounds.
The “ fleet in being " consisted of two rowing
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a particularly interesting collection of models and
small power engines, which form the most note
worthy objects in the workrooms.
Power is provided by means of a substantial
vertical boiler, and the steam here generated can be
diverted to any of the following purposes :- (1)

63

stantial-looking launch engine to the left is one of
the jobs in hand to which Mr. Birley turns every
now and again . It will probably be completed
with considerable promptitude, when its services
are actually required . The diagonal launch en
gines referred to have a special interest of their
own , inasmuch as they were originally built for

the famous Arctic exploration ship, Discovery, but,
being too late for delivery, were rejected by the
Admiralty, and were ultimately purchased by their
present owner.

The workshop having been duly inspected , we
retraced our steps to the house, and I was privi
leged to have a run through one of the finest col
lections of railway and steamship photographs

I have yet seen . Old locomotives are Mr. Birley's
speciality , and, undoubtedly , he has some choice
photographic records of the iron -horse in its early

THE STEAM LAUNCH .
To run a small vertical engine driving a screw

cutting lathe ; (2) to drive a more powerful hori
zontal engine, which operates a circular saw and
another lathe ; (3 ) to drive a pair of diagonal
launch engines, which are destined to run an electric - .

light plant ; (4 ) to drive a group of model engines
of various sorts and sizes, some idea of which may

A “ HOME-MADE ” WINDMILL.

days. Particularly complete are his prints of the
famous old broad -gauge engines of the G . W .Ry.,
and many of these have only been acquired as the

outcome of photo -hunting expeditions of the most
persevering character into out-of-the-way parts
of the West Country . Some of the photos are the
products of Mr. Birley's own skill as a photo
grapher, and in steamer snapping he has been par
ticularly industrious. There is scarcely a steamer
find a place in this collection, and it is easy to imagine

of note in any part of the world which does not

the yarns and reminiscences conjured up by views

of celebrated craft.
MR. BIRLEY's MODEL Room .

be gathered from a photograph herewith . In
this photograph the most prominent model is a small
beam enginemade many years ago by one of Mr.
Birley's uncles, and still in the pink of condition .
The other models being in a row and end-on to the
camera cannot well be distinguished . The sub

Pipes being lighted, I induced my host to chat,
and I sat and listened to tales of travel and adven

ture in every quarter of the globe. Three trips
round the world , long visits to America and other
countries, cycling through Japan , dips into steamer
engine-rooms of every nationality , and athletic
victories at Oxford, formed topics for a fund of
interesting comments and recollections, ended only
by the chiming of the clock reminding us of the
arrival of the early morning hours and the need for

The Model Engineer aod Electrician .
exchanging a mutual — if not a strictly accurate
" good -night."
An engineer by instinct, and a model maker by
inclination , a gifted enthusiast in art and music, a
much -be-laurelled athlete, and a local benefactor,
Mr. Birley is a many-sided man , whose leisure has
indeed been turned to good account. That he

has not followed engineering as a profession is,
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Fuel for Small Boilers. .
By C . F . TOWNSEND, F .C .S .
FFICIENCY in small boilers, whether of the
stationary type, or locomotive, or marine
pattern , depends first upon the arrange
ment of a sufficientheating surface, and secondly , on
the nature of the fuel, the draught, and the space

allowed in the firebox. These must be considered
together, as they are all part of the same problem .
It is useless having a large heating surface to your
boiler, if you have not allowed sufficient room for
your fire to burn in . This latter part of the problem

presents difficulties which are often not sufficiently
realised by the designer of sinall boilers, who is
frequently puzzled when his boiler fails to develop
the power that its heating surface would lead him

to expect. Before the different parts of the prob
lem can be properly considered , it is necessary to
obtain a clear conception of the nature of the
different fuels, and of the way they burn . If this is

once thoroughly grasped , all the knotty points
which have to be considered in designing a boiler
will be greatly simplified . All fuels consist of mix
tures, or compounds, of the two chemical elements —
carbon and hydrogen . Energy of some kind - the
sun 's rays in most cases — has been used to break up

the combinations with oxygen in which these
elements existed previously . In raising the weight
that energy may remain latent or " potential,” to

of a pile driver, for example, energy is employed ,and

use the scientific phrase, for days or weeks until the

Two OF MR. BIRLEY'S MODEL Locos.
perhaps, a loss to the engineering world ; but that

he has adopted it as a hobby has certainly resulted
in a gain to myself in his delightful hospitality, and
I trust to my readers in this somewhat scanty

weight is allowed to drop, when all that stored up
energy is given out again . In a similar way, energy
has been stored up perhaps thousands of years ago in
coal or petroleum , or a few months ago in alcohol,
and this energy is all ready to run down again upon
recombination of the carbon and hydrogen with the
oxygen of the air . In estimating the value of a fuel
for use in a small boiler, you must take into account

not only the ainount of carbon and hydrogen the
fuel contains, but the ease with which it can be

account of his numerous mechanical achieve.
ments.

burnt, and the nature of the diluting substances,

THE NEW CALEDONIAN Six -COUPIED EXPRESS

actual gas, such as coal gas or producer gas - in
which the true combustibles are mixed with a certain

LOCOMOTIVES. — The new Caledonian locomotives,
designed by Mr. M 'Intosh , have just commenced
running, being put upon the London trains between

Glasgow and Carlisle. Between London and Car
lisle the trains are each invariably drawn by two of
the London and North -Western Locomotives ; but
these Caledonian engines do the work unaided ,

which is a splendid achievement, for the up train
consists of the equivalent of 194 vehicles, and some
times 201 ; while the down train is usually equal to
164 vehicles. The engines work with ease and free

dom , negotiating the stiff Beattock incline in grand
style. They are of the six -wheeled coupled type ,
the driving wheels being 6 ft. 6 ins. in diameter,
while the cylinders are each 21 ins. in diameter by
26 ins. stroke. The heating surface required for the
generating of steam for these large cylinders is
2 ,400 square feet ; but even so , some of the tubes

such as ash and water, which form part of it. The
carbon and hydrogen may be in the form of an

amount of inert gases, such as nitrogen ; or, in a li
quid which readily vaporises, such as benzoline or
petroleum spirit, which consists almost entirely of
carbon and hydrogen , and is all combustible ; or of
a heavier oil, such as ordinary petroleum lamp oil ;
or an actual solid , such as coal, which again may con
tain much bituminous matter, such as “ cannel " or
gas coal, or may consist almost entirely of carbon ,

as in the case of anthracite. The vegetable remains,
consisting of woody fibre and resinousmatter which
go to form coal, have passed through various stages
of distillation in the earth .

The bituminous or

“ gassy " coals have only been slightly distilled ;
whilst " steam ” has had much moreof the gassy por
tions (compoundsof carbon and hydrogen , similar to

tating cleaning, reduces the possibility of choking,
and increases their efficiency as steam -generating
area . The firebox is 145 square feet. The total
weightof the engine alone is 72 tons, and the tractive

petroleum ) driven off, and anthracite is the last
stage, with all the gas removed , and nothing but
carbon left, so that anthracite is a natural coke or
charcoal. As the vegetable matter went through
these different stages it became more and more
compressed , so that anthracite is very dense and
compact. Charcoal obtained from wood is one of

force is about 23,000 lb .

the most porous substances known ; coke obtained

have been made specially large, which , while facili
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from gas-coal is very porous also , but not nearly so
much so as charcoal ; and anthracite is not porous

at all. Consequently, whilst charcoal burns
readily in a slight draught of air, or even without a
draught, if not too much enclosed and the same is
true in a less degree of coke, a forced draught is
necessary to burn anthracite . It must be remem

bered also , that coal contains a considerable amount

of impurity, varying very much in nature and
anount, according to its place of origin and the
particular seam from which it was taken . The
forests which supplied the raw material for the
coal beds appear to have grown on marshy ground ,
which was alternately elevated and depressed - of

course, very slowly - above and below the water
FIG . 1.

A LUMINOUS FLAME.
A . UNBURNT GASES.
B . LUMINOUS PORTION (INCOM
PLETE COMBUSTION ).
C . Non LUMINOUS

PORTION

(COMPLETE COMBUSTION).
evel. A thick layer of vegetable d 'bris was first
formed , and this was then sunk below the water,
and covered by a layer of silt from the river ; so
that the top and bottom of a seam of coal is al
ways mixed , to some extent, with shale or clayey
matter . Good coal contains very little, but bad
coal a great deal of, earthy matter. Consequently
in addition to the mineralmatter which was origin
ally contained in the trees, & c., of the forest, form
ing part of the ash when coal is burnt, this clayey
matter has to be reckoned with . Moreover, either
the vegetable matter from which the coal is derived ,
or the silt brought down by the river contained a
good deal of sulphur and iron , which are found in
the coal as sulphide of iron or pyrites,and this is a
source of much annoyance, as the sulphur attacks
the fire bars. Other substances make the ash fusi
ble sometimes, so that instead of dropping through
thefire bars itmeltsinto lumpsof clinkerand obstructs
the draught. Gas-coke forms about 65 per cent.
ofthe coal which has been carbonised , and includes
the whole of the ash . If, for example, a coal con
tained 7 parts of ash in 100 parts of coal, the coke
would contain 7 parts in 65, or nearly ni per cent.
Also , the coke contains a large proportion of the
sulphur in the original coal, and fire bars and grates
where coke is burnt last a comparatively short time.
Partially carbonised coal- that is to say , coal partly
burnt - forms a very satisfactory fuel for small
boilers and models. The drawback to coal is that
it is too dense and too compressed to burn satis
factorily in the small draught which can be ob
tained in a model boiler. By partly burning it the
fuel is made porous, and still retains a large propor
tion of its bituminousmatter.
Before saying anything more about fuels them
selves, it will be well to explain how they burn , and
especially how a flame is constructed . In the first
place, the combustiblematter must be in the gaseous

state before it can burn in a flame, or must be
in a condition of very fine dust, such as the coal
dust which frequently causes such disastrous explo
sions in mines. If a match be dropped into a dish
full of ordinary burning oil it will go out, but if the
oil be converted into vapour, either by means of
rising through a heated wick , as in an ordinary
lamp, or through a hot tube, as in a Primus burner,
it will burn in a flame readily enough . If a candle
or gas flame be examined it will be found to con
sist essentially of three parts :- (a ) a central dark
portion full of unburnt gas ; (b ) a luminous por
tion of burning gas with an insufficient air supply
for complete combustion ; (c) an outer zone, almost
non -luminous, where there is an abundant air
supply and complete combustion is proceeding.
Try the effect now of blowing through a fine tube on
to this flame, gently at first, and then increasing the
pressure. As the air supply increases the flame be
comes non -luminous all through , and when the
blast is raised considerably the flame goes out.
Experiment seems to show that the luminosity of a
flame is caused by the presence of incandescent par
ticles
which nactligh
of carbon,
in the same
as the
the
ay as
awway
me inin an
ogen lightt, or the mantle in a
lime
an oxy
oxy -hydr
-hydroge
ch
sba
er
Wel
burn . As the supply of air becomes
plentiful, these particles are burnt as fast as they
are formed . A proper conception of the reason
why a flame goes out when it is blown too hard will
prove valuable to the reader. The reason is that
the extra quantity of cold air introduced so cools
the gases that they can no longer burn . It is
obvious from this that the adjustment of the
draught to the nature of the flame is a very impur

FIG . 2.
A NON -LUMINOUS FLAME
FROM

A

· BUNSEN ” OR “ PRIMUS "
BURNER."

(Lettering as Before.)
tantmatter. The draughtmust depend, first of all,
upon the material of which the combustible gas is
composed , and, secondly , upon the rate at which
this gas is given off from the wick , in the case of a
spirit lamp, or the “ Primus ” burner in the case of
oil. Where solid fuel, such as half-burnt coal or a

mixture of this with charcoal, is employed, the
draught must be adjusted exactly to what can be
actually used advantageously. Any excess means
a serious loss of heat. Itmust be remembered that
all the air passing through the boiler fire has to be
heated up to the same temperarure as its surround
ings, and if an excess of air be admitted, an appre
ciable amount of heat is expended in bringing this
up to the general temperature. Moreover, it must
not be forgotten that an excess of unburnt fuel is
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just as bad as an excess of air. If you can light
the waste gases coming from the chimney of
your model engine, it means that you are losing a
great deal of the heating power of your boiler, not
merely froin the actual waste of the fuel itself, but

from the cooling effect this unburnt gas exercises
upon the boiler furnace.
This brings me to another portion ot the subject,
namely , the actual heat given out by different fuels.
The carbon of the fuel burns to carbonic acid, and
the hydrogen to water, and in calculating the final
temperature obtained the products of combustion
and the waste matters in the fuel have to be taken
into account, for they all have to be heated up to the
final temperature, whatever it may be. There are
one or two other factors also which have to be con
sidered , but it would complicate matters too much
to go into them here. The unit of heat is that
amount which will raise one gramme of water one

degree (Centigrade)

A gramme of hydrogen gives

out 34,000 units of heat when burnt, and a gramme

ot carbon 8000 units. Consequently, a given weight
ofhydrogen gives outmore than four times as much
heat as the same weight of carbon . You must
clearly understand here the difference between bulk
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it is clear that petroleum gives out more heat
than alcohol (methylated spirit).
So much for the theoretical aspect of the ques

tion. In practice, I think that one of the difficul
, or wicks — I
ties in using alcohol is thatasthetheywick
allow of greater

think the latter are better,
control and a better air supply - give off more

alcohol than can be conveniently burnt in the space
allotted to it. Where gas issues from the funnel
unburnt, so that it can be lighted , it can only mean
that the supply of combustible is greatly in excess

of the demand. When you consider the very small
aperture of the “ Primus " burner, and compare the
large surface of the wicks of the spirit lamps some
times employed , it does not appear unlikely that
they are frequently made too large.
The regulation of the draught, again , is a very im
portantmatter. As the amount of the draught re
quired must depend upon the fuel and the space in
the furnace and fire tubes, this is largely a practical
matter which can only be properly adjusted by the
aid of actual experience. As I pointed out pre
viously , an excess of air will lower the temperature
of the furnace appreciably on the one hand, whilst

and weight. Although , weight forweight, hydrogen

at the same time, if the fire tubes are short, it may
pull the hot gases through the boiler so quickly

gives out so much more heat than carbon , yet, as car:

bon is so much heavier than hydrogen - 12 to 1 - an

that they have not time to give up their heat to the
water. On the other hand, the usual difficulty

equal bulk of carbon gives outmuch more heat than
burning in a furnace, it must be remembered that
the particles of all gases or vapours occupy the same

with small boilers in practice is to secure sufficient
draught, and , as a general rule, it would seem better
to arrange the exhaust pipe so that it gives the
maximum draught up the funnel.

the samebulk of hydrogen . To apply this to gases
volume ; for example, an atom of hydrogen linked
to an atom of hydrogen each weighing (called by
chemists a molecule) occupies the same space in the

furnace as a molecule of alcohol, which contains

A Novelty in Model Engine

2 atomsof carbon, 6 of hydrogen , and i of oxygen ,

Crankshafts .

or a molecule of the vapour of ordinary petroleum
lamp-oil, which contains 8 atoms of carbon, and 18
of hydrogen . Each particle of carbon requires
2 particles of oxygen , or 10 of air for complete com

bustion ; 2 particles of hydrogen require i of
oxygen ,or 5 of air for combustion. In the former
case, where the supply of air is insufficient, an inter
mediate compound of i particle of carbon and I of
oxygen (carbonic oxide or carbon monoxide) may be
formed instead of carbonic acid ; but the hydrogen
burns direct into water. It is easy to calcu
late from this at once what quantity ofair a molecule

ofany particular gas requires for combustion. Petro
leum vapour,as it issues from the jet of a “ Primus "
burner, requires 10 parts of air for each carbon , and
5 parts for every 2 hydrogens. As it consists of

By FRANK J. PAYTON .
MODEL crankshaft usually takes some con
siderable time to construct. The one shewn
in the accompanying photos, however, was
made in about 40 minutes. One picture shews

ego

8 carbons and 18 hydrogens, this will be 8 x 10 + 9
x 5, or 125.
hydrogens, and
and 1 oxygen
accounted for ;

Alcohol consists of 2 carbons, 6
i oxygen . Leaving 2 hydrogens
out of the reckoning as already
the remainder will require 2 x

10 ' + 2 * 5, or thirty parts of air. Now for the
heat developed in the furnace. Supposing we con
sider its cubic capacity divided into a number of

equal spaces, taking the “ Primus " burner first.
Every molecule of petroleum in burning will occupy
127 of them , and every molecule of alcohol will

THE NECESSARY MATERIALS.

occupy 32. A molecule of petroleum (C2H ] ) will
give out about 12,000 units of heat for every unit of

the materials required , and the other the complete

weight, and, as its weight is 114 , it will give out
12,000 X 114 , or 1, 368,000 units. A molecule of
unit of weight, and its weight is 46, so that it will

oscillating type. You first procure a short piece
of bicycle chain and a length of straight steel rod..
Break away from the chain three of the inner
sections. These provide the webs of the cranks.

give out 7000 x 46 , or 322,000 units. From this

The steel rod should be a tight driving fit in the

alcohol gives out about 7000 units of heat for every

shaft as applied to a three-cylinder engine of the
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holes in the webs. This is very important, and the
secret of the whole process. You then cut the
steel rods to the right lengths, and after driving
them in the webs a little riveting of the ends com
pletes the shaft.
The setting of the webs to the proper angles is a
simple matter, and should be done before the

Practical Letters from Our
Readers .
The Editor invites readers to makeuse of this column for the full
discussio
n of matters of practical and mutual interest.
Lettors may
be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the
full name and address of the sender MUST invariably be

attached , though not necessarily intended for publicati .

on
Tue Horse - Power of Model Engines and
Boilers .
To THE EDITOR OF The Mdel Engineer .
DEAR SIR , - I have, from time to time, read in the
columns of your valuable and interesting journal,
of niany beautiful and apparently very powerful

models constructed by clever readers , but what
has struck me most is the entire absence of details
of h .-p . or want of uniformity in the power ascribed
by different amateurs to their productions - some
contribrators deeming a vague allusion to something
the engine has done a sufficient indication of its
power, which reminds one of the man who, when

asked by the magistrate what was the size of a
stune he alleged had been thrown at him , replied
that it was about the size of a lump o' wood.”
Others simply make a rough guess at the h .-p., and
it is surprising the power a small engine is some
times claimed to be, while the modesty of other

engines is just as remarkable - a i-in . by 2-in . er:
gine being; I remember , “ estimated ” at “ exerting
about 1 h .-P .," whilst much larger engines have at
times only have been credited with a modest

or i- roth .

I think it is a great pity that amateurs do not
THE FINISHED CRANKSHAFT.
take more pains to ascertain the actual power of
their
under certain fixea condit'ons. I
riveting . The joints can also be soldered if | admit engines
that
there
is bourd to be more variation in
thought necessary .
the power of models than between the different
It will be seen a crankshaft of this description is
types of large engines , but what we want to know
quite easy to construct, and will commend itself
is, how these differences arise , and which are the
to amateurs who are not possessed of lathes. The
most efficient models ; and if amareurs would only
stroke of the crankshaft in question is about } in .
give us actual facts and full particulars, and, in
and the general appearance is quite satisfactory .
addition to the size of the cylinder, would mention
the port opening and the cut off, boiler pressure,

LONG TRAIN RUNS. — TheMidland Railway Com
pany has decided to establish pick -up water-troughs
on its main lines at Oakley and Melton Mowbray, as
well as at Loughborough . The adoption of these

troughs by the Midland line will render practicable
the running of their more important trains from
London and Birmingham to Manchester and Leeds
without a stop en route,as theGreatNorthern is able
to do, when necessary, between London and Leeds.
The Great Central Railway Company is also about to
instal a pick -up arrangement on its main line at
Charwellton , nine miles south of Rugby ; this, be

sides facilitating theworking of the Manchester and
London expresses, will accelerate through express

trains from the Great Central line to Bournemouth
and Southampton , and will make possible the run
ning of trains without a stop between London (Mary

lebone) and Sheffield (Victoria ) - a distance of 1641
miles. The longest booked run without a stop in
Great Britain now is that of theGreat Western be
tween London and Exeter - 194 miles; the London

and North -Western , by virtue of their through run
from Euston to Crewe- -- 158 miles - ranking second ;

while the North -Eastern, which works some of its
East Coast Scotch expresses between Edinburgh and

Newcastle-upon -Tyne - a distance of 1324 miles
without a stop, takes the third place.

speed, & c., the performances of their engines would
at once become more interesting and instructive.
I should like to see particulars of more b .h.-P.
tests. To take the b .h .-p . of a model is a very
simple operation , and one that does not require

expensive or elaborate apparatus, as the particulars
given below will show .
That the computed i.b .-p. from the size of cy
linder , speed, and intended boiler pressure, is a very
unreliable guide to the actual duty an engine will
perform , is clearly shown by the following par
ticulars of a trial I have made with my own engine .
I called the engine (a double cylinder 1-in . by
it- in . horizontal) $ h .-p., which , under the
conditions I had assumed , was if anything, under
stated . The i.h .-p . was arrived by the use of the
well-known formula i.h .-D. = 4, C, 28, !
33000
a = average pressure in lbs. per sq . in .
i - area of piston in sq . ins.
s = stroke in feet.

y = revolutions per minute.
Asmy boiler pressure is 35 lbs., and my engine cuts
off at 4 stroke, to be on the safe side, I reckoned
30 lbs. average pressure. The values ofthe formula ,
then , are with 400 r.p.m . :
30 * *7854 * '12 * 2 * 400 – 7854
II
33,000
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for one cylinder, and consequently, for the two
came to make a b .h .- p. test, however, the result

cylinders 1428 i.h .-p. (about 1-7th ). When I

was very different, and, in fact, disappointing.

My boiler I thought of ample dimensions for the
engine named. It is 14 ins. by 7 ins. full internal

dimensions, with 6 ins. by 7 ins. firebox , contain
ing four cross tubes 4-in . diam ., total heating

surface about 200 sq . ins. lagged all over, and
with a coke and charcoal fire evaporates very
well. I therefore thought I should be able to keep
up at least 400 revs. at the pressure named. I was,

brake blocks with the other, until the weight on
the brake arm was “ floated ” about horizontally .
I then immediately applied a speed counter to the
end of the shaft for exactly one minute by my
watch , at the end of which time the revolutions
read 250 ( I expected about 400 ). The speed counter
used was a very good one of the worm and wheel
pattern , which runs almost frictionless, which I had

the good fortune to be able to borrow .

Applying the usual formula WC
" = b.h.
33000 = b.h.-p.
w = weight in lbs. floated .
C = circumference of virtual wheel in feel.

however, sadly disappointed in this, and the pres
sure in the cylinder is either only a fraction of what

[ calculated it to be, or there is a serious loss of
power somewhere, for under the most favourable
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n = number of revolutions per minute.
These values were as follows :

conditions, the utmost I could get cut ofmy engine

I * 113 x 250

was 0 '05 b .h ..p. (about } of the i.h .-p .). This

2 x 12 x 33.000 2168

- 113

< Wood thumb screw
E

or lightening
f 'brake,

- - - -

- - - -

18 " -

- -

- -

thick string
I placed
Callow ,
hund

- sheel brass

(8 pieces required )

---

---

Tin conlaining
Sand

- Hurd uvud liin (a light fil)
Table toh.
BRAKE DYNAMOMETER FOR TESTING A MODEL STEAM ENGINE.
was partly accounted for by the difference in
The engine drives a feed-pump from the main
revolutions as compared with the i.h .-p . calcula
shaft, but a liberal approximation of the power
tion, but the i.h . p . for the same number of revolu
tions as I got in the test comes out at o 'og i.h ..p .,
which will be seen is nearly double the b .b .-p .
The b .h .- p . test was made with apparatus rigged

required to drive it places it at about 1-50th the
5 - 16ths in . bore and in . stroke. The resistance
of the pump is thus so small as not to be worth

up from the only materials at hand, and I can re
commend this apparatus to other amateurs as
being simple, effective, and costing practically
nothing. I enclose a sketcn of the arrangement,

taking into consideration in comparison with the
losses of power in other direction . In my opinion ,

power of the engine, say , 2 per cent., as it is only

rated, or the fuel consumed , my only object being

friction counts for very little, certainly not more
about 85 per cent. which must be put down to
reduction of available pressure on piston as com
pared with boiler pressure caused by leakage, con
densation, throttling or wire-drawing of the steam

to ascertain the most duty I could get out of the
engine. I proceed thus : Having raised steam to
about 30 lbs., I started the engine with the brake

and back pressure of exhaust, and I believe that if
it were practicable to place an indicator on so small
a cylinder and take a proper diagram , the average

blocks slack . I then placed in the tin sufficient
dry sand to make the weight of the tin and the
sand together with the brake arm exactly 8 ozs.

pressure would be found to be not more than about

which needs no explanation.
I may say that in naking the b .h .-p . test, no

notice was taken of the amount of water evapo

(weighed with an ordinary pair of scales). Then

waiting a favourable opportunity when the pres
sure gauge registered 35, and at the same time the
fire was at its best, 1 gradually opened the regulator

with one hand , at the same time tightening up the

than 10 per cent., and tthis leaves a clear loss of

half the boiler pressure in the case above men
tioned .
I am convinced that in the case of models, a
b . h .- p . test is the only reliable way of getting at
the real power and efficiency of a given engine. -Yours faithfully ,
G . E . COUPLAND.
Moscow .
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Queries and Replies.
(Attention
especially
first not
condition
given belorothe
and noisnotice
will directed
be taken tooftheQueries
complyingwith
directionson therein
stated.
Letters
containing
Queries
be
marked
the top kettland corner of the envelope must
"Queries
Query
Department
.
"
Noothermatters
but
those
relating
to
the
should be enclosed in the same envelope.

Queries
on subjects within the scope of this journalare replied to
by post under the following conditions ( 1 ) Queries dealing
with
distinct
shouldandbe thewritten
on different slips,
on
one side
of thesubjects
paper only,
sender's nameMUST
be 111

scribed on the back. (2 ) Queries should be accompanied ,
and corre
with fullyto dimensioned
possible,
wherever
spondents are
recommended
keep a copy ofsketches,
their Queries for
reference.
(3
)
A
stamped
addressed
envelope
(not
should invariably be enclosed . ( 4 ) Queries will be post-card
answered)

as earlyusually
as possible
receipt,
interval
of a few days
must
ela pseafter
before
the but
Replyan can
be forwarded.
(5 )
columii
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in thisbefore
the
must elapse
weeks
some
that
understand
should
Reply can be published. The insertion of Replies in this column
cannot be guaranteed. (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to

The
TallisEditor,
Street, THE
LondonMODEL
, E .C . ]ENGINEER, 35 to 39. Temple House,

Thefollowingare
selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently: (9165)writes
Metropolitan
Tank Locnm
tives. W . B.
(Bath)
: Will youRailway
kindly publish
a scale sketch

the
Metropolitan Railwiy four-coupled tanks - the front-coupledof type
buiit atNeasden, to Mr. Clark's designs ?

enang)
T. I. (Pdescr
(8951) Dynamo Winding.
H . Avery,
by Mr.: IA .havemade
bedwrites
d signe land

the 2-kilowatt dynamo,
in Vol. III of THE MODEL ENGINEER A D AMATEUR ELECTRICIAN .
The dynamo is finished ut for the winding of armature, as I am
not
sure whether Mr. Avery in his description said it has to be
wound
16 sections
or 32. toI make
have made
the commutator in 32
parts ; itin will
be easy enough
other segments, so as to have
akindly
16 -parttellcommutator.
If
it
is
a
32-section
will youof
me how to join up the cnds, as there armature
is no description
one in any of the vo'umes of THE MODEL ENGINEER that I possess
(III
to VII)on ? board
(I lostship.)
the firstDoes
twoit volumes
while I was at sea as
en ineer
makemuch

difference for the
sections to be of different lengths ? as each succeeding
section
longer than its neighbour. SectioNo. I will be shorter than theis
sections, as the wires at the endshave to be wou .d over the
last
top of the first sections, and in somebooks it says, find out how
much wire it takes
to fill one section and cut the rest of wire same
length . The reason given is different lengths of wire cause sparks
at
thebrushes.
I
made
a 500-watt
dynamo with cog-drum arma
ture,where veryeasynicely
enough
have entire
the wires
same length
was
. It. The
satisfaction
and togives
dynamo runsit was
made from designs in one of THE MODEL ENGINEER Handbooks,

" Sm 11 Dynamos and Motors," by Powell.
The 2-kilowatt
dynamoonreferred
to has 32 The
segments
to the com
mutator
and 32 sections
the
winding is carried
out as hown in diagram , Fig. 40, armature.
of second edition “ A . B .C . Dynamo
Design,"
anditsforendsconvenience
in connecting
it is
finished has
lightly twisted
together foreachtwosection
or threeasturns
to keep the winding symmetrical.
When ready for the final con
necting up, the starting end of one section is twisted to the finish
ing end of the next adjacent
section all round the armature, the
junction
bared and
takenpoint
to oneof
90 degreesbeing
in advance
of the
where the
thecommutator
connection segments
leaves the,
armature core. This system of winding is almost perfectly
metrical,
only the being
firstsym
andof
the last sections

different length to therest.
220[9093]
- volt Transformer
Circuit. A . forF .

(Ru by) writes: I shall esteem
ebyzianllotase dofperitrect
teenn .
iInhave
angular
runchings,
eseth ,ysketch,
dlowing.
closed
ins.de dimen
sion ; 37-ins.
ins., outside
5h-ins
by 4ins.by 2When
placed
together they areabout 23 ins.
it a great
kindly
help favour
me withif you
the cin
fol

deep. I wish to use these as
a core for a transformer and
propose
thewire onto
both
legs.winding
Transformer
have a ratio of 1 to 5. Primary
wound
for 220 -volts 50 cycles,
secondary to give 44 volts.
To
have
an outputI shall
of 500be
watts if possible.

METROPOLITAN RAILWAY TANK LOCOMOTIVE.
a scaleat Neasden,
of 1 in. to The
the driving
foot of
NoWeappend
77. one of thea sketch
first twodrawn
engine;to built
wheels are 5 ft. 6 ins. diameter; bogie wheels, 3 ft. gins.
[8997 ] Running
Supply
(Halifax)
writes : (I) Small
I have Motor
a 15-voltfrom
3 amps.
inotorMaios.
which I L.wishH .
to run off a 200 -volt circuit. will 77 ohms resistance be right ? (2 )
?
compass
to getcould
it intoI the
willbeand
thebestwire
Which gauge
What
length ? to(3)use
Where
get least
the same
and
attached
is theused
approximate
what
wall plug,
for, lamp,price
would? it(4)burnIf Iout
the fuseit toandan ordinary
should I
have to put in extra fuse wire ?

Yes. (2)24, Platinoid
aboutelectrical
50 yds.
will(1)do,No.
S.W .G .,or or30 reostene.
yds. No. 26Ofthe
S. W .G former
(3) Any
stores will supply it. Price about 4s. 6d. per lb . for platinoid. (4 )
previous
in circuit with
wereresistance.
or m reor lamps
Yes,
unless
Queries
andone
Replies)
the above
The itfuse(seewire
must
beabie
to
carry
atleast
3
amps.
comfortably.
18001 Large Spark Coll. Will you kindly inform meon the

foilowing points re 1p-in . spark coil ? (1) Core length and diameter.
(2 ) Diameter of primary- (3 ) Thickness of insulating tube. (4 )
.G .
(6) Size S. Wand
ofSizesame.
coil.
(5) ofDiameter
of secondary
Length
secondary
lbs. of(7)condenser
number
wire (8and) Size
of primary
number
of lbs.
and number
sheets. wire
(9 ) How

m ny sections in secondary.
If you intend to construct a coil of this size you will need more
and must
'umns,
give in such
theseas co The
have space tosubject,
than webook
particuto ar,
Construction
text- Coils,"onbytheHare.
some
refer
the
size
of coreof
:
n
ately
Aprrox
Induction
of
large
would
bS.:W 16.G ins.
long
by 5illbs.ins, Secondary,
diam . ter. 15Primary,
50036 turns
No.
14
.
,
i
.
e.
,
about
lbs.
No.
S. W .G .
Condenser 82 sheets 14 ins. by 8 ins.

glad (1)if you
can ofkindly
tell
me:
The size
wire and
number of turns, both primary

and secondary ? ( 2) If good
results can be got fromor will
the
primaryquantities
wound onof one
leg
and
the
secondary
put on each
primary and secondary haveon tothebeother,
equal
leg ? The punchings are cut through, as shown by the two dotted
lines at top , leaving the piece A separate. This permits the coils
toeither
bewound,and
the punchings threaded through alternately from
end afterwards.
This transfrmer is somewhat small for an output of 500 -watts,
but
you canin and
easilyshould
find out
its heating
limittheby heat
trial can
: it readily
should not
get
so that
be located
be boxed
away ; answers to queries are as follows : ( 1) Primary winding

8oo turns 180
No. turns
18 D .C.C.
wie,copper
aboutwire,
5 lbs. weight.
winding
No.copper
12 D .C.C.
about 6 lbs.Secondary
weight.
The primary winding should be wound on first, half the amount on
each
leg
of
the
core,
the
secondary
winding
is
wound
on
top
the
primary, also half on each leg. If the primary is all wound onofone
leg
and
the
secondary
on
the
other
there
is
loss
by
leakage
magnetic
thatthe
is allsecondary
the linesof
produced bylinethebetween
primaryprimary
windinganddo secondary
not pass ;into

winding asarethey
a goodastransformer,
theone
halvescoil.of each
You
if they were
joineddoinin series
to beshould
winding
one another. If
must be careful not to join up the halves to oppose
current
when current is switched on to primary you do not getinany
probably be due to coiis opposition
out of theremedy
and the secondary,
will beit will
to change over your connections.
[ 9094 ] Magnetising Strips of magnetise
Steel aW number
. H . (Southsea
of strips)
writes : I want a coiltoCoilpermanently
to be 15 ins. long, inside space 3 ins. diain .
of steel at one time.
Will you kindly give winding for same and voltage to obtain best
result ?
Do you wish to excite coil from public supply mains, or accumu
lators or dynamo - you do not give us the least idea . Any coil of
wire wound in the form of a solenoid will magnetise iron or steel
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placedwithin
About 1 lb pass
. of No.
22 gauge
wire,excited
five bichromatethecellscoilin series,will
a current
ofabout
2 a by
which should do what you require. More current will flow , of
course, by using greater voltage- 6 or 7 cells in series. Thus you

can regulate the intensity ofmagnetic field .

[9139] Charging Accumulators A. F. S. (Wimborne)writes:

I wish to construct a resistance for charging accumulators formotor
cars,
& c. frame
The dynamo
12 amperes
at 50sizevolts.
I wishwireto
keep
the
as small gives
as possible.
What
platinoid

ought
I to use,down
and what length
ofwire
should I require
to reduce
this
current
a 4-volt
the charging
rate
of which
is given asto charge
i ampères
for accumulator,
10 hours ? Would
3 ampères

for 5 hours be detrimental to the plates ?

July 16, 1903.

There would be no advantage in coupling up fine wire conductors
in parallel, for the result would be a low E . M . E ., just as though one
large section conductor were used in each slot.
[9096 ] petrol
Petrolengine,
Engine.
(Strood)
cylinder
2! by H34.. M . ItA . has
tubewrites
ignitio: I1haveatwo
and blow

lamps. I want to fit it with electric ignition, and, as I had no pre
vious
ex 'erience
with? electric
ignition,
you kindly
the
following
questions
The ignition
tubewill
at present
is inanswer
, iron pipe.
(1)
Would
the
hole
in
combustion
chamber
be
large
enough
for
the
sparking plug ? (2) Is a vapouriser absolutely necessary ; if so,which
is the simplest
form ofin June
which I an
couldIllustration
make oneof? electrical
(3) I see in THE
MODEL
for
petrolENGINEER
engine : are
all the4thconnections
for electric ignitionignition
fitted

As current required is iš ampères,and
supply voltage is so, the
50
= approx. '33 ohm ; therefore,
about 33 x & yds, will be necessary of No. 20 S.W .G .platinoid
wire,it having a resistance of .48 ohm per yard, 33 * = 69 or
say70
yds.; 3 ampères for 5 hoursmighttend to buckle the plates.
(9142] Electro -Magnet. P. L. (Attenboro") writes: I am

the( 1)sameas
thatprobably
diagram ? have to be enlarged
It would
somewhat. ( 2 ) A
vapouriser is not necessary for a petrol engine. (3) The principle
is
me,
or
similar
in
nearly
every
case.
Sometimes
a magnetic
machine is used in place of coiland accumulator.

(not reproduced ) suitable dimensions ? And, if so, what gauge and
weight
of C.C.wire would be required ?

to that end ? (3) Can you give me any
al erations areof necessary
tender (4) What thickness should frames and
dimensions
plates be ?
boiler
You inight refer to our issue of July 1st, 1901, page 22. The tubes
should
15 -16ths
in . centres
eitherfirebox
II- Ióths
in .
or in , notbenearer
iubesmay be than
employed
. The
crown and
of the
should
not extend higher than i in, or it in . above the centre line of the
boiler. We cannot advise cylinders larger than if in diameter by
3 in .tender
strokeplease
and theseemodel
shouldof May
pull three
persons
easily.
For
the
our
issue
ist,sq. ins
1902,
pagethe
213.use ofThe
hsuperheater,
.ating surface
should
not
be
less
than
800
,
and
a
asrunning
shownofin the
our engine
colouredin aplate
(January
ist, 1903)
will
improve
the
marked
degree.
Keep
the
blast pipe sufficiently low in the smokebox to ensure a good draught.

resistance necessary will be R =

about tofrom
construct
an electromagnet,'s mains.
to be excited
200 volt
current,
Nottingham
Corporation
Are theseby sketches

wish ofto wire
usemagnets
Theupon
powerdepends
upon
theWhatdo
number you
of turns
on cone for?
and also
current flowing
in those turns. The total length of wire wound on must have a
certain resistance, determined by the amount of current you wish

to send round the coils. Thus, if a flow of I ampere was required

,the resistance of coilsmust be R = R = 200 = 200 ohms. If 5
ampères is required to flow, then R must be 200 = 40 ohms,and so

on.
Refer to table of wire resistance in January ist, 1901, issue of
this journal.

[91191 Transformer for 100 - volt - 50 Circuit. R. P. M .

transformer
Hill)writes; I have purchased
outside
- 7 ins.stampings
stampings
dimensions: Rountsome
the following
of(Crouch
diameter ; 5 ins. inside diameter. There are 72 of them , and when

to wind so as to put
21 ins. thick. I want
put together they are
40 volts ro amperes from
100 volts 5 amperes in primary, and to take
and 100 volts.
is single-phase at 50 cycles
secondary. The circuit
queries : (1) Gauge and
Will you kindly answer the following
on
wire put
of and
amount
and
Gauge
(2)
primary.
on
wire
of
amount
ex ernal resistance,
secondary. ( 3) Can I use ?withoutan
I want to use the transformer on
primary straight on mains As for
an ar : lamp, I wish to run it long periodsat a time, so please
give methe best windings for this output.

This transformer may become somewhathot if worked for long

periodsat
full load,
as the
thereheat
is not
ironandin notboxed
the core;
but
if situated
so that
can quite
readilysufficient
get away,
in, it will probably answer the purpose required. Answers to
queries are as fo'lows : (1) Primary to be wound with 400 turns

No. 14 Dwith
.C.C. 165
copper
5 lbcopper
, weight.wire(2)on Secondary
to be
wound
turnswire,
No.about
12 D .CC.
top of primary,
about
4
lb
.
weight.
(3)
The
primary
can
be
put
straight
on
to
the
mains without a resistance, but a resistance is necessary in the
secondary circuit in series, with the lamp to steady the arc and
prevent it from flaming. The amount of this resistance will depend
upon
current
takenthemark.
by the lamp ; if no ampères, then about
an ohmthe will
be near
[9114 ] Aluminium . A M . (Salford ) writes : Can aluminium be
made
Also,itshowexact
longweight
wouldperit keep
elasticity
open
weatherspringy
? Also,? give
cubicitsfoot;
will itin decay
or Itrust?
has a ofcertain
amountofspring.
springiness,
but malleable
could not and
be used
the form
an ordinary
It is very
ductile.in
Weight, 1617 lbs. per cubic foot (cast). No.; it stands the atmos

phere very well, and will not rust.
[9183] Drum
Armature
F.J. W . H . (Pontypool)writes
The
attached
query appeared
in a. contemporary,but
no reply is :forth
co ping.
the kindly
solutionhelpof me
the ?problem
wouldthehelpdead
me wire
consider
ably,
wouldAsyou
Concerning
and

the room great
takenlength
up byofthefine"bunching
upto ”beatwound,
the ends,
especially
when
is there
reasona why
the wire should
notwire
be has
cut into
lengths ofabout
halfany
an
inch
longer
than
face
of
armature,
the
proper
number
to
make
up
one
section
to
be
laid
in
their
opposite
grooves,
turned
over
for
the
quarter -inch at each end ,bared,and soldered together to one copper
disc atgroove,
the backandendinsulatod
of armature,
two- at
suchthediscs
- one for
each
from and
each toother
commutator
end, a wire soldered to each front disc to form the beginning and
end ofandthatinsulating
section, each
to be each
separately
ted in the
way,
all thesection
discs from
other tre
? Whilst
I seesame
no
reason why this should not be done, I can find no authority for
doi
g
it,
so
I
hope
some
electrical
friend
will
ktndly
show
mewhere
the method would fail - if fail it would .
Themethod referred to is the one employed when a heavy con

ductor in each slot is required in machines such as plating dynamos.

[9199] Model Locomotive Querlos. W . L. B . (Birkdale)

1097 to is :in .
Y .R loco,dimensions
am constructing
writes : I I propose,
others,oftheL &following
amongsta model
scale.
9 ins. long :
by 19 ins. long ; firebox,
Boiler, 7 ins. diameter (outside)
ins. ;ofgauge,
if ins. byand3 size
cylindersnumber
10 %isins.bestdiameter,
drivers,
(2 )
tubes75! ins.
arrangement,
What
(1)
What load should model pull ? If it will not pull 35 stone, what

The frames may be in , or 5 -32nds in .mild steel and the boiler, if of
steel, should notbe less than 5 -32nds in . thick on account of probable
rusting.
3-32ndsin,copper may beused with perfect safety.
(9132) Electrical Shocks. F . T. M . (Bradford ) writes : There

are
onehandling
or two points
on u hich I should
you to enlighten
me,
re the
of electric
and like
generators.
(1) Our
Cor
poration supply here is at 230motors
and 460 volts, on three-wire
system
When
a terminalor
wire which
itsopposite
" earthedthe**.
(either handling
intentionally
or by a " short
" ), is ithas
feasible
to eliminate

posibility of receiving a shock by standing on a wooden board , or
piece of sacking put on the floor ? I am in an
and
have been a good dealin thetestingdepartmentelectricalworks,
lately , and,have had
one or two disagreeable shocks, I shall feel greatly
obliged
for
your
opinion asto th best safeguard to adopt. I do notwantto use rubber
gloves,
insulation
be between
feet andastheI think
floor asthebetween
the might
hands asandwell
" live"
wires, & c.onesIs
there
any
difference
?
(2)
If
wood
is
an
efficient
insulator,
it that I have had several shockswhen standing on a woodenhowflooris

indamp,
attending to live' portions of circuits ? Would the floor, being
account
a shock from
alternating current
more
severe
thanforonethis
from? (3)
directIs currentat
the samepressure
?
(1) Yes. A piece of dry wood is as good an insulator as you
could
wish
for
under
these
circumstances.
Of
course,
the
fact
of
being insulated from earth will not prevent you receiving a shock
by touching the lead and return at the same time. (2) Yes

Moisture,
course, (boots)
is detrimentalto
dry wood orof leather
. (3) Yes. the insulating properties of

19169] Fitting Motor to Small Launch . W . M . P. (Lewes,

Sussex)ofwrites
followingusing
queriesa 24: (1)h .-p i.
think
fitting: upWilla you
inotorkindly
launchanswer
, and purpose
petrol
engine
and
cooling
it
by
means
of
two
fans
opposite directions, samespeed as crank-shaft; would thisrunning
answerin?
(2three
) What
size
boat
would
be
suitable
for
carrying
notmore
than
persons, I want it to be fast and light draught, as the river
here
is? shallow
? (3) IWhat
size
propeller
? Could
Iis desirable.
couple it
By sospeed
doing
use recommend
a small one,
(4direct
) Probabl.
? (s)could
Can you
awhich
good book
on the
subject
?
( Possibly.
We cannot say definitely
limited know
ledge of your case. Water-cooled wouldfrombeourinfinitely
better .

the water supply bein so easily obtained in such a case, (2) A
10 -ft dinghey
would
largetheenough.
(3) This
mattertheyof
choice.
You had
betterbe ask
makers what
size isanda pitch
recommend
for
a
craft
the
size
of
yours.
Yes,
couple
direli.ly
(4fitting
) Findengines
this byintoexperiment.
wish for
book -building
onupmer
existing bo .(5its,) Do
or ayoutreatise
on alaunch
?
See
How Build aPublisbing
Motor Launch,"
by 143,
C . D Strand
. Mow , r,W about
Pulished byto Rudder
Company,
. C .; also4s.

** Pract cal Boat Building,''by Nelson.

[9116 ]Will
Basse-Michell
Coil Connection.
W . R . S Ba(Tring)
writes
you kindly
describ
: best way of connecting
see
Michell: sparking-coi
to motor
tricycle.

refer to pageyou 500want.of June 4th, 1903, issue where you will
findPlease
the information
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The Editor's Page.

CS

( The Editor will be pleased to receive for review under this

heading,
samplesfor amateur
and particulars
apparatus,
and materials
use. It ofmustnew be tools,
understood
that
these reviews are free expressions of Editorial opinion , 110
payment of any kind being required or accepted . The Editor
reserves the right to criticise or commend according to the
merits of the goods submitted , or to abstain from inserting a
review in any case where the goods are not of sufficient interest

to his readers.)

• Reviews
distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
editorialinspection of the goodsnoticed.
" A Non - Slipping Covering for Pulleys.
Readers who are troubled with belts that slip more than is desir
able should write to Messrs. A . K . Matthews & Co., of 122, Clifton
Street, London, E .C ., for particulars and prices of their pulley
covering. We have seen samples of the covering, which can be
attached to any i ulley (wood or iron ), and it is claimed that it will

not only prevent belts from slipping (thereby saving power ), but
double the life of the belting, run the machinery

very smoothly
and
regularly,and
average durability of five years. No belt
dressing
isrequired hasan
.
A Waterproof Adhesive.
and boatbuilders, are very often in want of an adhesive, capable of
resisting wa'er. The Aqua Glue Company have lately brought out
such an adhesive, a sample of which has been sent us, and we think
it fulfils its purpose very well Amongst other uses the preparation
is suitable for are as follows Electrical work - It is a perfect

W

E

understand that the new series of postal

V orders, rising in value by sixpence from
6d, to ros. 6d., has now been issued. This is
an innovation which should be welcome to our

readers, as it will facilitate the sending of remit
tances when purchasing goods by post, and it will
also sometimes afford a more convenient method
of pre-paying advertisements in our Sale and Ex
change Column. At any rate, we should prefer
postal orders to stamps where possible from
readers who make use of our advertisement columns

or our Deposit System , and we hope the advantages
of the new arrangement will be borne in mind by
those concerned.

We have no doubt that model engineers, especially yachtsmen

insulator
andcoating
can beover
cmployed
alonetape,
or foror forming
a quickpurposes.
drying
impervious
the rubber
for jointing
It forms a f .xible compound proof against damp, and is in a handy
form , not drying up in the tubes like rubber solution , Photographic
purposes . It repairs celluloid and porcelain dishes and will fasten
leather to metal or glass to metal. For phonographs it is useful, on
m ca diaphragms, and for fixing steeland sapphire points. Model
pattern -makers should find it invaluable, and cyclists and motor
cyclists should always carry a tube in their tool bag. The Aqua
Glue
Company,
23.'3d.,Brunswick
collapsible
tubes, at
6d, and 18.Street,
each. Liverpool, make it up in
Change of Address.
The Universal Motor Company, late of Copeland Street, Derby,
have asked us to notify the readers that, in future , all communica

tions should be addressed to No. 16, St. James' Road, Derby.

The lack of uniformity in the gauges adopted by
model locomotive builders, is a matter which has
a much wider bearing than many people recog
nise. The reader who starts to build a model
locomotive, may reason to himself that it is a
matter of very small importance whether he makes
his engine to a 3-in .gauge, or to 35, 37,or 31 gauge,
or to any other gauge he fancies, so long as he gets
his general proportions correct. There are, how
ever, some points involved which are sufficiently
serious to deserve the fullest possible considera
tion before a decision is arrived at. One of the
most importantof these is thematter of expense,and
it may come as a rather startling assertion to
some of our readers to be told that a 4 -in . scale

New Catalogues and Lists.

model costs practically twice as much to build as
a f-in , scale model. In certain specific cases this

GeneralE .C Electric
71, ofQueen
London,
., have justCo.,
sent Ltd.,
us copies
three ofVictoria
their newStreet.
lists,
the first com rising full particulars, illustrations, and prices of the
* Witton " continuous-current motors, suitable for industrial pur

may not be strictly true, but speaking generally

poses, rating from 1 to 80 b .h .- . -- three types are listed , the semi
enclosed , open protected , and entirely enclosed ; all of which are

a -in . model, to be successful, requires consider
ably more complication in its parts than does

and reduction in prices of goods previously catalogued . Several

one of the smaller size, and requires to be designed
which means more expense. Portability, mini
mum curve radius of track , simplicity of fuel

B . P . issued
& N . a Spon
Limitedon , scientifi
125, Strand,
have
recently
list of, books
: andLondon,
industrialW .C.,
subjects.

arrangements, and workshop plant required ---all
have a somewhat important bearing on the case

of English manufacture, being made at the Witton Works, near
Birmingham . List K 1,036 gives full particulars of the “ Little
Geeko " telephones, intended for attachment to existing bell
circuits. The third circular list, No. 1,035, shows various novelties
cheap lines of electric light fixtures are listed ; also electro-medical
apparatus, switches and switch handles for motor cycles.

on a more complete and more substantial basis,

including architecture,mechanical,marine, and electrical engineer
ing, drawing, hydraulics, industrial chemistry, mining, metal

and require consideration .

lurgy, Naval arcbitecture, railways, and many other subjects. We
can heartily recommend this catalogue to both model makers and

Another really important point is the question
of convenience in being able to buy standard parts
and fittings, such as wheels, cylinders, and other
sundries, and also permanent.-way materials,

engineering students.
C . W . Hill,
BurtonLondon,
Griffiths
Co .,might
I, 2,and
Ludgate that
Square,
Ludgate
E .C . -& We
safely3, predict
no
amateu ' engineer - or professional, for that matterseeing and
handling Messrs. Burton Griffiths & Co.'s new list of small tools,
would do otherwise than send his six stamps for a copy. It com

prises
all kindsof
toolsforandall workshop
- squaresan
i rulessmall
ofallengineering
patterns, and
purposes ; appliances
scales for
draughtsmen : micrometer calipers and gauges, dividers, scribing
blocks. trammels, and other measuring instruments ; Standard
Tool Company's twist drills, reamers for all purposes, cotter pins,
milling cutters, taps and dics, chucks, hand bench and machine
vices, lathe tools and holders, expanding mandrels, lathe carriers,
monkey wrenches , hacksaws, pliers, and other tools too numerous
to mention. The catalogue is bound in stiff covers, contains 187
pages , full of illustrations,and has, at the end , severaltables of useful
information, notably : rules for sizing and cutting gear wheels, for
caiculating speeds of milling cuttes ; useful workshop hints, and
tables of weights and measures ; sizes of screw threads ; weights of
materials ; and decimal equivalents for millimetre ; drill gauge and

fractio al sizes. List, post free, 6d .

signals, rolling stock parts, & c. This is really the
thing we are at present aiming at, and so long as
the present diversity in gauges exists, so long will
the trade experience a difficulty in supplying stan
dardised parts and fittings at reasonable prices.
We are not advocating small gauges in preference

or indeed the adoption of any one
largeto ones,
togauge
the exclusion of others ; but we do suggest
that our readers should make a point of building to

one or other of say three standard gauges, and so
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confer a benefit on themselves as well as the trade,

by enabling the latter to standardise their goods
in the matter of size. The Society of Model
Engineers sometime ago recommended its mem
bers to build to one of two gauges -- a 31-in . gauge

for f-in . scale models, and a 5-in . gauge for 1- in .
scale models. We shall probably have some
thing further to say on this subject in a later issue,
but meanwhile we invite the full discussion of the
matter by all our readers whether from the manu
facturer's or the user's point of view .

Model Steamer Speed Competition .
Prizes, as mentioned below , are offered for the
best performances of model steamers, under the

following conditions :- Class “ A ” will include all
boats over 3 ft. 6 ins, and under 7 ft. in length ; and

Class “ B ” will include all boats of 3 ft 6 ins. in
length and under. The length is to be taken on the
water-line. Each boat must make three succes

sive trips over a straight course of not less than 100
yards in length , or one trip over a straight course of
not less than 300 yards. At starting each trip ,
steam must be turned on , and the engine started
and kept running for at least fifteen seconds before
the boat is released . The interval between each of
the successive trips must be as short as possible, and
must be stated in the particulars given . The exact
length of the course mustbemeasured, and the exact
time to a second recorded for each trip These par
ticulars must be written down and certified by the
signatures of two members of the executive of either
any recognised branch of the Society of Model

Engineers, or any recognised Model Yacht Club , or,
where no such Club or Society exists, by any two
responsible adults, not being relations of the com
petitors, who must have been present at the trials.
In addition to the foregoing particulars, the
prize-winners must furnish photographs and des
criptions of their boats for publication in THE MODEL
ENGINEER. The prizes will consist of a Silver
Medaland a Bronze Medal in each class, to be given
for the fastest and second fastest average speeds on
the three trips. Handsome printed certificates will
be awarded to Class “ A ” boats which have an
average speed record of not less than four miles per
hour, and to Class " B " boats with an average speed
of not less than three miles per hour. The trials

may take place at any time during July , August,
or September, butno records will be admitted after

July 16, 1903.

W . H . B . (Walthamstow ). -- For coils up to 6 -in .
spark length , please refer to our handbook
" Induction Coils for Amateurs," and, for a
larger size, much information may be gleaned
from Hare's “ Construction of Large Induction
Coils,” published by Methuen & Co., Essex
Street, Strand.
“ RAMITA ” (Rochester).-- Thanks for your work
shop note. We are sorry not to be able to use it,
as the idea is, we think , too well known.
J. A . J . (Guildford ).--.We cannot give the informa
tion you ask for, as you do not give your own
name, nor the purpose for which you require it.
W . E . W . (Harlesden ). -- Your competition papers

were returned by us on February 9th last.
J. W . (Langwathby ).-- A piece of vellow pine is the
best for the purpose you require. If you have any
difficulty in getting a suitable piece locally , write
to Messrs.Syer & Co., 45, Wilson Street, Finsbury,
London , E .C .

Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender 's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should bemadeby Postal
Order.
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager .

How to ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
apparatus and price lists, & c., for review , to be addressed
andTHE
all new
EDITOR
Model Engineer,"
Temple House,
to

. « The

35 to 39,

Tallis Street, London, E . C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Engi
neer," 35 to 39, Temple House , Tallis Street, London , E . C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper

and books to be addressed to the Publishers, Dawbarn & Ward ,
Limited, 6 , Farringdon Avenue, London , E .C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123. Liberty Street, New York , U .S .A ., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed.
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Answers to Correspondents.
C . W . G . (Highgate ). - It is quite impossible to
advise you definitely without seeing the actual
lease, as there may or may not be a clause pro
hibiting a workshop on the premises. At the

ModelMotor*
Making for Beginners - A Simple Water
The Properties and Applications of Selenium
Milling in Small Lathes * .. . . ..
..
At Work for a Century . ..
Model Railways - No: VIII, Mr. J. L . Birley's

trade or business, and provided the work causes
no annoyance to the neighbours. Should you
proceed with the erection of the workshop, you
should make quite sure that it complies with the
local building regulations, particulars of which

Model*
. . .. . . . .
Fuel for Small Boile
rs * ..
A Novelty in Model Engine Crankshafts *
PracticalLetters from our Readers* . .
Queries and Replies*
The News of the Trade ..
New Catalogues and Lists
TheEditor's Page . . . .
Model Steamer Speed Competition

could be obtained from the district surveyor.

Answers to Correspondents

same time, we may say that it is very unusual

for any objection to be raised to a private work
shop, provided it is not used to carry on any
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A Vertical Steam Engine with Water Tube Boiler.
By FRANK N . WEBBER (New York, U .S.A.).
LEELING sure that your readers will be
interested therein , I send a photograph of a
model vertical engine with water tube boiler,
the latter, as will be seen by the accompanying
drawings, being of very un
usual construction . It has
seven vertical water tubes,
with the caps screwed on at
each end. Six of these tubes
are 18 ins. long, the remain
ing one being 20 ins. in
length , so that the connec
tionswith the other six can
be conveniently arranged .
This is done by screwing
elbows into the top of the
six outside tubes, and coup

ling them to the central tube
with right- and left-handed
nipples, which operation is
done last of all.
On the top of the whole
bunch of water tubes is a
6 -in . steam drum , made of
tube, from which steam is
taken to the engine. The

obtain 25 lbs. pressure of steam in fifteen minutes
from cold water.

The engine is attached to the casing of the
The cylinder is if ins. bore
and 25 ins. stroke, and
has a double - webbed
crankshaft. It developes
Í h .- p . at 50 lbs. pres

boiler, so that both can be moved about together,

sure. The engine is fitted
with a pump worked from

the shaft, and the cross
head of the engine runs in a
circular guide .
The patterns and the cast
ings — both brass and iron
were all made by myself,
melting the metal in a
crucible in a common globe
stove, using hard coal for

fuel. I consider this is the
best practice in model-mak
ing, as then it can be truly
said that “ I made the whole
model.”

boiler is made of steel tube,

and I have tested it to 150
ELECTROLYTIC ACTION ON
lbs. per square inch ( cold
water test), so it is perfectly
GAS -MAINS, — A leakage of
gas from a i-in . gas-pipe
safe at 75 lbs. steam pres
sure .
found in one of the principal
The outside jacket is of
streets of Leeds, led to other
No. 14 B . and S.* black
examinations of the gas
iron , and is covered with
mains in the same street.
On unearthing a compara
asbestos millboard , over
which is a Russian iron
tively new 12-in . main there
cover , and by this means
was found in the pipe, in
the space of about 7 square
MR. F . N . WEBBBR's VERTICAL ENGINE
very little heat is lost by
radiation . I find that with
inches, seven small holes,
AND WATER TUBE BOILER.
varying from 1 - 16th inch
a charcoal fire I am able to
to inch in depth , none of them being com
* “ Brown and Sharpe,” or “ American " wire
plete perforations. The assumption arrived at is
gauge. No. 14 in this gauge is the same as No. 16
that they were caused by leakages of current from
Š . W .G ., and equals a thickness of '064 in ., or about
the tram rails,
1- 16th in .
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A MODEL VERTICAL WATER TUBE BOILER. (For description see preceding page.)
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date of publication .)

London .
having to be postponed because of the severe floods
in the Thames district, and as the Committee were
unable to charter theMay Queen at any other con
venient time during the season, the Junior Institu

The river trip announced for Saturday, June 27th ,

tion of Engineers very kindly invited the Society to
accompany them to St. Albans on the following

Saturday (July 4th ).
About sixteen of themembers availed themselves
of the invitation, and the party, numbering about
eighty, left St. Pancras by the 2 .15 p. m . train , and

SECTIONAL ELEVATION .

on arrivingat St. Albans were driven in brakes to the
celebrated Gorhambury ruins. Returning to St.
Albans, tea was served by Messrs. Slaters, in the
Abbey Institute, followed by a visit to the Cathedral,

conducted by the senior curate, who, in a very happy
manner, described the architectural and historical

The Model Engineer and Electrician
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features of the venerable building. The party then
went over Messrs. Saunder's nurseries - noted for
their orchids, leaving for London by the 8.40 frum
St. Albans.

The members of the Society of Model Engineers
Junior Institution, and to Mr. Walter Dunn , the
Secretary, for the kindness in allowing them to take
part in this outing, and for the able manner in which
the arrangements were carried out.
feel it their duty to record their thanks to the

Photo by ]

boiler was provided with 110 tubes 2 ins. in diameter

and 14 ft. long. Nos. 29 to 37 had cylinders 13 by
38, but No. 38's cylinders were 14 ins. diameter. All
engines were coal burners except No. 37, which used
wood for fuel, and had drivers only 7 ft. diameter.
This engine and also No. 38 had wrought-iron driv .
ing wheel centres and tyres, whereas all the others
had cast-iron wheels with wrought-iron tyres, the

spokes being of H section with the spaces filled up

with the wood to prevent “ raising dust.” The

AN OLD AMERICAN “ CRAMPION ” LocoMOTIVE.

An “ Eight - footer " of Fifty

[Messrs. Schreiber.

carrying wheels were 36 -in . diameter, the middle

Years Ago .

wheel having no flanges.
.
All the engines had separate cut-off valves
operated by a hook motion . The huge chimney

DYthe courtesy of the Editor of the Locomotive
D Magazine,we are able to publish a photograph
taken as far back as 1848, of an interesting old

and covered -in cab and tender require little point

Crampton locomotive, one of several built in Amer

ica by the Norris Works, in the year 1845, for the

Camden and Amboy Railroad . No. 28 had cylin
ders 13 ins. by 34 ins., and driving wheels 8 ft.
diameter. The firebox was 6 ft. long, and the

ing out, but a noteworthy object will be seen at the

back of the tender - viz., a hooded seat for the
manner to those originally placed in the same posi
tion on the old Great Western Railway broad -gauge

guard , who looked back along the train in a similar

engines. Altogether, the picture is a most inte
resting relic of a bygone race of locomotives.
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The Latest in Engineering.
AN AUTOMOBILE PULLMAN -CAR.--One of themany
curious sights to be seen in the Broadway, New

York , is an electric automobile with a Pullman
tables. This wagon serves all of the railroad
offices, dep ts, and hotels in Manhattan and
Brooklyn . Some of the routes are twenty miles
long ; and while horses were formerly used to do
the same work , the automobile is found to be more

ceeding circles of blades increasing its pressure,
until, at the exit, it issues at the maximum designed
pressure in a continuous steady blast. These

body, which is used for the distribution of time

machines are of the Parsons type, and bear their
inventor's name. It is not necessary , of course ,

economical. The four steps, the large brass han

that the air turbine should be driven by the steam
turbine, as described above, and, indeed , there is
now at work in a lead works on the Tyne, England ,
an air turbine which is driven by an electric motor
and supplies 3,500 cubic feet ofair per ininute under
a pressure of 4 ins. of mercury. According to Mr.
Parsons, this plant showed an increase of 30 per
cent. in output of the furnace due to the instal
inent of the turbine blower, an increase which was
probably due to the increased steadiness of the

dles, the head - light and the tail-lights, were put on
to heighten its resemblance to a railroad car. At
the rear of the curtains of the windows are pigeon
holes, or boxes, 164 in all. When filled , these will
hold about 24 tons of time-tables, and additional
bundles can be carried upon the floor. The boxes
are arranged so that the location of any individual
time-table will be the same as the racks in the
hotels or stations. Motive power is supplied by

two General Electric motors geared direct from the
motor pinion to the driving wheel. Each motor
operates a rear wheel, the axle being fixed . The
source of power is forty four storage batteries of the

“ Exide " type, thirteen plates to each cell. There
are four speeds ahead, and two speeds backward .
The vehicle has a radius of thirty miles on one .

blast. All the advantages of economy and con
venience which are present in the steam turbine are
shown in the air turbine. The repair bill is as light

in the one case as in the other, and the compressor
is in every respectas efficient. There is now nearing
completion for a mine at Johannesburg , a turbine
high -pressure two-stage air compressor, which is de
signed to show an output of 4000 cubic feet of air per
minute at a pressure of 80 lb . to the square inch .
A NEW Pit LIFT. - -An invention has just

been patented by Mr. R . Powell, by which it

charge of the battery , and the maximum speed is

is stated the numerous risks attendant upon ascents

nine miles per hour. The car is lighted by elec
tricity, and there are also lamps in the head and

and descents of cages at the pits are reduced to a
minimum . Mr. Powell has constructed a working

tail-lights. Previous to the establishment of this
business ofdelivering time-tables of all roads, sixteen
years ago , each railroad and steamship line em -.
ployed a man to carry around and distribute the
time-tables. This resulted in a great waste ; and
as there was no system for exchanging them when
changes were made in the running time of the
trains, the public could not have absolute faith in
the correctness of the time-tables. Now , however,
the time-tables of each road are kept in a special
partition of the racks in public places, and exchan
ges are made within twenty-four hours after the
timeof the trains is changed . That the public ap
preciates this system is demonstrated by thefact that
over 5,000,000 time-tables per year are distributed
in the New York district. The new car is also an
accommodation to the travelling public , as they can
obtain time-tables from one of the attendants with
out having to go to a railroad or steamship office.
Scientific American.
THE HIGH -SPEED TURBINE AS AN AIR COM
PRESSOR. -- The most important of the later de
velopments of the turbine is the discovery that the

model at his engineering shop at Ebbw Vale. The
cage running up and down the guides is attached to
the rope by means of six chains. It matters not
which way the cage ismoving, whether up or down ,

high -speed steam turbine may itself be used as an
air compressor, with results that are comparable
in point of efficiency and general utility with those
obtained in the best types of steam turbines. The
air turbine, as it may very properly be called , is con
structed much in the same way as the steam tur

bine. On a prolongation of the shaft of the steam
turbine is fixed a series ofmoving blades, which are
placed alternately with rings of stationary blades, or
" guide blades," as they are called , which extend
inwardly from the walls of the air turbine cylinder.
The action of the air turbine is, of course, the re
verse of that of the steam turbine, the first ring of
the blades forcing the air forward parallel with the
axis of the turbine at a low pressure, and the suc.

if anything goes wrong with the rope or the gear it
instantly becomes locked , and will notmove an inch
until the rope is again attached . The effect is the
samewhether the cage is being let up or down .
ALCOHOL AS FUEL FOR INTERNAL COMBUSTION
ENGINES. -- Tests made by Mr. C . W . Weiss, at the
Mietz & Weiss Engine Works,New York , with Cuban
and Brazilian cheap alcoholas fuel in their standard
kerosine engine have been reported as entirely satis
factory . The object was to substitute alcohol for
kerosine, the former being considerably cheaper
and more readily obtainable in Cuba and South
America , where many of these engines are being
exported . It was found that a mixture of 4 pints
alcohol and 2 pints water developed 4 horse-power
for one hour. The mixture of alcohol varies, how

ever, with the quality of the former, being limited
by thepracticaldegree of compression prior to com
bustion. The specific gravity of the mixture is '9 ;
the pure alcohol was .794. The developmentof the
alcohol engine is of the greatest importance to the
power question of Cuba, Brazil, and the Philippine
Islands.

A neat little pocket address book has reached us
from Mr. J. B . Cowen , of 115 -117, Cannon Street,
the London representative of the General Incandes

cent Arc LightCompany, of New York .
It is announced that the East Goodwin , the South
Goodwin , the Gull, the Tongue, the Sunk, and the
Cross Sand Lightships are to be put in communi
cation with shore stations bymeans of wireless tele
graphy.
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A Combined Switch and Adjust
and fractions of ohms. Other applications wil
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able Resistance .

also, no doubt, suggest themselves to the amateur

By H . R . E .

in want of some reliable type of resistance.
After this general preliminary description , we will
at once proceed with the construction .

IN the article herewith , the writer will give a full
description of a combined switch and adjust
able resistance, which , although primarily
designed for the hand-feed arc lamp previously de
scribed in THE MODEL ENGINEER, will be found
extremely handy and simple for all electrical pur
poses where a variable and accurately adjustable

resistance is required . The type of resistance usually

employed , and consisting of numerous spirals, each

KH °

The Patterns. — These are two in number, viz.,
the brush block D , and the standards A (Fig. 1).
For the brush block D , take a piece of beech or
mahogany about it ins. by i in . by i in ., turn it
down so as to form a fin . diameter shank as shewn
in detail Fig . 4 , this shank being eventually ma

chined down to i B .A . screwing diameter. True up
the other surfaces nice and square, rounding one

D E F YP

0

+ NON

1

MINDING SPACE
Fig . 2. - SEC

TION THROUGH YY.

Fig . 1. - SIDE ELEVATION .

SCALE OF INCHES.
A COMBINED SWITCH AND

Fig . 3. - PLAN .
coupled to separate contacts, has been avoided , as
being too complex and expensive in construction,

delicate in use, and not adjustable to a sufficient
degree of nicety .

The chief difficulty to be overcome in the appa

ratus shortly to be put before the reader's notice, is
to find somesuitable method ofswitching on and off,
the destructive action of the electric arc or spark at

all voltages now in voguewhen breaking the circuit,
being such , that unless immediately extinguished
would quickly burn away the ends of the resistance
wire, and consequently put the resistance out of use.
The writer has provided against this by employing
a switch lever or brush , having a special long quick
break action operated by small springs, and by

attaching the ends of the resistance wire to small
cheap and easily renewable brass contacts. This
adds slightly to the complication of details, but it

ADJUSTABLE RESISTANCE .
edge as shewn ; finally finish off with fine emery
cloth , then shellac and set aside to dry . When

making up this pattern do not forget to keep all
dimensions about 1- 32nd in . larger than required in

the finished casting, so as to allow for the usual con

traction when cooling. Our remaining pattern , the
standard A (Figs. I and 7 ), is a little more difficult
to construct, but will repay the amateur by its final
appearance for the extra time and trouble he may

spend upon it. The large stiffening web should be
The other four small webs or projections supporting

puton lastly, bradding and glueing firmly in position .

the slate former or bobbin , might also be made up
separately, and fastened in position as before,

When dry and hard , carefully rub down thepattern
with fine emery cloth, round all edges, and give two
or three smooth coats of good shellac varnish ,

A resistance of this type, besides the purpose for

The castings we shall require off these patterns
are as follows : - One sound brass casting from hard
pattern of D ; two sound iron castings from
wood
A .
Winding the Resistance, & c. - Whilst these are

which it was primarily intended , can be used with ad
vantage as a small motor-starting resistance , a
dynamo shunt resistance , or as a standard low value

at the foundry, go to thenearest stonemason's and
15 ins. longeven
ins. broad
by 4colour
buy a piece of plain slate
with
that
nice

resistance for calibrating, etc.,etc.,by graduating the

no green , or metallic veins, and that it is moderately

will be found to work very effectively in practice,
and will abolish a great amount of trouble and re
pairs.

by * in . thick . See

it is a
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smooth on both sides. Although the price varies

each being drilled for two 4 B .A . countersunk

slightly according to locality, a piece cut to these
dimensions should cost about 2s. 6d. Now take a
rasp or coarse file and round the longest edges to
in . radius, as shown in Fig. 2 , care being taken to
do it evenly . When this has been coinpleted satis
factorily , lay the slate on a flat plate or board and
clean up both large surfaces with a fine file, and ,
lastly, fine emery cloth. When perfectly smooth
and flat, pour a little machine oil on each side, and
rub it well in all over.
The next operation is setting out the holes re
quired through the slate. Lay the above on a flat
bench or surface plate, and set out the necessary
holes shown in Fig. 1. Those for fixing the

screws and having one edge well rounded, so that
the switch brushes, J, pass smoothly from winding
to contact and vice versa ; and also a small groove
filed out, under which the last turn of wire on either
side of the slate may be securely clamped . Also
provide two fibre or compressed paper plates,
3- 16ths in . thick (N , Fig . 1) for riveting each side of
the slatebobbin , so that the switch brushes (J ) do not cut into the slate. Lastly, fix the other end of the
wire under thehead of the terminal( O , Fig . 1 ). Now
take some good shellac varnish , and give the whole
winding about four coats, letting it soak well in ,
after which place in a hot oven and bake for some
hours. When the varnish is thoroughly dry and

slate bobbin or former to the C .I. standards, are

cold , clean it off the winding over which the brushes
pass, so that they make good contact where they
touch .

drilled & in. Whitworth clear diameter, all others,

The iron castings of standards A (Fig. 1) should
have arrived by now , and can be cleaned up and
drilled to Figs. 7 and 8 . The holes for the bolts
supporting the slate will, of course, be drilled in .

Whitworth clear in size, great care being taken not

BRUSH GEAR .

-

-- -- -----

mm

Fig . 5.--DETAILS OF

HE

except that for the negative terminal (O , Fig . 1).
which is i B . A . clear diameter, being drilled 4 B .A .
clear diameter.
The actual winding of the resistance can now be
proceeded with , the following being the amount of
wire, & c., required :— 137 turns, i.e., about 24 lbs.,
or 182 ft. No. 16 B . W .G . German silver wire. This
amount will give 6 ohms resistance with no undue
heating, if used constantly at 5 amps., the current
for which it is designed . Occasional overloads

up to 7 or 10 amps. willnotbe very injurious if only
quantity of current flowing for lengthy periods.
Having got the necessary wire, and also an equal
length of twine or good string (rather smaller in
diameter

momentary , but care must be taken not to keep this

than the wire), mount the slate truly be
tween the lathe centres, and slip the ends of string
and wire through the 4 B . A . hole in one end . Now
hold the wire and string between the thumb and
finger of the right hand , and with the left slowly
revolve the slate so that the wire and string, 182 ft

of each , are closely and evenly wound on. The two
loose ends can now be slipped through the other hole
already drilled , so that the spiral does not unwind
when the contacts are being fitted .
.

It may be asked why string has been used in the
resistance coil just wound. Its sole function is to
keep the turns of wire apart, so that they do not
short-circuit one another when loosened by the
expansion due to heat.

Two contact plates (M , Fig . 1), consisting of
5 -32nds in . thick brass sheet, will now be required ,

to break the lugs off during the process. The holes
for the fin . diameter guide-rod (P , Fig . 1) are } in .
diameter full, so as to take the necessary insulating
bushes (H , Fig. 1). It now only remains to file the
bases of these castings nice and flat, so that they
stand firmly without shaking, and give both a coat
or two of black enamel, and we can turn our atten
tion to the brush gear and its guide-rod .
The block on to which the brushes J (Figs. 4 , 5,
and 6 ) are pivoted , is a brass casting as mentioned
previously , and must be cleaned up all over, and
drilled where shown, } in . diameter for the recep

tion of the split guide-sleeve E . After drilling and
tapping where necessary, viz., two 4 B .A . tapped
holes for securing springs, two i B .A . tapped holes
for brush pivots, and one 4 B .A . hole for flexible
conductor, mount the block in the lathe, and turn
and screw the shank 1 B . A . standard thread , so that
the ebonite or hardwood handle C may be secured
thereto.

The } in . external diameter by in , internal
diameter brass guide-sleeve should next be cut off ,
and slit with a fine saw at the ends, as shown, so
that the sleeve makes good contact with the guide
rod , thereby reducing the possibility of undue heat
ing, consequent on imperfect contact. Sweat the
above into the } in . diameter hole in the brush -block ,
and while it is cooling take a piece of 18 gauge hard
springy brass and cut out of it two switch levers
(J, Fig. 4 ), which must both be fitted with contact
pads, securely riveted on , prior to cleaning up . Hav
ing completed these , take a piece of f - in . thick brass
sheet, cut and bend it into the form of a saddle Q
( Fig . 5), and fasten it securely by small rivets or
screws to the brushes already in hand , taking care
however, that the two i B .A . pivot holes in the latter
are well in line. Now hang these brushes from the
block D (Fig . 4 ) by means of 1 B . A . screws, and see
that they swing to and fro perfectly freely . If such
is the case, we can turn our attention to the springs G
( Fig. 1) and the handle C ( Fig. 1). The former, of
which two are required , consist of 24 gauge steel
wire wound on a } in . diameter mandrel, and are
secured to the brush block and brushes by 4 B .A .
screws.
These springsmust be just strong enough to bring
the brushes ) to the vertical immediately they
leave the contacts M ( Fig . 1), and go on to the fibre
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on the right (Fig. 1) - bolt it to the slate former with
1 -in . Whitworth brass bolts and nuts ; next take the
guide-rod P , and firmly attach it to the iron standard
(not forgetting the ebonite insulating washer and

plates N , which , of course, must be slightly thinner
than the contacts, for obvious reasons.
The handle C is turned up out of ebonite or hard
wood, nicely polished , and drilled and tapped 1 B . A .
for attaching to the brush -block . Be very careful

collar) by means of a + in . Whitworth brass nut.
Before going further, a small brass stop collar T

not to split it when tapping , especially if ebonite, as
it is very brittle. When this is screwed home, our
brush -gear will be quite complete, with the excep
tion of the flexible conductor F - one end of which is

(Fig. 1) with a milled clamping screw , should be
turned up outof in. diameter brass rod and slipped
on to the guide-rod . This collar will be found very
useful when it is necessary to have a given amount

sweated on to the brush -block D , the other to the
brush -saddle Q . At firstthereason for this conductor

of resistance in the electrical circuit of the apparatus

being tested or experimented with . The brushes.
DIAM

may not appearobvious,butit is now generally recog
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STANDARDS FOR
BRUSH GEAR.
nised as bad practice in switch design to allow the
current to flow through pivots and suchlike, as the
contact is always unreliable and variable, and, in
consequence , very likely to set up undue heating and
arcing. On this account the flexible conductor has
been added , so that the current may have an unin

Fig . 8.
COMBINED SWITCH AND ADJUSTABLE RESISTANCE.

should be slipped on to the guide-rod next. Atthis

terrupted path from brush -block to brushes.
For the guide-rod P ( Fig . 1), take a piece of in .
diameter brass rod, reduce it each end to 4 in .
diameter, and screw in . Whitworth thread ; then
polish the whole evenly with fine emery cloth .
Now turn a terminal K (Fig. 1) out of an odd piece
rod , and in the base of this
in . diameter
of
drill4 and
tap a t-inbrass
. Whitworth
hole ready for screw
ing on to the guide-rod already dealt with .
Lastly , take a piece of fin . diameter ebonite rod,
and turn two insulating washers and collars (H , Fig .
1). The latter to fit the holes already drilled in the

junction it will be necessary for the reader to see that
the springs cause the switch lever to rapidly break
contact immediately on leaving the brass contacts,
and also that the brush pads do not press too heavily
on the winding. If these points are satisfactory ,
the other standard can be bolted in place, and the
remaining terminalfirmly screwed on to the screwed
tail of the guide-rod, projecting beyond the ebonite
insulation . This completes our resistance , and it
now only remains for the writer to say a few more
words about it.
As theabove was really designed for arc lamp use ,
the resistance has been calculated to suit this pur
pose. This value, however , may be varied to suit
individual requirements by winding on various
quantities and gauges of wire , care always being
taken to make the latter of sufficient cross-section

C .I. standards, for insulating the guide-rod from the

to avoid undue heating. The limits of sizes of wire

resistance frame.
All the necessary parts having been completed ,
the fitting up or assembling can be commenced .

between these will be found quite easy to wind and

This should be a very simple matter indeed, if the
foregoing instructions have been properly carried
out. Firstly, take one of the C .I. standards- - that

for this class of resistance in standard wire gauge

are No. 24 finest, No. 12 thickest. Any gauge
manipulate.

The voltage that the above resistance will stand

is as high as found in most installations, viz., 250
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volts; and where low voltages only and small current
values are used , if the resistance former or bobbin
is made of hardwood, it will be found quite satis
factory .
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Draughtsmanship for Model
Engineers .
By “ T-SQUARE."

Notes on Blue - Printing of

Tracings.

?

(Continued from page 33.)
IV . - ON " READING ” AND SETTING -OUT DRAWINGS,
DEFORE the reader can expect to make good

D
By W . H . S.
ID you ever have a blue-print that, through the
carelessness of the blue-print boy, was hope
lessly overprinted , so that some of the lines
had almost disappeared ? And wasn 't this just the
print that you wished to send by mail that night,

and no time left in which to make another ?
Such prints are frequently not spoiled , but may
be restored by immersing them in a bath of weak

ammonia , using about two spoonsful of ammonia to

working drawings for himself, or even to

understand the full significance of those
placed before him , hemust know something of the
methods employed by draughtsmen to show the
object clearly, yet without a superfluity of detail

or unnecessary “ views.” He should practice the
art of “ reading ” drawings accurately, so as to see
at a glance or twowhatthe actualform ofthe finished
machine, & c., will be ; and with all but the most
complicated drawings this is a fairly easy matter.
Working drawings can usually be divided into two
classes - - general arrangements and details — and the

reader should endeavour first of all to grasp the
former in its complete form , when he will easily
understand the details . A point which puzzles

many young draughtsmen is the number and
arrangement of “ views ” required to show any

object properly. Good draughtsmanship — the
mechanical representation of machines, apparatus,
etc. - depends, in a large measure, on the choice of

views, for it is quite possible to make unnecessary
or superfluous drawings if care is not taken in the
first place. Every reader of these pages is familiar

with the words “ elevation ," " plan," and “ sec
tion," as applied to the drawings placed before him ,
MILANO

A TROUGH FOR IMMERSING LARGE BLUE PRINTS.
a tumblerful of water. This will cause the print to
turn first purple , then pink, and after a timenearly
white. When it has reached the pink stage, rinse
the print and immerse in a bath composed of water,
I tumblerful ; muriatic acid , I teaspoonful. The
blue colour will then return much brighter than be
fore; but this time the lines will be white and clear.
Wash thoroughly before drying. In case the prints
are of such size that there are no trays in the office

large enough to contain them , these operations
may be performed by passing the prints back and
forth through a trough , as shown in the illustration ,
This trough may be made of wood heavily coated

inside with asphaltum varnish .
Often times tracings which are used to print from
will be found defaced by irregular blue stains on the
back side, and which show up badly in printing.
These may be caused by drops of water spattered
on the tracing when the print is thrown into the
bath . If the tracing is immediately used again the

wet spot will absorb a little of the blue-print solution
and on exposure to the light will turn blue as it
ought to do . Sometimes, also in stormy weather
the rain or snow will creep in around the edge of the
printing frame, and stain the margin of the tracing .
This stain can be removed by painting the spot
with a camel's hair brush dipped in a 10 per cent.
solution of oxalate of potash .
This same solution
may be used for making white lines on blue-prints.
Almost any alkali will bleach a blue-print, leaving it
yellow or reddish ; but this solution will turn the
blue to a pure white. - American Machinist.

though it will not be out of place to enlarge a little
on their significance . The difference between me

chanical drawing and perspective should be borne
in mind ; the first gives a representation of the
object as it is never seen in Nature, every line
being drawn its full actual length or all being
equally reduced (or enlarged , as the case may be) to
the same scale. In perspective we have a represen
tation of the object approximately as it is actually
seen , and usually no two lines in it are to the same
scale. These really simple facts are not so easy to
grasp by a beginner, but can be brought home to
him by comparing, say, a drawing showing a front
elevation of a house and a photograph of the same.
Unless the photograph is taken from a strictly cen
tral point of view , quite square with the plane of the
house front, careful measurement will show that
lines equal in length in the object are not so in the
photograph . The further away any portion of the
house is from the spectator the smaller it will
appear, as compared with a similar part situated

nearer ; the lines of theobject are said to " vanish,"
to definite points, as railway metals appear to do
chanical drawing there is no “ vanishing ” of the
lines ; if the house has half-a -dozen windows of the
same size, every window will be drawn exactly like
its fellows, though it is obvious that they cannot
to an observer standing near them . In the me

in reality be all at one distance from the observer .
In spite of the great difference of method and re
sult, both systems can give to the spectator equally
good ideas of the actual object, although either, by
itself, leaves something to be desired . We are so

accustomed to viewing things from the perspective
point of view , that without that it is difficult to
form a correct picture in the mind ; yet the per
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spective view alone is useless as far as conveying
cerned , and these are supplied by the mechanical
drawing with its conventional arrangement of lines
and views. What reader has not noticed the
difference in the ideas conveyed to him by a simple
outline drawing of a locomotive and a good photo
graph of the same ? Examples to illustrate the
point are numerous enough in the pages of THE
MODEL ENGINEER . Compare the excellent little
drawing of Mr. Greenly 's locomotive (page 324 ,

exact ideas of sizes, heights, lengths, & c., are con

December ist issue, 1900, Vol. III) with the photo
graph of the same engine on the previous page.
Two other recent examples are the horizontal
engine, pages 61 and 63, January 15th issue, 1903,
and the model post -office railway van , illustrations
of which appear in the February 5th issue (this
year) pages 121 to 124.
The mechanical draughtsman has usually little
to do with perspective views, although architectural
draughtsmen (whose work is just as “ mechanical " )
do often depict their finished designs in that way
simply to aid the imaginations of those who have

06- 30
E

Fig . 20 .
to study competitive or alternative designs. Never
theless, a knowledge of perspective, and the ability
to construct a fairly realistic “ picture ” from
the bare lines of a machine drawing is of the utmost
value to a draughtsman , no matter in what branch .
The particular advantage the amateur worker
would derive from such knowledge is this : that he
would be enabled to form a more just idea of his
finished work before starting its actual construction,
and it is certain that many model-makers would
have saved themselves trouble, disappointment,
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and labour had they adopted this course. Still, if
the reader is without that ability , he may achieve
good results by the exercise of his talents in mechan
ical drawing alone, and in any case the teaching of
the principles of perspective is quite out of place
here.

In our choice of the illustration of a house - given
to show the difference between the two classes of
pictorial representation — the reader will easily per
ceive the meaning of the word “ elevation ” as ap
plied to the view showing the front of the house . An
elevation , or “ elevational view ," is obviously that
seen when the object is exactly in front of the
observer as he stands, the eyes being directed

straight in front. This is but a loose way of enun
ciating the fact, though doubtless conveying quite

as clear a conception as the formal phrase by which
an elevation is defined as " a view taken in a direction
at right-angles to the horizontal plane." A " plan ”
is a view of the object as seen by an observer whose
eye is directly over it ; it is what might be called
a “ bird 's-eye view ," but a mechanical one. Tech
nically, a plan is a view taken in a direction at right
angles to some vertical plane ; it is generally sup
posed to be the top view of the object, but occasion
ally the latter is supposed to be reversed , so that a
plan is sometimes a view looking vertically upwards.
Elevations are not, of course, always views of the
fronts of objects. A house of the simplest descrip
tion might have four different elevations- front,
back , and two side views. Mechanical objects are
very commonly represented by two elevations - one
(generally the more important) called either the
front or side elevation , the other the end elevation .
The choice of the adjective is certainly somewhat
arbitrary , since many mechanical details have no
particular “ front,” side,” or “ end.”
It is obvious that all views in working drawings
cannot be true elevations or plans. Apart from
sectional views, which will be dealt with presently,
it is sometimes necessary to give a view of some
part of a machine " at an angle " to the other views.
One of the commonest and best examples is that
of the cover of an inclined crankshaft-bearing, as
shown in Fig . 20 at D . In this Figure A is a side
elevation , B a true plan , and C an end elevation .
Owing to the inclination of the cover to the hori
zontal, neither the plan B nor the end elevation C
properly conveys the form and size of the cover,
although a draughtsman would find no difficulty in
understanding it. A “ projection ” is, therefore,
made to show the cover as it actually is ; D is that
• “ projection ,” and is simply a plan taken not at
right-angles to some vertical plane.
In the case illustrated , it is not easy to show in
one view - -the side elevation A - all that should be
given with respect to the internal construction of
the bearing. It can be done by making use of
dotted lines to show unseen parts and the know
ledge of when to adopt that method , or to make
separate “ views,” is a part of draughtsmanship .
The general rule is to keep a drawing clear. If a
large number of dotted lines are introduced , they
become confusing ; the draughtsman himself may
understand them fully, though even he may some
times make a mistake in regard to them ; but to
anyone previously unacquainted with the drawing
it appears simply a maze of unmeaning lines. In
such a case, only the more important lines are dotted
in , and separate distinct views are made on purpose
to show what is omitted in the elevation . It
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should here be said that an elevation , or plan ,
unless qualified in some way, is always taken to

mean a view of the outside of an object. Thus, A
and C in Fig . 20 are strictly described as elevations,

and B and D as plans. Occasionally an inside ele
vation is given , as, for example, to show the appear
ance of a wall of a church or building inside ; but
unless the word “ sectional” is prefixed , elevations
are always views showing just what can be seen by

an observer without cutting away or imagining any
Generally speaking, plain elevations and plans
require supplementing to show the actual con
struction , especially in regard to general arrange
ments. It would be little use to a fitter to supply
him with an outside elevation drawing of a loco interior parts.
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that can be shown on outside views. Then , too ,
the detail of reversing cock , which would only con
fuse matters if inserted on the other views, is given
a separate place, and so made absolutely clear. The
reader should study this and other examples to be
found in these pages. He might, for instance, get
together all the issues containing drawings of the
model Caledonian express locomotive, and those,
with Mr. Greenly's undertype compound engine
design , and go right through them , studying not
only the methods adopted to make all clear and
to show every detail properly , but the arrangement
and order of views, the relative scales of different
parts, and especially noting the deliberate omis
sions from some views of parts thatmight have been
. shown , but at the expense of clearness of the whole .
Such a study would con
vey a far better lesson
than many pages of writ
ten matter, for it is im
possible to do more than

advise the reader in gene

ral terms, leaving him to
decide for himself exactly
what views will be neces
sary to set out a drawing
satisfactorily .

One of the chief ad

FIG . 21.
motive, nor would it help him much to add a plan
and views of both ends of the engine. He requires
to know the internal arrangements of parts, which
can only be done by drawings representing imag
inary “ sections.” The engine is shown as it would
appear if sawn or cut completely through , and so
drawings of that character are called " sectional
views." When sections are taken on vertical
planes longitudinally, they are called “ sectional
elevations, or " longitudinal sections." Those
taken on vertical planes at right-angles to the
longitudinal are “ cross sections," while “ sec
tional plans ” are evidently sections taken on hori
zontal planes. A very good example to show most
of the ordinary views employed in draughtsman
ship is that of Mr. Halpin 's model launch engine
(pages 346 and 347, April 9th issue, 1903). Here
the first diagram is described as a longitudinal sec
tion - it might be named a sectional elevation ,
though the first is preferable as omitting the word
“ elevation ." Under this section is a true plan ;
the “ back view " on page 347 is really a back ele
vation, the “ section on CD ” is a sectional plan
and a representative “ cross section " is also shown.
The example quoted may be referred to for other
points. It will be noted that while both the plan
and " back view ” are essential principally to show
the positions of steam and connecting pipes, they
could not be made to show either pistons, crank
shaft, or other details satisfactorily . The draughts
man is, therefore, content to indicate merely the
positions of the three cylinders in the plan view ,
and the steam ways and crank chamber opening in
the elevation , showing these by clear dotted lines.
All the omitted details are found clearly set out in

the sectional views, in which everything is left out

vantages of having a good
drawing to work to is
in the matter of showing
“ clearances."
It has
many
times
come
to the
FIG . 22.
writer's knowledge that
“ such and such a part of
a model had to be altered, omitted , or substituted,"
owing to the fact that themaker had merely worked
in a haphazard way, without drawings, or other
guidance than trial and experiment. He was once

told that a certain model locomotive would have
been much more satisfactory if the wheels had been
larger in diameter, as was originally intended ; but
that when the boiler was fitted to the frames
it was found that the wheels could not be
got in , and smaller ones had to be made. The
same model-maker admitted that he never
worked to drawings ; he could get along so
much quicker without them ! It transpired that
he did not really understand drawings, and was
quite unable to see that a very simple sketch would

have shown exactly what size the wheels might be
made. Thus, in Fig . 21 is given a side elevation
of a model locomotive boiler, showing the driving
wheel. Nothing in the drawing indicates even
approximately what size the wheel may be ; but
this can be found by constructing a cross section
(Fig . 22 ) through the centre of the driving wheels.
To make this cross section the gauge of the wheels

must be given , so that the maximum distances be
tween the wheel flanges (a , Fig . 22 ) together with

their diameter, at once indicates the position of the
boiler. To get a larger boiler it must be pitched
higher, or the diameter or gauge of wheels would
have to be altered , and the cross section shows these
points accurately .
(To be continued .)

IN cutting rubber, have a dish of water handy,
and keep wetting the knife blade ; this makes the
work much easier.
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Workshop Notes and Notions.
are invited to contribute short practical items for this
(Readers
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired, accorde
ing to meritAllmatter intended for this columex should b .

marked " WORKSHOP " on the envelope.I
A Sure and Simple Way of Adding and

Substracting Fractions.
B + g + 21 - *"
is not an astoundingly difficult task , and thedraughts
man who is used to such work will quickly find a cor
rect answer mentally . Visible lengths on a rule,how
ever, appeal to the practical man, and he will often

The solution of the following sum

ITUD

after cutting out and hemming them ; but have
found that this trouble can be easily overcomeby the
use of tracing-linen , such as is used in all drawing
offices. Thematerial sets beautifully flat for mark
ing out; a very even hem is easily obtained without
fear of stretching; and when the sail is finished it has
only to be dipped in boiling water for a few minutes
or warm water for a longer period, and all the pre
paration leaves the face of the linen and a beautiful

light white sail is the result.

A Wrinkle for Model Pattern Makers.
By W . H .
This is an easily constructed block with a ver
tical face for the wood being sawn to bear against.

.
A GUIDE FOR USE AT THE
BAND -Saw .

It is most useful in sawing
comparatively wide pieces,
edge to rest on . With the
wood pressed against this, it
which have only a narrow

B
Anrion Machines

is impossible for it to be out
GRAPHIC ARITHMETIC FOR THE WORKSHOP.
of vertical. The illustration,
of course, explains itself, and there is no need to say
do his shop sums of addition and subtraction by
how so simple a thing should be made. In use it
counting up eighths, sixteenths, and thirty -seconds
may either slide with the wood, or be held still, and
on a rule. “ R . D .,” a correspondent of our es
the wood slid past it to the saw . About 6 or 8 ins.
teemed contemporary, the American Machinist,
deep , and a trifle more in length, is a convenient size
suggests a method in which one may simplify this

tedious process by using two rules, held so that they
slide against each other. One of the rules must be
top edge.successive relative positions
divided on theshows
the
The sketch
of two rules for obtaining the total of the figures
given in the example. A scriber point is used , as

shown, to punctuate each step of the sum .
Theupper rule A remainsstationary. The zero end
of rule B is held to } in , on A , and a scriber point is
placed on the mark of A , above 13- 32nds in . on B .

The zero end of B is nextmoved to that mark when

the scriber point is placed on themark on A , above
2 9 - 16ths ins. on B . For subtracting the last frac
tion , the fin . mark on B is held against the mark
pointed by the scriber on A , and the answer is read
on A , over the zero end of lower rule B .
The example given is only a simple member of its
variety ; but in a longer sum one feels safer in an
answer found in this way than in an answer
arrived at mentally or with the aid of chalked

figures on a lathe bed.

for the face.
The Use of Callipers.
Care in using callipers should be taken , says
the Bazaar, to pass them lightly and easily over
the work, using no force ; otherwise, the actual
size of the work may be more than the callipers
show when laid on the rule. Callipers will often
will actually open wider so as to show it when
they are tried on the rule. With large callipers

spring considerably, and return again before they

a slight spring is almost unavoidable unless handled
under leg up
lathe the bestsurface,
method is to pressthetheother
one as it
very carefully . In using callipers on work in the

against the

and watch

passes over. It should touch at one point ; but if it

is in contact with the surface for some distance, it
method is to drop the callipers over from above
and judge by feel only. In large work it is most
safe and accurate to stop the lathe for measuring ;
but with small work it is not necessary.

is being forced too much . For small work a good

Making Model Yacht Sails,
By H . G . T .
I have often experienced considerable trouble
in getting my model yacht sails to set properly

To find the pressure of water in pounds per sq . in .

at any depth ,multiply thedepth of the columnin ins.
by '03617 (the pounds weight of a cub. in . of water )
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A New Locomotive.
-Scale Model Tank
- - -

ByHENRY GREENLY .

Wheelbase - Bogie, 4 ) ins.
Coupled
(rigid ), 6 } ins.
u
Co
Coupled
to trailing, 51 ins.
Total, 22} ins.
Boiler - Barrel, 4 ins. diaineter.

Firebox (outside), 54 ins. long.
31- 16th ins. wide.
, (inside), 5 ins. long.

ALTHOUGH the construction of this loco
motive was conteinplated by Colonel J.
Robert Harvey some two years ago, and the
drawings prepared , his absence in South Africa de
layed the invitation of tenders, and it was not
S . M . Stuart-Turner's estimate being lowest. The
tenders were, by the way, very close .

The model is to 4-scale, and 35-in . gauge, the de

sign being based upon the L .& N .W .R . rebuilt
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„
2 ins. wide.
Centre from rail, 6 ins.

Height to top of funnel, 97 ins.
Tubes, ten -in ., 8 ins. long.
Field tubes, five f-in ., 3 ins. long.
Width over tanks,64 ins. long.
Width over footplates,64 ins.
Distance between tyres, 3 5 -16ths ins.
Axles (throughout), fin . diameter.
„ at wheel seat, 5 -16ths in . diameter.
Frames (distance apart), 2 9- 16ths in .
,, Material,mild steel plate, 3 -32nd in . thick ,
Heightof footplate from rail, 37 ins.
Steam pressure, 50 to 80 lbs.
Steam ports, 3-32nds in . by 5 - 16ths in .; exhaust,
3- 16ths in . by 5 - 16ths in .
Lap of valve, 1-32nd in .
Oil burner (No. 4 Primus ), 21 ins. diameter.

Oil tank, 31 ins. diameter.
Water tanks (side only ), 124 ins. by i in . by 3 } in s.
Safety valve (one valve ), 7- 32nds in . diameter.
Weight (about), 60 lbs.
Colonel J. R . Harvey already having an engine as

elaborate as Mr. Eastabrook 's on hand, it was felt

that this design could be much simplified withoutvery
materially reducing the efficiency,and this has turned
out to be the case, the first trial on the rails proving
that the loss from the above reason could not have

FRONT VIEW OF ENGINE.
Metropolitan tank, a class of engine built to prac

tically the same drawings as the Sir John Fowler
engines now forming the bulk of the motive power
on the Metropolitan and Metropolitan -District
Railways. The locomotives were intended
for the Mansion House traffic, and were —
someof them , at least - converted to three

been very great, for in steaming capacity the engine
is in no wise inferior to the engine just mentioned ,
whilst the general excellence in workmanship has
made the engine more powerful than its predecessor.
On its first trip , which considerably extended over
an hour without replenishing of fuel, the engine
pulled the GP.O . coach , another bogie coach , and
two trucks comfortably at a good speed over stiff

gradients and a heavy line, and also managed
another vehicle and an electric engine of about the

cylinder compounds (Webb 's system ) about
ten years ago . Lately , however, these

new pattern smokebox (similar to the North
London engines) a continuous footplate,
standard cab and bunker, thus making

-

them rank amongst the handsomest tank
engines now running on the L . N . W .R .

DETAIL OF FRAME BRACES.

The model, in the main details, is practically the
same as Mr. Eastabrook's tank engine, except that
it but has an unlagged boiler, smaller driving
wheels , Adam 's bogie, and slip eccentric in place
of link motion ; this latter alteration not only en
hancing the steam distribution , but, consequently,
the power of the engine.
The leading dimensions are as follows :
Driving wheels, 41 ins. diameter.
Bogie wheels, 2 } ins. diameter.

Trailing wheels , 21 ins. diameter .

Cylinders, in .by it ins.
distance apart, 5 ins.

.

- - -- - -- - -------

engines have been again rebuilt, an extra
wheel under the bunker being added , also a

- --

sameweightas the locomotive on the level. Having
had no opportunity of a detailed test, the engine
being in my hands only for two or three days, I can
not give the readers scientific information as to the

performances ; but one thing is noticeable and
corroboratesmy previous experience, and that is the

necessity of finding the right level and diameter of
aperture for thenozzle of the blastpipe. .
When I went down to the maker's workshop a
few weeks before actual completion of the model,
I made a preliminary test, and found that, owing to
the blastpipe not being quite finished - this having an

orifice of about 5- 16ths in . — the boiler would not

Greenly
Henry
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maintain more than about 15 lbs.; whereas, when a
nozzle having an orifice of about 3 -16ths in . diam
eter was fitted , a head of steam varying from 40 to

80 lb . could be maintained , according to the nature
of the work the engine is set to do .
The frame is of 3- 32nds in , mild steel plate, plan
ished and polished, and in detail is practically the
same as that shown on page 23 of the issue of July
ist, 1902, except that instead of a plate stretcher
behind the driving axle and in front of the firebox,

July 23, 1903.

The boiler has two longitudinal stays,both serving
other purposes - one being the blower and the other

the steam pipe. The back end of the boiler is a
turned casting. This method has the advantage

of providing plenty ofmetalfor affixing the boiler fit
tings, which , by the way , are all Messrs. Bassett

when the sole idea is a good working model - scale

Lowke's, and are screwed direct into the back plate
without using collars.
Steam is collected by a long pipe having twenty
five perforations 1- 32nd in . diameter, the dome
being merely an ornament. Unless a double dome is
used , I do not think there is the slightest advantage
in this fitting, and even then it is difficult to say
whether it is of much real use. However, there is a
decided advantage in a domewhere there is any like
lihood of thewater surging alongthe boiler at starting
and stopping, and where heavy gradients are to be

only being considered when a part forms a feature

negotiated ; but in this respect any difficulty may be

two turned distance bolts as shown in the accom
panying sketch . This system of bracing is much
simpler than the use of flanged plates, and, on the
whole, conduces to more accurate workmanship .

-

-

-- -

- - -

tubes
field
la

Of course, it is not orthodox ; but when cost, and
speed of delivery, have to be considered , and also

- - 316 - . -- . a
CROSS-SECTION ON A . A .
FIREBOX AND “ Field " TUBES FOR LIEUT.-COL. 'HARVEY'S MODEL TANK ENGINE.
LONGITUDINAL SECTION ON B. B

in the external design - such modifications are, I
think, entirely defensible.
Another point of interest is the use of an unlagged
boiler, one piece of 4 -in , solid drawn tube forining
the firebox shell, boiler barrel, and smokebox. The

overcome by only perforating the collecting tube for

firebox is also not of the orthodox pattern , but made
exactly the same as shown in the design for a 21-in .
gauge locomotive in the issues December ist, and
15th , 1900 (Vol. III). A hole is cut in the solid

THE NEW ARMY RIFLE . - The new Service
rifle is , says the Army and Navy Gazette, a com
posite weapon avoiding all the alleged demerits of

drawn tube on the underside exactly the size of the

the Lee-Enfield and embodying all the advantages.
It will be more portable than the old ; the long

outside shell of the firebox on plan , and a flanged
box without top or bottom riveted on to the barrel.

A foundation -ring is fixed to this,and the inner fire
box put into place.
The tubes are screwed in at the firebox end, and
fitted with collars at the other, the same as the
Undertype engine design .
The field ” tubes, which are five in number, and
in . in diameter, are screwed into the crown, and
cross one another, as shown above.
Although there may not be much difference in the
evaporative value of field tubes and cross tubes in
a model locomotive firebox , the former method of
increasing the usefulness of the firebox perhaps being
the better of the two systeins, certainly field tubes

are easy to fix and can be instantly removed . They
do not interfere with the staying of the sides of the
firebox , and can be put in last of all, the method of
fixing being screwing and soft -soldering.

about themiddle third of its length - that is , where
it stretches thewhole length of the boiler.
( To be continued.)

barrel has been shortened to adapt it for cavalry
use ; it has been given a twist to ensure sufficient
range, the mouth of the barrel has been widened
to do away with excessive “ kick ” The sighting
is said to be an improvement and the plan of the
magazine will allow of the loading from a clip of ten
cartridges.
IF heat be added to a quantity of gas, which may
be supposed to be contained in a vessel that is im
permeable to heat, the phenomena resulting are
increase of temperature, increase of elasticity , and
increase of volume ; and there may occur either

increase of temperature and of elasticity without
any change of volume, or increase of temperature
with change of volume, but without any alteration
of elasticity .

I
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A Small Centrifugal Pump.

July 23 , 1903 .

Diameter of Suction . This will be found by the
number of gallons to be delivered per minute by
225 .

following rule :- Multiply the square root of the

By JOSEPH G . Solis.
In this article I propose to deal with the design ,
| also the construction of a small centrifugal

Example. - Suppose the required discharge to be
sixteen gallons per minute, find the diameter of the

pump. These little machines are, apart from
being very useful, of a very interesting nature, and
their modus operandi is the following : - A vacuum
being created in the inlet or suction pipe, the water
rises and enters the impeller, which is revolving at

suction pipe. We get 116 « ' 225 = 4 * 225 = ' 9 of
an inch diameter. The diameter of the discharge

pipe may be the same as the suction.
Diameter of Impeller. - This is made from two and
a half to three times the diameter of thesuction pipe ,
so that if we take '9 as the diameter of the suction
pipe, the diameter of the impeller equals 2 . 5 * '9 =

a high rate; thewater at this pointbeing thrown out

wards by centrifugal force, enters the volute case,

and then 'passes into the outlet or discharge pipe.

3 inches.

1/2
67
_

SCALE OF INCHES.

2752

78

78

1
3

Fig . 1. - SECTIONAL ELEVATION OF SMALL CENTRIFUGAL PUMP.
When the pump is fixed below the level of the water
from which it draws, there is no necessity to create
a vacuum , as the pump being “ flooded ” it will
start at once .
The height of the head under which the puinp
is working has a certain influence over the effi
ciency ; when the lift is from 15 to 20 ft. themaxi
mum efficiency is realised — this amounts to between
65 to 70 per cent. ; with a liſt of 2 to 5 ft. the
efficiency drops to about 45 per cent., and at 30 ft.

it is from 40 to 45 per cent. In larger machines
this is a little more, as the losses by friction in the
pipes and passages aremuch less. In designing these
pumps, a few points have to be kept in mind, such
as the sectional area of the water -way through the
impeller, the diameter of the suction and discharge
pipe, the diameter of the impeller, the speed , the
power required , etc .
Sectional Area ofWaterway. - This should be kept
as constant as possible — in other words, the area of
the openings where the water enters the impeller
must
be the same all the way through to the circum
ference
.

3 x 9 = 2 .7, or between 21 to 2{ins. diam
Speed of Impeller. The formula for calculating

2.25. or
eter

the speed is the following :

R =CH
Where R - revolutions per minute, C - 130, a con
stant, H = the head of lift in feet, D = the diam
eter of impeller in feet.
Example. Find
speed of a pump, the im
diameter,
peller being - 3 ins. the
and the head of lift
16 ft. We get

120 x 16

r.p.m . the
x 25 = 2080:-- Multiply
- 130 following
130 is25 the
AnotherR = rule
square root of the head of lift by 8.6 and by the
circumference of the impeller in feet.
Example . - Wanted speed for impeller 3 ins.
diameter, the head of lift being 16 ft. We get
Vi6 x 8 .6 x 7854 = 1630 r .p. m .
There is a vast difference between these two rules,
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effective horse- power, or, say, about i.h .- p. This
the average should be taken in this case about 1,850
rule is only applicable to pumps having discharges

revolutions.

up to 25 to 30 gallons per minute.
* Angles of Blades or Vanes. — This varies a good deal
in practice -- in fact, at the present moment there
are pumps at work with blade angles ranging from
30 to 90 degrees, with varying efficiencies. The

Power Required . - The power required to drive

-Lá

these pumps is found by the following rule :- Mul
tiply the number of gallons by 10, by the head in
feet, by 2, and divide by 33,000 . This gives the
effective horse-power.

50°

+ 01 a záA

Fig . 2.

2"%

001011

CHOT

0 %

Fig . 3.---SECTION ON A B, LOOKING TOWARDS PULLEY.
FIG. 6.--BEARING.
Fig . 4 .-SECTION ON

DETAILS OF

.

SMALL
CENTRIFUGAL
PUMP.

ILI

C. D .
VIN

Fig . 5. - FLANGE PLATE .
method of finding this angle is shown
by Fig. 2, the angle x being the
required angle of blades.
Before entering into the construc
remarks ve the design . A pulley
has been placed on the shaft: this
can be dispensed with , and the base
plate altered if the pump is to be
driven direct by an electric motor ,
steam turbine, etc. When a gas or oil engine is

tion of the pump here shown, a few

336

Example. - Find the power required to drive a
and the head 16 ft., we get

pump, the discharge being 18 .7 gallons per minute,

18 .7 * 10 x 162 = 181
3300')

used, the pulley becomes a necessity , as these
engines run at a slower speed . The material of
construction is gunmetal or brass, with the excep
tion of the base-plate, which is made of cast-iron ;
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this can, if desired , be also made of brass , but
will add considerably to the cost.
I will now proceed to give a description of the
construction

The Impeller. — This should be well machined, and
no amount of labour expended in bringing it to a
nice finish will be wasted . Some judicious filing
and use of emery cloth , on the portion that has co
tact with the water, will raise the efficiency to a
certain degree. The edges of the vanes that first
come in contact with the water — those facing the
inlet pipe- should be filed to an edge so as to receive
the water without shock . The mild steel shaft,
'5 - 16ths in . diameter, is screwed into the boss at the
back of the impeller, and made secure by a steel
pin | in . diameter, soldered in place.
Volute Case . - Great care must be taken in the
finishing of this so thatthe jointing maybe as perfect
as possible. The halves are joined together by six
teen } in . steel bolts, the nuts being on side nearest
the inlet pipe. The flange on the left-hand half of
case consists of a small plate, secured by six counter
sunk screws, the case having six little bosses to re
ceive them . To this plate the inlet pipe is fixed by
six t-in . steel bolts. The bolts should be placed in
the plate before screwing it down . On the right
hand half of case the bearing is placed : it is first
bored out to 1 in . diameter, and screwed at the end
near the pulley , about fin . deep ; in this is screwed
a gland . The bearing is lined by a gunmetal sleeve ,
bored and rimed out to 5 - 16ths in . The lubrication
is obtained by a standard oil cup having a shank
3 -16ths in . diameter. The case is fixed to the base
plate by four 3 - 16ths in . steel bolts, the first two

are placed at about in from the vertical centre
line of case, and fin . from the centre line of shaft.
In the drawing (Fig . 4 ) this is shown by the section
on CD as in ., but this is a mistake, as the bolt
head would have to be cut to clear the side of the
base -plate. The other two should be placed i in .
apart from the others, and the same distance from
the centre line of the shaft.
Pulley. - This is a plain drum pulley, and is fixed
to the shaft by a 3- 16ths in . pin . The rest presents
no difficulty ,
Bearing 2 . - This is shown in detail by Fig. 6 ,
and is of simple construction . Working on the
face of the liner in this bearing is a small steel collar
fixed by a set pin to the shaft ; its purpose is to take
some of the thrust from the impeller.
Base-plate .-- This is of cast-iron 3- 16ths in . thick ,
and presents no difficulty in finishing. It is secured
to the foundation by four 3-16ths in . steel bolts.
The rest of the design is of a simple nature and de
mands no special explanation . Any further infor
mation can be gathered from the drawings, where
Fig. 2 is the formation of the blades ; Fig. I a
sectional elevation of the pump ; Fig. 3 a section
taken at AB ; Fig 4 a section taken at CD ; Fig . 5
a view of the flange-plate ; and Fig. 6 a section of
the end bearing taken at OP .
The discharge of this pump is about 13 gallons
per minute, or 690 gallons per hour, the speed being
from 2,700 to 2,800, the brake horse -power re
quired to drive it about $ to , and the head of
lift 16 ft.
A Cubic foot of anthracite coalweighs 93.5 lbs. ;
24 cubic feet of anthracite in the solid weigh one ton ;
42 cubic feet of prepared anthracite weigh one ton .
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For the Book -shelf.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING . By E . Rosenberg.
Translated by W . W . Haldane Gee, B .Sc.,
A . M .I. E . E ., and Carl Kingbrunner. London :
Harper & Bros., 45, Albemarle Street, W .

Cloth . Price 6s.
There are so many text-books on electrical en
gineering, that one may at first thought doubt the
kind. We feel, however, that there is a distinct
place for the book at present under notice, inasmuch
as it is specially written for the practical but

need for any further addition to literature of this

non -mathematical reader who desires to acquire an
intelligent understanding of the subject without
dipping too deeply into theoreticalconsiderations and
calculations. The book is the outcome of a number
of lectures delivered sometwo years ago to the work
men and staff of a large electrical firm , and such
language is used as those who have only had a
general school education can readily understand.
The following chapter headings will give an idea of
the ground covered : - Fundamental Principles,
Magnets and Magnetic Lines of Force, The Con
tinuous Current Dynamo, The Electro Motor,
Accumulators , Working of Dynamos in Parallel,
Electric Lighting, Alternating Currents, Alternators,
Alternating CurrentMotors, Multiphase Alternating

Current, and High Tension . We think the author
has been particularly successful in his attempt to
expound the leading principles of electrical engi
neering in a popular but technically accurate style,
and we can cordially commend his work to artisans
and to elementary students, and to those meinbers
of the public who find other books on this subject too
abstruse to easily follow . The chapters on the
usually difficult subject of alternating and poly

phase currents will be found especially lucid and

instructive. The book contains some 260 pages,
profusely illustrated , and is well printed on good
paper. The publishers are to be congratulated on
offering such good value at so moderate a price.

The Aeronautical Institute and Club.
A GENERAL MEETING of the Aeronautical
n Institute and Club was held at St. Bride's
Institute, Ludgate Circus, E .C ., on June Ith ,

Dr. F . A . Barton , the President, in the chair.
Mr. Henry Middleton read a paper on the
“ Fundamental Principles of Aerial Locomo
tion .” Mr. Middleton has devoted many years
to the study of aeronautics, and has con
structed a number of model flying machines for
experimental purposes. His paper was confined
mainly to the mathematical side of the problem ; he
pointed out a few of the difficulties that confront

the designer of these machines. The question of
power required to lift and propel a machine through
the air , for instance, was a question that few inven
tors were agreed upon, and he observed that it was.
only after closely studying the various factors to be
considered that the real difficulties to be overcome
presented themselves. Mr. Middleton was heartily
thanked for his paper . At the July General Meet

ing, Mr. A . D . Fox will read a paper on the “ Navi
gable Balloon - its various improvements and capa
bilities.” — E . C . DWYER, Hon . Sec. (Editorial), 6 ..
Medeira Road, Streatham , S . W .
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Practical Readers
Letters . from our
[ The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired, but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached ,

though not necessarily intended for publication.)

A Home made Electric Fan .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

DEAR SIR, - Enclosed is a photo of an electro
motor, made according to instructions obtained
from the article by Mr. G . L . Griffiths, in THE
Model ENGINEER for May and June, 1902 last, with

modifications to suit some material i had by me.
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I am making a Bennett battery myself, using
of an outside tin ). Mr. E . A . Watson's trouble
must, I think, be due to the sort of turnings used .
Will the author oblige by stating whether wroughtor

sheet-iron cylinders inside earthenware jars (instead

cast-iron turnings are any better than one another
for the purpose. — Yours sincerely,
ALF . BUTCHER .
Birmingham .

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , — For the benefit of my fellow -readers
experimenting with primary batteries, I herewith
append a list of chemicals and prices. They can be
got in Birmingham , from such firms as Messrs.
Canning and Co., Constitution Hill ; Francis Wil

MR. A . G . MAY'S ELECTRIC FAN .

series, and the fan makes a good draught. This is
the third model I have made from instruction
given in your valuable paper. — Yours truly,

A . G . May.

Commercial acid
Nitric acid
Aqua Fortis
Sulphuric acid

Chloride of ammonium
Sulphate of copper .. .
Oxide of manganese . .
Bichromate of potash
Montreal caustic potash
Caustic soda :.
.. 0 5
Sulphate of soda
Nitrate of soda
.. 0 2

:3

Eastbourne.

liams Oil Company, Broad Street ; and G . Cruick
shank , Ltd ., Camden Street.
Hydrochloric acid .. o 3 per lb .

-Acownd
AAN
acou
ao
wa

The fan attachment is from The Model ENGINEER,
May 15th , 1902 (Query 6 , 149 ), and is fastened with
a set-screw to armature shaft. The motor runs ex
ceedingly well with four half-pint bichromates in

Bennett' s Tinpot Battery .

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
Dear Sir , - In further reference to my letter,
which you published on June 4th , and in reply to
your correspondent, “ J. S .,” I have pleasure in in
forming you that Mr. Geo . Baker, jun., Wire Works,
Great Hampton Row , will supply the gauze, and
Messrs. W . Canning & Co., ofGreat Hampton Street,
the caustic potash for Bennett's battery at the
prices I named .

Since writing you last, however, caustic potash

has advanced in price through scarcity, and your
correspondent willhave to pay 5d . Ib .

,

of zinc
Sulphate
Red lead

..
Litharge
..
Paraffin wax . .
Mercury
Mica

..

Fluor spar

..

. . 26

.

. . 40
. . 6 6 per cwt.
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January
ist, 1902,
for calculating
theheating
estimating
gauze any
mesh Dale
can beEnd
Messrs.
got; fromcopper
T., the
probable
evaporative
power. W . C . Rsurfaceand
Hawkins
Psheets,
. Iron
&
Co.,
gauze
. ( Bradford ) writes : I
Telegraphy.
Wireless
[9063]
from instructions in Mr. Bottone's
a coherer,modified
S . Walker, Snow Hill. havemade
some difficulty with the de-cohering part of the
but have
Trustingwirethesefromwill Messrs.
be of use to those who
require book,
electric bell (minus the gong )
ordinary
an
using
am
I
apparatus.
suchBirmingham
articles, yours
truly,
for purposes of de-cohering, and it seems to me that the spark pro
the coherer and keeps it
excites
nd
break
a
at
themakeby
it
duced
.
F. H . P.
in a continuously intermittent state of activity. I find that after
once started with the spark from the induction coil the coherer
still continues in action ,although the bam uer of the bell is striking
it all the time. I also observe a spark at the tongue of the relay.)
both on making and on breaking contact. Can you advise me : (I
and the tongue of the
how to get rid of the spark from the bell
relay ? and (2) whether you can suggest a mechanical de-coherer in
the coherer is much
that
say
may
I
?
one
of
electrical
an
place
more sensitive than the one described by Mr. Bottone, and responds

Queries and Replies.
Attention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and
no notice will be taken of Queries
not complying with be
directions therein stated . Letters
containing Queries must the
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope
" Query
Department." Noother matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope
Queries on subjects thewithin
the conditions
of this journalare
dealingto
( I ) Queriesreplied
following scope
by postunder
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's nameMUST be in

be accompanied,
should sketches,
(2) Queries
the back.
scribed onpossible,
and corre
with fully
wherever
to dimensioned
keep a copy of their Queries for
recommended
spondents are
reference. ( 3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
invariably be enclosed . (4 ) Queries will be answered

should
of a few days
as early as possible after receipt, but an caninterval
be forwarded . (5 )

APPLE
CONTACT

must usually ela pse before anthe Reply
who require answer inserted in this column
Correspondents
should understand that some weeks must elapse before the
Reply can be published. The insertion of Replies in this column
(6 ) All Queries should be addressed to
cannotbe guaranteed.
THE MODEL ENGINEER , 35 to 39, Temple House,

hmmmm

TAPPER
CCITACI

The Editor,

Puery 9063

Fig . 2.

Fig . 1.

Tallis Street, London , E .C.)
Thefollowingare
to recently: - selected from the Queries which have been replied
(9005): Will
Charging
W . R. : T.I have
(Stonehouse)
writes
you kindlyAccumulators.
help mein the following
a plating

5063

dynamo, 6 volts 50 ampères ; I have to charge accumulators for
motor cars and bicycles. I have charged several and have got
them up to 4 volts (accumulators, 48 volts 20 ampere hours), but
find next morning they have dropped to nearly 4 volts: should this

be so ? Kindly show me the right way to charge from 1 to 6 accu
mulators, or more, at once from this dynamo, and how long to
charge
? Can I regulate the ampères the same as volts by resis
tance board , and is it necessary to have an ampere meter ? I have
studied
your book on accumulators, but cannot quite find what I
want.

pvery 9003

FIG . 3.
FIG . 4 .
puery 9063

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY APPARATUS.

QueryNº9005.
CHARGING ACCUMULATORS: DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS.
Yes.place.
The voltage
dropsvoltage
slightly;
a little leakage
takes
Charge often
until the
risesperhaps
to a maximum
. For
20 ampere-hour cells, 2 ampères for 12 or 13 hours should be long
enough . Yes. Butif dynaino only gives 6 volts, you will not need
much
orany resistance in circuit with cells.
ro1001 Small Boiler. E . A S. (Pinxton) writes : I am con
templating the purchase of a vertical boiler, dimensions of which
are
as fo 'lows
: Height
over all, firebox,
3 ft.; diameter two
(ou side), 12 ins.;
thickness
of plate,
in .; heightof
2 ins. diameter
; material
is Lowmoor iron 16, ins.;
I may addverticaltubes,
that boiler
has never been used , and is well made by a thoroughly practical
man . ( 1) Will you kindly tellme the working pressure you think
thebuiler
stand ? for
(2) What
size (cylinder)
boiler
drivewould
continuously
3 or 4 hours
at a time.engine would the
The boiler seems all right, as far as the barrel is concerned, for a
working pressure of 100 lbs. whilst new , of course,we cannot say
definitely
from particulars given. A personal inspection is abso
lutely necessary with such boilers like the one you are thinking of
buying. The boiler is very deficientin tube heating surface. Itwould
done better with about twenty tubes i in . in diameter, instead
of two tubes 2 ins. diameter; however, it is one better than the

central
fue boiler, but not so strong endways. The bur ting
pressure of the boiler with single rivets would be about 1000 lbs.
per sq. in . Your sketch (not reproduced ) is not at all clear as to

the arrangement of the firebox : We can , therefore, only refer you

to the general answers on boiler design given in our issue of

1

to a very small spark irom the induction coil. I am only
on theis
andtheonecohere
the relay
dry rcellcircuit
using one dry am onsatisfie
de-coherer. I cell
d thatthat
right ; it is the de-cohering circuit
is the trouble.
The trouble you have experienced with the de-cohering
of your instrument, under the influence of tapper and
relay sparks, is perfectly easily remedied without the use
of mecha: ical de-coherirs. When one of the circuits,

say that of the tapper, is broktn , the self-induction in

the magnet coils, which form part of it, tends to keep the
current going, and, as the contacts separate, a high voltage is

thus produced, manifesting itself in the spark,which has given you
so much trouble. To remedy this a second path must be provided
for this self-induction impulse, and the path must offer a high
resistance to steady currents,butmust oppose the " kick " asmuch
as possible. As the momentary voltage is high, compared to the
steady voltage, a non -inductive resistance must be wound, and the
first thing to do is to decidewhat its value should be. It must have
a resistance at least asmuch as that of th tapper coils. Having
decided on a resistance , calculate from wire tables, the length of
No. 40 or 38 silk -covered Eureka or G .S., required to give the
necessary amount. Double the wire
on itself and solder the ends

toas stout
copper wires passing through the end of a suitable bobbin
shown. Now wind the doubled wire round thebobbin, as shown .
Baste the whole thing with hot paraffin wax, and connect the two

copper ends as a shunt, either to the coils of the ta per or to its
gap. It is best so to shunt all self-inductive apparatus. Such a
resistance offers practically no inductive opposition, but still des
not, or should not, if high enough, divert a current of any impor

tance fromaretheas satisfactory
coil. Manyasinechanical
coherers
haveshunted
been tried,
butnone
electrical ones,
properly
.
[9030 ] SmallMotors and Propellers G . E . H . (Burton -on

Trent) writes : Would you kindly oblige me by forwarding fully

dimensioned sketches of a smallmotor, suitable for driving a " dug
out" boat 2 ft. 9 ins. long and 4 in . beam ? Particulars as to gauge
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and quantity of wire for winding field -inagnets and armature will

also beacceptable. What size dr battery willbeneed d fordriving

motor
same? ? Also will you give sketches for propeller and blades of

If you will refer to our hard ooks on these subjects, you will find
For suitable motors .ee “ Smul
or " Small
and also
-Dynamos
Machineryandfor Motors,"
Model Steamers,"
and Eletric
" Model Motors,"
Steamer Building."

all the information you ask

See alsoback,
the recent articles by F . E P . on “ Pr. pe'lers " - a few
weeks
192331 Dynamo Winding and Construction . N . W . D .
(Toronto, Canada ) writes : Could you kindly answer me the follow
ing
queries
(1) What windings
used
for my through
dynamo your
(sketchpaper
not reproduced)
to give io should
volts,anbe!
what output could I expect with a Siemens " H " armature shunt

wound) ? ( 2) I have purchased your handbook on " Small
Dynamos," and would like to know what gauge is used in the
table ofwindings ? (3) Whatare some of the points necessary in
building
it run sparkles ly, iswithout
heating
andattaina machine,
that du l, toglahare
ed appearance,which
frequ ntly
seen up
on
good commutators of dynamos and motors ?
(1) Use about # lb . of No. 18 on arma
ture and 2 lbs. of No. 20 on F .-magnets;
output, about 60 to 70 watts. (2) S. W .G .
(st n lard wire gauge). (3) Those enume
rated
in handbook
carefullygoodfollowed
out
in practice.
Wear, under
conditions
of practically sparkless running give the
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locomotive ; and, why should there be any difference between the

I have
.-p . iron
of ancoreengine
h8 ./ pins.
.andlong,b.h the
thewhich
quantityis
. Iando electric
notknowcoil,
in in? diam
of wire on it, as I do not like to remove the covering. The diameter,
fromit
you tell me,
is 38 ins.
the outside
including
to work
be required
wouldCould
battery power
whatcovering,
th 's information,

at its normal power ; and, working at its normal power, what spark
it should give ?
The av ,.rage
h .-p . any
developes
cannotloadbe itknown
weknow
to begin
with ,engine
the average
or usual
has tounless
deal
with . Some English locos will develope anything up to 750 i.h .-p .;
hbrake
.-p . may
me
n
anything,
unless
you
state
clearly
whether
it
h .-p ., indicated h .-p ., or nominal h .-p . The latter term isis
dropping out of use entirely now . Please refer to our issue of
Oct. 1, 1900, page 221, for an article on the subject. We cannot say
definitely
at all. Try three or four cells (bichromate ) in series,and
see what happens. That is yourbest plan .
[ 9108 ) Electric Bell -extension Connections. C . H . D .
me ina the
fo 'owing : The
please help) shows
(Newark) writes : Wil youreproduced
bell ci cuit rungby
rough sketch enclosed (not
door contact in a front shop. Also separate circut to works,

WORKSHOP
to O

Frony saque foi miten

commutator this appearance.

(9180) Small Power Boiler. MG

T. (Slough)
writesbut: have
I havehad
a steamThe
engine
given me,
no boiler.
dimensions of t e engine are as follows:
Vertical, stationary. double- cting, slide
valve. The stroke is 2 ins., and diameter

query 9108
ELECTRIC BELL CONNECTIONS.

"o40,12rass
tubes

-9or
10between

Couled
Steam pipe

52 steel
732 copper

20 yards away, with earth return , rung by push . Now I want to
make it so that (by putting in a switch ) the works bell will ring at
same time as house bell, when no one is in the house. Will you
please say if my connections are right ?
Weun lerstand from your letter that door when opened rings bell

in front shop, also there is a separate line to a bell in workshop,
rungby means ofa push , and that you require some arrangement
by
which the workshop bell can be coupled up to rin when
required from the door when latter is opened . We cannot quite
follow your diagram , but the sketch of connections above will
meet
the needs of your case. Bymeans of a small switch - any
primitive form of connection will do the workshop line may
be
connected
in parallel
the front
bell and will
will ringat
the
same timewhen
door is with
o ened.
This shop
arrangement
not affect

the working of workshop bellby means o the push switch.
[9051] Case-Hardening. J. C . V. (Fulham wri es : If you
could enlighten me on the followingmatter, I should feelextremely

BOILER FOR Å IHP. STEAM ENGINE.

ob iged. In case-hardening iron it is usual to use charred leather
bones. Would not lamp black or crushed " battery " carbon do ?
If not, cold you give me the reason ?
The object in using material such as leat' er, and other organic
substances, for case-hardening, is that the car on is obtained in a
very
fine state of division, and so combines with the iron, when
heated, to form really a very thin covering of steel. We doubt if
satisfactory results would be obtained by using crushed battery
carbon ,but possibly lampblack would answer the purpose. When
the leather and bones are heated a good deal of smoke is generated,
and this, of course, is simply carbon in as fine a state of division as
it is possible to get it. For m delwork it is usual to employ yellow
prussiate
of potash ,and case-hardening with this chemical takes
only a few minutes.

of piston I ins. It has a flywheel 8 ins. diameter, and I want
it to give as a maximum , 1 h -p . at 210 revolutions per minute.

say whether
an ordinary
copying-press
would forbeaccumulator
sufficiently
powerful
for making
compactblocks
of lead oxides

be of ccanpperadvise
or steel.
a boiler with a steel or copper shell ro to 12 ins.
We

plates, and how best to procee 1 ? I have bought your " Small
Accumulators : How Made," but have notbeen successfulin casting
satisfactory plates ; they would result in too low an efficiency for
the quantity I wish to make. I want to make a storage battery
capable of an output of 500 to 1000 watts. It is for a house

10 to 12 ins duard
Gas ring

sheet
iron
casing

SJQuery 9180

Wilyou giveme the dimensions of a suitable gas-fired boiler,and
the pressure atwhich it should be worked ; whether the shell shall

diameter. If the barrel is steel its ould be 5 -32nds in . thick ; if
3 -32nds in. Itmay be pressed to 60 or 70 lbs.. according to
copper,
workianship , & c. Cannot the engine be allowed to run a
the
little faster, say 400 revolutions per minute : as this is a much more

economical speed,and to develop a 1 .-p at 210 revolutions per
minute a higher stiam pressure than 60 lbs. will have to be
enıployed .

(9179] H - P . and B . H . - P .; Size of

Coil. F . J. C. (Reading)
writ. s : Could you givemean ideaof the average
horse-power of a

[ 9072] Pasting Plates. S. S. (Sheffield )writes : Will you please

installation
Will for
you: Voltmeter
please giveammeter,
diagram circuit
showing
connections for
of myself.
a switchboard
for
lighting
lamps
direct
from
dynaino,
circuit
for
charging
accumu
lators, c 'rcuit for lighting lamps from accumulator , circuit for

lighting lamps both from dynamo and accumulators at the same
time. Please show necessary switches and fuses for a 100 volt
Yes. But great pressure is not necessary when pasting the
plates. We cani.ot design the whole installat.on for you as yor

6 ampere s apply and for a 100 volt 10 ampere supply.
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request,butmay
refer youinformation.
to page 164 ofApril
which you may getmuch
If you ist,
have1902
anyissue,
parti frularm

(9192): Ca'i
Power
of aSmall
Gasdynaino
Engine. aE.gasW engine
. (Sevenoaks)
writes
I drive
440 -watt
a cylinder
24 bore,by
inserting
a resistancewith
in the field coils ?having
What
quantitywhat
o wire
andwould
size ofit samne
I require
the resistance?
About
output
give ?should
Do you
think for
it would
be more

article on the subject is in course of preparation .

satisfactory
to have a smaller dynamo in proportion to the engine ?
We cannot say what power your engine will develope, from the

difficulty
in putting
your installation,we
shall be gladyouto ask
assist
you
; butan youupordermust
information
reallyover
too itlarge
for see
the that
querythecolumns,
and would takeis
considerable time and space to deal with it satisfactorily. An

(9064] Small Resistance Frame. A . E T. (Westhouses)
writes : Will you please supply mewith the following information ?
I am constructing
three equalcells,resistinces,
control
the current afromcontrol
two switch,of
i pint bichromate
working toa
smallmotor.
I
wish
thismotor
to
run
at
three
speeds.
have got
the working drawingsofresistance switches,so that I can I construct

one, if you will tell me (1) What materi German silver, or fine
copper
wire ? (2) What length each coil ? (3) What amount of re
sistance they would separately throw into the circuit, irrespective of
the
resistance
of the itmotor
windings
and one
internal
of
battery ? (4 ) Would
be cheaper
to buy
ready-resistance
made ? but
would prefer to constructmy own.
(1) German silver would bemore compact, having a higher resist

ance
want three
y rdthan
long.copper
No. 22,wire.
S . W .G(2).; Iftheyousecond
yard coils,make
long,No. 22,one
S. W .Gcoil.:
the
third
yard
long,
No.
22,
S.
W
.G
.;
so
thatat
first
you
will
totalresistance of about 3-48 ohms,when all three coils are in have
series,a
and
as
they
are
cut
out
the
resistance
in
circuit
will,
of
course,
be
diminished. ( 3) You could use the above lengths, but divide it up
into a greater number of little coils,so that the action would bemore
gradual.
One yard
of No.queries.
22 has a(4)resistance
174 ohms.
recent replies
to similar
These areofcheap
enough Seeto
buy ; but why not have a shot atmaking one yourself ?
(9111] Small Electric Light Installation. W . W . (Hull)
writes : I am putting up a small electric light installation , and
be glad if you would enlighten me in one or two points.
would
M . E .,
The dynamo is a No. 3 Kapp type, as advertised inpertheminute.
giving 25 volts 4 ampères output, at 3000 revolutions
equal
light
will
Dynamo
2
by
2
Stuart"
"
1
No.
a
is
engine
The
7 ins.to
in . diameter , engine flywheelof 50is lbs.
32 C .-P ., the pulley is i stem
per
pressure speed with
at a constant
with
engine
I can supply
to run at a terrific
square inch. Now I find the enginehas
theabove sized wheels (belt drive) far too fast I think. ( 1) enWhit
have ine
each ) so as? toI have
to use (on per
practical size revolutions
would be a say,
another
minute
running at, 200 to 300could
? (2 )
this be used with advantageabove
flywheel o ins. diameterWhat capacity accumulators shall I want to charge with 20
from
say,
C.-p.,
32
about
to
equal
light
to
week
a
twice
dynamo
the
burnin with one charge and what advertiserc.-inP . and
to 30 hours you
M . E . would recomiend to purchase from ? (3) What
dynamo or
voltage lamps ought I to use to light from twoeither
or hree smaller.
accumulator ? would like one large one and
on F .M .
to terminals
brushes
(4) Are tothebewires
brush is connected
left hand
mine ? The
crossed,fromas indynamos
obliged
hand
left
Supposing
.
ersa
v
vice-it do any harm to dynamo terininal
terminaland
if above
+ would
righthand
andhand
isto --right

wires were reversed ?
(1) This500engine
is supposed toperrunminute.
comfortablywould
at anything
between
and
get
much power
at 200800orrevolutions
300 revolutions. ( 2) An You
accumulatornotof60
tolamps,
go ampère-hours'
capacity
,
using
13
cells
in
series
for
25
volt
each cell must have from 2 to 3 square ft. of + plate area .
( 3) Use 25 volt lamps
if run in parallel ; 10 or 12 volt ones would do
tutwould
have to inbewhich
run infields
seriesare ofwound
twos.originally.
(4) No. ItIfdepends
upon the direction
current

was sent round wrong way, polarity of magnets would be
reversed .

Telilegegrd apirelboesus Apparatus.
anneswmierle, me
le(Beeston
nghethig, !ne)
Wire ess obTelegraphic
L W?. hC a.WhPt.at
tecoleulgrda poanswer
180181 Wireless
the following
if you could
: I shouldlesbee obliged
writes018]
of
questions, dealing with wireless telegraphy : ( I) What length size
of onemile ? (2) What
spark would be required for a distance
coil will produce such a spark , and the cost ? (3) What height
be the size and cost of
should the aerialwire be ? (4) What should
the brass spheres for the transmitter, and where may they be
obtained ?
(1) No definite figure can be given for the length of spark required
distance,
for any
factors.
indefiniteof coherer
1 ss quality
inore oraerial,
many otherheightof
andasonit dependson
on relay,
and

course, the longer the spark the better. The matter, of course,
'ark, two
qualityandof the
the sother
the spark
isOfgreatly
affected
, will
sparkgiving
a hot,6 infat, coils
palebyblue
one a thin
the
work over very different distances. (2 ) Informa ion as to cost is
is as indefinite a
(3) This
best obtainedby writing forandpriceonelists.
can only say (Marconihimself
matter as the spark length
and a given coherer, relay,
a given coilthe
will say no more) that withvaries
square of the distance.
with
etc., the height of aerial
well polished , are all that you
or in . diameter,
) Balls thei in.arrang:ment
(4require,
of large balls in oil having been long
abandoned . These can be obtained (hollow ) at severalmetalshops
and are caled " beads." They cost
and elsewhere
inonlyClerkenwell
ench. Solit balls can be obtained at most
a few pence
cheaply, or you can get them cast
quite
apparatusmakers
electrical
the only
and turn them up yourself. For your one mile signalling,
thing you can do is to set up the apparatus carefully, and if you
cannotborrow a coil to try with , buy the best you can and risk it.
No distance rules can be po sibly given .

particulars you give us, which are very limited. An engire of a
goo ! h .-P . size would be required to drive a 440 -wattmachine at

load. your
Whatmeaning.
is the resistance
are full
sorry,power
but wefrom
fail
tofull grasp
If you for
wish? We
to get

dynamo,
no resistance
properly wound
to boginneedwithbe. inserted in field coils, if machine is

foo287 Wire for Induction Coll. G . F . (Cheltenham ) writes :
I should feel obliged if you would inform mewhether I could make
a shocking coil with the two wires (these samples «nclose ), the
is 28, and I have nearly Ib.,but the size of the other I
dogreennot- one
. I haveCoils."
nearly lb . of that also, I have your hand
book
"know
Induction
The wires you enclose are Nos. 20 and 26 respectively. and are

hardly
suitablebe formade,
coil.using
See these
pagessizes
62 and
handbook.
A coil beof
cou se could
; but63better
r. sul's woull
obta'ned by following the directions given more cl sely.
[8949) Tin Case for Accumulator. W . H . (Most n Colliery)
wri es : I am constructing a 4 -volt accumulator, and wish to know
if I can use a tinanister for the ca e, if I put a piece of rubber at
the bottom of each cell, and seal them with pitch , as advised in one
of
your late numbers ? Of course, the rubber bands round the
plates will keep the plates from touching the sides of the caniste .
Unless the surface of the tin is completely protected from the

ac d electrolyte- bottom and sides — you will not get good results.

See handbook - " Small Accumulators," 7d., post free from our
publishers.
[8872A ) Wimsburst Machines. A . L . G . (London) writes :
I have recently made a Wimshurst with two 8-in ebonite plates
with eightbrass sectorson each ,the plates are about in.apart ; four

Leyden
rs aboutwith6 ins.by
about 2 areins.notup connected
an i filled
to samej height
shot. finThe., coated
outer coatings

together, and I don't know whether they ought to be. The inner
coatings are connected to the collectors and discharging balls. On
working
themachine
neutralising
but no sign
of any atI get
the sparksat
collectors.theCan
you give brushes
me any only.
idea
where I have gone wrong ?
The position of maximum efficiency is when the neutralising rods
are
at45 degs.tonotthebefixed
collectors.
Thesebutrods
orneutralising
con
ductors
specially
insulated,
must
brush fromneedbrush
. Your
collecting
combs
seem
tonotfailbe toinsulated
collect
ataccidentally
all. Are become
you certain
the circuit
sound, and? nothing
has
insulated
in the isconstruction
The brushes
must
touch
very
lightly,
and
each
pair
about
at
right
angles
to
the
other. Thedischarging
inside coating
ofProbably
the jars
arefew connected
to may
the
respective
rods.
these
suggestions
assist you over your troubles somewhat.

The News of the Trade.
The Editor will be pleased to receive for review under this
of new tools, apparatus,
heading, samples and particulars
and materials for amateur 115€. It must be understood that
of
Editorial opinion, no
expressions
free
are
these reviews
payment of any kind being required or accepted . The Editor
according to the
commend
or
criticise
o
t
right
the
reserves
or to abstain from inserting a
merils of the goods subinitted,
relim in any case where the goods are notof sufficient interest
to his readers.)
• Reviewsdistinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
editorialinspection of the goodsnoticed.
Lahmeyer
We recently *paid
a visit toDynamos
the works and
of Mr.Motors.
A . H . Avery, of Park
Street, Tunbridge Wells,mainly to witness the tes'ing of a 2 kilo .
watt
dynamo,
which
he
had
built
for
a
private
electric light
install
The output
dynamowith
wasease.
run from
works gas
gave thetion.
required
Wellth designed
and engine,ani
excellently
finished, it was a typical example of the machines which have
secured so good a reputation for Mr. Avey in the electrical world .
Incidentally, we inspected a num ' er of other small dynamos and
motors in progress, and also a large stock of castings and pa ts
Wealso
Avery'sat comparative
armature punching
by whichsawhe, inis operation
enabled to, Mr.
supply,
y short presses,
notice,
armatu e stampings to suit any special type of machine, a fact
which many of our clectrical readers will doubtless find a con
venience. A Removal of Business Premises .
We understand that, owing to the rapid increase of their business
commod .eus
Messrs. Geipel & Lange are removing to new andmore
prem 'ses at 72A, St. Thomas' Street, London, SE., 1 here they are
htting up a la ge warehouse for the purpose of increasing their
already large stock of electricalapparatus.
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A Quick Action Machine Vice.
Together with a leaflet describing several patterns of parallel

vices,
pipe vices, etc., we have received from Messrs. Baxter Bros.,
Ho beach Ro.id , Catford, London, S . E ., some particulars and an
illustration,
reproduced herewith , of their “ Phoenix " quick action
machine vice. As the picture,more or less, completely explins the
construction
of the
great deal ofneedthisnottype
b . said
about
but
all the samewe
thinkvice,thea advantages
of vice
mayit,well
be
enumerated
as
follows
:-It
automatically
holds
the
work
down
on the face of the vice, making true work possible, and it also holds
taperofortheuneven
thrust
of thebyscrew
direct, andWork
this
part
vice iswork.
out of The
danger
of injury
dirt oris cuttings.
may be drilled through while being held in the vice and all parts of
the fitting are made interchangeable and kept in stock. Prices are

95

to cover the risks involved in an instalment system . We understand
from Messrs. Drummond that they have been led to make their
teimsso easy because they feel that in model engineers they are
dealing with a good and reliable class of customers, who may be

included in the leafletand aresubjectto a discount of 15 per cent.
* A New Lathe for ModelMakers.

Weshow ,recently
in theaccompanying
photograph,
a 3)Drummond
ins.centre lathe,
which
introduced
Messrs.
Ltd., ofhas
Ryde's Hill, been
Guildford,
to meetby the
requirements
of Bros.,
those
amateurs
and
modelmak
.rs
who
wish
for
a
small,
but
really
high
class screw -cuting lathe, at a moderate figure. This des gn was
brought outat the end of last year, and one of the first of these
lathes built was shown at the last conversazione of the Society of
Model Engine. rs, where it wasmuch admired. Wewere, however,
asked by themikers to refrain from inserting any description of it
in our paper until they had completed iheir preparations for its
manufacture in quantities. As Messrs. Drummond Bros., Ltd.,
have meanwhile doubled the size of their works, they are now in a
position to dealmore promptly with their orders, and are putting a
large number of these tools in hand, in additio , of course, to their
other specialities. Wemay say at once that the low price of this

tool, and also byits the
accuracy
and remarkably
good
finish , areandrendered
possible
employmentof
sp cialadopted.
machinery,
by and
the
perfectiononlyof themanufacturing
methods
Such plant
methodsare naturally costly in the first instance, and can only be
justifiedproduction
by a large, theoutput.
As, gets
however,
the large
outputmeans
cheap
customer
an ultimate
advantage,
as well
as the manufacturer. The particular lathe under notice has the
following specialpoints of interest. The s'ide-rest can be removed

bymerely
leaving and
a self-acting
1-slottedtheboring
plate boring
with loosening
amachine
fair-sizedonenut,
flatcylinders,
surface,
thus converting
lathe
into
for
armature
tunnels,
and similar
work. There is a new and neat hand-wheel arrangement
for the
return motion of the saddle, when cutting long odd -pitch threads
without
the necessity of chalking thewheel. Here wemay remind
our readers that an od 1-pitch thread does notmean merely those

threads of odd number per inch such as 5, 7, 9, & c.; but also those

even numbers of threads which are not exact multiples of the
thread
on thethreadswhen
lead screw . cut
Thuswith6, a10,leador screw
14 threads
per inchperwould
be
odd-pitch
of 4 threads
inch .
This lathe also has a set-over tailstock, a set-over headstock, hollow
mandrel,and
cut-gear
throughout.
Altogether
it
is
an
excellent
tool
and
exceptional
value at the
we cancustomers
say from personal
inspection.
Themakers
are price.
invitingThis
intending
to place

MESSRS. DRUMMOND BROS.MODEL MAKERS' 31-IN.
CENTRE SCREW -CUTTING LATHE.
depended upon to kecp their engagements. They say that the
spending
spare oftimein
as
and usefulanda hobby
so instructive
ofone'sinsicad
modelindulging
making,
frivolous
in more doubtful
of
modes of recreation, is evidencethat
character in which they feel
and
place full reliance,
they may compliment
to model
this is a
engineers
a class,. which we
think is fullyas merited

New Catalogues
and Lists.
L

HES

MESSRS. BAXTER BROS. “ Phenix ” INSTANTANEOUS-GRIP MACHINE VICE.
during
the autumn,
delivery and
desired
now , foris required
theirasorders
and,
are sentoroutwhen
on trial
all lathes
no deposit
and
approval, someof our readers may like to t ke advantage of this
arrangement.
Those to ofwhom
the firstcost
of a latheis
consideration
Drummond's
should get particulars
Messrs.
easy apayment
plan,
under which their tools are sold at the triAing increase of 5 pe cent.

in price, instead of themuch larger incrca e which is usually made

Ford &ge,Co.,have55, sent
Marketus Street,
Stalybrid
their
new list of electrical and mechan
ical apparatus, comprising water
motors, dynamo battery lamps,
volt and ampère meters, accumu
lators, electric scarf pins and other
jewellry,
cycle lamp sets,
galvanome
bells, andelectric
We
may specially
refer toters.
the very
good selection of small gasand
oil
engines included in this list, and
which may be obtained from to
6 b .h .-p ., with or without gover
nors. For
the smallerpowers cast
ings are also catalogued. We can
heartily recommend this list,which
will be sent post free for a penny

stamp to our readers, both elec ricaland mechanical.

Wehave received No. 3 of the " Amateur Mechanic," a booklet
pub 'ished by the Liverpool Casting's Company, 5. Church Lane,
Liverpool, containing some interesting articles, particulars and

photographs ofnew designs of small and model force pumps and
notes on screw cutting.

an
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The Editor's Page .
THOSE who contemplate entering for our Model

1 Steamer Speed Competition , will be interested
to learn that we have had a special design
prepared for a MODEL ENGINEER medal, and
wehope to be able to give a photographic reproduc
tion of this design in an early issue. The medals
will be two inches in diameter, and will be struck in
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P . G . H . (Brymbo ). - We note contents of your
letter, and await further particulars.
“ A READER ” (Penarth ). - We regret being unable
to help you, as you send neither your own name
and address, nor that of the firm about which you
complain .

S. K . (Paisley ). — Wethank you for the correction .
E . B . (Forest Gate). - Full particulars of various
sizes are given in handbook — " Small Dynamos
and Motors.” See also “ Small Electric Motors,"
7d . each post free.
C . E . C . (Brixton). Please see handbook - " Small
Dynamos and Motors.” You will find therein
all the information you seek.

silver and in bronze. Wemay say that we intend
the MODEL ENGINEER medal to be a regular in
stitution , and to be offered in future competitions
which may be suitable for an award ofthis nature, in
addition to the present steamer competition . We
shall also be pleased to present MODEL ENGINEER
medals for competition at industrial or other exhibi
tions where suitable classes of exhibits are arranged
for. We hope this may do something to stimulate
the public interest in model making, by attracting
better and more numerous entries of engineering and
electrical models than at present is the case at the
numerous industrial exhibitions which are held .
Those of our model yachting and model steamer
readers who are about to take their summer holidays
should think about the desirability of taking one, at
least, of their models with them , if they are going

This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per
annum ,payable in advance. Remittances should be made by Postal
Order .
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the 'iterary portion of the paper ,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & ,., for review , to be addressed

anywhere within reach of a suitable piece of sailing
water. Apart from the novelty and interest in giv

to THE EDITOR , " The Model Engineer," 35 to 39. Temple House ,
Tallis Street, London , E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be

ing one's boat a cruise in foreign waters, there is al
ways the possibility of meeting some friendly rival
with whom to run a race or two. Whereyer a model

yachting club is to be found at a seaside resort'or
elsewhere, we will guarantee that the stranger ven
turing within their gates will receive a hearty welcome
and especially so if he prove to be a fellow -reader of
these pages.

Answers to Correspondents.

appliances. After a year or two of such work , you

addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Model Engi
neer," 35 to 39. Temple House, Tallis Street, London , E .C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to the Publishers, Dawbarn & Ward ,
Limited, 6 , Farringdon Avenue, London , E . C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York , U .S .A ., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed.
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: : : : :

might get into a small electrical installation , and
then work your way up. We are sorry we cannot
suggest any special firm to apply to , butwould re
commend you to study the columns of the elec
trical papers, such as the Electrical Review , where
you will find a number of names and addresses,
and you can select several to whom to writu,

should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.

: : : : : : :: : : : : : :

you could enlarge your experience of electrical

The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It

all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended

: :

AN AMATEUR (Lincoln ). - We thank you for your
letter ; but we have not, up to the present, heard
of anything being done to start a Society of Model
Engineers in Lincoln . If you will let us have your
nameand address, and will agree to receive letters
offering support to the scheme, we will insert a
paragraph under the usualheading.
S. F . (Ulverston ). - It is rather late at your age to
change your business ; butwith mechanical and
electrical knowledge you should , with perse
verance, be able to get an opening as a mechanic
in some electrical manufacturing works, where

Notices .
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My Model Engines.
By ERNEST YOLE.

FIG . 1. - MR. E . YOLE'S MODEL DOUBLE -CYLINDER HORIZONTAL ENGINE ,

THE accompanying photograph will give a good
idea of mymodels, the illustration on page 99

solder ; the shell is 1-16th in . thick , 6 ins. dia ni
eter, and 12 ins. high , double riveted ; firebox
and crown of boiler, 3-32nds in . thick . There are
seven fin . diameter copper tubes in it.
I made all the fittings for the boiler except

representing a horizontal engine with vertical
boiler, which was the first model that I made. I
obtained a set of castings for the engine ; but not
liking the design of the bearings, slides, crosshead,
etc., I substituted a slipper guide.
The bearings, slides, crosshead , are made out of
brass that I found on the scrap heap , and are cut out
with a hack -saw and file. The boiler is made out

fitted with square-hole washer and nuts. I use
charcoal as fuel,and can raise 25 lbs. steam in half-an
hour. I have counted the revolutions of engine
with a counter, and it makes 1, 300 revolutions at

of sheet copper, riveted and sweated with soft

5 lbs. pressure, and 3000 at 25 lbs. pressure per

pressure- gauge. The cocks have ground plugs

The Model Engineor and Electricao .
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minute. The size ofcylinder is i-in. bore and it-in .
stroke.

The other photographs (Figs. I and 2 ) give a
good idea of the construction of my other engine,
which is a double-cylinder one. I bought castings
for cylinder, and the two flywheels, and made
patterns for the box bed , engine bed , bearings, and
caps and slides, and obtained castings from them .
The dimensions are as follows :- Bore of cylinders,

July 30, 1903 .

valve on its rod ; but it did not answer well, as it
did not keep the valve on its face, so I have since
fitted a bridle to each valve, and I do not get any
trouble now with them .
The crankshaft is madeout of a forging, and it was
the hardest job in the engine, asmy lathe then was
only a 3-in . centre back - geared one. It will be
noticed , by referring to illustration (Fig . 2 ), that the

cranks are exactly opposite to each other. This
makes the engine run very steadily
at 3000 revolutions per minute.

I first fitted the lubricators on
the cylinders ; but the oil blew
right out of the exhaust, so that

I have now fitted them in the
steam chest. The force-pump is
of my own design , and is made of
gunmetal, a f-in . plunger having a

-in . stroke, and it hardly misses
a stroke working at 2000 revolu
tions a minute, as it keeps up a
plentiful supply of water in boiler.
The steam valve is a Jenkins
valve altered to suit my require
ments. The diameter of steam

pipe from boiler {-in . bore, leading
to 5- 16ths in . bore where it
branches at the cylinders ; exhaust,
-in . bore leading to g -in . bore.
The boiler with which I drive
the engine is one that I obtained

from Mr. T . Goodhand ; it is 16 ins.

diameter bý 32 ins. high , f-in .
steel with fourteen 14-in . steel fiue
tubes, and has been tested to
200 lbs. At the first trial fun I had
the engine working for two hours
at 2000 revolutions a minute , and

I hour at different speeds from
100 to 3000 at 50 lbs. pressure. I
did not care to run at a higher

rate, as engine was not doing any
work .

The cylinders are lagged with
asbestos and sheet copper, and
there are about 300 screws, studs,
and nuts in the engine. I shall be
pleased to show these engines to
any model engineer that may
reside around this locality (Tavi
stock ), upon their sending me a
letter through the Editor making
an appointment.

Fig . 2. - MR. E . YOLE's MODEL DOUBLE -CYLINDER HORIZONTAL ENGINE :

A VIEW FROM THE CRANKSHAFT END.
1 } ins.; stroke, 3 ins.; piston fitted with two cast

iron rings ; diameter of piston -rod, 5 -16ths in .;
crosshead pins, 5 - 16ths in .; the crossheads are cut
out of mild steel 14 ins. by it ins., and have gun
metal slippers dovetailed into thebottom ; diameter
of crankshaft, in . reduced at bearings to fin .;
crank- pins, in . The flywheels are io ins. diameter

by it ins. broad, pulley 2 } ins. diameter by 2 ins
broad ; connecting-rods are made out of mild steel
and polished ; the little ends are fitted with phos
phor-bronze bushes, and the big ends with split

brasses. The valve-rods are 3-16ths in . diameter
reduced to 5 - 32nds in . where they come through the

glands at the back of steam chest.

I first fitted valve-rod with four nuts to regulate

A New Boar's Davit.-- There
have been many attempts in the past to
devise a davit which will supersede the present
slow and cumbrous process of lowering a boat

from a ship's deck to the water. A new device
is the Welin quadrant davit, of which a private
The
Welin davit consists of a simple crank apparatus
demonstration was given the other day.

which can be worked easily by one man, and by
which a horizontal travelling motion is given to the
davit-arms. There are no side stays to the davits,
and a few turns of a wheel are sufficient to release
the boat from the chocks. In recent official trials
before a Board of Trade representative, a boat loaded
with forty men was swung clear in forty seconds.
| Better timehas since been made.
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The Society of Model Engineers.
Reports of meetings should be sent to the on
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London .
FUTURE MEETING . - The next indoor meeting will

beheld in September, the exact date of which will be

fixed in due course.
NOTICE TO PROVINCIAL SECRETARIES . — The Secre

taries of affiliated Provincial Societies who have not
already sent in the required copy will kindly bear in
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TO READERS IN MELBOURNE. — Mr. J. Harrison
has requested us to notify that he will be very
pleased to receive letters from model engineers in
Melbourne who will join him in inaugurating a
Society in this city. We hope that the proposed
Society will become an established success, and

trust that we shall hear more of its doings in the
near future. All communications to Mr. J. Har.
rison should be addressedBox 265, G . P .O ., Mel
bourne .

To MODEL ENGINEERS OF ST. HELENS. — Another
Mr. Harrison writes :- “ It is intended to form a
Society of Model Enginers in St.Helens and district.
Will those readers wishing to join kindly send their
names and addresses to Mr. H . C . HARRISON, Oak
Villa , Laurel Road, St. Helens, I.ancs ?
A NEW FLEXIBLE ELECTRIC LIGHTING CABLE -

The importance of using thoroughly reliable flexible
cords in electric light installations is fully recognised
by insurance offices, and public bodies generally.
Their stringent regulations on this subject show that

they appreciate the danger attached to the use of
inferior material. The ordinary user, however,
does not appreciate the risk of fire which arises
from the use of cheap flexible cords, often in situa
tions exposed to mechanical injury , and in contact
with inflammable material, such as curtains, bed
hangings, carpets, table-cloths, & c. The cost of the
such a small proportion to the
flexible cords bears
an installation , that on the score of
total cost of

economy no importance need be attached to the
extra cost for a good quality. The Cable Makers'
Association , as representing the principal makers of
insulated wire in this country , has been asked if a
cord could not be produced bearing somedistinctive
label which would

comply with the
requirements of the
insurance offices and

public bodies, and
would ensure to con
sulting engineers, con
tractors, and others,
that a thoroughly re
liable and safe article
was
being employed .
The association has
therefore, arranged for
the manufacture of a
flexible cord to a
special specification ,
which , though natu
rally rather higher in
price than some of
the cords now in use,
will increase the
total cost of an
installation only to

an inappreciable ex
tent. This cord is
insulated with pure
and vulcanised india-rubber, and gives a mini
mum insulation resistance of600 megohms per mile
at 60 degs. F . after twenty -four hours' immersion
in water and one minute's electrification , and is

MR. E . YOLE'S MODEL VERTICAL ENGINE AND BOILER,

mind that the new list of members is about to be
printed , and, therefore, theMS. lists should be sent

in without delay. This list is printed at the expense
of the London Society , and sufficient copies are sent
free to all Local Secretaries. - HENRY GREENLY , 2 ,
Upper Chadwell Street, Myddleton Square, E .C .

tested with 1000 volts alternating current for fifteen
minutes.

The Model Engineer and electrician.
The Efficiency of Electric Railways.
THAT electric traction is more economical and in
·
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Features in the Evolution of
Prime Movers.

every way more efficient than steam traction

for rapid transit on a road of the great traffic and

very frequent stops of the Manhattan Elevated
Railroad in New Ỹork needs no demonstration at
this stage of electrical development. Yet, the
economical results shown in the operation of this
system since the installation of electric traction have
more than borne out the predictions made at the
time that the change was determined upon. The
average speed of the trains has been accelerated
about twenty -five per cent., which , of course, means
that the capacity of the road has been increased to
that extent. The gain in speed is chiefly in the

rapid acceleration at starting , and quicker stopping

due to the introduction of the Westinghouse air
brake. The speed of the train when under way is

also higher than it was when steam locomotives

were in use. There is a further gain due to the fact
that in the busy hours the trains are six cars instead
of five cars in length , there being a further increase
in capacity of twenty per cent. from this cause

alone. The total number of persons carried daily
by the elevated system has now reached the great
average of 800,000 . To work this service requires
the exercise of 45,000 electrical horse- power. No
such results as these could be accomplished by the
old steam engines, whose greatest tractive effort was
equal to about 7000 pounds' pull on the drawbar.
The maximum tractive effort exerted under the
present system , in which the motors are distributed
throughout the train , and a much greater load is
therefore available for adhesion, is about 20 ,000 lbs.

- Sci. Am ., N . Y .
The Aeronautical Institute and Club.
A GENERAL MEETING of this Institute was
held at St. Bride's Institute, E .C ., on Wednes
day, the 8th July - Dr. F . A . Barton in the chair.
The Chairman announced that a triple balloon
ascent had been arranged at Beckenham Recrea
tion Ground

In the history of the development of steam
I engines there are some features which are inter
esting to consider, since they illustrate a phase
ofevolution which is not without its lessons. About

the year 1629 Giovanni Branca , an Italian architect,
invented an engine which was the forerunner of the
most modern forms of prime movers. The prin
ciple of Branca ' s engine consisted of a jet of steam
issuing from a boiler and impinging against the
vanes of a revolving wheel. This is precisely the
principle of the modern steam turbine. When
Newcomen studied the steam engine he gave a new
direction to men 's thoughts, and formany years the
invention of Branca was regarded as a mere curiosity
and a toy. Within recent years, however, men 's
thoughts have gone back to the invention of Branca ;
and having the experience of years to guide them ,
engineers have produced a machine which bids fair
to displace the reciprocating engine to a great extent.
Super-heating furnishes another interesting example
of a like nature. Many years ago — in 1857 , to be
exact - John Penn practised superheating with

excellent results. It is said that an economy of
20 per cent. was thereby effected . But somehow
this practice was not followed up . The high tem
peratures gave trouble, it was said, and the super
heaters were subject to derangement. There is
also another explanation of the neglect of the prac
tice of superheating. Engineers were intent on in

creasing pressure, and were entirely engrossed in this
direction , which seemed to hold out such promise
and for many years superheating was not thought
except by a few far-seeing men ; but now that
pressure has risen to such a degree that further in

crease is scarcely worth its corresponding dis

advantages, superheating has been taken up again
with very satisfactory results. The objections
which baffled early engineers have been overcome
and thus the road has been opened for progress. A

direction . His balloon , which is of the orthodox
cigar shape, is capable of carrying one passenger, in
addition to the necessary machinery and gearing ; it
is made of stouter material than that generally used ;

similar state of things has occurred in the develop
ment of the gas engine. In the early stages much
thought was given to making a double-acting en
gine ; but the difficulties of lubrication , piston -rod
packing, and the heating of the valves and pistons,
gave the open cylinder Otto engine such an advan
tage that it practically became the only commer
cially successful engine on the market. Metallic
packings, water-cooled pistons and valves, and im
proved lubricants have overcome these difficul
ties, so that the large gas engine is to some extent a
case of reverting to the practice of thirty years ago.

and is filled with hydrogen gas under pressure. The

- - Mechanical World.

, on Wednesday, the 15th July to give
members the opportunity of becoming acquainted
with the pleasures of ballooning.
Mr. A . D . Fox, in a paper entitled “ TheNavigable
Balloon : Its various Improvements and Capabili

ties," described in detail a navigable balloon, em
bodying many new features, designed to overcome
the difficulties encountered by experiments in this

balloon has no neck or opening as is usually the case ,
but is fitted with two specially designed automatic

relief valves, placed at the nose and at the stern re

A NEW METHOD OF CLEANSING TIN PLATES has

spectively of the balloon , which act themoment the
internal pressure of gas becomes excessive.
A long discussion followed Mr. Fox's paper ; the

just been invented by Mr. A . J. Maskrey, of Laugh

chairman remarked that the question of heating

and cooling the gas in a balloon was one which re
quired very careful study and experiment, but on
the whole he was of opinion that the various im
provements and modifications introduced by Mr.
Fox might prove usefulin practice. Messrs. Bastin ,

Baynham , Bennett,McNair, Senecal, and Shapland
also spoke.

lin , U .S .A . As the plates come from the tinning pot
they pass through a box arrangement containing a
set of disc rolls, around which circulates a stream of
water, which is in reality a soapy solution . This is
heated to 180 degs., and plays upon both sides of the
plate. This completely eats away the grease and
the dirt. The sheets next pass through a pair of
india -rubber rolls and over a natural gas-burner,
which thoroughly dries them . By this process there
are said to be no plates with bad corners or edges.
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Engineers

drawings, as they will be very useful in preventing
Few readers are unacquainted with the method of
representing mechanical objects known as isometric

By1" T-SQUARE."

projection , a very excellent example of which
appeared in the January 15th issue of THE MODEL

Draughtsmanship for Model

errors of construction.

ENGINEER this year, being an illustration of a

IV. - ON " READING " AND SETTING -OUT DRAWINGS

(Continued from page 82).
DROPERLY executed drawings, in which the
e details are all carefully shown, also indi
cate the minimum sizes for various parts,
the proper “ clearances " for nuts, bolt-heads
and especially for all moving parts, can be seen
easily, and material can often be saved . The
common method is to make a general arrange
ment drawing first, indicating details by a few
of the more important lines. Drawings of the

details are then made - usually to a larger scale
and when these are satisfactory the general arrange
ment is again taken in hand and the small parts put
in . It will often be found that when any particular
detail is taken in hand that some considerable de

parture is necessary or desirable as compared with
the same part already sketched in the arrangement.
This may necessitate some alteration of the latter,
and it should be looked over minutely to see that an

alteration in one part does not affect another, this
being often the case. Drawings are usually made to
show the dimensions of the finished article — whether
in arrangement or detail. Thus, the draughtsman
ordinarily takes no account of the fact that one part
is to be made in forged iron , another in cast brass,
and another in cast iron — so far as dimensions are
concerned , although it is well known that in the
latter cases patterns have first to be made, and that

these patterns are generally larger than the finished
casting. The amount of shrinkage of cast iron from
the molten to the solid state is considerable ; but
the pattern maker allows for this by using a special

rule,in which every inch and every foot is longer than
the standard inch and foot by an amount equal to
the “ contraction ” of iron or brass. It will, how
ever, pay the amateur draughtsman , if he is to be
his own pattern maker, to figure themore important
dimensions in red or blue ink with the pattern size,

Fig . 24 . — THE ISOMETRIC VIEW OF A CUBE.
“ model " pattern maker's bench . The true prin
ciples underlying this method of drawing (which
sometimes enables several “ views ” to be embodied
in one drawing) cannot be expounded here ; but
they are exceedingly interesting, and any reader
who cares to study them will find that to be the
case. For the purpose of the amateur a departure
can be made from true isometric drawing, as will

presently be explained . Isometric projection has
often been called the “ perspective of the work
shop ” ; it has, of course, nothing to do with per
spective, butthe term is excusable.
In isometric drawing we have, instead of side and
end elevations, and plans, a representation of the
object, as it were, cornerwise to the observer. The
principle is best shown by reference to a plain cube,
which would be shown in ordinary mechanical draw
ing by the “ elevation " (Fig .23) appearing simply as
a square. The isometric representation is shown

in Fig. 24 , by which it will be seen that the cube is
turned with one of its angles duly opposite the

Fig . 23.— THE ELEVA
TION OF A CUBE.

as well as the finished size. The former might be
it ins.
in brackets under the latter, thus, (1 ,1 ft.
ft. If ins.)
so that no mistake can be made. The working
drawings should show where any extra metal is to
be placed , whether for machining off, or to provide
means of attachment or temporary support. As an
example, a cylinder drawing might show the diam
eter of the core for casting, as well as the finished

observer, and tilted forward until the edges ab , bc,
are at an angle of 30 degrees with the horizontal.

In true perspective, the other edges de, ef, and also
cg, ga, would not then be at 30 degrees to the hori
zontal ; but in isometric projection they are . Ob
viously, owing to the tilting of the cube the vertical
lines be, & c., are shortened , so that a special scale
is required to show them properly . In common
practice this principle is often neglected , and each
side of the cube would be drawn its full natural
length , or to some ordinary scale. In any case, the
rule is adhered to that all horizontal lines in the

bored diameter ; it might also indicate special
projections to enable the casting to be chucked

object are made at 30 degrees to the horizontal, that
all lines are drawn to the same scale, and that there
is no " vanishing."
The drawing already referred to the pattern
maker's bench is so good an example that little
need be said to assist readers in making use of the
method . A word is, however, necessary in regard

comfortably or for holding in the vice. All these
are points not to be overlooked when making the

principle is to imagine the circle fitted into a square,

to drawing circles in isometric projection . The
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and the square put into the “ isometric ” position ;
thus, a cylinder of 1 in . diameter and 2 ins. length
would appear as in Fig. 25. To get this view , draw
first the circle (Fig. 26 ) enclosing it in a square, as
shown, and draw the diagonals ; draw also the lines
ef, gh , vertically through the points of intersection
of the circle and the diagonal lines. Now put the
square into the isometric projection, making all lines
a similar length - that is, AB in the one figure equals

July 30, 1903.

In making “ hand sketches ” of machines and
adopt and is often much better and more time
saving than the process of sketching-in various
views, though the latter course must not be neg
lected when necessary. Freehand sketches will not,
however, be of especial importance to amateur
draughtsmen, who will presumably only draw for
the purpose of subsequent model making, and the
professional will quickly find out more on the sub
ject by actual practice than could be communicated
by pages of suggestions.
( To be continued.)
details, the isometric form is an excellent one to

For the Bookshelf .

-- - --FIG . 25 . - A CYLINDER IN ISOMETRIC PROJECTION .
AB in the other, BD equals BD , & c. Draw the
diagonals, and mark off and draw the positions for
the vertical lines ef, gh. Where these cross the
diagonals the curve representing the circle will pass,
touching also at i, j, k , l ; it should be pencilled in
freehand, and can be inked in , using one of the

French curves to get a good result. The further
end of the cylinder is drawn in exactly the sameway,
though the construction lines are omitted in the
diagram . By isometric projection, especially when
aided by judicious shading, many things can be

į

a

vi11

Fig . 26 . — DRAWING
A CYLINDER IN Iso
METRIC PROJECTION,

A TEXT-BOOK ON MARINE Motors. By Capt. E .
du Boulay. London : The Yachtsman Office
143, Strand, W .C . Price ros. 6d .
Now thatmarine propulsion on the small scale by
means of internal combustion motors has established
itself so firmly, both for pleasure and for commercial
purposes, we can heartily welcome such a complete
descriptive treatise as Capt. du Boulay's work
affords. Moreover, with the inany types of oil and
petrol motors which have attained success, it is
difficult to decide on the most suitable kind for a
given purpose, and the impartial way in which this
book dealswith themerits and demerits ofthevarious
systems should alone make it popular.
It describes paraffin and petrol motors of the two
and four-cycle types, giving detail drawings of the
specialfeatures of each make, viz., carburettors, re
versing gears, reversing propellers, electrical ignition
silencers, & c., and also the fitting up of auxiliary
engines with sailing vessels
The last chapter deals with electricalmotors suit

able for launches, and the preceding one with boats
fitted with steam engines and boilers using liquid
fuel. The book contains 150 pages and some go
illustrations, is well printed on good paper, and
neatly bound.
PROFITABLE HOBBIES. By H . Snowden Ward .
London : Dawbarn & Ward ., Ltd ., 6 , Farring
don Avenue, E .C . Price 6d . net.
This little handbook is a guide to the choice of a

hobby rather than an actual book of instructions on
hobbies themselves. It contains a number of
attractive illustrations, and, as it is brightly written
and gives some sound advice, it should be of much
assistance to anyone who is in search of a profitable

and pleasant occupation for spare moments. The
appendix , giving particulars of papers and books
devoted to various hobbies, is a useful feature.
NEW TRAMWAY LIFEGUARDS. - According to a

shown exceedingly well ; but it does not pretend to
supplant the ordinary mechanical drawing, or
“ orthographic projection ," as it is called. It is
best applied to fairly simple objects, where internal
construction is either unimportantor can be deduced
from the external appearance, and should be re
served for those of a more or less rectangular form
in which any circles are in one of the three planes

provincial contemporary , Mr. Robert Ward , Black
pool, has invented a tramway lifeguard which is
effective. The guard has a strong steel front, with a
stout rubber brush , while underneath are several
small rubber-tyred wheels, upon which the guard
would run when called into play. Mr. Ward claims
it to be absolutely impossible for anything to get
under the guard , for immediately it comes into con

(tapered), conical details, or those with many or
complex curves, such asmodel boats, would be bad

tact with any obstruction the rubber brush , which at
any time is only about an inch and a -half above the
ground, is forced downwards, and the obstruction is

subjects for isometric treatment.

either swept upwardsor aside.

shown ; thus, such objects as a locomotive firebox

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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Wood for Model Patterns.

Workshop Notes and Notions.
(Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
columen , based on their own workshop experience . Accepted
contributions will bepaid for en publication, if desired, accorde
ing to merit Aumatter intended for this column should be
marked " WORKSHOP" on the envelope 1

A Useful
Blowpipe.
By A . W .
I have in use in my little workshop a very simple
blowpipe, and, as I have not seen quite the same
thing mentioned in your journal, I thought a sketch
of it might be of interest to your readers. By alter

By J. A . B .
A very useful wood for pattern making consists of
as many thicknesses as may be required of } in . or
3-16ths in . picture backboarding,planed up and glued
together with the grain crossed . Use thin glue well
rubbed out, and nail the edges together, or put into
a press until dry.
A “ Cement ” Chuck .

By J. A . B .
A cement chuck is a very simple addition to a
lathe, as, by its use, work can be done that would be

38' Bruss tube →
* gas.

Soldered here.

Rulber tube
Blow pipe

Spray producer

A HOME-MADE BLOWPIPE .
ing the nozzle you can have more or less white
Name, and this is the great advantage of it, that
you always have a little white flame to see by, and
you can work in any position. By unsoldering the
joint you can push the nozzle fur
ther in or out. I have used the
appliance for the last two years, and
find it is far superior to any other
blowpipe I have tried , as it never

otherwise impossible. I have lately machined a pair
of iron crank webs ifins. by { in . by 4 in ., faced the
sides, and bored taper holes for the pin and shaft,

and it is perfectly true.
Yalve

gets blocked up or out of order.

Facing Model Engine Slide Valves.
By C . ROMPLER.
Small valves, when being ground on a plate
glass face, or valve face of cylinder, have a knack of
tilting, consequently the face of the valve is not
finished perfectly flat, the four corners being more
or less rounded off.
A very simple way of obviating this trouble is to
cut a hole corresponding exactly to the valve in
size into an odd piece of brass plate, into which the

My chuck is a brass casting screwed on the lathe

valve is placed , and when both are ground on the
plate together applying a tight pressure on top of
valve only, as indicated in the sketch herewith ,

nose and faced up true. To use it I take it off the
lathe nose, and heat it over a spirit-lamp or Bunsen
burner, and when hot rub it all over with a stick of

a true face will be attained .

shellac. The work (previously filed flat on one side )

Crossplate

Plate glass /
FACING A MODEL SLIDE VALVE.
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is now laid on , and the chuck returned to the lathe
nose, and the work centred either by the back centre
or by a pointed rod held on the T-rest, running the
lathe slowly until the shellac has set. To remove
the work from the chuck , heat until the cement
softens, take off, and plunge the hot work into a cup
of methylated spirit, and the shellac will be dis
solved ; if not, boil it in a tin with a perforated lid

and a wire handle not soldered on .
This method is only suitable for slide-rest and
light cuts. The thinner the layer of shellac, the
stronger the joint.

Useful Hints for the Amateur.
By J. A . B .
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water in the usual way ; they will also come out
clean and bright, instead of black and scaly . Very
small drills - 1- 16th in . - may be quenched in the
lump ofborax instead of water.
Note. - It is impossible to harden steel in water
that contains ammonia.

A Handy Scribing Block .
By S . E . HOGBEN.
applicable for use on shafts and the like- although
not exclusively for same- is shown in the accom
panying illustration. A is the block (preferably of
cast iron ) with a V -groove milled in its face to allow
A very handy form of scribing block , especially

When files “ pinn ” it is usual to rub them with an
oily rag, or chalk them ; but I have found , when

A

-

2 -

heel
ook

-

- 4 % or lorder -

- - - - - I - - - - - - - - - - -- - -

END View .
for use on shafts, as shown in the end view . The
arrangement for holding the scriber is by means of
a hole bored through the face of bolt head and collar,
as shown; and when scriber is in poition it is clamped
z silver' by the thumb - nut. Other details can be easily
steel.
gathered from the drawing, and need no further
explanation .
Half Core Boxes.

- - - - --- --

K - -- -lat- -

Shaft
-

2

- - - 3" — SIDE View .

Ltr

Scraped true

By W . H .

only one half of a box , where both halves would be
alike. The accompanying illustration shows how a
plain round one is often made. Two half cores, of
course, are made and stuck together. As it can be

----

rammed from the joint the two ends are closed , as

5 dias

PLAN .

A USEFUL SCRIBING Block .
finishing work with fine filcs, that if the file is held
down firmly on the back stroke, the square edge of
the work will scrape off any particles of metal that
may be adhering to the file.
Cast steel will work better under the hammer if it
is first made red -hot and rolled in a mixture of equal
parts of powdered chalk and washing soda, allowed
to cool, then heated up again and worked .
Small articles of steel are not so likely to warp if
they are hardened in oil instead of water.
Steel that is much handled may be prevented
from rusting by making it hot until it turns blue,
then rubbing it over with a rag saturated with oil.

It is usual when steel is to be softened to heat it
and bury it in ashes ; but I have found it to be quite
as soft if it is made red -hot, allowed to cool until the
redness is not visible in the dark , and then plunged
into clean water.
Small, pointed tools, drills, & c., will not be
“ burnt ” if they are first made warm , plunged into
a lump of borax , then heated up, and quenched in

HALF CORE Boxes.
shown . Like many other things American , it pro
bably had its origin in this country , though I have
never seen half boxes here. Bent cores for pipes,
when struck up in loam , are usually made in halves
and stuck together ; but in the case of boxes, no
matter how large or complicated , the two halves
are made. In Anierica it is the exception to make
both halves. Our way, no doubt, is the more
thorough - and expensive.
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The Latest in Engineering.
AN ELECTRIC SHUNTING ENGINE . - For handling
wagon loads of cotton bales at the Massachusetts
Cotton Mills, U .S. A ., a 20 -ton storage battery loco
motive has been built. As the cars have to be run
into the storerooms, neither a steam locomotive nor
a trolley electric locomotive is permissible . A team
of three horses has been used until recently ; but

owing to the location ofthe tracks they could nothaul
. the wagons into the building ; these were cut loose
and allowed to run by their momentum , assisted by
the men . This awkward and slow process is now
superseded by the storage battery engine. This is a
four-wheeled machine, 21 ft. long, 12 ft. high , and
weighing twenty tons on a wheel base of 71 ft. The
cab is in themiddle, with the batteries at each end ,
where the two motors are also located , the only
part of the driving gear extending beneath the frame
being the Renold silent driving chains, which are
enclosed in casings. The battery tanks are of extra
depth to prevent the liquid from splashing over, and
the batteries are mounted in such a way as to pre
vent the liability of injury due to the shock to which
the engine is due in shunting. By connecting the
two motors in series or parallel, and by varying the

arrangement of the fields, an efficient speed control
is obtained withoutwasting any of the energy of the
battery by passing it through a resistance. All the
gears are cut by machinery and run in oil baths in
enclosed cases. Either motor can be cut out, if
necessary . All operations are controlled by a re
versing lever and speed lever, which are inter
locked, so that the motors can only be reversed
when the speed lever is in proper position. The en
gine can run at fourmiles an hour .

A New Ship OF THE DESERT. - Mr. George
“ land boat,” which has just been tested at Houn
slow , described his invention recently as having all
the advantages and none of the drawbacks of a
yacht. “ In a couple of months,” said Mr. Winter,

Winter, the designer of a new " sailing carriage," or

“ themerits of the sailing carriage will be tried over
the sands of Egypt. I believe it will prove a
valuablemeans of communication between the scat
tered villages. The tyres of the wheel are suffi
ciently broad to prevent them sinking into the soft
sand. Ordinary rough ground will not stop it, for in

the Hounslow trials it took a ditch without disaster.
Should the wind fail, themast can be used as a car
riage pole for a pair of mules, and the carriage pro
ceeds in the ordinary prosaic fashion .'
EDUCATION AND APPRENTICESHIP. - The keen in
terest taken in this subject makes of special in
terest a return which has been prepared to show
the position now held by apprentices who have
passed through the Scotia Engine Works, at Sun
derland, of Messrs. Richardsons, Westgarth & Co.,
Ltd . The firm insist on apprentices attending evening
classes, and give promising youths special facilities

for acquiring an all-round training. The returns
have been embodied in a notice posted in the works
to encourage apprentices. This notice comprises
a list of all the youths - 142 — who have served their
and shows: - 67
as fitters,
apprenticeship at Scotia Trade
certificates ; 23 have
have first-class Board of

second -class Board of Trade certificates ; 18 are third

or fourth engineers at sea , or undergoing Board of
Trade examinations ; 10 are managers, draughts
men , or foremen , without Board of Trade certifi

cates ; 3 are engineers in His Majesty 's Navy or
Dockyard ; 1 is at college studying ; 4 are deceased
or unknown ; 16 are ordinary fitters and turners
total, 142. Of the above, 5 are managers in engine
shops ; 8 are foremen in engine-shops ; 3 are con
sulting engineers ; 2 are draughtsmen ; i is a Lloyd's
surveyor ; 7 are in charge of electric power stations
and works. Of the remainder, 1 is second engineer
of the R .M .S . Braemar Castle ; i is second engineer
of R .M .S . Teutonic ; others are guarantee engineers
in vessels engined by us ; many more are chief
engineers in charge of valuable machinery at sea ;
and only 16 out of 142, or one-ninth of the total, are
ordinary fitters and turners. This large proportion
of apprentices who have risen to good positions is
entirely due to the policy pursued at these works of
giving each apprentice a special course of training in
the workshops, and insisting on his attending science
classes during the winter sessions. It would cer
tainly assist towards a solution of the difficult
question of training apprentices if similar data could
be collected for other works.
A NEW MACHINE FOR SEA SOUNDINGS.- - Another
excellent sounding machine is on the market, of
which Messrs. Jas. Brown & Son, Great Clyde
Street,Glasgow , are the only wholesale vendors. This
instrumentis called the “ Indestructible Atmospheric
Sounder." It is an improved Basnetts, and does
not require tubes or any other “ extras ” in order to
take a cast of the lead, as in the case of some. Cap
tain Cooper introduced the first sounding instru
ment which registered the depth of water without
the use of the fragile glass tube, and that instrument
has since won favour. Providing the soundings
are correct, the advantage of a machine which costs
nothing to maintain in working order, and is always
ready, over one which has to be prepared for each
cast, and is a continual expense in tubes, either new
or re-coated, can well be understood and appre
ciated by all who use it — and those who pay. In the
case of the one the soundings possible are prac
tically limited to the number of tubes carried , and if
by any mischance these are destroyed by breakage,or
by atmospheric action or the action of the water , the
instrument is of no service. In the case of the new
sounder, which is independent of auxiliary, it is
not so affected, and soundings can be taken as often
as is deemed necessary without any extra cost, and

without in any sense deteriorating the instrument.

The “ Indestructible " sounder consists of a long
brass tube, containing a transparent tube, on which
are marked soundings from 5 fathoms up to 100
fathoms. A valve at the bottom of the tube shows
when the machine is ready, and this can be readily

manipulated whenever necessary , and without pos
sibility of mistake, if simply looked at. In action
this atmospheric sounder is used as other patent
instruments of the sameorder, bottom being found,
and the depth accurately recorded with ships going
at high speeds. The breaking of the wire attached
to the instrument is the only contingency to fear,
that eventually , of course, losing the machine ; fail
ing that, it is good for years with ordinary care.
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choose from with which to make the casting,and each

gineering .*

suits its own purposebest. In designing and casting
the thickness of the metal should be as near as pos

By FRANCIS J. KEAN .

sible uniform , and re- entrant angles and sharp cor
ners should be avoided , as these cause stresses in the
material when cooling.
Cast iron breaks suddenly ; it cannot be welded ,
and has no ductility .

TRON is one of the most important materials
I used by the model engineer. It is found in the

form of ore mixed with variousimpurities. The

The machine cuttings from cast iron are very

ore is melted down in the blast furnace , the resulting

short, and inclined to crumble.

product being known as pig iron . Pig iron is di
vided into two classes :
(a ) White iron ;
(b ) Grey iron .
If, when the iron is being prepared from its ore,
only a comparatively low temperature is used in the
furnace, then the variety known as white iron is
formed. If, however, a very high temperature be
used , then the variety known as grey iron is formed .
Pig iron contains from 2 to 5 per cent. of carbon ,
besides small quantities of phosphorus, sulphur,
etc.; but these latter are impurities.
In the white iron the carbon is chemically com
bined with the iron . In the grey iron the carbon

In chipping cast iron (using a hand hammer and
flat or cross-cut chisel) only a light or medium cut

exists in a free state, and is only combined mechan

should be taken ; otherwise, pieces will be torn out
of the surface if too thick cut be taken - which , to say

the least, is bad workmanship. It is advisable al
ways to start at the corners, and work towards the
ried on in the direction from the centre of the sur
face to a corner, then probably when within about an
inch of the corner, the amateur will be surprised to
see it break off.
In drilling cast iron care must be taken that the
drill does not run ; that is to say, if it meets a hard
spot in the iron the drill has a tendency to turn to
one side to avoid it and seek a softer path ; this will
middle of a surface, because if the chipping is car

ically with the iron . It is this free carbon which

only occur when drilling by hand. Holes drilled in

gives the grey iron its dark appearance.
The greater the amountof carbon chemically com
bined with the iron, the whiter and harder does it

cast iron present little difficulty in tapping. Cast
iron wears well on cast iron, provided the surfaces
in contact are well lubricated and no grit gets be

become ; the less the amount thus combined , the
greyer and softer is the iron . The white iron melts
at a lower temperature than the grey iron , but it runs

tween them . A cast- iron eccentric strap is some
times used on a cast-iron sheave with very good
results, provided the above-mentioned precautions
are taken .

thick and pasty ; whereas the grey iron is more
fluid , and is, consequently, capable of forming more

intricate castings. Another point in favour of the
grey variety for castings is that it expands on solidi
fying, thuskeeping the metal in contact with the
mould whereas the white variety contracts on
solidifying . Both varieties, however, contract
about one-eighth of an inch per foot in cooling.
There are seven grades of these two varieties, grey
iron and white iron , as follows :
1. Contains the most free carbon, and is exceed
ingly fluid and rather soft.
2. Is less fluid than No. 1, but is not very hard .
It is used for light, ornamental work , and is fairly
strong .
3. Is a better iron , and is used for ornamental
columns, etc.

sound iron , strong and reliable, and
4 . Is a good,
cylinders bed plates, & c., of engines.

,
is used for
(Nos. 3 and 4 are the usual foundry irons.)
5. Runs pasty , and is generally mixed with some
other variety to form mottled iron. Weights and
foundations are made from it.
6 and 7. Are white irons, and are very seldom
used
for foundry work . They are reserved for
conversion into wrought iron .

Cast Iron . — To obtain a casting in iron , a wood
pattern is firstmade of the object to be cast ; and by
this means a mould is made in sand or loam by plac
ing the wooden pattern in the sand and ramming it
tight round , and then withdrawing the pattern and
leaving its impression in the sand. The iron is then
prepared in a furnace called a cupola, and run into
the mould, which it fills. When the iron has cooled
down, the casting is ready to be withdrawn , cleaned ,
and made ready for the machine. As we have seen

above, there are four or five varieties of iron to

* Awarded First Prize in Competition No. 25.

Some of the best castings obtainable are made
plates, & c.), which is melted down. The iron is
then known as twice cast, three times cast, & c., as
the case may be. Iron improves in quality up to
about six times cast.
Theweight of a cubic inch of cast iron is 0 '26 lb .
heading

from scrap iron (cuttings and chippings from iron

Chilled Castings scarcely come under the
of a model engineer's materials ; but the process is

worth describing .
As we have seen above, grey iron contains a cer
tain percentage of carbon in a free state, and if this
iron be melted part of the carbon combines chem
ically with the iron ; but, on allowing it to cool
slowly, this carbon returns to its free and original
state. Should the iron be cooled suddenly , how

ever, the carbon which had combined chemically re
mains thus combined, and this gives a very hard and
white iron , as we have seen above. This fact is
made use of in producing chilled castings.

The sides of the mould are made of cast iron
painted with loam , and often there is cold water cir
culating in the iron . When themolten metal is run
into this mould the part in contact with the sides of

themould cools rapidly, thus producing a very hard,
white iron to a depth ofabout ſin . The remainder of
casting cools slowly and gives a grey iron , as before.
Malleable Castings. Sometimes it is convenient

to have a cast-iron article which will be strong and
tough like wrought iron, and able to stand a blow or
sudden shock . In this case, after the casting has.
cooled down, it may be heated again to a red heat,

and then placed in red hæmatite (an oxide of iron )..
and the whole kept at this heat for a day or two, or

longer if it is a large casting. By this time a good
part of the free carbon is removed , leaving the iron
tougher and very like wrought iron . Sometimes
spanners are made in cast iron, and afterward
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reated in this manner ; the process is also applied to
he teeth of cast-iron gear -wheels.
Wrought Iron. - As we have seen above, wrought
ioon is prepared from Nos. 6 and 7 pig iron . The
iron is placed in a reverberating furnace, the bed of
which is hollowed out to receive it. It is covered
over with a layer of slag (oxide of iron ), and may be
put in either cold or hot, but preferably the latter.

The flame is drawn over the top ofthebed , and the
air. The carbon in the iron combines with the
oxygen and passes off in the form of gas. When
the iron is melted , thewhole lot rises in a big bubble ;

whole raised to a high temperature in the presence of
it is then rabbled into balls called blooms. These
and squeezing called shingling, to remove the slag.

bloomsare next subjected to a process ofhammering

The shingled blooms are then rolled while still hot
into rough puddled bars. The iron is of very poor
quality at this stage of the process.

To improve these puddled bars in quality, they are
cut into short lengths, piled together, re-heated , and
again rolled into bars. This process is repeated
seveal times , and the iron is finally rolled into the

marret form of plates and bars, rods, & c. This pro
cesskof re-heating and rolling must not be repeated
to often , or the quality of the iron will be dete
riorated .

Wrought-iron plates are blue in colour. The

part of the carbon in these substances will be burnt
into the iron . The process gives a coating of steel

to the iron, which coating may be hardened by cool
ing the article suddenly in water, and is known as
case-hardening. Wrought iron is tough, and is not
easy to cut with a hammer and chisel or to tap.
When cutting iron or steel plates with a hammer
and chisel, it is usual to keep a small piece of cotton

waste soaked in oil close at hand, and to dip the

edge of the chisel in this ; it helps the chisel con
siderably .

A cubic inch of wrought iron weighs 28 lb .
Wrought-iron plate is difficult to buy in small
quantities ; but a rough estimate would be from 6d .
to 8d . per lb . If the whole plate be taken , the price
isconsiderably reduced, being 12s. per cwt. Wrought
iron rods, & in . diameter , may be bought for 2d . per
foot ; } in . diameter, at 4d . per foot. But here,
again , a great reduction may be obtained by buying
a length of, say, 10 ft. Having given the weight of a
cubic inch in pounds, it is easy to calculate the
weight of a square foot of a given thickness of
plate, or the weight of a linear foot of a given diam
eterSteelmay
of rod . be divided into three classes :
1. Mild steel, containing from '15 per cent. to 25
per cent. of carbon.

2. Cast steel, containing not less than "25 per cent.,
3. Tool steel, not more than 15 per cent. of

process of hammering gone through as mentioned

and

bove does not entirely eliminate the slag, and
"mall streaks of it may be seen in the finished bars.
Wrought iron may be easily forged to a required

carbon
Steel. is pure iron with a small percentage of carbon ;

shape by heating to a red or white heat and ham
mering or pressing it to the required dimensions ;

it also possesses the useful property of being able to

iron are brought to a white heat, and then laid
side, by side, they may be hammered or pressed to
gether so as to form one continuous piece ; the

itmay be produced by two differentmethods.
(a ) Cheaply,and, in large quantities,by the Bessemer,
Siemens, Martin , or Siemens-Martin processes,
which consists in removing a portion of the car
bon fromvelycastbyiron
the. cementation process, which
(b ) Expensi
consists in adding carbon to the best quality of
iron .
1. wrought
Mild Steel.
(a ) Bessemer Process.- Cast iron
is melted and run into a large vessel called a con
verter. A powerful blast of hot air is sent through
the mass for about half-an -hour, sufficiently power

WELDING A TIE BAR AFTER TRIAL FIXING .
pieces are then said to have been welded together.
If a wrought-iron tie-rod is required for any
purpose, and its length cannot be determined
until the two parts to be tied together are fixed in
position , it is usual to forge the two'endsof the tie
rod, and have them machined all ready ; then when
the required length is known the two ends are taken
to thesmithy and the middle part of the rod welded
in . A simple sketch might make this clearer. A
and B represent the two ends separate , and A ' B '
represents the rod after the correct length is ob
tained , and the middle part has been welded to the
ends.
If wrought iron be subjected to vibrations for any
length of time, it will becomebrittle ; but it may be
restored to its original form by heating in a furnace
and allowing it to cool slowly. This process is
known as annealing.
If wrought iron be heated in contact with bone
dust, horn shavings, or yellow prussiate of potash ,

ful to keep it off the bottom of the converter. By
this means the carbon is burned out. A certain
amount of a compound of iron and manganese is
added (the iron containing carbon ) which is known
as ferro -manganese ; and then the mass is turned
out and run into ingots, which are known as ingot
steel. . These ingots are afterwards rolled into bars
and plates.
Siemens-Martin , or open - hearth , process.-Wrought iron and cast iron are melted together on
the hearth of a regenerative furnace, the resulting
material being rolled into bars and plates, as in the
process.
Bessem
- mild steel - is very like pure iron . It
This ersteel
does not harden , it may be forged or welded , and it
has largely replaced wrought iron in the making of
boilers, ships, and bridges.
Connecting, valve, piston, and other rods, crank,
and other shafts used on engines are made of mild
forged steel. Steel shafting runs well in cast-iron
bearings at moderate speeds. Steel may be also
drawn into wire, which is very strong, elastic, and
tough . Drawn steel is also used for the tubes of
water-tube and other boilers, and for high -pressure
steam pipes. In this latter capacity it is largely
used on warships, and gives good results with the
highest steam pressure.
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(b ) Cementation Process. Some bars of the best

dling, during which the heavier part of the ore which

Swedish charcoal iron are packed in a rectangular
box made of fireclay. There are alternate layers of
iron bars, and charcoal in the box, and the whole is
covered over with sandstone grit and placed in a

contains tin is separated from the waste material.
This buddled ore is then smelted and refined . Tin

furnace. The sandstone is melted, and forms an
air -tight cover. The box is left in this condition for

seven or eight days. By this time part of the car
bon in the charcoal has eaten its way into the iron

and formed blister steel, so called from the blisters
which form on the bars while undergoing this pro
cess. If blister steel be re -heated to a welding heat,
and then rolled into bars, these bars are known as
shear steel. If these bars be cut in pieces, re

is not very strong, but it is very malleable . Block
tin is more expensive than tinplate, and both have

a very smart appearance. Block tin does not cor
plate which has
rode easily. Tinplate is thin iron dipped
in molten

been thoroughly cleaned, and then
tin . Tinplate is cheap, and is used in cheap model
work , and also by engineers asmaterial for making
templates. Its other uses are chiefly domestic .

( To be continued.)

heated , and rolled again , they are known as double

Ball Bearings for Electric Motors.

shear steel, and this is used for knives, scissors, etc.

Ball bearingsarebeing used extensively in Germany
for small and medium -sized motors. Some interest
ing figures taken from actual consumption tests are
given in the accompanying table, for which we are
indebted to the Electrician :
Motor running at

If the bars of shear steel be cut in pieces, and
melted in crucibles, they may be cast into rods and

bars of tool steel. This is the strongest of all the
materials used in model engineering, and its strength
depends on the percentage of carbon it contains.
Steel castings I will not describe, as they will not be
used by themodel engineer.

A cubic inch of steel weighs 0 '28 lb ., and mild
per lb . Rods oftool steel, fin . in diameter, are sold
at rod . per lb ., and } in. diameter may be sold at gd .
steel plate may be bought in small quantities for rod .

(1) Three-phase motor, 1 h.p.,

motor with plain bearings 50 % 19 %

per lb . Bars of tool steel, } in . by } in ., may be
bought for rid. per lb . As with wrought iron, so

(2) For a three-phase motor, 3
h.-p . and 1,500 revs. per
minute, the corresponding
figures are
..
..

with steel ; by taking whole pieces from stock the

(3) For a three-phase motor,

price is greatly reduced .
Tempering Steel. - Steel which containsmore than

0.5 percentage of carbon is capable of being har
bright red heat, or even above this, and plunging it
into cold water. The pressure of the sudden con
dened . This may be done by heating the steel to a

traction on themolecules causes the steel to become

very hard . In this state it is easily broken , and is
very brittle indeed ; but it may be tempered , or, in
other words, the hardness may be reduced . This is
best illustrated by the following example :- A chisel
to be used for cutting iron and steel requires to have
a hard cutting edge,backed up by a tougher material,
to be able to stand the blows with the hammer. This
is accomplished by heating the end to a cherry red ,
and plunging the cutting edge into cold water, thus
hardening this edge. It is, however , taken out of
the water almost immediately , and rubbed with a
piece of grit stone. The heat now begins to travel
back to the cutting edge, and , as it passes down,
various colours appear on the surface. First a

light straw colour comes down and disappears over
the edge, quickly followed by brown, purple , and
blue. Just as the brown is disppearing the whole
chiselis plunged into the water and cooled outright.
This gives a hard cutting edge, backed up by a
fairly soft material.
The process of tempering is stopped at different
stages for different tools. Thus, a dark straw
colour is used for taps and dies, whereas a purple
is used for table knives.
Silver Steel, which is a cast steel, so called from its
silver -like appearance, both external and internal,
is very handy for model work, as it is highly polished
and almost perfectly round. It is sold in lengths of
13 ins., suitable for making shafts, piston -rods, etc.,
in diameters } in ., 1 in ., and 1 in ., costing 3d ., 6d .,
and is. 6d. per length .
Tin is found in the form of ore called tinstone
which is crushed into a fine powder, and then sub
jected to several processes of washing called bud

No Half- Full

950 revs. per minute .
load. load . load.
Saving in energy over same

45 %

11 %

12 % 65 %

30 h .-p . and 750 revs, per

minute, the corresponding
figures are
30 % at 1,500
5 % 2.5
%
A h .-p . three-phase motor..running
revs.
per minute was tested , first without and then with
counter-shaft, all bearings being of the ball type.
The following efficiencies for half and for full load ,
respectively, were obtained : (1) Without counter
shaft, 77 and 78 per cent., respectively ; (2) with

counter-shaft, 73 and 69 per cent. respectively .
Ilford Model Yacht Club.
for the prize presented by Mr. Copeman , on Satur

This Club held the first of the series of four races

day afternoon , July 4th , at South Park . Six ten
raters were entered , which necessitated the sailing

of thirty courses. Mr. P . Bennett was appointed
Officer of the Day , and the result of the contest was
as follows : - Mr. Bird 's new yacht, Trixie, 26 points;
Mr. Thurlow , senior's Harrie, 23 points ; Mr. Thur
low , junior's Amy, 16 points ; Mr. Churchland's
Britannia, 13 points ; Mr. Izzard 's Ailsa, 12 points ;
Mr. Helling's Runaway Girl, 4 points. Mr. Bird 's
yacht is built from the Wilson Theobald design, 36
in . L . W . L .design, and is not the only one of that de
sign in the club thathas proved its capacity for good
sailing. Mr. Helling 's model broke her bowsprit
early in the contest, which accounts for her low
score.
ACCORDING to a well -known authority, the aver
age copper ore mined does not contain over three per
cent. ofmetal ; therefore, to produce the copper won
in this country yearly, some 9 ,000 ,000 tons of ore
must be mined — that is, nearly one-third of the
weight of the iron ore which weproduce. Every ton
of copper produced requires approximately the con
sumption of four tons of fuel, and about 20 ft. of
lumber are used underground for every ton of ore
taken out.
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with a fretsaw . The process of hollowing out the

A Model First-class Battleship .

hull was considerably shortened by boring holes
with an it -in . centre-bit, and it was continued until
only a shell t in . thick was left. The deck is in

By PERCY RUSSELL.

THE model which I intend to describe is that of
H .M .S . Renown. It is 3 ft. in length with a
6 -in . beam , and is 6 ins. deep. It was con
structed of two pieces of yellow pine, 3 ft. 7 ins.

three sections, and is a full } in . thick , having places
cut out for ammunition lifts, hatchways, & c., pre
viously to being placed in position . The masts are
about in . thick at the base, and have two fighting
tops on each . All the guns
are of sycamore, and were

turned on a “ Companion "

lathe. They required very
careful treatment, as some
are no more than a bare
1 - 16th in . at the muzzle.
The two 12-in . guns, fore
and aft, are mounted on re
volving platforms.
The
sighting hoods are made

from revolver

cartridges

Both guns are made to work
independently of each other,
and can be tilted to any angle
or swung round to right
angles at will. All the other
guns are worked on the same

principle. There are also
two casements on each side,
and three more above them
on the upper works. Between

the latter are three quick
firing guns properly shielded
with brass. The casements
were easily made by shaping
two pieces of wood in half
circle form , and then cutting
a piece of zinc to the required
size, and fastening it round
with fine nails. The port
holes are simply brass eyelets
which can be obtained at
any bootmaker 's shop, and
they answer very well. The

ventilators were made of
lead piping, gradually bent
with the aid of a piece of
turned wood and a pair of
pliers. When filed up and
painted red inside and white
out, they make a very fair
representation of theoriginal.

OOOOO

The railings round the deck

O- Q

are of brass and were made
by cutting up pieces of wire
for stanchions, slightly flat
tening them , and then drill
ing with two holes to receive
the rails. They are fixed in

position by being driven

straight into the deck . The
torpedo poles, of which there
are twelve, are pieces of
wood rounded off to about

* in . diameter, and then fixed
MR. PERCY RUSSELL'S MODEL FIRST-CLASS BATTLESHIP.
with a small hook and eye
34 ins. by 3 ins. joined together, thusmaking a block
made from ordinary pins. The life-boats are yellow
3 ft. 7 ins. by 6 ins. by 7 ins. All I had to work from
pine. The davits are made of brass wire about } in .
were photographs in the Navy and Army. The
thick , drilled and bent to shape. The sockets for
block was shaped with a small plane and two or
same are small pieces of brass pipe. The watch
three chisels, these being the principal tools at my
houses and bridges are wood, white tape being used
command, and I used moulds previously cut out
to represent the canvas protection on the latter.

The Model Baglaoor and Bloctrician .
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The model took me about a year to make, working
than ten shillings. As I am only 17 years of age I
may , perhaps, be excused if critics are disposed to
tind fault with my handiwork .
only in the evenings, and the total cost was not more

ALUMINIUM BECOMES GRANULAR AND BRITTLE

when heated to about 600 degs. Centigrade ; at a
slightly increased temperature it becomes so soft
that it can be easily cut with a knife. Hence all that
is needed in order to pulverise it is to heat it to the
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Simple Lessons in Pattern
Making .
By T. D .GARSCADDEN .
PATTERNS FOR CYLINDERS OF MODEL COMPOUND
UNDERTYPE ENGINE -COREBOXES .

(Continued from page 18 .)

FIND , after completing drawings, that there is
little left for me to say in regard to these, by
reason of their being constructional, and as you
SECTION
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cline
_oA. fylind
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durante
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terte
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are now conversant with nearly all

PH

the elementary operations by which
My abstract idea in the treatment of
this splendid object-lesson has been to
patterns aremade.

Core harita

vuoi1

THER

Fig . 54. - COREBOX FOR H . P .
STEAM CHEST OF UNDERTYPE
ENGINE CYLINDER .

show that the patterns are not so
difficult and complicated as they

look ; but (and this is a decided
“ but ” ) to make use of this fact a
certain amount of concentration is
necessary to direct the hand in the
right direction, and I advise the reader

to draw the plans out to full size, if
possible, at the commencement of the
above-mentioned temperature and pound it in a
mortar. With zinc a similar treatment will give the
same result.

task , so that a good general idea of
the construction is obtained . The de
will then explain themselves, and
getting
no difficulty intails
the patterns together to the
correct dimensions should arise .

Having finished the work described in the last
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article, draw off the thickness of metal on the dowel
socket half of the pattern (as in Fig . 51) and work
from these lines in making the coreboxes. This
ensures accuracy, as well as being a guide to the
moulder. Make the steam chest coreboxes first, and

July 30 , 1903.

right through the metal, intending that you should
bore through into it from the given centre, said cen
tre being only shown to render mymeaning quiteclear.

you will notice that one edge of each represents its
cylinder centre line. This is a capital plan whenever

possible, as tending to prevent mistakes by working
to all the sizes from the common centre for both
pattern and corebox ; in short, make these your
marked edges, and work from them as a base.
The H .P . corebox and pattern print can be made
in a simpler manner if you adopt the plan of letting
in a separate covering plate, as shown in main draw
ing (page 276 of issue March 19th ); but I have
chosen the more difficult way (speaking from a
moulding and pattern making point of view only )
for the sake of the lesson it teaches should it be im
perative.

I have carried the bosses for Mr. Greenly 's capital
idea of initial steam valve right across the box to

simplify matters ; but should you only wish to
adopt the proposed small hole in the valve, work to

SECTION ON C . D .

the dotted lines A , in Fig . 54 .

Pattern ,
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COREBOX FOR L .P . STEAM CHEST.
FiG 53.-- PATTERNS FOR UNDERTYPE ENGINE CYLINDERS.

The L .P . box (Fig. 53 ) calls for one or two observations. You will see that I have contained the
steam inlet within it , but not carrying the core

As it is possible for themoulder to put in this core
upside down , at the very last put in a flat fillet, as

shown at B , and cut away the corresponding corner
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of the pattern print ; but take a little less off the
pattern than what you put in the core, so that the
sides and end will be free to place properly .
If there are two possible ways of doing a thing , the
moulder is pretty certain to do it the wrong way.
They will admit this themselves, so this tendency

to err must be circumvented by making only one
method possible .

Port Coreboxes. - These cores would be too deli
cate to be made as shown in my design for a steam
engine cylinder, so I have adopted another plan. Its
advantages are : - (1) The sand can be pricked
into all the corners equally — a most important
thing from a moulding point of view ; (2 ) the sec
tion of areas are produced parallel instead of tapered
from the centre -- important from your point of view
at the valve face ; ( 3) the handling of the fragile
core is reduced to a minimum , as, by simply sliding
back the loose piece A the core is comparatively free
to be taken out. By the way ,make pieces A of bay

July 30, 1903.

faction of the steam on the exhaust side and does
initial steam at the next stroke has not to do so

not cool the cylinder down so much , thereby the

much work in re-heating the walls of the cylinder.
Of course, this involves a loss in efficiency, but I am
condensation far and away makes up for this loss .
The regulator is ofMessrs. Bassett-Lowke's manu

of opinion the gain due to the prevention of initial
facture, a note in the specification allowing this ,
where the contractor did not think it worth his
while to make the kind shown on the working draw

or other hard wood ; all the rest will do of pine.
The exhaust ports I have treated in the sameway
as the L. P. steam inlet, you will notice.

This, besides making the work easy , will enable
you, by boring, to have a clean-cut hole through at
the exact centre wanted , and, by making the pieces
tapered , as shown at X (Fig . 55), an increasing
rectangular area is secured in the line ofexpansion ,
and provides for any slight divergences in the
position of the cores at boring centre. By varnish
ing and papering make as smooth a job as you can
of these boxes.
A good plan is to quite finish the separate parts
before fixing together. All the open parts are
strickled over flush by the coremaker when the ram
ming is done.
This finishes the task , as the round cores will be
made from the standard coreboxes at the foundry ,
although incisions will have to be made to let them

pass over the port cores at entrance to cylinders
or the port holes hollowed out to fit ; but this is a
matter thatmay safely be left to themoulder.
(To be continued .)

New 34 - Scale Model Tank
Locomotive .
By HENRY GREENLY.

(Continued from page 86 .)
OWEVER , continuing the subject of the ad
vantages of a steam dome for model locomo
tives, the use of this feature seems more
reasonable on a boiler provided with a small steam
and water space, such as is more or less inevitable
in modelling the ordinary locomotive type of boiler
than on a generator of the Smithies’ type, or any
other kind having a large steam drum .

To further prevent " priming” and to ensure the

delivery of perfectly dry steam to the engine- even
at the expense of reduced pressure in the cylinder
due to the throttling of the steam -- a coiled super
heater is used . This fitting thoroughly dries the
steam , and is from recent experiments essential in

models using oil or solid fuels.
Excessive cylinder condensation in such slow
speed engines as the model locomotive is also pre
vented by the use of a small blast pipe nozzle . The
back pressure created in the exhaust by the small
orifice, prevents the rapid expansion and lique

SAFETY VALVE FOR LIEUT.-Col . HARVEY'S MODEL
LOCOMOTIVE. Scale : Full size.
ings. A water gauge without back cocks is used ,
and the steam gauge pipe is fitted to a T-piece pro
jecting from the top of the barrel in the cab , the
other arm of this fitting being connected to the
blower stay, passing through the boiler over the
crown of the firebox on the L .H . side of the engine.
In the smokebox a piece of “ chineer " ( i.e., fine
German silver tube), having a bore of 1- 30th of an
inch , is connected to the hollow stay and brought
down very low in the smokebox alongside the blast
pipe.
The smokebox front is a solid iron casting, with
dummy door and hinges, and is so cleanly cast that
no machining, except on the flange which fits the
barrel, was rendered necessary . The strip around
the edge of the door, and the hinge straps and bosses,
are polished bright. A wheel and handle are fitted to
i a stud projecting from the central boss on the front,
but these do not contribute to any locking device
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inside, the fastening of the front to the smokebox

are of exactly the same con

(Continued from page 38 .)

THE first use to which the impedance coil just
described will be put is merely that of a sourcm
of high frequency alternating E .M . F .

If the oscillatory discharge be sent through the
whole coil from end to end, its choking effect will be
very great, and , consequently , there will be a high
alternating potential difference between its ter

minals. This may be shown by providing an alter
native path of copper rod or strip with a spark -gap .
The discharge takes the latter course, sometimes
jumping
a f -in . gap , which represents about 30 ,000
volts.

This high voltage at high frequency is now to be

-
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maximum size possible , cut in
it on the bottom side. This
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shell, being accomplished by fitting the casting
fairly tightly and screwing a lamp bracket into the
flange, through the shell, in front of the chimney .
The front and back plates of the saddle casing are
securely fixed to the frames, and the thin brass
covering plate is bent round and sweated to angles
fitted on the aforementioned plates. The whole of
the interior of the saddle is packed tightly with as
bestos, to prevent leakage of air through the holes
made in the pip
shell
of the smokebox for the steam
es .
and exhaust pipes.
The chimney, dome, and safety valve are brass
castings, the latter being constructed as shown in
the scale sketch herewith . To adjust the tension of
the spring, the top part of what is the valve casing
in large engines, is capable of being screwed out of
the base. The fillet at the joint of the pillar and the
base, is solid with the latter part, and the lever
which rests in a slot and is pinned to the valve, can
be used to ease the valve, by
lifting it out of the slot and
pressing the end down, with
the casing of the mounting
as a fulcrum . The lever is
of polished steel.
The cylinders are fin . (full)
in diameter, and have it-in .
stroke, and are screwed to a
connector steam chest with
four | in . screws. The steam
chest has been improved by
having a circular hole of the
2todiar ,

struction as those shown on

page 222 of the issue of The
15th , 1902, and , whilst refer
ring to these sketches, it may

MODEL ENGINEER for May

DETAIL OF BOGIE , SHOWING THE EQUALIZING ARRANGEMENTS.

be noted that the axle-boxes,
valve spindle crossheads, the big ends of the con
necting-rods, and trailing radial controlling spring

gear, in these drawings are exactly the same on
Colonel Harvey 's engine, except that the connect
ing-rods are placed outside the coupling -rods.
The circular door forms the bearing for the bogie ,
and is attached to the steam chest by six in . screws.

To make it possible for the engine to traverse the
curves of Colonel Harvey 's model railway - which
I may mention is one of the most complete systems
I have yet seen , and will, by the Colonel's kind per

mission , be described in detail at a later date- the
side play of the bogie had to be increased to over
i in . on each side of the centre line, no controlling
springs being used .
( To be continued .)

- CORRECTIONS. — On page 12, in issue of July 2nd,
second column, thirty -first line read “ convex " for
“ concave," and in issue for July 9th, page 34, Fig.
Nos. 12 and 13 should be transposed ; also on page 35
first column, line 25, " firehole " for “ firebox ."

used for driving current through an incandescent
lamp, connected in series with a small micanite con
denser ; but first a few words may be said to point
out the remarkable nature of this experiment.
When an alternating E .M .F . is applied to a con
denser, the two coatings are charged in opposite
directions by a steady succession of current-rushes,
which , though they do not pass through the con
denser, behave, in some respects, as though it were a
conductor.
A suitable ammeter placed in such a circuit
indicates a flow of current, the value of which de
pends upon the frequency and E .M .F . applied , and
on the capacity of the condenser.
Now , suppose that a condenser is required to take
a current sufficient to light a :35 amp. 25 -volt lamp
connected in series with it, the frequency being 100
per second , and the voltage 30 ,000 .
Calculation or experiment show that a capacity of
about .018 microfarad is required ; and to get this
would be easy , if we could build it up in the manner
of induction coil condensers. This, however, is im
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micanite is placed in position it is held fairly firmly
by the pressure of the spring so formed , and, at the
same time, good contact is made with the tinfoil.
The other part of the condenser — the movable
coating - is soon made as follows : - Turn up a
disc of brass (G ), 3 ins. diameter and 1- 16th
or 3- 32nds in . thick. Thread a 64 piece of -in . rod at
both ends ; then drill and tap the centre of the disc to
fit it. Drill a fin . diameter ebonite rod 8 ins. long
with a central hole from end to end. Hard wood
turned will do ; but ebonite is a far better insulator.
Cut off the base shank of a rather large terminal K
( Fig. 18 ), and drilland tap the base to take the end of
thebrass rod.

Now screw one end of the rod tightly into the disc,
RO

possible, as the insulation would be instantly pierced
by so high a voltage.
To get the required capacity by Leyden jars, no
less than ten jars, 5 ins. diameter, fin. thick , and
10 ins. high in the coating, would need connecting in
parallel; and yet if about the samevoltage be applied
at a high frequency the same result is obtained with
a few square inches of micanite and tinfoil. To
show this the best way is to make a micanite con
denser, one coating of which is a brass disc, the dis
tance between the disc and the micanite being vari
able, so that the capacity can be adjusted to suit the
particular lamp used .
Preliminary experiments may be made in order to
determine the area of tinfoil necessary for any given

- -

.

-

- Ehed
GP
Fig . 19.

DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS
EXPERIMENTS WITH IMPEDANCE

K

- 3"

Coils .

Fig . 18 .

set of apparatus ; but the author finds that with a
low current, 25 -volt lamp and an induction coil sup
plied by an alternating current at 50 periods per
second, the best dimension and general arrange
mentare arrived at in the following way .
Cut a square of micanite A (Fig . 17) about 8 ins.
edge and i mm . or 1-20th in . thick . With good ,
rather thin glue, fasten to one side of the micanite a
piece of tinfoil B , 34 ins. by 3} ins., taking care that
no glue gets much beyond the edge of the tinfoil.
Now make a baseboard C , 54 ins. by # in ., and cut a
groove fin . deep at the position shown, making it
wide enough to take themicanite.
Screw down near opposite edges of the board two
blocks D , whose dimensions are all shown, except
the thickness, which may be i in .
The angular edges of these should be exactly ver
tically above the groove for the micanite. Finally ,
a piece of hard brass sheet E , fairly thin , and about
4 in . wide, is cut out, and drilled near one end.
Through the hole a terminal F passes, being screwed
down into the baseboard in the manner shown. The
brass strip is now bent in such a way that when the I

C
Fig . 17.
and, if it is more than flush , file or turn it off . If it is
below the opposite surface of the disc, thread the rod
a little further or bevel out one edge of the hole into
which it screws. Having finally screwed the two

firmly together, slip the ebonite or wooden tube over
the rod, which , when the terminal is also screwed on ,
should be gripped tightly endwise between it and the
brass disc. If there is any difficulty in drilling a hole
straight through the ebonite, a shorter piece of brass
rod may be sweated or screwed into the disc, and a
wire may be brought up through the ebonite tube,
and through a small hole at its other end , to the ter
minal. In this case the ebonite must be screwed
on to the short brass rod.
A brass disc cut out of thin sheet may be substi
tuted , but must be sweated on at the centre, as
screwing is impossible. Now connect up, as shown

in Fig. 19, keeping the two parts of the condenser
separated .
Start the oscillatory discharge, and take hold of
the insulating handle of the disc, being careful to
grasp it near the centre, and to avoid touching any
other part of the arrangement at the same time.
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Now as the disc is slowly brought up towards the

Practical Letters from our

on the side
centre of the free face of the micanite
following results are

Readers .

obtained :— When the disc is near the micanite ,
showers ofsmall purple sparks rush across the inter
vening space, and as the latter gets shorter they

The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full

where there is no tinfoil, the

thicken and get more noisy, and the lamp begins to
glow as if the micanite were a conductor. Nearer
still, the purple sparks begin to spread out over the
surface of the micanite, and the lamp to brighten .

When the latter is burning at its full power do not

bring the disc any nearer, but note the beautiful
purple, tree- like sparks which spread over the sur
face of the micanite. These confine themselves to a

discussion of matters of practicaland mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached ,
though notnecessarily intended for publication .]

Small Oil Engines.

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - I was very much interested in Mr.
in July 2nd
Verney 's letter to you, which appearedthe
wasteful

issue. He complains particularly of
consumption of oil by the blowlamp used for igni
tion , and also of the admittedly
troublesome operation of having
to re- fill the lamp reservoir

every few hours when working
continuously .
Certainly, the
latter objection and I am in
clined to think the former also
— to the use of such a lampmay
be overcome by doing away

entirely with the lamp reser
voir, and coupling up the
burner to the main oil tank
with copper tubing.
Instead of the hand pump
fitted to the lamp reservoir a
small force pump must be fitted
to work from the side shaft with
a double ball valve action in

LIGHTING A LAMP THROUGH A MICANITE PLATE.

combination with an air chamber
or vessel to give a steady
pressure. The plunger must be
hollow , and fitted with a
threaded rod internally, and
which , by screwing in one
direction or another, puts a
spiral spring enclosed in the
bore of the plunger into a state
of compression . This spring
holds a small ball on its seat,
and yields only when the pres.
sure in the air vessel rises

square exactly corresponding to the square oftinfoil
on the other side.

The discharges are feeders forced along the mica
nite by the excessively high voltage and carrying
currentwhich charges the whole surface opposite to

the other coating, compensating, to some extent,
for the smaller dimensions of the disc.
The photograph of this most interesting effect was
taken with stop 15 .6 for the sparks, the exposure
being about it secs.

The lamp on the left is shown burning brightly ,
and the connecting wires give a fairly clear idea of
the electrical arrangement. It is as well not to keep
the experiment going too long without considerable
rests, as the violent and rapid changes in the di
electric condition of the micanite may heat it and
cause it to pierce.
(To be continued.)
We note with pleasure the general improvements
in the University of Birmingham Engineering
Journal, the June issue of which completes the
first volume. The articles on Electrons, the Smoke
Nuisance, and Mr. Henry Lea's “ Diary of a
Motorist,” may be specially mentioned .

above the predetermined point.
An overflow is provided in the upper part
of the plunger, so that all surplus oil may be
returned to the oil tank from which it was
originally drawn. The apparatus above briefly de
scribed may appear to be somewhat complicated in
both construction and action ; but, as a matter of
fact, it is not in either respect .

Naturally, in such small engines as the one in
have
to be carefully considered , and the fitting of
same to small machines entails as great an expense
question , all auxiliary contrivances and movements

as to larger sizes, to say nothing of the risk of low
ering the efficiency, which , as we know to our sorrow ,
is all too small to begin with .
But to your purely mechanical readers, who pro
bably have no great love for coils, sparking-plugs,
and accumulators, contact -breakers, and conden
sers, the former mechanical contrivance will no
doubt prove a thoroughly reliable method of over
coming one of Mr. Verney's difficulties.
With regard to the heavy consumption . It is

heavy in comparison to total oil consumption for
power in all engines of this size ; although , by re
ducing the size of pin hole in nipple, and by filtering
the oil through fine wire gauze on its passage to the
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burner, and working under a fairly good pressure
but with comparatively small flame, I think the two
considerably . I
per 1 } hours
pints apologise
encroaching to this extent on your
for mightbereduced
must

time,
again , in support
of my views,
that oftobutprimary
themust
modelsay
has coils,
nothing
the
way
or engineer
secondarywhocells,
& c.,in and
what is more important still a dynamo to charge
his cells if he uses accumulators, a simple but well
automatically from the
to operatetoquite
pump
made
side shaft
is preferable
themethod adopted by Mr.

Verney - Yours truly,
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apprentices. As it is over four years since I left school, I have
forgotten a lotofmy arithmctic, but I feel sure Iwould soon master
it with the help of a few books. I am thinking of servingmy time
to the engineering, and I wou 'd like to preparemyself in arithmetic

I intend to go to the evening classes. At
before
school September,
I only learnedwhena little algebra ,and I never learned any Euclid

at
all. soI that
wouldI will
like know
you towhich
put the
names
the books
their
order,
to buy
and oflearn
fir -t. inI would
like you to tell mewhere Mr, A , F . Yarrow 's ship -building establish .
ment is situated .
First of all get a “ Rudimentary Treatise on Arithmetic ," by J. R
Young, Is. 6 published by Crosby, Lockwood & Son, 7, Stationers.

Hall Court, EC ; also “ Equational Arithmetic," by W . Hipsley
28.
samepublishers. " Algebra, the elements of," by James Haddon ,
M . A ., 28 Keys to first and last above books, is. 6d each . Yarrows

ship -building yard is on the Thames, near Poplar. Yarrow & Co .,

W . C. R .

Colouring Incandescent Electric Lamps.
Engineer.
of The Modelwishes
THE - EDITOR
DEARTO SIR,
I see a correspondent
to know
can
This
coloured.
are
lamps
electric
how
on
by placing them in French enamel varnish ,beanddone

Ship -builders, etc., Poplar, London , E ., would find them .

(9047] Accumulator
Charging
Supply
J. H .
(Manchester
obliged
) writes : I would
bemuchfrom
if youMains.
would answer
me the following questions. (1) I wish to charge a small 4 -volt
pocketaccumulator from a 400 -volt main , or rather from a circuit
off the above mains, with two 200 -volt lams in series, as shown in
diagram ; all lamps are 16 c .-7). If I place another 50-volt lamp in
series with other two lamps at place marked x , would itreduce the
current sufficiently for the purpose; if not, would you please

show meby diagram , if possible, how to arrange lamps ; also how
taking them out light them and leave until dry.
The enamel can be obtained atMessrs. W . H . Palmer +
and Co., 78, Old Street, London , E .C . - Yours
F . W . truly
B. ,
Rugby.
[Ofcourse, this process does not stain the glass, and
the colouring overlaying the glass is liable to

chip off. - EDITOR M .E . & E .]

query Ire 9047

totox tol
210V

Queries and Replies.
ACCUMULATOR CHARGING FROM SUPPLY MAINS.
SAttention is especially directed to the first condition given below

and 110 notice will be taken of Queries not complyingwith the
directions therein stated. Letters containing Queries must be
marked
on the top left-hand corner of the envelope " Query
Departinent." No other matters but those relating to the Oueries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.

long to leave current flowing ? (2) Could you please tellme which
isin the
of theusing
cell,aspole-finding
it is notmarked,and
there isno
current
it topofinitive
i outby
paper. Onepole
is taken
off
outside of case, and I was wondering whether it would be the
positive po 'e ?

Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by postunder the following conditions ( 1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's ilaineMUST be in
scribed on the back. ( 2 ) Queries should be accompanied,

(1) The resistance of a 16 C.-P . 200-volt lamps is approx. 660 ohms,
therefore
two in series would give you 1,320 ohms,and this in a

wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recoininended to keep a copy of their Queries for

show it in your sketch, you would increase the total resistance of
viz., about 40 ohms ;.
of the added lamp, the
circuit by the resistance much
current flowing
difference in
which would not make
Leave charging until the voltage of cell comes up to about
it
will
take witho
long
how
say exactly
cannotcapaci
4knowi
.5 volts. theWeprecise
ut
on the
ty of cel (see recentgo queries
ng Unfort
by,
if
termin
to
nothin
is
there
(2)
).
subjec
g
unatel
t
y
is not marked . As a rule, however , if only one terminal hasbeenal,
or is dis inguished by a mark of any kind, you may safely chance it
being. the case, you
asbeing
ask him
and that
thatmade it,cell;
themana home-made
had betterthego +to, unless
Porsc1 Dynamo for Lighting Bicycle Lamp. R. G .
(Snaresbrook) writes : I am thinking of having one or two electric

reference. ( 3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed. (4 ) Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days
must
usually ela pse before the Reply can be forvarded. (5 )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks inust elapse before the
Reply can be published . The insertion of Replies in this column
cainnot
be guaranteed.
All Queries, 35should
addressed
The Editor.
THE MODEL(6 ) ENGINEER
to 39. beTemple
House,to
Tallis Street, London, E .C .)
Thefollowingare
selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently: (9103]
Model
Hydraulic
Lift. is J.to Wlift. (Wa ellington)
writes:112I
am making a hydraulic lift, which
weight of about
lbs. to a height of about 18 ins., the ram 's 3 ins. diameter, and I
am led to understand that a tank placed 50 ft. in the air, and a I in
pipe
broughtdown
to the be
lift fed
willbybesteam
sufficient
to liftNowthe, what
112 lbs.I
weight.
The tank would
pumps.
want to know is , which will take least power to work the pumps
having
tank as shown , or to have an accumulator weighted
sufficiently to lift the required weight ? I prefer to have an accumu
lator, as it is rather awkward to raise a tank to a height of 50 ft. If
you will be good enough to let me know which requires the least
power to work the pumps- to pumpwater into a tank 50 ft. high,
or to force water into an accumulator, weighted so as to give a
lifting
force equal to a head ofwater falling 50 ft. ?
There will be very little difference in the power required for the
working
ofan accumulator and a high tank, both giving the same
pressure of water. A high tank is certainly the sim ler arrange
ment, and would require less attention , however, height and the
piping necessary are its only drawbacks, and for this very reason
accumulators
usedto inbuild
real apractice
as itbrick
is lesstower
costlywithto aputtank
up
an
accumulatorarethan
v ry high
on top of it. Of course, the capacity of an accumulator is very
much smaller than that which can be easily stored in a tank, and

you will,wethink, have to have the engine running whilst you are
working
the lift.

[8887)beBooks
on Arithmetic.
.) Birkenhead)
I would
very thankful
to you if (J.youMcN
would
tell me the writes
nam :s
and prices of some good books on arithmetic for engineer

400-volt
circuit would pass 1,320
on ampères - 3. which is about
enough for your small cell. By placing a 50 -volt lamp where you

li hts on
my cycle.
g eatlyI could
obligedobtain
if youa dynamo
could answer
these
questions
forme.I will
( I) be
Where
which
would do for the cycle (2) Whether I could have a resistance
for the different speeds, o have different gearing ? ( 3) I
want it to be from about 6 to io volts.
This
not atforallexperiment,
a practicableif method
cycle lamp.
and is ais case
you wish ofto lighting
carry thea project
out.

Any must
of the give
electrical
wouldideasupply
dynamo, you
but
you
them firms
a clear
of theyoukindwithofamachine
require.
[ 9080 ] Fuller Cell; Reduction of Voltage. " ELECTRODE"
writes : I have a 4 -volt accumulator which lights a lamp for six
hours.
mak Isome
Fuller that
batteries
chargea current
it with
( 1 quart orI wish
3 pintsto size)
understand
I mustto have
of 6 -volt , in order to fully charge it. I should be obliged if you
could giveofmercury,
me particulars
to constructing
these
bat. eres
quantity
carbonas, zinc,
etc. necessary
). How
could(theI
tell when the accumulator was fully charged, as I haveno voltam
meter ? The accumulator has an ebonite case. I also wish to
make a switchboard for reducing a 4 -volt currentto 1, 2 and 3 -volts,
and also for reducing 6 volts to 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 volts by means of
nickel
should wire.
requireWill
? you tell me what length and gauge of wire I
(1) The Fuller cell is really a double-fluid bichromate, i.e., it has
two electrolytes instead of one. The outer jar, or containing vessel,
holds
an electrolyte,
of a strong
solutiontheofcarbon
bichromplatete ofandpotash,
to which consisting
has b .en added
about
15 per cent. of sulphuric acid . An inner porous pot contains
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another electrolyte of dilute sulphuric acid, with a zinc rod well

amalgamated,
the mercury,
zincs canwel
be and
had good,
with butif
cups not,
cast a onsmall
the
bottom
to hold a Iflittle
quantity of mercury placed in the bottom of the porous pot will
answer yo : r requirem nts well enough . For further particulars

see ourvoltmeter.
handbok “ (2)Electric
plancurrent
is to getyoua
small
If youBatteries."
will let usYour
knowbestwhat
wish to allow to flow ,wewill give you the required re-istanceto place
in currents. If you look after the ampères the vol's w ll look after
themselves. See page 237, March 5th issue, also page 46. January
8th,
and subsequent queries on this subject of reduction of voltage,
and resistances.
[9218 ] )“ writes
Burning
Connections.
H . J. B . produce
(Upper
Norwood
: By "theLead
guiding
hand of that excellent
tion of yours- “ Accumulators, how made and used," I have

119

did not heat, and the power given out also increased. Can you
explain thisshuttle
? Woul1
it forbemybetter,
perhaps,
to substitute
laminated
armature
presentfairly
drumthick
armature
? as thea
Your
motor
must
be
wound
with
wire
periodicity
is high. Use about 4 Ozs. No 16 for armature and
1. lbs. of No. 14 or 12 SW .G . for the fields. The exactamountmust
be
found
by
experiment,
made accordingly
trial. The reason
for yourand
otheradjustment
machine running
better withafter
the
brushes, as shown in your sketch, is because that is equivalent to

using very widebrushes, and thereby causing thearmature winding

succeeded in making a 12-volt 40 ampere-bour storagebattery. I

want to know how to " burn " the plates together without solder.

If you could inform me how this is done, I should be exceedingly
obliged
to you.current
By increasing
the charging
be increasedthe? thickness of negative grids can

To tell you exactly in so many words how to carry out this

process successfu
matter. to Tothedoknack,
the jobandis asimple
enough
when oncely isyoua difficult
have tumbed
little
practice is necessary before a good joint can be made one that

FIG . 2 .

can be depended upon. A soldering ir n , heated to a good heat, is

applied to the two pieces of lead,which have to be burnt. The iron

must
in such
posit onofthat
heatthat
to the
two
piecesbeat held
the same
timea anialso
suchit a supplies
tenperature
the lead

rolr yoderu flows
amaweeAunasidafaftetesolder
beurmeepwiwitlinthto, sdrThflow
flowwisllwhen
u then anan irironon is
fobritrmjustmelted
isun
ouededgh,autinontoe tencompmand
ntueracstattcaused
then the iron must be withdrawn after youuntiarel thsure
has
jointhethas
haleadswill
united , and the lead kept in same position until theejoint
" set."be
Should the temperature of the iron be too high, aii oxide will be

brought in contactwth it. The fluid portions will then unite, and

formed course
on thesurfa
e ofthe effect.
lead,andNoprevent
the twopeces
uniting:
dirtof
has .a similar
; the
theplates
totalarea
of both
plates
must
be
increased
Of
course,
making
thicker
is
advan.
tageous in many ways, provided they are porous enough to justify

their additional thickuess.
(9224)youNernst
Lamps.
A. advantage
B. (Leamington
Sza)thewrites
Would
kindly
inform meofE . the
of usinginca
Nernst:
lamps?
Which
ismosteconomicalNernst or ordinary
descent?
Please state why, a d also if the Nernst lamps require much
attention
Do youin consider
" Ediswan? " lamps,
efficiency "? Robertson " lamps are equal to
They
give
a
much
whiter
than much
ordinaryless.incandescents,
and
the current co: sumption is light
certainly
No, very little

every 8919

attention : the average life of glower is 800 hours. Lamps fitted
with several glowers- up to six - can be had now , and theadvantage

of these ofis the
that,lamps
shouldin any
oneway
glower
burn relucing
out, it doesthenotlight
affectsoine
the
working
beyond
what
for
the
timeuntil
a
new
glower
is
put
in
;
and
this
can
be
done in a few moments. There is notmuch to choose between the

uther lamps you mention.

to be cut out for a certain portion of each revolution . There is no
hard and fast rule for the posi ion of brushes in this class ofmotor :
the best position is only to be found by trial, and this is
evidently the best position for brushes in your machine.

[8919 ]Hampstead
Windings,) writes
and Adjustment
of Brushes.
(South
: Enclosed please
ind sketch“ MOTOR"
of half

etrea.'mature
ilt drum
ave a motor
olF.-o M d.iina.mThe
100 r1-64th
ItiIt sis ofiissbubuilt
. oftype,
section
ofhsmall
up
stampings
and
is
insulated
with
fibre.
the
with
eight
sections,
and
is
in
.
diameter
and
2!
ins.
long.
I
motor to run off 100 volts alternating current, the supply wish
being theof
90hich. will
I have
smallmotor
course),
wwhich
run alreadymade
off this supplya when
put in (series
series wound,of
with somelamps.

The News of the Trade,
• Reviewsdistinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
editorialinspection of thegoodsnoticed .
Address.
Mr. J, Bonneville, lateChange
of 208 , St.of John
St eet, Clerkenwell, wishes
us to notify our readers that he has removed to Fairview , Battle ,
Sussex, where all communications should now be addressed .
Motor Launches and Launch Boilers
The Ardwick Engineering Company, of Bennet. Street, Ardwick,

their 20it -ft.motor
us a b 'ue-print
Manchester,
is stated
. motor, which
3 h .-pdepicting
a two-cylinder
with sent
launch, fitied have
The boat has the
hour.
rer
miles
6
of
speed
a
at
craft
the
run
will
fuel tanks in the bow , and is fited with an improved three-bla led

Query 8919
FIG . 1.
Will you please let meknow how much wire to put on the armature
and
F . M . ? and
The cross-section
M . isforce
practically
throughout,
the path of ofthethelineF .- of
is about24 sq.
10 ins.
ins.
a together. In the smallmotor previously r .ferred to I had a solid
shuttle armatur , and found that with the brushes dimetrically
opposite to each other, as Fig. 1, excessive sparking took place and
theFig.
F . M2,. makinan
got ver hot.angleBut,of about
on bringing
the brushes
positionthe,
as
60 degrees
with eachtoother,
motor ran qui o noiselessly and absolutely sparklessly, the F .- M .

describing and illustrating
reversing propeller. A couple- dryof leaflets
back return tube and vertical (the
two types o launch boilers
latter can be used in motor cars) were also enclosed . These boilers
can be obtained in sizes varying from 2 to 7 h .-p ., with or without
mountings An Appliance for Technical Classes.
of the steam engine- mo'c
and practice
theory variety
To enablethethecompound
, Mr.
to be thoroughly understood
especially
Street, Leeds
A . Krshaw , scientific instrument inaker, Do rington
" of the compound
has brought out a " Sectional Demonstrator
steam engine for use in colleges and technical classes. Themodel,
be employed
5 ins. thick,
ft. by speeds
ft. by 2 linear
measures
which
valve, andto
o * thecanpistons,
the 4average
demonstrate
load
on
valve,
pressure
of
valre,
back
and
pistons,
of
area
crankpin,
the
on piston, clearance and working volumes of each cylinder, andwell
whole theory of the expansion of the steam in the cylinders,as
as the actions of the cut-off and miin valves, the various rods, etc.,

out-off and,in speci apuso and can bwith such

1 purposes. canThebemachine
to suit speci
of adjustment
havingmeanspacked
and withrecom
£8 ios., provided
for already
case,not
in a strong
supplied,
ismnended
such
schools
to all engineering
a usefulappliance.
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The Editor's Page.
W

E have received someletters on the subject of
VV standard scales for model locomotive
builders, which we reproduce herewith .
We should like to have further opinions from our
readers, and hope the subject will be as fully dis
cussed as its importance warrants. Wepropose, at
the conclusion of the correspondence, to sum up the
pros and cons, and to endeavour to focus the
various opinions which will represent the views of
those who are qualified to speak with authority, and
which may , therefore, be taken by less experienced
readers as a guide when deciding to what scale they
will build . The question is really one of scale ,

July 30, 1903.

have every reason to be thankful for adopting such
a wide gauge, as I find that for f-in . scale working
models the room for motion, & c., to scale gauge
quite inadequate for my purposes, particularly
when one wishes to fit two large low -pressure cylin

ders between the frames. I think that this is be
coming a general opinion, because three of our lead.
ing model engineers have lately adopted the 43-in .
gauge- viz., Dr. James Hobday, Mr. James D . H .
Bryant, and Mr. Harold Soper, whom I regard as
the most successful narrow -gauge designer and
builder in the Society ofModel Engineers. There
fore, I maintain that instead of narrowing our
gauges, we ought to adopt a gauge similar to the
Indian 5 ft. 6 ins. as a standard."

rather than of gauge ; although , of course, the scale
usually fixes the gauge. The point which we should

Notices.

like to have debated is — what are the most con

venient scales for both small and large models, and
a wide or narrow gauge is the better for a certain
scale model.

their respective advantages, rather than whether

“ E . M . S.” (Bexley Heath) writes :— " One
thing that has struck me is that it would be of great

advantage if two or three of your readers about to
same scale and type. They could then , by corre
spondence or otherwise, decide on any minor points
as one might have a better idea for some part than
another. By each giving their own idea , they could
agree upon the one likely to give the best results.

build a model loco could mutually agree to build the

Again, onemight be better at the drawing,and per
hapsanother at pattern -making, or casting. In this
way they might arrange to co-operate, and each
build a loco for himself which would have the advan

The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only , and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS . should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s per
annum ,payable in advance. Remittances should bemadeby Postal
Order.
Advertisementratesmay be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the ' iterary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & , for review , to be addressed
to THE EDITOR , " The Model Engineer," 35 to 39, Temple House ,
Tallis Street, London , E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Model Engi
neer," 35 to 39 , Temple House, Tallis Street, London , E .C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the marer
and books to be addressed to the Publishers, Dawbarn & Ward ,
Limited , 6 , Farringdon Avenue, London, E .C .
1 Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York, U .S .A ., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed.

tage of being the outcome of more heads than one.
Also , if castings were bought made to order, they

would come somewhat cheaper if two or three sets

Contents .

were required instead of only one. I should be glad

to hear if any other of your readers think such" co
operation possible.”

J. C. Crebbin (Muswell Hill) writes :- " With re
ference to article in your recent issue concerning
narrow gauges,may I be allowed,as Chairman of the
committee appointed by the Society to decide the
standard gauges, to give the reasons of our decision :
( 1) When building to a small scale, the parts be

[The asterisk (* ) denotes that this subject is illustrated ]
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come so small as to require almost a watchmaker's
knowledge and patience to fit these with any accu
racy ; (2 ) such small models are almost useless for
outdoor working ; (3 ) as the wear and tear upon a
small model is much greater than in its prototype,
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out, but the spindle required fitting and the body

A Model Dynamo with Shuttle

turning to size and facing .
A rough drawing was made of the Kapp type of
field , and the principal dimensions calculated ap
proximately after deciding on 22 D .s.c . for the

Armature .
By John W . W .MUNRO .

THE following account of themaking of a model
dynamo by an amateur (age 154) may inte
rest some of your young readers, and so war
rant its appearance in the M . E : & E . Thework was

PUBLISHED
WEEKLY

armature and having some 18 D . C.C . in hand . Pat
terns were made for the field and bearing brackets
and castings obtained. The pole-pieces and yoke

I

were separate. First these were lined off, faced
endways in the lathe, and fitted together with 1- in .

A MODEL DYNAMO WITH SHUTTLE ARMATURE,
done under general directions from my father, and
occupied my spare hours at school during the last
two terms. The idea was to make a model which
could be driven from the lathe wheel to light some
lamps or do similar work , as well as to gain an in
sight into practical electrical work .
The machine came to be of the rather despised
shuttle type, because we had an old forging 2 ins. by
4 ins. in soft iron . The coil space had been slotted

countersunk screws, a plate being screwed to bottom
for fastening to bed .
The field casting was then bolted to an angle
plate fixed to the slide-rest of a 31-in . centre back .
geared lathe and a temporary self-act secured from
an overhead pulley on a pipe set in centres .

The

tunnel was finished to 2 1- 16th ins.by several cuts of
a boring bar in the lathe centres, and a smooth ,
clean job obtained .

122
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The bearing brackets were faced on the base in the
vice, lined off, and bored on an angle-plate, bushed
with brass tubing, and reamered to size. The parts
including the armature were then assembled on a
surface plate, and the armature carefully centralised
by paper wrappings, a little adjustment being found
necessary with the bearings. The whole of the
assembled parts were then set down on a brass plate
to centre lines, marked off for position , screw holes
drilled , and steady pins put in , and a solid mahogany
base prepared.
A wrought-iron pulley, 2 ins, by 2 ins., was drilled
and turned , having a groove in the centre for use
either with gut or band . A keyway was slotted in
armature spindle with a parting tool set sideways in

the slide-rest, and in the pulley with a small boring

August 6 , 1903.

A New 34 -in
Scale Model Tank
Locomotive.
By HENRYGREENLY.

(Continued from page 115.)
INTO the circular steam -chest a stud is fixed , and
I as the cylinders are inclined the centre pop for
drilling for this stud must be marked about
1- 16th in . behind the centre of theboss on the cover,
so that the centre line of the bogie will be directly

under the centre line of the chimney. This boss
must also be filed parallel with rails, and should

exactly flush with the bottom edge of the steel fram
ing. The stud also should be driven in truly vertical

bar .

and not at right-angles to the centre line of the

The commutator was made of -in . brass tube
forced on an ebonite disc, and fixed with brass wood
screws countersunk and soldered . It was then

motion .

flanged bush .
The reels for carrying the field - coils were made of

sheet copper with brass flanges, and slipped over the
poles. They were insulated with brown paper and
shellac, and the coils, though rectangular, wound in
the lathe, using a wooden mandrel. Both coils, a
total of 5 lbs. of No. 18 D .C.C ., were then slipped into
position and the yoke screwed up.
The armature, similarly insulated , was wound
with 14 ozs. of 22 D .S .C., the ends slipped into the

holes bored endways in the commutator ring, and
soldered up. A slip of American cloth was glued
on the flat side of each coil in the armature, and
three coils of fine steel wire wound in grooves to
keep the wire from flying out under centrifugal
action .
The winding of the armature to get the wires to

lay nicely was rather a tedious job . The brushes

were provided for by a yoke swinging on the boss of
the bearing carrying brush -holders insulated by
ebonite, the brushes themselves weremade from the
copper gauze of old dynamo brushes, folded to size
and soldered with terminals at ends. When com
pleted , the machine was tested , the armature having
a resistance of 1'7 ohms and insulation 5,600 ohms,
the field combined resistance 3 ohms, insulation
infinity . !

For experimental purposes it was thought best
to bring the connections to the top of the machine,
so a mahogany cap fitting over the yoke was made,
and the connections all brought to it. In my hurry
in coupling up I forgot " Flemings hand,” and joined
up thebrusheswrongly , so that, on running, I got no
results. My father suggested wrong connections,
and that field -magnets needed energisation. We
soon found the error, and then coupled four Le

should be set back 3- 16ths in . from the face of the

LNA

slotted diagonally, and secured to shaft by a small

The footplating, which is of 1- 16th in . hard brass ,
is edged with angle brass having shaped ends. The
step - plates are screwed to this angle brass, and

6'z over
foolplures

DIAGRAM SHOWING THE SettiNG- BACK OF THE
STEP PLATES.
frame edging, so that the edges of the steps do not
exceed in over-all dimensions the width of the foot

plates. If this is not done, it will be found that the
steps are constantly being bent and otherwise
damaged by striking objects near to the line or in
handling the model.
The side and end tanks are all separate, self-con

tained superstructures, and made of 18 S . W .G , hard
brass, and can be removed very readily . Outside
the tanks measure 124 ins. long by3ins, high (not
including edging and hand-rails), but inside the
depth is only 3 ins. This is to allow room for the
big end of the connecting-rods and coupling-rods,
which on the top of the stroke extend to a higher
level than the top of the footplate. The tanks are
fixed by pieces of angle brass to the footplate, and
to connect the two side tanks together a f-in . pipe
passes from side to side of the engine across the top
of the footplate in cab just behind the boiler, the

clanchés in series to the field whilst machine was
running. We got some sparking and a 5-volt 5-C.-P .
lamp just reddened at 1000 revs. Whilst shifting
brushes to get the proper lead the lamp was nearly
burnt out by the current, to my great delight. We
then disconnected the cells, and put two 5 -volt .

centre of this pipe being provided with a ground
union .
The back tank , or bunker, has no bottom , the foot

lamps in series into the circuit and easily lit them .
Our largest wheel on the foot-lathe is 20 ins. diam

stair ” model locomotive in the issue of October ist,
1901, passes down on the right-hand side of the

plate forming this , and contains the pump and the

oil fuel tank. The suction pipe of the pump, which
is of same type as that designed for the “ Dunala

eter. Running themachine by a piece of string from
engine through the footplate and horizontally in a
a sewing machine I can easily light a 3 -c-p . lamp, and
forward direction, turning up again just at the end
of the side tank, this connecting pipe, shown in the
themodel gives a good deposit in copper plating. So
I am very pleased with the result, and do not regret
photograph (page 85, issue of July 23rd ), being
themany hours I laboured on the task , and when I l provided with two unions.

get time I am going to put in a drum armature.

The pump is provided with bicycle ball valves,
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and the delivery passes along the footplate in the cab
to the check-valve fixed on the back plate of the
boiler. The check -valve has a cock behind it, which
is opened when the pump is required to be used .
In the left-hand side of the rear tank, or bunker,
a 3 -in . oil tank is placed ; this is not fixed in any
way, and can be removed by undoing the union of
the supply pipe below the footplate, and taking of
the cab, which is fixed by two screws to the bunker
and to the top of each of the side tanks.
The oil- tank is fitted with a standard “ Primus
filler, release valve, and non -return valve, the latter
of which is screwed on the outside to fit the union
of an ordinary bicycle pump. The supply pipe is

carried down under the trailing radial and coupled

i23

The Society of Model Engineers.
[ Reports of Meetings should be sent in to the offices of THE M DEL
ENGINEE without delay, and will be inserted in any par
ticular issue if received a clest nine days before its actual

date of publication.]

London .
be
held in September, the exact date of which will
be fixed in due course.

FUTURE MEETING. - The next indoormeeting will

NOTICE TO PROVINCIAL SECRETARIES. - The Secre

taries of affiliated Provincial Societies who have not

already sent in the required copy will kindly bear in

axles, and at a point just behind the step is fitted
with a t - in . wheel valve. I have usually placed
these on top of the tank, but having found that a
large amountof oil lies in the pipewhen the engine is

be
mind that the new list of members is about tosent
printed , and, therefore , the MS. lists should be
in without delay. This list is printed at the expense

not in use, it is now my practice to get the oil valve
as near to theburner as possible.
In conclusion , I may mention that the photo
graph does not show the engine to advantage. The
painting and the fixing of the lagging strips have yet

Upper Chadwell Street, Myddelton Square, E .C .

of the Lodon Society, and sufficient copies are sent

free to all Local Secretaries. - HENRY GREENLY, 2,

Model Steamer Speed Competition.
Prizes, as mentioned below , are offered for the
best performances of model steamers, under the
following conditions :-- Class “ A ” will include all

.

boats over 3 ft . 6 ins. and under 7 ft. in length ; and

Class “ B ” will include all boats of 3 ft 6 ins. in
length and under. The length is to be taken on the
sive trips over a straight course of not less than 100

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6"_tol
boiler
of
ceporre
18rool
foorpare
to
|

forlenging t.
line
Centge

. . .

.

. . . . . .

water -line. Each boat must make three succes

-

yards in length , or one trip over a straight course of
not less than 300 yards. At starting each trip ,
steam must be turned on, and the engine started
and kept running for at least fifteen seconds before
the boat is released . The interval between each of
the successive trips must be as short as possible, and
must be stated in the particulars given . The exact
length of the coursemust bemeasured , and the exact
time to a second recorded for each trip These par

ticulars must be written down and certified by the
signatures of two members of the executive of either
any recognised branch of the Society of Model
Engineers, or any recognised Model Yacht Club, or,
where no such Club or Society exists, by any two
responsible adults, not being relations of the com
petitors, who must have been present at the trials.
In addition to the foregoing particulars, the
prize-winners must furnish photographs and des
criptions of their boats for publication in THE MODEL
ENGINEER . The prizes will consist of a Silver
Medal and a Bronze Medal in each class, to be given
for the fastest and second fastest average speeds on
the three trips. Handsome printed certificates will
be awarded to Class “ A ” boats which have an
average speed record of not less than four miles per

to be done, these being separate items in the con

hour, and to Class " B " boats with an average speed
of not less than three miles per hour. The trials
may take place at any time during July , August,

tract. The model was finished exactly to contract
time- eighteen weeks ; and in doing this Mr. Stuart
Turner earned the bonus of 5 per cent. on the con
tract sum for promptness ofdelivery and excellenceof
workmanship .

The comparative illuminatingpower of the various
safety -lamps, the sperm candle being taken as

A SECTION THROUGH THE SIDE TANKS.

The largest ferry boat in theworld was launched on

or September, but no records will be admitted after
September 30th .

Stettin . The boat is designed to carry whole trains
over the Baltic Sea between Warnemuende and

unit, figures out as follows :-- Sperm candle, 1 ; the
Geordy, 0' 10 ; Davy, 0 '16 ; Clanny, oʻ20 ;Mueseler,
0 '35 ; Evan Thomas, 0-45 ; Marsaut ( 3 gauzes ),
0:45 ; Marsaut (2 gauzes), 0:55 ; Howatt's Defleco

Gjedser, providing communication with Copenhagen

tor, oʻ65.

May 23rd , at the Schichau Shipbuilding Works, at

124
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The Latest in Engineering.
High - Speed Locomotives for the Prussian

vessel behaved splendidly at sea, steaming with the

of
Railways. — There are building, to tothethedesigns
Prussian

utmost smoothness, and gave the greatest satisfac

Mr. Wittfeld , the consulting engineer

tion to the directors.

Railway Ministry, two locomotives which it is

Channel having on board a large party invited by
the directors of the South -Eastern Railway Co.
The mean speed between Folkestone and Calais was

expected will attain a normalspeed of eightymiles an

hour. The engines are of the compound type. They
will have two pairs of driving wheels and four-wheel

leading and trailing trucks. The driving axles have
inside cranks driven by an inside high -pressure
cylinder, and outside cranks driven by low -pressure
cylinders on each side. The inside crank is set at
90 degs. to the outside cranks. The heating surface
is 2 ,766 sq . ft. It is estimated that the fuel con
sumption of the new locomotives will be only about
2' 50 lb . per horse -power hour, and that they will be
able to develop 1, 800 lbs. The weight in working
order and without tender is 78 tons. The tender in

The vessel also crossed the

about 22 knots. The return trip from Calais to Dover
was made to run at full speed , but the time taken
was only sixty -two minutes. The amount of coal
consumed for the single run is about six tons, which
is less than in the existing steamers. Thus, as to
speed and fuel economy, the results promise to be

was against a two-knot current, and no attempt

quite satisfactory. Vibration is practically absent,
and in any case is very local and at the stern .

Improvements on the Central London Rail .
eight and ten in the morning and four and seven in
the evening, the Central London Railway are now

working order will weigh about48 tons, and will hold
seven tons of coal and 4 ,400 gals. ofwater. The dri

way . - During the busier parts of the day, between

ver's cab is in front of the smokebox.
Standard Leadiog Screws for Lathes , — The
Secretary of State some timeago appointed a com
mittee to consider the question of the production of
standard lead screws for lathes for use in Govern
ment workshops and elsewhere. Sir W . G . Arm
strong, Whitworth & Co ., have built a machine for
this purpose, and it has been placed at Bushy House
in charge of the committee. What this machine
can do, and the fine accurate work it will be capable

running a two-minute service of trains. This ser

of turning out, will be made public as records are

made. A special building will be erected in which
this machine and some of its products will be pre
served .

Fastest Cruiser in the Navy . - The first-class
cruiser, Donegal has now completed her trials. In
the thirty -hours' continuous trial she ran 22:3 knots,
and on four occasions on the Clyde measured mile

she did 23.73 knots, the fastest speed of any cruiser
in the British Navy.

Wireless Telegraphy as a Fire- Alarm . - .
A novel application of wireless telegraphy has been
devised by Mr. E . Guarini, with a view to giving
notice instantaneously and automatically to fire

stations of any fire in the neighbourhood. The ap
paratus consists of a mercury thermometer, in the
bulb and tube ofwhich are introduced platinum con

tacts ; the contact in the tube corresponding with
the dangerous temperature. The contacts are in
circuit with the usual wireless telegraphic instru
ments, with the exception that the transmitter,
which consists of a special toothed wheel, indicates
automatically the street and the number of the
building in danger. Under normal conditions the
column ofmercury does not reach the contact in the

tube, and the circuit is open . If a dangerous rise in
temperature occurs, the mercury rises in the tube,
reaches theplatinum contact, and the circuit is closed .
The transmitter acts and signals the street and the
number to the fire station, which is provided with a
receiver.

vice, whch they claim to be the most frequent in
England, has been made possible by the substitution
of motor -cars for engines, of which we hope to say
more anon . Besides saving timeat either end of the

line, the innovation has considerably lessened the
vibration which was the cause of so much complaint.

Between Tottenham Court Road and Bond Street
the Company are experimenting with an automatic
system of signalling which, if suitable, they intend
to establish throughout the line.
The Proposed Scientific and Engineering
College. — The magnificent offer which Messrs.
Wernher, Beit & Co. have made through Lord
Rosebery to the London County Council for the
building and equipment of a scientific laboratory on
the lines of the great German institute at Char
lottenburg, should put the council in a strong posi
tion of influence in regard to thenew London Uni
versity , where there has been a tendency , begotten
of older traditions, to belittle the status of practical
applied science and engineering, but with something
like half a million of money to spend towards the
furtherance ofsuch aimswe shall probably not hear
much more of academic objections to engineering and
allied degrees.

Recent Tests of Nernst Lamps - Mr. E . E .
Hoadley, borough electrical engineer of Maidstone,
has recently concluded a second series of life tests of
Nernst lamps, which show an average life of over
1000 hours, a considerable improvement upon the
results obtained previously . The experiments
were made with eighteen t-ampère lamps, divided
into three groups of six each , the groups being
arranged for 230, 235, and 240 volts respectively.
They were run continuously for 1,802 hours, and
when the current was switched off at the conclusin
of the test, ten out of the eighteen lamps were still
burning. The average life of the six 230 -volt lamps
was 1,543 hours ; of the 235 -volt, 1,280 hours ; and
of the 240-volt, 1,004 hours, the lamps still burning
being regarded as burnt out at 1,802 hours. Illu

mination tests of Nernst lamps were made in the

The Turbine Steamer, “ Queen ." - The turbine
steamer, the Queen, made her first voyage between
Dover and Calais on June 25th , for the purpose of
testing her machinery on a cross-channel run . The

streets with the aid of a Trotter illumination photo
meter , and the results compare with those of any

other illuminant, and quite put into the shade the
best that incandescent gas can show .
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and are, at the very least, calculated to save

Draughtsmanship for Model
Engineers.

trouble and mistakes. Two systems of inking-in
are practised - one in which all the lines are kept uni

By “ T -SQUARE.”
(Continued from page 102.
V . - INKING -IN AND FINISHING DRAWINGS.

certain lines in the drawing made thicker (“ back
lined " ); both methods are in common use, there
being little to determine when either should be em .
ployed . An example or two may be given to em .

form in thickness throughout, the other ha ving

COR all ordinary purposes of design a proper
drawing in pencil is sufficient, tracings being
taken from this for actual use in the work
shop ; indeed, for the amateur the pencil drawing
alonemay be generally sufficient ; but finished draw
ings, carefully inked -in and coloured , are needed as
records of work done, and are also valuable as show
ing more clearly the actual form the completed de
sign will take. Naturally , only general arrange
ments, or complicated pieces of detail, need such
careful drawing and minute finish as this, which
calls forth all the technical skill of the draughts
inan , though it does not usually require any deep
knowledge of machinery . First attempts at
colouring mechanical drawings are usually mere
caricatures ; but, on the principle that no one can

phasise the point, and in Fig . 27 are shown two
similar views of an ordinary piston - onedrawn with
unitorm lines throughout, while the other is heavily
" back -lined .” The slight extra labour involved
in the latter method is often well repaid by the
enhanced " realism ” of the result, and, if well ex
ecuted , is very useful for assisting untrained eyes to
comprehend a mechanical drawing, and may be

employed both in general arrangements and details.

learn to swim without venturing into the water,
such “ first attempts " must be endured . The
worst faults in such work are the violence of the
“ colouring," and the badness of the inked lines,
and to both these points attention must be paid .
As to the latter, reference may be made to Chapter
III, in which the right methods of using,and keeping
in good order, the compasses and ruling pen were
described . It should suffice to say now that the
inked lines should not be too thin , and should be
clean , sound, and unbroken .
When mixing ink from the solid stick, sufficient

timemust be taken to get a really black fluid . Half
a -dozen drops of warm water should be put into a
clean palette or Indian -ink saucer, and the stick
rubbed lightly but quickly for a -quarter of an hour ;
this troublesome operation is usually neglected , so
that the two or three minutes devoted to the process
result in a thin , brown, washy liquid , really useless
for good work . A good test for the strength of the

ink is to draw a few fairly thin lines with it on trac
ing-paper, using the ruling pen , and allowing the
lines to dry ; the paper should then be held between
the eye and a window , and the lines should appear
quite opaque. Only when it is made of this strength

is Indian -ink really suited for tracings from which

photographic copies (“ blue-prints,” & c.)have to be
made, and although a thinner mixture will gene
rally do for drawings or rough tracings, the darker
it is the better will the result be in either case.
To ensure having a good opaque ink for tracings for

blue-printing, it is a common “ dodge ” to rub in a
little burnt sienna with the water ; but for drawings
it is better to substitute for this a little Prussian
blue colouring ---merely sufficient to tinge the water
to a sky -blue colour -- in order to counteract the
slight brownness or “ warmth " of the ink alone.
Indian -ink, properly mixed in this way, is a delight

fulmaterial to work with , but it is very troublesome

to prepare, while “ bottle-ink ” is always ready for
use , so that the latter can be recommended when it
is good .
Inking -in mechanical drawings is always done

IDB

Fig . 27 . - Two STYLES OF FINISHING DRAWINGS.
On the whole, where drawings are to be carefully
coloured , back - lining is somewhat objectionable,
and while on this point it is as well to remark that
drawings to be coloured should be inked -in with
“ fast ” ink (which will not “ run ” when washed

over) or the drawing will be quite ruined .
Back - lining is done to all the right-hand and
bottom edges of objects, the idea being that the
light comes from the left-hand top corner. The
heavy line, therefore, indicates a definite edge and
shows the limit of the particular detail ; thus, in

Fig . 27, the thick lines B mark the limit ofthe rings.
The rules as to back -lining are somewhat flexible,
like many other rules in draughtsmanship . As a
matter of fact, the practised draughtsman never
hesitates to throw rules aside if by so doing he can
make a drawingmore clear and explicit. The proper
way to " back -line ” circular objects is somewhat
as shown in Fig. 28, which shows an elevation and
plan of a locomotive funnel. The right-hand " edge"
of the elevation is made thick , although , as a
matter of fact, there is no edge proper in such a
detail. The circles in the plan are thickened at one

according to some well-established rules. Natur

side or the other , according to whether they repre .
sent the inside or outside of any part of the object
and this is done by fixing two centres for the com

ally, they are not inviolable, never to be departed
from , but are, on thewhole, conducive to good work,

zontal or vertical centre lines. Care must be taken

passes (A , in Fig . 28) in a line at 45 degs. to the hori
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usually definite information as to the nature of the

to keep these centre holes small, or they will break
into one another, and quite spoil the chances of
good work . The samemethod is adopted to obtain
the gradual thickening at- rounded corners, a , a ,
(Fig. 28 ). The lower edge b of the funnel is thin ,
although it is the limit of the detail. This is be
cause it rests on the smokebox , which is looked
upon as continuing the drawing, as it were ; but
some draughtsmen would always make an edge like
b thin , simply because there is so little space between

material. It should be said that the sectioning for
lead may do equally well for aluminium , type metal,
etc.; that for india -rubber will comprise leather and

asbestos; whilewood has two sectionings, according
to whether it is shown in longitudinal or cross
section. The wire wound on dynamo magnets is
usually shown as in the eighth diagram . These are

employed on tracings which have to be printed

FOLLOWERTH
WHIHUSISH

it and the other edge of theplate.

ELEVATION

Fig . 28.
“ BACK LINING ”
A DRAWING OF
LOCOMOTIVE
CHIMNEY.

RAM
CYLINDER

PLAN .

Fig . 29 . - SECTION THROUGH PART OF AN
HYDRAULIC PRESS.

from , as colouring will not give effective results in
blue prints, & c.; but when drawings are required to

It is not admissible, except in very special cases,
to make any attempt at shading rounded sur
faces, such as that in Fig . 28. It takes a high degree

be properly finished the variousmaterials are shown
by different colours, the following being usually
employed :
COLOUR .
MATERIAL.
Steel..
.. . . Purple (a mixture of Prus

of skill to produce an effective result, either in
washed colour or by means of lines, and adds nothing

Wrought iron

to the information obtainable from the drawing. In
working drawings, which are always dimensioned ,
the word “ diameter ” after certain dimensions
gives the information at once that the object is cir
cular. A shaded drawing is betwixt and between a
purely mechanical drawing and a perspective view ,
but cannot, nevertheless, be said to combine the

advantages of both . It is generally of use only in
book illustrations, where it has its advantages ; but
the amateur should eschew it altogether, and rely
upon sound, clear, mechanical drawings for showing
his work .
When sections are made, it is the usual practice
to indicate all parts supposed to be actually cut by
colouring or drawing lines across them in conven
tional ways. Thus, in Fig . 29, which is a section
through part of a hydraulic press, the top portion is
cast iron, the base steel, and the ram cylinder gun
metal. Each material is represented by a different
arrangement of lines, and as a guide to readers a
fairly complete set of diagrams is given in Fig. 30,
showing the conventional sectionings adopted by
engineers to represent the materials they employ.
The sectioning for some of the materials (e.g., cop
per, india -rubber, lead) vary sometimes according
to the fancy of the engineer ; but the drawing has |

sian blue and crimson lake).

.. Prussian blue.

B
STEEL

ROUGNT IRON

CAST IRON

BRASS

CORPER

so
LEAD

INDIA RUBBER MAGNETWINDINGS WOOD

WOOD

Fig . 30 . - SECTIONING OF DRAWINGS.
Neutral tint or Payne's grey.
Cast iron
Brass and gunmetal Indian yellow .
Copper
Lead

Brickwork ..

Crimson lake.
Pale Indian ink , with a trace
of indigo .
Crimson lake and burnt
sienna .

Stone
Light
sepia , with a little
indigo .
Wood
· . . Burnt sienna.
Indiarubber and
Sepia .
leather
With regard to wood , this is usually shown by wash
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ing over with a pale tint of sienna, and then streak
ing the “ grain ” in by means of a small brush and
thicker colour. Soft woods should have a very pale
ground and sienna for the graining ; hard woods
may have a darker ground, and graining may be
done with Vandyke brown. In all cases the colour
must be kept fairly pale, and readers have a good
example before them in the coloured plate given
away by THE MODEL ENGINEER at the beginning of
this year. As a guide, it may be said that the
smaller the sectioned part the stronger may it be

coloured , so that sections of thin plates, rods, etc.,
are often quite dark (in inked tracings they are often
shown solid black) while sections of large portions
are much paler. In highly finished drawings even
parts in elevation are coloured , the same tint being
used as for sectioning , but made extremely pale.

Very large sectioned surfaces are often merely
streaked with the correct colour at an angle of
45 degs., and large details in elevation are occa
sionally treated to a pale line of colour round the

edges to emphasize the form . Small holes are often
tinted grey (thin Indian ink ), or may be shown
ely as in whether
effectiv
Fig . 31. by lines or colour, should
Sectioning,
not cover the whole of the sectioned part ; but a
narrow line should be left along the top and left
hand edges, as indicated in Fig. 29 . There is a good
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way is to put the centre lines in in black , butmaking

dot-and-dash lines instead of continuous, and use
blue for dimension lines ; in any case, both figures
and arrow -heads for'the latter should be in black .
It is commonly advised that in laying on washes
of colour the surface should first be wetted with
water, which must be blotted off. This is a
good plan when the surface is fairly large, but
practice will enable it to be dispensed with
even then . Be sure of having plenty of colour
mixed , and keep the brush well filled ; work from

the top left-hand corner downwards and across,
keeping the board on a good slope, and, except
in very complicated cases, no difficulty need be
matter of common knowledge that when colour has
been laid on itmust not be touched until dry, as it is
almost impossible to avoid spoiling the work . The
tint should be tried first, so that it will be known
whether the right colour is obtained or not, and
when the bottom edges of the drawing are reached
the superfluous colour can be removed either by the
brush or with blotting-paper. It is worth remem
bering that a large surface of colour always looks
stronger than a small patch of the same tint.

experienced in getting a good fat tint. It is

(To be continued .)
The Training of Engineers.

O O O O

W

RITING to the Editor of the Times, the Prin
cipal of Heriot-Watt College, Edinburgh ,

says : - As the question of the best way to train our

Fig . 31.

engineers is a subject of some importance at the

practical reason for this in the fact that the narrow
space emphasizes the junction between two por
tions. In a coloured drawing the two parts might
be of the samematerial, so that if continued right up
to the lines, the colour would be in one large patch
with an unnoticeable line crossing it. In drawings
with the sections shown by ink line care is usually
taken to make adjoining sectionings with lines re
versed , as in the case with the ram cylinder and the
base in Fig. 29 . In all ordinary cases sectioning
should be done with lines at 45 degs. to the hori
zontal, an exception being permissible in thin
plates, & c., where the lines may be at an angle of
30 degs. to the edges, simply in order to get longer
lines and to reduce the amount of labour. As to the
distance apart of the section lines, this should de
pend on the size of the drawings ; but it is safe to
make them wider apart than first inclinations sug
gest. It is wrong to attempt to make the drawing
as though it were an engraving , in which the lines
are drawn very close together . It looks well when
well done, but is an immense labour.
The rule in inking-in , or taking inked tracings off
drawings, is always to do the compass work first
apart from the centre lines, which are the very first
items to be inked . Begin by inking all small curves
that are to be joined either to straight lines or
curves, and where a number of concentric circles
have to be drawn, do the smallest first, and work
outwards ; this reduces the chances of spoiling the
work by getting too large a centre hole. If straight
lines are drawn first, it will be found difficult to
make them join well with curves.
Centre lines are often drawn in blue ink (or Prus
sian blue colour) and dimension lines in red ; often
these colours are reversed . A very satisfactory

on record in your columns the arrangements we have
recently made with some of the leading engineering
firms here, as the information is likely to be
ofuse to others who are engaged in technical educa

present time, I hope you will kindly allow meto put

tion .

A few months ago a schemewas proposed to them
by which the training of engineers might be im
proved by a combination of the course of instruction
in the technical college with that of the workshop .
The two main features of this scheme were that
students should be allowed to commence their ap

prenticeship before they had completed their college
course, and that theapprenticeship should be short
ened for students who had obtained the college
diploma. This proposal has been favourably re
ceived by several of our leading engineering firms in
Edinburgh , with the result that they have agreed to
take a limited number of students from this College
into their works, in many cases at reduced pre
miums, allowing them to begin their apprenticeship
at the end of their second winter session , and reduc
ing their whole term of apprenticeship by one year.
We are thus enabled to offer a complete course of
training at the college for mechanical and electrica
engineers, their whole training here and in the work
shops taking from five to six years. When a student
enters the college he will at the sametime be advised
to enter his name as an apprentice with one of these
firms, so that his apprenticeship will begin without
fail at the end of his second winter session . I am
sure this arrangement will prove of great benefit, as
it will enable parents to arrange for the whole train
ing of their sons as engineers without having, as is too
often the case at present, to send them first to a tech
nical college, and then search for a suitable firm in

which to apprentice them .
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Thermopiles.
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perature, the E . M .F . set up increases with the in
crease of temperature at one of the junctions of the
will be a flow of current in one direction below a
given critical point ; but when this temperature
two metals ; yet with pairs of certain metals there

By S . R . BOTTONE.
1821, his discovery of the evolution of a cur
rent of electricity by the heating of the junc

DVER since Professor Seebeck announced , in

E

tions of two dissimilar metals, the problem of utilis
practical use, has engaged the attention of many.
Weall know the great loss of energy sustained in
the steam engine, in the conversion of heat into
motion , and again from motion into electricity ;
and at first sight it would appear that the direct
transmutation of the one form of energy into the
other must be attended with less loss. We propose
here giving a brief description of the improvements
gradually made in the thermopile, the particular
purposes to which it is adapted, its limita
tions, the defects to which it is liable, and the pre
cautions which must be observed in order to obtain
from it the best results.
Seebeck 's first thermopile consisted in a bar of
antimony, about 8 ins. long and 1 in . square, the two
extremities of which were connected together by a
ing heat directly , for the production of current for

piece of brass wire, forming a bridge or loop over the
bar ; several turns of the brass wire being bound
tightly round each extremity to ensure good elec
trical contact. On heating one junction, or cooling
the other, that form of energy which we call heat,
meeting with more or less resistance in its passage
from a metal of given heat-conductivity to one of
lesser or greater, is in part converted into that other
form of energy, which wedesignate electricity.

We append a list of a few metals, alloys, & c., of
which any individual
of the series , if joined to

Bismuth
Cobalt . .
Potassium

German Silver
Nickel . .
| Sodium
Mercury . .
Aluminium

. . 25 *
. .

: : : : : :: : : : : : : : : :

HEATED
Juncti
.
ov

one of the metals, & c., following it, would , on the
junctions being heated , set up a current, from the
former to the latter, across the junction :

Magnesium
Lead . ..
I '03
Tin
..
I
Copper . .
Platinum
07
Silver
Gas Coke
- 0 '05
Zinc
-- 0 2
Iron . .
Antimony
- 10
( Tellurium
- 1799
It must be borne in mind that a very minute
amount ofimpurity in anyofthesebodies willgreatly
influence their thermo-electric behaviour. Alloys,
and compoundsofmetals with sulphur and selenium ,
exhibit very different thermo-electric properties to
those of their individual constituents.

has been reached , no currentwill flow in either direc
If, now , the temperature of the junction be raised

tion .

above this neutral, or “ critical ” point, the current
will again manifest itself, becoming stronger as the
heat increases, but in the opposite direction . Thus,

in a copper-iron pair, the current flows,at the hotter
junction , from the copper to the iron , as long as the

temperature is below 280 degs. C .; but in the oppo
site direction when the temperature exceeds that
point. The first improvementmade in the thermo
pile was in the choice of the two metals employed :
bismuth and antimony being then found the most
suitable, and capable of setting up an E .M . F . of 117
microvolts * for each degree Centigrade that the
point of junction is heated above the temperature
of the rest of the circuit.
In the thermopiles of Nobili and Melloni, used for
the detection and measurement of very minute
differences of temperature, thirty -six pairs of plates
of the above two metals were joined in series, thus :

1 1 1 1 1 1 , & c. One set of junctions, warmed
by the heat thrown off by a person standing 30 ft.
away, set up sufficient current to produce a con
siderable deflection on an astatic galvanometer

connected up to the two poles of the thermopile.
Indeed , some of these “ thermomultipliers " † have
been made so sensitive as to give a distinct indica

tion of a rise in temperature of 1- 1,000,000th of a
degree Centigrade.
M . Becquerel, senior, in 1827 , noticed that a copper

wire, coupled to a wire of the samemetal, which had
previously been exposed to the action of sulphur
fumes, so as to convert it — at least, on the surface
into sulphide, when heated at one junction to a tem
perature of from 200 degs. to 300 degs., set up a
more energetic current than could be obtained with
other metals. But it was not until 1865 that M .
Ed. Becquerel put this observation of his father's
into practical use, when he constructed his thermo

pile. Using theartificial sulphide of copper, in con
junction with a kind of “ argentan " or copper-nickel
alloy , in the proportion of i part nickel to 3 parts of

copper, he found that he obtained , at the tempera
ture above mentioned , an E .M .F .about ten times as
great as that given by a bismuth -copper couple ; in
other words,with a rise of i degree Centigrade at the
heated junctions, the latter gave only 32 microvolts ,
as against 320 microvolts in the former. As the

artificial copper sulphide requires a temperature of

about 1035 degs. to melt it, this form of pile may be
used , without injury, at very high temperatures.
In this thermopile the copper sulphide
the form of rectangular blocks 4 ins. long isbycut inin
broad by in . thick . In front of each block is
screwed a sheet of the argentan alloy, which is first
bent forward

column show the relative E .M .F . set up, a copper
silver pair being taken as unity . Tellurium is too

so as to project about 1 in . beyond the
block . It is then bent tightly back upon itself, until
it reaches about half the length of the block , but
underneath it ; here it is bent down, at right-angles
to the block , for a length of about 2 ins.
At this point it is bent upwards again , but some
* The microvolt is one-millionth of a volt .
† The name given to the combination of the

rare to admit of its practical use .

thermopile with the astatic galvanometer.

As a general rule, within certain ranges of tem

* Here the numbers given in the right-hand
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what skewed, so as to reach the further, or “ back "

bar, and a sufficient number of these bars thus

end of the next sulphide block , to which it is likewise

treated are arranged with the bent lug extremities
together as to form , as nearly as possible, a perfect

attached by a screw . In this manner, any number
of elements are connected together in two parallel
rows with the projecting argentan ends looking out
wards, the flat ends looking inwardly . The two

parallel rows of elements are all connected in series,
and are supported near the central or “ cool ” ex
tremities by two hardwood bars running along the

entire length of the pile, and themselves sustained
will, be raised or lowered by meansof a collar and set
screws. Just below the elements, and between the
two parallel rows, is a brass tank, through
which cold water is kept constantly flowing.

by upright brass columns on which they can , at

circle, in which the bent ends look toward the centre

while the unbent ends project radially like a star.
Two cast-iron rings, rather smaller in internal
diameter than the circle thus produced, are required,
each one furnished with three equi-distant holes, by
means of which the rings can be bolted together
when desired . Over one of these rings is placed
a ring, or washer, of asbestos cloth , while over this,
and cemented to it by means of powdered asbestos
and soluble glass, are placed the elements arranged

This serves to maintain the inner junctions

at a low temperature. Two long gas-burners,
on the Argand principle , run along - one
each side of the pile - which , when alight,
keep the projecting ends of the bent
argentan steadily at a temperature of

200 degs. to 300 degs., without any risk
of roasting the copper sulphide. Fifty
couples, arranged as above, gave about
5 .5 volts.
In 1851 C . Watt tried to introduce for
electro - deposition purposes a form of
bismuth - antimony pile, in which the
elements took an H -shape, the non -heated
junctions being kept cool by a long revolv
ing fan . His brother, Alex. Watt, improved
upon this in 1853.
The junctions to be heated were im

mersed in oil contained in a suitable

wrought-iron tank, which could be heated
by
. risk
The difficulty
of
soldgas
ju
nctibelow
eringjetsthe
thefrom
on , the
soldering
junction
of thfusingentthe
its
ire
of
e
bismuth, and the fragility of the entire
arrangement, owing to the brittleness of the
metals - especially the antimony - prevented
this thermopile from ever coming into

extensive use, although, when freshly made

up, the E .M . F . and the current were very
good.
The next really efficient thermopile, and
one which has not been greatly improved
upon , is that of Clamond. It originally
was made of a number of coffin -shaped
elements, consisting of an alloy of i part
of zinc and 2 parts of antimony, cast on two
pieces of stout tinned iron sheet, so that these latter
protruded from the centre of the narrower portions.

To effect this,themould was fitted with the two strips
of tinned iron , each being about 5 ins. in length , into

the two opposite and longer extremities of the
mould to a depth of about 1 in ., leaving , therefore,
about 41 ins. projecting from each end. The alloy
was then poured in , and as soon as it had set, but be
fore it had becomecold (as it expands considerably.
on cooling) the mould was opened and the bars re
moved with the lugs securely cast into them . Each
element, therefore, was about 2 ins. in length , i in .
thick, i in . wide, at the widest portion, and diminish
ing to about in . at the narrower ends, from which

Fig . 1.

in a circle, as before, care being taken to insert a
piece of mica between each bent strip and its block

of alloy to prevent contact, and a rather thicker
piece of asbestos cloth rendered adhesive with
soluble glass between this last tinned iron lug and
its next neighbouring block. In this way the whole
series of elements is arranged in tiers of circles one
over the other , each tier being separated from its

neighbour below by asbestos cement.
When theentirenumber of elements has been used
washer, of asbestos is placed on the top of all, with a
large central hole to admit the passage of the heated

up, in the form of a cylindrical turret, a disc , or
air, & c; over the asbestos comes the second cast

iron ring, which , by means of the three bolts, enables

projected the tinned iron lugs. It is necessary to
exercise great care in handling these elements, since

the entire series to be drawn together in the form of

the alloy is very tender, being almost as brittle as
To make up a pile with these elements, the tinned
iron lugs at one extremity are bent right back so as

iron strips face the centre while theunbent ends pro
ject outwardly and radially .
To connect these together, supposing only one tier

to reach nearly the further end of the zinc-antimony

of, say, thirty-six elements be employed , a terminal

loaf sugar.

one solid block , in which the bent ends of the tinned
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is affixed to one of the unbent tinned iron strips; the
bent strip of the same element is now connected by
folding over and soldering to the un bent strip of the
next block ofalloy, and so on all round until the bent
strip of the last block is reached , when to this is
affixed the other terminal. This arrangement is
hown at Fig . 1. Should there be more tiers than
one, each tier will be arranged in precisely the same
manner, and the connections will always be in series
-- that is to say, from the bent strip (which corre
sponds to the heated junction ) to the unbent or
cooler junction of the next element ; but, of course,
it will not be needful to place a terminal at each tier.
This may be done if it be thought desirable to con
nect the tiers in PARALLEL.
As a rule, thermopiles are connected in series, so

tion by overheating ; butmolecular change of one or
both of the elements is also a source of feebler effects.
In the same manner that the constant vibration
of a copper or steel bar will render it brittle and
crystalline instead of fibrous and tough , as it origin
ally was, so that form of vibration which we know
as heat, soon alters the thermo-electric capacity of
the elements, reducing the difference between them ,
and thus diminishing the output. It is for this
reason that the two latest forms- viz., the Cowper
and theGulcher, have already practically fallen into
disuse.
As a means of measuring minute variations of
temperatures, thermopiles are excellent ; for the

supply of currents of great steadiness, of medium
E .M .F ., and not excessive quantity, such as needed
for charging small accumulators, and working small

that one terminal at the lower tier and one on the

upper tier, respectively positive and negative, will
be found most convenient. To facilitate the appli
cation of heat, this thermopile is usually mounted
upon an iron tripod stand, and a kind of chimney
placed over the centralhole to carry off the products

of combustion. As it is essential that the heat
should be equally distributed , and at no time so in
tense as to fuse the alloy, it is usual to insert a copper
tube, or flue, in the centralaperture, this being kept

from actual contact with the ends of the elements
by means of a layer of asbestos cloth and silicate
cement.
Very similar to the Clamond pile is that ofGiraud,
in which , however, the main object was the pro
duction of a stove which should radiate heat, but
from which electriciy could be obtained for lighting,
etc., ifdesired , the heating of the interiorof the stove
being effected either by gas or anthracite. We can
only mention the names of many similar thermo
pile, such as Sudre's, in which the zinc-antimony
alloy is used in conjunction with German silver ;
Rebicek 's, which was one of the first star-shaped
piles made ; Mestern 's, in which the elements were
copper -nickel alloy against zinc-antimony alloy .
Noe's, although consisting of the same elements,
deserves a rather fuller description , since, besides
providing for the cooling of the outer junctions by
arranging them radially with air space between ,as in
the Clamond and the Giraud , to the outer or cooler
ends of the elements were attached thin cylinders
ofblackened copper sheet, and these cylinders served
to radiate and dissipate the heat.
The two great faults of all thermopiles, asmade up
to the present time, are (1 ) small efficiencyof conver
sion; (2 ) deterioration , owing to disintegration and
to molecular change. With regard to the first, as
the result of many experiments, wth the best types
of practical thermopiles (those containing tellurium ,
selenium or galena excluded , as being unsuitable for
price or for too easy fusibility ), the author has come
to the conclusion that, by the consumption of 5 cubic
feet of gas per hour, in a suitably arranged Bunsen
burner, it is just possible to keep a steady current of
2 amperes at 6 volts pressure, equal 12 watts. Reck
oning that with a well-constructed gas engine and
dynamo we easily obtain 700 watts by the con
sumption of 20 cubic feet of gas per hour, equiva
lent to 175 watts for 5 cubic feet, this brings the
relative costs of the two modes nearly as I is to 15

in favour of the dynamo.
With regard to the second point, we have disinte
gration due to the purely mechanical causes - viz., to
expansion and contraction of the parts on heating

and cooling, and the accidental fusion of some por
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coils or electro-magnetic models, they are convenient
but costly, the upkeep costing rather more than
chromic acid cellsof equal output,but not necessitat
ing the renewal of parts and the cleaning demanded
by the battery ; but for the production oflarger cur
rents at high voltages, as required for lighting or
traction, the thermopile is, in its present state,
utterly unsuitable.
The Era of Electric Travel,

W

E suppose, sooner or later, the steam locomotive

wiĩlbe entirely superseded by electric traction
for the carrying of passengers on railways. Most of
the companies realise this, and several are busy
electrifying portionsof their lines. Other companies
are holding their hands, and are awaiting the re
sults of the Electric Mono-Rail between Liverpool
and Manchester, about to be constructed . The cur
rent will be supplied from a central generating
station at Warrington , thus avoiding the wasteful
ness of numerous steam locomotives. The trains
will be made up of single cars, some carrying fifty
passengers and some more, and they will be run at
ten minutes' intervals (or less). The rolling-stock
will be less than that on ordinary lines. On the
double Mono-Railway track there will never be
more than four cars at a time. It was stated before
Parliament that the total annual expenditure for
traction maintenance, and working expenses of the

Electric Mono -Railway would amount to £65,554 per
annum , equal to a cost per train mile of about 7 d .
On this basis an average of only 7 } third -class pas
sengers carried per train would therefore cover all
working expenses. It has been proved , again and
again , that the supply of more rapid and frequent
communication between populous centres creates a
great and ever-increasing traffic . There is now a
very big daily traffic between Manchester and Liver
pool, and there is every prospect that this new rail
way -- the pioneer high -speed line in the world — will
be a great financial success from the first, and will
earn such profits as to induce the great railway com
panies to adopt the mono-rail system for their ex
press passenger traffic. --- Liverpool Journal of
Commerce
.

RATCHET wheels are wheels which receive an in
this piece is called a pawl, and it is connected to a

termittent circular motion from a vibrating piece ;
lever by a suitable pin . If the motion has to be

transmitted in one direction only, the teeth are
formed something like those of a circular saw ,

Anh.
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An Electrical Steering Gear for

Workshop Fitments.*

Steamships.

By A . NELSON .
I N fitting up and arranging my workshop , I have
I had in mind three things First, that there

ESSRS. SIEMENS BROS . & Co . have intro

M
duced an electrical arrangement for con
trolling the steam -valve of ship 's steering
gear from the bridge or other navigating position,
the steering engine being, as is now largely preferred ,
in the stern of the vessel under the water-line.
With such electric control arrangement the ex
tension system of rods and bevel wheels used

in some cases, or the system of hydraulic pres
sure pipes utilised in other ships can be dispensed
with . This electrical application can be fixed to

should be the proverbial “ place for every
thing, and everything in its place " ; second, that
every tool or other article should be kept as near as
possible to the place where it will be generally used ,
so as to be always at hand and save unnecessary
walking about ; third, that the tools should be so
kept as to avoid any possibility of their being

damaged by contact with one another.
To commence with the joiner's tools : these are
kept on a board fixed to the wall above the bench
(a home-made one, by the way, formerly used as a

any type of steam steering gear.
The first principle of this Siemens
system is the running of two motors

together synchronously, which is
attained by special winding in the
armatures. One of the motors is
placed under the bridge, and occu
pies practically no space ; the other
is at the steering engine. The first
of these motors is controlled by the
movement of the ordinary steering
wheel on the bridge or other navi
gating station , and it is connected
through wires with the other motor

at the steering engine, so that the
energising of the one motor causes

the other to work coincidentally .

Absolute precision is ensured by

36

this and by the form of switch
adopted , so that the minimum of
movement - one revolution of the
steering engine — can be attained
easily . Themovement of the hand
steering wheel works the switch ,
but instead ofcontact for such switch
being stationary as is usual, it is
mounted on a worm wheel engaging
in a worm forming an extension of
the motor spindle. When the switch
energises the motor, the rotation

of the latter, acting through the

worm , causes the worm wheel and
the contact to leave the switch , so
thatit automatically cuts off current,

unless the hand wheel and switch
are also turned .

The switch has

thus to “ hunt ” the contact. The
slightest movement of the hand
wheel ensures one revolution , or
its continuous turning keepingswitch
and contact together brings the rud

der hard over. The worm of itself
acts as a brake, and when hard

over an automatic cut out at the
steering engine comes

Fig . 1. - ARRANGEMENT OF WOODWORKING Tools.

into play, so that the
motor cannot be over-run and become jammed .
Even when cut-out in this way, the motor is free to
be worked in the opposite direction. Should there
be any disconnection of the wires, or failure of steam ,
or if from other cause the rudder cannot move, the
fact is at once made evident to theman at the wheel,
as the wheel cannot be moyed . The motion of the
hand wheel is always strictly proportional to the

motion of the rudder,

lathe-bench , Fig. 1). The arrangement of the tools
on nails in this manner is, so far as I know , entirely
my own ; I have copied it from no one. Each tool
has its own position , and is replaced at once after use
instead of being buried among the shavings, & c., on
the bench . The planes and mallets are kept on a
shelfmade of three bamboo rods fixed above the tool

* This article gained the prize in Competition No
28.
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board (Fig . 2 ); there is no possibility of dust and

tools are separated by wooden slips and arranged

Shavings accumulating on the shelf, and the plane
Irons are not in contact with anything ; the planes
are readily taken down or replaced , yet cannot fall
through between the rods. I have worked with

according to size ( Fig. 5, p . 134 ). The third drawer
containsmetalscrews, washers,nuts,and bolts, small
bits of wood for packing articles bolted to the face

tools thus arranged for someyears, and like it well.
The hand -turning tools - lathe dogs, callipers, etc.,

are similarly arranged on a tool-board above the

lathe, the turning tools having a screw -eye fixed in

plate, etc.

Below the drawers is a space in which I keep oily
rags for covering thelathe when not in use.
The fixed work bench comes next (Fig . 6 ) and con
tains twy drawers, in which are stored small pieces

11

FIG . 2. - RACK FOR
WOODWORKING
TOOLS.

Fig . 3. - SCREW
EYE IN TOOL
HANDLES.

the end of cach handle (Fig . 3). This
and dies, spanners, etc. (Fig . 4 ). .
I can thoroughly recommend this sys
tem , as one can find at a glance any tool
required, and can replace it and take
down another withoutmoving away from
the lathe. As the cutting edges touch

board also holds three screw - plates, stocks

nothing, the points do not get knocked

off , as they do when kept in drawers,
where the tool you require is usually at
the bottom .

A packing-box with a division across
stands on the floor under the lathe, and

acts as a cupboard (the door is removed
for photographic purposes) ; in this are

FIG . 4. — THE LATHE AND TOOL BOARD.

stored change wheels, gap -piece, faceplate,
etc.

of scrap metal - brass in one, iron and steel in the
drawers, size 12 ins. by 22 ins., and ranging in depth
from i in . to 3 ins, which are divided and hold a lot

Resting on the cupboard are three drawers, in the 1 other. Below the bench is a nest of eight shallow
first of which I keep slide-rest tools, faceplate dogs,
and chuck -jaws. Each tool is in its own partition,
and cannot come in contact with the others ; thus,
the points are kept intact. The second drawer con
tains twist drills and the ordinary flat metal drills
from 1- 16th in . to } in .; also taps up to 1 in . The

of tools and small material. Above the bench are
two shelves for 10 -in . division plate, soap-suds can.
oilstones, boxes of material, square and straight

edge,and two small peşts of drawers for wood screws

),
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rivets, & c. There is a rack for files on the back of
on the right-hand side, which answers well.
Next is another bench (Fig. 7 ) for small work
(specimen ofwork on the bench ). This is fitted with
a small vice and tools, and on the left of the vice a

blowpipe,crucibles,drawing instruments,and various
electrical fittings. Last, and least, of the benches is
the grinding-table ( Fig . 7 ) made from a sewing
machine stand, and carrying a 10-in . grindstone and
emery wheel. I cannot get up enough speed for
emery roughing, but manage fairly well, however ,

piece of white paper is fastened down with drawing

I prefer the grindstone for fine points, and find that
the emery tends to reduce

bench . Finding this bench too small, I added a leaf

the tem per of tools. My
benches and lathe are higher
than usual, so as to obviate
stooping over the work ( I
stand 5 ft. to ins.), and the
height of lathe centres from
the floor is 4 ft. it ins. The

lathe is raised on blocks of
wood, and has a lengthened
connecting -rod .
To make small drawers,
which are always so useful in
a workshop, the easiest me
thod I know is to nail strips
of wood, about 4 in . square ,
parallel to one another, along

two sides of a packing -case,
the intervalbetween the strips
being equal to the depth of
the drawers required . For
the drawers themselves use

Alat pieces of wood about
* in . thick , made to slide
easily on the strips, and build
up the drawer sides so as to
just clear the underside of
the strip above. Make the
fronts in . higher than the
sides, so that when the
drawers are shut the top
edge of one comes up to the
bottom of the next, and al

Fig . 5. - DRAWERS FOR SLIDE-REST AND OTHER Tools.

DAN

Fig . 8. - CHEST OF DRAWERS FOR SMALL TOOLS.

pins, as on a watchmaker's bench , to show up the
small pieces. Behind the bench , on the mantel
shelf, are shelves for bottles of oil, acid , spirit,

wood-stains, varnish , & c., and canisters of crocus,
emery, borax, resin , etc.
Another lot of shelves not shown holds batteries,

lows no space for the entry of dust (see Fig. 8.).
across a shallow packing-case, and standing it up
right ; or for shelves to hold a large quantity of
material packing-cases can be arranged one over
another (Fig. 9 ). For a few small things a dry soap
Shelves can also be made by putting divisions
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box with a couple of holes bored in the bottom and
hung on two nails might suffice ( Fig . 10 ).
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The Materials of Model En .
gineering.*
By FRANCIS J. KEAN.
(Continued from page 108 .)
7 INC is found in the form of ore, from which it is
Z

reduced and refined . It can be rolled into
sheets while hot. Iron plates coated with

zinc, and known as galvanised or zinced iron , are
used in places where ordinary iron plates would cor
rode. It may be mentioned here that the plates in
the hulls of very light steamers are often zinced
a different process to galvanising - also tubes of
boilers. Zinc is also used for electrical purposes.
Lead is found in the form of ore, and melted in a
reverbatory furnace ; it is very soft, and is easily
rolled into sheets. It is used for making vice

Fig . 9 .

clamps, “ lead hammers," and, mixed with anti
mony, for various parts of cheap models.
Copper is found in the form of ore, from which it
is reduced by a process of smelting and refining. It
has a reddish -brown colour, and when it is pure it is
far more malleable and ductile than wrought iron.
It can be worked either hot or cold , and can easily
be rolled into plates and bars, and drawn into wire,
or made into pipes. It makes very poor castings ;
but these are improved by the addition of phosphorus,
It is a good conductor of heat, and is, therefore, the
best material to use for boilers ; but its cost is gene.
rally prohibitive. It is largely used for steam pipes,
stays in locomotive boilers, and , in positions where

iron or steel would be corroded , it is used for bolts.
As it possesses a high electrical conductivity it is
largely used for electrical purposes. Copper may be

FIG 10.

made very strong by hammering when cold ; but
this causes brittleness too , and so it has to be an

AN INTERESTING ENGINEERING FEAT has just

nealed i.e., softened - by heating and then cooling
in water. Some idea of the price of copper may be
obtained from the following : -- Solid -drawn seam
less copper tube, suitable for model engines. Tubes

been performed at the Edison Works in West Orange
N . J., where extensive alterations are being made to
the big plant. It was desired to add a storey to one
of the buildings, and, as it was necessary that opera
tions should not be interfered with during the pro
gress of the work , it was decided to cut the struc
ture in twɔ, and then raise each half on jacks, and
build the addition underneath . During the pro
gress of the work over 250 men remained at their
benches.

The Latest IDEA FOR A FLYING MACHINE . The
latest flying machine is that devised by Mr. John
P . Holland, the inventor of the United States sub
marine boat. Mr. Holland's machine differs from
those of Santos Dumont, Spencer, and Lebaudy in
that it is a flyingmachine pure and simple, and not a
balloon with mechanical additions. Mr. Holland
aimsat making a huge mechanical bird . It is a very
general opinion that what is needed , and all that is
needed to accomplish artificial flight, is a sufficiently

light and powerful engine. This, says a scientist, is
one of the popular misconceptions of this hitherto
baffling problem . The pigeon weighs 83 lb . to the
horse-power, and larger birds 300 lbs, and 400 lbs.
to the horse-power, while Maxim and others have
all built steam , compressed air, and gas engines at
less than 10 lb . to the horse-power, so that it is
obviously not lighter engines which are wanted in
order that men may fly, but a knowledge to properly
use the engines we already have.

of outside diameters, fin ., in ., in ., cost per foot
length , respectively, 5d ., 6d., 8d . A piece of copper
tube, 6 ins. diameter and i ft. in length , suitable for
making model boilers, may be bought for its. The

price per square foot of sheet copper of thickness
1- 32nd in ., 1- 16th in ., fin ., is 28., 45., 8s., respectively
Copper is very useful for making alloys.
ALLOYS.
Brass. - Brass is an alloy of copper and zinc. The
proportions are two parts (by weight) of copper to
one of zinc, and a little tin and lead may be added .
In the process of mixing, the copper is melted first,
and then the zinc and lead added . The lead makes
it softer and easier to machine . Brass has a very
fine appearance , and is much used on account of this.
Since zinc is cheaper than copper, it follows that the

more zinc the cheaper the brass. Brass is largely
used in model engines, butnotmuch on large engines
- gunmetal being preferable. Brass is easy to cut
with a hammer and chisel, and also to tap ; but on

this account it is easily damaged , and requires care
price of brass may be obtained from the following

when being worked in the vice. Some idea of the
particulars : - Brass tube, outside diameter, f in and
1 in ., 3d. and 5d. per foot, respectively ; brass
sheet, thickness, 1 - 32nd in ., 1- 16th in ., and } in .,
is. rod., 38. 8d., and 78. 6d., per square foot respec
tively ; brass rods, diameter, $ in ., in ., and 4 in .,

3d., 4d ., and id., per foot, respectively.
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Gunmetal. -- Another alloy of copper, but con
amount of
copper is 5 parts to i of tin. Alloys of copper with
zinc are brasses,with tin bronzes, but they are gene

the former having a lower fusing point than the

latter. The flux is spirits of salts (killed) or resin .
Spelter which is used for brazingmay have various
proportions,
according to use — 2 parts copper, I of
zinc : 5 parts brass , I of zinc ; or I copper, I zinc .
The flux is borax mixed to a paste with the spelter.
Having now considered all the useful materials
and their properties, the following table may be
found of use for reference. In my opinion , the
model engineer ought always to follow a large engine
as far as possible in detail ; that is, if he intends to

taining no zinc, except, perhaps, the least possible
quantity when making castings. The

rally all spoken of as brass in engineering work.
This metal alloy is much used for bearings of
shafts of all kinds, connecting-rod ends (bearings),
valves, cocks, water-gauges, & c., and, being non
corrosive, it is not affected by the action of steam or
water. Some compositions of gunmetal are as
tough to chip as steel ; but these contain more tin .
Like brass, it has a fine appearance, and its cost is a

call it a model of the said engine. Of course, a
workingmodel cannot,as a rule, bemade exactly the
same as its prototype ; but it might, at least, be
made so in the materials of construction.
BRIEF SUMMARY.

little more than that ofanother
brass. alloy of copper and
Phosphor Bronze is
Some
tin , which contains a little phosphorus.
are
others
,
while
hard
and
strong
are
varieties
weaker but tougher. It is occasionally used in
model engineering. Manganese bronze and alu
Engine Detail.
Cylinders and Valve Chest

Cast Iron is strong under compression and weak
under tension ; is hard and brittle, being softer and

tougher, according to the percentage of carbon .

TABLE OF USES OF MATERIALS.
Materialused in large Engines. LargeBestModels
Material for Models,
:
Cast iron
... Cast iron
Small Models
Gunmetal or brass

Piston ...

Piston Rod

Connecting, . ..

Cast ironi or steel

:
Large Models
Cast iron

Forged steelor wrought iron ...

Small Models :
Cast gunmetal
Mild steel
Cast steel (tool)
Wrought iron ...

Forged steel ..
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Materialwhich may be used.
Brass tube orlead alloy.
Sheet material for covers.

Cast
brass.
Lead alloy.

Sheet material.
Brass, phosphor bronze , German

silver, silver steel.

Forged steel

Mild steel

Wrought iron ...

Wrought iron ...

Phosphor bronze.

Crankshaft ...

Forged steel ...

Cast steel

Engine Bed
and Frames ...

Cast steel
Cast iron

Cast iron
Cast gunmetal

Wrought iron.
Silver steel,
Cast brass.
Sheet material.

Forged steel ...

Mild steel
Gunmetal

Wrought iron .

Cast iron (Gunmetal slippers)

Forged steel

Steel plate

Brass, gunmetal, or wrought iron.

Eccentric'and Valve Rods

Mild steel

Crosshea 1

Link Motion ...

Wrought iron ...

Cast ironl
... Gunmeta

Brass.

Brass.

Eccentric Sheave
Eccentric Strap

CastFiron
iron

Various

Gunmetal or phosphor bronze ... Ditto.

Flywheel

Cast iron

Boiler
Steam Pipes ...

Mild steel plate

Cast iron
Sheet copper, copper tube
Mild steel plate

...

...

Copper
Cast iron
Drawn steel

minium bronze are not often used in model engineer
ing.
White Metal. - This is a fairly soft material,which
is much used for lining bearings, as it gets worn away
itself with comparatively little wear on the shaft.
be
It is usually cast round the inside of the bearingcalled
fore the bearing is machined. This metal is so
from its white appearance .

German Silver is an alloy of copper, and consists
and has a very fine appearance. is non-magnetic
Solder. The composition of solder varies from 2
parts lead and I of tin , to 4 parts lead and 3 of tin ,

of 3 parts of copper, i of zinc, and i of nickel. It is
useful for electrical purposes, as it

Copper

Sheet material.
Cast brass, gunmetal, or lead alloy.
Brass tube or plate.

Wrought iron or tin plate.
Brass

Wrought iron
Lead alloy

Wrought Iron and Mild Steel are strong under ten
more
homogeneous in structure. Both may be
welded .
sion ,malleable and ductile ; of the two,mild steel is

Cast Steel. - Crucible cast or tool steel is the
structure. It may be made very hard, and at the
same time tough .
Copper. - Is strong under tension and very mal
leable ; is also a good conductor of heat and elec
tricity. Non -corrosive.
Lead. - -Soft and weak .

strongest metalwe have, and is very homogenous in

Zinc. - Rather soft. Non -corrosive.

Tin.-- Verymalleable, but weak.
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Brass. - Fairly strong, but rather soft. Has a
fineappearance.

Gunmetal. – Very tough, dense, and strong. Has
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(Figs. 1, 2, and 6 ). As in the last case, this pattern
is made exactly like the casting is to be. The two
halves and the bracket are to be cast in iron,and care
should be taken to see thať the arms are not warped
or twisted when received from the foundry , as they

also a fine appearance.
With regard to the cost of these materials. As
mentioned above, by taking stock pieces of
material the price is considerably reduced . It need
not be a whole sheet, or half-a-sheet even , provided

are rather light castings.

it does not have to be cut. It is well to be on the
look -out for such pieces at all times.

bolt holes in the feet from the plan B (Fig. 3), and

Having made sure that the castings are perfect,

proceed to whiten the top sides of the feet and the
bosses with chalk . Set out the position of the four

- - - - 14 " - +

Table -

- - -- -

Jo 0 .10
ea thick
Fig . 1. --GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF A VERTICAL STROKE
FRETCUTTING MACHINE.

A Vertical Stroke Fretcutting
Machine.
By E . W . F.
COME three or four years ago 1 required a fret
work machine which should possess the ad
vantages of a truly vertical stroke, silence in
running, and also cheapness of construction. I
made somehalf a dozen machines ofvarious patterns
all of which were discarded with theexception of that
shown in the accompanying sketches. This machine
cut in . sheet brass comfortably , beyond which it

has not been tried . It can be made by anyone who
has no lathe, as will presently be shown , though, of
course, a better job can be made with the aid of such
a tool. A side view of the complete machine is

shown in Fig. 1, the driving pulley being left out for
the sake of clearness. A simple pattern must be
made for the top half of the machine (AB, Fig. 1 ).
A plan of the two bosses is shown at A . Fig . 3, and a
plan of the foot at B . The two halves of the ma
chine being alike, one pattern does for both . A
small pattern must also be made for the bracket D

centre the bosses. Drill four 5- 16ths in . holes in
each of the feet, and then with the same drill, drill
each of the bosses separately , afterwards putting the

drill right through the two. I am taking it for
granted that a twist drill will be used for this opera
tion .
The holes in the bosses must now be filed out to
11-32nds in . square for the bars which carry the saw
clamps to work in . The top bar is shown in Fig. 4 .
It should be made froin a piece of fin . square mild

steel 104 ins. long. File 41 ins. of it down till it just
fits the holes in the top half of the machine, and turn
or file the remaining portion down to 5 - 16ths in .
round. Cut a thread on this part for about 3 ins,
down, and fit two brass milled -edged nuts on it i in .
diameter by 5 - 16ths in . thick. A spiral spring about
7 ins. long must now bemade, to slip over the round
part of the bar and rest on the boss A , Fig . 1.

To make the spring take 3 or 4 ft. of very stiff
piano wire and coil round a piece of fin . round iron ,
keeping the coils close together. When the coil is
about 31 ins. long, take it off and pull it out until it
is 7 ins. long, when the ends can be cut off level. It
is by means of this spring and the two lock nuts on
the bar, that the tension on the saw blade is regu
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lated , and the stiffer this spring is kept (within
The saw clamp may be made by first filing half
the thickness of thebar'away to aboutfin , up from
the end, and then fitting a piece of metal to come
flush with the bar. It will be noticed that in Fig. 4
is shown a small groove about in . from the end of

useful to hold small drills by drilling an t-in . hole up
the outside end, as shown in Fig. 2.
The crank may be a small casting in either brass
or iron , or it may be filed to shape from a piece of

the bar, and that the top piece is made to fit it .

taper pin put right through the two . The throw is
i in ., and the small end has a 3- 16ths in . cast steel
pin screwed into it and projecting i in . All these
steel pins should be slightly riveted over after they

reason ) the better will the machine cut.

A clamp made in this manner will hold very much

better than one made quite straight. The small
tightening screws can be taken from an old hand
frame, and should be filed or turned down to take a
5 - 32nds in . thread . If, however, they must be made
they can be filed up to any convenient shape from

a piece of i in . by in . mild steel bar.

} in . by fin , mild steel. Whatever construction is
employed, the large end must be bored to fit tightly

on the spindle, and is secured thereto by an

in .

have been screwed home tightly . This prevents
The connecting -rod is shown at E (Figs. I and 2 ).
and it may be either a brass casting or a steel forg
them unscrewing.

- - 2 "

Fig . 2.

+ ** *

Oh
!

- Ma'
by

Fig . 5 ,

Fig . 6 .

II

co

i

- - Fig . 4.
in

DETAILS OF VERTICAL STROKE FRET-CUTTING MACHINE.
The bottom bar is quite plain , and is 64 ins. long.

A

K - 2"

A 3-16ths in . cast steel pin should be screwed into
the bar about 1 in. from the bottom end, projecting
of an inch . The clamp for this bar is exactly the
same as the top one.

w

We will now take the actual driving mechanism
the foot or bearing surface filed fairly level, after
which two + in . clearing holes should be drilled
through it about in . apart. The two bosses should

in hand. The bracket D (Figs. I and 6 ) should have

Fig . 3.

next be drilled a bare } in ., afterwards putting a
in . parallel reamer through. It is rather impor

tant that this hole is truly at right angles to the foot,
so care should be taken with it.
When this bracket is made, it should be placed in

position on thebottom arm , and the position of the
two screw holes in the foot marked off. Drill and
tap these 1 in . Whitworth , and secure the bracket
by two 1 in . cheese-headed screws. The spindle is
made from a piece of -in . brightmild steel rod, 3 ins.
long, squared up nicely at the ends. It can be made

VA

Fig . 7.

ing, whichever is easiest to obtain . The bosses op
the ends are j in . diameter, and the flat central por
tion is fin . by } in . All other dimensions are shown

in the sketches. Drill the holes in the ends a nice
working fit to the pins in the crank and bar, and
when in place, drill a 1- 16th in . hole through the pins
as shown. A small split pin or piece of wire should
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be put through these holes to prevent the rod from
coming off.

The next fitment we come to is the driving pulley ,
and I may as well state that the best kind of pulleys
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A Blue Print Paper for Blue
Lines on a White Ground .

for these machines are those taken from an old sew

ing machine. The kind I mean have a groove about
2 ins. diameter for a band to work in , and a heavy
rim about 6 ins. diameter.
Procure one of these, and bush the centralhole to
fit the spindle . Fix it on by means of either a set
screw put half in the wheel boss and half in the
spindle or a taper key .
Those who must make their own pulley, can do so
as shown at Fig . 7. The grooved pulley is made of
brass, and is bored to fit the spindle. A disc of lead,
6 ins. diameter and } in . thickness, is secured to
it by four 4 in . rivets, as shown in the section (Fig . 7).
None of the above dimensions need be strictly ad
hered to , except the hole in the centre ; only take
care not to have the wheel too light, as that is the
fault with half the ordinary machines.
It now only remains to make the table and bracket
and the legs of the machine. The table is of wood ,
12 ins. in diameter and fin . thick . File up a piece
of thin steel plate i in . square, and drill a small hole
in the centre of it. This plate must be let into the
centre of the table, flush with the surface. The
bracket supporting the table (which does not tilt),
is shown in Fig . 1. It is made from a piece of
wrought iron fin . by in . The legs shown at Fig .
I and 5 are to be made of iron the same size, and
they can all be bent to shape cold in the vice if de
sired , though it would be best to get a smith to make
them , which he should do for a trifle.
The bracket is fastened to the table by three small
wood screws, and is fastened to the bottom arm by
two | in . round -headed screws. To get the correct
position for it, a saw should be put in the clamps,
through the hole in the table, when the bracket can
be held in place while the holes are marked off on
the arm . The legs at the back of the machine are
held in place by two of the bolts which hold the arms
together. Note that a niche is filed out so as to clear
. together , put a piece of thin
of thethearmarms
theInweb
putting

leather between them . This saves facing-up the
feet, and also allows of adjustments being made to
get the top and bottom bars perfectly in line. When
this has been done, the four 4 in . bolts should be
screwed up tightly . The small leg is secured to the

bottom arm , in any convenient position, by a 1 in .
cheese-headed screw . This, I think , completes the

description of the machine, which should now be
mounted on a heavy sewing machine stand . To do
this, cut a hole in the top to allow the bottom bar
to drop through , and screw the machine down
with three stout wood screws. Fig . I clearly shows
this. An in . gut band should be used to drive
with the machine.
In conclusion, I should like to state that this ma
chine cost me less than one quarter of the sum for

which such a machine could be purchased at a shop .
PRESERVING MOTOR CYCLE TYRES. — The Motor
Cycle says an excellent means to preserve the elas
ticity of motor cycle tyre covers, especially in hot
weather, is to rub them with a piece of soft linen ,
which has been dipped in water, to which a weak
solution of ordinary washing soda has been added.

THE following process, credited to Captain
Abney, yields a photographic paper giving
blue lines on a white ground :
Ounces .
..
. . 8 ounces.
. . 31 ounces.
Acacia
. . 25 ounces.
Water
. . 100 ounces.

Common salt
Ferric chloride
Tartaric acid

Dissolve the acacia in half the water, and dissolve
the other ingredints in the other half ; then mix .
The liquid is applied with a brush to strongly sized
and well rolled paper in a subdued light. The coat
ing should be as even as possible. The paper should
be dried rapidly to prevent the solution sinking into
its pores. When dry, the paper is ready for ex
posure.

In sunlight, one or two minutes is generally suffi
cient to give an image, while in a dull light, much
as an hour is necessary.

To develop the print, it is floated immediately after
leaving the printing frameupon a saturated solution
of potassium ferrocyanide. None of the developing

solution should be allowed to reach the back . The

development is usually complete in less than a
minute. The paper may be lifted off the solution
when the face is wetted , the development proceeding
with that which adheres to the print. A blue coloura
tion of the background shows insufficient exposure,
and pale-blue over-exposure.

When the development is complete, the print is
floated on clean water, and after two or three min
utes, is placed in a bath , made as follows :
Sulphuric acid
. . 3 ounces .
..
Hydrochloric acid . . .. 8 ounces.
Water
. . 100 ounces.

In about ten minutes the acid will have removed
all iron salts not turned into the blue compound. It
is next thoroughly washed and dried . Blue spots
may be removed by a 4 per cent. solution of caustic
potash .
The back of the tracing must be placed in contact
with the sensitive surface . - Drug. Circ. and Chem .
Gaz.

The experiments intended to determine the prac
ticability of preserving steam coal by immersion in
sea -water were begun at Portsmouth recently .
Twenty -one tons were selected from the same track ,
and divided into three lots, two of ten tons, and one
of one ton . The ten -ton lots are to be further

divided, five perforated cases, each containing two
tons, being submerged , while five mounds, each of
two tons, will be protected on shore by tarpaulins.
The one-ton lot is to be burned this week, when the
calorific and evaporative qualities are to be carefully
noted by the officers who are entrusted with the
trials. No further test will be made for twelve
months, when one of the submerged lots will be tried
in competition with one of the mounds stored on
shore, and the results will be compared with those
obtained at the combustion of coal drawn fresh from

the stack. Further trials with the selected coalwill
bemade from time to timeas the officers responsible
for the experiments may direct.
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who hasmade the coil from a piece of tube 2 ft. long

can screw a piece on to enable it to reach the tank.
J. K .
Yours truly,
Downham Market.

( The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. theLetters
full
may be signed with a nom -de- plum : if desired , but
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached ,

though notnecessarily intended for publication .]

- - -

Steam Domes for Model Locomotives.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , I was very interested in Mr. Greenly 's

Hand - Turning Tools, and How to Use Them .
To The EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

Dear Sir , - As a turner of some fourteen years'
experience (professional) of both brass and steel, I
should like to offer some criticism of Mr. Pryor's
article on hand-turning tools and how to use them .
In the first place, the tools, although correct in
angles, are altogether too short for handöturning

7 to 11 ins., especially for round noses, being none

remarks, in the current issue of THE MODEL EN
GINEER ve the use of a dome in model loco boilers.
I had the privelege, together with Mr. Sprange
another member of the S . M . E . - of witnessing some

interesting experiments by Mr. Crebbin carried out
with the boiler built to illustrate his paper on mode
boilers : this boiler is fitted with a dome and baffle
plates, and although the safety -valve was priming

furiously , owing to the water level being too high

too long ; they can then be used with an ordinary
tool-haft - long handles are a nuisance.
Secondly, the tools Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 , 5, and 7 would
be very difficult for an amateur to forge. The same

and, as a matter of fact, the barrel of boiler was
nearly full up, yet with the regulator opened fully
no water was carried over, and the cylinder cocks

effect can be got with less trouble by using ordinary
square steel and filing the angles up from the solid

The steam was not super-heated , which , I believe,
is Mr. Greenly 's universal practice, as careful ex
periments have shown that this is not altogether
advisable in model work , whatever it may be in

bar, unless intended for very heavy turning.
Thirdly — and this is most important- Mr. Pryor's
method of holding the tools I have never seen in use
in Birmingham , and I think it is most difficult, and
renders accurate work impossible.
The proper way is to hold the handle of the tool
with the right hand, with the left hand fingers grasp
the upright of the tee, and bring the thumb over the
tool and top of tee, where it acts as a kind of pivot
SHAPING HAND
TURNING TOOLS.

to sweep the tool to right or left (in round nosing),
and also as a guide to advance the tool steadily along
the tee (in square nosing). In round nosing rough
work , say cutting a square bar of steel down to a
round, it is usual to steady the handle of the tool
against the chest, as this will help to prevent the tool
" ducking under.” It is also usual with hand-turn
ing, to have the top of tee drilled vertically along
its length , about of an inch apart, for the purpose
of putting a “ steady peg " in - a steady peg being a
piece of thin round steel which fits in hole and pro
jects about an inch above the top, this taking a lot
of strain off the thumb.
Lastly , I do not think it advisable to attempt to
cut a screw thread with a single pointed tool. Prac
tice with thechaser and nothing else. Once the knack
is acquired , the amateur will soon get into regula
ting the speed of lathe, and sweep of chaser, to the
different pitch threads, although a man accustomed
to cutting fine threads, say of 28 to 48 to the inch ,
cannot always cut a screw thread with 8 or 10 threads

per inch . - I am , yours truly,
“ BRUM ."

A Paraffin Brazing Lamp.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - I am very sorry to see, by your corre
spondent' s letter, that I have made a mistake in my
article on the brazing lamp. On my lamp there is
one coil less than that shown in your journal, and ,
therefore, only two feet of tubing is employed .
Thinking any extra coil would be an advantage, I
added one on the drawings, but forgot to add the
extra tubing to the 2 ft. mentioned . Any reader

being opened only dry steam issued .

actual practice.

Another point on which these designers differ is

with regard to nozzling the exhaust, Mr. Crebbin
leaving his full bore - thus obviating any unneces
sary back pressure.
As above boiler, which has travelled about to
many branches of the S .M . E ., has exactly 200 sq .
ins. heating surface, it would be very interesting
to view experiments between this, so to speak , an
cient boiler and Mr. Greenly's latest design as to
which is the best and most successful steamer .
Apologising for troubling you with this long
epistle , - I am , yours truly,
Thos. Jas. PRATT.
East Finchley.
The new lighthouse which has been erected on the
themost powerful lights in operation. An arc light,

island of Heligoland is notable because it is one of

with a current of 34 ampères, is the luminant, and it
is stated that the candle- power is 30 ,000,000. The
lamp is so arranged that a flash is given every five
seconds, and its duration is only one-tenth of a
second. It is said that on the first night of the trial

the ilght was seen for a distance of forty miles.
A SPECIAL study of the phenomena presented by
the mercury vapour which condenses in the cooler
regions of the mercury arc lamp, and especially in
the condensing vessel which now usually forms part
of it, hasbeen madeby Herr J .Stark . Thecondensing
vapour first assumes the shape of an ellipsoid , then
that of a stratified column , and finally that of a
continuous column of red light. If this column is
subjected to magnetic deflection, it exhibits a kind
of Hall effect, which may be brought out clearly by
means of electrodes. The amount of the Hall
effect, o ‘32 volt, enables the author to calculate the
velocity of the jet, which comes outat 2 8 by 104 cm .,
or the velocity of sound in mercury vapour. The
deflection is of the kind which would indicate that
the mercury ions have a positive charge. ' As re
gards the mercury arc itself , the author has made

the curious observation that the cathode brush is
deflected to one side by the magnetic field , and its
root to the opposite side.
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you must make somearrangement for changing over for coherer to
spark gap . We cannot say what distance I in , spark will carry you,
Queries and Replies.
as
it varies
enormously
according
relay.
c. We
believe
that Mr.
Cox of Cursitor
Street,to E coherer,
.C ., supplies
good& coherers

[ Attention is especially directed to the first condition given beloro
and no notice
be takenLetters
of Queries
not complying
with thebe
directions
thereinwillstated.
containing
Queries must

at 78. 6d. Fig. 1, A , aerial wire; S , spark gap ; E , earth ; C , coil;
K Key : B , battery: C , coherer ; E , earth . Fig. 2, A , aerial wire;

marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope “ Query
Department." No othermatters but those relating to the Queries
shouldont besubjects
enclosedwithin
in the the
samescope
envelope.
Queries
of this journalare replied to
by postunder the following conditions ( 1 ) Queries dealing
with
distinct
subjects
should
be
written
on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's nameMUST be in
scribed
on
the
back.
(
2)
Queries
should
be accompanied,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches,
and corre

spondentsare
taddressed
o keep a copy
of their(notQrieries
for)
reference.invariably
( 3 recommended
) A stamped
envelope
post-card
should
be
enclosed
.
(4
)
Queries
will
be
answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days

yler
TC

ÅR

Ren

must usually elapse before the Reply can be forwarded . (5 )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks must elapse before the
Reply can be published . The insertion of Replies in this column
cannot be guaranteed . (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to
The Editor. THE MODEL ENGINEER , 35 to 39. Temple House,

Tallis Street, London , E .C .)
The followingare
selected from the Queries which have been replied

lo recently: —
58862)C .Electro-Motor
for :Model
Tramcar
; Accumula
tors.
L . (Andover ) writes
I have a model
tramcar,
which is
diven by an electro-motor with a tripo'ar arm itur2 lins. diameter
and I in . long, wound with No. 21 B . W .G . wire. The field -magnets
are wound with the same size. The car is suppose to run wi h
4 volts. I have had it running with a 4 -volt 13 ampèreaccumulator,
but after
a very
voltage37.drops
after
a short
rest,short
it willtime
rise the
to about
whichto about
shows 3-4,
thatand,
the

motor is taking too much current. Could I re -wind the armature
or bothwith
the armature
smaller
work
a pressureandof fields
4 voltswith
? ifa not,
whatgauge
size wire
wireand
willstill
be
required to work at 6 volts ? The car travels fast enough with a
pressure
of35
volts.
It
is
wanted
to
work
as
a
window
-attraction
for about two or three hours at a time. On each end of the arma.,
ture
is a pulley,
whichgearing
worksto onit, but
the Idriving
wheel
frictionspindle
. I should
like to put
find that
therebyis
no
room
for
it.
Please
help
meby
advisingme
what
to
do
; also
can I make an accumulator with plain lead plates ? I have heard

Query 9021

ME
Fig . 2. - WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY INSTALLATION

g to wrong part.
s ; Reion frfromom gogoing
ej , Mocoilsrs; eRe,toor relay
in
prsmall
toofLL,apparatus
coiloscillation
othay coils
prevent
; Rc, relay contact; B , battery: T ,
tapper; I,Morse or other instrument : RRR, non-inductive shunts

to prevent erratic cohering.

Induction
Coila Winding.
R. W .notF. (Sleaford)
I am[8867]
thinking
ofmaking
spark coil, butam
quite sure writes
of the:
amount
ofwire.
I
have
someby
me,
so
I
want
to
use
it
up.
Would
6 lb . of No. 36 S.C .C . copper wire for the secondary, and il lbs. of
No. 14 D .C .C . copper wire for the primary, be in suitable proportion
for giving a 6 -in spark ? ( 2) Would 80 sheets of tinfoil be enough

that it can be done ; if so, how long will the forming take and what
will
the capacitythatper you
square
ft. ofa +small
surface
be ? in the circuit.
resistance
insert
Wesuggest

for the condensers, foil being 5 ins. by 8 ins. (3) Instead of solder
ing
each conne
of wayby
the secondary
connection
in theti inusual
twistingwinding,
the wirescould
well toI make
gether,the
or

iron wire
A few feet oftaking
between cells and motor. prevent
current.
sogauge
much
motor smalWhy
This would
do.amount
would
The
best
is
found
by
experimenting.
not
d
means of a suitable elastic band on to a separate wheel, the same,

2 lbs.primary
12 S.: Wmerely
.G . (2)twisting
Yes. (3)is No.
A solidenough
metal-to
metal
joint is No.
required
not good
, (4)

holes and then the whole is formelin us:ial way. This is quicker,

(9220) beOilsoMotor
Launch dimensions
. W . G . of(Edinburgh)
willyou
kind asforto sendme
a 2 h .-p, oilwrites:
engi e
for a small boat, length about 15 ft., engine to be fitted with

or nearly the same, diameter as the drivingwheels, butmounted on
the axlelonginside
the latter
? The
very
process.
Some
are forming
made withof solid
holes,lead
an iplates
stripsis ofa
lead of corrugated shape are cutand then rolled up , and forced in the

but
a lengthy process.
Whenft.offully+ formed,
aboutstill30 ampere-hours
per square
plate area.you may count
[9021)
Wireless
Telegraphy
Installation.
E . Rmewith
. P . (Tun.a
bridge Wells) wr.t'es : Will you be so good as to furnish
diagram , showing the connections of a small wireless installa 'ion

bind
with finebe thick
wire together
(4) Would
an iron wi e core
of 1 inthem
. thickness
enough, ?length
about gins.
(1) No : not enough . Use 64 lbs. secondary , No. 36 S . W .G . and

Hardly. Say about if by 11.

vapouriser instead of electric ignition ; also size of propeller and
suitable
and isthickness
air-cooled
?
Could? Whatwould
yougearing,
also saysize
what
likelyofoilto
toofbecylinder,
the ?speed
ofparaffin
motortype
and
boat
be
thebestkind
use
Would
do?
comply
with your
is reallyoftoosuchlarge
anSorry
orderwe
for cannot
the query
columns.
We requesthave no itdrawing
an
engine
in
hand
at
themoment,
and
to
design
a
complete
engine for
your purpose would need far more time and space than we can
spare.
Your best plan is to read up a bit about internal combustion
engires, and have a shot at designing ore for yourself. Any

difficulty you have,we shall be pleased to assist you over,
ifparticular
you
let
us
know .
[ 9089 ] Motor for Phonograph . J. G . (Gosforth ) writes : I

have an is in . of armature punchings, 3 3-16ths in . diameter, 18
slots, 5- 16ths in. wide by in . deep and 3- 16ths in. wide at the
bottom , and would like to make a motor like the one shown in the
correspondence column of the M . E . of March 28th , for a phono

graph. Would you kindly let me have a dimensioned sketch
very for

for yoke, suitable for iron forgings, also size of pole-pieces formild
steel;
also amountand
gaugea diagram
of wire forof field
arma
ture, series
wound ; also
the -magnets
armatureandwinding.
suitablebeforsuitable
a g-segment
commutator
also whether
machine
wou'd
for running
as a ; dynamo,
and, the
if necessary

(beingmade
iron), ?could the F.M 's be excited by a battery
when
using asofasoft
dynamo

FIG . 1. - WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY INSTALLATION .
of the sky
(two stations complete), particularly the construction
would a
What distincepirchase
transmitting and receiving apparatus. Where
a
can I
good " fat " inch spark work up to ?
goode coherer as for working a distance of about Imile, and at what
pric ?

If you wish to use the sameaerial for receiving and transmitting

Therelative
proportions
for yokemaybe
ofmachii
e in May
28th issue,
which is justtaken
halffromfull the
size.diagram
Wind
armature
with
about
iod
ozS.
No.
20
S.
W
.G
.
and
F.m
agnets,with
2 lbs. of No. 14 S . W .G . in series. A diagram of winding will be
found on page 286, March 19th issue. You can use nine slots if you
like,but a greater number would be preferable. We should not

expect
good results
running
as aYes.
dynamo,
can try it
and
seevery
for
whatfiner
happens.
F .-M above
. but
couldyou
b : separately
excited,
butyour
wouldellneed
gauge wire
than
given.
About
22 S. W Ghad
., separately
machine
once been excited,
started. would be wasteful too, after the
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[8889a] dynamo,
The Lamp
Wouldn't
Light.
B. (Leeds)
I have
25 volts
3 am neres,
adjustedL. with
springwrites
brush:

pipe flame, when manipulated with skill, is a ready method of
making " burnt" joints, but requires even more practise than th -

holders,with
. The
in . in
dianieter,
andH I armature
have had laminated
it connected
to a armaturewheelis
12-in . wheel at a i speed
oftions180ofrevolutions
perminute
:
that
gives
a
total
ofarmature
revolu
2,160 per minute. It is only supposed to revolve at 1,800

iron , before
a job can
be donedryquickly
well.whether
(2 ) Machine
wouldit
work
well enough
in really
weatherand; but
enclosing
inin adamp
case,weather,
as you suggest,would
enable
good
results
to
be
obtained
is a question we cannot answer definitely . Sul

revolutions, and I had it connected to a switch , and from the
switch I had wires attached to a 16 C.-p . lamp and it didn't give the
slightest light. If you could help me I shou d be greatly obliged,
I have
into that
the back
numbers
E GINEER,
and
can looked
see nothing
will help
me. of(2) THE
CouldMODEL
I get thedynamo
to work if I connected it to a switch that is supplied from themain

at 200 volts ? Would it do it any harm ?
In all probability
16 c.-p . lamp
for would
a 100 not
or perhapsa
200-volt
supplycurrent
, and your
naturally
volt was
supply
large enough
through ait 25-to make
the filament
even force
warm .

You must use a 25-volt lamp for a 25-volt supply . It is not the
candle-power of lamp which has to be first of all considered,but
the voltage. ( 2) Insert a suitable resista ce, or take current to the

dynamo (which you are running as a motor) through three or four
burnlampsin
a16 “ C.-p.
-up." parallel. Withoutany resistance you would have

J. A which
. (Wolverhampton)
writesscrew
: Will
you[8983]
plt aseScrew
say if -Cutting.
gearing is right,
is for phonograph
50 threads to inch is to traverse 100 to inch on mai drel. Wheel
$ diameter, 18 teeth ; 1% diameter, 54 teeth ; i diameter, 36 teeth ;
large
wheel,with
to re36 'uce
of driving
i diameter
teeth power
I have already
cut ; the
the wheel,
others Iwhich
have tois
get cut ?

Your query ho not very clearly stated. The change wheels to use
depend upon the threads per inch on the leading screw of lathe, an !
the
respective size or rather number of teeth on mandrelwheeland
wheel on leading screw . Thus, if your leading screw had no threads
toinchthe
inch, and the required number to be cut be 50 threadsper
, the wheel on mandrel would have, say, io teeth ,and the wheel
on20, and
leading
screw would have to have 50 ; or the former could hav:
the latter roo teeth ; and as long as these proportions are kept,
the
thread
to beI wheelmay
cut wouldbehave
required
50 ! er inch. Any
convenient size
used the
as the
intermediate.

[9073] aAccumulator
S. (Alloa)yourwrites:
bought
set of small Charging.
accumulators R.through
adv Irtishave
ng
columns,
5 cells,if toyouvolts,
and,ifnot
trouble, my
I should
be
greatly obliged
couldthe
tellme
(1)Itoowould
howmuchtolik :re-wind
50-itatt
dynamo,
so
as
to
charge
cells.
15
volts
instead
10 volts, and asmany amps. as it is possible to get. The armatureof

is 4 ins.. long
by idyouins.would
diam .,also
whichtellI me
propose
an 8 slotted
drum
Perhaps
size toformake
the slots.
Since
getting the cells I had to put in a new positive plate in one, and in
taking
out
the
pitch
covering
I
broke
the
jar,
which
was
glass
;I
have replaced it with another jar,but it holdsabout twice as much
sulphuric acid as the original jar, and I notice, when charging, it
gassesmuch more than the others (2) Please say if I have done
wrong
; must the
each hold the same
quantity ?beYour
bookcellon;
Accumulators
saysjarsthesameamount
of acid
but I thought thismeant
the plates were
to beshould
covered into each
the same
extent.
The according
plates are to4 byyour
. 3, book,
one positive,
cach cell(3); this,
should two
get inegative,
amp. as ina
charging rate. Am I correct, please ? (4 ) Would it break glass jars
to pourmelted paraffin wax on top of acid, to form lids ?

think ita few
worthmoreyourvolts.
while Ittowould
re-wind
the dynamo
for(1)theWedo
sake ofnotgetting
be wiser
to run
atyoura slightly
higher
speed,
and,
if
this
does
not
suffice,
then
charge
accumulators
in
two
sets
in
parallel,
as
shown
in
previous
replies. (2) Provided the acid is of the same strength , i.e., specific
gravity, in both cells, all should go well, although sometimes one
cell willbegin gassing before another. This does notmatter. Test

the
the S.Gscale
. fromthetime
timebe; when
S.G . ischarged,
about
1250voltage
on the and
Iwaddell
cells tomay
taken the
as fully
ifforthecharging
S.G . is 1083(4 . toWestart
with
.
(3)
Yes
:
1
amp.
will
be
about
be a goo Iright
plan
ni
plan say
ght pr
ut todifficult
oxecannot
fitthisthwould
e to4.getan
is owhether
orovernotthe; Atitsurface.
might
prove
troublesomeand
even
layer
Best
plan
is
to
try
it,
and
se
:
what
hippens.
Ebonite and vulcanite sheets, cut out to fit the luss of plates, are

most suitable,and could have little knobs fastened to them to lift by.

[8878]Burning
Joints;
FrictionalMachine.
(Birmingham
)Lead
writes
: (I) CanWorking
you plates
describe
ofB . E" .burning
" joints
on accumulator
? (2to)methemethod
If a frictional
machine
was
enclosed
airtight
in
metal
case,
could
I work it out of
doors; a d , if I wrapped it up in asbestos, soal ed in something to
absorb
whatwould
I needonly
to soak
in ?
after itsomeconsiderable
accomplished
is successfully
(1) Thisthemoisture,
joined up by
be
to
e
ha
lead
of
pieces
two
When
burning," it is necessary to have both surfaces clean to start with,
ipractise.

retain the heatwell,and
largeiron,which
employ a fairly
and
to which the
. The exactwilltemperature
too rapidly
not cooldown

should be raised will be found after a little experi
iron (soldering)
; if the temperature is too high, the surface of the lead to
menting

the iron is applied, will simply become oxidis d , with the
which
that, ins ead of the nietal flowing to ether when it melts, it
result
refuses to unite atall, so thatwhen the heat is taken away, and the
stillno connction
you find that there ishand,
metal. Ilowed to cooldown,
if the iron is
other
between the two surfaces ; wl.ilst, on thea good
joint at all. A blow
not sufficiently hot, you will not obtain

phuric acid 'strong) is used to take moisture from the atmosphere
in a case where delicate apparatus, etc., is kept ; butwe cannot say
that your plan would be successful.
Automatic
Lighting ; Dynamo
Failure.
A . [8872]
L . G . (London
) writes :Gas
(I) I want to makean
electricalarrange

ment
o turn onto and off the by-pass of an incandescent light, the
arrangement
work with one or two Leclanché cells, to turn gas
on
on
pressing
push, and
second pressing.
an
arrangement bea made,
and offif onso, a would
kind y Can
give such
me any
information and a sketch
if possible ? ( you
2 ) I have made a small
dynamo (10-watt) but cannot get it to generate. I have recently
rewound
it-- the armature (8 cog. drum ) with No. 26 ,and fields with
No.
(it used
solid22),tripolar
22,
and 24fields
wounto.Ihave
with aNo.
and nowarmature
it does wound
not run with
as a No.
motor
so well as it did ( w th three single fluid bichromate cells in series )
It used to run better connected up in series, now it runs bette . in
shunt. Can you give me any idea what
is wrong (I have studied
your
chapter on faults doesn't
6d,bookthat
,butwill
thegivemeany
seem to contain any
information

doubt suchandanworking
arrangement
could ,beandmade,
butsorry
it iswea
case(1) forNoexperiment
out carefully
we are
cannot spare space or timesufficient to work the idea out for you.
(2) Thein seris,but
fine winding
on thethefields
now preventweak,
it running
so
well
in shunt
field will
is comparative'y
and the
armature
current
remainingin much
the
same, theRemember
result would
naturally the
be
an
increase
of motor.
reducing
increases the speed, that
strength
of field speed
in a motor
pro

vided the load is nottoo great.

(9239 ) Charging from Supply Malns. A. B. R. (London,

N . W .) writes
: CanLightI charge
a small accumulator
of
Company'smain
London
Elec ric
in teCity ?f Ism thea City
current
alternating
or
not
?
On
page
38
of
"
Small
Accumulators
"
you
mention pole-finding paper. Can you tellmewhere to buy this an !

the appeach
'oximate
cost ?would
If, onthisusing
this anpaper,
there iscurrent
a mark?
where
wire was,
denote
alternating
The
current
supplied
me
is
from
a
15-light
metre
(5
amperes
wh
ch have
I have
ten(in 6theC.-pceiling-roses
. 100-volt lamps
working.
Some
offromthe
lamps
fuses
o
in
the
switches)
and
others
havenot.
How can I tell what the E . M . F . is at one of these lamps
in orde to know what resis'ance to pu in in charging an accumu.
lator ? When the City of London Electric Light Company say
15lightmetre,
metre the
willEMlight. F . fifteen
.p .,
100-yol
, lampsdo? they
If thismean
is so,thewould
at one16ofc the
lamps, say one with no fuse, be 15 X 100 = 1,500 volts ?
Yes, you can. The current is 200 and 400 -volt direct, not

alterna'
ely . Yes.
Any ofLook
our atelectrical
advertisers
willmarked
supply onyou.same.A
few
pence.
lampsand
see voltage
They
generally
reckon
in
8
C.-p.
lampswhen
saying
t
ds ofof
n
s
a
hat zed have
metholamps
mattsoermany
, 10various
WCompany's
are supplied,ThebutE .Mdifferent
methods
working.
F.
would
be
constant,
no
matter
how
many
lamps were being lightedor whatsized meter used. The generating
plant at supply station determines the voltage irrespect ve of

meters, etc.

(9143]: With
Modelreferenc
Locomotive
Querles.
writes
. to making
a modelG .ofS. S.G . NBexley
.R . 266Heath)
bogie
engine ( 1), would it be best to have a firebox correspond.ng with
the
one
in
the
original
or
not
?
(2)
What
shape
of
a
lamp
or
would be most suitable, and spirt or charcoal? (3) What sort offirea
regu ator would bemost suitable ? (4 ) Could you give me a rough
sketchofmetal
(with dimensions)
of bedplate,
ness
should be used
for it, andstalins
the what
cab , sort
& c . ? and
(5 ) thick
What
size cylinders would be most suitable would i in. by it in ., do ?
How should the link for reversing motion be worked most easily
from3-inthe. ?
or

cab ? (6 ) What gauge is the most suitable- 24-in ., 28 in.,
The
firebox
can extend a little further into the cab than the
original engine, and in this way you will obtain a larger grate ar a ,
If oil-fuelor methylated spirits is to be u ed , the fir box need not

ex.end below the level of the footplate. (See our issues ofMay 15th
and June 1st, 1902 ; and also issue of July 23rd, 1903. A very good
firebox is shown in our issue of April ist, 1902. Oil-fuel can be used ,
a No. 1 Primus (non -silent) burner being tred ; but, with a good
boiler, this should not be found nec ss ry. Charcoal, of course

necessitates a deep firebox. Methylated spirit with a lamp, shown in

the design
simple loco
in theist,1902,willbe
issue of Marchfoundist,suitable
1902, orforany
in the
design
givenforin aourissue
ofApril
of
theboilerswherewater-tubes
in
the
firebox
are
employed
.
We
can
recommend Mr. Smithie's " Don " type boiler for 6 -in . scale locomo
tive
;
we
know
ofnothingmoresuitable,
(
S
ee
issue
of
November
1902.) ( 3) Several designs of regulators have bee illustrated. 1st.If
you wish
to purchase
one,with
Messrs.
Bassitt
Northof
ne Lowke
ern& . Co.Th, of. type
dpecttern.
engigood
(4) 1.'.
amp
on, can
supply you
a very
regulator shown in the undertype engine design, has providin
excellent
practice.
locomotivetoy-fromshopa idea
bed.
ce (4) itTois build
plate is notonethein best
practicethe olda -fashiored
Use
frames
of
14
S.
W
.G
.
hard
brass
;
18
gauge
bras,
will
do
for
the
rest of the super-struct re. (5 ) The cylinders'bore should not, in
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(or thereabouts) ; for your engine this works out at it ins.
Wecan
recommand
gear.simple
if youinwant
your
engine tostrongly
be powerful,
and, atslip-reversing
the same time,
tio i. A great
deal of the
pleasure
of running small
modelconstruc
locomo

in . is
proportions.)
ct ofandport
on thefo subj
queries
(See recent
obtaining
a sound casting.
to allow
turning
ample
thickness
in
propor
thebarrel
with
diameter
ins.
boiler
The
should
be
about
6
tio ate length and size of tirebox ; fo this, see th :recentarticles on
making traction engines. Thematerial is very suitable. Use -in .
arranging
16 standard garige
brass tubes,
solid
r than
extendInhigh
not
doesthickness.
thatthe
seeabove
tubes,drawn
amount
Theminimum
the boiler.
centre oflinetheoffirebox
thecrown
dor
in.

tives is sacrificed to the " fetish " of " reversing from the cab ." If
link
motion is employed, let it be of large dimensions, otherwise the
steam distribution will be very poor, and the
power
much less
than an engine fitted with only a fairly well-made very
slip -gear. The

least 13-16ths-i 1.centres.
(9133] writes:
G . N . R .WillExpress
Locomotive,
Class. dimen
G . T..
(London)
you kindly
let meknow 990
the principal

;
most cases, exceed the dimension of the scale in inches to the foot
with
for instance, a $-scale model locomotive should be provide 1
-in . bore cylinders (not larger , except in xtreme cases - viz ., large
boilered
stroke in . or I in , scale models ). The stroke should be the scale

gauge of your model cannotbe les than 3A ins. Asthe 31.in . gauge
for
sc ilemodels is likely to be popular,wecan advise this in your
ca e

(1)[9199]
Will Gas- Engine Flywheels. F. C . E . H . (London) writes:

whatofthickness
rim and boss,
also, the
the
depth ofyou
rim kindly
across tellme
the outside
wheel forof making
a pattern
outside diameter of which must not exceed 13 ins. or 14 ins., and the
weight
whichcasting.
must be( 2)60Will
lbs. toyou66 please
lbs. This, I believe,
will arrive
a ratherofsolid
mehow to mean
at the proper curves for the arms of thisshow
wheel, also the cross
section ? The piston diameter
ins., and the stroke is 4 ins.,
while the piston connecting-rod isis 249 ins.
from centre to centre. I
do
notknow
whether
these
latter
dimensionsare
you
in deciding the wheel query ; but I have sent them of, inany
theuse
hopeto that
they may be useful.

ofmetal between tubes should be 3- 16 in . Therefore they will be at

sions of Great
No thern
No. 990number
? If you
have already
published
the same,
pleaselocomotive
say in which
it appeard
and
oblige.
DUSC .
Engineer,
back
to
the
numbers
of the Mechanical
Kindly refer
rub ished. price 3d.,atNew Bailey Street, Manchester, for full draw
ings of this class of G .NR. engine.

The News of the Trade.
[ The Editor will be pleased to receive for review
this
apparatus.
of new tools, under
heading, samples and particulars
that
understood
be
must
It
iise.
amateur
for
materials
and
, no
these reviews are free expressions of Editorial . opinion
The Editor

or accepted
being required
payment of any
according to the
or commend
rightkindto criticise

reserves the
merils of the goods submitted , or to abstain from inserting a
in any case where the goods are not of sufficientinterest
review
to his readers.]

asterisk have
by thegoodsnoticed
distinguishedofthe
• Reviews
editorialinspection
. been based on actual
Section on

“ A Model L . N . W .R . Locomotive “ Lady of the Lake."

AB

modeled after well
A deinand for very small gauge locomotives,
W . J. Bassett-Lowke, of Kings
known types having ar sen,Messrs.
brought out a miniature
have

just
Northampton ,
well Street,
L . X . W . Railway Locomotive " Lady of the Lake " for 19 ins gauge.

Themolel is noticeable by having ordi'ary single acting oscillating

Query No. 9198

FLYWHEEL FOR A SMALL GAS ENGINE.
With a wheel of 14 ins. diameter, and which mustweigh from
60 lbs. to 66 lbs., we must employ a rim of such dimensions that
area of cross section by length of rim (i.e., circumference) by
the
27: will give us a result of 60 lbs. to 66 lbs. The diameter of the
taken as 13if ins.
of cast iron is
The weight
whe
wemultiply
the circumference
per cubic inchbe; therefore,
-27 lbs.1 (average)may
(10 8 ins.) by 27 we get it, and this must be multiplied by some
unknown quantity (the area of cross section of rim ), which will

rim
of the
60, or thereabouts.
a total of triangular,
give beus practically
portion
of shaded
theTheareas ction
so thatfigure
will
rectangle.
whole
the
being
a
be
equalto
will
plain
the
large wheels, of course a more careful and accurate calculation Inis
will
the above
purpose,
ourthat
necessary;
as dotted
curved,method
if thein rimthis iscase,
slightly
suffice. Webutcanfor see
lines show , the area willremain just the same, and so will not affect
is to
56, andthethissection
gives us, say,
intothe60 rectangle
calculations.
ourthe
wemake
in which
be
area of rim .II Ifdivided
is sketched out, 3 ins. X 3 ins. = 9 sq. ins ; the half of this will be
this X II gives us 49'5R ,,
ins., and for
sq. allowing
of rim sectionrim, = . 4 '5But,
the areais the
which
added to
, and whichthemu-partt bemarked
in, x 3 ins. in section
which
is, say,weightof
19 - lbs. to give us the true total weight of rim ; this makes the
sameshould
In thewhich
= 66 lbs.of arms,
way yoube
16'5 lbs. + 49'5weight
3 = aproximate
totalworkX5X
call
out the
aboutsection shown at centre of length, and slightly less at ends.
Cor31 ) Compound Traction Engine, W . B . (Truro) writes :
I ama working
ihinking pressure
of constructing
model
for
of 30 albs.compouud
p . r square
inch ,traction
and engine
pressure cylinder 1 .-in . bore
and 2-in . stroke. What shouldthebehigh
the
size of the bore of the low -pressure cylinder - vould 21 ins.be about

right ? What should be the size of the steam and exhaust ports
(cast
in oblong
section),andwould
be thick
cylin
der
cast
inwou'd
gunmetal? What inshould
bethicktheenough
size for
of, double
boiler
locowalls
(riveted
type),
and
in.
sheet
copper
be
enough
? Also, what would be the

right size and gauge drawn
copper tubes for same? I should put in as many tubes as possible.
30 lbs. per square inch is of no use for a compound engine,
especially if the ratio between the cylinders is 2 ) to i, or over. The
initialpressure in the L .P .C. Would only amountto
some4 or 5 lbs. per

square inch. The ratios of the cylinders you mention is very good,
that is, with a pressure

of not less than 60 lbs. per square inch.

MESSRS.
W . J. BASSETT-LOWKE & Co.'s MODEL
“ LADY OF THELAKE ” LOCOMOTIVE.
cylinders, these features at same time not appearing as ugly
exa sarescences
in thewelldesign.
wehave received
The
steamssplendidly,
andwhich
lined,heavy
andengine,of
painted
issawvery
ple,
bogie carriages atthea
two
taking
running
we
model
trick. It reverses by a lever in the
good speed on a it
to pass safely round the standard curves the
cab and to enablecontinuous
" pony " truck. The engine exhausts
mounted
on
a
is
leadingwheel
up the chimney in the orthodox manner.

New Catalogues and Lists.
S.W ., send us
101, Dawes Road,a Fulham
we l-printed
neat, London,
ationLever
copy: comprising
ofBros.,
their latest
bells,
of electricproduc.
prices catalogue,
and illustratedveryparticulars
contacts,
and window
alar ns,coils,doors
-s, doorplates,
push
switchboards,
dry batteries,
rs, ignition
, accumulatburglar
induction

telephones, and electric alarm clocks. This list is sent out
on receipt of 4d. in stamps, which willbe returned on receipt of the
first order.
Henry Butler, Whiston StreetWorks, Derby. - Wehave rec ived
the
a well got up list from this firm , describing for the most part are
* Hercules " cycle motors and custings. Coinplete bicycles
and
Fittings
castings.
catalogued, and prices for machine workalsooncomprises
gas and oil
accesories are included. The list besides
multi.
higher-powered
engines, water-cooled launch motors,
cylindered car engines.
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The Editor's Page .
CONTINUING the correspondence upon the
U subject of standard scales for model loco
motive builders, we publish a letter from
Messrs . Bassett -Lowke & Co. (Northampton ), who
write : - “ We must say we were more than
pleased to see you taking up the question of stan
dard gauges and scales for model locomotives
in the editorial notes in the current issue of THE
MODEL ENGINEER. Although we ourselves con
sider that there are no better scales than 4 -in .
and 1-in . for absolutely correct scale models,
a k-in . scale engine is just the size for a model
loco that will be, to all intents and purposes,
a scale model, but with the complicated parts
which are generally used in the - in , scale omitted.
Also , methylated spirit can be used as a fuel for a
-in . scale loco . If a scale smaller than in. is used,
you at once come in contactwith thecheaper class of
loco, which, we are afraid , advanced amateurs
would hardly call scale models. With reference to
permanent way, signals, & c., our experience is that
-in . scale goods of this description show off to a
better advantage when used in connection with
-in . scale locos and coaches. Another important
point is one mentioned in your notes, viz., porta
bility and minimum curve radius of track where cus
tomer's available space is limited for a model rail
way. We shall'watch with interest other corre

spondence on this subject.”
Answers to Correspondents

J. A . (Lympstone ). -- Messrs. Melhuish & Co ., 84.
Fetter Lane, London , E .C . ; or Mr.Geo ..Wells,
Needham Market, Suffolk , 'will supply you with
crucibles.

to our issue of
J. A . M . (Parkhurst).-- Please refer carburettor
for
October ist, 1902, for a suitable
your petrol engine.
W . S. (Leeds). - Drawings of the six - coupled N . E . R .
Express Locomotive No. 2,111 will be found in

issue of October ist, 1902.
H . P. F. (Wigan ).— This is beyond the scope of our
Query Department.
Clayworker, published at 43, Essex Street, Strand,

Bucks (Buckley ). - We think either the British

W .C ., 8d . monthly, or the Brick and Pottery
Trades' Journal, 29, Basinghall Street, E .C .,

would fulfil your requirements.

Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only , and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should
be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expecced or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do

an appointment in advance.
bymaking
so This
journal will be sent post free to any address for 135. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should bemadeby Postal
Order.
Advertisementratesmay be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager .
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.,
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,

and all new apparatus and price lists, & c., for review , to be addressed
to THE EDITOR, “ The Model Engineer," 35 to 39, Temple House ,
Tallis Street, London , E .C .

All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be

addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Mode1 Engi

Tallis Street, London, E . C .
neer," 35 to 39 . Temple House,
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to the Publishers, Dawbarn & Ward .
Limited , 6, Farringdon Avenue, London, E .C .
· Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and

Chamberla

C . R . (Lurgan ). — The drawings given are, in all re
spects, working drawings. Wecannot tell you of
any firm supplying the castings for this motor.
A . S. (Nottingham ). - See our issue of August 15th ,
1901, for a design of an amateur's melting furnace.
See the articles on “ Materials ofModel Engineer
ing,” now running through our journal, and obtain
our handbook on “ Small Dynamos and Motors.”
1. T. D . (Nottingham ). - We will see what can be
done in the matter ; but if you are in urgent
need of the design, we can only advise you to look
up all the back issues of the M . E ., which contain
locomotive designs and modify such to suit your
special requirements making your drawings con
form in external details to the class of engine
you have chosen to model. We can specially
recommend you the “ Dunalastair " series.
F . G . (Plymouth ). - We think that everything you
require is shown on the published drawings. As

August 6 , 1903.

Liberty Street, New York, U .S .A ., to whom

in , 123.
all subscript
ions from these countries should be addressed. .

Contents :
[ The asterisk (*) denotes that this subject is illustrated.]

can easily scale this down.

Answers to Correspondents . .

to the driving wheel, the photograph on page 11, of
the issue of January ist, 1902, shows the number

of spokes to be eighteen . The sections of the

wheels are shown, and the balance weights are
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indicated on the general arrangement drawings .
Spokes are about if ins. to 2 ins. thick at the boss,
and it to If ins. at the rim in real engines ; you
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An Exhibition of Models at
Aberdeen .
A N Exhibition of models was held in the Art
A
Gallery, under the auspices of the Society of
Practical Model Engineers, with the purpose
of encouraging and promoting the growth of model
making in that district. The Exhibition was opened
on April 25th , and was kept open daily till May 6th ,

PUBLISHED
WEEKLY.

both kindly lent by the well-known engineers and
shipbuilders,Messrs. Hall, Russel & Co., Ltd ., and a

magnificent modelof the ss. Thermopyle , an Austra
lian liner, built by Messrs. Hall, Russel & Co., for
the Aberdeen White Star Line.
This model occupied a prominent position, and
with its handsome case demanded much attention .

Several cases of trawlers were lent by Ex-Lord
Provost Mearns, and William Pyper, Esq., of
Hillhead .

Fig . 1. - SOME OF THE MODELS AT THE ABERDEEN EXHIBITION .
Mr. W . Lee's Model Passenger Steamer and Miniature Compound Marine Engine; Mr. W . Duthie's
Avery Motor ; and other Models.

and occupied two large rooms, which had been kindly
placed at the disposal of the Society by the Art Gal
lery Committee.
The Society, which is now in a very flourishing
condition , was largely represented , and the models
exhibited by the members all showed careful work
manship and fine finish .
Several models were also lent by local engineers
shipowners, and builders. Among the many fine

models of boats may be mentioned models of the

ss. St. Rognvald, and a paddle-steamer, ss. Seagull

An exhibit in themembers' section that attracted
much attention was a very fine torpedo -boat de
stroyer. This boat measures about 6 ft. long, and
is claimed to be the fastest model boat built. It is

fitted complete with high -pressure boiler, high
speed engines geared to two shafts, and a surface
condenser. The builder is Mr. David Scott , who
has also constructed a fine Caledonjan railway

engine, of the Dunalastair type, which was also
exhibited (see Fig. 3). Thismodel is complete, and
works well at high speed . A good model of a
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compound vertical engine, as well as a water-tube
boiler entirely constructed by Mr. D . Thomson from
his own design and the castings from his own pat
terns, was exhibited , and is shown in photograph
No. 2 .

August 13, 1903.

The passenger steamer was also represented by a
beautifully finished model by Mr. William Lee,
and also a miniature working compound marine
engine (both of which are seen in photo , Fig. 1 ).
Another interesting exhibit was a very wellfinished
model of an improved am
bulance carriage, invented
and built by Mr. James
Reid. The body of the
little vehicle is a square
coach, or Clarence. The
full-sized carriage is capa
ble of accommodating
inside either two or three
patientswith an attendant
nurse. Themodel is made
to a scale of 2 ins. to the
foot, and is in every detail
a facsimile of a full -sized
carriage.

Whilst modern vessels
ship of “ ye olden times "
was not forgotten , the
Elizabethan era being re

were well represented , the
presented by a small
model of the type of war

Fig . 2. -.Mr. D . THOMSON 'S MODEL VERTICAL ENGINE AND BOILER, AND MR. WM.
DONALD 's HORIZONTAL ENGINE.

ship with which Sir
Francis Drake thrashed
the mighty Spanish gal
leons. Captain Holmes,
of the Bon -accord Model
Yachting Club , exhibited
a racing yacht, Chinese
junk rigged . Severalother
well- finished models may
be mentioned :- A single
cylinder horizontal mill
engine with reversing

TERESITTEUR

FIG . 3. - MR, D , Scott's FAST MODEL TORPEDO BOAT AND MODEL LOCOMOTIVE.

August 13, 1903.
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gear, in . bore and 14 in . stroke, by Mr. Alfred
Macintosh ; locomotive cylinders, crankshaft and
motion work by Mr. William Duthie for his locomo

tive in course of construction ; and also an
Avery 's tramcar motor.
Mr. James Glass exhibited models of a marine
chronometer escapement, a lever watch escape
ment, a dynamowith alternating brake and a mys
terious clock .

Mr. Alexander Fashen sent a silver-plating
dynamo and an expanding mandrel. Mr. John
Grant exhibited a complete induction coil, and Mr.
William Donald showed a powerful horizontal mill
engine with force pump and heavy flywheel (seen in

photo ). Other exhibits in the large room include a
case of thenew American abrasive, carborundum , in
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Superintendent of theGreat North of Scotland Railº
way. Well-drawn wall diagramswere sent by Mr.
Andrew Sprowl, a well-known consulting engineer.
Two excellent finished drawings, one of a trawler's
ship arrangement, and the other of the boiler and

engine arrangement, were sent by Messrs. Alex .
Hall & Co., engineers and shipbuilders. Two large
tables of models and a dynamo were sent by the
President (Mr. A . Geo . Smith ).

The Exhibition was on all sides pronounced a
great success, and its store of local talent interested
its many visitors. Its success may also be judged
from the large attendances during the three weeks

it was open , when nearly 9000 persons, visited it.
The arrangements were admirably carried out by
the Secretary , Mr. James Spence, junr., 23, Rubis

FIG . 4. - GENERAL VIEW OF LARGER ROOM _ MR. W . PICKERSGILL'S MODEL OF RAILWAY WATER TROUGHS
IN THE CENTRE.
itsmany forms, and in specialsizes suitable for model i law Terrace (to whom we are indebted for the
makers, and a case of samples of steel and iron and
accompanying photographs), and an enthusiastic
tests employed on same, from the Lanarkshire Steel
Company.

Committee.

In the second room , a series ofmodels constructed
by Mr. Alex. Spark , to illustrate his lecture on " Par
allel Motions,' delivered to the Society in February ,
1902, occupied a large table . A scale model
of the Aberdeen Harbour Dock Gates was kindly
lent by Mr. R . Gordon Nicol, the Harbour Engineer
and the Hon . President of the Society. A large
model of public gardens and of proposed iron bridge

The Society of Model Engineers,
[Reports
of meetings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inse: ted in any par .
ticular issue if received a clear nine days before its actual
date of publication .)

was also shown. An interesting working model

London .

was a locomotive tender on track , fitted to show the
water pick -up arrangement now used on many rail

FUTURE MEETING . - The next indoor meeting will
be held on Thursday, Septeniber 24th , in the Com
mittee Room of the Holborn Town Hall, at 7 p .m .
A good show of models is desired, and readers who

ways. This,aswell as a locomotive boiler to show
arrangement of engine frames and boiler construc
tion , and also severalmounted photographs of loco
motives past and present, were kindly sent to the
Exhibition by Mr. William Pickersgill, Locomotive

would like to join the Society are cordially
Street,Myddelton Square, London , E .C .

invited . - HENRY GREENLY , 2 , Upper Chadwell

The Model Engineer and electrician.
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Workshop Notes and Notions.
(Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Arcopted
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired , accorda

ing to merit Allmatter intended for this column should b.
marked “ WORKSHOP" on the envelope.1

A Screw holding Clamp.
By C . R . T .

Having read themethods of “ flats " and “ E . E .
A . S ." for holding screws in the vicc, I offer the fol

lowing method, as,once the thing ismade,it is always
handy, and , although not new , I think it better than
those already described . It is made from a piece of
A CLAMP FOR HOLDING
SCREWS.

August 13, 1903.

For red , use i part of resin to 49 parts of the
For blue, use i part of aniline blue to 24 parts of
the bleached shellac solution , as the orange shellac
solution would impart a greenish cast.
For green , use i part of aniline green (brilliant
green ) to 49 parts of the orange shellac solution .
For yellow , use either two parts of extract of tur
meric, or i part of gamboge to 24 parts of the solution
or i part of aniline yellow to 49 parts of the solution .
For golden yellow , use two parts of gamboge and
I part of dragon 's blood to 47 parts of the orange
shellac solution. The gamboge and dragon 's blood
should be dissolved first in a little alcohol. – Drug .
Circ. and Chem . Gaz.
A Clamp and Lathe Carrier.
By J. SMITH .
I send you particulars of a handy clan:p I have
made. It has proved useful in holding studs and
screws without injuring thein ; can also be used as a
bleached shellac solution .

lathe carrier,and io hold tubingwhilst being screwed.

- Tanped holes.
3- 16ths in , or } in . square iron or steel, bent to the
shape shown ; the straight parts are then nipped tr,
gether and drilled and tapped ; after this a little
should be filed off the inside of the straight parts so

as to allow them to nip the screw firmly . It should
be made so as to spring, as it will then hold itself
in the vice. Theone shown is drided for two sizes of
screws.

A Simple Radius Tool.
By A . W . L .

This tool can be easily and quickly inade, and
gives a perfect radius. It is turned on top with a
slight taper, which leaves a good cutting edge. The
holder is made of square iron or mild steel, and is
drilled and tapped to receive setscrew , which holds

Gulling edge.
Holder

clearaance
nce..

Wide
- - - - 4ă- - - A Handy CLAMP.

.

As will be seen by the sketch herewith , it consists of
two pieces of case-hardened mild steel, clamped by
means of two 5 -16ths in . diameter studs. When

drilling holes, place a piece of 1-16th in . thick pack
ing between the strips or clamps.
Willesden Polytechnic Electrical Engineering
Society.

THIS Society has been formed since January of
this year. Membership is open to presentand
past students of the Polytechnic and also to others
' as Honorary Members upon therecommendation of
the Committee. Meetings are held every month
and also periodical “ visits to works," when these
can be arranged . Amongst the papers read this
Session may be noted : “ The electrical fatality at
in Fault
Fulham Baths ” ; “ Some experiences
finding in installation work " ; " Metallography as
applied to metals and alloys used in electrical en

machinery " ;
gineering " ; " Electrical power andSociety
Mr.

A SIMPLE RADIUS TOOL.

the tool securely. They can bemade in all sizes, and
are much better than the solid tools , which are filed
or ground to shape.
French Varnish .

So -called French varnish is made by dissolving I
the solution being allowed to stand and the clear
portion then being decanted . The varnish may be
coloured by materials which are soluble in alcohol.
part of bleached or orange shellac in 5 of alcohol,

is
etc., etc. The President of the
Frederic H . Taylor, C .E .,Assoc.M .Inst. E . E .; and the
Honorary Secretary is Mr. Henry Drury, 45, Fern

head Road, Paddington, W .
It is with regret that we have to record the death
of Mr. Charles Dübs, of Messrs. Dübs & Co., loco
motive builders, Polmadie, Glasgow , which occurred
on Monday last. Mr. Dübs was the second son of
the founder of the firın , and on the death of his elder
brother assumed full charge. Under his superin
tendence the business was greatly extended, and it
now supplies locomotives to all parts of the world .

August 13, 1903.
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Draughtsmanship for Model
Engineers
By “ T-SQUARE."
(Continued from page 127).
definite rules. The darkest part of a cir
cular object is not at the edge, as will
be seen if it is remembered that the light is
CHADING , when used , is done according to

always supposed to come from a point to the left,
above and in front of the draughtsman . This
is not easy to show by a diagram , but Fig . 32 is an
attempt ; the source of light (L ) must be imagined
further away from the spectator than is shown on
the plane of the paper ; consequently, the darkest
part of the sphere will be at D . In the same way a
cylinder will be darkest at a line about a -quarter of
the distance from the right hand or bottom " edge,”
as the casemay be. (See Fig . 33, A and B .) In all
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year ; the combination of views in one drawing
(Fig . 4, Details of casing) p . 273, March 19th issue ;
the method of showing gear wheels in section, Fig . 3,
p . 160, February 12th issue ; and of indicating the
wheels themselves , as in Fig . 10 on the same page ;
the method of reducing a straight length of tubing
or rod to get it into reasonable space, p . 83, January
22nd issue ; and so on . As before remarked, study
well the drawings in these pages, and you will imbibe
most of the best drawing-office methods.
The representation of screw -threads is worth
special consideration. This is nearly always done
conventionally , and, indeed , were the threads to be
shown correctly , the proper drawing of the bolts
and nuts would often take more time than all the
rest of the drawing. The most usual, and the best
method, is that shown in Fig . 35 , where the threads
are indicated by alternate thick and thin lines — the
thick ones being short and representing the bottom
of the threads, and the thin ones, which are the full
width of the screw , representing the tops of the
threads. To make these bolts and screw -threads
look right, they must be drawn with due regard to
the number ofteeth per inch , & c ., and the following
is the usual way of setting them out. Supposing a
half-inch Whitworth screw is to be drawn - as in the
present example - refer first to a table of particulars
of Whitworth screws, such as is given in “ Moles
worth ," or other engineering pocket-books, where
the number of threads per inch for half -inch screws
will be found to be twelve. The outline of the screw
is then to be drawn, and the commencement of the

Fig . 33.
Fig . 32.
SHADING ROUND SURFACES.
these cases, the other edge, e e, is shown shaded ,

although reason would indicate that they are lighter

screwed part a, a , (Fig . 35 )marked off, and a vertical
line drawn from one side to the other. A scale
divided into twelfths of an inch may now be taken
(an ordinary scale of i in , to the foot will do admir
ably ) and the edge a b marked off, as shown ; trans

than any other part of the object shown . It is ob

served in Nature, however, that such edges always

Fig . 34 . - SHADING A

appear to darken , except in very special circum
stances, and this conventional shading assists the

NUT.

draughtsman aspires to. Nuts are shaded in the

eye to imagine a circular surface, which is all the
conventional way shown in Fig . 34 .
Draughtsmen employ various little devices of an
arbitrary nature, which have, however, the advan
tage of always enhancing the clearness of a drawing .
Amongst others may be mentioned the fact that
bolts and nuts, solid rods, and small solid circular

fer the scale to the bottom edge, a c, but setting it
half a division (one twenty -fourth of an inch ) to the
right or left, so that the first mark from a is only
half a division along ; then mark off a c fully . Thin
lines can now be drawn joining the top and bottom
marks, and will, of course, be sloped , as seen in Fig

details, are rarely shown in section , even when they

right-handed screws the slope must be from top

lie on the same plane as a sectional drawing. In
Fig . 29, for example, the ram and the small screw
fastening it to the “ follower ” are both shown in
elevation, although, strictly speaking, the section
passes through their centres, as much as through
the cylinder. Similarly , the webs a and b, though
in the middle, are not sectioned . The reason is
that nothing would be gained but much would be
lost by sectioning these parts. In the latter case,

left-hand to bottom right-hand, and reversed for
left-hand threads. On the other hand, in showing
the thread in the section of a tapped hole, this will
be reversed , as a little thought will show .
To get positions for the short, thick lines, pencil
two parallel lines de, tg, each distant from an edge
somewhat less than the amount of the pitch . Mark
off on these points equi- distant between the thir
lines, and join up with thick lines, when the drawing
is complete.
In connection with the drawing of screw -threads,
the following particulars of a most useful little con
trivance used constantly by the writer for some ten
years should certainly be useful. It is a gauge for
marking off the odd divisions required by some
screw -threads (seven, eleven , fourteen , & c., to the
inch ) and was invented and described by a writer in
the Mechanical World many years ago . Fig . 36
shows not only the gauge itself, ABCD , but the

sectioning through the webs would tend to suggest

that the whole “ follower " was shaped , as shown by
the section . Again , in a longitudinal section
through a locomotive boiler, the plane of section
would probably cut through a number of tubes ;
nevertheless, they are all shown " in elevation ,"
the ends of one only , perhaps, being sectioned to
show the manner of fixing. Some other examples

of these draughtsmen 's methodsmay be seen in the
following
cases. Note
littleApril
sectioned
portions
this
he connecting
-rod. the
p . 351.
oth issue,
ol

1 ICON

35, this representing the pitch . Note that for

method of construction , so that no one should have
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any difficulty in working it out, and, although shown
less than half-size, any young draughtsman will see

August 13, 1903.

A method of giving slight emphasis to certain
parts is shown in Fig . 37, and is often handy where,

how to work it out. The line et must be exactly at
right-angles to gh, which bisects ef. The vertical
line is 7 ins. long , and is accurately divided into
twenty -eight parts (four to the inch). The distance
from g to h is 14 ins., and all the divisions are joined
up to h by fine pencil lines. The lines jk, lm , are

as in this case, a number of parts coincide more or
less. Fig . 37 shows a well-known instance of the

each exactly one inch from the centre line gh and
AB, CD , are any convenient distance - say an inch
outside them . The end , AC , of the gauge is made

clear. To prevent confusion , one of the plates has
the hatching running one way, the other being
reversed . This trick must be used with caution ,

by marking off four inches from h (at the point O )
and drawing AC at right-angles to the centre line.
It will be found - or should be found, if the drawing
is correct — that this line crosses the line jk , lm ,

or itmay add confusion instead of reducing it.
It is sometimes necessary to make parallel lines
in such a position that the T -square and the set

exactly where the latter meet the outermost diverg
ing lines. The points j and I are two inches apart,
and there are twenty - eight divisions bstween them ;
obviously then jl is divided into fourteenths of an
inch . At the point where jk and Im cross the second
diverging lines, there are, of course, twenty-six divi
sions between the lines, so that each inch is divided

into thirteen parts. At each crossing of the two lines
jk , Im , with the diverging lines, vertical lines should
be drawn, as shown, the final one (km ) being carried
as far as the lines AB, CD . The four spaces crossed
thus x will eventually be cut out ; but this should
not be done until the necessary lines have been
inked in . Only the lines contained in the space
kml should be inked , all others being superfluous ;
the gauge may then be cut out to the lines ABCD ,
and the crossed inner spaces also removed . It will
be seen that the gauge gives all divisions of an inch
from 5 to 14 , and these should be figured on one side

as shown. On the other sidemay be put the sizes of
Whitworth bolts, to which each figure is applicable ;
thus, opposite 6 will be put it; 11 - these being the
diameters of Whitworth screws having six threads
perThe
inchrange
.
of this little instrument is increased by
regarding some of the divisions as double in size ;
thus seven threads to the inch also represents three
and a -half threads. These can be more clearly

marked by placing a dot on every other division and
putting the figure (34 in this case ) under the 7, and
in brackets. On the opposite side will be put the
properbolt diameters (24 ; 3) also in brackets.
On one side will be found room for a table of " gas "
threads, or other data required more or less often .
The value of this gauge is very great, but its con
struction is a real test of accurate work , for if badly

junction of four plates, and the slight “ hatching "
round the edges of the top right hand, and the bot
tom left-hand plates, shows their peculiar shaping,
while it makes the square corners of the other plates

square cannot be employed . A very useful“ dodge"
in such cases is to take two set-squares, as in Fig . 38,
and holding one (A ) firmly with the left hand, slide
the other (B ) along its edge. Parallel lines, as at
mn, op, can then be drawn with the free edge of the
set-square B . In addition , lines perpendicular to
these can be made by turning the set-square into the
position, b , and using the long edge ; in the same
way, lines at 45 degs. can be drawn, or by using the

“ 60 " set-square, lines at 30 degs. and 60 degs. can
be got. For these reasons, this method is often pre

ferred for drawing parallel lines to the use of a
parallel rule, and it has the advantage that the lines
Little has been said of tracing, so far. The

· are parallel.

amateur is not likely to do very much of this ; but,
in any case, there is no great difficulty to be en
countered . Thebest tracing -paper is stoutand of a

blue colour, that being most suitable for taking off
photographic copies (" blue-prints," etc.) and trac
ing cloth , which is more expensive but stronger, is
also to be recommended . The ink lines on trac
ings should also be black and opaque- easily tested
by holding the tracing up to the light - and no
colour should be used at all. If difficulty is ex
perienced in getting the ink to " run " nicely on
tracing cloth , dust over it a little powdered French
chalk , such as is used for obtaining “ burnished "
P . O . P . prints, or Fuller's earth , rubbing it in with
the palm of the hand and dusting off with a soft

duster. Tracing paper and cloth are often much
affected by weather, stretching and shrinking con

siderably ; it is, therefore, wise to complete one
view at a timewhen tracing to minimise the annoy
ance of having to shift the paper continually .
A few words must be devoted to the subject of

that the writer has, unfortunately , no access to the
original article from which this idea was extracted ,

printing or writing on drawings. This is usually
the worst feature in unprofessional work , and not
often the best in that ! In the same connection
may bementioned such matters as border lines and
other " ornamentations." All such are an abomin
ation in working drawings, and should be of the

and so is unable to fully acknowledge his indebted

plainest description in even " show " drawings.

edness. It is also possible that somesimplermethod
of construction was adopted ,memory perhaps play
ing false.
The method of drawing screws and bolts, as just
described , is only applicable when these are full

block lettering, done either freehand or by rule and
compass, the first being generally better when ex
perience has taught the best forms of the letters and

made it will be useless. A piece of thin Bristol board
will do for the purpose , or a piece of well mounted
Whatman paper is excellent. It may be remarked

size or to a large scale. In Figs. 20 and 29 , for ex
ample, the scale is too small to allow of accurate
work , so that the threads are merely indicated as
well as possible, but without regard to the exact
number of threads per inch . In any case, even
where the bolt is shown full size, its dimensions
should be figured on the drawing, and the number of
threads stated, unless a well-known standard is
employed.

For the title, nothing is much better than plain
exercised the skill of the worker. This plain print
ing is easily made both pleasant and business- like,
ing, as may be seen by the simple title shown in
Fig . 39. By thereby altering the proportions of the
letters, and sometimes by adding a “ shade line,"
excellent variations can be got (see Fig . 40 ) and
without detracting from the appearance of the draw

readers are urged to adopt these plain letterings in
stead of the atrocious efforts one sometimes sees on
otherwise good drawings. The alphabet shown
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in Fig. 41 is a good one, but very difficult to do well
without a lot of practice ; more “ fancy ” letters
should be left severely alone in mechanical draw
ings.
Words inserted on the drawing itself are best
donein the “ running hand " style shown in Fig . 42:
it is the form most commonly employed, and prac
tice enables one to write it at a good speed . It is,

August 13, 1903.

The cylinder has flat faces on three of its sides
two for the standards and one for the valve chest.
The cylinder should be first bored , and the flanges

turned , and then these three faces may be ma
chined on an angle-plate, care being taken to get
them mutually at right-angles. The standards will

to be put in with figures that are both bold and well

need careful machining and fitting, so as to get the
guides for the hammer vertical and in alignment. It
will be advantageous, when fitting the standards, to
employ hardwood or metal distance pieces, grooved
at the ends to fit the guides to ensure this when

proportioned , not written or scribbled (anyhow .
Fig. 42 shows a good practical example for finished

cylinder, and by six to the bed plate.

however, a great fault to begin doing it quickly ;
the slower the better at first. Dimensions ought

drawings and tracings, and its use is not difficult to
acquire. Let it be remembered that a badly formed
word or letter is the first thing one would notice on a
good drawing, and the importance ofcarefulwork in
this direction will be evident enough .

( To be continued .)

A Design for a Model Steam
Hammer .
By G . H . M .
THE accompanying design is for a model steam

hammer, cylinder i in . bore and 1 ins. stroke,
the valve being operated automatically , or by
a hand lever, as desired . The bore may seem some
what large in proportion to the stroke ; but it must
be remembered that in such a small model the force
of theblow depends less on theweight of the hammer
and piston , and more on the steam pressure than in
an actual machine. A piston valve is employed , as
in the realmachine; butits chief object in themodel
is not so much the reduction of friction as the con
venience of introducing the steam between the valve
pistons.

In the realmachine, the automatic valve-gear was
rejected on the introduction of the balanced piston

valve, as it was found that the hammer could be

kept under better control by the hand lever when
operated by a skilled man . In this design the auto
matic action is used as well as thehand lever, asmak

fitting up. Each standard is held by six bolts to the
The slides on

the hammer should preferably be cast solid , and

milled out in the lathe. If a milling tool is not at
hand, they must be carefully filed out.
The piston is fitted with two iron rings, sprung
into place in grooves. These rings should be turned
up in the chuck from a tubular casting, the outside
being first turned to size, and then the casting
thrown slightly out of centre to give the required
eccentricity . The inside is then bored out till the
ring is the right thickness, and the two rings are

parted off, and slit with a hacksaw at the thinnest
The steel piston -rod is screwed into the piston be
fore the latter is turned up. It is secured by an annu
lar nut recessed into the top of the piston, having
two small holes drilled in it on a diameter, so that it
may be tightened up with a peg spanner. The pis
ton -rod is also screwed about half-way through the
point.

hammer ; but the hammer should not be bored for

this purpose until hammer, piston , and bottom cover
are in their places. The rod end may then be drawn
down to touch the top of the hammer, and the posi

tion of the required hole accurately marked . This
will preventany binding of the guides when the rod is
screwed home. The cylinder walls and covers are of
ample thickness, as the model is intended to be
strong, and not liable to excessive vibration . Each
cover is secured by six small bolts, or cheese-headed
screws, and the lower cover is fitted with stuffing
box and gunmetal gland.
The piston valve and rod may be turned up in one
piece from a piece ofmild steel to fit accurately into
a cast-iron valve chest, previously bored out. Or, if

hammer may be “ cushioned," or stopped at any

desired , the valvemay be of gunmetal, screwed on to
a steel rod, the valve chest being also of gunmetal.
In this case the pistons should be turned a tight fit,
and ground in with oil only till it works fairly freely .
By this means a very well-fitting valve may be ob
tained . Gunmetal caps are screwed into the ends of
the valve chest, the lower one being bored for the

point, just as in the prototype.

rod. No stuffing box is necessary, as the steam

ing the model more interesting. It enables the

machine to give a large number of regular blows suc
cessively. The hand lever is used for giving blows
of varying force. By skilfulmanipulation of it the
All the principal castings are in soft iron . Thean
vil is cast in one piecewith the flatbedplate. As both
anvil and bedplate are square and symmetrical, if
the casting is nicely centred on a plain faceplate, it
will be possible to face the top of the anvil and most
of the surface of the bedplate in the lathe, the seg

mentary portions round the anvil (which must
necessarily be left rough) being ultimately brought
down to the common level with a file.
The standards are cast from one pattern. The
boss, which is cast on the back of the right-hand
standard for the pivot of the hand lever, is not re
quired on the left-hand standard ; and, therefore,

enters between the pistons and exhausts at the ends.
It will be seen that the valvemust be fitted so that it

will not drop by its own weight. Two exhaust holes
are bored into the lower end of the chest, one on

each side, as a very free exhaust is required when
the hammer is dropping. A three -way exhaust pipe
must be made to connect these two with the
upper exhaust, sharp bendsbeing, as far as possible,
avoided .

The automatic valve gear is as follows : - A forked
striker (Fig . 7 ) is screwed on to the top of the ham
mer, which engages with circular milled nuts on the

in the pattern this boss should be made loose, and

valve rod just before the hammer reaches the anvil,
and just before it reaches the top of the stroke. The

fitted on with a wire peg, instructions being given
to the founder to remove it before making the second

rod is screwed for these nuts (which are in pairs with
inch below the lower piston. The thread is then

casting

lock -nuts ) from the lower end up to a point about an
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stripped off all the parts of the rod where it is not
required (as shown in Fig. 1 ), the lower end of the
rod being fitted to a gunmetal guide (Fig . 6 ), which
is screwed to the bedplate. The nuts must be ad
justed to the right positions by experiment, and
locked with the lock -nuts; and for this purpose it
will be well to make small marks on the valve rod
against the guide, or the lower bush of the steam
chest, showing when the valve is in its central posi
tion , and at either end of its travel. Care must be
taken never to set it so that the valve is banged up
to the end of the chest, and in case of this eventu
ality sınall spiral springs may be fitted in the clear
ances, if desired . For this reason, also , a few turns
of stiff steel spring are coiled round the piston -rod
against the gland to prevent the possibility of the
top cover being knocked off by the piston .
The hand lever is made of springy brass, its shape

August 13, 1903.

valve. The guide is screwed on to the standard , as

shown in Fig. 10 , so that the lever is just up to the
top of it when the valve is in its highest position, and
a movable brass pin passes through the guide and
into the standard in such a position that, when the
lever is just downto it, thevalve is in the lowest posi
tion , the horizontal position being, of course, mid
way between these two points. When the auto
matic action is to be used the pin is removed , and the
disconnected lever is dropped below it. This obviates

any necessity of sliding the collar up the rod. The
lever should be made to press lightly against the
guide, so that its weight is balanced by the friction .
Of course, when using the hand lever, the milled
nuts are loosened and screwed away outwards, so as
not to touch the striker ; or, if preferred , the striker
may be removed without altering the position of the
nuts.

- 31 . tou - . - . - -

- asi - . 2 - .

-- . -.

FIG . 6 . - GUIDE FOR
VALVE ROD .

Fig . 7. - STRIKER.

. -E .

e

Fig . 10. - HAND LEVER.

Fig . 9. - PLAN OF HAND LEVER.

Fig . 8. - Parr SECTION ON XY.
DETAILS OF MODEL STEAM HAMMER .
FIG . II.
GUIDE FOR

LEYER.

As the hammer will not be continuously in motion ,
it will be advantageous to fit drain cocks to the
cylinder and valve chest to let off any condensed
steam . The front of the cylinder should be lagged
with asbestos and sheet iron (or brass ): this is not
shown in the drawing.

being shown in Figs. 9 and 10 . The handle should

be of steel, riveted on . Thepivot consists of a small
stud screwed into the boss cast for the purpose on the
standard , and screwed with a screwed washer as a

lock -nut, the lever being held on by a hexagonalnut
and washer. When the lever is horizontal it lies

In Figs. I and 2 the hand lever and its connections
are altogether onnitted for simplicity, and the portion
of the valve rod which would be visible in Fig. 2 is
omitted for the same reason , as are also most of the
bolts and screws.

The principal dimensions are as follows :
Height, over all, 7 ins.
Bedplate, 4 5 -16ths ins. by 4 5- 16ths ins.
Cylinder - bore, i in.; stroke, it ins.; clearance,
1- 16th in . at either end; piston, 13-32nds in . thick;

along the line EF (Fig. 2), being altogether behind
the standards. It is connected with the valve rod
by means of a small collar, which is held in place on
the rod with a setscrew , a small pin projecting from
the collar sliding nicely in a horizontal slit in the
middle of the lever. It will be seen that the pin
may be disengaged from the lever by twisting the
collar round . When the lever is horizontal, the
valve must be in its central position. The guide

rings (two), } in .; piston rod , fin .; thickness of
walls (about), 3-32nds in .; thickness of covers (on
flange ), } in .
Valve - bore, & in .; travel, 5- 16ths in .; pistons,
5 - 32nds in .; between pistons, f in .; rod , 3-16ths in .;

(Fig . 1 ) is made of sheet brass. The travel of the
ever in the guide is obviously double that of the

rod between pistons, $ in .; all ports, 5 - 32nds in .;
clearance, 3- 32nds in .
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Hammer (or tap ), 14 ins. by i} ins.by if ins (ex
clusive ofguides).
Anvil, if ins. by if ins, spreading to iſins. by
1fins., I 17 - 32nds ins. high .
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A Model “ Front-Coupled "
Locomotive.
By Richard J. Tarr.

For the Bookshelf.
MODERN LOCOMOTIVE PRACTICE . By C . E . Wolff,
B .Sc., A . M .I.C .E . Manchester : The Scientific
Publishing Company, New Bailey Street. Price
TOS. 6d. nett.
Books on the design of the locomotive are not
altogether numerous, and, although the one now
under consideration is not so exhaustive as some
of the more descriptive works, the aim and scope of
the volume is admirable. Asthe author mentions
in his preface, any new design of locomotive is , as
a general rule, merely a modification and enlarge

THIS model locomotive was built by Mr. William
Watchman , of Harraton Colliery , county Dur
ham , and, had the writer not accidentally
discovered its existence some little time ago, a des
cription of the model would probably never have
been written , as the buildermodestly disclaimsany
desire to show his wares. Whilst not averse to fur
nish replies to a few questions bearing on the general
arrangements of the part, he showed no inclination
to “ get up steam " on the subject, due, as pointed
out, to his very retiring inanner.

Being a fitter, his daily round brought him into
pumping engines generally found at a colliery, and

practical contact with the winding , hauling, and

MR. WM. WATCHMAN 'S MODEL FRONT-COUPLED PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVE.
ment of an existing class. Thework in designing such
of which types he had amused himseif by making
sundry models. The transition from stationary to
a locomotive resolves itself into very much a matter
of rule-of-thumb based upon practical experience ,
locomotive type was suggested by promiscuously
and there is, consequently, no very great demand
seeinga diagrammaticillustration in some engineering

for a scientific investigation of the subject. To re
lieve the necessity of depending entirely on previous

paper several years ago. He possessed a 3}-in . back

practice in designing a new type the author sub

geared lathe with slide -rest, and thinking the change
from the orthodox engine to locomotive would be a

mits his work to the reader.
The first chapter deals with train resistanceand ad

on. So that whilst we might find one workman

hesive force, giving all the latest information on these
subjects, and after describing the various types of
engines, the “ locomotive as a carriage," boilers,

giving his leisure time to the garden , another to
pigeons, or even aimless loiter at the corner end , we
find Mr. Watchman busy at the lathe, handling a file

cylinders, valve-gears, crank-axles, balancing,
brakes, and compound locomotives are included in

or chisel until, as the result of his skill and patience,
there is evolved the beautiful model in front of the

the subjects very thoroughly discussed
.
The book, which is for themost part a reprint of

writer as he pens this article.

articles which have appeared in the Mechanical
Engineer, is well printed and illustrated . Wemay
add that we are well pleased by the way in which the
various practices are criticised , and, on the whole,

can heartily recommend this work to our readers.
The areas of circles vary directly as the squares
of their respective diameters ; for instance, the area

of a circle 2 ins. dia. is four times that of one 4 ins.

dia., the square of two being 4 and of four 16 .

sort of educational experience, he hegan work there

Bearing in mind that the maker had no scale
drawing, had to do his turning in a bedroom , and
fitting on the kitchen table, with several “ bound ”
apprentices ofvery tender age at thesamebench , the
observer is struck by the remarkable accuracy of de
tail througliout the model. His object, it would
seem , was not to get an enginemerely “ to go " but
to faithfully reproduce in miniature every part of
the prototype itself. This, as far as limiting condi
tions would allow , has been remarkably achieved .

Replying to a question by the writer asking where
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the beginning was made,Mr.Watchman stated that
wards marking it off on an iron plate 3 -32nds in .
thick , and after cutting out the two sides, they were
riveted together and trued up with the file. The
buffer fraines and axle-box guides were cut out in a

he first made a paper template of the frame, after

similar manner, and the whole eventually riveted up
to forin the frame.
Havingmade the patterns for cylinders and wheels,
he got them cast in brass at a local foundry . The
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trasses by double sneck keys. The four eccentric
by a half-lap joint secured by two rivets. The
eccentric straps are from 1-in . brass plate, first

rods arc 3-32nds in . thick , and connected to straps
roughly shaped out, cut in halves, sweated together ,
and after being bored out, were filed up to shape .
The sheaves were made from mild steel discs cut in

two, fastened together with studs, and turned on a
mandrel. The crankshaft is built in three sections,
finished to šof an inch , the cranks being set at 90
degrees.
The links are of the ordinary Stephenson type, all

carefully slotted , and are finished off without the
cumbersome appearance often found in this class of
work . A brass weight is provided below the centre
to halance the lifting link.
The interniediate slide-rods run in brass guides
cut from the solid , fixed across the bottom of inotion
bars.

The springs are made of spring steel, and evenly
hung to the frame and give a very complete appear
ance, as fitted both to engine and tender.
The firebox is inade from u 16th in . copper sheet,
the bottom ring of solid drawn copper. The boiler
is also of copper sheet, riveted , and has fourteen 1 -in .
brass tubes 104 ins. long, the latter screwed into the
firebox tube plate and expanded at the smokebox
end. The boiler has a wood lagging about in .
thick . The dome is made from sheet brass, first

built up to the standard shape. They are carefully

formed into a cone, then brazed and hammered out
to shape on niandrels. The safety -valve case was

made in the saine inanner. The funnel, buffers, and
their cases were all turned out of pieces of scrap
brass.

An ordinary sliding throttle valve fixed near the
top of dome is worked by the regulator in the usual
manner. Two injectors are provided , and the boiler
feed clacks each have a bicycle ball fitted to the seats.
The safety -valve is of the Ramsbottom type. Hand
brakes are used both on engine and tender. The
breast blocks being made of soft brass. The brake
rods are fixed with adjustable couplings between
each pair of wheels. Replying to a question by the
writer, Mr. Watchman disapproves of the use of
stean brakes on models , owing to the delay caused
by condensation in the brake cylinder. The tender
is substantially made of charcoal iron, provided with

CAB VIEW OF MR. WM. WATCHMAN'S MODEL
LOCOMOTIVE .
cylinder was bored out with a boring-bar and the
portways, after being drilled , were carefully cut out
to thenecessary dimensions. The pistons were made
at first with Ramsbottom rings, and, although the

greatest care was bestowed on their formation , they
did not give complete satisfaction , and Mr. Watch
man decided to revert to the old -fashioned packing,
after turning out the dividing ridge. For small
model work ,where economy of stean and smooth
running are important factors, he pins his faith to
cotton packing for pistons.
The crossheads are of inild steel, and, after turning
the piston -rod end, they were slotted out with a saw
and filed up to shape. The old -fashioned parallel
motion-bars are used : these were filed up from eight

pieces of steel, and slightly swelled towards the
The connecting-rods are 6 ins. long by fin. full,
and are made with straps at each end securing

middle.

water and fuel spaces, two plug cocks actuated fron:
the usual positions regulate thewater flow to injector
feed pipes. The hand-rail on right side of boiler
serves as a blower. Sand-boxes are provided , and
have the lever and pipes complete. The tender and
cab have split brass tube neatly moulded round the

edges, whilst the splash boxes have a brass strip
effectively swept round the curves. The water
gauge and steam fittings have properly nutted plugs.
The steam gauge was made of sundry odds and ends,

the quadrant and pinion being formed from watch
wheels, whilst the second-hand came in useful as
index. This piece ofapparatus was tedious to make,
but ultimately it was got together and graduated
whilst under hydraulic pressure, coincidently with a
standard gauge.
The engine works well under steam , but lacking
permanentway facilities, it has not been much under
practical working conditions.

Owing to the protracted period over which the

making extended , the design has been subjected to
considerable inocification . Thus it will be observed

that whilst the cab represents the North -Eastern
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shape, the coupling ofthe wheels and low pitch ofthe

boiler belong to a type practically abandoned in
modern locoinotive practice. This, however, is
werely stated to qualify the conditions, as the
writer's object in bringing the model to notice is to
show what can be accomplished by well-guided per
severance.
The colour and lining correctly represents the
North -Eastern standard exceptin the caseof the ten
der; it not being finished in that respect, the writer
had to dauh it over himself before making the photo .
graphs.
A few of the leading details are given below :
Cylinders inside (valves between ), i 3 - 16ths in .

bv 1 ins.

Steam ports, 1. 16th in. by } in .
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Electric Ignition for Small Oil
Engines.
By R . B . VERNEY.
SMALL cil-engine is a very usefuland handy
prime inover for many purposes. Practically
all such engines now on themarket are fitted
with tube ignition , and a more or less wasteful and
unsatisfactory lamp. In an engine of h .- p . and
unrer, the lamp will consumemore oil than the en
gine in a given time; but if we decide to fit electric
ignition , the question at once arises - how are we to

heat the vapouriser ? I propose to show how this
may be done in a very simple manner.
1 he Vapeuriser.- This is composed principally of

MR. WM. WATCHMAN'S MODEL LOCOMOTIVE — VIEW OF UNDERNEATH .
do is to ascer
Leading and driving wheels, 5 ins. diameter.
iron pipe fittings. The first thing toSuppose
this to
tain the size of the exhaust pipe.
Distance between above wheel centres, 7 ins.
Trailing wheels, 4 ins. diameter.
require a piece of pipe that will slip
be
}
.,
in
we
then
Distance between inside franies, 41 ins.
over easily , with about in . clearance, or 1- 16th in .
Distance between outside frames, 64 ins.
all round. I-in . pipe will be right for this, and a
Distance from rail to footplate, 41 ins.
piece about 3 } ins. long will be required , screwed
at
Distance from rail to top of funnel, 12 ins.
both ends. Next obtain two 1-in . T -pieces, having
size
The
through.
i
in
.
clear
a 4 in . side opening, and
Length of engine and tender over all, 3 ft. 10ļins.
of the side opening is not inaterial, as it can easily be
Rail gauge, 51 ins.
Firebox, 3 } ins, by 34 ins. by 41 ins.
bushed if too large. Screw the T -pieces on to the
Diameter ofboiler barrel, 4 ins.
pipe as shown . Two washers are now required — they
Total heating surface, 180 sq . ins.
may be castings, or they can be worked up from
Total weight of engine and tender, 58 lbs.
scrap. They should be of the same diameter as the
T -pieces, and about in . thick. A hole must be
drilled through each so as to slip over th : exhaust
pipe easily , and they must be recessed so as to enter
THE MANUFACTURE OF CHAINS. - Some experi
the T -pieces as shown .
ments are being made in the chain trade at Cradley
The exhaust pipe should be cut off so as to project
Heath and surrounding districts in themanufacture
from the valve about an inch further than the va
ofchains by machinery . With the view of enabling
pouriser. Drill a small hole in one of the T -pieces
the makers to meet the keen competition expe
and screw a short piece of 3. 16ths in . pipe in . This
rienced during the last few years, the American
is to drain out any oil that may accumulate if the
system is being introduced with a good amount of
engine stops for any reason . The vapouriser may
success. By the new method a portion of the chains
now be put together, the joints being made with
are made by machinery and the remainder by hand
asbestos string , and tightened up with a mut on the
labour. At present, however, only common small
end of exhaust pipe. The opening in the T-piece
chains arebeing manufactured in this way, and the
nearest the exhaust valve is now to be connected to
machine-made goods are being sold in the Chinese
the inlet valve by a piece of copper in . pipe, which
and Indian markets. As far as can be seen , there is
should be as short as possible.
no probability of the new method being applied to
the manufacture of the best classes of chains at
The other T -piece has a piece of in . brass pipe,
present.

fitted in by means of a suitable reducing nipple, and
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throwing a fin . spark at least. The contact-breaker
shown is suitable for an engine with a 2 to i side
shaft. For those that have a reciprocating rod for
the exhaust valve, a different arrangement can be
easily devised . This one is made from a piece of
fin . sheetbrass cut to shape,with a hole drilled an easy
fit on the shaft. It isheld against one of the bearings

by the collar A , carrying the brass contact piece B .

CŹ opper
Tulse

provided with a funnel at the top . The oil is fed
into this drop by drop , through a needle valve, from
a tank above. It falls on to the hot exhaust pipe
and is instantly vapourised , and, together with a cer
tain amount of air , is drawn into the cylinder. An
auxiliary air inlet is also required, capable ofadjust
ment. The engine may he started by heating the
vapouriser with a lamp, which can be extinguished
after a few minutes' running,but the best method is
by means ofpetrol, as the engine can then be started
at a inoment's notice, withoutany heating up. Any
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Exhaust
Exhaust Pipe

Valve

To Drain Pipe
Fig . 1. - A VAPOURISER FOR A SMALL OIL ENGINE.
forın of carburettor will do ; a motor bicycle spray
carburettor would be excellent. I use one made as
shown in the drawing. It is made from a quart size
treacle tin , which is perfectly oil tight and the lid is
a practically air-tight fit. A screw stopper is fixed
in the lid, and a tap fitted to the top of the tin , from
which a pipe leads to the inlet valve. Both these
openings should be covered with fine wire gauze. A
ring of tin about in . deep is soldered inside the lid ,
from which a cylinder of lanp wick hangs to the
botttom . The wick cylinder is made by sewing a
sufficientnumber of wicks together. The carburet
tor should be half- filied with petrol. The auxiliary
air inlet will require to be shut when starting, and ,
if the petrol is low , it may be necessary to put your

hand over the oil funnel. When the vapouriser is
too hot to lay your hand on , slowly turn on the oil
and close the petrol tap, opening the air inlet at the
same time. Replace the screw stopper in carburet
tor, so as to prevent the petrol from evaporating .
It would be an advantage to lag the vapouriser with
asbestos.
The Electrical Arrangements. — The first thing re
quired is the coil. This need not be described , as
there is an excellent MODEL ENGINEER handbook on

the subject. Any coil will do, provided that it has
a trembler, a condenser, and that it is capable of

This collar is fixed to the shaft by a set-screw cr
otherwise. The contact brush C is a piece of 1-32nd
in . sheet brass, hammered to make it springy. It is
fixed to the plate by a piece of ebonite or fibre, D
and care must be taken that the screws holding this

to the plate do not touch those holding the contact
frame
brush , as the latter must be insulated from thepassing
of the engine. A radial slot with a screw
through it , and attached to a piece of brass bent at
right angles and clamped to one of the bearing bolts,
enables the plate to be clamped at any point by a
flynıt F . The point of ignition may be thus ad
justed , and if the ignition be retarded at starting,
there is no danger of backfiring.
The hole where the ignition tube was must now
be drilled out and tapped with a De Dion sparking

plug tap . These are rather difficult to obtain , but
can probably be borrowed from somemotor repairer.
It is somemetric thrcad, and cannot be cut on an
ordinary lathe without special wheels. Any make
of sparking plug will do. Connections are made as
shown. The terminal marked E is earther to some
convenient screw on the engine. An accumulator
is the only satisfactory battery . If you have a
lighting plant and battery . the ignition coil can be
run from two of the cells, or three if there is a long

length of wire to traverse. In this case a double
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pole switch must be introduced near the cells , and
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part of the H . T. circuit when the engine is run .

" earths ” on the lighting circuits must be avoided .
In any case, we have a telephone to the house,
using earth return , and by listening at the receiver
in the house, we can hear the coil “ buzzing " at

ning! In practice, I find no trouble due to fouling

by the engine at every contact. An external spark

of the plug, but some engines work dirtier than
others. In any case, a few minutes spent cleaning
the plug, say, once a weel , is preferable to twenty
minutes' heating up before every run . In conclui
sion, the engine I have fitted with vapouriser of the
size given gives over 4 h .-p . easily , and the power
was considerably increased by the electric ignition ,

gap is an advantage, as it enables one to see if the

while the oil consumption has been reduced enor

every contact, and thus tell if the engine is going
properly . This effect is quite accidental, and is pro

bably due to one end of the battery being " earthed "

cürbureller

Wire Gauze.
Inlet
Talle

FIG . 2. - PETROL CARBURETTOR FOR STARTING A SMALL
OIL ENGINE.
Advance

SP
O

DE

Fig . 3. - DIAGRAM OF IGNITION CONNECTIONS FOR SMALL OIL ENGINE,
spark is passing all right. It should be fixed on the
coil, and need not be greater than 1- 32nd in . The
coil should not be placed where oil, etc., can be scat
tered about by the flywheels. The H . T. wire to
plugmust not touch any metalanywhere,and should

be of good insulation .. Beware of touching any

mously . The arrangenient could be fitted to any
engine by altering the size of the pipe, etc.,and it
could be used for converting a gas engine to oil.
The cost of the vapouriser will be only a few pence,
and the cost of the electric ignition depends on
whether you make the coil or buy it.

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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Some Experiments with an

diminishing the pressure inside the vessel, the purple
glow separates from the cathode, leaving a narrow ,

Induction Coil,

The effects described above take
dark space.
place in air ; but there is a difference between the
positive and negative discharge in all gases, although
the colourof the positive discharge varies to a greater

By G . R . GRIEVE.
TXPERIMENTS with an induction coil are of an

extremely varied character ; butmy aim has
been , in what follows, to describe the most
important - as well as what might be termed the
most interesting - of them . Perhaps the most inte
resting are those which show the electrical discharge
in vacuum tubes, the discharge in high vacua especi

ally assuming many beautiful forms; but not the
least important are those which illustrate the exist.

extent than does the negative. The discharge can
be deflected by presenting the finger to the side of
the vessel, or, still better, by bringing close to it a
horseshoe magnet.
As an illustration of the effect of self-induction in
the circuit, an experiment may be shown similar to

only difference being in the
the foregoing one, theinduction
in which a coil
coil,

primary circuit of the

oflow resistance is connected . Open the stop- cock

of the vessel used in the last experiment, and allow
the air to re-enter and fill it ; then fix it to the air

000009

Fig . 3.
pump. Proceed to slowly exhaust the tube until
the exhaustion has been pushed to about 14 ins. of
mercury pressure, when the insertion of a piece of
iron into the coil will completely stop the spark . The

reason being, that work is done in overcoming the
induction of the coil, and, therefore, less work can :
be done in producing the spark ; but if the exhaus.
tion be pushed still further, and the iron withdrawn.
from the coil, all the effects described in the pre
ceding experiment will be reproduced , and the re
FIG . I.

FIG . 2.

ence of electric waves, the studyofwhich has brought
to light many remarkable phenomena .
When exhaustion of a' tube is pushed to a certain
extent, the resistance of the rarified medium be
comesmuch less than at ordinary atmospheric pres
sure, and a discharge taking place in such an attenu
ated medium , produces remarkable and beautifully
luminous effects. Such an experiment can be
shown by the aid of an oval tube ( Fig. 1) which is
capable of being screwed to an air- pump, and into
each end of which is fused a wire ending in a brass
knob. When these knobs, or electrodes, as they are
called, are connected to an induction coil, and the
pressure reduced by the pump, beautiful streams o
bluish coloured light proceed from the anode ; at

some given pressure the light will entirely fill the
vessel, and at still higher rarefaction this luminous
blue light contracts and changes into a thin red
coloured column, the cathode meanwhile being
enveloped in a purple glow . By still further

insertion of the iron into the coil produces no visible
effect on the discharge, as the resistance of the
mediumn is now much less than formerly .
The part played by self- induction has a great deal
to do with the protection ofbuildings from lightning,
and , therefore, another experiment to illustrate the
effect produced by the self-induction of a circuit

may not be out of place. The followingexperimentof
Hertz's shows this very clearly. Connect a metallic
shunt with the discharging circuit of an induction
coil (Fig. 3), the poles of the shunt being polished
brass knobs. When a spark passes between a and
b , one will also pass between c and d ; because the
rapid oscillatory discharge prefers leaping across the
gap between c and d , to putting lines of force round
the wire of the shunt circuit, although the resistance

of the air gap is enormous as compared with that
of the wire. The experiment showing on a small
scale that a dischargeof lightning will notnecessarily
take the path of least resistance, butmore generally
the path of least inductance. Incidentally it also
shows with what rapidity the electrical disturbances
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take place, because the only inference that can be
drawn from the experiment is that the discharge
reaches knob I in an appreciably shorter time than

knob 2, which is all themore remarkable when it is
considered that electric waves in copper have the
same velocity as light.
To show that an ordinary glow lamp is a con
denser, hold the bulb in one hand , and present the

brass top to a terminal of an induction coil. After
holding it there for two or three seconds, a distinct
shock will be felt on touching the brass cap with the
disengaged hand .
An experiment somewhat similar to the first one
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means of “ Lichtenberg's figure," so called because
Lichtenberg was the first to devise this method of

studying the distribution of a charge of electricity .
Very beautiful figures may be obtained by dusting

lycopodium powder over a glass plate, and placing
the glass on a sheet of metal. Connect the pow
dered surface of the glass to an induction coil, and
when the discharge takes placetwo different patterns
will be observed . The figure obtained at the positive
electrode is such as would take place if the positive

discharge passed as a brush ,and the negative such as
would be expected if the negative passed as a glow .

2 ft. long, and 1} ins. in diameter (Fig . 2). Connect
the electrodes of the tube to the induction coil, and

The positive figure assumes a beautiful fern - like
appearance, the fronds spreadingoutin all directions,
while the negative discharge appearsmore mossy and
lichenous in its character. Another method is to

proceed to exhaust it. As the exhaustion proceeds,
a miniature Aurora Borealis fills the tube with cor

sift through a fine sieve a mixture of red lead and
yellow sulphur on to a glass plate. The particles

ruscations ofmagnificently coloured light,and as the
vacuum becomes more perfect, a broad crimson
riband forms and extends through the tube. By
turning the stop -cock gradually so as to admit only a
small quantity of air , the riband disappears, and is
followed by the re-appearance of the corruscations of
light, which gradually die away if the cock be kept
open, and can only be brought back again by a few
more strokes of the pump ; by thus increasing and
decreasing the pressure inside the tube, the appear

of the powders ruh against each other in the process,
the red lead becoming positively and the sulphur
negatively electrified, and by holding the knob of a
Leyden jar, which has been charged at the induction

Clescribed may be performed with a tube about

coil just above the powders, the sulphur will be

ance ofthedischarge undergoes corresponding varia
tions.
Grove's experiment with phosphorus is one of the
most beautiful that can be produced with the aid of
an induction coil. A glass tube, almost the same as
the one used in the last experiment, is provided with
a brass ball at the top , and at the bottom with a
small metal cup , about 4 in . in diameter. This cup
is to contain a piece of thoroughly dry phosphorus
about the size of a pea , and the tube, after being
rubbed inside with a warm cloth to ensure the ab
sence of moisture, is placed on the plate of the air
pump, and the top with the brass ball is adjusted to
the tube. Connection should now bemade with the
induction coil, and after the phosphorus has been
glowing for some time, the coil should be started .
At this point the phosphorus will show signs of ig
nition, and the discharge will become beautifully
stratified . On continuing to work the pump the
light will become broader, until it finally fills the
whole tube. If the phosphorus shows sufficient
colour,
-signs of activity , the light will assume a pink
the stratification being stillmore brilliant, the colour
afterwards changing to a magnificent silvery tint,and
making an extremely beautiful effect. It is im
portant in this experiment that the phosphorus be
well ignited , and for this reason the vacuum should
not be pushed too far. Sometimes the effect pro
duced is that of a number of cones of light chasing
each other up and down the tube ; sometimes there
are ringsof lightsurging toand fro, then blending into
one another, and often the discharge has the appear
ance of animmovable cloud of light suspended in the
tube. At other times the effect is that of flat discs
floating in the tube at some distance apart from each
other. If, after these effects have been observed , a
small quantity of air be admitted at the stop -cock
into the tube, a splendid effect will be obtained ; if
too much air has been admitted , the stratifications
will be destroyed , but a brilliant stream of coloured
will gradually take their place.
light
The manner in which electricity creeps over the
- surface of bad conductors may be investigated by

FIG . 4.
attracted to the central positive charge, the red lead

settling down in little heaps where there is negative
electrification .
For investigating the effect that a magnet pro
duces on the discharge, many special tubes have been
made. One of the simplestof these, called Geissler's
apparatus, consists in a vessel having a wire ending
in a disc sealed in at the top, and in the bottom there
is a closed tube, into which a magnetised rod hasbeen
inserted . Round the closed tube towards the bot
tom is a ring attached to a wire, scaled in at the side
of the vessel. The discharge takes place between the
ring and the wire at the top , in the form of a riband
of purple light, and rotates round the tube enclosing
the iron rod , the direction of rotation being depen
dent on the polarity of the end of the rod which is
inserted into the tube (Fig . 4 ). A better way to
observe this phenomenon is to use an unmagnetised
rod, and place the vessel over the poles of a powerful
electro -magnet. The riband of light may thus be
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rotated in either direction , as the polarity of the two
poles of the electro -magnet is reversed .

The action that a magnet produces on the dis
charge may be shown in a variety of ways. Plicker
has designed tubes which show this action in a re

markably curious manner (Figs. 5, 6 , 7 ). It will
be observed that the curvature of the negative glow
in each of the figures coincides with themanner in

which magnetic lines of force are conceived to
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as that shown in Fig . I be filled with hydrogen gas,
and let it be fixed to an air -pump ; when the gas be
comes attenuated the discharge from the coil will
now appear, and will take the form of a bluish - grey
coloured streak. On continuing the exhaustion ,
and heating the tube slightly so as to assist in the
process of rarefaction, the tube becomes filled with a
luminous discharge, which approaches close to the
cathode ; and if the exhaustion be pushed still fur
ther, the discharge becomes striated , the stratifica
tions being more distinct the higher the rarefaction.
The experiment can now be reversed by opening the
stop -cock just sufficient to admit a small quantity of
air, when the stratifications will change their colour
from bluish -grey to a light brown, and finally to a
deep red . As the air gradually fills the tube, the
stratifications lose their shape, ultimately changing

: 01
Fig . 5.

FIG . 6 .

into a luminosity filling the tube, and afterwards
back to the streak of bluish -grey colour which first
S

Fig . 7.
arrange themselves. To properly observe the action
of the magnet on the discharge, the tube should be
exhausted to such a degree that the negative glow
will be sharply defined . Another experiment show
ing the action of magnetism on a discharge taking
place in a highly rarefied medium , may be per
formed by means of the tube shown in Fig . 7 . Two
aluminium rings are sealed into a tube which is about
4lins, or 5 ins. long. On passing a discarge from an

degree
induction coil through the tube, after a highbecomes

of rarefaction has been obtained , the tube

filled with a luminous light of a pale blue colour. If
the small ring be made the cathode and the tube

be placed between the poles of a powerful electro
magnet, the light arranges itself in the form of a
broad arc between the rings, and has a very beautiful
- appearance. On switching off the current of the
electro -magnet, the arc immediaely disappears, the
light reassuming its luminous character.
In dry hydrogen gasno discharge takes place in the
tube if the distance between the electrodes is greater
than the sparking distance in air. Let a tube such

showed itself.
For observing the spectra of gases, the tubes de
signed by Plücker are the best for the purpose , such a

tube being shown in Fig. 8. Itwill be seen that there
are two bulbous ends connected by a narrow neck ,
and it is in this narrow portion of the tube that
the discharge is most brilliant, and produces, there
fore a much better spectrum . Of course , the tem
perature greatly influences the character of the
spectrum ,and for this reason when a higher tempera
ture than can be obtained from the ordinary spark
is desired , a Leyden jar is inserted into the secondary
circuit of the coil as a shunt.
Besides being used to show the spectra of gases,
the induction coil may also be used to show the
spectra of metals. A common method for experi

menting on the spectra produced by various metals
is to compare them with the spectrum of platinum ,
and a convenient arrangement for doing so is shown
in Fig . 9. Themetalwhose spectrum is desired is in
the form of a wire, and can be attached to screws
which pass through clamps of vulcanite. These
may be adjusted to any required height and angle
by means of spring tubes connecting them with the
standard . The wire in the left-hand clamp is per
manently platinum , and that in the right whatever
wire is being experimented upon . The two lower
screws are connected by a wire, and the two upper
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ones to the secondary terminals of an induction coil.
When the distances are properly adjusted, a brilliant
torrentofsparks takes place simultaneously between
the wires in each clamp. The apparatus should be
arranged before the spectrum box - one spark being
reflected through the prism , the other being received
directly through the air. By thus superposing the
two spectra , they may easily be compared , and
the peculiarities of each at once detected .
06 :5

anode, and hy alternately connecting the positive ter

minal of the coil to a and then to a ',it will be at once
seen that the rays are independentofthe position of
the anode, and that they always proceed in straight
lines normal to the emitting surface. When the coil
is started, and the mica cross shaken up into posi
tion, it will be brightly illuminated and will leave a
shadow of itself on the end of the tube. If the cross
be now shaken down, what was before a shadow be
-

FIG . 8 .

FIG . II.

FIG . 13.
JUinn
UUUU

Fig . 10 .

FIG , 12.

Fig . 9.

When Professor Crookes carried the exhaustion of a

comes now more brilliant than the part surroundings

tube to a very high degree,heobtained an entirelynew

it. The explanation of this is as follows : - Even
after exhaustion of a tube is pushed to an extreme
point, there is still someair left in it, and thecathode
stream is due to an influence which Professor
Crookes termed radiant matter emitted from the
negative electrode. So that if any body be inter
posed in the path of the rays, it willbebombarded by
this radiant matter. Thus, the mica cross and part

set of phenomena. The tube which he used was like

that shown in Fig. 10 . In it a mica cross is mounted
on a hinge, and is capable of being shaken up into
such a position as to be in the path of rays. The
cathode is a wire let in at the small end of the tube,
and ends in a disc . In the usual form of tube there

are two points, at either of which the negative ter
minal of the induction coil may be connected ; be

cause a peculiarity of the cathode rays is that they

of the glass behind it will be so bombarded , although
that part of the glass on which the shadow of the

do not seem to be affected by the position of the

cross falls will be shielded .

This molecular
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bombardment “ fatigues " the glass, so that it
gradually becomes less bright, and, therefore, when
the cross is shaken down the rays impinge on the
as yet- unfatigued glass, which becomes brightly
illuminated , making the surrounding portion look
dark by comparison. A mechanical action like this
must have some effect on the tube, and Professor
Crookes found that, when a tube had been sub

mitted to this bombardment for some time, a dis
tinct phantom of the cross was produced on the
end of it. He afterwards heated the glass almost to
melting-point, then restored it to its original shape
and re-exhausted it ; but found that the phantom
had not even then been destroyed .
As might be expected , this molecular bombard be
inent also produces heat, and an experimentmay
shown illustrating this. A tube is used like that in
Fig . II. Inside of it a wire is embedded at one end

having at its extremity a concave piece of alu
minium , at whose centre of curvature is placed a

piece of platinum . By this means the radiantmatter
is made to converge on the platinum , raising it to
incandescence. According to Professor Crookes,
the radiant matter emitted from the surface of the
cathode is due to molecules of residual air becoming
negatively electrified, and which are repelled from
the cathode. Another experiment devised by him
goes far to prove this theory. Lightly poised vanes
are placed in the line of the discharge in an exhausted
tube (Fig . 12 ). When the coil is started these vanes
are driven round at a high speed , and if the vanes are
mounted on rails they will be sent towards the end
of tube remote from the cathode.
A very simple experiment will show how very
short is the duration of a spark from a Leyden jar.
Divide a disc into sixty sections, painting every
aiternate one black. When such a disc is rapidly
rotated in daylight, it appears to be of a uniform
grey colour. A flash of light occurring in the dark ,
which was absolutely instantaneous,would show out
-distinctly each ofthe sections. If the experiment be
tried with the above disc rotating at a speed of 180
revolutions per second, so that the timeof revolving
through the breadth of a sector is a x šo of a
second = Toro, the observer will see black and
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bones would not be seen ; whereas, in the shadow
thrown by the rays the flesh and the bones show
difference in their powers ofabsorbing these rays, and
thus, the bones being more opaque, are shown on the
screen by dark shadows, the flesh only appearing
as a thin , transparent film stretched over the bone.

After diverging from the radiating plate and im
excite a strong fluorescence on the glass, the fluor
escence being green if the glass contain an oxide of
copper, and yellow ifan oxide of uranium . It is prac
tically established now that the radiators of the

pinging on the glass walls of the tube, the x -rays

cathode rays proceed from the first solid body on
deflected by a magnet, this is not the case with the
x -rays ; although there are other rays mingled with
them which may be so reflected , called , after their

which they impinge. While the cathode rays can be
discoverer, Lenard rays.
(To be continued .)

The Latest in Engineering .
A New Battleship. - The new battleship, King
Edward VII, is one of a class of five designed by Sir
W . H . White. Twoof the class, the King Edward VII
and New Zealand , are being constructed in theRoyal
Dockyards, while the Dominion , Commonwealth , and
Hindustan are being built by private contract. The
principal dimensions of the King Edward VII are :

Length between perpendiculars, 425 ft.; breadth ,
extreme, 78 ft.; load draught of water - forward ,
26 ft. 3 ins.; aft, 27 ft. 3 ins.; load displacement,
16 , 300 tons; indicated horse-power (estimated ),
18,000 ; speed with full power, per hour, 184 knots
revolutions, 120 . The machinery , which has been
made by Messrs. Harland & Wolff, Belfast, consists
of two independent sets of vertical triple-expansion
engines, each having four cylinders. The vessel has
fourteen separate water -tube boilers of the Babcock
and Willcox type, and six separate cylindrical
boilers, each capable of being used independently of
the others. The armament will consist of four
12 -in . breechloading guns worked in two barbettes,

white sectors alternating with grey ones, when
illuminated by the spark from a Leyden jar; show

four 9-2 breech -loading guns worked in four bar
bettes, ten 6 -in . quick - firing guns worked in battery,

ing that the spark is not instantaneous, but is
certainly less than 1- 10 ,000th of a second .
A specialtube has been devised for studying x-rays,
so called by Professor Röntgen since practically
nothing is known about them . The ordinary anode
in a Crookes tube is replaced by a flat piece of pla
tinum , which is inclined at an angle of 45 degs. to the
axis of the concavemirror, and on which the cathode
rays innpinge ( Fig. 13). The rays should not
actually focus on the anode ; on the contrary, the
radiating plate, as the anode is called , should be a
little beyond the point of focus. The most expe
ditiousmethod of observing the x-rays is bymeansof
a screen covered with crystallised tungsten of cal
cium , which Edison found to be highly fluorescent.
A screen like this can be made by stretching a piece
of millboard over a stand, and coating it with this
fluorescence. By means of such a fluoroscope a

twelve 12 -pounder 12-cwt. quick -firing guns, two 12
pounder 8 -cwt. quick -firing guns, fourteen 3-pounder
quick - firing guns, two '303 Maxim guns, and four
submerged torpedo tubes.
Uses of Aluminium . - In lithographic work the
use of aluminium as a substitute for stone and zinc is
rapidly extending, and many so -called rotary alu
minium pressesare in operation . Another use of grow

ing importance is for the production of intense heat
by the combustionof powdered aluminium . There are

two methods : - One, the Goldschmidt process, used
for the welding of tramway rails, and the other for
the reduction of rare metals from their oxides, the
necessary heat being supplied by the oxidation of the
powdered aluminium , which is intermixed with the
oxides to be reduced . Very recently a new explo
sive called ammonalhasbeen invented ,which consists
of twenty - five per cent. of powdered aluminium and

shadow of the hand may be obtained even after the

seventy- five per cent. of ammonium nitrate. A new

rays have penetrated through several thicknesses of

use of aluminium is for the manufacture of grind

wood , the hand being pressed against the screen , be
tween it and the tube from which the rays proceed .
Of course, it is not an ordinary shadow that is
thrown by these rays, because in the true shadow the

stones and whetstones, a purpose for which the
metal is peculiarly suited on account of the property
it possesses of forming under the wetting action a
very fine mass, which adheres strongly to steel. A
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microscopic examination at 1000 diameters of a
steel blade which had been sharpened on aluminium
showed the cutting edge to be perfectly uniform and
unbroken , which is not the case when steel is wetted
on stone.

Electric Signalling in the Severn Tunnel With a view to facilitating the working of their main
line traffic to and from South Wales, the Great Wes
tern Railway Company are arranging to install
electrical automatic signalling apparatus through
the Severn Tunnel, which is 4 miles 600 yards long.
The tunnel will be divided into sections of 1,200
yards length , thus permitting more than one train
to be on the same line in the tunnel at the same time
with safety. The semaphone signals at the sides of
the line will be supplemented by “ repeat ” signals
indicated in the cab of each locomotive before the
eyes of the driver. This novel system , which can

only be used in connection with electrical track cir
cuit signalling, is in successful operation in the Park
Avenue Tunnel of the New York Central Railway,
and is being introduced into this country by the
British Miller Syndicate. After a short initial ex
perimental working on the Great Central Railway ,
it has recently been approved by the British Board
of Trade. Each !ocomotive is equipped with a
reversing switch battery and two lainps, the latter
being mounted in the cab ofthe engine. Thecurrent
for the operation is supplied by the battery being
switched on or off by an electro -inagnet reversing
switch actuated by the electric track circuit. One
of the lamps shows a white light and the other red.

If the track is clear ahead , a white light appears on
red lamp lights up, the white going out.

entering the section . If the section is occupied , the
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few times was very much the same with lamp etc .,
but I put this down to my inexperience . My en
gine is Barker's
h .- p . oil. I would also say
that I found the running of the gear connected
with governors very noisy, and had the large wheel
made of fibre, which was a very great improvement.
J. W . COOPER.
Yours faithfully , ,

Shanklin .
A Cyclometer as a Revolution Counter .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , I wonder if any of your readers have

used an old watch -shape cyclometer as a revolution
counter . If the tens and hundreds wheels are taken
out it works quite easily ,and is practically ready for
use, the end of the worm being squared to fit a hole
in the engine shaft, or vice versa . At present it can

storu
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Pointer
8

Old vulêr scale
divided into

ooooooo

hundredths

144 1

New figures

Practical Letters from our

on inside

Readers.
The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached ,

though not necessarily intended for publication .]

The Ignition Arrangements
of Small Oil
Eng
ines.

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR , - In your issue of July 2nd, there is a

letter from Mr. Verney with questions re oil engine,

and I think the following may be useful to Mr.
Ver . My eng ran in a
ney

ine

very erratic manner

until í altered the governor at the sleeve which
connects the swinging arm of governor with ex
haust lever. In my engine this sleeve had a thick
edge where it engaged the exhaust -lever cam . The
edge of this sleeve I reduced to bare } in . and found
the engine ran very much better with the Avery

dynamo than before the sleeve was altered . The
edge of sleeve where it slides over cam will wear , I
think , but it is my intention if this happens to re
duce the edge of the sleeve to a mere knife -blade
thickness and make it of steel and harden it. Pro

bably it would still wear, but could easily be
replaced . Having changed my residence and built
a new workshop , I have had no time to refit engine
but I should be glad to see Mr. Verney's arrange
ment for starting the engine and working with the
electric apparatus , asmy experience when running a

A CYCLOMETER AS A REVOLUTION COUNTER. "
be only worked in one direction as the worm screws
itself out, but a small stop soldered in place would
remedy that ; 144 revolutions of the shaft gives one
revolution of the pointer on the dial.
I may say thatmy cyclometer originally cost64d .
atGamage's, and hope that the idea will be of some

use to fellow -readers. The enclosed sketch of the
dial shows the original divisions and the new ones.
Yours faithfully,
A . B . RADFORD .
St. John's Wood .
SOME further trials have been made with different
types of four-coupled express locomotives on the
Prussian State Railways during the past year. The
engines included a 4 -cylinder compound, a simple
engine with superheater, and a 2-cylinder com
pound , and they were all designed to do a similar
class of work , with boilers of practically identical
evaporative power. The results obtained showed
that the 4 -cylinder compound was slightly superior
to the simple engine with superheater. The 4:

cylinder compound, moreover, showed itself the
most easy running machine.
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Queries and Replies.

regard
to yourin suggestion
an ovalwater
flue tubes
in placein this
of small
flueWith
tubes,
as given
the design, ofwithout
flue,

Attention is especially directed to the first condition given belore

fitted, ofthereviewis , not
the arrangement.
slightest advantage,
a constructive
point
in the
Unless from
the water-tubes
are
brazed, or silver-soldered into the fue, trouble will sooner or

w are afraid the engine would prove a failure, and if these are

and 110 notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked
on the top left-hand corner of the envelope " Query
Department.
" No othermatters
but those relating to the Queries
should
be
enclosed
in the the
sameenvelope.
Queries ont subjects
within
scope of this journalare replied to
by postunder the following conditions :- ( I ) Queries dealing

later arise
through
leakagesFlue
which
be caulked,
unlessin our
the
boiler
is pulled
to pieces.
tubescannot
fitted like
those shown
coloured plate (screwdand soft-soldered in to fit) never leak - even
wh n the water is accidently allowed to get low - in places which
are not get-at-able, and at the same time, strengthen the boiler con

with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's nameMUST be in
scribed on the back. 2 ) Queries should be accompanied,
wherever
with fullyto dimensioned
and corre
spondents possible,
are recommended
keep a copy ofsketches,
their Queries
for

reference. (3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (110f post-card )

should understand that some weeks must elapse before the

Reply
canbe beguaranteed
published.. (6The
insertion
of Repliesa bebein addressed
sed to
drescolumn
adthis
canliot
Queries
ER . 35should
ENAllGINE
, DEL ) ENGINEER,
LondonMODEL
Street, THE
LallisEditor.
The
to 39, Temple House,to

selected from the Queries which have been replied
The tofollowingare
recently: [9029 ] Cylinder Lubrication for Small Steam - Engines.
R . V . V . (Ealing) writes : I have a model stationary steam -engine,
which runs exceedingly well; but after running some time, the

i( lubricator
Stock

Fig . 2 .
DETAIL OF A

F

should
be enclosed
(4 ) anQueries
willofbea answered
as
early invariably
as possible after
receipt,. but
interval
few days
must
usually
clapse
before
the
Reply
can
be
(5 )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted forwarded.
in this column

nuta
V

DISPLACEMENT
LUBRICATOR. SupportingN
loracket ,

T

lug silver on
tosoldered
main tube.)

piston in cylinder (which is a small slide-valveone) seems to stick,

FIG . 1. - DISPLACEMENT LUBRICATOR FITTED TO A
MODEL HORIZONTAL ENGINE. "s' pipe

Brass tube

plugsred inb
l'soráe
- Drcoaickn

Dram cock -

QUERY799028

NINS

Query N°9023

and at last brings the engine to a standstill. I suppose it is caused

siderably. If you decide to adopt a flue tube with water-tubes, see

by the heat. Can I possibly prevent this in any way ?
be
much obliged if you could help me in the matter. I doI should
not think

that they are silver-soldered , and have the main flue similarly fixed
to the firebox tube-plate, otherwise you lay your elf open to aggra

very

3 -32nds in . to in .; water-tubes in . diameter, and quite thirty in
number,
The engine with its full complement of heating surface,
and 13 16ths-in . X 14-in . cylinders should pull an adult person .

theWecylinder
is yetenough
to takean
experienced
a difficulty, except in
such oil-cup.
have notthick

small toy models, where the pistons are a dead fit in the cylinder,
no
packing being used, and think that is due to the piston being a
close fit in the cylinder, and the two seizing. We should advise you
to fit a lubricator on thecylinder,and herewith give you a sketch of a
type known as a displacement lubricator. As you do not send any
sketches, dimensions, or particulars of your model, we can only

suggest a probable method of arranging the displacer lubricator.
Fig . I shows the fitting attached to the cylinder of a horizontal
engine, and Fig. 2 is a detail of the lubricator. To use, drain any
water out of the body of the lubricator by opening all cocks, and
cap (which, by ihe way, need not be used atall if
taking off the top
situation is not a very dusty one), shut the bottom cock, and
the
fill up with oil, afterwards closing the cock on the oil cup. The
steam , entering the lubricatorby the pipe condenses, and being then

heavier than the oil, falls to the bottom , - displacing " the oil which
runs down the pipe into the cylinder. The hole in the plug conor
necting pipe to the lubricator should be not largerthan 3-64thsin,
This plug should be silver-soldered on to.
in , diameter.
1-16th tube,
but the end plugs in tube need only be soft-soldered
main
be reduced
One filling should last some hou s. The lubricatormay
lubricator may be
in size to suit smaller engines. Of course, the
placed in the front cylinder cover , if other position is impossible.

(9233] Modelwork
Locomotive
E . L RNo.
. (Hoylake)
writes:
onengines
a 4-inof, Boilers.
scale
Dunalastair
loco.
and haveI ampartlyat done
same;“ but
have not yet3 "started
boiler. As my time is very limited , I thought, perhaps, I could

make same from a piece of drawn copper tube, with a D -shaped

fue runninghalfright
through. Of
course,
I knowcontinuously
that it would any
not
evaporate
to run
engine
length
of time.enough
Could water
it be made
totheevaporate
enough by for
having
water-tubes placed across the flue? If so, please state size of
tubes, also thickness of end p 'ates, & c. After having fitted cylinders
on
crosshead
seems
to slidesomewhere,
quite easily;
whenauxiliary
fitted toframe,
ma n the
frames,
it seems
to jamb
and but,
will
hardly move, Could you explain this ? Have you any idea what
0 ..d the engine should pull ?

vating troubles when the engine is finished. Tube-plate should be
[9276 ] Petrol Motor for Boat

F . G . (Clapham Common )

writes : Could you advise meon the following ? I have a 20 ft. by
4 ft, 6 ins. in . mahogany rowing boat, and want to fit a small
motor in her to give a leg-up against the tides, & c., in the river
above Putney . It is at present fitted as a roving boat. I propose o
clear boat aft for themotor. Could you give meany advice as to the
best kind of petrolmotor to get ? Would 1 or 2 b .h .-p .be sufficient ?
The best means of stiffening her and getting a good foundation for

the motor; best size of propeller? Could you recommend any good
book on this subject: " Fitting small motors into existing boats,
and a firm dealing in small cheap motors of this class with pre
pellers.

No someknowledge
doubtan engine ofcould
be fittedto; but
wouldjob need
someone
with
the subject
carryit the
through
satis
factorily. " How to Build a Motor Launch," might help you if you

intend to do the job yourself ; published , and to be had from the
Yachtsman office, 143, Strand ; price, about 5S 1 or 2 b .h .-D .
would help you along at a moderate speed. We do not know of
any book treating of fitting engines into existing launches.
The
Truscott marine motor, we believe, is a very good make ; George
Neill & Co., 38, Fenchurch Street, London .
To311) Electrical indicator for Rifle Range. RW . B .
(Hythe) writes: I am trying to make an electrical indicator for use
on
the rifleI canranges
here, and require in it themost powerful electro
magnet
get, subject to the following conditions :- I ) I am
limited to the use of two Obach , or E .C . dry cells ; ( 2 ) Magnet to

work at a distance of 500 yards from battery : (3) Magnet to act
at,atleast,
fin
, from armature
; (4) it.Magnet to be . s small
asstrongly
possible.
Kindly
adviseme
asseeto winding
Re
Query
No.
8907.-I
do
not
how
the 77 ohms is arrived at.
Should it notbe 67 ?
Under these conditions you will notbe able to

get a very power
ful
electr -magnet, unless
a relay alonewould
extra batteries
are employed
The 500 yards of wire
to indicatorand
have a considerabl.
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resistance,
a fairly largeandgauge
used . the
Thematter
is really oneunless
for experiment,
you wirewere
could calculate
current
you
would get after settling the gauge for transmission wire, by
reference to any wire and re istance tables such as in January Ist,
1901, issue, or from an electricalpocket book,

Re yourNotesuchanda Query
No. 8997.—not77only
ohmswouldthebe supply
quite correct
for
exce.running
d 200 volts, butmotor
it is; for,
not beneficialdoesor necessary
to often
run
such machines up to theirmaximum continuously.
[9267]: Should
Calibrating
Voltmeters. A . W . R . (London , N .W .!
I be troubling you too much in asking the follow

ing
(1) I have neither a thevoltmeter
eitherway
exceptmarkingoff
pointstheonnorusetheammeter.
dials.
CanI can
youconstruct
giveme
any
I
can
do
this
without
of
another
roltmeter
or
ammeter ? (2) My electric lightmeter has a needle (or hand ) on
the top, which , when any lights are on ,moves round, varying in
speed with the number of lights on. Round this dial is printed
" 5 ampères- turns in 2'5 seconds." Does this mean that the meter
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(single acting);
acting), (4)stroke
(3) Size pump
of feed(double
pump,acting),
4 in stroke
stroke
(single
Size ofi in.;circulating
I in .
The following
rules may help you in designing the condensing
apparatus
for yourmodel:
Single
acting
1-6th 450volume
of H .- P.C.;
Cooling surfaceairofpumps,
condenser,
sq. ins.per
L.H .-P.;
Circulating water, 30 tiines the water used by ingine.
For your engine, use about ten to fifteen in tubes ; air pump, 4 in .
diameter ; circulating pump, in , diameter ; feed pump may be

5-16ths diameter,
delivery
pipe. and

should be provided with a by-pass cock on
[9250 )it Driving
G . G . (Gwith
ainsborough
writes :.
Would
bepossibleGramaphone.
to drive a gramaphone
friction )through

out, fromin proportion
the spring ofto four
the table,
against
wheels
to one,using
fourbrass
of each
, andleather
breadth; the
of

25 seconds ? If so, could I get the number of ampères supplied by

facebrought in contact, 3-16ths. in .?
Quite possible no doubt,but is a matter for experiment.

calculating
the rate
turning,25i.e.ampères
, if it took (3)5 secondsto
turn,
meterthisbewas
supplying
Ifrom
havemya
4 -volt would
pocket the
accumulator
which
I should like to ?charge

In an article by Mr. G . H . Rooke, entitled " An Amateur Electrician :
Whatshallhemake,"
for Mayof 14th
, 1903,withbattery,
reference
part
des .ribing the construction
bichromale
I do tonottheunder

is supplying 5 amperes when this needle completes a circle in

electric light main . Will there be sufficient gas come out of the
vent holes to tellmewhen the cell is fully charged ?

[9182) Bichromate Batteries. H . C . W . (Broadstairs) writes :

( 1) The only way to overcome this difficulty is to either borrow a

else follow thepage
instructions
Book,
"voltmeter
E 'ectricalorInstruments,"
130. A fewgiven
cleanin andBottone's
fresh Daniell
cells can be used also to calibrate with , each cell giving in good
working order- 1079 volts. By adding one cellafteranother in series,
and marking the deflection in each case, you can arrive at fairly
accurate
results. (2 ) Yes; this is most probable. (3) If of theusual
" pocket " size, charge for about six or seven hours through two
16 c.-p , lamps in parallel, and you won 't be far wrong. The cell will

gas,
and probably
send spray from the ventholes. Let us know if
you havemore
trouble.

(9242 ] A NovelModel Steamer. A. M . L. (London ) writes :

I have
a smallofboatworked
by steam
, i.e., byendstwobeing
tubesconnected
passing out
at
the stern
the boat, and
the other
as

Carbon
Brass hiale.
Rubber insulation
Zink B

shown
in being
the sketch,
a flameandplaythe. steam
There ejected,
is no boiler,
the
water
sucke:upon
up which
and boiled
this
ha pening almost instantaneously, so that the boat quivers while
working.
As
the
model
is
only
4
ins,
long,
and
it
runs
very
fast,
and will pull a boat of 3 ft., would a bigger boatbe correspondingly
fast and powerful?

Uaan .799182 U
Ends of Intes connected
oy ศa casa
ผ
, sola orad over

THE CONSTRUCTION OF BICHROMATE BATTERIES.

Hi Tudos ,

flame
SPIRIT TANK

stand about the pieces and brass sheet and the rubber insertion ,
also I do not quite see how the whole thing is clamped together .
Do thebolts go through both zinc and carbon ? Will you send me
somedrawings,
etc., further explaining it ?
The accompanying sketch should show you the method of
arranging the plates. When the two woo len strips are tightened
up by means ofbolts B , B , as described in article, the zincs will be
held
firmly into position
shown.clampTheupsmaller
A , A to, dobrass
not
go through
zinc, but, asmerely
carbonbolts
plates

sheet,which gives usa large surface contact,

A NOVEL TOY STEAMER.

[9275 ] Series Parallel Control. W . S . (Hightown) writes :
In your reply to F . K . B . (Old Trafford ), Query 8946, re “ Series

The system is very good for toy models, but we fear would

Parallel Control," on page 46 of your issue of July 9th , it is
stated that the controller closes F in the first movement, and again
in the third movement. Is this a mistake, or have I misunderstood
the
explanation ? Also , no mention is made of the closing of gap
H , without which the motors cannot be in parallel.
The series of operation should be as follows : Close A BFE ;

not prove so powerful as you anticipate in larger sizes. It is a
matter for experiment, and as it does not involve the outlay ofthata
large amount of t me, labour,and money, we can only suggest

you try one,say, 2 ft. long,with more water-tubes, say half-a -dozen.

. (E . Greenwich) writes :

Dynamo. F. R . G
[9266 ]you30 -watt
kindly answer me the following quest ons ? I am
Wull
about to make a Kapp dynamo for 30-watts, from your handbook
. each ? ( 2) Would

close
D ; open D and close H ; open F , close C ; close D . Themis
print of F for H in the letterpress is the mistake you refer to.

series (No. 1o). ( 1) Can I lighttwo lamps 5 C.-p

be best. (3) What would be the c.p. of a
15 ampères
2010 -volt
voltslamp
?
You might
if machine
a goodto 30-suitwattsvoltage
output.of
(2 )(1)ThisHardly.
is a matter
of choicemakegives
machine
lamps, if you already possess these. ( 3) Anything, within reasonable
limits. Depends upon resistance of lamp, s.c., the amount of
current it is made to take.

New Catalogues and Lists.

H .- P.
., 2 ) atins. I-X 16t27 inof. stroke
ing sizes : H .- P., 19 ins.;; L.-P
size ofinsteam
stroke;; cut-off
in L.-P.

The British Cycle Manufacturing Company, Ltd ., of r
and 3, Berry Street, Liverpool, who make the well-known " Royal
Ajax " and " Silver Queen " Cycles, have sent a copy of their
1903 illustrated
catalogue
cycles andand accessories,
trailers,
lamps, bags,
bells,of inflators,
free-wheel including
clutches.

same,
foranswer
condenser
surface
maketail-arod.
I wantofftoL.-P.
16thsxtto work
3- pumps
Faust,
you kindly
WillNumber
and
in
of tubes
same. (1)
queries concerning
following
the also
of tubes to be exposed to steam

the standard
are suppliedby from
stockto, awhich
skeletonthe diagram
bein
: includedmachines
in the catalogue,
reference
number
of the part can be readily obtained a d quoted on the order. Cycles
are
sold
on
the
easy
payment
system
,
full
part
culars
of
which
are
given in the list. Readers should mention TIE MODEL ENGINEER

To2587 Model Compound Condensing Bngines. E . A . (Dur
ham ) writes: I have a compound tandem engine, cylinders offollow .

cylinder at 7 of stroke
ports - H .-P ., 3 -32nds x : exhaust, 3 - 16ths X : L .-P ., 3-32nds x # : ex

condenser (9ins. of the length
ex aust, either or l tubes will do); (2) Size of air pump
from

Machines are repaired by the Company and component parts of

in writing,and enclose a stamp to cover postage.
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he may find helpful in improving his knowledge of

any particular subject.
We have received a number of further letters on

W

E wonder how many of those model engineers
who are amateurs pure and simple , ever
seek to gain engineering knowledge from

the subject of standard scales for model locoinotives,
and, in view of the magnitude of the correspondence,

this way. The amateur does not require to study

we have thought it desirable that these should be
inserted in our “ Practical Letters " column (see
next issue) instead of in the Editorial notes. We
are pleased to see so many well-known model loco
enthusiasts expressing their opinions on this im
portant matter, and we trust others who have
anything useful to say will take an early opportunity

themathematics of engineering, or to be an adept at

of forwarding their views.

books and periodicals other than those specially
devoted to model engineering. Probably, the pro
portion is not a large one ; but we think the number
would be increased if it were known how much one's
ideas of matters mechanical might be improved in
the manipulation of the various formulæ which

abound in many of the standard engineering text

Notices .

books ; but in these same books are many notes and
explanations simply worded, which make clear cer

tain general principles which apply to model engi
neering with asmuch force as to larger work . For
instance, how many amateur engineers know why
cast iron is not used for piston -rods, connecting -rods,
and coupling-rods, or what is the difference between
brass and gunmetal ; or why copper is used for loco
motive fireboxes and for firebox stays ; how many

know that there are certain recognised proportions
for nuts and bolts, for keys and keyways, for wheel

teeth , for bosses on castings, for lengths and diam

eters of bearings, and for many similar details in
engine and machine construction — all of which must
be observed if good working and good proportions

are desired . These and many other points, such as
the properties of steam , the relative advantages of
various types of boilers, the principles of reversing
gears, the technical names of various engine details,

are all explained in the text-books, and we are sure

The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on

all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address . It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expecced or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.

This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per
annum ,payable in advance. Remittances should be made by Postal
Order.
Advertisement ratesmay be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager,
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS
All correspondence relating to the 'iterary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & , forreview , to be addressed
to THE EDITOR, “ The Model Engineer," 35 to 39. Temple House,
Tallis Street, London, E .C .

All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Model Engi
neer," 35 to 39, Temple House, Tallis Street, London , E .C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to the Publishers, Dawbarn & Ward ,
Limited, 6, Farringdon Avenue, London , E .C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123. Liberty Street, New York , U . S.A ., to whom

all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed.

the amateur engineer would find a good deal of both
enjoyment and instruction in the perusal of a few

Contents .

of the best known elementary works, especially if he
contented himself with the purely descriptive chap
ters and did not bother with the more abstruse
theoretical considerations which the professional

[The asterisk (* )denotes that this subject is illustrated ]

student is obliged to enter into . Wemaymention a
few of the books which we can , from personal know

An Exhibition ofModels at Aberdeen *
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..

ledge, commend to our amateur readers for perusal :
-- The books on the steam engine by Professor Rip

Workshop Notes and Notions*
.. 148
Willesden Polytechnic Electrical Engineering

per, Professor Perry , Geo. Holmes, and Andrew
Jamieson ; a text-book on “ Mechanical Engineer

Society
..
..
Draughtsmanship for Model Engineers *

ing,” by W . J. Lineham ; “ Machine Design,” by
Professor W . C . Unwin ; “ Applied Mechanics,"
by Cryer and Jordan ; “ Workshop Appliances,” by
Shelley, and “ The Locomotive of to -day." These,
of course, are a few only of themany books avail
able ; but we know that they all contain more or
less matter which model engineers might read with

advantage. Most of them will be found in any good
public library, while none of them are really expen
sive. We may have some further suggestions to
make in a later issue ; but in themeantimewe shall
be glad to advise any model engineer as to thebooks
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An Amateur's Motor Bicycle.
By C . H . SMART.

MR. C. H . SMART'S MOTOR BICYCLE.
THINKING that at the present time there

must be a great number of readers of the
M .E . interested in motor bicycles, I send
the enclosed photograph and short description of
motor I have made on a 4 -in . lathe. The power
of engine is a h . P .; cylinder- - 2 } ins. bore, 24-in .
stroke. " The only machining I had done was the

There is nothing difficult about the whole thing,
and itoughtto be well within the scope of the average
model niaker. The head , I think , was the most
difficult, then the crank -case. The piston and rings,
of which there are three in number, must be a good
fit . The Aywheels were stiff work ; these in turn
were bolted on to faceplate , and taper hole in centre

boring of the cylinder and facing the top of crank

bored and reamered out, then a hole was drilled and

case. The 2-to- 1 gearwheel and pinion I bought

tapped in faceplate exactly 1 ins. from centre, and a
stud fitted to hole in flywheels screwed in with a nut

ready cut.
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bored and thus bound to be true with each other

The Society of Model Engineers.

My bearings are of hardened steel, likewise the con

[Reports of Meetings should be sentin to the offices of The MODEL

on outside, then the taper holes for crank pin were
necting-rod.

The bicycle surprises me for power and speed , and
it has attained twenty - fivemiles an hour on the level.
I have not had many long runs yet, but at the time
of writing have just pulled a companion of heavy
weight thirty miles out and home again .
The bicycle I had made for me, and you will see
by the photograph the engine is placed about as low
as it is possible to get it, giving a long belt drive and
balancing the total weight well between the two
wheels. The left-hand grip is the switch handle,
with wipe on engine and trembler coil. The Bowden
brake for back wheel is also on left-hand. On the
right is exhaust valve lift and Crabbe brake for front
wheel. I decided on a surface carburettor, both for
cheapness, efficiency, and simplicity . It has a hot
air pipe from exhaust, and never gives any trouble,

always starting at once. The tank has spaces for
coil and accumulator, and a capacity of a little over
three quarts, with sight indicator for level of petrol.
The bottom is divided off for carburettor and lubri
cating oil with glass gauge ; the whole is made from
sheet tin . The mixing valve is of brass tubing.
I might add that both the cycle maker and the

firm from whom I obtained the castings, were very
obliging , and if any M .E . reader cares to call on me
I would willingly show him mybicycle or give any
further inforination . Themaking and fitting up of
the inotor occupied some twelve months ofmyspare
time.
The Junior Institution of Engineers .

THE Summer Meeting of this Institution, ofwhich
1 Col. E . Raban , C .B ., Director ofWorks of the
Navy, is President, is to be held at Sheffield . The
proceedings will be opened by the Lord Mayor, the
Rt Hon . J. Wycliffe Wilson , J. P ., on August 17th ,
who will receive the members at the Town Hall.
Messrs. Davy Brothers' Works will then be visited,
and afterwards, those of Messrs Hadfields' Steel
Foundry Co., Tinsley . On Tuesday there will be

an excursion to Haddon Hall and Chatsworth .

Messrs. Charles Cammell & Co.'s Works will be
visited on Wednesday morning, and in the after
noon Messrs. J. Dixon & Sons'. Thursday will be
occupied by an excursion to Castleton, and on
Friday are to be seen the Toledo Steel Works of
Messrs. J. H , Andrew & Co ., and the Suffolk Works

of Messrs. T. Turner & Sons'. The Summer Dinner
takes place in the evening at the Royal Victoria
Hotel, Sheffield ; Mr. Ernest King (Messrs. Mellowes
and Co., Corporation Street, Sheffield ) is acting as
Honorary Local Secretary. The programme in
cludes various hospitable invitations arrangedweekfor
.
the entertainment of the members during the
--WALTER T . DUNN, Secretary, 39, Victoria Street,
Westminster.

The Midland Railway Company have entered into
Messrs. Vickers, Sons, and Maxim , of Barrow , for
two turbine steamers for their Irish Sea service, and
also for two steamers of similar design with Messrs.

contracts with Messrs. Denny. of Dumbarton , and

Brown (Ltd ), Clydebank , and Messrs. Caird ,
Greenock , with ordinary twin -screw engines. The
guaranteed speed is twenty knots. The vessels will
be 330,ft. long,

ENGINEE { without delay, and will be inserted in any par

ticular issue if received a clear nine days before its actual

date of publication .]

London .
FUTURE MEETING . – The next indoormeeting will
be held on Thursday, September 24th , in the Com
mittee Room of the Holborn Town Hall, at 7 p .m .
A good show of models is desired , and readers who
would like to join the Society are cordially invited.
-- HENRY GREENLY, 2, Upper Chadwell Street,
Myddelton Square , London , E .C .

A Record Run on the G . W . R .
A REMARKABLY fine run was made on the
Great Western Railway by a special train ,
which conveved the Prince and Princess of
Wales and their suite,o nº Tuesday, the 14th ult.,
from Paddington to Grampound Road . The running
of this special was also noteworthy by reason of the
inclusion of passengers at ordinary fares to Plymouth ,
Truro , and Falmouth , this being decidedly unusual
in the working of Royal trains.
The train was timed to leave Paddington at 10.40
a.m . and to run thence without a stop to Plyniouth ,
a distance of 245$ miles, arriving at 3.10 p .m .
I.eaving Plymouth at 3.16 p.m . the next stop would
be at Grampound Road, 46 miles further on , at 4. 30
p .m ., where the Royal party was to leave the train .
Thence to Truro is a distance of 84 miles, and the
last stretch from Truro to Falmouth is just under 12
miles, the whole distance covered by the train being
3u miles, and the booked time, including stops,
400 minutes. Chief interest, however, centred
round the initial stage of 2454 miles, which was
scheduled to be run in 270 minutes without any in
termediate stop . In actual running this time was
considerably improved upon. The train was hauled
by the engine No. 3433 “ City of Bath ” (Atbara
class), and consisted of a brake saloon , a 2nd and
3rd class composite, a Royal saloon, a ist and 2nd
composite, and a tri- composite carriage for Falmouth
- the load behind the tender being about 125 tons,
Leaving Paddington punctually at 10 .40 a .nı.. the
train passed Swindon (773 miles ) at 11.48 ; Bath
(1064 iniles) at 12.12 ; Exeter (1931 miles) at 1. 33 ;
and Newton Abbot (2139 miles)at 1.56 p.m ., arriving
at Plymouth North Road Station (245,4 miles ) at
2. 3.3 p.m . About 67 miles were covered in the
first 60 minutes from Paddington , 135 miles in 120
minutes, and 2098 miles in 180 minutes, the whole
distance occupying 233 } munutes from start to stop ,
- an average speed of just over 63 miles per hour.
At Plymouth , which was reached 364minutes ahead!

of schedule, a stop of inminutes was made, and the
train was then taken on by engine No. 3354 “ Bona
ventura,” one of the " Avalon ” class, with ; ft. 8 in .
coupled driving wheels. Considering the various
factors of the listance, speed , and load, this run to
Plymouth constitutes a record in British railway
travelling. - Locomotive Magazine.

THERE are now 505 locomotives burning oil on the
Southern Pacific Railroad , and the company are
converting the remainder into oil burners as fast as
possible. It is expected that practically all the
engines on this line will be oil fired before the end of
the present year,
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Workshop Notes and Notions,
(Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column,
based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired , accorde
ine to merit All matter intended for this column should be
marked." WORKSHOP " on the envelope.1

A Flame Spreader for a Bunsen Burner.
By “ Gas."
The flamespreader shown in the accompanying
sketches can be attached to the top of a Bunsen
burner for the purpose of heating small drills,
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in Fig . 2, and bend the ends round to fit Bunsen
tube. Also cut the two smaller pieces to dimensions
shown in Fig. 3, leaving four projecting pins, which
are filed round , making four 1- 16th - in . rivets for
securing the side-plates.
Fix the two smaller pieces in position, as shown in
Fig. 4, and rivet over the heads of the four small

7act
Fig . 3.

ON

I .

akio
= = = == == *===

FIG . 2.

FIG. 4.
Fig . 1. - FLAME SPREADER FITTED TO BUNSEN
BURNER.

chisels, & c, for hardening, and other purposes. The
sheet iron , 2 ins. by 3 } ins.; and two pieces of 1- 16th
in . sheetiron, 1 in . by 2ļins.; and it is supposed that
we require the spreader for a Bunsen in . diameter.
Cut the two larger pieces to the dimensions shown

materials required are :-- Two pieces of 1- 32nd in .

pins, having previously bent the ends of the small
pieces outward, as shown at a and b. These are
bent to ensure the air supply not being choked . Fig
I shows spreader fixed to Bunsen .

For Making Plug cocks.
By J. A . B .
A very useful reamer for opening taper holes for
small cock or tap plugsmay be brought for is: at

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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any watch material shop, and is called a reamer
for opening watch over -cases. It is fluted , has two
flats and a round, and in light cuts leaves a beauti.
fully smooth surface. If the slide-rest is set over

to 64 degs. when turning the plugs, and a light
finishing-cut taken , very little grinding in ,will be
required .

Fixing the Handles of Bradawls.
By T . P . G .
Amateurs will often find that the points of brad
awls have an objectionable way of coming out of
their handles at inopportune mo
W
ments. They can be per:nanently
fixed , however, as follows : Find
out how far the tang goes inside the
handle, and then bore a small hole
about ſ in . below this point as at B ,

where in the Fig ., A is as far as
the tang reaches ; then drive into
this hole a piece offat steel, as a bit
of watch -spring. Then make the
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The Latest in Engineering .
A New Self-ignition Motor. – A French patent
has been taken out by the De Dion - Bouton arm on

a self-ignition device for internal combustion
motors. To the side of the main cylinder a small
cylinder is fastened , this reciprocating at one-half
the rate of the larger one. An explosive mixture
drawn into the small cylinder on its down stroke is
compressed to such a degree on the up stroke that it
spontaneously ignites, and is inade to fire the charge
in the working cylinder. The invention is intended
to solve the ignition problem for automobiles, in

which connection itmay fill a really long -felt want.
The Latest in Buoys. - A series of interesting
experiments is now taking place in certain German

harbours in connection with an electric buoy, which
is lighted by an electric current generated by the
action of the waves. This will be a great improve
ment on all existing types of electric buoys, as the

ZA
t .

. BS

barneha
77

Steel wire,

FIXING THE HANDLES
OF BRADAWLS.

A SMALL TUBE EXPANDER .

last half inch of the tang red-hot and drive fit into I wires connecting with the power house on shore
are thus dispensed with . The motion of the waves
the handle, when the end of the tang will strike the
watch spring or steel and bend over as in the illus
is utilised to operate a small dynamo, which in turn
tration , and then it cannot possibly come out.

feeds the current into a storage battery, and by this

Plug up the hole with a piece of wood, and that
point will stay in thehandle until the handie breaks,

means the supply for the lamp is kept uniform , even
during long spells of the calinest of weather. Bells
are also attached to the buoy, so that, in the event
of fog, ships may still be warned of its where
abouts .
Cost of Electricity Production - - A little over
onehalfpenny, or, to be exact, six -tenths of a penny ,
is about the total cost per Board of Trade unit for
generating and distributing electricity in large works
where there is not only a great but a fairly steady
demand owing to extensive use of electricity for
power purposes, and it is very gratifying to note that

for it is inpossible for it to come out.
A Small Boiler - Tube Expander.
By S . H . S .
This is simply a round piece of steel, turned down

ta per a little less than tube to be expanded . It is
then grooved out longways in about four places with

a small, round chisel, and finished up with a round
file to allow a piece of hard steel wire to lie about
half in and half out of the groove. The outside
parts of the steel wire, being gradually larger to

wards the top end, expand the tube beautifully
without the slightest danger of splitting. The steel
wires are kept in position by means of two turned
brass caps, which are pinned right through spindle ,
as shown in sketch. The steel wire should be about
in . or 3- 32nds in . dianieter, according to size of
tube.

SOME unusually long and heavy steel rails have
been manufactured for utilisation upon the railroad
bridges above the streets in Lille. The rails are
85 ft. long, and weigh one ton .

there are five stations in England for the public sup
ply of electricity for lighting, etc., where the total
cost is under a penny per unit, and six more where
it is less than one and one-tenth of a penny. Ap

proximately, the highest of these costs is equal to
producing illuminating gas at about is. Id . per
1000 cubic feet. In several of these instances this
economy is partly due to the traction supply being
taken from the lighting station ; but the results sug

gest the probability that were all the inhabitants to
use electricity for lighting, especially the working
classes, whose demand is constant and therefore to

be relied on , the cost of electric lightwould soon be
far less than that of gas.
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Draughtsmanship for Model
Engineers.
By “ T-SQUARE.”
(Concluded from page 152.)
VI. - ON DRAWING FOR REPRODUCTION .
SHORT section devoted to the special points
to be observed when making mechanical
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that in spite of themost explicit directions printed
with all the competitions in the paper, at least fifty
per cent. of the competitors submit drawings in ink
so obyiously not black that one wonders if the sense
of distinguishing relative shades is not a rather un .
common faculty . Now , for a drawing to reproduce
properly for these pages, it must be in ink unques

tionably and absolutely black - at least as intense as
the printing ink here to be seen . Another important
point is that the whole of the drawing must be exe
cuted with the same ink ; it is no use allowing even
one pale or indistinct line to go in the hope that it

drawings for reproduction should be of some
are quite ignorant of the principles of the subject,
and, consequently, are apt to spoil their chances in
many of the competitions initiated by this journal.
The whole ground cannot be covered, even in out
use to a very largenumber of readers,many ofwhom

line, for the reproduction of drawings by mechanical
processes is nowadays a wide-branching art, whose
main limbs again have minute ramifications. Someof
these “ process ” methodsare very wonderful in their
results, as any reader who cares to look closely into
the illustrations of the better -class magazines - and
especially those strictly devoted to art - can readily
perceive. All such special methods are, however,
generally unnecessary for the straightforward work
seen in these pages, and it is only with the simplest
branch of all that we have here to deal - that is, the
reproduction of “ black -and-white ” line drawings.
Photographs, “ wash -drawings,” coloured drawings,
etc., are copied by entirely different methods, and
all that need be said in that connection is that the
“ half-tone ” illustration cannot, by any possibility ,

improve on the original photograph . If the latter
is bad, the reproduction is bound to be poor. By
skilful painting or touching-up a second-rate photo
graph can be vastly improved ; but the reproduc

Fig . 43.- AN
EXAMPLE OF
SHADING.

tion is of the painting - -not of the original print ;

readers should , therefore, remember that it is little

use submitting poor or “ fat ” prints for repro
duction when better ones can be had. As to wash

drawings, the subject is beyond the need of elemen
tary description , and, unless he is skilled in such
work , the reader must be warned against indulging
in it if his object is to “ appear in print."
In niaking line drawings for reproduction the com
monest fault of the amateur is that of employing ink

that is not absolutely black . It is curious to note

FIG . 44 :

ANOTHER
METHOD OF
SHADING
MECHANICAL
DRAWINGS.

will “ come out all right." This will not deceive the
caniera of the “ process-man ,” which takes practi
cally no account ofanything but definite black and
white.

Shadingof any kind must be very carefully treated
- if introduced at all - -in drawings intended for
“ line reproduction ” ; of course, anything in the
nature of a wash or tint is quite out of the question ;
butanother form of shading is nearly asbad , namely ,
that consisting of a great deal of fine or close “ cross
hatching." Even if executed in good black ink re
production is difficult, owing to the tendency of the
whole shaded surface to run into an unbroken black
ness. What is, perhaps, worse, is the chance of a
patchy result, some portions being quite black
while others are unevenly marked . To avoid these
troubles shading should be done with clean , open
lines, or in solid black , where this can be made
effective. An example of each is shown in Fig. 43
and Fig. 44, respectively ; but little is required in the
way of illustration , as the reader has only to glance
through a few issues of THE MODEL ENGINEER to
gain a sufficiently clear idea of the proper procedure
in this as in other cases.
It is a mistake to make any lines too fine : if they
are really black they will, no doubt, reproduce satis
factorily enough , but are open to theobjection that a
chance knock will completely spoil them . It is
better to err on the side of strength , and a good bold
drawing , if properly executed , with clean, sound
lines, will reproduce splendidly. The nibs of com
passes and ruling pen must be in good order to get
such results, and the ink should be not too apt to
“ run.” The ordinary Indian -ink , although excel
lent, is not necessarily best for the purpose, and the
writer has found Higgins' “ process ink meet every
case. Someof the liquid inks, good enough for pur
pose ofmechanical drawing, are not intense enough
to give uniform results for reproduction.
Next to the blackness of the ink is to be regarded
the whiteness of the paper. The field is held here
against all comers by the well-known “ Bristol
board ,” which combines a proper white surface on a
material most pleasant to work upon . It must be
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kept clean while thedrawing is being done, or trouble
will be found when inking-in , and a light drawing in
pencil, with as few corrections and erasures as pos
sible, is the best preparation. Bristol-board has a
slight tendency to cockle in changeable weathers,and
should not be allowed to get damp. It is made in
several thicknesses, and the thickest is perhaps a
little better in most respects ; but the comparative
cheapness of the thin board (known as “ two-sheet" ),
the fact that it can be rolled up, and its lightness,
make it a most convenient material.
No one need feel himself bound " hand and foot ”
to the use of Bristol-board for drawings for illustra
tion . A small sketch can be made just as well on a
sheet of good white notepaper, or a large drawing on
one of the cheaper cardboards used for picture
mounts. But in either case whiteness is an essential
quality — that and freedom from blemishes. The
whiteness should be of a blue rather than a yellow
tinge, for yellow , orange, and red colours are photo
graphically dark ; a red line will sometimes reproduce
almost as well as one quite black . A blue line has
no effect ; the ordinary photographic media do not
recognise its existence to any appreciable extent.*
Consequently , remarks intended to guide the block
maker, or others concerned , are usually made in blue
pencil in any odd corner or clear space on the face of
the drawing.

Alterations made on the inked drawing must be
very carefully executed if they are not to spoil the
result. Erasure is generally the worst method ;
pasting over the mistake a piece of fine white paper
is the best. For very small alterations- e.g., con
verting a continuous line into a " dotted ” one - a
simple and effectivemethod is to use a little Chinese
white (water-colour). making it thick enough to
quite hide the black underneath . Of course, this
cannot be used where re-drawing has to be done, and
in that case,when only a smallarea has to be treated ,
there is nothing to beat a scrap of clean postage
stamp paper, a few stripsof which are easily obtained
and should be kept handy for emergencies. Larger
surfaces will need to be covered with good white
paper, which should be carefully laid on with starch

or flour paste - -not gum -- and the edges kept
scrupulously clean. If the latter point is not
attended to , or if they do not stick close to the card

board, the edges will cast shadows which may appear
as black lines in the actual reproduction. For the
sime reason , the thinner the paper the better, pro
vided it is opaque enough to hide the drawing under

neath . Drawings should not be folded or creased ,
as themarks are apt to reproduce, and in any case
it is difficult to make the paper lie as flat as is neces
Printing on drawings which are intended for pub
lication should , wherever possible, be left for the
printer to insert in ordinary type. Where the
draughtsman is expert, this applies, of course, with
less force, although even in that case it is better to
leave the title to the skill of the compositor. When
a sentence or two is required in the body of the draw
ing, a space should be left for it, so that a hole can be
siry .

cut in the " block " to allow the type to be inserted .
This is much better than spoiling an otherwise good
* This is, of course, not scientifically exact. Blue
shades, like pure white, affect ordinary photographic
plates very strongly ; it is red that is less operative.
But the sentence refers to the effects visible to the
reader of these pages.
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drawing by crude printing, which , as has already
amateur
been stated , is one of the worst features ofnever
be

draughtsmanship. The scale should
omitted from a drawing intended for illustration ,
and it should be made as long as possible. It has

already been pointed out that it is impossible to

guarantee the reproduction of a drawing to any
exact scale, so that unless a scale is provided on the
same sheet (so as to be reproduced at the same time)
the result may lack an essential element. The scale
should be fully divided out, if the labour is not un
duly great or the skill of the operator insufficient,

otherwise the simpler method of dividing an inch
fully , and the rest openly, may be adopted .
In most matters relating to the preparation of
mechanical drawings for illustration , the directions
are not dissimilar from those dealing with mechan
ical drawings, as such . In one important point,
however, a great difference is to benoted , and that is
in the necessity for allowing a certain degree of re
duction in size in the operation . A drawing can be
reproduced the same size as the original, quite as
easily but not quite so effectively as it can be made
when more or less reduced ; the lines are sharper
and the illustration generally clearer in the latter
case, and reduction may. therefore, be looked upon
as distinctiy advantageous. It is a little trouble
some at first to make the requisite enlargement ;
but with a little practice there is no difficulty The
best enlargement is about a - quarter, or one-third
the size of the original, so that the drawing, when
ready for the block -maker, is it or if times the size

it is to appear. It would be marked in blue pencil
to show the size it is to be reduced to , and thatmay
be done either by a note that the reduction is to be
“ to three -quarter present size, ” or by a definite
dimension to which thewhole length is to be reduced.
In making the enlarged drawing, it is generally
sufficient merely to add the extra amount (one
third , & c.) to every dimension as the drawing pro
ceeds, but it can be treated like a scale drawing
proper, a special paper scale being prepared in
which every inch is represented by a space it ins.,
itins., & c ., as the case may be.
Another point of importance has reference to the
maximum size the reproduction may be made. In
case of THE MODEL ENGINEER the ordinary maxi
mum dimensions are those of a page of type, and
are 74 ins. by 5 * ins. A drawing intended to appear
in " column width " must not be exactly half these
dimensions, as that encroaches on the margins out
side the type, which measures just 25 ins. wide.
Everything in the drawing should be confined in one
of those areas, and it is to be remarked that " every
thing ” includes even border lines (which ought to be
omitted , however ), odd figures, and even the ends of
stray lines. Border lines are best left to be added by
the printer or at the discretion of the Editor
The proper disposition of views, details, & c., is a
very importantone in the present connection . Space
s an invaluable item in a journal, and its “ exigen
cies ” hold a glorious sway over contributors , Edi
tors, and printers alike. To waste space - in editorial
eyes - is little short of criminal, so that the proper
filling of an allotted space for illustration is worthy

every care on the part of the draughtsman . The
viewsmust not be crowded, but they must not leave
gaps between them ; details must not appear con
fused , nor be fitted into absurd positions, nor may

they usually be turned at different angles, but the
spaces must be well filled . It is generally possible
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to get a number ofdetails, or a set of “ views " into
a rectangular space, one of whose dimensions at
least will agree with the limiting sizes of this journal.
Thus, a whole page might be filled , or a complete

Some Experiments with an

column. Anything other than these should either
be 5 * ins. or 2 ins. wide, and of any dimensions less
than 7 ins. length . Due regard should be paid

By G . R . Grieve.
(Continued from page 164.)

to these points, for the simple reason that if a draw

THERE is an experiment of Professor Thom

ing is not prepared in these proportions it may either
have to be unduly reduced or may entail a good deal
ofwork on the staff of the journal, to the disadvan
tage of the contributor in the long run . Again , it
may be said - and the repetition will show the value
attached to the fact — that the best of all instruction
on the generalmatter of setting out the drawings is
to be found in the illustrations in these pages, a care

ful study of which will prove a faithful guide to good
work .

With this somewhat oft -repeated statement may
cannot but feel their shortcomings, it is true, yet he
hopes they will assist not a few readers in al section
of their labours which they will find as interesting as
and not less profitable than , any portion of their
practical work . The fact that most readers have

we concluded this little series of papers. The writer

at least some elementary knowledge of the craft no
doubt lightened the task here attempted ; but the

enormous field and the diversity of the minor details

Induction Coil.

I son 's which illustrates the extraordinary
transformations of energy which can be ob
tained by means of step -up transformers. The

induction coil used in the preceding experi
ments will do as one transformer, and a second
may be made by winding one layer of compara
tively thick wire over an iron rod , and over this
again about 300 turns of finer wire, thewhole after

wards being immersed in oil. In the secondary cir
cuit of the induction coil a Leyden jar is connected ,
and a spark gap is interposed between the two coils,
the resulting spark being blown out by a jet of air,

300 Turns

mmma

lllllllll

meant a great practical difficulty in compressing
sufficient suggestions into a moderate space. Even
now a number of hints of sensible utility have been

necessarily omitted , to the writer's regret, while the
important section (if it can be relegated to such a
division ) of " design ” is left entirely out of count.

Designing, it is true, does not comeunder the head
ing of instruction in themechanicalpart of draughts
manship , and , indeed, all that these articles can be
expected to do is to aid in themechanical part of the
model designer's work . If they do that effectively ,
their aim will have been well accomplished .

A GOOD rust preventive is made as follows: - Dis
solve i oz. of camphor in i lb . of melted lard ;
remove the scuin ; mix as much blacklead with the
lard and camphor as will give it an iron colour ;

clean the machinery well ; smear with the mixture ;

after twenty -four hours rub off ; clean and polish
with soft cloth .
LEAD AND ZINC ALLOYS. - Lead and zinc will nct
combine except in very small amounts. According
to Metal Industry , if equalparts of lead and zinc are
melted together and poured in a mould , even after
a thorough stirring just before pouring, the lead will
be found at the bottom and the zinc at the top .
The zinc at the top of the mould will contain a
little lead, and the lead at bottom will contain a

small amount of zinc. Zinc will take up from one
to two per cent, of lead before separation con
miences. Lead and antimony combine in all pro
portions, and zinc and antimony ; but if lead is
added in large amounts to zinc alloys separation
invariably follows. No method of preventing it
appears to be known. In melting an alloy of
copper, lead and tungsten , borax forms a good flux .

Fig . 14.
On starting the induction coil, very long sparks will
be obtained at the secondary terminals of the second
coil, the sparks sometimes attaining the length of
5 ft. and more. By interposing a glass plate be
tween the terminals and the second coil, brilliant

stratifications of violet-coloured light will be ob
served spread over its surface. The Leyden jar is con
nected in the circuit to increase the quantity of elec
tricity passing through the primary of the second
step -up transformer, while it also acts as an alter

nating machine, increasing the frequency of the
oscillatory discharge. The arrangement is shown in
Fig. 14 .
With the same apparatus a simple experiment
may be performed showing how a rapid oscillatory
discharge prefers to keep to the surface of con
ductors. Connect to the secondary terminals of the
second step -up transformer a loop of thick copper
wire. Hold a terminal of a glow lamp in one hand,
and connect the other terminal to the copper loop ;
then with the disengaged hand grasp the loop .

The nature of a flux is to prevent access of air and
products of combustion , and , therefore, any covering
which will melt will answer. Equal parts of fluor

On doing so , the filament of the lamp will be raised
to a brilliant incandescence, the oscillatory discharge
preferring to pass over the greater surface presented

spar and glass also make a satisfactory flux, but act
on the crucible. Common salt is also extensively
used . Borax, however, is a very satisfactory flux

by the body than confining itself to the copper loop.

but is soinewhat expensive.

As indicated at the beginning of this article, the
observation of theelectrical discharge in high vacua is

not the only purpose for which an induction coil may
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be employed. Hertz, in his researches, used an

circle ofwire, the ends of which terminate in a micro

induction coil ofmoderate power to produce electric
waves, and also for their experimental investiga
tion ; and as this subject now bears an important
part in electrical science, an article purporting to
deal on experiments with an induction coil would
scarce be complete without somereference to it.
An experiment showing the existence of electric
waves may be performed in the followingmanner :
Arrange two large plate-condensers parallel to each
other , and connect them with the terminals ofan in
duction coil, providing a spark gap in the shunt BD
(Fig . 15 ). Place two smaller plates opposite the
larger ones, and run long wires from these plates to a
distance of several feet. When a spark jumps
across the gap BD, one will also be observed at A ,

meter screw , and by means of which a very small
spark can be measured . In the experiment the
oscillator consists in two zinc plates (Fig . 16 ) with
sides 40 cm . long, and 60 cm . apart, having thick cop

per wires leading to a spark gap between very highly
polished brass knobs. The smoothness of the balls

is a detail that must be attended to ; because when
sparks take place between the balls small pieces are

torn off, thereby roughening them , and as the oscil

lations which take place between the plates are ex
ceedingly rapid , they will not be excited unless the
resistance of the air- gap breaks down suddenly - a
condition impossible of attainment if the balls are
rough, owing to a continual brush discharge which
would take place. The dimensions of the resonating
circle are so chosen that its time of elec
trical vibration is the same as that of the
circuit containing the exciting spark .

In this case the radius of the circle will
ON

RESONATOR .

Fig . 15.
this latter spark being due to the rate of

change of the electrostatic lines in the con
densers. On walking alongside the wires
CE , in a direction away from the condensers,
and on applying the ear close to the wires, a

FO

point may be found at which a peculiar
crackling sound reaches a maximum , and
dies away in either direction from this point.
A wave of electricity has undoubtedly been
detected in the wires, and for corroboration
of this take a glass tube which has been ex
Fig . 16 .
hausted as well as possible, and rest it upon
the wires ; then proceed to move it slowly along. I be 35 centimetres. Fig . 17 shows the arrangement of
At the points in the wires where the sound
theapparatus. On moving along a horizontal line
had reached its greatest volume, the tube will
extending from M , a spark will appear at the gap of
become brilliantly illuminated , caused by the mole
the resonating circle, and the length of the spark
varies with the position of the resonator. When it
cular disturbance which takes place, since the tube
will not be a perfect vacuum . When the tube is
is so placed that its centre is on the base line - that is
moved away from these particular points, in either
the horizontal line which bisects at right-angles the
direction, the brilliancy of the light will gradually
axis of the oscillator, and its plane at right-angles to
diminish - an optical proof of the existence of a wave
the base line - sparks are readily produced in the
of electricity. Again , the existence of this wave
resonating gap, when this gap is either vertically
way be shown by bridging the wires CE by a con
above or vertically below the base line ; but they
ducting wire, and if this bridging is done at the
cease entirely when the plane of the resonator is
places where the brilliancy of the tube had reached
parallel to thebase line and its gap on the base line.
That these waves are capable of reflection may be
a maximum , there will be no visible effect produced
on the light ; so that these places must be the nodal
shown by an extension of this experiment. Oppo
site the oscillator erect a large metal sheet so that
points of the waves. If the vibrations of the spark
the waves may be reflected back along the base line.
at A were spread out by means of a rapidly rotating
mirror, and then photographed so that they could
The nodal points of the waves may be found by
be measured , the time of oscillation of the electrical
moving the resonator between the reflecting surface
waves would be obtained . If, at the same time,
and the oscillator (Fig . 17 ). Starting at the metal
the distance were measured between the nodal
sheet, with the centre of the resonator on the base
points — found by means of the exhausted tube and
line, and its plane at right-angles to it, feeble sparks
will begin to pass as the resonator is moved towards
bridging wire- half the wave length would be
found, and thus arriving at the wave length , the
the oscillator. These sparks increase in brightness
velocity of propagation along the wire could be cal
until a certain point is reached , when they gradu
culated. This has already been accomplished , and
ally die away ; but on continuing to move towards
the result is a verification of Maxwell's electro -mag
the oscillator they again become longer and brighter,
netic theory of light, since it has been found that
after which they diminish and again attain another
this velocity of propagation along the wire is about
maximum , and so on. This is analogous to what
186 ,000 miles per second. Hertz has shown how
would happen if a tuning-fork were made to vibrate
these waves may be detected in air , by means of a
a few feet from a smooth wall. On moving to
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wards the wall certain points would be detected

path for the oscillations that follow , and while the
potential at the knobs surges to and fro between
certain limits, it has always a certain fixed value

where the volume of the sound was greatly in

creased , due to the reflected wave of sound re-en
forcing the vibrations of the fork .
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It can be shown experimentally that one circuit

at the centre of the circuit ; this middle pointmust,
therefore, be the node of the oscillations. With the

will act with much greater inductive effect on
another circuit, if the circuits have the same period
of oscillation ; or, in other words, when they are in

same apparatus used in the previous experiment the
existence of this nodal point can be shown in two
ways . When a small insulated metal sphere is

resonance. The reason being that the resonating

brought near thewire, vigoroussparking will appear
at the terminals ; if the sphere be brought near the

circuit is itself an electrical system , having a certain

FIG . 17 .

period of oscillation, so that if a resonator be used
which has the same period of oscillation as the

centre of the circuit the sparks disappear, unless it
be placed in contact with the wire at the nodal point,

exciting circuit, the efforts of the oscillator to pro
duce vibrations will accumulate, and a spark will be

method of showing the existence of this nodal point

at

produced which could not otherwise be attained .
Just as a vibrating tuning-fork will set up vibrations
in another of the same pitch , although it will not do
so to one having a slightly different pitch . There

when the sparking is only diminished . The second
is a much better one. Draw the knobs of the sec

fore, if two circuits of approximately the same period

of oscillation be made to re-act on each other, the
resonance should show that if the capacity and co
efficient of self-induction of one of them be altered ,
the induction will be stronger for particular values of
these quantities. The following experiment will
illustrate this, the apparatus being shown in Fig. 18.
The primary conductor is a wire 2.6 metres long and
5 mm . diameter, with a spark -gap in themiddle, the
sparks taking place between two highly polished
brass knobs, which are connected to the secondary
terminals of an induction coil. At each end of the

primary conductor is placed a metal sphere 30 cm . in
diameter, which are capable of being moved along

OO

the conductor, and , as they form electrically the end

Fig . 18.

ofit, the induction of the circuit can thusbe adjusted
to different values. The secondary circuit is so pro
portioned that its period of oscillation is somewhat
smaller than the primary ; it is in the form of a
square, the sides of which are 75 cms. long,made of
copper wire 2 mm . in diameter, and the distance be
tween the two systems is about 30 cms. Arrange
the two spheres at their respective ends of the pri
mary conductor, and it will be found that only very
small sparks can be attained at the terminals of the
induced circuit ; but when the spheres are moved
closer together, a point will be found at which the
sparks in the induced circuit will attain their maxi
mum length , and will become smaller if the spheres

be either moved closer together or drawn further
apart. In the above experiment, therefore, re
sonance is attained by altering the coefficient of
self-induction of the primary circuit.
When a spark leaps across the gap of the sec
ondary circuit , it sets up a temporary conducting

ondary circuit so far apart that sparks will only
appear by virtue of the action of the resonance .
Now , if any point of the circuit were touched with a
conductor of some capacity it might be expected
that the sparking would be interfered with , be
cause the secondary circuit would no longer be in
resonance with the primary ; only at the nodal
point would there be no interference with theperiod
of oscillation . Accordingly , if the middle point be
touched with an insulated sphere, or even if it be
placed in direct connection with the earth , the
sparking should not be interfered with ; and expe
riment confirms this .

Some tests on the strength of paper, made during
the past year at the Watertown Arsenal, U .S .A .,
showed that strong blue print paper had a strength
of 9,700 lbs. per sq . in ., while the strength of a linen
paper was 9000 lbs. per sq . in .
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from the extremes of crank -pin and of crosshead - pin
travel. Allot the successive parallels to successive
crank positions and give them corresponding num
bers as in the Irawing.

(Continued from page538, Vol. VIII.)

All this preliminary, perhaps somewhat dull, is to
enable us to obtain a curve which is of especial value

VI. - FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF THE EQUIVALENT
OF
A SECTIONAL MODEL COMPOUND ENGINE :
ITS MECHANISM .

in the building up of our " experimental engine.”
This curve is obtained by dropping perpendiculars
from the successive crosshead pin positions on to the

The Cranks and Pistons. - The heavy black lines
a connecting -rod , and a
in Fig. 9 represent a crank,
pin at the crosshead travels.
straight path in which the

Note that the connecting -rod is a short one. The
lo

Ione
150
180

3

related successive parallels below them ; the lower
ends of these perpendiculars are points in a curve
which very conveniently represents for us two things
at one view , for any such point as x represents not
only a position of the crosshead pin (a b ) and the
direction in which it is moving (which in the instance
chosen is from right to left) between the ends of its

stroke, but also the corresponding position of the
crank .pin (60 degs. from the right-hand dead centre )
seeing that every one of the parallels is allotted to

rod

17040

soine one crank -pin position . Thus, as we come
down the record of crank -positions vertically , the
piston comes across the Figure horizontally. The

1300

bottom halfof Fig. 9 for the returi movementof the
2

piston may be obtained by tracing the top half,

130W
140!!!
hould

170
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Fig . 9 .

semi-circle in the same Figure is the path of the
to another. It is divided into eighteen arcs of ten
degs. by radial linesrepresenting successive positions

crank pin for a half-revolution from one dead-centre

Fig . 10.

of the crank. When the big-end is at the outer end

turning the tracing over aboutcd as an axis , and
pricking through it the various points of the top half

of any one of these radial lines, what place in the
answer to this question may be found by opening a

straight path will the crosshead pin occupy ? The
pair of compasses to the length of the connecting
rod, putting the needle-point of the open compasses

at the end of thechosen radial line and swinging the
pencil point on to the path of the crosshead ; the

needle point then will have the position of the big

end and the pencil-point the position of the little
end for the chosen crank-position . A like operation
will give successive positions of the little-end for the
remaining crank-positions. Carry out these opera
tions, but before doing so draw two sets, each of

on to the paper below so that the curve of the top
half is repeated but reversed as in the dotted portion
of the Figure.
Now , if the piston operated a connecting -rod
of infinite length instead of the short rod of our
example, or if it operated the crank by a slotted rod
as in Fig . 10 , the travel of the piston across the figure
would be the same as the travel of the slot, and ,

therefore, could be represented below the crank-pin

semi-circle, together with the corresponding crank
positions, by dropping perpendiculars directly from

the ends of the radial lines y of Fig . 9 on to equi
distant parallels below , and sketching in the curve.

nineteen parallel lines equi-distant from oneanother,

The curve that would result is shown in Fig. 11 ; it

as shown, between verticals which start down wards

differs not very materially from that of Fig . 9 as
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may be seen , for the curve of Fig. 9 is reproduced in

one which leads when the engine is running ahead .

In most two -crank engines one of the crankswillbe
a quarter of a revolution (or less than half a re
volution , where the cranks are not set at go degs.)
in advance of its neighbour, and will, therefore , lead
when , as is usual, the connecting-rod is louger in
it in the direction in which it should go. Of course,
proportion to the radius ofthe crank than that wbich
that neighbour might be said to lead the other by
is chosen in our example.
being three -quarters of a revolution in advance (or
Ifthree of these curves are obtained and are placed
more than half a revolution , where the cranks are
side by side as in Fig. 12, they will represent the
not set at 90 degs.), and this is where a little con
motions of three pistons which are exactly “ in step "
fusion sometimes arises ; the leading crank must al
with each other, as if three cranks side by side were
ways be taken as that one which is less than half a
in connection with the three pistons. And if they
revolution in advance of its fellow when the engine is
are displaced vertically, as in Fig . 13, in relation to
running ahead , and in locomotives and similar
each other, they represent a set of three pistons in
which each piston has the samemovement as before, I engines is " left-hand ” or “ right-hand,” according
chain line beside it , and as it is inore easily obtained
it is the practice to use it, inasmuch as the error
thereby introduced is not material, particularly

1. HIGH PRESS:

Fig . 13
270

3 . LOW PRESS:
180 3007

270

2 . INTER :
180

but in which the threemovements are " out of step ”

as it lies to the left or right of a spectator looking

because all the cranks do not coine on to their cen
tres simultaneously. For instance, the cranks might

from behind the crankshaft towards the cylinders.
(See Fig . 16 ).
The accompanying diagram (Fig . 17 ) will perhaps
serve to make clear without further explanation the

be arranged as in the ordinary three-stage compound

marine engine, 120 degs, apart, thus : - In the first
case (see Fig . 14 ), crank No. 2 would not comeon to
the right-hand centre until crank No. i had revolved
through 120 degs. out of that position , and, conse
quently , curve No. 2 must be so far shifted as to touch

the right-hand vertical twelve lines lower down the
diagram than curve No. 1, and curve No. 3 must be
correspondingly displaced in relation to curve No. 2 .

In the second case , crank No. 3 takes the place of
crank No. 2, and vice versa , so that curves 3 and 2

must exchange places accordingly . The following
extract from the writer's " Slide- valve" (.M . E . Series
of Handbooks, No. 2) is inserted here to anticipate
a minor difficulty as to crank -arrangement : - The
phrases " right-hand crank to lead," or " left-hand
crank to lead," are sometinies used , and are con
fusing to beginners ; the “ leading " crank is that

meaning of the expression, used with reference to
three-crank marine engines, of “ order of cranks,
high, intermediate, low," or " order of cranks,high ,
low , intermediate," as the case may be.
The advantage of a series ofcurves such as is shown
in Fig. 13 is that if a horizontal line such as vz be
drawn from any point on any one of the curves
through the other curves, the intersections of the
line with the curves show the positions the three
cranks and the three pistons simultaneously occupy.
Thus, crank No. 1 is 40 degs, down from the hori
zontal position it has in Fig . 14 , piston No. I is mov
ing towards the left, a little way from the right-hand
end of the stroke ; crank No. 2 is a little past 90 degs.
going towards the right ; piston No. 2 is moving to

wards the right also ; crank No. 3 is at 200 degs ,
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piston No. 3 is nearly at the end of the stroke and
moving towards the left.

A New Magnet Train .

Alternatively , if any one of the pistons be put in
any chosen position , say, for instance , that piston

THERE is at the present time on view at Cable
Building, New York , a model of a magneti
cally suspended train which , wehear, has reached
approximately the terrific speed of 200 miles an
hour. The invention is attracting considerable
attention among railway engineers, and is the work
of Dr. A . C . Albertson , of New York .
The model of this novel railway train consists of
some 18 ft. of track and a small car which runs
backwards or forwards magnetically suspended and
with an ease that is remarkable. Briefly, the whole
invention is the solving of the problem of subtract
ing weight by the aid of powerful magnets. To
more clearly convey how this is to be accom
plished , suppose that a train weighs 20 tons, and
then , if magnets possessing an attraction sufficiently
powerful to raise 18 tons are used , theweight of the
train will be reduced to 2 tons ; and when the
magnetic force is turned on the train would slide
along the rails with a friction equal to one-tenth of
the original weight of the train .

No. 2 shall be just past half-stroke,moving towards
the right, then a line (dotted line 2 ) drawn vertically
RIGHT HAND
CRANK

LEADING

LEFT HAND
CRANK LEADING

AHEAD
(Cylinders are to reader's right.)
Fig . 16 .

At first glance it might seem that whatever is

gained by the reduction of locomotive power must be
upward from that piston -position to that part of the

curve above it which is inclining downward from the
left-hand towards the right will point out for us at
78 deys., the piston of the No. 2 crank , and a hori
zontal line from that position through the other two
curves will give us like yz the positions of the other
two cranks and pistons.
Two of the three curves in Fig . 13 are drawn to a

horizontal scale different from the horizontal scale
of their companion, in order to show that the
difference of horizontal scale simply enlarges the
scale of the piston -strokes of Nos. 2 and 3 pistons.

applied to the establishment of magnets strong
enough to lift a given weight. But this is not so .
Five hundred ampères, it is said , will lift at least
60 tons, the moving of which ordinarily requires a
steam locomotive, but which suspended can be
drawn by a few horse-power. The current for the
purpose could be picked up from a wire along the
track or from storage batteries placed in the cars.
We wonder how the speed was arrived at ; if it
was done by the “ scale speed " method , sometimes
adopted by model engineers to compare their model
engines with the prototypes ; , we can only point out

that we know of severalmodels capable of travelling
at rates which upon this basis - assuming themodels
were real engines — may be calculated to approach ,
if not exceed , the above-named speed ; and there is
nothing wonderful about their construction. We
would also ask - how is the necessary adhesion ob
tained when the magnets are in operation ?

METALS as substitutes for the ordinary oilstone

were brought to inind by the paragraph that went
the rounds some time since, suggesting the use of

aluminium for hones. A cheap “ oilstone " can be

made from a strip of zinc which may be stretched
over a wood backing and fastened by screws at the
ends. Oil is applied as usual, but in addition a little

FIG 17 .

Hour enierymust be added . This form ofhoneiscoarse
cutting, but as a cheap makeshift it has been found

The curve for piston and crank No. 2 can be used

to develop after use a fine surface of greasy feel, but

just as before conjointly with the curves for Nos. I
positions vertically as those they would occupy were
the scale of all three curves the same ; only their

quite suitable for setting.
Ifa tube containing radiun broniide is wrapped in

and 3, for the various points upon it are at the same

horizontal disposition is altered.
This chapter should have shown that if curves are
laid out in the same relation to one another as is
possessed by the several cranks of a given engine, in
the manner above described , they may be used for
the ready ascertainment from the known position of
one piston or one crank of the unknown correspond

ing positions of the companion pistons and cranks,
all by a simple vertical and horizontal projection .

(To be continued.)

fairly satisfactory . Aluminium itself has been said

black paper and broughtwithin 3 ins, or 4 ins.of the
eye, in a dark room , a curious sensation of general
illumination of the eye is experienced ; this occurs
whether the eyelid is closed or not, says Mr. F .
Harrison Glew , in Nature. It is difficult accurately
to describe the sensation produced ; the eye seems
filled with light. This effect can readily be detected
when six florins are placed between the closed eye
and the sample of radium . Probably the effect is

due to general Auorescence of every part of the eye,
for fluorescence seems to be a commoner property of
matter than hitherto suspected .
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ability , according to the particular district or area

The Electric Lighting of a

which has to be supplied. If, for instance, the dis
trict be a long and straggling one, with consumers
some distance apart from one another, an alternat
ing current system will probably be found the more

Private House .
By FREDERIC H . TAYLOR, Assoc.M .INST. E .E .

suitable . On the other hand, if the district be small
and very compact, direct current working would no
doubt be adopted .
3 and 4 . — The voltage or pressure of the supply
from the street mains of the different companies or

1. - Systemsof Supply ; direct and alternating

currents , high and low voltage. .

THE use of electric light in private houses being
now very general, particularly where a public
supply of electricity is available, a general de
scription of the modern arrangements and best
methods of fitting up such premises will probably be
of both service and interest to the readers of this
journal.
THE ELECTRIC CIRCUIT. - The term “ circuit," or

“ electric circuit," is, of course, always intended to
mean the path or route by which the current travels,

local authorities varies in different districts, and it
would be very much better for the electrical industry
at large if a certain amount of “ standardisation " in
this direction were adopted .

In the early days of the electric lighting the
pressures adopted were almost invariably 100 , 105,

or 110 volts. As the number of lamps connected
to the streetmains grew , it became necessary to in
crease this pressure in order to obviate the necessity

ST

S, To .
Fig . 1.
in leaving one of the supply mains, passing through
the various wires, switches, lamps, and other ap
paratus, and returning to its source.
SYSTEMS OF SUPPLY. — The system of supply of
electric current, as obtainable from the street mains
of the various electric supply companies and borough

councils,may,
broadly speaking, be divided up under
four heads : ( 1) “ Alternating " current.
(2) “ Direct " or " continuous ” current.
( 3) High voltage.
(4 ) Low voltage .
I and 2. - An " alternating " current is one which
continually changes its direction round the circuit
(frequently as often as 100 times per second ), and is ,
therefore, always pulsating to and fro . It should
here be clearly noted that the alternating current is
alternating in direction only, but is , of course, con
tinuous as regards time. As an analogy of this may
be instanced the balance of a watch which pulsates
to and fro, but is continuous in this action so long as
it is working.
A “ direct ” or “ continuous ” current is one
which flows round the circuit, always in the same
direction .

In Fig . 1, let S, T, and S,, Tį, be two supply ter
minals of a simple electric circuit containing half
a - dozen lamps L . L . Then we may imagine that
the current enters at S , T , and, travelling along the
circuit wires, divides through the various lamps,
returns by the other circuit wires, leaving the circuit
by the terminal Si, Tj. S, T may be called the posi
tive terminal, and Si, Tı, the negative terminal. In
a “ continuous ” or “ direct " current system S T
will always be positive, and S ,, Ty, always negative.
If however, the current be an alternating one, S T
will be alternately positive and negative. When
S T is positive ( + ), Si, Tı, will be negative ( - ), and
vice versii.

Each system of supply has its own merits or suit

of laying new and larger mains. There are, of course,
still a good number of electric lighting stations in
this country which continue to supply at one of the
abovementioned pressures : but the tendency of the
present day is most certainly to increase these as
far as possible.

The expression “ low voltage " is now taken to
apply to 100 , 105, or 110 volts, and “ high voltage ”
to the pressures above it - namely , 150, 200, 210,
220 , 240 volts .
In many cases a supply is offered at two alterna
tive pressures, say, II0 or 220 volts, and in instances

where a large amount of electric energy is required
(such as a big factory using a great number of elec

tric motors for driving machinery ) it is perhaps
stipulated by the supply company that electric cur
rent will only be supplied at, say, 400 or possibly
even 480 volts.
The reason for this is twofold :-- Firstly , where
alternative pressures are obtainable, it may be taken
that the street supply mains are arranged on what
is called the “ three-wire system ,” which permits
of a given pressure between the middle wire and
either outer wire, or double that pressure between
the two outer wires.
Secondly, where a specially large amount of
electric current is required by one consumer, it is
desirable, from the supply company's point of view ,

that he should be supplied from across the two outer
wires of their system , which would give a pressure

just double that which would be obtainable from
across the “ middle " and either outer wire.
At present the Board of Trade regulations do not
allow of any pressure greater than 500 volts to be
taken into a consumer 's premises ; but it is not im
probable that in the near future this may be raised.

As there are in Great Britain upwards of 300

electric supply stations, it is, of course, impossible
within the limits of these articles to quote the pres
sure at which each of them supplies electric current ;
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but the following list gives this information for the
chief stations in and around London :
Pressure of
Name of Supply Company
Supply .
or Town Council.
100 volts,
Brompton and Kensington Co.
Blackheath and Greenwich
200
Company ..
230
Battersea
Council ..
Charing Cross and Strand
Company . .

.

It is provided with two grooves, being one for each
pole of the circuit, with a good wide fillet separating
them . After the wires have been laid in , a cover or
“ capping " is fixed on , either by screws down the
centre or by screws at the sides.
Fig . 2 represents a piece of casing, with capping
attached , but cut short so as to show the grooves
contained .

. . 100 & 200

Chelsea Company ..

200

Chiswick Company

220

Fulham Council
Hackney Council

183

200
240

..

ΙΙΟ
Hammersmith Council
105 $ 210 ,
Hampstead
100 & 200
Islington
,
Kensington and Knights IIC & 220
bridge Company .. ...

Leyton Council

150

London Electric Supply Co.
Metropolitan
Electric Supply
Company

IOO

..

..

Filler

100 & 200

T
Notting
Hill
Company . . 100 & 200
Poplar Council
230
St. James Company . . .. 220
107 & 214
St. Pancras Council
& 440
Shoreditch Council .. .
150
220
South London Electric Co . . .
Southwark Council
.. 220 & 440 ,
240 ,
Stepney Council . ..
Stoke Newington Council . .
240 ,
Westminster Electric Supply
Company . .
200 ,

Woolwich Électric Light Co.

210 ,

FIG . 2.
How USED. - Wood casing is usually run on the
surface of walls and ceiling, and, if carefully fixed ,
may readily be made to present a very neat appear
ance when finished .
In the best class of wiring work , it is not usual to

cut away the plaster of thewalls and let the casing in
flush ; but if the wiring must behidden , it is better in
this case to employ oneof the other systems— say,
for instance, pipe work .
Casing is usually fixed to the walls — if brick - by

wires in some way which shall protect them from
possible injury .
Although a manufacturer may loudly proclaim

TEXA

11. – Systems of Wiring.
In all interior wiring work for private houses in
this country, it is universal practice to enclose the
the advantages of his own particular system of wir
ing, it is more or less obvious that no one of the pre
sent systems can be said to be the best, for every con
ceivable kind of job and under any conceivable set
of circumstances.
An ideal system of wiring will be one that is :
Fireproof.

Damp and water-proof.
Rot-proof.
Nail- proof.

Unaffected by change of temperature (as far as
possible.)
Easy to construct.
Reasonable in first cost.
Ofthe various systems now before the public, the
following may be enumerated as the most well
known :

(1) Wood-casing system .
(2 ) Metallic conduit.
(3 ) Insulated metallic conduit.
(4 ) Lead -covered wire.

The system of enclosing the wires in wood casing

is one which has been used from quite the early days
of electric lighting, and is still used to a very large

Fig . 3.
ordinary cut nails of, say, i in . to 11 ins. length for

extent. The casing employed is usually made of
“ American whitewood ” or “ yellow deal,” the
former being by far themost common. If necessary
it can , of course, be obtained in other woods— such

the smaller sizes, and to lath and plaster ceilings or

as mahogany, walnut, etc .

always be painted or shellac varnished , although it

partitions by “ lath ” screws, or ordinary wood
screws of suitable length .
In damp situations, casing and its capping must
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would be far better, electrically speaking , to avoid
its use altogether in such
cases.
DISADVANTAGES. — The disad

ADVANTAGES AND
vantages of wood casing, as a system for enclosing
electric light conductors, are :
(a ) It is not fire- or damp-proof, and, in fact, if

of connecting the single motor to at least two pairs
ofwheels had to be devised .
Several methods were thought of - trains of
ordinary spur gearing, & c., but these were dropped
in favour of thearrangement depicted on the acconi
panying drawing.

used in damp places, actually absorbs

The countershaft, which runs parallel to the rails

moisture ;

(b ) Nails may be driven into it with risk of pos
sible injury to the conductors contained in
the grooves.

Against these disadvantages it should be remem
54

bered that, when used in proper places, it becomes a
simple and cheap way of wiring, and if put up care
fully and painted to match surrounding decorations,

is far from being unsightly . Doubtless a good dealof
casing work is done which is intensely ugly in appear
ance ; but the fault lies with the densely stupid
persons who put it up, rather than with thesystem ,
and any system may be made to look ugly when
handled by unskilled and incompetent persons.

It is usual in casing work to always run wires of
ductors cross oneanotherthe separation is effected by
means of a short “ bridge ” of casing fixed on the
other as per sketch herewith (Fig. 3). The
“ capping," or cover of casing should always be
screwed, not nailed on , sizes over 2 ins. in width
opposite polarity in separate grooves. Where con

1%

11

being screwed at the side instead of down the middle

fillet only. In the best class work, wood casing is
( To be continued.)

not employed under floors or behind partitions.

Lieut. - Colonel Harvey's Model
Electric Locomotive.

HALF CROSS-SECTION.

HALF END View .

Scale : } full size.
By HENRY GREENLY

W

ITHOUT having any great breadth of expe
VV rience in the electrical field, I daresay
many other model engineers would have
shared my qualms on being asked to produce a new
design for a model locomotiveand ensure its success.
But as the electrical locomotive depends for its
source of power outside itself, some of the doubts
and fears attendant when any new departure in the
model engineering is entered upon, did not encom
pass me, and I did not feel that my labours would
be in vain , or that insurmountable difficulties would
arise.

Of course, the question of manufacture arises
first ; and to save time and to give each firm the
work exactly suited to their special knowledge and
resources, the following procedure was adopted :- :
The motor : - Messrs. Marshall & Woods.
The bogies : - Messrs. Flooks & Smithies.
The gearing and countershaft : - Messrs. Cotton
and Johnson.
The framing superstructure, fitting up, and
painting :- -Mr. J. Upton.
Small scale drawings were then made of the ex
terior outline of the locomotive and submitted to
Colonel Harvey for his correction and approval, and
afterwards the full size was set out.
One motor, for cheapness and reliability 's sake,

was settled upon , and as worm gearing - which does
not allow the locomotive to roll after the current is shut
off, or to be pushed along - was barred - -somemethod

and exactly in the centre line of the engine, and has
at its two ends two bevel pinions. These pinions
mesh into two bevel wheels on the respective driving
axles. It will be at once asked - How are gear
wheels kept in mesh when the bogie turns on a
curve ? This is done by arranging the pivot of the
bogie practically over the point of intersection of the
bevelled pinion and wheel in each case, and instead
of revolving on a centre pivot the bogies swing.
as shown by the sketch plan on page 187 . On
a curve of 6 ft. radius it was found that the bevel
wheels did not get out of gear. To further prevent
the latter occurring, the teeth of the bevel wheels
are made fairly coarse, this in itself renderingla
countershaft necessary to obtain the reduction in
speed (four to one). The use of a countershaft
also allowed the motor to be kept high up, clear of
any of the undergear, and free from dirt and possi
ble injury - the Colonel's railway being out of
doors. Connecting the countershaft to the arma
ture shaft a single train of spur gearing is arranged
at one end, the pinion being, of course, on the

armature shaft, and at one end (the opposite end to
comniutator) outside the bearings, the proportions
being two to one.
The drawings of the bogies are fairly clear, and

nothing much need be said about them ; finished
they represented a very good specimen of the model
maker's art - sound, easy running, and of good

finish and realistic appearance. The frames are of
3-32nds in . hard brass plate, with a stretcher across
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being, under the conditions, less powerful than the
steam engine through lack of adhesive weight.
The motor, which was specially designed for
the prescribed position by Mr. A . W . Marshall,
M . I.Mech .E ., was wound for eighteen volts, the
pressure at the generating station some hundred
feet away being, theoretically , 25 volts. However,

the middle, from which a bracket is carried to carry

the bogie- pin , which should be a steel stud 5 - 32nds
in . diameter screwed and sweated into the bracket
and running in a brass plate attached to thewooden
bedplate. Lock -nuts should be provided on top ,
and the bogie tightened up so that it shall not work
too freely . The bogies take their main bearing on
this central stretcher, a similar stretcher, made of

in spite of the distance, over twenty volts can be
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GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF BOGIES FOR LIEUT.-COL . J. ROBERT HARVEY'S
MODEL ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE.

hardwood , being attached to the bedplate, which is,

2

in fact, a piece of oak framing with a soft wood panel,
as shown in the cross-section on page 184.
This framing, which consists of the two sole bars
and two buffer planks, is rebated to take the k-in .
panel, the depth of the sole bars being in . and the
buffer planks i in . The outside of the sole bars are
studded with brass gimp pins ; this lends interest,
and gives detail to what would otherwise be a

35/16 " w
43/8 " F -H

rail

between Tyres

gauge

E

plain , bare surface.

The wheels are 3 ins. diameter, and are in soft

s _ 38 berween

iron . The axles are fin . diameter mild steel, the
journals being reduced to 3 - 16ths in , diameter.
The axle-boxes are solid , having a plain hole for

the journal,and, to cover the same, shaped caps are
soldered on and left bright.

-

The special point in the design of the bogie
frames is the arrangement of the compensating
beam . This beam is extended in an unusualmanner
beyond the axle-boxes, and fitted with a further
spring. To get most of the weight of engine on the
driving wheels (the two inner pairs ) a heavier spring
can be arranged at these points, and the weight dis

__
en sull
centre Time of?

tributed, as desired . It was not possible to do this

in any marked degree upon first trial, owing to the
sharpness of the curves rendering it necessary to
place the greater part of the weight on the carrying
wheels.
The loading of the superstructurewith some 12 lbs.
to 15 lbs. of lead counteracted this. Colonel Harvey

-

cross stay.
I

END VIEW OF BOGIES, SHOWING CENTRE STRETCHER .

Pivot BRACKET, AND REAR AND FRONT CROSS

STAYS. (Scale : } full size).

timed the engine running light on a short length of
track at 64miles per hour. - start to stop,and in load

obtained at any point of the line, and thus it is
possible to increase the tractive effort at the peri
phery of the wheels over and above what is neces .
sary in ordinary running and with the adhesive
weight available under present circumstances .

pulling the model managed three coaches easily ,

( To be continued .)
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Practical Letters from our

tioned , I should like to take the opportunity of stat
ing my own ideas and experiences so far as loco
motives are concerned .

Readers.

Unfortunately, when I commenced model loco

The Editor invites readers to make use of this column or the ull
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MCST invariably be attached .

though notnecessarily intended for publication .]

Standard Scales and Gauges for Model
Locomotives.
To The Editor Of The Mode! Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - My idea is that the gauge for a model
locomotive should be as near as possible to the scale
to which themodel is made, viz . -

For 4-in . scale, 24- in . gauge
k-in .. ;,„ 3-in .
. j-in
39-16ths in . gauge.
„ i-in . „ 4 -in . gauge.
Above this size I should make the gauge exactly to
scale ; but as a large number of models have been
made to the 2 -in . and 3 -in . gauges, they might
remain in place ofthose naned .
If it is desired to build a 4-in . or -in . scale model
of some powerful modern locomotive with inside
cylinders, and the model is to have plenty of power,
then instead of increasing the 24.in . or 3-in . gauges
a 1 in , or so , I should recommend using the next
wider gauge, viz., 3 ins. for the k-in , scale, and 34 ins.
for the s -in . scale model, but keeping the elevation
(lengths and heights) to scale. There would then
be plenty of room for cylinders, & c., and a wider
firebox could be used .
With outside cylinder engilies it is easy to keep

need only be
the gauge to scale, and a wider gauge
d

used when more power is require in the model and
it is necessary to limit the length of the engine to
facilitate rounding curves.
If a comparatively light and inexpensive t-in .

scale model was required to run on a 31-in . gauge
line, it could be treated as the old broad gauge

(7 ft.) of the G . W .Ry., and the models designed to
represent the engines that ran, or might be running
retained .
now if that gauge had been
In this way I think the requirements of most
amateur loco builders could bemet without increas
ing the variety of gauges. - Yours sincerely ,
E . L . PEARCE.
Dulwich .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR, --- The question of suitable scale is
certainly the point to arrive at, and, in my opinion ,
resolves itself into the following: -

If for indoor work and tender engines, } in . to
foot quite large enoughadopte
d for indoor uses the
If tank engines are .
'scale should be in ., as a tender engine to this scale
is too cumbersome. When the railway is to be laid
out of doors as an ordinary model, the scale inay
certainly be extended, and all themore so if intended
to carry the owner, this being a matter which local
and personal considerations would dictate the best
scale.
To sum up, x-in . scale is surely large enough for
ordinary purposes - Yours, etc.,

August 20, 1903.

R. H. G.

Seaham Harbour.
TO THE EDITOR of The Model Engineer.
SIR , - -Having noticed in the July 16th number of
the M . E . the subject of scales and gauges nen

motive building, I knew of no one else who could
give me any useful hints as to scale , design , etc.
I therefore, was compelled to fix myown scale to suit
my requirements.
The gauge I chose was 3-in ., and almost ever
since the railway has been laid I have wished I had
made it 3 }-in ., which I now think is the smallest
permissible gauge for a scale working model. Smaller
engines have, no doubt, been made to work very
successfully ; but I am sure the best results for a
scale model railway (short of one large enough to
carry passengers) are to be obtained from the h-in .
scale .
The only means I had of obtaining good results
from my 3-in . gauge was to build an engine which
far exceeded the scale British loading gauge. This,
for so small a model, I believe in , and should always
advise it to be done, as it does not in any way spoil

the appearance of the engine, and certainly adds
materially to its working capabilities. Therefore,
basing my opinions on practical experience, both in
building and working model locomotives (I am now
building my sixth ) I should advise model locomotive
builders not to build a smaller engine than a i -in .
scale for inodel railway working.
But for myself I should prefer a larger scale , if
the engine is desired to carry passengers. I am now

building one to a 41-in. gauge, the scale in other
respects being practically i in . to i ft, or slightly
larger.
Finally , I should like to say that the boiler should

in all cases exceed scale size. I have myself car
ried out a series of important tests in the steaming
capacity of inodel boilers, and I find that the average
model locomotive boiler is capable of evaporating
a weight ofwater per hour per square inch of heating
surface from and at 212 degs. F . = '05 lb . There
fore, having the cylinder dimensions and number of
revolutions required of the engine given , the heating
surface of the boiler can readily be ascertained , and
a little more added for imperfections in workman
ship and loss by leakage. -- Yours faithfully ,
Hove .
HAROLD SOPER.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR . - - I note with pleasure your proposals
for standards and gauges for model locomotives in
THE MODEL ENGINEER of July 16th , 1903. I

thoroughly agree with your proposals, and think
such are very much wanted .
I think, however, that the gauge adopted bythe
S .M . E . of 5 ins. for the i -in , scale standard is rather
wide. Every model loco builder will agree that it
is easier to build a 1 -in . than a fin . scale loco , al

though it will entail heavier work . Now , taking
4 ft. 81 ins. as the standard , which will become
3 17-32nds in . on a scale of in , which is the exact
gauge adopted by the S .M . E .; but on a scale of 1 in.
the above figures will become 4 '7083 ins., or less
than 4 * ins.; therefore, the gauge of 5 ins, adopted

by the S.M .E . is in . full larger than standard . I
think, however, that 4 makes a very good stan
dard , and is certainly worth considering. I am at
work on a 1-in . scale 6 -coupled C .R . goods loco ,

and have adopted 41 ins. as my gauge. - Yours
faithfully ,

Aberdeen .

WM, DUTHIE .
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TO THE Editor of The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , _ With reference to your remarks of

July 16th re standard scales and gauges, I certainly
think you can build a much more satisfactory work
ing model loco if you do not stick to scale as regards
gauge, as the whole steaming depends niainly on the
you must increase the width of gauge, unless you go
in for Mr. Smithie's style of boiler (water-tubes),
which is very satisfactory . As regards standard
parts and fittings, I should think } in ., * in ., and

size of firebox ; therefore, to get a bigger firebox

i in . would be the most sought for ; but the gauges
to exceed the scale, say, 3 ins. for in ., 4 ins. for
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happen , for whilst the speed remains the same, it
can be seen that the sleeve changes its position on

thespindle. - Yours truly .

M . H . A.

A Neat Lamp Holder.
To the Editor of The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR , - I enclose a sketch and particulars of
a neat lamp holder that took about an hour to con
struct, and which may be of use to some of your
readers. The base is turned from any hardwood
and French polished , the terminals are turned from

* in ., and 54 ins. for i in . - Yours truly ,
H . A . BENNETT.
Ashford .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR ,- -I am very pleased to see that you are
not going to let locomotive business be crowded out
of the pages of the M . E ., and Imay say I was about
to address a humble remonstrance to " Mr. Editor "
owing to the fact that in severalnumbers of the M . E .
lately no allusion whatever was made to steam loco
motive work .
With reference to your request re scales for model

locos, I think it a good idea . I would suggest that
there should be four standard gauges- two for locos
intended for outdoor work ,and two forlocos intended
for indoor work . As my railway is an indoor one, I
shall confine myself to giving the conclusions I have
arrived at from my experience of the latter. In my
opinion, the largest gauge for an indoor loco should
be 3 ins., the smallest 2 } ins. A loco built to a scale
commensurate with this gauge ( 3 ins.) could easily

negotiate a curve with a radius of 56 ins. without

any super-elevation of outer rail. As a matter of
fact, I have run my locos on a curve with a radius of
48 ins. and never had a derailinent. I am now allud
10 ins. total wheel base including bogie. In con
clusion, from my experience which extends over a

ing to locos with 4 ins. fixed wheel base and about

greatmany years, I would advise any one who wants
a good working loco for indoor work , to build to a
rail gauge of 3 irs., and to use a Smithies type boiler.

-- Yours faithfully,
William HAMILTON (Lt.-Col.).
Glenties, co . Donegal.
[ Thenextmorning after receiving Col. Hamilton 's
letter, another came to hand, saying that of late the
model locomotive has had too much attention in our
pages : such are the difficulties of an editor.-- ED.
M . E . & E .]

TheGoverning ofandHighspeed Steam Engines
Dynamos.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,---Can any of the readers of your valu
able paper explain the following ? I have noticed in
the running of direct-coupled high - speed steam en
gines and dynamos with shaft governors ; that
with a good governor the settling speed at full load
is exactly the sameas at no load. I have tested this
carefully by both counter and tachometer. Now ,

the speeds being equal, the centrifugal force on the
spring loaded weights will be equal also , giving the

throttle valve the same opening in both cases. This

of course, cannot possibịy happen, and does not

A NEAT ELECTRIC LAMP HOLDER .
5 -16ths ins. brass rod, and screws from i in . brass
rod with milled heads ; the holder is of 18 B . W .G .

brass wire, with hooksat the ends to carry lamp and
sweated into the terminals at bottom . --Faithfully
yours ,
Keighley .
EDWIN R . TURNER.

We have received an advance copy of the office
edition of a book entitled “ Lettering for Architects,
Engineers, and Surveyors,” by Mr. John B . Thorp ,
of the London Drawing and Tracing Office, 98,
Gray's Inn Road , London, W .C . There is no des
criptive matter in the volume, the book containing
some forty plates of various styles of lettering, bor

dering, & c., for different styles of drawings. Many
of the plainer types of letters have the construction
or guiding lines ruled in . Methods of indicating
geological strata and surface conditions- -useful
for surveyors - - are included . We can recom
mend this book to the draughtsman, and may

mention that a pocket edition is to be published
also .
Mr. ARNOLD Foster stated in the House of
Coninions recently that all battle -ships and a very
large number of cruisers are fitted either with the
Marconi system of wireless telegraphy or with modi
fications of that system . The present average
expenditure upon wireless telegraphy is about
£20 ,000 per annum , a considerable portion of this

| amount being paid to the Marconi Company.
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Queries and Replies.
( Attention is especially directed to the first condition given belore
and 110 110tice will be taken of Queries not complyingwith the

directionson therein
stated.
Letlers containing
Oueries inust
marked
left-hand
of relating
the entelope
Querybe
Department."theNotopother
matterscorner
but those
to the "Queries
should be enclosed in the sameenvelope.
Queries on subjects cithin the scope of this journalare replied te
by posiunder the following conditions :- ( 1 ) Onerics dicalin
neith distinct subiects should be written on different siips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's nameMUST b . 111
scribed on the back. ( 2 ) Queries should be accompanici ,

[9172] Wiring and Lighting. A . F . P . (Ilford) writes : I wish

to fit up the electric

lightenough
in a house
(the voltage from the
main
230 ). Will you be kind
to answer the following
questions is?
( 1) What size wire shall I require to connect
eight
8
or
C .- P .
lamps from themain ? (2) What size wire from themain to 16supply
three 16 c .-p . lamps ? ( 3) Will the enclosed sample be suitable to
supply one 16 c.-p . lamp , if not, what size is suitable ? ( 4 ) What
is the best way to connect the lamp with the main ? Is the idea
conveyed the diagram
below would it? be A better
fuse orto cut-off
being
supplied atin each
point. (5 ) Or suitable
connect the
MAINS

wherever
possible, wi!h ull y dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Olcrics for
reference.
( 3) A stamped
einvelopewill(notbe post-card
should invariably
be enclosedaddressed
. ( 1 ) Queries
answered)
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days
must usually elapse before tie Reply can be forwarded. (5 )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks innst elapse before the

Reply canbe beguaranteed
published.. (6 The
Repliesbein addressed
this columnto
cannot
) Allinsertion
Oueriesofshould
The Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 35 to 39, Temple House,

Tallis Street, London,
E.C ) the Queries which have been replied
The followingare
selected from
to recently: -

(9252) Small Gas Engine's Trouble. B . W . (Lewisham )
writes: Could you kindly answer me the following questions ? I

have just completed a small gas engine, 21 in .bore and 3 in , stroke,
but I cannot get it to tire. The timing of the exhaust is all right
and the inlet valve is opened by suction controlled by a spring, the
tension of which I have adjusted in every possible way. I believe
my trouble is with the ignition tube, which is a piece of 1 in . gas

pipe (iron) 3 ins. long, plugged up at one end : this tube is placed
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S - 어
Query Me 9172

main
to a fuse-box, fuses made
each ofpoint
from Willboxthewires
as diagram
(not shown) ? (6 ) Areandthesupply
lead ? (7)this
that
pass under the floors have to be encased, or will it be sufficient to

keep them a few inches apart ?

(i) AboutNo. 18 S . W .G . (2) No. 21or 22. (3) No. 23 or 22. (4 )

Yes, will
run them
parallel,
same:voltage
as supply.
fuse
sufficein for
severalif lamps
lamps.are Thus
F - fuse;
S -switchOne
for
each Yes.
lamp Sometimes
or set of lamps,
as youtin please.
This wruld
do also(7).
(6)
lead and
mixed, to(5 ) form
an alloy.
Better be cased in , or fire insurance companies will not insure you .
[9257 ) Model Locomotives. F . K . (London ) writes : I am

making
a loco similar to Mr. F . Smithie's “ Don," only mine is a
tank engine and has no separate tender . The boiler
originally
belonged to one of Messrs. Bassett-Lowke & Co.'s engines, and is

7 ) ins. long by 2 ins. diameter. It has a downcomer made of tube.

-

esep TH32—1.
+
MODEL LOCOMOTIVE BOILER .
vertical on top of the cylinder . The tube is surrounded by an iron
casing,
lined with asbestos and heated by a Bunsen burner. The
Bunsen gives a good flame and heats the tube to a good red heat.
Could
you
tell me if the ignition tube is of the rightbore and if it
iso long
enough (3 ins.)? Also any hint which you may think usefu
me, as this is my first attempt
at gas engine construction

. The
compression
is fairly
good, as it takes I will be muchforceobliged
to pushif
the piston over
the compression stroke.a considerable
you can help me.

It is with no amount of certainty that we can suggest what is
the cause of your trouble , and we must reply to your query by
other queries. Have you never even succeeded in getting any sort

ofof ancombustion
explosion chamber
in cylinder
or exhaust ? How far from back end
is the tube placed ? What is the tension
of exhaust spring like ? Are you sure that it, too, does not lift by
suction on the charging stroke ? Is the ignition tube perfectly
clear in the bore ? The size of bore has a considerable effect on the

working of engine, but still you should , under the circumstances as
you represent them , be able to get some kind of a shot, even if only
a very poor one. Are you taking gas as well as air into cylinder ?
Weare
perfectlybefore
serious
in asking
you that question
casesa
have
occurred
where
an intermittent
stoppage, forhassuch
caused
lot of bother. You should observe what gas you are taking from
the pulsating of the gas-bag. The tube should be in many small
engines it needs to be rather better than a red heat. Try by a
careful adjustment of the Bunsen to get it to a yellow and see
what happens then . Get some one to keep the engine going at a

fair
speed
morefurther
and
then
less gas,whilst
and soyouon,stand
untilby
you and
do getgradually
a shot. give
Let usherhave
particulars if you are not successful, and we'll be glad to assist you
further. The tube might with advantage be 6 ins. long, and
heated as low down as possible to start with ,

The large horizontal tube at the bottom is i in . outside diameter,

and the three upright tubes that connect the big one to the fire
box
end of boiler are in , outside diameter , and the three long
tubes that connect the large bottom tube of downcomer to smoke
box end of boiler are 3 - 16ths in . outside diameter , and are 4 ins.
long. The boiler is cased in sheet tin , and the smokebox is loose

and is made to take off. It is fired by means of a vapour oil lamp,

similar
to the one given in the April ist, 1901, MODEL ENGINEER ,
only mine is fitted with three burners of 1 in . instead of in , as given
in MODEL ENGINEER . I should be glad if you will kindly tell me( 1) If my boiler will steam fast enough and make enough steam
to work a $ in . bore, I in , stroke, slide-valve cylinder, and run
continuously for, say, half-an -hour ? (2 ) What will be the best
size cylinder (or cylinders) to use ? two 7 - 16th in . bore, in . stroke

ordiameter,
one intwo
. bore,onlyI inbeingor used,
it ins my
stroke
? Myhaving
driverstwoareleading
3 ins.
engine
wheels in front of ins and two drivers next of 3 ins , and then
two trailers behind of it ins , making six wheels in all (3) About
how much do you think my loco will be able to haul ?

We do not think you willneed the complication of oil fuel appara
spirit lamp will provide all the steam youto
tus. A methylated
require. The water tubes should have been bent a little at
. We
miss the throat- plate and the total length increased
tube 21 or 2 | ins.

the outer
to make
should have also been inclined will
be lowered and the tubes will

diameter -- when the point
need no bending. The heated gases will also comemore intoofcon
the
besides, ofa better
water tubes,
with bethe ensured
tact will
and outer tubes
inner ventilation
proportion
. Theand,
fire
7
16ths
be
two
may
4 . ins.
Cylinders
should be as 3 to it4 orins.3 to Use
slip eccentrics. The hauling power
by I or one by
modelwill depend on the excellence of workmanship, setting
ofof the
slide-valves, and the tightness of the boiler.
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(1) ofThe25 amperage
of accumulators
calculated onareathe.
basis
to 30 ampere
-hours per sq may
. ft. ofbe positive-plate

18198 ] Telephones . F . B . B . (Nottingham ) writes : I should

be
very much obliged if you would kindly inform me whether it is
possible to use ( 1) a domestic hand -combination telephone (similar

Thus, for a cell to give 6 amps. for four hours (i.e , 24 amp.-hours
capacity) at 12 volts, each of the six cells must have a positive-plate
area of about 1 sq. ft. Thus, if plates 4 ins. by 4 ins. be used, you
will
need at least three positives, each having 32 sq. ins. area .
(2 ) The resistance of coil prevents any rush of current ; of course,
if the capacity of accumulator were only 3 amp.-hours and the cell
was short circuited , i.e., current allowed to flow in a circuit with
practically
resistance
you would, damage
get an your
enormous
current
momen
tarily,no and,
in all ,probability
cell. Bear
in

to that illustrated on p . 74 (Fig . 25 ) of No. 4 ofthe M . E . series) with
bot R . and S. keys in handle and ( 2 ) a domestic wail telephone
(similar to Fiz. 6 on p . 7f, of said handbook ) without bell. Could
these be made to work with a “ Hunnino's-Conc-Deckaert " inter
communication wall telephone (similar to Fig . 28 on p . 77 in same
handbook ) with the addition of bells, induction coils, and dry cells
to the same (where required), so as to form a set of three, the
domestic instruments to reply to and ring up the main (wall) tele
phone above referred to, only not each other ? If so, you would
do
me a favour by instructing me, by diagram or otherwise, how
the connections should be made, and what kind and size of coils,
bells, & c., should be used in addition thereto, as I have the above

mind this equation :
Voltage
Current = Resistance.

12 volts is correct pressure for the 4 -in . coil described in hangbook ,

instruments by me and wish to bring them into use, all in one
building
.

page63.
will etc.
take care
of themselves,
instructions
are
followed asTheamps,
to winding,
To charge
a 12-voltifcell
the voltage
of dynamo should not be more than about 20 to 25 volts ; if it is,
a resistance should be placed in circuit. See previous replies to
similar queries. An ion-watt dynamo, 25 or 30 volts and 4 amps.
will suit your requirements.

No doubt the three instruments could be made to work on the
inter-communication system , the principle of which will be seen
in the accompanying diagram . The sketch you en close shows a
ten -station instrument, but, of course, only three stops will be used
in this case. As to giving you detailed instructions for wiring, size
N

19356 ) Small Electric Car. “ CURIOUS " writes : Would it be
possible to build an electric motor car to carry two persons. I have
seen one several times but do not know if it would be beyond the
scope of an amateur to build a car to carry two persons ;

of coils, hells, & c ., we are sorry to have to decline, as it would take
more space and time than we can spare , and would necessitate
very caretul pianning out. The inter -communication is a com
plicated system , and, unless you have had some considerable ex
perience in such matters, we can only advise yo 'i to get some local

to travel
at rate
of nineforto about
twelvemiles
hour ; accumulator
work
motor
full-speed
five or per
six hours.
(2) What sizeto
or power motor would be required to work car, as question i ? ( 3)

electrician well up in telephony to carry the job outfor you.
19320) The Size of Accumulatora. W . H . (Southse.1) writes :
I have again to appeal to you for information , and trust you will

- - - - - - - - - - -- -- -- - - -
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Whatnumber of cells must the accumulator have, what size plates,
and how many plates in each cell ? (4) Would it be possible
to charge accumulator from public supply mains ?
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TELEPHONE INSTALLATION .

help me as before . I am about to construct an accumulator to
work my 4 -in . spark coil, but am in a difficulty as regards size . I

haveshould
read chapter
yourhandbook
1 (“ Accumulators,
but
like to iluseof smaller
purchasingetc."
plates, asNo.I intend
them),

ready-made from Whitney, whose largest size ready formed plates
are 4 4 . Now , what I want to know is how many such plates
and how many cells shall I require to give sufficient current for

my
?
59 of your
1 (“ Induction
Coils " ),
it is coil
stated Atthatpage
notmore
thanhandbook
4 amp resNo.should
be used, whereas
at page 63 of the samebook , the table shows that for a 4 -11 spark
coil 12 v Its 6 amp res are require: ! I can understand that six
cells will give 12 volts , but cannot understand how to regulate the
amp rage. For instance, I want to make the accumulator suffi
ciently large to not require charging too often ; suppose I make
it for 30 amp re-hours, does this mean that the whole 30 amp res
will rush through the coil in one hour if the coil would stand it ?
If not, how am I to regulate it to 4 or 6 ampères (whichever is
correct) without interfering

with the 12 volts pressure ? Please
also say if you think 12 volts correct and not too much . In this
connection I am looking out for a small dynamo for charging the
above, and here the same difficulty arises. Please inform me i
it is necessary that the output of amp res should correspond with
that required to charge the accumulator ? I understand that if
the voltage is higher, I can put in a resistance , but what about the
amp rage ? Suppose I get a dynamo of 100 -watts output, how can
I regulate it for the purpose ?

(1) Quite possible, no doubt, but you would need to have a con
siderable knowledge of such work to carry out the job satisfactorily .
upon many things,
( 2 ) Approximately
h .-p . ( 3) Depends practically
to 3 required
principally upon2 time
but
to run at
full load

on one charge. (4) Yes, if supply was continuous current.
19256 ) Hot Air Engines. H . G . S . writes : Would you oblige

by sending me diagrammatic sketches, with explanation of the
action of Robinson 's hot-air engines ?
We presume the action of the particular make of engine you
mention is similar to other engines, and particulars of this cycle of
operationsmay be had on page 94, August 15th , 1901, issue of the
journal ; also see page 4 , July ist, 1901 issue,

New Catalogues and Lists.
The General Electric Co. , Ltd . , 71, Queen Victoria Street,
London , E .C . - We have to hand the August supplement to this
firm 's general catalogue giving reductions in prices of the " Peel "
main switches and other new goods, amongst which may be men
tioned the " Acme " patent splicing sleeve for use in electrical

traction work.
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The Editor's Page.
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Engineers, or any recognised Model Yacht Club , or ,

where no such Club or Society exists, by any two

responsible adults, not being relations of the com
W

E

commence, in this issue, a new and im
portant series of articles, entitled , “ The

Electric Lighting of a Private House."
The author is Mr. Frederic H . Taylor, A .M . I. E . E .,

who, it will be remenibered , contributed to
our pages last year some practical hints on
how to become an electrical engineer ; and we
nay say that his extensive electrical experience
gives him a special qualification for dealing with the
subject of our new series. We quite realise, of
course, that inany of our readers will never require
to carry out such work asMr. Taylordescribes ; but,
at the same tiine, we feel that electric lighting is now
being so extensively adopted for private residences
that even our non -electrical readers may find an

petitors, who must have been present at the trials.
In addition to the foregoing particulars, the
prize-winners must furnish photographs and des

criptionsof their boats for publication in THE MODEL
ENGINEER . The prizes will consist of a Silver
Medal and a Bronze Medal in each class, to be given
for the fastest and second fastest average speeds on
the three trips. Handsome printed certificates will
be awarded to Class “ A " boats which have an
average speed record of not less than four miles per
hour, and to Class " B " boats with an average speed
of not less than three miles per hour. The trials
may take place at any time during July, August,

or September, but no recordswill be admitted after
September 30th.

Notices.

insight into this subject of use to them from a

consumer's point of view , if not in connection with
Mr. Tavlor will be glad to hear from any reader who
may find a difficulty in clearly understanding the
their hobby or their business. We may add that

articles, or who wishes for further information
within the scope of the series.

The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expecced or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per

annum
,payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Postal
Order.

Answers to Correspondents.
H . D . (Enniscrone). - A study of suitable books is
the only thing we can advise under the circum
stances. Obtain Perciva ! Marshall's “ Practical

Lessons in Metal Turning," price 2s. 3d . post free,
and our6d . handbook on “ MetalWorking Tools."
Both books may be obtained from our publishers,
Messrs. Dawbarn & Ward, Ltd ., 6 , Farringdon
Avenue, London, E .C .

“ PIATELAYER.” — A book that will suit you is
“ The Platelayers' Guide,” by Thomas Suinmer

Advertisementratesmay be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
How TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the 'iterary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & ., for review , to be addressed
to THE EDITOR, “ The Model Engineer," 35 to 39. Temple House,
Tallis Street, London , E . C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Engi
neer," 35 to 39. Temple House, Tallis Street, London , E .C .
All subscriptionsand correspondence relating to sales ofthe paper
and books to be addressed to the Publishers, Dawbarn & Ward .
Limited , 6 , Farringdon Avenue, London , E .C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada , and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York, U .S .A ., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .

son & Sons, Darlington, price 5s. This contains

tables and diagrams of switches and crossings.

“ Bucks ” (Buckley ).- Please send us your full
address, and a copy of the Brick and Pottery
Trades Journal will be despatched to you.
Model Steamer Speed Competition .

Prizes, as mentioned below , are offered for the
best performances of model steamers, under the
following conditions ;-- Class “ A ” will include all
boats over 3 ft. 6 ins, and under 7 ft. in length ; and

Class “ B ” will include all boats of 3 ft 6 ins. in

Contents.
[The asterisk (*) denotes thatthis subject is illustrated
]
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steam must be turned on, and the engine started
and kept running for at least fifteen seconds before
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• A Working Model Threshing Machine and Straw Elevator.
By T. DUDDLES.

MR. T . DUDDLES' WORKING MODEL THRESHING MACHINE AND Srraw ELEVATOR .
AS the particulars of the “ thresher ” given with

A
the photograph of my model steam threshing
plant, in the issue of January 29th last, were
very meagre, I submit the following detailed de
scription of the model.
The chief reason of making the machine was that
I had already made the semi-portable engine, and
wanted something for it to drive, so thought of a
certain threshing machine I saw working when I was
a boy. I was not very confident of success with the

model, as my recollections of the action of these
machines were very hazy indeed , and I had to guess
at the general proportions.
I started by sawing a piece of white wood into

strips fin . by } in., and in . by fin. to make the

framing, setting this out and marking for f-in . mor
tise and tenon off both sides at once . I put sides

together and marked for three cross-bars on bottom
of frame; also three at corn delivery end for fixing
the two side frames together .

I mortised and tenoned these the same as side
frames ; then glued and wedged the side frames
together, and cleaned off, putting in cross-bars
without glue, so that it would be possible to get at
moving parts in case anything went wrong after
machine was covered in . To keep the frames tight

up to shoulders on cross-bars I put five -in , brass
bolts, fitted with nuts and washers, right across
frame.

The wooden axle and hind carriage to the

bottom of frame were fixed with screws.

The axles
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are } in. square. The wooden under-carriage for
front wheels has axle arms turned out of 1-in . brass,

side carries wheel to drive shakers, the other a small

with two holes drilled in each, and screwed to under
side of wooden axles.
I then obtained some small cast -iron wheels
cheap in the Farringdon Road ,at id . each ,and these
I bushed with brass and drilled to fit axles, a small
nut securing them . This mounted the frame on
wheels, and I nextmade the bottom riddle and chaff
board , under which I screwed four small arms each ,
projecting past the framing sufficiently to take a
piece of 1 - 16th in . brass strip and a small nut. The
brass strip was screwed loosely to top of frame to
allow the riddles and boards to swing easily.

long enough to reach edge of concave and elevator
end of frame, and were made out of -in . by I-in .

The next operation was to make eight brass split
bearings, which were drilled to take t-in . shalts.
These bearings were screwed on framein positions of
moving parts. I then got a 4-in . square brass bar

and bearings screwed to blocks, after which the
lot was dropped into the bearings on the frame, and
by running these with a cross belt a motion is pro

long enough to go across frame, projecting & in . on
one side- - this projection being for the driving wheel
- and marked the rod across each end from the cor
ners of bar, centre punching a hole where the lines
crossed .
I then struck with dividers a 5 -16ths in , circle, and
centre -punched each line where circle crossed, thus
forming the centres for turning a four-throw crank
for working riddles and shaking boards - of course ,
turning down 'each end to suit the bearings.
Four connecting-rods for each crank were made
and connected to each riddle, & c., by a small brass
joint screwed to undersides of riddle. The fan is
1 $ ins. in diameter, with 44-in . blades on three
spiders. This I enclosed in a tin case, leaving an
opening facing the riddles, and screwed the case to
main frame above riddle crank. I was obliged to
make extra bearings for this, for when I made main
frame I had not decided on the position of the fan .
The bearings were screwed to i in . wide by } in .
thick strips of brass screwed to the outside of the
frame. To construct the concave for drum , I

druin till it falls down straw board into hopper of

marked a t segment of the drum on two plates

pulley to drive straw elevator. The shakers are
wood. Two blocks were mortised in each in right
pieces of 4 in. wood on edge were let in fin . apart
all along the top to let the corn fall through on to
position to take the bearings of the cranks, and
shog-board underneath .

The major part of the corn falls through the con
back to fall on the riddles, getting the blast as it
cave in front of the fan ; the shog -board shakes corn
falls.

The cranks were then laid on shakers underside
duced that gradually pushes the straw away from
straw elevator. The straw board I made to unship

by fixing with hooks.
Ashaking slidewas fitted to take corn from the rid
dles to the delivery outlets, where it is controlled by
slides : as one bag is filled , one of the others are
opened and that one shut down. I placed hooks and
a sliding hook rail to hang the bags on . I did not
fix a corn screen to grade quality of corn as in a large
machine, as it would be too small to work properly .
I fitted two shutters in the frame above corn de
livery ; these are to get to internalmoving parts for
oiling, & c., and then cut } in . by i in , mahogany
strips. These have bevelled edges and are nailed
inside the frame from end to end , cutting slots and
holes for nioving parts, thus boxing in all of the
motion . Top frame is of in , square wood , screwed
on top of machine at corn delivery end . This is for
the platform . I also put one large door over
shakers, made a feed mouth over drum , and a box
for the man to stand in to feed the niachine.

The

side guards for the platform were made out of l -in .
mahogany 2 ins. deep ,and unship . The whole of the

of 1- 16th in . brass, and through this on the line I

woodwork was given a coat of French polish ,and the

drilled at equal distances six f-in . holes for six | in .
by } in . bars. I filed each end down, and cut a 1-in .
thread , allowing sufficient to go through to take a
nut, and drilled eight holes through these bars to
take t-in . brass wire after the bars were put in
segments. I bent brass wire to the proper curve,
and pushed through each set of holes sweated
each end, conipleting the concave.
Two f-in . steel rods screwed at each end for nuts

wheels
and under-carriage painted red, completing
the machine.

across frame carried the concave. The plates carry .

ing these rods were screwed to the outside of the

frame, and by slacking outside nuts concave can be
set any distance from drum beaters to suit corn
being threshed . I had by me two old octagonal
rail bases, and Giled these up truly , cutting a 4-in .
brass bar into 5-in . lengths, and drilled a hole in each
end and screwed on octagon ends, thus made a drum
with eight beaters, fixing it to a spindle placed in
bearings, the projecting part of shaft on one side
taking a pulley for driving the fan and main driving
wheel for engine belt. The other side of this shaft
takes two pulleys - one for driving riddles, the other
for driving shakers.
The top riddle and shog-board were then made and
fixed . These were hung by brass hangers like the
bottom ones. Two four-throw cranks with cranks
in line were made for the shakers in the same
way as the riddle crank, and one just comes through

bearings ; the other projects fin . on each side. One

Imay say everything worked splendidly, the only
failure being the insufficient blast from the fan to
take all chaff away from corn . I used tape for
belts, which acts perfectly .
Chief dimensions of machine are as follows :
Main Frame.-- Length , 16 ins.; height, of ins.;
width , 8t ins.; width of platform , 12 ins.; length ,
91 ins.; diameter of main driving wheel, 2 ins.;
diameter of wheel for driving fan, 1ins.; pulley for
driving riddles, in .; pulley fordriving shakers, fin .;
wheel on shaker crankshaft, 3 ins.; wheel on riddle

crankshaft, 2 ins.; pulley on fan shaft, fin .; pulley
on shaker crankshaft, for driving straw elevator,
* in .; diameter of hind road wheels, 5 ins.; diameter
of fore road wheels, 4 ins.

( To be continued.)
A “ STRAIGHT-IINE " engine, used in a works in
Syracuse, N . Y ., recently completed a continuous
T!ın of twenty-two months, during which period it
had not once been stopped . Its speed was 250
revolutions per minute, which makes 360 ,000 per

day, and a grand total, for the twenty-two months,
of some 241,000,000 revolutions without a stop,
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Workshop Notes and Notions.
[Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this

column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication, if desired , accord
ing to merit.

All matter intended for this column should be

marked “ WORKSHOP " on the envelope.]

Holding Irregular Work in the Vice.
By “ SREGOR ."
A simple and effectivemethod of securing work of
taper, or irregular, form in the jaws of the ordinary
bench or machine vice is illustrated in the accom
panying sketch , which , at the same time, indicates

195

and the hole for the shaft drilled through squarely
in the drilling machine. The hack -saw completed
the severance began by the parting tool, and, that
sidebeing faced too, the sheave was ready for fitting.
It will be observed that there wasno boss upon the
eccentric. Had one been needed a slightly different
procedure would have been followed .
Of course, a suitable eccentric chuck and over
head rig would simplify and expedite such a job as
this ; but that need not be touched upon . The
purpose of our little note is fulfilled in merely record
ing a piece of work actually performed .

A Neat Lathe Tool Post.
Mr. F . C . Tyler, in a recent contribution to the
American Iron Trade Review , describes a neat
arrangement of tool post for lathes, which he states
ELEVATION .

is already in use on a number of lathes having com
pound rests, and is designed to take the place of the
ordinary tool post. Most lathes have a concave
washer on the tool post with a convex shoe through
the slot, an arrangement which admits of a fair
range of adjustment for most turning tools. The
device is not nearly so convenient in the case of

boring tools, and in either case there is not the readi
ness of replacing the tool exactly at the same height
after it has been removed for grinding or any other
purpose. This point is of most consequence, of
course, in boring a small hole to a considerable

depth .

Plan.

HOLDING IRREGULAR WORK IN THE Vice.
the application of thevice adaptors. A ,A represente
ing the vice jaws, B , B the body of adaptors, which
can rotate around the pin C , and so adapt itself to
any taper form of work , as shown , while the vice
jaws are still parallel.

Turning an Eccentric.

By “ MARITZBURG ” and D . W . Gawn.
It may be of interest to describe here a method
recently adopted in turning a small eccentric

D

Kavrled
MIU

sheave. It was devised under circumstances which
necessitated the use of a piece of scrap brass as the
sole material available at the moment. Also , only
tools of the plainest kind were at command .

The piece of metal taken was a bare trifle larger
in diameter than that of the sheave to be made
if ins. in the case referred to . Its length was
sufficient to ensure a secure hold in the chuck with
just enough projecting to work upon to size. A
superfluous length would , possibly, have meant
harmful leverage and spring.
The outside diameter having been turned by the
lightest of cuts to its finished dimensions, the groove

A NEAT TOOL Post FOR THE LATHE.
The device suggested to overcome any disadvan
tages of this kind is shown in the accompanying
cut, and consists of a post A which holds the tool B

for the strap was turned and the facing of the out
side end or, as it then was, one side of the eccentric .

by means of a set-screw in the usualmanner, and
slides in a T -slot in the rest C . There is an external

proceeded with . The dead centre was marked on
this side. Next, the parting tool was run about

ring D on which thecutting tool B rests ; this ring is
tapped to fit the threaded collar E . The collar D is

half-way through as a preliminary to cutting off the
sheave- by that time well formed and the whole
was removed from the lathe.
On the bench the eccentric centre was now scribed

off from the true or dead centre already marked

knurled for ready adjustment, and the part E has
the upper face bevelled in toward the tool post, with

a view to keeping such chips and grit as should work
Fon the ring E ,which fits in the T-slot and prevents

in through D outof the threads. There is a shoulder
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rotation of the inner collar. The device is an in

expensive one, and will maintain either turning or
boring tools in a level position at different heights of
adjustment.
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The Teaching of Engineering at King's Col
lege, London . - We understand that this college
is prepared to adopt as an experiment the system
of training engineers brought prominently forward
by Mr. Yarrow , alternating the college course with
training in the workshops, and since it was first

The Latest in Engineering.

mooted the scheme has advanced considerably .
Arrangements have been inade with firms for re

New Torpodo Boat Destroyer. — The Usk, the
225 ft.; beam , 23 ft . 6 ins. They are fitted with 4
cylinder triple-expansion engines and four Yarrow
sinall-tube boilers. The guaranteed speed is 251
knots on a four hours' run .

ceiving candidates, and thematter hasbeen brought
County Council, who have shown the greatest
sympathy towards the experiment, and have voted
a sum of £500 for extension of laboratories and
equipment, on condition that it is met by a sum of
at least an equal amount for the necessary increase
in maintenance expenses. The full amount re
quired for making the experiment is £1000 for

New Locomotives for Simplon Tunnel. - The

annual expenditure, although the new system of

Swiss Locomotive Company, of Winterthur, have
recently built a DeGlehn 10 -wheel 4 -cylinder com
pound engine for service in the Simplon tunnel,
which will shortly be opened. The engine has been
designed to haul a train of 290 tons on a road
having nuinerous curves up a grade of 1 in 100 at

training will be started at once. There is a strong
evidence of opinion that in the present stage of
engineering education in the country the practical
valueofthismethod of training should be thoroughly
tested , and we hope that the necessary funds will
soon be raised , as it is important that our technical
training should be as good as possible.

first of four destroyers of the new type being
built by Jarrow & Co., of Poplar, for the Admiralty

was recently launched successfully. The dimen
sions of these boats are as follows : -- Length ,

31 miles per hour. The total weight of this engine

is 141,100 lb., and the weight on drivers 105,800 lb .
The high -pressure cylinder measures 14 5-32nds ins.
diameter, and the low -pressure cylinder 22 7 -16ths
ins. diameter, the stroke being 23 ins. The valves
are Richardson double ported , and have extended
valve -stems. The valves of the high -pressure
cylinders are horizontal, while the low -pressure
cylinders have the Joy valve gear. The boiler has
a straight top, and is fitted with a Belpaire firebox .

The working pressure is 213 lb . per square inch . The
heating surface is 2,670 square feet, and the grate
area 29 '2 square feet. The tender is of the 8 -wheel
type, 'with outside frames, and has a capacity of
4 ,570 gallons and four tons of coal.
A Permanent Motor Battery , - Mr. T . A .

before the Technical Education Board of theLondon

laboratory outfit and A1000 a year for increased

TheNew Dominion Liner, “ Columbus " --The
Dominion Line have added to their magnificent
fleet a new twin -screw steamer, Columbus, of 15,000
tons. The Columbus, like all the other passenger
ships of the fleet sailing from Liverpool, is a steamer
of the latest and most approved type. She is de
signed to maintain a high rate of speed at sea . It
is of similar design to the favourite Commonwealth,
but of larger dimensions. She is nearly 600 ft. in
length , and has a beam of 68 ft. The hull is excep

tionally strong, and is of the cellular double-bottom
type, a large quantity ofwater ballast being allowed
for in the bottom and deep tanks, so that she will
be eminently suitable for use in the transport ser ,
vice. The builders were Messrs. Harland & Wolff
Belfast. The Columbus is booked to sail from Liver

Edison, in an interview , says that his electric storage
stage, and that by the end of the year he expects to
be manufacturing the batteries in large quantities.
A motor car propelled by the new battery was re
cently subjected to the severest tests. It was run
over the roughest possible roads until it had covered
5000 miles. The batteries were then examined ,
and found in excellent condition. Mr. Edison says,
" To judge from this test, the life of the battery
seems to be practically limitless.”
Steam versus Electrical Locomotives.---We
understand, says the Electrical Engineer, " that next

boat, which is the invention of M . Braklian, a me
chanical engineer, and which is intended to be used ,
primarily , in rescuing drowning persons. This new
boat is a combination of a boat with a velocipede,
and its inventor claims that it will be able to attain

year the Railwav Administration in Germany pro
pose to carry out a series of coinparative trials with
electric automotors and steain locoinotives, which
will be conducted as follows : Runs will first be made
for seine wecks with electric automotors only. Then
the permanent way will be thoroughly overhauled,
and not until this has been done will the trials of the

The Society ofModel Engineers .

battery for motor cars has now reached the practical

steam locomotives be begun. In this way it will be

pool on her maiden voyage on October ist.

An Unsinkable Life -saving Boat, — There is
now being built in St. Petersburg an “ unsinkable "

a speed of 20 miles an hour. Its first trial trip will
be made from the Yacht Club in St. Petersburg to
Cronstadt. The new boat will be exhibited and ex
plained at an early sitting of the Imperial Society
for Saving Life on the Water.

(Reports
of meetings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par
ticular issue

received a clear nine days before its actual

date of publication .)

possible to judge what effect each method of traction
has upon the line. But the main object of the trials
will be to settle the comparative cost of hauling a
given load with each systeni of traction . The steam
locomotives will be of special construction, designed
to attain a normal speed of eighty miles an hour,

London .
FUTURE MEETING . – The next indoor meeting will
beheld on Thursday , September 24th , in the Com
mittee Room of the Holborn Town Hall, at 7 p .m .

The struggle for supremacy between steam and elec
tric traction will be of the highest interest, both from

would like to join the Society are cordially invited .
-- HENRY GREENLY , 2, Upper Chadwell Street,

a general and scientific standpoint.

Myddelton Square, London , E .C .

A good show of models is desired , and readers who
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A Simplified “ Bottle ” Bichro
mate Cell.
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they are no doubt recognised by the majority
of readers when they happen to think of them — are

mostly over-ridden by the expensiveness of the

By F . E . P .
DERHAPS “ simplified ” is not quite the word
to use for the type of cell here described, for
it is quite as complete and fully as efficacious
as any professionally made cell of its kind. Still,
as far as the amateur is concerned , the term is not

bought article. The latter is necessarily not cheap,
as there is a good deal of labour involved in the con
struction, and it is just in that particular that the
handy amateur can reduce his outlay. When once
he has tried a few cells, such as are here described ,
he will not hesitate to pronounce them invaluable
for experimental work, especially when the battery
is required for brief experiments with compara

tively long intervals. From four such cells, at all
events, when freshly charged , a current of six
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ampères at eight volts is easily obtainable for half
an -hour at a time, with the most trifling attention ,
so it will be seen that a good deal of power can be
got from a fairly small battery. Of course, the
bottle ” type is not in any way more powerful
than any other form of bichromate cell ; but it is
exceedingly handy, and has the advantage over an

ordinary " lifting " battery that any number of
Carbon

+ Glass

plates

cells may be used at a time, whereas the other re
quires all the sets of elements to be lowered at once.
The “ bottle ” form is also practically air -tight, and

so does not suffer from dust and dirt. On the other
hand , it requires some fairly good workmanship ,
and since the liquid cannot reach more than half

RE!!

way up the containing vessel, a slightly less powerful
- Brass
washer

Celluloid

00

Solution
Celluloid
distance
piece

current is obtainable than from a “ lifting " battery,
likely to spill and does not need the rather compli
cated box and lifting device of the other type.
The reader will doubtless be in a position to judge
whether a few cells will be of use in his case.
For the bottle of the present cell, I propose the
use of the common 3-lb . glass jam jars, obtainable
from any grocer — or from the family pantry ! Glass
is most decidedly preferable to ware of any sort,
unless a good price is paid for first-class battery
jars, as being not liable to the cracking and scaling
off of the glaze, which is the trouble with most
cheap earthenware jars when used for battery solu
tions. Besides this, glass enables one to see the
state of the solution - to note its height and appear
ance, and to observe that zinc and carbons are
sound and in their right places. Another good

having the same outer cells. However, it is not so

battery jar is the ordinary square Leclanché cell ;

but the jam jar is better, because the spout or lip is
not required , and the square cells are not so cheap .

If the reader has a lathe, his next task , after
Fig . 1. - -COMPLETE CELL .

mal à propos, since the construction is such that any
reader of this journal of ordinary capacity, and with
quite the usual limitations in the matter of tools,
can setabout thework without any fear ofhaving to
lay outmoney for exceptionaldetails. It is not out
of place to put in a word or two on behalf of the

“ bottle ” bichromate, the virtues of which — while

obtaining the requisite number of jars, is to turn
some wooden discs to the form shown by the per
spective sketch (Fig . 2) and section shown at C
(Fig. 1). They may be of any convenient thick
ness, say, in , or in ., and the lower portion should
fit the neck of the bottle fairly closely . Very good
covers can be made without a lathe by cutting
discs from thin wood with a stout fretsaw , like the
section (Fig. 3), and joining them together with
three or four short screws near the edge. The top

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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disc may be in ., and the other in ., or even
4 in . thick . One advantage of this method is that
the grain in one piece can be made to cross that of
the other at right-angles,and so will prevent any ten

dency to warp . Holes will be required in the
covers, but their positions and sizes will depend on
the other details yet to be described .
Two carbonswill be required for each cell. They
should be good and sound - preferably cut from re
tort carbon , as they have to remain in the electro

lyte. I have found, however, thata good quality of
Screw

Central hole

Screw
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through the cover, and to project above it at least
a -quarter of an inch . Holes to take the small arms
must be drilled in the sides of the carbon plates
about half-an-inch from the top, and should allow

the wire to go right " home," as in Fig. 4. To en
sure the wires being quite upright, slight grooves
as in the plan view (Fig. 4 ), so that the longer arms

may bemade from the holes to the top of the plate,
of wire rest in them , as shown. A few turns of fine
copper wire will hold these upright wires firmly in

place ; but, to make a proper joint, the whole top
must be copper-plated , by which means the wire
will be closely united to the carbon . Before
starting this, either paint the screwed parts of the

suspension wires (a, Fig. 4 ) with Brunswick black ,
or coat them very carefully with grease or wax .
The portion included by the dimension mark “ b ”
is to be plated with copper to the thickness of stout
writing-paper, or about that of the cover of The

FIG . 3.
compressed carbon plate answers very well in such
cells, although occasionally one cracks or breaks up
after continued use. The size for 3-lb . jars will be
6 ins. by 2 ins. by 5 -16ths in . or in . thick ; but
possibly a little will have to be cut off the length .

MODEL ENGINEER, by the method indicated in the
handbook , " Electric Batteries." (I make no
apology for thus omitting to describe what the
reader can find in that little book , but take it for

granted that he has it ready for immediate refer

ence.) It is only to be remarked that the current is

Measurement of the jar will show this, allowance
being made for the thickness of the cover, the depth

of the carbon connections, and a space — say, 4 in .
under the lower ends of the carbons. Since these

elements stand in the liquid , it is absolutely essential
that the upper portionsbe soaked through in paraffin
wax, and, while I consider, this should be done with

all , bichromate carbons ; there can be no two

à
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- Brass were
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contiene ending
Carbon plate
_ copper wire

Carbon plate
Brass wire '

Fig . 5.
conveyed to the carbon by a wire wound round the
exposed end, and that the slower the copper is de

posited (within reason) the better and tougher will
be the coating.

To fix the carbons, prepare as above, four
holes will be required , in the wooden lid of the cell.

FIG . 4 .

They can be easily marked off from the screwed

opinions about it in the present case. But be
fore this is done the means of carrying the plates
must be considered , and two methods (out of many

wires, and should be so arranged that the carbon
will be about i in . apart, the zinc being from 3- 10ths
in . to fin . thick . Fig . 5 shows a plan of the covers,
and it will be seen that the screwed wires are pro
vided with nuts (N , N ,), and washer plates of brass

devisable ) are here shown .
For the amateur who requires the cheapest
method of suspending the carbon plates, that shown
in Fig. 4 can be recommended . Each plate re

quires a couple of brass or copper wires bent to this
shape, L , the longer arm screwed and fitted with a
nut, the shorter arm - about 3 in . long - being plain .

The wire may be about } in . diameter, and the
screwed arm must be long enough to reach to and

or copper (P ), which form a connection between the
A side view of the plate is shown in Fig. 1, and,
for present purposes, it may be about it ins. long,

two carbon plates.

1 in . wide, and 1 -32nd in . or more in thickness.

A

terminal to form the negative electrode is formed by
having one of the upright screwed brass wires long
enough to take two nuts, between which the con
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necting wire can be clamped . After plating the

sketch . The grooves enable the pieces to be

carbon tops, they must be thoroughly well soaked
in paraffin wax , so that at least an inch of the carbon

separated easily , after filing up the whole set to
gether. About in . should be the width of each
clamp, while its thickness should be 3 - 16ths in ., and

below the copper plating is permeated . Indeed , it
will be better to soak the top half of the carbons for
half-an -hour in the melted wax to make sure of the
job . Take care that the plates are thoroughly dry
before using the wax, and do not boil the latter,
simply keep it thoroughly hot. Do not remove the

a little more where the tapped holes are made. The
filing need not be of the highest finish, but a good
bearing should be secured at a . The screw S may
be 3- 16ths in , diameter, and that at H & in . The
tops of the carbons should be coppered and soaked

coating of wax that will thus be given to the cop

in wax, as already remarked ; but the surface must
be cleaned off at a and at b to ensure good contact.

When clamped up ready for fitting in place, a coat
parts, as a protection against splashes of acid .
(To be continued .)

--
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of Brunswick black should be laid on all the metal

Model Steamer Speed Competition.
Prizes, as mentioned below , are offered for the
best performance of model steamers, under the
following conditions : - Class “ A ” will include all

ADA

Fig . 6 .

boats over 3 ft . 6 ins. and under 7 ft . in length ; and
Class “ B ” will include all boats of 3 ft. 6 ins. in
length and under. The length is to be taken on the
water-line. Each boat must make three succes

sive trips over a straight course of not less than 100
yards in length , or one trip over a straight course of
not less than 300 yards. At starting each trip ,
steam must be turned on , and the engine started
and kept running for at least fifteen seconds before
the boat is released . The interval between each of
the successive tripsmust be as short as possible, and
must be stated in the particulars given . The exact
length of the coursemust bemeasured , and the exact
time to a second recorded for each trip .

These par

ticulars must be written down and certified by the
Fig . 7.

signatures of two members of the executive of either
any recognised branch of the Society of Model

pered ends of the carbons, except from the screwed

where no such Club or Society exists, by any two

wires in order to make contact with the plate Pin
Fig. 5. In this way, any splashing of the electro
lyte will have no effect on the metal parts.

Engineers or any recognised Model Yacht Club , or,
responsible adults, not being relations of the com
petitors, who must have been present at the trials.

In addition to the foregiong particulars, the

prize-winners must furnish photographs and des
criptions of their boats for publicaton in THE MODEL
ENGINEER. The prizes will consist of a Silver
Medal and a Bronze Medal in each class, to be given
for the fastest and second fastest average speeds on
the three trips. Handsome printed certificates will

be awarded to Class “ A ” boats which have an
average speed record of not less than four miles per
hour, and to Class " B " boats with an average speed
of not less than three miles per hour. The trials
may take place at any time during July, August,
or September, but no records will be admitted after

September 30th .
Fig . 8.
A more “ business - like " method — which is also
somewhat simpler if the amateur has the tools for

it - is shown by Fig . 6 . Here a substantial brass
clamp is used , one screw being employed to secure
the carbon , and another inserted through the
wooden cover to suspend it by screwing into the

top of the clamp. The clamps are of cast brass,
and can easily be made in a simple pattern , a dozen
or more at once, as shown in Fig . 7 and Fig. 8 — the
former being a side view showing the deep V -groove
between each piece, and the latter a perspective

MOVING A BRIDGE. -- A clever engineering feat
was accomplished recently in connection with the ex
tension of the Paris “ tube." Between six o'clock
in the morning and three o'clock in the afternoon a

bridge 130 ft. long, which spans the Seine at Passy,
wasmoved a distance ofnearly 80 ft . The prepara
tory work for this difficult operation took about ten
weeks, and when everything was ready the huge
mass was moved over wooden rollers by a windlass
worked by hand for safety. Theoperation was comº

pletely successful.
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The Electric Lighting of a
Private House.
By Frederic H . TAYLOR, Assoc.M .INST.E .E .

11. - Systems of Wiring.
(Continued from page 1841

METALLIC CONDUIT SYSTEM . — There arenumerous
kinds ofmetallic conduit systems, and they are often
all classed up together under the general term of
“ pipe-work ." The first attempts at house wiring in
pipe work were by the use of ordinary iron gas barrel

with theusual screwed unions to connect the lengths
together. By some this system is still used , and
with a certain measure of success.
The points in its favour are — that it makes a
thoroughly fire- proof job, and one that (so far as
externalmoisture is concerned )may readily be made
water -proof.
Unfortunately, it is very heavy to work with , and
involves a large amount of labour in cutting and
screwing the ends. Very great care must betaken to
see that “ burrs " are removed from the ends of the

pipes and from the pipe “ fittings,” such as bends,
tees, and unions, as otherwise great injury may be
caused to the wires when they are drawn in.
In order to meet the disadvantages of gas-barrel

Fig . 4 .
work for interior wiring, several special kinds of
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A third kind of “ Simplex " is the “ galvanised

conduit." This, instead of being enamelled , is gal
vanised inside and out, and it is found that the gal
vanising effectually seals up the butt joint, thus
forming a closed tube without the expense of braz
ing. Galvanised couplings are used to form , as be
fore, a “ push ” joint.
A special “ screwed ” conduit is also used . This is
necessarily made of a heavier gauge ofmetal in order
to allow of the ends being screwed together by
means of screwed couplings. This then forms a

similar system to gas barrel, but without the dis
advantages of it. The illustrations of Fig . 6 show
some samples of Simplex ordinary and screwed con
duit, couplings, bends, etc .
How USED . - Pipe work may, of course, be run

upon the surfaces of the walls and ceilings, if neces
sary ; but for private house work such a method is
rather more ugly than gas pipes, and it should cer

tainly be considered one of the advantages of elec
tric lighting that it can be applied to any interior
and always be made artistic in appearance.
For this reason it is much more common for pipe
work to be run under surface of the walls and be
tween floor and ceiling.
It is usually fixed by means of saddles or pipe
hooks (see Fig . 7).
With all pipe work of whatever kind “ draw -in

boxes " become a necessity. Obviously one cannot
1 draw wires round two or three bends, and for this

Fig . 5.
reason small metallic boxes,with removable lids, are

tube have been put upon the market during the last
few years. The earliest of these was the “ Simplex

fixed so as to enable one to readily “ ease " a wire
or wires round awkward positions. (Illustrations

Steel Conduit.” This consists usually of a light,

of these are shown in Figs. 6 and 8 .)

steel tube, which is either enamelled inside and out

In the present day there is a much greater demand
for “ concealed ” wiring than there used to be,
doubtless because owing to the cheapness of electric
light new houses are “ wired out " whilst they are
being built, and the tube work can then very con

with a special “ stove enamel,” or else galvanised .
The “ Simplex ” conduit, as originally brought out,
was an enamelled tube, with a “ butt ” joint or

seam - that is to say, the edges of the tube " butted ”

together but did not make an actual sealed joint.
The figure given below will explain this, though, of
course, the gap at the joint is shown rather larger
in proportion than it would be actually, for sake of
clearness. (Fig. 4 .) Another point about this

veniently be fixed in position before the plaster goes

conduit is that usually “ push ” or socket joints are

the tubes may, in a suitably arranged system , be left

used , that is to say, that instead of each end of a
length of tube being “ screwed ,” a plain coupling or
union is employed , which is bored out to receive the

over until after all the tubes are fixed .
A pipe system is, of course, practically fire- proof,

tube and which is socketed home against a shoulder
and perfect alignment is secured . In this way two
lengths of tube may be firmly connected up by being
“ pushed ” into a coupling, and the whole, then
fixed up, willmake a thoroughly tight job that does
not become loose under fair usage. Fig. 5 shows
such a simple run of conduit employing such coup
A second kind of “ simplex " conduit is exactly
like the foregoing , but instead of having the “buttº
joint, the tube is brazed , thus making an absolutely
closed tube. The “ push ” joint system , as above,
lings .

is used with this brazed tube.

on to the walls , or the floors and ceilings are finished.
from
With good work , no harm is likely to arise

the prevailing dampness incidentalto all new build

ings, particularly as the “ drawing-in ” of wires into
and, with an entirely closed tube, damp and water

proof also ; at least, so far as external moisture is
concerned .
As regards cost, it is generally considered to be
more costly than wood -casing work ; but in reply to
this, the advocates of pipe systems urge that when
workmen become really accustomed to its use, the
labour item in electric lighting jobs will show a
saving.
INSULATED METALLIC CONDUIT. - By some elec
trical engineers, one of the chief results aimed after
in electric wiring work has been the obtaining of the
highest possible “ insulation resistance " of a job , as
a whole. By insulation resistance is, of course,
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meant the resistance which is offered to the passage
of the current through the insulation of the wiring to
the earth, or surrounding objects, this being really a
measure of the possibilities of leakage of thecurrent.
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provides a slightamount of insulation ; but there is
the possibility of injury to it under the rough usage
of carriers and wiremen .
To obtain the advantages of an ordinary tube

system , together with extra insulation, the " insu
lated conduit " system has been devised. This
system , as developed by the Conduit and Insulation
Company, Limited , consists of a closed steel tube
lined throughout with a special form of paper im
pregnated with a high-resisting insulating com
pound. All the pipe fittings are similarly treated in
their interiors. Such a system as this is, of course,
very excellent indeed, and may be used in some of
the worst situations. Bends, tee-pieces, and draw
in boxes are all lined in the samemanner as the tube.

SIMPLEX

(a) ORDINARY.

This pipe work employs the ordinary screwed joint

Fig . 7.
SIMPLE

(b ) SCREWED.
SINIPEE

.

SADDLE, CRAMPIT AND CLIP FOR “ SIMPLEX " CONDUIT.

(c ) ORDINARY BENDS.
SIMPLEX
RP NO 324182

(d ) SCREWED Bends.

SIMPLEX

SIMPLEX

(e) CAPPED BENDS.
Fig . 6 . — THE " SIMPLEX " METALLIC CONDUIT.
Iron or steel pipes are, of course, themselves con•

ductors, and, therefore, cannot be regarded asassist

ing in the insulation of the wiring. The enamel
with which “ Simplex ” and other tubes are coated

Fig . 8.-- " SIMPLEX " DRAW -IN Boxes.
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and couplings. Illustrations are shown in Fig . 9 of

which additions can be made if such be at any time

the insulated conduit, also coupling, junction , and

necessary ; reasonable first cost, assuming work
manship and materials of the type chosen to be the

draw -in boxes.
In all pipe work systems one point to be carefully
looked to is " earthing." Should one of the con
ductors contained in a pipe, through damage or
accident, become in electrical contact with it, it is
possible, under certain circumstances, for a person

who may happen to handle it, to receive a shock . To
obviate this it should be arranged that all pipe work

best of their kind.

No one rule can possibly be laid down to cover all
cases even in private house lighting ; but the follow
ing points should prove of great assistance in decid
ing what is best to be done. If the house to be
wired out and fitted is an old one, and thoroughly

dry throughout, the wiring may well be carried out

STEEL ARMOURED
INSULATING CONDUIT

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Fig . 9. - The CONDUIT AND INSULATED Co.'s STEEL
ARMOURED INSULATED CONDUIT.

is electrically and mechanically continuous, and it
should be positively connected to earth in one or
more points, say by a copper wire joined at its far
end to a water pipe.
Lead -covered Wire. - In the system of wiring by
means of lead -covered wire, the intention has been
cheapness of first cost of wiring by running the con
ductors wherever required , without the use of any
further protection, such as wood casing or pipe.
This system has been developed by the British
Insulated Wire Company, Limited .

The two conductors are embedded side by side in
their insulation, which is of a special character, and
are then surrounded with a sheathing oflead . Each
conductor is separately insulated before being laid
alongside its neighbour, so that for the purpose of
connection to fittings, & c., or jointing, they may
easily be separated from one another. An example
of one of these “ twin , lead-sheathed ” conductors is
shown in Fig. 10, the actual wires in this particular
instance being shown of segmental shape.
Such special fittings as are used in the foregoing
systems will be described later, under fittings and
accessories.
Choice of a System . - Various other “ systems” of
wiring have, of course, been designed from time to
time, but such cannot well be dealt with in the scope
of these articles. The chief end to be attained in
choosing a method of wiring should , of course, be
maximum efficiency of a lasting character and with
freedom from breakdown . Other points which have
necessarily to be considered are : - The general ap
pearance of the work when finished ; ease with

in wood casing, wherever such can be allowed , under

artistic considerations, to be run on the surface of
the walls and ceilings. Servants' quarters which
in old London houses are often situated below , can
frequently be wired out in this way and the wiring
be efficient and not too unsightly for such places.
Where the work is required to be “ concealed ," .
Fig . 10.

that is, only the fittings actually appearing on the
surface of the walls and ceilings, pipe work becomes
imperative, as it is most undesirable to run wood
casing under floors or chase it into the face of the
walls . Enamelled plain tube will be found very

satisfactory for this case, particularly if the tube te
one with a closed seam . An insulated tube system
might be employed , and electrically would show a
higher insulation generally . The first cost would
naturally be greater.
In conservatories, or other places naturally liable

to dampness, every effort should be made to keep
the conductors thoroughly dry, and, therefore, a
closed tube system preferably with insulating lining
and with water-tight joints will be found themost
durable. In new houses which are provided with
electric light from the first, it is customary to put in
the wiring as the building work proceeds ; in fact,
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in many cases the pipes for thewires (ifnot the wires
as well) are fixed in position whilst the house is still
in the “ carcase " condition . With the prevailing
dampness unavoidable in new houses, pipe work
becomes essential.
Conductors. - Thewires and cablesmost commonly
used for interior work are those known as “ vul
canised rubber." The wire or cable itself is of cop
per and usually tinned . The covering and insula
tion provided is as follows : - Pure rubber next the
wire ; then vulcanised rubber mostly in two layers ;
rubber-coated tape, and finally an outside serving of
hemp braid . The tape and the braid are intended
to servemore asmechanical protection than as elec
trical insulation .
The “ tinning ” on the conductor not only pro
vides greater ease in soldering, when joints have to

bemade, but also serves to protect the copper from

corrosion by the action of the sulphur in the vulcan
ised rubber. Some persons, on the score of cheap
ness, use wires and cables which are “ taped ” only,
that is to say, the usual outside serving of braid is
omitted . From actual experience, in good -class
work , such a practice is false economy, and more

suited to the ideas of a “ jerry-wireman ” than any
one else.

The “ insulation resistance ” of the wires shoulà

preferably be not less than 600 megohms per mile .
Every good maker would stock this class, and the
small difference in cost, as compared with a lower
grade, is hardly worth considering. Poor class
cables may prove a very expensive item in the long
run , and no amountof skill and care in workmanship
can make up for their shortcomings. Where the

pressure of supply is high , greater care should be
exercised in the purchase of cables. For 200 volts'
supply it is preferable to work with cables of
superior insulation — say, 2,500 megohms per
mile.
Where connection has to be made from a fixed
point to a movable fitting, say, for instance , a table
lamp,or “ hanging pendant,” twin flexible conductor
has to be employed. This usually consists of two
insulated conductors laid together spirally and
covered externally with a braiding of cotton or silk .
In damp situations, and places where rough usage
may occur, the flexible conductor is usually specially
protected by an outside covering of tarred hemp
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Size of con - Current carry
ductor in Stan . ing capacity
dard Wire Gauge. at 1000
amperes per

L 18
3/22
3 / 20

7 /23
7 /211
7 / 20
7 / 18
7 / 16
19 /20

sq. in .
1809

Approximate
number of 16 c.-p . lamps
at voltage given
TOO
200 220
240
volts .

6

1.825
3'016

6

3'135
4 896
7 '052
12:54
22:27

19: 12

37
31
56
. 100
157
119

41. 46
74 81 89
63 70 76
113 124 136
201 222 241

19/ 18
33.99
19/16
60*39
19 /14
94'42
314 347 377
66 : 19
220 243 264
37/ 18
37 /16
1176
196 386 432 470
In cases where the length of the conductors con
cerned is considerable, and the current fairly large,
the possibility of a “ drop " in pressure between one
end and the other must be taken into account. Such
instances occur where a private generating plant
supplying the current is situated in a building at a
distance from the house , or, in the case of long runs,
in a large house containing a great number of lamps.
To get over this trouble it is usual to increase the
size of the conductors for a given current by which
the current density is decreased below the figure
referred to .

The “ drop of pressure " in any conductor is
directly proportional to its resistance and to the cur
rent carried . If E signify the lost volts, and C and
R the current carried , and total resistance, respec
tively, then :--

E = C * R.
It is useful to remember that at the density of
1000 ampères per square inch , the pressure drop is
current is carried . In specifications and wiring
rules it is frequently stated that the pressure drop
shall not exceed 14 volts between the main distribu
tion board and the farthest lamp when all the lamps
are lighted , and this should be certainly adhered

approximately 2 } volts per 100 yards, when the full

to .

(To be continued .)

braid .

In selecting flexible cords, it is desirable to con
sider their mechanical strength as well as their cur
rent-carrying capacity . For instance, the size

known as 23/40 (each conductor of the pair contain
ing twenty -three wires of No. 40 gauge ) is sufficient
as regards the amount of copper contained in it ;
but if intended for a “ counter -balance " fitting,

on the score of mechanical strength 35 /40 flexible
would be far more suitable.
Size of Conductors. - In deciding upon the proper
size of conductor for a given number of lamps, it is
common practice to work to a certain “ current
density," and the figure taken is usually 1000 am
peresper square inch of cross-sectional area .
The rule of 1000 ampères per square inch is very
good as a maximum current density , to be allowed ,
and is recommended very generally by the various
insurance offices.

Upon this basis the table given in the next
column is compiled .

PETROLEUM V. PETROL FOR Motor CARS.
Motorists will be keenly interested in . the trials of
various carburants, or fuels , for motor car engines,
which are being carried out by a committee of the
Automobile Club of France. The latest results are
of high importance, forafter testing several brands of
petrol and alcohol, it was suggested to try ordinary
petroleum , such as is sold for burning in lamps. A
small quantity was procured , and it was found that
it showed a higher efficiency than either petrol or
alcohol. This was, of course, to be anticipated , but
the difficulty has hitherto been to vapourise it satis
factorily . Until further tests have been made it
would be hasty to assume that petroleum can be
used in place of themore volatile spirits, but should
further experiment lead to the discovery of a satis
factory method of employing petroleum , it would be
of vast importance to the motor car industry , since
the heavier oil is not only much cheaper than petrol,
of which the supply is comparatively scanty and the

price high , but it can be obtained anywhere.
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A Powerful High -speed Engine
and Flash Boiler .
By H . R . RICARDO.
ATone time I was bitten with the desire to build
a fast steanıboat. My first attempt con
sisted of a brown paper boat, 4 ft. 6 ins. long,
9 ins. beam , with a pinnace type boiler, ? ins. by
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ing. After a few attempts , I gave this up as a bad
job , and started another engine and boiler for the

same boat, with which I propose to deal in this
articie.
Figs. 2 and 4 show the general arrangement of
the engine ; the cylinders are i } ins. bore
11 ins. stroke ; the speed is anything up to
5000 revs. per minute, and the pressure

about 400 lbs. per square inch . Under these

Fig . 1. --PHOTOGRAPH OF THE CAM SHAFT SIDE OF MR. H . R . RICARDO's High -SPEED ENGINE,
10 ins., and a single cylinder double-acting engine

If ins. by 1 } ins. This was fairly satisfactory ; but
the boiler did not give enough steam , and after
about a dozen sails thebrown paper began to get sod
den from various causes. My second attempt
was more ambitious, and consisted of a wooden hull
6 ft. by 9 in . beam fitted with a two-cylinder double

acting engine and a water-tube boiler of the Yarrow
type ; this boat took a year to complete, and was a
failure. The engine was too complicated , and the
friction very great ; besides, I found it almost im
possible to keep all the 132 tubes of the boiler tight.
I had intended to use a pressure of about 100 lbs. per
square inch ; but could not get anything like this
owing to leakage in the boiler and the violent prim

conditions the engine develops about i h .- p ., and
weighs 7 lbs. without the flywheel. The flywheel
shown in the drawing, of course, is not to be used in
the boat, but was fitted to drivemylathe. The inlet
valve is opened by a can and closed by the pressure
of the steam . The exhaust takes place through a
number of holes 3- 16tbs in . diameter bored through
the liner into the annular space around it. From
here it passes out throngh a -in . hole in the side of
the cylinder ; this gives a perfectly free exhaust,
and , moreover, keeps the lower part of the cylinder
warm . On the upstroke the piston compresses the
steam left in the cylinder until its pressure rises
above the boiler pressure, when the valve lifts and
allows it to blow back into the boiler, thus avoiding

- -
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excessive compression pressure. The advantage of
this compression is two-fold : - Firstly, it keeps an
cven pressure on the crankshaft, so much so that I
have had it running at full speed with the crank

shaft resting on V -blocks. This steady, downward
pressure saves the bearings from wear and reduces
vibration to a minimum . Secondly, the heat caused
hy the compression prevents any loss of power
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in a rectangular casing 14 ins. long, 71 ins. wide,
and 74 ins. high ; this is made of sheet iron 18
B . W .G ., lined inside and out with asbestos. About
1 in . from the top is a steel plate perforated with a
number of -in .holes ; this acts as a baffle, and tends
to prevent down -draughts, which interfere with the

working of the burner ; from it also the boiler coils

are suspended by six long bolts.

Fig . 6. - THE EXHAUST- PIPE SIDE OF THE ENGINE .
Sheet-iron baffle plates are placed between the
through condensation , which is the chief trouble
coils, in addition to the top plate . The burner
with small engines. The crank-chamber of this
consists of two parts — a small pilot lamp with its
engine is an aluminium casting ; the cylinders,
pistons, and liners, are of cast iron, and the crank
own vapouriser of the Hecla type ; this is used for
starting and for keeping the boiler and vapouriser
shaft is ofcastmild steel, which is cheaper and easier
hot when the engine is not working ; and the main
to work than a forging, and I believe quite as good .
I have not yet tried this engine in a boat, but mean
burner, which is shown in Fig. 12. This consists of
to do so soon . At present I am building a small,

five 1-in . tubes 12 ins. long, opening into a rectan

light car for one,which it ought to be able todrive at
a good speed . Fig. Il shows a section through the
boiler and burner. This consists of four coils of
seamless steel tubing | in ,by in . — 36ft. in all, coiled
grid iron fashion; also one coil of 8 ft. for vapourising
the paraffin for the burner. The boiler is encased

gular header atone end. (In the diagram four of the
tubes are shown in section .) Four cf these tubes
have closed ends, and are inside the firebox; the fifth
is open -ended , and is outside it. The four tubes

inside the firebox have saw -cuts across their upper

side every half-inch . At the mouth ofthe fifth tube
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is a small nozzle having a hole of about 1-40th in .
in diameter (the exact size can only be found by
experiment). This nozzle is connected to the end of
the vapourising coil by as short a length of tubing as
possible. The action of the burner is as follows : - .
First, the pilot lamp is lighted and the vapourising
coil heated nearly to redness : this takes about
seven minutes. After this, paraffin is turned on to

the vapourising coil at a pressure of about 50 lbs.
per square inch ; the vapour then issues from the

burner nozzle down the open -ended tube, carrying
a large supply of air with it. The vapour and air
mix together in the header, and then issue from the
saw -cuts in the four tubes in the firebox, forming a
sheet of intensely hot blue flame absolutely sinoke
less and alınost noiseless, only a faint, hissing sound
being audible. In three minutes the boiler is hot
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that is necessary to do is to turn on the water supply
from the cylinder to the boiler. A few drops of
water serve to start the engine, and then the force
pun p , which is geared 3 to I off the engine, keeps it
going. Thus, half- a -pint of water in the starting
cylinder lasts for a long tiine, and it is only necessary
to occasionally give it a few strokes with a foot
puunp to keep up the air pressure ; this is much less
trouble than continual hand pumping. It will be
seen that, on leaving the force punp, the water has
the choice of two directions : either it passes into
the boiler, where it is instantly flashed into steam ,
or it may pass through the relief valve and back
into the tank. This relief valve has an adjustable
spring, so that it may be loaded to any pressure up
to 500 or 600 lbs. per square inch ; thus, hy varying
the loads on the spring, the pressure in the boiler
can be adjusted to a nicety , though ,
of course , it fluctuates with each

stroke of the pump. I find it much
the best plan to arrange the check
valve between the boiler and the re
lief valve ; for when the stop valve is
shut down, the pressure of steam in the
boiler rises somewhat, but cannot
escape , and is ready for use when the
engine is next started . On the other
hand , if the relief valve is placed
I

between the check valve and the
boiler, the sudden kick back when the

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
Fig . 12. - THE MAIN OIL FUEL BURNER.
chongh to start. The boiler casing is entirely
enclosed , all the air that is required being drawn in
through the open -ended tube.
There is an inspection door above th = pilot lamp,
and this is kept open whenever the lamp is in use ;
otherwise, it is apt to smokc. The whole boiler is
heavily lagged with asbestos, and has a light, brass
casing fitted over it and over the funnels . A pres
sure gauge is not of much use with this type of
boiler, owing to the rapid fluctuations of pressure .
I tried fitting a steam druin to steady the supply of
steam , but found it of little use and often trouble

some, as well as being rather dangerous on account
of the fearful pressures to which it was often sub
jected . I do not use a safety -valve ; I found it
difficult to keep tight,and also , ifanyofthe ''red hot"
steain touched the spring, it immediately rotted it.
The lubrication of the engine presents no difficulty
-so long as the crank chamber is kept quarter-full of
good thick oil of the type used for air- cooled petrol
motors. The valves of the engine need no lubrica
tion and are better without it, for it only burns up
and causes them to stick . Fig. 8 represents the

feeding arrangements, which consist of a force
pump, two check valves, a relief valve, and a
starting cylinder. I use the starting cylinder
instead of a hand pump ; it is less trouble to
make, and much inore convenient to use. It con
sists of a strong, brass cylinder containing about
half-a -pint of water, kept under an air pressure of
120 lbs. per square inch. To start the engine, all

water enters the boiler causes the
relief valve to open and discharge it
all before any quantity of steam has
been generated , so that it is necessary
to keep a very heavy load on the relief
valve, and even then its action is
erratic if the boiler is very hot. Of
course, the danger of putting the
check valve between the relief and

the boiler is that if there is any
water in the boiler when the stop -valve is shut,

the pressure may rise to an alarining degree. This
is all very fine in theory , but in practice steam at
very high pressures seerns to fade away mysteriously
although the joints may appear to be quite steam
tight.
Besides, the tubes can easily stand 10 ,000 lbs.
per square inch , so there is no danger of their burst
ing. Of course, it is not advisable to start the
engine again until the pressure has steadied down a
bit ; in other words, after the engine has been
stopped by the stop valve, it must not be re -started
for at lcast thirty seconds. The Editor has been
kind enough to have some photos taken of the

engine, which are published in this article. In con
clusion, I should like to add that the design of the
engine has, I understand, been copyrighted by the
Liverpool Castings Company, who will shortly be

selling castings for it.
A BATTLESHIP AS OCEAN RACER.-- The American

battleship Kearsarge, which is stated to have had
orders to cross the Atlantic in the shortest possible
time, arrived at Bar Harbour, Maine, at 5 .30 p .m .,
on July 26th . The distance from Portsmouth to

Frenchmen 's Bay, whither she was proceeding, is
2, 852 knots, which is about the distance from Liver

pool to Boston . The Kearsaryo left Portsmouth on
July 17th.
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As stated, it was presumed that the priming arose
through the water being carried up streams,
violentlyorwith
up

Boiler was Remedied .

the steam around the firebox, these
ward currents, being thrown high enough into the

By “ MARITZBURG ” and D . W . GAWN.

steam space to be taken over with the out-going
steam . If these streams could be broken up , or
diverted , the difficulty might be overcome. Firstly,
three hand holes were cut in the boiler shell just
above the level of the top of the firebox. Through
these holes was inserted some fine copper gauze
made into small rolls, and packed as well as could
be done between the shell and the flues to form a.
baffle for the rising water. Covers were then fitted
for the hand holes and the boiler made ready for
work .

COME time ago it was decided to construct a
vertical boiler for small power purposes. The
D

following , as a brief account of some experi

ences with it, may be of interest to others working
in the same line.
The dimensions of the boiler were not exactly
classical in proportion , it must be confessed . Neces
sity , rather than choice, was responsible. Thus, the
shell measured 7 # ins. diameter by 13 ins. high .
Firebox 64 ins. in diameter by 7 ins. high . Twenty

two tubes, į in . in outside diameter, were screwed
into the firebox crown and expanded at top in the
boiler crown. The foundation -ring measured in sec .
tion } in . by fin . A dome-shaped cover over the
tube ends formed the smokebox, and to this the
chimney was fitted .

The building of the boiler was done in the usual
way, rivet-holes being drilled in position , and the
whole thing being well sweated after riveting. Then
the trouble began.
Wood and coal was used for firing, steam
being raised quickly enough . As soon , how

On raising steam , the result proved entirely satis
factory . Indeed, steam may now be taken as fast
as the boiler can make it with a white -hot fire, and
there is no priming whatever. Small as the boiler
is, it is coupled to a Kingscote Bros. & Williams'
2-in . by it-in . vertical high -speed engine, and drives.
it well. The little plant is used at present for
accumulator charging.

A word as to the practical fitting of the tubes may
be given. Those represented in the interior of the

ever, as a cock was opened , heavy priming
occurred . The blower was enough to start
the water over, so pronounced was the pri
ming weakness.

So far, then , the boiler was useless. It was
determined to find a way to improve the cir
culation , the failure being attributed mainly
to defects therein . As is well known, the
water in any steam boiler is — or should be
constantly in motion , not the spasmodic
rising and falling of ebullition only, but a di
rect and positive flow , as though it were turn
ing over and over in bulk . The hottest
water, having a lighter specific gravity , rises
and gives place to the cooler, which , coming
into contact with the heating surface, is raised
in temperature and follows the same course .

When , however, the water space is restricted ,
as undoubtedly was the case in the boiler

referred to , the resistance is too great to
permit of free and smooth circulation . Then
- particularly if the fire be forced at all
- the water will be driven upward before its

place can be taken by the more slowly des
cending cooler flow . This, consequently ,
will come down on steam and overheated
plates, only to be blown out and upward

- - -

again . So long as a counter-balancing pres- CIRCULATING TUBES FITTED TO A Model VERTICAL BOILER.
sure of steam above the water can be main
tained this rising water is, of course, restrained to a
firebox, in , in diameter, were simply soldered at
certain extent. Immediately it falls, on opening a
their upper ends in the crown, the lower ends being
expanded through holes cut in the shell, to which
cock or valve, the fault makes itself appaient.
To increase thewater space, therefore, and so pro
covers were afterwards fitted . The outside tubes,
vide a free circuit, it was decided to insert some
4 in . in diameter, were furnished with elbows and
water-tubes in the firebox . This was done as shown
flanges brazed on , and then were bolted in position
in the sketch , at A . The improvementwas merely
slight, so the next idea was to fit circulating tubes
A SYSTEM of posting and collecting letters by
on the outside of the shell, as at B . The improve
mentwas very marked this time, but still it was not
electric trams is being adopted on an extensive
possible to take steam in a quantity proportionate
scale in Sydney, New South Wales. The scheme
to the heating surface. It would have been given
includes the erection of a small clearance office at
up as a very bad job had not a determination to
one of the important termini, and letters as they are
attain the mastery spurred on further efforts . The
cleared will be sent off by messengers to the General
Post Office.
last resource was to adopt a rather novel plan .
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A Model Horizontal Engine.
By G . W . HALPIN .

NUR worthy Editor has given us some broad
hints that he could do with particulars of
modern horizontal engines. I have great
pleasure in sending drawings of one ; I will send a
photo when it is all put together, which I hope will
be very soon.
The engine is a copy of one made by the “ Brauns
weigische Maschinenbau-Anstalt,” Braunsweig, and
drives the refining machinery of a beetroot sugar
factory, making five tons a day. The engine de
velops roo h .-p . at 120 lbs. pressure at 85 revs.
The outward appearance has been kept to as
closely as possible, but the rest has been modified ,
or “ modelified ,” to make a practical working
miniature. The castings for the model engine now
building were made here (Spain ) and left a great
deal to be desired . The drawings are pretty clear,
and the construction of themodel should present no
difficulty .
Themain framewas cast solid , and the guide bored
out, a piece being cast on it as shown by dotted
lines in the plan , so as to be able to turn the
cylinder end between the centres of the lathe.
The engine is i in . diameter by 2 ins. stroke, and
the principal differences between it and the real
one are the suppression of the automatic expansion,
and the tail-rod .
I also altered the form of the rim of the flywheel.
The real engine is lagged with planished sheet iron
a luxury beyond me, so I will be content to use
walnut.
You will notice that the connecting-rod (big end)
is of the marine type, quite different from the Eng
lish practice in engines of that size.

Practical Letters from our
Readers .
The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters

may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached ,

though not necessarily intended for publication.)

Standard Scales and Gauges for Model
Locomotives.
T TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, - As I am deeply interested in the
present discussion on standard scales and gauges
for model railways, in the M .E ., I wish to offer some
suggestions. I think it would be impossible to put
forward a standard scale for model locomotive
engineers to build to, as so many designers differ in
their tastes as regards size ; for instance, some will
build nothing but l-in . scale inodels, while others are
keen on i-in , scales.
But there is every possibility to standardise a

gange for each scale. Now , the best method I
should think would be to take a direct scale from the
standard Irish gauge of 5 ft. 3 ins., which , I think ,
should be ideal.
As the favourite scales are ţin., in ., and i in .,
the gauge would be 2 ins., 4 ins., and 51 ins. re
spectively . The 4-in . gauge not being exactly to
scale, is quite near enough for ordinary purposes.
For my part, I have adopted the 3-in . scale, the
gange being 31 ins., which is )1- 32nd in . too short of
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the correct scale size ; but that does not make much
These gauges are quite wide enough to get two
low -pressure cylinders between the frames if they
are inade in the proportion of two to one with the
high pressures, except the latter are made entirely
out of proportion with the rest of the engine.
It has sometimes been stated in THE MODEL
ENGINEER that the best size for a model locomotive
cylinder is the bore equal to the scale to which the
model is being built, and the stroke twice the bore.
I think these are the best proportions that could be
difference.

made for successful working, and should become
standards. - Yours truly ,
G . V . HUTCHINSON.
Galway.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
bin 's letter in your issue of July 30th , and, while
admitting that as Chairman of the Committee ap
pointed by the Society ofModel Engineers, he should
DEAR SIR , - I was much interested in Mr. Creb

be an expert on these matters, I presume that I
may be allowed to disagree with him on the points
he mentions, on the subject of standard scales , for
model locomotive builders : (1 ) It is not advisable

to put all the parts in a small scale locomotive, and
to simplify their construction . This renders the
model more reliable than a complicated small
scale locomotive in which all the small parts
require the watchmaker's skill mentioned . This
has been practically demonstrated by the model
locomotives recently broughtout by Messrs. Bassett
Lowke & Co., of Northampton, which , at the same

it is the practice of all up -to -date model engineers

time, proves your correspondent to be wrong in his

second statement, as I have myself seen several of

the scale models used out of doors, although , as a
rule, small model railways are preferred indoors.
(2 ) The wear and tear on a small model cannot be
so great as on a larger one, the bearings and
working parts being simpler in construction ,
may, therefore, proportionately to the weight,
be very much more massive. I am rather
amused at Mr. Crebbin 's adoption of a 4 -in .
gauge as a standard for 3-in . scale models to
get two low -pressure cylinders inside the frame, as
a few minutes at the drawing-board will prove that
it can be done easily with a 31-in . gauge. I would
suggest to him that by adopting an 8-in . gauge for a
2-in . model, the triple expansion principle might
then be adopted , and, also , if he adopts the Indian
gauge, he should confine himself to having Indian
locomotives. Supposing, for instance, that for
somereason a model engineer wishes to have a 3t-in .
gauge railway, and he adopts the Indian or other
broad gauge for modelling, his engine would be
smaller than 4 -in . scale, and the aforementioned

watchmaker's knowledge and patience will have to
be requisitioned .
A G . W . R . broad gauge locomotive made on Mr.
Crebbin 's principle would result in a t-in . scale
model.

To sum the whole question up in a few words, in

my opinion , it is impossible to get anything really
satisfactory smaller than fin . scale — if you must
have scale models — and for this scale and above,
model engineers should try and keep to English
railway conditions and standards as nearly as
possible. — Yours faithfully,
F . K . COBB.
Jersey .
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Steam Domes for Model Locomotives.
TO T!!E EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR ,- - Mr. Thos. James Pratt, in his letter of
August 6th , states that superheated steam is not
altogether advisable in model work . Now , as an
engineer of twenty -two years' practical experience ,
and also having been interested in model work since

my school days, I must emphatically contradict this
statement ; it is the secret of success with small
engines. Examine any model, and note the water
flying from the glands. I maintain that, by super
heating the stearn , you can obtain usefulwork from

an engine that would otherwise merely drive itself.
Superheating will not, of course, suit models in
which soft solder plays an important part in their
construction.
Respecting " nozzling the exhaust.” The slight
loss sustained through back pressure is amply com

pensated by increased steaming capacity .
Let Mr. Pratt put one of Mr. Crebbin 's locos on a
track alongside the subject of the article, and if
cylinders of respective engines are the same size I
think he might alter his opinion on these points.
Respecting stcam domes, Mr. Greenly's system of

collecting steam is a good one. When this boiler
was being tested , previous to putting on frame, the

regulator was opened full, steam at 60 lbs. was
discharged from the steam pipe 3-16ths in . bore,
and no water was visible during the time- viz.,
fifteen minutes - it was left open . This is a far

more severe test than opening cylindercocks. - -Yours
truly ,

Shiplake, Henley-on- Thames. STUART TURNER .

Model Locomotive Design .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - I notice that Mr. Greenly once again
fits a superheater in the smokebox of Col. Harvey's
tank engine. I tried the same thing in my 3-in .
gauge locomotive ; but it was such an utter failure,

and brought about so much condensation , that I was

obliged to remove it. I think it stands to reason
that steam at 80 lbs., or even 60 lbs., in the steam

pipe would be hotter than the air inside the snjoke
box, and, consequently , the steam is condensed in
stead of superheated . If a superheater is used , it

should pass through the firebox. But provided
proper means are taken to send the steam into the
steam pipe dry , I cannot see the necessity of going
to the trouble and expense of fitting a 'superheater.
-- Yours faithfully ,
HAROLD SOPER.
Hove.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, - In reply to Mr. Pratt's letter, I may
say that although the efficacy of the dome in real
engines is not held by all locomotive engineers, no
reliable or scientific tests under similar conditions
have yet been made to establish the superiority of
one or the other methods of steam collecting. My
observations in the working of exactly similar model
locomotives having the perforated pipe or the baffled

dome,have convinced me that it is only in special
circumstances that a dome is of any use , and for

these I would refer Mr. Pratt to the continuation of
my remarks on this head in the issue of July 30th .
In any case, it will be admitted that the steam

dome should be provided with baffles, should be
placed somewhere near the middle of the barrel,
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and should be encased to prevent excessive radiation
of heat.

Referringmore particularly to the test mentioned
in Mr. Pratt's letter, I submit that this test does not
in any way demonstrate the advantage of a steam

dome over a perforated pipe, and I venture to think
that if the safety valve had been placed on the dome
in question it would have primed nearly as much . Of
course, it is well known a plain hole in the boiler for
the steam pipe is bad practice, and hardly a week
passes in which I do not find it my duty to advise
someform of steam collector instead of an ordinary
stop -valve attached over a hole in the shell.
The perforated pipe method of collecting the
steam is certainly very simple, and for larger en
gines the success of the combined regulator and col
lector, shown in the undertype design , leads me to
think that the domemay be dispensed with in most
cases.
Mr. Pratt must also bear in mind that a reliable
test cannot be made unless the amount of steam
passed through the stop -valve in each instance is
exactly the same. If you liberate a large amount
of steam from a given boiler, priming is bound to
occur,owing to the violent ebullition resulting from
the lowering of pressure. To illustrate this , ar
range a fairly large cock - on a well baffled dome, if
you like — and open this suddenly . After the first
rush , a large amount of mixed steam and water will
issue from the orifice. In the same way the large
amount of steam which most likely passed from the
safety valve in the “ test ” mentioned entrained a
considerable amount of water , whilst the resistance
to the passage of the steam prevented any going with
it to thecylinders, in spite of the obviousadvantage
of the baffled dome over the simple holes in the shell
of the boiler to which the safety -valve was no doubt
fitted . Another experiment may be made to illus
trate the above point. Arrange that some part
of the boiler shallburst,and the priming will then
be seen at a maximum . The two models above
referred to are Mr. Eastabrook 's and Col. Harvey's
tank engines ; I have not observed any difference
with respect to steam supply in these two engines
at all.
With regard to the subject of blast pipe for model
-in . scale oil- fired engines, the facts relating to
the steaming of both Col. Harvey's and Mr. Easta
brook 's engine are indisputable, and, as a new en
gine of this type is nearing completion, I am willing
to practically demonstrate the necessity for the
proper position and size of exhaust orifice to Mr.
Pratt, if he willmake an appointment with me when
the engine is ready. It is not always necessary to
contract the exhaust pipe. In Mr. Eastabrook 's, to
obtain the maximum heat from the burner, all that
was required was to lower it in the smokebox . I

fail to see any other reason for the difference in the
steaming of the respective engines, as the only part
of the engine modified was the blast pipe, and shall
be glad if Mr. Pratt will assign a cause for the in
creased power of the two models consequent on ad
justing the smokebox arrangements. Any model

engineer who has had the slightest experience with
a silent “ Primus ” burner in a model locomotive
boiler knows the necessity for an induced draught.
Whilst the blast pipe should be arranged scien
tifically in a model locomotive burning methylated
spirit in a wick lamp, such precautions are not of so
much importance. However, to reduce cylinder con
densation, and to prevent water accumulating in
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the smokebox owing to a very wet and feeble “ puff,"
the right diameter for the exhaust orifice should be
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real engine the best proportion between the diam .
of the chimney and the height from nozzle to the
top of chimney in the real engine would appear, by
Herr von Borries' diagram , to be as I is to 3 ; in

found .

To enable one to readily fix the proper diameter
of the orifice of the blast pipe, the following formula ,
deduced from engines I have designed or experi
mented with , may prove useful :
For engines with cylinders less than fin . bore :
Area of blast orifice = 1- 30th area of

model, success has been obtained by a proportion
of about i to 5 . If the height is limited , then the

chimney should have a smaller inside diameter.
This is one of the reasons for the use of the liner in
example shown in Fig . I below .

The question of superheating has been raised both
by Mr. Pratt and Mr. Soper. I would ask both of
them , and Mr. Crebbin , what are the disadvantages of
thoroughly drying the steam ? I think the latter's

cylinder.

For large engines up to 2-in . scale : Area of
blast pipe = 1- 20th area of cylinder.
For the medium sizes, 1-25th is a good propor

compound locomotive would have been seen work

tion .
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Fig . 1.

CHIMNEY AND BLAST PIPE PROPORTIONS OF REAL AND MODEL
LOCOMOTIVES.

Fig . 3.
Practical examples are as follows :
Scale. Cyıinder. Orifice. Proportion.
2- in .

diam .

s bare.

Will Mr. Soper kindly tell us what was the reason
of his non -success ? Presuming that his 3-in . gauge
engine was not fired by a silent “ Primus " burner,
I do not wonder at the failure. Unless there is heat

ib ,
1 ,

gen

Die AG

2-in .

ing on the Society 's track long since, if superheating
had been tried . However, this is only a surmise, as
I have not had the pleasure of seeing the locomotive
under steam .

(* This size I found too small.)

enough in the smokebox to melt solder (about 350
to 400 degs.), I never think of using a coil of three

For smokebox arrangements, the accompanying
sketch shows proportions for real locomotives put
forward by Von Borries, the great authority on com

or four turns as in the two ten -wheeled tank designs,

pound locomotives, for which I am indebted to Mr.
H . H . Harrison, the author of the articles on “ Jets,"
and also two examples from models built to my

and as it is impossible to be left with high tempera
ture gases in this region with spirit - fired engines, I
either arrange the superheater to come through the

designs.

flame, or provide none at all. My recent experi
ence, since the article was written , hasbeen to order

Fig . I represents the blast pipe and chimney of
a 2-in . scale model ; Fig . 2 Von Borries' rule ; and

flame-surrounded superheaters to two locomotives

Fig . 3 the arrangement in Mr. Eastabrook 's tank

where none had been specified . Theboilers were of

locomotive. The drawings are resolved to a com
the smaller the model becomes, the lower down it is

the Smithies’ type.
The value of superheating for small engines can
not be gainsaid , for it has been found that with

necessary to place the blast pipe, and that in the

engines of over 100 h .-p . that from 42 to 14 per cent.

mon scale, k-in . to the foot. It will be noticed , that
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(according to the cut-off) of the steam supplied to
the engine was condensed in the cylinder and its use
fulheat lost. If the ratio of the expansion is to be

thanks for his courtesy in writing and sending me
the wire. I have no doubt this will also interest
your readers, as Whitney's informed me they had

increased by compounding model locomotives, then
I think that some method of adding to the heat of
the steam must beadopted if success is to be assured .
As to the cost of a superheater - is not Mr. Soper's

several enquiries regarding the same. - Yours
faithfully,
Southsea .
W . HACK .

remark trivial ? The superheater in a £50 model

adds about sixpence or a shilling to the cost.
I have found that by taking off the superheater
to
on Mr. Eastabrook's engine (it is bestendalways
so that
provide the coil with a union at each

Queries and Replies.
[ Allemion 18 especially directed to the first condilion given belore

and no notice will be taken of Queries 1101 complying with the
directions therein stated. Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope " Query
Department." No othermatters
but those relating to the Chierius
should be ciclosed in the same envelope.

on subjects within the scope of this journalare replied te
Queries
by postunder the following conditions ( 1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's nameMUST b in .
scribed on the back .

IV

( 2 ) Oueries should be accompanied

wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their ricries for
reference. (3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed . ( 4 ) Queries will be answered
interval of a few days
as earlyvisually
as possible after receipt, but an can
be forwarded . (5 )
elapse before the Reply
must
Correspondents who require an answer inscrted in this column
elapse before the
should understand that some weeks must
Reply can be published . The insertion of Replies in this column

- 1 W

caimot be guaranteed . (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to

Annular Space
VIEWS

THE MODEL
The Editor,
Street, London
, E .C.) ENGINEER, 35 to 39, Temple House,
Tallis

selected from the Queries which have been replied
The tofollowingare
recently : (9359) Speed of Shafting, & c., for Small Shop. E. W .
(Mitchelstown ) writes : I have a 31 h .- P . Ariel petrol motor with
which I want to drive a line of shafting about 10 ft . long : off that,
I want to drive a 4 - in . centre screw -cutting latbe with gap -bed and

STEAM PIPE

sketch of baffle prates
Fig . 4. - STEAM _ DOME FOR MODEL LOCOMOTIVE.
it can be removed easily) that instead of 55 to
60 lbs. being maintained at a certain speed (brake
test) only 40 lbs. could be obtained on continuous
running. This engine has a dome and baffle-plates
as shown in the sketch (Fig. 4).
With large fin. scale engines, designed to pull
heavy loads, and also for engines of larger dimen
sions, I arrange “ gridiron ” superheaters, as shown
in the “ Undertype ” design. I may mention that
Mr. W . T . Bashford uses a superheater coil in his
highly successful Caledonian model. - Yours truly,
HENRY GREENLY.

backgear, and a small drilling machine which will drill holes up to
I in . in diameter, also a small grindstone. I should never have
more than the one machine on at a time. I shall use flat belts,
and the motor will run at about 800 revolutions per minute . I
want to know what diameter pulley I shall want on the motor,

also what size pulley on the shafting, and what would be a sale
working diameter for the shafting.

It is difficult to reply to your query in detail unless we know the
arrangement and construction of room or workshop. It ins.
shafting would do, running same in suitable bearings, either wall
bracket bearings or hangers, or the ordinary bearing fixed to beams
of shop - according to the circumstances of the case . The sizc of
pulley on lathes will determine the size on atshaft. Settle firstandof
all the speed of shaft. Thus, if engine runs 800 revolutions

has a 5-in . pulley and the speed of shafting has to be 150 revolutions
per minute, then the size of shaft pulley must be 0 1509 = 27 ins.
approximately . In the same way the speed of lathe may be deter

mined . If one pulley is 4 - in , on lathe and is driven from a 16 -in .

pulley on shaft, then speed of lathe will be -30 % " = 600 revs.
us you.
know if you have any further difficulties and
per minute.
will
be glad to Letassist
[9365) Curious Behaviour of Dynamo. J. H . W .(Burton-on
Trent) writes : I have in my care a small electric light plant. I have
much trouble with the dynamo brushes sparking, and the light going

Wire for Small Tesla Coil.

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , — With reference to my former query
re rubber-covered wire (Reply No. 9,320) for Tesla
EN
THE MODEL
at page 515 ofpleased
coil, mentioned
dated
to say Mr.

GINEER,

May 28th , I am

Pike (the writer of the article) has written to me
that the primary is built of No. 22
direct explaining
gutta -percha covered wire, and not as stated in the
article, and that this can now be obtained from
Whitney's.
Mr. Pike was kind enough to send me sufficient
of the wire for the coil I am making, and I had sat

down to write and thank him for it, when I dis

covered
that he had not sent his address. May
ask , therefore, that you will be good enough to conI
vey to Mr. Pike, in your next issue, if possible, my

out suddenly . I have altered the brushes in every way to avoid
again . They work a
perhaps a week or ten days, then they fi. ecommutator

sparking, both the angle and tension : they will go very well for

when they
good dark coloured and smooth face on the
are alright, but they wear the commutator down very uneven and
make grooves in it sometimes. I have had it turned up once, and
have only a slight tension on brushes now . The dynamo is not
worked very heavily, only having at present about io amps., and
working at too volts ; the coils are also very hot when working.

Does
this interfere with the working of the dynamo ? I should be
pleased if you could assist me in any way .

To tell you exactly why the lights go out, we should have to be
on the spot to see for ourselves. There are many probable causes

out, but do not men
for the sudden failure. You say the lights gotakes

tion what you do when such an occurrence

place. Have you

any cut-outs in the circuit, or fuses which blow ? The commutator
should be given a very small amount of vaseline occasionally, and
also a little blacklead applied from an ordinary pencil - when
machine is running. The latter acts as a first-class lubricant and
does not interfere with the good contact which is imperative. The
bear your hands
coils ( field ) should not becomehotter than you
just comfortably. You do not statecanwhat
the output

ofmachine is. Are you certain you are not overloading it ?

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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[9251)justSmall
H . R.; would
C. (Norwich)
I have
boughtPetrol
a ith.-Launch.
p . bicycle motor
this do towrites
put in:
acylinder
small launch
about
12
to
14
ft.
long,
or
would
a
water
-cooled
be better ? Could you give me any idea what a launch and
engine would cost about this size, if I got them separate ?
Yes,
this
would drive boat atmoderate speed, provided the craft is
fairly light. Water-cooled would , of course,
be better . A 14 -ft.
launch hull would cost approximately £25 to £30, according to

materials
fittings,asandpricesengine
fittings slightly less. We
cannot
sayanddefinitely,
vary and
so enormously.
187521 Photopbone. B . B (Felixstowe) writes : I am thinking
of making a photophone for wireless telephony, and I should be
kindly answer me the following questions :
much obliged if you tocould
( 1) Is it necessary have a thin mirror capable of being thrown
in to vibration by the voice, would a piece of electro-plated ferrotype
cell for?
a selenium
to make
how can
kindly? tell( 3 ) me
Couldlightyouwaves
do ? (2) the
be obtained
selenium
Where
receiving
(4 ) Can it be obtained in its annealed form so that its electric resis
tance is greatly reduced ? (5 ) Is selenium expensive ?

In Bell's glass
originalor photophone
the diaphragm
was made
from
thin(1) silvered
mica . A piece
of silver-plated
ferrotype
might
but one
the bestway
willmethods.
be for you (to2) tryA selenium
it, and, if unsatis
factory,do,adopt
of the other
cell may
be made in either of the following ways : (a ) Cut a number of thin
discs
ofbrass
say
in
,
or
i
in
.
diameter,
and
a
number
of
very
thin
discs ofmica of very slightly smaller diameter. Place discs of mica
and brass alternately one above the other forming a pile i in . or
2 ins. high . Alternate brass discs must be connected together just
asthemarewith
the small
sheets projecting
of a condenser.as shown,
This mayandbesoldering
done by cutting
them
gether where they project on lugs
either side, or rather soldering to themto
a wire or rod so that each lug makes good connection . Clamp all
tightly, when the surface should consist of a number
circular grooves between the brass edges. Into theseof shallow
grooves

THULHHHHHHHH
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WINDING FOR PHOTOPHONE.
melted selenium is run, and the whole cell is afterwards annealed .
(b ) Another and simpler way is to cut a number of nicks on the
edges
of a small rectangular piece of slate and wind round it, parallel
to each other, two bare copper wires, say No. 36. Make sure that
the spaces between them are small and yet that they nowhere touch .
In the sketch the dotted line represents one coil and the full line
the other. The turns must be closer together than shown. The
selenium is carefully melted into the interstices between the wires
and
the whole annealed. (3 and 5 ) Selenium can be obtained at
Johnson & Matthey, Hatton Garden , E .C ., and is not very expen
sive.
(4 ) It cannot be obtained in its annealed form , and, if it
could, it would soon alter its state when melted into the cells. The
annealing
must be done after the cell is completed . To anneal the
cell it must be raised carefully to about 140 Centrigrade a tem
perature
below
its melting point, and kept at that temperature for
some time then slowly cooled. More precise details of the process
cannot be given , but on searching the records of the Physical
Society for some years back, a paper on the subject may be seen .
It was written by Shelford Bidwell, wbo is an authority on selenium
cells. Note. - Selenium cells soon deteriorate and loose their
sensitiveness to light. The photophone cannot be used over great
distances
withoutCaledonian
lenses and parabolic
mirrors.
19312) Model
Six -Coupled
Locomotive. R . Bº
(Manchester) writes : I should bemuch obliged if you could answer
me
the
following
questinni
regardingMr.
M
'Int.
Caledonian
Railway six -coupled express locomotive No. 49 sh 's( new
1) What
would
be
a
suitable
size
of
cylinders
(bore
and
stroke)
for
a
. scale
model. ( 3) Size and number of tubes, and dimensions of1-infirebox.

(3) Suitable thickness copper plate, and diameter and length of
bojler. (4) Diameter ofof driving
and bogie axles, length of frames,

gauge oſ rail.
The boiler being a large one, we should advise cilinders up to
17andin number
. bore : the
stroke seeshould
2 ins. or " ins.seriesForof dimensions
of tubes,
the be
“ Dunalastair
articles in
Vol IV . We do not think it advisable to crowd many more

tubes into the barrel
is given the “ Dunalastair " design .
Employ tin . tubes. than
The length of for
the firebor and the length and
diameter
of
the
boiler,
will,
of course,
be increased.
increased
diameter of the boiler will result
in a larger
steam andThe
water
space
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with
the given arrangement and number of tubes. For the length
of boiler, see our sketch drawing in April 30th issue. 15 gauge
remainder ( the de

1
copper plate will do for the boiler. For the
series. Gauge of railway should be
tails,
thethe“ Dunalastair
L . T . & S . R" . design in issues of January ist, 15th
ut ins.see See

) February ist, 1902, for general proportions of an inch scale
anlocomotive.

The News of the Trade.
Editor will
[The,heading,
pleasedparticulars
this
to receiveof newfor review
apparatus.
tools, under
samplesbe and

thal
and materials for amateur use. It must be understood
these reviews are free expressions of Editorial opinion , no
. The Editor
payment of any kind being required or acceptedaccording
to the
reserves the right to criticise or commend
inserting a
merits of the goods submitted, or to abstain from
sufficient interest
of
goods
not
where
case
are
any
the
review
in
to his readers. )
* Revicus distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial inspection of the goods noticed .
Queries and Replies .
New Appliances for Draughtsmen .
A . G . Thornton , Paragon Works, King Street West, Manchester.
Thornton has just brought out a new tee-square and drawing
Mr.
board , by which the square is attached to the board and the constant
attention necessary on the part of the draughtsman to keep the
stock of the square firm to the edge of the drawing-board is avoided .
The “ Leoham " tee-square can be detached instantly, and it is
subjected
beenfurther
said
tests in thedrawing-office of the
to haveFor
to severe
particular
inventor.
s and illustrations, we would refer
reader
the
leaflet
describin of Mr.
issued
the
Mr.
to
by
in
vention . We have also received a listThornton
giving particulargs the
Thornton 's new “ Kensington " slide- rule, which is supplied at the
attempt provide
very cheap price of 2s., and
in
strumentwithin the reach is an student. to It ismadea inreliable
hardwood
with a transparent celluloidofevery
cursor, and is not ins. long.
Notice of Removal.
The Technical Publishing Company
, Ltd ., have removed their
business premises, and all communications should in future be ad
dressed to 287, Deansgate,Manchester.
London Agency .
Plumsteachucks,
Mr. W . Messrs.
Durrant,Goodman
27,A Reidhave
is now
n Road,
d, s.e .,scribing
supplying
lathe castings,
& Co.'s
blocks, castings for launch engines, horizontal engines, model loco
motives, pumps, and other models which have been described in
the pages of THE MODEL ENGINEER .
Firm . Place, Hackney,
Title ofRetreat
in Works,
A Change
Mr. Geo . S . Hooker
, Paragon
N . E ., who is well-known to our readers as a maker of small power
gas and oil and steam engines, has, owing to increase in business
joined Mr. P . Harris in partnership, and the title of the firm is now
Messrs. Hooker & Harris. He states that they will now be better
able to cope with any work thatmay be entrusted to their care, and
they will continue to make a speciality of gas and oil engines, cycle
motors, dynamos and electric motors. Castings in brass, gunmetal,
iron , or aluminium can be supplied from customers' own patterns at
low figures , and special work of any description will receive the
firm 's best attention .

New Catalogues and Lists.
Arthur Frith engineer and toolmaker, Cleckheaton , Yorks.
sends us a few leaflets describing the tools he supplies, comprising
surface, angle, and faceplates, lathes, bench planers, Cushman
castings, Morse twist drills .
chucks, hackengineering
, change wheel
saw framesappliances
, Dynamo and gas engine cast.
and other
ings are also included in the lists, which will be sent free to any
reader upon application .
TheAnglo-American
Supply Co., 15,ngCampbell
Road,South
end-on
-Sea , have sent us a list of engineeri
and generalworkshop
tools, including soldering irons, stocks and dies, plumbers' blast coil
furnaces, callipers, bradawls, emery wheels, drills, blowlamps, steel
rules, tinmen 's snips, lathe carriers,
& c ., which will be sent post free

to any reader of The MODEL ENGINEER making application.
Henry Butler Whiston illustrated
Works,catalogue
Derby. -ofMr.
We have
re
ceived a very neatly, printed andStreet
Butler's

“ Hercules " cycle motors and other internal combustion engines .
Finished engines as well as castings and machined parts are sup
plied , also complete cycle attachments, including motor, silencer.
Clips, carburettor, coil, tanks, and other fittings. The catalogue
includes
particular and prices of car, launch , gas and oil engines.
various powers,s and
of
also accessories, such as testing lamps and
voltmeter
s and densimeters for showing
the density of petrol.
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The Editor's Page.
W

E give in this issue a very interesting article
VV by Mr. H . R . Ricardo, on the high -speed
engine and flash boiler which he has re
cently built, and which we are sure will be appre
ciated by many of our readers. Apart from the
merits of the engine as a motor, we are pleased to
be able to give it as an excellent example ofmodel
making originality and enterprise, and we hope
that it may serve to encourage other readers to act
as their own designers as well as builders.
Although not everyone has the timeor the skill to
do his own designing and pattern -making, or to
conduct the necessary preliminary trials and ex
periments, there is undoubtedly niore satisfaction
to be obtained from seeing one's own ideas take
concrete form than from merely carrying out the
ideas of others, and we are always pleased to hear
from readers who have successfully built to their
own designs. Mr. Ricardo's article will also doubt.
less be of special interest to those model engineers
who are anxious to try flash boilers.

One of our readers in Italy writes asking for
designs of small sailing craftwhich will carry a man ,
or a man and a boy. He states that in his country
a number of such craft are built byamateurs during
the winter, and that they are fitted with fin keels,
which are sometimes arranged so that they can be
raised or lowered to suit the conditions of sailing.
The lengths of these boats run from 9 to 10 ft. in
length, and the lines of large sailing yachts are
followed fairly closely, although no attempt at
scientific design is made. Hence the sailing quali

J. B . (Ayr). - Thanks for your recent suggestion .
Wewill see what we can do.
F . A . S . (Detroit, Mich .). — Many thanks for the in
teresting batch of cuttings you have been kind
enough to send us. Most of them we have seen
on this side ; but we appreciate your good inten
tions.
S . J. (New Brompton ).- - Thanks for your correc
tion re query No. 9,005, in July 23rd issue ; but
wemust disillusion you with regard to this point,
The thick line represents the positive, and the thin
line the negative.
J. K . B . (Forest Hill). - From the limited data you
send, it is impossible to say exactly whatis wrong;
most probably it is a bad or broken contact in the
receiver or transmitter.

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do

so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should bemadeby Postal
Order.

Advertisement rates may behad on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper ,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c., for review , to be addressed
to THE EDITOR , “ The Model Engineer, " 35 to 39. Temple House,
Tallis Street, London , E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, The Model Engi
neer," 35 to 39, Temple House, Tallis Street, London, E .C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to the Publishers, Dawbarn & Ward ,
Limited , 6 , Farringdon Avenue, London , E .C .
* Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123. Liberty Street, New York , U .S .A ., to whom

all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .

ties of the boat are always in doubt until she is

actually built and tried . We should be glad to hear
from any of our readers who have had any experi

Contents.

ence in building or sailing such “ man -carrying "
model yachts.
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A Model L . S. W .R . “ Beattie ” Tank Locomotive.
By P. G . HEPWORTH .

MR. P . G . HEPWORTH 'S MODEL L .S . W . R . “ BEATTIE ” LOCOMOTIVE.

- HE photograph of the model locomotive here
described is of one I made several vears ago,
before I had seen THE MODEL ENGINEER AND
ELECTRICIAN . I commenced to build my model
from a drawing I made from an illustration in the
Engineer, representing one of the early South
Western tank engines, and partly from what I re
membered of their construction during the time I
was serving my apprenticeship in that company's
works at Nine Elms.
Before I had proceeded very far with the work , I

made several alterations in the original design . In
the first place, I did away with the outside leading
axle-boxes and springs, also the lower slide-bars,
substituting , the latter with stout top bars with

capped crossheads. I also fitted laminated springs,
with counter-balance levers, instead of the spiral
springs over the trailing wheels in the originaldesign .
With regard to the boiler : here, again , I had to make
severalalterations. In the first place, I reduced the
number of tubes to twenty -seven , diameter fin .
These are of thin brass, ferruled at both ends, which
gave very good results, and steamed well with char
coal fuel.
The principal dimensions are : - Length of engine
over buffers, 32ins. by gins. over cylinders ; dis
tance between centres of cylinders, 71 ins.; bore,

If ins.; stroke, 2 ins.; The cylinder jackets were
cast separately, with recesses for steam ports, and
then sweated together.

Tho Model Boglooor and Bloctrician .
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Besides the cylinders, there were the patterns of

the outside ). "The horn -plates were made of angle ,

wheels, which were made as follows : - The rims,

with steel check plates to fit recesses in axle-boxes.
The latter were made in two pieces, fixed with
studs (screwed at both ends) each box having suit
able recesses for nuts and spring links. The engine
has six laminated springs, every blade of which is
properly tempered and enclosed in centre buckle.

centres, were first turned in hard wood ; the spokes
were then cut from a strip of wood of suitable sec
tion for casting face down. The other patterns
consisted of brackets, horn -stays, dome, saddle,
chimney base, tube- plate, throat- plate, crown stays,
foundation -ring, as well as the patterns of clack
valves, valve-spindle sleeves, safety valves, slide
valves, etc.
Having gotmy patterns off to the foundry , I pro

The driving and trailing wheel springs are attached
to counter balance midway and below the axles.

The leading springs are on spindle above the axles.
The total length of boiler is 171 ins. by 5 ins. in

ceeded with the frame. For this I obtained two

side,with butt strap joint (material,brass, and thick

pieces of 3-in. iron plate, 4 ins.wide, ofgood quality.
- - -

ness 1 - 16th in .). The copper firebox is of the same

174 -

-

PLAN OL: BOILER FOR MODEL L . W .R .S. “ BEATTIE " LOCOMOTIVE .
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These to pwieceswere then temporarily fixed together
with two small rivets ; then with a little water and
whitening I whitened one side for marking out,
proceeded to drill a number of -in . holes within
touch of each other, drilling through the two pieces
at once.

The plate then was quite easy to cut with the

top ; the side stays are 5 -32nds in . dianı. with (sleeve
distant pieces) ; tube-plate (cast brass) in . thick
turned to fit, and drilled for twenty -seven -in . tubes,
The foundation -ring is 5- 16ths in . by in . (cast
brass ), fire hole (cast brass ) ; throat- plate, donie ,
and saddle piece of the same metal. All joints
tinned , and sweated , and drilled in place, closed
with copper rivets (snap-headed ).
The footplate, splashers, running-board, and
weather -board are all best charcoal plate, 1- 16th in .,
with 1 -in . angles and countersunk rivets. The

The sides were then

spectacle frames are brass. The engine has spring

finished with the file quite truly , and the inter

buffers, steam and water fittings, regulator valve in
dome, reversing lever, hand-pump connected with
left-hand clack - valve, water-gauge, steam -gauge,
water -cock for tank, and I propose to fit injector to

ordinary cold iron chisel.

mediate plates for supporting themotion and boiler
(of a lesser thickness, viz., 5-64ths in .) were jointed
with 5 -16ths in , angle and rivets (countersunk on
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be connected to the right-hand clack -valve ; also
a hand brake to the coupled wheels.
The driving wheels have a diameter of 6 } ins., the
leading 4 1. 16ths ins., the centres of coupled wheels
being 8f ins., and driving wheels to leading zi ins.
All wheels were cast in bronze. The axles are in .
in . diameter steel, with turned
diameter, and
collars shrunk on. The eyeboltsand hooksare in iron .
Of the hand-rails the right-hand is tubular for
carrying blower-roll; the left-hand one is solid . The
panels enclosing splashers arebeaded with split brass,
and the engine is painted light green , with black

10000000-

and white lines. The dome is enclosed in spun
brs s cover ; the chimney top is spun copper.

10000
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The totalweight of engine is about 56 lbs. About
two years ago I tried it on rails 66 ft . in length , and
with a truck made of deal mounted on an oak
frame on four flanged wheels 7 } ins. diameter. It
drew my wife and child up and down the garden .
The rails were 5 -16ths in . square on longitudinal
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A Model Colliery Worked by Mice.
SOME months ago two Motherwell artisans,
w Messrs.Hardie and Paul, made a clever minia
ture model colliery , which earned for them a rich
ful tour in England and Scotland. The model, be

and well-deserved reward as the outcomeof a success

sides being ingenious and novel in its construction ,
was a monument to their patience, since it was
shown that seven years had been spent on the work .
It has been left to another, however , to eclipse even

this remarkable feat. He has also laboured un
ceasingly at a model colliery, the motive power in
the working of which is not electricity, as was the
case with the Motherwellmodel, but a band of frisky
tame mice.
The colliery is complete in every way - pithead ,
engine house, railway siding, stalk , shaft, & c. A
representative of the People's Journal, Glasgow , who
has seen this remarkable contrivance, has marvelled
at the cleverness of the mice. They set the wheels
in motion , and these , in turn , carry waggons to and
from the screen . But the most fascinating part of
all is to witness the mice descending the shaft - a
part of the work which they seem to enjoy, to judge
from the frequency with which they perform the jour

ney. Up ladders and through little doorways they
ralscramble to get on to the pithead. The weight of
find their way to the pithead ,where they have a gene

Ο
Ο
Ο

Ο

a couple of mice sends the cage to the bottom of the
shaft, and, immediately the two jump off, the cage

back -balances and is carried to the surface " again
when the processof filling and descending is repeated .
Not only are the little animals to be seen mani
pulating the underground haulage, but they are
observed to be busily employed in winning the black

diamonds at the “ coal face."
Mr. Hugh Ferris, the builder of the " mouse
model,” who is a picture-framer by trade, has spent
years on this unique piece of work . The whole
arrangement is a marvel of ingenuity, and patient
labour, and apart from the “ model ” itself, many

K -- -- +-- --

years must have been devoted to the thorough
training of the animals.

CROSS-SECTION THROUGH FIREBOX.
sleepers, and as the engine regulator was only very

slightly open I have no doubt it would draw much
heavier loads.
With the first truck coupled up close to the engine,
all levers are well within reach, and a journey is quite
possible for all members of the family . Considering
the engine is only 6 -in . gauge, I am well pleased with
its trial trip . The sketch ofboiler details will clearly
explain the joints in inaccessible parts. The firebox
was finished complete before erection , and the rivets
were inserted through foundations and fire hole
rings from the inside, being snap -headed outside.

The Society of Model Engineers .

High Speeds on the Brighton Railway ,
A SPECIAL train on the L .B . & S .C .R . recently
ran from London to Brighton , doing the entire
trip of a little under 52 miles from platform to plat

n

form in the record timeof 48 mins. 41 secs. The train
was composed of three Pullman cars and two brakes,

and was run in order to allow a number of Press
representatives to view the progress made with the
scheme for providing a quadruple line the whole
distance. The time breaks the record by about
eightminutes. The speed never fell below 60 miles
an hour ; frequently it exceeded 80 miles per hour.
On the return journey - partly because for two-thirds
of the way rising gradients have to be faced , partly

London .

because of a signal check between Croydon and

FUTURE MEETING. — The next indoormeeting will
be held on Thursday, September 24th , in the Com
mittee Room of the Holborn Town Hall, at 7 p.m .
A good show of models is desired , and readers who
would like to join the Society are cordially invited .
- Henry GREENLY, 2, Upper Chadwell Street,

Clapham Junction, and also because of the neces

Myddelton Square, London , E .C .

sity of a cautious approach into London - the time
was not quite so good ; but still from start to stop it
was only 50 mins., which is well below any run
hitherto recorded up from Brighton . The engine

was one of Mr. Billington's latest four-coupled ex
press locomotives, No. 70 “ Holyrood."
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The Latest in Engineering.
A Severe Steering Gear Test. - The Donegal,
first-class armoured cruiser of 9,800 tons displace
ment, during her recent trials off Plymouth under
went one of the most severe tests to which it is
possible to subject a ship and her machinery. This
was no less than steaming the ship “ stern first " at
a rate of 17 knots per hour ; and while going stern
wards at this terrific pace the steam steering gear
was put to the unexampled test of bringing the
rudder from " hard -over " back to the middle line.
The tremendous pressure acting on the total area of
the rudder — which must have amounted to some
hundreds of tons — had to be entirely overcome by
the steam steering engine ; and it is noticeable, as

indicative of the excellence of their design , that,

while in similar trials in other ships it had been
found necessary to reduce the revolutions of the
engines very considerably before starting the steam
steering engines to bring the rudder back to a line
with the keel, in the case of the Donegal this pre
caution was unnecessary, the steering engines being

found quite equal to the extreme duty demanded of
them .

The Largest Electric Locomotive. - . The
General Electric Company, U .S. A ., has completed
the largest electric locomotive in the world . Itwas
built for the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad,and will

be shipped in a few days to Baltimore, where it will
be used in the tunnel there, taking heavy freight
trains out of the city limits. The locomotive
weighs 185 tons and is designed to haul a freight
train weighing 1,500 tons up a grade of 1 in 66 . Its
capacity is 2000 h .-p . It is controlled with the
multiple unit system . There is a controller at either
end of the cab so that it may be run hackward or
forward . The locomotive is made up of two units,
each weighing 85 tons, and is so arranged that any
number of units may be coupled together, making
it as much larger as is desired. All of the units are
controlled from the one place. There are eight
42-in . drive wheels on each unit, making 16 drive
wheels on the locomotive. The cab is of sheet steel
and the frame of heavy cast steel.
A Safety Device for Factories.-- An ingenious
invention , which , if adopted throughout the coun
try , bids fair to lessen considerably the number of
accidents which take place in many of the factories
where steam power is in use,has lately been patented
in Sweden , and also in Great Britain . It is called
the Automatic Safety Uncoupling Device, and is also
termed , for short, the “ Bi-coupling." The Pi
coupling, it is claimed , is a most effective preventive
of transmission and machinery accidents. By this
invention brake power can , almost instantaneously ,
be applied to the shafting simultaneously with the
disconnection . The Pi-coupling acts on the pawl
and slot system , and reminds one very forcibly of a
bicycle “ free-wheel.” A string is in connection
with a certain relief-stud in the machinery . When
found necessary to stop the transmission of power
in a shop or factory this string (termed the “ relief
string " ) is pulled , the relief-stud , in consequence,
leaves its position outside a ratchet wheel and is
thrown inwards, at the same time catching a tooth
of another wheel. This wheel instantly stops and
forces the pawls to spring out of the grooves in a
slot-wheel. These pawls are mounted on a dog ,

which is fastened to a loose pulley or the driving
part of the shaft ; and a slot-wheel is fastened to
the shaft. Immediately the relief-string is pulled
the loose pulley or driving part of the wheel is freed

from the shaft, the shaft having been driven by the
pulley or the driving part of the shaft by means of
the pawls and the slot-wheel, and a tooth wheel is

tightly pressed toward the slot-wheel, thus bringing

it to a standstill by friction , the driving pulley or
part of the shaft having been already uncoupled
from the slot-wheel. For this new device orders
have already been booked for some of the largest
factories and engineering works in England.
An Automobile for Telephone Cable laying
- The New York Telephone Company has recently
put into service a telephone automobile truck which
is used in hauling the large reels of covered cable
which are placed in the conduits under the surface .
These reels are hauled to all parts of the city by this

vehicle, but upon being delivered the wagon offers
themechanicalmeans of drawing the cables through
the holes. The front end of the truck is fitted wth
a device made of channel iron , which is sunk into
the manhole, affording a rigid support for the pulleys
over which the hauling cable runs. The cable drum

by which this work is done is located under the
driver's seat, and has six speeds, varying from 10
to 40 ft. of cable per minute. The total weight of
the vehicle is 44 tons, of which 2,800 pounds is
battery. The vehicle has proved to be very econo

mical in service, and does the work of two gangs of
men working under the old system .
A Record in Shipbuilding .-- The latest “ record ”
announced is in connection with shipbuilding.

Messrs. Thorneycroft & Co., of Chiswick , have just
created it. On April 3rd last they received an order
from the Japanese Government to build a shallow
draught river gunboat for service on the Yangtse
Kiang. The Japanese were in a hurry ; British ,
French , German , and Russian Governments all had

gunboats on the Yangtse capable of steaming as far
fore, given on the understanding that the vessel
should be completed as quickly as possible. The
gunboat was launched , and made her speed trials
on the Thames by July 18th , running up to 14 knots
an hour, or one knot above the contract stipulation .
A little over three months were occupied in her con
struction . She has been built on lines identical with
those of H .M .S. Woodcock and Woodlark ,which were
supplied to the British Government for service on
the Chinese rivers in 1898, and with those of the two
French vesses Argus and Vigilante delivered in 1900
for similar work .

as the river was navigable. The order was, there

A Railway Wagon “ Extender." .- The Great
Western Railway Company have just had submitted
to them by an employee a protected device which is
called a wagon “ extender."

The extension consists

of a framework , which can be rapidly fixed , to give
the wagon much greater depth and capacity . The
invention promises to effect economies in the use of
trucks, to reduce shunting, and to provide more ex
pedition in loading and unloading ; while wagons to
be fitted need not be put out of use, as the fittings

can be fastened on at any wagon repairing centre.
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freely between the carbons — 5 -16ths in . would do .
This will keep the zinc central and square with the
carbons in any position, and assists in preventing
acid spray from reaching the rod. The latter must
be tightly screwed into the zinc.
Themethods of securing the lifting -rod in any de
sired position are legion, and a few are illustrated .
That in Fig. 1 is a simple one for small zincs, and

A Simplified “ Bottle ” Bichro
mate Cell.
By F . E . P .
To keep the carbons square with one another
and the proper distance apart, some device
such as that shown in Fig . 9 may be used .
Most amateurs have odd scraps of ebonite, vulca
nite, or celluloid , either of which is suitable for
making these clips, a side view of which is shown in
Fig . 1. Either material is easily bent to shape by

MTU
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Fig . 12.
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FIG. 11.
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FIG . 13.

C
Fig . 15
Fig . 10
Fig . 14.
DETAILS OF A SIMPLIFIED " BOTTLE " BICHROMATE BATTERY.
using sufficient warmth , a short soaking in boiling
only requires a piece of brass tube fitted tight
water being usually enough . There should be a
into the cover. This tube is split for half its length
certain amount of grip in the turned -up portions,
and should grip the rod firmly enough to hold it in
secured by bending them not quite at right-angles,
any position . The rod should have a knob of brass,
or a hole drilled through carbon and clip may have
ebonite, & c., at the top, screwed or riveted on , as
a wooden peg driven in to hold the latter.
the case may be. A terminal, of course, must be
The zinc plate for this cell should be of good stout
provided by soldering a wire to the split tube and
material, f in . being none too thick, as it is themost
carrying it to a terminal-screw fixed in the cover,
troublesome part to renew . It must also be well
One or two excellent methods of fitting the lifting
amalgamated, and is to be of such a length that it
rod were described by thewriter of an article on the
will draw up clear of the liquid , yet when fully
subject of a bichromate battery night-light set in a
lowered its top should still be about in . above the
recent volume, and by readers who constructed the
set with modifications. These do not need re
surface. Its width will be the same as that of the
capitulation, butalternativemethodsare shown . A
carbons — 2 ins. — and at the middle of the top a hole
simple plan is that given in Fig. 10. being a short
must bedrilled to take the screwed end of the lifting
rod, a piece of 3- 16ths in . or in . brass rod , reduced
length of clock -spring screwed to the cover by a
in diameter to form a shoulder, as at R (Fig. 1).
screw and the terminal, and having a knuckle-end,
which engages with grooves filed across the lifting
Under this shoulder a brass washer is fitted , and be
rod , as shown. Fig . it shows a very professional
tween this and the zinc a scrap ofebonite or celluloid
arrangement, the holder being turned from brass
about it ins. long, and just wide enough to slide
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rod and fitted with lock - screw . The lower end is
screwed into the cover, making contact with the
plate p , which serves as washer and carries the ter
minal T . Still another dodge is shown in Fig . 12 ,
in which a gas " adapter ” is employed . These
adapters cost about a penny each , and may be

drilled out to any required size ; the taper end
should be slit, and a nut tapped with suitable gas

thread will grip the rod anywhere, as desired . The
nut should , of course, have a milled edge to be
turned by the fingers, and a washer soldered to a
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Data on the Design of Pelton
Wheels .
By JOSEPH G . Solis.
In this article I propose to deal with the design
1 of Pelton wheels for small powers. Though
some articles on this subject have appeared
in this journal, yet none have gone very deeply
into the matter of design . This may account for

Las

model engineers not “ going in " more for this
class ofmachine, which can claim many advantages
over the steam engine, & c., such as higher efficiency ,
higher speed, and of simpler construction.
In comparing the efficiency of a water motor or

Pelton wheel with a steam engine, the superiority of

0

the former is at once apparent.

Let us take for

an example, a steam engine and a water motor of,
say, horse-power each : the latter can , ifwellmade,
have an efficiency as high as 75 to 80 per cent., while
the former, no matter how well made, will not give
an efficiency of more than 60 to 65 per cent. In the
matter of speed they are, again , before the steam

engine, for no engineever made could run at 3,500 to
to 4000 revolutions per minute. So that, without
FIG . 16 ..

wire may be placed under the shoulders of the
adapter to act as terminal.
One of the simplest, and, at the same time, a very
effective method of holding the lifting -rod is by the
use of a spring clip , of a type familiar to all workers
in experimental chemistry. The clip should be of
fairly stout

brass of a springy character, and
in sub
stance, and should be cut in the flat to the form
given in Fig . 13 . It is then bent as indicated in Figs.
14 and 15 ; holes are drilled at a to take the shank of
a small terminal. This should have a nut, as
shuwn, to enable pressure to be given to the clip , and
to ensure good contact. By pressing the ends, b
and c, of the clip, it will be opened , and will allow
the rod d to slide freely up or down, and will hold it
at once on releasing the clip . Other methods of
holding the zinc at any required height will doubt
less suggest themselves to the reader ; chief amongst
those not described are devices with screws ; but

mention of a few other points in favour of water

motors, it will be seen that thesemachines are not so

very wasteful and unsatisfactory as they are some
times represented to be.
The working of these motors is very simple,
and I will here give it for the benefit of those who

are not better acquainted with their action : - Water
under pressure, due to a certain head or fall, flows

through a pipe, and is delivered by a nozzle, the jet
of water striking in rotation a series of specially
shaped cups placed tangentially round the rim of a

wheel, the wheel receiving , therefore, a series of per
a rotary motion . This is clearly explained by Fig .

cussions in the same direction , thereby producing

these are too simple to require any description .
The lids for these cells certainly should be well
soaked in hot paraffin wax, and the insulation will
be improved if the tops of the bottles are similarly
few coats

WE

of
treated . If not finished in this way, a
varnish should be given to the wooden discs to
make them impervious to water. They can be fas
tened down very securely, yet very easily , by using
string in the way chemists tie down corks in bottles.

This is shown in Fig. 17 for the sake of those un
acquainted with the dodge ; but, of course, the
string will be drawn tight, being shown loose simply

for simplicity in drawing.

o

in

Fig . 1. - SECTION OF A WATER MOTOR .
I, where W is the water under pressure, D the noz

zle, C the jet ofwater, B the buckets , P thewheel, s
the spindle, H the periphery of the wheel, and O the
casing.

For use with these cells a strong solution of bi
chromate of potash is advisable, since the greatest
amount of power is usually required from them
quickly. They should only be filled to about the
position shown in Fig. 1, and care should be taken
not to splash the liquid on to the brass lifting-rod
etc. If a set, say, of four, bemade, a wooden case
should certainly be made to hold them , and spirally
coiled connecting wires of No. 16 copper wire should

Before a really efficient water motor can be made
there are a few points to be considered in the design,
such as head or fall of the water, the pressure velo
city of jet, taper of nozzle, area and diameter of
orifice of nozzle, discharge of nozzle, diameter of
wheel, speed, shape of cups or buckets, diameter of
spindle, diameter of inlet or head pipe, balancing of
wheel, bearings, lubrication , indicated horse- power
and brake horse -power (the latter, of course , can

be run to fixed terminals on the box or case.

only be determined when themachine is finished ).
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Head or Fall. - Thehead or fall is the height of the
where it impinges against the cups. When the head
is known, multiply by 434 to find the pressure in
pounds per square inch .
Example.-- Find the pressure due to a head of
2 30 feet.
We get :— 230 X 434 = 99.82 lbs. per square inch .
Pressure. - Is the pressure in pounds per square
inch of the water. When the pressure is known ,
multiply by 2. 3 to find the head in feet.
Example. — Find the head corresponding to a
pressure of 90 lbs. per square inch .

fall of the water in feet from the surface to the point

We get :- 90 x 23 = 207 ft. of head.
Velocity of Jet.- Is the velocity in feet per second

| 132
བ

།

Fig . 2. - TAPER of Nozzle .

at which the water issues from the nozzle, and is
found by the following rule :- Multiply the square
root of the head in feet by 8 :025.
Example. - Find the velocity of a jet due to a
head of 81 ft.
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discharged by the nozzle per minute, and is meas
ured in gallons, pounds, or cubic feet. The rule for
finding the discharge in gallons per minute is the fol
lowing : - Multiply the square root of the head in
feet by the diameter of the orifice squared in inches

and by 16 .
Example.-- Find the discharge in gallons of a noz
zle 5- 16ths in . diameter with a head of 144 ft.
Weget :- 144 ( 3125 )? x 16 = 12 X '09765 X 16
= 18.7488 gallons per ininute.
As the efficiency of the jet is 94 per cent.: there
fore, we have to multiply this by '94 to get theactual
discharge. Thus :
18 .7488 X ' 94 = 17 .6238 gallons per minute.

To find the discharge in cubic feet : - Divide the
number of gallons by 6 '2278. To find the dis
charge in pounds : - -Multiply the number of gallons
by 10 '00.
Diameter of Wheel. There is no fixed rule for de
termining the diameter of the wheel. A wheel 5 ins.
diameter may develop more power than one ro ins.
diameter, if it is supplied with more water, though

the pressure may be the same. When a greater
power is desired, and the head is rather low , a
larger wheel should be used , so that the buckets may
be of a sufficient size to cope with the increased flow
of water.
Speed . - The theoretical speed of the wheel at the

periphery should be 50 per cent.of the velocity of the

We get 81 X 8'025 = 9 X 8 '025 = 72'225 ft. per
second.

To find the head necessary to give a certain
velocity , divide the square of the velocity in feet per
second by 64.4
Example. - If the velocity equals 80 '25 ft. per
second, find the head ; then

(80 -25 x 80 '25) = 100 ft.of head.
- 64°4
Taper of Nozzle .-- The theoretically correct angle
of the taper of nozzle is 134 degs.; but a variation of
5 degs. either way makes no perceptible difference in
the efficiency of the jet, so that at 18 } degs. and at
8 } degs. the efficiency is practically the same as at

13!; this efficiency amounts to 94 per cent., so that a
nozzle discharging i cubic foot of water per minute

in theory , only discharges '94 of a cubic foot in prac
tice. Thecorrect taper of nozzle is shown by Fig. 2.
Nozzle Area and Diameter.-- Is thearea of the dis
charging nozzle, and is found by the following rule:

Divide the quantity of water available per minute
in cubic feet by the square root of the head , and
multiply by o '3.
Example.-- If the quantity of water is 2 cubic ft.
per minute, and the head 144 ft., find the area of the
orifice.

We get :- ' - 1442 ))

3

X : 3 = '04998 of a

square inch , or a little over 1 in . diameter.
Another rule is the following :- Divide the number
of cubic feet of water available per minute by the

velocity of the jet in feet per second, and multiply
the result by 2.4 .

Example.- Using the same figures as in the
previous example,
we get :
2

(1144 * 8 025) * 2'4 = (96-3) X 2'4 = '04968
of a square inch , or a difference of '0003 between the
results from the two rules.
Discharge of Nozzle. - Is the quantity of water

Fig 3.

FIG . 4.

Fig . 5 .

CUPS OR BUCKETS .

issuing jet ; but in practice it has been found that
this varies a good deal, the best speed being found by
experiment

The periphery of the wheel means the circle de
Example. - If the diameter of the wheel is 6 ins.,
and the velocity of the jet 96 '3 ft. per second, find
scribed by the tips of the cups .

the speed in revolutions per minute.
3 Hoi = 61'33, and = 61'33
>
We get
get :-- ,6ó x 963-:1416
12
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30 .665 revolutions per second. If we multiply this
by 60 we get the speed per minute ; thus :-- 30.665 x
60 = 1839 -9, or, say, 1,840 revolutions per minute.
Cups or Buckets . - These vary a good deal, all hav
ing their good and bad points. Figs. 3, 4, and 5 show
three of the most commonly used . When the
jet is placed in a verticalposition , Fig. 3 is most com
monly employed ; Fig. 4 when the jet is at an
angle ; and Fig . 5 when the jet is horizontal. The
first two may be used in all three positions, with

little difference as regards efficiency ; but the third
enters the case at a certain angle less than 45 degs.
should only be used when the jet is horizontal, or

from the horizontal.

Diameter of Spindle. — The diameter of the spindle
should be about one-tenth the diameter of the wheel.
Area of Inlet Pipe. - This may be from sixteen to
outlet may be about four to six times the area of the

twenty times the area oftheorifice. Thearea of the

inlet.

Balancing.- As thewheel revolves at a high rate,

@ -- -- 6 - - - *
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tity ofwater in pounds used per minute by the head
and divide by 33.000 .
Example. - Suppose the head to be 144 ft., and the
water used 2 cubic ft. per minute. We get :
(62'27 X 2) X 144 =_ '54 i.h . -P .
33000
Another rule is the following : - Multiply the
pressure in pounds per square foot by the volumeof
water in cubic feet, and divide by 33,000.
Example . - Using the same figures as in the pre
vious example , we get :
(62'37 X 144) X 2 = '55 i.h .-p .
33000
Brake Horse-power . - This is found by the aid of
an instrument called a Prony brake , one of which is
shown by Fig . 7 , and can be used on machines up to
four or five horse-power.
In the Fig. B , B ', are two hardwood blocks, or
bushes, shaped to fit the face of the pulley P ,
and are kept in contact with it by two bolts I,I', and
two thumbscrews C ,C '. Between the lower face of
C ' and the washer on bush B is a spring R ; this
helps to better regulate the pressure of the blocks
on the pulley . L is a hole bored in bush B , by
which the face of the pulley is lubricated with soapy

ЕС
DARU. MALE

5
FIG . 6 . - .TALLOW CUP.

water, so as to give a constant
torque. S is a spring balance ,

and T a piece of twine or

wire connecting the balance
to the arm of bush B '.
Before testing, let the
motor run for about fifteen
minutes ; then stop and fix
the brake, and the effect
Fig . 7. - -THE PRONY BRAKE FOR TESTING PELTON WHEEL.
of the arm of bush B ' should
be noted , to be deducted
balancing is an absolute necessity. This can be
from the readings taken during the test. Now
done by boring small holes on the light side, and fill
start the motor, and take note of the pressure ;
ing with lead , white metal, or spelter, the latter
then tighten the screws, and pour soapy water in
being preferable, until a perfect balance is obtained .
hole in bush B . Note the time as you fix the speed
This, of course, enters in the construction of the
indicator to the spindle ; at the same time, place a
machine, but I give it here so that it will be kept
tank to takeup the spentwater,and notethepull regis
tered by the balance and at the end of one minute
in mind when designing the wheel.
withdraw speed -indicator, also tank , and loosen the
Bearings. - These must be long and substantial as
screws. Now tabulate in four columns- .e., the
possible, and can be made of brass or gunmetal, or
weight registered , after deducting the effects of arm
can be lined — the latter method being less expen
B '; revolutions per minute ; and the quantity of
sive and giving just as good results.
water used ; the latter will be useful for re-cal
Lubrication . — Tallow is the best lubricant for
culating the indicated horse-power ; the last column
these machines, as it is not so easily washed away as
being for the brake horse-power obtained . Take ten
oil. A tallow cup is shown by Fig . 6 : by screwing
or twelve of the same duration , with the balance at
on the shaft.
down the top the tallow is squeezed
different readings. The speed will, of course, vary :
Indicated Horse power . -- The indicated horse power

is found by the following rule : - Multiply the quan

but the pressuremust be kept as constant as possible .

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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With the data thus obtained, the brake horse
power and the best speed can be found by the fol
lowing rule : - Multiply theweight registered by the
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When the whole set of tests have been worked out
in this way, the best speed will be seen at a glance,

being the one at which the greatest horse-power has
been obtained
Efficiency. - To find the efficiency, divide the
brakehorse-power by the “ indicated " horse-power.
Thus, suppose the " indicated ” horse-power to be
or -25 ; then

balance, by the circumference in feet of circle, hav
ing the distance from the centre of shaft to centre

of balance as radius, by the speed in revolutions
per minute, and divide by 33,000.

Example. - Suppose the registered weight to be

Fig . 14

Fig . 15

Fig. 16

THE ELECTRIC LIGHTING OF A PRIVATE HOUSE .

Fig . 14. -- A PAIR OF 3-20 WIRES IN Position. Fig . 15. - A FINISHED RUNNING JOINT.

Fig . 16 .- - A FINISHED T .Joint. ( See pages 226 to 228.)
2-5 lbs., the distance from the centre of shaft to

1

Efficiency = 59°
= 76 %
25

centre of spring balance (or the radius of the verti.
cal wheel) to be 6 ins., and the number of revolu
tions 800 per minute. We get :

Before concluding, a few figures in connection
with hydraulics will not be out of place here :

2 5 ( 5 X 2 X 3'1416 ) X 800 = .192 b .h .-p .
33,000

The distance from the centre of the shaft to the
centre of the spring balance is measured horizon
tally

One imperial gallon == 10 :00
'16 cubic
foot.
pounds.
i

One cubic inch

One Cubic foot

=
=

'03616 pounds.
'003607 gallonse

= 6 '2278 gallons.
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One cubic foot

= 62.278 pounds.

One pound of water = 27.7463 cubic inches .
= 'I imperial gallon .
A column of water i ft. high = a pressure of
434 lb . per square inch .
A pressure of 1 lb . per square inch = a column
ofwater 2-3 ft. high .
Pressure in pounds per square inch x 144 =
pressure in pounds per square foot.
With the above data before him , the model
engineer can design his own machine, with no
fear as to failure, if he follows the rules given in
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course, in such a matter as this, an hour's instruction

from a practical joiner is worth pages of written
directions.
Single Wires. - To make an ordinary “ running "
joint, say, in a 1/18, the two ends are stripped of
their insulation for a length of about 44 ins., and

cleaned with emery cloth . They are then laid over
one another, and twisted together with the thumb
and forefinger.

Branch joints aremade in a similar manner. For

a 1/18 T -joint a place would be bared on the main
wire about i in . long. The branch wire should be

bared for, say, 3 ins. of its length . The actual
joint may be started at the left-hand side and

this article.

The Electric Lighting of a
Private House .

worked along to the extent of the 1-in . length .
Fig. It shows a pair of 1/18 wires in the correct
position ready for lapping over to form a " running ”

By Frederic H . TAYLOR, Assoc.M .INST.E .E .

joint. Fig. 12 shows the same pair jointed and
ready for soldering ; and Fig. 13 illustrates a “ T ”
joint in a 1/18 wire.

II. - Systems of Wiring

A “ running ” joint in a 3/20 would be made as
picked out and cleaned
being bared , and each wire
strands are tight
the three

(Continued from page 203.)
Jointing. - In the best modern practice it is con
sidered desirable to avoid joints in the conductors,
wherever possible, and in a well planned installation

follows :- Four or five inches of each conductor

with fine emery cloth ,
ened up together for about 4 in. to in . The two
conductors should then have their respective strands
interlaced with one
another, and lapped
tightly round. The
lapping is best per
formed by dealing
with each wire in turn ;
for instance, No. I is
lapped half a turn ,

Fig . 11

then No. 2 half a turn ,
then No. 3 half a turn ,

and then No. I re
sumed . By this me
thod a very much
better mechanical job
is made of the joint
than if all three were
twisted simultaneous

ly . Each half of the
joint is made indepen
dently, one half at a

Fig . 12

time, the layof the two
halves being in oppo

site directions.

Care

must be taken that
the one half is held
tightly in the fingers

whilst the other half is

being made, this point
being most important

Fig . 13

when making the first
The use of pliers is

start .

quite unnecessary un
til the joint is finished ,
when it may be just
tightened up and the
ends of the wires
pinched
Figs. 14in .and 15 (see
READY
Shows
JOINT
FIG . 12. -

Fig . 11. - A PAIR OF 1/18 WIRES READY FOR JOINTING .
FOR SOLDERING . Fig . 13. - A T -JOINT READY FOR SOLDERING .
very few joints are necessary . Instances, of course,

arise where they must be used, and, therefore, the
following notes and sketches are given to show the
best ways in which they are made, although , of

225)

respec

p.
show ,
tively, a pair of 3 /20
and a finished
wires in position ready for jointing,
“ running " joint.

Fig. 16 shows a " T " -jointed 3/20 . From this it
will be noticed that one wire is taken through the
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top three, and theother two outside of same. This

wires of the branch through it — three on one side

is better than taking all three strands of the
bottom conductor round the outside of the other, as
it obviously gives increased mechanical strength .
It will also be noticed that before making the joint

of the core and three on the other, as this makes a
better joint mechanically than if the six wires were

the bottom conductor has about in . laid up
tight with pliers, which helps to keep them to
gether during jointing.
A “ running ” joint in a 7/20 or 7/ 18 conductor
would be made as follows : - About 5 ins. having

been bared , each of the seven wires (of each conduc
tor) are picked out and cleaned with emery cloth.
They are then laid together again (the six outside
wires around the centre or “ core ” ) , and the lay
tightened up with pliers for a distance of about
i in . This will form the part in each cable, on to

laid on the outside direct without first being taken
through .

Fig. 17 shows themethod ofmaking a " running "

joint in a seven -strand cable, and Fig. 18 shows the
finished joint.
A nineteen -strand cable may be treated exactly as

a seven -strand one ; but the core in this case is com
posed of the centre seven wires.
Figs. 19 and 20 show a 19/16 cable running and
T joints, and Fig. 21 the completely insulated joint.
Binding wire is usually No. 20 B . W .G . tinned
copper.
Soldering. — The soldering of a joint is a process

Fig . 17

| Fig .18
Fig . 17 – METHOD OF MAKING RUNNING JOINT IN SEVEN -STRAND CABLE .
Fig . 18 — Shows FINISHED JOINT.
which the other end is worked . The six outside
requiring considerable care. All the smaller wires
wires in each cable will now be bent outwards (the
and cables may conveniently be soldered by means
tightened -up parts being held firmly with pliers)
of an ordinary soldering-iron provided with a
and the centre wire or core cut out. The two ends
copper bit. The iron itself should be clean and well
of cable are then brought up closely face to face ,
tinned , and preferably have a slight groove or nick
similarly to a 3/20 joint, the wires interlaced , and
filed out in which the joint may rest whilst it is
being soldered .
lapped tightly round on either side.
To make a “ T ” joint in a seven -strand cable the
Rosin is always used as a flux and never spirits,
branch wire is first made firm by the lapping on of a
and it is well to avoid using too much . The joint
few turns of tinned copper binding wire, which are
should be well heated on the iron , some rosin added ,
soldered round to keep them tight. The core of the
and the solder stick applied immediately . In a well

branch may be cut out, and then three of the wires
are lapped round the main cable to the right and

sweated joint the solder will have flowed completely

three to the left. It is best to first open the main

wires. Whilst hot, the joint should be wiped with a
rag so as to avoid “ spikes ” or “ blobs ” of solder

cable somewhat in the centre, and pass thewhole six

through it and filled up the interstices between the
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remaining on the joint. Joints in large cables are

Designs for Model Steam
Turbines .

best soldered by means of a blowlamp or ladle and
pot.
Insulation . — Before a joint is soldered , the insu
lation must always be cut away a little on either
side, the amount dependingon the size of cable to be

manipulated , as otherwise the rubber, & c., willmelt
and flow over the joint, thus preventing the solder
from properly adhering.
Insulating. – All burrs, spikes, or roughnesses
being removed , the insulation near the joint which
heat of soldering should
has become
d by thedown
be
cut awayperishe
completely
to the wire. The
extent to which this is needful can only be judged by
practical experience .
The water- proof tape and braid should then be
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(Continued from page 36.)
A Model Parsons Turbine.
By O . D . NORTH .

IN offering this design for a steam turbine, I am
1 aware that I am rather straining the conditions
of the competition ; firstly, in that the turbine
is hardly a model in size and power ; and secondly ,
in that it is rather difficult to construct. After a

careful consideration of the matter, I have come to
the conclusion that a smaller scale is undesirable, as
cut back , say, for about i in , each side of the joint,
it increases so enormously the difficulty of forming
the blades of the turbine ;
and also , the excessive
speed at which a smaller
FIG .19
model would have to run
would be very injurious to
the machine. It is true that

I have seen some model
turbines of considerably
smaller size, which were
made by the Hon . C . A .
Parsons, to illustrate the

applications of his system ,

FIG . 21

Fig . 20

but these were only intended
to be worked by compressed
air at a pressure of 2 - 3 lbs.,
and were not, I believe, in
tended to be efficient models.
The design is for a steam
turbine combined with a
dynamo, the working pres
sure is intended to be 50 lbs.
per sq . in ., and the revolu
per minute 12,000 .
Under these conditions, the
turbine should develope
about 1 h .-P ., or, say 500
watts at dynamo terminals.
The efficiency would be low .
but I see no way of increas
ing it without making the
turbine very difficult to con
struct.
The bedplate of the ma
tions

chine is of cast-iron , lugs
Figs. 19 AND 20 , - -RUNNING AND T -JOINT OF A 19- 16 CABLE.
FIG . 21. - COMPLETELY INSULATED JOINT.

leaving the surface of the vulcanised rubber ex

posed. Some rubber solution is then rubbed well
over the cable with the fingers for a couple of inches
rubber strip should then be lapped tightly round
the joint, care being taken that this lapping always

beyond the end of the tape and braid . Pure Para
starts and ends on the vulcanised rubber.

At least three layers of pure rubber should be
used , and rubber solution between each . After
this, at least two layers of prepared , double water
proof tape should be laid on, and this should extend

well over the entire joint, including the tape and
braid of the conductor, so as to render the whole
joint as thoroughly damp-proof as possible.
( To be continued .)

are cast on it to receive the
bearings and

the turbine

casing. All these lugs are
fin . high , and great care

must be taken to ensure that the tops of them are
on the same level. The bearings are plain brass
bushes with channels formed in the ends to lead
away the oil escaping at the ends.
The shaft is in two portions — the turbine shaft and

the dynamo shaft. This arrangement is adopted
because it is so difficult to get four bearings exactly
in line. The two shafts are coupled by a special

form of coupling, which has the advantage of being
elastic and flexible. On the adjacent ends of the
shafts are keyed two flanges with four pins on each .
These pins are connected by a tight lashing ofwaxed
whip - cord . Asmuch of this should be wound round
as the pins will hold , but no more, as the excess
might cause someof it to fly off when the turbine is
running at top speed . .
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The turbine shaft is 4 in . diameter where it passes
through the bearings ; its diameter is increased to
* in . at certain points to take the balance piston and
turbine drum , and to take the packing rings at
exhaust end.

The balance piston is 2 ins. diameter and {-in.

September 3, 1903.
depth of the blades increases towards the exhaust
end of the drum .

When one cut has been finished , the cutter is
screw , and the saddle racked back to start a new
cut. There are thirty cuts in the circumference of
the drum , thus giving thirty blades in each ring ;
the dividing up of drum is, of course, done with a
division plate screwed to the nose of latheheadstock .
When this portion of the work is done, the cutter
backed out of theway of the drum with the traverse

marked C in drawing is fitted on the milling spindle ,
which is arranged parallel to the axis of mandrel.

By means of this cutter the spirals on the drum are
between them . The length of the drum is 54 ins.,
and it is divided into eleven rings of blades as shewn
in the large sectionaldrawing. The front edges (i.e.,
the edges pointing towards the inlet end of turbine)
of the blades are then trimmed off to a point with an
divided into rings 1 in . wide, with spaces + in . wide

fin . diameter cutter formed on the end of a t-in .
steel rod . The shape of the finished blades is shown
in Fig . 8 .
The drum is held between two brass discs with
their edges tapered , the interior of drum being also
tapered to fit.

The casing of the turbine is cast in two exactly
similar halves from a mould of brass or gunmetal.
This is made almost exactly similar to the drum ,
except that it has ten rings of blades, that their front
edges are not trimmed , and that the cross section of

Fig . 3.-- END VIEW OF TURBINF.
thick , and is screwed on to the shaft, being held in
place by a locknut -in . thick . Two packing rings
are turned in the piston , 3 -16ths in , wide and

in .

deep. The turbine drum is a hollow casting, bored

inside to it ins. diameter, and turned taper outside,
the diameter at small end being 2 3-16ths in ., and
at large end 2 9- 16ths in .. The method of forining
the blades on drum is as follows : - The drum is

mounted on a mandrel and placed between lathe

the cuts is slightly different, the cutter used being
B in Fig. 6 . The direction of revolution of the
spiral is left-handed instead of right-handed as in the
drum . The twist is also considerably less, he feed
being 36 ins. per revolution .
The brass mould or case is half buried in sand in a
moulder's box , the space between the rings ofblades
being filled in with clay stripsbuilt upon wires. The
whole is then black -leaded and the top box placed
over it. The casting is then made in type metal,
which is melted in an iron ladle. When the metal

al

San
CLASH

Scale of inches.

539
W10

1111

WMV

MW

Fig . 5. - SECTION
Fig . 9. - METHOD OF CASTING CASING .
centres, and spiral cuts are taken along it with a
milling cutter fixed in a proper attachment bolted
to the traverse slide of lathe-saddle. The change
wheels are arranged so as to give a traverse of 16 ins.
in one revolution of the mandrel. The cutter used
is the one marked A in the drawing (Fig . 6 ), and the
depth of cut is such that the diameter of drum at
bottom ofcuts is 2 ins. It will thus be seen that the

Fig . 4.-- PLAN OF GOVERNOR.
OF GOVERNOR.
has set,the top box is removed and the case ormould ,
with the casting on it, is lifted out of the sand in the
bottom box. By pulling the wires backwards and
forwards the clay rings are broken up and removed ;
the wires themselves are then pulled out. The cast
ing is then gently tapped with a hammer and thecase
removed by pulling it out lengthwise for in ; the
blades of the case will then be in the spaces between

MILITUD
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the blades on the casing, which can then be lifted off.
The blades of the casing are then trimmed as in the

case of the drum blades.
The steam is admitted through thirty holes drilled
in a brass casting. The holes are drilled nearly

DIAGRAM OF

easier, the turbine in fact acting as a screw pump.
Thus the pressure in any particular ring increases,
and it is this increase of pressure which actuates the
governor.
The top cylinder of the governor is connected by
a small tube with the ninth or eighth ring of the tur
bine casing. When the pressure in this cylinder rises
it forces down the small piston below against the pres
sure of the steam on the underside of it and the
tension of the two springs, thus shutting off the
steam by means of the gridiron valve. The
dynamo is of the undertype form , the field -magnets
being supported by brass angles fixed to the bed
plate.

BLADES ON DRUM Ç
DIAGRAM OF

The armature is 2 ins. diameter, and 31 ins. long ;
of the tripolar type, the wire being wound in three

BLADES ON MOULO

oval tunnels to prevent it flying out through centri
fugal force.

arrow

The lubrication of all the bearings is on the
“ forced ” system , the oil being placed in an air
tight tank and forced from it by compressed air.
The rate of flow is regulated by four screw valves,
three of which are fitted on to the tops of thebearing
bushes, and the fourth screwed into the end of the
steel thrust-pin at turbine end of shaft. The oil is
led by small pipes to a second tank from which it is.

Fig .8. — SHAPE OF FINISHED Blades.
1

O ,

A

231 -

B

pumped back into the first tank when required.

C

( To be continued .)

A Novel Flexible Coupling .
Fig . 6 .
MILLING
CUTTERS FOR

94

Fig 7.
OIL VALVE.
through the metal from the back with a 3- 32nds in .
FORMING
BLADES.

REGULATING

drill held at an angle of 12 degs., and the bottoms of
these holes are pierced with a 3-64ths in . drill ; a

By “ ZODIAC."
THE form of flexible coupling shown on the ac.
coinpanying drawing, is that known as the
" Zodel,'' and is very much used on the Cunti
nent for the coupling together ofdynamoswith steam
engines or turbines. This form of flexible coupling
has the advantage of allowing for slight inaccuracies
in the lining up of the shafts , and is, therefore, of
special value for the coupling together of propeller
shafts with their engines. The coupling is of ex

treme simplicity,
consisting of two discs,which are
d

sewing machine needle will suit.

an

l
ch

s

Il

THE “ ZODEL "

FLEXIBLE COUPLING.
The governor is of a peculiar type, and its action
or nearly so, through each ring of blades when the
turbine is running at its proper speed . When , how
ever, it “ races,” the steam gets past the blades

depends on the fact that the pressure falls regularly ,

rigidly fixed at the end ofthe shaft so that the concen
tric rims at their circunference overlap each other,
as shown on the drawing. A Aexible belt, which is
loosely drawn through slots arranged in the cims,
serves to transmit the power from the one half of the

The Model Engineer and Blectrician .
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coupling to the other. The drawing shows fully the
construction of this coupling, and, as they are to
scale, there will be no difficulty in altering the de
sign to suit any size of coupling required. The
flexible belt can for small sizes be replaced by a
plaited copper band such as is used for the connec

tion of dynamo brushes. The ends of this band are
joined by being clipped together and securely sol
dered , such a joint being very neat, and being. of
course, placed on the inside of the coupling where
it is not in view .
In the case of small couplings, an alternative
method is shown lettered on the drawing A . Here

it will be seen that the upper and the lower halves
of the coupling carry pins from which the flexible
belt is threaded , as plainly shown on the drawing.
In order to inake the drawing as clear as possible,
the belt has not been carried completely round in
one view ; in the actual coupling, of course, the belt
is continuous throughout. It will, of course, be
readily seen that by merely disconnecting the belt,

September 3, 1903.

but the compiler informsus that when using the tap
ping sizes given he has never yet broken a tap , and
has rarely failed to get a full thread .

It should be borne in mind, however, that drills
not truly ground always make holes larger than
themselves. Metal will also " flow " under the
action of a die or screwplate, and it is desirable to
make the diameter of a piece to be screwed smaller
than the actual diameter of the finished screw . This
allowance can generally be made without difficulty
in practice, and dies are not subject to the same
risks of fracture as are taps.

The number of threads per inch of any screw
can be found by looking up the pitch in column
7 or 8, and then taking the denominator of the
fraction in column 13.

can be quickly and readily uncoupled from the

The millimetre column will be found particularly
useful. when employing German clockmakers'
drills, which are sold at most reasonable prices with
the sizes in tenths of millimetres stamped in relief
on both sides of their blades. A few examples will,
perhaps, make theuse of this table clear.
A rough, special steel, pendulum rod was obtained ,

engine,

nominally 6 mm . in diameter. When trued down,

the dynamo or propeller shaft, as the case may be,

its diameter was found to be .22 in. It was easily

A Table of Screw and Wire
Gauges.

seen that either a 7- 32nd in , or a No. 1 B . A . thread
would do . The former was employed as having
twenty - four threads per inch , a number easier to
dealwith as regards timing than 28.2. When making
the timing nut a No. 19 drill was used , slightly
broaching the hole till it passed a piece of No. 18

THE combined table of screw and wire gauges,
I for which we have to thank the compiler,

Stub's steel.
A short 3 -32nds in , screw was wanted in a hurry.

will, it is hoped, prove useful not only to
model engineers, but also to instrument-makers,
clockmakers, and others who carry out small
work either for pleasure or profit.

portion and the shank tapped with a 3-32nds in .
thread. Tap drill used was a No. 51. A German

The gauges in existence are very numerous ; but
those selected for arrangement in this table are
such as are found in frequent use in the workshop
either athome or in the Colonies.
It seems to us to be a pity that the American
drill gauge does not conform more nearly to the
original Stub's gauge ; but we understand that the
departure arises from the fact that twist drills were,
and are, made from Stub's rods.

The “ iron ” or “ Birmingham ” wire gauge
is supposed to have given way to the Imperial
Standard wire gauge, but the former gauge is still
found in many workshops — even as apothecaries'
weights are still found in chemists' shops and in
doctors' prescriptions -- and so it has been retained
in this table for reference.
The small Whitworth threads still hold their
own for many purposes, in spite of the British
Association, and it is convenient to have the dimen

sions of the two sets ranged side by side.
The wood screw gauge is perhaps more used than
any other, though few are acquainted with the
values of the different numbers, except according
to some rule-of-thumb. It may here be men

tioned that a good rule is that, for ordinary car
penters' work , the number of eighths of an inch in
the length of the screw will give the gauge. For
fine work smaller gauges can be used , and for heavy
work larger gauges.
The tapping sizes have been calculated on the
assumption that the metal will " flow " up to form
the thread to a height equal to about 7 .8 per cent.
of the full depth of the finished thread. This “ flow

ing " must, of course, vary with differentmaterials,

A No. 3 wood screw was deprived of its threaded
clock drill numbered 17 would have done as well.
Some No. 16 S .W .G , wire was wanted , when in a
certain British colony. The " merchants ” not
being patriotic, only stocked American wire, so No.
14 B . & S . gauge was asked for, and answered its
purpose. It can be seen at a glance that such a
wire can , with a little reduction, be screwed with a
No. 11 B . A . thread .
When fitting a number of t-in . wood screws (No. 2)
in repairs to a broken camera , the holes were drilled
the full depth with a number 60 drill (diameter
one-half that of the shank of the screw ), and were
then drilled down 3 - 16ths in . deep with a number 46
drill. The wood was very dry and brittle, but there
was no sign of a split, though many of the screws
were very close to the edge.
Some thick brasswork had to be fastened to

woodwork with No. 6 wood screws. The brass
was drilled with a number 29 drill, and the holes
countersunk till they were *272 in . in diameter.
Another piece of brass had subsequently to be
attached to the first by metal screws in the existing
holes. The holes were tapped wih a 3-16ths in .
thread .
[NOTE .-- -As many of our readers may like to
hang up this useful table in their workshops, we

are having a number of copies printed off or
thicker paper, the tables being re-arranged on one
side of the paper only . The price of these sheets

will be ad ., or, post-free, 3d ., and early applica
tion should be made, as only a linnited number of
copies will be available. Applications should be
made to the Manager, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 35
to 39, Temple House, Tallis Street, E .C .-- Ed.,
M . E .]
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Table of Screw and Wire Gauges. (Copyright.)
Compiled by COLONEL ARTHUR H . BAGNOLD, R .E.
TABLE.
EXPLANATION OF areTHE
shallower) a diametral " clearance " of "04675 ofthepitch is added

Stubs' Steel Wire Gauge is that otherwise known as
the " Lancashire pinion-wire gauge."
of
is a slightmodification
Morse TwistDrill GaugeMorse
Ma.
Twist Drill
that recently.
employed byThetheStandard
the above,and
Companyisuntil
chine
Gauge
now and
adopted

to the bottom thread diameter. NB. - In using the “ New B .A ."
( 1000 ) taps, Nos, o to II, a very slight addition may bemade to the

tapping sizes given below .

The Wood - Screw Gauge (British or Nettlefold 's) is
formed as follows:- The diameter just above the screwed portion is
3-inch for No. 32. Each successive No. below this is '014 inch less
in diameter, down to No. 1, which is '066 inch. Sizes smaller than
'003 inch.
No.NOTE.
I vary- by
The diameter of the head of a countersunk headed wood
screw is twice its gauge, and the depth of the head is half the
gauge ; angle of head , therefore, is so degrees.
portion 32is toof26total
screwed: - Gauges
length ofofNicks
of the screw
The width
24 to .22,
in .; gauges
, 085length
For

by that company and all other American makers differs from this

gauge in adding '0005 in , to Nos. Io, 18, 25, 30, 36, 38, 39, 42, 47, 52,

53, 56, 74, 79,and 80,and in adding '00025 in. to No. 69.
S . W . G . is the Imperial Standard Wire Gauge.
I. W . G . is Stubs' Iron Wire Gauge, otherwise known as the
Warrington Gauge, and sometimes called B .W .G .

B . & S . is the Brown and Sharpe or American Wire Gauge.

075 in.; for smaller gauges,add o2 in . to 1.400th of the gauge No.
For American screws, see Brown and Sharpe's catalogue.
Brass Threads “ B ” stands for British brass tube
threads as used in gas and electric light fittings.
Brass Threads “ A ” stands for American brass tube
threads for the same class ofwork.

The Pitch and Outside Diameter columns explain
The Tappiog Size columns are arrived atasfollows :- Foris
Whitworth threads a diametral “ clearance " of 'os of the pitch

less 2 (or 42400 + 02)

themselves.

added to the bottom thread diameter. This rule is applicable to
U .S . Standard threads (Seller's), but for sharp V threads (60°) the

diametral clearancemust be considerably greater. The M . T. D . and

M . Company give '365 of the pitch (about). For B.A .threads(which
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Practical Letters from our
Readers .
The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached.

though notnecessarily intended for publication.]

A Home-made Motor Tricycle with Fore
Carriage.

237

to riniof theback wheel. A proper rim costs about
3s. 6d., whereas these clips can be picked up for a
few pence.
The carburettor is a very sin ple form of spray,
regulated by a needle valve, by hand.
Since completing the alterations shown in the

photograph, I have had a few runs with a passenger
in the chair, and it goes very well indeed , getting
about

eightcen niles an hour on a flat road, and
twelve miles up hill and down.

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

It is geared 8 to 1 ; the ignition gear is my own
design , and works satisfactorily. One gallon of petrol

*DEAR SIR ,- -Herewith I am sending you a photo
graph ofmy motor tricycle with fore-carriage. A

will carry two persons about seventy miles. The
front part of frame is brazed and notdetachable, as

A HOME -MADE MOTOR TRICYCLE WITH FORE CARRIAGE.

few years ago I made a bicycle, soon afterwards

I did not think this would be of any advantage,

adding the motor, which has a 24-in . bore, and a
21-in . stroke. First of all, the niotor was fixed in
the front ofmachine, just above the front wheel.

I would not advise anyone to put a motor weigh

considering the position of the motor. The wheels
are easily taken off, being held hy a taper fit and
nut, thus allowing us to get the niachine in and out
easily . Steering gear is on the Ackermann prin

ing more than 25 lbs. in this position , as it is rather
cumbersome to handle, besides being a big strain

by Bowden wires. The small cylinder under tank

ciple ; the exhaust lift and timing arm are worked

on the front forks. The wheel was an ordinary one,

is packed with cotton wool to prevent the petrol

and the forks of 16 S . W .G . tubing. Although the
machine with motor placed thus, does not look very
smart, I dɔ not know ofany objectionsbesides those
already stated . The long belt gives a good drive,
and the steering is not affected . Of course, the
motor is rigid with frame, and everything is within
easy reach .

rushing through too fast when tank is full.-- Yours
truly ,
“ PETRO."

After riding in this nianner for a season, I fixed!
themotor to the bottoni tube. I may say that the
driving rim on the back wheel is an ordinary per

the best scales for model railways, keeping strictly
to the correct scale gauge ; any alteration entirely
spoils the whole thing. I am quite aware there is

ambulator rim . with six clips brazed on and bolted

notmuch room between the frames of the engines

Standard Scales and Gauges for Model
Locomotives.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

DEAR SIR , - In my opinion }, {, and

in . are
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when built to scale, but I railways
venture to think
that nine
cramped

Queries and Replies.

rooni, especially at the curves, and , therefore, the
narrower the gauge the better .

[Attention is especially directed to the first conciition given belor .
and no notice
will be taken of Queries not coinplying with the
directions
therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope “ Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Oneries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions ( 1 ) Queries dealing

out of every ten model

are

for

I should say nothing would be gained by the
S .M . E . altering their standard -in. scale. Various
locomotives can be built to this scale, ranging in size
from the smallest contractor's engine up to the
there is enough variety between these two to satisfy

heaviest six -coupird expresses, and I should think

anyone. Some people talk oí even broader gauges
than 31 .in . because of the extra room gained for
motion
, compound cylinders, etc. Quite true ; bilt
is multiple expansion necessary or advantageous ?
In conclusion , I should say anything above in .
scale would be too large, and t-in , is really quite
small enough for most people : therefore, in my
humble opinion , the best standard is somewhere
between these two, but in all cases the gauge is the
starting point and must be to scale.--- Yours truly,

Gro. WINTERINGHAM .

with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's nameMUSTb in
scribed on the back. ( 2 ) Queries should be accompanied .
wherever possible, with 1911y dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Oticries for
reference. (3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
sliould invariably be enclosed . (4 ) Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but all interval of a 120 days
must usually elapse before the Reply can be forwarded . (5 )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks 1st elapse before the
Reply can be published . The insertion of Replies in this column

cannot
be guaranteed . (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to
The Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER , 35 to 39. Temple House,
Tallis Street, London , E .C .)

The tofollowingare
selected from the Queries which have been replied
recently: (8900] Model Yacht Clubs. C . S . W . W . (Canonbury) writes :
I should esteem it a great favour if you would inform me what Model
Yacht Clubs there are round London ; also what the entrance-fees

Important to Manufacturers of Accumulators.

and subscriptions are for same; and also if you could inform me
whether there are any Model Yacht Racing Association rules . If
So , where can I obtain particulars of the same ?
We are sorry we cannot give you much detailed information , be
nd what has appeared from time to time in our pages. There is

THE manufacture of electrical accumulators hay
ing been certified , under the Factory Act,
1901, to be a dangerous trade, the HomeOffice are
about to make certain regulations for the conduct of
workshops and factories making accumulators, and
we have received a copy of the draft regulations and
a circular letter inviting all persons directly inte
rested in the making of secondary cells - employers,
owners, occupiers, and workpeople to enter objec
tions, or propose modifications and additions to
the regulations before they are made the law of
the land . These objections and modifications
must be made within forty days from August 1oth
last, and be written in proper form , in accord
ance with the instructions given in the circular
letter, when an inquiry will be made by the Depart
ment before the final regulations are drawn up.
It is proposed that the manufacturer shall be
compelled to provide 500 cubic feet of air space for
each person employed in any casting, pasting, or
lead-burning room , no height above 14 ft. being
taken into account. The separation of various
processes are to be provided for. Floors must be
covered with an impervious cement, and be washed
daily with a hose ; hood and shafts, and exhaust
air-guides must be provided over casting pots, and

benches where dry compounds of lead are manipu
lated. No woman, or young person must be em
ployed in pasting, & c ., and a duly qualified medical

man will examine lead -process employees monthly.
Health registers must be kept, and the provision of
overalls, cloak and dining-rooms, baths and lava
tories is also to be enforced.
Employees must be allowed time for washing,
and certain regulations as to the introduction of

food into the factories or shops are to bemade.
In view of the importance of the proposed regula

tions to many of our trade readers inaking small
accumulators, we strongly advise an application to

the Home Office for copies of the letter and draft
regulations, and , where it is thought necessary, the
lodgment
of objections to the proposals without
del
ay.

the Model Yacht Racing Association , and a London Model Yacht

Club, whose head -quarters are Round Pond, Kensington Gardens;
and there is the Serpentine Model Yacht Club, We should say that
the Highgate Model YachtClub would suit you best, butdo notknow
the fees or subscription . We think each club will have its own rules
to suit the particular class or type of boat in use.
[9351] Pasting Grids. " CALORIE " writes : Having made some
accumulator plates in accordance with instructions in your hand
book and M . E ., I beg to submit the following ( 1) I have pasted
some - - - plates with litharge and sulphuric acid (diluted with equal
quantity of water ) and dried them . On placing them in the cells

and
pouring the electrolyte in (H SO , = 4 parts, H . O = 21 parts), the
litharge has left the grids and settled in a creamymass at the bottom
of
the cells. Will you please say where I am wrong ? I enclose
sample of litharge; the H SO . I got from the chemist at 8d . per lb .
( 2) As I wanted the cells for use, I poured off the sediment, and after
filling up again with acid , as above, I commenced charging with a
current of 2 to 3 amps. As there are seven plates in each cell ,

4 - , 3 + , each 5 ins. by 3 ins. by 3-16ths in ., I did not think the current
excessive, but find on examination that the oxide is chipping from
tbe + plates very badly . I find the cells answer for a short time
without the - plates being pasted ; the current to lightmy lamp
is only about amp.
(1) There is no fault to find with the method you employed , and
we can only suggest that the paste was put on too wet. It should

be
a very stiff paste and require a lot of pressing into the grid with
a flat piece ofwood or spatula , and then be allowed to dry thoroughly

for,
say, a couple of days, when the electrolyte should be placed in
the cell gently. We can, therefore, only recommend you to have
another
try and hope for better success this time. The charging
currentwas not really excessive, but should not exceed 4 amps. per
sq . ft. of + plate area, especially in a new cell. The ratio of
charging in your case was 1-30 instead of 1 - 36, i.e., if you were

giving it 3 amps. The plates would form and attain capacity
gradually
were solid lead used and no paste, but would take a long
time.
[9337
)
Electric
Lighting. F . S . S. (Newark ) writes : I have
just finished a No. 2 Kapp dynamo from castings by the British
Modelling Co., and intend lighting my small workshop with it. The
output is supposed to be 3 amps. 18 volts, and to light four 5 C .- P .

lamps. (1) The motive power is a gas- engine used for business
purposes about 1 h .- p . Will lamp be burnt out if engine quickens
up a bit, and would it be advisable to put a fuse in circuit, and it
so , what gauge should it be ? ( 2 ) What voltage lamps should
I use (I find them listed at 15 and 20 volts, but not 18) ? Is
it necessary to allow anything for resistance of wires, etc. ? I
have no means of finding out if dynamo gives the stated out
put. (3 ) I have some p .c .c . wire No. 14 . Would this do for
leads, as I do not wish to buy any wire for this purpose ? If this
will
do, I thought of coating it with varnish (shellac) and keeping
the wires about 1 in . apart. Dynamo is about six yards from lamps
(4 ) My workshop is about 6 ft. by 9 ft., and I thought of having
two lamps hanging from ceiling, and two over bench on a swing

bracket so that I could light up either end of bench (lathe being
one end) by swinging bracket round . Would this give sufficient
light on bench , as I do not want to fit lamps up, then find that the

light is not strong enough .
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The Editor's Page.

C . J. (Sheffield ). - Thank you for your note re elec

IN our issue for June with last, we gave an inte
resting article, by Mr. W . H . Wilson- Theobald
on “ How to Build Boats for Speed .” We
have just heard from a model steamer reader that
a friend of his has acted upon Mr. Theobald 's in
structions in building a new boat, and has obtained

A . B . (Bradford). - Our handbook , “ Small Dynamos
and Motors," will help you considerably in your
present difficulties ; 7d ., post free. The 36
gauge wire is far too thin ; use No. 22 for arma
ture, and No. 19 or 20 S. W .G . for fields. Connect

some quite exceptional speed results ..
The building of models of locomotives of days

this subject- .“ Small Dynamos and Motors,"
obtainable from our Book Departinent, post free,

T

gone by is a phase of model-making whose sup
porters are coniparatively few in number ; but it
is, nevertheless, a decidedly interesting and pleasing

variation from the ordinary run of things, and may
be commended to those who are wishing for some
new direction in which to exercise their skill. As
an excellent example of this class of model loco
work , we would refer our readers to the description

of the L . & S. W .Ry. “ Beattie " tank engine, by
Mr. P . G . Hepworth which appears in this issue.

We should be pleased to hear from other readers

who may have built old -type models of any kind.

tric clock alarni. The idea is not new , however,
and we think is well known to most of our readers.

up in series.

J. W . M . (Yeovil).---Please refer to handbook on
zd .

J. T. R . (Accrington ). -- Please compare with data
given in our handbook, “ Induction Coils."

Notices.
The Edifor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether

remuneration is expecced or not, and all MSS . should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 135. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should be made by Postal

Order.

Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper.
and all new apparatus and price lists, & ., for review , to beaddressed
ment Manager .

One of the inost important items in this issue is
the table of screw and wire gauges, on pages 233 to
2 36 for which we are indebted to the courtesy of
the compiler, Colonel Arthur Bagnold , R .E ., of the
Roval Arsenal, Woolwich . In view of the great
workshop utility of this table, we are having a
number of extra copies printed on single sheets
suitable for mounting on card or thin board . These
can be obtained , post-free, 3d . each , on application
to The Manager, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 35-39,
Temple House, Tallis Street, London, E .C . Only
a limited number are available, so early application

to THE EDITOR , “ The Model Engineer," 35 to 39, Temple House,
Tallis Street, London , E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be

addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Model Engi
neer," 35 to 39, Temple House, Tallis Street, London, E .C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to the Publishers, Dawbarn & Ward ,
Limited, 6, Farringdon Avenue, London, E .C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada , and Mexico : Spon and

berlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York , U .S.A ., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .

Contents.

should be made.
tive * . .

H . P . T . (Shetland ).-- Thanks for your appreciative
letter. We will try and arrange for an article
on the subject you mention.
D . E . (Garnant, R .S . O .). --Weregret that we cannot

give you any inforination on the subject of elec
tric belt-making. Wethink youmight spend your
energies with more profit in some other class of
electricalwork .
F . I.. C . (Southampton ).-- We believe the institute
you refer to to be a reliable concern ; but wehave

had no experience of their methods. If you re
quired a reply by post, you should have enclosed
a stamped addressed envelope.
B . G . E . K . (Clapham ).-- Wecannot give you the in
formation you require without knowing the sizes
· and types of the instruments you aremaking.
A . S . (Barnsbury ).-- - The proportions of the boiler
are not very good, and we should not make the
cylinders more than in . diameter by it ins.
stroke,
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A “ Bazaar ” Shocking Coil.
By Basil Morris.
THE shocking coil, of which I submit a photo
1 graph was made froin my own designs, at a

small cost, and gives very good."results. The

in thick was bent so as to bridge the tren.bler, two
holes being drilled at the ends for screwing to the
bobbin ,and one hole drilled and tapped in the centre

core consists of a

for the contact screw

bundle of 22 S .W .G .

which , in this case ,
was obtained from

soft iron wire , about
11. 16thsin . diameter,
54 ins. long. This
was hound round

evenly with paper
and fixed with glue,
so that the regulating
tube would slide over
it easily. The regu
lating tube wasmade
from an old bicycle
pump with a small
wooden cupboard knob attached to one
end of it. For the
bobbin , a stout paper
tube, in which the

regulating tube
would slide freely,
was glued to the two
wooden ends, which
had been cult to
shape. The primary
winding consisting of

an old electric bell ;
the primary wire
ends were then con
nected up with the
switch and contact

breaker to the terini

nals at the back of
the coil.

The standard at

the back of the base
is made of wood
{-in . thick , and the
dial, a circular piece
of white card gradu

ated to 200 , is glued
to it. This back is
detachable by means
of two brass strips.
which fit into two
slots in the base, these
also serving to make
terminals at the back .
The pointerismade
of thin brass , and has
nothing electrical in
its mechanism , being
rotated by means of
a piece of thin twine
fastened to a piece of
stout wire in the
regulating tube at
one end close to the
knob , the wire fasten .
the contacts to the

a
lb . of No. 18
S . W . G . was then
wound on this paper
tube, the regulating
tube being inserted
to keep the same
rigid during this
process, and after
being covered with
brown paper soaked
in varaffin wax the
ing sliding in a slot in
secondary
was
MR. Morris's “ BAZAAR " SHOCKING ( Oil .
the base. The other
wound over this,
end of the twine is
using å lb . of No. 34
S. W .G . single silk .covered . The bobbin , after the
wound once round a wooden drum , fixed on the
core had been fitted in , was screwid down to the
spindle of the pointer. A piece of fairly stout
base, and the trembler aitached , and, doing away
elastic is also fastened to this drun , which allows
with the usual contact pillar a strip of brass 1-16th
the pointer to make a complete revolution ,
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but brings it back

steadiiy as the tube is

pushed back . Although the numbers on the dial
mean practically nothing, the arrangement greatly
adds to the appearance, and makes considerable
Jilierence in the novelty of the coil. I use one pint
bichroniate battery for working the coil, and the
regulating tube allows the shock to be so mild , that
a child can easily withstand it, but when the tube is
out, the shock is much stronger than any one person

September 10 , 1903.

Workshop Notes and Notions.
[Readers are invited to contribute short practical thems for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired, accord
ing to merit. Al matter intended for this column should be
marked “ WORKSHOP ” on the envelope.

To more clearly explain the dialmechanism , re .
ferencemay be made to theaccompanying drawings.
Fig. 1 is a view of the arrangement at the back of

How to Improve Worn Piston -Rings.
By " Split PIN ."
I beg to offer to my fellow readers a suggestion
which I have found very successful in lengthening
the life of small piston -rings. The continued use
and wear of the rings takes away the elasticity

the pointer ; Fig . 2, section A being the spindle
which carries the disc (BC ) ; the cord (G ) passes
once round the disc at B , and is fastened to a small
nai! ( F ), which is partly driven into the disc - ..this

shows a niethod of putting fresh " spring " into
the ring. Place the thick part of the ring, or the
part opposite the joint, on a level brass block

can take, and will easily go through a dozen or niore
people.

they possessed when new and they are generally
discarded for new ones. The accompanying sketch

Elastic

| Joint.

Pointer

.
s

>

Brass tube

w
Fig . 2.
Fig . 1.
ARRANGEMENT FOR DIAL MECHANISM .

also acting as a stop - with another nail driven into
the back at H .

D is a strip of stout elastic fastened

and held at the ither end hetween the wooden strips
forming the case.
On the regulating tube being drawn out the cord
G , which runs in a brass tube to the base of the coil,
pulls the disc round until F is against the top of H ,
and on the regulating tube being replaced , the elastic
band returns the disc to the first position.

METHOD OF REPAIRING WORN PISTON RING,
(brass so as to preserve the face of the ring), then
pune the inside of the ring, beginning heaviest at
point opposite joint and gradually lighter on ap
proaching the end. The paneing or pressing tends
to open out the ring, and will make a tight fit again .
The sketch shows the indentation exaggerated .
Those readers who do not want to go to the extra
expense and trouble ofmaking their rings eccentric

We understand , according to the new regulations
of the Board of Education, for evening schools,
technical institutes, and schools of art, that con
siderable latitude is allowed the managers of schools

method, if applied to new rings of even thickness,

to the reduced part of the disc ( C ), with a small tack ,

in arranging for courses of study, and that students

wishing to take such courses will be required to have

an adequate preparatory knowledge. It is impos
sible for a student to really benefit by taking one of
the higher courses in science, for example, unless he
has a fair knowledge ofmathematics at the ontset.
Without this, such a student not only fails to profit
properly himself, but retards the work of the class
as a whole.

so as to get the desired spring, will find this

quite a success when carefully paned .

For the Latheless Ones.
By J. G .
Like many other amateurs, I have no lathe, and
was at a loss to make some small brass bosses ſur
screwing boiler fittings into , till I thoughtof the fol
lowing method of turning them . I procuredan old
pulley and knocked out pin on which whcel revolves.
The holes in frameand wheelwere enlarged to 3- 16tbs
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in . avd endsof holes in wheel countersunkand tinned
original position , but on a piece of 3 -16ths in silver
steel rod, and heated till solder secured it on rod .
One end of rod was screwed , and the pieces of brass

with solder. The wheel was then mounted in its
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Screwing Studs in Model Work .
By T. Ord.
The usnalmethod of locking two nuts on the stud
and using them for screwing it in is clumsy and often
tedious. Instead of adopting this method , I make
a special gig as follows :-- Take a piece of brass rod ,

drill it lengthways AB, and tap to be an easy fit for
studs. Also drill a transverse hole C . To use it,
put a short piece of stiff wire D through hole C , and

TALD
Ati-- --- -- 0

- --- -

TOOL FOR SCREWING STUDS IN MODEL WORK.
screw a spare stud into A ,until D is jammed . Then

29,

screw into B the stud you wish to insert in the work
in hand . The stud now has a head with cross wire
in it , and can be easily and quickly screwed into its
place. By slacking off the spare stud the gig can

be easily unscrewed , and is ready for the next. If
the holes A and B are of different sizes, one gig will
serve for two sizes of stud.

Methods of Holding Small Pattern Work.
By W . H .
A convenient means of holding small work while

String.
turned
once round

pulley
D

operating on it is to put it in the jaws of a hand
Pul in
Vice

screw , and grip the lower end of this in the bench
vice. This raises the work to a more convenient
height. Sometimes it is better to screw a block to
the underside of the work and grip the block .
Sometimes it may be advisable to glue the under
surface to a piece of wood, with a thickness of paper
between . This is often done in holding work to the

A SIMPLE DEVICE FOR TURNING.

faceplate of a lathe, when screws are objectionable.
The separation is easily effected with a chisel. A
shooting board with thin stop should be kept on the

for making the bosses were drilled and tapped to

bench while small work is being done. This raises
the height a little, and it is very seldom that the
bench itself is in sufficiently good condition for

screw on to it. The long screw on the frame of the
pulley was then secured in the vice, and a rest of

wood fastened on to bench close to the vice . A piece

Heightto suit.
made

Rest
Screwed lo bench.

planing small pieces of thin stuff. In varnishing,

the faces gripped by the fingers should be left un
touched until other parts are dry enough to hold it
by, or in some cases a bradawlmay be pressed in
where the hole will be of no consequence, and sup

ported in this way the varnish may be applied all
over without making finger marks.

The Society of Model Engineers,
London .
FUTURE MEETING . - The next indoor meeting will

be held on Thursday , September 24th , in the Com

mittee Room of the Holborn Town Hall, at 7 p .m .
A good show of models is desired , and readers who
would like to join the Society are cordially invited .
- HENRY GREENLY, 2, Upper Chadwell Street,

WOODEN REST FOR TURNING Tool.
ofyew was then made into a bow and the bow -string
turned once round pulley wheel. Holding a file or
a graver on the rest with the righthand and pushing
bow up and down with the left - taking cut on up
stroke of bow only - I managed to make a fairly
good job of bosses .

Myddelton Square, London , E .C .
Tyneside. - The first monthly meeting of the
Winter Session was held on August ist. The Secre
tary having accepted the position of ChiefEngineer
of a steamer sailing to the Mediterranean , the niem

bers passed a vote of thanks to him for his services,
and elected a new Secretary . One new member was
elected , and other intending members are invited to
communicate with the Secretary . - - Thos. BOYD, Hon .

Sec ., 128, Dilston Road , Newcastle-on-Tyne.
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The Latest in Engineering.
An Ingenious Instrument. -- In dealing with

order well within contract time, the whole of their

slowly -moving mechanism , it is easy to deterinine
by observation the exact motion of the different
elements constituting the machine. At high speeds
this is less easy , and where camsare made use of for
actuating certain parts, it is impossible to find out
what happens at high speeds from observations

wagons being working on the Caledonian line come
time before the first consigninent of six wagons was

made at low ones, since the inertia effects only be
come of importance when the speed is great. A
method of observing themotions of rapidly moving
parts, such as, for instance, the opening and closing
of the exhaust valve motion of a high -speed petrol
motor, was described by Professor Hospitalier at a
recent meeting
of the Paris Society of Civil En
ing the valvemotion in question by flashes of inter
mittent light. If these flashes occur regularly at
gineers. In principle the plan consists in illuininat

every cycle of the motor the valve gear will appear
quite stationary , whilst if the periodicity of the
flashes is slightly decreased , the motion will appear
to run through its complete cycle, but at a very slow
speed, and in so doing every vibration it makes will
be clearly observable. An instrument specially de

signed for researches of the kind in question has been
constructed for M . Hospitalier by MM , Malicet and
Biin , of Paris.

A New Alloy for Railway Axle Bearings.

shipped from America. This is of especial interest,
in view of the recent criticism which hasbeen levelled
at the heads of British engineers. As a result of
the experiment, the railway company decided not
to accept the American wagons. The working of
the 30 -ton wagons on the Caledonian Railway was
found to be so successful that the same company

some few months ago placed contracts with
British builders for no fewer than 300 additional
wagons.
The Launch of the Largest Union - Castle

Liner. - By the launching of the Armadale Castle,
12th , from the yard of
which took place on AugustCompany,
Ltd ., Govan ,
the Fairfield Shipbuilding
the Union-Castle Steamship Company have added
to their list of vessels the largest and most powerful
steamship of the line. The Armadale Castle will
have two large elliptical funnels, each 120 ft. long

and 14 ft. 4 ins. by 11 ft. 2 ins. diameter, and two

raking pole masts, fore and aft schooner rigged .
Her dimensions are as follows : - Length over all ,
500 ft. 6 ins. ; length on water line, 568 ft. 84 ins. ;
breadth extreme, 64 ft. 64 ins. ; depth moulded ,
42 ft. 3 ins. The gross tonnage is about 12,800

A new bearing-metal alloy, for which high claims as

tons, and the indicated

a railway-axle bearing are made, is described in a
paper by Mr. G . H . Članier, published in a recent

12, 500 .

horse-power

about

issue of the Journal of the Franklin Institute. It
consists of 64 parts copper, 5 parts tin , 30 parts lead ,
and I part nickel. The metal is stated to cast well,
and is easily machined . Owing to its high content
of lead it wears very slowly, even when the pressures
on the journal are high . The weight worn away in
the case of a brass for a journal 3 * ins. in diaineter
by 3 } ins. long, run at 525 revolutions per minute,
and loaded to 1000 lbs. per square inch , is said to be
but 'or 30 gramines in 100 ,000 revolutions. The
lubrication was effected by · Galena ” coach oil, fed

by a pad of cotton waste. The rise of temperature
under test was 44 degs. Fahr. Under the saine con
ditions a gunmetal alloy consisting of 85.76 parts
copper and 14'90 parts tin wore '2800 gramnes ;
one of 90.67 copper and 9 :45 per cent. tin , '1768
grammes.

A New TYPE OF LOCOMOTIVE CRANKSHAFT.

The Success of High Capacity Railway

Balanced Crankshafts for Locomotives. In

Wagoos. — The Caledonian Railway Company, who
were amongst the first in Britain to experiment with
the " high -capacity " wagons in theworking of freight

a more or less degret the balancing of the recipro
cating and revolving weight has in the past mainly
been accomplished by weights placed near the rim
of the wheels, and the form of crank designed by
Mr. Dugald Drummond, of the L . & S . W . R ., and
fitted to the express No. 395, shown in our sketch ,
is a rather novel one in locomotive practice. It is
built-up, and the axle and webs are of mild steel,
the latter having the ends prolonged to form

traffic, some timeago divided an initial order for fifty
30 -ton steel wagons between British and American
builders, giving to the Leeds Forge Company the
contract for thirty , whilst the construction of the

remaining twenty was entrusted to a well-known
American firni. The railway authorities, it is of
interest to note , merely restrirted the builders to
their standard draw gear and side buffers, as both
firms were expected to build wagons of their own
design and tare weight, but to the railway company's
gauge limits. Despite an urgent order for wagons

in South Africa, the British firm coinpleted their

balance weights, the crank pins being hollow . All
the revolving, and partof the reciprocating masses,
are balanced in the axle, and, as these are balanced
in the planes in which the disturbances are created,
th , axle is relieved of the destructive stresses caused
by the balancing in the wheels.
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A Model Steam Alternator.
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Experiments on Electric Oscil

lations and Waves .
By “ Zodiac.”
TODEL engineers wishing for something new
M
as regards model work , may find the follow .
ing description of interest. The engine de
picted in the accompanying photograph has a cylin

.1 3
7

Voltage

der if ins. bore by 21 ins. stroke, the length of the

Bv R . P . HOWGRAVE -GRAHAM , A .I.E .E .
(Continued from page 117.)
SYNTONY .

THE word syntony was first used by Dr. Oliver
1 Lodge to express a condition of electrical
resonance between two circuits, a condition
analogous to the synchronism , or tuning , which
plays so important a part in the science of Acoustics.
Imagine a heavy ball to be placed on a perfectly
smooth level plane, where it can roll with no air or
other friction . Imagine, also, that it receives a
light blow of a definite amount of energy, for
example i oz. weight moving at a velocity of 40 ft.
per second, and losing nothing by rebound or heat.
The ball will commence a uniform motion along a
straight line, and this motion will continue for ever
if no obstacle is met with .
Now , suppose that a series of similar blows are
administered alternately on opposite sides of the
ball. A to -and -fro motion will result, and the greater
is the rapidity of succession of the impulses, the
smaller will be the amplitude or range of the motion .

- - - - Voltage - E - Fig . 1. - The “ STAR ” CONNECTION OF THE THREE
ARMATURE CIRCUITS .

connecting-rod being nearly 2 ! times the stroke
(51 ins.) in order to obtain an even crank effort.
Steam is supplied from a coil boiler fed hy the pump
shown on the left-hand side in the photograph . This
feed pump is driven by a variable-throw eccentric ,
in order to allow the feed supply to be regulated .
The engine cylinder stuffing-box is so arranged that
it adjusts itself to the piston -rod so that the piston

rod is kept in line by the piston and the crosshead
only , and not at all affected by the packing gland .
This arrangement reduces friction very much indeed ,
the engine turning with i { lbs. pressure quite easily.
The alternator is of the three-phase revolving
field type having four poles, thus giving 49 cycles
when running at a speed of 1, 200 revs. per minute.
Cycles (per sec.) - Poles
?x speed per second ;hence,
in this case

Periodicity = + x

200

= 40 cycles .

60

The voltage is 45 to 50 volts, according to the ex
citation of the field . There are a total of twenty
four slots in the stator or arinature, thus giving two
slots per pole per phase. Both slots are wound in
series.
The three -phases, or rather the three armature
circuits, are connected up “ star ” fashion, as shown
in sketch .
The exciter is driven froin the pulley, shown on
the end of the generator shaft.
A flexible coupling of the “ Zodel ” type (des
cribed in the issue of September 3, 1903) connects
the dynamo and engine.

The general design of

the alternator was taken from a large 900 h .-p .

machine built by the Oerlikon Company, Zurich .

Fig . 2. - A MODEL STEAM ALTERNATOR.
This is because the ball has inertia ; and it may
here be noted that the amount of the inertia, the
force of the blows, their rapidity of succession , and
the amplitude ofmovement produced are all closely
analogous to the self-induction, the applied E . M .F .,
the alternation frequency , and the resultant current
in electrical circuits.
Now , suppose the ball to be mounted on the end
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of a spring. If the same impulse is given to it as it
received before, it will move to a definite distance
past the centre point or place of rest, and the amount
of this displacement may be more or less than the
amplitude produced at any particular frequency
under the old conditions. If the friction is very
great (for instance, if the whole is immersed in some
semi- fluid such as treacle) the ball will slowly return
to the centre position and remain there. If, how
ever, friction be absent, the ball will not only return
to thecentre, butbe carried beyond it to an equal dis
tance on theother side. It will pass thecentre again
and again , and will come to a momentary rest at the
end of each swing, at which point the energy gained
during the preceding half-swing is balanced or
annulled by the “ force tending to restitution " im
srated by the spring. In other words, the ball and
spring are put into a state of vibration , and will
periorm a definite number of swings in a given
time, the number being greater as the stiffness of the
spring is increased , or less as the weight of theball
is added to .
Electrical syntony is so admirably elucidated by
comparison with the phenomena of mechanical
resonance that no apology is needed for thus re
stating, with a view to further development, what
has already been dealt with in previous articles. It
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spond in a small degree ; but the effect is negligible
by comparison .) The aspects of this “ resonance "
are, therefore, two-fold in mechanical and acoustical
phenomena.
1. The heaping up of timed impuises to produce
vibration of great amplitude.

2. The selection by any one wire or other vibra
ting body with an individual natural period , of
sound waves orother impulses of the same frequency .
Among examples of the first class we have the
possibility of applying small pushes to a wooden
beam held at one end, and so timing them that a
sufficient amplitude is produced to break the beam
in two. Motors or engines mounted on pedestals
which are not rigid, have been known to wrench
them up when a critical speed is reached , at which
some small revolving unbalanced mass produces a

to -and-fro motion in tune with the period of swing
In acoustics we have the shattering of glass
vessels by the violence of the vibrations set up when
the note peculiar to the vessel is strongly sounded
near it. Class 2 is illustrated by the old experiment
in which a tuning fork is made to sound in sym
pathy with another of identical make, which is set
going near it.

of the machine and pedestal.

If a small piece of wax be attached to the end of

has been shown that electrical circuits can be made

the prong of one fork , the increase of weight in

to behave in the sameway, and wemay say that any

creases the period and the resonance is destroyed ,
the induced and inducing impulses getting alter

oscillatory system has its own natural period of
vibration
Let us.next consider how , in the mechanical case,
the greatest amplitude of vibration may be pro
duced .
A series of impulses in either or both directions,
and with no definite sequence or arrangement, will
obviously result in nothing but a wholly erratic
movement, the swing of the ball being sometimes in
opposition to , and at others in harmony with the
blows. The only way ofproducing largemovements
is to give a series of timed impacts, which , if applied
uniformly in the same direction and at the same fre
quency as is natural to the ball and spring, will heap
up or accumulate their effects, causing each swing
to be larger than the last until the spring breaks.
As, however, it is not possible to produce a fric
tionless system , it must be remembered that if un
forced vibrations are "started (that is, vibrations
which are left to continue after the existing cause
is removed ) they get less and less in amplitude and
eventually die away .
If the friction is great enough , timed impulses as
before being given , a fixed amplitude is attained,
and is such that the energy supplied by the impulses
is exactly equal to that expended in overcoming
friction . In almost all vibration problems, this
tuning of impulses to natural period is of immense
importance. Considerable vibration may be pro
duced in a gas globe, or set of pianoforte wires, by
an explosion or an elephantine sneeze ; but to pro
duce any strength ofvibration in either case by far the
best way is to sing or otherwise accurately sound the
natural note which the globe or string emits when
struck , prolonging the exciting vibrations for some
time.
Furthermore, it must be pointed out thatnot only
is the greatest volume of sound produced by this
means, but that, in the case of the piano strings,
the only string which responds is one which has a
natural period identical with that of the exciting
note. (In some cases, octaves, thirds, & c., may re

nately out of and into step and alternately helping

and opposing each other.
This results either in practical absence of any
interaction between the forks, or in pulses or beats

which never rise, even at their highest value, to the
strength obtainable by proper tuning.
There are plenty of other examples of acoustical
resonance, as for instance, Helmholtz resonators,
etc. All this may, at first sight, seem to have but
little to do with electric oscillations, but it has been
already shown that an oscillatory electric circuit has

a natural period of its own, and the object of the
experiments and explanations of the next few pages
will be to show that tuning or resonance is as im
portant with electrical circuits aswith tuning-forks,
goblets, and strings.

The inductive effect of one circuit on another may
be immensely increased by accurately tuning their
natural periods, and this fact may at some timebe
made use of if wireless transmission of power ever
becomes a matter of actual practice.

The selective power of tuned or syntonised elec

trical circuits is already made use of very success
fully by more workers than one in their attempts

at wireless telegraphy without interference, and ,
though the problemsin connection with this branch
of work will come under the head of electric waves ,
they can be best demonstrated by a couple of ex
periments, which I will now describe, and which
are, like those hitherto given , pure induction experi
ments in which true electro -magnetic waves takeno
part,

(To be continued .)

THE Baldwin Locomotive Works employ 15 ,000
men , and the pay roll amounts to £38,000 weekly ,
The capacity of the works is equal to five loco

motives daily ; but in April last 197 complete
engines were turned out, with an average weight of
125 tons, and valued at £550 ,000.
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Amperes, Volts, and Ohms.
By C . H . W .
THE following notes on Electricity for “ the Man

in the Street” are designed to help those ama

T

teurs and others who , through lack of oppor
instruction in electricity , and who occasionally get
into difficulty over the relation between the three
electrical quantities which have regard to the elec
tric current, i.e., ampères, volts, and ohms.
The first question with which an electrical man

tunity, have been unable to undergo a course of

is bothered by his non -technical friends is , “ What
is electricity ? ” And his inability to give thein any
material definition generally amuses those friends,
who have an idea that he should be able to show
them a pint of it !

They might as well ask , “ What is light ? " or
“ What is heat ? ” To all of these queries there is
one general answer, namely , that light, heat and
-- --

- - - - - 2

:: : : :

: :::
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drogen and oxygen gases. ( There are certain liquids
such as mercury, which are unaffected by the
passage of a current through them - - they being
already in the simplest chemical form , i.e., elements.
Other liquids, such as paraffin oil, have the power of
resisting totally, the passage of a current under
ordinary circuinstances.)
A popular effect of a current of electricity is the
muscular excitation it produceswhen passed through
the body - -the sensation known as a “ shock."
It is only by cbserving these effects of a current
thar we are able to recognise its presence or to
ineasure it.
Many facts concerning the flow of electricity
will be more readily understood by considering
another flow , or current - the flow of water.
In Fig. 1, water will flow along the pipe froni
the tank T. Alter the pipe into the position shown

dotted , and no water will Row out of the pipe. Why?
Because there is no difference in level between the
outlet and the water surface .
In the first instance, we had a difference of level
or head of water , represented by the length L . It
will, therefore, be seen that it is this difference of
levels, or head of water, or pressure, which causes
the flow or current of water. The head or level of
a body of water gives it the power to flow and supply

FIG . 2 .

FIG . I.

57 - - - - 0 - - 0 electricity are all forms of enerzy , or the power for

doing work .
Energy is present in Nature in many forms, and
one of them is electricity , and electricity - or a
" current " of electricity — is not a thing to be seen
or handled so as to be examined or ineasured , hence

we are forced to measure and recognise it by its
effects, just as one would measure a man' s strength

by its effects or capabilities.

The common effects of a current, or flow of elec
tricity are :
( 1) It warms the conductor, or substance through
which it flows - e.g ., the current flowing through the
filament of an incandescent lamp, heats it to white.
ness and causes it to emit light.
(2 ) If a conductor he coiled round an iron bar,

the bar becomes a magnet while the current is flow
ing - the magnetic effect of the current.
(2A ) If a compass needle be brought near a con

ductor along which a current is flowing , it will en
deavour to set itself across the conductor, against
its own tendency to point north -south .
( 3) If a current of electricity be sent through a
liquid conductor - -acidulated water, for example -- it
has generally the effect of chemically decomposing
that liquid , i.e ., of breaking itup into itsconstituents.

If water be used , the decomposition produces hy.

- -

- - -- - -
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cisterns at a lower level, as, for exainple , the water
tower of a town water supply . We could allow this
water, instead of doing work in overcoming the
friction of the pipes, to do useful work by turning
a waterwheel. The head of water gives it, there

fore, the power to do work - gives it “ potential
energy," in fact, and the height through which it
can fall is a measure of the work it can do . If the
height of a body of water be, for instance, 40 ft.,
and we allowed it to drop 20 ft., doing work in
falling, and then stopped it, it would have
lost half its power of doing work — or half its “ po
tential ” - potential meaning power to do work .
Thus (and here is the important point), as it does
work , it loses some of its power for doing niore -- it
loses its height, or head or “ potentia ! ” and it is only
by losing " potential ” that it can do work at all.
Referring to Fig. 2, it will be observed that P is
a horizontal pipe and is supposed to be a long, thir
one, so that it “ resists ” to a certain extent the

flow of water from the tank T, by friction. If we
SS to measure the head cr pressure of water at
different points along the pipe P , we should get the
result indicated in the figure. The original pressure
of water is represented by the length L - in
flowing down the pipe and along to point b, the
allowed a flow to take place and inserted standpipes
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water does work against friction , and, therefore,

free _ volts
ohms
i.e., the current in ampires egnals the electro -motive

loses some of its capacity for doing work, i.e., loses
its
pressure or head , and at b the pressure has
fallen to hi.
Flowing from b to c it loses more pressure, and
at с the pressure is represented by la and so on
the water losing pressure or “ potential” as it does
work .
Now , a flow of electricity may be conveniently
studied in many of its properties by comparing it
with this water flow , and this comparison will, it
is hope ?, serve to clear the mind in distinguishing
between pressure or potential and “ quantity ” or
rate of flow , or briefly " current." In hydraulics

R

force in volts divided by the resistance it nieets in
ohms.

The 4mpire. -- It will be remembered that one of
the effects of the current was the decomposition of
a liquid conductor, and if that conductor were a
solution of nitrate of silver, the constituent silver

would be liberated (as in silver platiny) and that
current which is sufficient to liberate ' 001118
gramme of silver in one second is called the unit
the umpere . Thus the currelit is measured by one
its effects.
The amount of decomposition of a liquid con

the force which caused water to Aow was water
pressure or difference of levels , and the “ force ”
which causes electricity to flow may then be called

ductor is strictly proportional to the current and
the time, so that a current of 2 amps. in one second
will liberate 2 x .001118 gramme of silver.
The Ohm . - .The unit of resistance (which is a pro
perty of every conductor ) is called the ohm (after Dr.
Ohm , who indicated the road to the above rule for
an electric circuit), and is the resistance offered by
a conductor made of mercury 106 : 3 centimetres
long and one square millimetre in cross section at

“ difference of electric pressures or levels " - or
difference of potentials .
Thus, to give rise to a flow of electricity along any
wire AB , we must cause the existence of a difference
of electric potentials between its ends, If, for in
stance , the potential at A be rio units and that at
B 10 units, the difference would be too units, and

this is a measure of the “ force ” tending to drive
electricity through AB , i.e., a measure of the electro
motive force ( E .M .F .).
Now , just as the pressure fell along the pipe in

freezing point of water. This is equivalent to the
resistance of round wire of copper 1- 100th in .
diameter and about 10 ft. long, or of a round wire
of iron 1- 100th in . diameter and 18 ins. long. .
The Volt. - .That electro motive force, which will
drive a current of one ampère (one unit) through a
conductor of resistance one ohm (une unit ) is called
the volt or practical unit of electric pressure, or

Fig . 2, so does the electric pressure fall along the
wire 4B as the flow takes place and work is done in

overcoming what is called the resistance of the wire.
(Compare friction in the water pipe.)

potential. So that if a wire AB has between its

There are many ineans of causing the existence
of a potential difference between the ends of our

ends a potentialdifference of one volt, and its resist
ance is i ohm , 1 ampère will be the rate of flow
along it- - this flow being caused by the difference
of potential of one volt, i.e., an electro -motive
force of one unit.
The resistance of an ordinary 16 C.-p . glow
lamp for 100 volts is about 166 ohms, and when it is

wire AB , the commonest being that of applying the
terminals of a battery cell to the ends A and B
the battery cell being simply a “ causer " and

“ maintainer " of potential difference.
In the water analogy it was the friction against
the sides of the pipe that resisted the flow of the
water; similarly with electric conductors, every con

put on to the lighting circuit a difference of poten
tials of 100 volts is applied to it, then the current
flowing through it

ductor more or less resists the flow of the current
along it.
And , moreover, a conductor of large sectional
area (like a big pipe ) resists less than one of a small
sectional arca , and a long conductor resists more
than a short one of the same sectional area and
material.
Again , the quantity of water which flows per
second along a pipe is a measure of the current of
water ; and in electric flows the " amount " of
electricity flowed down per unit of time is a measure
of the rate of flow or current.
If water-head is great and pipe resistance small,

we should get a fast rate of flow , and, generally
speaking, the current ofwater would be proportional
to the head of water and inversely proportional to
the resistance of the pipe.
Applying these considerations to electric flows
we have

Current, C , varies directly as electro -motive
force ( E ), and inversely varies as resistauce
of conductor (R ), or,

C varies as

100 volts
166 ohms

= about 6 ampère,

which current is sufficient to incandesce the fila .
inent.

These simple steps will, it is hoped , help to clear

the non -technicalmind and help others to under.
stand the differences and the relations between , the

three principal electricalunits.

A Miniature Workshop .
W

E show in the accompanying illustration what
is probably the smallest set of engineering
tools in the world . These were recently
submitted for our inspection by Mr. Henry V . A .
Parsell, of the well-known experimental and model
making firm , Parsell & Weed , ofNew York , who has
just completed a European tour and discovered this
decidedly interesting mechanical curiosity in a shop

in Brussels. The photograph shows the outfit as
small scale, the tools are perfectly complete in their
nearly as possible full -size. Although to such a

and, if the units about to be defined - ambère for
unit current, volt for unit electro -motive force,
and ohm for unit resistance - be used , the rule be

details, and all the working parts are constructed
exactly as in the real articles The set comprises

comes - -

the following appliances :- Workbench with drawer,
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engineer's leg vice, bench -plate, screwdriver, small
and large hammers, anvil, tongs, bow -saw , soldering
bit, compasses, drill spindle , and bow , square, sliding
calliper gauge, hand vice, stocks and dies, draw
knife, hack -saw , and brace-and -bit. The tools are
beautifully made and show that much patience and
mechanical skill must have been expended on their
construction . We have no doubt that Mr. Parsell
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Some Peculiarities of Phosphor
Bronze.
DHOSI’HOR BRONZE is a peculiar metal for
the founder to work with. It is readily
spoiled by overheating, prolonged or repeated
melting, or the presence of certain impurities. The
best results are undoubtedly had with
dry -sand inoulds, but with care in
manipulating themetal, uniformly good
work can be obtained in green -sand ,
provided the castings are not above
medium weight. Some forty years ago
the introduction of phosphor bronze as
a commercial product initiated several
new features in engineering. It soon
became a formidable rival to steel for

many purposes. Phosphor bronze was
the forerunner of the modern non

corrosive, high -tension, and anti- friction
alloys, and even if it has been in some
measiire superseded by later discover
ies, the history of its uses and advan
tages over ordinary bronze would still
be full of interest and instruction to

the brassfounder .
When phosphorbronzewas first intro
duced into the foundries the moulders
did not understand the nature of the
alloy , and its best qualities were often
destroyed through improper treatment.
In spite of the very precise iustructions
issued with themetal, so many flagrant
abuses were common in the foundries
that the Phosphor Bronze Company of
Great Britain , to protect themselves

and ensure fair conditions for their
manufacture, were compelled to adopt
a method of selling the metal by con
tract, in which they stipulated that
the contracting brass-founder should
bind himself to use it in a particular
way.

I can remember having one or two
secrets in this connection imparted to
me when I was an apprentice. I have

learned a few inore since then , but I
an one who looks upon all trade prac
tices as “ open secrets.” Nevertheless,
I have been told in low breath and a
powerful sense of the favour conferred .
how to make my own phosphor bronze
with copper, tin , and pure phosphorus.
The old style, of making it with stick
A MINIATURE WORKSHOP.
( This photograph represents the set of tools as nearly as possible
phosphorus, which has been steeped in
a solution of copper sulphate, dried and
full size.)
enclosed in a tube, and then gingerly
would be pleased to show this curiosity to any of our
inserted into the crucible containing the molten
American readers who may feel sufficiently inter
bronze is well known . Very few brassfounders are
foolish enough to practise this primitive and uncer
ested to pay him a visit.
tain method now that phosphortin and phosphor
copper containing any desired percentage of phos
The Bethlehein Steel Company has constructed
phorus niay be had at reasonable prices.
The properties and peculiarities of phosphorus
a special car for its own use. It is practically a
bridge truss , 6 ft . high in the centre and 66 ft. joins.
when conibined with steel, copper, bronze, and
over all, the distance between the king pins being
babbitt inetal are not so generally known as they
54 ft. It is carried on two trucks, each having
might be. The following pointers should help to
eight axles. Its capacity is 300,000 lbs. The trucks
impress on brassfounders and others the right use
are about 3? ft. long. The weight of the car itself
of phosphorus in this connection is 196 ,420 lbs.

Phosphor bronze is best melted in a crucible
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When it is reduced to the molten condition in a

brick - lined furnace, the phosphorus attacks the
silica in the lining , forming a slag which increases
the waste both ofmetal and furnace lining.
Phosphor bronze shows a perfectly smooth surface
on the ingot, and a characteristic granulation in the
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exhibition of your agility in eviding fireworks. A
piece of phosphor copper will do the work moich
better. - The Foundry'.

fracture. When molten it is easily distinguished by

The Latest in Model Locomo

its fluidity , mirror -like surface, and the continuous

tives.

“ break " of the fluid metal until it sets.
Phosphor bronze does not assume a pasty condi
tion just before setting. It passes suddenly from
the fluid to the solid condition at a certain tempera .

ture. Many castings have been cast short owing to
the inetal being cooled too much and allowing it to
freeze to the sides of the ladle while casting.
Phosphor-bronze castings should not be lipped
while still hot to blow the cores out. The phos
phorus in the alloy renders it “ red -short."
If you wish to see honeycombs all over the castings
when they are inachined , pour your phosphor hrorze
hotin 'n unslicked grucnsandmoulds. Many monlders
do this sort of thing and blame the bronze. The
casting cleaner knows who to blame.
The best phosphor bronze does not necessarily
contain the largest percentage of phosphorus.

Phosphorus beyond the quantity required to pro
duce homogeneous metal weakens the castings.
Phosphosis is a powerfuldroxidiser,but an excess
nay create a worse evil than oxide. The recognised
limit fur bronze is 3 per cent. ; the less phosphorus
there is in the finished metal, the greater the resili
ency of the bronze.

Phosphorus introduced into or linary bronze in
creases liquidation and the tendercy to segregation .
Phosphorusmakes copper hard and more liable to
corrosion , but added to bronzs- - copper and tin alloy
- less liable to corrosion .
Phosphorus in bronze increases the grip of the
in ornamental bronzes.

“ patina " or surface oxidation, so much soughtafter

Phosphorus in conjunction with zinc in a gun
conjunction with lead, it reduces friction consider
ably . Kunzel was the first to deprecate the use of
zinc in phosphor bronze. He patented an alloy
which is now recognised as a splendid anti-friction
metal for locomotive and other bearings liable to

metal alloy increases the coefficient of friction ; in

beat- viz. : Copper, 16 '5 to 91'5 per cent. ; lead,
4 to 15 per cent. ; tin , 4 to 15 per cent. ; phosphorus,
0 :5 to 3-5 per cent.

Phosphorus increases Auidity and fusibility , and
renders molten metal very limpid . On this account
it is often introduced where delicate ornamental
castings are required . Sometimes even in fine
yellow hrasswork .
Phosphorus prevents blistering in babbitt metals

and improves the anti-friction qualities ofthemetal.
If you tap a heat of gunmetal before it is up to
the proper heat, 5 per cent. phosphorus will help to
make it Auid , but it will not do what timeand fuel
would have done. It is a great mistake foi brass
founders to rely upon phosphorus as a cure-all for
dall metal simply because it helps to run the casting .
Castings in phosphor bronze never suffer from
“ cold -shut.” Work your sand accordingly , and you
will be right. Carbuncles are a sign of disease some
where : diagnose from the niould only .

When you wish to introduce phosphorus into the
metal, don 't wrap a piece in paper and make an

DEING always pleased to record in our pages

D

any example of marked progress in the
“ science and art ” of model engineering, we

this week reproduce photographs and some of the
drawings of the new scale working model of the
Midland compound type locomotive just produced
by the well-known firm of Messrs. W . J. Bassett

Lowke & Co ., Kingswell Street, Northampton .
The model has, during the last twelve months,
been the subject ofmuch thought and constructive
ingenuity, and the first engine of the batch, which ,
by the way, is shown in the accompanying picture,
has proved quite a success. We have seen it
at work , also since it has been painted , and we are
very pleased with its performances and appearance.
No breathing time is required between runs and the
engine, which weighs 34 lbs. ( 11 lbs. of this being

the weight of the tender) will pull a very fair load
continuously.
The scale of themodel is one which renders it very
convenient to manufacture without complication of
parts and at a reasonable price. Oil fuel is not at
all necessary and link motion is not advisable. The
gauge is the popular one of 31 ins., this dimension
being fixed after very careful consideration . The
widening of the gauge, a bare 1 in . over the scale
size, allows for an inside cylinder engine to this scale
to be designed with ease , and at the same time the
widening is notapparent.
The following are a few of the leading dimensions
of the model :

Driving and coupled wheels, 44 ins. diam .
Bogie and tender wheels , 2 1- 16th in . diam .
Rigid wheel base, 5 } ins.

Total wheel base of engine, 151 ins.
Totallength of engine, 364 ins.
Height from top of chimney to rail level, 8f ins.

Wheel base of tender. 10 ins.

Cylinders (outside ) * in. x i ins.
distance between centres, 4 } ins.
Width of over footplates, 5 * ins.
Distance between buffer centres, 3} ins.
Height of buffers from rails, 2 i ins.
Boiler - Inner barrel diameter, 2 } ins.
, length , 12t ins.

Water tubes (seven ), 1 in. diam .
Outer shell, 3 } ins. diam .
Heating surface, 35 sq. ins.
Evaporation , I cub . in . per minute .

Central line of external barrel from rail,
5fins.
The model is built in a very novel way - -castings
are used for every part of the frames and super
structure : !ugs, brackets, ears, and other fixing
pieces being cast in proper positions for connecting
the parts , and wherever possible aluminium has
been used .
The engine is not a compound , experience having
proved that the theoretical gain by compounding is
not attainable in model practice. The two low
pressure (outside) cylinders of the prototype are
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MESSRS. W . J. BASSETT-LOWKE

AND CO.'S MODEL 3-IN . SCALE
MIDLAND LOCOMOTIVE.
REGISTERED DESIGN.

(For description, see pages 250 – 255.)

Scale of Drawings - one -half full size of Model ; driving wheels, 41

engine, 24
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ins. diameter; cylinders, kin. bore x 1} ins. stroke; heating surface of boiler, 85 sq. inches ; total weight of
15. ; weight of tender, 12 lbs.; length over all, 361 inches.
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used as ordinary high -pressure cylinders. This re
duces cost and makes the engine a reliable working
model.
The main frames are clearly cast in gun -metal
and are provided with suitable lugs and brackets to
carry the footplates, etc. The steam chest, which
is of the connected pattern , is attached securely to
the main frames by four screws on each side. The
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The bogie frame, which consists of two sides and
a bedplate, is pivoted at a point between the back
bogie wheel and the driving wheel, resting on a
curved slide cast solid with the steam chest. A slot
must be made in the top plate of the bogie frame

through which a screw passes, this slot being of suffi
cient length to allow of free play on the sharpest
curve.

buffer planks have lugs for the niain frame and the

It will also be noticed that no keeps are necessary

footplating. Many of the castings are in aluminium
but where screws have to be tapped into this ma
terial brass is used , as with alumiinium it is so diff

for the bogie axleboxes. The frames are slotted to
take the axles, as shown on the drawings, and the
compensating beam (or equalising beam as it is
sometimes called ) is cast solid with the axleboxes.
These are drilled with a plain hole an easy fit on the
axle (say, 1-32nd in . larger in diameter) and the

cult to obtain a good thread .
The cylinders and steam chest are of an improved
design, being constructed to minimise the amount of

labour necessary formaking a perfect pair ofmodel

whole put in place in the frame. The pivoted brac

locomotive cylinders. The steam chest is in one
piece for both cylinders, forming a distance piece
between the cylinders, keeping them perfectly line
able and at the same time staying the main frame

ket for the spring pins is then put into place, and
the springs, etc., fitted, the bogie being then complete
and in running order. A bracket across the frames

of the engine in a marked degree.
The design of the steam passages, cylinders, and
steam chest is noteworthy by the fact that the ex
haust piping does not, as in most cases, have to be

lateral strength to the main frames.

masked by a casing or a large saddle, but is arranged
in the casting. The longitudinaland cross sections
show the exhaust passages in the top of the steam
chest, a single piece of piping screwed into the centre

is necessary to carry the bogie pivot, this also giving
The footplates are cast in a piece and are affixed
to the provided lugs, the steps, centre and back of
the engine and the front steps of tender being
also pro
separate pieces. A cast smokebox base is when
the
vided , the appearance of the smokebox
engine is completed and the boiler in place being
exactly the sameas on the real engine.

of the chest directly under the chimney being all

The boiler is a well-known type to readers of THE

that is required to form the blast pipe. The orifice
of this should not exceed 1 in . diameter . This is

MODEI. ENGINEER, being fitted with a down comer
and circulating water tubes. The tubes are brazed
into the boiler, which is guaranteed to be a rapid

important. The cylinders which bed on to the face

of the steam chest - -which face projects beyond the
outside of the main framing - have a round spigot
turned upon them , just fitting the hole in the steam
chest, and four screws attach them to the steam
chest. The cylinders are fin . diameter by 11 -in .
stroke, this size providing ample power and being

properly proportioned to the heating surface of the
boiler. The model will run continuously for some
25 minutes without attention , and then only water

is required , a hand-puinp in the tender being fitted
to supply this.
The crosshead is of the single bar pattern , and
completely encloses the slide-bar, the bearing sur
faces being large and not needing means of adjust
ment. A motion bracket supports the end of this
bar.
To prevent rusting away through the model not
being used , the valve spindles and piston rods, also
the coupling and connecting rods, are of German
silver. These look like steel, and are preferable in
every way for model work . The long sleeve stuff
ing box for the valve spindle will benoticed , and this

renders a motion plate or other guide for the valve
spindle quite unnecessary. The spindle may be
tailed into a dummy gland at the front end if de
sired . The steam ports are 1- 16th in . full by 5- 16ths
in ., and the exhaust fin . full by 5 -16ths in ., and a
spiral spring are arranged in the steam chest to keep
the valve on the faces.
To ensure a good distribution of the steam in the
cylinders the valve gear is of the slip eccentric
pattern , and to save labour the eccentric strap is
solid , ample wearing surfaces being provided .
The axles are 5-16ths in . diameter, and for the
driving and coupled wheels the axleboxes are fitted
in the horns in the usual manner. The axleboxes
have simply a plain hole for the axle and a spring
pin at the bottom , which passes through the boss in
the horn stay .

steamer. It has a fair heating surface, is weli “ ven
tilated ,” not requiring a steam blower,and it is fitted
with a super-heater. Under test the boiler, with a
methylated spirit lamp,made steam from cold water
in four minutes, and reached a pressure of 80 lbs. in
six minutes. The boilers are tested to 130 lbs. per
square inch .
The inner tube is 21 ins. diameter. having seven
t- in . water tubes. The outer shell is exactly to scale
(3 ] ins. diameter), and is provided with a dummy

dome and Belpaire firebox. The outer shell and
Belpaire firebox keep the heat in very well, and the
boiler proper being in the heated gases there is no
loss of heat through radiation . The engine can be
worked out of doors without trouble, as the flames
are entirely encased .
A regulator of a new and neat pattern is fitted ,
combined
also a large and reliable water gauge,cock
and a
syphon for steam gauge and blow -off
dummy fire door. A super-heater of efficient design
is fitted , the experimental model proving that this
was necessary . This super-heater also provides the
necessary flexibility in the steam pipe for the steam
tight connection of the same to boiler and steam
chest.

Natural draught is alone necessary whilst stand
ing, the exhaust steam enhancing this when the en
gine is running, No trouble is experienced with
flames beating back, if the lamp is dropped slightly
until steam is raised . 35 lbs. of steam can bemain
tained continuously , and 40 lbs. of steam can be
raised in from five to seven minutes. The chimney
is provided with a capouchon exactly the same as
the prototype.
With reference to the tender, there is not much
which need be said. The castings dictate the
method of erection . The tender bogies, the side
frames of which are exactly to scale, and, in our
opinion, form one of the most interesting features
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in the model, have imitation laminated springs cast
on them , are fitted inside with a spiral spring
hidden in the buckle of the laminated spring, and
which forms the actual axle spring of the bearings.
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A Working Model Threshing
Machine and Straw Elevator.

These frames are cast in aluminium , and are very

realistic representations of the actual things. The
sides and ends of the tender are cast, the edging,
panelling being provided for in the patterns. A

By T. DUDDLES.
(Continued from page 194.)
CHE straw elevator was commenced by sawing

water tank occupies the front partof the tender, and
the spirit tank the back portion . This is connected
— with a needle valve to regulate supply intervening
--with the small tank forming a part of the lamp
under engine footplate, the connections passing
underneath and out of sight.

the same size of stuff for the frame as used

A pumpis fitted in the water tank and the delivery
pipe of this may be either taken across the footplate

or placed underneath . The experimental engine is
provided with flexible connections made by coiling
the pipe instead of using rubber connections shown
on the drawings. However, the builder can please
himself as to this ; the preference being in favour of
the coiled brass pipe.
Messrs. Bassett-Lowke have issued a splendidly

PHOTOGRAPH SHOWING OTHER SIDE OF MR. T .
printed list describing the model and the castings,
which will be sent to any reader making application
and enclosing id . stamp to cover postage, and we
understand that scale molel coaches are now

being made to suit this engine,

for the model threshing machine, and when
the side frames were made and finished off and the
crossbars glued and wedged into this frame, bolts
not being required , the undercarriages and axles
were started upon and made in exactly the same
way as for the previous machine.
I then commenced upon the trough . This was
made of -in , by g-in . whitewood for the top and
the bottom of sides ; the upright bars being 4-in . by
-in ., and the crossbars also -in . by k-in . The sides
were all marked off together, and the position of
crossbars on bottom marked at same time. There
are no crossbars on the top, but four brass plates
in . wide by 1- 16th in . thick were screwed on after

DUDDLES' MODEL STEAM THRESHING PLANT.
the fitting of the machinery was completed . The
whole of the bars and the sides were tenoned and
mortised and glued and wedged together, and after
wards k-in . boards were then put into place, the
bottom board stopping 2 ins. from the top end of the
trough to allow the forks to take straw clear off from
the bottom .

A space was left from one crossbar to another

A DURABLE CABLE . - -A section of a submarine
cable between Cienfuegos and Santiago , in the
Caribbean Sea , has been recently raised . The cable
was manufactured in 1873, and was laid in 1881.
Some few months since a question arose as to the
durability of cables covered with india -rubber, and
it was decided to raise the Cienfuegos cable and
subject it to tests. The line was picked up in 1,350
fathonis of water in April, and was tested at the
works ofMessrs. Hooper, at Millwall. The tests of
the core showed that after twenty years' submersion

near the bottom , this being fitted like the upper
portions of the shakers of the thresher, with 7 -in .
square stuff on edge to allow the chaff and small
straws to fall through . I next made the bearings ,

which screw on to the bottom end of the upper rail
of trough , and these were bored f-in . and go over

the projection ofthe bearings that carry the bottom
shaft of chain wheels. These bearings screw on to
main frame.

The elevating gear for trough was the next task ,
and I turned up a piece ofbrass 4-in . diameter, and
on this I set out teeth , sawing them down with hack

it was still in perfect electrical condition . An ex
amination of a specimen i ft. long showed that the
insulation was still good , and that the copper con
ductor had not suffered from any sulphur in the

saw and finishing with a file, parting off three pieces
3-32nds in . thick to make the cogwheels .

rubber.

with bearings were screwed on to the front upright

I turned a small worm to gear with cogs, and pro
vided it with a small handle at one end.

Plates
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bars of the main frame, and a 3- 16ths in . shaft was
put through with two of the cogwheels inside and
one fixed outside to gear into the worms. Two
racks were cut out of -in . brass, 1 -in . wide, 5 ins.
long, and fixed to the underside of the trough with
a forked bracket screwed to the bottom rail, and the
two cogwheels were secured on the shaft in linewith
the racks, being kept in gear by two brackets
screwed on to top crossbar of the main frame.
I had to make a small brass shoe for the bottom
end of trough , and this slides under the hopper that
receives the straw from the shakers. Its use is
evident on elevating the trough , as a space is left
between trough and fixed hopper. The bearings
for top shaft have a plummer block with a slot in it,
and a sliding bearing. A setscrew is provided in
the back of the block for adjusting chains and taking
up any slack . In these bearings I drilled 3- 16ths
in . holes, and on the top and bottom shafts I placed
two chain wheels, taken from old Dutch clocks, on
each . These wheels run inside the bearings, mid
way between the top and the bottom bearings. A
shaft with two small grooved rollers upon it is fixed
to the trough for the purpose of keeping the chains
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main frame, 64 ins. ; length , 12 ins. ; heightat fore

end , 5 ins. ; at hind end , 23 ins. ; length of trough
on top, 24 ins. ; on bottom , 22 ins. ; depth , 21 ins. ;
width , 51 ins ; diameter of driving wheel, 2 ins. ;
small cogwheel, in . ; large cogwheel, i in . ; diam
eter of road wheels, 4 ins.

Lieut. - Colonel Harvey' s Model
Electric Locomotive.
By HENRY GREENLY .
(Continued from page 186 .)
JITH further reference to the temporary cir
cumstance of the tractive force exceeding
the adhesive weight, in the near future when
the alterations to the curves are completed , the pre

determined conditions will be obtained and the

from sagging.
Six grooved rollers are fixed on to brass plates,
screwed inside the trough on the top rail, three each
side ; and these keep forks off the bottom of the

trough . After this was done, I screwed the brass
strips before mentioned , across the trough , making
the sides rigid , and fitted the chains on the wheels
each side.
Twelve forks, made out of 1- 16th x brass
take the straw up the elevator, and are dovetailed

ISOMETRIC VIEW OF BRUSH HOLDER.

at each end to go into the links. Three holes are
drilled in each at equal distances, and were tapped

3- 32nds in . to take thebrass prongs, which are 11 ins.
long , slightly sharpened , and bent over to allow
straw to fall clear at top end. If these are not bent,
straw will come back over top. The forks are

placed at equal distances along chains, and are fixed
by slightly opening links then closing on dovetailed

PART SECTION OF BRUSH HOLDER.

ends.

weight transferred from the carrying to the driving

The driving gear consists of a cogwheel out of a
clock fixed outside of main frame on the bottom
chain wheel shaft. A small frame out of k-in . brass,
with a small brass cogwheel fitted in it, was secured
to a shaft projecting 4 in : outside of the frame,
and on this projecting shaft the wheel that takes
thebelt from pulley on shaker crank is fixed , driving
the chains. The small frame is screwed to the main
frame with the small cogwheel meshing with the
large one on the chain wheel shaft.
I then made a hopper out of thin tinplate to take
the straw from shakers, fixing it to the main frame
with small angle plates.
The woodwork of the elevator, when mounted on
the road wheels, received a coat of polish , thewheels
under carriage and hopper being painted red , com
pleting themodel.
A stand was made long enough to take engine,

wheels.

model, occupying the position taken up by the large

thresher, and elevator, and high enough to get a
“ Primus " burner under firebox of engine. I set

the reversing switch being placed on the top of the

the machine in running position and put chocks
under all wheels ; those under the thresher are fixed ,
those under engine and elevator have slots in so that
slackness of belts can be at once adjusted. I gave
the stand a coat of walnut stain and polish , a most
serviceable colour, as this does not show oil spots
and dirty finger marks. The chief dimensions of
the model straw elevator are as follows : -- Width of

The superstructure is made of strong tinplate,
built up on a foundation of stout brass angle, as
shown in the half cross section on page 184 of the
issue of August 20th . This angle forms the exter
nally visible footplate. Four dowel pins of brass
are soldered on to the inside of the superstructure
and engage four holes in the wooden frame of the
model, so that the upper works can be instantly re
moved and the motor and wiring exposed . The
edging of the windows and cab opening is } in . by
1-16th in .,section brass wire, the roof edging of the
cab being round -wire of the same dimensions.
The steps are of brass, secured by angles to the oak
frame. The buffers are Bassett-Lowke's stock pat
tern , and the handrails are of brass wire.
The motor, which is placed in the centre of the
controller box in the Central London locomotives,
motor.

The drawings herewith will give an idea of the
construction of the motor, and , by the kindness of

Mr. A . W . Marshall, I am able to give the following
electrical details :— The armature is of the slotted
drum pattern , and wound with No. 25 D.s.c. copper
wire , thirty turns in each coil ; there are ten coils

wound, two in each slot, one coil being wound on the

-
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top of the other ; the slots are circular with a small
opening at the surface of armature core, the core is
built up of soft iron stampings. The commutator
is of copper insulated throughout with mica, and has
ten sections, which are held in place by coned clamp
ing rings. The weight of wire on the armature is
about 24 ozs., giving approximately . 8 ohm run
ning resistance from brush to brush .

Field -magnet is made of soft wroughtiron through

out, and is wound with ninety -five turns of No. 16
D .c.c . copper wire on each bobbin , the total weight
of the wire being about i lb ., and the resistance .2
ohm . The bobbins are connected in series with

and are attached to the fields by four screws to each
cap. The brushes are of carbon , being held up to
the commutator by spiral springs, the containing
tube being insulated from the motor by ebonite

blocks, as indicated in the accompanying isometric
sketch .

The reversing switch is of a familiar type, the
brushes being omitted in the sketch . The contact
strips are fixed with countersunk screws, one long
and one short, as shown , so that one bearing may

be insulated from the other ; these bearings, form
ing with the brushes, the four passages for the
current.

CROSS-SECTION OF MOTOR ,

JUODCC

END VIEW OF MOTOR.
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ti

PLAN OF Motor.
each other, and the whole winding in series with the

SECTION OF REVERSING Switch .
Mr. Upton's work to the engine, which included
the painting, and also the task of connecting up
the wiring to the shoes and return and testing, was
very conscientiously carried out, the general appear

armature, the reversing switch which reverses the

ance of the enginebeing even better than the G . P .O .

direction of current through the armature only .
The total weight of the motor is about 54 lbs.,
and it is fitted by the two angles attached to the
field -magnets with screws to the wood panel of the
frame. It can be removed in a few minutes, and
has altogether proved entirely successful, starting
the model easily with a current of ampère - .the

coach . The superstructure is painted a dark green ,
lined out and lettered with red , the edgings, etc.,
being left bright. The frames, bogies , and wheels

engine weighing about 40 lbs.
The two flanged caps forming the bearings of the
armature spindle are cast brass, machined all over,

are coloured a chocolate brown with axleboxes left
bright.
The shoes are attached to , and insulated fron :, the
brass stretcher of the bogie, and were ordinary rub
bing spring contacts, but these have been removed ,

Colonel Harvey's experience with his other engine
having proved the superiority of roller contacts.
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These rollers are large and wide, and with the
electric locomotive No. I it was found that another
half mile an hour could be added to the speed by
their use. The gearing is lubricated with a con
coction of lard and graphite.

The Electric Lighting of a
Private House.
By Frederic H . Taylor, Assoc.M .INST.E.E.
(Continued from page 228 .)

II1. - Arrangement of Circuits and Con
ductors, etc .
W
ITH a knowledge of the materials used , and
I the systems of wiring commonly adopted ,
the reader may now consider the way in
which his circuits and “ runs " should be best
arranged . Broadly speaking, there are two systems
of wiring - the " tree " and the “ distribution board ” .
system .

In a " tree " system the mains are carried
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This system naturally involves rather higher first
cost, but its advantages have led to its universal
adoption in all really good class work .
The exact construction of a good class distri
bution board will be dealt with later, as will also
theconstruction and necessary qualifications of fuses,
switches, & c., and other accessories.
ARRANGEMENT OF DISTRIBUTING BOARDS.
The actual number of distributing boards, their
positions, and the number of circuits fed from
them must necessarily be governed , to a consider
able extent, by the nature of the house to be lighted ,
its size, number of rooms per floor, etc .
The case of a fair -sized house, containing sixty
one lamps, may be taken as a sample, supply pres
sure being assumed to be too volts. These sixty -one
lamps would probably be disposed somewhat as
under :
Basement.
Kitchen . .
.. 3 lamps forming 3 points.
I point.
»
Scullery
2 cellars
2 points.

MS

rom the main switch M ,S (Fig . 22)
through the centre of the building as
far as, say, the part T in sketch .
Smaller wires, called “ submains,"
or “ tappings," being jointed on at

오.

the various required points.
According to a very general rule,
wherever a pair of wires are jointed to
a larger pair , a “ safety -fuse," or " cut
out " should

be

inserted .

Thus,

FIG . 22.--DIAGRAM OF THE “ TREE ” SYSTEM OF _WIRING .

over the building, often in inaccessible
and undesirable positions, and also that it necessi
tates a number of scattered joints. This multi
plicity of joints is essentially bad , particularly so
in a system where the whole of the work is concealed .

However carefully a joint is made and insulated , it
is always more or less to the detriment of a wire or
cable to have its insulation cut away and re-made
at all sorts of odd places.
In the distribution board system , which is now
commonly used , every light point, or group of
light points, is run back to a distributing centre, at
which
centre are grouped
all the fusess pertaining
h
to them . The
sketc ( Fig . 23) show

the same

오

system are, that it involves a large
number of fuses scattered about all

오

F , F represent the positions of the
fuses and L groups of lamps.
The disadvantages of this “ tree "

Passage
..
Stairs down
Total ..

. . 1 lamp forming 1 point.
..
,
.. 8 lamps.

8 points

Ground Floor.
Library or morning
room . .
.. 6 lamps forming 6 points .
Dining -room
.. 9
Drawing-room

..

Hall
Porch

..

3

..

3

Lavatory ..

. . i lamp

8
I point.

number of lights as in Fig . 22 , but wired on a dis

tribution board plan . The distribution board, or
all fuses are fixed , and from which are distributed
the various circuits supplying the lamps. In the

Total

board containing the fuses, is the point at which

19 points.

. . 30 lamps.
First Floor.

Bedroom No. 1 . . 3 lamps forming 2 points.

best class of work there is no reduction in the sizes
of wires after they have left the distribution board,

Bedroom No. 2
Bedroom No. 3

.
.

3
3

.
,

and therefore no need for the local scattered fuses.

Bedroom No. 4 .

2

,

2
.

2

,
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Bedroom No. 5 . . 2 lamps forming 2 points.
Bathroom . .

..

i lamp

,

1 point.

Landing . .
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(b ) 7 lamps from bedrooms numbered 3 and 5 ,
and landing and bathroom .
(c) 4 lamps from bedrooms numbered 1 and 2
(second floor).

Total .. .. 15 lamps forming 12 points.
Second Floor,
Bedroom
No.
I
. . 2 lamps forming 2 points.
Bedroom No.
2

..

2

Bedroom No. 3 . .. 2
Linen room
. . i lamp
Box room

2

I point.

(d) 4 lamps from bedroom No. 3, linen room , and
box room .

It will be noticed that no circuit has more than
eight lamps, and that the top floor has two circuits
of four lamps each only . This is not a disadvantage,
as, should any other lights be required at any time,

they can always be put on with a minimum of
In some cases, in view of future needs, it may be
trouble and without overloading existing circuits.

Total ..

.. 8 lamps forming 8 points.

MS
F }

F

Fig . 23. - DIAGRAM OF " DISTRIBUTION BOARD ” SYSTEM OF WIRING .
The foregoing lamps might be served from two
desirable to provide a spare circuit on each distri
bution board . The actual number of lamps and
distributing boards, one being situated in the base
ment (just under ceiling) and supplying this base
switches in a given house or roomsmust necessarily
depend very largely upon the individual taste and
ment and the ground foor immediately above it,
the other fixed on first floor, and supplying this
fancy (or the want of it !) of the owner ; but in all

HAH
C.h H

and the second floor immediately above.
Corn hanys
Fuse Bor .

cases the number of circuits to feed the lamps, and

Main Switch Main Fuse.
Main Distribution" ToGround Fl.Bd. To / Floor To 2ndFloor
Board .
Board
Board .

Meter:

Fig . 24. - DIAGRAM OF HOUSE MAIN CONNECTIONS, ETC.
the way of arranging same is governed by purely
The basement board would be arranged foi five
circuits, made up as follows :
electrical considerations.

(a ) 5 lamps from dining-room , plus 3 from draw
ing room .

The following rules are commonly adopted in good
class work :

The first floor board would be arranged for four
circuits made up as under :
(a ) 8 lamps from bedrooms, numbered 1, 2,

1. In all the more important rooms at least two
2. On installations where the pressure of supply
is 100 volts, the current carried in any one circuit
should not exceed five ampères. Where the pressure
of supply is 200 volts or over, the circuits should
be arranged for notmore than 21 to 3 ampires each .
An illustration of the first rule given may be
taken from the lighting of, say, a moderate sized
dining-room . This room might contain the fol

and 1.

lowing :

(b) 4 lamps from dining-room , plus 4 from draw
ing room .

(c) 4 lamps from library, plus 3 from hall.
( d ) 2 lamps from library, plus 4 from porch and

lavatory .
( e ) 8 lamps from basement.

circuits should be represented .
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Over dining table. . 5 lights (in one cluster).
On wall .. . . 3 , (brackets).
Chiffonnier

.. 2

(candle standards .

Total ..
.. 10 lights.
These ten lamps should preferably be fed by two
circuits, one feeding the five cluster lights over

table, and the other feeding the wall and chiffonnier
lights. By this arrangement, should an accident
happen to either one circuit and its fuse “ blow ,"
the room would not be left in total darkness. It is
not, of course, essential that the two circuits spoken
of be not used to supply a lamp or lamps in another
adjacent part ; but the point is that two circuits
should be represented .
With regard to the second rule, it is admitted to
be good practice to keep one's circuit fairly small.
This, of course, involves rather more circuits, and ,
therefore, a somewhat increased amount ofmaterial
than would otherwise be the case ; but one advan
tage gained , which must be very apparent to the
user, is the decreased liability of extensive plunging

into darkness whenever a fuse “ blows.”
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More G . W . R . Records.

THE late generalmanager's promise of an even
two hours as the time between Bristol and
London has been fulfilled more speedily than was

looked for by the new twelve (noon) from Bristol,
which was put on by “ special notice ” since Tues
day, August 4th . Under normal circumstances ,
such a run at fifty -eight miles an hour, start to stop,
though considerably the fastest long run - i.e., of
remarkable achievement with a comparatively light
train ; in this case , 150 tons behind the tender is the
usual load. But the circumstances are not normal,
owing to the engineering works still in progress on
the new Badminton line. In spite of these “ service
slacks,” the new train during the first few days,
reached Paddington at or before 2 p .m ., in spite of
over fifty miles — in Great Britain , would not be a

late starts from Bristol. In one case the train was
about 31 minutes late from Bristol, and four more
at Swindon. But from passing Swindon , the speeds
of the “ record run ” with the Prince' s train were
almost exactly repeated . The whole time from
Bristol was i hr. 55 m . 17 sec. for 117 miles 49 chains
or an average pace of 614 miles an hour. The 70

miles between Wootton Bassett and a little beyond
Fig . 9. - STEEL
ARMOURED
INSULATED

West Drayton were covered in just one hour.

IRELAND's bogs are said to be better than gold
the country, is the
roseate view of Sir Richard Sankey. He estimates
that these bogs contain the equivalent of
he would create
5,000,000 ,000 tons of coal, andconverting

mines, and should transform

CONDUIT.

( Sre page 202.)
Seeing that an ordinary 16 -c.-p . lamp ofmoderate
efficiency requires about 6 of an ampere of current
when supplied from a 100-volt circuit, roughly
speaking, notmore than eight such lamps should be
fed from any one circuit. It may be taken that
for lamps of the same kind and efficiency the
current will vary proportionally with the pres

power for varied industries by

the fuel

into electricity on the spot, an electric main of 150
miles sufficing to reach any part of Ireland from the

bogs of Mayo. In America electric current is
readily transmitted 200 miles with a loss of only 20
per cent.

sure ; that is to say, taking the foregoing figure as
our basis, a 200 - volt lamp of 16 -c.-p . would require

Practical Letters from our

*3 of an ampere, and a 220 -volt lamp about .27.
CONTROLLING APPARATUS. — The controlling ap .
paratus, which it is necessary for the consumer to
provide for his own safety and convenience as well
as that of the supply company, is :

readers to make use of this column for the full
Editor invites
[Thediscussion
of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters

A double-pole main switch (or two single-pole
main switches).
A double-pole main fuse ((or two single-pole
main fuses).

Readers.
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached .

though not necessarily intended for publication .]

Standard Scales and Gauges for Model
Locomotives.

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

The supply company's “ service wires," on
entering the premises from the street will first be
led into their own main double-pole fuse, which they

DEAR SIR, - I have read with interest the opinions
of different readers on the scales and gauges for
model locos. It seems to me that there are two

will usually provide and fix at their own cost. From
this fuse the consumer's own house mains start.

classes ofmodel loco builders : some prefer to build

One of them passes through the meter (which is
supplied and fixed by the supply company) and
thence to consumer's main switch and main fuse.
The other, starting from the company's fuse, goes
direct to consumer's main switch and fuse.
From this main fuse a pair of mains are taken to
a main distributing board , which supplies the local
distributing boards situated in the various parts of
the house.
A diagrammatic sketch of these connections is
shown in the accompanying illustration (Fig. 24 ).

pany's engines, and , in my opinion, in this case the
gauge should not be widened more than is percep
tible with the eye- at most fin . to 3- 16ths in . - -or
the appearance of the model will be spoilt. I think
that the gauges suggested by Mr. Pearce should
meet most requirements. For those who do not
copy any special engine, but design their own model,
a 4 }-in. gauge for a } in . scale model, as adopted by
Mr. Crebbin , is an advantage for fitting inside
cylinder's motion , & c. A -in . scale is a good one
to be adopted by those who have not much space

(To be continued.)

a scale model of one of our leading railway com

for track , as, in my opinion , for an inch scale model

the minimum curve radius should be 24 ft., and a
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larger sweep than this is desirable on the main line
for fast running. I am using a 4 13-16ths in . gauge
for a line of 1 in . to the foot. - Yours sincerely,
Wakefield .
C . GEO. HARRISON .
An Ancient Steam Engine.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - I enclose two photographs of a New
comen , or atmosphere engine, which I took some
time back . The engine is still doing duty at a col
liery not far from here, as it raises and lowers two

cages and works a feed -pump for the boilers of the
other engines. It is of the type invented by Thomas
Newcomen in 1705, and the valves are
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L . & N .W . Locomotives.
An experiment is now being tried with one of the
four-cylindered compound passenger locomotives,
No. 1952 “ Benbow ," and , if successful results are
obtained , it is possible all engines of this type will
be treated in the same way . Instead of driving the
two valves with one set of gear, the rocking levers
operating the H .P. valve from the L.P. spindle will
be removed, and the H .P . piston valves provided
with a separate Joy's gear. The driver will then

be able to notch up the H .P . cylinders without simi

still opened and shut, as originally in
tended , by manual labour. The boiler in
the foreground of one of the views is of
the “ haystack " type, and in some parts
where it is worn through it is as thin as a
sixpence ; but that did not matter, as the
working pressure is in the region of be
tween 2 lbs. and 5 lbs., and when a hole
showed they just clapped on a clod. It
may interest some readers to know that

the cylinder was never bored ; but I
suppose it would get some kind of finish
ingGlasgow
off. — Yours truly,
J . GRAY.
.

Lt. Col. Harvey's Model Electric
Locomotive ,

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

DEAR SIR , — The photograph of this
engine, on page 185, is certainly a very
attractive one ; but I venture to doubt
whether the motive power as described

is as good as could have been obtained
by worm -gearing, which has been dis
carded . Mr. H . Greenly says this gearing
was inadmissible, because the engine
could not be rolled along or travel if the
currentwere cut off .
Such is not my experience. I have a
couple of engines already described in
your journal worked by worm -gear. I
experience no difficulty in rolling them on
the track in either direction, and they
travel for many yards after the current is
cut off.
I have tried all sorts of bevel wheel
crown wheel, etc., gearing , and am bound
to pin my faith in the worm - gear. It
saves friction as regards extra bearing,
and the power gained is beyond question.
In the description of the model Mr.
H . Greenly says that a lack of adhesion
caused the electric locomotive to
fall short of the tractive power of the
steam locomotive, and yet he drives from two axles.
Are we to understand from this that there was
slipping ? The locomotives I have pull 50 lbs. dead
start, and when the load exceeds this they do not
slip, but simply remain inert ; yet the heaviest
weighs only 12 lbs. Again ,Mr. Greenly sayshe places
his motor high up, so as to escape dirt, & c., on an
outdoor railway. The wheels of his engine are
3 ins., so that he iooks for obstructions 1 } ins. above

rail level. In this case the railway can hardly be
a realistic one. - Yours faithfully ,
West Ealing:
A . M . SIMKINS.

AN ANCIENT COLLIERY ENGINF.
larly adjusting the L.P. gear, and the steam distri
the sameas that employed on the Northern of France
compounds. We understand also that some three
cylinder compounds (Smith 's patent, the same
system to that now in use on the M . R . and N . E . R .)
of large dimensions, are to be built.
LOCOMOTIVEs in the United States number 41, 300,
according to a recent report.
STEEL DUST to the amount of 247,000 tons flies

bution will be, under this arrangement, very much

away from the railroads of the world yearly .
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Tallis Street, London , E .C .] Queries
which have been replied
selected from the
The followingare
to recently : Accumulators forMotor Cycles. T.G . W .
(8898]writesCharging
: I have to charge 4 -volt accumulators of various sizes
(Fife)
for motor cycles, taking 1, I, it, and 2 amps. respectively. These
represent the various accumulators in this district-- any one, or two,

time to charge. I have
the same
sent 1,in atgiving
may be No.
orgot allan ofAvery
them dynamo
10 volts 3 amps. - that is the
get

out of it,

size according to list - but I find I can about 14 volts to
work
though
Imay be driving too fast at this, and would preferammeter,
at the voltage it is designed for. I have also got a volt andresistances
information
to
fit
suitable
as
to
how
and
some
like
would
on the switchboard to charge one or two or any combination of these
of what the dynamo can do at one time. it, Iorhave
up to the capacity fields
cut
I wanttwo taking
14 volts
can get say
in thenothing.so that
ait resistance
thereif were
down to near
As a I sample,
we proceed
I amp. and one taking 2 amps. brought in , how would
14 -volt would never do them in
take twice as long. As another example, I might get in one at

to charge them all at once ? The
series, but then the one taking 2 amps. would only get i amp. and

done at the same time. I
tamp. and another at i amps. to be
accumulators, which
to a resistance
query re tocharging
recently
saw a a reply
keep
the amp res correct,
suitable
read
:
“
Have
Now , how does this tally
and the volts will look after themselves.”
cell should have 24 volts
with the theory thatAreevery accumulator
we to infer that the volts can be anything
charging current ?
above 2 volts per cell so long as there is no more than the correct
continuous
pass have, access
to a 110-volt
amperage
a small
to charge
if I wanted
lightingto a hotel.? INow
circuit forallowed
a
accumulator requires
this
off
circuit,
this
4charging
-volt accumulator
110-volt
were
a
amp.
to
procure
if
I
Then
i
of
rate
lamp which is known to consume i amp., or two lamps in parallel
two ( amp.)
taking 1 amp., and to place this lamp (1 amp.) or the
this be correct ?
in the circuit in series with the accumulator, would the
accumulator
through
going
be
still
Would
of
i
amp.
the current
? If you could only show some simple rule for cal

at 110 volts
culating out the correct resistances of the lamp required , or wire
resistance or any other resistance suitable for the job , I might be
able to figure it out and arrange it myself to fit the various accumu
lators which come in . I have studied the book on “ Small Accu
mulators," but cannot grasp it, as it does not enter fully into how
to calculate the resistance.
each accu
The only way to get over your difficultythatis to charge are
mulator
in parallel with its neigbbours— thanis, iftheeachother. capable
Thus,
of being charged at a greater amp rage
one taking amp., another
suppose we had three cells to charge,
either
It is obvious that you must
I amp., and the third 2 amps.separately
may have
order thateach
a current
supply
each cellwith
it, or else waste
allowable passed in through
current
the maximum
are
currentwillthanbe they
the larger acells
a small
time
giving Therefore,
by ofonlytaking.
required
resistance
greater
capable
necessary
in
the
circuit
than would be course.to insert
for the larger
smaller cellsbeing
Taking 14 volts as
in parallel, of
- all
of the
the pressure and say 3'5 amps. as themaximum output of dynamo,
to get a flow of amp. we needE a certain resistance which is found
from the formula C =
e know E and C and can find R .

Query No 8898

A RESISTANCE Coil.
away Bi is from
any amount by this arrangement ; the furtherReferring
to the
to your
B greater will be the resistance in circuit.
the
ampères are suitable
comment about our statement that if totheimpress
upon our readers
volts will be all right, we would like
certain
flow
cannot
a
have
for
you
the casea invariably,
such iswithout
thatcurrent
voltage and a proportionate
proportionate
of
alter the one you are bound to increase

resistance ; as soon as you
or diminish the other in the same proportion , if you wish to keep
your current the same. If you will refer back to March 5th , 1903,
issue, p . 237, Query No. 8106 , you will see a reply to a query
which , if you study it thoroughly , will, we think, clear up any
doubts
you have on this point. Yes : you can charge your cells
in series with the lamps you mention from the IT0-volt circuit

quite readily.

writes

R . E . B to. (Omyld Charlton)
Engineto youExhaust
query (No. 9281):
for your answer
obliged
I am[9350)
muchGas
recently, re gas engine exhaust pipe. As the pipe cannot be burnt
taking out of chimney (which will be a very difficult
outwithout
job ), I have decided to abandon it and fix another outside the
building, so that it can be got at when it requires burning out. At
present
the exhaust box is connected to engine by a short bend
and
18 ins. long. What I want to do is to shift the box outside
another
connect it to engine by a length of pipe ro ft. long, and run you
tell
from top of box up the wall to about 10 ft. high . Could
exhaust box
me if it will affect the running of the engine by placing whether
the
so far away ; if being in the open air will affect it, and
noise of the exhaust will be much louder ? The length of pipe at
the engine is Crossley's 6 h .-p.,

presenthorizontal
ft.by 3 ins.,and
is over 80valves.
with
will
well, and probably
arrangement
veryadjustments
No.
willalldolittle
This
havebeenyoumade.
better
runs
engine
find
noise;
notbemuch
sizeafter
should
there
ofengine,
the
to
is
suited
box
If
but if there is, an iron or tin box fitted with coke will deaden the

noise satisfactorily. See reply to query in November ist, 1902,

issue, No.6815, p. 213. Let us know if you have further trouble.

(9349]: Could
Refrigerating
D . (Cloughfold
writes
you give meMachinery.
any advice asF. to W a. small
ice-making)
plant, or recommend any book on the subject ? The points I am
anxious
are as follows :- (1) What would be the cost ? (2 )
would itabout
need a building specially , or should I be able to manage
in a large backyard behind house ? (3) What power would it
require, as I am told it would require an engine ? Should like to
be able to freeze blocks of about 40 lbs. weight.
cannot give you full information on this subject,

Rresistance
= 4 = 28 which
ohms. will giveus a flow of 1 amp :

We are sorry we
within the limits of the query columns. The
it comes scarcely
asusualmethod
of freezing is to employ either steam or gas engine to

R = =14ohms.
and for 2 amps.
R = = 7 ohms.
All you have to do now is to arrange a few coils of wire---platinoid

temperature again , it is
under pressure. Then when at normal
at
of the zero.
pump and
piston below
on the
does workfalls
allowed
and
to time
expand
much
Unless
temperature
to
its
same
the
you are well up in the subject, you had better consult some engi

Similarly to find the

5.

drive a pump, which first compresses the air in a cylinder . The

temperature of the air rises considerably, but is cooled whilst still

neering firm who make a speciality of refrigerating machinery. See
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advertisements
or The Engineer.in many of the trade papers, such as Engineering

Spark Hill)
Coll,writes
Accumulators,Magnetn
- Machine,
G .[9346]
(Haverstock
: ( I ) I have built a spark
coil to etc.
give
about -in . spark . The secondary consists of lb . S.c .c . wire
No.
36,
and
the
primary
of
20
yds.
of
No.
18
s.s.c.
It
gives
a
good
continuous spark in . with two Leclanché batteries, but I want to
know how I can make the spark hot; I am not anxious about the
length ? Would the primary wire on this coil let too much current
pass from a 4 -volt accumulator with plates 4 ins. by 4 ins. (one
positive plate and one negative in each cell) ? (2) You state in
your handbook,
“ Small Accumulators : How Made and Used,"

that an accumulator with three positive plates, 6 ins. by 4 ins., in
each cell gave a capacity of about 10 amp.-hours. Now , this
seems wrong. Are both sides of a plate taken in calculations ?
Thus, is a plate 4 } taken
16 or 32 sq20,000
. ins? ohms'
(3) Ihave
a magneto
machine which is woundtotobeovercome
resistance, and
as I should like to use it for lighting small lamps, would it be prac
tical to wind it with heavier wire so as to get a greater amp rage
and to reduce the voltage to about 20 volts ? The armature is at
present wound with a number 38 wire 14 ) Could you give me
any idea of the b .h .- p. of the water motor described in the M .E .
for July 16th , 1903 ? Water pressure is good here and drives motor
at about 1,500 or 2000 revolutions per minute.
(1 ) Try using a condenser with coil to get better results. 4 -volt
accumulator would do, but should be of greater capacity , although
this would work coil for a time. (2 ) You may reckon about 25 to
30 amp.-hours per sq . ft. of positive plate area. Both sides are
taken into account. (3) Yes. But as the fields are only perma
nent magnets, you would not get particularly good results for light
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The News of the Trade.
Editor will
be pleased to receive for review under ths
[The heading,
samples and particulars of new tools, apparatus.
and materials for amateur use. It must be understood thal
these reviews are free expressions of Editorial opinion , no
payment of any kind being required or accepted. The Editor
reserves the right to criticise or commend according to the
merits of the goods submitted , or to abstain from inserting a
review in any case where the goods are not of sufficient interest
to his readers.)
Reviews
distinguished byof the
asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial inspection
the goods noticed .
The “ Compact " Oil and Gas Engines.
The Ardwick Engineering Company, Bennett Street, Ardwick ,
Manchester, send us a leaflet describing their “ Compact ” vertical
oil and gas engines, and also a woodcut which we reproduce here
with . As an oil engine, the vapouriser is placed on top of the
cylinder, the ignition tube being in a larger tube connected with

ing purposes . (4 ) The horse-power of water motor is very small

and cannot be predetermined ; trial is your best plan .

Model Steamer Speed Competition .

Prizes, as mentioned below , are offered for the
best performance of model steamers, under the
following conditions : - Class “ A ” will include all
boats over 3 ft. 6 ins. and under 7 ft. in length ; and
Class “ B ” will include all boats of 3 ft. 6 ins. in
length and under. The length is to be taken on the i
water-line. Each boat must make three succes
of not less than 100
sive trips over a straighttripcourse
over a straight course of
yards in length , or one

not less than 300 yards. At starting each trip ,

steam must be turned on, and the engine started
and kept running for at least fifteen seconds before

the boat is released . The intervalbetween each of
the successive trips must be as short as possible, and
. The exact
must be stated in the particulars given, and
the exact
length of the coursemust bemeasured
timeto a second recorded for each trip . These par

ticulars must be written down and certified by the

signatures of two members of the executive of either
any recognised branch of the Society of Model
Engineers or any recognised Model Yacht Club, or,
Society exists, by any two
where no such Club or being
relations of the com
responsible adults, not
petitors, who must have been present at the trials.
In addition to the foregiong particulars, the
prize-winners must furnish photographs and des
criptions of their boats for publicaton in THE MODEL
ENGINEER. The prizes will consist of a Silver
Medal and a BronzeMedalin each class, to be given
for the fastest and
second fastest average speeds on
the three trips. Handsome printed certificates will

be awarded to Class “ A ” boats which have an
average speed record of not less than four miles per

hour, and to Class “ B ” boatswith an average speed
of not less than three miles per hour. The trials
may take place at any time during July, August,
or September, but no records will be admitted after
September 30th .
THE well-known White Star liner, Britannic, has
made her last voyage. She was towed from Belfast,

where she has been lying since December, by a
steain tug, for Bremen , where
she will be turned
into scrap.

THE ARDWICK ENGINEERING Co.'s “ COMPACT” Oil
ENGINE.
themanufact
former, both ofwhich are heated by a blowlamp . The engine
isforgings, ured
in three sizes, }, }, and 1 b .h.-P ., and castings.
and drawings are supplied
also

.

for ,Castings.
Plumstead
writes with reference to the
Mr. W . Durrant, ofAgency
announcement on his behalf in our issue of August 27th , that his
proposed arrangements for an agency for the sale of Messrs. Good
man & Co .'s castings have fallen through , and that he will, there
fore, be unable to execute orders for these goods.
Model Rails.
We have received from the Clyde Model Dockyard , Argyll
Arcade, Glasgow , some samples of model tracks and rails in both
brass and tin . The former are made up with chairs and sleepers,
complete in gauges ranging from it to 3 inches, while the latter
have chairs but are without sleepers, and can be laid down to any
are made out of sheet
gauge requiredprojecting
. Both rails andthesleepers
rail joints, and have a neat
pins at
metal, with
appearance. We are also informed that this firm has a large
stock ofboth straight and circular rails and points, and can execute
orders by return . Full particulars and prices may be bad on ap
plication .
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The Editor' s Page .
W

E

V

have, on more than one occasion , referred
for the mutual protection of buyers and

to the advantages of our Deposit System

sellers of goods advertised in our Sale and Exchange
Columns, and we are prompted to again refer to

this subject by the unfortunate experience of one
of our readers, which has just been brought to our

notice. It appears that he replied to a private
advertisement, in which a lathe was offered for sale

for £5 ; but after waiting a considerable time no
lathe arrived , and on making enquiries he was in
formed by the advertiser that the lathe had been

September 10, 1903.

E . S . R . (Rugby). — We are unable to say where the
material can be obtained. Write to the Secre.
tary of the Aeronautical Club and Institute,
St. Bride' s Institute, Fleet Street. E .C .
T . R . (Pembroke Dock ). - See the series of articles
on “ How to Become an Electrical Engineer," by

Mr. Frederic Taylor, Assoc.M .Inst. E . E ., in the
issues of July 1st and 15th , and August 1st, 1902.
( Volume No. VII).
G . A . H . (Manchester).--- If none of our advertisers
can supply you with the wire, you had better
obtain the ordinary insulated wire, and burn the

covering off by passing through a flame, and then
clean up with a duster.

PRESSURE (Featherstone). - Kindly await an arti
cle on the subject which is, at the time ofwriting,
nearly ready for press.

sold to someone else, but thathe could send another.
Subsequently, somecastings were sent, which , how
ever, had nothing to do with the lathe which was
promised . In spite of this, the same advertisement
in a rather different form was being inserted. Our
correspondent took legal proceedings, and obtained
judgment for his money to be returned forthwith .
The whole affair looks suspiciously like a swindle,

and we shall certainly decline to insert any further
advertisements from this particular offender. It is,
of course, quite impossible for us to guarantee the
bona fide character of all the advertisements we
insert, although we use every possible care to
exclude anything which is at all doubtful. We,
therefore, would again urge our readers to protect
themselves by the deposit facilities we offer. We
make no profit out of the small fees we charge ,
which do not cover the clerical work and postage
involved ; but it is to our interests to assist, as far
as possible, in making our columns a really useful
the sale or exchange ofgoods.
and safe medium forsatisfactory
results which have
As showing the
resulted from our adoption of the deposit system ,
we may say that considerably over one thousand
pounds has passed through this department since
it was first started, and that more than two-thirds
of the transactions have resulted in sales which
were entirely satisfactory to the parties concerned .
In many of the other cases the deposit has been
returned , owing to the goods having been already
sold , while in some few instances the money has
been returned because the goods did not prove all
that was promised. Where there has been any
difference or default between the parties the pro
tection has been a real one, and more than one
reader has written to say that the deposit system
has saved him from making a very bad bargain .

The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether

remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the eventof
rejection Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 138. per
annum payable advance. Remittances should bemade by Postal
,

in

Order.

Advertisement ratesmay be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c., forreview , to be addressed

EDITOR,
THEStreet,
“ The Model Engineer," 35 to 39, Temple House,
toTallis
London ,
E .C .

All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Engi
neer," 35 to 39, Temple House, Tallis Street, London, E .C .

All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales ofthe paper
and books to be addressed to the Publishers, Dawbarn & Ward ,
Limited , 6 , Farringdon Avenue, London , E .C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York , U .S. A ., to whom

all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .
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Two Small Cannon .
By JNO. B . Price.

.

MR. J. B. Price's MODEL CANNON.

THE accompanying photograph shews a couple
ofmodel guns which Ihave designed and made,
and as they are somewhat outside the ordinary
run of modelmaking, some particulars may interest
my fellow readers. The dimensions are as follows :
Forward Gun. Rear Gun.
Length overall

..

..

19 ins.

20 ins.

17 ins .
. . 161 ins.
..
Length of bore
I ins.
. . } ins,
Diameter ofbore . .
31 ins.
Diameter outside at breach 3 * ins.
,
at muzzle 1 $ ins.
2 ins.
The largest gun was constructed first, and is made
of good hammered scrap (part of an old line shaft).
The smallest of the two, which is the most modern
in design , is made of Martin Siemens mild steel,

the trunnion belt being a separate piece bored out
heated and shrunk on in position . The guns have
both smooth bores, and are muzzle-loading. The
operations of turning and boring being of the or
dinary nature, require no description.
The touch holes are drilled large enough on out
side to receive the friction fuse for firing, the smallest
size kept by most gunsmiths being used for the pur
pose .
For convenience and safety in loading, I use cart
ridge cases made of thin paper and filled with the
required charge of powder ; these are readily in
serted in the bore and rammed home.
The carriages are both of polished oak, with
slightly smaller than the body of the gun , and then
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polished gunmetal trunnion caps, and elevating
screws, and when kept in proper order they make
very handsome looking ornaments.

The friction fuse consists of a piece of copper tube
a sleeve attached near the top end in which is in
serted a tongue-piece, the forcible withdrawal of
I å ins. long, and 3 -16ths in . outside diameter, having

which fires the explosive charge in the copper tube.

September 17, 1903.

The Society of Model Engineers.
London .
FUTURE MEETING . – The next indoor meeting will
be held on Thursday , September 24th , in the Com
mittee Room of the Holborn Town Hall, at 7 p . m .
A good show of models is desired , and readers who
would like to join the Society are cordially invited .

- HENRY GREENLY, 2, Upper Chadwell Street,
Myddelton Square, London , E . C .
Tyneside. - The usual monthly meeting was held
on Saturday, September 5th , at which there

Copper Wire to
fosten sleeve to
tube

copper tongue

was only a small attendance. The absentees

piece

made for a visit to the Co -operative Wholesale

are hereby informed that arrangements have been

Society's Mills, at Dunston, on Saturday, September
19th . Members are requested to meet at the Mills
will be held on Saturday , October 3rd , at Pillar' s
Café, Pink Lane, at 7 p. m . - THOMAS BOYD, Hon .

at 3 p.m . prompt. The next monthly meeting

Sleeve

Sec., 128, Dilston Road, Newcastle-on -Tyne.

copper Tube

For the Bookshelf.
THE JUNIOR INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS. RECORD
OF TRANSACTIONS. Vol. XII, 1901 to 1902.
Edited by Walter T. Dunn, F .C .I.S . (Secretary ),
FRICTION FUSE FOR SMALL CANNON .
The cord for firing with is attached to the eyehole
in the end of the tongue- piece by means of a stout
hook . The sleeve is attached to the copper tube by

means of copper wire lashed round crosswise, and
the ends twisted together (see drawing).

39, Victoria Street, Westminster. Price ros. 6d .
This volume includes — in addition to the very
instructive papers on engineering subjects — the
report of the Council I.J. E . for the past Session,
list of members and officers, and the presidential
address by Sir John Jackson , F .R .S.E . The
lectures comprise “ Street Railway Construction
for Electrical Traction ," by Mr. F . S. Pilling,

M .I.M . E ., “ The Utilisation of Exhaust Steam ," by
John Buley, “ The Electric Passenger Elevator,
by Wm . J. Cooper, A . M .I.M .E ., “ TheUses of Engin

THE LOCOMOTIVES OF GREAT BRITAIN . — The
principal English , Welsh , and Irish railways in the

eering Models, by Percival Marshall, A .M .I. M . E .,
“ Lighthouse Construction," by G . D . Sweetman ,
and “ Colonial Railway Construction ," by Lewis

first half of this year compared as follows with
the corresponding number owned in the second

illustrated. We can heartily recommend the
volume to the student and engineer as an interest
ing and useful work of reference .
HAND CAMERA PHOTOGRAPHY. By Walter Kilbey ,

number of locomotives owned by the twenty -two
half of 1902 :

June 30 , Dec. 31,
1903.
1902.

Company .

Belfast and North 'n Counties
..

City and South London
Great Central
Great Eastern
Great Northern
Great Northern
Great Southern
Great Western
Lancashire and

.

: : : : : :

Central London

(Ireland) . .
and Western
. ..
Yorkshire

London -Brighton . .
London - Tilbury . . .
London-North -Western

73

73

30
52

30

London-South -Western

B:

London : Dawbarn & Ward, Ltd ., 6 , Farringdon
Avenue, E . C . Price is. nett; cloth , 2s. nett.
The ever -ready and compact hand camera being
now far more popular amongst amateur photo
graphers than the instrument upon a tripod, this

954
1085
1279
151
273
2158

1085
1279
151
267

work , which is written especially for those who use
the former, will be found very interesting reading,
and not less of assistance, to the beginner in the art

2107

as well as to the older hand. It is helpful in every

1377

1363

535
62

535
62
2530

stage of the process, giving, among other things,
practical hints on the selection of a camera , what

2545

Metropolitan . .
Metropolitan-District
Midland
Midland Great Western . .
North - Eastern
North Staffordshire . ..
SouthVa
-Eastern and Chatham
Taff lero

52

H . Rugg, mostly all of which are very well

736
89
54
2787
131

954

734
54

163
738

2782
131
2142
163
734

198

198

2142

plates or films to use in certain cameras, things
late the camera in thehand or on a stand, developing,
printing, and toning , making lantern slide, enlarg
ing, & c. Not only does the writer say from prac
tical experience what to do, and how to do it to pro
duce good results, but attention is drawn to the pit
falls most amateurs are likely to experience and how
to avoid them . Besides many descriptive sketches,
a number of interesting photographic reproductions

worth knowing concerning the lens, how to manipu

on art paper are given .

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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Workshop Notes and Notions.
(Readers are invited to contribute workshop
short practical
Hems for this
experience. Accepted

3 ins. long, and turned one end to a point. I then
got a piece of round mild steel 1 in . long and in .
diameter, and drilled a hole through centre a bare
1 in . I then gripped the piece of tool steel in

column, based on their own
contributions will be paid for on publication . ff desired , accord
ing to merit. All matter intended for this column should be

.. - . -E .

marked " WORKSHOP " on the envelope.]

A Useful Drill Chuck .

By J. S. HINES.
Enclosed please find drawing of a self-centreing
lathe chuck which can be inade at a very little cost .
Fig. i is a section of chuck , which is bored out at
C in ., and the smaller end bored and tapped to fit
lathe. A 1-in , hole at E is then drilled across it (see
ΤΑ
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D

THE SPECIAL CENTRE POP.
chuck , and after a little easing with a file put it
through the piece ofmild steel with the point and
about 4 in . of the tool steel protruding. A few taps
with a hammer made it a tight fit.
Again placing it in chuck, as a mandrel with the
piece of -in steel mounted on it, I turned the
latter down until it was a nice sliding fit in the hole
through chuck . This acts the same as a t-in .

centre punch , and with it I make a light
centre- pop at each end of a round rod, as
D
WWWUN
AD described above, and then drill and coun
TALAD
tersink same in the usual manner . The

= = =

point of centre-punch should be hardened
and tempered .

235

Fillets in Patterns.
FIG . 2 .

FIG . 1.

A USEFUL DRILL CHUCK .
Fig. 2 ). Fig. 3 is the drill holder i in . diameter,
2ins. long - -this is inserted in chuck at E and fixed
in position by setscrew A , and prevented from re
volving by key B . The heart-shaped hole in drill
holder should he drilled when firmly fixed in chuck ,
and after being shaped as shown in sketch , any sized
drill under } in diameter may be securely fixed in

it hy getscrew D . It will readily be seen that any
sized drill may be used in this chuck , and so ad .
justed to run perfectly true.

of Centre Marking.
Method
A Simple By
F . W . HORNBY.

Fig . 3.

By W . H . .

Fillets or hollows make for strength
and neatness in a casting, and , where they
may be used , it is a pity to leave square corners
because of the trouble of making them hollow .
There are a number of ways in which it may be
done. The simplest one of all for the pattern
maker is to tell the moulder to round the corners.
This is done in some shops by running a chalk
mark along where fillets are wanted . The next
roughest plan is to plane triangular strips in
the angle board and nail them in , thus making a flat
break instead of a graceful curve. A much better
way, and scarcely any more trouble, is to hollow the
flat out with a plane of suitable radius. This is the
usual way. Another is to build the pattern so that

Not having a bell centre-punch , I use the follow

the hollow may be worked out of the solid . This is

ing method for the same purpose when requiring
the rods for turning between the lathe centres.
Having a Cushman self-centreing chuck , with a

best in small work . A very quick and neat method ,

that in result leaves nothing to be desired ,is a leather
fillet, stuck in with shellac. This has the great ad

vantage of being able to follow any curve. In this
case the filleting is bought ready for use. Putty
and beeswax are both used for curves. They are
both well adapted for small patterns. It is pressed
into the hollow form with an outside gouge or other

suitable implement.
E
-TIT
I-

-

--

+

Rod griphed
in jaws.

A SIMPLE METHOD OF CENTRE MARKING.

4-in . hole through the centre of same, I thought

An ADJUSTABLE TAP WRENCH .
An adjustable Tap Wrench
By C . R . T.

that by lightly gripping any piece of round rod in
jaws, and then passing a round centre-punch of the
same diameter as hole through it from the back
of chuck, a slight tap on punch would accur

The wrench here described is niade from two
pieces of square steel, the parts forming the handles
being turned . A V is filed in the centre ofthe square

ately mark a centre- pop. Not, however, being
possessed of a small centre-punch of the right
diameter, I got a piece of - in . round tool steel

parts so as to form a square for the tap when the
screws are tightened . The advantages of this ad

justable wrench are, that several sizes may be held
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with one wrench , and if the screws are always
tightened when the tap is being held , you will always

September 17, 1903.

Institution, after which the members visited the
works ofMessrs. Davy Brothers, at Attercliffe , when
they had the opportunity of seeing in course of
erection the most powerful armour- plate mill yet

have a square hole and this is not generally the case
with the ordinary wrench after it has been in rise
some time.

constructed . It is for the Imperial Japanese
Government, and will be capable of rolling a 40 or
50 -ton hard chrome steel ingot into à plate in
about 15 minutes.
's Steel

A Two-jaw Lathe Chuck .
By J. W . W .
To make the chuck , turn up a piece of iron 3 ins.
diameter, 3 ins.long,bore hole and screw -cut,for inan

The next visit was to Messrs. Hadfield

Foundry Company's Works, at Tinsley . On arrival
the members were entertained to luncheon , Col. Sir

drel nose, bore a 1-in . hole up on other side and face
both ends true, also drilling two f-in. tapping holes

Howard Vincent, M . P ., presiding. A most inter

in the position shown. Next turn up a cap or plate

esting afternoon was spent in the inspection of the

3 ins. diameter ,

splendid foundry where steel casting for hydraulic,

K

-

-

in . thick , and face on both ends

- 3 -

- ---

á Clearance *

INNONDON
uuuuuuuu

Á tapped
+ 24

źdia :
- -

- - - -

Atalhada

Fig . 1. - BODY OF Chuck.

FIG . 3. - CAP WITH SLOT FINISHED,

Fig . 2.- Cap.

marine, and other machinery , track work ,
points and crossings and mining ma
chinery of all kinds were being turned out.
Haddon Hall and Chatsworth House
were visited on the following day, and next

* - * *- *
roughed

Steel

Ele

+

morning the worksof Messrs. Charles Cam
mell & Co. were opened to themembers, an
armour-plate for H .M .S. Hinduston being
hardened. specially
rolled on their arrival. Thevari
ous other processes incidental to armour

plate manufacture were shown, and file
making, tool-steel rolling, general forgings

Fig. 4. — Dies.
Fig . 5 .

A TWO-JAW LATHE
CHUCK .

END ELEVATION OF

COMPLETE CHUCK.

and front. Through this also drill two 7-in . clear
ance holes ; countersink these for two 1-in , screws.
A slotmust next be cut and filed out to dimensions ;
this slot is tapered from front to back, if ins. at
in . at front. Two dies are wanted - these
should be tool steel filed to shape shown . The cap
must now be drilled for two in . steel screws to
push dies to and fro . This chuck will be found to
hold up to f-in . very securely .
back ,

The Junior Institution of Engineers.

and crucible steel melting furnished other
features of interest. In the foundry,
marine, locomotive, dynamo, and other

castings were in hand. After luncheon at
the Victoria Royal Hotel, on the invitation
of the Company, Mr. Fairholme presiding,
the party proceeded to the works of
I Messrs. James Dixon & Sons, where the numerous
operations involved in the manufacture of silver
smiths' goods were witnessed .

The whole of the following day was spent in an
excursion to Castleton , and during the next
the Toledo Steel Works of Messrs. John Henry
Andrew & Co. were visited . Springs, wire, Siemens
and Bessemer steel, and specialities in cast
ing steel, rolling mills, mining tools, etc., afforded
ample food for a morning 's reflection , and in the

afternoon the Master Cutler's Works (Messrs.
Thomas Turner & Co .) were seen . Here cutlery of
all kinds was being made, the striking feature being

THE summer meeting of this Institution , which

the large amount of work which was being done by

has recently taken place, was exceptionally
well attended - a circumstance, no doubt, due
to the particularly attractive character of the pro
gramme provided .
The proceedings opened at the Town Hall,
Sheffield, where the Lord Mayor welcomed the

handicraft. The series of visits was brought to a
close by inspecting the works of Messrs. Mellowes,
where the well-known “ Eclipse ” roof glazing is
produced , and in the evening the Institution Sum

mer Dinner was held at the Royal Victoria Hotel,

the Chairman (Mr. Kenneth Gray) presiding.
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Some Experiments with an

sparking distance apart and turn thein su as to bear

Induction Coil.*

on a glass plate, a spark will pass when the glass is
breathed upon .
Experiment 6 .-- Sprinkle fine metal filings on the
glass ; sparks will scintillate aniong them . This ex .

By E . B . ANDERSON.
IN these experiments it will be assumed that the
I experimenter has a .4.in . or 6 -in . spark 'induc
tion coil. All the experinients here described

periment can be repeated with various filings and

can be performed with a 4-in . spark very well, but 1

also with powdered carbon.
Experiment 7 . – Attach iron filings to a large plate
of glass by means of varnish , and dry . Then place
the poles closer together ; when long
flashes of light will be obtained .

Experiment 8. - For this experi

ment make a sınall pile of powdered
carbon on the glass plate and ap

rood In

proach poles closely among the par
ticles ; when a clear space will be
formed round the + pole.
Experiment 9 . - Attach wires from
the terminals to an eudiometer tube
( Fig. 2) containing two volumes
hydrogen , and one volume of oxy
gen , and pass a spark ; the gases

zoo

will combine, and the inercury will

· Insulating

Stand.

Fig . 1.
for x-ray work the experiments are better with a
6 -in . coil.
EXPERIMENTS WITH SPARK DISCHARGES.
For these experinients the apparatus given in
Fig. 1 is suitable, and to it wires from the secondary
terminals of the coil should be joined .
a and a ' are insulating supports, and b is a
fine pointed metal rod sliding in the sleeve p
and terminating in a glass handled. The plate

c is of metal, also connected with a rod
sliding in p ' and ending in a glass handle .
p and p ' are fixed in m and m ' and have a
ball-and - socket motion , so that they can be
moved in any direction .
Experiment 1. - Push b and c together till
a spark can just pass, and it will be seen that

rush up the tube.
Experiment 10 . - . To accomplish
this, attach two fine iron wires to
theterminals and take a short spark
between them . One wire will be
come white-hot and fuse, while the
other remains comparatively cool.
The iron wire which fuses is the one
attached to the - pole of the secon .
dary .
Experiment 11. - Shorten the distance between
the poles. The spark will have a flaming appear..
ance, travelling in a straight line and he short andi

Platinum

Terminals.

Insulated
Wire.

Hydrogen 2
* Orygen .I.
Ekoil.

it is of a violet colour.
Experiment 2 . - -Next set the apparatus so

as to give the longest continuous flow of
sparks possihle. The sparks will be thin and
blue and give a sharp crackling noise, and
also will be observed to take a crooked course
through the air, due to their finding the path
of least resistance.

Experiment 3. — Place a piece of paper
between the apparatus ; it will be perforated

Vare end
of wire

Mercury.
Watcr

the spark . 4 . - Increase the distance be
by Experiment

the points beyond sparking distance,

tween
and place a lighted spirit lamp underneath ; a India Rubber Pad
discharge will pass, when the heated air lies
FIG . 3.
Fig . 2 .
between the sparking points.
Experiment 5. — Place the poles nearly twice their
thick. This is termed the " calorific spark " and
will ignite gunpowder and other explosives.
* This article was awarded a prize in Competition
The following experiments are best performed in
a darkened room .
No. 31; Mr. Gen . R . Grieve's articles, which ap
peared in the issues of August 13th and 20th , taking
an award of equal value.

Experiment 12. - Remove the poles beyond visible
sparking distance. Glowing brush -like discharges
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will be seen at the poles. The discharges are

red or yellow light, and a lenion appears as a brilliant

silent.
Experiment 13. - Next moisten a piece of cork

goldeu sphere.

(sulphuric acid ) and place the terminals on it about
2 ins. apart. The heat will vapourise the water and
the cork will be charred by the acid .
Experiment 14 .- .Then separate the ternuinals and
draw along the surface of the cork in a zig -zag

DiscHARGES IN VACUO.
Experiment 20 .- This beautiful experiment is
termed “ the Cascade," and is carried out as follows,
and as shown in Fig . 4 :- Coat a beaker 4 ins. deep
by 2 ins, wide with some tinfuil so as to leave it ins.
of the upper part uncovered . On the plate of an

manner, the flame will follow the moving pole,

air -pump, place a glass plate and on it the beaker.

charring the cork and leaving behind a line of hght.
Experiment 15 . -- In place of the cork used in the
last experiment, substitute a piece of silvered

Over this a glass receiver should be set, open at the
top and standing on the plate of the pump. A brass
cap, with a hole in the centre, should then be
fitted
tightly on the top of the pump receiver ; through
this is passed a wire insulated , and fixed with leather

ahout 10 ins. X 4 ins. with some diluted H ,SO ,

leather, which will be illuminated with a greenish
light.

collars. The wire niust be covered with a glass tube

inside the receiver, and reach to the bottoni of the

Experiment 16 .-- -Pour a quantity of oil on water,
introducing an insulated wire proceeding from the

beaker. One wire from the coil should be fixed to
this wire and the other to themetal plate
of theair pump. On exhausting the appa
ratus and passing the discharge current
Vacuum
through it, a continuous stream of what
looks like blue fluid pours over the side
Glass of the beaker, and the glass fluoresces.
- tube
If the current he reversed , this discharge

n

no

r
- Leatolhe
le

C

Receiver

Hron-bar.
Glass
tube

will be seen to flow backwards into the
Experiment 21. - Use beakers made of

beaker.

different kinds of glass, which fuoresce

. Soda-green fluoresce3 golden
P o ToAir Pump differently
green ; lead fluoresces blue ; uranium flu

Beaker
Glass
hlale

oresces green .

at Tin - foil
Pole of
Electro
magnet

ou

Fig . 4

Fig . 5.

Experiment 22.----Place an iron rod in a
glass tube and fit in a globe which can be
exhausted as shown in the acconipanying
Fig . 5. Near the base of the tube con
taining the iron rod place a metalring sur
rounding the tube, and a wire at the top

of the globeabove the iron rod . Put this,
interior terniinal of the coil, into the water below

when exhausted , on one pole of an electro -magnet

the oil (Fig . 3) and a wire from the exterior ter
minal into the oil at the top . Greenish -white cre
pitating sparks are obtained and hydrogen gas is

make its appearance on the rod and begin to

liberated , which burns with a bluish flame on the
top of theoil. Alcohol gives a red spark and carbon
bisulphide a brilliant white one. Other liquids can
be used : oil of cloves, oil of turpentine, etc.

Experiment 17. - Connect the terminals of the coil
with the inner and outer coatings of a Leyden jar,
and separate points of discharger about 1 in . ; an
extremely brilliant dis
charge will take place ac
companied by a trenien
dous roaring noise.
Experiment 18. — Suh .
stitute for the Leyden jar
what is known as “ a

and connect with the coil ; a purple riband will
rotate around the bar.

Experiment 23. - Obtain a tube as indicated in

the sketch Fig. 6 , having aluminium -tipped ter
minals, and containing a gas at an early stage of
exhaustion. The gas will give various coloured
discharges, of which I mention the commonest.
These can be tried on any gas which does not de
compose on the passage of the spark .

FIG . 6.
In coal gas discharge is green.

fulminating plane." This consists of a square of
window glass 15 X 15, coated on either side with
tinfoil. Attach to one coat a band of tinfoil,
long enough to fold over the edge of the glass and
touch the other coat. Wind this band around a
glass rod, so that the band and the separate coating
can be brought any distance apart. Adjust to
spark distance, an extremely bright light will be
observed , and the noise of the discharge will ainount

will be
if the lamp is held several inches away from the dis

to a roar.

charge apparatus.

Experiment 19 . - Push two points into wood ,
lenion , apple, or such like object, a spark passes and
the object will be lighted up . Wood gives a blood

Experiment 25. - The following experiments with
tubes containing air at different degrees of exhaus.
tion , will show the difference in spark passe !. If

pink.
dioxiddee ," white.
carbonn dioxi
-„,, nitrogen
carbo
,, hydrogen
„ blue and crinison in a
narrow tube.
24. - Approach
burnt-outglow
to Experiment
either terminalof
the coil ; athe
inside of the lamp
lamp
filled with a bluish glow , which appears even
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the amount of residual air is 1-5th , forked and

brush - like spark will appear ; if 1.20th , spark will be
thin , red , and flexible; and if 1 -40th , a luminous band

extends from pole to pole and a violentmantle ap
pears round each pole, though brighter at the (cathode) pole. With 1-500th of the air remaining
the column breaks up into transverse striations,
which flicker about, and the violet mantle around
the cathode grows large and more distinct. With
1- 10 ,000th , the striations are fewer and whiter, the
light at the (anode) + pole dwindles to a niere star,
the violet glow around the cathode fills the end of
the tube and the glass fluoresces.
Experiment 25 . -- The Geissler tubes have 1. 500th
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be obtained . The cathode is a large hollow cup of
aluininium , and any substance, e .g., platinum , glass
etc., placed in the cathode stream is tused .
Experiment 30 . - If the substanice is on one side of
the stream , the stream can be deflected on to the
substance by means of a magnet as shown in the
sketch .

RÖNTGEN Rays.
For the experiments connected with these won
derful rays, one of the tubes depicted in Figs. 9 and
10 must be obtained . Röntgen found that if the
cathode rays were concentrated on a metal target,

new rays, which he termed x -rays, were evolved .

Foil

0

0

y Magnet.

0
0

9

Platinum

Fluorescent Solenoid

are

Fig . 8.

Fig . 7.
Fig . 9.
In the tube shown by Fig . 1o anti-cathode or target
is not used as the anode in Fig. 9 is.
Experiment 31.- .The rays when allowed to fall on
a screen coated with bariuri - platino-cyanide, give
a shadow of the object. The tube is covered with a
black screen so as to shut out all other rays. If

FIG . 10 .

the hand be held between the tube and the bariuin
screen , the bones of it can be seen .

of the air left and are made in innunierable forms.

through which the striae flicker in a wonderful way .
Sometinies the tubes are surrounded by a fluorescent
solution which greatly heightens the effect. A piece
of apparatus for revolving several tubes is made,
and the effects obtainable are extremely beautiful.
Some tubes are shown in Fig . 7 .
Experiment 27 . - If the cathode rays are allowed

to stream on genis in the tube, they glow with beau
tiful tints.
Experiment 28. -- A calcined shell glows beauti
fully and continues glowing for some minutes after
the discharge has ceased .
Experiment 29.- -To show heating effect of the
cathode rays, a tube represented in Fig. 8 should

To clean machine tool belts, sponge them well on
foot oil, afterwards hanging the belt in the heat of

both sides with naphtha and then rub in someneat's

the siin for a day to dry, says the American Ma.
chinist.
THE INFLUENCE OF X -RAYS. - While x -rays have
usually shown no positive effect upon the germina

tion of seeds and other plant phenomena , ži. Seckt
claims to have shown that they have a real influence
upon circulating protoplasm . The movement
quickened in the isolated hairs of some plants, and
leaves about a foot from the tube began to close
after exposure for twenty minutes to the rays. The
youngest leaves closed first.
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How to Form

a Local Society

of Model Engineers .
By Hon. SECRETARY (LONDON .)
CROM time to time it has been my duty to give
such information as lay in my power to
readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER residing
in the Provinces who have been desirous of inaugu
rating Local Societies in their respective districts.
To tell even an interesting tale many times over
somewhat wearies one, and to save repeating in
letters the necessary instructions to enquirers, the

Editor has kindly allowed me space for a few re
marks on the subject, including some notes on the
management of our London Society, which at the
beginning of the model making season should not
come amiss.
Any reader who has sufficientspare time, and feels

the need of a Society in his town or city, may, by
sending up a notice, inviting readers to join him in
his venture, to the Editor, with a request for an inser

tion in the “ Society Column,” get to know approxi

mately the number of persons who are in sympathy
with the scheme, and if, say, somesix or seven replies
are received , and it appears that success is probable,
the best course is then to call a preliminary meeting
by letter to each of the gentlemen replying to the
notice. The readers attending this meeting, after
introducing themselves to each other, should elect a
Chairman , Secretary, and a Provisional Committee,
and busy themselves in finding a suitable place for
the first public meeting. Of course, the question
of finances will arise, and it must be left to the
gentlemen at the meeting to consider whether it
will be worth while sinking any money in the hiring
of a suitable room . In provincial towns it is gen

erally possible to “ borrow " a meeting room which
will hold from twenty to thirty persons, and if any
of the prospective members present at the prelimi.
nary meeting can bring influence to bear in this
direction , money will be saved , and in case the
scheme falls through , only small liabilities will be
incurred .
However, something must be risked, and a little
cash should be raised , and , perhaps, an advertise

ment inserted in a local newspaper, also a “ report”
of
- well in advance — should be sent to the Editor
public

this journalmaking it known " that the first
Society will be held at
meeting of the B - day of — 190 ," at a
7 p .m ., on the
certain Hall in the town or city, as the case may be,
and inviting all and sundry persons interested in
model engineering to attend.
The promoters of the Society should also endea
vour to get a collection of models, tools, and appli
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the reading and discussion of papers ; the exhibition
and trial of models, etc. ; and generally promoting
the mutualassistance and intercourse of its mem
bers." This rule, with the name of the town in
front of the title , may be used in its entirety .
RULE 2 (membership ) provides that “ Candidates
for admission as members shall be persons above
the age of 15 who are interested in model engineering
and electrical matters. Each candidate shall be
proposed and seconded by two members of the So
ciety , and shall, if approved by the Committee, be

elected by general vote at any ordinary meeting.”
RULE 3 fixes the subscriptions. It has been
found, and it is also the writer's firm conviction ,
that a small subscription does not redound to the
benefit of the individual member, and at the same
time does not allow of the Society progressing in the
manner that all enthusiastic members would wish
for. It hampers and restricts, and the apathetic
member is not stimulated to look after his own in
terests (and, therefore, the interests of the Society )
if the subscription is insignificant in amount.

The “ sub should at least be 7s. 6d. or ios. 6d .
per annum , and the entrance-fee from is. 6d. to
25. 6d. This allows a fair margin to be set aside on
the capital account, and when the timearrives for
the establishment of a workshop , the schemewill not
be hindered by lack of finances to so great an ex
tent as otherwise would be the case.

This business will very likely suffice to fill the
time at the disposal of the first meeting, and the
consideration of the remaining rules may be left to
the Committee or to the next general meeting.
Before the meeting closes, the Hon . Secretary
should enroll the names of those visitors present,
and collect entrance-fees. This latter “ operation "
is important, as the least interested of the visitors
may very likely be persuaded to be " enrolled " ; but
if he does not commit himselfby paying an entrance
fee or subscription , he may not turn up again .
To gain new members the Committee of the young
Society should bring all their resources to bear in
the matter of advertising the Society , by exhibitions
of models in local shop windows, circularising, regu
larly sending reports to the M . E ., inviting local

celebrities, getting together exhibits, writing papers,
provoking discussions on model engineering and
workshop subjects, criticising designs, and arranging

visits to neighbouring engineering works.
With reference to the question of affiliation , Rule
14 of the London Society says :
“ PROVINCIAL SOCIETIES. — That Provincial So
cieties having similar objects to the London Society
shall be allowed to affiliate themselves to the London
Society , and that the affiliation be renewable at the

its objects the bringing together of those interested
in the construction and working of model engines,

beginning of each financial year. Any application
for affiliation or renewal of affiliation to be subject
to the approval of the Committee of the London
Society . Each Provincial Society shall be self
controlling and self-supporting, but shall pay an
affiliation fee of 6d. per member per annum , which
shall contribute towards the common expenses of
the whole Society. This fee shall be payable on
November ist each year ; but shall be allowed for
the next following year on those members who have
joined within three months of November ist, and
on whose account a first affiliation fee has already
been paid."
Affiliation is not at all obligatory ; indeed , the

electrical apparatus, tools, and kindred subjects ;

London Committee do not persuade any Local So

ances together at the first meeting to give any new
comers a good opinion of the practical benefits of

the Society . The formal business should consist
principally of rule-making, and for the guidance of
the Provisional Committee, a copy of the rules of
the London Society should previously have been

obtained from the Secretary of the parent institu
tion in London ,
Rule 1 of the London Society says that the title
and objects are as follows : - " That this Society be

called the Society of Model Engineers, and have for
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ciety to becomeaffiliated . However, there are un
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deniable advantages ; and in return for the monies

Reversing Electric Locomotives

paid on this head the London Society print a com
plete list of the names and addresses of all mem
bers, and also reports and balance -sheets, and send
free copies to Local Societies in August and Novem
ber respectively . Members wishing to be trans
ferred can do so without fee, and provincial

from the Switchboard .

members of affiliated societies are entitled to com

pete in the periodic Model Making Competitions,
to attend meetings and visits of the London and
other bodies, and have the use of the London
Society 's library .

In conclusion, I may add that although these
notes do not exhaust the subject, and whilst the
ordinary tact and commonsense which , shall I say,
is peculiar to the average model engineer, combined

with a fair degree of enthusiasm , is alone necessary

By G . LORIMER .

L

AVING at last succeeded in evolving an ar

O
rangement whereby electrically driven loco
motives could be reversed from the switch
board , I have nuch pleasure in submitting the result
of my experiments. The apparatus works per
fectly with two bichromate cells, each elementbeing
composed of a zinc plate between two carbon plates,
the size of the plates being 6 ins. by 21 ins., and the
depth of immersion 4 ins.
The idea of using a permanent magnet in con
junction with an electro -magnet, was suggested by
Mr. Lawton, and , from this the finished article was

iiiiii

Reversing Switch

Main Switch
Volt

Battery

meter

Shunting

Switch

w w w w w

Ammeler

Resistances
Fig . 5. -- DIAGRAM OF ALTERED SWITCHBOARD CONNECTIONS.
to enable a Committee, Hon . Secretary, and Chair
man to make a Society a useful addition to the work
of a town or city , success is largely due to the action

cause the changes in polarity of an electro-magnet,

of the rank and file of the members. Unless they

repel a permanent magnet, the movement of which

help the executive, the executive cannot in turn

would bring about the alteration in the direction of
the current in the armature of the motor. The

render the meetings bright, interesting, and in
structive to all . Practical subjects should be dis
cussed at the meetings, tests made, and criticisms
of models and designs invited . A model locomotive
track is a good addition to the assets of the Society ;
also a Society is well- favoured if it has a testing
boiler ; indeed , such benefits are unending where
every member works for the sole object of increas
ing the value of the body as a whole.
On the southern slope of the hill that fronts the

Philippine exhibit at St. Louis , Mo., U .S.A ., the
Department of Agriculture is making a nap of the
United States to cover over five acres of ground. The
entire five acres have been underlaid with wooden
drains to carry off the surface water. Products
grown by each State will be exhibited on thenap. .

gradually worked out. The general scheme was to
effected by a reversal of the current, to attract or

theoretical part of the idea was perfect, but con
stant failures were experienced in putting it into
practice, until it was found that the size of the per
manent magnet had a most important bearing upon
the result. Small permanent magnets were at first
employed with the idea of lessening the weight of
the moving parts, but the alteration in polarity of
the electro -magnet merely caused a reversal in that
of the permanent magnet. When , however, a
magnet of fair size was employed , success was en
sured .

The first part to be made is the baseboard (Fig . 1).
This can bemade of cigar box wood , 3 ins. by 21 ins.
A rectangular slot, -in . by it ins., is cut out of the
centre in the direction of the shortest breadth to
accommodate the swing of the magnet. The mag
net, which was kindly made for me by Mr. Lawton
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is of the shape shown at A (Fig. 2 ), and is made of

series. The position of the electro-magnets is such

3- 16ths in , square steel, the total length of each leg
being 13 - 16ths in ., and the distance between the
legs } in . ; an in . hole is drilled through the centre

that at the limit of swing of the permanentmagnet,

of the back , as shown by the dotted lines.
A rod of hard wood, 7 in . diameter and it ins.
long, is turned up and fitted with brass caps, the
free ends of which are turned down to 1- 16th in .

for a distance of 3- 16ths in . ( Fig. 2). On each cap
at right angles to the axis of the rod is soldered at
the centre a stiff brass wire, 34 ins. long, and half-an
inch of each end of the wires is bent downwards at
right angles, care being taken to balance the whole
arrangement evenly on the brass ends. An } in .

the poles of the latter just touch the faces of those
of the electro -magnets, and this swing ought not to

exceed } in., that is, 1- 16th in . on either side of the
The connections are as follows : — The electro
magnets are connected in shunt with the main cir
cuit, the main current travels through the field
magnets to one of the bearings of the permanent
vertical.

magnet axle, and the other bearing is attached to
the return wire of the main circuit . The two wires
from the armature of themotor are attached to the
two connecting wires of the mercury cups, one to
each , and enough mercury is put into each cup to
ensure the brass wires dipping into it. A very

small quantity suffices, and the height of the cups
prevents any escaping unless the locomotive is
turned upside down, but, to ensure safety , the cups
may be fitted with cardboard caps, provided with
a hole to admit the wires. A diagram of the con
nections is given in Fig . 4, in which one may trace
the effect of altering the direction of the current and
consequently that of the permanent magnet. The
magnet, attached to its axle AB, is supposed to be

hanging between the electro -magnets CD, but is
drawn separately for the sake of clearness. Now ,
if the pules at A and B be N . and S , respectively , on

FIG . 1 . - .BASEBOARD .
hole is drilled in the centre of the wood rod , and the
magnet and rod can be fastened together by a small

brass bolt and nut in such a way that there is no
contact between the magnet and the caps.
Two brass bearings are nextmade, each provided
with a hole of suitable size to take the 1- 16th in .
pins on the caps at a height of fin . from the base
board . These bearings can be screwed down to the
baseboard so that the magnet on its axle hangs ver
tically in the centre of the slot in the board and can
swing freely .
Four mercury cups are required , and can be made
of hard wood to the shape shown in Fig. 3 ; the in
side depth of the cups being & in., and the diameter

sending a current in the direction shown at G , a
portion of the current will be shunted through the
electro -magnets and will magnetise thein as shown
in the diagram , and the permanent magnet will
swing over to the right, being attracted by D and
repelled by C . This movenient causes the brass

wires on the axle to dip into themercury cups FE ',
and the main portion of the current, after passing

through the field -magnets of the motor, will travel
through the bearing A to the cup E , thence to F
by the diagonal wire through the right hand arma

ture brush and back to F , crossing over to E ', and
returning by the bearing at B to the battery .
On reversing the direction of the current, the

& in . A 1-16th in . hole is drilled through the side
to the bottom of the cup. These cups are glued
into the baseboard by means of the tenons on them
in such a position that the ends of the brass wires
on the axle .can enter them without touching the
sides, and they are connected together diagonally
by stout copper wires passed into the holes in the
sides. The wire must be bare in the cups, and the
holes can be sealed up with Prout's glue on the out
side. The connecting wires had better be insulated .
The electro -magnets are made of } in. soft iron ,
the legs being } in ., and the distance between the

poles in . The bobbins, which are very thin and
1 in . diameter in the flange, are wound full with
No. 36 s.c. copper wire, so as to produce a north
and south pole in the usual way. The faces of the
poles may be covered by paper discs seccotined on
to prevent the permanentmagnet sticking, or may

be fitted with brass pins. The electro-magnets are

FIG . 3.

MERCURY
CUP.

Fig . 2. - MAGNET AND HOLDER.
direction of the shunted current is also changed , so
that the pularity of the electro -magnets is reversed .

The pernianent inagnet, retaining its N . and S. poles
at A and B , is repelled by D and attracted by C ,
consequently, the brass wires dip into the right
hand mercury cups and the current passes by the
ture brush (note the alteration in the direction of
current through armature). From the armature

bcaring at B to F ', thence to the right-hand arma

the current travels to the cup at F , and through the

fixed below the baseboard , one on either side of the

bearing at A to the field -magnets, back to the

permanent magnet, each by means of a saddle of

battery.

hard wood through which and the baseboard a bolt
and nut passes, in such a position that opposite

It has been found that the permanent magnet
after a time loses some of its power, due probably

poles face one another, the two magnets being in

to the “ clicking " against the poles of the electro
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magnets or to the repeated reversal in polarity of
the latter. When this occurs, the apparatus will
not act owing to the electro -magnets effecting re.
versal in it, so that it must be re -magnetised . This
can be done by stroking it with a strong electro
magnet, as in the ordinary way of imparting mag

netism to steel, or by a couple of solenoids into
which the legs of the permanentmagnet will fit.
These solenoids are constructed as follows :- A

strip of paper 21 ins, wide is pasted round a smooth
mandrel 5 - 16ths in . in diameter, till a tube about
1- 32nd in . thick has been formed . The mandrel
should be oiled or coated with vaseline hefore past.

ing the paper on to prevent the first layer sticking
to it, and the whole is set aside to dry . When dry
the tube is cut into two
G
lengths of it ins. and
slipped off the mandrel. - mmmm
UVO
One end of each length
is fitted with a flange in .
diameter, whilst another
flange is glued 1 in . from
the other end. In this
wav two paper bobbins
will be made, each pro
vided with an extension
of the centre tube, and
can be wound with three
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connected by a piece of sheet ebonite or similar in

sulating material, working freely on pins in the arms
so that one movement actuates both arms.
A diagram of the present connections is given in
Fig . 5 . The first terminal from the battery is con
nected with the centre contact of the reversing
switch , and with the switch shifted to the top , the
current travels up the arm in contact with that stud
to the arms of the main and shunting switches,
which are in parallel with one another, and from
these to the top of the ammeter switch . The “ on ”
contact of this leads through the ammeter to the
first “ line " terminal, whilst the " off " stud is in
direct connection with the same “ line " terniinal.

On returning to the second “ line " terminal the
Field Magnets
ON SM1
Armature

Lotes Nice

00

layers of No. 22 c .c .

wire. A “ yoke piece " is next made of ļ in . wood,

FIG . 4 . - DIAGRAM OF REVERSER CONNECTIONS.
2 ins. long and in . wide,
and through it are bored two holes in . diameter
current travels to the top of the second arm of the
at a distance of 1 in . from each other at the centres.
reversing switch to the stud on which it rests, thence
Into these holes the extension of the bobbins are
to the armıs of the resistance switch, and from the
fastened , and inade secure by plugs of wood glued
resistances to the arni of the battery switch , from
inside. The coils are connected together to form a
the contact studs of which it returns to the battery .
north and south pole respectively at the open ends,
The wires from the voltmeter are attached in shunt
and the two free wires are brought to terminals on
to the “ line " terminals, and in one wire an ordinary
the yoke-piece, to which the wires froin a battery
“ on -and -off " switch is inserted .
can be attached .
On turning the reversing switch in the other
In order to energise the magnet, its legs are in
direction, the current goes straight to the second
serted in the solenoids, and a strong electric current
“ line " terininal, and returning to the first “ line "
passed through the latter for a minute or two, when
terninal passes through the ammeter and main
it will be found that themagnetwill have recovered
switch to the other arm of the reversing switch ,
its original strength . Care should be taken that
whence
it completes its course through the resist
the battery is connected with the coils in the same
ance and battery switches to the cells.
way each time of use, and the terminals should be
I shall be pleased to show the reversing gear to
marked accordingly to act as a guide. A similar
anyone interested in the subject.
precaution applies to the insertion of the magnet
into the coils.
To facilitate the rentoval of the permanent mag.
net froin its hearings in the apparatus, the bearings
The shipping of the world is said to consist of
should be slotted down to the hole in which the axle
29,943 steamships and sailing vessels, representing a
of the niagnet swings, so that the inoving magnet
tonnage of 33,643, 131. The 29,943 are niade up of
and axle can be readily lifted out and replaced
17,761 steamers and 12 , 182 sailing vessels, with
without disturbing the rest of the apparatus.
tonnages of 27, 183, 355 and 6 ,459,766 respectively .
Further experiments have been tried with the
Great Britain owns 16 ,006 , 374 tons, the United
mercury cups, and I have now adopted wooden cups
States coming second with 3,611, 953 tons. There
shaped as in Fig . 3, but l- in , long with a 3- 16ths in .
are 336 British vessels of over 5000 tons,
hole drilled down them for a distance of 7- 16ths in .
119 of over 7000 tons, and 48 vessels of over
The ends of the diagonal wires must be scraped be
10 ,000 tons.
fore passing thein into the cups, and no trouble has
At the end of 1902 the railway mileage of the
been experienced with regard to bad contacts.
world was 532 ,500 miles, ofwhich the United States
The reversing motion has necessitated an altera
had 202,471 miles, and Europe 180 ,708. Asia came
tion in the switchboard : a reversing switch has been
next with 41,814, and Africa last with 14, 187 miles,
added , as well as small switches for the measuring
The British Empire had 91,485, the German Empire
instruments. The reversing switch is a double
32,753, and the Russian Empire 31,945 miles. The
armed switch working over three contact studs, the
United States, therefore, has six times as much
two outer studs being in electrical contact with one
as either the German or the Russian Empires.
another by a wire. The two arms of the switch are
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A greater number of teeth willmake the wheels look

A Design for a Model Compound

much better, but more careful fitting will be re
quired .
Both of the bevel wheel spindles are 3 -16ths in .
in diameter, and the one carrying the fly -balls and

Undertype Engine and Boiler.
By HENRY GREENLY.

(Continued from page 35 , Vol. VIII.)

controlling spring is best arranged to run at the
forward end , in the base of the bracket
which carries the adjusting sleeve attached to

CYLINDERS, MOTION -PLATE , AND GOVERNOR

the throttle valve, this bracket being detailed in
the accompanying drawings. Both ends of the
governor spindle should be shouldered down to
in . one end to fit the hole in the boss in thebracket ,

DETAILS .

COLLOWING on to the work to the cylinders
and bed plate will come that necessary to
making and fixing of the motion - plate. The

and the other tightly fitting or screwed for the steel

pads on the bedplate being planed to the right
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side of the motion- plate. Of
course, a taper pin may be used to
fix this washer, or collar, just as
well.
The front side of the motion
plate should have oval facing strips
for the intermediate valve spindle

guides, which are shown in the plan
of the motion -plate. These guides
are circular, with a square oil box
cast on the top having a siphon oil
passage and a lid . The fixing flange

is, of course, oval, and should be
drilled to clear in . hexagon screws
or studs. The hole for the spindle
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BRACKET, CARRYING THROTTLE VALVE SLEEVE AND

446

GOVERNOR SPINDLE .

height, the horizontal centre line of the motion
plate will be if ins. up from the bottom face. The
motion - plate should be cast in gunmetal, its mean

thickness being 3-16ths in , with ribs and edgings
projecting 1-16th in . on each side. The rear side
(firebox side) must be provided with lugs to carry
the slide-bars, and as the holes for the bolts in these
shown in the sketch on page 351 were wrongly
figured , the correct dimensions are given in the sec
tion of the motion - plate reproduced herewith . It
will be noticed that the over- all dimensions are
quite correct. The feet of the motion-plate for
fixing it to the bedplate project equally on each

side, and should be drilled for 3-16ths in . studs or

16 i 16

16

Cross SECTION OF MOTION -PLATE .

hexagonal-headed screws.
Lugs must be provided for the governor spindles,
the gear wheels have been purchased or cut by the
maker of the model. I have to thank Messrs.
Cotton & Johnson for the loan of somesets of bevel
wheels, from which I was able to choose the best
size for the purpose and to more easily work out the
full-size details of the motion -plate. The wheels I

but these are best not filed up or machined until

selected were & in . diameter,and had twenty teeth.

should be bored 5 - 16ths in . diameter. Mentionmust
also be made of the difference in distance between
the centre line of the guide, measured from either
the valve spindle centre line or that of the cylinders
on each side of the engine. As the pulley to drive
the governor on the crankshaft must be close up to
the outside webs of the L.-P . crank , the dimension
i given for the position of the pulley on the bevel :
wheel shaft must be worked to exactly . The latter
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pulley may be of steel or iron , and be affixed with

a taper pin .
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As a contrast to the above, some users prefer can
delabra standing on the table. These,although very

The drawing showing the elevation of the motion

effective, suffer from the obvious defect that they

plate and bevel wheels also gives the fixing of the
back and front plates of the smokebox saddle. It is
proposed that the two sides of the saddle should be

are supplied from " plugs " or " sockets " in the
floor, with which they are connected by means of
flexible cord .
Drawing-room . - In this, a more " general“ light

cast in iron and have flanges, as indicated in the
dotted lines, to take the countersunk screws fixing
the back and front plates, which may be either
1- 16th in ., or 3-32nds in . steel plate correctly
shaped and drilled where necessary. The joints
should be close, so that when filled up and painted
the saddle will look like a solid casting.

A further view of the cylinders is given here
with . This drawing shows the underside and the
position of the tapped holes for the holding-down
studs and the vertical tubes of the drain cocks.
(To be continued .)

is required than is, perhaps, the case in a dining
room . This is commonly obtained by means of

electroliers, with possibly brackets on the walls.
” Floor " and table lamps would, of course, be sup
plied from plugs fixed in the skirting or floor. A
piano light would, of course, also be served in the
same way .

Library. - In this room light will probably be re
quired in particular places, as, for instance, for read
ing at a table (by table standard lamp), or, perhaps,
when seated near the fire, by a “ rise and fall "
pendant.

The Electric Lighting of a

Billiard Room . For the billiard table, special
fittings are provided , which are frequently of the

Private House.

nature of those used in gas lighting . Naturally , the

By FREDERIC H . TAYLOR, Assoc.M .INST.E .E .

Bedrooms. - In the best bedrooms a two-light fit
ting, to rise and fall, will be found desirable for the

sufficiency and shading of the lighting are the two
chief points to look to .

(Continued from page 260.) .
IV . - Arrangements of Lights and Switches.

dressing-table, and will provide a convenience not

To advise a user as to how he should arrange the
1 lighting of his house, as regards the number
and position of the lamps, is often a difficult,
sometimes even an unpleasantmatter, owing to the

and the mirror, as measured horizontally.

infinite variety one meets with , in the tastes and
fancies of men (and women ) !
As the result of many years' experience, the fol
lowing hints will probably serve a useful purpose to

those who, perhaps, are using the electric light in
their houses for the first time.
In all lighting it is always desirable to so arrange
the lamps that they are not directly seen by the eye.
Many people, and frequently electrical contractors
(who might be expected to know better ), utterly

ignore this point, with the result that on entering a
room so mis- lighted , one is met by a distressing
glare, which , instead of enabling the various objects
to be seen distinctly , simply causes the pupils of the
eyes to contract, and thus impede what might other
wise be good vision .
What should always be aimed at is that the light

obtained by gas lighting. Its position and length
of drop should be such that it comes just above the

user's head and almost midway between the same
Addi

tionally to this will be a bed light, and also a ward
robe light.
Hints as to the manufacture of the various fit
tings referred to will be given later on .

SWITCHING ARRANGEMENTS. - In deciding upon
the number of switches which should be employed
in his house, the user should remember that to cut
down the number of switches in order to save a

little money in the first cost, is a very weak policy
indeed .
One of the great advantages of the electric light,
is the ease with which it can be turned on and off,
and if a liberal use of switches is followed when the
installation is first put in , considerable economymay
be effected in the quarterly bills for current. For

an ordinary suburban residence containing, say, fifty
lamps, forty switches would be quite few enough to

only reaches the eye by diffusion or reflection from

allow .

the surrounding objects.
No hard and fast rule can be given as to the num
ber of lights necessary for a given area in residential
rooms. For drawing-rooms, dining-rooms, etc., the

prove convenient, but usually just inside the door
of the room , as one enters it, is a good one. In cases
where most of the switches are quite near to the

equivalent of one 16 c.-p. lamp at 8 ft. high to every
60 sq. ft. of floor area, may be taken as a rough

by the door to serve as a “ pilot ” light on entering

average minimum . This figure may be varied con
siderably according to the decorations employed .

For instance, with a clean white ceiling and very

light-coloured wallpaper, quite 50 per cent. of the
light may be reflected . On the other hand, a dark

paper, such as terra cotta , might reflect not more
than 10 per cent. of the light falling upon it.
The general disposition of lamps in the chief
rooms in a moderate-sized , good-class house, is
usually somewhat as follows :
Dining-room . - Centre light over table, commonly
a cluster, containing three or five lights from a " rise

and fall “ fitting from ceiling. For the general
lighting about the room and for chiffonier, etc., wall

brackets may be employed .

Switches may be placed in whatever positions
lamps they control, one lamp of the room switched
is a great convenience.
In thewiring and fixing of ordinary lamp switches,
care should be taken that these are always put on
the same pole of the circuit, as it is undesirable to be

frequently breaking the continuity of the two con
ductors and their insulation alternately. In this
point a great assistance is the use of red wire for the
positive pole of the system throughout, and black
wire for the negative - in fact, in some of the most
recent wiring regulations issued by supply station
engineers, this point is insisted upon, and very
rightly so .
A point which is often overlooked in house wiring,

due partly to ignorance and partly to the stupid rage
for cheapness, is the use of what are called “ two
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way " switches. By means of this arrangement, a
lamp, or group of lamps, may be turned on or off
from either one of two places, quite regardless of the
position of theswitch (that is to say, whether “ on "
or “ off ” ) at the other place.

A good example of this would be a hall lamp. It
is always desirable to be able to turn the hall lamp
on or off from a local switch , and it is a very great
convenience to be able to also turn it on or off from
the first floor landing, so that one does not have to
come down into the hall in the dark from the floors

above. The sketch given herewith (Fig. 25) shows
diagrammatically the electrical arrangements of
such
a case, and in comparison with one ordinary
single -way switch
Each switch has, as will be noticed , three ter
minals, asagainst the two terminals of an ordinary
or single-way switch . One of these in each switch
will be called the '" common " terminal, as it is
“ common ” to each of the two ways of the switch .
In the sketch given , it will be noticed that the lamp
is alight, and that whichever of the two switches is
turned off causes the circuit to be broken and the
lamp to go out,and similarly ,assuming both switches
to have been off,whichever one be turned , the light
is put on . The advantage of being able to descend
Lamp
2 Way Switch

2 Way Switch
upstairs.

un hall.
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each lamp point in turn . If proper continuity
exists, the bell will ring at every lamp point. A
better plan is to connect up the bell and then close
the switch point controlling this particular lamp,

leaving all other switch points open . This, of
course, will show if the switch and lamp are rightly
connected as well as showing continuity .
By some, an ordinary “ Detector ” galvanometer
is used in place of the bell. The disadvantage is
that the action of the bell can be heard , whereas that
of the galvanometer can only be seen . The pro
vision of a “ mate ” to assist in the operation of
testing is thus further necessitated when a detector

is used - and the average wireman is usually much
too fatigued or “ liver complainted ” to be able to
go far without a mate.
Insulation tests are now commonly carried outby
means of “ Evershed 's ohmmeter and generator
set.” This “ set ” consists of two instruments — the
ohmmeter and the generator. The former is de
signed as a direct reading instrument and indicates

on its dial the goodness or badness of the insulation
under test directly in megohms of resistance. The
“ generator," which is supplied with it, consists of
a small hand dynamo complete in a case , and driven
round by means ofan ordinary crank handle. This
generator, when the handle is turned at the proper
speed , gives a pressure of either 100, 200, or 500
volts. A general view of the two instruments is
shown in the accompanying illustration (Fig. 26 ).
To find the insulation resistance of the whole of
the wiring between both poles and earth , before any
fittings are fixed , proceed in the following manner :

- Strip the insulation off about 2 ins. of the end of

+

Camp
I
+

Single way switch.
Fig . 25.- -DIAGRAMS OF SINGLE AND Two -WAY
SWITCH CONNECTIONS.

the staircase during the night-time and to turn the
light on in advance will be apparent to anyone.
The principle may, of course, beapplied in a num
ber of cases, as, for instance, a dressing-room which
is entered either from the bedroom adjoining or
from the landing, or, in the case of a bedroom pro
vided with one lamp only, which might be controlled

była two-way switch at the door, and also by an

other just at back ofbedstead.

V . - The Testing of an Installation,
The proper testing of an installation after it has
been wired out is a matter which requires very care
ful handling. Broadly speaking , the tests to be
carried out may be classed under two heads : - (1 )
Tests for “ continuity ” and “ circuits,” etc., and

(2 ) insulation tests.

each of the two mains, and having cleaned them by

scraping with a pocket knife, join up each of them
together on to the terminal of the ohmmeter
marked " line." On to the terminalwhich is marked
“ earth ” join a piece of bare wire (or a piece of bell
wire with its two ends stripped of their insulation
will do). The other end of this “ earth wire " is
then to be attached to something which forms a
good and certain connection with the general mass of
the earth . The best practice is to connect it to a
watermain or pipe, as this is certain to be buried
in the ground at some point. A gaspipe will fre
quently , do but is often not as good on account
of the red lead joints in it spoiling its electrical
conductivity .
The two terminals of the generator are to be
coupled on to the terminals of the ohmmeter which
are marked GG . The ohmmeter and the generator
should be placed about 18 ins, apart from one an
other or errors may bemade in the indications of the
former. A small spirit level is provided in the top
of the instrument so that by means of the two screw
feet the ohmmeter may be levelled up before the

test is taken . The handle of the generator is turned
at about 60 revolutions per minute, and the insula

tion resistance under test read off on the ohmmeter
dial. For the purposes of this test, as it is assumed

The apparatus needed for ( 1) is very simple and

that the installation is only “ wired to points," it

merely consists of an ordinary electric bell and a few

is essential to see that all switches are on and all
fuses in . Should, however, the fittings be fixed ,
also see that all lamps are put in .
To measure the insulation resistance " between
poles," remove the earth wire from the ohmmeter
terminal, and by means of an ordinary insulated
wire, connect this terminal to one pole of the wiring
the other pole of thewiring being already connected
to the line terminalof the ohmmeter. For this test,

“ dry cells." By a test for continuity, is, of course,
meant a test to show if the various circuits are contin
uous or free from breaks, and it is commonly carried
out before fittings are fixed . The dry cells or other

battery should be joined up to the ends of themains
and switch points having been closed and fuses in
serted at the distribution boards, the electric bell

is connected to the ends of the wires which form
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if fittings are fixed, the lamps should be taken out,
a test on an installation which is only wired to points
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candle-power, and, assuming that of the sixty-one

all switches on , and all fuses in . When taking such

lamps installed eight were of 8 C.-P. and fifty-three
were of 16 c.-P ., this is equivalent to 114 — 30-watt

the wires at lamp points must, of course, be separ
ated , and all the switch and fuse points closed .
When possible, it is certainly desirable to take
tests before fittings are fixed , as well as afterwards,

lamps, and, therefore
megohm
11254 = '21
as the insulation resistance required .
This insulation resistance should be obtained
either when testing “ between poles " or with both

as, by so doing, one can then readily tell at the final
test as to whether any “ lowness of insulation " or
fault be due to the fittings or to the wiring.
It is always desirable that any test of a house

poles to earth .

installation should be made from the main fuses,
or, if these be not fixed up, from the position they

If testing the insulation before any fittings are
fixed , the rule should be :

will occupy , in order that every part of the wiring
may be taken into account. As to the general in

No. of 30 -watt lamps,

instead of the foregoing.

WW

WW

W

sulation test which a given sized installation should

30

Fig . 26 . - EVERSHED's OHMMETER - GENERATOR SET.
show , this is , unfortunately, governed by a number
It is always to be recommended that any insula
of factors which go to make up the case. It is, for
tion test be made at double the working pressure,
instance, not uncommon to find that the Fire In
and thus if the installation is to be supplied at 100
surance Office interested in the building differs in
volts, it should be tested by means of a generator
its requirements of a test from the electric com
giving at least 200 volts. Messrs. Evershed and
pany who are supplying the current. Further also ,
Vignoles are now making generators for their test
the nature of the fittings employed , whether they
ing sets to give 100, 200, and 500 volts.
be cord pendants or metal fixtures, the dryness or
An insulation test, although a very necessary and
essential
thing, does not, of course, show everything
of
wiring
system
the
and
house,
otherwise of the
one would wish to know . Such evils as " dry '
used , are allmatters which may influence the figure
joints (that is, joints left unsoldered ), inferior fit
of the test obtained .
The recent “ wiring rules ” of the Institution of
tings, and accessories, undersized wires, wires run ,
Electrical Engineers afford, however, a very good
where out of sight, without pipe or tube to protect
basis to go upon in this matter, inasmuch as they
them , and other inventions of the cheap and un
are now being adopted by several supply station
scrupulous wiring contractor - these, cannot, of
engineers. The standard which is recommended
course, be detected by insulation tests. The only
by the Institution rule is that the insulation resist
antidote to such evil practices, and many others too
ance of the whole or any part of the installation is
numerous to mention , is the employment of an in
not to be less than the figure obtained by dividing
dependent consulting engineer to prepare specifica
the number 25 by the total number of 30 -watt
tions for the work and to supervise it during execu
lamps. As an example of this, let us take the in
tion .
stallation of sixty -one lamps which was being con
As a precaution , it is desirable that after the in
stallation hasbeen in use for say two or three weeks,
sidered in the earlier part of these articles. A 30
watt lamp may be regarded as being one of eight
that a second test be taken of the insulation , and
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if this be found to be lower, the cause should be at

September 17, 1903.

once sought out and removed . New houses, owing

A Historic Model Locomotive.

to their natural dampness, cannot, of course, be
expected to show as high an insulation resistance
as one which is thoroughly dry . However good the

I HAD long wished to build a model locomotive

materials and workmanship employed , there is
likely to be a certain " general lowness," as it is
called , or, in other words, the insulation is likely to
be low whether the test be taken of the entire in
stallation or of any part of it.
The porcelain parts of switches, ceiling-roses, wall

By STANLEY E . Gritton .
large enough to pull me; but having then only
a wood -turning lathe, I did not venture upon so

large an undertaking, contenting myself with small
But four and a -half years ago I obtained one of
the Britannia Company's 3 -in . centre screw -cutting

ones.

plugs, and distribution
boards, etc., are often in a
good measure responsible

for this, owing to the
hygroscopic nature of all
porcelain ware. Due al
lowance must be made
for this fact, as it may
safely be said that if the
whole of the work be
uniformly good , the in
sulation resistance will

rise, as the house becomes
drier.
Special care should al
ways be exercised in the

wiring of a new house in
order that evil effects from
damp may not arise.
Wood blocks for switches

and fittings, etc., should
be well coated with shel
lac varnish before fixing,
and special care taken in
connecting up the various
fittings and accessories to
the circuit wires feeding
them . Also , as the wires
are run out to points for
lamps or switches, they

may be sealed to prevent

the entrance of damp
until the time comes for
them
to be joined into
fittings
.

Such points as these,
Fig . 1. - MR. STANLEY Gritton's MODEL S .E & C .R . LOCOMOTIVE — VIEW
house, cost very little
FROM THE REAR.
in money, and still less
lathes, and at once comnienced upon the engine,
in time, but the value of them for good cannot be
which I have now just completed, and of which I
lost sight of.
send you three photographs. The engine is a model
(To be continued.)
of one of the late Mr. Cudworth 's four.coupled pas
senger engines, built for the S . E . R . Company sume
thirty or forty years ago ; since then rebuilt by
Mr. Stirling.
The principle of connecting the Crimean Peninsula
No. 221 – -stationed at Redhill - -being the one I
with the Caucasus by a bridge spanning the Straits
took a fancy to, I took this for my model.
of Yenikale, near Kertch , has now been approved by
I commenced at Christmas lour and a-half years
the ImperialGovernment. The distance across the
ago , making some full-size working drawings ofmy
Straits at the point chosen as most commodious for
own design , but copying a photo of this type of
the bridge is 27 versts, or 2.625 yards.
engine for the external details and general appear
ance.
THERE is being built for the Canadian Copper
Company, by Baldwin 's Locomotive Works, a loco
It has double frames ; but the driving wheels
have only one pair of axle-boxes, these being
motive, parts of which will consist of nickel stee!.

when wiring up a new

diture of £800. The boiler will be of nickel steel

screwed fast to the frame and having imitation
springs. The other two pairs of wheels have sliding

containing from 3 to 4 per cent. of nickel. The
frames, rods, driving-axles, crank pins, and piston

boxes and working springs, but nu horn blocks.
The principal dimensions are as follows :

The use of this material necessitates an extra expen

rods will all be of this material.

Driving and trailing wheels, 6 ins. diameter.
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Fig . 2. - SIDE VIEW OF MODEL.

Fig . 3. – VIEW OF UNDERSIDE.
MR . STANLEY GRITTON 'S MODEL SOUTH EASTERN & CHATHAM RAILWAY “ CUDWORTH ”
LOCOMOTIVE .

(Scale of Model : 1 in . to the foot.)
For description ]

(see pages 282 and 284.
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Leading wheels, 4 ins. diameter.
Cylinders, if ins. by 21 ins.
Totallength over all, 27 ins.

September 17, 1903.

and has a steam blower in the smokebox, the pipe of

3 } ins.
Grate area , 6 ins.inbynumber
),, * in . diameter.
Flue tubes (ten

which runs along to the cab under the lagging.
There is also a steam brake of my own design , of
which I append a sketch , all parts being steam
jacketed and thebrake worked by a three -way cock
in the cab. By this device prompt action is

Water tubes (five in number ), f in . diameter.

ensured .

Boiler barrel, 5. ins. diameter .

Driver's

The slide-valves are actuated by the Stephenson
together out of a solid piece of gunnietal, previously

Handle .

cut in half, sweated together, bored and fixed on a
mandrel with four centres each end .

link motion . The eccentrics were all four turned

I think this is nuch better than making them
them all in onewith the crank-shaft.
The engine has, as will be seen , no dome, but a
-in . pipe running along the whole length of the
boiler about i in . from the top , with a series of little
separately, and if I ever made another I should turn

Exhaust
'Steam
Drain
Cock

straight pipes sticking up from it stopping short of
The regulator is in the smokebox, and is of the
slide-valve type actuated by a rod running through
thesteam pipe in theboiler, connected to the pull-out
lever in the cab .
This type of regulator and method of drawing
the top of the boiler by 1- 16th in .

steam from the boiler, I esteem above all others,
dry steam ; it also shortens the steam pipe between
the regulator and cylinders, which is one point to be
considered in steam economy. The photos show the

Jacket

both for the driver's convenience and insurance of

Steam
Pine.

engine with grate and ash -pan removed .

Practical Letters from our
Readers.
I The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a num -de-plume if desired , but the full
name and address of the sende MUST invariably be attached ,

though not necessarily intended for publication.]

Standard Scales and Gauges for Model
Locorr otives.

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

Jacket K

DEAR SIR, — There is no doubt that the question

of standard scales and gauges for model locos is one
ofgreat importance to model engineers, and more so
to " railwayacs."
For more reasons than one, should these two
points be finally settled , and the present policy of
building locos " as you like it " should certainly
be stamped out -- this remark applying more espe
cially to gauge sizes.

Fig . 4 .--- STEAM BRAKE FOR MODEL S. E . & C . R .
LOCOMOTIVE .

Excepting taps and gauges, & c., I have done all
the work myself, and painted and lined the model.
The boiler was the first I have ever made, and
was certainly rather a bigger job than I anticipated .
With a little solder run in the joints, it stood a hy
draulic test of 110 lbs. and a steam test of 50 lbs.
Before painting it, I steamed the engine with a
coal fire, and as soon as the tender is finished I shall
try oil fuel, AS THE FIREBOX IS SHALLOW .
The boiler is lagged with asbestos and sheet iron ,

If the gauge is increased to correspond, say, to
the 5 ft. 3 ins. Irish gauge, or the broad gauge em
ployed on Indian and Singalese railways, the result
would be a rather wide loco, not so much noticeable
with inside cylinders, but when these are placed
outside, the width would look, and naturally be, out
of proportion to theheight, if the rest of the design
was carried out in conformity to the standard
gauge of 4 ft. 81 ins. As far as I can see, very little
advantage would be gained by the adoption of this
gauge as a standard .

Taking the word " scale " in its literal and
not in its metaphorical - sense, I may venture to
say there are no scale locos in existence ; so let the
little that can claim an approximation to the literal
meaning of the word be given more thought. In
other words, all possible parts that can be made to

--

-

-
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scale let them be so, or else the word “ scale ” be
comes more and more a misapplied name.
There is, of course, a limit - speaking of gauge,
as this seems to be the pointmoreunder discussion

all the parts in a small scale loco. Did I suggest
that it was necessary ? I plainly stated in my pre

vious letter that I considered it expedient to make
bearing surfaces, etc., as large as possible. I do not
believe in complication , but always advocate sim

to this state of affairs, which , instead of making
things easier, may tend to complicate matters.

plicity. There is one point that I think differs from
Mr. Cobb's ideas, and that is my entire sympathy

Therefore, my opinion is that the gauge be reduced
to the respective scales, but omitting any part of

with originality both in gauge construction and type

an inch under 1-16th, or thereabout. Thus :
-in . scale . . . . 23-in . gauge. .

model reflects greater credit upon its designer and

fin . .

..

. . 3-in .

-in . .
i in . ,,

..
..

..
..

33-in .
42-in .

of a model loco , because I maintain that an original
creates greater interest among its admirers.

Trusting that in the future Mr. Cobb will grant

,
,

that I, at least, endeavour to act up to my convic
tions, yours faithfully ,
The Grove, Muswell Hill. JAMES C. CREBBIN .

Above this, I agree with Mr. Pearce, that the
gauge should be to the exact scale size.
In conclusion , I hope a decided arrangement
will be arrived at, and that the last of the “ -in .
scale " locos has been built with a 32-in . or a
similar absurd gauge.

I would also like to draw
metal

End view
ts

of suppor
Soldered to tube

96 dias
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tubing.--
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F -- - ------- -- -
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FIG . 1. - AN AMATEUR's Foot-POWER BLOWPIPE .
your attention , Mr. Editor, to the absence of

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

rolling-stock in our valuable paper. - Yours truly,

DEAR SIR , - In reference to the interesting corre
spondence upon the subject of “ Standard Scales
and Gauges for Model Locomotives," I think ,

Glasgow .
JOSEPH G . SOLIS .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, - I am pleased to hear that Mr. Cobb
has derived a certain amount of amusement from
my previous letter. He will probably be further in
terested to learn that, although I work to about

- in . scale and yet to 44-in . gauge, the low pressure
cylinders of my 4-cylinder compound fill up the
whole of the space between the frames, in spite of
the fact that the valves are above the cylinders.
Asregards the appearance of mymodels, I do not
think they look very much out of proportion. Per
haps their broad dimensions offend Mr. Cobb's
artistic eye ! If so , I am indeed sorry , but it is very
difficult to please every critic.
May I ask Mr. Cobb upon what experience he
bases his remark that the wear and tear upon a
model is not so great as in its prototype ? As far
as my previous loco . is concerned , I have found that
it is the reverse. The same gentleman also speaks
of seeing some of Messrs. Bassett-Lowke's scale
model locos run out of doors. May I ask which they
are ? I have viewed that firm 's cheap loco .
models under steam out of doors, but one cannot
call them scale models when compared with Mr.

taking all points into consideration , that for a
perfect working model, the 4-in . scale (gauge
37 ins. to 4 ins.) and 1-in . scale with a gauge of
5 ins. are the best. The adoption of a slightly
wider gauge than the correct scale amount gives
more room for the working parts, which is a great
advantage.
I may say that I have just commenced an inch
scale model, in which the gauge is 5 ins. - Yours
ARTHUR H . TOMPKINS .
faithfully,
Cranleigh .

A Foot-Power Blowpipe.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, — I forward you herewith a few par
ticulars and drawings of a foot-power blowpipe,
which we have had in constant use in our workshop
for some time, and which has given every satis

faction , hoping the information will prove useful

to other readers. The cost is small, and the articles
required are :
S. d .
Two ordinary blow -bellows, at is. 9d.
each
. .. .. 3 6

Bowling's locos of the samegauge. Quite recently

Various india-rubber and metal tubing.. 2 0

I witnessed the latter under steam on a calm even
ing, but could these be run satisfactory in a gale ?
Yet it is under adverse circumstances that I like to
test a model.
Mr. Cobb also states that it is not necessary to put

In this case our total expense was is. ed., as we

Total
already had one bellows, and our oddments box

supplied the second item . The chief feature of this
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to slot 5 , and from there across the other end to commutator
segmentNo. 2. Then No. 2 coil starts from there and goes to slot 6

design is that it adapts itself to the work in hand,
and not vice versa, which is a great advantage. The
sketch of the blowpipe and connection to gas will
make everything clear, and does not need any
explanation. The inner air-tube should be of the

over the ends of armature again and back to commutator segment
No.
3 ; and so the process goes on until the slots are all filled ,
( 2 ) Approximately the size of wheel should be 4 ins. diameter, with

buckets
diameter.of about i in. by $ in. suitably shaped, Jet to be } in .

kind used on the shutters of cameras, as this does
not
expand much under pressure. The outside
india -rubber tube is of the ordinary kind used for
gas. The inner tube of burner is in . steam -pipe
and the outside tube metal gas-piping. The ends
of these two tubes should be carefully hammered
to the shape and dimensions shown, which are

19381] Resistances. F . H . (Oldham ) writes : I should be very

pleased if you could just make me a sketch of a small resistance
frame for charging a small 6 -volt accumulator. I have a small
drum armature (wound) dynamo, which gives out 10 volts at about
5 amps. I want the resistance to bring the current down to 8 volts
at }, I, I and 2 amps. Kindly say what size ofwire I should want
and how much for each coil.

get a current
theToresistance
must ofbeI,:

1, 1 , and 2 amps. from a 10-volt supply

R = 10 = 20 ohms.
Elastic
band

R = 10 = 10 ,
7 Rubber tube

R =6 0 »

to burner.

Metal

pedal

R = = 5'0 ,
Now find from a table of resist.
such as January ist, 1901,
ances,
issue, the length of wire required
to give these respective resist
ances. Thus, if iron wire is used
a length of 69.5 yards No. 20
S . W .G . will be required to give a
resistance of 10 ohms. Let us
know if you have further trouble.
Also see recent queries on this

Nozzles taken

Springs

out 4 holes

Washer

a

Suction
Yalve.
Fig . 2 .---BELLOWS FOR FOOT-POWER BLOWPIPE .

those in practical use by us. The sketch of the
two bellows and fittings also will explain itself. The
steady working of the flamedepends on the pressure
in top bellows, so the elastic band should be

plugged up
Floor.

subject.

] DynamoRunning.
D .[9316
(Burley-in
-Wharfedale) writesE :.

Will you please answer me the folowing questions :--- I am in charge
of two compound wound dynamos running at 112 volts 200 amps.
( 1) How to find out when the polarity ofa dynamo is reversed . ( 2 )
How to get it back to its proper polarity when it is reversed If
you could give me a sketch how to connect the wires from a set of

accumulators or another dynamo to the field -magnets of the re
versedasmachine
resistance in circuit, if any, it will suit me
best,
I have a with
slighta idea.

used more than anything else in the workshop.
Yours truly,
C . R . BELLING .

Bus Lars

Derby .

Queries and Replies.

mommm

fully
adjustedof. jobsThe; and,
apparatus
for a variety
exceptinghasthebeenlathe,usedis

NON

[ Attention is especially directed to the first condition given belore .
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated. Letters containing Queries must be

Jovery ---4

marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope " Query
Department." No othermatters but those relating to the Queries

scribed on the back. ( 2 ) Queries should be accompanied,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
of their Queries for
keep a copy
spondents are recommended toaddressed
envelope (not post-card )

reference. ( 3 ) A stamped
should invariably be enclosed . ( 4 ) Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days
must usually elapse before the Reply can be forwarded. (5 )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks must elapse before the
Reply can be published . The insertion ofReplies in this column
cannot be guaranteed . (6 ) All Oueries should be addressed to
Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 35 to 39, Temple House,
The
Tallis Street, London , E .C . )

Fig . 1. - DYNAMO RUNNING.
lirieturi

should
enclosedwithin
in the the
samescope
envelope.
Queries
on besubjects
of this journalare replied lo
by post under the following conditions ( 1 ) Queries dealing
on
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips,
one side of the paper only , and the sender's nameMUST b i11

వైCons
every 10 9316

Fig . 2. - DYNAMO RUNNING .
All that is necessary is to reverse field (shunt) connections to the
feed on to bus bars, you could easily excite the fields of the idle

brushes, if you think they are wrong to start with . Ifboth dynamos
machine from them . If connections are right, the machine should

method of the six -cogged drum . If I were to wind it as shown, I
would
not have the room at the ends of armature. Please explain
the method of winding right across the slot, and so reduce the ends
( 2) Please give the size of waterwheel and size of buckets, together

" pick up " quickly , but if she refuses to generate, then the field
connections are most like y wrong and need changing over. The
above sketch shows the two machines feeding on to bus bars.
Suppose No. 2 refuses to generate, then connect up as shown in
Fig. 2 with the main switch of No, I machine closed , so that bus
bars are alive, but with switch ofNo. 2 open ; otherwise you run the
risk of motoring No. 2 very badly. The shunt winding of both
machines should , of course, be connected to the bus bars, so that
either machine (whichever happens to be idle) may be excited
quickly, if neressary ; the degree of excitation is determined , or

with the size of jet, for a h - p . motor, with a pressure of60 lbs. at
themains.
(1) Wedo not see exactly what your difficulty is, but a few words

rather controlled , by a rheostat on switchboard . In any case
whatever
detailed arrangements there are in thewiring, the main
thing is to change over the shunt leads marked a and hand connect
to B and A respectively. R is a variable resistance in series with

The followingare selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently: (9345]
Drum Winding. J. G . (Sunderland) writes : (1 I wish
to wind an armature which has eight cogs. The methods explained
in “ Small Dynamos and Motors, are not suitable, except the

of explanation with reference to Fig . 43 in handbook may assist
you . The first coil starts at 1 and goes across the end of armature

the field ,

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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The Editor's Page.
W

E have no doubt that by the time these pages
V

are in the hands of our readers, the holiday
season, so far as it concerns the vast
majority , will be over, and thoughts will be turning

in the direction of the essentially winter pastime of
model engineering. Although we do not think
there will be any lack of ideas on the subject, or
some may be in doubt as to what kind of model
shall be commenced upon. A perusal of the issues
of the journal for, say, the past three months,
should , however, lead the undecided to settle upon
a model or piece of electrical apparatus suitable in
every way to his resources. It is as well, especially
for the beginner, not to be too ambitious. A small,
simple, piece ofwork, well designed and constructed,

of schemes that only require putting into practice,

will redound to the maker 's credit much more than
a hurriedly finished model of a more pretentious

character. The design should receive as much
care as the construction, and,as the first step, the
committal of the scheme to paper should not be for
gotten . In any case, before the winter is past, we
hope to be able to place on record in our columns
many notable examples of progress in model en
gineering and small electrical work of all kinds.
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construction as the delivery box, the upright

passage under valve seating communicating with
the suction pipe.
ELECTRIC (Didsbury).- See our handbooks and the
back numbers of our journal.
J. F . (Huntingdon). - We cannot say, without
further details of windings and connections, where
your trouble arises ; but shall be pleased to assist
you on receipt of full information .
L . K . V . (Liverpool). - We thank you for the
Workshop Notes, but regret that we are unable
to use them .
W . H . C . (Bedford). - We will bear your suggestion
in mind, and, if possible, make arrangements to
publish an article on the subject.1 .
Will the reader in Auckland, N .Z ., kindly send us
his address, when the motor car catalogues he
asked for will be despatched ?

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only,and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expecced or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do

so This
bymaking
an appointment in advance.
journal will be sent post free to

any address for 13s. per

annum , payable in advance. Remittances should bemadeby Postal
Order.

Advertisement ratesmay behad on application to the Advertise

ment Manager .

HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.

use your workshop note ; but are pleased to hear
from you .
E . H . W . (Plymouth ). - ( 1 ) For electric clocks
write R . M . Lowne & Sons, Ravenscroft, Catford ,
London , S . E . (2 ) We know of no practicable
method of obtaining a positive direct in the

camera as you suggest. In any case, the lens
would not enter into the problem . You will find
the ordinary method of making a print from a
negative the only really satisfactory plan .
A . J . G . (Birkenhead ). - We do not supply copies

of the catalogues we review ; but application

must be made to the firms whose addresses are
given in the notices.

P . J. D . (Birkenhead). - Many thanks for cutting .

You will see we have already made a reference to
the subject of this .

J. W . (Charlton ). - Your query is very vague, and
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dotted circle. The suction box is of the same

Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York , U .S.A., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed.

N

weare unable to give you a definite reply . Any
thing from 2-h .-p . upwards will be required .
H . W . H . (Winchester). - There is nothing special
about the valve, and the drawings are quite
clear. The steam pipe is fitted to the top of the
chest.
T. L . (Runcorn ). --Will not the “ Undertype ”
design give you the particulars you require with
regard to the force pump ? The suction- valve
box is on the side, the passage being shown by a

to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to the Publishers, Dawbarn & Ward .
Limited, 6, Farringdon Avenue, London , E .C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada , and Mexico : Spon and

:::::::

H . GLOVER (Chelmsford). — The “ Primus ” stove
and “ Ætna " blowlamp nipples can be obtained
from Messrs. Melhuish , Sons & Co ., Fetter Lane,
E .C .
W . F . C . (Dunedin , N .Z .). - Sorry we are unable to

All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c.,for review , to beaddressed
to THE EDITOR, “ The Model Engineer," 35 to 39, Temple House,
Tallis Street, London, E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Engi
neer,"
35 to 39, Temple House, Tallis Street, London, E .C .
All subscriptionsand correspondence relating

:: :::
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The Model Steam Yacht,
6. Viking."
By A . C . HARRIS.
I MAY first of all say that the making of this
T model yacht occupied about two years of my
spare time (the second and third years of my
apprenticeship ), everything being designed and
made by myself, including the smallest details,
and almost entirely out of scrap material. The length
of the model is
2 ft. 4 ins (not
including bow
sprit); breadth ,

PUBLISHED
WEEKLY.

vided to keep out the water. The propeller itself
was turned and filed to shape from a small casting .
The boiler is a plain cylinder provided with two
1 -in . water tubes at the bottom . The outer shell is

fanged , and the ends placed inside, and sweated
and stayed through the centre. A slight tin casing
surrounds the shell, and conducts the heat around
the same and up the funnel.

The boiler is fitted with a steam dome, which also
unscrews and acts as a filling plug. Water taps
and a safety -valve are also fitted .
The fuel used to heat the boiler is methylated
spirits, which is

stored in a tank
in the bow and
allowed to drip

6 ins.; and is
5 ins. deep . The
hull is made of
thin Muntz me
tal (taken from
some old air
tight compart

into a shallow

ments originally
belonging to a
ship 's lifeboat)
hammered to
shape, and join
ted on a thicken
ing piece at the
keel by riveting
and soldering.

by the amount
of fuel fed , a tap

This
makes
strong
boat,

method
a very
and light
but re

tank covered
the boiler.
with gauze under

The speed of
the engine can
thusbe governed
being fitted to
the spirit tank
for this purpose .
The deck is of

thin mahogany,

and can be easily
removed with
out interfering
with the masts,
which are fitted
into sockets sol
dered to small
girders fixed

quires a lot of
MR. A . C . Harris' MODEL STEAM YACHT, " Viking .”
from side to side of the boat. The fittings consist
ing to get both sides to the exact shape.
The engines are of the double-cylinder diagonal
of a house surrounding the boiler, a saloon , bridge
oscillating type, both pistons working on to one
with pillars and double rail, two lifeboats, life
disc crank.
belts, steering wheel, and engine-room telegraph .
They are fitted with a three-way tap, and each
The rudder is worked by lines from the bridge, the
cylinder can be worked separately, if desired, or
lines running through small sheaves.
The life-boats are slung upon davits in the usual
the steam can be shut off altogether.
A heavy flywheel is fitted on the engine shaft ,
way. The general outline of these fittings can be
which also acts as a flexible pin coupling between
plainly seen from the photo , which was taken for
engine and propeller-shafting. The latter shaft is
meby a frienil. The model is painted white on the
made from a large knitting-needle, a stuffing
top and green from the water-line downward .
gland , made out of an old cycle air- valve, is pro
The funnel is also painted green , with one white
careful hammer
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and two gold stripes. A golden line is also marked

The Production of a Black

from bow to stern of the model. The name is also
in gold . The deck house, saloon , and masts, are
varnished .

Colour on Brass.

The Society of Model Engineers.
M

Lond

FUTURE MEETING. – The on
next. indoor meeting will
be held on Thursday , September 24th , in the Com
mittee Room of the Holborn Town Hall, at 7 p .m .
A good show ofmodels is desired , and readers who
would like to join the Society are cordially invited .
- HENRY GREENLY, 2, Upper Chadwell Street,
Myddleton Square, London , E .C .
Provincial Societies.
Nottingham - In response to an invitation from
the Rev . T . B . Parley , a party of themembersof this
Society visited his residence at Sneinton , on Satur
day, September 5th , to inspect his model railway
and locomotives and rolling -stock . The locomotive ,
which is a 4-in . scale G .N . R . single, with outside
cylinders — the first engine made by Mr. Parley
was on the rails, and our host busy on his knees
getting up steam . In a very few minutes steam
was seen to be mounting steadily until the gauge
registered 40 lbs. When running light, the engine

went off at a speed of seven or eight miles an hour,
three times round the track . The engine was then
loaded with two passenger coaches and two trucks,
pulling them in a splendid manner. Adjourning to
the house for tea, a fin . scale model G . N . R . was
inspected, and then Mr. Monks tried his electric
locomotive on the track , but the gauge not being
exactly the same, a run was impossible. A hearty
vote of thanks to our host was passed unanimously ,

closing the best visit the Society has had this sum
mer. The next meeting will be held on Friday,
October 2nd , at the Gordon Café, Derby Road , at
8 .15 p .m . - C . H . HAYES, 55 . Kirkewhite Street,
Nottingham .

Liverpool. -- A nieeting of the members of this
Society was held at the Café , 8A , Lord Street, on
Wednesday , September 2nd, at 8 p .m .----Mr. Croker
in the chair. After the minutes of the previous
meeting had been read over and passed , the
question of the proposed Conversazione (which
had been postponed until the October meeting )
was carefully considered , and the necessary

arrangementsmade. The next matter dealt with was
the election of a new Secretary, Mr. Stewart having
expressed a desire to resign . Mr. Bootle proposed
that the resignation be adopted , and this was
seconded by Mr. Thorp . Mr. Bootle also pro
posed a vote of thanks to Mr. Stewart ior his
services during his term of office ; this was seconded
by Mr. Kirby, and carried unanimously. Mr.
Stewart then proposed Mr. Marshall as a candidate
for the vacancy ; this was seconded by Mr. Kirby,
and carried unanimously, Mr. Marshall being
elected accordingly . Mr. Thorp , jun., had on view
the hull of his turbine boat, but unfortunately cir
cumstances prevented him

reading the paper

arranged for. Thenext meeting will be held at the
Café, 8A, Lord Street, on Saturday, October roth ,
commencing at 6 p .m ., and will comprise a Con
versazione and show of models, to which all in
terested in model engineering matters are invited .
-- S .MARSHALI., Hon. Sec .and Treasurer, 2 , Chatham

Road, Rock Ferry, Cheshire.
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By ERWIN S. SPERRY.
UCH difficulty is often experienced by platers
M
and other brassworkers in the production
of a satisfactory black colour on brass. This
perhaps appears somewhat ridiculous, inasmuch as
brass will of its own accord oxidise to a black colour
ifleft for any length of time. Oxidised silver, which

was much in vogue at one time, greatly stimulated
the production of a similar finish on brass, and
the same method was employed , but usually with
unsatisfactory results. In the oxidation of silver the

property of tarnishing by sulphur compounds is
made use of, as the ready susceptibility of this metal

to such influences is sufficient to render the process
quite satisfactory . Silver is very easily blackened
by sulphur and its compounds, and all that is neces
sary is to bring it in contact with a solution of

potassium or sodium sulphide (liver of sulphur),
when an immediate blackening takes place. The
same method used on brass produces a black colour,
but not entirely satisfactory ,as it is wanting both in
colourand in depth . If allowed to remain for a long

time, in order to obtain a deep black, the coating
does not appear to adhere, but scales off. These
difficulties render the employment of sulphur com
pounds in blackening brass more or less unsatis
factory, and much trouble is found in their case .
Those who have attempted their use have usually

abandoned the method in favour of others.
The solution now generally employed for the pro
duction of a black or oxidised surface on brass is a
solution of carbonate of copper in ammonia . The
work is immersed in it and allowed to remain until

the required tint is produced . The carbonate of
copper is best used in the so -called plastic condition ,
as it is then much more easily dissolved . Plastic
carbonate of copper may be purchased ; but if one

wishes to make it, the following method answers

well :- Make a solution of blue vitriol (sulphate of
copper) in hot water, and add a strong solution of
common washing soda to it as long as any precipitate
forms. The precipitate is allowed to settle and the
clear liquid poured off. Hot water is now added ,
and the mass stirred and again allowed to settle .
Again the clear liquid is poured off, and the opera

tion of adding water, settling, and pouring off re
peated . This is continued until everything has been
washed out of the green carbonate of copper, which
remains in the bottom of the vessel. Six or eight

times is usually sufficient to remove the impurities,
After the water has been removed during the last
pouring, and nothing is left but an emulsion of the
thick plastic carbonate in a small quantity of water,
liquid ammonia is added until everything is dis
solved and a clear, deep blue liquid is produced . If
too strong, water may be added , but I have found
that a strong solution works better than a weak one.
If it is desired to make the solution from commercial
plastic carbonate of copper, the following directions

may be followed :-- Dissolve i lb . of the plastic car

bonate of copper in 2 galls. of strong ammonia. This
gives the required strength of solution .
The brass which it is desired to blacken is first
boiled in a strong potash solution to remove grease
and oil, then well rinsed and dipped in the copper

solution , which has previously been heated to from
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150 to 175° F . This solution does not work well
The brass is left in the solution until the required
tint is produced . The colour produced is very uni
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cold , and if heated too hotgives off all the ammonia .

Workshop Notes and Notions.

form and black . It also holds tenaciously , and does
not readily peeloff. After the desired colour is pro

[ Readers are invitant to contribute short practical items for this
column, ball on their 10
r on ciprice. docented
contributions will be puid tor on publicita' , if desirat, accord
ing to merit All matter intended for this colunaseuld be

marked " WORKSHOP " on the envelope." ]
duced the brass is rinsed and dried in sawdust. A
A Contrivance for Holding Collars, Etc .
great variety of effects may be produced by first
By C . R . T.
finishing the brass before blackening, as the oxidising
process does not injure the texture of the metal at
A short time ago I had occasion to reduce the
thickness of a number of brass collars, and a lathe
all. A very satisfactory finish is produced by first
rendering the surface of the brass matte, either by I not being handy, I made the following contrivance

scratch brush or similarmethods,
as the black finish thus produced
by the copper solution is then
· dead - one of the most pleasing
effects of an oxidised surface.
Various effects may also be
produced by colouring the en
tire article and then buffing off
the exposed portions.
The best results in the use of
this solution are obtained by
the use of the so -called red
metals — .e., those in which the
copper predominates. The rea
son for this is quite obvious.

Ordinary sheet brass consists of
one part of zinc, so that the
large quantity of the latter
somewhat hinders the produc
tion of a deep black surface.
Yellow brass is coloured black

Collar in nosition for
filing .
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about two parts of copper and
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by means of the solution , but if
the very best results are de
sired it is well to use some metal having a reddish
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tint, indicating the presence of a large amount of
copper. The varieties of sheet brass known as gild
ing or bronze work well. Copper also gives excellent
results. Where the best results are desired on yellow
brass a very light electro -plate of copper before the
oxidising works well and gives an excellent black .
With the usual articles made of yellow brass, how
ever, this is rarely done, the oxidisation being
carried out directly . - Metal Industry.
A FAMOUS STEAMER'S RECORD. -- The recent an
nouncement that the White Star steamer Britannic
had left Belfast for Germany to be broken up, may
be appropriately followed by some account of the
career of this famous vessel. Built , as every other
White Star steamer hasbeen , in the world -renowned
yard of Messrs. Harland & Wolff, Belfast, the
Britannic, of 5004 tons gross register, dates as far
back as 1874, since when , for the long period of
twenty - five years, she has been continuously in
active service, with her original engines and boilers
working to the last. With a coal consumpton of
110 tons a day, and a speed of slightly over 16 knots,
the Britannic was the first to reduce the passage to
and from New York to less than 71 days ; and when
she had to give way to more modern steamers in
respect to speed, her other good qualities were the
cause of abiding popularity with travellers. In
support of this statement, it will be of interest to
learn that the Britannic in her Atlantic career made
271 round voyages between Liverpool and New
York , and also was employed for no fewer than
eleven voyages to the Cape and Australia as a trans
port ship .

لما
A CONTRIVANCE FOR HOLDING COLLARS IN THE
Vice.

for holding them , as it is rather awkward to hold
of iron bent as shown, in which are cut two slots ;
anything such as thin collars in a vice ; a is a piece

c is a projecting pin ; d is a screw to serve as a guide
for the block b , to which is fixed a screwed pine,
working through a hole in the end of the piece of
iron a ; spring f is also put between the block and

the end piece. The collars were placed on the top
with the screw d and pin c inside of collar. The
milled nut g being tightened pulls theblock with the
pin tight on to the collar and the screw d . Of
course, the whole thing is held in the vice. The
collar in position for filing is shown in dotted circles
on the plan given herewith .

A Charging Board for Accumulators.

By C . N . TURNER.
The accompanying illustration shows an exceed
ingly useful arrangement for charging pocket and

motor cycle accumulators, from either the main ,
or from one's own private plant.

Its chief features are cheapness of construction
and convenience. The case consists of a cigar

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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Two square lugs are cast on the face of pad
which are drilled and tapped 4 in Whitworth to
allow two setscrews of same diameter to pass

box, upon the top of which is mounted the resistance
lamp of suitable current. The switch is of the
simple lever pattern , which can be made of scrap
brass. The accumulator is placed within the box
and
connected
theofdoor,
which is not shown
in the illustrationup,forandsake
clearness, can be closed
to prevent any accident occurring by knocking
over
is a frequent suit
rence the
withaccumulator,
some chargingwhich
boards that are notoccur

through and meet in the centre.
nnnnnnnn
แม่แบบ

ably designed .
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A DRILLING PAD FOR TAILSTOCK or LATHE.

These screws hold the work firmly whilst being
fed up to the revolving drill .

Accumulator

The Latest in Engineering.
A New Engineer's Level. -- Stanley's new .
railway level is constructed on a new principle ,
which gives greater strength and rigidity , com
bined , at the same time, with less weight, and

having fewer separate parts screwed and soldered
together than heretofore. The level possesses

CHARGING BOARD FOR SMALL ACCUMULATOR.
It is advisable to bore a few large holes in the

strength and compactness, and is particularly
adapted for hard wear, as in collieries. It is claimed
for it that it will keep perfect adjustment a lifetime.

top of the lid , so as to allow free escape of the gases
from the accumulator. It is also well to vaseline
the terminals inside the box to prevent corrosion ,

and directly upon , the telescope body and object end .
The cast telescope body is cored out to a suitable

In this level the centre is cast in one piece with
thickness, so that although of vastly greater

A Useful Drilling Pad for Lathe.
By F . W . HORNBY.

In drilling with the lathe considerable difficulty

strength and rigidity, it does not weigh as much as

the old form of tubular body, collars and stage,

while it does away with many separate pieces which
are usually soldered and screwed together, and thus

is often met with in supporting odd -shaped castings

forms perhaps the strongest and most compact

against the drilling pad with the fingers whilst

level yet made. The rack is fixed under the draw
tube, and the pinion is fitted from side to side of the
outer cast body, and spindled at each end, so that
the pinion has a double bearing in the cast body ,
which adds greatly to its strength . The level is fitted
with clamp and tangent adjustment, tribach level
ling, and patent locking plate, so that the level
can be used on a wall or masonry as well as on the

feeding the work up to drill. I have had a pad made
for me in cast iron , the same as shown in accom
panying drawings. It is circular, 3 ins. diameter ,
and in . thick ; but instead of the back being

turned taper to fit the socket of back centre of
lathe, I made a larger boss and bored out a hole so

that it fits over the barrel of loose headstock instead
of inside it.

tripod .

September 24, 1903.
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a , b, should be a good deal thinner than that for

· Making Outer Cells for
Batteries .
By F . E . P .
ANY amateurs have, at one time or another,
M
sought advice on constructing home-made
cells for batteries or accumulators, not only
with the idea of economising in thematter,but some
times in order to make vessels of special forms. A
fairly familiar case in point is in connection with
model electrically propelled boats, which obviously
must carry their own batteries. Unless the boat

2241

is a fairly large one, the ordinary rectangular forms
of accumulators are inconvenient, by reason of

the parts c, d , & c.; and in a cell about 4 ins. wide
by 3 ins. deep , a and b mightbe 3- 32nds in. thick after
planing or glass-papering, while the other portions
might be about 5- 32nds in . The wood should be
carefully selected , and although , of course, knots
can easily be avoided , care should be taken that
there are no cracks in it. A piece of “ picture
backing " is an excellentmaterial, and as this varies
in thickness it will be easy to get the right kind. In
any case a soft wood is preferable to hard, and one
not liable to crack is also advisable : spruce is a
good and cheap material.

Unless the amateur very much desires it, he will
find it safer to make separate cells for an accu
mulator, rather than building up a vessel with a

0

number of compartments. In the latter case,
there is always the danger of a leak from one cell
to the next, and, when a battery is set up and
sealed , it is a very annoying thing to find that two
of the cells are short -circuited . Assuming, there
fore, that it is decided to make single cells - say,
with one positive and two negative plates in each
they may be constructed somewhat as indicated in

0

7
7
7

0

Fig . 1. - A WOODEN CELL.

Fig . 2, which shows a cell similar to Fig . 1, but with
one of the ends removed . It will be seen that the
pieces c and d have their edges quite square, while

the ends of e and I are shaped off to meet them
neatly. The joints are made by means of common

pins about fin . long (shorter than the ordinary
sizes) small holes being made part of the way by
means of a very fine bradawl to avoid splitting.
The same method is employed to fasten the ends

their not fitting into the space at command ;

whereas, a specially constructed cell may be made
almost to fit the hull, and this will not only be
handy by reason of its simplicity , but may also

throw the centre of gravity of the battery lower in
the boat. Other instances of the usefulness of
home-made cells are easily found : in a model
of a Central London Railway electric locomo
tive a reader proposed to utilise the long sloping

portions to carry a set of accumulators ; another
reader desired to effect a similar purpose in the
tender of an ordinary steam locomotive model ;
and still another required to adapt the battery to
fit in a model autocar. All these are quite feasible,
a little ingenuity being brought into play , and a
little knowledge of the most suitable materials

requisite. To assist amateurs similarly situated ,
the following notes on the construction of small
battery cells are offered .

The chief difficulty in making " outer vessels "
for batteries is that of rendering them acid -proof

and water-tight. If it were not for this, thin wood
would be an excellent constructive material, and ,
as a matter of fact, can be employed if a fair amount
of care is taken to get over the trouble mentioned.
As this material is likely to be the handiest with

most amateurs, a few words may be devoted to it
first of all.

Fig . 2. - INTERNAL CONSTRUCTION OF WOODEN
CELL .

a and b to the other parts, the pins being carefully
so that they do not penetrate to the inside
driven
of the box.
Before the parts are put together, but after they
have been shaped , theymust be well soaked in hot
paraffin wax. The wax should be melted in a
vessel standing in another and surrounded by
water, which can be kept boiling over a gas-stove .
The pieces of wood will require to beturned over

when properly used , fairly strong. The very best

now and then , or they may be sunk to the bottom of
the wax by a small weight. Half-an -hour's soaking

material to make it acid - proof and water-tight, all
things considered , is paraffin -wax, with which the
wood should be thoroughly permeated . Suppose
it is desired to make a few cells of the form shown

is not a bit too long, for the pores must be filled
with the wax .
To provide distance pieces for the positive and

Wood has the advantage of being light, and ,

hull, the construction might be set about in the

negative plates the notched pieces g are required .
These would be rather weak if made of wood , and
strips of ebonite, celluloid , or vulcanised fibre are

following way : The wood chosen for the ends,

more suitable. They are best secured by fixing

in Fig. 1, to approximate to the shape of a vessel's

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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in grooves, as shown , and this should be quite strong

enough , as the weight of the plates tends to keep
them in .

They can be put in after the box is

made, if the grooves have been suitably cut, and

the whole cell should then be warmed up until
paraffin wax is all but melted on it. With a brush
soaked in hot wax paint over each joint inside very
carefully, giving two or three coats, and then go
over the whole of the interior.
The reader will notice that the ends a and b are
higher than c, d , this allowing for the top - shown

separately in Fig. 3 - to fit in neatly. It must be

September 24, 1903."

hole is properly made there should not be much
fear of the acid getting out. To close the vent
there is nothing to beat one of the tiny india -rubber

“ balloons " made specially for the purpose ; this
allows gases to expand it, or splashes of acid to
rise into it without any fear of spilling. Although

somewhat extraneous to the subject, it may here
be mentioned that every user of these small accu
mulators should provide himself with a glass
“ thistle funnel," as used by chemists. It should
have the bottom end drawn out to about in .
diameter, as in Fig . 4 , so that it can be inserted
into ithe vent tube of the accumulator and allow
space round it for air to escape. This is a very con
venient means of introducing the acid , and while
any amateur able to do a little glass blowing can
make a funnel for himself in a few minutes, a small

FIG . 3.- - TOP OF WOODEN CELL.

very carefully cut to fit exactly, being made from
the thicker wood, and having holes for the lugs, a , a,a ,
and a circular hole, b, for the vent. It is a good

one can be purchased for 3d .
Battery cells can be made very neatly from
ebonite, or vulcanite, and also from gutta -percha
sheet. The latter material is advised in " Small

plan , before putting on the top but after fitting in
the plates, to pour in the acid solution until it
reaches the desired level. Then run it into a meas
ure of some sort and record the result, so that after
the top is fixed the exact amount of electrolyte
can be introduced. The top is pinned down to

the sides, and is likewise secured to the ends a and b
( Fig . 1). It has, of course, to be soaked in wax ,
and the joint should be made quite tight by the

same material. If the lugs are a good fit in the
holes a a , a , (Fig . 3) a little wax will probably
seal them in ; but if the gaps are too large, a little
packing may be inserted , consisting of worsted or
cotton-waste soaked in wax.
It is a great mistake to make the vent too small.

It should be remembered that the acid has to be
introduced through this, and unless the hole is
quite t in . in diameter this is a very troublesome
matter . Even that is rather small, and a good size
is a piece of glass tube of about 5 - 16ths in . bore
and rather more than fin . diameter outside. This

Fig . 6 .- CELLS OF SPECIAL SHAPES.
Accumulators,” and it has the advantage of requir
ing heat only to make the joints . It is , therefore,
a very handy material ; but a fair amount of prac
tice is required to enable the amateur to make
a really good job with it. Stout ebonite or
vulcanite can be used successfully, but it requires a
cement to make the joints, and heat may only be
applied for the purpose of bending or curving it.
At high temperatures the nature of this material is
quite altered and is spoiled . Ordinary india -rubber

solution will make a fair joint, if properly applied .
The surfaces should be slightly roughened by fine
glass-paper ; but they should be quite flat to
make a good joint. The india -rubber solution
should be well rubbed in , and if any difficulty is
found in making it adhere, rub the roughened
surfaces first with a little benzine or naphtha.
After applying the solution to each surface, leave
it until it is almost dry - half-an -hour will do
and remember it is useless attempting to join any
articles with this cement except by allowing it to
become quite tacky. A cement which is said to
be far superior for ebonite is compounded of sulphur
and linseed oil. The amateur would have to make
this himself, and the process is not a very difficult
FIG . 4 .

Fig . 5.
CELLS OF SPECIAL SHAPES.

should fit closely into the hole b , the lower end rest

ing on the top of the middle plate, the top end pro
jecting in . and having the extreme sharpness
taken off by partial melting in a Bunsen burner
fame. It may be sealed in with wax ; but if the

one. A little raw linseed is placed in an iron ladle
(such as is used for melting lead ) not more than
one-third full ; this is cautiously heated over a
fire or gas-stove until it begins to seethe. Unless
carefully watched it will “ boil ” over, but the
seething is really caused by the water contained

in the oil. After a time the latter settles down
and smoke begins to arise from it, when the sulphur,
which should be pure " roll ” or “ sublimed," can
be stirred in . About one-twelfth the weight of
oil will be the right amount of sulphur. It is im

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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portant not to let the oil catch fire, or there will be

A Novelty in Rotary Engines.

no stopping the flame. This cement will take a
rather long time to set, and this is its chief objec
tion . The sulphur must bepowdered if roll sulphur

W

The best of allmaterials for the purpose ofbattery
cells is clear celluloid . This has three very great

warming may best be done by dipping it in hot
water. Cells of the shape shown in Figs 5 and 6
the one suitable for a boat and the other for an
electric locomotive, as already mentioned - can
very well be made of this material. The proper
cement for celluloid is a solution of itself in amyl
acetate, a liquid with a very strongly pronounced
odour, which can be obtained from manufacturing
chemists ( Townson & Mercer, Bishopsgate Street

Within ; Baird & Tatlock , Cross Street, Hatton
Garden ; or those advertising in this journal) very
cheaply ; the price is about 2d . per ounce. With
this cement a perfect joint can be made, the parts
becoming practically one substance.
Little need be said further with regard to the con
struction of battery cells ; but a word or two is
allowable in the case of a vessel shaped as in Fig. 6 .
Perhaps the best way to make this is to build it up

have received froin the inventor, Mr.
Worcester, the drawings and a copy of
the specifications of a very novel form of rotary
steam engine. The chief difficulty in the con
struction of the engine is the setting out of the
elliptical tooth wheels, and if any reader wishing

MWWWW

advantages - namely, that the condition of the
battery can be plainly seen , it is light, and prac
tically unbreakable. Celluloid can be obtained with
out difficulty in any reasonable size and thickness
from manufacturing chemists, and especially from
Messrs. Fitch Bros., Fulwood's Rents,High Holborn ,
London , W .C ., who can supply every kind. It is
easily bent when softened by heat ; but it is well

E

Joseph Southall, of Selbourne Road ,

is employed .

known that it is excedingly inflammable, and the
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with the piece a, a, a, in one sheet, softened and
Fig . 2. - END ELEVATION O : SOUTHALL' S PATENT
ROTARY ENGINE,
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Fig . 1. - PLAN OF ROTARY ENGINE.

bent to shape. The holes for lugs and vent are pro
vided in the topmost portion , and suitable notched
pieces, or supports, are fitted inside. The cell is

constructed, first of all, without any bottom , so
that the plates can be inserted from that direction .
The flat bottom piece can be put on last of all to
make all secure . Battery cells of almost any

to make a model of the engine anticipates any
obstacle with respect to this portion of the work ,
Mr. Southall has kindly offered to loan the pair of
wheels used in his own model for the purpose of
rendering this part of the task less troublesome.
In his complete specification (No. 12,139 ) Mr.
Southall says : - An engine constructed according
to my invention may with suitable modifications
be used either as a steam , air, water or internal
combustion engine, the essential action being sub
stantially the saine in all cases, namely , that the
cylinders and pistons used are revolving con
tinuously in the same direction on a common
centre, but at varying rates of progress ; an ar

rangement which without reciprocating movement
of
of the working parts provides cylinder spaces
varying capacity . It will also be seen that a
as described can be
machine constructed substantially
coinpressor.

made to act as a pump or
The method of accomplishing niy object accord
ing to this invention , and the construction and
mode of working is thus substantially as follows,

and will be made clear by referring to the accom
panying drawings, Figs. I and 2 representing a plan
and end elevation of a steam engineaccording to my
invention ; Fig . 3 an end view of two of the wheels

referred to below ; and Fig. 4 an elevation showing

shape can be made in celluloid ; but it hardly

the valve gear. On these figures the same dis

seems necessary to add anything to assist the intel

tinguishing letters are used to denote the same or
like parts.
Referring to the figures, A is a disc or wheel
mounted on a shaft B and having arranged on it

ligent amateur in working out other cases, the fore

going being sufficient to indicate the general

principles.
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one or more cylinders C , shown double -acting and

even turning movement when several cylinders are

fitted with slide valves. Dis a second disc or

used .
It will be evident that the steam niay be used
expansively , and that the gearing need not consist

wheel mounted on a hollow shaft E revolving round
shaft B , and having connected to it, hy any known
suitable method M , the one or more pistonsworking

in the cylinders C . J are bearings. On the shaft
B is mounted a toothed wheel F of irregular shape
gearing into a like wheel G mounted on a shaft H
carrying an ordinary toothed wheel K gearing into
a like wheel I mounted on a hollow shaft E , an
arrangement which causes both discs when turned,

entirely of toothed wheels provided the movenient
of the parts resulting is substantially as described .

The Electric Lighting of a
Private House .
By FREDERIC H . TAYLOR, Assoc .M .Inst.E .E .

(Continued from page 282.)

Ft
FIG . 3. - ELLIPTICAL GEAR WHEELS.

Vi. - The Materials and Accessories Used .
THE various " accessories ” used in electric light
ing will now be briefly described , in order that
attention may be drawn to the special points
in them which make for good design , lasting
efficiency , and safe working.

CEILING ROSES. - A ceiling rose is commonly
used for making connection between the fixed
circuit wires which are run along the ceiling or in
the floor, and a “ flexible cord pendant " to be sus
pended from it. It should preferably be made of
the best English porcelain , and contain a division
wall in the centre. This centre wall serves to keep

the two opposite terminals well apart from one
another, and also being provided with two small
holes for the flexible cord acts as a “ cord grip ,”
and so takes the weight of the fitting off the small
terminal screws.
TILITZ

Fig. 27 shows a high voltage ceiling rose, as de
signed for 240 -volt circuits, by theGeneral Electric
Company, Ltd .
NT
TE
A
P

Fig . 4 . - END ELEVATION , SHOWING VALVE GEAR.
to revolve continuously in the same direction, but
at varying rates of progress dependent on the shape
of the wheels F and G , which may be as drawn or
of other suitable irregular shape that will give a
similar action to the cylinders and pistons and the
number of strokes desired to be made in each revo
lution of the discs A and D . Steam is admitted to
the cylinders, as shown, N being a fixed support,
and Pa hollow boss revolving in it in unison with the
disc A ; to the boss P are connected the supply and
exhaust pipes, the live steam being introduced into
P through a fixed central pipe R running through a
stuffing-gland .
"The slide -valves of the cylinders C may be oper
ated by levers T rocking on pivots U , and having
their one end, which is provided with a roller V
running round against a suitably irregular shaped
cam track S forned on the fixed support N , springs Z
being provided to keep the roller V up against the
track S . Using wheels F and G of the shape shown
and double -acting cylinders, it will be found that
each cylinder space takes steam and exhausts it

twice in each revolution of the discs. giving a very

BRAHAM

Fig . 27. - High VOLTAGE CEILING Rose .
In low voltage work a fuse is sometimes contained
in the ceiling rose , and this necessitates the use of
three plates instead of two. In either instance each
plate carries two terminals , making six terminals
in all in the low voltage rose and four in the high

voltage. Two terminals are for connection to the
incoming circuit wires, two for the outgoing flexible
cord , and two may be provided for the fuse.
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Very few engineers approve of fuses in ceiling
roses in these days, although the practice at one
timewas universal. One point to be remembered
is that ceilings are subject to a certain amount of
vibration which tends to slacken the small screws
connecting the fuse wire to the brass plate, and fuses
have frequently been known to blow simply on
account of loose contact at the terminals, which , of
course, is a trouble to be carefully avoided .
A very useful ceiling -rose is that known as the
“ looping-in ” pattern . This (a two-plate rose) is
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to loop-in for switches as well as for ceiling roses,
and the sketch in Fig. 29 shows this. Probably the
most up-to-date practice in ceiling -rose wiring is the
method recently brought out by the Simplex Steel
Conduit Co ., Ltd., who employ a three-plate loop -in

Lampi

Fig . 30.
rose, without fuse, the extra two terminals provided
(six in all) being for connection to the switch ; thus
saving a certain amount of wire .
Fig . 31 is a diagrammatic sketch which shows the
base of the ceiling rose with its connections to the

BATAM

Fig . 28. - " LOOPING -IN " CEILING ROSE .
provided with extra large holes in the porcelain base ,
so as to armit of two circuit wires being taken into
each terminal plate instead of one. The great ad
vantage of " looping -in ” or “ looping back ," as it
is sometimes called , is,of course, the saving of joints.
In best class work , wherever circumstances admit,
it should most certainly be employed and the
slightly increased cost due to extra wire ought not
to be considered . The subject of " looping -in ”
has already been referred to in the earlier part of

To Lamp

D Lamp

+
Fig . 31.
circuit, the lamp's flexible cord , and the switch wires

Fig . 29.
these articles, but, for further clearness, an illustra
tion of a “ looping-in ” rose is shown in Fig. 28 .
Figs. 29 and 30 show respectively three lamps
wired on the looping -in system and three wired with
joints for each . It is now quite common practice

The dividing bridge piece of porcelain is of the
three-legged pattern , with holes in the side through
which the flexible cord is passed .
The points to be looked for in a good ceiling-rose
are - (1 ) good English porcelain throughout ; (2 ) a
cord grip to take the weight of the fitting off the
terminals ; (3 ) the back of the rose to be free from

conducting metal parts, so that anymoisture which

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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may form at the back shall not be likely to cause
“ surface " leakage; (4 ) good solid terminals of ample
capacity .
WALL PLUGS. - A “ wall plug," or " socket ” as it
is sometimes erroneously called , consists of two
parts- -the socket or fixed part, the terminals of

which arepermanently connected up to the circuit
wires, and themovable part called the plug, which
by means of a flexible cord is connected to a table
lamp or telescopic floor lamp, etc., or, in fact, any
such fitting which it is desired to be able to move
about.
When in use the plug is pushed into the socket

September 24, 1903.

lamps, as plug fittings, owing to their nature, are

rather more liable to possibilities of accident than
are the ordinary pendant, electrolier, or bracket
fittings.
Wall plugs of the patterns described are commonly
fixed in the skirting of the room , but for good class
work it is preferable, for the sake of appearances, to
have them of the “ flush ” pattern , which has all its
parts, with the exception of the top plate, sunk in
beneath the surface. Such a plug as this is shown

in Fig. 35. A similar pattern of plug for sunk work
is used in floors though most engineers do not
favour such a practice. Apart from the undesirable

necessity of a hole or holes in the carpet of the

Fig . 32. — PARTS OF A CONCENTRIC WALL PLUG.

Fig . 33. - -COMPLETE CONCEN
:

TRIC WALL PLUG .

FIG. 34.— High VOLTAGE Two-Pin WALL Plug .

BRAH

AM

.

Section .
Fig . 36 .- .WOODEN BLOCKS.

Fig. 35.- FLUSH
OR FLOOR
PLUG .

the electrical connection being made by two pins or

room , in order to make connection, there is in many

by two concentric tubes. In the trade, plugs of the
former type are commonly known as the “ two-pin "
type, and for high voltage work they are greatly to

makes of floor plugs every possibility of dust and

be preferred to the others, owing to the better in
sulation, and general design . Figs. 32 and 33 show
respectively a concentric plug with its cover re

dirt getting into the socket.
All plugs should , if possible, be of fireproof ma
terial throughout. The base of the socket is always
of porcelain , either black or white, and for the or
dinary cheap type of wall plug, the cover to the

moved and a complete wall plug with its parts
assembled.

base is of the same material. For the rooms of a

Fig. 34 shows a high voltage two-pin plug with
its cover removed . In this instance it will be noticed
that a fuse is provided . This is by no means a uni

few things more ugly and certainly very little, if any
To meet this, some makers produce neat, small
pattern plugs (such as the Lundberg type), with
polished oak or other fancy wood covers, which ,
against an oak skirting or dado, are very unobtru
sive. Chased or machined covers ofmetal of more
or less ornate design may also be obtained , as, for
instance, those of the Waltham Company's manu
facture, which are made in various finishes of metal

versal practise, and most engineers prefer to have
the fuse controlling a plug at the distribution board .
A very good way in private -house work is to make
the plugs of each room a separate circuit, for which

one of the “ ways ” at the distribution board is re

served . It is not desirable to bunch up the plugs
of a room on to a fairly fully loaded circuit of other

good class house, there is, in the writer's opinion ,

thing, which harmonises less with the surroundings.
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and to match or harmonise with theordinary fittings
of the room .
Flush plugs commonly have their top plate of
metal, and to the under or back side of this is fixed
a porcelain base which carries the electrical parts.
This top plate may be made the subject ofmany
beautiful designs, to match other fittings, and the
user of electric lightwho may be possessed of artistic
tastes, would do well to carefully look into this
question of " covers ” (i.e., top plates) for his plugs.
The plug portion of a wall plug , which carries the
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The common practice in the painfully usual cheap
and nasty work is to mount everything on a var
nished teak block . This , though good enough as

an insulator, is obviously not always in keeping with
the surroundings. For common decency, obtain

able at a very small expense, the blocks should har
monise with the surroundings, and where they are to
be painted , a soft close-grained wood naturally pre

sents a better finished surface than would teak or oak .
The writer was recently shown a magnificent draw .
ing-room , superbly furnished , and with the walls
papered a very delicate yellow . The switches were
invariably mounted on red mahogany blocks on the
surface of the walls, and thus presented quite un
mistakable evidence of the artistic taste of the person
responsible.

With concealed wiring work it is possible to work
FIG . 37.

with very thin switch blocks, say not more than
* in . thick . These make the appearance much more

PLAIN LAMP
HOLDER.

FIG . 39.
PLAIN LAMP
HOLDER WITH
SHADE RING AND

Alexible cord, has its base part of porcelain or some
other insulating material, such as vulcanised fibre,
on which are mounted the two contact plates to
which are connected the ends of the flexible cord .
A small dividing bridge piece is provided , and has
two holes through which the flexible cord passes so
as to take any pulling strain off the terminals .

CORD GRIP.

Plugs are commonly rated as of 1 to 5 ampères,
capacity, although very few indeed which are so
described are fit to have anything like 5 ampères of
current passed through them .

Fig . 38 .
PLAIN LAMP
HOLDER WITH *
SHADE RING .

elegant than the ordinary 1-in . blocks, and are
quite sufficiently thick to allow of good and careful
work in bringing the wires from the pipe into the
switch . Blocks in plastered ceilings are commonly
fixed by screws into the laths. On brick walls,
plugging is necessary , or with lath and plaster par
titions a switch block is sometimes fixed , by letting
in a square piece of wood behind the laths and screw
ing through the front block into it , thus pinching the
two tightly up against either side.
LAMPHOLDERS. - A lampholder is , of course , an
arrangement for making electrical connection be

tween the incandescent electric lamp and the
flexible cord or other wires which convey current to
it .

Lampholders for ordinary incandescent lamps
Wall plugs are often used in connection with
electric radiators, and it is very desirable to note
exactly what the maximum current taken by the

radiator is, as more often than not this is such that
a 10 -ampere plug should be used , although frequently
a so -called 5 -ampère plug is smuggled in , with the

accompanying risks of trouble.
BLOCKS. — Ceiling roses, wall plugs (surface), and
ordinary lamp switches are commonly mounted on
circular wood blocks. These should be of well
seasoned wood ,and are usually recessed at the back ,

so that very little cutting is required when they are
fixed over wood casing. Fig . 36 shows such a
block , although , of course, the moulded edge mav
be to any design chosen .

or “ B .C .” lamps, as they are commonly called
(brass capped ), are essentially of three classes,
namely — the simple plain holder to screw on to a.
fitting ; the same, with the addition of a brass ring
for carrying the shade ; and the holder which is pro
vided with both shade ring and cord grip , for use
with ordinary flexible cord pendants. Illustrations
of these are shown in Figs. 37. 38 , and 39 .
The holder consists of the " interior," the brass
case, and top (the former being provided with a
bayonet socket for receiving the cap of the lamp),
and the necessary fixing ring to hold the parts to
gether. A view of the various parts is shown in
Fig. 40 . The interior of the holder calls for a little
comment. The one shown is what is known as an
S ” inside, owing to the S -shaped piece of porcelain

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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which serves to isolate the two plungers from one
the ends of the circuit, and, therefore, need good
insulation and isolation to prevent possibilities of
accidental “ short-circuit." The plungers are of
course, provided with springs at the back which keep
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another. These two plungers represent, of course,

It is sometimes convenient to have a switch com
bined with the lampholder and thus save a certain
amount of trouble which would otherwise be neces
sary in order to go to an ordinary local lamp switch

them pressed down on to the top of the lamp, thus

fixed at the nearest point on a wall. For this pur
pose a “ switch-holder,” or “ key socket-holder,'
is employed . Fig. 42 shows the top porcelain base
and bottom rings, etc., of such a holder, separated
out so that the construction of the interior may

making good contact. The holder, as shown,
would be suitable for high -pressure circuits.
The cord grip portion commonly contains two
little plugs of hard wood, provided with grooves for

better be seen . The difficulty which all key socket

holders have to meet, is the necessity of getting a
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LIG . 40. — PARTS OF Plain HOLDER.

UTULT

Fig . 41. - PATENT SQUARE
CORD GRIP .

FIG . 42. - KEY SOCKET LAMP HOLDER.

large number of parts into a very limited space, and
the result is that engineers do not generally recom
mend their use when the ordinary lamp switch can
be employed . The increasing use of high voltage
for town supplies naturally rather accentuates this
opinion .
(To be continued .)
A GLASS -BOTTOMED BOAT.--A glass-bottomed boat
through which the investigator can peer into the
depths of the sea , is the very latest contrivance for
research in tropical waters. The strange craft is

part of the equipment of the Geographical Society
of Baltimore, thirty or forty of whose members are
now engaged in scientific and geographical investi
gations of the Bahama Islands. This curious deep
20 ft. in length , and very wide of beam to give it
steadiness. Amidships a square centre -board well
built several feet below the bottom of the boat, and
also running up into it, has been constructed . The
interior of this well is painted black so as to mini
mise reflection and light, while the end of the well is
covered with two heavy plates of perfectly clear
glass. An observer looking down into this well,

sea observatory resembles a large dory, is about

FIG . 420.-- DETAIL OF KEY Socker LAMP HOLDER .
the two flexible wires. In screwing down the brass
cap which secures the wood plugs, there is a lia
bility of injuring the flexible cord owing to the plugs
rotating with the cap. The General Electric Con

pany, Ltd .,have, however, devised a cord grip with a
square interior to which are fitted wood plugshaving
similar ends, to overcome this trouble. An illustra
tion of this “ patent square cord grip " is shown in
Fig. 41.

with the light shut out by means of a rubber -coated
cloth over the head, can see great depths into the

clear, quiet waters of the tropics.
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Model Making for a Qua
a Century .
COME few months ago, we received a very
large album of photographs depicting excel
lent examples of the model makers' skill, and
thinking our readers would welcome even a small
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this purpose . By various newspaper reports in

cluded in the album , it will be seen that, having
suitable apparatus, they were soon taken advantage
of by the medical profession in my town for radio
graphy, and have proved of practical service . Be

side this, the hobby has led to many other things ;

and I am now seldom without a job, either repair
ing electrical apparatus, or making and fitting up
electric batteries, bells , and electric fittings, having
now accomplished a fair amount of work in this
direction . One electric light installation of sixteen

lamps of sixteen candle-power each I fitted up
several months ago has been working since without
a hitch . Of course, success has not been without
difficulties and failures. I have had plenty of
them ; but it is certainly encouraging to know
that the hobby is at the same time an educational
and a useful, as well as an amusing, pastime.
WORKSHOP
Fig. I shows myworkshop, 11 ft. by 6 ft., which I
put up in the garden ; amongst the odds and ends
that have accumulated in it during the past eighteen
years is my stock of tools. Unfortunately, these
are few , and anything but up -to -date. They con
sist of two home-made treadle lathes, some turning
tools, bench , vice, files, and drills. The bed of the
smaller lathe is made of two pieces of angle iron,
bolted to the top of a sewing-machine stand, to

which I fitted a small compound slide-rest, a bell,
and a drill chuck .

SWITCHBOARD FOR THE MODELS AND APPARATUS.

Fig. 2 . -- The switchboard shown in the photo is
50 ins. long , 14 ins. wide. The voltmeter reads
to 30 volts, the ammeter to 12 amperes. Both
instruments are something of the “ Burgin " type
and constructed alike with one exception , i.e., the

coil of the voltmeter is wound with several hundred
MR. S. HUNT.
portion of this collection of

turns of No. 36 silk -covered copper wire ; the am

photographs, weasked Mr. S .
Hunt, the maker of the
models and apparatus, to let
us have prints from the
same negatives. These we re
produce herewith , together
with a few notes describing
each piece of work .
It is now nearly twenty

five years since Mr. Hunt
commenced model making ,
and at that time he had just
served his apprenticeship to
the boot and shoe trade,
which , as he says, was not,
from a scientific point of view ,
very favourable to the pur
suance of the hobby, either
mechanically or electrically .
However, he made a start,

with the result to be gathered

from the following notes.
Continuing, he says :
The apparatus shown in
the photographs are of my
own design , and every part

made by myself after an
ordinary day's work , with home-made tools ; and
I may say that they have not only been a pleasure
to construct, but have afforded many hours of

public amusement, and are used pretty often for

Fig . 1. - MR. S. Hunt's WORKSHOP.
meter with only a few turns of No. 10 . The wires
are wound on curved cardboard cylinders, 3 ins.
Jong, with a central hole through which a very thin ,
scythe-shaped, soft-iron core swings. The core
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is pivoted at its upper end, so that the lower
swinging portion can be gradually pulled into the
coil as the current strength or voltage increases.
The instruments are enclosed in wood boxes, 9 ins.
by 61 ins., with a circular opening in front for the
cardboard index, brass pointer, and glass cover .

The resistance frame is ui ins. long, 9 ins. wide.
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yoke along the bar any resistance can be gradually
put in circuit ; this also forms a starting resistance
to prevent any undue strain to the small motors.

The large binding screws at the bottom of the
board are for the accumulators, chromic acid cells,
and small dynamo. On the middle part of
board are two 12-way lever and plug switches, with
their respective binding screws,
to which the model and appa

ratus shown in these photo
graphs are connected .
The models are arranged on

tables in a wooden building,
measuring 20 ft, by 13 ft. The
switchboard is fixed at one end,
and wires carried from it round

the room and connected to
models and lamps.
There are altogether connected
to the switchboard seven circuits
for lamps, eight circuits for the
motors used to drive themodels,
and two circuits for coils used
for vacuum tubes, x -ray, wire

less, and Tesla experiments.
A MODEL ENGINEER'S SHOP.
Fig. 3 shows nine electrically

Fig . 2 . - SWITCHBOARD .

driven models of machines used
in an engineer's shop, consisting
of three lathes, saw , vertical drill,
hammer, grindstone, and a plan
ing machine. No castings were
used in constructing these ; all

the parts were made from sheet

Fig . 3. - A GROUP OF MODELS REPRESENTING AN ENGINEER'S WORKSHOP.
On the top of the frame is a guide-bar fitted with a 1. and rod picked from the scrap -heap. The planing
sliding brass yoke. One arm of the latter is in

electrical contact with a metal strip , the other

with a set of studs from which twenty -four spiral
coils of iron wire are stretched up and down the
frame from stud to stud, so that by drawing the

machine is 94 ins. long, has cross slides, tool boxes,
and a 43- in . by 2 -in . slotted bed . The largest ofthe
lathes is back -geared and screw -cutting - length of
bed , 8 ins.; height of centres, in .; the next
smaller is 6 ins. long, and has a gap bed. The
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saw -table is 4 ins. long, 21 ins. wide, fitted with
an adjustable bevel fence .

The models are fixed on a base 38 ins. long, 16 ins.
wide, and are worked with belts from the central
shaft, which is 12 ins. long, with twenty brass
pulleys turned on it varying from } in . to it ins. in
diameter.
The shaft, which is raised 10 ins. above the base,
is driven with an electric motor, having
a 3- in . by 14-in . laminated cogged -ring
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are enamelled red and blue. The top frame is de
corated with a number of small mirrors, green silk
fringe, and flags. A brass chain is fixed to the tops.
of posts placed about 6 ins. apart round the edge of
the baseboard .
The cars make a speed of three to four miles an

hour when the motor is supplied with a current of
3 ampères at 8 volts.

armature, wound with No. 22 wire in
six sections.

Eight 8 -volt lamps with enamelled
shades and brackets are mounted on
two wood bars, raised horizontally
7 ins. above the base on the top of brass
uprights ; the latter serve as conductors
of the current to the lamps.
The models are connected to the
switchboard and supplied with current
from a set of large accumulators ; but
when required , some small ones can

be placed in the hollow part of the
base, and connected to a push in the
side, so that by pressing the button the
whole is put into motion and lit up.
Some portions of the models are
painted green light blue, and red . All
the working parts are polished bright.

MODEL ELECTRIC SWITCHBACK RAIL
WAY .
Fig . 4 .- The model is erected on a
baseboard 39 ins. square, the upper
surface ofwhich is covered with plum
colour velvet. The heightof themodel
from the base to the top of flag in the
centre is 21 inş.

The rails are made of 3- 16ths in .
brass rod bent to a circle, the ends
brought together, and a firm , smooth

joint made. Two opposite parts of
the circular track (which is 2-in. gauge)
is raised to a height of 4 ins. above
the surface of the baseboard on eighty
lengths, and made of 3- 16ths in . brass

turned columns. These are of various

rod , which is screwed into the rails at

equal distances apart. The lower ends
in the base as far as a shoulder, which

of all the columns pass through holes

had previously been turned on them ,
and tightened under the base with a
nut and screw -thread.
Themotor , which is screwed to a low me
platform in the centre of the board , is

constructed of wrought iron, and has a

-MOLELOF ELECTRIC
SWITCHBACK
heavy 4-pole armature that works ver MODELS AND
ElectricRAILWAY.
TRAMWAY.
"Fig FIG
. 5.. 4.-GROUP
tically. The armature shaft is geared
with tooth wheels to the top circular frame, which
The model, which was made about twelve years
ago , took twelve months spare hours to construct,
revolves, pulling with it the four cars by means of
and has worked on many occasions for six hours
connecting-rods, which are hinged to the lower
without a stop.
part of brackets fixed to the rim of the circular
frame. The cars are 6 ins. long, 27 ins. wide, and
and four flanged wheels i in , diameter. Four 8-volt
lamps fitted with enamelled shades revolve with the
frame near the cars. Electrical connection is made
to the lamps with brushes and two insulated brass
collars on the central shaft.
Beside thebright fittings,many parts of the model

made of thin sheet iron ; each one has four seats

TRAMWAY AND MODELS .

Fig. 5 shows an electric tramway and models
arranged on a baseboard 40 ins. square, the top of
which is covered with plum -colour silk velvet. The
track is 36 ins. diameter and 1 i ins. gauge ; the rails
are made of brass rod 3-16ths in . thick , laid on
fifty -eight mahogany sleepers, which are fixed to
the base,
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Three small cars have been construced to run on
the track ; the two seen in the photo are both 7 ins.
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crushers, two pumps, steam engine, boiler, and five

different types of electric motors. Two of these are
connected by wire to the switchboard and accumu lators, and drive the rest of the models with the aid
of belts from pulleys on the various shafting.
The cylinder of the steam -engine is & in . bore ,
it ins. stroke. The engine is fitted with pump and
governors. All the working parts are bright. The
lamps, holders, brackets, and shades are fitted to a
circular block of hard wood , supported at the top

long, and have tooth -gear fitted to the driving
wheels. One car has a motor with a 21-in . by i in
ring armature wound in six sections. All the work
ing parts of this are exposed to view ; the other has
the appe rance of an ordinary car with the motor
covered .

The current may be conducted to the cars either
by the overhead wire and trolley, or that in which

of two metal uprights ; the
latter serve as conductors of

the current to the lamps.
The cars make a speed of
about three miles an hour,

and they frequently run for
hours without stopping. The

1 _DOTTI DI DUNIA

whole of the above are in
a glass case.
ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN
LAUNCH .

Fig. 6 . — The launch mea
sures 3 ft. long, 7 ins. wide
amidships, and 71 ins. deep .
The hull is built of yellow
pine, except the two top
planks ; these are mahogany.
The saloon, which occupies
the greater portion of the
deck , can be lifted for the
removal of accumulators, ad
justing the motor, and fitting
wires and lamps. The sides

of the saloon are made of
mahogany ; the upper deck
of pine.

The motor is constructed

of wrought iron, and has a
heavy 4 -polearmature coupled
direct to the propeller shaft,
which is fitted with a 34 -in ,
two-bladed propeller. Cur
rent for lighting and driving
is supplied from four accumu
lators placed low in the boat,
which helps to trim her.
On the deck is a switch for
the lamps, a steering arrange
ment, and a commutator for

starting and reversing the
Fig . 6 . - .MODEL ELECTRIC LAUNCH .

Fig . 7. — MODEL STEAM ENGINE AND
the rails serve independently as lead and return . In
the latter method the inner wheels of the cars are
insulated from the outer by ivory bushes. The
current supplied to the motors is picked up with a
spring shoe at the outer rail, and returns by another
shoe at the inner.
In the overhead system a brass wire sufficiently

stiff to remain circular is suspended in slots cut in
the crossbars, which are screwed to the tops of
little poles placed just outside the track . One end
of a light, springy brass arm is fixed to the top of
the car ; the other end is fitted with a trolley , which

traverses the circular brass wire. When the current
is conducted to the cars in this way both rails
serve as return .
In the centre of the board there are eleven other
working models, consisting of a circular saw , two

motor. The hull, up to the
DYNAMO.
water- line, is painted bronze
colour ; above the line is
black, with polished mahogany edge round the top.
The windows of the saloon and side- lights are fitted
with coloured blinds, so that when lit inside with
two 8 - volt lamps the boat has rather a novel appear
ance on the water. Although the launch was not
built for racing, she proves to be a fast one.
MODEL STEAM ENGINE AND DYNAMO.

Fig. 7. — The engine is fixed on a foundation
13 ins long, 6 } ins. wide, and 3 ins. deep, made
ofwood jointed to imitate brickwork . These joints
were burnt out ; the wood was then nicely glass
papered and polished . The only castings used
in the engine were the iron bedplate, a 21-in .
grooved pulley , and a 64-in . flywheel, on which

I turned a flat face. All the other parts of the
model were made from tube, sheet, and rod. For
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the cylinder, I used brass tube, soldering pieces
of sheet brass at each end for flanges. The covers
were turned up out of f-in . stuff, and instead of
screwing these to the flanges in the usual way,
they were tightened to the cylinder ends with long
bolts and nuts reaching from cover to cover.
The steam chest was filed out of three pieces of

sheet iron and bolted to the cylinder. Stuffing
boxes, glands, and taps were made from brass rod
The engine, which is fitted with pump and governors,
has a cylinder it ins. bore, i - in . stroke.

The dynamo is shunt-wound, and has a 4 -in . by
3000 revolutions per minute will give 4 amp res at
20 volts.

14 in. Siemens' armature, and when driven at
( To be continued.)
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PHOTOGRAPHY. Edited by Paul N . Hasluck . Lon

don : Cassell & Co ., Ltd ., La Belle Sauvage,
Ludgate Hill , E .C . Price is. nett.
This work is a fairly complete handbook on the
subject, and consists substantially of matter con
tributed to the columns of Work . The ordinary
processes are fully described , and flash -light photo
graphy, portraiture, picture composition, copying
and enlarging, Ferrotype photography and re

touching of negatives form the subjects of several
chapters. The book contains some 156 pages and
seventy -six illustrations.

PROJECTION DRAWING . By Oswald Gueth . New
York : Spon & Chamberlain . London : E . and

F . N . Spon, Ltd ., 125, Strand, W .C . Price
3s. nett.

A very useful book for schools, technical classes,

For the Bookshelf .

and for the private student, consisting only of
plates giving worked -out problems in projections
of prisms, pyramids, cones, and irregular solids,

CARBON PHOTOGRAPHY MADE EASY. By Thomas

with sections and intersections.
STANDARD Wiring AND ELECTRIC Light AND
POWER. By “ Gushing." Spon & Chamberlain .

Illingworth . London : Iliffe &

Sons, Ltd .,

3, St. Bride Street, E .C . Price is. nett.
This little work , which explains very clearly the
technique of the beautiful and permanent carbon
process of photographic printing, is unreservedly

recommended to both amateur and professional

photographers.
WHEEL GEARING ; TABLES OF Pitch LINE DIAM
ETERS, ETC. Compiled by Alfred Wildgoose,
and A . J. Orr. London : E . & F . N . Spon ,
Ltd ., 125, Strand, W . C . Price 2s. nett.
The average engineering draughtsman , un
accustomed to the setting out of wheel gearing, very
often finds himself at a loss — or, at least, in need of
some assistance when it is necessary to prepare

Price 4s. 2d .
This should prove an instructive and interesting

reference book to all connected in any way with
electric power supplies and distribution. The
author deals with the subject carefully, and gives
all the essential rules and requirements, which , if
carried out in the execution of any electrical work , such as installing large or small generators, arc
lamps, cables, conduits, and general wiring, will

conduce to satisfactory results in all branches of the
work undertaken . Many formulæ are given , and
numerical examples worked out ; there is a chapter
devoted to the explanation of electrical units, and
much more useful and interesting information ,
which our readers will do well to peruse.

drawings of toothed wheels, and this work , besides
affording help in this direction, will, we think ,

WHITTAKER'S ELECTRICAL ENGINEER's POCKET

save the engineer much time in calculations relat

and Co., 2 White Hart Street, Paternoster
Square, E .C . Price 3s. 6d.

ing to gear wheels. The pitch line diameter tables
are very well arranged . For given pitches of

BOOK . By Kenelm

Edgcumbe. Whittaker

It is claimed for this latest addition to the elec
trical engineer's library that it not only gives an

teeth the tables give the pitch line diameters for
wheels with from 10 to 120 teeth , in decimal
figures and inches and fractions of an inch . The
Tables of Safe Pressures on wheel teeth should
prove invaluable in designing machinery , the

abundance of information and formulæ , but that,
in addition, gives further reference to the subjects

values being from formulæ deduced by the best
authorities. The book also includes a table of

thoroughly, may know exactly where to find the

already dealt with within its pages whereby the
reader, if he wishes to peruse the subject more

and tables of sines, cosines and tangents.
PHOTOGRAPHIC FAILURES : PREVENTION AND ('URE.
By “ Scrutator," of the Photogram . London :
Dawbarn & Ward, Ltd ., 6 , Farringdon Avenue,
E .C . Price is.; 25. cloth (nett).
We suppose that the first attempts in photo

information he seeks. This is certainly a step in
the right direction , and will, no doubt, save many
a long and wearisome hunt for the data required .
The subjects which are dealt with are, needless to
say, those which call for most attention at the
present day ; and many excellent articles on
electric traction , testing continuous and alternating
current generators, motors, and transformers,

graphy, especially where no personal instruction is
forthcoming, result in disappointments, and this

volume should certainly help the beginner to over
come preliminary difficulties in exposing, developing,
fixing, printing ,mounting, and lantern - slide making

to general legal information .

- all of which subjects the book covers. The
book runs to 94 pages, and contains a transparent
chart, showing the appearance of negative in
correctly exposed or developed , together with
positive prints from the same negatives — the view
in each case being the same. These illustrations are
especially useful and interesting.

claimed , that where in the case of the ordinary

H .-P . constants, formulæ relating to bevel wheels ,

striking distance or dielectric strength , & c., are
included , together with a dozen or so pages devoted

A KETTLE has been patented for what, it is
utensil it would take twenty to thirty minutes to
boil, boiling water can, by means of the Pyro -kettle ,

be obtained in five minutes. Apparently the system
followed is the retention of the heated water at the
bottom . The Pyro-kettle is manufactured by the
Boiler Heater Company, Queen Victoria St., E .C .
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Four Simple Locomotives.
DESCRIBED BY THE BUILDER .
O anyone who has seen the splendid models
made by the members of the S .M . E ., the little

locomotives described in this article will
seem more like toys than model engines ; but it is
not everyone who owns the necessary outfit needed
for the construction of perfect scale models. These
simply constructed engines are examples which can
be easily copied by anyonewho possesses a few tools

pins being set at 180 degs., instead of 90 degs., as
would be the case with double -acting cylinders. The
centres of the wheels are 3 ins. apart, and if ins.
from the top of framing.
The cylinders, which are inclined downward, are
of the single action oscillating type, 7- 16ths in . diam
eter and i-in . stroke ; they are held to the valve
faces by a spiral spring and nut, and they came off.
one of the “ Ajax ” class. I fitted new turned
grooved pistons to them , and re-faced the sliding

faces and plates ; they are working better than ever
they did before. The reversing gear is a pattern

Bearings
-

-- -

9 -- 12 " - -

Fig . 1. - FRAMES FOR MODEL Six:
COUPLED LOCOMOTIVE.

- - 13 ' - and a plain , hand-turning lathe. Even this can be
dispensed with , and it is notnecessary to be a skilled
workman, if the wheels, cocks, & c., are boughtready
finished .
grooved

plate.
- He = G

ripes.

of my own , and is worked off a lever in the driver's
cab . A reference to Fig . 2 will show how it is

made. It consists of two small brass plates, & in .
square and f in , thick , one of which has two grooves
made in it, and the other four holes and a piece of
brass wire screwed into the centre and threaded to
take a nut on the outer end ; both plates are truly
faced. The grooved plate has a hole in the centre
grooves over the holes, into the other side of which
the steam pipes are soldered ; a spiral spring and
nut on the wire keeps the plates together perfectly
steam -tight. The arrangement of the pipes can
be seen in the diagrams, and the action is explained
as follows :

to enable it to pass over the wire, so as to bring the

When the lever in the cab is pushed forward , the
grooved plate slides round until the grooves are
from
Boiler

Lo

Chimne!

horizontal over the holes. Steam from the boiler

enters through the left-hand top hole, passes through
a , and outof the other top hole, down pipe b
groove
and enters the cylinders through the top ports,
driving the engine forward . The exhaust goes out
through the bottom ports, along pipe c, and through
Ceper ring

a plain pattern boiler. The frame and overhanging
footplating are all made in one piece, the metal
being stout sheet tin ; the method of construction

- Barker end

Flange
Water Tubes

11

Fig . 2. - CYLINDER ARRANGEMENTS .
To begin with , I will describe a small goods loco
motive, a unique model in its way, which I had the
pleasure of working on the S .M . E . model track
last year. As will be seen from the photo , she has
six wheels coupled , outside oscillating cylinders, and
is shown in Fig . I. The outer edges are bent over,
the dotted lines cut down with a cold chisel, and the
two middle pieces are bent downwards to form the

inner framing. Six pieces ofbrass, I in . by 4 in . and
4 in . thick, are soldered to this to form bearings for
the axles ; there are no springs or axle-boxes. The
wheels, which are ofbrass, are if ins. diameter, and
are screwed on to the iron wire axles, the crank

Fig . 3.---GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF MODEL.
the hole at the left bottom corner, along groove d ,
and finally through the right bottom hole to the
L exhaust pipe and chimney. When the lever is re
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versed , the grooved plate slides round until the
grooves are in a vertical positon over the holes, and
this time the steam in coming out of the left-hand
top hole passes down through the groove into what
was before the exhaust, and coming out of the
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discs are of slightly thicker metal than the barrel,
and they rest on two sheet-copper rings, which are

simply 4 -in . strips of copper sheet bent into a circle

until they just slip inside the barrel for about
3-16ths in . down. They are soldered there ; the
bottom ports drives the wheels backward. The
end discs were pushed in and the projecting ends
exhaust goes through the top ports, through pipe b, I of the copper barrel hammered down over them ,
thus making it impossible for
them to blow out (see Fig. 3).
and the whole well soldered up.
Two pieces of tin 2 } ins. square
are soldered to the barrel, and
when the boiler is placed on

the frame these go down in
the place where the firebox
would be in a full-sized engine
and these act as flame-guards
also giving the loco the ap
pearance of having a proper
firebox . Three water · tubes,
* in . diameter inside, pass from
The holes for the centre one are

end to end of the boiler bottom .

drilled right through the lap
joint, the pipe ends passing
through the overlap of both
plates and acting exactly the
sameas if two rivets had been
put in to strengthen the joint ;
this can be seen in the Fig. 4 .

PHOTOGRAPH OF MODEL Six -COUPLED LOCOMOTIVE.
The tubes are 64 ins. long with
an extra inch bent up each end, and are put in an
and the right top hole, and down through the groove
inclined position so as to ensure a good circulation .
to exhaust pipe and chimney, as before. This re
The smokebox is i } ins. long, the same diameter
versing gear works very well in practice, and nearly

all my oscillating cylinder
engines are fitted with it.
The boiler, which is of sheet
copper (No. 12), is 34 ins. diam .
eter and 8 ins. long. One
inch of the back end projects

into the cab , which allows of a
good sized boiler and cab being
placed on the framing without
unduly lengthening it and, con
sequently, the wheelbase. I
think that a long and lanky
engine is about the worst thing
in model work that can possibly
be made. It takes one back
to the days of Stephenson 's
patent “ long-boilers,” and is too

strong a reminder of the old

fashioned model shops, who
they did in the early seventies,

stock the same models now as

when model engineers were
about as plentiful as straw
berries in winter, and the

PHOTOGRAPH OF MODEL FOUR-COUPLED BOGIE LOCOMOTIVE,
“ crack ” locomotives of to -day have tremendous
as the boiler, and is made of tin plate. It is sur
boilers, squatty chimneys, and a heavy-looking
mounted by a built-up chimney , and is fitted with a
M .E . not yet thought of;

especially

so

when all the

appearance.
The short 6 -in . wheel-base of
this goods engine is a great advantage on account
of its ability to take fairly sharp curves, as no bogie

hinged door secured by locking-bar and handles.

or radial axle is permissible with all wheels coupled .
This advantage is fully realised by anyone whose
space for rails is limited (as mine is) to a small

serves the same purpose at the back end . Fig . 5
shows the boiler and supporting plate with the
smokebox front off .
This engine has the usual fittings. The dome is

passage in the house, or perhaps a garden .
All the boiler joints are soft-soldered , with a 4-in .

lap joint underneath , and flanged ends. The end

The back plate of the smokebox forms the support
of the front end of the boiler, and a similar plate

a bright copper stamping, with a flange at the
bottom to attach it to the boiler. The steam - pipe
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starts at the top of it, and comes out through the
front plate of boiler, where it is bent sharp down
wards and attached to a cock which forms the
regulator. This cock has the handle removed, and
a slot cut in the end of the plug. A fin . brass tube
passes through the boiler from end to end, soldered
flush with the plate at the smokebox end and pro

jecting } in . out at the footplate end, over which is
slipped a brass washer fin . thick and fin . diam
eter to do duty as a dummy regulator gland.
Through the tube the regulator rod , which is of iron
wire, passes; it is flattened at the smokebox end and
engages with the slot in the regulator cock ; the

footplate end is fitted with the ordinary handle (see
Fig. 3).
Algus

1sä'die
Vu

-

8

-

-

-

Fig . 4 . - BOILER.

whistle handle, regulator handle, and dummy fire
hole door ; on the right, a simple water- gauge (a
letter from me illustrating and describing it was
printed in The MODEL ENGINEER for August ist,
1902, in the “ Practical Letters " column), and a
test-cock . The waste pipes of the test cock and
water gauge are taken down through the footplate
and emerge underneath close to the footstep . The
shape and position of the spirit lamp can be seen in
Fig . 7 ; it has five burners, and keeps up a pressure
of 10 lb . to 15 lb . of steam . Spring buffers are pro
vided ; these are made with f-in. copper rivets for
heads, and l-in . lengths of brass tube for stocks.
The construction is shown in Fig . 8. The drawbars
are wire, bent, flattened , and filed up to shape, with
a connecting-chain , made with three stout brass
pins, the head and point cut off , bent to shape,
and secured by a touch of solder. The wheel
coupling rods are brass, 6 ins . long, $ in . thick ,
filed up to shape ; the handrails are tinned wire.

Lamp irons, destination boards and lamps, which
are removable, name and number plates, glass cab
windows, and footsteps, are all included in the
lined
details. The engine is painted dark greenis ,named
with broad black and fine red bands. She
number
the
numbered
179,
Bassett,”
Stoke
and
“

1

Frame

Plan T

front and

orting

Fig . 7. - LAM).

wide

E - -- - nut.
+ - - - - --

Fig . 5.
Fig . 6 . - SAFETY VALVE.
The safety -valve is one of my design , and re
sembles those formerly in use on the Highland
Railway, and also on some of the L . B . & S .C . R .
radial tanks at the present time. The principal
thing in its construction is a hollow -topped lamp
screw . The screwed collar is soldered into the

AM 04
VVK

Fig . 8.

SPRING BUFFER .

Bogie pin 4 nut. :,
Soldered
to
main frame

boiler, and the lamp-screw itself goes into this,
thus forming a water filling plug for the boiler as

well as a safety -valve. In the middle ofthe hollow
top a valve-seat is formed , with a valvemade to fit.
This valve has a stem , threaded and fitted with a
spiral spring and nutunderneath to hold it down on
the seating. Over the top of the hollow is a disc of
brass bearing two brass pipes side by side, } in . long,
and at the bottom of these pipes holes are drilled
communicating with the hollow space. The steam

pressing on the under sideof the valve forces it up,
and escapes through the brass pipes with a tre
mendous noise , considering the size of the whole
concern ; in fact , the row she makes when blowing

off hard is about the most realistic feature she
possesses. On the boiler top inside the cab is a

small whistle, the bell top ofwhich projects through
the cab roof. (See Figs. 3 and 6are
.) provided . On

The usual footplate fittings
the left is the reversing lever and the handle of the
blower, which article is more for appearance than
use ; although it sends a jet of steam up thechimney
it has no effect on the “ fire. ” In the centre is the

Fig . 9. - BOGIE FRAME FOR FOUR-COUPLED MODEL.
plates bearing also the words, “ Great Southern ."
The number also appears on the front buffer beam .
This engine at present has no tender,
The next engine is one as is commonly used for
main line passenger work , and is of the usual four
coupled leading bogie type. The boiler, framings,
cylinders, and all general fittings are identical with

the goods engine, the only difference being in the
wheels, a slight alteration in the shape of the cab
front, and the addition of splashers over the driving
wheels. A bogie, with wheels iſ in . in. diameter, is
attached to the leading end : the framing is made of
the same gauge plate as the engine frames, and its
shape is shown in the Fig . 9. The bogie-wheel
centres are 13 ins. apart, and the bogie pin is exactly
under the centre line of smokebox and chimney. It
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works in a slot on the main frame, so as to allow
plenty of side play. Small brass plates are sol
dered on for axle-bearings, these having an l-in .
hole drilled through for the axle to run in .
The driving and trailing wheels are 2 ] ins. diam
eter. Their centres are 2 } ins. apart ; the distance
from centre of rear bogie wheel to centre of driving
wheel is 2 . ins., and the overhang at the trailing
end is 34 ins. Slots 24 ins. long and } in . broad
are cutin the frame to allow the tops ofwheels to pass
through ; a tin splasher is fitted over each driving
wheel, and the side sheets of the cab are cut so as to
form splashers for the trailing wheels, the cab front
being bent over to correspond with the bottom
curves. All details and painting are exactly the
same as those on the goods engine, and she is named
“ Zulu," and numbered 236 .
(To be continued.)

Practical Letters from our
Readers.
The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de- plume if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached

though not necessarily intended for publication .[

Standard Scales and Gauges for Model
Locomotives.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , -- Taking a deep interest in the loco
motive branch of engineering, I join in to give my
opinion relative to the gauge question . Having
bought a set of z-in. scale castings at Martins and

Co., I set to work with my drawing board making
a new design . I commenced from the gauge 3f ins.,
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cheap model locomotives, with no packing at all
in glands, very little water comes through . I sup
pose superheated steam is less noticeable leaking at
a faulty gland !
No doubt, the collector pipe is successful in actual
practice, but in a model locomotive in which it is

almost impossible to keep your water level constant,
the dome with baffles is the best device , and I do not
think thatmany amateurs will shirk fitting it on the
score of trouble. Of course, in models built to pro
fessional designs, and by professional workmen in
the way of trade, I suppose efficiency is secondary

to ease of building and cost of production.
With regard to superheating. Properly, super
heated steam is very well in large engines where
cast- iron cylinders, spring rings, and metallic pack

ing is used , but in gunmetal cylinders, with cotton
packed pistons and glands, it is fatal to the packing.
As no mention has been made by Mr. Greenly on
this point, it has struck methat, perhaps, the amount
of superheat obtained in his models is not so great
as he imagines, and that in all probability he is only
drying his steam , Will he kindly give us the tem
perature of his steam at point of leaving boiler and
at end of superheater coil ?

Mr. Greenly's appeal to engines of 100 h .-p. and
over is rather curious, as I do not know of any
“ models " built of this size.

I have failed to find the gridiron superheater in
the undertype design referred to .

Hoping to see a good many more letters on

“ PracticalModel Locomotive Designing and Build
ing," as I believe it is by far the most enthusiastic
branch of the hobby, yours truly .
Thos. Jas. Pratt. '
[With reference to the above statement as to
gland packing , we are of opinion that the majority
of the readers who run models pretty frequently
will endorse our experience of the difficulties in the

plotting everything down with care, having lying
at my side " Locomotives of To-day." When
I came between the frames to place my two low
pressure cylinders and slides, I found I was crippled
to obtain the required 11- 16ths ins., and too
much crippled for an indoor model. I laid down
another plan to a 4 -in . gauge, obtaining a cylinder
diameter of i in . Placing the two plans side by
side, and being examined by a few mechanical
friends, the 4 -in . gauge looked decidedly the best
in appearance. Having now completed the model
(photos and particulars you shall have in a few
weeks, it being up for competition on September 5th )
I thought the design and 4 -in . gauge looked as well
as on the plans, the building up of the engines and
cylinders being done with decidedly more ease
and space to work in .---Yours truly ,
Ġeo. LOUDON.
Marsden .

without stuffing boxes a few months' wear often
being all of brass. As there is not much room to

Model Locomotive Design .

spare between the crosshead and the cylinder cover
in these engines, we take this opportunity of sug

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, - I am very glad to see that the model
locomotive is again coming to the front in the M . E .,
and that a lively discussion appears to be starting

over my letter to you, published in issue of August
6th .
With regard to Mr. Stuart Turner's letter, it is
distinctly amusing to read the statement about
“ water flying from the glands." I must confess
that I have never seen this, and if this is the effect
that Mr. Stuart Turner gets in his models, it seems
to me that even after “ twenty-two years' practical
experience in modelmaking a " few lessons in gland
packing would be useful.

Why, even on the very

way of model engine gland packing. The packing

GLAND PACKING FOR Toy Locos.

being so small in quantity, very soon becomes hard
and requires renewal, and also in the small models
results in excessive leakage, the bearing surfaces

gesting a simple way out of the difficulty .- ED .

M .E . & E .]
A New Solution for Bichromate Battery .

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

I

DEAR SIR , - It is a well -known fact that the bi
chromate battery polarises after a short time if it
is kept in activity , and amateurs who want to light
their lamps at least for three hours at a stretch can

not rely upon the ordinary solution .
After some experiments, I found that if we add
a little nitrate of potash to the ordinary solution
the current strength will be increased .

the battery will give far more steady work , and
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As, under the current, nitric acid is developed,
we
in this solution
two battery
strong depolarisers,
withhave
the advantage
that the
will give no
smell whatever, as the nitrousacid so noxious in the
Grove and Bunsen battery is here seized upon by
the bichromate
new
nitric acid . as soon as it is produced to form
The following solution will give, therefore, three
hours'
steadyfirstwork41 ozs.
without
polarisation.
Dissolve
nitrate
of6 potash
in two
pints
of
water
;
then
add
slowly
ozs.
sulphuric
acidLondon
(specific
gravity, 1:4 ). - Yours truly,
P . MARINARI.
, N.
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(9247] Governing of Small Oll Engines. R . B . V . (Car
to
am muchNo.obliged
writes re: Igovernor,
lisle) query
sketch
roughreply
9222. to I you
enclosefor a your
my
of exhaust valve gear and existing governor as requested .
I believe an inertia governor would do very well, if you think one

by the
see, exhaust
as you will
onea works,
present
fitted. The
could be drawing
on the
mounted
roller
under
a sleeve
governorthereby
owing
.
It
is
open
unsatisfactory
valve
the
holding
lever,
to : ( 1) The sluggish action of the governor itself ; (2 ) the excessive

wear of the roller and sleeve ; (3 ) the lateral play of the exhaust
lever , which cannot be taken up ; (4 ) the great tendency to ' hunt"

FIG . I.
POVA

INZT

Queries and Replies.

IMET VALVE
A

INLET

(9374)to Resistance
andaccumulator
Rheostats,from J.a 250-volt
C. (Glasgow
) writes
Ia want
charge a to4 -volt
circuit,
using:
wire
resistance
pass
about
3
amps.
I
have
been
calculating
from wire table on p . 7 of January ist, 1901 issue, M . E ., also March
sth , p . 237 present year. I find that 43 yds. platnoid wire No. 26

.: R =

I.

I

.

has a resistance
of nearly 83 ohms,
butme.
will (2it) pass
3 amps
? If
wrong
Also 5thhow
the wirein ? this(3 ) calculation
In answer ,toplease
Querycorrect
No. 7958
of March
, youto wind
state
that
ofNo.
wire hasthat
a resistance
40 ohms
Please5 yds.
explain
this.24 German
(4 ) Also silver
I understand
40 ohms'ofresistance
at
5
amps.
on
a
200
-volt
circuit
would
result
in
a
drop
of
200
according
to your theory in the same issue. Then how couldE .Myou.F
put such a resistance (40 ohms and 5 amps.) in series with a 45 -volt
lamp on a 200 -volt circuit ? (5 ) I can understand your answer to
Query5 No.
pass
amps.8241,
on March
a 110 E 5th
.M . :F .thus,
circuita wire
wouldresistance
result in ofa 13dropohms
of 65to
B .M . F ., leaving 45 volts to work the lamp.
R = BC

2 83 ohms approximately,

are necessary to allow 3 amps. to low . 26 S . W .G . is rather thin
for 3 amps. continuous working. although your calcula lions are

Dvery 9247

when
starting.
is only projecting
one inlet valve
gasfromand the
air,back
and
its spindle
works There
horizontally,
straightforout
cover. alone.
It is controlled
by anvalveexternal
spring,
and operated
by
suction
The exhaust
is vertical
as shown.
There are

LAYER

FIG . 3.
ZAPE.

OLLER

SLEEVE

743776

COVERNOR

EXHAUS

U 77700-

CAN

EA LEVER
SRACKE

-

9247
ouen

Fig . 2 .
no other valves whatever, and the exhaust valve alone is operated
skewConsidering
gear . the rather awkward position of inlet for gas, it
will
be a somewhat complicated job to fit a new inertia governor to

by cam and lev r . There is a 2 -to- 1 side shaft, driven by theusual

!0
query 9247

quite correct.
20 S.Wof.Gcourse,
., whichreadwill50carry
amps
more
comfortablyBetter
. (3 )useThisNo.should,
yds. 3instead
of 5 .that(4 )rheostats
Your reasoning
perfectlyare clear,
but youor must
ber
for this ispurpose
adjustable
shouldremem
be so ;
and thus, although the resistance of whole coil is 40, adjustment

can be made,and bas to be, from time to time, to get thebest results. I

engine, and wesametime,
your
whether the your
would
the candle
. At the question judging
from gamesketch , webe worth
see no
reason
excessive
for
sleeve.
wear
governing
on
the
action
The
might beturning
mademoresleeve
accurate
using
sleeve
lump
by
a
with
a
it
on
in fact,
the
into another cam , and set in such a position
would
the side shaftspeed
onstroke,
exhaust
valve
that
suction
it
open
the
the
on
increased above
when
normal.

the
Or again , the
sleeve might be made conical and the roller face turned
to same
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angle, to bear flat on surface of sleeve as shown in Fig . 3 . The
action would be then more gradual, although the efficiency of engine
would , of course, be reduced. The throttling would not be total
that is, sometimes a partial charge would be taken , but not used ,
the re-entry of exhaust gases both weakening and damping the
charge at the same time. As to fitting an inertia governor to
operate inlet of gas, you would need a special lever cast, and a
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examined , and are neat and compact, as well as substantial in
with special separato
make. These accumulators are all fittedposition
and minimise the
keep the plates in their proper
which
chances of short circuits through one plate touching the next.
in the electrical ignition
This firm supplies all necessary material
line, and the remaining samples of wire --high and low tension

bracket
fixed cam
on cylinder
to carryHad
same,thealso
a gas valve,on etc.,
and
an additional
on side shaft.
gas-inletbeen
theback
end
of
engine
it
would
have
been
less
trouble
to
operate
the
supply
mechanically. We think, upon the whole, that the conical sleeve
arrangement would be the most suitable under the circumstance,
and, if after having tried this method you still fail to obtain satis
factory results, then we shall be glad to go into the matter more
fully with respect to a totally new governor. Remember that the
conical
soft. sleeve should behardened , and the roller left comparatively
19607] writes
Testing: I have
of Model
Boilers.
C. T . to(West
Croydon)
seen it Steam
recommended
in yourJ. paper
test

model boilers, to double the proposed working pressure by hydraulic
means, and then to once and a half under steam . Now , it seems to
me rather taking an unnecessary risk to do this, as one must be
present at the time. Would it not be better to take the lesser risk
of blowing up at ordinary pressure ? It is not only less likely to
burst, but would damage one less under the lower pressure, if it did
blow up. I have just tested a boiler I intend to work at 30 lbs,
pressure up to 60 lbs. by filling with water and applying bicycle
pump, but I feel rather shy of testing it up to 45 lbs. under steam .
Do you know of any precautions to take during the operation ?
In reply to your query it is not our practice in every case to adopt
the
double working pressure water test and 11 times working pres
sure steam test. Everything depends upon the example ; its design ,
construction , and history . For instance, taking, say, a well-made
boiler
to the coloured plate
design.
Here, and
we have
a certain
confi
denceworkmanship,
in the designweaswould
regardsconsider
strengtha test
and
ofwith
110 togood
120 materials
lbs. with
water, and 85 to go with steam , ample. Calculation will prove that
no serious failure can occur, and when sound material and construc
tion , are employed a very high test either by water or steam is un
necessary . Such a high test as 200 lbs, water, and 150 lbs. steam ,
would be a perfectly safe proceeding with the new boiler. but some
small part might be strained and render the failure of this item
incipient, and, in any case, no good purpose would be served. As
your work is well-known to us for its general excellence, we should
say that if the shell is strong enough for the working pressure
according to the rules for calculating embodied in our handbook on
" Model Boiler-making," and if there is no great extent of unsup
ported flat surfaces, the water test you have already made should
make you feel quite easy as to a steam test of 45 lbs. It is only in
very
inferior model boiler construction that a sudden and disruption
of the shell is at all probable. Passably constructed boilers are not
at all likely to burst with the moderate pressure common to models ;
the worst thing that will happen with such a boiler will be the
failure of a joint or tube. By the above remarks, however, we do
not wish to put a premium upon carelessness or recklessness in the

FOUR-VOLT ACCUMULATOR
IN CELLULOID CASE .

SPARKING PLUG .

making and use of mode' steam boi'ers.

The News of the Trade.
SMALL FOUR-VOLT Ac.
[Theheading,
Editor will
be pleased to receive for review under ihs
samples and particulars of new tools, apparatus
and materials
for amateur
use. Ilofmust
be understood
these
reviews are
free expressions
Editorial
opinion , thano
payment of any kind being required or accepted. The Editor
reserves the right to criticise of commend according to the
merits of the goods submitted, or to abstain from inserting a
Terview in any case where the goods are not of sufficient interest

to his readers.)

INDUCTION SPARK Coil

CUMULATOR IN VEL

CANITE CASE .
IN CASE.
MESSRS. T. W . THOMPSON & CO .'S ELEC
TRICAL IGNITION APPARATUS.
sparking plugs, and pocket accumulators are all of an equally good

quality. Catalogues may be had for 2d . post free.

• Reutews
have . been based on actual
Edllortaldistinguished
Inspection byof thethe asterisk
goods noticed
Dynamo
Castings.
Previously the Crypto Works Company, Limited , of 29, Clerken

New Catalogues and Lists.

well
Road,to London
.C ., limited
the ;supply
dynamo
and motor
castings
25 and ,50E -watt
machines
but weofhave
received
a cir
cular giving particulars of complete sets of castings, drawings, and

The Sunbeam Lamp Company, I td., Park Road,Gateshead

wire for dynamos and motors up to 2 -h .- p . The machines are of the
Manchester
and undertype variety, and readers in need of dynamo
castings over and above those of the usual model size should write

to the Crypto Company, enclosing a stamp for reply.
*Electric Ignition Apparatus.
We have received from T . W . Thompson & Co., Manufacturing

on - Tyne. - Wehave to hand a circular letter and list of the " Sun
beam " lamps, for which a high efficiency and long life is claimed
supplied
for voltages ofsizes50 ;tocoloured,
120, and frosted
150 to , and
200
inThese
8 , 16,lamps
25 , are
32, and
50 candle-power
fancy shaped lamps being supplied at a slight increase in cost.
James Murchie , 39, Mains Street, Waterloo Street, Glasgow ,
informs us by circular letter that he has taken over the branch of

of their electric ignition apparatus, suitable for motor car and gas

Messrs. Dexter & Co.'s ( The Foundry, High Wycombe) business,
which
they have
on foraretheofpast
twenty
years in with
cup -pointed
set-screws.
Thesecarried
set-screws
steel,
cup-pointed,
square

and
had airthegapsatisfaction
faring
over a.
fairlywelarge
- about i ofin .getting
- from athegood,
one we
havespark
just tested
Several accumulators, of various sizes and types, have also been

heads, and are case-hardened all over, and are supplied from t in .
i in . diameters
various from
lengths,thefurther
ofto which
may be inobtained
leaflet particulars
Mr. Murchiaand is prices
now
isguing

Electricians, of 28, Deptford Bridge,Greenwich , S . E ., a few samples
and oil engine work . The coil is of good design and workmanship,
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ITHIN a very few days of the publication of
this issue of our journal we should be re
ceiving the last of the entries for the Model
Steamer Competition, the conditions for which have
been appearing periodically during the past summer.
Readers who intend competing should read these
conditions very carefully, so that their claim for
high-speed may not be rendered ineligible by a
transgression of the rules we have laid down.

Referring to one of the leading articles in this issue,
that under the title of “ Model Making for a Quarter
of a Century ," we feel that it would not be doing
justice to the labours ofMr. S. Hunt, the Weymouth
amateur model maker and electrician, to refrain
from giving him theutmost credit for the high degree
ofperseverance he has shown in the popular hobby.
His work has not only been great in amount, but
and this strikes us as especially praiseworthy - each
piece appears to have been properly finished and
taken care of. We venture to think there are few
model makers who can show such continuity and
singleness of purpose as is evinced by Mr. Hunt's
collection of models and electrical apparatus, the
principal items of which we include in the article.
Model locomotive enthusiasts who lack the facili.
ties for turning out a small “ scale ” model, should
welcome the article on the making of four simple
model locos contained in this number. We under
stand that the writer, at the time he made these
models, had no lathe, but nevertheless, by pur
chasing some of the parts requiring turning, and the
use of simple tools, he now possesses four models
which run very well, and although, if we rightly can
measure his enthusiasm in the subject these models
will not absolutely satisfy him , they lhave afforded
him considerable profitable amusement,

Model Steamer Speed Competition.
Prizes, as mentioned below , are offered for the
best performances of niodel steamers, under the
following conditions :- Class “ A ” will include all
boats over 3 ft. 6 ins., and under 7 ft. in length ; and
Class “ B ” will include all boats of 3 ft. 6 ins. in
length and under. The length is to be taken on the
water- line. Each boat must make three success
ful trips over a straight course of not less than 100
yards in length , or one trip over a straight course of
not less than 300 yards. At starting each trip ,
steam inust be turned on, and the engine started
and kept running for at least fifteen seconds before
the boat is released . The interval between each of
the successive tripsmust be as short as possible, and
must be stated in the particulars given . The exact
length of the course must be ineasured , and the exact

time to a second recorded for each trip . These par- .
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ticulars must be written down and certified by the
signatures of two members of the executive of either
any recognised branch of the Society of Model
Engineers, or any recognised Model Yacht Club, or ,
where no such Club or Society exists, by any two
responsible adults, not being relations of the com
petitors, who niust have been present at the trials .

In addition to the foregoing particulars, the
prize-winners must furnish photographs and des
criptionsof their boats for publication in The Model
ENGINEER . The prizes will consist of a Silver
Medal and a Bronze Medal in each class, to be given
for the fastest and second fastest average speeds on
the three trips. Handsome printed certificates will
be awarded to Class “ A ” boats which have an
average speed record of not less than four miles per
hour, and to Class “ B ” boats with an average speed
of not less than three miles per hour. The trials
may take place at any time during July , August, or

September, but no records will be admitted after
September 30th .

Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper

only, and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expecced or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.

This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per
annum , payable in advance . Remittances should bemadeby Postal

Order.
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatus and price lists , & c ., for review , to be addressed
to THE EDITOR , “ The Model Engineer," 35 to 39, Temple House ,
Tallis Street, London , E . C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be

addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Engi
neer," 35 to 39, Temple House, Tallis Street, London , E .C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales ofthe paper
and books to be addressed to the Publishers, Dawbarn & Ward ,
Limited , 6 , Farringdon Avenue, London , E .C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York, U .S .A ., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .
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My Model Horizontal Steam Engine.
By W . T. W . Rolls.

Mr. W . T. W . ROLLS' MODEL HORIZONTAL STEAM ENGINE.

THE above photograph shows a model engine of
I my own design , all of which was made by me
with the exception of th cylinder, grease
cock , drain cock , and bolts and nuts. The pat
terns, with the exception of cylinder and fly
wheel, which were a stock size, were made by my
brother. In making this model, my chief aim was

to see how much I could possibly do with the tools
at my disposal, without the help of others. The
lathe used was a “ New Century " bench lathe, by
Messrs. Holmes, and a slide-rest by Wilkins & Co.,
both tools being quite equal to the task , except the
flywheel, which was too large, so it had to be done
on a friend's 45-in . centre back - geared lathe. A
short description of the mounting of my lathe may

be of interest :— The foot motor is in the form of an
old sewing machine stand , fitted with a crankshaft
and heavy flywheel weighted with lead, all of which
were bought second -hand ; it is also fitted with an

overhead shaft of my own construction fastened to
the wall. The only chucks used were a 5-in . face
plate, bell chuck , driver chuck , and pieces of hard
wood turned to fit the article to be machined .

The slide-rest tools were my own make, as were
most of my others. It may seem strange, but the

greatest difficulty was the obtaining of forgings in
with centring pieces forged on . An engineer in

mild steel for connecting-rod and crank, the latter

the town wanted nos . 6 . for them , Needless to

say, he did not obtain the job . I then decided to
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get a piece of bar steel for crank & in . by if ins. by

not in a position to havemore elaborate tools and

7 ins., and another piece 7- 16ths in . by it ins. by
6 ins. for connecting-rod. I then took six cuts
with a hack -saw in the larger piece, and a black
smith chipped the pieces out and forged the con
necting-rod . Here I may say that the steel had to
be obtained outside, as it is very scarce here.
There is nothing very novel about the engine; the
proportions were what looked neatest and most
practical. The moulded bedplate is iron of box
section. The cylinder was provided with a valve
box and cover all in one. The castings were very
poor, so I altered the valve face and obtained a

who likes to see what can be done with a little
patience and ingenuity , with a small expenditure.
In conclusion, I may say that I have nothing

to do with any of the firms mentioned , and that
what I have said is not meant simply as a testi
monial, but a little friendly advice to those amateurs

in a similar position .

By curious coincidence the Aeronautical Club
and Institute opened their Exhibition at the

Alexandra Palace on the same day (September

ANOTHER VIEW OF MR. W . T. W . Rolls' MODEL HORIZONTAL ENGINE.
casting of a valve box. All the castings were gun
metal except flywheel and bedplate, and were
splendid samples of casting — the best I have ever
seen ; these I obtained from Messrs. Bassett

Lowke & Co. The chief dimensions are as
follows :
Cylinder, it ins. by 2 5 -16ths ins. stroke.
Steam ports, } in . by in .; exhaust, 5 - 32nds in .
by in .

Steam pipe, I in . full bore.
Travel of valve, 5- 16ths in .
Diameter of crankshaft. 7 -16ths in .
, ,
flywheel, 8 ins.
Piston
fitted with one ring.
I have not as yet decided at what speed I shall
run the engine, as I have no boiler, but I think

about 400 r. p .m . will be very suitable .
The whole engine is mounted on a black walnut
box stand (oiled ).
Readers who may criticise this piece of work must
remember that I have not yet been apprenticed ,

17th ) as Mr. Spencer's air-ship made its famous trip
over London city . In the evening a dinner was

held at the Palace, where Dr. Barton's air-ship
is being constructed , that gentleman taking the
chair. Dr. Barton 's machine will be 170 ft. long,
40 ft. diameter, and have a capacity of 230 ,000
cubic feet. It will be fitted with aeroplanes, so that
it will be able to rise and fall without the use of
ballast, and will carry a crew of seven persons.
The French Minister of War has granted a piece
of ground on the Paris fortifications for the con
struction of a dock for the Ministry of Marine. It
will be 700 ft. long, by 50 ft . wide, and will be used
for testing models of battleships, cruisers, and tor

pedo-boats destined for the French Navy . Each
of the models will be constructed after the plans of
the marine engineers for the full-sized vessels,
tioned to its bulk . The models will be formed into
squadrons, in order to permit evolutions to take
place, and thus enable the naval constructors to

and will be fitted with guns and machinery propor

and that I am only 17 years of age ; also that my

form an estimate of the fighting force and speed of

workshop is not fitted up with the most expensive

the different craft. After the miniature vessels

machines ; and here I must say that the “ New

have been thoroughly tested , under what may be
described as service conditions, they will be placed
in the Naval Museum .

Century " lathe and the 17s. 6d . slide-rest by Mr.
Wilkins I can recommend to any amateur who is
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Workshop Notes and Notions,
A Cheap Tool-Holder.
By H . H . P .
I recently made a very good tool-holder, as shown
on the drawing , out of an old bicycle crank, a
-in . Whitworth bolt and nut and a washer . I first
drilled a t-in . hole through the bolt close up to the
head ; I made a washer to slip on bolt a f- in thick ,
and filed a groove across it. I put a small tool

KE

R

- Bicycle Trank -- -
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The gain in power of 36 .6 per cent, and the saving
in coal of 27:4 per cent., due to superheating, are
eminently satisfactory .
The loss in temperature between the superheater
and the engines during these tests was only 22:5° F .
The length of the steam pipe was 87 ft., so that the

loss wasat a rate of less than 1° F . per yard of steam
pipe. This clearly indicates that not only a portion
of the steam passing through the superheater, but
the whole of it is brought into contact with the tube
surface. The lagging on the steam pipes has not
been altered in any way since the introduction of
superheating into these works.
Extract from Summary of Results of Trials.
Saturated . Superheated
Duration of trial
. . 7 hrs.15 min . 7 hrs. 5 min .
Total coal stoked during
test, in lbs.
;
.. 9,600
9, 300
Weight of coal stoked per
hour, in lbs. .
1,324
1,313
Pressure ofsteam ,by gauge
average, lbs. . .
: 98
103
Temperature corresponding
to pressure

..

. 336-5° F.

339° F.

Temperature of steam leav

Tool.
Tool HOLDER MADE FROM AN OLD BICYCLE CRANK.
(made out of -in . round steel and 2 ins. long)
through the bolt hole , put the washer on with the
groove facing the tool. The bolt was then put
through the pedal spindle hole in the crank, and the

nut screwed up tight. The crank is of rectangular
section, and cutoff about 4 ins. long. I have taken
a heavy cut on 4 - in . Bessemer steel with this tool,
without the tool shifting in the slightest.

ing superheater, average
Temperature of steam at
. . 331° F .
engines,average
Electrical h .-p . during test,
average
· 1762
Gain in power due to super
heating

...

492-5° F .
470° F.
240.8

36 :6 p.c.

Saving in steam due to
superheating . .
Saving in coaldue to super
heating

29-3 p .c.

27*4 p.c.

The Society of Model Engineers,
A Test of a Superheater .
THE principal object of these tests, which were
conducted by Prof. Watkinson at the works
ofMessrs. Mechan & Sons, Scotstoun Works,
Glasgow , was to determine the percentage gain in
power, with a given boiler, due to the application of
a superheater to it ; also to determine the saving in
steam and in coal due to superheating .
The boiler was of the Lancashire type, and the
superheater was one of Watkinson 's shunt circuit
type arranged in the flue. The rate of combustion
was arranged , so as to be, as nearly as possible, the
same in both tests. The feed -water was heated in
a coil-heater by the exhaust steam from the engines.

The steam generated by the boiler was used in
driving two engines. One of these was a compound
vertical engine, directly coupled to a dynamo and
running at 350 revs. per minute. The other was a
horizontal compound engine running at 121 revs.
per minute, and it drove its dynamo by means of a
belt . The valves of both engines were flat slide
valves, and in both casesthe governing was effected
by throttle valves.
None of the plant had been specially prepared
for the tests, as itwas desired to determine the power
and steam and coal consumption under ordinary
working conditions with and without superheating.

London .
FUTURE MEETING . – The next indoormeeting will
be held on Thursday,'October 15th , in the Com
mittee Room of the Holborn Town Hall , at 7 p .m .
A good show ofmodels is desired , and readers who
would like to join the Society are cordially invited .
- HENRY GREENLY, 2 , Upper Chadwell Street,
Myddleton Square, London , E .C .

Provincial Societies.
Glasgow . The meetings of the above Society
have now commenced for season 1903-4, and will be
held in the Society's room , 309, Shields Road, on
the first and third Wednesdays of each month . The
entrance-fee is 7s. 6d., and the membership sub
scription ios. per annum , which subscription allows
members the use of the workshop, at present
equipped with a 31-in. screw -cutting lathe, a hand
planer, grindstone, & c. Intending members will
be supplied with any further information on their
communicating with the Secretary . At present,
apart from work being done by individual members,
the Society is constructing a small-power vertical
engine, which it is hoped will be completed in the
near future, and new members will have an oppor
tunity of finishing part of same. - JAMES R . BEITH ,
Secretary, 39, Hope Street, Glasgow .
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The Latest in Engineering.
A New Wagon Brake. - A practical trial of the
“ Improved Invicta " brake was recently given

at Hither Green Sidings, on the South -Eastern and
Chatham Railway. The object of the tests was to

show that the brake now satisfactorily conforms
to the new Board of Trade rules and to prove its
reliability and the facility with which it can be
worked. The “ Invicta ' brake was invented to
enable a wagon already fitted with the standard
wagon lever brake to be altered , so that without
alteration of the existing brake gear it can be applied
and released both sides, instead of employing an
extra brake, which would allow a brake to beapplied

off either side of the wagon, but not released .

A

number of previous experiments have been made

with the “ Invicta ” brake, and similar improve

ments suggested by experienced shunters have been
adopted . The method of applying the “ Invicta ”
brake to the pin and rack system generally in use is
simple. An additional lever is pivoted at the oppo
site side of thewagon , and a connection is made by
means of the crankshaft to the existing lever. The

existing brake will not be interfered with by adding
the new one. Several trials were first made to show

how quickly and easily wagons can be stopped
in shunting operations, though heavily weighted ,
ang to show that the brake holds well. An inte
resting comparison was made between a wagon
fitted with ordinary brake which is generally in use

from fifty to a hundred revolutions per minute.
The screw propeller, or “ tractor," is placed in the
bows of the air-ship. It has a diameter of 12 ft .,
and should revolve at 300 revolutions per minute.
The ship itself consists of a bamboo framework ,
50 ft. in length , suspended 12 ft. below a gas vessel,
93 ft. in length , with a diameter of 24 ft., and with
a capacity of 30 ,000 cubic feet. The “ tractor ” is

driven by a 24 h .-p. Simms' petrol motor, placed in
the centre of

the ship . Behind the motor is the

aeronaut's car, and at the rear is a rudder , measur

ing 15 ft. by 12 ft. The weight of the ship is about
15 cwt.
New Floating Dock for Durba ... - Messrs .
Swan Hunter & Co ., of Wallsend, have just com
pleted the new floating dock for Durban , to same
pattern and to take the place of the one which was
wrecked during the passage last year, and it is hoped
that the dock will safely reach Durban about
December next. The dock has a lifting power of
8 ,500 tons. Its extreme length is 475 ft., and its
width 96 ft. 2 ins. The dock can accommodate
vessels up to 68 ft. beam , and can take a vessel
drawing 23 ft. over keel blocks 4 ft. high . The dock
proper consists of three pontoons and two side walls,
to which the pontoons are connected by means of

movable joints, so that either of the pontoons, when
required , can be removed and lifted by the dock

and one with the “ Invicta," which was success

itself, thus making it self -docking in all its parts.
The machinery of the dock is contained in the upper

sively uncoupled , on a downward gradient from an
engine travelling at six miles an hour. The former
did not stop running till 1064 ft. had been covered
after pressure on the brake was first applied ,

portion of the side walls,and consists of two separate
but identical installations. Each installation

whereas by means of the “ Invicta ” brake the
wagon to which it was attached was stopped at
several distances varying from 341 ft. to 25 ft. In
another experiment with the " Invicta ” brake the
lever was merely dropped , no pressure being ap

comprises two boilers and two pumps, each pump
being driven by its own separate engine. The
boilers, four in all, are of the ordinary return tube
marine type, 10 ft. long by 8 ft. 6 ins. diameter.

The engines are of the horizontal compound type
placed on their sides, and are connected directly on

plied , and thewagon , which had been travelling at

to the vertical spindle of the centrifugal pumps,

a speed of fifteen miles an hour, stopped at 83 ft.
from the spot where the lever was applied . The
other wagon , which had been travelling at six

which are placed at the extremebottom of the dock .

miles an hour, was allowed to run on for 230 ft. un
checked , when it was stopped by its impact with a
stationary wagon , on which the brake had been
applied .
The “ Spencer ” Air - ship - Very great popular

taken on ball bearings at the engine deck . The
dock itself is divded into forty -four water-tight com
partments, each with its separate piping and valves .

The weight of the shaft and pump impellers being

Locomotive Tests at St. Louis in 1904. - The
locomotive testing plant of the Pennsylvania Rail

road, to be installed at the St. Louis Exposition in

interest was taken , on September 17th , in Mr.

1904, promises, says the American Railroad Gazette,

Stanley Spencer's attempt to “ round ” St. Paul's,
starting from and returning to the Crystal Palace.
Mr. Spencer succeeded in sailing without difficulty
from the Palace to the Cathedral, but failed to make
his way back to the former. It is said that the
aeronaut, after reaching St. Paul's, met a strong
current of air, against which he found it impossible
to make progress. He had , consequently, to sail

to be of unusual interest to those concerned with
the design and economical operation of locomotives.

with the wind in a northerly direction, alighting
finally at Barnet. In the absence of a direct state
ment from Mr. Spencer, we should say that it was
scarcely the condition or direction of the wind which
compelled him to abandon the idea of returning
to the Palace. From observationsmade, we should
be disposed to hold that the sail northward was ren

dered necessary by some weakness in the petrol
engines. When seen from St. Paul's, the ship 's
propeller appeared to be making not more than

The plant is to be built along the most approved
lines, and every facility willbe provided for studying
the performance of steam and electric locomotives.
The general design will be similar to the locomotive

testing plant at Purdue University.

The drivers

of the locomotive will rest upon wheels carried by
shafts running in fixed bearings. On the shafts of
the supporting wheels will be mounted Alden
hydraulic brakes, by means of which the load may
be applied . The drawbar pull will be measured by
a fixed dynamometer connected to the drawbar of
the engine, and will have a capacity of 80 ,000 lbs.
When it is considered that the maximum drawbar
pull of the most powerful locomotive in the world is
about 70 ,000 lbs., it will be seen that the plant is
built for the possible requirements of the future.
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the surface and then both outside faces planed
parallel to one another ; this finishes the sliding

A Home-Made Screw - Feed

portion of the machine.

Drilling Machine.

We then started on the guides C, which are made
which are nailed four i-in . by 1-in. strips D for
about two-thirds the length , thus forming a groove
into which the portion already made is to slide ;
these two pieces are then fastened to a pine board
E , 18 ins. by 9 ins. by } in . thick , by cutting slots in

of two it-in . by 4 -in . pine strips, on the face of

By John W . REID .

I TAVING started sometimeago to build a fh.-p.
horizontal engine,and boiler to run same, we
found it was almost impossible to proceed
without some sort of machine with which we could
drill holes parallel or at right-angles to one another
accurately , as in the case of a connecting -rod pin
hole and piston-rod hole in a crosshead. Not being
possessed with that most desirable of tools, viz.,
a lathe, and finding it impossible to procure a suitable
tool for our purpose at a reasonable price, we de
cided to make a machine with which we could bore
any size holes necessary for our purpose, so we pro

the latter at a and forming a mortise, also by two

sheet-iron knees F , one on each guide as seen in
Fig . 1 ; in the centre of this board , which serves as
a base, is secured from below a hard (maple ) wood
block G , 41 ins. by 4t ins. by i in , thick , having a
slot cut in the centre at b to take a lug which is on
the bottom of the cast-iron plate H , shown secured
with four screws at the corners ; this plate we had
among our tools and was used for a surface- plate,
having been planed for that purpose .
The next part to claim our attention

ceeded thus :- Having a small breast drill (which
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was the stiffening bar (I) seen at the back
in the centre of themachine, which ismade
of a pine strip, if ins. by fin . by 91 ins.
long, nailed to the sides of the guides to
prevent them from opening out. Wealso
cut a strip J, if ins. by fin . by 94 ins.
long for a top piece, and cut a 4-in , hole
to clear the feed -screw ; then , after cut

ting the guides to a sufficient length (viz.,
21 ins.), to take in our highest piece of
work with the longest drill in place and
allowing enough space to operate the
feed , we fastened the top piece down
with screws, so as to be able to remove
the machine from the guides if found
necessary to do so at any time.
The feed -gear then came next (see Fig .
2), and it was made in this way :

From a piece of hard (maple) wood we
cut a block K , if ins. by it ins. by 7 } ins.
long, and, after cutting the ends to fit

the guides as at c, we bored a 4-in . hole
in the centre; a groove was then cut
If ins. long by i in . wide by fin . deep
into one face, and two brass strips L ,
1- 16th in . thick , driven tightly into the sides to form
guides for the split brass nut M , 1 in . by fin . wide,
to work into. The brass coverplate N was made

ok
Fig . 1. - GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF HOME

MADE DRILLING MACHINE.
my brother purchased in New York for the sum of
$ 1'25) we removed the top handle, also the side

handle used for steadying the drill Wenext pro
cured two pine wood strips, i in . by if in. by 7 ins.
long, planed them square and parallel,marked them
off to the shape shown at A Fig . 1, and bored a

from a fin . plate, chucked in the lathe and bored
out it ins. diameter, } in . deep at d , and it ins.
wards sawed and filed to 2 ins. by it ins., and a por
tion cut away at dotted lines f to clear lever. Four
countersunk holes were then drilled for screws at g.
The lever 0 was also made of brass } in . thick , and
a fin . hole drilled in the centre to clear the feed
screw ; two f-in . holes were then drilled at 5 - 16ths
in . radius, and two others at 13- 32nds in . radius
from the centre, and afterwards filed to form slots (1 )

diameter at e, faced off to 3- 16ths in . thick and after

into which two f- in . bolts (i) worked, the heads of
which were filed down to 1- 16th in . thick. These
bolts were screwed into the two halves of split-nut
M at k, the coverplate N was the fastened in place

with two strips B , 1 in . by * in . by 7 ins. long, which
are notched and fitted on the ends of cross pieces,

and a small brass-plate P screwed to the top of feed
gear block K to improve the appearance. A fin .
steel screw was then procured , the lower end was
turned down to 3- 16ths in . diameter at I forming a
shoulder, and an old valve wheel R , 2 ins. diameter ,
was fitted on at m , a small pin S being driven in the

being secured with wire nails driven slightly below

joint, thus securing the wheel. A piece ofbrass rod

hole in the centre of each to fit tightly on the ends of
the breast-drill. These pieces are held together

Tho Model Engineer and Bloctrician .
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was sawn in half , the faces filed flat and then sweated
together again , after which it was chucked in the
lathe and bored to fit the screw at I and turned to

fit a piece of -in , brass pipe T ; it was unsweated ,
made and fitted at n , thus securing the split-bush
(shown at U ); the brass pipe was then cut to suit

driven into the end of pipe and two - in . grub - screws

October 1, 1903.

To operate, all that is necessary is to press lever o
to the left and slide drill-frame up till drill clears,

over to the right, feed drill through hole, press lever
press lever to right again , and all is ready for hole

No. 2 . Thus it will be seen that it is not necessary

to raise drill by screwing feed -screw back , which
would waste a lot of time if the hole was very deep
and there were many of them , as I find would be the
case with the machine described in May 28th issue

Screw , 434"
long from wheel.

of THE MODEL ENGINEER, by J. H . P . ; also the
time taken to change his machine from a high to a
low position, or vice versa, would be considerable,
whereas in the machine described above all that is
necessary is to draw the pins W , slide the drill

frame and feed -gear block up or down, as the case
An
other advantage which this machine has is the small
amount of work on it and the total cost (which few
amateurs overlook) which was only $ 1'25, being the
price of the breast-drill itself, and this might even

may be, replace pins, and all is ready again .

21

TEM

be reduced by using a cheaper one, as the one we
have is a so -called “ double -geared ” breast-drill ;
this, of course, depends on themaker.

We have done quite a few jobs on this machine

mnsR

So far, and it has already - in our estimation
proved itself to be well worth the timeand trouble
spent on it, which , indeed , was nothing to be com
pared with the time and trouble saved by it and the
quality of work which it does. It will hold a 1-in .
drill, is heavy enough to steady itself, and with a
few alterations may be used for other work besides

drilling, such as boring a small cylinder, and we
propose to " rig up " a boring bar to bore our bear
ings with when we come to that part of the work .
I might add that this feed- gear was designed and
put on by the writer after the machine was finished ,
and working, the old one being simply a solid brass
nut sunk into the present feed -gear block and held
with a brass plate while the screw was filed down on
the lower end , slipped into a solid bush and lightly
riveted over ; this bush was driven into a piece of

SA
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brass tubing, which was afterwards hammered over
and secured to drill as at present, while the feed
handle was an old four- point water tap handle
which was fitted on the top of the feed -screw This,
of course, did not allow such a long feed movement
as in the present case, as the screw can now pass up
through the top- piece ; it also has the same disad
vantage as just mentioned about J. H . P .'s (which
otherwise, I think, is a very handy machine, al
though requiring a considerable amount of time to

construct) ; nevertheless, it (my old feed -gear ) served

its purpose for the time, and was used to drill all the
holes (except the x -in .) in the present feed -gear,
The writer managed to get on the " soft side of
the foreman machinist at the works of the firm in
whose employ he is, and this way managed to do the
FIG 2. - DETAILS OF SCREW FEFD GEAR FOR HOME lathe work himself, what little there was.
MADE DRILLING MACHINE.
At last H .M .S . Belleisle , the warship upon
which the recent Admiralty target experiments
projecting end on breast-drill, and a tapered pin V
driven in ; thus finishing the feed- gear. Two pins
have been made, would seem to have achieved
W ( Fig. 1) were made from t-in . wire and fastened
her fate. Battered beyond all semblance of her
former proud self, patched and battered again ,
to feed -gear block K with two leather strings, and ,
the old ship bore herself well, but the final indignity ,
with but one exception, the machine was ready for
being led out and torpedoed in shallow water within
work. This was to bore two -in . holes, one in the
side of each guide,rightthrough into the ends of feed
sight of Nelson's famous Victory, proved too much

gear block , so as to secure the block for feeding.
It will be seen that these holes are placed accord

off the mud in Fareham Creek have so far failed .

ing to the height of job to be done - this then com
pletes the machine.

demolition .

for her , and strenuous efforts to get the old warrior

Contractors will probably step in and effect her final
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The Electric Lighting of a
Private House.
By FREDERIC H . TAYLOR, Assoc.M .INST.E.E .
VI – The Materials and Accessories Used.
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The points to be looked for in any good lamp
switch are :
1. A quick and decided " on " and " off " motion
so that the movable contact arm which makes cir
cuit by bridging between the fixed contact springs

(Continued from page 300.)
SWITCHES. - For private house work, switches

may, broadly speaking, be divided up under two

heads, viz., ordinary lamp or small local switches,
and main switches . The former will be first dealt
with .

AT

PATENT
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AB

FIG . 44 : - TURN SWITCH , WITHOUT COVER.

cannot remain in any position between " dead -on "
and “ dead -off.”
2. A sufficient length of “ break ” for the voltage
employed . The length of “ break ” is measured
with the switch in the “ off ” position, and is the
distance (a ) between the fixed contact springs, and

Fig . 43. - TUMBLER Switch .
The “ tumbler " switch is, without doubt, the

type most universally used , and illustrations are
shown in Fig. 43 of Tucker's pattern , with and with
out the fluted brass cover. The whole of the parts
are fixed to a base of English porcelain , and it will

the distance (b ) between the lowest part of the
movable contact arm and the contact springs. For
high voltage circuits, distance “ a ” should not be
less than 4-in ., and distance “ b ” not less than fin .

3. No conducting metal parts (such as screws and

nuts ) to be exposed at the back of the base.

be noted that the handle or “ dolly ” is directly
jointed to the contact arm by which a very positive
action is assured.

A very great number of designs in tumbler

switches exists, the makers of which in many in
stances, unfortunately , aim simply at cheapness of
first cost. Seeing that the ordinary tumbler switch

Fig . 45. - COMPLETE TURN Switch.
4 . It should be impossible for any exposed part

of the switch , such as the cover or the handle, to in
any way become “ alive.” In the better class
switches the necessary insulation used to effect this
(as regards the handle) is ebonite.
Lamp switches of the “ turn ” type are some
times employed , though only to a limited extent.
An illustration of one with its cover removed is

shown in Fig. 44. It is common in these switches
Fig . 432 . — TUMBLER SWITCH, WITHOUT COVER .
is so much used , and that often there are nearly as
many switches in a house as lamps, it is very neces
sary to be assured that what is used is of thoroughly
reliable design and manufacture.

for the cover to be of porcelain as well as the base
Two-way Switches.-- As mentioned in a previous

part of these articles, two-way switches may con
veniently be employed for turning a lamp or group
of lamps on or off from either one of two points ,
without regard to the position of the switch at the
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other point. An illustration of a two-way Tucker

tumbler switch is shown in Fig. 46 (cover removed).
It is common in these switches for there to be no
of
Such a position,
“ off ” or midway position. the
illustration it will
course, is not wanted . From

be noticed that the two terminal pillars in the front

and screw into the fixed contact with locking nuts
top of same.work , such switches as these are
on the house
main

For
mounted on independent porcelain or slate bases ,

but for a main distribution board this is dispensed
with and the switch parts mounted on an extended
on
panel of the distribution board. The switches
board are com
an ordinary house main fordistribution
monly single pole, but breaking circuit at the
mains or source of supply , it is more common to have

PAT

the two per
a switch on each pole of the circuit, and
by means of an insulating
manently tied together
bar of vulcanised fibre or similar material, so that
they both go “ on ” or “ off ” together, thusmaking
or breaking circuit simultaneously on both poles.

LE

.

Fig . 46. - Two-Way TUMBLER SWITCH.
are permanently connected together by means of

metal bars. These being thus connected form the
“ common " terminalof the switch . Ofthe remain
ing two terminals, one is seen at the top of the figure
tofigure)
the isleftbehind
hand,theand
the other (not seen in the
handle.
Switches. On the main distri
and Main
Circuit
to arrange
bution board of large houses it is commonswitches
for

double pole

for single and sometimes
controlling the various circuits which go to feed the
main
sub-distribution boards, as well as havingandthewhich

switch to control the entire installation,
is situated at the point of supply to the premises.
A common form of switch as used for these pur
poses is the “ Chopper " type, an illustration of
USB

N

U
S

Fig . 47. - SINGLE POLE MAIN SWITCH OF THE
“ CHOPPER" TYPE.

FIG 48. - DOUBLE POLE MAIN SWITCH .

which
is shown in Fig . 47. As will be seen , this is
composed of laminated strips (of copper) and the
spring-off action is governed by a spiral spring con
tained just under the handle. By means of the bolt
which passes through the two halves of the con
tact
arm , adjustment can readily be made as wear
takes place. The handle will, of course, be of hard
wood, fibre, or other insulating material. Connec
tion to the circuit is provided for by “ sweating
thimbles," the studs of which pass through the base

Obviously , two such main switches may be ar
ranged either side by side or “ tandem " fashion .
Fig . 48 shows a view of a small double pole main
switch , by Messrs. Tucker, the two poles being in
tandem . Figs. 49 and 50 show respectively a single
pole and double pole main switch, the latter being
arranged with the two
poles side by side. These
are by theGeneral Electric Company, Ltd ., and are
known as their “ Adelphi ” pattern .

The points to be looked for in good class main
to be made up of two single-pole
1. Preferably
instead one double-pole, each being

switches are as under :

switches

of

mounted on a separate panel of enamelled slate of

good insulation.
ample thickness,and such thatgives
action and with pro
2 . To be of good spring-off
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vision for adjusting the contact as wear takes place.
For 240 - volt circuits, the break should be not less

than 24 ins. as measured between the nearest points
3. Connection with the main cables should be by
sweating sockets or thimbles.
of contact.

4 . The slates should be fixed to varnished teak

circuits the
battens, and preferably for high voltage battens
by
slates should be separated from these
porcelain insulators and the battens themselves kept
off the wall, also by porcelain insulators.

It is usual in good class work to enclose the main
switches in a case, with polished teak sides and glass
front. Failing this, an iron case is sometimes used ,
only in this instance, as the action cannot be seen ,
there should be some indication on the front as to
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FUSES. - A safety fuse or cut-out, as already
and of such section that itwill readily melt,and thus
open the circuit should a dangerous excess of current
pointed out, is a piece of wire or foil of such metal,

pass through it. For this purpose, tin is most com
monly employed, and in some cases copper. Tin in
addition to being readily fusible, possesses the fur
ther advantage that it is not readily oxidisable.
Copper, when used for fuses, is frequently tinned
for the same reason .

From the table given hereunder will be seen the
tin , and also in copper :-TINNED COPPER WIRE
TIN WIRE.

current necessary to fuse a wire of given gauge, in
Standard Fusing Current Standard Fusing Current
WireGauge. in Ampères. Wire Gauge. in Amperes.
36
43
2 :21
1'09
2 .99
I '45
34
1 .84
3 .84
2-27
4076
2 -96
5 74
26
3 .97
67 -79
.89
5 -36
9
'04
7
.
6
9
20

which position is “ on ” and which “ off.”
Where the switch has to be fixed in a postion
liable to damp or wheremechanical injurymay arise,

an iron case is to be preferred . A precaution then
perly and permanently connected to “ Earth ,” so

necessary to be taken is that the iron case be pro

A

II21

10 ' 2

18
16

2617-2658

215

ΤΑ

37'15

247

14 ' 1

48'0

700
800

ASANASE

FIG . 50. - " ADELPHI ” DOUBLE PCLE MAIN Switch.

as to avoid all risk of possibility of electric shock ,
should the case at any time come into electrical con
nection with the circuit. To do this, all that is
needed is to fix a bare wire under a nut or setscrew

on the case, and connect the other end in a perma
nent manner to the nearest water -pipe.
Main switches, like meters and main fuses, are,
unfortunately , often stowed away in dark and un

desirable places in basements, and, consequently,
hardly ever looked at.
The result is, a grave temptation to the wiring
fraternity of the usual cheap and nasty pattern , to
put in very flimsy , ill-designed switches utterly un
suited to their work. Instances often come to one's
notice of main switches made up of two ordinary
tumbler switches, with their contact levers joined
together by a flimsy fibre bar, and of a size where
the current carrying capacity with regard to the job
has never been considered . “ What the eye doesn 't
see the heart doesn 't grieve ” is largely the explana
tion . The writer recently observed some main
switches which were now never thrown off, because
it had been found that once off, nothing short of a
cold chisel and a hammer would ever get them on
again .

FIG . 49 . - " ADELPHI " PATTERN MAIN Switch .

For small currents, tin fuse-wire is generally used ,
as the sizes in copper become inconveniently small
to work with . For large currents, however, copper
is distinctly better and more certain in its action .
The wiring rules of the Institution of Electrical
Engineers recommend that the size of fuse used
should be such that it will effectually interrupt the

current, should the current exceed the working rate

by 100 per cent. Many engineers for main fuses
prefer to keep the limit down to 50 per cent., and,
in the writer's opinion , this is certainly most ad
visable.
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The length of “ break ” must always be propor
tioned to the working voltage of the circuit. For
240 -volt circuits. for instance, the break, as mea

Renovating Primus Oil
Burners.

sured between the nearest conducting metal parts

should be not less than 3 ins. In best practice two

By HENRY GREENI.Y .
I TAVING had a “ Primus " oil stove* in pretty
constant use for domestic and other pur
poses for the last three years, I have found ,
in addition to similar experiencewith these burners in
model work , that if the stove be alight for one or two

hours daily , after twelve to eighteen months' service,
the burner, in the words of the household authori
ties, shows signs of “ going wrong."
A year and a half ago, when the original burner
of the stove above mentioned developed these
GRAM

Fig . 51.--SINGLE POLE Main Fuse.

Fig . 53.— SINGLE POLE
High Voltage Main
FUSE .
Fig . 54. - PAIR OF SINGLE POLE H .V . MAIN
FUSES.

separate single-po !e fuses are used in preference to

one double-pole. Each fuse may well be enclosed
in a separate cast -iron

box with glass front, and the

leading-in holes bushed with ebonite, or, if the two
tuses be enclosed in one teak case, a dividing parti

minals for connection to the mains are on the front
of the insulating base. Figs. 53 and 54 show res
pectively a single pole high voltage fuse in a cast.
iron case, and two such fuses mounted side by side,
to form a double pole fuse. A point of interest to
be noted is : the patent lined fuse chamber, as used
by the General Electric Company, Ltd . The cast
iron covers of the fuses should be earthed in the
same manner as described for similar covers to
main switches.

(To be continued .)

FE

tion of porcelain should be fixed between the two,
the teak case lined with asbestos, and have a glass
front. Figs. 51 and 52 show a low voltage single
pole main fuse and two such fuses mounted in a teak
case. In this instance, the sweating sockets or ter

Fig . 52. — DOUBLE POLE MAIN FUSE.
symptoms, it was, after considerable experimenting
--making red hot, scraping, brushing, and blowing
through with compressed air, fitting with new
nipples and the like- discarded in favour of a brand

new burner, which , I may say , worked admirably

* No. 5 Silent burner — 3 ins. diameter.
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until lately, when the flamebecamewhite and sooty
A few weeks before the drastic, but successful
remedy, to be described , was applied , a new nipple
was put in ,but with no appreciable alteration in the
quality of the flame.
Feeling sure that the trouble was not due to in
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the organic matter is eaten away and the deposit

and did not burn with the usual pretty colour.

loosened . A good way to remove this in ex
tremely bad cases is to repeat the heatings and

herent defects through hard usage, but by reason
of the greatly increased consumption of oil, that

to rinse the burner by placing it on tho house tap
and passing a strong stream of water through it.
Even if this is not done, theporosity of the deposit
which may remain will allow the oil to come in
contact with the metal and the burner will work
very well, considering.
To conclude, I may add that the matter has re
ceived the support of the London importers of these
stoves and burners, and I have had the opportunity
of practically demonstrating to them the value of
the process of cleansing on their own premises.

complete the ignition of the gases) were in the one
case coated with a non -conducting deposit from

the oil, and in the latter with accumulated dirt
and oxidation , I thought that if complete cleansing
inside and out could be accomplished , the burner
would work just as well as when new .
My experience in hard soldering making me well

acquainted with the cleansing properties of diluted
sulphuric acid when applied to brass and copper, I
decided to try the effect of a pickle consisting of
acid i part, and water 10 parts. Taking out the
nipple and removing the loose inner ring and cap ,
I placed the burner ring and cap in the fire, which
was at the timebright and clear,and,when the parts
were at a dull red heat, I took them out, dropped
into the pickle - keeping clear of splashes, of course
- leaving the parts there for about a quarter of an
hour. On renioving, I found the outside of burner
quite clean , the dirty deposit inside being as far
as I could see either completely removed or loosened .
The small holes in the muffler or silencer of the
burner, which are so apt by constant use to become

blocked up , were also clear, and on thoroughly
rinsing the burner with water and putting it to
gether, replacing the nipple, it was found that the
burner worked just as well as originally - indeed , it
was declared better than when new .
These few hints on the use of “ Primus " burners
will apply equally as well to the other kinds and
types of Swedish paraffin burners, and, coupled with
the writer's previous remarks on the subject in the
issues of the M . E . for August 1st and October ist,
1901, should lead those who employ these burners
for firing model boilers and other purposes, not to
hastily condemn the burners as untrustworthy and
a nuisance.
I may again urge readers to prevent flooding of
the burners with oil whilst cold , as this is conducive
to trouble through minute particles of dirt being
carried to the nipple ; and to prevent dirt in the
tank by filtering or straining the supply of oil. The

The Deliege-Magneto Ignition

for Petrol Engines.
CONTACT or hammer-break system of ignition
A
in which the current is furnished by an oscil
lating magneto has recently been brought out
in France under the above name. Referring to the
diagrammatic illustration of the apparatus herewith ,
which is taken from the ElectricalReview , New York ,
M represents the permanent field -magnet, which
encloses a Siemens shuttle armature pivoted upon

amminima

both the vaporizing surfaces inside the burner and
the baffling plates outside (which in a largemeasure

wo

DelIEGE
MAGNETO
IGNITER

caps also become loose through variations in the
expansion and contraction of the various parts, and

it is advisable to occasionally make these fit tightly
by chucking in the lathe and spinning down the
flange with a smooth hand tool or burnisher.
The burner above-mentioned has been working
daily for about two months now without trouble,
not having been pricked out more than a dozen
times during this period .
Whilst, of course, the acid will not chemically
combine with the carbon of the internal deposit,
† As many who are likely to make up this pickle
may not be amateur electricians and not know of
the proper way to dilute sulphuric acid , it may be
as well to mention that the acid should be poured
gently into the water, and on no account should
water be added to the acid , else a serious accident
may occur.

the shaft O . Thearmature has a rocking or oscilla
tory motion about this shaft, which is effected by
means ofthe lever D , which works against a spring S .
The lever is operated from themotor by the cam A .
When the projection of the cam strikes the lever it
makes the armature swing from the position VW
to that of Y Z ; when the projection passes the lever
the latter is quickly drawn back to the position
VW by the spring S . This movement sets up a
strong current in the armature, as its circuit is
closed inside the motor cylinder through the spark
contact. This contact takes place between the
insulated projection G and the lever arm H , the

latter being worked by a fork E , which is also oper
ated by the cam . During the passage of the arma
ture to Y Z the circuit is closed at G H , but when it
returns the fork strikes the lower end of the lever H
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and makes a quick break between G and H . This

the brass, was to cut the sectors the proper size, and

causes a spark to pass at the contact, which ignites
the gas. The movement is regulated so that the
break occurs at the position of maximum current in

solder the heads of brass nails to them . The
sectors were fixed to the plates with shellac, and
well varnished , except the buttons.
The neutralising-rods and conductors are made
of 4- in . brass wire ; these and the brass balls are

the coil.

Model MakingCenfor a Quarter of
tury .
a
(Continued from page 305.)

WORKING MODEL DREDGER.

SHE model dredger is 17 ins. long and 6 ins.
wide. The hull is flat at the bottom , and
made of a solid piece of wood with a gap
i fins, wide cut through the centre of it from

polished and lacquered . In a dry room the ma
chine will give a 7-in . spark, and excite itself very
readily .
A TEN -INCH SPARK COIL .

Fig. it shows the coil, mounted on a mahogany
base, and fitted with commutator and regulating
spring contact-breaker.
The primary of the coil is No. 14 gauge silk
covered copper wire wound on an iron core 14 ins.
long, if ins. diameter. The whole, after being

stern to about amidships. In this gap a slip,
14 ins: long and i in . wide swings. The slip is
fitted with rollers (placed a little distance apart)
and a small drum at each end, over which the

scoops travel ; these are twenty in number, and
made of sheet brass ; they are i in . deep and
I in , wide, and are riveted to an endless strap.
The slip is hinged at the upper end to a frame,
which is raised 7 ins. above the deck on four iron
standards ; its lower end is slung at the stern by
a chain , which is attached to a winch for raising
or lowering.

The dredger is worked with a belt and tooth
(not shown in photo ) fixed on brackets at the
stern .
The hull is painted black and gold , with a line
of blue enamel round the top ; the standards,
frame, and wheels are bright ; slip , scoops, and
gear driven by a Siemens double armature motor

other parts are red and green .
When the model is working at an ordinary
speed the scoops empty their contents into the
shoot at the rate ofone every three seconds ; and

to prevent its getting dirty, as it would do if
dredging in water, grain or other clean material

is a very good substitute to represent the purpose
for which it is used .
Fig . 9. - A “ bazaar," or " street,” shocking
coil is depicted in this photograph , and , as it is
of the usual type, nothing need be said about
it by way of description .

WIMSHURSTMACHINE.
Fig. 10 shows a Wimshurst machine with two
20- in . glass plates ; the stand and supports, which
I made from an old sewing-machine table, are
raised 6 ins. on turned legs ; the bottoms of the
legs are shod with india -rubber.

The collecting-combs consist of a number of
pins soldered at right-angles to 5-in . lengths
of 7- in. brass rod , which are encased in ebonite,
with only the points of thepins exposed . These
combs, and the main conductors, are fitted into
holes in brass balls 2 ) ins. diameter, supported
on solid glass pillars in . diameter. The pillars
are fixed into turned mahogany sockets, which
are screwed to the stand. The glass plates were
thickly coated with good, clear, shellac varnish .
Instead of the usual tin -foil sectors, thin sheet
brass ones were used , with raised buttons,which
were hammered up in the sector with a round
nosed punch . An easier way to make these, I
afterwards found, and not one so likely to buckle

Fig . 8 . - WORKING MODEL DREDGER

Fig . 9. — “ BAZAAR " OR " STREET ” Coil.
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saturated with melted paraffin -wax, was enclosed

12 ins. A separate adjustable condenser is used

in an ebonite tube, 3 - 16ths in . thick , the same
length as the core .
The secondary coil, which is conical in shape,
consists of No. 36 silk -covered copper wire
wound in seventy sections ; the largest of these
occupies the centre of the tube, and is 41 ins. diam
eter, in . thick ; the others decrease gradually

to throw in or out any number of foil sheets.
The above coil was constructed about eight
years ago , and has been in constant use since ; with

in size to 34 ins. diameter at the ends.

tubestogether, Imadeseveralrotators in the following
manner, and fitted them to a wood
frame, as shown in the photograph .
The discs are cut from cardboard
3- 16ths in . thick , and vary in diam
eter from 8 ins. to 12 ins. These
were blacked and well shellac-var
nished on the outside, and each disc
glued to the end of a circular piece
of well-seasoned wood, which had
been turned to 31 ins. diameter, 2
ins.wide, with a V -groove cut round
it to take the driving belt. A hole

it I have taken a number of useful radiographs.
VACUUM TUBE ROTATORS.
Fig. 12. - In order to revolve a number of vacuum

was drilled through the centre of the
wood and disc , which isbushed with

a 2-in . length of brass tube 1 in .
bore. The spindle, on which the
disc revolves, is made of a 4 - in . iron
bolt turned to fit the bore of the
brass tube, and serves as a con
ductor. It is screwed to the frame
with a nut, to which one end of the

secondary wire is connected . A
short length of fine wire is soldered
to the bush , and connected to one
terminal of the vacuum tube. The
other terminal is connected with

a similar wire to an insulated brass
collar in . wide that fits round
the circular piece ofwood to which
the disc is glued. Thecollarrevolves
in contact with one end of a light
flat springmade of thin sheet brass
4 ins. long , fin . wide, which is
screwed to the frame and connected
to the other end of the secondary.

It will be seen that the current

FIG . 10. - WIMSHURST MACHINE .

from the coil enters either by the
spindle through the vacuum tube
to collar and spring, or vice versa .
All the rotators are connected at
the back of the frame with a short
length of wire from the spindle of
one to the spring of another. One
or more tubes may be put on each
disc, according to taste, which must
be tied on tightly with strong thread
so that they do not swing off when
revolving rapidly . The tubes are
all connected in series with the coil
and revolved with a belt and electric
motor.

Fig . 11. - TEN -INCH SPARK Coil.
• Each section is insulated with a disc, made of
twelve thicknesses of very thin notepaper, paraffin
waxed together with a warm iron , afterwards cut
to the required size to fit the tube and the section.
The two ends of the secondary are carried upward
through ebonite pillars, and connected to terminals
at the top of the coil, which support the discharging

When lighting the tubes, I find the best results
are obtained when the speed of the motor and the
number of contacts at the coil-breaker vary at the
same time.
CARDBOARD MODEL EXHIBITION BUILDING .

rods.

which was made of separate pieces of white card

The ebonite ends of the coil are 64 ins. diameter,
in . thick ; the length of the coil between these is

Fig. 13 shows a front for a model exhibition ,
board. Each piece was cut with a knife to the
size and shape required, and glued together until
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sufficiently thick to stand out boldly. The card
board was then glued to light wood frames, which
screw together in sections. These are so arranged
that by placing some of the sections at right
angles with two or three additional ones, a square
building can be made and used as a show -case.
The front, as shown , is 5 ft. long, i ft. wide, and
3 ft. high to the top of the tower. There are
sixty -two windows in it, and over 3000 3 - 16ths-in .
tound holes cut out with an eyelet punch . Various

October 1, 1903.

WIRELESS TELEGRAPH APPARATUS.
Fig . 16 showssomevery simple wireless telegraphic
transmitting and receiving apparatus which I made
for local experiments, and which will, with a little

management, produce signals very satis
careful
factorily.
Photo B is the coil from which a spark may be
obtained up to 6 ins ; for these experiments the
usual coil contact-breaker is screwed up tightly
so that it does not vibrate, and the primary current

broken with a key (not shown )
inserted in any part of the bat
tery circuit.

Photo D showsthe transmitter
balls, which are highly polished
and mounted on three ebonite
pillars 8 ins. high. The large
ball is'2 }'ins. diameter, the small
ones 1-in.; the latter are screwed
to short lengths of brass rod
which slide through holes in the
binding screws, and are pro
vided with insulated handles for
adjustment.

Photo E is the complete ar
rangement for the transmitting
station
bon

sos
00

( 1 ) is the coil, ( 2 ) wires

to battery, (3 ) Leyden jars, ( 4 )
transmitter, (5 ) earth wires, (6 )
high wire. All the wires are
gutta -percha covered , and it will
be seen the secondary terminals
of the coil are connected to the
knobs of Leyden jars, and also

to the small balls of the trans
mitter .

Fig . 12. – VACUUM TUBE ROTATORS.

Photo A is the coherer, which
consists of a bit of glass tube
it ins. long , t-in . bore ; both
ends of this are fitted with a

colour papers are placed over the small
holes inside to represent fairy lamps when
the model is lit.
The illuminated clock dial is 4 ins.
diameter. The works ofa small American
clock were taken out of its case and fixed
to the wood frame about 9 ins. from the
with lighting. Thehands are extended by
a length of the tube and rod , which
reaches from the clock to the dial.
back of the dial, so as not to interfere

fThe model, which is painted with
Aspinall's cream enamel,may be fitted up
as a background with suitable scenery , or
it may form a front and entrance to an
exhibition with working models enclosed
at the back. The whole, when arranged

in this way, has a very pretty appearance ,
especially when lighted inside with a num
ber of small electric lamps and the models
at work viewed through the windows of
the building.

Fig. 14 shows a few battery cells.
Fig . 15 is a paper-made model boat.
are

FIG . 13. — CARDBOARD MODEL EXHIBITION BUILDING .
Its dimensions from stem to stern
cork , a 2-in . length of No. 14 gauge copper wire
which is driven by a motor from accumulators, as
passes through each , and to the ends of these wires
shown outside of boat in the accompanying photo
inside the tube are soldered two thin platinum
graph.
6 ft. ; it is fitted with a screw propeller,
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m

Fig. 16 . — MR. S. Hunt's WIRELESS TELEGRAPHIC APPARATUS.

(A) Coherer; (B ) 6 in. Spark Induction
Coil ; (C) Receiving
Station. Station , (D ) Transmitter Balls ;
( E ) Transmitting
discs slightly smaller than the bore of the tube. To

the ends of the wires outsi le are attached two
thin sheet-brass wings 4 ins. long, f- in . wide.
The space between the two platinum discs is half
filled with equal parts of nickel and silver filings,
which were cut with a clean file and not touched
with the fingers. The coherer is mounted on an in
sulated pillar and supported horizontally at the top
by the binding screw and one of the copper
wires.

The decoherer is an electro-magnet fixed to a block
of wood about 4 ins. from the coherer with its poles

uppermost. The armature is hinged to a bracket so
thatwhen pulled down with themagnet the coherer
15 struck in an upward direction with a bit of hard

leather fixed on the end of a 3-in . length of brass wire
screwed to the arinature like the hammer of an
electric bell. The filings are decohered with a
single stroke, butwhen a tremblingmotion is wanted
it is only necessary to connect the coils of themagnet
in series with an ordinary electric bell, which may be
placed some distance from the coherer.
Photo C shows the receiving station (1) is the
bell, (2 ) coherer, decoherer, and high wire, (3) relay
with a very delicate suspended armature, (4 ) resist
ance for bell circuit, (5 ) earth wire, (6 ) accumulators
for decoherer bell and sounder, (7 , accumulators for
coherer, (8 ) switches to cut-out bell and put sound er
or other apparatus in circuit.
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The following are a few details of three of the

numerous experiments which have been carried out
with the above :
For the first of these, the receiving apparatus was
placed on a table in the central part of thedwelling

October 1, 1903.

A Motor Schooner.

house, the transmitting apparatus was taken 40 ft.
away to a backyard with brick walls intervening.

THERE was recently berthed in King William
1 Dock, Dundee, themotor schooner Sirra, which
arrived from St. Petersburg with a cargo of oil-cake.
TheSirra , instead of being provided with the usual
engines, is driven by a 50 h .-p . petrol motor, a

When a spark was used for signalling at the trans
mitter, the bell rang in thehouse ; no skyward rods

feature of the machinery being the exceedingly
small space it occupies compared with the extensive
engine-room of any moderately
The absence of
coal bunkers, too , adds much
to the cargo accommodation ,
while the vessel as a whole lacks
the close stifling atmosphere
which generally prevails on
steam -propelled vessels.
In
Germany, Holland, and Bel
sized vessel.

gium motor schooners are in

common use on the numerous
canals , but the Sirra is the first

of the type to undertake sea
voyages . Built at Rotterdam
twelve months ago , she has been
engaged in European and North
African trade, and so far has
given every satisfaction to her
owners, the Messrs. Haumer

stein , who accompanied her on
the above occasion .

PIECEWORK IN WOOLWICH
ARSENAL. - It is stated that the
piecework system at Woolwich
Arsenal is to be discontinued .
The authorities have decided to
introduce the premium bonus

FIG . 14 . - BATTERY CELLS.
or earth connections were used with
either instrument.

The same results

were obtained when a galvanized iron
bath was placed over the coherer and
transmitting balls.
In the next experiment, both in .
space from 200 to 309 ft. apart ; both
struments were fixed up in an open

were connected to earth for return , but

no skyward rods to either . In this
case the bell signalled with the small

est spark I could get at the trans
mitter, which was obtained by placing
a slip of notepaper between the small

balls and the large one so that they
did not touch each other.

In the third experiment, signais
were given at a distance of one
partly over water and partly
For this a 21 -in . sparks was
and skyward rods 24 ft. high :
the receiver and transmitter

mile,
land .
used ,
both
were

connected to water pipes for a
return .

The Leyden jars were not used in
either of the above experiments.

Fig . 15 . - PAPER-MADE MODEL ELECTRIC Boat.

A STEAM OMNIBUS, which is to work a complete

reform in the primitive mode of travelling between
Shipston and Stratford-on -Avon , made its appear
ance in Stratford recently. It is a compact, com
fortable conveyance, makes very little noise, and
is certainly an improvement upon the carrier's cart.

system , which , briefly put, means that a fixed price
and time is put upon a job. If theman finishes it in
the time exactly he receives a certain sum . If, on
the other hand, he completes the task under time,
the Government is in pocket by the balance of time

saved , and the workman receives a percentage of
what the saving is estimated to amount to in 'money
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This granted , we find ourselves a little nearer to
ascertainment ofthe “ Drop ” ; for if40 lbs. per square
inch is the pressure in the L .-P . cylinder just before
L .-P . cut-off, it must, at that point in the working
of the engine, be the pressure in the receiver also ,

Compound Engines.
By W . J. TENNANT, A.M .I.Mech.E.

because the receiver and L .-P . cylinder are at that
time in free communication with each other .

(Continued from page 181).

( The objection will arise here that if the
whole of the H .-P. exhaust is to be found in the
VII. - DeTERMINATION OF “ DROP " IN THE RE
CEIVER , AND OF THE PRESSURE RESULTING
WHEN VOLUMES OF STEAM AT DIFFERENT
PRESSURES ARE PUT INTO COMMUNICATION
WITH EACH OTHER .
THE only difficulty that will be met with in the

I

final stage of the production of a result from
the “ Equivalent of a Model," discussed in
contributions V and VI is the
Determination of the Drop in pressure that occurs
in the H .- P . cylinder at the end of expansion therein
when communication is opened between its con

tents and those of the intermediate receiver.
Let us endeavour to clear up this difficulty at
the outset by the following considerations :
We may arrive at the pressure and volume
existent in the H .-P. cylinder and its clearance at
the instant before H .-P . exhaust opens by a diagram
such as Fig . 5, page 537, Vol. VIII. Let us assume
it to be 80 lbs. absolute, ready to exhaust, with a
volume of 4 cubic inches.
For themoment we are not able to state the pres
sure of the receiver steam with which the exhaust is

to mingle ; but this much is certain — that when
the engine is running under normal and steady
conditions,

L .-P . cylinder at L .- P . cut-off, then none of it
is available to remain behind, filling the re

ceiver. This objection loses validity if it be
remembered that the conditions now discussed
are those which hold good after the engine has
settled down to its work . Just after starting,
as has been shown in Article III, page 177, Vol.
VIII, some of each H .-P. exhaust is retained
in the receiver, and congestion proceeds until
the pressure therein rises to a degree at which
the steam becomes so dense that the constant

space provided for it in every stroke in the
able to obtain from one side of the receiver a
weight of steam no longer unduly attenuated ,
but equalling the weight of exhaust put into it
at the other side ; we then have the conditions
settled for steady running .)
The pressure in the receiver the instant before
L.-P . cut-off is then 40 lbs. per square inch. The
instant after cut-off it is virtually the same, there
being no movement of the engine or change of
volumes that is appreciable in the infinitesimal
period between the instant preceding and the
instant succeeding the L .-P . cut-off. Now it is
into this receiver steam occupying after L .-P . cut
L .-P. cylinder up to L .- P. cut -off is at last

the same weight of steam - however

off the heretofore unstated volume of the receiver,

the pressure and volune may differ - must be

and possessing a pressure of 40 lb ., that the next
H .-P . exhaust will occur with a drop of the exhaust

taken out from the receiver at one side by the L .-P.
cylinder as is put into it on the other by the H .- P.
piston. If less be taken out by the L .-P. engine
there will be congestion in the receiver, which we
know is not a normal condition . Now we do know
the volume, whatever it may be, of the L.-P . clear
ance plus the L .-P . cylinder up to the point of cut
off, and this new volume it is (except for the small
share of it accounted for by the compressed tail
portion of the L .-P. exhaust serving to cushion the
L .-P. piston , and which we will ignore) that will

have to be occupied by the 4 cubic inches of
exhaust above referred to . Suppose the
volumeto be 8 cubic inches. It is larger than
of the H .-P. exhaust volume in the proportion

H.-P.
new
that
that

8 is larger than 4 , and, consequently , the 4 cubic
inches of expanded H .- P. steam transferred into it
will be increased to 8 -4ths in volume and reduced
to 4 -8ths of its former pressure of 80 lb . - .e., to
40 lbs.

This pressure of 40 lbs. is the pressure in the L.-P.
cylinder at the instant before L.-P. cut-off. It
must be so ,because it is the only pressure possible
for 4 cubic inches of H .-P . exhaust steam , originally

at a pressure of 80 lbs., to possess when it finds
itself in the larger space of 8 cubic inches in the
L .-P . clearance and L . -P . cylinder. And that all
of the 4 cubic inches of each H . -P. exhaust must
find itself in that space ready to be cut off by the
L .-P . valve and to continue on its way out of the
engine in the L. -P. stroke must be the case unless
there is to be congestion a gradual accumulation
of steam - in the receiver, and we know that there
is no such congestion in normal running.

pressure and a corresponding rise of the receiver
pressure to meet it ; for it is not desirable, for purely
practical reasons, to carry expansion so far in the

H .-P . cylinder as to bring the final pressure in it
down to the levelof that in the receiver by expansion
only and without a drop.
All that has to be done to determine the " Drop ,"
then , is to ascertain in the case of our chosen
example, in which we must now allot a volume to
the receiver - let us say a volumeof6 cubic inches:
What will be the resulting pressure common
to both bodies ofsteam that are now at different
pressures, if the 6 cubic inches of steam at

40 lbs. in the receiver are put into communica
tion with the 4 cubic inches of 80 lbs. steam
in the H .-P . cylinder and clearance ?
For to this unknown common pressurethesteam from
the H .-P. cylinder will drop , and the steam in the re
ceiver will rise as soon as the H .-P . exhaust opens,
and from this mixture or aggregation of “ steams"
the L .- P. cylinder will draw its next supply of 8 cubic
inches, and in so drawing it will bring (must bring ,
to avoid congestion ) its pressure down again to
40 lbs. absolute at L.-P. cut-off.
The answer to such a question as is asked above

may be obtained by multiplying each of the Pres
sures by its own Volume, adding the products, and
dividing the sum by the new volume (which happens
in this instance to be simply the sum of the two
volumes the two bodies of steam originally occu
pied, for, at the actual instant the two volumes of
steam are connected , they only, and not the cham
bers containing them , are altered by connection ).
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• PVP v
80 X 4 + 40 X 64 + 6
V
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space represented by the real volume of the H .- P .

exhaust, 4 cubic inches, plus the unaltered

= 50 lbs.

v

Justification for this procedure is found in the re
collection that we are assuming throughout that
for any body of steam
P X V = C , a constant
- that is to say, a value which does not alter

for the particular body of steam whose P and
V produce it, no matter how much Por V may
vary one in regard to the other ; so long as no steam
in question its P and V throughout all their changes
must be in such relation that whenever they are
multiplied together they produce the same c .
Now , if two such bodies of steam are forced
into some space which is such that they both need
compression in order to get into it, or such that one
needs expansion and the other compression , the
two bodies of steam need not be assumed to have
penetrated one another, but only to be abutting
is added to , or taken away from the body of steam

against each other, in which case each retains its
original C , and the C for the mass of two is the sum

of the C 's of the two components. Thus, above,
80 x 4 = 320
40 X 6 = 240

560 ,
and this 560 obviously is the C for thenew p 56 when
multiplied by the new v 10 , and the C of 560 is to

· voiume of the receiver, 5 cubic inches, which ,
unlike the H .- P. exhaust, has suffered no imag
inary change in the course of this manipulation
of volumes. Thus , we get the steam back

into the spaces, totalling 10 cubic inches, in
which it had two unequal pressures, but now
at the uniform level of pressure to which the
H . -P. exhaust would fall and the receiver con
tents would rise immediately upon the opening
of the exhaust into the receiver. In reality ,
of course, the expansion of the H .-P. exhaust

is checked by the compression to which it gives
rise in the receiver, so that it is prevented
from falling to the pressure originally existent
in the latter ; but the result is the same as if

the expansion and compression succeeded one
another in the manner which is above sug
gested , and which is, perhaps, easier to think
of than the simultaneous occurrence of a rise
and a fall.
What would be the value of the new volume
to which , for convenience of thought, we are to
assume the H .-P . exhaust to be increased ?
The original volunie and pressure of the H .- P .

exhaust is already stated to be 4 cubic inches
and 80 lbs., as in Fig . 18.
On the line 4, 80 , mark a pointRat the height
of the receiver pressure. Draw a slanting

160
10s abs

Fig . 18.

remain , by our original assumption , for the mixture
of 10 cubic inches at 56 lbs. whenever that mixture is
subsequently expanded or compressed .
Others may like, as an alternative to the
foregoing, to regard the matter thus : - When

different volumes of steam at different pres
sures are put into communication , what will
the pressure of the combined volumes of the
mixture become ?
There will be an adjustment of those pres
sures one in relation to the other, as when a
connection is made between two vessels in
both of which there is water, higher in one
than in the other.
The pressures of our example at present

80 +
105. abs

401

las.abs

differ from one another ; if they agreed, the
solution of our problem would be easier. They
may be made to agree, purely, be it under

stood, for the purpose of facilitating our cal
culation, and without affecting the accuracy
of the final result, by the artifice of momen
tarily changing one of the volunies. Keep
the receiver volume as it is and substitute for
the actual volume of the H .-P . exhaust another
and larger imaginary volunie , which must be
such that if the H .- P. exhaust volume were

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

straight line upward from 0 through this
point Runtil it cuts the dotted horizontal
line, and from this intersection drop the dotted
vertical line. The distance o 8 is the new
volume, 8 cubic inches, at which the H .- P .
exhaust would possess a pressure exactly
equal to that which exists in the receiver.

increased to it the pressure in the larger
volume would fall to 40 lbs.absolute per square
inch ; that is to say, to an equality with the
pressure in the receiver .
When we have ascertained the value of this
imaginary volume, we add to it that of the
receiver, and thereby get a volume all at one
pressure. Next we effect an imaginary com
pression of the whole mixture to enable it to
occupy once more the real and smaller space

The mixture problem is now simplified as
to its first stage into :
When different volumes of steam (8 and 6
cubic inches) at the same pressure (40 lbs.) are
put into communication, what will the pressure
of the combined volumes of the mixture be
come ?
Obviously it will not alter. So now we may
proceed to the second stage of the problem ,

in which the mixture actually occurs - 1.e., a

which is :

8
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If the mixture of 14 cubic inches of steam

pressure and volume, in the L.-P. clearance anch

(6 cubic inches of receiver steam at 40 lbs. per
square inch plus 8 cubic inches of steam ex
panded to 40 lbs. in imagination after the

cylinder at L .-P . cut-off, we are able to determine

exhaust, from 4 cubic inches) and having as a
whole a pressure of 40 lbs. be put back into a
volume of 10 cubic inches, that is to say the
receiver volume and the real exhaust volume,
what will the pressure be of the compressed
mixture ? As the volumeinto which it is to be
put back is 10 - 14ths of the volumeit now occu
pies, the pressure will be, inversely , 14- 10ths
of its present pressure of 40 lbs.; that is to say,

- knowing the new volume and the former volume
and pressure - the new pressure which exists in the

L .- P. cylinder at cut-off ; and thence to work back .

as above towards a knowledge of the pressure to
which the H .-P . exhaust drops.
( To be continued .)

Practical Letters from our
Readers.

56 lbs, absclute per square inch .
Drop then from the end of the H .-P. expan
sion curve , which is reproduced in Fig . 19 to

The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full

discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached ..

160

though notnecessarily intended for publication.)

Auto - Cas Lighting.
To The EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .

DEAR SIR , - Noting the query of “ A . L . G .” (Lon
don ) in a recent issue re auto -gas lighting, I beg to
submit a few rough sketches and particulars of gas

controlling mechanism I had in use about eighteen
months ago , and which I trust you will insert in
your colunins, as they may prove very useful, not

only to “ A. I.. G ." , but to many other interested
readers.

The bye-pass is controlled by two soft iron cores.
moving in contrary directions to each other within
a pair of solenoids, and operated through the agency
of an electric currentsupplied by three or four series -

coupled No. 2 Leclanché cells ; the circuits rela
tively being closed by two presses or a two -way
switch affixed to the wall, either within or without

the room , at any desirable distance.

Fig . 19.
keep the diagram clear, a vertical line 80 D to

the point D , which is at theheight from the zero
of absolute pressures representing 56 lbs. per
square inch . This line represents the “ Drop "

of pressure of 24 lbs. into the receiver upon the
opening of the H .-P. exhaust
Between the drop to 56 lbs. and the L .-P . cut-off
at 40 lbs. pressures will be produced higher or lower
than these, because after drop the further increase
of volume to that at L .- P . cut-off is not a steady in
crease, but a fluctuating increase, for the H .-P.
piston from which to the L.-P . piston the steam
extends by way of the receiver, does not follow
up the L.-P. piston (which , of course, is constantly
altering its speed ) at just such other speeds as would
ensure the ultimate increase of volume and fall of
pressure to be arrived at steadily down to L.-P .
cut-off. But, once the drop is determined , these
minor fluctuations are easily ascertainable with
our “ Equivalent of a Model," as will appear from
the next article .
This contribution should have shown - (a ) How
to ascertain the common pressure which will
result from putting two bodies of steam at
different pressures into communication with one
another ; and (b ) That as we are aware of the
final pressure and volume to which steam in the
H .-P. cylinder is expanded , and as it follows that
virtually the same body of steam , though increased
in volume, appears again after fluctuations of

Fig . 1.

-4 - 4

Fig . 2.
The solenvids I constructed from good thin brown
paper, soaked in thin hot glue. After soaking the
paper - one piece 3 x 4 ins. being sufficient for each
solenoid -- I got a piece ofbrass tube about 7 ins. in
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length by about 9- 16ths in . external diameter. This
I rubbed over with a piece of soap to prevent the
paper adhering thereto , then I rolled around the
two pieces of paper -- thereby forming two tubes. I

may be secured to one of the thick ends by a small

then cut out six rings of wood, each about it ins.

terminal No. I .

wires of all the sections are soldered together and

plain screw terminal, as used in an ordinary bell
press, as shown in Fig . 9 ( 1,2, 3 ). This we will call

diameter, and having a centre hole about large

Now we must join together the beginning ends

enough to enable them to be slipped not too easily
over the two tubes. Four of these rings are each

of the wires of sections Nos. 1 and 4, and secure
them to terminal No. 2 ; likewise sections 2 and 3.
secure to terminal No. 3.
We will now cut out with a pair of scissors four
thin brass discs, through each of which four small
holes are bored , as shown in Fig . 7, the central hole

in . thick , and two 3 -16ths in . each in thickness.

being just large enough to allow the insertion of a
thin knitting-needle. These discs are if ins. diam

eter, and when secured to the ends of the solenoids,
their duty is to arrest any undue friction that may

FIG . 3.

otherwise be caused by the scraping of the sliding
00011

Without detaching the paper tubes froin their
former, three of these rings are glued to each - a thin
ring in the centre, a thin one at one end , and a thick

Bracket

one at the other end. Fig. I depicts one of these

_clip .

solenoids ready for winding, and the different posi
tions of the rings. When thoroughly dry each
section is wound with about from ten to fourteen
layers ofNo. 26 D .C. C ., and when completed the two

TAOC

solenoids are bound together side by side by two

Fig . 8 .

brass bands, attached to each of which is an adjust

able clip for easy attachment of the mechanism to
the gas fixture. These clips are shown in Fig. 8,
and are made from thin sheet brass strips about 1 .in .
wide and 7 ins. in length . Each of these strips
have soldered to each end a piece of brass -in . by
t -in , and t- in . thick , one of these brass pieces for
each strip being tapped to receive the thread of a
small thumb-screw (which can be made from a

piece of rod), and through the other a hole is bored

Fig . 4

Je

cores (Fig . 4) against the interiors of the solenoids
while operating the bye- pass cock . We will now
secure two of the discs, one to each of the thick

rings of the solenoids, those rings to which the
The cores are cut from {-in. soft iron rod tho
roughly annealed , and are each 2 ins. in length
Through each end is drilled a hole in , in depth , and
of sufficient size to make a fairly tight fit for a piece
Fig . 5.

terminals are attached .

= =.

..

Fig . 6. –Wood Ring .
to allow of the insertion of the thumb-screw .
To the centre of each strip is attached a piece of
sheet brass f-in . by 21 ins., bent into the form of a
split tube, both sides having each a strip of fin .
brass, fin . by 1 in . As with the other pieces, one
of these is tapped for the thread of a thumb-screw ,
while through the other a plain hole is bored. Fig .
8 showsmethod ofbinding solenoids, and also shows
bracket clip below .
After binding the solenoids, each section is coupled
in the following manner : - The finishing ends of the

Fig. 7.

of very thin knitting-needle , which is afterwards
soldered thereto . From one end a piece of needle pro
trudes it ins., and from the other protrudes a piece

If ins. long. To the extremity of this latter piece,
after slipping on one of the remaining discs, is sol
4 and 5. O ,
dered a split joint as shown in Figs.
short needle ; a, core ; c, longer needle ; d , split
joint or fork ; e, disc or bearing.
Wemay now complete one solenoid by catching
hold of the core at the split joint d and lowering
within one solenoid until the needle at the opposite
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extremity protrudes through its respective disc or

scribing them " on " and " off.” The bye-passwheel

bearing , afterwards screwing into place the disc E ,
taking great care, however, that the core moves
quite freely . Then likewise proceed with the other
solenoid , and, when complete, clip the whole to the
gas fixture, and couple with levers AA , Fig . 3.
To the bye-pass cock is securely attached the pivot
wheel B with the coupling levers AA, Fig. 3, taking
care that when the levers are level as in sketch (Fig .

must move as freely as possible, with freedom

3) the gas is only half on. The cable for trans

loco you described in your valuable paper some time
ago . This is my second attempt at loco building, the
first one being a failure. I have gained a lot of
experience, which I consider very valuable. The
engine is 16 ins. long, and about 8 ins. high , and the

mitting the electric current to the respective pairs
of sections consists of three wires of No. 20 indoor
bell wire twisted together ; one is the carbon wire,
that is, the wire attached to the carbon terminal of
our cells, the other end being connected to the finish
ing ends of the wires of all sections (No, i terminal).
We will now fit up two pushes (or a two-way
switch if one on hand). One of the pushes, which
we will call No. 1 — the same applies to one of the
segments of the switch, the lever being connected
to the zinc of our cells — is connected by one wire

from leakage. - .Yours truly,

E . RANKIN .

A Simple Model Locomotive.
To the Editor Of The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, — I beg to enclose photo of a tank loco ,
which I have built up on the lines of a simple model

to No. 2 terminal ; a short piece of wire connecting

Fig . 9.
the other terminal of this push to one of the ter
minals of press No. 2 and zinc of cells ; the third

A SIMPLE MODEL LOCOMOTIVE.

wire is now connected from the other terminal of
No. 2 press to No. 3 of the solenoids. Of course , for
a neat job the wire niust be hidden from sight as
much as is practicable ; and, needless to say, for
this arrangement there must at all times be a tiny

boiler is 3 ins. diameter and 9 ins: long. The loco

spark glowing froin the bye-pass.
On pressing one of the pushes (that is, if every
thing is followed out correctly ), the illumination
- prior to closing one of the circuits being only one

half - will suddenly be raised to its full capacity , or

goes very well, and I have had it pulling a load
of about 20 lbs. Thinking this may prove interest.
ing to other amateurs like myself. - Yours faith
fully ,

W . C . S.

Manchester.

A Cardboard Model Locomotive.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , -- The model
locomotive, of which I send

you a photograph , was made
bymy father someeightyears
ago. It is constructed almost
entirely of cardboard - only
simple tools being used . The
wheels , axles, buffers, chim
ney , and someof theother cir

cular details are made of hard
wood , these portions being, of

course, turned in a lathe. The

model is made to a scale of
Å -in , to a foot, and is a work
ing model so far that it runs
on the rails.
The design is somewhat of
the G . W . R . “ Achilles " type.

The idea of themodel was to
MR. P . W . W . FELL'S CARDBOARD MODEL LOCOMOTIVE.
exhibit the outside appear
can be so adjusted by operating the pushes together
ance of a proper working model which was con
to any extentdesired , from the spark to the full illu
mination ; whilst on pressing the other, the light
will suddenly decrease to the spark again . After
the first trial, the pushes can be determined by in

templated ,and from small beginnings the cardboard
model gradually developed into a rather elaborate
affair.- - Yours truly ,
P . W . W . FELL.
Datchet.
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( 1) Yes . In large pumps the angles of the blades or vanes have

Queries and Replies.

a certain influence over the discharge and the speed; but the value

( Attenlion is especially directed to the first condition given below .
and no notice will be taken of Queries 11ot complyingwith the

directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked
on theNotopother
left-hand
of the
envelope
Query
Department."
matterscorner
but those
relating
to the "Queries

should be enclosed in the sameenvelope.
by post under the following conditions ( 1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's nameMUST b . in
scribed onpossible,
the back.
( 2 ) Queries
should sketches,
be accompanied,
wherever
with fully
dimensioned
and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for

Queries on subjects within the scope of this journalare replied to

reference. (3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (notpost-card )
should invariably be enclosed, (4 ) Queries will be answered

of this angle varies somewhat from a theoretical to a practica
standpoint in a model, and it would be difficult to frame a rule that
will apply to these small machines , they having so many points at
variance with their prototype, and the result, instead of being
desirable,
might probably be the reverse (see " Centrifugal Pumps,
Turbines, and Water Motors," by Charles Innes), in which will be
found the necessary calculations, this being too long a subject to

deal with fully in these columns. (2 ) In large machines the smaller
the angle of the vanes the higher the requisite speed, and vice versa .
The angle of50 degs. was adopted in the pump described to reduce
the speed as much as possible, and yet give the vanes or blades
sufficient curve to accelerate the water uniformly, and so prevent
shocks and broken currents or eddies in the impeller.

(9444] Small Power Boiler. N . T. (Cardiff) writes : Would
you kindly give me a few particulars of a multi- tubular boiler (such

asearlyusually
as possible
receipt,
of a few . days
must
elapseafter
before
the but
Replyan caninterval
be forwarded
(5 )

as is used on light steam cars) of about ; h .- P ., ordinary petroleum
being
used as fuel. Would that be too large a boiler for a 25 - 35
vertical engine ? If possible , I should like one or two sketches

Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks must elapse before the
Reply can
be published . (6 The
Replies bein addressed
this columnto
cannot
be guaranteed.
) ANIinsertion
Queriesofshould
The Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER , 35 to 39, Temple House,

showing position and number of tubes.
See page 93 of our issue of July 23rd for particulars of a boiler to
suit your engine. The shell in your case may be 12 ins. diameter ,

Tallis Street, London, E .C .)
The followingare
selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recentig : (9401] Three -Wire System - Boostersand Balancers. E . E .
C . (Stockton -on - Tees) writes : Can you oblige me with a sketch of
the connections from dynamos and boosters to the switchboard for

made
set oftubewater-gauges
for a through
modelboiler,
the 1-outside
of the aglass
is in thehole
the tube
16th in diameter
. I find

a three-wire system , or, if this is too much to ask, can you recom
mend me a book in which I can find the same ?

several times by opening the bottom tap and closing the top tap,

and be 15 ins. high , having about 80 to 100 tubes in . diameter.
Burners should be four or five 3-in. " Primus " burners. Tubes
should be more or less equally spaced .

(9491) Small Water Gauges. J . C . (Mirfield) writes : I have
when I got steam up in the boiler that they are not to be relied upon ,

asThethey
register in . in tube when the boiler was nearly empty .
holes in the taps and plug were notmade up, as I tested them

The sketch will show the connec .
Fuse or

cut-out. Swilch + Bus bar

the pressure in the same way. On
the three-wire system , balancers are
used as shown below to keep the
pressure steady and equal on either
side of the middle wire. It will be
seen that either machine A or B

voltage,
circuits. and thus balancing the two
(9473] H . E . Lamp. W . H . H .
(Liverpool) writes : I have a 6 -volt

lamp, which I wish to use as an

Middle bus bar
- Bus bar

lo

system is above or below the normal

버그

acts as a dynamo or motor, as the
case may be, when its side of the

Vol220 220
_v

tions between generators and switch
board and mains, etc. Boosters are
primarily motor generators, and are
connected up to the mains for raising

Fuse Switch

intermittent light. Would you kindly
say which would be the best way of
connecting Leclanché batteries (No.
2 ) to light above lamp to give a good

light, say, for ten minutes, if pos

Lamaso oLe
Quer, N°404
sible ? I have been trying it on six Leclanchis, but only
got a dull light and that for a few seconds only. I under
stand from your book that the voltage is I'5 . Therefore, I cannot
understand 6 not making 6 volts, because I was afraid of more
fusing the lamp. Is there any method of finding out whether I
have an ordinary or H . E . lamp ?

Six cells in series should be sufficient, provided the lamp does not
take
too much current, in which case you must couple up 6 sets of
two in paralel, in series, or get another lamp which is more efficient.
Are you sure the lamp is 6 -volt and not more ? You can only

ascertain
whether the lamp has a high efficiency or not by finding
outwhat current it takes per candle-power.
19392] Centrifugal Pumps, C . F . C . (Lincoln ) writes : Re
centrifugal pump which appeared in the July 23rd number would
you kindly explain the following queries :- ( I) Do not the angles

of the vanes vary with the speed the disc is intended to run ; if

so bow will this be set out and determined ? (2) Why should the
angle of 50 degs. beadopted in the pump described ? Can I trespass
upon your kindness in requesting a little light to be thrown upon

this point ?

no one cumps* ° 0 0 6 7
Լց: ուի: *

Query No Shol.

and vice versa. If you can give me any advice how to remedy the
inaccurateness, I should be much obliged, as I have spent much
time in making them and do not want to throw them away if it is
possible
to make them correct.
Water gauges,

to be thoroughly reliable , should have 5 -32nds
passage throughout, at least, and we do not think it possible into.
make a success of a gauge with a glass baving such a small internal
diameter as you have provided for yours.
fo 2001 Sail Plans for Model Yacht. W . T . (Seven Kings,

Essex) writes : I am building a model yachtdesigned by Mr. Wilson
Theobald , in your issues of August ist and 15th , 1901 ; but there
is no sail plan . Should there be in any other number I will be glad
if you will kindly oblige by forwarding it. I have sail plan in the
issue of November 15th , 1901, but not for the above design .
Sail plans, with dimensions given , were shown in January ist,
1903,
issue of this journal.
(9462] Steam Car. A . T . (Wood Green ) writes : I shouid like to
construct a small steam car to carry three persons and accessories:
and

willbe greatly obliged

if you could
inform meon the following:
( 1) Bore and stroke of cylinders
; ( 2 ) general dimensions
of boiler

and pressure ; (3) general details of gearing.
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(1) 24surface
ins.by .31locomobile
ins. (two cylinders).
(2) 24 to 36(3) square
feetweof
heating
cannot help
you : see some type
bookifonoil fuel
the used.
subject atWeregret
the Patent
Office Library.

19397) Construction ofModel Yacht. J . M . A . (Eastbourne)
writes
: I am about to build a ro -rater model yacht, and have been
looking through the designs in THE MODEL ENGINEER , and think
that Mr. Paxton's, in Jan ., 1900, issue, is suitable. As I am not very

experienced
sort ofthickness
work, I should
tion.
What inis this
a suitable
for thelike
sidessomemore
of the boatinforma
? In
the description it leaves this to the judgment of the maker. I pre
sume
the
thickness
should
be
greater
at
the
stem
and
stern
.
What
should be the thickness of the fin , and should the grain run in any
particular way ? What thickness should the deck be ? Nothing
is said as to the fastening of the rudder. Is it advisable to use
some gear so that it is moved by the mainsail boom , or should some

othermethod
of fixing it in the desired position be adopted ?
The thickness of the hull of a ro -rater should be in . Along the
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lock , Manchester , write us saying that they are open to supply any

kind of wire that is made, in any quantity, both covered and un

covered .

Change of Business Premises.
Messrs. George & Co., late of Hamble South Hants, whose scale
permanent way is so well known to our readers interested in mode
railway building, have removed to new worksatNorthampton , which
Messrs. Bassett-Lowke & Co. have erected for them . The new
shops are, we understand, specially fitted up for the manufacture of

permanent way, & c ., and all correspondence with respect to these
fittings shold be addressed to Messrs. Bassett-Lowke & Co., Kings
well Street, Northampton , who are sole agents and take the whole
of the goodsmade by Messrs. George & Co .

A New Pattern “ Hercules" Motor.
Street5 Works,
Mr. HenryofButler,
us a
photograph
Herculessends
a new of Whiston
twin -cylinder
h.-p. “ Derby,
" motor

MR. HENRY BUTLER 's TWIN -CYLINDER “ HERCULES ” MOTOR BICYCLE.
edges where the deck is to be fastened, it should be left about 1 in .
wide for a depth of in . More wood should be left at the stem to

give a good support for bowsprit. At the stern this is not so neces
sary,
butareit should
be leftthea trifle
bottom , where
the fins
to be hung,
woodthicker.
should beAlongin,thethick

ot
about i in . Thickness of fin depends on material, forif ofa width
brass
sheet
about 1- 16th in . ; for wood, 3- 16ths in . to 1 in ., according
to
strength . Grain must run downwards
from hull to lead Deck ,
if well supported with strong beams for mast, & c., may be in , or
even thinner. There have been many automatic steering gears
described in THE MODEL ENGINEER, any of which would suit.

The News of the Trade.
be pleased to receive for review under ths
Editor will
[Theheading,
samples and particulars of new tools , apparatus
and materials for amateur use. It must be understood tha
these reviews are free expressions of Editorial opinion , no
of any kind being required or accepted. The Editor
payment
reserves the right to criticise or commend according to the
merits of the goods submitted , or to abstain from inserting a
Terview in any case where the goods are not of sufficient interest
to his readers.)
Reviews
distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Edhortal Inspection of the goods noticed .

Wire for Electrical Work .

reply Company,
to a correspondentin
recentissue,
the Univer
salNoticing
Electric ourSupply
60, Brook aStreet,
Chorlton-on-Med

bicycle,cycling
recentlyreaders.
turned The
outmotor
by hishasfirmcylinders
, which 3will
our
motor
ins, interest
in diameter
by
3-in
.
stroke,
thegear
being
31
to
1,
and
at
a
speed
of
2000
revolu
tions per minute fifty miles is said to be obtained. The motor

bicycle weighs 145 lb .

Slotted Faceplates for the Lathe.
Mr. A . Firth, engineer and toolmaker, Cleckheaton , York , sends

us an excellent sample of a 5 -in . slotted faceplate, turned and

tapped
for the
in all
sizes
fromready
41 ins.
to 18lathe,
ins. saying
diameter.thatA helistisofopen
tools toandsupply
appliances
finished will be sent to any reader on receipt of a stamp to cover
postage.

New Catalogues and Lists.
Schofield & Sons, go , Tiber Street, Liverpool, wholesale manu
of
facturers ofmodel yacht and ships' fittings, have sent us a copy for
their trade list. The retail model engine houses should write

this list, enclosing their trade cards.
J. Wright,
318, Upper
” of
Mr.A .Wright's
catalogue
has justStreet,
come London,
to hand. N .It- Section
comprises“ Cprices

and particulars of electrical supplies in general - bells, batteries,
wire, and other materials, lamp-holders, telephones, and electrical
instruments, pocket flashlights, and model electric tramways. We
can recommend this iist to our electrical readers.

an
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The Editor' s Page.
DEFERRING to the publication , in sheet form
suitable for mounting on cards for office or
workshop use, of the very complete table
of small screws and wire gauges, compiled by Lieut.
Col. A . H . Bagnold , R .E ., which we included in our
issue of September 3rd , wemay draw the attention of
1

those of our readers who have not obtained a copy

of this table, that the limited edition is now nearly
exhausted . To preventdisappointment, application
should at once be made to the Manager, MODEL
ENGINEER , 35 to 39, Temple House, Tallis Street,
E .C ., the price of the sheets being 3d ., post free.
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F . A . S. (Detroit, U .S . A ). - Your letter received .
We will look into the matter and see if it is
possible for us to reproduce photographs of the
articles you send us.
G . T . F . (Liverpool). — Theminiature tools received .
Wewill very likely make photographs of them
for reproduction .

A . T. D . ( Birkenhead).-- We can recommend you to
purchase the whole of the back numbers des
cribing the “ Dunalastair ” model locomotive.
W . C . S . (Sydney ). - Your letter will be made use
cf as soon as space permits. It appears to be

a very practical suggestion.

Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only , and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It

all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended

of letters on the subject of standard scales and
gauges for model locomotives, we feel that there
are many readers, whose opinions should carry
weight with others of less experience, who have
not yet written to us upon the subject. Before we
insert our article, we should be very glad to hear
from these model locomotive enthusiasts.

We learn from the Turner Motor Manufacturing
Cumpar:y, Ltd ., of Wolverhampton, that the burner
made by Mr. H . R . Ricardo to work the flash
boiler and engine illustrated in our issue of August
27th , is a copy in miniature of the “ Miesse ” oil
burner, of which the patent rights for Great Britain
and the Colonies are held by the above-named Com
pany. Readers of our journal are, therefore, legally
bound to make termswith the Turner Motor Com
pany before they can manufacture the burner illus
trated . When we accepted the article , we had no

intimation that theburner was a copy of a patented
article, and, therefore, we did not make any special

reference to it at the time.

Answers to Correspondents.
E . T. (Wakefield ). — These cannot be charged like
accumulators ; they need refilling.
L . G . C . (Siracusa ). - Write to Mr. James Mackenzie ,
17, Benson Avenue, East Ham , London, E ., for
castings for the Model Compound Undertype

Engine of the design given on our coloured plate.
W . A . W . (Birmingham ). - Our table of screw and

should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expecced or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so bymaking an appointment in advance.

This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s, per
annum ,payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Postal
Order.

Advertisement ratesmay be had on application toithe Advertise
ment Manager .

HOW TO A DRESS LETTERS.
All corres vondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c., for review , to be addressed
to THE EDITOR, “ The Model Engineer," 35 to 39, Temple House,
Tallis Street, London , E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Engi
Tallis Street, London, E .C .
neer," 35 to 39, Temple House,
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to the Publishers, Dawbarn & Ward ,
Limited, 6 , Farringdon Avenue, London , E .C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and

Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York , U .S. A ., to whom

all subscriptions from these countries should beaddressed.
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A Steam - driven Zoetrope .

By M .D.'

A STEAM -DRIVEN ZOETROPE.
THIS installation presents several points of inte
rest in so far as the engine is a very small one,
doing something useful which could not be
done nearly so well by hand, and that having a
force-pump it can work so long as the fire is kept
going with practically no attention .
The boiler, a horizontal brass one, 4 ins. long and
2 } ins. in diameter, is over twenty years old , and
has driven several engines before the present one.
The firebox, which serves as a stand, is a piece of an
old brass door -plate, bent round the front and sides
and open behind . The fittings consist of a man
hole, weight lever safety -valve blowing off at 10 lbs.,
steam -tap to engine, two pet-cocks, and force-pump
delivery tap.
The engine has two single-action cylinders, -in .
bore, 4 -in , stroke with spring seats, which were orig
inally part of a loco purchased in 1883. They now I

drive two heavy flywheels mounted on a pair of
standard bearings. The old pistons have been done
away with , and trunk pistons - a sliding fit, without
any packing - have been substituted . This method
shows a marked increase ofefficiency .
On the shaft connecting the flywheels is an eccen
tric, which works the pump. This is in . bore, and
à in . stroke, with a copper plunger a sliding fit in the
barrel, and made pressure -tight with a gland packed
with cotton wick . The valves are two Lucas
bicycle tyre valves, and work very well indeed . On

the water delivery is a test- cock , so that the pump

may be started without difficulty even against full
pressure of steam . This pump will put half an
ounce of water per minute into the boiler at full
speed , nearly twice the amount necessary for the

consumption of the engine, without making the
slightest difference to the power available ; the
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only point one notices is that even with a fierce fire
the safety - valve never blows off.

The fire is a painter's blowlamp, burning ordinary
petrol; it consumes a- quarter of a pint per hour at
the cost of one penny . If burning too fiercely , a
little cold water is put in the trough round the
burner, and by this means any degree of fire can
easily be maintained .

The Society ofModel Engineers.
(Reports
of meetings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par.
ticular
issue of received a clear nine days before its actual
date of publication .)

London .
On Thursday, September 24th , the first indoor

The zoetrope is 7 ins. in diameter, and runs on a
central needle bearing ; it is worked from one of the
engine flywheels by a tape belt. This drives an
intermediate wheel having two steps, one carrying

meeting of the Society for the winter Session was
held , at the Holborn Town Hall, Gray's Inn Road,

the belt and the other just touching the periphery
of the zoetrope . To get a good illumination an
oil-lamp is supported in themiddle of the zoetrope

The formal business consisted of the reading of
the minutes, and announcements of future meet

about 70 members being present, Mr. W . T. Bash
ford taking the chair.

in a cigarette-tin , one half of which has been cut

ings, and an appeal for practical papers on model

away ; the other half acting as a reflector.

likely be held in January next, and the Committee

The best images are obtained when the zoetrope
is running at 100 revolutions per minute, and this
means an engine speed of650 .
There are twenty -four different series of images
to be seen , and to run through these on a winter's
evening, with the knowledge that there need be no
anxiety about burning the boiler, forms quite an in

teresting entertainment.

engineering subjects.

The Conversazione will most

are considering the desirability of holding a Model

making Competition at the end of the season .
The chief feature of the evening was the model
exhibits, which were numerous, and included a splen
did partly finished model “ Dunalastair " loco .
motive to # in . scale, tools, and undertype casting
lists by Mr. James Mackenzie; model G . W . R . " At
bara " locomotive to the same scale by W . T . Bash
ford ;model locomotive boiler by H .C . Willis; a model

A One-Man Electric Tramcar.

railway wagon ; a volt and ammeter mounted on a

THE one-man tramcar, the trials of which have
now been brought to a successful close, in use

switchboard by Mr. H . G . Riddle; model 2 -in . gauge
N .L . R . locomotive by Messrs. Bassett-Lowke and
Co., which was shown working on the Society 's

at Southport, will it is considered be found useful
in the less busy times and seasons, when as we
understand the large two - deck cars do not

pay. To overcome this difficulty, and yet pro
vide good accommodation and a frequent ser
vice for such passengers as there were, Mr. J.

S. Raworth , the chairman of the Southport
Tramways Company, designed the above-men
tioned one-man car, which costs a great deal less in
operation than the ordinary large car. The one-man
car weighs about 41 tons, and is capable of seating
twenty passengers. It is fitted with hand and elec
tric brakes, and a single official acts as driver and

conductor both rolled into one. Passengers enter

the car by the driver's platform and put their fares
in a box. The rear step is folded up and locked by a
gate. Between the part of the platform occupied
by the driver and the entrance to the body of the
car is a bar which , on being lifted to admit pas

sengers, temporarily cuts off the current; or, in the
event of the driver becoming incapacitated from
any cause , and anyone going to his assistance, the
lifting of the bar stops the car. The car cannot be

started until the gate is closed . Very little force is

track . Mr. A . P . Whatley's 3-in . scale tank engine,
Mr. Bowling's locomotive, and themodel locomotive
“ Ecclesbourne," described on another page, were
also exhibited at work on the track . Mr. H . Hilders
ley brought a miniature model G . N . R . locomotive,
which can be carried in the waistcoat pocket; and
Mr. J. C . Taylor showed his partly finished model
road roller. Altogether, the evening was a very
successful one, and several new members were
enrolled .

FuturE MEETINGS. - The next meeting will be
held on Thursday, October 15th , on which date a
paper by Mr. J. E . Clogg and H . Hildersley will be
read on the subject of “ Silver soldering.” On

Thursday, November 12th , the Annual General
Meeting will take place in the Committee Room ,
Holborn Town Hall, at 7 p . m . A good show of
models is desired at each meeting, and readers who
would like to join the Society are cordially invited .
- HENRY GREENLY , Hon. Sec., 2, Upper Chadwell

Street, Myddelton Square, London, E .C .

Provincial Societies.

required to operate the controller handle, and every

position of the handle agrees with a certain speed of
the car. The forward position gives full speed , and
the backward position no speed . Therefore, to
stop the car it is necessary only to pull back the
handle .

To READERS IN BUXTON . - It is desired that

notice shall be given to readers of the M .E . of an
effort to form a Local Society in Buxton and the
neighbourhood. Mr. S . James, Fountain Street,
Buxton , Derbyshire, will be glad to receive letters
from model engineers who will support the scheme.

New ATLANTIC RECORD. - The North German
liner Deutschland has lowered the Atlantic record
by 3 mins., having crossed in 5 days, 11 hrs. 54 secs .
The vessel now holds both the eastern and the
western records. The new record cuts 29 mins. off

the previous western record , and gives an average

speed of 23:15 knots. The best day gave a run of
583 miles,

A BROWN bronze dip for coating small hardware
articles is made of 1 lb . of iron scales, i lb . of
arsenic, 1 lb . of muriatic (hydrochloric) acid , and
10 Ozs. of solid zinc. The zinc should be kept in
only when the bath is used. The castings must be

perfectly free from sand and grease.
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in it. Pour in the batteries, and then close the

dastred , accord

circuit for about a quarter-of-an -hour, afterwards
leaving the cells for at least twelve hours, when they
will be ready to use again . If the current is not
quite sufficient it can be augmented by putting an

ing to merit. All matter intended for this column should be
marked " WORKSHOP " on the envelope.)
A Taper furning Attachment for the Lathe.
By C . HAWKINS.

thebatteries begin to weaken , add a little inore salt
and give them a rest, when they will regain their
former strength .

1 Readers are invited to contribute short practical Mems for this

column, based on their own workshop experlonce.
contributions will be paid for on publication ,

Accepted

The accompanying sketches represent a handy
and easily made appliance for providing lathes
(which are not provided with an offset tailstock )
with a taper turning arrangement. It is readily
adjusted, and can be set to produce the required
taper in a few minutes.

Fig 1.

extra zinc rod in one or two of the batteries. When

A Substitute for an Emery Wheel.
By H . G . T.
Emery wheels are an expensive item in the
amateur's workshop ; really effective substitutes
inay be made as follows : - Turn in the lathe wood

Fig . 2.

W

B

Fig . 3.

AN ATTACHMENT FOR TAPER TURNING .
wheels fin . smaller in diameter than the emery
The casting A is made from a gland pattern , and
wheel required , but full width . Cut a strip of in .
is bored to fit the tailstock spindle S , and is fastened
leather the width of the wheel, which is then glued
by a setscrew as shown. In the casting a groove is
and the leather fastened on with wood pegs made of
planed or filed about 1 in . deep into which a forging
match sticks. When the glue is set, glass -paper the
B is made a sliding fit. It will be seen that this
leather to give smooth surface, then glue the leather
piecehas slotted ends foradjustment, and is fastened
all round and dip in emery powder ; when set, re
in position by two setscrews. The steel centre is
either screwed into B , or may be made a driving fit
into B as shown (Fig . 3), the back to be filed flush .
Care should be taken to make the groove central,
i.E., half above and half below the line of centres,
Emery
so that the new centre will be the proper height.
Wood
palley
Metal Turning Notes .
By W . G . B .
When square-centreing steel forgings, & c., for
und the
turning, the sharp bits formedwarind and aroove
by
to rem
hole , which are rather awk
Angle
wiping, will fall off if the end of the work be dipped
plats
in “ soda -water," the same as used for a turning
lubricant. Also , the annoying jarring which often
accompanies the turning of work of fairly large
diameter , when a heavy cut is taken , can generally
carrier and the driving pin .

be abated by placing a pad of waste between the
A SUBSTITUTE FOR AN EMERY WHEEL.

A Hint to Users of Leclanche Batteries.
By G . W . MORTIMER.
There may be many, like myself, who are large
users of Leclanché batteries. To keep on re
charging the batteries is an expensive item for any

with slender pockets, so this hint may not be wasted .
I have used salt and rain -water for a considerable
time now and find it quite as good as salammoniac.
The best way to recharge them is as follows :
Measure out the quantity of rain -water that you
require, and then dissolve as much salt as possible

peat. The sides of the wheel may be treated in a
similar manner if so desired ; the emery may be
renewed at any time.
Bore a hole through centre of wheel, cut a thread
on spindle, and fix wheel on with a nut each side ;
centre punch ends of spindle. The wheel may now
be run between lathe centresby driver chuck , or two
angle plates may be forged as in illustration, centre
points and a wooden pulley turned and fitted , and
the wheel driven by a strap from the treadle-gear.
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The Latest in Engineering ,
Turbine Engines for Atlantic Liners - The

Technical Instruction for Great Western

Cunard Steamship Company has, we understand,
been consulting with some British and German ship

Railway Apprentices. - In order to encourage ap
prentices to gain a sound knowledge of technical

building and engineering firms with respect to the
adoption of turbine engines on board the two new
huge liners which the company are about to build .
Apparently , a serious difficulty has arisen in refer

science , the Great Western Railway Company offer

ence to the adoption of ordinary engines, as the
shafting necessary to ensure twenty- five knots
hourly continuous steaming for six days would be
enormous. Calculations that have been made
indicate that turbines would give a saving in weight
of nearly 3000 tons, besides reducing the engine
room staff. The Cunard Company, it is understood,
has not yet arrived at a definite decision.
The New Westinghouse Railway Coupler. Mr. George Westinghouse has invented a new
coupler, which combines in itself and automatically
performs the functions of all the various couplers,
buffers, electrical cables, and hoses which must be

joined between two electric cars. The new device,

which is being shown by the Westinghouse Brake
Company at their King's Cross works, is entirely con
trolled from a single handle. Turning this handle
to one position sets the coupler ready to engage
automatically with the similar coupler on another
car as soon as the two come in contact. A slight
further turn of the handle opens the air-brake cock ,
and the train is now completely connected up and
ready to start. A single turn of the same handle
serves to shut the cock of the air-brake, and then to
disengage the couplers, leaving the cars free to
separate .
Electrical Signalling on the N . E . R – The
North -Eastern Railway have recently installed at
one of their most important junctions at York a
system of electric power signalling similar to that
in operation at the present time on the London and

North -Western at Crewe. The system is to be
brought into use on Sunday, the 20th September.
It is being installed by the Railway Signalling Com
pany, Ltd ., of Fazakerley , Liverpool, and consists
of the application of electric power to the operation
of the signal points in substitution for manual
mechanism . The installation at Severn 's Junction
is undertaken with a view to effect economy of
labour in the signal cabin along with increased
efficiency and expedition of working. No new prin
ciple is introduced into themethod of signalling, but
the operations will be conducted at an enormously
accelerated speed , while the distinctly hard work of
the signalman under the existing system will be
eliminated . There are no less than sixty -three

signals and fifty -one pairs of points connected with
the cabin, and the lever frame is supplied with 133
levers. The latter are all of miniature size, thus
enabling a much smaller cabin to be used than

would be requisite under the old system for so great
an amount of work . The most distant signal is
three-quarters of a mile from the cabin , yet the
whole of the operations can be conducted at a mini
mum of labour in working the levers. The signals
will, as heretofore , be lighted by gas ; atCrewe they
are lighted by electricity , with the advantage to the
operator thathe can switch on all his lights without
delay in the event of sudden darkness or fog.

facilities in conjunction with the Swindon Education

Committee, for a limited number of selected stud
ents to attend day classes at the Technical School.
Candidates must be registered apprentices between
17 and 18 years of age. They must have spent
at least one year in the factory , and inust have
regularly attended for at least one session in the
preparatory group of evening classes at the Tech
nical School. The number of studentships will be
limited to thirty at any one time, in groups as follows ,
for a three years' course :-- First year's course ,
fifteen students ; second year 's course , nine stu
dents ; third year's course , six students. For each
year's course there will be a competitive examina
tion , successful students passing on from one year' s
course to the next. The course of study for each
year will consist of practical mathematics, practical
mechanics, geometrical and machine drawing , heat,
electricity and chemistry . Those attending the
classes will have their wages paid as if at work in
the factory , and the Great Western Railway Com
pany will pay their school fees. The students at
tending the day classes will be expected to give
some time each evening to private study . They
should devote themselves particularly to the pre
scribed course , so as to obtain a thorough know
ledge of a few of the most important subjects rather
than a smattering of a great number . Students
who distinguish themselves will be allowed to spend
part of their last year in the drawing office and
chemical laboratory.
A New Turbine Channel Steamer. - The Lon
don Brighton ,and South Coast Railway Company's
new turbine steamer, Brighton , recently made her
official trial trips . The times were 3 hours 3 mins.
from Newhaven to Dieppe, a distance of 64 knots,
and 3 hours 2 mins . from Dieppe to Newhaven .
The sea was choppy, and the conditions not too
favourable ; but the vessel behaved splendidly
with an exceptional absence of vibration . The
new steamer carries over 1000 passengers, as com
pared with about 900 carried in the Arundel. The

main engines in the Brighton consist of three
separate turbines, each driving its own line of
shafting - the centre turbine at high pressure, and
the two side ones at low pressure. When going
ahead in ordinary work the steam is admitted to
the high - pressure turbine, and after expansion
there passes to the low - pressure turbines, and then
to the condensers , the total ratio of expansion being
much greater than in triple - expansion recipro
cating engines . In the ordinary steaming speed of
the Brighton the revolutions of the centre shaft
are about 500, and of the two side shafts 600 per
minute. Steam is supplied to the turbines by
four single -ended return tube boilers, constructed
by Messrs. Denny & Co., the working pressure

being 150 lbs. The dimensions of the new steamer

are 282 ft. by 34 ft.; depth , 15 ft . 21 ins.
to cross the Channel to Dieppe in three hours
three minutes.

Her gross register is 1,130 tons. She is timed
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It is advisable to finish the turning all at one
chucking, which must be securely done to stand a
broad-pointed tool clearing out the ring seatings,
and in this connection it may be wise to overhaul

By T . H . HAWLEY.

(Continued from page 495, Vol. VIII.)
XIV. - THE PISTON , CONNECTING -ROD , VALVES,
ETC .

the adjustment of lathe mandrel to prevent any
lift, as this would cause the grooves to be turned of
unequal width and depth , this fault being quite in
admissible, as it would then be impossible to get

the piston quite gas-tight, which is a most important

THE parts now required to complete the cylinder
1 portion of the motor are — the piston , con
necting-rod, the two valves with guides,
springs, and keyplate, and the three valve-chamber

2°868
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caps, or plugs. First in importance comes the
piston and rings, and here there is room for the
display of good workmanship , especially in the fit
ting of the rings to the piston grooves and to the
cylinder, and again in getting the bore for the cross
head pin at a true right-angle .
Full details of the piston are given in the draw
ings, Figs. 64 and 65, and the piston -ring in Fig . 63.
The piston casting should be cored out to finished

2 .868” _

size, so that there is no internal turning to be done,

-

Fig . 63.

Fig . 65.
matter in all small gas engines , and especially so
where a high degree of compression is aimed at.
It is also important that the sides of the grooves

are parallel, or square, to the bottom , and that
they are scraped perfectly smooth , so that our
rings may be a ground - in fit. To this end I have
found a tool cutting on each side only and ground
perfectly flat on top , as for brass, to be best; the
two cutting sides being first tested for parallelism
and the tool somewhat narrower than the finished
size of the groove, the finishing cuts being obtained
by m' ovement of the cross-slide handle, and the
width of the grooves controlled by a gauge-plate
filed out of a strip of sheet steel to the dimension
shown on the drawing.

To somereaders all this may appear quite elemen
tary and unnecessary instruction on a plain and

simple job ; but there are others who would surely
spoil the work unless such small matters were em
phasised ; and I must again repeat that to those

who are accustomed only to steam practice, work
manship which might pass as fairly good would , in

Fig . 64 .
and on the solid top a lug is cast for chucking pur
poses, which is afterwards cut away with the hack
saw . The cross-pin lugs must be cast in proper posi
tion to bring the distance right from centre of cross
head pin to piston top , or the compression space
will be altered .

the case of the petrolmotor, be distinctly poor.
Although rather away from the direct construc
tional process, I am induced by the above remark
and a remembrance of a few letters which have re
cently reached me from correspondents to make

a few remarks which may be of service to others who

are as yet only in the pattern -making stage.
One correspondent sends me well-made, full -size
tracings of this motor, and inquiries whether, at
two or three points in the design , there is not too
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much metal ? Well, I have previously enlarged on
the importance of keeping the walls of an air-cooled
motor as thin as possible consistent with strength ,
and also shown that an air-cooled motor is limited

First of all there is the pattern -making, then the
moulder' s skill, and equally or even more important
the character of iron used ; so that if all three
should be indifferent, a motor designed on the

in size and power by the over-heating effects, as,

finest lines would probably never get finished at all,
or, if it did , would fracture on first usage.

Consequently, when these three conditions are
unknown to the designer, it behoves him to sacrifice
something of high efficiency in his distribution of
metal to secure workable conditions on the average.

The cylinder drawings in the last article show the
wall as 3-16ths in . thick ; yet, in a motor I have

just been testing, the wall is 1- 16th in . thick only,
and yet it stands the stressof high compression and
consequent initial pressure on explosion perfectly ,
with corresponding advantages as to cooling effect.

- - -

-
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-
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Fig . 68.
Fig. 67.
But such a design would be ridiculous for any
amateur to attempt, and would simply be courting
failure, for, in the first place, long experimental
tests of an elaborate nature were undertaken to

determine the proper kinds and mixture of iron to
stand the pressure ; then the patterns were made
and re-made, improved upon at each stage, and
finally produced in a specialwhite metal alloy care
fully machined to the last half-ounce ; finally the
cylinders themselves were bored in automatic
turret-head lathes fitted with special elaborate jigs,
which did not permit a variation of a -thousandth

FIG . 66 .

part of an inch between one casting and another,
except it should be due to wear of the cutting tool,

unless the motor is kept moving through the atmo

which , again , would be removed by the adjustable

sphere at a high speed , the casting - especially about
the combustion chamber - gets so hot that, from

reamer which followed , this reamer being main
tained to sizeby gauge limits of 0'0005 ofan inch .
In such a case, the slightest approach to a flaw in
the casting would be fatal ; but, although this may
occur, and does occur, it is of no moment in a fac

causes given , the engine stops.
Now , in designing this motor, and fixing the thick
nessofmetal, I had many things to take into account.
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tory dealing with hundreds, but the amateur work
ing out a single machine with the best tools at his
command cannot expect to attain such results.
Hence, if I have erred in the design, it is on the

side of safety, and, if the more experienced amateur
cares to stake his own judgment, it is quite possible

straight hole will be better, the object in any case
anything working loose inside the cylinder ; conse
quently , the locking-screw itself must be a very
good fit, and the best makers usually adopt some
device for preventing it rotating and so working out,
as it is astonishing what a lot of damage this screw
can do if it gets astray.
The cross-pin forming the bearing for the con
necting-rod must be of case -hardened mild steel,and
it should be turned just a trifle shorter than the
diameter of the piston, so that both ends are quite
clear of the cylinder bore ; its head is slotted with
the hack -saw for tightening up by screwdriver, but
this pin should not be finished until the connecting
rod is ready, as it is easier to turn the pin to fit the
being to firmly fix the pin , and the danger being

hole than to enlarge the hole to fit the pin .
The piston-rings are turned out of cylindrica

- 21

Kik

o

castings formed of hard, but tough , close-grained
iron ; the size is given in Fig. 63, by which it will
be seen the rings are about double the thickness at
one side, the thickest portion being opposite to the
diagonal slot cut across to allow of the ring being

Imme

sprung into position, the amount of eccentricity to
allow for this variation in thickness being 1- 32nd
in ., and the proportion being rather exacting, as, if

w

15/16 _
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the difference is greater, the ring will likely break on
the thin side in stretching into position ; or, if the
fault is in the opposite direction of too much equali
sation of strength , the ring will not be springy
enough when working in the cylinder.
The connecting- rod (Fig . 66 ) is a simple enough
job in appearance , but it is not so in reality , for it
has a big duty to perform , and of a very exacting

F16 . 69 .
Fig . 70.
to safely pare away a lot ofmetal from the design I
have given , and yet retain enough strength , under
favourable conditions, as to metal and workman
ship . The points, however, which should not be
departed from are the internal measurements and
relative areas of combustion chamber and cylinder .
To resume the work in the piston ; it will be
noticed that the diameter at the centre is somewhat
less than at the two ends, and that the two ends are

a trifle less than the cylinder bore ; the latter is
and contraction , as without it the piston would
surely seize. The further reduction in the centre
assists in the lubricating oil reaching the piston
rings.
The cross-bore for the steel pin must be very
accurately centred by making a scribing line with
a point tool at the same chucking as the grooves
are turned , and then the opposite diametersmay be
necessary to allow of slight variation in expansion

the way for a larger one.
Itwill be noticed that the screwed end of the cross
pin is fin . diameter and the other end 7 -16ths in .
so a good plan is to enlarge to nearly fin . (tapping
size ) and then pass a reamer through to produce the
straight line ; next enlarge with another reamer to
full 7- 16ths in . on one side where the locking screw
is to come; this hole will then give clearance and
form a guide for the fin . tap.
Somemakers give a very slight taper to the plain
holé, which ensures the pin screwing up firm ; and
if a suitable tapered reamer is at hand this may be
done, but it will be necessary that the taper on the
pin itself shall be the same, otherwise the plain ,

-* --

found by division plate or any other convenient
method , and a small twist drill set through to clear

Fig . 71.
Fig . 72.
nature. In an engine of this size it is of vital im
portance that there shall be no binding action any
where ; yet all must be as nearly as possible a per

fect fit, so that there is no lost motion.
In the practice of the larger makers of small
motors nothing varies more than the connecting

rod in the matter of the metal employed , its form ,
weight, and treatment, and whether it shall be
bushed at the bearings with hard steelor phosphor

The Model Eogineer and Electrician .

As to which is preferable depends or will be con
no difficulty in the way, the hardened steel bush
should certainly be employed at the upper or piston
end ; but with regard to the big end the totalresults

trolled - by the capacity of themaker, though , with

might no doubt comeout better in phosphor-bronze,
because any inaccuracy of workmanship, or subse
quent distortion , would cause less binding action
and more quickly right itself than in the case of a
well-made hard steel bush being employed .
Similarly, the connecting-rod itself may be either
cast in phosphor -bronze , or in steel, or in malleable
iron , or it may be a drop forging in mild steel ; of
these, the phosphor-bronze or gunmetal casting is
the only thing available to the amateur, because
the rest are obtainable only in considerable quan
tities.

The only remark that appears necessary in rela
tion to the machining of the connecting-rod eye is

taper and inserted under pressure ; in any case,
provision must be made to prevent rotation under

The Electric Lighting of a
Private House.
By FREDERIC H . TAYLOR, Assoc.M .INST.E .E .
VI. - The Materials and Accessories Used .
(Continued from page 322.)
DISTRIBUTION BOARDS.
A S already pointed out in the earlier part of
these articles, a “ distribution board ” (or
“ distributing ” or “ cut-out board ” as it
is sometimes called ) is designed for the purpose
of collecting together as one piece of apparatus the
various circuit fuses controlling an installation , or,
controlling some section of an installation , such as

one of the floors of the house.
Distribution boards are commonly double-pole ,
and may have either the milled nut fuse terminals,
or, as is more usual, be provided with china spring
clip bridge pieces. Fig . 55 shows a six -way double

2006

to say that they must be parallel to each other, at
right-angles to the rod itself, and each bearing
exactly divided one-half each side an imaginary
centre line drawn through the entire length of the
face-view of the connecting-rod. If bushed , of
course, the bushes must be securely fixed by slight
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bronze, or simply case-hardened . As I have made
the drawings, the connecting-rod is bushed either
with gunmetal, phosphor-bronze, or hardened steel.

mo
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any ordinary circumstances, as it will be seen that
each bush has oil-holes drilled through to admit

oil from the splash lubrication ofthe crank chamber ;
but I am not in favour of this system , on account of

the danger of them working loose.

Figs. 67 and 68 show alternative designs for the
valves, same dimensions applying for inlet and
exhaust ; the only difference between the two is

that Fig. 67 has a screwed -on head of solid nickel,
whilst 68 is turned from one piece of steel.

Figs. 69 and 70 are the plugs covering the valves

and the cylinder cover centre. Of Figs. 69 we shall
require two, of Fig . 70 one only will be needed , this
plug being hollowed to accommodate the sparking
plug , whether placed centrally over the cylinder or
over the inlet valve. Fig . 69 is hollowed out, as
shown, in order to prevent retention of heat, and
both patterns have square heads, which will be
found preferable to the usual hexagon head for this

FIG . 55. - DOUBLE- POLE FUSE BOARD WITH MILLED
Nut TERMINALS.

purpose, as the expansion and contraction at the
immense heat attained has a great effect on screwed
work .
The centre of Fig . 70 is, of course, threaded to fit
whatever plug is used ; but the De Dion standard
of 11- 16ths in . diameter by 17 threads is now almost
universal.

the fuse -wire having been inserted in each way . In
this type of board it is obviously inconvenient to
replace a fuse which may have blown without first
throwing off the switch of that circuit owing to the
splutter of sparks which may occur as one puts the
fuse -wire under the terminal. China bridge pieces
with spring clips overcome this trouble , as the fuse
wire can first be inserted in the removable bridge.
and this then put back in its proper way on the

Figs. 71 and 72 almost explain themselves ; they
are simply gunmetal guides for the valve-rod me

pole board complete, and with milled nut terminals .

exhaust and inlet chambers and guiding the valves,
whilst Fig . 72 screws into the distribution gear box

board . Figs. 56 and 57 show respectively a com
plete board of this type (six -way , double-pole ) and
an enlarged view of one of the bridge pieces with its

on the crank chamber and guides the lifting rods

fuse-wire in position .

chanism ; Fig . 71 screwing into the underside of the
operating the valves, two of each pattern being
required .
(To be continued .)

An obdurate screw may sometiines be drawn by
applying a piece of red -hot iron to the head for a
minute or two, and immediately using the screw
driver .

The bus bars, or bars which form the common
connection for each way on either pole , are some
times provided with a screw nut connection , either
at front or back, and sometimes with a sweating
socket at back . Obviously , the latter arrangement
is by far the best. Frequently, the bus bar and also
the various circuit terminals are mounted on one

piece or “ panel ” of enamelled slate or glazed por
celain . An arrangement, which is electrically much
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better, is to mount each way on a separate panel,
these various panels being fixed on to one common

in Fig . 59, from which it will be noted that each way

piece of varnished teak

has a separate " panel " to itself.

The specification for a good class distribution
board suitable for high voltage work would be the

in a house are commonly chosen so that the runs of

following :

1. The positive and negative portions to be scpa
rated by an approved porcelain division piece, se
curely held in position. A polished teak frame to

shown in Fig. 58, and one of the fuse -ways is shown

Although the positions for the distribution boards

wiring are not unduly long, or so as to be as near as
possible central with regard to the lighting circuits
to be fed , these positions should be dry, readily
accessible, and such that the boards do not con
stitute an eyesore.

Cases sometimes arise, as for instance, in the
lighting of large conservatories and winter gardens.
where po dry position can be had , when it becomes
essential to use a watertight distribution board .
These are commonly contained in a cast-iron case,
with door closing on a rubher packing case. Owing
to the unavoidable condensation going on in such
a building due to the changes of temperature and
humidity of the atmosphere, the writer is of the
opinion that an ordinary distribution board inserted

Fig . 56 . - DOUBLE-POLE FUSE BOARD WITH SPRING CLIPS.

FIG . 59. — " SIMPLEX " FUSE -WAY.
.

Fig . 57. – FUSE -WAY FOR ABOVE BOARD .

surround the whole with a glass-framed door
to match , open back , and a lock and key.
2 . Each way to be mounted on a separate

porcelain slab , which slabs are to be secured
to two varnished teak battens.
3. Each bus bar to be provided with
· sweating socket.
4 . All conducting metal work to have sec
tional area for current density not exceeding
1000 amps. per sq . in . ; the density at the
actual area of the contacts not to exceed 300
amps. per sq . in ., with the maximum current
passing.

5. Length of break of fuse in no case to

be less than 24 ins. asmeasured between the
nearest conducting metal parts, and spring
clip bridge pieces only to be used .

Fig . 58. - " SIMPLEX " DOUBLE -POLE FUSE BOARD .

6 . Each fuse way is to be clearly labe!led to show
the circuits it feeds.
The last point is one which is hardly ever adopted
wiring contractor, and yet what an
by the average
endless
amount of
trouble and waste of timemay be
saved by its adoption , which costs practically
nothing.
The Simplex Steel Conduit Company have listed

a distribution board specially suited for use with
their conduit systems. An illustration of this is

in a suitable teak box, which has been made tho
roughly damp-proof by being pitch -lined through
out, is more satisfactory .
The fuses of all distribution boards should be

occasionally examined , as the small setscrews which
hold the fuse -wire in position may, by the vibration
which occurs to some extent in every house, become
slackened , and thus by bad contact cause the fuse
to blow . In such a case the fuse blows practically

speaking, at the terminal, whereas a bona fide ex
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cess of currentcauses the fuse to blow approximately

carry them instead ofbeing screwed . Such a method

in the centre of its length .

is, of course, essentially bad.
Holes for flexible cords — With the present ten

INCANDESCENT LAMPS. -- Although a very common

place article, the ordinary incandescent electric
lamp calls for several points which ought to be con
sidered .
A really good, well-made lamp is absolutely essen
tial if the installation is to have freedom from trouble

dency for fittings of a very light description flexible

and, although the writer is perfectly unbiassed in
thematter, preference generally goes to the British
made article.
Unlike many ordinary articles of daily use, the
inferiority of a bad lamp is not in any way apparent
to the ordinary layman , in fact, in somecases, hardly

It is the custom with many manufacturers to list
and sell fittings bare, that is to say, lampholders,
and shades, etc., are not included in the prices of the
fittings. It is desirable to see that the holders

so even to an expert.

The points to be looked for in a good lamp are:
uniform section . (3 ) Vitrite or a similar composi
tion for the fitting of the brass collar in preference

(1) A good vacuum . (2) A well-made filament of

to plaster. (4) Where small candle-power, high
voltage, or high efficiency necessitate a long or
mechanically weak filament, this should be “ an
chored ” or stayed .
Upon the efficiency of the lamps used depends, of
course, to a great extent the “ running " cost of the
installation for current. By " efficiency " one
means, of course, the ratio of the candle-power ob
tained to the electric energy supplied, and this is
commonly expressed as so many “ watts per candle
power.” A lamp'taking 3-5 watts per candle-power
would be considered of moderate efficiency . High
efficiency lampsmay be had as low as 2.5 watts per
candle -power.
As the efficiency is increased , the life of
the lamp is decreased , owing to the higher
working temperature of the filament. In
the early days, when only low voltages
were in use, people became accustomed to

the ordinary 100 -volt 16 c.-p . lamp with
its life approximately 1000 hours. In the
present day , however, with
higher voltages and a desire
for better efficiency, 800 hours
life is much more common . As
the lamp blackens through age,
it pays to throw it away and
get new , for although the con
sumption of current may be decreasing, the candle

power is decreasing at a far greater rate.
The question has often been raised as to whether
it pays better to use a low efficiency long-lived lamp
or to use a short-lived high efficiency lampand spend
more money in lamp renewals. From records of
actual tests, the writer is of the opinion that the
greater economy in " running " cost is obtained by

the adoption of the high efficiency lamp ; certainly,

with the ordinary ruling rates for electric current.
FITTINGS. - The term “ fittings ” is commonly ap
plied to electroliers, pendants, brackets, standards,
etc. Of these, there is, of course, an endless variety
of designs which is constantly being added to , and to
attempt a description even of a general nature

would occupy considerable space with but little

resulting good . There are, however, some few
points which should be looked to when choosing
electric light fittings, and amongst these may be

mentioned the following :
Parts soldered together. - In cheaply made brac
kets and electroliers, it is not uncommon to find
scrolls and nurls soldered on to the arms which

cord often forms an essential part of the design , and
care should be taken that any holes through which
the cord has to pass are properly bushed with

ebonite, ivorine, or other insulating material.

which are to be used are, if possible, supplied by the
samemaker in order that they may properly match
in colour with the rest of the fitting .
Unless it forms part of the design , flexible cord
should not be used to wire fittings. 3-23 or 3 -25
electrolier wire should be used , which is an ordinary
vulcanised wire with specially thin insulation .

A

better plan still, though one which is not always
possible, is to take the actual circuit wires right
through the fitting to the lampholder.

(To be continued.)

How to Make Vacuum Tubes.
By P . MIDDLETON.
I NOTICED in THE MODEL ENGINEER, some
few months ago, that a correspondent was
desirous of making a vacuum tube, and, as I

have successfully constructed one, I send you a

Fig . 1.

FIG . 2.
description of its manufacture, hoping that it may

be of use to him and other readers also .
The tube itself I made out of a test-tube about
15 c.m . long and 1'5 cm , diameter ; but, of course ,
there is no necessity to keep to this size or even
shape ; but, for simplicity , I will describe the
making of one to these dimensions.

The tube can be obtained at any large chemist's ;
would be best to get a dozen , costing about 6d.,
according to size. It is important to see that they
but as you are likely to break some (as I did ) it
are made of thin glass, or they are likely to crack

during the subsequent operations.
Having obtained the tube, and thoroughly
cleaned it, proceed to seal into the glass two plati
num wires (a process described later), as at A and B
(Fig . 1). Now , holding the tube at each end , and
horizontally, introduce the part marked C into the
flame of a spirit-lampor Bunsen burner, at the
same time turning it round so that it may become
evenly heated all round. When it begins to get
soft gently pull the ends asunder, and with a little
care you should get a tube of the shape shown in
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Fig . 2, with thenarrow part C about 2 mm . in diam

got it perfectly air-tight, fill the tube and

eter.

test-tube completely with pure , clean mercury

When the tube is cold insert a rubber cork in

with the aid of the funnel shown in Fig. 4. Now
- Wire

WWire.

Tube

ce

Wooden Blocks

FIG . 5.
Funnel.

FIG . 6 .
| Rubber

| Tube .

Thickness
of Tube

G' Rod

Glass

Rubber
Cork .

Plalinum

SoWire.
*

1 Bunsen
Flame.

T Glass
Tube

Glass

Fig . 7.

Tube

remove the funnel, and seeing that the long
glass tube is filled to the top, close it by pressing
your finger tightly over the end ; now invert the
whole apparatus, and place the end of the tube
under the surface of mercury in a basin (Fig. 3 ,
and remove your finger. The mercury will leave
the test- tube, and sink to a level L in the tube ,

leaving the space above it in the test-tube a fairly
good vacuum .
But here a word of warning. When inverting
the apparatus full of mercury , it must be remem

bered that the great weight of the mercury in the
test-tube is supported by the thin glass tube at C
(Fig . 2) ; the test-tube must, therefore , be sup
Rubber
Cork

ported during its transit, and the best method of

doing this is explained by Fig. 5. The vacuum
being created , all that is necessary is to seal up the

tube at C ; this may be done as follows :- While

the apparatus is still standing in the basin of mer

Basin

cury , direct the flame of a small mouth blowpipe
on to the part C (Fig. 3) ; as soon as the glass gets
soft it will be seen to bulge inwards due to the pres
sure of the air on the outside. Allow this bulging

Mercury

Fig . 3.

Fig . 4.

to continue, and it will completely seal up the
tube, which will then be finished , as depicted in
Fig . 6 .
To seal in the platinum wires, proceed as fol
lows :-- Cork up the test-tube (preferably with a
rubber cork ), and pass it rapidly two or three

times through the flame of the Bunsen burner in
the mouth D of the tube (Fig. 2), and into the
cork a long glass tube about 3 mm . internal
diameter , and at least 80 cm . long. Having

order to increase the pressure within ; now direct
the tip of the blowpipe flame towards the part ofthe
tube in which the platinum is to be sealed . When
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it gets hot it will bulge outwards (A , Fig . 7 ),and after

this bulging has assumed about the proportions
shown remove the flame.
Obtain a short piece of glass rod or tube, and hold
it in the flame till the end is red -hot ; touch it on to
the end of the bulge,when it will stick to it (Fig . 7,

Four Simple Locomotives.
DESCRIBED BY THE BUILDER.
(Continued from page 309.)

B ).

Removing them from the flame, and imme
diately pulling the glass rod from the tube the form
shown in Fig. 7, Č , will be obtained . When the
glass is cold ,make a nick , with a file at a (Fig . 7, C )
and break off the superfluous material ;, the opening
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TN the construction of the two models about to
be described , a 17/6 lathe and an old wood
turning lathe were used .
Locomotive No. 63, “ Ferndale," is a four-coupled
trailing bogie tank engine, rather different in general

thus obtained is shown in section in

Fig. 7, D . Into this opening place the
previously prepared platinum wires
(which should be bent to the shape

shown in Fig. 7, E ), and direct the
blowpipe flame upon it, when the glass
will melt and hermetically seal the
wire in its place.
It is essential that platinum wire
should be used , on account of its being
the only metalwhose co -efficient of ex
pansion is practically the same as
that of glass, being '0000088 ; (glass,
'00000886 ), otherwise thedifferentrates
of expansion would result in the
cracking of the glass. A tube made
by this method will give a good glow

on a {-in . spark -coil, and with a 6 -in .
spark-coil becomevery brilliant.
The making requires a little skill in
glass working, but there is no special
difficulty, and I hope the instructions
will enable anyone to construct a
vacuum tube, which, if it is not as

FERNDALE

THE THIRD MODEL LOCOMOTIVE — " FERNDALE, No. 63."
build to the preceding ones. The
framing, which is 14 ins. long, and
3 . ins. wide, is made in the same man
ner as the others from sheet tin . The
coupled wheels, which are 2 ins. diam
eter, are spaced 3 ins. apart, the over
hang at the leading end being 3 ins.
The bogie is nearly the same as that
of themain line engine, the only differ
ence being the wheel centres, which
are 2 ins. apart. The distance between
centre of rear coupled wheeland centre

ECCLESBOURNE

of bogie is 48 ins. All bearings are
pieces of in . sheet brass, soldered on .
The front pair of coupled wheels are
the drivers, the axle having a single
crank which is actuated by a double

acting oscillating cylinder, 4-in . bore,
17 -in . stroke, placed inside the frame
same pattern as the other engines.

and fitted with a reversing gear of the

good as shop -made articles, will prove the possi
bility of their construction at home.

The pipes are connected up in a slightly
which I think explains itself. Having the cylinder
inside allowsof the coupling rods being placed at

It is of interest to note that the original British

right-angles to each other ; the latter were at first
of brass, but have been replaced by iron ones.
The boiler is made of No. 12 sheet copper, 21 ins.

The LAST OF THE FOUR MODELS — “ ECCLESBOURNE, No. 124."

patent granted to the Hon. C . A . Parsons in 1884
for his steam turbine, has expired . Of course, as
in all real inventions, many modifications and im

different way, as shown in Fig . 10 ,

diameter and 74 ins. long. The longitudinal joint is
riveted , and the ends flanged the same way as the

so that his patents still controlmany of the essential

provements have been introduced by Mr. Parsons,
features in a satisfactory steam turbine capable of

goods engine, all joints being soldered . It is some
thing after the style ofMr. Smithies’ boilers, a sketch
of it being shown in Fig. via . It was originally
intended to be fired in the same manner as the

developing a high efficiency.

others, and went all right till I got the side tanks

Th . Modol Baginoor and Bloctrician.
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on , and then the trouble commenced . The tanks

prevented the hot fumes escaping, and the lamp
kept going out, so I therefore made a tin firebox
shaped casing like that used by Mr. Smithies on his
tank engine, and fixed it on, finding a fresh trouble .
The smokebox and chimney were soldered up, and
if I had let the hot fumes of the lamp go into this, the
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as there is no pump. The footplate fittings are less
in number than those of the tender engines, the
test cock at the bottom of gauge glass and the water
cock at the side being dispensed with . The revers
ing lever in the cab is rather awkward to get at for
driving, so I fixed a small auxiliary handle to the re

versing rod under the edge of frame, and this can be

result on the first trip would have been disastrous.
I did not care for the job of pulling the smokebox
and chimney all down again and making them up
afresh with riveted joints , so I adopted the simple
expedient of cutting the tin firebox casing short at
the end of the side tanks, and letting the hot gases

escape there, which arrangement acted very well,
as I was never troubled with lamps going out or
shortness of steam again (see Figs. 116 and 11c).
When the tin firebox was first put on, I fired her
by means of a six -burner spirit" lamp ; but just
lately I have done away with this, and have fixed up

a small paraffin blowlamp instead, similar (but

Fig . ria .

smaller) to that described by Mr. Caparn for his
steam -roller, in THE MODEL ENGINEER of April
2nd, 1903. It cannot be seen in the photo . A
rectangular tank is fitted into the coal bunker,
having a cycle-tyre valve and filling plug fitted to
it ; the pipe leading to the burner comes out under
neath and passes under the footplate into the firebox
where it is bent round to form the coil. There are
three turns | in . diameter and a piece of iron gauze
over the top to spread the flame. The burner is

simply a very tiny hole drilled in the pipe at the
eter, and has a small cock fixed on to regulate the
oil-supply, as the lamp, being so small, is liable to
bottom of the coil. The tubing is } in . inside diam

“ squirt " when first started . It works fairly well,
does not smoke, keeps about 15 lbs. of steam , and
needs no attention other than an occasional pump
up ; but if by chance the oil runs low and it goes out,
it makes a smell large enough for a full-sized loco
motive ; in fact, it " speaks for itself.”
The boiler mountings are pretty much the same

Fig , ub.

Cut off al end of
side Tank
This end

left opery

FIG . IIC.
DETAILS OF BOILER FOR THE " FERNDALE."
operated from outside. The regulator, blower, etc.,
are the sameas those of the goods loco. The usual
details are added - spring buffers, coupling chains,

CYLINDER.
from

lo

I Boiler

Chimney

guard irons, hand-rails , dummy sand and con
Slide plate denser pipes, lamp irons, & c. The whole is painted
for DA.
Il Mine lofor
D. A. green , lined black and red ; the name plates are
forward

Cylinder.
backward

Tipe
REVERGING GEAR.
Fır , 10 . - DETAILS OX MODEL LOCOMOTIVE
“ FERNDALE."

as the other engines. The chimney was originally
a built-up, straight, tin one, but has been replaced
by a brass casting, turned up and painted black ,

leaving the cap bright, like the Brighton engines
of Mr. Stroudley 's design. The safety -valve is
something like the old Great Northern , and is
shown in section in Fig . 12 , which needs no explain
ing. It unscrews, leaving a place to fill the boiler

aluminium , showing silver letters on a green ground,
and the number plates are brass, with the words,
“ Great Southern ."

A very similar locomotive to the one above de

scribed is the “ double-ender ” tank engine shown
in the last photo . She has leading and trailing
wheels if ins. diameter, and four-coupled drivers 21
ins. diameter. The frame is 15 ins. long and 34 ins.
wide, and is cut and bent in a similar manner to the
goods engine one. The cylinders are inside, and

drive the leading coupled wheels ; they are 9 -16ths
in. diameter and 14-in . stroke, single action oscillat
ing type, built up from pieces of drawn brass tubing.
The cranks on the driving axle are, of course, set at
180 degs., or right opposite to each other ; but the
outside coupling rods, which are of iron wire,
flattened and filed to shape are at right-angles, as in
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actual practice. This engine has the same kind of
reversing gear as the preceding ones, the manner in
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the road when coming into the straight, and always

which the pipes are arranged being shown in the

in the same direction as the curve. Since I fitted the
springs she has never been guilty of this act, and the

accompanying Figure (13).

pony, although design and workmanship are both

The leading driving and coupled axles have rigid

bearings, which are only pieces of } in . sheet brass

pretty rough, works very well.
The boiler, which is 21 ins. diameter and 9 ins.

long, is made from a piece of solid -drawn tube
1-16th in . thick , with two ends 3- 32nds in, thick ; a
Soldered"
down .

Fig . 12.- SAFETY VALVE
FOR MODEL LOCOMOTIVE

t -in . brass stay passes through the middle, having a
nut on each end, the ends of the stay being cut

“ FERNDALE."

well sweated with solder. It is exactly the same pat

soldered to the underframe, having holes driller!
through for the axle to revolve in ; but the trailing

wheels and axle are mounted on a sort of radial

frame controlled by springs, which allow a little
side play when the engine is rounding a curve. A
diagram of the arrangement is shown in Fig. 14. A
shows the top of the small radial frame, which I will
oall the “ pony " for the sake of distinction. Four
pieces of -in . diameter brass tube, each 1 in . long,
are soldered to each corner. Two iron wires pass
through these, and are attached to the underside of
the engine frame, so as to let the pony slide sideways
upon them , as shown at B . Another piece of iron

short, hammered down over the nut, and all joints
tern as that of thebogie tank, only the middle water
tube is coiled once round over the flames of the
lamp ; the mountings are also alike, with the sole
exception of the safety -valve, which is after the

style of the one on the goods engine. A sketch of
boile' and of the lamp is shown in Fig. 15 ; it is fed
through a pipe coming from the back of the coal
bunker. It has eight burners, which are stuffed
Engine Frame
Wire

wire, crank-shaped , is soldered to the pony frame
at c, and this slides in two bearings also attached to
the underside of the main frame. Two spiral
springs of brass wire are placed over the crank,
shape piece, the outer ends of them resting against
fromBoiler lo chimney.

Wire.

Forward
nire
backward

Pipe.
REVERSING GEAR.

Fig . 14. - -PONY TRUCK DETAILS .

CYLINDERS.

Fig . 13.
DETAILS OF MODEL LOCOMOTIVE “ ECCLESBOURNE .”

the bearings d.d. Now , if the engine is on a curve,
the pony and wheels will slide sideways, left or
right, according to the direction . Supposing it to
be a right-hand curve, the pony truck slides in
that direction , taking the cranked wire with it
and compressing springe against the bearing d .
As soon as the curve is passed the spring “ pulls her

with asbestos yarn , and a 1- 16th in . brass tube is
fitted into the main reservoir, as shown, in order to
burn the fumes which arise when the lamp becomes
heated , and so obtain all the heat possible. When
the lamp is in position under the engine, the back
reservoir bears a strong resemblance to the Westing
house air reservoir on a full size loco .
This apparatus makes plenty of steam ; but it
constantly requires attending to and feeding with

spirit ; so I am about to do away with it, and fit an
oil burner as fitted to the bogie tank. I might here
mention that this engine when running light would
sometimes fly off at a terrific speed , and “ mop " up
a bank of one in five as though it were downhill in
stead of up ; and if with a load she would slip
enough to knock herself to pieces. I wondered how

this was, as she seemed to be all in good order, the
safety -valve acted all right, and she did not stand

straight ” again . When this engine was first built
there were no springs on the pony, and when taking

about to gain a lot of steam . There is no steam
gauge fitted , so a little while back I borrowed a big
steam -gauge, made a temporary connection , and
tested her, and found the reason . The lamp would

curves at a high speed I found she very often jumped

get hot, and when I poured a fresh supply of spirit
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in , it caused a stream of vapour to rush out of the
pipe in the main reservoir , and play a flame like a
blowlamp round the water-tubes in the boiler
bottom , making them almost red -hot and generating
a tremendous amount of steam . You can judge of

my astonishment when the needle of the gauge went
round to 55 lbs.before the safety -valve " popped ” !
I have never wondered ather speed since. My only
wonder is that she did not burst and put an end to
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goods or tank engine gives better results than a big

main line engine. It is all very well to see an express
engine racing along a model track , but in myhumble
opinion a far better sight is a smallmodel tank engine

running bunker first with a few carriages behind it ;
or else a small, six -wheels coupled goods engine mak
ing a tremendous fuss and a cloud of steam over
seven empty trucks and a brake van.

Hand - Turning Tools.*
- -

-

By J. DEAN .
IN the following article on hand-turning tools,
T I have given a description of tools used on

Two rows of burners

Fig . 15 . - BOILER OF MODEL LOCOMOTIVE
“ ECCLESBOURNE."
my model building for good and all ; she blows
off at 30 lbs. now , which is a little safer, I fancy ; but
let us return to the description .
The smokebox is of tin , it ins. long, and has a
dished door with hinges and catch of the usual
pattern . The cab roof is hinged , and lifts up so as
to easily get at the regulator handle, whistle , etc.
This engine has a proper firehole door, which com
municates with the firebox, but is more for appear
ance than use, as is also the sliding flap of the coal
bunker. The side-tanks, cab sides, and coal bunker
are all sheet tin, and glass windowsare provided , also
head-boards and lamps, dummy sandpipes, spring
buffers, coupling chains, and drawbar hooks, and all
the little details that “ make it look real,”
The whole engine is painted dark green ,
lined black and red with a brown framing; the
number ( 124 ) appears on the front and back buffer
'beams, also on two brass plates fixed to the bunker
sides, which also bear the words, “ Great Southern

hand lathes, and having had many years'
practical experience with such tools - both on
power and foot lathes I can heartily recommend
them to model engineers ; indeed , even now for
some jobs I prefer them to the slide-rest. It goes
without saying that practice will be needed in
their use to attain efficiency ; but when a certain
amount of skill is achieved , very accurate work
can be done by their aid .

Tools for Brass. - The principal tool for roughing
out brass is the tool shown at Fig. 1, which gives
top and side view . This tool is about 9 ins. long ,
and is made from sin . square steel forged down to

about 5-16ths in . square, and ground as at Fig. 1.

It is held firmly to the rest, which is not placed very
close to the work, so as to give a greater range of
movement.

As the rest for brass is different from the rest
it here. It is made from mild steel ; the top is 4 ins.
long, fin . wide, and in . thick , this size being
suitable for lathes from 3 ins. upwards. The top

for iron , it would be as well to give a description of
part of rest is made smooth and curved in direction
of width . In the top part of rest 3- 16ths in . holes
are drilled about f in . apart. A steel pin , about

If ins. long is fitted to these holes, so that although

Railway." Aluminium name-plates, with the name
“ Ecclesbourne " upon them , obtained from a penny
in -the-slot machine, adorn the side tanks, an edging

of copper wire running round the plates to give them
a finished appearance. The gauge of line for all
engines is 2 11- 16ths ins.
I have built many other engines beside the above,

among them being two six -wheel " single wheelers,"
four bogie “ single-wheelers," a ten -wheel four
coupled “ Atlantic " express loco , a four-wheels
coupled express with the coupled wheels leading, and
several other kinds — all of them fairly simple in con
struction ; and if there are any readers of The
MODEL ENGINEER who are just commencing model
building and would care to hear about such things,
which are just right for beginners, with the Editor's
permission I would be pleased to describe any of
them at somefuture time.
In conclusion , I have found much useful informa
has been of great assistance to me in all the
little difficulties which I encountered with these
engines. I find the use of fairly small driving

tion in the pages of The MODEL ENGINEER, which
paper

wheels with a long piston stroke gives the best result
both for speed and power, and also a model ofa

Fig . 1. - ROUGHING -OUTHAND TOOL FOR BRASS
WORK ,

it fits without shake it is easily withdrawn. Fig . 2
shows front view of rest, end view , and top
view .
In using the roughing -out tool, the rest is placed
about half-an - inch from the work and a little below
the centre, the steel pin being placed in the hole
opposite where commencing the work . The tool
being placed on the rest close to the pin , at an angle
to the work , the handle is pressed downward and
sideways towards the pin , causing the point of the
tool to be forced into the work . The pin acting as
fulcrum , the cut will be in proportion to pressure
applied . Fig. 3 shows position of tool from an end

* This article gained a prize in competition
No. 33.
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view ; W being the work , R the rest, and T the
tool. To the right hand is a top view , the arrows
showing the direction in which the tool is moved
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the corners. All edges are rounded off , ground ,
oil, and then made (at the end ) as hard as possible.
After hardening, they are again polished with flour
of emery cloth . Fig . 9 is a round burnisher. In
use the burnisher is held as the scraper, and, whilst
being moved sideways, is pressed against the work

and filed up, all scratches taken out with emery and

and the position of pin .

For finishing, scrapers are used . Fig. 4 repre
sents a flat scraper, the two end edges A and the
side edges along the bevel forming the cutting
edges. The end A of this tool should not be too
thin , as, if so, jarring will occur.

with a good pressure. For large, flat surfaces it is
held beneath the work ; for curves on the top, same

reg.

R

Fig. 5. — SCRAPBR IN USE.
Fig . 4 .
FLAT SCRAPER.

1 ooooo
FIG . 2. - HAND -REST FOR BRASS TURNING .

100000

Fig . 6 - SCRAPER IN USE .

olo
END View .

o
R

R

Plin.

Fig . 3. — Position of HAND-TOOL AND WORK .

Fig . 7. - SCRAPER IN USE.

-- These scrapers must be held at a greater angle
than scrapers for iron. Fig. 5 shows -position of

as scraper in Figs. 6 and 7 ; for small radial surfaces,
on top, with sides held vertically .

scrapers in use :-- A scraper for iron , and B scraper

Burnishers, if they are to work well, must be kept
keep them from cutting the work and help in the

for brass ; the rest should be in about same position

as for roughing -out.
For convex surfaces and long, slender pieces of
work the scraper should be held at an angle over

clean, and when used the least trace of tallow will

operation of burnishing. To make an oil -cup (Fig .
10 ) the turner would commence at C with tool (Fig . I)

Scrapers are made

turning it the requisite diameter for screw .

from fin . square steel about 9 ins. long ; flat and

After that he would start work on the hollow por

round-ended scrapers of various widths are gene
on edge a parting tool for cutting off work is pro
vided .
Amateurs, as a rule, finish their brass work with
emery or other polishing material, and wonder why
they cannot obtain a polish similar to that on brass
fittings. The reason is simple : brass finishers use

tion at the centre of A , working to the right, and
then to the left, and coming round the corner D ,

the work (Figs. 6 and 7).

rally all that are needed . By using the flat scraper

burnishers.

These are made from

in . square

steel, and are of various widths and thicknesses.
Fig . 8 shows side and edge of burnisher ; in appear
ance they are like scrapers, with the exception of i

keeping along the body of cup till finished .
I would here say that in brass finishing the
operator should always commence as near the
centre as possible, and work outwards. Try to
work towards the centre, and note the results.
The scraper would be next employed a flat
one for B , C , and corner D , and a round -ended one
for the hollow A . It is afterwards finished with
flat and round burnisher, or the flat burnisher on

edge for the hollow . C should now be chased . Fig.
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Il gives three methods of grinding chasers : A is a
chaser hollowed out for steel and wrought iron ; B
is straight for cast iron ; C is ground off, and is for
brass. I have given descriptions for principal

out recesses, or reducing work by the side of a

shoulder after it has been formed by a diamond
point.
( To be continued .)

tools ; but modifications can be made to suit
special work . If any model engineer will make a

A New Power Hack - saw .
AN ingeniously contrived power hack -saw with
two frames, which does any given work in
about half the time required by a single saw ,
has been patented by Mr. Whitley, and made
by Messrs. Beanland , Perkin & Co., of Leeds.
The machine probably , in view of the gearing,
takes a little more than twice the power, though
the resistance to be overcome is only about the
same, since the saw cuts alternately . It is intended
for large works, and a good , strong, slotted table,
on which girders, & c., may be firmly bolted , is pro
vided . The frames can be set to cut at any angle,
and there is an attachment for ensuring that the
blades are put in straight. We are informed that

set of the above tools he will find himself amply

I

A
B
с
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Fig . 11.

in cutting a 12 -in . by 5 -in . girder, the opposite cuts.
will meet within 1- 32nd in . The feed is controlled

Fig . 8. Fig . 9.

So - - . - - - - - -

Fig . 10 . – TURNING AN OIL CUP.
repaid , especially when he has learned
how to grind and use them .
Tools for Iron . - The speed for finishing
iron should be moderately fast, and greater

deh
gaddhh

НЕ

TOOL FOR ROUGHING
OUT WROUGHT I RON
AND STEEL.

FIG . 12 .

for brass. In order to avoid repetition , the
term iron includes steel as well as wrought
iron . The first class of tools to notice are
hooked , or heel tools, and are used for
roughing-out ; they are the best for heavy
cuts, and are used without lubricants. They

can be made either from -in by k-in ., or
K-in . by f-in . bar tool steel. This bar, forged
and ground as at A (Fig. 12) is held in a
groove in a wooden stock about 18 ins.
long by a strap H with a screwed shank
(Fig . 13), which passes through the handle
C so that by screwing or unscrewing the
nut D , the bar can either be fastened or
un loosened . Fig. 12 shows complete tool, E
wooden stock , Chandle, G steel bar with

cutting edge at B , F heel, H strap , and D nut,
In use, the end E of the stock is held against
the right shoulder, one hand grasping the stock .
while the other holds the handle c , and moves
it laterally, thus causing the tool to move to its
cut. The depth of cut is regulated by raising the
end E of stock ; the heel F is placed on the rest
close to the work to keep B , F nearly ver
tical, for if it inclines too much in any direc
tion it gets beyond the turner's control, and
disaster ensues. Fig. 14 shows position of rest and
tool. Three of these tools form a set - viz., round
nose (a ), diamond point (6 ), square nose (c ) Fig . 15 .
The round nose is chiefly used for trueing up and re
ducing work to nearly the size required ; the
diamond point for radial faces and the ends of
shafts ; while the square nose is used for squaring

Fig . 15. - SFT OF Tools.
Tool

H
DH
Rent

FIG . 13. - STRAP.
FIG . 14.
by weights, and a simple device pushes back one of
the bows when the centre has been almost reached
so that the other may complete the cut. The gear
wheels are machine cut, and the various slides and
guides are adjustable. The machine will deal with
girders up to 14 ins. by 9 ins. The stroke is 54 ins.
The table is 16 ins. by 8 ins.
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of worm gearing, and also of the saving in friction,

Practical Letters from our
(The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full

only wishing that some means could be devised to
get over the inherent defect of worm gearing men
tioned above, as I would only be too pleased to
avoid the use of bevel wheels.

discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached

However, to give an idea of comparatively small
friction involved in the arrangement of gearing used

Readers.

in the engine in question , I may say that the engine

though not necessarily intended for publication .]

will not stand still on a gradient of 1 in 60 . Will

Die Chucks.
TO THE EDITOR of The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , — Referring to the die-chuck described
by “ J. W . W .,” in your issue of September 17th ,
perhaps I may be allowed to point out that the
chuck would be much improved by reducing the

Mr. Simkins' worm geared engine do likewise ?
I enclose a sketch of the alternative arrangement
suitable for a double-bogie electric engine, by which

depth from front to back to it ins., instead of 3 ins.
As it stands, half the metal in the chuck is mere

after current is cut off I would suggest that the
armature spindle be provided with a heavy rimmed
flywheel,

useless weight, and involves also unnecessary and
harmful over-hang. A minor improvement would
be to turn a slight spigot on the body of the chuck ,

projecting into a 'shallow recess in the front part or

it is possible to drive all the eight wheels with
one motor; and to enable to roll for a fair distance
for, as far as I can see, so long as the arma

ture spindle is kept on themove, the engine will roll ;
but directly it stops there is a deadlock , and the
engine, stops dead, or where it has a fair momen

Motor
Bogie

in samen

Flexible

hin

Coupling

I
Worm
Gear

7

crible
Counling.

Wormt
Wheek

AN ALTERNATIVE ARRANGEMENT OF GEARING FOR A MODEL ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE WITH TWO Bogies.
tum the driving wheels will slip on the rails. Does
cap ; 1- 32nd in . would be enough . This would
Mr. Simkins provide some sort of a free wheel
ensure accurate centering of the cap, and also reduce
arrangement ?
the chance of the two screws which hold the parts
Mr. Simkins endeavours, I understand and in
together jarring loose .
Personally, I should not much relish the job of
getting out a slot of the dimensions shown from the
solid . If I were making such a chuck , I would have

the front part, at least, a casting-(malleable iron , if
preferred , though probably ordinary cast iron
would be strong enough ), and, of course, the slot
J. W . PINKNEY.
cast in . - Yours faithfully,

this he is worthy of the highest praise - to make
his engines work with the least power possible, and
as his motor is of very small power compared with
the weight on the drivers, and as I presume, he has

not the current at his disposal that Colonel Harvey
Anm

"Nottingham .
Lieut- Col. Harvey' s Electric Locomotive.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - In reply to Mr. A . R . M . Simkins, I
do not see how the action ofworm gearing of suitable
proportions for model electric locomotives can be
made reversible, or how a locomotive having this

WORM AND GEAR
WHEEL.

method of driving can be pushed along and the
driving wheels made to rotate the armature spindle

anymore than by endeavouring to impart a recipro
cating movement to an eccentric -rod the shaft of a
steam engine can be niade to rotate in the same way

has, this gentleman's railway being supplied by

as it could be driven with a crank and connecting
rod . Where the ratio of speed ofmotor to drivingaxle
is, say, four to one, I have always understood that
it is impossible to drive a worm spindle (A , in sketch )
by attempting to turn the gear wheel (B , in sketch ).
Colonel Harvey's first electric locomotive may be
pushed until further orders, but the wheels will
either slip , or the teeth of the gear or the worm fail.
I quite agree with Mr. Simkins as to simplicity

However, if Mr. Simkins will kindly turn again to
my article he will find that I state that the slipping
was due entirely to the weight being transferred
to the carrying wheels instead of the drivers because
of the curves ; but now that the curves of Colonel

rotary converters from the supply mains, he (Mr.
Simkins) cannot in any case increase the tractive
force of his engine above a certain point.

Harvey 's railway are altered from 6 ft. to 13 ft.
radius, no trouble should occur, and as the majority

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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of theweightmay now be placed on the drivers very
heavy loads and speeds ought to be possible. The
alteration in the distribution of weight can be
effected in a very few minutes.

It was only in passing very heavy currents
through the motor (in endeavouring to obtain the
highest speeds) that, with the decreased adhesive
weight, slipping occurred . This is a logical con
sequence of having a high -powered motor ; but,
at the same time, there is no other objection , as a
large motor will work very economi
cally , taking only the current it re
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Crank-Shaft and'Bedplate for Model Destroyer
Engines.

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
Dear Sir, I am enclosing some photographs of
some work I have in hand for the benefit of those

readers who are interested in model destroyer
making.
One is the aluminium bed for a 3-cylinder com .

pound engine for a destroyer. This engine is to

quires, in ordinary working.
As to the position of the motor,
both in dry and wet weather with
earth ballast there is a possibility of
small stones and particles of grit being
“ kicked up " by the wheels, & c ., at
high speeds, and although the motor,
as regards fixed obstructions, might
be placed as low as į in . above rail
level, I venture to think that the ar

rangement described is the best.
Thanking Mr. Simkins for his ex
pression of appreciation with the
external appearance of the engine, and
trusting he will let us have a more

explicit description of the gearing of
his own engine, I am , yours truly ,

HENRY GREENLY.
London , E .C .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model
Engineer.
DEAR SIR , — With reference to Mr.
Simkins' letter in September 10th
issue, I should like to say a word or
two on the subject. The whole ques
tion of whether a worm or other gear
ing should be employed is settled
after the consideration of one or two
simple points. When a great reduction
of speed is required from motor to
driving wheel, a worm and wheel gear
is employed in preference to a neces
sarily largewheel and small pinion , or a
train of wheels ; this being the case, the
turning or rotating force on the worm
will be practically nothing compared
to the thrust on the worm , and con
sequently the armature spindle, when
the driving wheels tend to revolve.
Hence it is not possible, and one
cannot expect to be able to push any

model so fitted along, under these
conditions. When theavailable power
is ample and a tolerably large motor
is employed , the speed ratio may be
reduced accordingly , but until the THE ENGINES FOR MR. V . B . HARLEY Mason 's PROPOSED MODEL
latter is cut down very considerably
BOAT DESTROYER.
indeed, it will not be practicable to (a ) Casting for bedplate and
rods ; (b ) Crank -shaft, viewed from one
turn the armature from the driving
end
;
(c
)
Side
view of crank -shaft.
wheels.
I can only conclude that Mr. Simkins' modelmust
havel.three shafts, all three cylinders driving the
aveh been geared fairly high to allow him to drive
central one. The port and starboard shafts are
the armature from the driver as he describes. The
geared to run at the same speed , and have cams on
fact of his model refusing to start, and that no slip
them to operate the valves, which are of themush .
ping occurs, seems to show that there is lack of trac
room pattern .
The pumps - bilge, air and feed --are driven from
tive power, for a weight of 12 lbs. is little, indeed .
Yours truly,

W . C . RUNICMAN .

a rocking lever, worked by a wheel and pinion froni
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port shaft, the design being similar to that of the

model cruiser Tigress..
The central crankshaft was too complicated to
be forged so I proceeded by cutting it from a piece

of 1 in . round steel bar, the stroke being i in .
The photos were kindly taken for me by Mr.
Hingston , of model steam turbine fame. - Yours
V . B . HARLEY-MASON .
very truly ,
· Herne Hill, S. E .

Model Locomotive Design.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - Before replying to Messrs. Stuart
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the baffle-plates from the dome and worked the
boiler under similar conditions to those in previous
trials. Upon opening the regulator, priming was
very evident ; the cylinders becoming filled with
water, evidenced by the exhaust, and a marked
decrease in the speed of the engines.
Next a Stirling steam -collector was made and
fitted , but there was the same trouble with prining,

which disappeared altogether as soon as the baffles

were fitted . I have been unable to fit a safety valve
to the top of the dome, but hope to carry out this
experiment in the future, although I anticipate no
priming.

Turner's and Greenly 's letters in yourrecent issue, I

With regard to Mr. Greenly's final suggestion , i.e.,
bursting a boiler, I can only remark that I have not

should first of all like to correct a little misapprehen
sion under whch the latter labours, viz., that

a boiler to spare, and that I do not spend my time
in that class of experiment, having a little more

Mr. H . E . Morriss was the inventor of the baffle
plates, and that he, Mr.Morriss, originally advised

respect formyperson ; butinasmuch as Mr. Greenly
speaks with such refreshing confidence, no doubt,
he has undertaken such an interesting test. If,

me to adopt that system .

As regards the inven

tion , I know nothing ; but the fact that the baffle
plates were the outcome of No. 3's original boiler 's
failure through priming, and that they were fitted
to the boiler before I had ever had the pleasure of
making either Mr. Morriss' or Mr.Greenly 's acquaint
ance.

With reference to Mr. Stuart Turner 's interesting

test, I am afraid he must consider me a very poor
amateurif heimagines thatI allowed such an elemen
tary experiment to have escaped my notice. The
test is one which , I believe, is universally carried
out by most amateur model engineers, and it was
only a few days ago that Mr. D . J. Smith , in speak
ing to me about past experiences, discussed a similar
trial (to Mr. Stuart Turner's) of a model marine

boiler, which we carried out twelve years ago.
Mr. J. D . H . Bryant and myself carried out tests
of the boiler in April last, and I have a photo of
the boiler taken during the tests, which I
shall be pleased to show Mr. Turner as a proof
of this statement. During a test, steam was
raised to 60 lbs. sq . in ., the regulator then turned on
full, and kept open for ten minutes ; the steam
pressure never falling below 35 lbs. per sq . in ., be
sides which not a drop of water issued from the
steam pipe. A sheet of tin was placed in front of
the pipe to catch any drops of water and to show
priming.
..
I am sorry that my practice of eliminating back
pressure as much as possible, by leaving my blast
pipes full bore, does not meet with Mr. Stuart
Turner's approval, but I think those who have seen
my models at work will agree with me that those
models do not appear to lack sufficient draught, or
steam when working ; although the water level in

the boiler is kept constant by a force pump worked
from the crankshaft.

I am also sorry that I have not a model with the
same size coupled wheels, cylinders, boiler, etc., as

Col. Harvey 's tank locomotive, but I have a model
with a boiler having the same heating surface, and,

if it is of any interest to the Society, I shall be
pleased , during the forthcoming session, to carry
out any steam -raising test with the boiler made by

Mr. Stuart Turner. I will handicap my boiler to
permission
the extent that I grant Mr. Stuart Turnerbeneath
his

to have his burner alight and placed
boiler before I will attempt to raise steam .

In order to be perfectly fair and just to Mr.
in his letter as follows:- In the first place I removed

Greenly, I have lately carried the tests he proposes

then , he will be courteous enough to provide me
with a card of admission , when he next tests a steam

bomb, I shall esteem it a great favour, as I have
ever been fascinated by novelties.

The same gentleman asks my objection to dry

steam . I reply, None ! - in fact, I am an advocate of
dry steam . What are the baffle-plates for, if not to
obtain dry steam ? Mr. Soper is also a strong ad
vocate of dry steam , but I certainly do not believe
in placing a condenser in the smokebox of a model
locomotive. I know it is fitted with marked success
in the real locomotive's smokebox, but a super
heater in a model is of no use unless placed in the
flame.
If in Mr. Greenly's designs he obtains flame in the
smokeboxes, one must admit that his boilers are of
faulty design to waste such generating power. That
is one point that causes me to admire Mr. Soper's
practical boilers : because they are so designed as
to absorb every possible unit ofheat from the flame.
I have witnessed his experiments with “ smokebox
superheaters,” and noted the marked improvement
in the speed of the model when the so -called super
heater, composed of coils of 3- 16ths in . pipe, was
taken off .
Again , my reasons for not advocating super
heaters in gunmetal and cotton -packed cylinders,
is the result of witnessing experiments carried out

by Mr. H . E . Morriss in a model T .B .D . This model
was worked with superheated steam , and , strange
to say, after working a short period, the packing
round the piston became charred , the glands very
leaky, and the valves scored . I prefer to prolong
the life of mymodels with less destructive energy.
Since the publication of Mr. Greenly 's letter, i
have obtained the views of Mr. David J. Smith ,
probably the greatest superheated steam expert in
Great Britain , and Mr. H . E . Morriss, whose know .
ledge of high temperature steam in motor -car work
is well-known .
The fornier gentlenian stated that where cylinders

with packed pistons or packed glands are used ,
filtered steam is undoubtedly the best, and that
the smokebox of a model does not contain sufficient
heat to superheat with efficiency .
Mr. Morriss says that you cannot use super
heated steam with safety, unless iron cylinders and
piston rings are used ; and that, where superheating
istheresorted
to, the superheater should be placed in
firebox .
Therefore, with due respect to Mr. Stuart Turner's
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twenty -two years' experience, I am quite content
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Queries and Replies.

to follow such expert advice as that of Messrs.
Smith , Morriss, and Soper, whose combined experi
ence of superheated steam amounts to forty -five

exhaust steam is so dry that I am even astonished .
I carried out experiments before Drs. Hobday and

[Attention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complyingwith the
directions therein stated. Letters containing
Queries must
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope " Querybe
Department." No othermatters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the sameenvelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journalare replied to
by
postunder the following conditions ( 1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
oneside of the paper only, and the sender's nameMUST b ini
scribed on the back. ( 2 ) Queries should be accompanied,
wherever possible , with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed. ( 4 ) Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days
must usually elapse before the Reply can be forwarded . (5 )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks must elapse before the
Reply can be published. The insertion of Replies in this column
cannot
be guaranteed . (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to
The Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 35 to 39. Temple House,
Tallis Street, London , E .C .)
which have been replied
Thefollowing
to recently are
: - selected from the Queries
104671 Model Water - Tube Boiler. H . G . (Penarth ) writes :
Enclosed is a rough sketch of a model boiler, which was given in
the Engineer Could you give me the proper dimensions for one to
drive a boat with an engine i- in . bore by i- in . stroke, and would
it be suitable, and how best fired ? A is a casting in gunmetalwith
flange for removable top. The pipes are intended to be screwed in
and have closed ends. Will these give a proper circulation ?

Grimsdale , and Mr. Bowling with that model, and
all remarked upon the absence of water from the

we suggest an alternative design. The tubes should be inclined

years.

With regard to the remarks concerning the non
appearance of the 4 -cylinder compound loco, on the
S .M . E .'s track , it is due to the following reasons:

(1) The engine has no tender : an old tender being
fitted to carry out experiments. outmy tests has
(2) The track upon which I carry
.
been(3 ) demolished
My rule never to exhibit a model under steam
until I have thoroughly tested it.
(4 ) That I wish to fit new cylinders in order to
experiment with a new type of balanced valve.
(5 ) To experiment with pumps until I obtain a
regular water-level in the boiler.

(6 ) To fit an improved method of firing.
(7 ) And, in consequence ofbeing without a track ,
I have carried out other work which , I think, will
shortly convince the Society that my time has not
As regards using superheated steam in this model,
such a thought hasnever occurred to me, because the

been wasted .

In reply to your query, we have a preference for a boiler in which
water tubes give a much more direct circulation, and, therefore,

exhaust
; in fact, I consider it now unnecessary to
fit blow -off cocks.
SECTION.

SECTION .
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AMENDED DESIGN WITH INCLINED CIRCULATING OR
inur, thisas design
, and provided with inner tubes as in " field " tubes
we suggest in the sketch , a diaphragm placed hori
“ FiFLD " TUBES.

, I should like to say that there are
In conclusion
many
amateurmodel
engineers

who have donea great
locomotive, and whose practical knowledge is of
deal ofwork towards the improvement of the model

greater value to others than theories based on actual
locomotive practice,
which
are not invariably
faith
- Yours appli
companions.
to their smaller
cable
fully ,
C
.
CREBBIN
JAMES
[We cannot trace in our pages the statement .by
our contributor as to the inventor of the baffle-plates

for domes above referred to .- ED, M . E . & E .]

zontally in the middle of the tube ; to prevent this diaphragon
being displaced and blocking up the clear passage from the top to
the underside, the diaphragm should not be completely filed away,
but a narrow projection
left remaining, which will keep it clear from
the end of the tube. The circulation will, with this arrangement,
be very direct, and will be up the underside and down the topside
of
the diaphragm . By this means dry tubes, which are likely
in your arrangement, will be prevented , and the boiler will not
benoisy and much less erratic in steaming qualities. A spirit lamp
may be used , or a vaporizing spirit burner of the jet type, as illus
tratedsonin .our issue of November 15th , 1901, in a letter by Mr. C. H .
Thom

(9642] Model Marine Boiler for Steam Turbine. G . R . B .
(Clapton ) writes : I am thinking of making a model boiler to the

enclosed design. I think you will find that it has about 390 sq. ins.
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of heating surface. (1 ) Would this give enough steam for two
turbines, similar in size and design to Mr. Hingston prize design ?
( 2 ) Steam is to be superheated . I propose bringing'sthe
steam pipe
from
coiling? it i(3)n theIf the
combustion
Would
this betheboiler,and
an efficient method
design ofchamber.
boiler is suitable,

usual way with solution , but I find that the joint is never solid and
can easily be removed
benzine ; while
made, byarethea
manufacturers,
althoughby apparently
donethewithjointssolution
fixture, and can hardly be removed by any means I know of. Is
there
any special treatment of the surfaces beyond cleaning and
coating carefully with solution , or is the solution used by makers
different in composition , or is heat, pressure,or vulcanising required ?
If the latter, can I vulcanise rubber ? I have often had occasion
to tryimpossible
and repairmaterial.
rubber goods,
always
foundlittle
rubber
most
Could and
you have
in your
valuable
papera
give us any hints on working rubber, or is it entirely beyond your
resources ?
The factory -made joints in air tubes are made with solution , but
it is a special strong kind in which the solvent is bi-sulphide of

can
you ?giveme
thickness
plates A ,canB , and
Csend
,which
are
to be
(4boiler
) Ifthedesign
is notofsuitable,
you greater
methan
a sketch
ofcastings
a suitable
with outside
dimensions,
not
those

I give you ?
( 1) We are inclined to think that you will find a single turbine
of slightly larger dimensions much better than two smaller ones.
The amount of steam a small turbine will consume is a matter for
experiment
; we have notopracticaldata
at present. (2)asThe
steam
should
high considered
degree as aspossible,
engines beare superheated
very inefficient awhen
heat enginesall. small
The

carbon. Pressure at a gentle heat is also employed, and ample

smaller the engine, the greater the losses by radiation and cylinder

- - - 12' - - - -

K
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time under pressure allowed . Much also depends on the careful
of
- -- Position
Superheater

56 stays

Exhaust
oblowerjets

Cross Clubes 17

| 7 dia

\Lamp here.

tubesRelurn'dia.

QueryN° 9642

MODEL MARINE RETURN TUBE BOILER WITH DRY BACK.
condensation . This engines
prevents,provided
to a large
reciprocatingmodel
with extent.
reversing" linking
gear. up
(3) "Thein
design
of
the
boiler
is
a
very
good
one
;
of
course
,
induced
draught
will be required , and if any pressure is evident on the exhaust side
ofthethefire.turbine
jet of, however,
exhaust steam
may beA blower,
used to how
urge
The wheel,
orifice ashould
be large.
ever , is essential-- the jet should emerge from a pipe with an orifice
ofabout
1-20th toThe1-25th
of an, Binch,
and should
be placed low
down
in the5 -6uptake.
plates
, back
C , may
be Arespectively
1- 16th, within .
and
4ths in . copper
plate;A dry
plate
may be of iron
a flange formed of angle brass riveted on. The dry back should be
removable. If boiler ends are castings, the plates will have to
be at least 3-32nds in . or 7 -64ths in . thickness when finished . We
should not make dry back plate a casting in any case , unless weight
does not matter. The superheater should be of the coiled pattern ,
inpipe.a volute,
and not
in a cylindrical
Use 1plate
in . ormay5- 16ths
in .
Excessive
radiation
through coil.
the back
be pre
millboard
vented
by
an
inside
lining
of
asbestos
.
The
top
stay
should be lower down, three being used altogether .
[0481) Charging Accumulators from Mains. A . S . (Worksop)

preparation of the surfaces to be joined . In the case of an air tube.
one end is turned over or " inside out " for some 3 ins., and this
surface, together with the corresponding surface on the other end ,
ismade perfectly
clean bytry one
or other followed
of variousmethods
of com
bination
. You might
brimstone,
by a thorough
rub
down with petrol or mineral naptha, until the clean black rubber

isbecome
seen , then apply the solution thickly , allow this first coating to

dry, thentacky
revivestagewithbringa thin
coating,
and,
when thispractically
is in the advanced
the ends
together
turning back the overturned portion , and , if necessary, add a trifle

morefo2191
solution
atthe edge, then place under a weight for a few hours..
Winding of Double Magnet Electro -Motor . E
(Leamington ) writes : In the article “ The Amateur Electrician ,
What shall he Make ? ” p . 568 , June uth , 1903. Mr. E . H . Rooke

describes the making of a double magnet motor. Will you please
con

From a

the follow

if you will answer 240-volt
mucha obliged
be veryseen
: Iwould
writes
accumulatorandputhaveop been
4 -volt
. withI have
ing question
told
for
resistance,
a
32-C.P
.
lamp
in
series
main
that it was not the voltage thatmattered , but the amperage that
out.
figured
it
was
how
let
me
know
Please
down.
cutting
wanted
I have got all your handbooks, but cannot see anything in any of

पस

answer this question . It has been connected up with 35 -40
them
flexibleto wire.

A 32 C.-p. lamp on a 240-volt circuit takes about 2 amps., and as
R = E
R

Conno to

wery i 9219

WAU

armour

< CONNUTATER
MAGNET

R = _240 = 120

Thus, the resistance necessary to allow a flow of 2 amps. on a 240
volt circuit is 120 ohms. By this you can find out exactly how
much
current is flowing into your accumulator and, as that is the
vital point in charging accumulators of all kinds, it is not necessary
to bother about the voltage, for the resistance of accumulators and
connections, and other details often vary, and hence, although you
may know what voltage the cell is being subjected to, you cannot

always deduce from that the actual current which is being given
to the cell. Therefore, we think it better in every case to use an
ammeter to denote the current in preference to a voltmeter to show
the voltage. Of course, if both instruments are handy, so much the
better - use both — but, if not, look after the amperes, and all will be
well.

(9498)youJointing
G . Hgood
. C . joints
W . (Beddgelert)
Could
inform meRubber.
how to make
with rubber writes
similar:
to that used for motor car air chambers ? I have tried in the

WINDING A DOUBLE
MOTO MAGNET ELECTRO
R.

inform me if two small ordinary magnets may be used ? also, in
Fig. 14 , the wire connections are marked by dotted lines, but I can
not
quite holding
trace thethewire
leading from the fixed magnet round the
boxwood
brushes.

No. from
Soft. iron(2) isThe
muchwirebetter
than steel,which
are(1)made
is wound
(as shown smallmagnets
above) on the

rotating magnet or armature.

October 8, 1903.
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(9151) Four - Ball Transmitter. G . K . F . (Chelmsford )
writes : With
to the
the two
four-ball
for
wireless
telegraphyregard
- (1) Do
large transmitter
balls discharge
themselves
through
the
vaseline
or
are
they
thoroughly
insulated ? ( 2) How far apart ought they to be ? Does
it depend on length of spark coil gives ; if so , mine gives
6as ins.a three-ball
? (3) If transmitter
two large balls
are short circuited , will it act
? (4) In the Lodge-Muirhead type of
coherer, could the disc be iron instead of steel, or would it amal

Taking
disc to be ?3 ins.
ought
itgamate
to take? to(5)make
one revolution
(6 ) diameter,
Would it behowbestlong
to mount
mechanism
and
coherer
separately
on
different
bases
or
together
on one baseboard, or would vibration be too great for mercury ?
(1) Yes ; the two large balls discharge themselves through the
vaseline oil, ( 2) The distance between the balls is very small, a
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A Competition for Boys with Mechanical Tastes.
Some time ago we reviewed in this column whatmay be termed
afor“ einbryo
box of engineers,
bricks," under
the title
of “ Mechanics
Made Easy
consisting
ofmetalstrips,
angle-pieces,
rods,"
cranks, wheels, bolts, and nuts, gear-wheels and keys, the possession
inclinations to build up
of which enables the child with mechanical
wheelbarrows,

model girder bridges, cranes,
wagons, and towers.
Messrs.Elliot & Hornby, of 18, James St., Liverpool, who supply these

instructive
announce
a prizeranging
competition
15 years oftoys,
age, now
in which
five prizes,
from £5for toboys
ios.,under
will
be
awarded
to
those
who
make
up
the
best
models
from
the
in a box or boxes of " Mechanics Made Easy ." Cardboard or parts
other
additions to make themodelmore attractive, will be allowed, and

all18,models
packed in cases
forwarded
to
James must
Street,beLiverpool.
Namesandmust
be sentcarriage
in on orpaid
before
January
roth,
1904,
as
the
Exhibition
will
be
held
at
the
end
of
that month .
New Small Power Oil Engines.
The oil motor being a popular prime mover where gas is not
available, Messrs. Goo .Goodman & Co., of East Hayes, Bath , have
just brought out an engine of the horizontal type in three sizes
and b .h .-p . and 2-man power . The accompanying photograph
is from one of the largest of the engines. We have no further
seen that the engine is
details of the construction , but it will be
fitted with an inertia governor ; and Messrs. Goodman & Co.,
of the engine to
full
particulars
to
send
be
pleased
will,
no
doubt,
intending purchasers. Large photographs are being supplied for

ifd . post free. * The “ Noble " Cycle Motor.
The Noble Motor Company, Pocock Street, Blackfriars Road,

who have sent us a sample finished engine for inspection , are now

supplying
castingsto bevery
for an well
up-to-date
h .-p.haspetrol
motor.
cycleactuating
designed21, and
The engineseems
one cam
both the inlet and exhaust valves . The cylinder is 21-in . bore by
3 -in . stroke, and the castings for this part, more especially , appear
to be in every way excellent The complete set of castings (the crank

chamber, & c., being of aluminium ), together with workmanlike
blue-print
drawings,as one
£2, value.
are oflisted
and we can recommend the
set to our readers
veryatgood

MODEI. HORIZONTAL ENGINE AND BOILER BY THE
(LYDE MODEL DOCKYARD .
very high voltage being necessary to pierce the oil. It may be
from 1 to 1-16th , probably the lower figure- try . Your coil should
the instrument would act, roughly
. (3) Yes,
work it perfectlythree-ball
oscillator if you short- circuited the two
speaking, as a
wouldbehaveironto, be
foursparking
the
but
balls,
large
should
butpolished
probably
very brightly. (4 ) The disc couldsurfaces
durable and less
polished. Steel it more
be accurately turned andWe
cannot give much definite information
likely to dent, etc. (5 )
one rev .
as to speed of rotation . It is fairly low , perpaps less (6than
) It depends
per second. We cannot definitely say - experiment probably
be all
on the mechanism . Very good clock -work would
right, especially if mounted on rubber or felt. Note. - Vaseline oil
oscillators or any others where oil is used , have great disadvantages,
and are now practically disused .

The News of the Trade.
(Theheading,
Editor will
pleasedparticulars
to receiveof new
for review
ths
apparatus
tools , under
samplesbe and

and materials for amateur use. It must be understood , thano
EdHorial opinion
expressions of accetted.
these reviews are freebeing
The Editor
required or
payment of any kind
according to the
commend
or
reserves the right to criticise
s
of
the
goods
submitted.
or
to
abstain
from
inserting
a
Tariew in any case where the goods are not of sufficient interest

to his readers.)
• Reulews
distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Edllorlal Inspection of the goods noticed .
•Model Horizontal Engine Castings.

The Clyde
Arcade,
have re
cently
broughtModel
out aDockyard
new set, ofArgyll
castings
for aGlasgow
model ,horizontal
engine, as depicted in the accompanying illustration . The castings
are sent
out withwevery
fully -dimensioned
and
the samples
havegoodreceived
show the setworking
to be ofdrawings,
very fair
value.
The
price
of
the
castings,
with
drawings,
is gs., carriage
paid . The boiler to work this engine is fitted with three cross- tubes,

glass water-gauge, steam - pressure gauge, etc.

MESSRS. GEO . GOODMAN
& Co .'s New ļB.H .-P .
OIL ENGINE .
Model-Making Prizes at Glasgow .
At a meeting recently held in the Glasgow City Chambers,
Bailic (superintendent
Bilsland (convener
museums
galleries ), Mr.ofJames
Paton
of theof same),
and and
severalmembers
Town
Council, met representatives from the University and the large
shipbuilding
engineeringNaval
firms,andto consider
the best
means, ofto
promoting theandforthcoming
Engineering
Exhibition
be
the People's
. It was
decided
that
owingheldto atrestricted
space, Palace,
special Glasgow
efforts should
be made
to bring
out the best possible show of amateurs' and workmen 's models in
the competition section , instead of calling upon large firms for
exhibits. Fifty pounds will be given in prizes, besides certificates
ofmerit. Particulars may be obtained from Mr. Thomas Lugton ,
Curator, People's Palace, Glasgow .

New Catalogues and Lists.
J. Arthur Williams, 92, Hatton Garden , London , W . C .- Mr.

of Address.
Mr. Ernest Pouteau,Change
late ofWarden
Road , N . W .. thewell-known

Williamshas
justmetal,
issued “a Magnalium
new pamphlet
pricewelistreferred
descriptive
of the interesting
," toand
which
some

book
dealer,
informs
that London
he has ,removed
his business
premises
to 231A.
Gray's
Inn usRoad,
W .C ., where
all communica
tions should now be addressed .

months
The list will itbe six
sent free to any reader who sends
a stampback
for . postage
pieces of the
metal will; but
be included .stamps are sent, some sample
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· The Editor's Page.
ALTHOUGH the entries received for our Model
Steamer Speed Competition have not been
quite as numerous as we should have liked ,

some excellent performances are included , and the

results generally show a marked improvement over
the entries in our previous competition of this kind.
As the time of going to press with this issue practi
cally coincides with the closing of the competition ,
we are not yet in a position to give the names of the

E . W . J. (Hereford).-- Thanks for your appreciative
letter. We are pleased to know you find the
electrical articles so interesting.
C . N .S . (Wembley). - Vulcanite plates are not to be

recommended . You might get some results
from this, however, and we advise you to try and
see what happens.

E . W . (Kelvinside). --We think your query has al
ready been replied to ; but let us know if you
have not received an answer.
C . A . P . (Lloyd Square ). - We can recommend Pro
fessor A . Jamieson, of Glasgow .

successful competitors, but hope to do so in next
week 's issue. We have just received a proof im
pression of the special MODEL ENGINEER Medal
from the makers, and we think those who are for

tunate enough to secure one of these awardswill be
very pleased with the design.

From across the Atlantic comes the following
little note of appreciation : - “ I have been in
tensely interested in the series of papers appearing
in your journal by Mr. Chas, W . Cook , on “ Milling

in Small Lathes,' that article alone being -- to me,at

October 8, 1903.

Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expecced or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per
annum
,payable in advance. Remittances should bemadeby Postal
Order .

Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager,

least - well worth a year's subscription . I have had
both the ‘ milling ' and drilling attachments de
scribed by Mr. Cook made for me by one of our best
tool-makers in New York , and , although varying
somewhat in detail and arrangement from those

How TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper ,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c ., for review , to be addressed
to THE EDITOR , " The Model Engineer," 35 to 39. Temple House ,
Tallis Street, London, E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Engi
neer," 35 to 39, Temple House, Tallis Street, London, E .C .

described by him , they have proved a completo
success and more than doubled the variety of work
possible on my lathe. I am much in hopes that in
a later paper in this series Mr. Cook will describe

All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to the Publishers, Dawbarn & Ward ,
Limited , 6 , Farringdon Avenue, London , E .C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York, U .S .A ., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed.

the method, in detail, of machining large flat and
' stepped ’ surfaces, such as the bedplates of model
engines, & c., referred to by him in the opening

Contents .

paper of the series. - J. Y , W . (New York ).”

With further reference to the high -speed engine
recently described byMr. Ricardo in our paper, the
LiverpoolCastings and Tool Supply Company write

[The asterisk (*) denotes thatthis subject is illustrated.j
PAGE
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the castings for Mr. Ricardo in the ordinary way of
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.. 341
..
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tion , and Use * . .

to say that they do not propose to supply castings
for this engine, as there does not appear to be a
sufficient demand to justify the trouble and expense

business, and have had nothing to do with either
the burner or the boiler.

to maintain the quality of the M .E , are so fully
appreciated .

..
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T . P . (Old Trafford ). - Thanks for your very kind
remarks. We are glad to know that our efforts
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these, unfortunately , precludes their more fre
quent distribution .
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A Battery SetUsefor Intermittent
.

By N . S.
THE accompanying design is for a battery suit
able for lighting a 4 -volt i-ampere lamp for

PUBLISHED

WEEKLY

using large cells instead of the small ones described

above. Several suitable formsof gravity cells have
been described in The MODEL ENGINEER.
If only a few minutes' light per week is required
two Leclanché cellsmay be used instead of the three
cells described .
The primary cells are
connected in series, and
their poles are connected

a few minutes per week . On the upper
shelf of the battery box are two accumulators, each
31 ins. by 21 ins., or two
plates double this size.

to the brass contact pieces
A and B - copper to A , and
zinc to B . A and B are

On the lower shelf is a

wires inside the box, and a

having three plates about

depth of an inch or more.
Clean sand is added till the

min

crystals are well covered ,
and then the water till
the cell is nearly full. A
little zinc-sulphate, made
by dissolving a scrap of
zinc in sulphuric acid in an
egg -cup should be added,
and then the lids put on
and the zincs adjusted to
the proper height ; they
should just clear the sand .

the position shown in the

TALOU

in the wooden lids. Cop
per sulphate crystals are
placed in the cells, and on
the copper plates to a

being charged .
When the switch is in

MITILAT

larger the better) is bent
so as to cover the bottom
and rise about an inch on
two sides. To this is
riveted one end of a
gutta -percha covered wire.
The zincs are large sized
Leclanché rods ; they
slide stiffly through holes

connected to a and b by
and b are connected to the
poles of the left - hand
side of the accumulator
a to positive or red plate,
and b to negative. The
other accumulator is con
nected to D and E - posi
tive to D , negative to E .
By this means the first
accumulator is always

THMOTNO

sist each of a 1-lb . glass
jam -jar. A piece of copper
about 4 ins. by 1 } ins. (the

MOSILE

primary battery of three
gravity cells : these con

illustration, the second ac
cumulator is in parallel
with the first, and is also
charging. This is the day
position . If the switch is
pushed over so that the
brass arms join D to B and
E to C , the accumulators
will be in series ; this is
the night position. The

wires leading to the lamp
are joined to A and C , or
a and c. Wires may also
be taken from a and b to a
bell circuit.
It is a distinct advan.
tage to have as few cells as

A BATJERY SET FOR INTERMITTENT USE .
possible ,and to make these
satisfy
demands. My own
all
to
enough
large
point.
a
to
them
wears
soon
battery has two 4 -volt accumulators instead of
At its best, this primary battery will just ring
the two 2-volt accumulators described , and a
a bell, and twenty minutes' light with a 1- ampere
primary battery of five cells of different types. The
lamp is the maximum that must be expected per
most satisfactory of these is of the type described
week ; but this quantity may be quadrupled by

The action of the battery
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above. " The higher voltage has some advantages,

lines - about thirty -five miles of double - track line

liut it means twice as many cells and twice asmuch
trouble and attention. I think the foregoing design

and five miles of single-track — was let some time
ago , and ever since workmen have been busily
engaged on the Riverside and main lines. The
system adopted by the company is that known as
the " third rail ” system - two rails running along
side the ordinary rails in the six -feet way. The
third rail is the same weight as the existing rails,
these being 80 lbs. per yard run. The power is
at present drawn from the Newcastle Electric Power

would be far preferable .

The Society of Model Engineers.
Reports
of meetings should be sent to the offices Of The Model
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par.
ticular issue of received a clear nine days before its actual

Supply Company, and there are several sub
stations ; a new power station , however, is being

date of publication .) Lond
on .

built near Wallsend Ship Yard . The cars are con
trolled by the British Thomson-Houston multiple

FUTURE MEETINGS. - The next meeting will be
held on Thursday, October 15th , on which date a

unit plan . The train unit used for the trials con
sisted of three cars, those at each end being motor
cars and the one in the centre a trailer. Each
motor car has a motor of 128 horse- power. The
trials were most successful from the point of view

paper by Mr. J. E . Clogg and H . Hildersley will be
read on the subject of “ Silver soldering." On
Thursday, November 12th , the Annual General

Meeting will take place in the Comunittee Room ,

Holborn Town Hall, at 7 p .m . A good show of

of the acceleration and of the actual speed attained
itself. From the point of starting full speed was

models is desired at each meeting, and readers who
would like to join the Society are cordially invited .

obtained within thirty -five seconds, while on a con

- Henry GREENLY, Hon . Sec., 2, Upper Chadwell

tinuous run from Carville to Percy Main a speed of

Street,Myddelton Square, London , E .C .

forty - five miles an hour was reached. It was
shown also that the multiple-unit patent enabled
the train to be directed and controlled from any
compartment. The brake used is a Westinghouse
brake, as on ordinary trains. It is intended to have
on the full service, which will be opened within

The Latest in Engineering .
Peat as Fuel. — The question of utilising the
peat deposits in Ireland for the purpose of fuel has
engaged attention for many years past, and schemes
are always being brought forward with a view to
the establishment of an industry in that part of the
kingdom . These proposals, however, never seem
to emerge from their initial stage, notwithstanding
the almost general desire to second any efforts to
restore prosperity to Ireland. Nevertheless, a
fresh attempt is about to be made to utilise the
Irish peat deposits, which are to be converted into
hard , smokeless coal and briquettes. It is pro
posed to erect plant for the production , as a begin

twelve months, thirty complete trains, each com
prising two motors and a trailer.
The “ Dixtrudo ” Metal. — The extrusion pro
cess invented by Mr. A .' Dick, by means of which
metals and alloys can be produced in a highly homo
geneous, strong, and ductile condition , is now well
known, and the various sections made by this pro

cess have for some time been in considerable de

-

mand. Mr. Dick has now further developed the
process , and with a suitable alloy subjected to the
extrusion treatment he has produced a brass which
it is possible to tool at an exceedingly high speed.
ning, of 100 tons of fuel per day, and to increase the
Experiments
been made which show clearly
output as occasion may arise. The process of i what can be have
achieved
in this direction . Articles
transforming the peat into briquettes is electrical,
were
produced
from
rods
or bars on a light capstan
the cost being, as is usually stated to be the case,
lathe,
using
best
cast
steel
for the cutting tools
less than that of coal at the pit mouth .
without any lubrication whatever. The times
Turbine Engines for U . S. Navy. - The Naval
occupied in their production were taken in each
case. The cutting speed was about 500 ft. per
Board , U . S . A ., has approved the recommendation
minute, and the revolutions of the lathe spindle
recently made by Rear-Admiral Melville, lately
were, respectively, 3000 and 2000 revolutions per
retired , that a trial be made of the new turbine
minute, according to the size of the bars. Afin .
engines by placing them in a scout ship , to be used
hexagon nut was made from a hexagonal bar. It
for experimental purposes by the Bureau of Steam
involved six operations, including stopping and
Engineering. If the suggestion meets with favour,
parting. The time occupied was ten seconds, the
Congress will probably be asked to authorise the
speed of the lathe 2000 revolutions per minute , and
construction of a ship of about 5000 tons, to be
the amount of metal removed 75 per cent. of the
equipped with turbine engines of the approved pat
original.
tern . AdmiralMelville, while not committed to the
new type of engine, believes it should have a
thorough trial, in view of the promising character
COMPRESSED AIR AS A CLEANER. — The efficiency
of experiments on commercial vessels. Attention
ofcompressed
air as a cleaner of electricalmachinery
to
rapidly
is called by AdmiralMelville to the ability
particularly
machinery
in motion, is not sufficiently
speed
increased
the
to
utilise superheated steam and
appreciated
.
By
no
other
means is it possible to
plans
The
engines.
attainable by the use of turbine
remove
oil-soaked
copper
or
carbon dust without
made.
for the ship of the required size have been
wiping or scraping the coated part. Great care
Electric Trains on the N . E .R . -- The North
must, of course , be taken to prevent grit or dust
Eastern Railway Company's new electric trains on
being drawn through the pump, as this would work
the Riverside branch line, between Carville Station
havoc with the surfaces against which the blast is
directed . As this is so easily prevented , it cannot
and Percy Main , a distance of about three miles,
have just been subjected to the first trials. The ' be urged as a practical objection to the use of com
contract for the electrical equipment of the local ! pressed air for cleaning purposes
---- --
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for screw , and then holes drilled to form cutting

Workshop Notes and Notions.

edges. It is necessary to file and finish cutting
edges before threading. Screw is then to be made
red hot and well soaked in prussiate of potash ; it
will be advisable to repeat this two or three times ;

(Readers are invited to contribute short practical lems for this
column, based on their own workshop erperience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publicalion , If desired , accord .

ing to merit.

then heat up again and plunge into cold water. It
must be understood that the screw must not be filed

All matter intended for this column should be

marked “ WORKSHOP " on the envelope.]
An Easily -made Bunsen Burner .

or cut so as to form cutting edges. Screw can then
be fastened in vice and dies worked up and down ,
gradually closing them in , till a full thread is ob
tained , which will be found smoother than one cut
by a tap. The writer, while building a small gas
engine, broke a tap, and not having anv dies, was

By “ Gas."

The following is a very simple method of making
a, Bunsen burner : - Obtain a piece of copper or
brass tube l-in . outside diameter. Start i in . from
one end and file away a part of the tube as shown .
The tube should now be well annealed about the

unable to make a new one. The difficulty was

parts A and B ( Fig." 1), and one end fixed in the

overcomeby making dies from one of the screws as
described .

vice. Give the sides of the tube a blow at the

<

</

- - ---
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Fig . 2 .
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Fig . 3. — MAKING A BUNSEN Gas Burner.
.
Turning an Eccentric .
points C and D (Fig . 2) in the direction of the arrows
By H . J. W .
soseries
as of
to blows
bend them
outwards
slightly.
Now
give
a
on the end of the tube, when the sides
After reading the article by “ Maritzburg and
of the slot will bulge out to the shape shown in 1 D . W . Gawn " on the above, I venture to send the
Fig. 3. File out a piece of 1- 16th in . brass to fit
method I adopted some time since, which was a
tightly inside the tube , and drill a hole 3-64ths in .
success. Having to make a quantity of eccentrics
diameter exactly in the centre. Fix the brass
with bosses on them and a valve travel of 3- 16ths
inside tube in position shown in Fig. 3, and run a
in ., all to be exact, I first turned a steel mandrel
drop of solder round to secure it. For use with
} in . diameter and about 4 ins. long, leaving it full
ordinary gas fittings, obtain an " adapter.” The
in the middle to form a slight taper. I next scribed
tube may be tapped to suit " adapter,” or the
a line across both ends while in the lathe so as to get
" adapter " may be filed down to fit the bore of the
thein parallel, put it in centre pops, and run then a
tube and sweated in . The burner may be adjusted
little deeper with a drill. These were 3-32nds in .
to give the required blue flame by closing the air
from other centres, and that made the mandrel

inlet at E or opening it slightly, asdesired , this being
found by experiment.
Threading Dies without a Tap.
By A . W . L .

This is easily done with a common steel screw .
Dies should be fitted to stocks, drilled tapping size

3- 16ths in . out of truth - the throw of eccentric
sheave . I now took some brass discs about the

size required ; I also cut some off a bar about

1 in .
thick , and odd bits of scrap, & c .; through these I
drilled a f -in . hole 3- 32nds in . out of centre, and
knocked them on mandrel so that they ran pretty
true when mandrel was running in new centres.
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They were then turned to size and groove turned
tres and finished the sides, this completing the
sheaves I nextmade another mandrel | in . diameter
about the same length , and knocked on to it some
short pieces of brass rod in . diameter ; these I
turned down at one end to fit the in . hole in
sheave long enough to just go through, and by
making them a tight fit, and driving them in , they
were secure ; but a little solder would make them as
good as a solid casting. After putting a screw in the
boss to secure the shaft, and putting straps on , they
for the straps. I then put themandrel in true cen

were complete, and in less time than I had antici
pated . I afterwards made several mandrels of
different throws, which have since been very
useful for modelengine work . Themethod may not
be new to all, but it was so to me.

New Prize Competitions,
Competition No. 34 . - A prize of £2 2s. is offered
for the best design for a “ MODEL LOCOMOTIVE REGU

LATOR AND STEAMPIPE ARRANGEMENT.” The need
of a locomotive regulator, which shall beat once get
at-able,reliable, of smallbulk , easy to make,and suit
able for any type ofmodel locomotive, has long been
felt, and, therefore, the prize design should embody
all these advantages. The steampipe arrange
ments should be applicable to inside or outside
cylinder locomotives, with the various positions of
steam chests and valves commonly adopted , and

the arrangement should take into consideration the
possibility of a “ superheater " being used . If none
of the competing designs entirely fulfil the above re
quirements, the prize will be divided amongst the
most successful attempts to solve the problem . The

closing date for this Competition is December 15th ,
1903.
Competition No. 35. - A prize of 62 25.is offered
for the best practical article on the “ LUBRICATION
OF MODEL ENGINES,” which should describe the
various forms of lubricators and their application to
the different parts of themodel or small power engine
whether steam or internal combustion . The article
should give advice with respect to the choice of
lubricants for the various purposes, and should
indicate to some extent the most efficient way of
lubricating small engines, and the amount of lubri
cant required for engines of various dimensions and
given duties. The closing date for this Competition
is December 15th , 1903.

Competition No. 36. - A prize of 62 28. will be
awarded to the reader sending in the best article
on “ MODEL ENGINE DRIVING ." This should in
clude hints on the raising and maintenance ofsteam ,

and the generalmanipulation ofmodel steam boilers,
the keeping in order of boilers and engines, adjust
ment and setting of slide- valves, packing of glands,
repairs, lubrication, and prevention of failures.
Practical notes should be given on the testing of the

power developed by model boilers and engines, the
advantages and disadvantages of feed -water heaters,
superheaters, and wire-drawing, and of the various

October 15, 1903.

Competition No. 37 . For Foreigo and.Colonial
Readers only . - In order to encourage our readers
across the seas to let us know more of their model
making achievements, we offer a prize of the value
of 62 25. for the best description of “ SOME MODELS
I HAVE MADE." The models described should be
illustrated by photographs or drawings, or by both .

If sufficient entries are received , we will give a fur
and in any case we will give a consolation prize of

ther prize of £i is. for the second best description ,

Ios. 6d . for each unsuccessful entry which we think
sufficiently interesting to insert. If preferred , we

will, in this Competition , send goods to the value

of the prize, and each competitor should state what
form he would like the prize to take in the event
of his being successful. The closing date for re
ceiving entries for this competition will be March
ist, 1904.
Competition No. 38. – Weoffer a prize of £2 25.
for the best article on “ MEASURING AND MARKING

OFF TOOLS AND HOW TO MAKF THEM .” The article
should be fully illustrated by neat scale drawings of

the tools referred to , and should give complete in
structions as to how the tools should be made. The
following are the tools which should be described :
Calipers of various forms and sizes, squares, com
passes, scribers, and centre-punches. In order to
keep the article within reasonable limits, scribing
blocks, vee- blocks, surface plates, micrometers, etc .,

may be omitted , and only the previously mentioned
tools described .

The competitors should select such

shapes and sizes of these tools as would be most

useful on a model engineer's bench . The closing
date for this Competition is December 31st, 1903.
Competition No. 39. - A prize of £2 2s. is offered
for the best design for “ A MODEL HORIZONTAL
STEAM ENGINE.” The enginemay be compound, or
condensing, but in any case should be fitted with a
pump properly proportioned to the needs of th

engine. If a simple engine is adopted , the size o
the cylinder should be about 1- in . bore by 2 -in
stroke, working at a pressure of 30 lbs. or 40 lbs.

per square inch . If a compound engine, the high

pressure cylinder should be of such dimensions as
to consume the sameamount of steam as the simple

engine but at a higher pressure. Themodel should
be designed in a manner which will make its con
struction not too difficult for the average amateur,
and it should not necessitate intricate pattern

making and expensive forgings. The design should

be accompanied by detailed dimensioned drawings
and a descriptive article. The closing date of this
Competition is January 15th , 1904 .
Competition No. 40. - A prize of 12 25. is offered
for the best design for a “ STATIONARY BOILER .”
The generator should have sufficient effective heating
engine of the dimensions described in Competition
No. 39 at speeds up to 600 revolutions per minute,

surface to provide steam for a model horizontal

i.e., should be powerful enough to evaporate about
4 cubic inches ofwater per minute, plusan allowance
for the steam consumed by the blower, etc. The
boiler may be either vertical or horizontal, have

lation of small internal combustion engines, hot-air
engines, locomotives and steam -boats, will be

water or fire tubes, and should be,aboveall, a com
pact, easily handled generator, arranged to run con
tinuously with as little attention as possible. The
mountings, fittings, firing, and feeding arrangements
should be completely described , and the design

eligible for this Competition , the closing date of

accompanied by a detailed descriptive article.

which is December 31st, 1903.

This Competition will close on January 15th, 1904 .

methods of firing. Articles describing the manipu
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Chemicals Used in Electrical
Work .
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of a spray as the current passes and reduces the lead

oxide. Sulphuric acid attacks nearly all metals
with formation of sulphates. The chemical energy

which runs down in this operation is the source of
the energy of the current in batteries. Pure sul

By C. F . TOWNSEND, F.C.S.

phuric acid is practically colourless, and has a

TINDER this heading I propose to give a concise
account of the principal properties of the

specific gravity of 1.84 . It has a strong affinity for
water, with which it unites violently ; for this

chemicals used in electrical work , and to in
clude other substances, such as gutta -percha, about
which a few facts may prove useful to the electrician.
Where possible, also , I have given the average mar
ket price for small quantities. These must not be

reason , when diluting sulphuric acid , great care
must be exercised , the acid being added to the

taken as absolute, but only as a guide to the pur

ammonia ; otherwise, in addition to the red stain , a
hole will soon be produced , owing to the acid rotting
the fibre by depriving it of its water. If ammonia
is not available, use solution of washing soda. The
destructive action of the acid on wood and most
organic matters is caused by this thirst for water.
If a bottle of sulphuric acid be left unstoppered , it
will gradually absorb water from the air. The com
mercial acid contains lead, derived from the cham
bers in which it is made, and other impurities. Price :

chaser .

Acid (Hydrochloric) is employed in its commercial
form , usually known as muriatic acid or spirits of

salt, for soldering and brazing. The acid is " killed”
with zinc, which unites with the acid to form zinc
chloride. The solution thus obtained has an acid
reaction and serves to clean the surfaces of the
metals which are to be joined , so as to allow of the
solder uniting them properly . Hydrochloric acid ,
or zinc chloride, should never be used in making

water in small quantities at a time with vigorous
stirring - never the reverse way. Spots of acid on
the clothes should be neutralised at once with strong

soldered joints in wires, as it " creeps " and destroys
the insulation. Hydrochloric acid , as employed , is

pure acid , 5d. per lb .; commercial, 2 d . The latter
serves quite well for batteries and accumulators.
Amber is a fossil resin , which is a non -conductor

a solution of the gas, and the purest has a specific
gravity of about 1'195. The commercial acid con
tains iron and arsenic, which the “ pure ” acid

of electricity. In quite olden days it was noticed
that when amber was rubbed with silk it possessed

should be free from . Price : pure redistilled , 8d. per
Ib .; commercial, 2 d . per lb .
Acid (Hydrofluoric) is employed principally for
etching glass, which it attacks most vigorously .

For this reason it is stored in gutta -percha bottles.
Price: commercial, id . per oz., is. per lb .
Acid (Chromic) is sometimes used in bichromate

batteries instead of the usualmixture of sulphuric
acid and bichromate of potash . The action of the
sulphuric acid on the bichromate serves to release
chromic acid , so that some people prefer to use the
chromic acid direct. Chromic acid contains a con
siderable amount of free oxygen which combines
with the hydrogen given off at the negative pole

of the battery and prevents polarisation . Price,
commercial, rod . per lb .; 160 parts of the acid will
dissolve in 100 of cold water.
Acid (Nitric) is a compound of hydrogen , nitrogen ,
and oxygen , which it gives up readily. For this
reason it is used in Grove's and Bunsen 's batteries
to prevent polarisation . A battery can be formed,
using cast iron as the negative pole, dipping in
strong nitric acid, whilst the zinc dips in dilute acid .
In the strong acid the iron is not attacked . The
fumes which are given off from batteries containing
nitric acid as a depolariser are due to the presence
of lower oxides of nitrogen , owing to the hydrogen
reducing the nitric acid or robbing it of its oxygen .
The commercial acid always contains a certain
amount of these lower oxides dissolved in it, which
gives it a slight yellow tinge. Nitric acid which
has been exposed to light for a long time, or been in
a battery , is dark yellow or sometimes almost red
through the presence of these lower oxides. The
price of the commercial acid , which is quite good
enough for batteries, is 6d . per lb .
Acid (Sulphuric) is largely used for batteries and
accumulators. It is a compound of hydrogen ,
oxygen , and sulphur. If it is reduced by parting
with its oxygen , sulphurous acid (burnt sulphur gas)
is given off. In charging accumulators the actual
sulphuric acid is given off, owing to the formation

the property of attracting light articles, and it is
from the Greek name for amber - elektron -- that the
word electricity is derived. The price of amber
varies from 2s. per lb . upwards.

Ammonium Chloride is formed by the combination
ofhydrochloric acid and ammonia . Its commercial

name is sal ammoniac. It is the active substance
in the Leclanché battery, the energy of the current
being produced by the action of the ammonium

chloride on the zinc. As produced, it is in long,
fibrous crystals, which are very inconvenient to use,
and for this reason the powdered variety should
always be purchased. About 35 parts dissolve in
100 of water. The pure salt costs 9d. per lb .; the
commercial contains traces of iron and other im
purities, but serves quite well for batteries and
costs (powdered ) 6d . per lb .

Barium Platino -cyanide is used for coating screens

for x-ray work . It is a double cyanide of barium

and platinum , and is very fluorescent. It costs 2s.
per gram (15 grains).
Benzole , or Benzene, is the active substance of
coal-tar naphtha, and is a very powerful solvent.

It must not be confused with benz -ine, which is
mineral naphtha, or light petroleum oil. It is the
latter which is used for dissolving india-rubber and
gutta-percha .
Benzine ( see Naphtha ).

Bichromate of Potassium is the depolariser used in
oxygen , which is readily reduced by the hydrogen
given off from the negative plate. The green crys

the bichromate battery . It contains an excess of

tals which accumulate at the bottom of a bichro
sist of chrome-alum - a double sulphate of chromium ?

mate cell which has been in use for some time con

and potassium . One part of the bichromate is
soluble in about 10 parts of water. Price, com
mercial, 8d . per lb .

Bleaching Powder has been suggested for use as a
depolariser instead of bichromate, & c., in primary
batteries. It is essentially a hypochlorite of lime
and parts with its oxygen very readily. Price, 5d.
per 1-lb . tin .
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Caoutchouc (see India-rubber ).
Cellulose is the material out of which all vegetable
fibres, cotton -wool, linen , bast, hemp, wood, & c., are
made, and it has innumerable uses in electrical
work . In the form of paper it is being now largely
used as an insulating material for electric wires.

When acted upon by a mixture of strong nitric and
sulphuric acids it forms nitro -compounds, of which
tri-nitro -cellulose, or gun- cotton , is the best known.
This, when combined with camphor, formsthe basis

of celluloid and similar substances. (See also
Viscose ).
Chloroform is a very volatile liquid , possessing

powerful solvent properties, and it is one of the best
solvents of india -rubber and gutta-percha. It
possesses strong anæsthetic properties, but a con
siderable quantity is required to produce insensi
bility. Its specific gravity is 1'5. Price: methy
lated , 2s. gd. per lb .; pure, 55. 8d. per lb .
Copper is valued for electrical purposes princi

pally on account of the very low resistance it offers
copper is obtained by electro -deposition from its
salts.
Copper Sulphate is employed in Daniell's battery
as a depolariser. The battery consists of a rod of

to the passage of the electric current. The purest
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It arrives in this country in irregular blocks, contain
ing a good deal of impurities in the shape of wood

and stones, and is purified by washing and kneading
with hot water. Gutta -percha is a tough, inelastic
substance, which becomes soft and plastic at the

boiling-point of water, so that two pieces can be
firmly welded together. It is an ideal substance

for electrical purposes, as it is impervious to mois
ture, resists the action of acids and alkalies to a
great extent, and is one of the best insulators we

possess. Without gutta -percha the laying of
submarine cables would practically come to an
end. It dissolves readily in benzole, chloroform ,
carbon bisulphide, rectified mineral naphtha ,
and rectified oil of turpentine. Price : in sheets,
about 8d. per oz., or 8s. per lb .
Graphite (see Carbon ).
Hydrogen , the lightest gas, and one of the
two constituents of water, produces the greatest
chemical energy known in combination with oxygen .
Several endeavours have been made to take advan
tage of this bymeans of gas batteries, in which there

are two tubes filled with oxygen and hydrogen ,

respectively, dipping in acidulated water. Two
platinum plates suspended in the gases draw off the
current, the circuit being completed through the
liquid . So far, no practical results have been

zinc in a porous cell filled with dilute sulphuric acid ;
this is contained in an outer cell of copper, which

obtained .

forms the negative pole and contains a solution of
sulphate of copper (bluestone). The hydrogen
reduces this ,metallic copper being deposited instead
of hydrogen . As an equivalent of copper is de
posited for each equivalent of zinc dissolved the
electro -motive force of the battery is very constant.
Copper sulphate also interposes a very low resistance
to the passage of the current.
Carbon is an elementary body like iron or copper,
and is more strongly electro -negative even than
platinum . It is used in the Bunsen battery , the
actualmaterial employed being the carbon deposited
on the inner surfaces ofthe retorts in gas -works. This
carbon is fairly pure, and greatly resembles natural
graphite. Carbon is an excellent conductor of
electricity, and is now largely employed for brushes

juice of a number of tropical plants, mostly of the
fig species. It varies a good deal in properties,
according to its origin , some forms being solid and
as inelastic as gutta -percha ; whilst others never

of dynamos and motors, & c., as well as in apparatus
for the manufacture of chlorine, caustic soda,
sodium , & c., by decomposing common salt, & c., by
means of the electric current. Sticks of the same

form of carbon are employed to forma the terminals
of the arc lamp. The fine carbon filaments used in
incandescent electric lamps are obtained by car
bonising some vegetable fibre. Carbon in the form
of blacklead is employed to coat the moulds in
electrotyping. Gas carbon, already referred to ,
graphite and plumbago, are all fairly pure forms of
carbon ; the diamond, or crystalline form , is almost
quite pure ; lampblack is a much less pure variety.
Carbon, even in its densest form , burns slowly in the
air, if heated strongly enough ; but no temperature
short of the electric arc suffices to melt it . In the
arc it appears to be not only melted but volatilized .

Price, 2d. per lb .
Carbon Bisulphide in its commercial form is a

India -rubber, or Caoutchouc, is obtained from the

properly solidify. It is impervious to water and to
nitric and sulphuric acids). Caustic alkalies do not
affect it, even when boiling. It is an excellent in
sulátor-- and for this reason is largely employed for
electrical purposes. It is soluble in pure ether,
the action of alkalies and acids (except concentrated

chloroform , and carbon bisulphide and mineral
naphtha, the last two being the most usually em
ployed . The freshly cut edges of india -rubber,
when pressed together, make a perfect join .

One

of the most useful applications of india -rubber is in
the formation of vulcanite or ebonite. This re
markable product is obtained by the combination
of india -rubber with about 10 per cent. of sulphur.
The properties of india -rubber appear to be quite
altered by the combination. It loses its solubility
in the ordinary solvents of caoutchouc, becomes
hard but wonderfully elastic , and is no longer
affected by ordinary changes of temperature. Vul
canite is not softened by heat sufficiently to destroy
it , and is altogether a very permanent substance.

It does not, however, lose its insulating properties,
and is largely used for making accumulator cells,
induction coils, and for other purposes. Vulcanite is

largely adulterated with mineral matter.
Iridium is a raremetal of the platinum series. It
ployed on the contact-breakers of coils where plati
num would soon be destroyed . In its pure state
iridium is not acted upon by any of the acids, but is
is very hard and infusible, and for this reason is em

attacked when fused with nitre.

very evil-smelling liquid . The pure liquid is not
very unpleasant ; it is employed largely as a solvent
for india -rubber and gutta -percha. Price, redis
tilled
, 2s.
.
per lbmust
not be confused with india
-percha
Gutta
rubber. . It is obtained from the juice of a tree

them with scraps of block tin in a solution of cream

(isonandra gutta ) growing in theMalay Archipelago .

of tartar .

(To be continued .)

To coat small castings with tin , clean and boil
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My Working Model Steam
Roller .
By W . Parsons.
M

Y
M

working model steam roller is 144 ins. long
by 71 ins. wide; height to top of funnel,

84 ins. The large rollers, which contain
nineteen pieces in each , are 4 ins. diameter, 14 ins.
wide ; front rollers, 3 ins. diameter, 3 ins.wide ; fly
wheel, 34 ins. diameter, in . wide on face.. , It is
worked by a single-acting oscillating cylinder, which
is made of brass tube, fitted with a gunmetal piston

and steel rod, 5 -16ths in .bore, fin . stroke. Itmakes
180 revolutions to one revolution of the large rollers,
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space firebox and oval fue throngh the barrel,
satisfactorily inside the firebox . Although the

with 3 -in . cross tubes, but the lamp would not burn

present one steams splendidly , supplying plenty

of dry steam for the engine, I think with my pre
sent experience that the other would have been
much better with the lamp properly arranged .
The chimney is made of thin sheet iron, with a
brass ring filed half away on the inside to fit the top
with a thin strip of sheet brass soldered next to it
forming a very decent looking cap . It has an inside
sleeve fitting inside the base to enable it to be taken
off at the joint flanges, which are two rings soldered
on . The base and headpiece for carrying front
rollers, are built up with pieces of stout tin , sheet
iron and solder, and finished off nice and smoothly
to represent castings.

On the front of head
piece I put a star, cut
from sheet brass.
The lamps are made
with a tin body enclos
ing a glass ball, which
projects a little through
a hole in the front, sur
rounded by a brass
dished rim ,which gives
them a very realistic
appearance. They are
provided with sockets
to hang them on the
usual brackets. The
fork , which carries the

front rollers, I made of
sheet iron , cutting the
pieces out to shape,
and soldering them to
gether to resemble a
casting ; the main pin
goes right through the
top and bottom plates,
and iswell soldered in .

The top part of head
piece is slotted , to
MR. W . PARSONS' SIMPLE MODEL STEAM ROAD ROLLER.
allow the pin to rock ,
that the rollers may
accommodate themselves to the unevenness of the
and is fitted with reversing gear. It has steering
road without injuring the boiler, in the same way
gear complete, by which it can travel in a circle of
as the real engines.
4 ft. diameter. The model runs at a rate of 20 ft.
The rollers are also built up, the rims and bosses
per ninute, and will mount an incline of 1 in 8 and,
being hollow . The driving rollerswere made by first
on one occasion it went up I in 4 . With half -a -pint
marking out a piece of sheet iron (thin ) with crank
of water and lampful of methylated spirit, it will
shape in the centre, and half the number of arms
work for an hour.
springing from it. The space between two of these
The boiler is made of sheet iron 1•16th in . thick ,
was filled in with a piece of sheet iron , bent to the
6 ins. long, 2 } ins. diameter. I bent it to shape on a
shape of the crank-shaped plates,and then soldered ,
piece of iron rod supported each end, after riveting
forming a very heavy looking driving boss.
and soldering the joint for 3 ins. I then cut with
The arms were then bent inward , crossing each chisel half-way across the barrel - that is a quarter
other in theusualway . The inside rim wasmade, the
each side of the joint - straightened each side out,
ends of the armswere then soldered to it, two rings
and so formed the firebox, soldering in an end plate
cut out and soldered , and then the outside rim
for the back , and a disc for the front, which is i in .

being the second I made for the engine - owing to
my lack of knowledge of the properties of the methy

soldered and riveted on . A hole was drilled through
the boss to receive the driving pin , which enters into
either of four holes in a disc , fastened to the main
axle. They are made of a piece of rod | in . diameter
sweated into a hole drilled in a small piece of round
brass, and then filed and finished off with emery
cloth . There is also a small collar fastened next to
the handle of the pin , with a slot filed from the cir
cumference towards the centre ; this slot, when

lated spirit lamp. The first boiler had a water

putting in the pin , is turned round until it slips over

from the end, so forming the smokebox, filled with
cork as a non -conductor. These discs are of sheet
iron , but the bottom is of I- 16th in . copper. I

drilled a hole in each side of the firebox, inserted a
piece of rod, well soldered to the sides as a stay. I
may say here, thatmy reason for making this kind
of boiler was my failure with the first one - this
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a hook-shaped projection on the front of the boss,

of theboiler, ofan inch from the side plate opposite

then , by still turning the pin round, say half a turn ,
it has to make another half-turn before it can come
out. This plan I employed instead of the clips and

the flywheel, leaving a space for the crank and cy
linder to work in . This I will call the bedplate, the
back end of which carries a long bish for the bearing
of engine shaft,
Behind the crank on this bush , between the bed
plate and crank, the end of another plate with an
easy fitting hole is attached ; this plate also carries the
cylinder by means of a bush , in which the trunnion
rocks, also the two ports, one for admission and one
for exhaust, just beyond the other two ports.

split keys and chains used in the large steam rollers.
The front rollers have their bosses, which , of
course, are circular, fastened to pieces of brass tube,

revolving on a fixed axle. I keep the faces of the
rollers well polished , which adds to their appear
ance .
The side plates, which carry the bearings ofmain
axle, shafts, and one bearing for engine shaft, ex
tends backward , forming the sides of tender, and
downwards, forming the lower part of firebox ,
below water space, having holes drilled for air to
lamp. Distance plates are fixed between them .

Behind the cylinder is a slot, working on a fixed
stud in the bedplate, to which it is kept steam -tight
by means of a washer and spring, and a pin through
the stud, and on the end is another slot running
lengthwise to receive a crank pin , which is attached
to a rocking shaft , and connected to the reversing
lever. This crank works the outside plate, bringing
the different ports into position as required . The ac

tion is as follows: The bedplate has three ports

Lamn.

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF MR. W . PARSONS' SIMPLE MODEL STEAM ROLLER .
The engine can be run without being in gear with
the rollers, and as I thought an engine of the slide
valve type would be too much for mewith the small

amount of tools atmy command, I decided to make
a single-acting oscillating cylinder. It is made of a

in it, the central one is connected to the steam pipe,
the top and bottom ones are for exhaust.
The outside plate revolves on the bush of the
shaft, thus the distance from the shaft to cylinders
is always preserved . Supposing the plate with

piece of brass tube, 5 -16ths in . in the bore, a brass
cover on the other. It is fitted with a gunmetal
piston , with a groove around it, which I pack with

cylinder is at the top, then placing the crank a little

disc being soldered in the back end, and a removable

over the back centre, going over the top side, the
bottom port will be opposite the central hole in bed
plate, taking steam , and, on the return , exhaust

asbestos yarn .
A small piece ofbrass tube is inserted in the front

through the two plates.

cover as a long bush for piston-rod (a 3-32nds in .
steel rod ) to work through
. The connection to crank

now be the admission, and this being opposite the
centralhole and taking steam , the crank being placed

pin is made by a brass big end , a hole in this re
ceiving the rod , which a taper pin secures firmly .
My greatest difficulty was to find a means of revers

below the centre, will go the other way, and, on the
return stroke, will exhaust through the bottom ports
in both plates.
The bedplate has a slot to allow the trunnion of

ing the engine. I had nothing in my experience
to go upon , and after a lot of thinking, and experi
ments, I decided on the plan I will now describe.
In addition to the side plates which I have already
described , there is another plate fastened to the top

By lowering the plate, what was the exhaust, will

to pass through , and the outside plate has
cylinder
a slot and a fixed stud near the crank for adjustment.
This gear works so well that I have reversed the
engine a dozen timswithout touching the flywheel
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when running outof gear - in fact,when in travelling
gear, it is seldom required to move the crank off the
centre .
The trunnion is riveted to a brass plate, soldered
to the side of cylinder, faced up, and made steam
tight by scraping ; a good spring keeps the cylinder
in place. Whatappears to be a cylinder in the photo
is a casing made in the shape of cylinder and chest,
riveted and soldered to boiler . This acts as a steam
dome and has two 1- in . inlets from boiler.
The safety valve is fixed in the top of the dummy

chest. It is made of a piece of brass tube, and filing
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plug for filling the boiler is on the other side, and
made of a piece of brass fitted inside a nipple,
which screws into a brass collar. The plug is filed
hexagon shape and polished
The flywheel is made of a disc of stout sheet iron,
with a rim of plate, bent in a ring and well soldered .
I faced it up with a file and emery ; it runs perfectly
true.
The lamp has one burner, and has a pipe for sup
plying it with spirit from the back of the tender.

By withdrawing a pin in the tender, the back with
the pipe and lamp attached can be taken out. There

Bearings

Rim .

Fly-wheel
Crank

Steam

fife
HIS

Striking
Gear.

U

Boss.

SECTION
OF DRIVING
ROLL
ERS,

GEARING OP ROLLERS.
Slot

PLAN OF CYLINDER AND REVERSING GEAR .

Poris

For Bush
a shoulder on a piece of round gunmetal, I well
ground it in with a screwdriver, and filed three flats,
hollowing them out between , leaving three wings.

The!MOVABLE PLATE OF REVERSING BLOCK .

This was accomplished with the end of a square file,
ground like a gouge. There is a recessed cover on
the end of this cylinder towards the chimney, and a
plate for a cover to steam chest, with an oval shape

brass name plate attached , these details giving
the model a natural appearance.

Trunnion

Slot
Studi

O Stud
Bush

There are three shafts besides the engine shaft ,

the second motion shaft has flanges soldered on it,
and a forked lever puts it out of gear with the en
gine. The gearwheels are cut out of plate (brass ),
and the teeth filed ; the steering wheel is all brass,
made with a ring and a star piece, five armsbeing
soldered inside ; theworm gear is madewith a large

THE FIXED OR BED PLATE OF REVERSING BLOCK .

is also a bracket and towing pin; the plates or side
are beaded on the edges with brass wire. The edges

boards can be taken off for cleaning and oiling, and

of tender are fipished off with half-round wire ; the

wheel shown in photograph work the lever. This
brake will stop the roller when running at full speed .
The safety valve is held down by a lever and a
steel wire spring, enclosed in a piece of brass tube,

ends of the main axle are fitted with caps of brass
tube with brass split pins.
All the levers and wheels are used to work the
roller in the same way as the large engines. The
chains of steering gear are brass watch chains, and
the drums and shaft of brass tubing. The scrapers
are made of stout tin . The driving pins on
either side can be withdrawn for turning sharp
corners ; in running round a small circle I generally
withdraw the inside one. In the summer I often

with a screw and washer to strain the spring. The

run it about my garden an hour at a time; it will

brass wood screw , head cut off, and a hole drilled in
centre to receive the spindle ; the wheel is of plate
with the teeth cut to fit the worm .
There is a brake, which is a sheave on the main
axle, and a band of tin , applied by a lever in the
same way as on the large engines. The screw and
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(Continued from page 346.)
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VII. - Cost of Installation Work .
COR thebenefit of readers who may be laying out
T electric lighting installations, some informa
tion as to what should be the cost will doubt
less be of value and interest. Anyone who, not
being associated with the electrical industry, has
obtained estimates for an electric lighting installa
tion , cannot fail to have been struck with the
wide differences frequently observed in the prices.

These are due to several reasons, amongst which
may be inentioned : (1) The different methods of
estimating employed ; (2) the personnel of the
tenderers ; and (3) in the absence of an engineer's
technical specification, to the variety of opinions
and intentions for the carrying out of the job.
As regards the first, it might be mentioned , for
instance, that in order to arrive at the cost of wiring
to points some persons will make actual measure
ments of material required , whilst others would

hazard a guess at so much per point. A third , and
perhaps a more satisfactory way than either, would
be to base the estimate of wiring to points on pre
viously recorded figures of costs as found to obtain
on similar jobs.

The class of person or firm tendering also largely
affects the case, as there is probably no industry of
such mixed composition as that devoted specially
to house wiring. It includes every grade, from the
genius who has decided to “ start in business on his
own account ” and a five pound note, to firms of re
sponsibility and repute.
In the absence of a carefully drawn specification ,
one firm might have in mind “ looping -in " wherever
possible, circuits of notmore than 2 amps. each , and
two or more circuits represented in each important
room , whereas another might provide for none of
these arrangements and yet to the ordinary outside
observer the job would look the same in either case.
The following may be taken as instances of what

the cost ofan installation may be for good class work
in a modern house. For the first case, assume that

the following lighting is required :

Hall

.

I

FIRST FLOOR .
Three bedrooms

..

-

By FREDERIC H . TAYLOR, Assoc.M .INST.E .E .

.. 3
Dining-room
Drawing-room
Kitchen and scullery .. 2
Larder

N

The Electric Lighting of a
Private House.

Lamps. Points. Switches.
-

black , with brass bands around the boiler, etc.

GROUND FLOOR.
Room .
Morning-room

4

Bathroom and W .C .
Landing
Maid 's roomn ... . . . 1

::

run over a half-inch piece of wood or my fingers.
Every part ofmymodel has been made by hand, no
part of it has been in a lathe ; the tools used being
hammer and chisel, files and copper bit, the shank
end of the files being used for drilling holes with a
carpenter's brace.
This boiler blows off at safety valve to lbs. to the
square inch , which is a great deal more than is re
quired to work the model. When in working order,
it weighs 6 lbs. 8 ozs. It has taken five years of
spare timeto make. It is not built to scale as I have
never measured any part of a steam roller, being
made entirely by sight, from seeing them at work
in our streets. The model is enamelled green and
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Total
. . 26
For the purposes of cost, the above may be re
garded as the equivalent of say, eighteen 1- light
points, which may be taken at 155. per point or
413 ios. total for “ wiring to points ” only. In

this price is included ordinary wood blocks for lamp
switches and blocks for ceiling roses, but no special
blocks for fittings or switches. Distribution boards
not exceeding two in number, main d . -p . switch ,
and fuse ; and the leaving of the work in readiness
for connection to meter, etc., are included .
In order to indicate what the total cost of the in
stallation would be, the prices of thevarious fittings,
etc. needed , will now be considered .
Tumbler Switches. - Good quality tumbler switches
with bright brass or steel bronzed covers, may be
taken at 18s. to 198. 6d. per dozen .

Lampholders. - General Electric Co .'s pattern with

patent square cord grip and shade carrier, ios. per
dozen . Without cord grip , gs., and without either
cord grip or shade carrier, 75. 6d . per dozen .
Lamps. - English -made lamps of 8 or 16 C.-p. high
voltage, is. 6d. to is. 9d , each , low voltage being
sometimes slightly cheaper. “ Frosted " or " ob
scured " lamps, which are very effective (and with
many of themodern designs of fittings really neces
sary ), are usually charged a penny each extra .
Lamps of 32 C.-p . are not often wanted for house

work , but they may be taken at 23. 3d , each .
Ceiling Roses -- High voltage pattern , for " loop

ing- in ," the two-plate kind,6s. 6d . to 75. per dozen .
Shades. — These are, of course,made in many hun
dreds of designs, which are being added to every day,
and, consequently, the range of price is enormous ;
anything, in fact, from a few pence to several pounds.
For the domestic part of the house, such as kitchen ,

scullery , larder, maid 's room , etc., the ordinary

plain opal glass shade suffices, and these cost 5s. 6d .
to 6s. per dozen for the usual sizes of 9 ins. or to ins.

diameter. For the remainder of the house, the price
might be averaged out at 12s. to 155. per dozen .
Flexible Cord . — This should not be of smaller size
than 35 - 40. The price for good quality , silk
covered cord , vulcanised , is about 545. per gross
yards.

Fittings. — These may , of course, be chosen of any
design and price, but the following average prices
might reasonably be allowed for.
The following estimate assumes that, although
the work be done thoroughly well, the fittings are
simple and chosen from stock designs, and also that
the house presents no difficulties in the way of wiring
and that the “ runs " are easy and not of immoderate
length .
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Morning-room
- One 3-light ceiling £2 s.4 d0.
fitting
..

Dining -room - One 3-light
centre fit
e, and with 18
ting, counterbalanc

..

ins. silk shade

2

5 o

Drawing-room - Two 3-light ceiling
..
fittings, at 355. each
..
Hall - One pendant or lantern
Best bedroom - One 2-light " dressing
table ” fitting (counterbalanced ) ..
Nine plain cord pendants for remain
ing rooms, each consisting simply of

3 10 0
Ii 100
1 0 0

the holder, opal shade, ceiling rose,
1

2

6

I 190
1 7 0
O 17

O

(say, £1), fixing of switches and sup
ply of sundries, say . .

Wiring to points

..

..

2

8

0

. . 13 10 0

..

Total cost of installation .. £32 4 3
The next instance that is given is that of a very
much better class house, where every effort was
made to harmonise fittings with the furnishing, and
where the work generally was more costly, for
reasons which will be given . The lighting was as

BASEMENT.

-w
NAVN

follows :

Lamps. Points. Switches.
3
Larder and cellars,etc. .. 3
Room .

GROUND FLOOR.

Library ..
Dining-room
Drawing-room

..
...

Lavatory . .

..

:::: :::

Porch

Hall (pilot lamp)..

As the pressure of supply was high , lamp circuits
were kept small, and in no case exceeded 2 amps.
In every important room at least two circuits were
represented , and, in some cases, three or four.

Wiring and fittings were of the very best, and no
trouble or expense spared to obtain an installation
as perfect as possible. The foregoing, therefore,
forms a very good instance for consideration as com
pared with the previous and less costly example.
If the best work is to be obtained , at a reasonable

cost, and the arrangements are to be thoroughly
suited to the conditions obtaining , the employment
of an independent consulting engineer, who will pre

pare specifications for the whole work and supervise
really imperative, unless, of course , the owner be

it during execution by the wiring contractors, is

himself technically (and commercially ) well-in
formed on electric lighting matters.
In some cases, persons are inclined to rely upon
the Fire Insurance Office interested in the house, to
see that everything is well, but, of course, such in
spection as the fire officer can give must essentially

work is completed , instead of being at frequent in
tervals during its progress. The employmentofwell

Dressing -room
..
Third bedroom . .
Small billiard room

Iwwe

Bathroom , W .C ., and
..
housemaid 's sink
SECOND Floor .
Half-landing and landing

a
AN
wW
olwNN

scullery, and trades
..
First FLOOR.
Half-landing and landing
Two best bedrooms
mens' entrance . .

..

Linen and store rooms . .
..
Totals ..
• * Two-way switches, being one on the first floor

half-landing, and one at foot of staircase, or other
convenient position .

† Two points were flush plugs for table lamps.
One point a plug for piano.
§ Two -way switches.

on the surface, this was of polished oak, between
floors and ceilings brazed and screwed Simplex con
duit was adopted , and , in a few specially awkward
situations, short runs of a few feet length of compo
pipe were used .

bemore or less superficial and commonly when the

China pantry, kitchen ,

Two bedrooms
Servants' room . .

The cost of wiring to these forty -eight actual
points which were equivalent to about fifty -two
single light points was, roughly, £63, which included
the cost of wiring and fixing fittings and supply of
ordinary switches.
Fittings cost, approximately , £97, which sum in
cluded the cost of special covers to nearly all the
ground floor and some first floor switches, to match
the design of the fittings controlled . In many in
stances, fittings of special design required panels or
backplates to be made to suit.
Although the house was finished and decorated ,
the wiring had to be almost entirely concealed
throughout. Where imperative for casing to appear

and ordinary length of flexible cord ,

would cost, say, 25. 6d . each , or in all
26 lamps at, say, is. 6d . each . .
.
18 switches, at is. 6d .. .
14 shades, at average price of is. 3d .
each . .
..
..
15 lampholders, at gs. per dozen
..
Allow for, say, five special blocks for
fittings
fixing
fittings, wiring and
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known contractors, does not, as somemay suppose ,
necessarily inoculate the job against imperfections,
for as a certain humourist once said , “ there is a lot
of human nature in man.”

Whenever a new district is opened up for electric
lighting by the laying of town mains for the supply
of current to consumers, simultaneously a number
of self-styled “ electrical engineers ” and “ electric
lighting contractors " appear in the neighbourhood.
Unfortunately , in many instances, their knowledge

of electrical matters must be almost a negligible
quantity, due to the fact that they have never spent
time, and still less money, in the studying of what
is a highly technical subject - one, in fact, which is
realms beyond their immediately previous occupa
tion as bell-hangers, plumbers, gas-fitters, etc ., and
which every day is becoming more and more requi
site of careful systematic training.
In a good class district of London, the writer only
recently heard of quotations at 8s. 6d. per single
light point, wired out complete . With good class

labour and materials costing 5s . per point, each

( 10s, the two) with nothing unusual in the " runs,"
how can such work be done, with an atom of de
cency or even reasonable safety to the consumer ?

(To be continued.)
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The Potentiometer and Its Uses.
By FRANCIS J. KEAN .

1. - The Theory of the Potentiometer .
CUPPOSE we take a small 2-volt accumulator
D and join the terminals to a long fine wire, of
uniform gauge throughout, by means of
thick connecting wires ; then we know that the fall
of potential from X to Y (Fig. 1) will be uniform .
Wemay represent this by means of a diagram , as in
Fig . 2 - where distances measured along A , C repre
sent potential difference in ' volts, and distances
along A , B represent length of wire in inches, and
B , C represents the uniform fall of potential. It
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which we have to find each timewemake a measure
ment, in practice, with the potentiometer. The
long wire X , Y is replaced for convenience by a
number of short lengths of wire, which can be put
in or out of circuit by the switch -arm .
II. - Description of a Simple Potentiometer.
The instrument about to be described consists
of a fine wire of German silver, stretched over

will be clear that if we take a point on the wire just
MY

FIG . 1.

Fig . 3:
a scale, which is 20 ins. long and each inch of

next to X the difference of potential between X

which is divided into ten equal parts. A steady
current from a 2 - volt accumulator is passed

and that point will be zero , while if we take the
point as far from X as possible, that is at Y , the

difference of potential will be a maximum , viz., 2
volts. Therefore, by taking any intermediate
point between X and Y we can get any required
potential difference between o and 2 volts.
Having satisfied ourselves on this point, we pro
ceed to take a second source of current, which may
be a good type of Daniell cell, whose E .M .F . we
may take as 1'07 volts ; and arrange in the circuit

along the wire, entering at X (Fig . 7 ) and passing via
switch -arm and first stop to terminal P , thence
along 10 ins. of the wire to a brass strip .
and back along the other 10 ins. of wire, and
leaves by terminal Y .

The wires from a standard

cell are connected , the positive to X and the nega
tive to M . To terminal M is attached by a flexible
wire of low resistance the moving contact Fig. 10
(a piece of No. 16 copper wire). The standard cell
may be replaced for all ordinary purposes by a good

a simple galvanometer. Connecting up as in Fig. 3,
we have the positive terminals of the Daniell cell
and accumulator connected to X , the negative ter
minal of accumulator to Y , and the wire from the
negative of Daniell cell is free. Bringing the free
end to a point M on the wire X , Y , we have the two

E .M .F .s opposing each other.

Tão B
Fig . 4.
Daniell cell, reckoning its E .M .F . as 1'07 volts. The

Too B
Fig . 2.
Now , if the difference of potential between X and

M is equal to the difference of potential between the
terminals of the Daniell cell, no current will flow ,
and the galvanometerneedle will remain at zero . On
the other hand, if they are not equal, a current will
flow with an E .M .F . equal to the difference of the
two. Thus, on our diagram , we could mark off this

point P , where we must apply the free end of the
wire M in order that the two E .M . F .s shall balance
each other. It will be at a distance from X equal

to the distance P , B in inches (Fig 4). It is this point

wire and switch -arm are mounted on a box made of
pine wood f -in . thick . Inside the box are packed
away four complete lengths of the same diameter
German silver wire, each length being exactly the
same as the one on top of the box (Figs. 8 and 14 ).
The wire is soldered to brass strips (insulated from
each other by saw cuts) at one end, the other end
being secured to small setscrews of brass. These
screws are connected to the stops by short lengths of
No. 16 S. W .G . copper wire, the connectors being
shown in the sectional plan . The switch -arm is of
brass with a wooden handle, and the terminals are
also of brass, and are such as are usually mounted
on electric bells (see Figs. 9 and 11).

By moving the switch -arm round to the farthest

stop , we have in circuit 100 ins. of the wire, being
themaximum length available. The German silver
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wire should be No. 22 or No. 24 B . W .G ., and the
copper connecting wires should be No. 16 or No. 18

instrument will present a very neat appearance

B . W .G .

when complete .

If the box be black enamelled or painted , the

111. - The Use of the Potentio
meter .
The apparatus required , besides
the potentiometer itself, is a 2-volt
accumulator, a good Daniell cell, a
simple galvanometer, a 4-ohm coil,
and a suitable switch .

The t-ohm Coil. -- Cut out a piece
of pine wood about 6 ins. by itins.
by fin ., plane up and prepare for
painting. Procure a length of
wire having a resistance of exactly

4-ohm . Solder the ends of the wire
to terminals, and mount them on

the board . Paint the board , and
there is your coil ready for use (see
photograph, Fig. 13).
The Switch . - It is convenient to

be able to connector discon

Fig . 5 - A SIMPLE POTENTIOMETER .

pa - - - - - 6"- -

MUHIMU

-- + - +- o

full size.
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-
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Fig . 6. - SECTION OF SIMPLE POTENTIOMETER,

Fig . 9.
TERMINALS

Details :

— .—

3 full size.
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Fig. 7. — Plan.

o

too
Fig . 10. - MOVING
CONTACT.

-

- -4 -

- ***

- -

-

- -

Fig . 8 . - SECTIONAL PLAN .

A convenient scale may be made by taking a stripi

of squared paper, ruled in tenths of an inch , and
marking in black ink every five divisions.

nect the galvanometer, and also the moving
contact, from the Daniell cell or another cell
without disconnecting the wires leading to these
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( B ) MEASURING CURRENT.

cells. This can be done by the switch (see the

drawings and photograph, Figs. 15, 16 , and 17 ).
(A ) MEASURING E .M .F .
Suppose you wish to measure the E .M .F . of a
Leclanché cell, you would proceed as follows :
Connect up the accumulator A to the potentiometer
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If you require to measure the current (taken by a
glowlamp, for instance), the method you adopt is
this : Arrange the 4-ohm coil in series with the lamp,

and find the fall of potentialover it ; then dividing
this by its resistance, you can find the current in the
circuit. Connect the terminals of the coil to the
inner terminals of switch , as is clearly shown in

Fig. 18. Taking a reading. I found

-- 3" - - M

FIG . 11.- -DETAIL OF Switch ARM .

FIG . 12.

wire, as in Fig . 12. Then con
nect the galvanometer G to the

$

switch -arm (which must be on the
middle stop ) and to the potentio
meter arm ; the Daniell D and Le.
clanché L cells being connected to
the terminals , which are mounted
on the switchboard S and the right
hand switch to the moving contact.
Move the switches on to the stops
which are connected to the termi
nals of the Daniell cell. You will
see now that you have exactly the
same connections as in Fig . 3, and,
consequently, you know what to
do . Take the moving contact in
your hand, and by touching it on
the potentiometer wire (whose
length can be adjusted by the
arm ), find a point where there is
no deflection of galvanometer
needle, that is to say, find a point
where the two E . M . F .'s balance
each other. Read off the length of
potentiometer wire in circuit and
record it ; it is 55 ins. Now
move the switches on to the stops
which are connected to the Le

clanché cell, and repeat the mea
surement. I find the length of
wire is 73 ins. I have got all I
require now , and although it takes
a long time to describe, it only
takes two or three minutes in prac
tice. Proceeding :
55 ins. balance an E .M .F . of 1'07 volts.
73 ins. balance an E .M . F . of 4 volts.
_ 1'07 X 73 = 1'42 volts.
55

. . E .M .F . of this Leclanché cell is 1.42 volts.
In the same way we can find the E .M .F . of any
otber cell.

FIG . 13. - HALF-OHM RESISTANCE COIL .
FIG . 14 . - INTERIOR OF POTENTIOMETER .

22 7 ins. balance a fall of potential of 1'07 volts.
5 .5 ins. balance fall of potential over the t-ohm
coil.

.:. Fallof potential over coil is 225 : 7 = '266 volt.

But C = E ="266 = '532 ampere.
. . Current taken by lamp is '53 ampere .
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the length of potentiometer wire required to

(C ) MEASURING RESISTANCE.

Pass a steady current from a 2-volt accumulator,
or other convenient supply , through the 4-ohm coil
and the coil whose resistance is unknown . Find

produce a balance, we may substitute this
length in our equation C = Ε= = Ε= , and weknow that

C is the same in each case, consequently ,

we can find R for the unknown . In one
instance, I found
2 -5 ins. balance fall of potential over

4-ohm .

balance fall of potential over
R = '5 x 62'5 = 12.5 ohms.
FOR
::. Resistance of coil is25124 ohms.

62'5 ins.
unknown
.
2-5 _ 62'5

SIR FREDERICK BRAMWELL has offered
$ 50 to be invested by the British Asso
ciation , the accumulated sum to be
awarded fifty years hence for the best
essay on the then condition of the steam
engine. Last year Sir Frederick declared
his belief that in half-a -century steam

engines will be extinct, and this offer
is the backing of his prophecy. At 3 per
cent. the £50 will have increased to about
+ 225 in 1953, and is then to be awarded

for the best funeral eulogy of the obsolete
steam engine.
be to me - -

- - -- 3 - - -

- 7 - st

--- -

- - -

Wooden Hardlus

O to o Bras surich Art
Brass Sarilch A

Brass Washeri

Fig . 15. COMPOUND Switch.
Fig . 16. - WIRING OF ABOVE .
1203

lllllllllo

FIG . 18 .

- 2 -- - -

-/- * - - 2 - -

Fig . 17. - COMPOUND SWITCH .

half ohm .

unknown.

Pelllllllla

alllllllll

FIG . 19.

the fall of potential over each arranging the con i
A GOOD babbit metal is made of fifty parts of
nections as in Fig . 19 . Since this is proportional to I tin , five parts of antimony, and one part of copper

The Model Engineer and Electrician .

Some Interesting Induction
Coil Experiments .
By R . BULLOCK .
THE coil for the following experiments - that is,
to see them to the best advantage — should be
at least a “ one-inch ” (and the larger the
better). They should , if possible, be performed in a
darkened room — with the exception of the last one.
Experiment 1. - The ordinary, thin , blue spark
obtained from an induction -coil may easily be
changed into a big (technically termed " fat " ).
spark by the use of condensers. Leyden jars may
be employed ; but, as they are somewhat difficult
to make, and the glass is liable to be of poor quality ,
and of uneven thickness, it is preferable to us
plain sheets of glass covered on both sides with tin

October 15, 1903.

glass and thus leaking away. A very good method
of avoiding this is to immerse the glass in some
liquid
insulator.II. Experiment
Procure a piece of glass 1- 16th
in . in thickness (a quarter photographic plate will do
very well, the film being removed by means of hot

es
e
e
re
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water ); well dry it , and gum a piece of tinfoil the

Coil Terminals

foil. Ordinary sheet glass, as free from a green

Coil

Coil

terminal
terminal
Omo Immo

Strips of tinfoil
Fig . 2.

e

Coil Terminals

Tinfoil
ولعععععه

foil should be cut about 10 ins. square, so as to
allow a margin of 1 in . all the way round between
the edge of the glass and the tinfoil. The latter is
stuck to the glass by means of some thin shellac
varnish , and it is advisable to well varnish the plate
after it is finished to exclude damp.

Experiment 111.- Obtain a small sheet of glass
Ke

Discharge ballo
Fig . 1.
tinge as possible, is the best to use ; it should be at
least ; in . in thickness, and a piece about 12 ins.
square makes a very suitable condenser. The tin

o
le

size of a penny in the centre on each side. The
plate should then be immersed in a jar containing
boiled linseed oil, or, what is almost as effectual,
ordinary paraffin oil. A wire should be connected
from each piece of tinfoil to each terminal of the
coil, and when the latter is set in action a small
spark will be seen to jump from one disc of tinfoil to
the other through the glass, thus making a minute
puncture, which may be examined after the tinfoil
has been removed .

This condenser should be well insulated from the
bench either by means of glass-rod supports or by
suspending with silk threads, the latter being a very
good method to employ on account of its simplicity
and high insulation resistance.
The condenser is connected up, as shown in Fig. 1.
Upon working the coil a heavy discharge occurs
between the two brass balls , and is accompanied by
a loud report at each spark . A peculiar effect
noticed with this, and also with all the other expe

riments in which light is emitted , is that upon
moving anything (the hand, for instance) in front
of the discharge, the foriner appears to the observer
to travel in jerks, this being due to the intermittent
character of the current.
Some amateurs find difficulty in piercing a piece
of glass with a comparatively small coil, on account
of the spark finding its way over the surface of the

Fig . 3.
about 8 ins. by 6 ins., and gum a piece of tinfoil
about 6 ins. by 4 ins. in the centre on each side.
When the plate is quite dry divide the tinfoil on one
side into a large number of small squares by running
a sharp penknife about thirty times along the glass
first in a horizontal and then in a vertical direction ,
as shown in Fig . 2. A narrow strip of tinfoil
should also be gummed along each end of the
divided side of the plate, and a wire taken from
each strip to each terminal of the coil. When the
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latter is operated the effect noticed is extremely
pretty, somewhat resembling a starry sky, owing to
the numerous twinkling sparks jumping across the
air spaces which separate the small squares. In -
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by writing them in thick shellac varnish with
a fine paint-brush , and then sprinkling brass filings
on , as before. In this experiment a piece of tinfoil
slightly larger than the area occupied by the initials

should be pasted on the back
of the glass, as shown in
Fig . 3. Care must also be
taken in making the initials
to avoid onepart of a certain
letter being short-circuited ,
as that part, of course, would
not be illuminated .

Experiment V . - A very
pretty experiment is that of
revolving an ordinary vacuum
tube by means of a small
electric motor, the current
being conveyed to the tube
by means of two brass col

lecting rings insulated from
each other. The aspect of
the tube depends, to a cer
tain extent, upon the relative
speeds of the rotating tube
and the contact - breaker .
Thus, if the time between
each impulse of the current
is exactly equal to the time
taken by one revolution of
emitted from the latter will
appear as a single band with
enlarged ends tapering to the
centre. By decreasing the

the tube, then the light

Fig . 4. - POSITIVE DISCHARGE.
stead of having the tinfoil plain , it
may be shaped into various artistic

speed of the contact-breaker
the band of light will appear

designs, the connections to the coil
being the same as before. The pres
ence of the piece of tinfoil on the back
of the plate is not absolutely necessary ,
but, withoutit, the luminous effect does

not so completely cover the surface .
Experiment IV . - Procure a piece of
glass similar to that used in the last
experiment, and cover it on one side
with a thick coating of shellac var
nish ; then , by means of a small
sieve, sprinkle a thick layer of brass
filings over the prepared surface. A

narrow strip of foil should be stuck
along each end of the plate and con

nected up to the coil, as in the last
experiment. When the current is
switched on , a beautiful effect is pro

duced by the discharge branching off
into severalzig -zag paths and assuming
various illuminated designs. This ex
periment may be improved , in some
cases, by pasting a piece of tinfoil on
to the back of the glass, taking care to

leave a margin all round, as before.

(This tinfoil is not connected up to
the coil, however.)

The colour of the discharge may be
in place of the brass filings, such as iron or zinc
filings, powdered carbon , etc. The initials or

Fig . 5. - NEGATIVE DISCHARGE.

changed by using different materials

other letters may be made to look very effective

to revolve slowly in one direction , and by in

creasing it the light will then appear to travel in
the other direction . By running the motor slowly
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(by inserting resistance in the circuit) the band of
light will arrange itself into a star of a certain num
ber of arms, that number depending upon the ratio
of the speed of the contact-breaker to that of the
motor working the tube. This star may appear
to revolve slowly in either direction, independent of
the direction of rotation of themotor.
condenser, similar to that used
By connecting a

in the first experiment, in shunt with the tube, the
stratæ in the latter will be more definitely shown.
An interesting experiment may be performed with
an ordinary incandescent electric lamp (an 8 or
16 c.p . is very suitable) by pasting a circle of tinfoil
about i in . in diameter on the end opposite the brass
cap. The lamp should be suspended above
the coil by means of a piece of fairly thick
wire fastened into the terminal at one end,
and twisted round the cap at the other.

October 15, 1903.

result of this experiment may be somewhat varied .
Instead of connecting the wires from the coil to
each side of the plate they are connected to two
points on the film two or three inches away from each
other, while the piece of tinfoil is placed on the back
as before, but not connected up to the coil. The
result of this experiment is seen in Fig . 6 . Some

different photographic effects are produced by vary .

ing the method of applying the current from the
of the plate,
coil ; thus, by using a point on each side
or a point and a disc, & c. — they are also changed by
reversing the current. Needless to say, these
experiments must be performed in a dark room .
An experiment illustrating the principle of wire

Another piece of wire should be connected
from the other terminal to the circle of
tinfoil on the lamp. When the coil is
operated the globe is seen to be filled with
a lovely pale phosphorescent light, gene
rally of a green colour, but varying ac
cording to the quality of thevacuum in the
globe.
Experiment VI. - An experiment inter
esting to amateur photographers may be
performed by putting an unexposed rapid
quarter plate into a printing frame with a

piece of tinfoil slightly smaller than the
plate on the back , and on the film side a

hexagon nut.

One wire is taken from

the tinfoil, and one from the nut, and
connected to the two terminals of the

coil. When the coil has been working for

Telephone
Receiver

Y Terminal

Terminal :

DEN 1

Fig . 7 .
about a quarter of a minute the tinfoil should be care
fully removed and the plate developed, when a
figure will be seen similar to that shown in Fig 4 .
This will be the case when the nut touching the film
is positive ; when the negative is used a different
figure is produced , as seen in Fig . 5 . To prevent
the plate from being pierced by too strong a spark
a wire should be connected from each coil terminal,
and the two ends brought to within 1 in . of each

Fig . 6 – POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE DISCHARGES.
less telegraphy may be performed with an ordinary
induction-coil and some simple apparatus.
Experiment VII. - Obtain two pieces of sheet glass
about 12 ins. by 4 ins., and cover them on one side
with tinfoil ; these plates are fixed one at each end of
the coil with their long sides parallel to the bench .
Two brass balls are fixed between the terminals of
the coil by being mounted on to two pieces of thick
wire, which are afterwards pushed through the
terminals. The other ends of these two wires are
connected to their respective plates at the end of
the coil, as shown in Fig . 7.
On a slab of wood , about 6 ins. by 4 ins., is
mounted a piece of ordinary watch mainspring (G ,
Fig . 7 ) about 4 ins. long, which is screwed to an up
right B ; C is an adjustable screw fitted with a
needle-point ; D is for the purpose of varying the
pressure of the spring on C ; F, F are wires con
nected to screws B and C , and are stretched out on

other, thus making a byepass for the current. There
should be a screen placed between the coil and the
sensitive plate, so that the latter will not be fogged

either side as far as convenient. These “ antennae "
are for the purpose of collecting the Hertzian waves
and concentrating them on to the watch -spring. In
stead of only one wire on each side, several may be

by the sparks from the contact-breaker, etc. The

used with advantage. A small cell E (Fig . 7 ) is con
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nected in series with the two screws, B and C , and
also with an ordinary telephone receiver.
This apparatus is capable of detecting the waves

action similar to a slide-rest. Fig . 18 gives side view
of tool on rest, and Fig . 19 a section of tool at the

transmitted by the plates, which are connected to
the induction -coil, even though the latter be many
yards away.
The distance between the brass balls A must be
carefully adjusted , so that the spark only just
jumps across them . The screw O has also to be

the cut.

beginning and the dotted line section at the end of

The cutting edge of tool should be slightly above
centre of work ; but each individual worker can ,
by practice, alone find best height for rest and posi
tion of tool for free cutting, as these will vary accord

ing to circumstances- viz., height of lathe, height

properly adjusted so that the watch -spring only
touches the needle -point very lightly .
When the apparatus is rightly adjusted a clicking

sound may be heard in the telephone receiver, even

Tool

when the coil is working a considerable distance

away.
Rest.

Hand - Turning Tools .
By J. Dean .

Fig . 18.

(Continued from page 353).
THE next class of tools are called hand tools,and
are used for finishing work. Thecutting edges
ofthese tools are shaped the same as the
hooked tools - viz., round, diamond, and square

vol

nosed , and should be used with water or other lubri
cant. If the tools are in good order they leave the

work with a clean, polished surface. Fig. 16 shows
general appearance of tools, Fig. 17 a section of the
steel used . A convenient size for these tools is from
6 ins. to 8 ins. long, fins. wide, f in . thick at top,

Rest

F16, 19.
of turner, and diameter of work . Round-nosed
tools are used for concave surfaces, diamond
jointed for radial, and square nose for level surfaces.
For longer level surfaces the tool shown at Fig .
20 should be used , and is usually fin . to i in , wide,
and about 7 - 16ths in . thick. A first-class tool can
be made from an old slotting file by turning up the
end. This tool should have the cutting edge
slightly curved , and is the best tool for finishing
bearings. In use the tool is held level, brought up
to the work, and cut put on by raising the handle.
To carry the cut along the tool is moved along the
rest to nearly its width , and again brought to its cut
by raising the handle ; used with water at a medium
speed , it cuts with a clean polish ,
Fig . 21 shows a round -nosed tool for finishing

curves of a greater radius than the hand tool, and
Fig . 16 .

Vil

la

Fig . 17.

and 3- 16ths in . at the bottom . These tools should
have all marks ground out on both sides and top
edge. The top edge should be ground perfectly
flat and square with both sides. Thus, in sharpen
ing the tools, the top does not need to be touched,
as the concavity of the tool gives the top rake re
quired . In use the end of the handle is placed
against the right shoulder and held by the left
hand, while the rightgrips the barrel of the tailstock .
advances
The

turner (having lubricated the work )
the tool to its cut, and while it is cutting bends the

left wrist. By this action he causes the top of the
tool to travel sideways, thus producing a traversing

can bemade from a file turned up as Fig. 20, or it can
be made from a f-in . square file ground as at Fig. 22.
Round-nosed tools, whether for roughing or finish
ing, should not cut all round their edges simul
taneously, unless it is only about 5 - 16ths in . or
in .; but the cut should be carried first one side,
then on the other .
Another tool for facing the ends ofwork and sides
of deep collars is the three-cornered tool ; this can
be made from an old saw file with its sides ground
and end bevelled , as in Fig. 23. Figs. 24 and 25
show a tool-holder useful for holding the tool
steadily sideways when taking a cut.
For ending up a piece of work , the tool is placed
on the rest with the bottom edge as near the work
as possible, the left hand holding the tool handle,
while the right grasps the holder. The holder
being gently raised, the cutting edge is forced
against the work , the depth of cut being regulated
by pressure on the holder: Fig .24 showstop of toolin
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position, and Fig . 25 a section of toolcutting metal.
This tool can be used for cast as well as wrought
iron , and can be used as either a right or left-hand
tool by changing hands.
Scrapers are used for finishing cast iron ; they
are made about 8 ins. long, i in . wide, and } in .

October 13, 1903

is required to go over the width of the work, and

for the prevention of ridges. Fig. 26 shows various
patterns of scrapers.
Suppose a screw for a lathe dog 2 ins. long, head

# in . long, and } in . diameter, with a fin . screw
it ins. long is required . Having centred a suit
able piece of -in . round mild steel, the round
nosed hook tool a (Fig . 15 ) - or, failing this, the

round-nosed hand tool a (Fig. 16 ) - should be used
Fig . 20.

for roughing-out. Starting at the end nearest the
should be taken along the work for a little more
than length of screw required - say, 24 ins.; this
will bring the diameter of work to a full in . The

Fig . 21.

operation is now repeated for a distance of it in .
from end of work to reduce its diameter to a full
in . for the shank of the screw . The shoulder
should now be cut back by the three -cornered tool
( Fig . 23) or the diamond -pointed tool b (Fig. 15) till

thick : different widths can be made suitable for

viet
Edge

Fig. 22.

dead centre, successive cuts nearly 1 - 16th in . deep

work in hand . Thin files, or the mill files used for
circular saws, make capital scrapers if all the marks
are ground out, although the latter are rather thick
for the work . Unlike scrapers for brass, those for

cast iron should be practically the same thickness
throughout, as this gives a right angle for cutting
edge. Scrapers for brass have the cutting edge at
a more obtuse angle . In using a scraper, the rest
is placed as near to the work as possible, and the
scraper held slightly inclined at about the level
of the lathe centres. A piece of leather placed on
the rest is a preventative of chattering.
Scrapers should be left slightly curved on the
cutting edge, so that they will not cut along the

Fig . 26 . – VARIOUS
PATTERNS OF SCRAPERS.

ISIS

- .- .- . . - . - . - . - .- .
SISSE
Fig . 27. - EXAMPLE OF WROUGHT IRON HAND
TURNING.

- ---- -- -- NI
*A FIG.24.
PLAN .

Rest
Fig . 23 .

the length of the shank is it ins. from the end.

The work should now appear as shown by black
lines at Fig. 27, the straight dotted lines showing
depth of cuts, while the hatched lines show the sac
cessive cuts taken with the tool. It will be noticed
in diagram (Fig . 27) that the shank is left thicker
next the shoulder than in the other portion. By
leaving it in this manner, sufficient metal is left to
form a radius in the corner ; or it can be cut down
square. Fig . 28 shows sections of work with

different finished corners — a square, b round, c cut
down.

Having roughed -out the screw , finishing may
-

.

O

1 Rest

now be proceeded with . If it is intended to leave a
round corner, it should be worked out with tool a
(Fig . 16 ), or, if square, with tool c ( Fig. 16 ) ; if to be
recessed so that chaser can come against shoulder,
it is squared down to right size byc (Fig. 16 ), and
then recessed by diamond point b (Fig . 16 ). After
this, the shank and head are finished off to size by
tool (Fig . 20 ).
Then comes the cutting of the thread, which can

Fig . 25 . - FRONT VIEW .

be done either by dies or by chasing ; but chasing
is preferable . To cut the thread in this way the pitch

whole width of the tool at once. This is necessary,
for if the cutting edge operates on too great a
length at once it will cause the tool to chatter. For
concave surfaces the curve on the scraper should
have a smaller radius, while for convex the radius
should be greater. In all cases a lateral movement

must first be struck on the work ; this is not
as difficult as it seems, if the square -nosed tool c

(Fig. 16 ) is used . This is doneby the corner of the
(looking from the top ) ; then when the work is re

tool. The tool is placed on the rest, as at Fig. 29

volving the tool handle (being steadied against the
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shoulder ) is raised , and at the same time the corner
is presssed into the work . This action results in
a spiral groove being cut into the work .
Thus, it will be seen that as the handle is raised
quicker or slower, a coarser or finer pitched groove

is cut in the work. The main object in cutting
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Practical Letters from our
Readers.
( The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters

this groove is to get a groove the same pitch as the

may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached

thread required to be cut, so that the teeth of the
chaser, when applied to the work , engages in the

though not necessarily intended for publication.]

Model Railway Carriage Building.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

groove, and is thus carried forward along the work .
If the tool is moved irregularly , or becomes checked

in its forward movement, the thread will be

DEAR SIR , - Having been a reader of and sub

“ drunken ” - i.e., it will not move forward at a
uniform speed . If it is “ drunk " to start with ,

scriber to your valuable little paper from the second
number up to the present time, allow me to take the
liberty to offer the following sug
gestions to your readers with re
gard to articles thatmay be used in
building model railway carriages.

Fig . 28 .

Small transfer pictures may be
used to ornament inside and out.
Small brass or gilt wire screen , also
curtain netting for parcel racks,
minnow net for receiving net on postal vans,
rubber or waterproof cloth for vestibule connec

- tut

tions, table oil-cloth forịfloors, bookbinders' paper
for ceilings and sides, rubber stamps may be used
for panels and lettering, the heads of fancy hat- pins,
for lamp-holders, squares (gilt) out of ladies' belts
for vestibule gates, edged and figured ribbon for

carpet, fish -line swivels for turn -buckles on brass
Good iron wheels, i in . in diameter, may be ob
tained for twenty cents per set of four, post-paid in
U .S .A . from the Carlisle and Finch Company, 229E ,
Clifton Avenue, Cincinnatti, Ohio.
In conclusion , I may mention that I am building
a very complete model railway to a scale of f in . to
i ft., of which I shall be pleased to send you photo
graphs later on . - I am , respectfully yours,
Detroit, U .S .A .
F . A . Schulz.
rods.

Fig . 29. - COMMENCING A CHASED THRBAD.
the chaser will fail to rectify it ; and if the iron has
faults in it, the unevenness will be increased. It is
well, therefore, for the beginner to leave the end
of the work of larger diameter than the finished
size, so that if he fails in his first effort in starting

the groove, he can turn it out and try again without
spoiling his work . To gain skill in striking the re
quisite pitch , time and patience must be expended .
Having successfully cut the thread, the hooked
tool a (Fig . 15 ) is first used for cutting off the head ;
then the diamond point b (Fig. 16 ) is used to finish
off the top end of head (see V -groove in Fig. 27)

The screw can then be cut off and hole drilled in
head .

All work , except brass, should be finished off
with emery , and oil applied with a wedge-shaped

piece of wood, the lathe going at its highest
speed .

THE Whitworth Scholars for 1903 are :-- J. S .
Nicholson , 23, demonstrator of engineering, Alford ,
N .B .; I.. Southerns, 25, engineering student, Ret
ford ; A . J. Simpson, 23, engineering student,
Edinburgh ; and A . Gray , 21, engineer, Edinburgh.

A STEAMER of a somewhat unusual type was
launched recently from the Walker Shipyard of
Messrs. Armstrong , Whitworth & Co. The vessel
has been designed for trading upon the great lakes
of Canada. The length of the vessel is limited by
that of the locks through which she will have to
pass, and this applies to her breadth . The dimen
sions are 256 by 42 by 25 ft. She will be fitted with
triple-expansion engines by the Wallsend Company,

to whose works the vessel was taken immediately
after the launch .

(We shall be glad to receive photographs of
the model railway , and also thank Mr. Schulz
for the specimens of the articles referred to in
the above letter. The materials should fulfil
the purposes described admirably . - ED . M . E .
and E .]

Air Cooled Motor Cylinders.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR , _ With regard to the most efficient
method of covering air -cooled motor, etc., it is
known that a multiplicity of points affords the most
rapid radiation of heat from surfaces, aud this is the

principle of my method, for which I have a Pro
visional Patent (No. 5914, March 14th , 1903). In
stead of the usual cast flange radiators I clectrically

weld or cast on lengths of wire on the plain cylinder,

giving it the appearance of a hairdresser's revolving
brush (but the wires not so closely arranged ), and
there is no difficulty with the welding or moulding,

and there is little limit to the speed of thewelding
operation ; in fact, for a standard motor, the jig
could effect the welding entirely in a few seconds.
Themethod can be applied to cooling jacket water,
and it works more rapidly than the present honey
coinb radiators, and can be made inuch cheaper.
Yours truly ,
M , K . D . ROBERTS.

Nottingham .

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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Queries and Replies.
(Attention
especially
first not
condition
given belowothe.
and noisnotice
will directed
be taken tooftheQueries
complyingwith
directions therein stated. Letters containing Queries must be

marked
on theNotopother
left-hand
of relating
the envelope
Query
Department."
matterscorner
but those
to the "Queries
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reach rightinto
points,
as Fig. 3the
? cylinder ? Would it do if I simply extended th
It would not be advisable to operate the spark in a pocket or re
cess, as you would have to do with an ordinary plug.Miss-firingwould
occur, due to the burnt gases remaining in the pocket after each ex
plosion . The most satfisactory way would be to have a long plug
the open part of combustion chamber. In Fig . : the
made to toreach
passage the firing block and tube is comparatively small in the

should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions ( 1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on

one
side onof the
paper only,
the sender's
MUST b . in,
scribed
the back.
( 2 ) andQueries
should name
be accompanied
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for

reference. (3) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed . ( 4 ) Queries will be answered

as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days
must usually elapse before the Reply can be forwarded. (5 )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some wecks must elapse before the

-.- .

Reply can be published. The insertion of Replies in this column
cannotbe guaranteed. (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to
The Editor,
THE MODEL
Tallis
Street, London
, E .C .) ENGINEER, 35 to 39, Temple House,
The tofollowing
are
selected
from the Queries which have been replied
recently : —
[8186 ) Selenium Receiver. F . S . writes : I am thinking
of making a photophone for wireless telephony over short
distances by means of a beam of light, and should be very glad if
you could give me some information on the following points :
(1 ) It is necessary to have a thin mirror which can be thrown into
vibration
by the voice ; would a piece of electro -plated ferrotype
do ? ( 2 ) Could you tell me how to make a selenium receiver ?

query 9456

Fig . 1. - GAS
ENGINE IGNITION

How oughtandthehow
selenium
as to amount
reduce itsof electric
resistance,
placedto sobeasannealed
to have soa large
surface
exposed to the light, and at the same time good electrical contacts ?
(3 ) Is selenium expensive, and can it be bought in its annealed
form ? I should be much obliged if you could give me a drawing
of the complete receiver with telephone receiver and battery in
circuit.
Particulars of the construction of a photophone are to be found
in “ Electricity in the Service of Man." by R . Wormall, published

FIG . 3.

by
& Co., London,
and under
thereplies
headingto ofyour
telephones
in
theCassell
“ Encyclopaedia
Britannica
." Brief
queries are
as follows : - (1) The mirror should be of thin glass ofmica silvered
TELEPHONE
RECENTER

BEAM O LIGNE
REFLECTOR

SELENIUM RECEIVER

Levery Me3/86

WIRELESS TELEPHONIC APPARATUS.
over,
but probably any material very susceptible to delicate vibra
tions would do. ( 2 ) The selenium receiver is difficult to construct;
onemethod is to roll up a spiral consisting of two thin brass ribbons
separated by a strip of non-conducting material so that they are
electrically insulated from one another, the spiral is tightly clamped
together by bolts and plates ; it is then heated to themelting point
of selenium , about 100 centigrade, the selenium is rubbed over one
side of the spiral to form the surface upon which the beam of light
is received . A terminal is joined to each of the brass ribbons so
that the receiver can be connected in the telephone circuit . ( 3 )

Selenium costs about 255. per oz, and is purchased from dealers
in chemicals, who will give information as to the form in which it
can be supplied. The selenium receiver is placed in the focus of a
parabolic reflector into which thebeam of light is directed .

(9456 ]Gas Engine Electric Ignition. P . W . ). (Birmingham )
writes
: I have a xj h.-p . gas engine, and wish to fit itwith electrical
ignition on the same principle as Mr. Verney's article in The MOPEL
ENGINEER for August 13th . My difficulty is with fitting the spark
ing plug into the place where the old ignition tube was. Above are
two drawings of how I thought of doing it. Will it be likely to

succeed as shown, or should I have to get a special plug made to

Fig . 2.
bore, and the inert gases which remain are compressed in to such a
space as allowsof the explosive charge reaching the hot part of tube,
But were this enlarged into the pocket shown in Fig . :, wedoubt the
result would be unsatisfactory, for in this case there would not even
be the space afforded by a tube to compress the exhaust gases into
and allow the charge free access to the spark .

. Locomotive.

(9460] Curves for 1- ia. Scale G . N .R
C . H . R . (Liverpool) writes : I have a 1-in . scale G . N . R .
following questions re track for same. The gauge is 5 ins., and
wheelbase as follows, the swing of bogie is in . without side play:
driving to trailing, 81 ins. ; driving to back bogie wheel, 7 ins.
to leading
back bogie wheel to centre pivot, 3 ins. ; centreyoupivot
would recom
wheel, 31 ins. :- ( 1) Smallest size circular track
mend; space being limited ? (2 ) Amountofsuper-elevation required ?
As far as we can judge about 25 to 28 ft. radius (i.e., 50 to 56
circle).
Super-elevation in . The bogie having no side play is
only little better than if the
two pairs of leading wheels were
mounted in rigid bearings
: the redeeming
feature being, however,
that the bogie pin is set back
in . from the centre of the truck .
model locomotive, and shall be glad if you will answer me the

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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(9484] Internal Combustion Engines. " Ruling Pen "

Tottenham
) writes : Why
the petrol
with
rows
of projecting
rings isrunning
roundmotorthecylinder
outside cast
? Would
cylinder
if
the
engine
of
the
to
theworking
difference
any
twasmake
cast plain , like the stean engine cylinder ? How , and in what
cometheto
I have since
into gasthe? cylinder
the oilbeconverted
of the motor,
part
the cannot
conclusion
thatin isitmust
gasstate.
that enters
oil
do
so
the
liquid
If
you
will
answer
me
this
query,
be much
obligedthecylinders
.
cylinders
PetrolI shall
- indeed,
of all internal combustion
enginesare- plain
should, likebe those
provideda gas
withengine,
coolinga water
arrangements.
Where
they
-jacket is present.
Small petrol motors haveofair-cooling
ribs. “ Light
oils, such as
temperatures,
ordinary
etc., vaporize
petrol,if amethylated
and
stream of airspirit,
is passed
ov r theatspirit
or petrol
in a car
will be formed .
an explosive
"burettor,
Heavy oils,"
such as mixture
petroleumof, airetc.,andneedgasvaporizing
by the

applicationourof back
a considerable
amount ofheat to the oil in a vaporizer.
num
Look up
informa
bers onforthefuller
subjects above

Making." could be made

* French Polishing Made Easy.
Messrs. The Kitlene Syndicate, Limited , of 146A, Queen Victoria
London ., are supplying a particularly good French
Street,
polishing outfit , forE .Camateurs.
It contains
the necessary
mate
polishing pad
oiling clothall, and
spirit, sandpaper,
polish
rials
in a neat box, oil,
in which
together
ready
they
may
kept
be
and
use
for
is as good as could
of the polish
qualitypersonally
at anyspare
wished formoment.
be
and afterThehaving
used a sample, which
we received Itfromgives,thiswith
firm a, we
can confidently
it to soft
the
minimum
a beautifully
of labour,recommend
amateur.

BURTON RAKE

TH

W !

HUO

AW

and what
”oilburners,
mus
sizerequired
reservoir
would
be
to
run
Can you give meallsizeday?of
twin
to develop
pro
p .,to andgetsize
it h .- cylinder
theofmost
peller
?
speed
what
of
and
boat
length of condenser pipe
would
of boat I? require outside
where we
oil
fuelPossibly;
isstrongly
to but
beadvise
used,
would
the
" Locomobile ” type of
with small
ingenerator
). flue tubes
in prefe(?

We

WED

. generator
a i} h .-pmore
intoputting
vertical
by
cross
tubes
and
? Couldof
you give me a sketch
boiler with all? Would
tubes and
besuperheater
practicable to use " Priit

rence. The boiler should
he 20 ins. diameter, and
He
fiveprovided
" motorwith
" sizefour
" Prior

has hand-wheel
correctly-shaped
smokebox,
with patent
lubricator, the
smoke
box
regulator.
formsis
, and oneideawhich
steamingenious
off This
of shutting
method the
a handy forming
at once
less
unsightly
than
a
cock
on
top
of
the
boiler.
Reversing
gear
is fitted, and the painting of the model is good . A cheap locomo
tive,
of
no
particular
pattern,
has
also
been
sent
to
us.
This
has
a
single cylinder, and runs very well indeed.

W00min

tion to.
referred
(9519) Small Steam
Machinery
.
Launch
(Berowra)
. H . S .you
RWould
kindly writes:
tellme
ifpage
the35boiler
on
cf " illustrated
Model Boiler
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mus
burners.be Copper
tubes" should
used ,
and the shell may be
of steel 3 -16ths in . dia
meter.
Abouttubesseventy
eighty-five
will beto The ELECTRICAL SUNDRIES' MANUFACTURING Co 's SMALL POWER OVERTYPE DYNAMO,
necessary, the length
lustre,
depth exacting
ofwhich demands
can be increased
to such an extent
as to
being,
say, 184 sq.
or 20ft.insof condenser
Reckon onpipe.
2 to Two
3 pints2 per
Pro
satisfy the
the most
of any woodworker.
Full par
videsuffice.
about
by hour.
2 cylinders
ticulars may be had from the above firm by any reader mentioning
will
Propeller,
10 ins. diameter.
With reference
to the
this journal.
boiler,
see sketch in reply to query in our issue of July 23rd
SmallManufacturing
Power Dynamos.
last.
The Electrical Sundries
Company, 152, Grey Mare
piston .Superheater clear-way should be at least of the area of the
Lane, Manchester, are now listing small dynamos of the type shown
in4 amps.,
the accompanying
illustration
in
five
sizes,
ranging from 50castings
volts
to 100 volts supplied
12 amps., andBesides
are, we understand,
also finished
machinedmachines,
parts ready for
winding
erecting.applyThoso
wishingSundries
to makeCompany
dynamos forof
fair powerand should
to thereaders
Electrical

The News of the Trade.

(Theheading,
Editor samples
oth be and
pleasedparticulars
to receiveof newfor review
under
ths
apparatus
and materials
for amateur
use. It must betools,
understood
tha
these Teulaws
arekindfreebeing
expressions
ofor accented.
Edltoriad opinion
, no
payment
of anyright
required
The Editor
reserves
the
to
criticise
or
commend
according
t
o
merits of the goods submitted, or to abstain from inserting thea

further particulars.

New Catalogues and Lists.

review in any case where the goods are not of sufficient interest
this
Reviews readers.)
distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial instection of the goods noticed
New Model
Locomotives.
Messrs. Bassett-Lowke
& Co . have
brought out some good small

Joha Lord , 189, Abbey Road, Barrow -in -Furness. - .We have to
hand
Mr.launch
J . Lordand
's new
list ofengines
model steam dimensions,horizontal
engine castings, which
includes
vertical
and double-acting
oscillating
engines.of small
Prices for finished work are
quoted , and all castings are listed as supplied in yellow brass, gua
metalbeing 5 per cent. extra .

North
London
tank and
locostriedfor shows
it-in . itandto be2-ina. marked
gauges,
- scale
and themodel
sample
we have
received

Mr. A . W Road,
. KING,S .Eengineer
andus modelmaker,
Street,to
Blackfrairs
., writes
to say anthatappointment
he48,willHatfield
be pleased
show
any
reader
of
the
paper,
making
with
him ,
over his new works and lighting and charging plant.

far aswereso
appearances
over the
"improvernent,
Pilot" modelsaswhich
popular inarepastconcerned,
seasons. Themode.
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V

have gone carefully through the entries for
our Model Steamer Speed Competition,

and now havepleasure in giving the results
as below :
First, Mr. W . R . WEAVER (Seacombe). - Era.
Speed , 7'13 miles per hour.
Second, Mr. D . Scott (Aberdeen ). — T.B .D . Speed ,
6 :522 miles per hour.

Third , Mr. SIDNEY KEAY (Liscard ). - Greyhound .
Speed , 5.829 miles per hour.
Fourth , Mr. J. KIRKPATRICK (Birkenhead). - Scout.
Speed , 5.528 miles per hour.
Fifth , Mr. J. T. SPINKS and Mr. R . THIMBLEBY
(Edmonton). - Buzzer. Speed , 4 '17 miles per
hour ,
Sixth , Mr. C . GOUDGE (Hackney ). — Ripple (paddle
steamer ). Speed , 3:61 miles per hour.
These are all Class “ A ” boats, and we regret to
say that no entries of the smaller boats for Class
“ B ” were received at all. From these results, it
will be seen that Mr. Weaver becomes entitled to
the Silver Medal and Mr. Scott to the Bronze Medal,

October 15, 1903.

would especially direct the attention of readers
abroad to the Competition which hasbeen arranged
in their interests .

Answers to Correspondents.
V . P . S . ( Tadworth ). - Full instructions for the sail
plans for the yacht you mention appeared in our

issue of January ist, 1903.
H . P . C . (Birmingham ). — A very good traction motor
is described in our issue of September roth last.
G . A . K . (Chiswick ). - A " front-coupled " locomo.

tive has the coupled wheels leading. Mixed
traffic tender engines, shunting and passenger

tank engines,are often arranged in this way. See
our issue of August 13th last for a model mixed
traffic locomotive with front-coupled wheels.
A . B . J. (Dowlais ). - A very good form of portable
" slide-rule " is the pocket “ watch calculator ”
sold by the Scientific Publishing Company , 53,
New Bailey Street,Manchester. Results obtained
by this instrument are sufficiently accurate for
most engineering calculations.

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on

all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper

while the third, fourth , and fifth boats have all
qualified for certificates. The sixth boat is of some
what special interest, being the only paddle boat

only , and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expecced or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of

entered in the Competition, and in view of this cir

rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.

cumstance and the comparatively good perform
ance it has achieved , we propose to also award the
owner a certificate. The medals and certificates

annum ,payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Postal
Order.

will be forwarded to the respective recipients at an

early date.
We are very pleased at the great advance in speed
shown by the present boats over those entered for
last year's competition , and we feel sure that finality
on this point has not yet been reached . This year's
results have evidently been the outcome of careful

study of speed conditions by the designers of the

This journal will be sent post free to any address for 138. per

Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c., for review , to beaddressed

EDITOR,
toTallisTHEStreet,
“ The Model Engineer," 35 to 39. Temple House,
London , E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Engi
neer," 35 to 39 , Temple House , Tallis Street, London , E .C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to the Publishers, Dawbarn & Ward ,
Limited , 6 , Farringdon Avenue, London , E .C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123. Liberty Street, New York , U .S .A ., to whom

all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed.

various craft, and we have no doubt that further
thought and experience will enable even better per
formances to be accomplished . In order to en

Contents .

courage further efforts on the part of our model

[ The asterisk (*) denotes thul this subject is illustrated.]

We announce elsewhere in this issue a number of
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new Prize Competitions, which we trust will be of
The subjects are all of a practical character, and,
while not too difficult or exacting, should in most
cases afford scope for originality of treatment. We
interest now that the winter evenings are at hand .

PAGE
361

A Battery Set for Intermittent Use*

::: :::: :::::::::

steamer readers, we may say at once that we intend
to hold another competition next year on substan
tially the same lines as the one just concluded , and
we trust that with ample time before them , our
readers may be able to design and build some
record -breaking boats. Weshall publish the photo
graphs and descriptions of the successful boats as
soon as these come to hand from the competitors.
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A Model Horizontal Engine with Feed Pump.
By H . J. TAPPING .

A MODEL HORIZONTAL ENGINE WITH ADJUSTABLE FEED PUMP.
which the accompanying

same as used for woodwork , and after much trouble

photograph was taken is a small horizontal
engine and pump, which , with the exception
of the cylinder , the body of pump, and flywheel, is
built up of odds and ends of brass and iron .
The cylinder is i in . bore by 2 ins. stroke, and is
lagged with mahogany strips 3- 16ths in . wide, held
on by two brass bands, as shown. The steam ports
were not cast in , so I drilled three -in , holes each
end, and cut the slots with an ordinary small chisel,

succeeded in making a fairly good job of it. I planed

THE model from

the face of the valve roughly by fixing the cylinders
parallelbetween lathe centres, and taking light cuts

across it with the slide-rest. The tool was fixed on its
side, and raised at every cut. This gave me a
rough but parallel face, which I finished by grinding
on an emery -wheel.

I might say the latter was

made by screwing a piece of ij in . hardwood on the
nose of lathe, turning rip true, and stitching a
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piece of No. I emery cloth on the face and edge.
This is a very useful contrivance, as any small
piece of brass or iron can be shaped and finished
upon it , and I also use it for grinding my tools.
The valve face being finished, I proceeded to
build up the steam -chest of odd pieces of brass
thick enough to take 3-in . studs at the top and
bottom , and } in . thick at ends, which are dove
tailed in to make them secure, then soldered . The
stuffing-box of steam -chest is a socket fixing gene
rally used for fixing brass rods for window curtains,
and was bored after fixing to steam -chest. The
valve-rod is taken right through steam -chest, and

October 22, 1903 .

Workshop Notes and Notions.
are invited to contribute short practical items for this
[Readers
column,
based on their own workshop erperience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication, if desired , accord .
ing to merit All matter intended for this column should be

marked " WORKSHOP " on the envelope." ]

SecuriogGudgeon Pinto Piston of SmallMotor.
By “ SREGOR.”
I can advise those of our readers who intend
making up their own motors, to adopt the following
idea for locking their piston pin . I have found it
much easier to make : therefore, less expensive and

works in a brass knob bored almost through to receive

the end. The valve is kept against the face by a
small spring, as I thought this was necessary. Two
pieces of 7- 32nds in . silver steel form the guide-bars,
and are supported in brass ends. The crosshead is
bored to work along these, and answers very well,
although I would not recommend this way, as I
think fat steel bars with blocks between them
would look more mechanical and be quite as easy to
build up. The crank is built up and brazed , and

afterwards turned up true. I had to do this twice,
as I broke the first one in turning the pin at the
finishing stroke. The bearings are cast iron , and
were cut from the base of an old sewing-machine. I
cut the pattern first in cardboard , and then drilled

holes closely all round and broke off ; then filed up
roughly, and bored and turned on a mandrel. These
took me nearly a week of spare time to make ; but
it is a job I am proud of.
It willbe seen that the eccentrics are different sizes:

this is because Imade the first for the slide-valve as
small as possible, and then found I could not make
the one for pumps so small, as I could not get suffi
cient throw ; so I intend making a larger one for

slide valve. As I did notknow how much water the
boiler would require, and not knowing how the
supply from pump is regulated , I arranged the con
trivance (as shown in photograph ) by which I can
alter the stroke at will. I cannot tell how this will l
work , as theboiler is not yet completed ,
and which , as well as the engine, is my
first attempt at model engine construc
tion . The unions, and small cocks and
fittings are made from brass rod ends,
and the eccentric straps out of pic
ture-hooks with lugs brazed on , turned ,

SECURING GUDGEON PIN IN Motor PISTONS.
more effective than the common form of locking
with screws. As will be seen by the sketch , all that
is necessary to do after the piston and pin are
turned , is to file a groove right across the centre of
the small hole just large enough to bed a split pin
below surface of piston, then drill hole through
piston pin and fix it with a split pin .

Three -Legged Calipers.
By M . J. Kellcalip
y.
combinatio

The novel
er shown here
n for
with may interest those who like to make their own
tools. Here you have a pair of inside or outside
calipers, scribing calipers ( sometimes called
“ mophs," " jennies," or " odd -leg calipers

and

Fig . 1. - FOR ORDINARY Use .

and afterwards split and fastened with
two 1- 16th in . screws. All the screws
and nuts I made myself. The fly
wheel casting which I purchased is
6 ins. diameter and in . face. The
connecting-rods for slide-valve and
pump are bicycle wheel spokes. The
bedplate is cut from a piece of } in .
steel plate, 104 ins. by 21 ins., and the

Fig . 2. - FOR CALIPERING DEEP HOLES.
by straightening out the pointed leg you have a pair
taken , as I intend to fix the engine, and boiler, and
of long calipers that will be useful to measure the
spirit holder for lamp all on to a hollow base, which
diameter of a deep hole, and I might add also a
will hold a good supply of water, and also act as a
scriber for use in marking out plates and other

whole is screwed on a polished wood
bed through the bottom of which the exhaust is

condenser for the exhaust, which , in turn , will help

work. - American Machinist.

to warm the feed water. I am building the boiler
same as the one illustrated in Chapter II, page

35, of “ Model Boiler Making."

It is of the

vertical fire-tube type, but of smaller dimen
sions, and with five tubes instead of seven , the

shell being of 15-gauge best charcoal plate, 12 ins.
by 6 ins.

Taking up Lost Motion in Cross -feed Screw
and Nut.

By Otto ECKELT (Berlin ).
We often had complaints in our turning depart
mentwhen making special taps in the lathe, because

October 22, 1903.
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of the turning tool digging into the material when
finishing the thread and spoiling the tap by tearing
the thread . At first we were of the opinion that the
material was bad , but found this was not the case ;
afterwards we fitted the cross -feed screw shown at a
in Fig. 1, with a nut b, which , though prevented
from turning, was not fastened to the surface of the
slide. Nut b travels along the screw with the
regular nut c, and a spiral spring between the two

AAAA
HHAHAHA
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F , R is a 2- ft. rule which is applied to the work ,
as indicated , the piece rotating rolling the rule
along. When the scale has rolled through the 2 ft.
the operator quickly replaces the rule and measures

off another 2 ft. By thusmeasuring off one length
after another for a -quarter of a minute, one can
readily obtain the speed without pen or pencil. It
is possible to measure off speeds of 125 ft. or 130 ft.

a minute in this way. - American Machinist.

TOIonel !
AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!
1

a 1000000GOODBHCLUB

Fig . 2.

POOJOV
.

*Fig . 3.

Fig . 1.

TAKING UP Lost MOTION IN FEED Screws or SLIDE-RestS AND MACHINE Tools.
always acts with the samepressure, nut c keeping it
closely in contact with the thread of the screw . This
mechanism prevented any end movement or play ;
and I therefore consider it useful in all cases where a
slide is moved along with screw and nut. The
spring between the two nuts has to be stiff enough
to overcome the weight and the friction of the slide.
In Figs. 2 and 3 I show two schemes for getting the

spring pressure on opposite side of feed nutc, either
arrangement being useful for inside turning. The

MEASURING CUTTING SPEEDS.
cam

d , turned half-way round by

means ofthe shank passing up through
the slide, moves the box e and gives
from either side of the nut the pressure
of the springs. — American Machinist.

The Society ofModel Engineers,

Measuring Cutting Speeds.

( Reports
of meetings should be sent to the offices of The MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be sarted in any par .

By F . K .
In order that a man in tne shop may

obtain the speed at which the work is
running, it is usually thoughtnecessary
for him to count thenumber of revolutions and then
figure out the circumference, which is usually in
inches, and then reduce it to feet. All this takes
time, and the result is that speeds are guessed at.
The illustration represents a quick and easy method
by which any mechanic in the shop can obtain the
surface speed at which his work is running.

ticular issue received a clear nine days before sectual
date of publication .)

London.
FUTURE MEETING, – The ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING will be held on Thursday , November 12th ,
in the Committee Room of the Holborn Town

Hall, at 7 p.m . At this meeting, the election
of the officers for the ensuing session will take place ,
and any alterations in the rules may be brought
forward . — HENRY GREENLY, Hon . Sec ., 2 , Upper

Chadwell Street, Myddelton Square, London, E .C.
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New Prize Competitions.
Competition No. 34. - A prize of £2 25. is offered
for the best design for a “ MODEL LOCOMOTIVE REGU
LATOR AND STEAMPIPE ARRANGEMENT.” The need
of a locomotive regulator, which shall be at once get

suit
at-able, reliable,ofsmall bulk ,easy to make,and
has long been
able for any type ofmodel locomotive,

felt, and, therefore, the prize design should embody
all these advantages. The steampipe arrange
ments should be applicable to inside or outside
cylinder locomotives, with the various positions of
steam chests and valves commonly adopted , and
the arrangement should take into consideration the
possibility of a “ superheater " being used . If none
of the competing designs entirely fulfil the above re
quirements, the prize will be divided amongst the
most successful attempts to solve the problem . The

closing date for this Competition is December 15th ,
1903
Competition No. 35. - A prize of £2 2s. is offered
for the best practical article on the “ LUBRICATION
' OF MODEL ENGINES," which should describe the
various formsof lubricators and their application to
the different parts of themodel or small power engine
whether steam or internal combustion . The article

October 22 , 1903 .

should be fully illustrated by neat scale drawings of
the tools referred to , and should give complete in
structionsas to how the tools should be made. The
following are the tools which should be described :
Calipers of various forms and sizes, squares, com
passes, scribers, and centre-punches. In order to

keep the article within reasonable limits, scribing
blocks, vee-blocks, surface plates,micrometers, etc.,
may be omitted , and only the previously mentioned
tools described . The competitors should select such
shapes and sizes of these tools as would be most

useful on a model engineer's bench . The closing
date for this Competition is December 31st, 1903.

Competition No. 39. - A prize of 62 25, is offered
for the best design for “ A MODEL HORIZONTAL
STEAM ENGINE.”
Competition No. 40. - A prize of £2 25. is offered
for the best design for a “ STATIONARY BOILER .”

For further particulars of the two latter Competi
tions, please refer tolpage 364 of the last issue.
GENERAL CONDITIONS FOR ABOVE COMPETITIONS.
1. All articles should be written in ink on one side
of the paper only .

2. Any drawings which may be necessary should

should give advice with respect to the choice of
lubricants for the various purposes, and should
indicate to some extent the most efficient way of
lubricating small engines, and the amount of lubri
cant required for engines of various dimensions and
given duties. The closing date for this Competition
is December 15th , 1903.
Competition No. 36 . - A prize of 62 28. will be
awarded to the reader sending in the best article

be in good black ink on white Bristol board. No
coloured lines or washes should be used . The draw
ings should be about one- third larger than they are
intended to appear if published .
3. The copyright of all photographs entered in

on “ MODEL ENGINE DRIVING .” This should in
clude hints on the raising andmaintenance ofsteam ,

property of the proprietor of THEMODEL ENGINEER ,
and the decision of the Editor to be accepted as
final.

and the generalmanipulation of model steam boilers,
the keeping in order of boilers and engines, adjust

ment and setting of slide-valves, packing of glands,
repairs, lubrication , and prevention of failures.
Practical notes should be given on the testing of the
power developed by model boilers and engines, the
advantages and disadvantages of feed -water heaters,
superheaters, and wire-drawing, and of the various
methods of firing. Articles describing the manipu
lation of small internal combustion engines, hot-air
engines, locomotives and steam -boats, will be

eligible for this Competition, the closing date of
which is December 31st, 1903.

connection with any Competition must be the
this effect must accompany same.

sender's own property , and a signed statement to

4 . The copyright of the prize articles to be the
5. The Editor reserves the right to print the
whole or any portion of an unsuccessful article
which hemay think worthy of publication, upon the
understanding that remuneration is given at the
Editor's discretion in proportion to the length and
merit of the matter used .
6. All Competitions should be addressed to The
Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 35 to 39. Temple

House, Tallis Street, London, E .C ., and should be
marked outside with the number of the Competition
for which they are intended . A stamped addressed
envelope should accompany all Competitions, for
their return in the event ofbeing unsuccessful. All

Competition No. 37 . For Foreigo and,Colonial
Readers only . - In order to encourage ourreaders
across the seas to let us know more of their model

MSS . and drawings should bear the sender's full
name and address on the back .

of the value
making achievements, we offer a prizeSOME
MODELS
of £2 25. for the best description of “
I HAVE MADE.” The models described should be
illustrated by photographs or drawings, or by both .
If sufficient entries are received , we will give a fur

substitute for the expensive gold varnish used on

ther prize of £1 Is. for the second best description,
and in any case we will give a consolation prize of
Ios. 6d . for each unsuccessfulentry which we think
sufficiently interesting to insert. If preferred, we
will, in this Competition, send goods to the value
of the prize, and each competitor should state what

form he would like the prize to take in the event
of his being successful. The closing date for re
ceiving entries will be March ist, 1904.

Competition No. 38 . -- We offer a prize of £2 28.
for the best article on “ MEASURING AND MARKING
OFF TOOLS AND HOW TO MAKE THEM .” The article

A CHEAP gold varnish , which may be used as a
ornamental tinware is thus made :- gallon of

turpentine,

gill of asphaltum , 2 ozs. of yellow

aniline, 4 ozs. of umber, i gallon of turpentine var

nish , and } lb . of gamboge. Mix and boil for ten
hours.

To etch upon steel, warm the article and coat it
with white wax or hard tallow . When hard ; mark
the device through the wax with a sharp -pointed
tool ; apply nitric acid , and allow it to stand a few
minutes ; then wash off the acid thoroughly with
water, wash the steel, and rub off the wax with a
rag.
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Chemicals Used in Electrical
Work .
By C. F . TOWNSEND, F.C .S.
(Continued from page 366 .)
I EAD is the only substancewhich ,up to the pre
sent, has been used with success in accumu
lators. Its great weight is naturally a draw
back to the use of electric storage for driving
vehicles. Rolls of lead of various sizes, and
pierced so as to give as large a surface as possible,
are placed in the accumulator cell. This lead is

coated with its oxide- litharge on one plate, and
red lead on the other - and reduced by the electric
current. The great object in pasting the plate is to
make the metal as spongy as possible. Lead is but
little attacked by acidsand alkalies. It forms three
oxides of practical importance - namely, litharge,
which is of a delicate straw colour; minium , or red
lead ; and puce, or peroxide of lead - a still higher
oxide. When a lead salt is decomposed by an electric
current this last oxide is frequently deposited on the
positive pole.
Magnetic Metals. — Iron (and steel) is the metal
which is most attracted by a magnet, and from
which the most powerful magnets can be made.

The following other metals are attracted to the poles
of a magnet in a much less degree : - Nickel, cobalt,
manganese, chromium , and cerium ; but only nickel
and cobalt are at all comparable with iron in mag
netic properties, and they are far behind it. A num

ber of bodies also are diamagnetic — that is to say,
are repelled from the poles of a magnet, notably
bismuth , antimony, phosphorus, and copper.
Manganese Dioxide is a high oxide of manganese,
containing an excess of oxygen , and it is used as a
depolariser in Leclanché and dry batteries. It is

found in the mineral state, and after removing
obvious impurities is powdered for use. Price : 3d .
per lb .
Mercury is frequently employed as one of the

electrodes in processes for making sodium and
chlorine by the electrolysis of common salt. A
metal itself, with a specific gravity of 13.6 , it forms
an amalgam with sodium from which the sodium
can be recovered . Mercury is very little attacked

by sulphuric acid, and for this reason is employed
for amalgamating the zinc used in primary batteries.
The mercury forms a superficial amalgam with the
zinc, so that only pure zinc dissolved in the
mercury , comes in contact with the acid in the
cell. As the zinc is dissolved out, fresh zinc combines
with the mercury to take its place. By this means
local couples due to impurities in the zinc are
avoided . Mercury is an excellent conductor of
electricity , and as an electrode can dip beneath the
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tery is composed of mercury, on which floats a
paste of mercurous sulphate, the zinc resting on
that. In all these cases it is the lower sulphate
(proto -sulphate) of mercury which is employed . It
is a white crystalline powder. Price : 4d . per oz.;
48. per lb .
Mica is an excellent insulator, and for this reason
is largely employed in building up commutators,
etc . Chemically, it is a compound silicate of
aluminium and calcium , and is found in the mineral
state. Price, is. per oz.
Minium , or Red Lead, is one of the higher oxides
of lead, insoluble in water. It has a powerful
action on oils, partly oxidising them and partly con
verting them into a lead soap . This is true also of
most lead salts. Paints made with it are very per
manent, and it is most useful in making joints in
ironwork . It is employed in coating the plates
of accumulators — litharge being used on one plate,
and red lead on the other. Price, 6d . per lb ."
Naphtha . - The naphtha employed in electrical
work is mineral naphtha, and it must not be con
fused with wood naphtha, obtained as one of the
products of the distillation of wood, which is a
different product altogether. Coal-tar naphtha
also is another distinct substance. Mineral naphtha
is the lighter portion of petroleum , and is used for
dissolving india -rubber and gutta -percha. It is fre
quently adulterated with oil of turpentine. The
sophistication can be detected by rubbing a few
grains of iodide of potassium crystals and a little
water with the suspected sample. A very small pro
portion of turpentine present will cause a red or

orange colour toprimary
be produced
.
batteries it is always neces
Oxygen . - In
sary to have some substance containing free oxygen
present to combine with the hydrogen given off
from the decomposition of the acid by the zinc. An

ideal battery would be a gas battery consisting of
oxygen and hydrogen only, which , by their com
bination to form water , would set up a constant cur
rent. So far, this battery has not been realised in
practice. (See Hydrogen ).
Potassium Nitrate, or Saltpetre, or Nitre, contains
as a
oxygen and could be used
a large proportion ofemployed
in the fused state it
depolariser. When
has a powerful oxidising action on refractory
metals. Price : pure, 8d . per lb .; commercial, 6d.
per lb .
Potassium Cyanide is the basis of Bain 's electro
chemical paper. When a steel point is allowed to
rest on the paper and a currentpasses, prussian blue
will be produced at the point of contact, forming a
blue mark . The cyanide is intensely poisonous,
and deteriorates on exposure to the air on account
of the carbonic acid turning out the hydrocyanic
(prussic ) acid . Price : fused sticks, 40 per cent., 25.

surface of the liquid , and so avoid any impurities

per lb .; fused lump, 98 per cent., 25. 6d. per lb .
Potassium Iodide and Starch form an excellent

which might prevent proper contact, a cup ofmer
cury is frequently used to make contact where the
circuit has to be opened and closed frequently . Mer
Gury readily forms amalgams or alloys with most
metals, although iron is an exception . It is purified

rent. A small quantity of starch is boiled up, a
few white crystals of potassium iodide added , and
then paper is coated with it. The weakest current

by distillation . Price : pure, 6d. per oz.; 6s. per lb .
Mercurous Sulphate is used in several forms of

standard primary batteries designed for giving a

constant electro-motive force. In Marié Davy's
battery , the zinc dips into sulphate of zinc, whilst the

carbon plate dips into a pasty solution of mercurous

sulphate. In Latimer Clark 's standard cell the bat

electrolyte for detecting the passage of a weak cur
will produce a blue spot at the anode where the wiro
is in contact with the paper. Price : Pot. Iodide,
IS, 6d. per oz .
Paraffin -wax is used for insulating purposes. It
consists of the heavier paraffins obtained by dis
point varies
tilling crude petroleum oil. Itsmelting
from about 105° Fahr. (40° Cent.) to 140° Fahr.

(60° Cent.) according to its composition. It dis
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solves readily in mineralnaphtha,benzine, and other
solvents. Price, 8d . per lb .
Platinum is a white, very infusible metal, which

is a good conductor of electricity . It is very per
manent in the air, and is not attacked by any acid

alone, although a mixture of hydrochloric and nitric
of themetals, and, in spite of its high price, is largely
used for electrical connections in induction coils,
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joints on electric wires, as it " creeps " and destroys
the insulation. Price,6d. per lb .
Zinc Sulphate is the substance produced by the
action of sulphuric acid on zinc in primary batteries.
It is white and crystalline, and is sometimes known
as “ white vitriol.” Price : pure, 7d . per lb .

acids dissolves it. It is the most electro -negative

contact-breakers, galvano-cautery, & c. Its specific
gravity is very high , namely , 21.5, slightly higher
than gold . The price of the metal varies, but it
averages about gos. to 95s. the Troy oz.
Paper (see Cellulose ).
Pyroxylin (see Cellulose).
Silver, employed either as such or electro-plated
on copper for the plates of some forms of primary
battery . Its conductivity is the highest of all the
metals. Specific gravity 10:5. Is very permanent
in the air even when strongly heated . It is attacked
by nitric acid in the cold , and by hot sulphuric acid .

In electro-plating, it is a compound of silver cyanide
with potassium cyanide which is used .
Sodium Chloride, or Common Salt,is employed in
some forms of primary battery . It is a compound
of sodium and chlorine with a solubility of about

90 pts. in 100 of cold water.
Sodium Hydrate, or Caustic Soda, is useful for

cleaning vessels,
& c., and
to remove any grease
surface.
electrolytic processes,

For the Bookshelf.
GAS ENGINES : THEIR ADVANTAGES, ACTION , AND
APPLICATION . By W . A . Tookey . Merritt and
Hatcher, Ltd ., 2, Grocers' Hall Court, Poultry ,
London , E .C . Price is.
amount of reliable and useful information as regards

In this little volume of 107 pages there is a great

the cost of running, installing, and looking after gas

engines generally . Theadvantage of the gas engine
over the electric motor is an important subject to
the buyer, which is ably and logically dealt with in
the first chapter. The succeeding chapters deal in

a clear and simple manner quite understandable to
the user, whether he be of a mechanical turn ofmind

or not, with the cost of running with town's gas,
Producer gas, cost of upkeep , water, erection ; the
powers of various engines, and design of their com
ponent parts ; hints to buyers, and a brief explana
tion of how gas engines work . In Part II are many
useful notes, which will bemore particularly appre

pure

ciated by the workmen and superintendents who

sodium hydrate can be made by running the sodium
amalgam into water, which is decomposed with
formation of caustic soda and hydrogen which

are engaged in fixing the engine. Part III is devoted
to the needs of the attendant, and treats of starting
up, cleaning down , repairs, and overhauling gene

escapes ; whilst the mercury is set free to be used

rally. There is a large amount of information
given , considering the very small space at the
author's disposal; but still we are surprised that
the large double -ended porcelain ignition -tube is the
only type mentioned . We can confidently recom
mend this volume to any of our readers who at one
time or another may have to consider the question
of adopting motive power, and wish to know what
the installation of a gas engine entails.

from the

In

over again . It is soluble to the extent of 60 parts
in 100 of cold water. Price (ground, in tins), 6d.
per lb .
Resins form a class of very complicated organic
bodies, most of which are soluble in alcohol, ether,
benzine, and essential oils, such as oil of turpentine.

They are non -conductors of electricity, and are used
largely for making soldered joints in wiring.
Tin is used a good deal in the form of foil for
Leyden jars and other forms of condenser and in
some formsof dry battery . It has a specific gravity
of 7:3, and is very permanent in the air, but is
readily attacked by most acids and alkalies. Price
of the foil, zs. per lb .
Viscose is a compound of mercerised cellulose
(cotton -wool) with carbon bi-sulphide, and its
peculiarity is that under proper conditions it can
be made to re -deposit cellulose in a practically pure
form . Under the name of
Viscoid. — This substance has,or should have,many
applications in electrical work.
Vulcanite (see India-rubber ).

Zinc has a specific gravity ofabout 7'5, and in the
commercial state is generally contaminated with
arsenic. It dissolves in nearly all acids with evolu

tion of hydrogen , and is employed in nearly every
form of primary battery as the active substance in
the chemical action which furnishes the current.
It amalgamates readily with mercury , and advan

tage is taken of this to prevent local couples forming
in the cell with loss of electro -motive force on the
one hand and zinc on the other. Price, 6d . per lb .
Zinc Chloride is formed by the action of hydro
chloric acid (muriatic acid ) in zinc, and is employed
in soldering to secure a clean surface on the metals
to be united . It should never be used in soldering

PRACTICAL ORTHOCHROMATIC PHOTOGRAPHY.
Arthur Payne, F .C .S . London

By

Iliffe & Sons,

Ltd ., 3, St. Bride Street, E .C . Price is. nett.
This splendid little handbook explains the prin
ciples and practice of orthochromatic photography
very well indeed , and readers interested in this art
should possess a copy. The volume contains many
views both uncorrected and corrected for colour,
which demonstrate the value of light filters and
special orthochromatic plates in preserving colour
contrasts in photographic pictures.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY RULE. By J. Sterry . London :
Iliffe & Sons, Ltd ., 3, St. Bride Street, E .C .
Price is. nett.
Mr. Sterry's book is a laudable attempt to incul
cate scientific methods into the work of the amateur
photographer. It describes the use of different
kinds of exposure meters, and also the effects of
time, etc ., in development. Definite rules are given
for the various processes of photography, exposure,
development and printing, and those amateurs who
follow the instructions in this work should get very

good results indeed .
To bend copper pipes, fill them with resin or
lead, which will prevent them from tuckling in the
bends.
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A Simple and Effective Launch

Engine and Boiler.
By T. DUDDLES.
THE following is a description of a simple but
I very effective boiler and launch engine,
originally intended for a 7-ft. boat ; but
on completion I mounted it on a wood stand
for convenience in running. I started by flanging
two ends for boiler in one plate : If ins. from
bottom I cut a hole 34 ins. long by ž in . wide ;
this was for the flame to pass through into back .
In the other plate, i in . from bottom , I cut a
fire hole if ins. by 1 ins., oval shape ; to
this was fitted a door with hinge and catch.
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were made and sweated from inside of wrapper ;
the wrapper was then bent round, ends riveted up,
and well sweated all round edges. A flanged
charcoal iron plate was made for back of boiler ;
but before fixing this two collars were made of suffi
cient length to come through iron cover ; these

were sweated in the end of boiler, and carry the
water-gauge. The back cover was then screwed
on to the end ofboiler, and three 3-16ths in . stays
put from top of boiler through firebox stays
and secured with nuts. Six t- in . stays were
put through each side of firebox, and secured
with nuts in the latter. The smokebox I made
out of charcoal iron, of sufficient depth to come

below return flues ; on top of this was bolted

a hexagon base for chimney . A small soot-door
was fixed on front, and smoke

box then screwed on to the
boiler end. A piece of 11-in .
brass tube was used for the

chimney , and an angle-plate was

Srowo :ach side at bottom of
builer for screwing boiler down
to foundation ,

I next made the boiler fit
tings — a wheel stop valve with
3- 16ths in . steam way, a lever

safety -valve with t-in . valve
weight for same, with setscrew
in top to keep weight from shift

ing, a check-valve with } in .
cone valve and union for feed

pipe, a water-gauge with 3-16ths
in , glass and one tap at bottom
for blowing out. A plug with
a square on top for filling hole
completed the boiler fittings.
I made the patterns for the
engine, and after getting cast
ings, fixed cylinder in a wood
chuck and bored it out to it

ins.

Flanges were faced and

turned by putting cylinder on
wooden mandrel. The valve face

was filed and then ground true

on a piece of plate-glass, using
emery
and oil ; I find this an
excellent way for getting steam .
MR. T . DUDDLES' LAUNCH ENGINE AND BOILER.

I made the firebox (as shown on next page) 3 ins.
high , 4 ins. wider ; top, the bottom being same
width as flanged - tes. I knocked a - in . flange
down at each end, and this was then riveted

and sweated to each boiler end, the flanges of
boiler ends being outward, thus making it easy
for riveting on the outside wrapper, and for fixing

tight joints on flat surfaces.
The ports were then set out and

cut ; steam ports are } in . by 1 in.; exhaust port,
- 3- 16ths in . by 1 in .; bars, 3-32nds in . wide. The
steam chest and valve were made and ground true,
top cylinder cover turned up, and drilled and tapped
for 3- 16ths in . lubricator. The guide standard and
bottom cylinder cover are cast in one ; this was
an awkward job to fix in chuck. I turned a recess

smokebox and back end. I drilled four s-in . holes

in wood chuck , drove the cover in tight, then put a

each side of firebox ; these were to take four -in .
brass tubes, which are placed diagonally across the
firebox. After sweating these in , I sweated four

strip of brass acrossbetween standards and screwed
each end down to chuck . After making a 4-in .
D -bit, I bored out the guides ; then , with a long,
3 - 16ths in . drill , drilled a hole right through cover.
This was then opened out to tapping size for 7 -16ths
in . gas thread , and tapped for stuffing screw . I had

pieces of f-in . square brass across top of firebox ;
this effectually stayed top of same. I also drilled
four holes in each boiler end } in . above firebox
stays ; these were to take four z -in . return flues,
which were sweated in position . Midway between
these and top of boiler a 3- 16ths in . brass stay
with nuts on each end was fitted . The outside

a piece of x-in . brass rod ; this was centred truly
at each end, one end turned down 3-16ths in. ; this
was to go through piston-rod hole in cover. A
further length was turned down , and a 7 - 16ths in .

wrapper of boiler was then set out for safety
thread cut on it. The mandrel was then screwed
valves, stop-valve, filling plug, and check -valve ;
in stuffing box , put between centres, cover was
also all rivet holes were drilled , collars for fittings | turned to fit cylinder, and feet of standard carefully
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faced up . I had to take very fine cuts, as my lathe
is not very rigid . After taking out the rod
the 3- 16ths in , piece was parted off, a 3- 16ths in .
drill put through hole in top of cover, and the rod
screwed in stuffing box ; a hole was then drilled
in rod 4 in . deep ; the piece was then taken out,
a sufficient length parted off, and top milled after
reducing to 9- 15ths in . This made the screw gland

for piston-rod . The piston was made I in . thick , a
deep groove turned and filled with asbestos string ;

piston -rod was screwed a tight fit into piston. The
cross-head was turned out of gunmetal, drilled for
piston-rod , which is fixed by a setscrew through side
of crosshead . In the bottom of crosshead a slot was
filed to take the flat end of the connecting-rod, a hole

being drilled through both to take a taper pin with
a nut on the end, allowing adjustment forwear. The
connecting-rod has big end screwed on ; this is split
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both engines ran at great speed . From actual expe
rience I can recommend above boiler for cheapness

ofmaterial, ease of construction, and high efficiency .
A glance at photograph will show general arrange
ment. Main dimensions of boiler are as follows :
Height, 7 ins.
Length , 63 ins.
Width , 6 ins.
Smokebox - depth, 5 ins.; width , 14 ins.
Back end iron cap forms a } in . space inside from
boiler end.

Firebox - height, 3 ins.; width at bottom , 64 ins.;
length , 5 * ins.
Water -tubes across firebox (No. 4 ).
Return flues (No 4 ), } in .

in .

Outside wrapper, 3-32nds in . thick .
Boiler ends and firebox, 1-16th in .
Themetal is wholly soft, rolled brass.
Main dimensions of engine - bore, it ins.; stroke,
1 in . ; height, 7 ins.

LIron Slay

Dimensions ofwooden stand are - length , 17 ins.;
width , no ins.; height, 4 ins.
Herewith is a sketch of firebox end :- - Width
across top , 4 ins.; sides, 28 ins.; then bent } in .
from bottom . This in . flange is for riveting to
outside wrapper .

Flange

|Water Tubes

U .S . Naval Models.

SECTION OF FIREBOX.

IT is possible that in a short time every ship in
the U .S . Navy will have a model of herself on

and fitted with studs and nuts. A in . hole takes
the crank -pin . Crank disc is 1 ins, diameter, and
fixed on shaft by a setscrew through boss at the
back. The shaft is fin . diameter reduced at
bearings to | in .; the latter are fir : wide, and fitted
with caps. Balance wheel is 24 ins. diameter,
* in . wide on face, fixed on shaft by setscrew . The
link motion is cut out of 5- 32nds in . gunmetal ;
also the valve connecting rods. The eccentric
straps were made from castings and bosses turned
from cast brass rod .
The reversing quadrant was screwed to bedplate.
Feed -pump is made from a casting, and it has f-in .
cone valves, air vessel above delivery valve. A
return cock is fitted to adjust feed to boiler. A
3-16ths in . ram with 7-in . stroke, worked by eccen
tric on shaft, completed pump ; both engine and
pump being fixed on a hardwood foundation . I made
a stand to take engine and boiler ; these are
screwed to top of same. Between boiler and
engine foundation a tank 6 ins. long, 2 } ins. wide,
and 2 ins. deep , is placed ; this is for feed -water,
and being close up against back end of boiler feed
water is kept at a fair temperature. The engine
is connected to stop valve union by a 4 -in . brass
pipe ; exhaust is carried up funnel ; pump is con
nected to check -valve by 3- 16ths in . pipe. The

ships to understand the great weapon . The kind to
be provided for each ship is known as a supple
mentary plan or skeleton model. The ships of the
German Navy have them , and American officers

firing is by a Primus burner (noisy type). This
boiler is a magnificent steam raiser. I have had

when men know why certain things are to be done
they do it much more willingly and better. Com

board . It is to assist all those who serve the

an engine it- in . bore, 2- in . stroke, connected to
filling plug hole, and boiler has kept both engines
running with steam at 15 lb . pressure. I had to
run launch engine to keep up feed water and ran

believe that if introduced in the U .S . Navy they will
be of benefit to every officer and seaman . At pre
sent, even officers sometimes have no clear concep
tion of the construction of the hidden parts of the
vessels.
The only ship that now has a skeleton of herself
aboard is the turret ship Monterey, commanded by

Commander W . H . Beehler, who was a navalattaché
at Berlin for several years.
Beehler became imbued with German ideas while
the Monterey he could not rest until he had pro

he was at Berlin , and when he was sent to command

vided his craft with a skeleton model, built on a
scale of a -quarter of an inch to the foot.
The model can be taken apart, and by means of
were able
theminiature ship the warrant machinists
of a different
to decide whether a new set ofboilers

type could be put in . Otherwise the question
would have to be referred to the Bureau in Washing
ton and a month would have been lost.
The model has been found to be of incalculable

benefit in training the men for collision and fire
emergencies. Commander Beehler has found that

mander Beehler, in speaking about the compara
tively small cost of such a valuable object, says that
every time a Consul is saluted by a warship more
money is wasted than would be used to provide a
the two enginesuntil oil -tank was empty - 21 hours
really useful skeleton model. - Nautical Gazette ,
without a stop. Steam never fell below 15 lb ., and I U .S .A .
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The Electric Lighting of

Private House .
By FREDERIC H . TAYLOR, Assoc.M .INST. E . E .
( Concluded from page 371.)
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fore the writer :- " If a glow lamp requires 3-4 watts
per candle-power, and a gas burner gives 24 candle
power per cubic foot of gas per hour, what will be
the price of electrical energy per Board of Trade
Unit so that the cost of electric lighting may be ex

actly equal to that of gas lighting at 25. rod. per
1000 cubic feet i

Gas lighting: — 24 c.-p. requires i cubic ft. for one
THERE is probably no requirement of modern
residential life, the cost of which one hears
so much about as that of electric lighting.

Strange as it may possibly seem , the people who
have least to say about its cost are the users, the
people who seem to say most are the gas companies,
and after these come the electrical engineers who
know what it does cost.
Apart from the terrifying legends which appear
in the gas man 's windows, on the one hand , and the

delightful consummations of the pushful young
wiring contractor on the other, there is , of course,
a perfectly definite and honest method of calcula
tion , which will show what the cost of lighting by
electricity or gas should be under a given set of cir
cumstances.

The number ofhours of lighting per annum for an

ordinary town or suburban house are surprisingly
small. Frequently they do not exceed a figure equal
to that of all lamps on for an average of two hours
per day throughout the year, and were it not for
this fact, the rates charged by supply companies
for private house lighting would , undoubtedly , be
very much lower than they are. Taking the case

of a house wired for fifty lamps. Of these, there
would probably be not more than 40 of 16 c.- P .,

and the remaining ten of 8 c.-P . Each 16 c.-p . lamp
would require 60 watts of electric energy (say , 200
volts and 3 amp.), and if current be charged at 4d.
per unit, then the total cost of electric energy in
pounds sterling per annum would be obtained from
the following calculation :
90 X 30 X 2 X 363 X 4* = + 32 16s.approximately.
1000 X 240

In the above expression
90 represents the total equivalent number of
8 C . p . lamps.
30 represents the watts per lamp of 8 c.-P .
„

„, totalbours per day.

365

„ total days per annum .
,, price per unit in pence.
The denominator 1000 is used as being the num
ber of watt-hours contained in one Board of Trade
Unit, and the denominator 240 is used that the re
sult may be expressed in pounds .
It should be noted that the allowance of 30 watts
for each 8 c .-p . lamp is a very liberal one indeed .
There is no difficulty at the present time in obtain
ing lamps requiring only 3-4 watts per candle-power
and yielding a very good life . Higher efficiency
lamps still may be used with an increased saving in
current, and (as pointed out in a previous part of

these articles) with a saving in the annual cost of
lighting including lamp renewals. Further also , the
price of 4d . per unit is merely taken as an arbitrary
figure, and in many districts the price with , and
sometimes without, " sliding scales ” of payment,

rebates, or discounts, works out considerably below
fourpence.

As an instance of comparison between gas and

electricity , the following question recently came be

hour which costs
28. rod. or 34 = pence.
1000
1000
Electric lighting : - 2 } C .- p. requires 3:4 watts x
2 5 C.-p . x 1 hour = 8:5-watt hours, which at “ r "
pence per unit will cost
8.5 X X pence.
1000

Equating these two statements we have :
34 – 8 ; X * _ 01 " x " = 4 ,
1000
1000
and , therefore, on the above assumptions of 3-4 watts
per c.- p., and 21 c.-p . per cubic foot of gas, gas at
2s. rod . per 1000 cubic feet would be equivalent,
light for light generated , to electric lighting which
costs 4d . per B . T .U .
The rates charged for current vary , of course, in
almost every district, due to a variety of causes ;
but the following list shows the prices now charged
in many of the important districts in and out of
London , as given by the excellent tables of supply
costs and records published by the proprietors of the
Electrical Times :
Name. Co. or Local Authority Price chrgd ,
Barnet
.. 7d . to 2d .
. .Company . .
Local Authority
Barnes Beckenham
..
Blackheath . .Company ...

..LocalAuthority

Brighton

::::::::

VIII. - Cost of Using Electric Light.

Bromley (Kent) Company
Brompton
City District .. City of London Co . ..
Charing Cross . .Company (West End )
..City District Co . .. 5d. to 4d .
Chelsea .. . . Company .. . . od. to 3d .
. . 7d. to 2d .
Local Authority
Croydon
. . 6d . to 3d .
Ealing . .
.. ,
. . 6d. to 3d .
Hammersmith . . ,
. . 6d. to 24d.
Hampstead . .
Ilford . .
. . 8d. to 2d .
.. 7d. to 4d.
Islington
.
to 5d.
.. . .. 60.
Kensington ..Company
7d . to ad
beth
Lam
Leyton . .
. .Local Authority
.. 5d . to 2d .
. . 6d . to 4d .
Metropolitan . . Company
Notting Hill
Richmond
.. .
.. od. to 4d .
St.
James'
St. Pancras ....Local Authority
. . od . to 3d .
.. 6d. to 4d .
Westminster . .Company . y.
.. 7d . to 2d .
. .Local Authorit
West Ham
.
. . 6d ,
Woolwich Dist. Company
)

Themethods of charging may, broadly speaking,
be divided up under the following heads :
(1) The " flat rate " system .
(2) The “ flat rate ” system with a scale of
discounts .
(3) Maximum demand system .
By the “ flat rate ” system is meant a fixed price
per unit, regardlessof the quantity of electric energy
used or of the nature of the demand . The one
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advantage of this method is that it is simple, and
can be understood by the most thick -headed con
sumer on the Supply Company's register.

In some districts discounts are arranged of so

much per cent. on the quantity used in any one
quarter, which discounts increase by a gradual
scale to a fixed maximum allowable.

small in amount as to be altogether negligible.

Some people, due to ignorance, actually complain
of this qualification ; but any thinking person who
values his health would prefer some method of

the amountof electrical energy used , and a “ demand

heating the atmosphere other than one which at
the same time vitiates it.
Convenience. - Without the use of matches it can
be turned “ on ” or “ off ” at will, and from any
position however far away, and may be placed in
any position up or down, and closer to inflammable
material than could any other artificial light.

indicator," which is to record themaximum demand;
or, in other words, the largest quantity of electrical

Safety. When the work has been thoroughly
well carried out, without doubt the electric light

energy in actual use at some particular time during

forms the safest of all known illuminants, which
opinion is endorsed by all the largest fire insurance

With the “ maximum demand ” system , two
instruments are installed on the consumer's pre
mises - namely, an ordinary meter to register

the quarter. The rateof chargemight, for instance,
be 7d . per unit up to the equivalent of one hundred
hours' use during the quarter of the maximum
demand, and 3d . per unit for all consumption
during the quarter above the hundred hours' use.
Suppose, for example, the consumer has fixed in
his house forty lamps of 16 c.-p . each , which would
be equivalent to 2,400 watts of energy requisite ;
and also that, on inspection , it is found that the
meter registers a consumption of energy for the
quarter of 180 units, and that the demand indicator
shows that the highest number of lamps in use
at some particular time during the quarter was
sufficient to need 900 watts of electrical energy ,

then the maximum demand would be fixed at 900
watts, and the consumer's bill would be charged
out as follows :
£ s. d .
90 units (being 900 watts x 100

hours = 90 units) at 7d.per unit .. 2 12 6
90 units (being 180 - 90 ) at 3d .
.. 1 2 6
Total . .
. .. £3 15 0

offices, and who, it may be said , with a view to
securing thoroughness of quality , frequently recom
mend the employment of independent consultants
to draw specifications and to superintend the
work during its execution .

Within the scope of such articles as these, it is,
of course, possible to deal only sparsely with a
subject which is so wide and which essentially
possesses so much detail in every branch as that
of electric house-wiring ; but it is hoped that what
has been said and shown will prove of use and
guidance to all and sundry who wish to know
more of the most interesting and most important
part of the interior equipment of a modern house .
The writer's best thanks are due to the various
manufacturing firms who have kindly assisted

with blocks and electros, and also to Mr. Reavill,
his chief assistant, for preparing the various joints
and photographs of same from which particular
illustrations are taken .

THE END.

Taking the total cost of £3 155. for 180 units, it
will be noticed that this averages out at 5d . per
unit all round.

Clearly , under this system , encouragement is

given to the consumer who, though not necessarily

having a large number of lamps installed , never
theless uses à fair proportion of them for a good
many hours per day ; and this system is adopted in

a very large number of towns and districts in this
country.

In a few instances meters are supplied and
maintained by the Company or Local Authority free
of charge ; but in others a small rental is charged
of, say, 28. 6d . per quarter.
Where current is required for electric radiators,

or other heating , or power purposes, specially low
rates are charged ; in fact, the rate is frequently
half the ordinary lighting rate .
ADVANTAGES OF ELECTRIC LIGHT. - Although, in
the present day, owing to its extensive use, the ad
vantages of electric over other methods of lighting
are widely known and appreciated , there are yet

many who , from various causes, are not fully cog
nisant of them :
Purity . -- The incandescent electric lamp, being
hermetically sealed , consumes no oxygen , and,
therefore, does not vitiate the atmosphere, as does
every other illuminant. In this connection it
may be pointed out that one ordinary gas-jet of,
say, 16 c. -p . uses as much oxygen as five human
persons.

Cleanliness and Coolness. --No smoke or dirt can
possibly be given off, and the heat given out is so

John OAKEY AND SONS, LTD ., have just declared
ference shares, at the rate of6 per cent. per annum .
MR. S . W . JOHNSON, who for thirty years has held
the post of Chief Mechanical Engineer and Loco
motive Superintendent of the Midland Railway, is
the twenty -first half-yearly dividend on the Pre

about to shortly retire from his post, and it is re
ported that he will be succeeded by Mr. Cecil Paget,
a young man of 29, and the son of Sir Ernest Paget,

the chairman of the company.
THE SIMPLEX STEEL CONDUIT COMPANY, LTD .
We understand that this firm has been awarded a
Gold Medal at the International Fire Exhibition
held at Earl's Court, London , in Group 1, Class 3, of
the exhibits ; besides obtaining one gold and two
silver medals at the Paris Exhibition , 1900. No
other conduit system has received such high awards.
8 COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVPS IN FRANCE . - On Jan
uary Ist, 1902, that is ten years after the intro

duction of the first two compound express locomo

tives on the Northern Railway of France, the seven
most important French roads had , according to the

Railroad Gazette, 1,128 compound locomotives in

service, the classes being distributed as follows :
Four driving wheels not coupled, 3 cylinders .. !
Four driving wheels not coupled , 4 cylinders .. I
Four -coupled driving wheels, 4 cylinders
Six -coupled driving wheels , 4 cylinders
. . 523
Six -coupled driving wheels, 3 cylinders
Six -coupled driving wheels, 2 cylinders
.. 16
Eight-coupled driving wheels, 4 cylinders .. 181
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Designs for Model Steam

which is held in the chuck , the rest being set 1- 16th

Turbines .
(Continued from page 231.)
The Rev. W . Bredin
Naylor's Model de Laval
Steam Turbine.

or blades on the edge of wheel are 3-32nds in. deep

W

E

are able to record in this issue, for the first
time, the construction of a working model

- steam turbinemade by one of our readers.
The Rev. W . Bredin Naylor's design , which we re
produce herewith , although it did not score so high

in . below lathe centres and almost touching the
teeth of cutter. The work can then be held in the
fingers and fed up to the cutter safely . The cuts

and 1- 16th in . apart (Figs. 3 and 5). It is well to
experiment on a scrap of waste brass before starting
to cut the wheel. The nozzle is turned from
3 -16ths in . brass rod. Fig . 6 gives it exactly to
full size. The dotted lines show the tapered hole
to the correct angle of the inside face of cover ; b

with the recent competition No. 32, has some points

(Figs. 1 and 2) showsit soldered in place, the dotted
line in Fig. 2 showing the rim of wheel ; it is set at an
angle of 60 degs. The foundation f is made from
1-in . brass tube hammered to a rectangular shape

of interest in it. The following is Mr. Bredin

on a former ; it serves as a chamber to collect con

Naylor's competition article, and we gather, except
with regard to the parts specially referred to here
after, describes the construction of the model ac

densed steam from the waste steam outlet o in

underpart of casing. The turbine is geared down to

as some of the others we received in connection

i in to at least, and suitable cogged wheels can be

-1

Winn

tually made :

dia
ܠܐ

il

WIN

2

LUI

Fig . 2. - END VIEW .

W

ITAMININITZ

Fig . 1. - SECTION OF DESIGN FOR MODEL DE LAVAL

- -ME

Gasing

STEAM TURBINE .

“ The turbine to be described is a simple form of
de Laval, which can be made by anyone possessing
a small lathe. The diagramsmake the construction
fairly clear, but a few details will be useful. The

Wheel

casing c, c (Fig. 1) is of drawn brass tubing, and
should be carefully trued inside and on the ends.

The covers e, e are preferably castings, but may be
built up or turned from the solid , as may also the
wheel. These are held together by three bolts d , a
slight fillet being turned to fit inside casing.

The bosses are drilled 3- 16ths in . to take the bear

Fig . 3.
got from a worn-out American clock, which is a

ing sleeves s, s ; these must be of good gunmetal
and a sliding fit. The oil-cups act as dowels to pre
vent them turning. The wheel a requires to be
carefully turned and drilled centrally for shaft ; a
piece of knitting -needle makes a good shaft if a

how the gearing may be arranged . The small cog
wheels a , a have eight teeth each , the larger b , b

driving fit for wheel so that the original temper and
polish be preserved . The tool for cutting the

procured it should be arranged as in Fig. 1 ; the

common object in most homes. Figs. 8 and 9 show

curved blades is shown in Fig . 4 ; it is.made from
in . steel rod, having a fin , hole drilled centrally

forty . If one large wheel of eighty teeth can be
t-in . hole shown there serves as an oil-well.
“ Before constructing this turbine Imade several

at h , and turned down on the outside till the thick
ness of blades is 1-32nd in . The edge is nicked with

unsuccessful attempts to make a Parsons' turbine
of about the same scale. I shall be happy to give

a chisel to make a saw -edge. It is then hardened.
To use

any
help I can to such of your readers as are ambi
tious of trying their luck in this direction.”

it , the hand-rest is set across the cutter,
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Whilst we were struck with the ingeniousmethod
proposed for cutting the curved blades from the
solid , as will be seen from our remarks upon the
competitive designs contained in our issue of Feb
ruary 19th we doubted the practicability of the
method of cutting the blades.
In reply to this note, Mr. Bredin Naylor sent us
a sample disc , upon which he had cut some
blades. Without regarding the slight irregularity

October 22 , 1903

tion in Fig. 12, the base of the metal carrying the

blades being dovetailed. The cutter difficulty
would not

then be present, and blades of practi
cally any depth could be formed, the only draw

back to the proposalbeing the built-up wheel. The
blanks for the blades, in the form of rings, should
be turned up to fit the stock of the wheel accu
rately, and, as there would be a certain amount of
waste in cutting and filing the pieces, two blank
rings would most likely be required .
Meanwhile our correspondent was busy experi
menting, and a little later he sent the accompanying

- . - . - .- . - .

Fig . 4. — TOOL FOR FORMING BLADES.

illustration of the finished model de Laval turbine,
giving the following particulars of its manufacture
and the improved method of cutting the blades.
In his letter he says : - “ Since writing to you on the
subject of cutting the blades from solid washers for
model steam turbine, I made some experiments
Back edge of

Limit of blade

Fig . 5.

depth pe"

culter destroy
blades if drio
-en deeper.
Scale :

twice full

Fig . 6. - Nozzle .

size.

· Fig . 7. - OIL CUP,
de

FIG . 10 . - SKETCH SHOWING HOW ANNULAR CUTTING
· Tool LIMITS THE DEPTH OF THE BLADE.

FIG . 11. - SEPARATE BLADES.

Shrouding
Blade Fig . 9.
FIG . 8.
in cutting, due to holding the blank in the hand
against the cutter, this sample only confirmed our
original opinion - viz., that the size of the blade

Cover

Stock

-plate.

limited the depth of the blades with a given annular

cutter - the back of cutter destroying the other

Fig . 12. - SYSTEM OF PROPOSED BUILT-UP WHEELS

blades (or the edge of the blank ) after a cut
of a certain depth is made, as indicated in
Fig . 1o . It is also to be noted that the disc re
ceived by us was smaller in diameter than the

FOR MODEL TURBINES.

wheel shown in the competitive design . Of course,
a larger diameter of cutter could be used , but then
the blades would be too flat and the turbine in

efficient. Along with the sample wheel Mr. Bredin
Naylor sent us a scrap of metal with some splendidly
formed blades, the piece including about four

blades, as shown in Fig. 11, and we suggested that
separate pieces such as these might be built up into
a wheel locking them into a stock , as shown in sec

with various cutters, and I think the one shown in
the accompanying sketches is the most successful.
Fig . 13 shows the cutter, which is made from tool
steelrod about 21 ins. long ; the diameter should be
a -quarter greater than the thickness of the washer

to be cut. The rod is chucked and trued for } in .
from the end ; a hole is drilled in the end of such
diameter as to leave the sides about 1- 16th in .

thick ; the sides are filed away, leaving the part a
projecting ; this is shaped for clearance, and, of
course, hardened and tempered . Fig. 14 shows the
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method of using it ; b and c are ' steadies ' for the
the cutter in the chuck , which is worked by hand in
washer w , and are held in the slide-rest and fed up to
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beginning of the cut ; b , after cutting ; from b the
cutter is broughtback to a , and the washer advanced
for another cut. Spaces of any dimensions can be

left between the blades.
“ I have now completed the
model, and I am much indebted
to your paper for its success. It
is smaller than any of those des
cribed in the M . E ., but, neverthe
less, makes about 10 ,000 revolu
tions a minute with less than 30 lbs.
pressure. The turbine wheel is

it ins. diameter by

in . thick ;

Curus of blades to

a circle to dia !
Fig . 16 . — CURVE OF BLADES.

PIDIGRAPH OF THE REv. W . BREDIN NAYLOR'S MODEL STEAM
TURBINE .

Fig . 15. — DIAGRAM SHOWING HOW
THE IMPROVED CUTTER FORMS
THE BLADES,

Fig . 14. - METHOD OF USING IMPROVED CUTTER.

Fig . 13. - IMPROVED CUTTER.

the blades cut are 3-16ths in deep with
a space between of & in . The bearings are

TW

Oitway.

oiled from the cup seen on top of the drum , and
the bore of the steam jet increases from
FIG . 17: — WHEEL SPIN - 1 -25th in . at throat to 1- 16th in . at nozzle .
DLE AND BEARINGS FOR Foundation serves to drain condensed water
MODEL STEAM TURBINE. from drum and also escape steam passed

semi-circular sweeps. There should be a very slight
clearance to allow the washer to be turned round on

the pin p without loosening the slide-rest nut. A

hand vice may be used to hold the washer steady
while it is being cut. I believe this to be the only
practicable way of cutting the washers. The sketch
(Fig . 15 ) shows the action of the cutter a at the

through to 7-in . union seen in the photograph
under nozzle. The gear runs in oil, and reduces
the speed from 10 to 1. A D .A . single cylinder
engine } in , by } in . run from the same boiler has
neither the power nor speed of the turbine, and I
intend fitting it with a more powerful boiler in a
boat with fine lines and anticipate a good speed
from it."
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Milling in Small Lathes.
By Chas, W . Cook.
(Continued from page 58.)
IN the two previous articles we dealt with the
1 methods of setting out and cutting spur and
bevel gears, respectively, and the next to
claim our attention is the screw or worm gear.
A worm gear is composed of two parts — the worm
or screw - the threads of which are made to mesh
with the teeth of a wheel called the worm -wheel.
The most common form of worm gearing is that in
which the shafts are at a right angle with each other,
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spur wheel, the angle of teeth being made to fit

angle of worm ; it may be used either with a worm
or a rack .

The wheel C is generally used for light accurate ,
work , such as dividing and gear -cutting engines, the
wheel blanks being turned the same as for spur

wheels. The teeth of worm -wheels are of the in
volute type, as explained in the article of May 28th ,
and are identical in form with the teeth of spur
wheels. The diameter of a worm -wheel is measured
on the pitch circle of the worm that gears with it,
as Fig . 55, and makes no difference whether wheel is
hollow -faced or not. Hollow -faced wheels are

usually made to envelope about 60° of the worm , as

thus affording a means of transmitting motion from

shown at Fig . 55 . A somewhat curious fact in con

shafts at this angle, and is also a convenient method
of reducing the speed of one shaft in gear with an
other, as the worm or screw being the driver it is

nection with worm gears, is , the inclination of the

obliged to make a complete revolution before the

hand wheel falling in the same direction as the

teeth of the wheel is exactly opposite to the inclina
tion of the threads of the worm , the teeth of a left

worm -wheel is moved a distance either backwards

threads of a right-hand worm and vice versa , and

or forwards equal to the pitch , the worm thus repre

this, at first sight, is often the cause of mistakes.
To obtain the angle of teeth of wheel, we proceed
as follows : - Set out a right-angle triangle (Fig . 57),
the base of which A equals the circumference of the

senting, as it were, a pinion with a single tooth .
This refers to gears in which theworm or screw is
single-threaded , that is to say, the thread is one
single complete spiral, but when it is desired to

increase the speed of the worm -wheel shaft, theworm
is made either a double, treble, quadruple, etc.
thread, or, in other words, the single spiral is split

up into two, three, or four, etc., spirals; the effect
on the worm -wheel being to increase the speed in
proportion to the number of spirals or threads con

tained in the worm . This will be better understood
by supposing we had a wheel of 96 teeth driven
by a single threaded worm , the worm would then
have to make 96 revolutions to i of the wheel, with

a double threaded worm it would make 48 revolu

tions, with a treble threaded worm 32, and a quad
ruple 24, and so on . The worm may be also either
right- or left-handed , the wheel being made to suit,
as a left-handed worm will not work with a right
handed wheel, and vice versa .
The chief objection to the worm gear is that it
requires a large amount of power , and that the
friccion and wear are excessive, consequently, it is
seldom used for the continuous transmission of
power, and also that as commonly made it can only
be used one way , that of the worm driving the wheel.
The first objection is a very real and serious one
when the gear is large and used continuously , but

does not amount to much in small gears, and the
second one, to mymind , is in many cases an advan
tage as the gearing remains stationary in any
position after being moved .
Worm -wheels are usually of three kinds — the first
(A , Fig . 60 ) having a concave face with a radius at
the top of the teeth equal to that of theworm at the
bottom of the thread ; the second, B , having a
straight face with the teeth cut diagonally across

face ; and the third , C, also with a straight face.
being in reality wheel A without a hollow face.

Fig . 60 , A is generally called a hollow -faced wheel,
and is the worm -wheel most commonly used , the
object of the concave face being to give greater
working surface by enveloping more of the circum
ference of the worm than either wheels B and C .
This type of wheel is generally used for heavy work ,
its life being longer than either of the other two.

It is usual to chamfer off the points of teeth to the
angle shown at A , the object being chiefly to
improve the finish .
The wheel B is calculated in the same way as a

worm at the pitch circle, the perpendicular B must
equal the pitch of worm , then the hypothenuse of
the angle represents the angle of the worm -thread,

and, consequently, the angle of wheel tooth . .
The threads of worm are usually made with
straight sides, and the corners a little rounded , this
practice, on the whole, giving the best results, it
form of thread the same as the wheel tooth , and
also the cutting tool is more easily made when with
straight sides, and worm is easier to make. The
diameter of a worm is measured on the pitch circle
the sameas in the case of a spur wheel, and is usually
from four to six times the pitch of the thread ; this
depends also , to some extent, upon the diameter of
the bore. The length depends on the diameter of
the wheel, and should be long enough to contain the
number of threads necessary to engage with teeth
of wheel, which can be ascertained by making a
rough sketch of worm and wheel, as Fig . 56 . The
pitch of a worm is measured from the centre of one

thread to the centre of the next of the same spiral,
and is the same whether worm is single-threaded or
otherwise. This will be better seen by reference to
the following example : - A quadruple worm is re
quired of 1-in . pitch , and the first step is to make
the tool for cutting the thread. If this were a
single-threaded
worm of the same pitch , we should

know without hesitation that the width of thread
would be t-in ., the width of space being the same,

equal to one thread to i-in ., or, in other words, a

length of 1-in . divided into two parts - one thread
and one space.
Now , for a quadruple worm of the same pitch ,
the length of 1-in . is divided into eight equal parts,
four spaces and four threads, each thread being a
separate and distinct spiral, making one complete
turn in a 1-in . length . The width of space being
* in . ; the tool will, consequently, be fin , wide, and
after the first cut has been made on the worm , the
distance from the centre of one space to the centre
of the next should be measured , and if found to be

i in . it is correct, and the space should then be cut

to the required depth , this distance between the

spaces being the pitch . The driving wheel of change
gear, or, as some prefer to call them , the screw
cutting wheels, is marked off into four equal parts,
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the quadrant dropped out of gear, and mandrel,
carrying with it the worm , rotated one-fourth of a
revolution, the quadrantbrought up into gear again ,
and worm is ready for the next cut. The division

plate is a useful contrivance for effecting the same
result. This operation is repeated until four spaces
have been cut absolutely equi-distant one from the
other, the distance from the centre of one spiral to
the centre of the next being & in .
The pitch of the worm -wheel to gear with the
above would - as with any toothed wheel - be
measured from the centre of one tooth to the centre
of the next, and we get what at first seems to be
something wrong , that is, the pitch of the worm as
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circle by multiplying the pitch by 4 , which equals
2 ins. ; it is then set out as in Fig . 55, the depth of
thread being not less than 3- toths of the pitch above
the pitch circle and 4 -10ths below . The length , as
before mentioned , is obtained by setting out as in
Fig . 56 .
The wheel is now taken in hand, and we proceed
to find the diameter of pitch circle (pp, Fig . 55 ) by
multiplying the number of teeth by the pitch and
the result by Oº3183 (30 x 5 * 3183 = 4077 or
485 ins. approximately ). Draw centre . line (Aa,
Fig. 55) and space off the distance pp equal to the
diameter of pitch circle.
Draw arcs cc and co representing tops and bottoms

Fig . 56 .

-. - . - .

A

Fig . 58 .

B

C

Fig . 60 .

FIG . 59 .
FIG . 57.

CUTTING
OF WORM
GEARS.
Fig . 55.
I in ., and the pitch of the wheel gearing with it as
4 in . ; but if we regard a section of the wheel cir
cumference as a section of the circumference of the
worm , we see that each tooth corresponds to a
section of the worm thread , and the matter explains
itself.
A good plan when measuring the pitch of a worm
is to place one finger on any one thread , then with
a finger of the other hand placed on the same thread,
trace one complete turn , the distance between the
centres of this thread after one revolution has been
made is the pitch of the worm . We will now pro
ceed to set out a single -threaded worm gear, and,

for example, will select a gear of 30 teeth , 4-in .
pitch (this is in the ratio of go to 1), the worm
making 30 revolutions to one of the wheel. The
first step is to decide the dimensions of the worm ,
and we begin by finding the diameter of the pitch

of teeth . Draw lines abb and add at an angle of
30° with centre line Aa ; these lines give the width
of face of wheel. The remaining parts of wheel are
now filled in generally in about the proportions
shown .
When worm is other than single-threaded , the
depth of thread is taken from the pitch of the teeth
of wheel, particulars of which are found by referring
to the table of tooth parts in the article ofMay 28th .
The angle of teeth must now be obtained by con.
a diagram similar to Fig . 57 .
structing
The circumference
of worm A obtained by
multiplying the diameter of pitch circle by 3.1416 =
6 .28 ins. or64 ins. approximately.
The pitch B = {-in ., then C is the angle of teeth
being very nearly 5º.
We now have all the particulars of the gear, and
the first step in the making is the cutting of the
worm , and my practice is to do this in the lathe
with a fixed tool in exactly the same way as one
would cut a square- thread screw . The diagram
(Fig. 58 )shows a method of setting out worm threads.
Draw line “ AB," upon which draw any circle
A DBC; from “ B ” lay off distance B D and BC
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pointer is then held in slide-rest and poppet head or
horizontal and coincides with pointer ; the cutter
then set to the centre of lathe, and by means of the
slide-rest, worked across the wheelface .
The wheel C (Fig . 60 ) is calculated as before, with

each equal to one-fourth the diameter of the circle ;
draw lines AD and AC , these lines being at an angle
of 29°and representing the sides of thread . Mark off

tailstock packed up until the line on wheelface is

a space equal to one-third the pitch of worm , as at
“ a," which corresponds to the width of bottom of
thread , then mark off a length " a to b ," which equals
the depth of thread . The tool (Fig . 59 ) is the or
dinary square-nosed screw -cutting tool, the width
corresponding to thewidth of bottom of space " a "

the exception that the pitch diameter is reckoned
as the overall diameter of this class of wheel. It is

set for cutting in the same way as wheel A , the
cutter being a little larger than the worm in diam
eter, and moved into the wheelface until the two
sides of face are just touched ; this being repeated
until the wheel is finished .
(To be continued .)

(Fig.58). A template should be made of thin sheet
brass to the space " a b," the spaces on worm being
made to fit the template. The worm is then cut
to the required depth, and the sides of thread
chamfered to the angle shown in diagram .
.
The wheel is next turned to size, and faces
rounded out to the same radius as worm , and a line
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DETAILED ARRANGEMENT OF GOVERNOR GEAR FOR WORKING MODEL UNDERTYPE ENGINE.
(SCALE : Full size.)
marked on the side to correspond with depth of
A Design
tooth , as a guide when cutting the teeth . It is then

placed on a mandrel between the centres and divi

sion -plate arranged for the division of toothdiameter
spaces.

A cutter is next made or obtained — the
of
of which should be approximately the diameter
attachment,

the worm - and mounted on milling
the centre of cutter coinciding with the centre of
lathe and also with the centre of wheelface, and

then set over to the angle of tooth. The cutter is
then , by the cross -slide, moved in to the wheel and
a cut taken to the required depth , moved back and
wheel rotated the necessary distance, and operation
repeated until the wheel is completed .
Wheel B ( Fig .60 ) is set out and calculated in the

same way as a spur wheel, but the method of cut
ting is somewhat different.

for a Model Compound

Undertype Engine and Boiler .
By HENRY GREENLY.
(Continued from page 279.)
THE remainder of thework to the governor gear
1 is such as will please those model engineers
who are fond of careful work of small dimen
sions.
Having provisionally erected the motion-plate
and obtained the gear wheels, a straight piece of
3- 16ths in . bright steel rod should be procured .
Cut off about 4 + ins., and affix the bracket carrying

the throttle sleeve and the end of governor spindle

The wheel should be turned to size and put on a
mandrel between the centres and a line scribed

on to the face of the cylinder, shouldering one end
of the steel rod down to } in . or 5 - 32nds in . diameter

across the face at the angle required for teeth ; a

bracket. By placing the spindle through the bear

to run in the bearing provided on the foot of this
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ing in the motion -plate, and threading on the gear
wheel so that it correctly meshes with the gear
wheel on the pulley shaft, the length of the spindle
can be scribed off, the position of the fly ball frame
marked , and the back end of the spindle then
shouldered for the washer and nut, as described on
page 278 in the last instalment of this series.

never require to be removed — may be sweated,
brazed , or silver-soldered into both governor
spindle and side frames. The chief use of this pin
or bolt is to firmly attach the fly ball frame to the
revolving spindle.
The balls and bell-crank levers are best cut out

The fly ball frame consists of two pieces of 3-32nds

the piece of metal (enough stuff being provided )
may be centred and the balls turned to size. The

in . steel plate, which , after rough shaping, should
be brazed together at a distance apart of 7- 16ths in .

of solid pieces of brass or steel. After roughing out,

ends of the levers should be filed exactly to the
shape shown on the drawings, and the fulcrum
bosses bored a nice fit for the 5 -32nds in . bearing
pins. These are shown having coun
tersunk heads, and should be shoul
dered down to in ., and be either
For LP
screwed in and riveted , or riveted into
spindle
the opposite side of the frame only .
Care should be taken to see that the
fulcrum bosses are not pinched between
the sides of the frame.
A sliding sleeve on the governor

For H .P.

spindle

9141%=

QUUTUUUUUU

spindle is arranged to transmit the

motion to the throttle valve sleeve.
A plain , circular piece of metal should

7116

first be turned up to the length , profile
and diameters indicated , and drilled

AL

HighIntermediate
pressure spindle

3-16ths in . to slide easily on the gover
nor spindle. The sides must be filed
down to fit between the fly ball frame,
and be provided with a central slot at
right-angles to the flat faces to clear
the tie bolt of the frame. It must
also be filed with a half-round file to
allow balls to take up the position
shown in the drawings.

To render splitting of the throttle

t Clearing hole

sleeve unnecessary, at the end of the

tot
L .Pintermediate

- Spindle.

sleeve just referred to , a short piece of
brass tube should be fitted on the
governor spindle. This should be a
little longer than the width of the
sleeve. The washer which takes the
1 /8"tabbod compression of the spiral spring will
then bear on the brass tube instead of
on the face of the throttle sleeve. Of
course, thebrass sleeve and washermay

be in one piece, or be sweated together.
The tension of the spring may be
increased by altering the position of
the collar. Instead of the plain collar
fixed in a pin , the end of the spindle
may be screwed and a nut used to
fulfil the same purpose. To give an
idea of the strength of the spring re.
quired , I may say that I think one
which will deflect 1 in . with a 14-lb .
weight, the length of spring unloaded
DETAILS OF INTERMEDIATE VALVE SPINDLES AND POSITION OF being of ins., should suit the purpose
very well. However, experimentmust
ECCENTRIC SHEAVES FOR UNDERTYPE ENGINE
determine.
by a block of steel measuring in the rough 7 - 16ths
The action of the governor is as follows : - When
in . by 7- 16ths in . by in ., placed centrally and
the speed increases the balls fly out and the bell
flush with the straight (back ) edges of the frame.
crank levers push the flat-sided sleeve between the
This block must afterwards be filed to allow the
balt frame against the spring. This movement is
bell crank levers to swing according to the move
conveyed by the throttle sleeve to the throttle
ment of the balls. As shown in the accompanying
valve. The opening of the throttle valve can be
full-size detail drawings, the levers are in the ex
regulated by the wheel on the throttle valve rod ;
treme backward position . The frame should be
unlocking the nut and turning the wheel, altering
the distance; for a given extension of the fly balls ,
pinned and sweated to the governor spindle, and
should also be provided with a 3- 32nds in . bolt
between the throttle sleeve and valve, opening or
( B .A ., No. 7 or 8 ) which , after fixing — as it will
closing the steam ports.
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It goes without saying that the work to the
governor details should be good,and friction be at
a minimum , else the governor gear will absorb a
fair amount of power and allow the engine to
shunt.
1. As the work to the motion will not be complete

October 22, 1903.

intermediate may be described . The drawing illus
trates the spindle with two nuts (reduced in height),
and the lug with a clearing hole. This arrangement

provides for the setting of the valves to give equal

until the eccentric sheave and straps and the inter

port opening on either side. The steam -chest
covers should be removed , and the travel of the
valve judged by sight, irrespective of the position of

, details
mediate valve spindles aremade and fitted
intermediate

the eccentrics in relation to the cranks, and the nuts
adjusted until the openings are equal. The nuts

of these parts are now given . ^ The

H . P. side

Tot

Counterbore
for –
nuts & bout heads

16 -

43,6 "

?

F18

but

/32
"29

L . P. side

ofcylinder

18
centreline

azito

976

M

1122

- - - + - -

155
to 0re
cent

5732 bolts

cylinder
oflino

7h6 i

496 centres

LP. sheave and
Governor pulley in
one casting

ECCENTRIC SHEAVES, STRAPS AND RODS, AND GOVERNOR PULLEY FOR MODEL UNDERTYPE ENGINE,
(SCALE : Full size.)

valve spindles should be of mild steel, and to allow
of fixing in the guides, the lugs for attaching the
valve spindle must be made separately .
The centres for these are different on the H .P .

and L.-P. sides, the horizontal distance between the
intermediate spindles and valve spindles, being

may be screwed up , and to secure a taper pin , put
through both the lug and the spindle.
The H .-P. eccentric sheave is of the ordinary
pattern, and should be of cast-iron ; the L.-P . sheave
however, is best made in one piece with the governor

be either screwed to the spindles or fitted tightly

pulley, as there is no room for a collar. Both
sheaves are fully dimensioned on the drawings.
The travels are the same for both H .-P. and L.-P .,

pinned .

and secured by a taper pin , or be both screwed and
Full dimensions are given on the drawings and

and the L.-P. valve having a little less lap (1-16th in .
instead of 3-32nds in., as on the H .-P. valve), the
port opening will, theoretically, be a little more than

further description is needless ; however, the
method of attachment of the valve spindle to the

sheaves are shown an the diagrams.

respectively , 5 - 16ths in . and

in . The lugs may

is necessary . The relative advances of the eccentric
It would
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appear that the valves have lead as the advance
exceeds the amount of the lap by 1- 32nd in . How

there is a better scale than 4-in ., and hope the

ever, in practice, the lead will really be nothing at
all, as the inevitable lost motion will render null
and void a portion of the advance of the eccentric

S .M .E . will not alter their standard, but add a new

sheave. The travel of the valve will also be a little

one of 4-in . to a foot.
-in , is an excellent scale, and the details of track ,
the same
signals, stations, etc., work out so nearly one,
does
size as those of 4 -in ., what does for

less than it appears on paper, and this is why a

equally well for the other, in most cases. -- Yours,

rather full throw has been given to the sheave.
The eccentric-rod should be of mild steel, with
case -hardened end, the other end being fitted to the
gunmetal strap by two rivets. The method of form
ing the siphon oil cup is indicated on the drawings,

etc .,

5 - 32nds in . bolts are used to couple the two halves
of the straps, lock nuts being employed . The strap
must be counterbored for nuts and bolt heads, and
a cap may be fitted to the oil cup.

The bolt in intermediate spindle should be screwed
in at one side, and secured by a lock nut. This pin
may be case-hardened with yellow prussiate of
potash .

Northampton .

G . WINTERINGHAM .

Reversing Electric Locomotives .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, - As I live at such a distance, I fear
that this letter will be very late ; but, nevertheless ,
I venture to send a suggestion on this subject, as it
seems to me to be such a very obvious method and
yet no one nearer has suggested it. It is desired to

Practical Letters from our

reverse a model locomotive from the switchboard ,
without having a third conductor to it. All that is
necessary is to use a separately excited motor in
stead of the usual series one. The power required
to excite the field -magnets can be as small as is
desired , as the watts used depend on the square of
the current, so that by making the resistance of the

Readers.

magnet winding high enough a small dry cell carried
on themotor or in the train could give all the energy

Editor invitesmatters
readersof topractical
make useandof mutual
[ Thediscussion
this column
for Letters
full
interest. the
of

needed . Then reverse the armature current, supplied
from an external source, as usual, and the locomo

( To be continued.)

may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached ,

though notnecessarily intended for publication .]

Standard Scales and Gauges for Model Locos.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - May I be allowed to put another

spoke into this wheel ? Many of your correspon
dents are taking a great deal of trouble to prove
that the farther two things are placed apart, the

greater will be the space between them . It is quite

obvious that a broad gauge engine will have more
room between frames than a narrow one.
The question is : Is it necessary to widen the

gauge of a model beyond that determined by the
scale adopted ?
You have given us excellent drawings of a
Caledonian locomotive with cylinders inside the

frames, and some have been successfully built this
way, which proves conclusively that good models
can be built to correct scale gauge. The cylinders
shown in your drawings are cast, and, perhaps, if
built up from tube, etc., they might be even more
easily got in . It is useless for anyone to say, that
what is now an accomplished fact is an impossibility .
I am of opinion that if the gauge of a model is to
be altered at all, with a view to making the whole

model railway more convenient, it should be made
narrower (of course, placing the cylinders outside ),
as it takes up much less room on account of the
sharper curves that can be used . But I prefer not
to alter anything ; if one is making a scale model,
keep it so as far as possible.
The greatmistake seems to be that model railway
engineers generally begin to build their engine with
out giving any consideration whatever to the rail
way upon which it will run .

Would it not be better to roughly consider where
the track is going to be laid , and see what curves,
etc., can be got in , and then decide on the scale and

design of the engines and rolling-stock , etc., to suit
it ? I have not yet read anything to show that

tive will be reversed at once.
I may add that this method will also provide a
brake, as by short-circuiting the armature of the
switchboard the motor will act as a generator and
stop the train . The magnet, when re-wound, must

have the same number of ampere turns that it had
before, the current being far smaller , but the turns
ofwire more numerous, so that their product is still
the same. Of course, finer wire would be used .
Yours faithfully ,

Sydney, N .S.W .

R . C . SIMPSON.

Model Locomotive Design .

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
Dear Sir, - In reply to Messrs.Pratt and Crebbin 's
letters, I feel that the subject under discussion
should be strictly adhered to in all letters on the
subject, and that prejudices for one arrangement or
the other should not be allowed to cloud the issues.
in any way whatever.
With regard to the question of the best means of
collecting steam , I would urge your correspondents
to again read the original remarks which received
such a stormy reception . They are not in any way
partisan , and contain inter alia a statement in
which the decided advantage is given to the dome in
preventing priming from surging, on gradients, and
for engines with small water space. Otherwise, the
letters received only confirm the rest of the state
ments and my experiences with two engines - one
fitted with a dome, the other with a perforated pipe
the latter engine having slightly larger water space.
Mr. Stuart Turner gives the results of a “ perforated
pipe ” test (of which until his letter appeared I was
not cognisant), in which he affirms that no water was
present with the steam .

Mr. Crebbin gives particulars of a test of a baffled
steam dome, and in this test the results are almost
the same as Mr. Stuart Turner 's. Therefore, as
I have said all along, there appears to be little
difference between a well-arranged “ Stirling 't
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perforated pipe and a similar baffled dome. Why
Î omit to consider Mr. Crebbin 's perforated pipe
test is that he tells me, in response to a private
application for further particulars, that the pipe,
which was rather short, had forty -nine holes
1- 32nd in . diameter, some of which were drilled
on one side of the top centre- 1.8., on the side
of the pipe, more or less. This arrangement,
besides the fact that the pipe was provided with
twice as many holes as it should have been , en

lirely destroys the value of the perforated pipe.
REAL

MODEL

Cyli 18 . 24', 65 lbs pressure

Cyl? * * 1% 23 165. presso

Sheca GO MPM pulon spud 1200

Speed 7M .PH . pusion sheed
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Cooling sunise
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with the power of the engine with given cooling
arrangements.

The contention that the cotton packing of
cylinders of small locos is injured by the use of
superheated (flame or smokebox) steam is, I think,
not tenable. I can point to engines running for a
year or more with the original piston packing, and ,
when renewed , packing, not charred in the least,but
worn and hard , as it would be under normal cir
cumstances, and cylinders do not suffer.
I
Your correspondent omits to mention that Mr.
Morris' engine was supplied
MODEL
by a flash boiler, and at the
time I saw it running the
Colo 's . 25 lbs. press
pipes only a few inches away
Speed 5 M.PH : 100 ft. permin
from the enginewere red hot.
Mr. David J. Smith 's experi
ments are , I believe, almost
entirely connected with flash
boilers, where steam tempe
square ins.
ratures of above, say, 800
Cooling surface
degs. F . are very common .
Indeed , brass tongues in the
Cubic iras. piston rings are ruined in a
Capacity.

Coto B.T.U .

few minutes. Therefore, no

comparison is possible . The

mild superheat possible in

6100 Ork ins. arracity .

locomotives is only intended
to reduce the ever-present
cylinder condensation . I also
COMPARISON WITH LARGER ENGINES .
submit that nothing but a
test, measuring the
(Black portions show heat at 25 lbs. steam brake
quantity of water consumed
pressure ; in real engines this works out to
per h .-p . or part of a h .-p . will
about 495 B . T .U .)
absolutely prove statements
one way or the other, and , therefore, owners of sta
The entrances to the pipe should be close to the top
tionary engines are urged to make experiments
and
of the barrel, and the total area of the holes should
let their fellow -readers know the results obtained .
not be greater than the steam - pipe area .
DIAGRAM SHOWING CAUSE OF EXCESSIVE
CYLINDER CONDENSATION IN MODEL, IN

In connection with such tests as above referred to ,

it must be remembered that for them to be of any
scientific value the weight of steam per hour passed
should be accurately measured .
With

further reference to superheating the

steam , Mr. Pratt evidently does not remember the
laws relating to heat engines. The larger the
engine becomes, the less is the waste ; therefore,
the inverse is true, and if in engines of 100 h .-p.
42 to 14 per cent. of the steam is lost by reason of
cylinder condensation , proportionately how much
more heat will be wasted in a model developing
only 100 h .- p . ?

The reason for the excessive liquefaction in
models is not far to seek , and was given in diagram

form some two years ago in my paper before the
S .M . E . The diagram shows that whereas in the
large engine the proportion of heat in a cylinder full
of steam is to the radiating surfaces of the cylinder
about i to l'i, in a small engine the proportions are
entirely different, i unit of heat having about 85
square inches of cooling surface to dissipate it. For
this reason — a geometrical one - large engines are
less wasteful than smallones. Moreover,my pointis
proved also by the fact that the cylinders of large .
petrol engines are not air-cooled . Above a certain
size it is impossible to provide sufficient cooling
surface, the heat in the cylinders growing in much
greater proportion to the increase of the radiating
surface as the power and size of the engine is aug
mented . Therefore, the waste of heat (which is
required in petrolengines) does not increase directly

In the meantime, I am convinced that my state
ments will be confirmed .

The opposite contentions of your correspondents
seem to be based upon one experiment - where a
3 - 16ths in . pipe was used as superheater for a loco
with cylinder i in . cylinders. This itself was a
mistake, as at least in . pipe should be used for
fin . cylinders. Again , smokebox superheaters
depend largely upon a good clear “ beat,"' efficient
smokebox arrangements, and properly proportioned
blast-pipe. The boiler upon which the tests were
made
, I understand,burners,
about 250
square inches of
heatinghadsurface
against
and two
200 and one
burner in Colonel Harvey's. Therefore, under best
conditions with a 5 -16ths-in . bore pipe superheater,
or a “ gridiron " type, the smokebox temperature
should have been high (if it attains 400 degs, in a loco
with similar heating surface with one burner) and
cylinder condensation should have been entirely
eliminated. To satisfy Mr. Pratt, I may say that
the undertype pattern of superheater which is now
working very well in a 2 -in . scale loco consists of a
series of tubes crossing the smokebox like a gridiron .
This is clearly shown in the coloured plate, except

that the elevation shows all the cross -tubes behind
a large number of small ones are used , this reducing
the speed of the steam and thoroughly splitting it
up in the heated tubes.
In reply to Mr. Pratt as to the degree of the super
heat, I wish I could give him the necessary informa
tion. All I can say is that superheating, even in

one another. In this type, instead of one long pipe

the slightdegree possible in model locomotives, does
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stop cylinder condensation, and in five or six cases
that have come under my notice lately has rendered
an unsuccessful engine successful. He did not accept
my invitation to come and see a superheated
engine tested ; however, at the September meeting
of the Society he was able to see Mr. Whatley 's -in .
scale tank locomotiverunning on the Society 's track .
Thismodel locomotive has never been a success; but
since it has been overhauled by Messrs. Flooks and
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Patents in Canada .
To The Editor of The Model Engineer.
SIR, - It may be of interest to many of your
readers to know that new legislation materially
affecting their Canadian patents received the Royal
assent on August 13th , 1903.
The main alterations introduced by this new Bill
are that the Canadian patent will not now expire

improved , no fault can be found with its working.
It will now pull it cwt., whereas it would

merely because of the expiration of a foreign patent,
and the introduction of a compulsory licensing clause
similar to that in Great Britain , by which , upon

not move itself more than 100 yards at a time
before. Instead of bushing the cylinders to a

petition to him any person interested , the Com
missioner of Patents may make an order requiring

dimension proportionate to the heating surface
a superheater was fitted , with marked success ;

the owner of the patent to grant a license to the
person applying ; therefore, if in his opinion the
owner has neglected or refused to work the patent
in Canada, owners of patents already in force,
and which have not been properly worked , will be
allowed a period of six months from August 13th ,
1903. during which to work the patent or to apply

Smithies, fitted with a superheater, and the " beat"

this engine has neither dome nor perforated pipe,
and, except when the eduction hole is under
water never primes at the lowest speeds. My
experience is — and it does not rest on one experi

ment — that superheaters are not so essential to

Resistance

Armature
zunus

Series

Fig . 1. - A STARTING AND REVERSING SWITCH FOR AN ELECTRO-MOTOR .
success on engines which will keep up 90 to 100 lbs.

to the Commissioner for an order making their

of steam at top speeds, but where the boiler is

patent subject to the compulsory licensing clause .

at all over-cylindered success can be attained
without bushing the cylinders, and in any case,

of the Commissioner rendering their patents subject

if properly designed to suit the objects in view ,
a " superheater ” can never give anything but bene

clause. — Yours faithfully,

ficial results.
These remarks only apply to models supplied
with saturated steam . Another point is that in
“ filtering ” the steam through baffles in the dome,
or perforations in a steam -pipe, the steam is wire
drawn and therefore slightly superheated . This is
a good method in engines not too greatly over
cylindered .
With regard to exhaust pipe proportions, as I
cannot get any information as to the blast-pipe and
cylinder proportions employed in Mr. Crebbin 's
engine, therefore the statement that contraction is
unnecessary is absurd , as whether 1- 16th in . exhaust
pipe or one 2 ins. diameter shall be used for a given
cylinder dimension of, say, I in . bore, cannot,
according to this, be determined . - Yours truly,

HENRY GREENLY.

Applicants for new patents may also obtain an order
to the licensing clause instead of to the working
PAGE & ROWLINSON ,

Chartered Patent Agents .

28, New Bridge Street, London , E .C .
A Starting and Reversiog Switch for an
Electric Motor.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , — I enclose diagram of a combined
starting and reversing switch for an electric motor,
which I think might be of interest to some of the
readers of your excellent magazine, should you
care to insert it.
The sliding contacts of the switch consist of two
pieces of springy copper, bent (as shown in Fig . 2 )
and insulated from the bar to which the handle is
attached .

These contacts slide on the three rings shown in
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Fig. 1. The inner ring is continuous, and con
nected to one brush of the commutator ; the middle

ring is split, and the outer one consists of studs
which are connected with the resistance.
The switch handle in Fig . 1 is shown in the off
position, and it will be seen that moving it to the

right or left will send the current through the
armature in one or the other direction , while the
same resistance is brought into use in each case .

October 22 , 1903.

to be quite correct
where you say only that the sizes given are iffound
in practice, and I should feel much obliged you would kindly more
fully explain this matter.
The armature is shorter than the fields, but no loss of lines occur
therefrom , as the armature is of wrought iron and the fields cast
iron . Wrought iron has a saturation point twice the value of cast:
hence, no leakage occurs as the wrought core collects all lines out
side its boundary for a considerable distance. With respect to the
second query, the rule of 10 watts per cubic inch of iron in the core
issideentirely
an empirical
one, andallowable
a good deal
of deviation
on either
design of dynamos
is allowable
. The latitude
in the
is very considerable, and not bound down to such close lines as you

are under the impression must prevail.
19287 ] Tesla Coil. G . R . M . (Stroud Green ) writes : ( 1) Is it
possible to operate a Tesla coil with the current from a Wimshurst
machine ? (2 ) If so , what would be the best proportions to ob
serve in constructing a coil to suit an 8 -plate 22- in . machine ? ( 3 )
Is linseed oil the best insulator. and should it be boiled or raw !

Fig . 2 - Switch CONTACTS.

The diagram shows a compound wound motor
but the reversing arrangement could be used for
either
a shunt or series motor by cutting out the
coils of one or the other.
The.shunt
circuitmust
be provided with a separate
switch
Yours
truly,
Belper.
P. NORMAN Nuttall.

any other ingredient ?a Wins
Can it be improved by the additioncoilofwith
the current from and, con
It is possible to operate a Tesla
hurst, but Leyden jars take a considerable time to charge,
a pheno
far between unless are
are few andunusually
sequently, the dischargesavailable
small jars used .
or
menally large machine is
and the
In the latter case the quantity of electricity stored is small,
For Tesla experiments
effects, consequently, rather insignificant.
each other in rapid
should follow
to be effective, the discharges
succession -- themore rapid the better. Of course, a small jar could
were any
be raised to a very high potential. but if the capacity
where near enough it would probably burst. The best way is to
get a couple of Leyden jars, say two-quart size , and see how long
they take to get charged sufficiently . Of course, a small Tesla coil
would be best for such work - - the one described in a recent number

of the M . E . would be suitable. For the design of a coil of larger
size and greater capabilities. see forthcoming articles by Mr. R .
We
P . How grave-Graham on “ Electric Oscillations and Waves.paraffin

recommend the best mineralengine oil for insulation ,butno

must be used where it would come into contact with the ou , as a

slow but steady solution will take place . No ingredient should be

added to any oil used, and if you adopt linseed oil it should , we

believe, be boiled out.

Model Locomotive Boiler. W . M . (Leeds) writes : I

19653]
by
enclose sketch of loco boiler to drive loco with cylinders in .will
obliged if you
be very much
ins. I should
it ins., wheels 21following
questions
( 1) Should I retain steam
answer me the
dome, or collect steam from above the firebox by a perforated tube ?
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Juery N° 9653

- - B 7 - - - A MODEL LOCOMOTIVE BOILER.
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Cross
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Oueries and Replies.
[ 9631 ] Small Dynamo Dimens!ons. L . A . VAN M . (Delft)

June 25th of THE MODEL ENGINEER, I re
of the dynamo have a cylindrical space for rotating the
magnets
armature 100 mm . long . They want this length of bore for the
magnetic lines. Now , the armature is only 76 mm ., the two end.
there must
. It seems to me, and
of 12 mm . being of hardwood
plates
it
that
manner
this
in
force
of
be a considerable loss of lines
of 124
length
total
a
armature
the
give
writes : In the issue of
a 500-watt dynamo.
ceived some answer on my queries concerning
The answer to query 2 did not quite satisfy me. The field

be much better to
would
mm ., 100 mm . for the stampings , and 24 mm . for the end-plates.
your opinion in this matter was my first query . My second
hear
To
query was, why the rule given on page 76 of the " ABC of Dynamo
in the design for the 500
is not followed
edition
(second The
"
Design
being to watts per cubic inch of
safe) output
watt dynamo.
iron in the armature, the latter must contain 50 cubic ins. Follow
ing the rule given on page 76 , the armature ought to have a length

of course,) of 4:68 ins. = 120 mm ., and the
iron stampings,
(of thelength,
with the end-plates, becomes 144 mm . For these two
total
reasons your answer in the issue of June 25th could not satisfy me

(2)
placed,anyandcross
whatwater-tubes
diameter should
steamWhere
-pipe should
be ? (3superheater
) Would youbeadvise
in the
"ward
D " : tube
? (4) Does the brick arch " project far enough for
also , how much space should be left between it and firebox
sides
?
(5
)
Is boiler strong enough for pressure named (20 lb .) ?
(6 ) What size should the holes be in the perforated tin grate, as
described in the M . E ., No. 102 ? (7 ) I suppose ordinary paraffin
would do for burner ? (8 ) Is the fire door big enough (i in . by i in .
square ?) Can you tell me what has become of Drake & Co., Paley
Terrace, Bradford, as I recently wrote to them about some cylinders
and had my letter returned ?
Wesketch in your drawing a few alterations, which we think
will make it a more efficient generator. ( I) You may do either ;
there is little difference . Ten holes in the top of the perforated
pipe, which should be within 1- 16th in . of the underside of the top
of the raised firebox shell. A dome may be used, but it should
be
double -- i.s., with an outer casing, and have a perforated or
annular batte-plate. A layer of gauze makes a very good steam
separator. (2) The superheater may be placed in the flue tube, as
shown on our alteration of your drawing (3) Three water tubes

Tho Model Boginoor and Blectrician.
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+ in . in diameter may be used in the flue. Note the way in wbich
these are placed rising from left to right. Tubes should be silver .

soldered
. (4 )ifWeadopted
think , that
systemwithwilladvantage
not prove quite
suitable , inbut
the thespray
firebox may
be a
little deeper and longer. If a " Primus " burner be fitted then the
firebox may remain as it is , and instead of the heavy brick arch a

thin projecting plate of iron used . However, you may experiment
with the spray -oil burner, as the fittings required are simple and
easily arranged, and the burner, whilst it must be made carefully

in a scientific manner, is not an insuperable task. (5) Yes, it
010

SECTION OF LOCOMOTIVE
BOILER AT A B .

Fluo.

stand3 -32nds
40 or in50. holes
will
lb . pressure
if the construction
is good.
as practicable
. (7 ) Use ordinary
as closeeasily,
(6 ) Say,
good paraffin ; filter it to prevent grit getting to burner. (8) Yes,
the firehole door will be found quite large enough. Messrs. Drake
and Co., we hear, have given up business . We cannot give you their

present address.
a
: Iam making
enkethsize) writes
B . S. (PThe
A . cells.
DaniellofCell.
19610] battery
vessels
of
containing
twelve
Daniell
for
top
from
.
in
i
allowing
:
deep
34
ins.
square,
ins.
it
being

accidentalspilling, they will hold , with elements in , about two quarts

; the zinc
71 ins.. (square
are
each . The copper plates
of
solution
1) Whatamount
in . thick
are round,64
plates
connected in
the whole
give ? by(2 ) Will
will eachins.celldiameter
of
current
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(9471): Would
Carburettor
forgivemeinformation
Petrol Motor. J.about
F . C.the(Coatbridge
writes
kindly
following
I am making
a youpetrol
motor
for a bicycle, 2 . ins. bore
by 2 . ins.?
stroke ; inlet valve, i in . diameter ; exhaust, 11 ins. diameter :
compression space, about 4-in . I expect the engine to develop
about 2 h .-p ., and, as I will make an outside flywheel, and can get
9 ins. diameter
weightshould
shouldbe itthebebest
? What
wouldof crank
be the
section
of the rimon,? what
and what
diameter

shaft and length of bearings ? I enclose a sketch (not reproduced )
of my design of a carburettor, which , I think, you will understand .
Kindly criticise it,and, if necessary, give me a better design . What

diameter
the h needle-valve
and you
whatimprove
diameteron
shouldpartthe? should
five holes
,hi,h2, h3, h4,holebe ? be,Could
this
Without knowing the area of the combustion chamber, it is
exact horse-power of your motor, but with
compressionto give youatmospheres
aimpossible

si should weigh
you would
obtain 2 b .h . The
0 -in . diameter offlywheel
from 14 to 16 lbs.,.-pthe
rim
being
about
1-in
,
on
face
by
ins.
it
deep.
Crankshaft
diameter
should be not less than in ., and, preferably
, 13- 16ths in ., by
il to 14 ins. length in each bearing. Your carburettor, as sketched ,
would notwork at all ; in the first place, you have too great
area in
both petrol and air supply, then you do not provide any cut-off to
check further entry of petrol. The needle -valve in all successful
carburettors of this type, is controlled by a float floating in the
petrol in a separate chamber in such a manner, that when sufficient
petrol is drawn in , the needle -valve
closes, and as this is used up
the float sinks and so admits more, a constant flow being estab
lished . To supply a 2 h .- p . motor, the spray nozzle having but one
hole, should not exceed 1-goth in . ; indeed, it should be so small,
that the point of a very fine sewing needle will only just enter it.
This jet should impinge
on an inverted cone or in the opposite
direction
to your arangement,
so that the fine petrol
is dis
sipated over a large surface into minute particles, which spray
are instantly

vapourised.

series light two 12- volt lamps in parallel ? ( 3) If I increase the
current
increasing the zinc, will the
copper plate surface without
, of copper
be increased ? If so, in what proportion ? (4 ) Will 1 lb be
sulphate be sufficient to charge each cell ? (5 ) Will it cheaper
in the long run to use zinc sulphate instead of dilute sulphuric acid ?
(6 ) Instead of amalgamating the zincs in the ordinary way, would
it be any advantage to add mercury before casting, as I am using
scrap ? If so, in what proportion ? I intend to use the battery
partly to charge accumulators to light the house .
It is not possible to answer some of your questions definitely ,
as many unknown factors would alter the state of affairs consider
ably . For instance, No. I cannot be answered without knowing
what c. p . 12 -volt lamps you refer to in No. 2 (1 ) The current
depends upon the resistance in circuit. Thus, if two 12-volt 2 c .- P .
lamps were used , the resistance would be, with lamps in parallel,

(Theheading,
Editor will
pleasedparticulars
to receiveof fornew reoler
this
samplesbe and
tools, under
apparatus

approximately 9 ohms, and 12the current flowing would be

" Reviews
the goods
asterisknoticed
have . been based on actual
hed byof the
Editorialdistinguis
Inspection

crystals of copper sulphate round the copper plate - between it and

*Cheap Drill Chucks.
Many readers not possessing the more expensive types of drill
and selt-centring chucks will be glad to know thatMr. R . F .
Guodwin , 17A, LiverpoolRoad, Stoke-on - Trent, is supplying cheap
spring drill chucks. The sample we have received will hold drills

C = = I'3 approx.
A two-quart cell would give this for about sixteen hours,
provided everything was up to the mark (2 ) Yes. ( 3) Cell
will give a more continuou
s current owing to better depolorisation
taking place . (4 ) Make a saturated solution , and then pack

the porous pot. (5) No. (6 ) No.

19604]: I ToamSupply
Mains.
G . N . electric
C . S. (Torquay)
writes
buildingMotor
the from
four-pole
slow -speed
motor,
described
in
June
15th
,
1902
issue
of
the
M
.E
.
It
is
size D and
takes 60 watts. I intend fitting it into a model electricthelocomotive.
It will be Irequired
run offmucha 100obliged
-volt continuous
lighting
circuit.
should beto very
if you wouldcurrent
tell me
what
would be the best size and amount of wire with which to wind the
motor
? I do not wish to wind it for the full too volts, as the rails
will be long and of iron (the third rail and brake rail will be brass ),
so I thought it would be desirable to have a good reserve of pressure
for overcoming the resistance of the rails. I enclose a drawing of a
resistance board (not reproduced ), the amount of iron wire for
resistance coils, and number of lamps used , will, of course, depend
on the winding you recommend for the motor. I should be very
glad if beyousatisfactory
would tell. meThewhether
you thinkboard
the resistance
board
would
same resistance
is also intended
to regulate the brake : the connections will be made to it by means
of the two-way switch . Whatwould be the best ratio for reducing
gear with 3-in . driving wheels ?
Better wind motor for about 20 volts 3 amps., and then run same
a resistance,
or wire.
32 C.-p.
lamps
inin series
parallelwithwould
give you either
aboutlamps
3 amps.,
or youTwocould
use about
four 16 c.- P . n parallel, putting them in circuit one after the other
like an adjustable resistance. Or, again , a wire resistance of 100
ohns split up into four or five coils would do. For this, you would
need just about 1 lb . of No. 24 German silver wire (resistance equals
*03 ohm per yard ). This would cut current down to rather less
than I amp. when necessary, and same could be increased to any
thing you like, but always keep, at least, 25 ohms in circuit or
motor will become overheated . Gear 1 to 5 will give a speed of
approximately twomiles per hour. To get more power , gear down

möre,
but, ofwillcourse,
speedusesomewhat.
The resist.
anco board
do wellthiswill
enough,reduce
but why
both lamps and
coils ?

The News of the Trade.
and materials for amateur use. It must be understood that
these reviews are free expressions of Editorial opinion , no
payment of any kind being required or accented. The Editor
reserves the right to criticise or commend according to the
merits of the goods submitted , or to abstain from inserting a
retriew
in any case where the goods are not of suficient interest
to his readers.)

from 1-16th
., andintocostsa master
is.6d. chuck
It is verywellmade, and has
taper
shank toforfinfitting
" A New Adhesive .
Stickeestuff, the name
adhesive brought
out
by“ Messrs. Stanley" Feast
& Co ofLtdthe. is new
very good jointing
material
for wood , paper, and small objects. Wehave tried a sample.
and can recommend it to our readers. It is sold in screw stopped
tins at 6d. and is., and can be obtained from all dealers and store

keepers.

New Catalogues and Lists.
Arthur Firth , Engineer and Toolmaker , Cleckheaton , Yorks.

and workshop, gasaccessories,
list ofpower
tools electro-motors
ofhis new
a copy prices
sends
engines,
for small
It alsousincludes
and ignition tubes, and will be sent to any reader on receipt of a

penny stamp.

. J. Bassett-Low
ke & Co.,of Kingswell
Northamp
Street,
ton,W have
just issued section
catalogue,
theirIt new
a very
neatly printed list of eighty B pages.
comprises all kinds of

boiler
new new
lines patterns
being gunin
metal and
needleengine
-valves,fittings,
unions,tools,
steametc.,pipea fewflanges,

steam pumps, locomotive safety valves, and short stroke cylinders
for locomotiveof and
marinemade
workmodel
. Thesignals
railwayof section
includesto
illustrations
splendidly
several types

4-in , scale, and also points, crossings. and other permanent way
work.
Wehave received a switch and cross-overmounted upon a
board ,

made up from a set of the parts listed at 125, 6d ., and can
every point of view .

testity to the excellence of the model from
List,
post free 3d .
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The Editor's Page.
In view of the great interest which was taken in

T

our last “ Gauge " Competition, we have
decided to renew our offer till the end of the

October 22, 1903.

wound much more uniformly than when hand .
power was employed. We know of another small
steam engine which is successfully and regularly
used to run a fret-saw , and in many such ways a
model engine can be turned to account either for
use or amusement. Probably some of our readers

present year. For the benefit of new readers, we
may explain that our offer is to send a “ Columbus " .

should be glad to hear of any such model steam

sliding caliper gauge to every reader who sends us
a photograph and description of any model, or tool,

driven devices which may have been made.

or piece of apparatus he has made, provided that
such contribution is considered by us to be of suffi
cient interest for insertion in our paper. We are
anxious to encourage model-makers to let us and
their fellow -readers see what they have accom
plished , and we trust that there will be as good a re
sponse to our present offer as there was to the pre
vious one, when we awarded over forty prizes.

have already done some things of this kind, and we

Answers to Correspondents.
J. R . J. (Birmingham ). - The delay was the result
of a serious accident, which unfortunately befel
our contributor in the early part of the summer .
You will, however , see that he has commenced
writing again , and will, we hope, be able to con
tinue his articles regularly .

Entries may be sent in any time between now and
the end of the year , but they will be judged and the

Notices .

prizes awarded within a day or two of receipt, so
that the siiccessful competitors will not have long

The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only , and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether

to wait. If preferred , any other tool or article to
the same value (6s. 6d.) will be sent in place of the
“ Columbus " gauge. It is essential in this, as in
our other Competitions, that the copyright of the
photographs must be the property of the senders.

remuneration is expecced or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do

so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per

annum , payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Postal
Order.

Advertisement ratesmay be had on application to the Advertise
We have been asked by the contributor of the

article on “ Four SimpleModel Locomotives,” which
appeared in our issues of Sept. 24th and Oct. 8th ,

to state that a slight error crept into our revision of

ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,

and all new apparatus and price lists, & c., for review , to be addressed

EDITOR,
toTallisTHEStreet,
“ The Model Engineer," 35 to 39, Temple House,
London , E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be

his notes, with regard to the tools at his disposal. It

addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, “ The Model Engi

appears that the models in question were made with
the aid of a 3-in . centre gap bed lathe, with stand
and treadle, and not with the cheaper lathes to

35 to 39, Temple House, Tallis Street, London , E .C .
neer,"subscriptions
correspondence

relating to sales of the paper
and
All
and books to be addressed to the Publishers, Dawbarn & Ward ,
Limited, 6, Farringdon Avenue, London , E .C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada , and Mexico : Spon and

which we referred . We regret the misunderstand
ng, and are glad to take this opportunity of putting
the matter right, as our contributor very modestly
says he does not wish to take credit for what he did

Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed.

Contents .

not do .

[ The asterisk (*) denotes thatthis subject is illustrated .]
a zoetrope driven by a small steam engine. Since
then , we have had an opportunity of seeing this
model at work and of noting the extremely inter
esting and satisfactory results it gives. It seems to
us that this is an excellent example to refer to to
emphasise the great amount of additional pleasure
which can be derived from a model engine or motor
of any kind when it is turned to some usefulaccount
One is apt to get tired ofmerely watching an engine
go round ; but if it can be employed in actually

doing something, it has a far more lasting and prac
tical interest. Incidentally, we may mention that
the boiler of this same steam zoetrope was some
years ago, utilised to run a small engine which
worked a silk winder, and we are informed that this
arrangement was a great success as the silk was

A Model Horizontal Engine with Pump* .. PAGE
385
Workshop Notes and Notions*
The Society of Model Engineers
..
New Prize Competitions im . , .
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A Model Armstrong Gun , with Travelling Carriage .
By W . J. HARDING.
THE idea which prompted meto make this modell from sheet brass : they were bent round, forming
a 42 -in . circle, brazed , and then put in lathe and
I was that such a gun would be suitable for

coast defence, to run on the L . B . & S .C .R .
Company's line, which is practically parallel to the
sea from Ports
mouth
wards , to east

Hast
ings, and covers

a good sea range.
The turret, and
also the carriage,
were made from
sheet brass - in .
thick. The gun

I turned out of
a piece of round
the wheels. I
made the bear
brass and also

ings from scrap
brass. The gun
earriageuprights
are formed from
iwo pieces of in . brass, cut to

shape with two
pieces riveted on
to form bosses
to take the gun
bearings on the

turned up , leaving a beading on top and also on the
bottom . The top plate projects over { in . all round.
There is a step
from top of tur
ret to platform
on carriage, with
handrail. The
turret works
from a centre

piece turned
down taper,

which works in
a socket at bot
tom of carriage,
and there are
also four small
wheels inside of
turret to

take

the weight as it
revolves round.
The gun has a

3-16ths in . bore,
and is 4 ins. in
length ; the bore
goes right
through the gun ,
which is stopped
by breach -block

with a screw at
side, with caps
MR. W . J. HARDING 's MODEL GUN, WITH TRAVELLING CARRIAGE.
on top held
back to fasten
down by four
the block . On
the screw there is a crossbar with ball at each
screws. On the bottom of sides of gun supports ,
end, with handle which allows the screw to work
are two brass angles riveted on : these are fixed to a
very easily. In front of gun you will see a recoil
bedplate with a slide on the bottom . At theback of
cylinder fitted inside with powerful spring, which
gun there is a small platform for a man to stand on
after the discharge of gun , brings it up into its
to sight the gun , and elevate or lower it to any posi
original position. This recoil cylinder is 4-in .
tion required ; this being done by a vertical screw
outside diameter , and was turned from a piece of -in .
with spoked wheel at back of gun. At the side
round brass bored out and caps fitted , working from
you will see a vertical column carrying the shaft
top of turret off a pin from end of cylinder into a lug
running through the top of turret,with spoked hand
on top plate of turret .
wheel ; the pinion inside works into the centre cog
Now as to the carriage on which the turret works :
wheel, which moves the turret round to any posi
tion required . The sides of turret were formed
this is also of sheet brass, bent down at sides
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and a piece of angle brass running along the bottom
of sides for strength , and also to act as a step to
reach the top of turret. The buffer-plate is put at
an angle, and the buffers were turned from round
brass, and work from a long spring inside of frame.
I bent four pieces of brass Z shape with blocks
sweated on to form bearings for wheels ; I had no
springs to them , but thought they would be more
solid without. There is a loop in centre of buffer
plate with hanging link to couple on to engine for

transit. The wheels are disc and turned from solid
brass. The only castings I have used in the model

October 29, 1903.

Members will kindly note that a new bookcase
Town Hall, instead of at 37 & 38, Temple House, as
in the past. Books will be given out and received
at the meetings only , and are loaned for a period
extending from one meeting to the other, unless
has been purchased and is installed at the Holborn

renewed in the meantime.

Provincial Societies.
Norwich . - By kind permission of Col. J. R .

are the rails and chairs ; for these I made wooden
patternsand had them cast and then filed them up ;

Harvey, the last meeting (on Saturday, October
Toth ) of this Society took the form of a visit to that
gentleman 's model railway . The members and

then fastened the chairs to a mahogany board with

friends, about eighteen in number, were first shown
the workshop, which contains a fine screw -cutting

small round -headed screws, the rails being fastened
by wooden keys driven into the sides of the chairs.
The height of the gun from rail level is 5 ins. The
model is made entirely of brass, being frosted with
a scraper , with edges burnished and then lacquered
over so that it will keep its colour. In conclusion ,
I may say it has secured for me a first and a
second class prize in local exhibitions.

The Society of Model Engineers.
London .

O n

Thursday, October 15th , the ordinary

monthly
meeting of the Society
held
in the Holborn Town Hall,
T . Bash
Mr. W . was
ford in the chair.

After the formal business and the election of new
members was concluded, Mr. S . H . Wratten pro
posed that a Rummage Sale be held by the Society

annually. At this sale the members will be able to
dispose of any scrap, discarded parts or models, by

lathe and a large assortment of tools and fittings.
The motor for driving the shop also drives the
generator for the track. This motor can either be
started in the shop or on the track . A tender
locomotive, in the course of construction , was also
seen . The members were next conducted to the
track , which was fully explained to them by the
Colonel. Next the method of raising steam was
witnessed , which finished up with a splendid run .
After this the electric engines were shown running,
as was also the mail train exchanging mails. There
were three steam and two electric engines on the
track , and rolling-stock amounting to some thirty
or more in number . Themembers were very kindly
entertained to tea , and a hearty vote of thanks was

accorded to Col. Harvey, coupled with the name of
Mrs. Harvey. In his reply, Col. Harvey briefly
outlined the history of the Norwich Society, and
urged its members to show some practical outcome
of their interest in the Society . This brought one
of the most pleasant meetings of the Society to a
close. - R . W . WRIGHT, Hon. Sec., 5, Ella Road,

auction , 10 per cent. of the proceeds going to the
Society , and, as a result of an amendment, it was
resolved that buying and selling be limited to mem
bers only , no visitors being allowed to participate.
The general arrangements of the scheme were left
to the Committee to decide, together with the pro

Thorpe Hamlet.

posal by Mr. Percival Marshall that a " Wants "
' list be compiled and posted up at each meeting ;
this list recording the wants of the members with
regard to the loan or purchase of tools, materials,

On the invitation of the British Fire Prevention

patterns, etc.

The Chairman then introduced the lecturers for
the evening - Messrs. J. E . Clogg and H . Hildersley ,
who gave a very practical paper on “ Silver Solder
ing." As most of the information given by these
gentlemen at the meeting is included in the article
by Mr. Clogg published in the M . E . for April 23rd
last, the reader is referred thereto for further par
ticulars. Mr. Hildersley made the practical demon
strations, which interested the members very much .
A discussion followed, and was concluded , on the
motion of Mr. P . Marshall, by a vote of thanks
being heartily and unanimously passed to Messrs.

Clogg and Hildersley for their instructive paper.

The Junior Institution of Engineers.
Committee, a large number of members of
this Institution paid a visit to the International

Fire Exhibition at Earl's Court, on the 2nd October.
They were received by Messrs. Sachs, Marsland, and
Col. Dickson. Under their guidance the whole of
the interesting exhibits were closely inspected ;
where possible the apparatus being shown in opera

tion. Modern fire appliances, including engines
Salvage Corps turned out from their station in the
Western Gardens, the Chief Officer, Col. Fox, being
present. The party subsequently witnessed the
performance of “ Fighting the Flames " in the
Empress Theatre, the historical and technical
features of which were much appreciated . On the
proposal of Mr. J. H . Pearson, the thanks of the
Institution were accorded the British Fire Preven

and escapes, were demonstrated, and the London

Messrs. F . Smithies and W . T. Bashford ran their
locomotives on the track , and amongst the models
exhibited may be mentioned Mr. Whitmore's splen
did model cardboard locomotive ; a water-tube
boiler by Mr. E . W . Fraser ; model points and
crossings and castings for the model Midland loco
motive by Bassett-Lowke ; tools by Mr.Mackenzie ;
marine engine and boiler by Mr. J. E . Clogg ; and

A 60 -IN . iron pipe was cast recently in the United
States for Philadelphia , and is said to be the largest
ever produced in cast-iron . Seven tons of metal
are required for each length , and several miles are

Mr. W . B . Hart's model yacht.

required altogether.

tion Committee for all the arrangements which they
had made for the reception of the members.

October 29, 1903.
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The Latest in Engineering.
Side-door Railway Carriages in America .

The Illinois Central Railroad has the largest subur
ban traffic of any railroad in America. During the

World's Fair at Chicago , in 1893, it transported
safely and with marvellous dispatch nineteen mil
lion passengers during the few active months of the
World' s Fair season , mostly in side-door cars. The
experience then gained has been applied to the im
provement of its regular service, and it is now intro
ducing a steel-frame side-door car with wide vesti
bules, with a view to facilitating the loading and un
loading of its trains. The new side-door car of the

Illinois Central is quite unlike that used on English
railroads, not alone in the details, but in the princi
ples of its design .

Instead of the swinging com

partment doors of the English cars, each one of
which has to be opened and closed separately, slid
ing side doors are used , which are operated and con
trolled by ingenious mechanism within the walls of
the car, so that all the doors may be opened and
closed together or separately, as occasion may re

quire, by the trainman in charge of the car. This

arrangement admits of the instant and perfect con
trol of all the doors from either end and both sides

of the car, effecting great saving in time over the
swinging door method . Next to the sliding door
the abolition of the interior compartments and the
opening of the side aisles are the most noticeable
differences, affecting not only the appearance but
the use of the car. In English practice, when a
train arrives, the passengers to take it must go along
the station platform , looking into first one compart.
ment and then another until vacant seats are
found, this proceeding consuming much time and
greatly delaying the train . By the use of aisles
extending the entire length on both sides of the car,
as in the new cars, the passengers may enter at once
any of the side-doors, and if vacant seats are not

found immediately at the entrance, they can pass
along the aisles to other parts of the car, or, if neces
sary, through the communicating end doors of the
vestibules to other cars where seats may be found ;
the train meanwhile having resumed motion , no
time is lost waiting for passengers to find seats.
High Speeds on Electric Railways. It is re
ported that a speed of 114 miles an hour has been
attained on the Berlin -Zossen electric railway line,
and already that speed is said to have been in
creased to 125 miles an hour. More moderate
reports state that 118 miles per hour is the maxi

mum yet attained, but that the engineers con

I chanical energy. The early trials of the turbine
for marine work havemore than fulfilled the expec
tations of its promotors, and it is significant of the
future before this convenient machine that the
Cunard Company has received , and conditionally
accepted , an offer from a firm of engineers to fit the
new boats which are about to be built with steam

turbines, capable of developing 75,000 i.h .-p. with
a coal consumption of only 3, 365 tons, as against
engines. Verily , the steam turbine and the large
gas engine united threaten to drive the common or
garden steam engine into oblivion .
Nickel- Plating.-- In the early experiments with
nickel-plating great difficulty was experienced on
account of the tendency of layers of electro-de
posited nickel to peel off. This difficulty has been
more or less successfully overcome, and various
secret “ dopes " are used by practical platers to get
a firm deposit. A patent was recently granted to
the 6 ,864 tons required with ordinary reciprocating

Mr. Thomas A . Edison for the following method by
which a thin electrolytic deposit of nickel on iron or
steel can be rendered firmly adherent. After com
pleting electrolysis, the nickel- plated pieces of iron
or steel are brought into a non -oxydising atmosphere ,

for instance of hydrogen , and heated to a tempera
ture sufficient to weld the film of nickel to the iron or

steel backing. A bright yellow heat is required
for that purpose . The contact thus produced

between the nickel and iron or steel is so perfect
that sheets plated in this way can be formed into
various articles by the drawing or stamping pro

cess without cracking or flaking the film .
New British Submarines. - The latest type of
British submarine boats constructed by Vickers,
Sons & Maxim has an under-water speed of between
nine and ten knots, and is a much modified de
velopment of the original “ Holland " type. The
length is about 150 ft. for the new boats and 120 ft.
in the original. The new type has a radius of action
of 500miles, and the original one of about 300 miles.
Even the latter,however, weigh about 120 tons, and
cannot, therefore, be carried on shipboard. Sub
mergence, in practice evolutions, commonly lasts
three hours. The new type of boat successfully
weathered an unusually heavy gale off the Lizard
this summer. The quarters are, however, very
cramped . Indeed , when below , the crew must keep
fixed stations, or the displacement of the centre of
gravity might cause the boat to make an uninten

tionally deep plunge. It is suggested that the boats

fidently look forward to speeds exceeding 120 miles
per hour. Again , it is said on the one hand that the
permanent way is none the worse ; on the other,

should be provided in sets of three, each of which
would have three days on duty and six days off, thus
preserving the health of the crew .

that €14,000 is to be expended on laying a new

New Type of Airship . - Mr. William Beedle,
who for two months past has been building a new

track . The experiments will be watched with
great interest, if only because they show that high
speeds are quite possible without recourse to the
monorail.

The Future of the Steam Turbine. - The
steam turbine first, introduced to public notice some
years back as a primemover in the generation of elec
trical energy, has since been making rapid strides
in a commercial development which promises ere
long to bring it to the front as one of the most effi

cient engines for the conversion of heat into me

kind of airship at Walham Green , which is a com
promise between the balloon type used by M . Santos
Dumont and Mr. Spencer, and M . Jules Verne's
“ Clipper of the Clouds," which was imagined as
raising itself solely by means of electric fans. Mr.

Beedle's ship has a torpedo-shaped balloon, capable
of raising it to the height of 100 ft., but beyond that
height it will be raised or depressed by a fan , which
will be driven by the motor which also works the
propeller.
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should be fully illustrated by neat scale drawings of

for the best design for a " MODEL LOCOMOTIVE REGU.

the tools referred to , and should give complete in
structions as to how the tools should be made. The
following are the tools which should be described :
Calipers of various forms and sizes, squares, com
passes, scribers, and centre- punches. In order to
keep the article within reasonable limits, scribing
blocks, vee-blocks, surface plates, micrometers, etc.,

felt, and, therefore, the prize design should embody

may be omitted , and only the previously mentioned
tools described . The competitors should select such
shapes and sizes of these tools as would be most
useful on a model engineer's bench . The closing

Competition No. 34 . - A prize of £2 2s. is offered
LATOR AND STEAMPIPE ARRANGEMENT.” The need
of a locomotiveregulator, which shall be atonce get
at-able, reliable, ofsınall bulk ,easy to make,and suit
able for any type ofmodel locomotive, has long been

all these advantages. The steampipe arrange
ments should be applicable to inside or outside
cylinder locomotives, with the various positions of
steam chests and valves commonly adopted , and
the arrangement should take into consideration the
possibility of a “ superheater " being used . If none
re
of the competing designs entirely fulfil the above the
quirements , the prize will be divided amongst
most successful attempts to solve the problem . The

closing date for this Competition is December 15th ,
1903.

Competition No. 35 . - A prize of £2 25. is offered
for the best practical article on the “ LUBRICATION
OF MODEL ENGINES,” which should describe the
various formsof lubricators and their application to
the different parts of themodel or small power engine

whether steam or internal combustion . The article

should give advice with respect to the choice of
lubricants for the various purposes, and should
indicate to some extent the most efficient way of

lubricating small engines, and the amount of lubri
cant required for engines of various dimensions and
given duties. The closing date for this Competition
is December 15th , 1903.
Competition No. 36 . - A prize of 62 28. will be
awarded to the reader sending in the best article
on “ MODEL ENGINE DRIVING .” This should in
clude hints on the raising and maintenance of steam ,
and the generalmanipulation ofmodel steam boilers,

thekeeping in order of boilers and engines, adjust
ment and setting of slide-valves, packing of glands,
repairs, lubrication , and prevention of failures.
Practical notes should be given on the testing of the
power developed by model boilers and engines, the
advantages and disadvantages of feed -water heaters,
superheaters, and wire-drawing, and of the various
methods of firing. Articles describing the manipu
lation of small internal combustion engines, hot-air
engines, locomotives and steam -boats, will be
eligible for this Competition , the closing date of
which is December 31st, 1903.
Competition No. 37. For Foreigo and Colonial
Readers only. - In order to encourage our readers
across the seas to let us know more of their model
making achievements, we offer a prize of the value
of £2 28. for the best description of “ SOME MODELS
I HAVE MADE." Themodels described should be
illustrated by photographs or drawings, or by both .
If sufficient entries are received, we will give a fur
ther price of Al is. for the second best description ,
and in any case we will give a consolation prize of
ios, 6d , for each unsuccessful entry which we think
sufficiently interesting to insert. If preferred , we
will, in this Competition , send goods to the value
of the prize, and each competitor should state what
form he would like the prize to take in the event
of his being successful. The closing date for re
ceiving entries will be March ist, 1904.
Competition No. 38 . - We offer a prize of £2 28.
for the best article on “ MEASURING AND MARKING
OFF TOOLS AND HOW TO MAKE THEM .” The article

date for this Competition is December 31st, 1903.

Competition No. 39 . - A prize of £2 2s. is offered
for the best design for “ A MODEL HORIZONTAL

STEAM ENGINE.”
Competition No. 40. - A prize of 62 25. is offered
for the best design for a “ STATIONARY BOILER."
For further particulars of the two latter Competi
tions, please refer to page 364 of the issue for Octo .
ber 15th .

GENERAL CONDITIONS FOR ABOVE COMPETITIONS,
1. All articles should be written in ink on one side
of the paper only.
2 . Any drawings which may be necessary should
be in good black ink on white Bristol board . No
coloured lines or washes should be used . The draw
ings should be about one-third larger than they are
intended to appear if published.
3. The copyright of all photographs entered in
connection with any Competition must be the
sender's own property , and a signed statement to
this effect must accompany same.
4 . The copyright of the prize articles to be the
property of the proprietor of THE MODEL ENGINEER ,
and the decision of the Editor to be accepted as
final .
5 . The Editor reserves the right to print the
whole or any portion of an unsuccessful article
which hemay think worthy of publication , upon the
understanding that remuneration is given at the
Editor's discretion in proportion to the length and
merit of the matter used .
6 . All Competitions should be addressed to The
Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 35 to 39, Temple
House, Tallis Street, London , E .C ., and should be
marked outside with the number of the Competition
for which they are intended. A stamped addressed
envelope should accompany all Competitions, for
their return in the eventof being unsuccessful. All
MSS. and drawings should bear the sender's full

name and address on the back .
An alloy for filling defects in small castings is
made of nine parts of lead , two parts of antimony,
and one part of bismuth . This expands on cooling.
It is said that very smooth castings may be
obtained by mixing with the green foundry sand
forming the mould about one-twentieth part of tar,
and employing the mixture without the addition
of any other substance.
To start a nut that is corroded in its place so that
an ordinary wrench will not move it, strike a few
sharp blows upon its end face ; then , holding a dull
chisel across he chamfer of the nut, strike the
chisel-head several sharp blows, which will, in the

majority of cases, effect the object.
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Workshop Notes and Notions.
(Readers are invited to contribute snort practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired , accord
ing to merit. AU matter intended for this column should be

marked " WORKSHOP ” on the envelope.)

A Sawing Attachment for Lathe.
By H . G . T .
I have found this little attachment a most use
ful addition to the lathe. The method of con
tion .
The saw is fixed on a spindle centred at both ends
by two nuts, and driven by a driver chuck .
Saw

struction is very simple, and hardly needs explana

Guide el

Bench
MITIIZ
Locknut

G E - .- .-

same plane, they will cut together, and not clog so

easily. It is advisable to put a slight rake on these
cutting edges, so that the cuttings will more easily
free themselves. This is shown in Fig . 3, though
exaggerated . The cutter now requires hardening,
and it is in this important detail that its durability

will depend . It should be raised gently to a cherry
red temperature in a small muffle furnace, or, failing
this, a tin can will do, the idea being not to burn the
very thin cutting edges, and thus render them
useless. It should then be held vertically and
quenched (cutting edges first) in quite clean water.
Clean up the cutting edges with fine emery paper
held on a knife-edge file, and put the cutter back end

downwards vertically on a hot iron plate. In a few
minutes various colours will in turn appear on the
bright metal. When the edges are of a uniform
dark brown, quench the cutter again , and it is
ready for work .
Cut off a dozen pieces of mild steel (preferably

bright drawn ) a little over the required finished

- .- - Tailstock

Fig . 1.
Slot
for
Guide
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length of screw . Face off each end, and at one end
of each piece turn it slightly coned , as shown in Fig .
5 , c. Chuck each piece in turn now , and feed up the
cutter with the hand wheel of loose stock , being
careful to lubricate with oil, or soapy water. The
cutter will run them down to size, and, moreover,

Saw Bench .

Taner of Mandrel

+ * -* - 4

Bolt
To fer in
Slide

N°2 BA

rest.
Guide

Fig . I

FIG. 2.- Rose Cutter.
S

Slot

Fig . 5.

for Bolt
FIG . 2

-

A SAWING ATTACHMENT FOR LATHE.
The bench is made of 3- 16ths in , sheet iron with a
V -section saw slot to allow of cutting a bevel. The
part held in the slide-rest holds the bench by a wing
nut and bolt, working in a slot cut in the bench to
allow for raising or lowering.

Fig 6 .
Rake.

Iron

The guide is adjusted by wing nut moving in a
slot cut in the bench .
Making Small Screws.
By R . J. M .

Sometimes the amateur may want, say , a dozen
screws of the same type as shown in Fig. 1. It is
advisable in such a case to make a rose cutter to
rough them down ; to do which proceed as follows
- Turn a piece of round tool steel to fit themandrel
of the loose headstock , and bore it up until about
1 in . from the end, a 1 - 32nd in . larger than the size

H

Holate

Fig . 3. - END
VIEW OF ROSE
CUTTBR.

FIG. 4.

Screw to be
gripped

of the screw ; in this case the size will be 7 -32nds in .
This is shown in Fig . 2. Then drill the remaining

1 in . the same size as body of screw — that is, 3-16ths
in . Now mark out the end where the 3 -16ths in .
hole stops so as to file four cutting edges, being care
ful when iling the metal away to leave the four
edges untouched by the file, so that, being all in the

Fig . 7 .

will leave a nice square shoulder, as in Fig. 6. They
may now be threaded by a die, and finished with oil
and emery .
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What I have described may be still more easily
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Accordingly, I made a small tool, which I think
some of your readers mightmake with advantage.
Using an old mild steel bedplate I had of shape
shown in Fig . I with a slot in it, if ins. by 2 ins.,
for the throw -off crank I filed out a bit at one end ,
then procured a bit of cast-iron -in . thick , and
fastened it on in position shown with three small
screws. I had a pair of discarded guides (slipper
type) which I used , fastening them on the back of
plate (see Fig . 2 ). Then I turned out of a bit of
square steel a pin of shape shown in Fig . 3, with
slipper. The pin tapering to fit the tailstock holes
were drilled to hold the slipper tight with screws

done in brass, and a much better finish obtained
with less trouble. In some cases it may be advisable
to drill a small hole at a (Fig . 5 ) in cutter, and feed the
soapy water on to , or, rather, into cutter. When it

is required to finish the ends of screws of a fair size,
- - - - -- - -- 3" . - - - - - --

when right height for drilling. I find this very
handy in saving a lot of time and getting more
Fig . 1.

accurate work . I have not found that this device

damages the tailstock in any way . Having a self
centreing chuck for lathe, I use it also to hold the
drills, which is the only way I have of doing so .

The Swindon Junior Engineers' Society.
A NUMBER of members of the Junior Engineer
1 ing Society availed themselves of the arrange
ments this year to visit the Newcastle district.
On the first morning the rendezvous was Sir
Elswick . The party was very kindly conducted
through the various departments of the works.

Sir W . G . Armstrong, Whitworth & Co.'s Works,

A DRILLING APPLIANCE FOR THE LATHE.
say, in . diameter, and they cannot be conve
niently held in the chuck, the chuck shown in Fig.

The furnaces (Siemens-Martin ) are two 40 tons, and
one twenty, and one 10 tons capacity , casting

7 is very useful. A piece of drawn brass rod having
been drilled out the same size as the body of the
screw , it is then hack -sawed , as shown at a , and the

ingots up to 87 tons. Numerous guns and their
mountings, both disappearing and turret, formed

screw being pushed through, the whole thing is then
gripped in the chuck. The reason for making this

interesting specimens of manufacture. Consider
able interest was centred in the wiring of a 12-in .
gun with about a hun

FIG . 2 .

dred miles of steel
tape, at high tension .
In the afternoon a
visit was paid to
Messrs. Spencer and
Sons' Steel Works, at
Newburn . Among the
many points of interest
was the cementation
process of making
steel, the wrought iron
being placed with char
coal in a closed cell,
cemented up , and
heated until the iron

FIG.2.

absorbs carbon and be

Oetotietoi
...

comes steel in the
form known as blister
steel; this steel is after

arunk

A DRILLING APPLIANCE FOR THE
very simple attachment is that some chucks would
not be short enough in the gripping lines of the jaws
to take the screws unless they were gripped by the
heads, and it would then be impossible to finish the
ends, especially when the heads were made very
short, as is sometimes necessary.

A Tool for Drilling in the Lathe.

LATHE.
wards used for rolling
spring bars. In the
Plate Mills a large plate, 12 ft. 3 ins. width , and
weighing about 7 tons, was seen produced .
The next morning the N . E . R . Gateshead Works
were visited . Here the party was taken through
the various shops, and the stages in the construction
of this company's fine locomotives were the object
of keen interest.

By J. M .
Finding some difficulty in drilling holes with a

A trip was made around the Northumberland
Basin in the Commissioners' steam launch , various
coal hoists were inspected , and after visiting the

breast drill, besides its taking up a good deal of
time and exertion , I thought it would be a good
thing to do away with this and use my lathe.

Albert Edward Dock and the hydraulic power
station, the party returned to Newcastle by
river.
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How to Keep a Motor Bicycle
in Good Order.
By R . F . M . WOODFORDE.

THE motor bicycle is fast reaching a very per
I fect stage, and an ever-increasing number
are to be seen on the road . This article is
intended to help the novice and inexperienced
rider. Undoubtedly , the electric ignition gives the
most trouble, and will be treated first. The accu
mulator should be charged every five or six weeks,
at least; more often , if the machine is ridden hard .
It should , if kept in a metal case on the machine,
be put into a rubber or felt case , so as to prevent it
from jolting about and to keep its terminals from
coming in contact with themetal, which would dis
charge quickly and ruin the plates. It is as well

to cover the vents with a baby's rubber teat, which
may be procured for a few pence : these prevent the
acid getting loose and doing damage. See that all
connecting wires are well secured to the terminals
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should a leak be detected , put in a new washer or
tighten up the nuts or screws ; if it is due to the
valves, which will look burnt and uneven on their
seats, grind them in with a screwdriver, applying
very fine emery (knife powder) and oil between the

surfaces. The exhaust valve requires this treat
ment more often than the inlet, but it is not often

required with a good machine. If the loss of com

pression is due to faulty piston- rings, see the slots
in the rings are not all in a line. Of course, after
some thousands ofmiles, new rings may be required .
Any serious slack in the bearings means a new bush
is required , which should be done by the makers :
an amateur may do it himself if he feels confident.

It should, however, be pressed in with a screw
press and not hammered in .

The rider should

see that all nuts, lock-nuts, and screws are tight,
especially those that hold the flywheels in position .
A serious loss of power often results from wear
valve opens a little late because the lifter travels
someway before it starts to open the valve ; at in .
of slack here means a lot of power lost, and the space

and tear in the exhaust valve opening gear, and the

of accumulator, coil, contact-naker, etc. ; a loose

should be reduced to under 1-64th in . Many ma

wire will mean misfiring, and, perhaps, a stop.
Keep the high-tension wire, which runs from
the coil to the plug, as short as possible,
and away from any metal work . Personally ,
I prefer to put the coil about a foot from
the plug, and then a bare wire can be used if the

chines allow of this adjustment by a nut and screw
arrangement ; others have no means of adjustment
however, and a setscrew should be applied , if pos
sible, or a small plate bolted on . Another way of

plug is placed in a sensible place on the engine.
The contact-maker requires to be kept in good
order ; the type which gives most trouble, is the

The surface carburettor is more or less a fixture
and cannot be adjusted , and the rider generally

getting over the difficulty, is to procure an exhaust
valve with a longer stem .
has to content himself by keeping the petrol level

old style trembler, this needing to be very clean

correct and his mixture right. The spray form of

and well adjusted . The platinum contacts should
be trimmed up with a very fine file pretty frequently ,

carburettor, however, has to be looked after, and its

and it should be seen that they present a good flat
surface to one another.
The plain make-and -break usually fitted to up
to -date machines, also requires trimming now and
then , but is a lot easier to keep in order and will
work if covered with oil (some riders keep it well

oiled ). Set the contact -screw so that the platinums
touch about 3- 16ths in . before the break occurs, or
the motor will misfire at top speeds.
By the way, if a rider is unfortunate enough to

loose or burn the platinum off his contact-blade on
the road at any time, a bit of No. 16 gauge copper
wire may be riveted in its place, and, if this is
filed up every ten miles, the machine will run with

inside kept very clean , as the jet is very liable to get

blocked and smaller power result. Besides, a great
deal of air will need to be shut off before the machine
will fire. The jet should be cleaned with a very
fine wire. Flooding willbe caused by the valve be
coming dirty or out of order. If the latter circum
stance arises, a little grinding on its seat will usually
put it to rights. Drain taps need to be ground

occasionally, and, of course, wheel-bearings, head ,
jockey pulleys, freewheel clutches must be oiled
regularly .
Reduction in the power of the motor sometimes
occurs through the exhaust ports in the silencer get
ting partly blocked with burnt oil. The remedy is

out a misfire (the writer has ran forty or fifty miles
on such a contact). Of course, this must be re
placed at the earliest opportunity with a pure

a bradawi the size of the hole. Owners of low
powered engines (14 h .-p .) may enlarge the silencer
holes almost twice their old size with a very distinct
increase of motive power, which is especially notice

platinum contact. The brush or wipe contact re

able when riding up hills. Of course, the exhaust

quires the least attention of all, but the metal
segment and brush should be cleaned now and again ,
and the coil trembler adjusted and its contacts
trimmed .
Keep the spark plug clean so as to avoid mis
firing, and see that the engine is well lubricated
with good air -cooled cylinder oil. Loss of com

mind this.
Raw hide belts should be soaked in castor oil now
and again to keep them soft, when they will drive
well fairly slack . However, the belt should be well
drained of the waste oil, and rubbed fairly dry before

pression results in serious loss of power, and may
be noticed by turning the engine flywheel or pulley ,
when a great resistance to turning will be felt at
certain times if compression is good ; if it is weak ,

you will be able to rotate the wheel easily ; the loss

will be either leaky head joint, spark plug washer,
valves or piston -rings .
Test the joints with soap and water or oil, when
air bubbles will be seen when the wheel is being

turned if the wet solution is applied round the joints ;

will be noisy, but the majority of riders will not

it is put into use again , otherwise it will be found

to slip badly on hills until the surface gets dry . .
Built -up belts require special dressings.

The brakes should be kept in good adjustment,

and, by the way, the “ cut-out " brake-contact, as
used on the “ Bat," “ Clement," and other machines,
is a fine emergency switch , and in the writer's mind
far ahead of the switch handle ; however, the in
terruptor should be taken out at every stop. Ride
slowly through towns, or a child or dog will very
easily cause a deal of trouble, and if you should
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knock anyone over, no matter if it is their own

W
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fault, sympathy is not to be expected from the on

offer a word of advice - Don't attempt this machine.
Although no difficulty in construction will present

lookers. The writer has had such a misfortune;
whereas if a brake-contact had been fitted it might
have saved the situation.

itself to the average amateur, the machine will re
quire careful fitting and the details should be
followed out closely .
The machine here described , although originally

How to Make a Dynamedical
Machine.

an efficient little dynamo or electro-motor. A
glance at Fig. I will show the machine to be of the
well-known Lahmeyer type ; in fact, it is exactly
similar in many respects to the excellent machines
manufactured by Mr. Avery , although , of course, it
has been necessary to modify some of the details on

By G . E . MORTLEY.
technical friend, as a rule he does not or

HEN showing your latest model to a non

designed by the writer for medical purposes, makes

account of its small size.

cannot appreciate the good points in the
design , or the good workmanship in construction ;
but let him see themodel working and his admira

It might be advisable to explain the principle on
which the machine works, before commencing the

tion is at once aroused . Although most amateurs
take up the exceedingly interesting pastimeofmodel

tions (Fig . 2), it will be observed that the current
generated in the armature flows through field

construction . Referring to the diagram of connec
magnet coils, then through rotary
contact-breaker and back to armature .
Now , anyone with a slight knowledge
of electrical phenomena will under
stand that if this circuit be broken
while carrying a current, the sudden
demagnetization of the masses of iron
in the F .M .'s and armature will in
duce a momentary E . M . F . of high
potential in the circuit before men

tioned , resulting in a shock to anyone
“ bridging ” the break .

Returning to the construction, the
patterns claim first attention . Perhaps
it would be more correct to say
“ pattern ," as we shall only need one,

i.e., that ofthe carcase. All the dimen
sions for this may be taken from the
bore of pole-pieces, which should be
made t -in . less in diameter to allow for

drawings, with the exception of the

machining.

Having procured the casting — which
should be of the very best grey iron
we can proceed with the machining.
The first step will be to face up the
bottom of casting. If the amateur is
not fortunate enough to possess a

planer, this can be done in the lathe.
Bolt the casting feet outwards on to
faceplate by means of straps through
winding spaces, and face up to a

level surface, taking care to get well
under the skin in the first cut. Now
reverse the casting and treat the top
in the samemanner ; this gives the enamel a good
smooth surface, adding greatly to the appearance
of the finished machine.
The next operation will be to bore out the pole
pieces. This is generally looked forward to with a
great deal of apprehension, but quite unnecessarily .

Fig . 1. – MR. G . E . MORTLEY'S “ DYNAMEDICAL " MACHINE.
making just for the pleasure taken in constructing
the models, it adds enormously to that pleasure if

the machine can be used for any practical purpose
when completed .
That the piece of apparatus to be described can
be used for practical purposes, can be demonstrated
to the lay mind, and so eliminate any trace of doubt
he may have entertained ; at the same time, it

offers great scope for good workmanship and finish
in ' its construction .

There is a certain class of amateur who, with an
assortment of tools consisting of a pocket knife , one
attempt any
file, and a tack hammer, willtriple
coarse
thing that strikes his fancy,
expansion

from a
marine engine to a pipe -rack . As a rule, the result

is disappointment of the direst kind. If there are
any readers to whom this may apply, I would fain

The simplest way for a machine of this type and size
is to bolt on to the faceplate of a lathe and bore out
with an inside turning tool on slide-rest. When
bolting down, two blocks of wood should be placed
under casting - one on either side of the bore - of
sufficient thickness to raise the lugs off faceplate.

Mount the casting pulley end towards faceplate ,
and centre by bearing lugs. This can be done either
by means of a division plate, or by bringing up back
centre and laying a straight-edge along lugs and
centre, knocking the casting until all three centres
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A " DYNAMEDICAL ” .
MACHINE
By G . E . MORTLEY.

FIG . 3.
GENERAL ARRANGEMENT.

Scale : } full size.
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coincide. Care should be taken to see that the lugs

the sides of slots, the stampings should be turned

are equidistant in a vertical direction .

down to 1'22 in . or 3- 100th in . less in diameter than
armature tunnel. A groove 1 in . wide, 1-64th in .
deep, and fin . from each end will be needed to take

Finish by a series of light cut to ifins., if possible,
using a self-acting feed . Before removing from

faceplate, take a light cut off lugs. The feet should
screws, and a hole drilled and tapped i-in . brass
thread to take the stud for the contact-breaker.
The position for this is shown on the drawings.
After trimming up the carcase with a file, wemay

now be drilled and countersunk to take i7-in . wood

lay it aside for a timeand proceed with the bearings.

“ binders."

The journals should now be turned down to a good
fit in bearings, using flour emery to finish . The
pulley may be turned from

in . brass rod and fitted

with a setscrew ,

(To be continued .)

These should be built up of brass rod and sheet, as

shown on the drawing, this making them more rigid
than castings would be, and at the same time allow
ing a higher finish to be obtained . Mark out and

A Kite -flying Contest.
IN connection with the Aeronautical Exhibition ,
1 now being held at the Alexandra Palace, a
scientific kite- flying competition recently took place
in the Palace grounds, the purpose in view being the
discovery of the best form of kite for steadiness and
lifting power as taken by a series of observations
during the course of one hour. There were nine
entries, but at the appointed timeonly three com

petitors were ready to put their kites to the test.

They were Mr. S. F . Cody (the inventor of the signal
ling kites now being used by the Admiralty ), Mr. S .
FIG . 2. — DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS.

cut roughly to shape, using hard sheet brass } in .
thick .
The holes in feet for screws should be drilled
11-64ths in . at a distance of it ins. from centre.
The hole in centre should be tapped in . brass, and
the holes for brush -holders are drilled 4 in . clearing

H . R . Salmon (of Croydon ), and Signor Profili (of
Bromley). Mr. Cody used a small aeroplane about
9 ft. wide, made of a black fabric stretched on a
double bamboo frame ; Mr. Salmon had a white

linenbox kite, jo ft. high by 7 ft. wide ; while Signor
Profili used a simple diamond-shape kite covered
in red material. The length of wire or string to be
used was limited to one mile, and marks were
awarded on the following points :-- (a ) The manner
in which the kite leaves the ground ; (b ) the manner

in which it ascends ; (c ) the steadiness of the kite ;

at a distance of į in. froin centre. These will, of

(d ) the length of time required to let out the whole

course, only be required in one bearing. They may
now be carefully filed to shape and polished . The

mile of wire or string ; (e) the greatest average of
the altitude as taken by a series of observations
during the course of one hour ; and (f) the rapidity
and manner of descent. The judges were Mr. C . H .

bosses for bearings should be roughly turned to
shape, and a -in. brass thread cut on one end .
Now screw these in hard , and mount bearing in
centreing chuck by boss, being careful to get the

feet to run true. Drill back bearing 4-in, and front

Alderson, Dr. Barton , and Mr. F . L . Rawson . When
the signal to start was given, Mr. Cody's kite got up
at once, rising without a hitch . The other com

one (the one to take the brush -holders) 3-16ths in .
Whilst in the chuck , face off the end of screwed boss,

petitors were unable to get away, and Mr. Cody ,
after paying out a few hundred yards of wire agreed

running the cut out to l-in . diameter. A very keen
tool should be used for this operation, as it is almost
impossible to finish with emery -cloth without spoil
ing the polishing that was previously done.
Now drive on to a mandrel and finish boss, taking
the finishing cut a little way over joint. If this is

done carefully, it will be impossible to see where
joint really is. The bearings require a small coun
tersunk hole half-way along boss for lubrication,
and are then completed . It is best to lacquer the

brasswork immediately it is finished , else it will
tarnish very rapidly . Use best lacquer only for
We can now turn our attention to the armature.

to wait five minutes for the other kite -flyers to get

their kites up. At the expiration of this time the
kite was allowed to travel again , and in fourteen
minutes the limit distance was reached . Presently
Mr. Salmon 's kite got away , but its owner would not
allow it to go more than 900 yards from his winch ,

and ultimately the kite broke away, falling in a
dairy -yard at Wood Green about a mile away.
Signor Profili's kite never stood a chance in the com
petition, and Mr. Cody was declared by the judges
to be the winner on all the points named . The
judges specially commented on the steadiness of the

this , that of a pale straw -colour beingmost suitable .

kite in the strong wind, the wind current at the

The shaft should be turned up from - in . mild steel

height attained being estimated at thirty - five miles
an hour. The kite used by Mr. Cody is one of a
number which is being prepared for consignment to
Portsmouth Dockyard . Mr. Cody intends presently

to the dimensions given , but before finishing the

journals to size the stampings should be mounted .

We shall require if ins. in depth of it-in. six -cog

to cross the English Channel from Dover in a small
boat with canvas protections, using this particular
kite as a tug. By means of an arrangement which

drums with teeth in . wide by 7 - 32nds in . deep . It
will not be necessary to insulate them from each
other in an armature of this size, the oxidised sur
face interposing sufficient resistance to prevent

he fully explained , Mr. Cody hopes to be able to
steer both the kite and the boat, and to “ tack "

heating from Foucault currents. After filing up

across the wind if necessary .
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A Visit to a Continental Model Railway.
By “ ATLAS."
gressive countries in the world ; but the national
custom and habit leads the average Teuton to pass
model locomotives of the toy class, and of
his spare time in doing something less laborious than
mechanical playthings in general, it is yet a curious
the construction of model engines. Be this as it
fact that model engineering as a serious hobby is
may , it is my good fortune to know one subject of

y is responsible for a very
ALTHOUGH German
large proportion of the world's production of
A

FIG . 1. - A VIEW OF THE BRANCH LINE AND TUNNEL.

Fig . 2. — THE POINTS FROM
practically unknown in that country . It is not that
the German people are lacking in scientific tastes,
nor is it due to any deficiency in mechanical abilities,
for in point of technical education and manufactur
ing skill, Germany stands as one of the most pro

BRANCH TO MAIN LINE.
the Kaiser, at least, who can with every reason pose
as a fully qualified model engineer, and who at his
home in Erfurt, in the heart of Germany, possesses
an excellent model railway track , and a record
breaking model locomotive. I refer to Mr. Carl M .

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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the luxury of a Continental trip, calling at Erfurt

Rompler, who will, perhaps, be known to many of
Society ofModel Engineers, and a one-time frequent
attendant at their meetings.
The first model railway built by Mr. RomplerI I

on the way.

my readers as an enthusiastic member of the London

-

- - - - - -

-

- - - -

- - - - - - - - -

On my arrival, I learned that my old acquaint
ance, the loco of the “ quick -return ” track , had
been parted with , but had been succeeded by a
No. 2 and a No. 3, the latter
being the record -breaker to
-

which I have previously re
ferred. No. 2, which is shown
in the photograph Fig . 6 , has

GREEN HOUSE
- - - -

- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -

TUNNEL
- -

- 170' -
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been painted and plated and
polished in a somewhat luxu
rious fashion , and is, there
fore, now excused from duty
on the track , but No. 3 (Fig .
9 ) is regularly kept in running
trim . This loco , though
thoroughly English in gene
ral appearance, is not mo
delled on the engines of any
particular company, but was

-

Steam cut off here.

schemed out solely with the
view of getting the best pos
sible results in running on
this particular track . The

offhere
cut
Sieam

-- . - 36' 0"

track , of which a plan is
shown in Fig. 3, is in the
form of a square with round
ed corners, and has a branch
line which runs away through

- -

zontal bars are fixed along
two of the straight sides of

- -

- t
373

917.0,

a short tunnel into a small
outhouse, where steam -rais
ing operations are conducted .
A peculiar feature of the
track is that two small hori

FIG . 3. - GENERAL PLAN OF TRACK.

saw some years ago ,when he was a resident in Lon
don , and though it enabled him to give his engine a
continuous run, the track was of a remarkably con
densed character. It was fixed in his workshop at
the top of the house, and consisted of a straight
piece of track some ten or twelve feet long. The
continuous " running of the loco was achieved by
fitting a spring buffer at each end of the track and
providing the engine with slip eccentrics. By con
tact with the spring buffers at the track ends, the
engine was automatically pushed back sufficiently
to reverse the positions of the eccentrics, and thus
it continued to run to and fro until further orders.
This arrangement, though ingenious and satisfac
tory in the absence of a more extended site, had its
drawbacks, and I was not surprised to hear from
Mr. Rompler, on his again taking up residence in
Germany, that he had availed himself of the oppor
tunity he now possessed of putting down a really
continuous out-door track . From time to time I
received advices of his experiments in model loco

construction, and latterly some accounts of the

the square, about 3 ins.
above the ground, the pur
pose of which is to catch
and turn off the steam tap
during a portion of every
circuit, 90 as to check the
speed of the engine and pre
vent a disaster at the curves. The steam tap is

fitted with a lever projecting from the cab and
having at its extremity a small roller which engages
with thehorizontalside bar on the track , theheight
of this bar being such as to raise the steam tap lever
to the shut-off point. It is not every inodel loco
motive owner who finds it necessary to fit a speed

checking device to his models !

Fig . 4. — METHOD OF LAYING PERMANENT WAY.

really excellent performances of his latest engine

reached me, coupled with a suggestion that when

The fuel employed in No. 3 is methylated spirit,

possible I should take an opportunity of coming

· and a draught is provided when first lighting up by
means of a long chimney and an india -rubber ball
spraying jet, as recently described in THE MODEL

over and conducting a trial run myself. Holidays
being “ in the air,' I recently indulged myself in
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interested in the models

9000 yards per hour, or 5: 11 miles per hour. In
spite of this fairly long run, the pressure had actu
ally increased instead of dropping, the gauge regis
tering 48 lbs. per square inch . So far the engine
had been running light, but in order to see what she

as his father), and Riederer, the works' assist
ant ; the latter manipulating the induced
draught apparatus. On the occasion of this par

tender to a total of 7 kilos 400 grms., the English
equivalent of which is 164 lbs. The engine then

is shown in operation in the photograph
( Fig . 9 ), which, by the way, gives portraits of
the builder, Mr. Rompler, his son (who is

nearly as keenly

would do with a load , we placed weights in the

Fig . 5. - MR. ROMPLER'S “ No. 1 ” MODEL LOCOMOTIVE.

FIG . 6 . — MR. ROMPLER'S “ No. 2 " Model LOCOMOTIVE .
ran another twenty turns of the track with this
ticular trial, cold water was raised to boiling point
load, and did the total distance in 94 minutes. The
in four minutes, while in six minutes there was
steam pressure, which was 48 lbs. at starting this
enough steam to turn the wheels round while run
trip . had increased to 50 lbs. at the finish ; so , al
ning free. In eight minutes the pressure gauge
though the load had the natural effect of reducing
showed 30 lbs., and in oneminute more the running
the speed of running , it made no difference at all
pressure of 45 lbs. was reached . The engine was

then run out on to the main portion of the track ,
the points put over, and the run commenced .
Twenty complete circuits were made in exactly six
minutes, and as the track measures 45 yards, this

is equal to a total run of 900 yards, which equals

to the maintenance of steam pressure. The total
weight of the engine and tender in running order
of course, without the extra load just referred to
is 7 kilos 100 grms., which is equal to 16 English
pounds. I think my readers will agree with me

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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another twenty-five rounds to the run , bringing the
total to seventy -five rounds of 45 yards.
Methylated spirit is led from a tank in tender,
with automatic regulator (see Mr. Morris's note ,
M . E ., Vol. II, p . 46 ) to a 4 -wick lamp in firebox.
The lamp consistsof a piece of i in .brass tubing, 24
ins. long, with closed ends ; four 4 in . tubes, slightly
bent about 3 ins. long form the wick-holders. With
this lamp and feed arrangement the flooding is
entirely done away with , which is of great import
ance , for with No. 2 loco and all other lamps it hap
pened several times that the cab end of engine and
front of tender were blazing merrily .
The cylinders are made of a rectangular block of
gunmetal bored out in .by i in . stroke, valve chests

that this was a splendid performance, and it is
interesting to add that at a later trial, which I
also witnessed , the engine completed over seventy
turns of the track without stopping, making a
3,200 yards' run altogether .
Having read so much of what the engine will do,
my readers will naturally wish to know some of the
details of its construction, and the following notes
will be of interest :
The boiler ofNo. 3 loco is a Smithies type ; inner
barrel, 21 ins. diameter, 9 ins. long ; ends flanged
and brazed into tube ; one central stay . The down
comer is riveted and sweated on the tube, and five
water-tubes, 1 in . diameter, lead from the down
comer to the boiler (see Fig . 7 ). Pieces are riveted
and sweated on the inside of boiler to strengthen it
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I and covers cut out from the solid , also cylinder
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Fig . 7. -- THE BOILER OF MODEL LOCOMOTIVE “ No. 3."
covers, glands, & c. Each cylinder receives steam
where safety- valve and steam - dome are screwed in .
The safety- valve stems serve to hold the boiler and
outer barrel together. The inner steam dome acts
also as water -filler, and has a hexagon flange to
screw and unscrew . At the cab end of boiler, the
necessary sockets for fittings are sweated in , which
protrude through the backplate of outer shell ; this

latter is 34 ins. diameter, 10 ] ins. Jong. Steam is
taken from thedome and led through a back-pressure
valve (valve removed ), and a superheating tube of
1- 16th in . inside diameter, 11 yards long to cylinders.
This superheating tube is bent backward and for
ward and occupies the one side of the space formed
by inner and outer barrel, and thus gets the heat
and flame of the lamps ; a displacement lubricator
is arranged between steam tap and superheater, the
lubricant being blacklead mixed with tallow .
The superheating of steam caused a very marked
improvement in the working of the engine, for
whereas without the superheater she made thirty
five rounds on the track with one charge of water ,
she easily makes fifty turns with it. This is not
taking into consideration the cutting-off of steam
on a part of the journey in each round, which adds

independently from the other, and also exhausts

separately , steam and exhaust pipes being 1- 16th in .

inside diameter. The motion-plate is screwed to
underside of cylinder piece, and has four bushes
for piston and slide-valve rods, no guide-bars being
used . The packing in pistonsand glands is asbestos
yarn . Cylinders and motion-plate are screwed to
frame by four countersunk screws.
The crankshaft was built up and brazed with
copper wire in the following way : - After having
been pinned and cleaned up, the crank was wound
round the places to be brazed with thin copper wire

beaten flat. Some clay was mixed with water into
a tough paste, and very little of this inixture
thinned with water applied to the pinned joints ; it
was then wrapped into tissue paper, the ends
twisted up and clay packed round it, forming a roll
of about 2 ins. thickness.

The moisture being slowly driven out of the roll,
it was placed into a charcoal fire, and fanned until
the outside of the roll was glazed . After cooling
down , the clay was removed and the crank taken
out with a complete thin coating of copper, which
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had run through the joints perfectly. The crank

The gauge is 3 ins., and the continuous track

was then finished and cleaned up.
The diameter of driving wheels is 3 ins.; bogie
wheels, i in .; trailing, iš ins.; the latter having

measures 45 yards on the main line. The
ground being slightly uneven, wooden posts

been purposely made of small diameter that no slots

were driven in at a distance of 1 yard on
the straight and i ft . on the curved part of the
intended track . The tops
of the posts were brought
to a level as nearly as
possible. The sleepers are
oak , and have two grooves
milled in , into which the
rails , flat iron fin .
thick in . broad , are fitted

tightly .

The sleepers

were impregnated against
the damp, and laid on the

top of the wooden posts
and fixed with a wire
nail ; the rails were then
laid into the grooves and
joints made by riveting
the butt ends together.
Bricks and sand were
then heaped up to form
the embankment up to

rail level, and the inter
vening sleepers put in at
6 ins. distance. The outer
rail has a super -elevation
of 1 in . on the curves.

Mr. Rompler does not
confine his constructive
abilities to locomotives,

but has successfully made
almost everything within
FiG 8 - STEAM RAISING .

the scope of model engi

Fig . 9. – MR. ROMPLER's “ No. 3 " -- THE RECORD -BREAKER.
might have to be cut in footplate, and so enable

the engine to take sharp curves. The trailing

wheels have a special truck , which turns on a pin
screwed into frame ; consequently, the engine has

no fixed wheelbase. Slip eccentrics are used . The
engine is 15 ins. long over buffers, 41 ins. wide, and

71 ins. high ; tender, 13} ins. long, 51 ins. high .

neering, including lathes, gas and steam engines
telephones, accumulators, dynamos and motors, and
incandescent lamps. His latest undertakings are a
“ Spicer ” vertical steam engine, and boiler for
same, which easily drives a 60-watt dynamo and
lights three 5 C.-P . 15 volt lainps. He has also re
cently completed the installation of another small
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electric lighting plant,which lights two of the rooms
in his house . With so much of interest to see and
talk about, I need hardly say that mystay with Mr.
Rompler passed all too quickly, especially so when
I add that his accomplishments as a model engineer
are only surpassed by his perfection as a host.

The Making
and Fitting of a
Fee pu
d-

mp .

By G . E . C. (Moscow ).
IT is the aim of the present article to describe the

The Advancement of Engineer

I making of a force-pump to work from the
crankshaft of a horizontal steam engine of the
usual bedplate type suitable for an engine of one

ing Apprentices .

7 ins. by 14 ins., evaporating about 3 cub. ins. of

THE following particulars are published of a
scheme for the advancement of apprentices
employed at the Hartlepool Engine Works of

Messrs. Richardsons, Westgarth & Co., Limited ,
which has been adopted from October ist, 1903, for a
period of three years. At the end of September in
each year each apprentice willbe awarded marks as
follows :
For each approved examination in science
or in practicalmathematics passed dur
ing the year
..
..
. . 20 marks
For time-keeping, a maximum of. .
. . 40 marks
For good conduct, perseverance , and pro
gress in the workshops, a maximum of 40 marks
An examination in practical mathematics will be
held at these works in May of each year for appren
tices who have attended not less than twenty -five
lessons in this subject at the evening classes during
the session , but who have not passed the science
examination in Mathematics, Stage I.
Marks for time-keeping will be deducted at the
rate of one mark for every three hours lost, but no
deduction will bemade for specialleave, or for sick
ness if certified by a doctor .
Conduct marks will be awarded by the chief fore
men of departments on the following scale :
Very good 40 marks Moderate . 10 marks
Good . . 30 marks Bad . .
. . nil.
Fair . . . . 20 marks,
An apprentice obtaining 60 marks will have the
sum of sixpence added to his weekly rate of pay for
the ensuing year, and for marks in excess of 60 his
rate will be proportionately increased .
For example, an apprentice who passed in two

tenth to one-eighth i.h .-P ., to feed a vertical boiler
water per minute when working at full capacity .
The dimensions can, of course, be modified to suit
individual requirements, the main considerations

being the evaporative power of the boiler and the
speed at which the engine is intended to run . It
may be as well to point out here, for the benefit of
the non -technical, that the efficiency of the pump
strokes per minute ; and, unless a countershaft is
employed (geared down in a suitable manner from

will suffer if worked at a higher speed than 500

the crankshaft) it would not be advisable to fit the
pump described to a high speed model engine, such
as are direct-coupled to small dynamos.
The chief factor in the power of very small model
engines is their speed ; and this, again , is limited by
the ability of the boiler to supply the necessary
amount of steam at the requisite pressure ; and , as a
general rule, it may be taken that the number of
revolutions per minute at which a model steam
engine works most efficiently is in inverse ratio to its
size, and this is one reason why it is impracticable
to run a force-pump direct from the crankshaft of a
very smallmodel engine.

Although the pump described in the present
article is regularly worked at a speed of 450 revolu

tions per minute (and at this speed performs all
that is required of it ) yet it has been found by actual

experiment that it pumps themost water per stroke
when working in the neighbourhood of 200 strokes
perminute. The chief cause of this loss of efficiency
when working at a high speed is to be found in the
momentum of the valves when moving at such a
speed and their inertia at the end of each stroke.
The speed of the pump ram must not be confounded

science subjects at the evening science schools last
May will be entitled to 40 marks ; for very good

with the number of strokes per minute, for it is easy
to see that a large pump working at 100 strokes per
minute, and having a stroke of, say, ten times the

time-keeping during the past year, 40 marks ; and
for generalgood conduct,perseverance, and progress

stroke of a model pump, will have its ram travelling
at a much greater speed in the middle of its stroke

in the workshops during the past year, a maximum
of 40 marks : total, 120 marks. This will entitle
him to an increase of one shilling per week on his
rate of pay from October ist, 1903, for one year;
but payments under this scheme cease on the ter
mination of apprenticeship or on dismissal.
Should an apprentice obtain , say, 30 marks for
time-keeping, and 40 for good conduct, persever
ance, and progress, or a total of 70 marks, his rate

than the model ram , even though the latter be mak
ing 500 revolutionsof the crankshaft perminute; but
at the end of each stroke this state of things is

of pay would be increased 7d . per week , and so on .
No payment under this scheme will be made to

apprentices obtaining less than 60 marks, and
apprentices who fail to obtain any marks for time
keeping, good conduct, perseverance, and progress,
will be subject to dismissal.
Apprentices commencing their apprenticeship be
tween October ist and March 31st will be entitled
to half-rates for their first year.
Promotion in the workshops and admission to the

drawing-office will depend on marks obtained .

exactly reversed , for it is evident that as themodel
ram must change its direction of movement 500
times to the large ram 100 times, the virtual speed
of the model ram at the moment of change must be
in excess of the large ram , and it is just this sudden

change of direction of the pump ram and the water
behind it that the valves fail to respond to, as they
are propelled by a yielding medium , and are not

under absolutely positive control ; and it is, there
fore, quite impossible to avoid a small quantity of the
water in the valve-box of the pump being forced
out into the suction pipe again before the suction
valve is forced down on to its seat by the down
stroke of the ram . Then , again , the suction valve

failing to move with sufficient promptitude on the
in the space left by the ram , and a small quantity
up stroke of the ram may cause a partial vacuum
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of water may return past the delivery valve into
the valve-box again after each up stroke of the
pump, the amount depending upon the accuracy
with which the valve has been ground to its seat.
Taking all these little imperfections into considera
tion , it will be seen that a certain amount of loss is
unavoidable, and it is therefore necessary to make
the pump well master of the boiler, and the theoret
ical pumping capacity must be largely in excess of
the actual quantity of water the pump is required
to pump. As an example, the pump illustrated

425

means of feeding it can fully appreciate the pleasure
to be derived from the sameboiler when connected
up to a good automatic force-pump. The everlast
ing dread that the water is running short, and the
consciousness that the boiler will only work for a
limited time, are no doubt well known to many

readers. Of the three alternative methods of feed
ing boilers — hand-pump, automatic feed -pump, or
injector — the automatic pump is at once the easiest
for the amateur to construct, and, in working, the
most satisfactory where small models are con
cerned , say, for model
boilers from 1 - 2oth up
to & i.h .-p . The hand
pump is open to the
objection that it re .
quires constant atten .
tion if the boiler pres
sure is to be kept at
all uniform , as to use
it only after the water
has fallen to the lowest
point, and then pump
it up to the highest
point,means,of course ,
that a large quantity
of water is delivered
into theboiler suddenly
causing the pressure
to fall accordingly .
Then the hand -pump
seems almost like puta
ting power into the
boiler by hand in the
sameway as one would
wind up a spring in
order to get power out
of it. The injector is

also open to the objec
tion that its action
is intermittent, and
therefore, requires con
stant attention to
start
and
it ; oris
inject
when and
the stop
turne on the steam
autom d

A PHOTOGRAPH OF A FEED -PUMP FITTED TO A MODEL HORIZONTAL ENGINE.
pressure falls. A reliable
with a bore of 5- 16ths in ., and a stroke of in ., mak
atic force- pump, on
ing 450 strokes per minute , should theoretically
the other hand , at once makes the boiler into a self
pump just over 10 cub. ins. per minute ; but in
supporting, continuous, and ideal source of energy .
actual practice, when working against a boiler pres
The chief points in favour of the pump illus
trated are its simplicity and ease of construction,
sure of 35 lbs. to 40 lbs. per sq. in ., it was found to
combined with neatness and cheapness. The mate
deliver into the boiler very little more than was
necessary to replace the evaporated quantity of
rials required are a few short lengths of brass rod,
varying in thickness from 5- 16ths in. to fin ., a short
about 3 cub . ins. per minute ; but when working at
about 200 strokes per minute against the same
piece of 3 - 32nds in . steel wire, one or two odd pieces
pressure it would gradually fill the water- gauge, and
of in . sheet brass , and a few screws, and these,
the by -pass cock seen to the left in the photo had
with the exception of the screws, can no doubt be
to be opened so as to reduce the amount of water
picked up from the scrap heap of most amateurs.
going into the boiler. From this it is clear that the
To begin with the valve-box : a piece of brass
factor for loss to be used in calculating the size of
rod of not less than 7 - 16ths in . diameter, and about
the pump must vary with the speed at which it is
2 ins. long, should be selected . One end must be
intended to work , and for a pump the size of the
turned or filed up true and square, and a heavy
present one the capacity should be at least three
centre pop made in the exact centre of the end . It
times what is actually required ; and for smaller
should then be accurately centred in a three or four
sizes of pumps a larger factor should be employed ,
jaw chuck, and a 5 - 32nds in . twist drill run in to a
as the loss will be proportionately greater
depth ofabout 1 } ins., taking care that it is truly in
the centre. This drill must now be replaced by a
Before going on to the actual construction of the
pump, a few words in praise of theautomatic force
-in . drill, and the hole already made enlarged for a
depth of exactly 4 in., gauging the depth from the
pump as a boiler-feeder for models may not be out
shoulder of the drill and not from the point. Great
of place. Only those who have tried to work a
care must be taken that this enlarged hole is per
model boiler of moderate size without any proper
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fectly concentric with the smaller bore, and that the
drill does not enter more than in ., or the chances
are the " job " will be spoiled . As the work re
volves and thedrill is held stationary, it is very easy
to gauge the depth . The next thing to do is to take
a fine chaser (unless , of course, a screw -cutting

lathe is available, which is not likely to be the case
with the particular class of amateurs to which these
remarks are addressed ) and strike an internal
thread in the 1 -in . bore. The reason this is done at

this stage is that, should the thread prove imperfect,
it can be turned off and a fresh start made, and this
process continued until a perfect thread is obtained,
and the chaser can be applied even after a full
thread has been obtained , until the bore is enlarged
to the required diameter. This done, the bore
beyond the threaded part must be enlarged to
9 - 32nds in . full for a depth of exactly in , measured
again from the shoulder of the drill . The outside
diameter of the piece should now be reduced to
5 -6ths in . diameter at that part where the bore is
narrowest, the reduced diameter commencing from
a point 13- 16ths in . from the wide end, and the
piece, which may now be called the body of the
pump or valve chamber parted off, and a short brass

screw fitted into the narrow bore. Holesmust now
be drilled to receive the barrel and the suction and
delivery pipes. The hole for the barrel is 3 -16ths
in . tapping size (the table recently published in the
M . E . will come in useful here) and is to be drilled
not exactly at right-angles with the pump body, but
at an angle depending upon the relative positions of
the pump body and the crankshaft. The nearer
this angle approaches to a right-angle with the
pump body the easier it will be to drill the hole in
correct position. A novel feature of the pump
illustrated may here be mentioned . Advantage is
taken of the fact that theengine to which it is applied
only runs in one direction , and the barrel of the
pump is fixed in such a position relative to the
crankshaft that the line of its axis does not pass
through the centre of the crankshaft but through a
point equal to a quarter of the stroke of the ram
below the centre of crankshaft. By this arrange
ment the friction of the ram is reduced to a mini

mum , as the thrust of the eccentric during the in
stroke of the ram is kept more in a direct line with
the direction of resistance. The writer has found, by
experience, that when arranged in this way the
wear of the ram and the inside of the barrel is con
siderably reduced. In a reversing engine this
arrangement would , of course, not be applicable.

Having determined the angle which the barrel is to
make with the body, a flat should be filed on the
body in the correct position and at such an angle

to its axis that the surface presented to the point of
the drill may be at right-angles to its length , other
wise difficulty will be found in getting the drill to

start in the correct position. The holes for the suc
tion and delivery pipes are also 3-16ths in . tapping
size, the former being at right-angles to the barrel,
and the latter diametrically opposite the barrel, the
correct positions being easily ascertained from the
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in .,Fand the lengths of these bores can be easily
for the gland, if chased by hand,
careful treatment, and it is best to take the pre
caution of boring the main portion of the barrel out
to | in . first, so that the thread may be got by suc
cessive trials, if necessary , as was done with the
body, the bore being afterwards enlarged to 5 - 16ths
in . The main portion of the barrel may now be
turned down to in . diameter, and that part which
is to be screwed to fit the body of the pump turned
down to 3- 16ths in ., after which the piece must be
parted off to the exact length required , namely ,
it ins., and the end carefully screwed with stock and
dies. The suction and delivery pipes should now be
made and shaped as per drawing. ( The delivery
pipe has an external thread to take a union from
the feed -water heater, not shown on the drawing. )
Before screwing the suction pipe in , it will be
necessary to make a lug or bracket, which is to be
used for bolting the pump down to the bedplate.
The shape of this lug can be easily seen from the
drawing . It is made from an odd piece of in .
brass sheet. It is bored out to be a tight fit on to
the lower part of the pumpbody on which it is to be
driven tight up to the shoulder and the joint
sweated with solder. It is best to screw the suction
and delivery pipes and the barrel tightly into their
places after moistening the parts which make con
tact with soldering fluid , and twist pieces of solder
wire round the joints ; and if the whole pump is
then held in the flameof a soldering lamp, the solder
will flow round and sweat into the joints, leaving a
nice fillet, which , when painted over, makes the
whole thing look like a casting. After this has been
done, it will be necessary to clean off any solder that

internal thread
measured from the drawing. Thewill
require very

may have run through into the valve chamber , and
to remove the small projecting ends of the suction

and delivery pipes and the barrel. This can be done
very easily with the same twist drills as were used
to make the bore gradually worked down by hand .
The valves may now bemade. It will be noticed
that the suction valve is a ball, while the delivery
valve is ofthe conical pattern . At first both valves
were conical, and they worked well enough for a
time. Then the suction valve, for some reason or
other, commenced to stick , and to remedy the
trouble it was replaced by a ball which happened to
be on hand. It has since worked for severalmonths,
sometimes for hours at a stretch , without the least
trouble. A conical valve is best for the delivery ,
as a ball of such a diameter would take up such a lot
ofroom , and the body of the pump would have to be
made longer, which would spoil its proportions. A
steel bicycle ball can be used for the suction valve,
but a gunmetal or brass one is much better, as, if the
pump is left dry for any length of time, a steel ball
would probably rust, which might cause it to stick
when commencing to work . Whatever the kind of
ball used , it must be of such a diameter as to nearly
fill the bore in which it works. It is surprising how
small an annular space is sufficient to allow the
proper quantity of water to pass even when the

drawing.

pump is working at the highest speed . It is also

The barrel of the pump should now be taken in
hand. For it, a piece of brass rod of the same

essential that the lift, or vertical play, of the valves
must be confined within very narrow limits. It
has been found in practice that a lift of 1-64th in . to

diameter as was used for the body and about 1 } ins.
in the same way as the body was treated , being
also very careful to get the bores concentric, the
respective diameters being in ., 5 - 16ths in ., and

long should be chucked and bored with twist drills

-- -- -

- -

- -

-

1-32nd in . for the size of pump illustrated is amply
sufficient. The play of the suction valve is con
trolled by the tail of the delivery valve, which must
be filed away until the proper clearance is obtained .
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The delivery valve can be made from a piece of
brass rod, 9 -32nds in. diameter, turned down to the
shape shown, and the tail, after first being made an
easy fit in its place, has three flat sides filed on it. A i
groove should be filed or sawn in the head to take
the point of the screwdriver when grinding the
valve to its seat. The vertical play of the delivery
valve is controlled by a small piece of brass wire,
which is screwed into the plug which closes the top
of the pump. Having got the valves in position,
and properlv ground to their seats (fine sand and
water is better than emery for grinding these valves
to their seats) a plug should be fitted into the top
carrying the aforementioned regulating screw for the
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sawn out, and then turned up to 1 in . diameter. A
4-in . hole was then bored quite close to the peri
phery and the boss sweated in . In whatever way
the eccentric is made, the bore of the same should be

larger than the diameter of the shaft on which it is to
work if the method of regulating the length of

stroke shown in the drawing is to be adopted . The
variation in the length of stroke is effected by an
arrangement of an eccentric within an eccentric, the
inner eccentric being simply a plain piece of steel
rod of the same diameter as the bore of the outer

eccentric pinned permanently on the shaft in any
throw of 1- 32nd in ., giving a travel of 1-16th in ., and

convenient position . This inner eccentric has a

ELEVATION .

Bed-zlate .

Bedplate.
Bedplate.

t dia?
F - 14
Ue
"

PLAN .

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF FEED -PUMP.
e', Inner Jeccentric (11-32nds ins. diam .: eccentricity, 1-32nd in .) ; e", Outer eccentric ( in , diam . :
tricity, 3 -32nds in .) ; p. Plunger (5 -16ths in . diam .) ; s, Suction Pipe ; v ', Suction Valve (ball) :
u", Delivery Valve; d, Delivery Pipe ; b, Bolting -down Lug.
delivery valve. The head should be hexagon, to i by simply moving the outer eccentric to any desired
ССеп

' take a spanner.
The gland for thebarrelmay bemade at the same
time from similar material, and the thread, if chased
by hand, will require very careful treatment, as
there is not much thickness of metal between the
bottom of the threads and the bore of the gland. If

properly made, it is amply strong enough .
The next thing is the plunger, which is simply a
plain piece of 5 -16ths in . brass turned up to a true
fit inside the barrel, and having a slit sawn in the
head to a depth of about 3- 16ths in . to take the end
of the eccentric rod , which is secured in place by a
small pin screwed in flush .
The eccentric will now have to be made. For
lack of more suitable material thewriter made his in
two parts— the sheave from i in . brass and the boss
from 4 in . brass rod . The sheave was first roughly

position , and fixing it by means of the setscrew , the
available stroke of the combined eccentrics may be

varied anywhere between

in . and 1 in ., as it is easy

to see that the inner eccentric may be used either to
diminish or increase the virtual stroke of the com
bined arrangement. The eccentric strap is made
from 3 - 16ths in . brass sheet bored out and sawn out
by a hand fretsaw to the required shape , and filed up .
The pump, when finished, should be enamelled to

suitable colour, the plug and the gland being left
The pump made by the writer is found to work
extremely well in practice, and , although it often
runs dry for a considerable time, owing to the water
all being pumped out of tank before it is noticed , as
soon as water is again supplied it pumps without the
bright brass .

least trouble.
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Two troublesome difficulties with worm -gear, which

Practical Letters from our

do not trouble spur-gear to any extent, are the neces

Readers.

sity for continuous lubrication and the friction set
up by the end thrust of the worm -shaft. The latter

The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full

would be at least equal to the extra boring which
Mr. Simkins refers to as necessary with spur- gearing.

discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full
name and address of the sendet MUST invariably be attached ,

though not necessarily intended for publication.]

Gearing for Model Electric Locomotives.

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, – If you will kindly allow me to reply
to the letters ofMessrs.Greenly and Runciman,which

appear in your issue of the 8th inst., I would beg to
say that I gave a description of a worm -geared
engine on page 218, in the issue of November 15th ,
1902.

I think it is there clearly stated that a single
threaded worm is not suitable because of the impos
the
sibility of making it revolve by merely pushing
engine ; but that a worm with two threads did away
with this objection to this form of mechanism .
If Mr. Greenly will try a worm with two threads,

I am sure he will be pleased with the results. I am
just about to fit an engine with a three-threaded
worm to increase its speed , and will report to you
what success I meet with . - Yours faithfully,
A . R . M . SIMKINS.
Nottingham .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , — The question of reducing-gear for
model electric locomotives is of considerable inte
rest, and the letters of Mr. A . R . M . Simkins and
Mr. H . Greenly aremost useful contributions on this
subject. Worm - gearing has the reputation of being
a convenient,but inefficient,method of transmitting
power, and,until the advent of the electric motor, its
use was almost restricted to mechanical movements
in machinery where either the power transmitted
through the gear was so small that the loss could
be easily afforded , or the advantage given by the
properties peculiar to the gear out-weighed any con

sideration of efficiency. With the introduction of
the electric motor and other high-speed engines, the
necessity of a reducing-gear which is simple, com

pact, and yet which will permit of a large reduction
in speed with good efficiency , is at once felt. The
tendency is naturally to turn towards worm -gear
ing, and I am sure we are obliged to Mr. Simkins
for giving his experience.
Worm - gear can be made reversible, but only at a
sacrifice of efficiency, unless the reduction ratio is
small, in which case spur-gearing can generally be
used . In musical boxes a worm - gear is used in
which the wheel drives the worm ; but it is used as
a retarding break , and the friction of the gear does
not matter. Some years ago I used a worm -gear
for driving a dynamo by hand, the worm being
fixed on the armature spindle and driven by the
wheel, compactness and silence being the chief con
siderations- efficiency of secondary importance.
The efficiency of worm -gearing increases with the
number of threads in the worm , and decreases with
the diameter of the worm ; that is, the larger the
worm the less the efficiency. With a single thread
worm the efficiency may be as low as 25 per cent.;
with a three-thread worm ofhardened steel engaging
with a phosphor-bronze wheel,and running in oil, the

With bevel gear there is always a tendency to

spread, with consequent end friction on the shafts,
which is avoided by spur- gear, and it is difficult to
obtain bevel wheels with properly shaped teeth ; it
is more difficult still to cut worm -gear so that the
shape of the worm and wheel teeth is correct.
Sometimes the speed reduction desired is so large
that only worm gearing is admissible ; I used it on
this account for the electric driving of a mode)
steam locomotive, exhibited at the last Paris Exhi
bition in a model of Guinness's Brewery. This loco
motive was of the pattern used by Messrs. Guinness
in their brewery , and which , by the way, is a pattern
which would make a very nice model.
I have also used a flywheel on the worm spindle, as

suggested by Mr. Greenly ; it is a very good method

of preventing the sudden locking of the gear when
current is cut off, and prevents strain on the teeth .
An alternative method would be to lock the worm

wheel to its spindle by means of an electrically

operated clutch , so that the gear is out of action
when the current is switched off, the locomotive
being free to roll in either direction along the rails.
The accompanying sketches show two methods of
carrying out this suggestion . In Fig. I, A is the
worm ; B the worm wheel free to rotate on its
spindle ; C is an ordinary claw clutch free to slide
on the wheel spindle over a feather key , and engag
ing with claws D on the worm wheel ; E , E , E are
collars to limit the movement of clutch and keep

the worm wheel in position . The clutch is moved
into engagement with the worm wheel by the bell
crank F ; an electro-magnet (G ) connected in series
with the electric motor is arranged to pull on the
short arm of the bell-crank against the tension of a
spring, and put the clutch into engagement when
current is switched on . The electro-magnet and
bell-crank can be located in the most convenient
place on the locomotive. Two points are important:

- First, the movement of the short arm of the bell
crank should be small ; second, the sliding part of
the clutch should be so arranged that it will rest
in both on and of positions without appreciable
friction with the long arm of the bell -crank. In Fig .
2, A is the worm , B the worm wheel free to rotate on
its spindle between the collars E , E . Fixed to the side
of the worm wheel is a flat, wrought-iron ring D ; a
similar wrought-iron ring C , but of about double the
thickness, is carried on a faceplate F , which is free
to slide on the wheel spindle over a feather key, its
travel being limited by the collar E '. In the ring C
is turned a groove, in which is placed a coil of insu
lated wire H . The rings are kept apart by the

spring G . The action of the clutch is as follows :
Current being sent through the coil H , the ring C
becomes a magnet, and attaches itself firmly to the
ring D , thus locking the worm wheel to the shaft.
When current is switched off, the magnet releases
its grip , and theworm wheel is free. Current is con

veyed to the coil through the brush K , which presses

efficiency may be 75 per cent.
In motor car work a worm -gear has been success

on a metal slip ring mounted on, and insulated from ,
the faceplate F . One end of the coil is attached to
the slip ring, and the other to any convenient part
of the clutch . The current passes firstly through

fully used , the worm having about twelve threads.

I the electric motor , and then through the coil to the
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rails. When desirable, however, a second slip ring
and brush can be used to take the other end of the

coil. The precautions to be observed are : - Make
the iron rings of ample size; so adjust the clutch
that the iron rings are almost touching when the

WWWWWMO

clutch is free ; and use oil between them . Electro
magnetic clutches on this principle have been in use
MAGNETIC CLUTCHES

FOR MODEL ELECTRIC
LOCOMOTIVES.
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TO THE EDITOR Of The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, - In reply to Mr. A . R . M . Simkins'
letter, I may say that I understand that Col. Harvey

some time ago substituted a double -threaded worm
wheel for one with a single thread , and although
another half mile per hour was added to the speed
of the locomotive, and there appeared a tendency
for the engine to run a longer time after the current
was cut off, the engine would not, under any cir

cumstances, revolve the armature when pushed
along the track .
I quite understand that it would be possible to
arrange a gear in which the worm may be driven
by the wheel, but think that with the ordinary
designs and proportionsof worm -gearing obtainable
formodel electric vehicles, too much will have to be

sacrificed in other ways if the reversibility of the
gear is to be of paramount importance.
There seems to be no sharp dividing line between
a non -reversible and a reversible gear, just the same

as there is no point, to use the simile employed in my

last letter, at which an enlarged crank -pin can be
definitely termed an eccentric . — Yours truly,
HENRY GREENLY.

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
M .E . several gentlemen of experience do not seem
to believe in the possibility of revolving the arma

DEAR SIR , - As I see by the current issue of the

ture by turning the driving wheels in the case of a
loco in course of construction in which the armature
worm -gear, I may state that I have a model electric

can be revolved easily by turning the wheel, the
ratio being 12 to 1, double worm -gear, wheel having
twenty -four teeth .- Yours truly ,
W . R . Smith .

Fig . 1.
НЕ

Model Marine Boilers.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , -- In reference to sketch of model
marine boiler, in the issue of October 8th , page 358

BUID C
Fig . 2 .

for some time on motor cars, and are being used for
various purposes. The amount of energy required
by the coil is very small, whilst the grip is very great.
There is no need to cut notches in the surfaces of the
rings ; they should be quite smooth .

In conclusion , I suggest that if we may trouble

ARRANGEMENT OF TUBES IN FLUE OF MODEL
MARINE BOILER .

Mr. Simkins to state further particulars of the worm

gear with which he has obtained best results, the in
formation should be valuable as a guide to readers
using electric motors for other purposes besides
driving locomotives. The particulars desirable
are: - Diameter of worm , number of threads, number
worm wheel, pitch of worm and speed , materials of
construction , construction of thrust block or collar,

method of lubricating thrust and gear, width of
worm wheel ; also , if worm -wheel teeth are cut
straight through , or curved top and bottom to fit
worm . - - Yours faithfully,

A . W . MARSHALL .

may I offer a suggestion as to cross tubes in furnace ?

If these were placed in the form of spirals instead of
in straight lines, the flames would , in my opinion ,
have more effect, as at present the two front tubes

get the full effect only,and act as shields to the tubes
behind.
In the spiral the flames would be met all along
by tubes ; whereas at present they will simply pass
along the top of furnace tube in between the two
rows of cross tubes. — Yours truly,
Newcastle-on - Tyne.

L . A . TURNBULL ,

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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The Potentiometer and its Uses.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - I beg to call your readers' attention
to a slight omission in the above article . In Fig . 19
the 4 -ohm coil and coil of unknown resistance must
be joined by a wire to complete the accumulator
circuit. With reference to Fig. 7, I think it will be
found convenient to number the stops o , 20, 40, 60 ,

80, so as to be able to read off the length of wire in
circuit, which is inside the box. Then , supposing
the
switch -armcontact
on theon third
stop
(marked
40 ), read
and
the
moving
13
of
scale,
you
would
off thus : 40 + 13 = 53 ins. of wire in circuit.
Yours truly ,

FRANCIS J. KEAN .
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that a dynamo shall supply the accumulator battery with charging
current
the assamea timeas
are asin use
when thisvolts
is done,
the
cellsatact
regulator.the lights
As long
the ; dynamo
are
slightly in excess of the back E .M .F . of the battery, the cells will

receive current and are being charged ; but if the dynamo volts

shoulddischarge
drop slightly
belowthethedynamo
back É .Mcurrent.
.F . of theIt battery,
the cells
will
and assist
is this condition
which is probably meant under the term " charging and discharging
simultaneously ." It must be remembered that if much current is
passing through the cells, their E .M . F . will be low , probably under
2 volts per cell, and, therefore, the whole battery will be on the
lightswill
in parallel
with the
the normal
dynarno,charging
and, therefore,
cells
only receive
current. theAsregulating
the volts
rise, the regulating cells will be cut-out from the lamp circuit ; but,
as stated and shown in diagram , they will then receive an excess
current, and, therefore, will rapidly attain fully charged condition
when they can be cut out of circuit altogether by the charging
switch. If the regulating cells are not cut-out, the current in them

Forest Gate, E .
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especially
first not
condition
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will directed
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complyingwith
directions therein stated. Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope " Query

Department." No othermatters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journalare replied to
by postunder the following conditions:- ( 1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's nameMUST b in
scribed on the back. ( 2 ) Queries should be accompanied,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (notpost-card )
should invariably be enclosed . ( 4 ) Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days
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Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
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can beguaranteed.
published . (6 The
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this columnto
cannotbe
) Allinsertion
Oueriesofshould
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The Editor, The MODEL ENGINEER, 35 to 39, Temple House,

Tallis Street, London, E .C .)
The tofollowingare
selected from the Queries which have been replied
recently: (8362)Accumulator Switchboard " SHORT CIRCUIT" (Stirling)
writes : Ro your reply to Query No. 8286 , I am sorry I did notmake

FI

myself
understood. I fear I cannot supply much more information
regarding accumulator switchboard , but am sending a more detailed
sketch of the course of current through same. I may say this is a
board constructed by the G . E . Co., and this is an exact copy of
the diagram sent with it. The makers claim for it that it is

possible
with this board to charge the whole of the cells while dis
charging through the lamps at the necessary pressure. Now , I

H
DISCHARGING

cannot see how this is possible ; but at the same time, as I pointed
out before , I think I see how the lamps could be lit at 110 volts

with
dynamosorunning
at 140battery
volts. isI have
in diagram
that whole
beingarranged
charged ,thevizswitches
., from
dynamo to E on switch C , through G to ammeter, through H to
positive of cells - of last cell to No. 6 on charging switch M , thence
to terminal
K on circuit.
switch D ,Thisthrough
fuse notice,
to negative
dynamo.in
Now
as to lamp
you will
with ofswitches
above position , has positive connection from dynamo at terminal G

on
switch C , thence through lamps and fuse to discharging switch N .
Assuming this to be on No. 2 , it reaches negative ofmain section of
battery, say 44 cells, then through the auxiliary sections of battery
to common negative, thence to No. 6 on charging switch M , and
through switch D to negative of dynamo. So that the current does
not,
as you say, oppose itself at any point, but auxiliary sections of
battery are thus thrown in series with lamp mains, and , being
twelve in number , would keep pressure right for lamps. But this
is not discharging as claimed by makers, and I want to know if,
in your opinion , this
intended toyoubesay
theshould
workingbe arrange
mentoftheboard
; or,is ifwhat
not, iswhatwould
arrange
ment of switches to charge and discharge at same time ? Also in
arrangement, as sketched above, the whole of current passing
through lamps enters battery at positive of forty- fifth cell and
passes through to negative of fifty -sixth cell,in conjunction with the
main charging current passing through whole of battery. Would
auxiliaries- - that is, forty- fifth to fifty -sixth cells - be uniformly
charged with remainder of battery, seeing that they have the extra
current from lamps passing through , or do the cells take a uniform
current in any case ? I hope I have mademyself clear this time.
An accumulator cannot discharge its current and receive current
at the same moment ; it must either be discharging or receiving
current, or else be in a state of balance-- that is, neither giving out

or receiving current. It is possible, however, to so adjust matters

CURRENT

COMMON WIRE >
CHARGING CURRENT >

query 8362
DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR ACCUMULATOR
SWITCHBOARD .
A , Ammeter ; V, Voltmeter ; C , D , Two Wall
Switches ; M , Regulating Switch ; N , Switch
for discharging : B , Two-way Switch for Volt
meter.

will
gradually drop to that proceeding to the lamps, because the
remainder of battery will attain a fully charged condition and no

currentwill flow through the cells.

19432) Model Locomotives. E . K . B . writes : I am i
model of L .B . & S .C . Railway single-driver “ Connaught," but am
unable to obtain drawings. Could you supply me with (1 ) a scale
drawing of elevation ; (2 ) a scale-drawing of front ? (3 ) I also
experienced great difficulty in obtaining a suitable colour for

painting
.B . & S.Cenamels
. loco . which
Is therecorresponds
any standard
Aspinall's a orL Maurice's
to the colour
yellow ofin
these
?
Weengines
gave drawings
of L .B . & S .C .R . single-driver in our issue of
August ist, 1901. We have no front view , but the width over
footplates will be about 8 ft. The rest might be obtained from a
photograph. Kindly refer to Col. Hamilton's letter in our issue of
May
15th , 1902, in which he says Maurice's Porceleine Company
willmake up any special shade for 58.
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·a little
[9694)information
GasBattery
. W the. R gas
. (Sheffield
writes us :in I theshould
about
battery) described
M . E .like
of
November 15th , 1902. ( 1) Will the case do made of pitch pine
instead of teak , which is so expensive ? I am told that pitch pine
will resist chemical fumes and moisture well. ( 2) I suppose that if
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ance of a model, and there should be no excuse for not employing
sizes and can be used in
made in different
. The spanners
them samemanner
each tool being double -ended .
as aarescrewdriver,
the
hole in the centre.

They aremade in tool steel and have a tommy

I standz ins.
thebelow
case onthea bottom
grid it will
amount
to the
sameas. carrying
the
sides
to allow
for air
circulation
(3 ) Please
state where I can obtain the porous pots for is. 8d., size, 11 ins. by

5 ins. by 2 ins. (4)What are the proportions of HCl. and H SO , ?
4 lb.mixed is prescribed.
(1) Pitch
pineofwillsufficient
do, if well
seasoned
; buttheit pressure
is difficultof tojoint
get
grained
boards
integrity
to stand
ing and retaining the mass. If such boards can be chosen , there is
no better wood for resisting chemical action , always remembering
that
the interior has to be lined with an insulating and acid-proof
coating. (2 ) A grid will certainly do if the box is made sufficiently
strong without projections ; this is doubtful. ( 3 ) Cannot say now .
Doultons, of Lambeth , London , used to make them and stock them :
have supplied the maker with scores years ago. No doubt they

still keep them , or will inform you on inquiry. (4) 1 lb . sulphuric
(H (9756)
SO ,) toWinding
7 ozs hydrochloric
(HCl.). Coil. H . O . H . (Liver
for
3
-in
.
Induction
pool) writes : I will esteem it a great favour if you will kindly help

me in the following I have started to make a spark coil, the core
ofwhich is a bundle of 22-S . W .G . iron wire, 81 ins. by in . I have
got about 3 lb . of 14 and 1 lb . of 18 D .C .C. wire; which of these is the
best
for primary to get best result, and how much to use ? What
size will the secondary be ? also the quantity in lb ., size and number

Box SPANNERS
FOR MODEL ENGINEER's Work ,
MADE BY MR. J. MACKENZIE .
They areof made
at and
uniform
of is.should
each , and
in ordering,Mr.a
sample
thehasbolts
nuts
toprice
beoffitted
be forwarded.
Mackenzie
sent
us
a
sample
the
steel
dies
he
supplies for
making special screws and stay bolts for the boiler of the under

type engine given on our last coloured plate.
PocketStreet,
Flashlights.
Birmingham , is supplying
Mr. G . Bishop,*Cheap
Mary Ann
cheap pocket flashlights, the price being is. sd ., post free, and
refills
each .at is.A better
quality,with
sliding switch and flat
lamps, rod.
are listed
9d ., post
free.

of condenser sheets. What size spark might I expect from it ?
No. 14-S.W .G . should usebe used
{ lb. will will
be
needed
lb.forbyNo.4tthe36ins.-Sprimary
.W This
.G . ;should
Condenser
be made. "upForofsecondary
sixty sheets of 318 ins.
give you
a spark length of about 2 ) ins. to 3 ins.

(9630) ModelWater-tube Boller. L .G . C.(Siracusa)writes :

1A
ATI
' " to

I have
the model
you more
some than
time
ago
andfinished
it has turned
out a Belleville
complete boiler
failure I wrote
If I raise
15 or 20 lbs. steam the tubes dry up and get very hot and make a
terrific noise which frightens us. I now intend making a boiler the
same asMr. Gilbert's model ( M . E ., June 15th , 1903). Whatwould
you recommend as regards material ? Copper and brass are the
easiest to be had here, and for my engine I require about 125 lbs.
pressure.
Would two a little smaller do as well ?
If we remember rightly, we did not approve of your idea of
making a model Belleville boiler. The circulation in this type of
boiler
is veryWeinferior
causing
to be
come dry.
cannot and
giveapt
you toanyreverse,
particulars
as tothethetubes
dimensions
Kindly let us have size of engine, speeds, and pressure, or horse
power required. You may use copper and brass for pressure up to
about 100 or 120 lbs. per sq . inch .
of the new boiler, as your letters of last year have not been kept

writes : Can you tell me what examinations there are coming off
in London for Elementary Machine Drawing and Design ? Which
is the best (if more than one) ? Where I must apply for full par
ticulars, and any other information likely to be of service to me,

Thanking
you for past favours,which havebeen many.
The examinations under the auspices of the Board of Education

(late Science and Art Department) are held in April and May of
each year, and full particulars can be obtained from this Depart.

ment
or from any technical school in your district. If you have
not been to any classes in Machine Drawing and Construction , or
have not received any instruction in this subject, we should advise

you to study for the Elementary Examination.

THE UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY Co.'s CHEAP
ELECTRIC SCARF Pins.
Electric Scarf Pins.
The Universal Electric Supply Company are supplying electric

scarf, battery
pins at the
low cost ofand3s.allcomplete.
This price
includes
connections,
pin
and very
orders should
be addressed
to the above firm at 60 , Brook Street, C -on -Medlock, Manchester .

The News of the Trade.

New Catalogues and Lists.

[ The Edi.or will be pleased to receive for retiet under this
heading,
samplesfor and
particulars
new betools,
apparatus,
and materials
amateur
use. Itof must
understood
that
these reviews are free expressions of Editorial opinion , no
payment of any kind being required of accepted. The Editor

have just issued a well got-up catalogue, describing their small power
gas and oil ofengines.
Thesizes
list isofspendidly
illustrated
andand
givesPad
full
particulars
the various
engines Messrs.
Hardy

reserves the right to criticise or commend according to the
merits of the goods submitted, or to abstain from inserting a
review
in any case where the goods are not of sufficient interest
to his readers.]
Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial inspection of the goods noticed .

*Box Spanners forModel Work.
By aid of the accompanying illustration , we are able to give

our
readers a very good idea of the usefulbox spanners which have
just been brought out by Mr. James Mackenzie, of 17, Benson
Avenue, East Ham . The spanners , now that miniature bolts and
nuts, being cheap, are so largely used by model engineers, should
make the use of bolts and nuts quite as convenient as ordinary
cheese-headed screws; certainly, tbe armer enhance the appear

Hardy & Padmore, Ltd ., Worcester Foundry, Worcester.

more manufacture, together with notes on “ Otto " cycle gas

engines generally. Price 3d . post free.
The General Electric Co., Ltd.,
71, Queen Victoria Street,
London , E .C ., have just published
a splendid catalogue (No. E ,1040 )
of their Angold arc lamps, comprising illustrations and particulars
of the innumerable patterns of lamps they supply and arc- lighting
accessories in general.

MR. WILLIAM CRAMP, A .M . I. B . E ., late lecturer on Electrical
Design at the Central Technical College, has joined the Crypto
Works Company, Ltd ., 29, Clerkenwell Road , E . C ., as electrical
duties will be to supervise the manufacture and
His first
expert.
development
of repulsion motors of his own design for monophase
working, and up -to-date continuous current enclosed motors.

The Model Engineer and Electrician ,
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H . L . W . (Liscard ).--- Thank you for your letter,
which we have read with interest.
1 A . L . G . (London ). Thanks for your appreciative
W E have no doubt many of our readers have
letter and your suggestions. The latter coincid
with our own intentions, and will probably bee
perused with much interest the description
carried out in due course.
of the Rev. Mr. Bredin Naylor's inodel
T. M . (Wakefield ). - We cannot say exactly what
steam turbine, as given in our last issue. This
ingredients are used in this cell. See “ Electrical
article is of especial value, because it is the record
Batteri
es " for information re dry cells.
of work actually carried out and notmerely a design
L
.
.
C
.
B
(Wakefield ). - Thanks for your kind offer,
on paper which might, or inight not, be a working
Asmost of the requests to which you refer require
success. That model turbines have a decided prac
special information to fulfil them , we do not think
tical value is clearly shown by Mr. Naylor's con
your services would quite meet the case. You
cluding remarks as to the performance of his own
might, however, make your offer to the members
of one of the localmodel engineering societies.
model under steam , and we trust that other inge
nious readers will experiment in the samedirection .
Turbine-propelled model steainers and turbine
Notices.
driven model dynamos now seem to be quite within
Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
The
the bounds of reasonable expectation, and we shall
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
be very pleased to hear of further successes in this
only , and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address. It

The Editor's Page.

attractive branch of model engineering.

Now that our readers are again getting busy in

should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expecced or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do

their workshops, we would like to repeat a piece of

so by making an appointment in advance.

advice that we have on more than one previous

Order.

occasion found it necessary to print. It is simply
that they should , when sending orders to our adver
tisers, not only state their requirements as clearly
as possible, but should not omit to give their own
names and full addresses. This advice may to some
seem superfluous, but that it really is necessary may
be judged from the fact that we have received by
the same post letters from two of our advertisers
each stating that they have a number of enquiries

and orders on hand to which they cannot possibly
reply by reason of their correspondents' carelessness
in omitting their names and addresses. We hope
the hint will be taken to heart by those whom it

This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per
annum ,payable in advance. Remittances should be made by Postal

Advertisement ratesmay be had on application to the Advertise

ment Manager .
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c ., for review , to be addressed
EDITOR,
toTallisTHEStreet,
“ The Model Engineer," 35 to 39. Temple House,
London , E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Model Engi
neer," 35 to 39 , Temple House, Tallis Street, London , E .C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to the Publishers, Dawbarn & Ward ,
Limited , 6 , Farringdon Avenue, London , E .C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York , U .S .A ., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed.

Contents .

concerns.

[The asterisk (*) denotes thatthis subjectis illustrated.)

reply, but you omitted to enclose the usual
stamped addressed envelope.

J. H . (Jedburgh ). — We much appreciate your in
teresting note.
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H . A . B . (Lowestoft). It is impossible to say that
any one firm is the best in England. There are
dozens of first-class marine engineering firms in
the country, any one of which would probably
enable you to get the training you require. To
quote a few names, wemay mention Armstrong ,
Mitchell & Co., Newcastle-on- Tyne ; Vickers,
Maxim , Barrow -in - Furness ; Palmer's, Jarrow
on-Tyne ; the Fairfield Shipbuilding Com
pany, Glasgow ; Denny & Co., Dumbarton ;
Yarrow & Co., London ; Harland & Wolff, Bel.
fast. There are plenty of other good firms on
the Clyde, and on the North -East Coast. The
question of premium paymentdepends very much
on your own requirements, and on the arrange
ments in force at the particular works you wish
to enter. We noted your request for an early

A Model
Armstrong Gun , with Travelling
Carri

:: : : :

Answers to Correspondents.
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A Double -Cylinder Model Launch Engine.
By W . Dodd.

M

Y model two -cylinder launch engine wasmade
IVI after a design published in THE MODEL
ENGINEER some time ago , and has taken

me about three years to complete. The two cylin

crank bearings are bored in , and are in . long
The piston-rods are 5- 16ths in , diameter, 4k ins. long
between centres. The connecting-rods taper from
1 in . to 5- 16ths, and between centres measure

ders are cast to

3 13-16ths ins.

gether, and are
-in . bore , and
it -in . stroke.
There are about
175 parts, and
186 nuts, bolts ,
and studs in
its construction.
Thecylinders are
cast-iron , lined
with brass, and
the bed has brass

long. The diam

bushes let in and
bored in their

places. The con
Decting-rods are
also fitted with
brass bushes.
The crank
webs are coun

eter of the cross .

head pin is
5 - 16ths in ., and
the valve rods
3 - 16ths in .

The pillars are

- in . diameter,
7 1. 16th ins.
long between
cylinders and
bedplate, and
the engine has
eccentrics if ins.
diameter inside,
11 ins. diameter
over the flanges ,

ensure steady

fin . thick , with
i in. groove .
The eccentric
straps are 4 ins.
long between

running , and the

centres.

steam chest and
covers are separ

dimensions

ter-balanced to

ate castings so
that the valves

may be set by
sight.
The steam
ports are 3- 16ths
in . wide, and

in . long, the
exhaust port
being 5. 16ths in .
wide, and, of

The leading
of

the model are
as follows :
Full height of
engine 15 ins.
I.ength of
engine - 14 ,
Width of

engine - - 8 ,
Cylinders,

centres -2 ,
Cylinders,length
MR. W . Dodd ' s MODEL LAUNCH ENGINE.
over all 6 .,
course, the same
length as the
The cylinders
steam ports. The crankshaft is in . diameter with i are fitted with two lubricators, and, as will be seen
4 in . throws, the total length being 101 ins. The į from the accompanying photographs, the eccentric
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rods are forked at the ends, and are attached to
curved links of the ordinary launch engine pattern .
The flywheel is 64 ins. diameter and is i in . wide,

the rim being grooved for a belt.

November 5, 1903.

The Society ofModel Engineers,
( Reports of medings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par .
ticular issue received a clear nine days before its actual
date of publication .)

London .

INTERESTING developments have recently in the

Machinery Hall of the Edinburgh Museum of
Science and Art in Chambers Street. Two of the
working models of the engines, constructed in the

FUTURE MEETING . – The ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING will be held on Thursday, November 12th,
in the Committee Room of the Holborn Town
workshops of the museum - viz., a vertical com
Hall, at 7 p .m . At this meeting, the election
pound marine engine and a locomotive engine, were | of the officers for the ensuing session will take place,
and any alterations in the rules may be
brought forward . — Henry GREENLY, Hon .
Sec., 2, Upper Chadwell Street, Myddelton

Square, London , E .C .
Provincial Societies .
Liverpool. — The last meeting of this
Society was held on Saturday, the roth inst.,
and comprised a Conversazione and show
of models , etc.; about thirty -five members
and friends being present. The meeting
terminated at about 9. 30 p .m . - S .MARSHALL,
Hon. Sec.

Oldham . - The monthly meeting of the
Restaurant , on Tuesday, October 20th , Mr.
Bodden in the chair , and was very well
attended . Mr. Buckley had on view several
parts of a scale model loco, including side
frames and cylinder castings. Mr. Penlington ,
who had a large number of patterns on view ,
has promised a paper on “ Pattern Making "
for next meeting. After an interesting dis
cussion , themeeting closed at 10p. m . with a
vote of thanks to the Chairman. - H T .
Watson , Hon . Sec.
Tyneside. - Members and friends of this
Society are particularly requested to note that
the next and future meetings will be held
at the Rutherford College Bath Lane, New
castle. The next meeting will be held on
Saturday, November 7th , at 7 p.m . As this
meeting begins a new year, it is a favourable
opportunity to join the Society. A good
show of models is being arranged for, and
visitors will be heartily welcomed . - Thos .
BOYD, Hon . Sec., 128, Dilston Road , New .
Oldham Society was held at the Oriental

MR. W . Dodd's MODEL LAUNCH ENGINE. (Another View .)
so arranged that the visitor could set them in
motion by pressing a button, the motive power em
ployed being electricity obtained from the city
electric mains. Arrangements have now been com
pleted for showing a model of a horizontal Corliss
engine in motion. This engine is also driven by an
electric motor, but instead of using a continuous
current motor, as in the case of the other two en
gines, a variation has been introduced to illustrate
the conversion of continuous current into alternat
ing current, the use of three -phase induction
motors, and the transmission of electric energy by
three-phase current. The educational value of the
exhibits is enhanced by exposing all moving parts

as far as possible to view , and also by reducing the

speed by means of suitable gearing so that the rela
tive movements of all the parts can be readily
studied ,

castle.

A CRACKED bell may be improved by sawing or
brought together by the vibration of the blows of
the tongue.
A CIGARETTE Model. - A ?Cardiff firm has con
structed a cigarette model of the new Town Hall,
and has induced the Mayor to make an official in
spection of it. The model is 9 ft . long and more
than 4 ft. high . It presents the southern aspect,
and there are worked into it more than 25,000 of
the firm 's cigarettes.
At a meeting of the American Society for Testing
Materials , held recently , the Committee dealing with
the subject of cast- iron discussed the size, method
of casting. & c ., to be recommended for the “ arbi
tration bar.” It was decided to recommend a it-in .
round bar, 15 ins. long, cast on end, the bar in test
ing to rest on supports 12 ins. apart.

filing the ruptured edges so that they are not

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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The Great Eastern Railway
“ Decapod .”
COME little while ago we published a photo
D graph of Mr. James Holden 's unique experi
ment in the way of a tank locomotive for
suburban traffic . He has lately sent us a working
drawing , from which we have made the accompany.
ing sketch .
The ten -wheels coupled engine has proved itself
capable of attaining the required speed in the given
time, and has a very high acceleration . However,

we understand from reports which have been cir
culated that no more of the same type are yet to be
built, presumably owing to permanent way diffi
culties. The principal dimensions of the engine are
as follows :

435

Mean tractive effort (mean effective
pressure taken at 80 per cent. of
boiler pressure)
.. .. 3639,,507
Adhesion at 500 lbs. per ton ....
125 lbs.
lbs.
Besides the peculiar design of connecting-rod for
the inside cylinder and the cranked leading axle,
one thing strikes us as a new development in loco
motive practice. The engine, as it will be seen , has
a domeand this contains the regulator in the usual
way. The drawing, however, shows that the dome
is not directly open to the boiler, but is cased in at
the bottom , and is fed by two perforated tubes
which extend along the barrel of the boiler. An

other point in connection with the design is that
the Ramsbottom safety valves are provided with
compression springs instead of the usual pattern
where the spiral springs are attached at each end
and are in tension .

THE GREAT EASTERN TEN -WHEELED COUPLED TANK LOCOMOTIVE.
ft. ins.
.. 15 67
..
::
Length of barrel
is between tube plates ..
. . 15 103
.
Mean inside diameter
.. 5 3
Working pressure, 200 lbs. per sq . in .
1
395 steel tubes, external diameter . .

Boiler :

Firebox shell :
Width outside

..
Length outside
Inside firebox :
Copper, plates k-in . thick
..
Length inside
Width inside

.

76 91
97

..
..

:: ::

"

.

.

firebox

..

0 0

..

7 0

Grate area

131*7 ,

. . 3010 '0 , "
. . 42.0 , ,

Total

..

Cylinders :
Three high -pressure - two outside ft . ins.
frames and one between frames on
centre lineof engine
..
. ....

.

Centres of outside cylinders
Wheels :
Ten (all coupled ), diameter ..
Wheelbase (equally divided ) ..
..
Length over buffers g . .
Total weight in workin order
Adhesive weight

..

..

straining, and leakage, involving repairs. The
extent to which the activity of the heating surface
may be increased by removing the steam bubbles
is strikingly shown in locomotives, which can be
worked at three times the rate when running as
when fixed on a stationary foundation . It is very

probable that the economy which is claimed in con
marine boilers is due to the improved efficiency of
the heating surface, caused bymore effective circu.
nection with the use of live steam -heated feed in

lation , which , during the process of steam raising,
is of a very defective character, owing to the large
amount of dead water which lies at the bottom of
the boiler. A similar difficulty is experienced in
Lancashire and Cornish boilers, the water in the

..

: :: :: :

Diameter
..
Length of stroke

to maintain a uniform temperature throughout the
boiler prevents the stresses which often exist from

differences of temperature, especially when raising

Bronze stays, i in , diam .
.

A VIGOROUS circulation of thewater in a steam
boiler is desirable for two reasons : it increases
the efficiency of the heating surface by removing
the bubbles of steam from the plates , and by tending

steam , and which frequently give rise to serious

Heating surface :
External heating surface of tubes 2878 .3 89 . ft.
.

Circulation in Steam Boilers,

..

0 24

lower part often being considerably under boiling
point after steam pressure is raised . To overcome
this objectionable difference of temperature the

19

8

. . 37 9
. . 787 tons
781 tons

water in marine boilers is often circulated artificially
by means of the feed pumps, and in boilers of the

Lancashire and Galloway type special circulating
devices are occasionally applied for a similar pur
pose .
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The Latest in Engineering.
Interesting Railway Relic . - Seventy yearshave
passed since the trials took place of three locomo
tives constructed as the result of a competition pro
moted by the then Liverpool and Manchester Rail
way Company. The last of these, the “ Novelty,"
has just been discovered at Rainhill. The three
engineswhich took part in the trials of 1829 were the
“ Rocket," constructed by Stephenson , the “ Sans
Pareil,” by Hackworth , and the “ Novelty," by
Messrs. Braithwaite & Ericson . The “ Rocket ”
obtained the premium of £500 , as the most suitable
locomotive to run on the line, having attained a
speed of 29 miles per hour. The greatest speed of
the " Sans Pareil ” was less than 23 miles, and the
“ Novelty " had only covered three miles when the
joints of the boiler gave way . At that time the
Rainhill Gas and Water Company's premises, which
adjoin the railway at Rainhill Station ,were occupied
by Mr. Melling as engineering works, Ericson and
Melling being friends. The former left the “ No
velty " there after its failure to gain the prize. The
“ Rocket ” and the “ Sans Pareil ” are both in

South Kensington Museum , but the whereabouts of
the “ Novelty " could not be traced until recently,
as a stationary
still working
was foundhaving
when itthe
been removed. This inte
wheels

engine,
resting relic will, in all probability , be placed side by
side with its contemporaries at South Kensington.
High - Speed Electric Locomotives. Th moest
important point in connection with the renewed
trial trips at high speed of electric locomotives on
the Berlin -Zossen Railway is associated with the
strength of rails to resist the stress caused by vibra
tion . The new rails over which the speed of 118
miles has been attained in Germany are of 80 lbs.
The number ofsleepers has been increased to 45 per .
100 ft. of line. Guide rails have been laid for the
whole length of the line to a height of 2 ins. above
the level of the track rails. The voltage of the

electric current is 13,500 , and it is transmitted along
eight miles of railway. There are two types of
vehicle in use - one purely a locomotive, the other a
self-propelled car with seats for a number of pas
sengers. In the original experiments the vehicles
carried transformers to reduce the voltage of the
current to about 500 volts at the motor, but later
the idea has been to work at much higher voltage,
although not quite at the full pressure of transmis

sion - 13,500 volts. This greatly reduces weight,
the electric locomotives capable of attaining this
speed being little more than half the weight of the

which are operated by 29 levers ; making a total of
74 working levers. The frame also contains nine
spare spaces, providing for future alterations. The

centres of the levers are only 21 ins. apart and so

take up a very little space. The air is used at a
pressure of 70 lbs. per sq . in ., and the current re

quired to operate the valves is 15 volts 4 amps.

The valves which control the air passing to the
motors are attached to the motors. By this means
the movement of the signals or points is simul
taneous with the movement of the lever in the
signal-box . The facing points, locks, and bars on
same are worked by the one lever. The whole of
the points and signals are not yet brought into use ,
as the four roads into station are not completed ;
but these will be all connected up shortly . It is
interesting to note that the saving in the number
of levers compared to those in the Severn Junction

recently described in these columns.
Central Station Driven by Wind Power . - In

the course of a lecture by Mr. P . La Cour, delivered
before the technical congress at Copenhagen , the

author described a device which he has adopted for
obtaining a driving speed independent of the wind
pressure as follows : - A vertical belt runs from the

pulley of the wind motor to a pulley on a counter
as the output of the dynamo exceeds a certain limit
the vertical belt begins to slip, and by this means
it is possible to keep the generator speed within pre
determined limits. As an additional precaution an

shaft, this being supported by a balance. As soon

overload cut-out is provided , and a minimum cut
out opens the circuit whenever the wind pressure
falls below a certain limit. The author went on to

say that a small power station built on these prin
ciples has been continuously running at Askov since
October, 1902, and furnishes current for 450 lamps.
As a reserve a small petrol engine has been installed .
The initial cost of the plant is given at £800 .

Lubrica.ion of Engines using Superheated
Steam . - Professor Watkinson, in a recent paper on
“ Superheated Steam ,” says that in starting a new
engine, or one with new piston rings, it is not ad

visable to attempt to use highly -superheated steam
until the valves, cylinder, and piston rings have
acquired a glassy surface. If the superheat for the
first few days be kept at, say, 40° Fah ., there should
be no trouble, and after this time the superheat
may be gradully increased until themaximum super
heat suitable for the engine is attained . The above

The speed

precautions are especially important in the case of
engines having a high rotative speed . When the

is got with light trains with very little passenger

accommodation ;, but even so , the results suggest

valves, cylinder, and piston rings have acquired a

that 100 miles an hour is within the bounds of prac
ticability with existing permanent way - excepting
only guard rails and electric conductors.
Electro - Pneumatic Signals at Bolton.

to be absolutely necessary. The author of the
paper states that he has had an engine under
observation for a considerable period , which is

large steam locomotives now in use.

Bolton West Box, Lancashire and Yorkshire Rail
way, was opened on September 29th last. The
whole of the signals

and points are operated by
electro-pneumatic power, installed by the Westing
house Brake Company, of King's Cross, London .

glassy surface, internal lubrication does not appear
now running most satisfactorily without internal
hubrication, although the temperature of the steam
is 500° Fah .

The junction is controlled by 101 signals, which are

A New Allan Liner. - It has been authorita
tively stated that the Allan Line Company have
placed an order with Messrs. Workman & Clarke,
Belfast, for the construction of a large steamer for

operated by 45 levers. There are 43 pairs of points,

their Transatlantic trade, which is to be fitted with

15 facing points, locks and bars, and 16 fouling bars,

tnrbine engines.
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taper turning consists of part (6 ) in the sketches
as the shank of ordinary centre, a sliding piece (a ),

Workshop Notes and Notions.

having a tail at the back turned to the same taper

(Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based
workshop experience.

and the centre. Fig . I shews a section through the

Accepted
on their own
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired , accord .

plate 6, which has V 's cut in the front. Into the
V -slots a sliding piece (a ) is fitted so that it is a
steady working fit, and this being tapped to take a
hardened steel centre (Fig. 3 ). The centre should
have a square filed on it for tightening up with
spanner. To turn any required taper, all that is.
needed is to slacken the centre and shift along the

ing to merit. All matter intended for this column should be

marked " WORKSHOP " on the envelope.]

Holes for Fitting Taper Pins.
By P . G . HEPWORTH .
Having, on several occasions, had to ream out
small holes for the purpose of fitting pins, I herewith
submit the following method , which , beside saving

nut (a ) to the required position and tighten centre
again , this operation locking the whole. It is

time, gives a most perfect fit at once, without mak
ing the holes taper.
Suppose we have to fit up the motion links for a

advisable to mark a line on the nut, and on the face

of the plate, in the exact position for parallel turn

model locomotive, and the pins are 3-16ths in , and
in ., respectively . Having first obtained steel of
this size, which should be bright and the finished
size, we first file the end to a square taper (as shown

A TAPER- TURNING
ATTACHMENT FOR

Fig . I.

THE TAILSTOCK .

A :- - - I LOGINU

IXILL

RFAMER FOR HOLES FOR Taper Pins.

Fig. 3.

in drawing) and finish the same with sharp corners ;
then temper the steel a light straw colour as far as
the cutting edges extend. By fixing it in a screw -die
wrench, we can then proceed to ream out the
holes, which will be exact size of the pins required .
I have made use of this method for holes from
1- 16th in . to fin . with great success.

- --

Screw -heads.
By F . H .
The ordinary screw -head has a nasty habit of

-

Fig . 2.

ing. I have given no dimensions , as these will
giving way in the head , and generally at times when I have to be made to suit the size
of lathe. There is
we are hurried ; and getting
the screw out, when part of PLAN OF HEAD . FIG . 2. - CUTTER.
FIG 4.— SCREW Key .
the head at one side of the
nick is missing, is not one of
the nicest jobs. The screw

nicked as shown in Fig. I will
cure such troubles. The nick
is milled in with an annular
cutter (Fig . 2 ), and Fig. 3
indicates the two positions of
the cutter for this operation .
The key for the screw is
shown in Fig . 4, and Fig . 5
explains how an ordinary
milling cutter is used to mill
out the hollows at the end.
This cutter and the annular
one should , of course, be of
the same size .

As it is absolutely impos

FIG . I.

sible with ordinary usage
to damage these screws in the heads, they may often
be used to advantage in place of square-head or
square-hole screws. Headless screws, or “ grub
screws ” ( Fig . 6 ) may have a similar nick . - Ameri

can Machinist.

Fig . 3.

Fig . 5.

FIG . 6 .
one thing to watch , and that is to have the flat bar

thick enough so that it will not bend when work is
tightened up between the centres in taper turning.
I may say that I made one of these appliances for
a large lathe about ten years ago, and it is in use
yet.

A Taper Turning Attachment for the Lathe.
By J. N .

This very useful little article for those whose lathe

tailstocks are not provided with a set-over for

To soften copper or brass, heat to a low red heat
and plunge in salt water.
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Experiments on Electric Oscil

lations and Waves.
By R . P . HOWGRAVE-GRAHAM, A .I.E . E .
(Continued from page 246 .)

LODGE'S " SYNTONIC JARS ” EXPERIMENT.
THE form in which this experiment is usually
presented is roughly as shown in Fig. 20 ,
where J, and J, are a pair ofsimilar Leyden
jars, Jı arranged to discharge across the spark

gap G and through P , a single circular turn of
copper.
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the centre or some point near it a spark occurs
with every discharge of Ja.
As the slider leaves the centre and approaches
the opposite end of the rod , the sparks gradually
lessen and then die out altogether.
The explanation is that the position at which the
sparks occur most frequently is that at which the
secondary circuit is tuned or syntonised with the
primary ; the natural period of the secondary has
been adjusted to that of the primary by means of
the slider B , which , as it moves up and down the
wires, obviously varies the self- induction of the
whole circuit.

This being the case, each succeeding impulse in
either direction " heaps up " the oscillations in the
secondary circuit, as by small
impulses we can heap up the
vibrations of a heavy pendulum ,
and , as the alternating potential
difference between the coatings
of the jar gathers strength , the
latter " overflows” and a spark
bursts across the little gap
thereby relieving the pressure .

In Fig . 20 I have shown the
connections of this experiment,

till

but have substituted for the
hanging lip of tinfoil a small ad
justable spark -gap A - a slight
but convenient modification . I
will now give a short descrip
tion (illustrated by Figs. 21
and 22) of a simple and effec
tive way of making the neces

change
Fig . 20 .

The oscillatory field produced by P induces
E . M . F .'s in another turn of copper S , one end of
which goes to the outer coating of the jar J , and the
other to W7, one of a pair of long parallel wires a
few inches apart. The other wire, W , is connected
with the inner coating of the jar, and a sliding
bridge-piece of copper B connects the two parallel
wires together at any desired point. In Sir Oliver
Lodge's original arrangement a small strip of tinfoil
is attached to the inner coating of Ja, and passes
over the lip of the jar and down the outside until it
nearly touches the outer coating.
The whole receiving circuit is mounted on a
board so that it can be slid nearer to or further
from the primary or sending circuit.
The experiment is best performed with an or
dinary induction coil used with a make-and-break
rather than with alternating currents, as there is
no great object gained in this case by a very rapid
succession of sparks. Dr. Lodge originally used a
Wimshurst machine, but a coil is greatly superior
unless the machine is large enough to charge the
jar with great rapidity after each spark .
· Having set the primary circuit going, the distance
between the two circuits is adjusted carefully until

the required conditions are fulfilled , when , on slowly
moving the slider B from one end of the rods W ,
w , to the other, the following phenomena are ob
served :
At the extreme end, the secondary circuit seems
entirely inactive, but as the slider gradually ap
proaches the central position a few sparks of the
same colour and nature as those at G , pass between
the outer coating of J , and the hanging lip of tin
foil. These get more and more frequent, until at

sary apparatus for showing
the experiment of “ syntonic jars.” B is a base
A socket is made
board 20 % ins. by 6 ins. by
in B , and into it is glued an upright U of hard
wood, 16 + ins. by 2 } ins. by # in . rounded at one
end to a curve of 71 ins. radius as shown .

The

15
E

.

S

2
4
Bk
"
- - 20 .

Fig. 21. .
centre of the socket is 38 ins. from the end of the
board and i in . from the back edge. Having
secured the upright to the baseboard , so that 16 ins.
of its length stands clear thereof, obtain 12 ft . of
soft copper or brass strip fin . wide and 1-64th in .
thick .
Though it is better to get soft material at once ,
hard brass strip may be softened by coiling it in a
flat spiral, tying it round with iron wire, heating it
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in a fire to a uniform cherry red , and then plunging
it into cold water. Now bend a 63-in , length of
the strip into the form shown at S , S, S . One-inch of
one end lies flat against the bottom left-hand edge

of the upright, then the strip bends round in almost
a complete circle of 15 ins. diameter, passes over
the rounded top of the upright, lies flat again for
i in . on its opposite edge, and then runs straight
along the baseboard for 15 ins., stopping short / in .

from the end. A straight piece P , 174 ins. long, of

439

upright by a terminal at each end and screws at the
• The whole of the secondary circuit, connected as
shown in Fig . 20 , is arranged on a board and can be
slid nearer to or further from the primary as des
cribed ; but we have an additional adjustment by
top.

the length of the little spark gap A , which may
either be made with small adjustable screws or may
simply consist of two pieces of soft copper wire

attached to the two terminals and arranged to be
separated or approximated by bending. Any strip

left over may be used as a slider, but an ordinary
piece of thick bare copper wire is, perhaps, best.
If the tuning point does not comenear the centre

of the horizontals, the self-induction of one or other
of the circuits may be increased or lessened by
lengthening or shortening the wires from the jars
to the circles. This is done by preference in the
primary circuit. Further alteration may be made
by bringing the go and return wires nearer together,
or separating them further apart, so that their en

closed area is varied .

K - 8"
Fig . 22 .

There is another and a very pretty way of show
ing the importance of syntony. The necessary
apparatus has all been described , and the experi
ment is easily fitted up .
P ( Fig. 23) is one of the square coils of six or seven
turns described in a previous article, and used for

induction experiments.

Jy, one of a pair of Leyden jars, is arranged to
discharge across the gap G and through the square
primary P , which has been previously described
It is advisable to lay a strip of ebonite, mica, or
for transformation experiments and through the
.
B
P
and
self-induction coil L , which consists of a dozen or
micanite between S and B , and between
more
turns of copper 6 ins. in diameter. The
The circle is secured to the upright by a ter 1

the same material runs along the board parallel to
and 4 ins. from S .
minal, is screwed to
the rounded top of

the upright, and is
again fastened to it at

the right-hand of the

lower end by a screw
which
is wrongly
drawn as a terminal.
lts straight continua
tion is fixed to the
baseboard by two or
three screws passing

through the metal and
the ebonite and
screwing into the wood .
The second horizontal
P is similarly fastened ,
and in both cases flat
headed screws, with
countersunk
holes,
should be used , as the
slider must meet with no obstacle on the strips.

A second terminal is fixed, as shown, to the left.
hand end of P .
Before fitting the metal portions, the woodwork
should be varnished with shellac or brown hard.
The primary circle is made larger, that its self

FIG . 23.

copper should be stout to avoid unnecessary damp
ing of the oscillations.
The secondary coil S , which is similar to P, is
connected in series with J2, the other jar E , a 6 - or
8 -volt medium current lamp,and C the long variable

induction may be more nearly equal to that of the
secondary circle, together with half the area of the

self-induction coil wound on a wooden cylinder.
The connection from E to C is flexible, and can
be moved up and down the coil C from end to end.

space between S and P .
For the primary, the baseboard is 8 ins. by 4 ins.
by in . The upright, otherwise the same, is i in .
longer than that of the secondary, and the circle,

E will remain quite dark when the tapping wire is
at the extreme ends of C , and will get steadily
brighter as it is moved towards the middle, where

which is 16 ins. diameter, is simply attached to the

it will burn at full power. If now , while it is thus

When matters are adjusted as to distance, etc.
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brightly lighted, J , and C be entirely done away
with and E be connected straight on to S , it will

refuse to light up at all,
importance of tuning, for
expect that the addition

thus showing the great
we might at first sight
of a considerable self

induction and a Leyden jar in series with E and S
would choke the current down rather than im
proving matters.
Sometimes one is fortunate enough to be able to
upset the tuning by drawing the coil L out or
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How to Make a Dynamedical
Machine.
By G . E . MORTLEY .

pressing its turns together, thereby varying its self
induction .
(To be continued .)

(Continued from page 418.)
N EXT in order comes the commutator. This is
made in the manner described by Mr. Avery
in his instructions for building a tramcar
motor, contained in M .E . for May and June, 1899 .
It will be noticed that the connections from arma
ture winding are drawn through holes drilled right

A Well-made Model Railway Bridge.

through both fibre and brass. After winding, the
connections are soldered in and a light cuttaken off
method

THE accompanying illustrations are of a model
1 railway bridge recently built by Messrs. W .
J. Bassett-Lowke & Co. for one of their customers.
The scale is -in , and design and particulars are

taken from some of the long-span girder bridges on

face. This
of connecting gives the finished
armature a neat appearance, and dispenses with the

uncertainty incurred where the connectionsare made

bymeans ofscrews. For holding the segments on to
fibre, twelve countersunk screws will be required
two for each segment. In the experimentalmachine

A MODEL LATTICE GIRDER BRIDGE, BUILT BY MESSRS. W . J BASSETT-LOWKE & Co.
the Caledonian Railway. The model carries a
single track only . The girders are about 5 ins.
deep and 14 ins. wide over the flanges. The whole
is built up of thin strips of sound wood , and fastened
together with brass pins to represent rivets ; every

piece of wood was painted three coats before putting
together. The floor, which is carried on cross
bearers, is only 3- 16ths in . bare thick , but is so
strong that it is quite easy to drive nails into the
centre of it. The track is laid on sleepers, and
ballasted up in the usual way. This being a some
what novel way of building model bridges, we think ,
perhaps, it might interest some readers.
In America , water automobiling promises to be

come as popular a sport asmotor car driving on land ,
since the appearance in New York waters of Mr.
Lewis Nixon's automobile boat Standard , which is
said to be capable of speed in excess of forty miles
an hour. The Standard is on her way to the great
lakes, where she is expected to settle the question
of supremacy with the Adnis, another remarkably
speedy craft. The two boats have had a prelimi
nary brush , but its outcomewas not decisive.

made by the author all screws, & c., were made from
brass and steel rod ; but these could be pro
cured from any of the advertisers in this journal.
Mr. Avery, who supplied castings and materials for
this machine, would , no doubt, be pleased to quote
prices to those who intend fitting up a similar one.
In building the commutator, proceed in this
fashion : - Cut out a vulcanised fibre disc a trifle
over 17 ins. in diameter and 3-16ths in . thick, and a
ring of brass of same external diameter 3-32nds in .
thick , and having a centre hole in . diameter.
Space out for the twelve screws equi-distant apart on
a pitch diameter of 1 in ., and sink the heads 1-32nd
in . below surface of fibre. Now screw up hard and
cut six radial slots 1- 32nd in . wide through brass
ring. Hammer strips of mica into the slots, using a

touch of shellac varnish for additional security :
then centre in chuck , and take a light cut off face.
Before removing from chuck a t -in . hole should be
drilled through the centre of disc, and the inside of
ring turned true. Six small holes, about 1 -32nd

in . diameter, should be drilled right through fibre
and brass close to the edge of commutator to take
armature connections. Now slip commutator over
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shaft, lock against armature nutby means of a thin

If the lugs have been filed properly, the armature

nut in front, and true up all over.
The next operation - i.e., fitting the bearings — is,
perhaps, themost interesting of any. Wehave only
allowed '015 all round between armature and pole
pieces ; but this will be ample if care is exercised .

should set exactly in the centre of tunnel. It is
very probable that this will not be the case ; but a
little judicious filing will put matters right. Each
bearing should be treated separately in this way,
and if this is done properly the armature should run
quite freely when both bearings are screwed up
hard . Dimensions of the screws for bearings will
be found on the working drawings.
The brush -holders should be turned from 5- 16ths

It is a very common thing among amateurs to make
a rough guess as to where holes will come in bearing

seats, and then to file out the screw -holes in bearing
cannot be too strongly condemned . Not only does
it stamp the whole machine as being badly made,
but, in the event of vibration loosening the screws,
the result may be disastrous.

feet until the armature is central. This practice

in . brass rod to the dimension given , and fitted with
The fitting of dynamo is now completed, and we
can turn our attention to the driving mechanism .

nuts and screws.

The hand-wheel is made
from a casting similar to
that used on small, hori
zontal engines, but with
a groove turned in rini
and a small handle fitted .
In turning the groove the
wheel should be mounted

in self-centering chuck,
using the drill jaws grip
ping outwards against the
inside of rim . Too much
pressure should notbe put
on wheel, or it will be
forced out of shape. The
sides and face of rim
should be turned , and a

groove cut in periphery
to an angle of 60 degs.
Before removing from
chuck the boss should be

turned and bored . The
boss should be drilled
11- 32nds in ., and carefully
enlarged with a small bor

ing toolin slide-rest to fin .
The pillar calls for no
special remark ; but ex
treme care should be

exercised in getting the
stud a good fit in boss of

wheel. The hole in pillar
for stud should be drilled
7 -32nds in ., and tapped
out 1 in . brass thread.
For the contact-breaker we shall require a disc of
vulcanised fibre, 2 ins. diameter by in . thick .
This must be mounted in three -jaw chuck and one

A MODEL LATTICE GIRDER BRIDGE A VIEW FROM THE ABUTMENTS.

But to proceed with the fitting : - Wind a strip of
notepaper tightly round armature so that it will
just push hard into tunnel. Wind a number of
complete turns on , or armature will not be central,
three layers of thick note being about sufficient.

It is essential that armature should fit quite hard
the bearings over journals, and, if the bore hasbeen
properly centred , the feet of bearings should exactly
coincide with the lugs on carcase. Carefully file the
ends of lugs until the feet touch them all over, and
then chalk them . Now take an 11-64ths drill, and ,

in bore so as not to permit of rocking the shaft. Slip

side faced up.

An annular recess , if ins. outside

fin . inside diameter, and 3- 32nds in deep , should

now be cut, and finally a centre hole should be bored
out to 21-64ths in . diameter and tapped with fin .
brass thread. In tapping this hole the headstock
of lathe is turned by hand, feeding up the back
centre of lathe against the end of tap, but taking
care not to put any undue pressure on it. By this

means a perfectly true thread is obtained . Now

holding bearing down hard on to lugs, put drill
through screw -holes and twirl it between finger

take a piece of brass of suitable dimensions for the

and thumb. Treat the other bearing in the same

recess.

manner, taking the utmost care not to disturb the
armature in any way until the marking-out is com
pleted . Centre-punch accurately as possible the
marks made by twirling the drill ; then drill

9 -64ths in . to a depth of in ., and tap out No. 3
B .A . Next screw one bearing in , and put armature
in position .

contact ring , and turn up to a good hard fit in
It might be mentioned en passant that vulcan

ised fibre should be dried thoroughly before working
up, as the contraction in dry , hot weather is very
considerable, and in the present case would cause a
bad fit between contact-ring and the fibre disc in
summer. The ring should be secured by two No.
6 B .A . countersunk screws put in from the back .
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Two copper gauze brushes connected with terminals,
and bearing on diametrically opposite points of
contact-breaker, cause the current to pass through
the ring, and by interrupting the circuit between
the brushes the self-inductive effect is obtained .

The “ breaking " is accomplished by means of
fibre pins (driven through both ring and fibre disc )
passing under the brushes. By arranging the
brushes so that they may be moved across the face
of contact-breaker, different rates of break may be
obtained , thus allowing adjustment of inductive
effects. It will be seen that the ratios of breaks are
as 1 : 2 : 3 : 6 : and, of course, the less frequent
the break , the greater the extent to which the
machine is magnetised , and, consequently, the
stronger is the shock . By moving the brush levers
so that the brushes press on outside of fibre disc, or
on inside of brass ring, the circuit between the con
tact-breaker terminals is opened or closed respec
tively . This arrangement permits of machine
being used either as a series or shunt motor.
Next take in hand the baseboard . This should be
made of mahogany or walnut, fin . thick. Care
fully mark out for screw -holes and pillar, and cut

grooves underneath for connections to contact
breaker. A slot if ins. long is cut for pillar ofhand
wheel to take up stretch in driving band, and a
piece of 3-16ths in . brass is screwed on top of base
board for pillar to bear on .

For the handles we shall require two pieces of

18 -gauge cycle tube, each
in . diameter by
34 ins. long . These should becentred in chuck , and
a series of fine grooves turned inside to a distance of
in . from the ends. This ensures a firm grip for the
fibre plugs. Face up each end before removing
froin chuck . To make the plugs four discs of fibre
in . thick, two being & in . diameter and the other
two if ins., will be wanted. These should be
thoroughly dried and turned for
in . length
to a hard fit in tube, then driven in and
turned up to shape. They may then be driven out
again and tubes sent to the platers. Eighteen
inches of flexible cord - preferably green in colour
will be required for each handle. Both ends should
be bared for a length of fin ., and the ends of insula
tion whipped round with green silk or fine green
covered wire to make a good finish . The strands of
wire at both ends should be soldered together.
The method of connecting to handles is as follows :
- First cut a small groove down one side of the two
largest plugs ; then tie a knot in each cord about
in . from one end. The cord is now slipped through
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colour ; or, better still, have it stove-enamelled
Elswick green . As only the carcase and hand
wheel require enamelling, any cycle-maker would
do this for a few pence.
Now we may turn our attention to the winding .

Taking the F .M . bobbins in hand first, drill a
small hole in one inside bottom corner, and after
having made a small hole in the side of former to
correspond, place bobbin ends and clips in posi
tion , and screw on removable side. Now take a
piece of fibre 1-64th in . thick long enough to go
round bottom ofbobbin , and of sufficient width to
turn up about in . each side, thus forming a flange
all round. To do this neatly, the fibre should be
cut half-way through from the back where it is to be
flanged . Lay the strip in place, making the ends
meet in the middle of one of the clips, and give it a
coat of shellac varnish ; then put a strip of thin
mica all round, no flange being necessary for this.
At first sight there seems an unnecessary amount of
work here ; but itmust be remembered that we are
insulating for the induced voltage and not only for
the eight volts which themachine gives as a dynamo.
The bobbins are wound with 22 D .C.C., and by
careful winding it is possible to get 187 turns on each
bobbin in eleven layers of seventeen turns per
layer. In starting, leave about 3 ins. to spare for
connecting up and , mounting the former between
lathe centres, turn it slowly from you with the left
hand, letting the wire feed through the right hand to
give the requisite degree of tension . The fingers of

the left hand should be used to “ bow " the wire
inwards, the result aimed at being to keep the
bobbin as square as possible.
A very neat finish can be given to the final layer
by fitting a strip of 1-64th in . fibre over previous

layers. The finishing end of wire should bebrought
through a small hole on the outside of bobbin ( top

corner) leaving about i ft. for connecting. When

starting the second bobbin it should be remembered
that, although the direction of winding is the same,
the connectionsmust be brought out in such a way
as to make them “ right and left."
To make this plainer, in winding the right-hand
bobbin , start on the right-hand side and bring the
wire along the short side or back . In the right
hand bobbin start on the right-hand side as before,
but lay the wire along the long side or bottom .
After winding the bobbins, the ends should be
coiled up into helices on a mandrel about $ in .
diameter, and the wire varnished lightly with
shellac varnish . This will require another coat

the hole in plug, so that the knot comes inside of

when dry ; but, in the meantime, we may proceed

handle, this protecting the connection from injury
in the sharp pulls which it will undoubtedly get.
The bared end is laid in groove, so that when the
plug is driven home the end of cord is pinched tightly
between the tube and plug.
The next and final piece of fitting will be the

with armature.
Even greater care must be exercised in insulating
than with the bobbins. Two pieces of well-dried

bobbins. The ends are made from fibre 1- 16th in .
thick, and the clips for holding them in position
from 24-gauge tinned iron. Carefully fit the bobbins
to pole-pieces with the clips in position , and mark
them " right " and " left " to avoid trouble when
assembling the machine. A wooden former with
one side detachable should be made to wind these
on . This should be a shade larger than pole -pieces.
It would be a good plan to enamel the machine
before starting the winding, as this will avoid delay
in waiting for enamel to dry. Aspinall's enamel
will do for this, a dark green being themost suitable

fibre 1-64th in . thick should be cut similar in shape
and dimensions to the laminations, but with centre
hole large enough to slip over shaft and clamping
nut, the latter of which should have been previously
turned down to in , diameter. The shaft and nut
should also be protected . Next fit a strip of fibre

in each slot of sufficient width to cover bottom and
two sides, and long enough to project 1-64th in . be

yond fibre end plates. At the corners a small piece
protection .
The armature will be wound with No. 26 D.C .C.
in six sections of three layers per section , and as the
sections are " overwound " this will make six
of silk or I.R . tape will be needed as a still further

layers per slot, which will just nicely fill up. The
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By G . E . MORTLEY.
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method of winding is as follows : - Mount armature
between centres with commutator to left hand .
Then , having slipped a piece of fine india -rubber
tube in . long and 1- 16th in . outside diameter about

3 ins. from end of wire, wedge the end of wire into
one of the slots with a piece of wood . Bring the
wire tightly round the next slot towards you, having
first slipped the tube along so that about 1- 16th in .
in length lies along slot. Lay wire tightly along
slot, and back along slot next but one from you.
Continue to wind until the bottom layer is com
pleted ; then cross over at commutator end, and
start the second layer in a similar manner. Put on
three layers in this way, testing each one for leaks,
and finish off by twisting the two ends together.
It is difficult to make the process clear by de
scription ; but the modeller will find no great
difficulty when he comes to this part of the winding.
A very thin piece of mica should be laid along slots
between the two sections, and also where the
different sections cross at the ends.
When all the segments are wound, the binders
should be put on . Lay a piece of silk tape round
the groove turned in armature core, and wind
tightly over this a layer of tinned copper wire

28 S .W .G . Each binder should be neatly soldered
and the ends cut off close. Next untwist the start
ing and finishing ends, which, it will be remembered,
were twisted temporarily together. Leave, how
ever, about two twists for appearance sake. Stand
ing at commutator end of armature, bring the
starting end of one section to the right, and twist
together with the finishing end ofnext section .
Treat all the connections in a similar way ; then
slip commutator into place, and secure with lock
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wearing through. This strap should be long enough
to cross, as an open belt has not sufficient grip . The
band round stud wheel and dynamo pulley need
not be crossed, as the higher speed reduces the
amount of stress, and, consequently , liability to
slip . In both dynamo and contact-breaker the
brushes should be rolled up from copper gauze and
helical brush Springs made from hard brass or

German silver wire about 30 S. W .G .
A piece of baize or velvet glued on bottom will
greatly enhance the appearance of finished machine,
and, incidentally, will be the means of avoiding any
unpleasant interviews with the lady of the house
on the score of scratched tables.
The maker will now be eager to test his model,

and this should prove themost interesting operation
of any. First the machine should be tested as a
motor. Test off a constant voltage of 10 or 12 ,
both as a shunt and series machine, noting the
position of commutator in each case, input in watts ,
and speed . The test will be much more complete
if a brake test is also taken , but to get accurate re
sults in such a smallmachine, requires a considerable
amount ofskill. In driving models, etc., from motor
the stud wheel makes a very convenient inter
mediate gearing.
A very unlooked -for effect obtains by cutting out
the F .M . circuit (by means of brush -levers), and
applying a pressure of about 4 volts to shunt ter

minals. The machine — if armature is fitted nicely
— will run by residual magnetism in F .M .'s, and
attain a terrific speed , probably 10,000 or 12 ,000
per minute ; but the lightest touch of a finger on
pulley will be sufficient to stop it working. A
moment's thought will make the reason clear. Since

nut. Bring the connections one segment to the

the magnetic field is so weak, the high -speed is

right, and after having bared and tinned the ends,
push them through the holes made to receive them

E .M .F . to
necessary to obtain a sufficient backnecessary
to
“ choke back ” all current above that
overcome friction . If the machine is given any
work to do, the extra current taken by armature

in commutator end ; solder in

place.

The

armature may now be mounted between centres ,

and a light cut taken off face of commutator. The
varnish , each coat being dried at a temperature of
about 150 degs. F .
This concludes the fitting and winding, and we
may set about assembling machine. Slip bobbins
on pole-pieces with starting ends at bottom -pulley
end. These should be coupled up with a small con
nector, consisting of a piece of brass rod 3- 16ths in .
diameter and 1 in . long, drilled end to end with a

armature should receive two coats of good shellac

1- 16th in . hole , and fitted with a small setscrew } in .

from each end. If the bobbins do not fit tightly , it
would be advisable to drive a fibre wedge between
under side of bobbin and yoke. One of the finishing
ends should be bared and clamped behind nut on
bottom brush -holder, and the remaining one carried
along in a groove underneath baseboard to the con
tact-breaker and clamped under one terminal. The

other terminal should be connected to top brush
holder.

Next place armature and bearings in position ,
and screw dynamo in place on baseboard . Fit on
stud and contact-breaker and fix terminal board in
such a position that the brush -levers clear contact
breaker by 1- 32nd in . The hand -wheel pillar should
he screwed down securely in end of slot nearest to
dynamo so as to allow a maximum adjustment for

stretch of driving band. The latter consists of a
length of stout porpoise-hide bootlace. The ends
should be scarfed and sewn with shoemakers' thread ,
pulling the stitches down below surface to avoid

reacts on field -magnets to such an extent as to
destroy the effect of residual magnetism .
Now as to testing as a dynamo. If the modeller
is the happy possessor of an engine of sufficient
power, matters will be sinplified . If not, hemust

rig up an arrangement for driving from lathe and
bribe a small boy to supply power. In the writer's
case, a vertical engine, I in . by it ins., supplied
with steam at 50 lbs., was inounted on a board to
gether with machine, and theband from hand -wheel
transmitting power from an itins, diameter engine

pulley to smallest stud wheel.

It would , how

ever, be an advantage to have a rather larger
engine.

Themachine, if properly made, should give 8 volts
1'25 amps., running at about 3000 revolutions per
minute, and its possessor should find no diffi
culty in charging 8 -volt accumulators with a slight

increase in speed . When using the machine for
shocking, the operator should always begin slowly ,
and run up to speed gradually to suit patient, as
the current is intermittent rather than alternate ,

and effects of sudden shocks are not always bene
ficial and never pleasant. A much wider range of
application is obtained by placing a switch in F .M .
circuit arranged so that the two coils may be put in
series or parallel. In this case, the coils — which
should then be wound with 23 S . W .G .
would, of course, be put in series when running
as a dynamo, and in parallel for purposes of

shocking
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This concludes the description of the machine,
and I may leave it to the reader to think out the
innumerable applications to which it may be put :
it only remaining now to wish those who intend
building it as much enjoyment as the writer

max bimplenic

experienced in so doing.
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Miniature Model Locomotives,

CARDB

CARDBOARD and wood are very popular mate
U rials with those who have not the facilities
formaking working model locomotives in the
orthodox way ; and , although we have from time to
time illustrated and described model
locomotives built in this manner, for
general completeness and small size

Mr. J. Whitmore's models would be
very hard to beat.
The engine illustrated in the upper
most picture is a model of a London

and South -Western outside cylinder
express engine, built to a scale of
3 -16ths in . to a foot. It is a working
model so far as it runs on the rails, fin .
gauge, and the outside motion and
inside valve rods work with the wheels
when in motion . The wheels and

axles only were turned in a lathe, all
the other parts made with a penknife
and simple tools, the whole

com

prising 720 separate pieces. The
height of the model is 27 ins., from
rail to top of chimney, the photograph
being one-third full size ofthe engine.
The two other views depict a model
L .B . & S.C .R .bogie tank locomotive,
and No. 527 - a mixed traffic engine on
the L . & S. W .R ., respectively. The
former is 7 ins. long, 2 ins. from
the rail to the top of the chimney,
gauge ij ins., driving wheels it ins.,
bogie wheels in . The L .S. W .R . engine
comprises 1,050 separate pieces,and is

GLYNDE

13 ins. long over all. The height is
3 ins., and gauge i 5 -16ths ins., the
driving wheels being lins.
Wehave seen thesemodels, and only
regret that the reflections in the shining
paint prevent a really good photo
graph. " The engines are extremely well
made, and to give them a further
interest are provided with the usual
cab fittings.
Mr. Whitmore points out that he is
represented as standing in the cab of
the L .S. W . R . mixed traffic engine,
and says that it has puzzled a good
many of his friends to understand how
he got there. Perhaps our readers

will be able to solve the mystery ,
THE AUTO-MOTOR SPEED RECORD
BROKEN. – AtNottingham , theHon . C .
S . Rolls, on a big racing Mors car, re

cently lowered his own record timeof 27
secs. for the flying kilometre over the
Welbeck course. His best time in four

Mr. T . WHITMORE's MINIATURE CARDBOARD MODEL LOCOMOTIVES.

If any M . E . readers should find difficulty in
following out instructions, or require additional
information , the writer will be pleased to render
any assistance within his power through the corre
spondence coluinns of this paper.

runs over the measured kilometre was
26 2-5ths for the distance, equivalent to
a speed of 84 '73 miles ( 136 -36 kiloms.)
per hour. This beats Baron de Forest' s

timein Phænix Park , Dublin , by 1-5th second, al
though at the time of the issue of the Irish figures
the speed in miles per hour was incorrectly given
officially at 85.9 m .p .h . A kilometre in 26 3-5ths
secs. works out at 84 .09 m . p. h .
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A Design for a Three- Phase

November 5, 1903.

head, the three vectors may be compounded as

Induction Motor .

follows : - Produce OC in the opposite direction to
that indicated by the arrow , and mark off a part

By Geo . R . GRIEVE .
DEFORE proceeding with the method by which
D the design of the motor may be approached ,

be at its amplitude at this instant, then compound
ing by the parallelogram of forces, the resultant OE

an outline of the general principles involved

tive value of OB at the same instant, gives the re
sultant OG of the threee vectors ; 90 degs. later OA is
at its zero value : therefore, only B and C have to be

OD equal to OC at the instant considered . Let OA

will be necessary in order that the several points to

be taken into consideration in the design may be
Suppose a coil of wire to be suspended in a mag
netic field which is capable of rotation . According

is obtained ; this compounded with OF , the nega

better appreciated.

to Lenz's Law , when the field is rotated currents are
the motion which produced them ; hence, the coil
will turn with the field , so as to prevent a change
induced in the coil in such a direction as to oppose

ec.

Fig . 3. - STAR .
considered , their resultant being arrived at by again
compounding by the parallelogram of forces, taking

care, however, that the vectors represent the cur

rents in the right direction . It will be observed
that when OA is zero , OB is equal to OC ; but it is

Fig . 1.
in the flux passing through it . With continuous
currents a rotary magnetic field is impossible of
attainment unless the coils producing it are also
rotated , and a single- phase alternating current
merely produces a field which oscillates along a
fixed line. Polyphase currents, however, offer a
ready means by which a rotary magnetic field may
be produced without rotating the coils carrying the
inducing currents. Reference to the diagram (Figs.
I and 2) will make clear the manner in which this
revolving field is obtained .

positive, whilst OC is still negative.
In this manner, then , a magnetic field is induced
due to the resultantof the three currents, and it has
a continuous rotary movement. As the field rotates
eddy currents are set up in the rotor bars in such a
direction that, in trying to maintain them in the
same position relative to the field , a continuous
torque is exerted on them , and they are pulled
round in the same direction as the field . Since
these eddy currents depend on the rate of change in

the number of magnetic lines encircling the bars ,
it will be evidentthat the speed of the rotor can never
attain to the speed of the field , otherwise there
would be no rate of change in the flux ; hence, no
currents would be induced in the bars, and , conse
quently , no torque exerted on them . The differ

ence between the rotor speed and the synchronous

M

Fig . 4. - MESH .

Fig . 2 .
The three vectors OA , OB , OC , represent those three

speed is termed the slip , and is usually expressed as

a percentage of the synchronous speed.
The power factor of the motor is an important

currents with a phase difference of 120 degs., each of
which sets up a magnetic field , although it is the
resultant of the three fields which exerts the torque
on the rotor bars. Now when the vector OA has
attained its amplitude in a positive direction , the

it is the ratio which the true watts bear to the ap
parent watts. When there is inductance in the

vectors OB and OC are considerably less than A ,
if the positive direction be indicated by an arrow

that to obtain the power of the circuit, it will not
multiply volts and amps. together
do to simply currents.
obtain the true watts

but equal to each other, and in a negative direction ;

quantity, and should be kept as high as possible ;
circuit , the current lags behind the voltage, and ,
therefore, attains its amplitude at a later period, so
as with direct

To
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By G . R .Grieve.
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the apparent watts — the product of volts and amps.
- must be multiplied by the cosine of the angle by
which the currentlags behind the E .M .F .; the greater
this angle of lag , the less will be the power of the
circuit ; and conversely , when there is no inductance
in the circuit and the power factor is unity, the true
watts are equal to the apparent watts.
The design of an induction motor must neces
sarily depend on the conditions prescribed at the
outset, whilst other quantities required in calculat
ing the exciting powermust be arbitrarily fixed and
verified afterwards. Consider a 1 h .-p . three- phase
induction motor, 250 volts at a frequency of 30
cycles per second ; the synchronous speed to be 600
r.pm . The duty of the stator coils is to produce
a magnetic fux, which shall pass radially from the
stator, traverse part of the rotor, and re-enter the
stator in a radial direction ; and the number of
turns in series per phase must be such as will produce
a back E .M .F . equal to the voltage of supply, which
depends on the method of connecting the motor
across the mains. In Figs. 3 and 4, the methods
generally used are shown — the star and the mesh
connections. If a mesh connection be used , con

ductors of a smaller sectional area will be required
phase will be equal to the linked voltage; whereas,

than for a star arrangement ; but the voltage per

in a star connection the phase voltage is only V=3
of the linked voltage. In proportion to their size,
the amount occupied by insulation in small motors

is greater than that required for largemachines, and
a star connection will be found more suitable for
this reason .
The calculation of the exciting power may be
considered a transformer question , and the turns in

series per phase will be given by
1 z = 445 NT X 10 8
Where & is the back E .M .F . generated in the pri
mary coilwhen an alternating current passes through
it, and N , T, and n , are respectively the total flux
per pole, the number of turns in series per phase,
and the frequency in cycles per second. In apply
ing this formula to an induction motor another

quantity has to be dealt with called the breadth co
efficient. . S . P . Thomson gives this coefficient
9 = sin . 1
IED
where is the difference in phase between the
centre of any coil and its outermost conductor on
either side, and the formula becomes
$ = 445 4 NT= x IO-8
is obtained .
from which T = 5
4 :45 9 Nn

Now the E .M .F . of 250 volts is the linked pres
sure - that is, the voltage across any two lines of the

system . In a star connection the linked pressure
E = J3 e, where e is the phase pressure, although
The back E .M .F ., which the stator coils have to
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perimeter. The angle between the centre of any
coil and its outermost conductor is 20 degs., and
sin . 20° = '342 ; to obtain
the breadth co

efficient, sin. 20° must be divided by

expressed

in radian measure =
2

18 = -35 radian.

= .07.
. : . 9 = sin . 1 - *342
*35
Assuming a total flux emanating from each north
pole at 75 X 10 * C .G .S . lines, the number of turns in
series per phase can now be found by inserting the

values in equation 2.
137 '25 X 108
T =

- = 1412 turns.

4:45 X '97 X 75 X 10" X 30
As this result is not an exact multiple of 18, 144
turns per phase will be required , from which it fol
lows that there will be sixteen conductors per slot.

In order to arrive at the dimensions of the slot, it
will be necessary to know the current in each con
ductor ; then assume a suitable current density ,
found, and allow for insulation and slack .
The power in a three-phase system , whether star
or mesh connected, is given by the formula .

from which the cross-section ofthe conductor may be

W = 3E I cos. 0.
E and I being the linked values of the E .M . F . and
current respectively , and a the angle by which the

current lags behind the E .M . F ., according to the
inductance of the stator coils ; from this the current

13 EcW os, a is obtained .
As the motor is designed to give i b.h .-p . the
amount greater, depending on the efficiency of the
value of W in watts will not be 746 , but a certain

machine. For such a small motor an efficiency of
80 per cent. at full load is a fair average to take ;

and, assuming a power factor cos. O equal to .86 , the
full load current I will be
900

= 2:42 virtual amps.
13 X 250 X 8644
Working at a current density of 1000 amps. per
I =2

square inch , the nearest size of wire which will carry

this current is No. 17 S. W .G ., and by arranging the
conductors as shown in the detail (Fig. 5) the
dimensions of the slot will be as follows :
Conductors (4 X '056 ) = ' 224 in .
Insulation
= '125 »
Slack
= '0875 ,,

4365 in,
width of slot = 7- 16ths in ., and allow in .
for the depth .
The next dimension to be found is the internal

the linked current is equal to the phase current.

diameter of the stator,which dependson the number
of poles and on the flux density B . Although the

phase pressure less the
produce,must be equal to the
volts lost due to the resistance of the stator coils .
Allowing about 5 per cent. drop in potential

magnetic lines of force are not distributed uniformly
round the perimeter, owing to distortion , they may
be assumed to follow a sine law and an average
value taken for ß . With an average value of the
flux density equal to 13000 lines per sq . cm ., the
polar area will be
N 75 X 10* = 250 sq . cm .

& = (250 x 3 ) - 5 per cent. = 137•25 volts.
A suitable number of slots per phase will be 18, or
54 in all, and reference to the winding diagram will
show that the winding of each phase is divided into
three parts, each occupying six slots, or 1- 9th of the

B 3 x 103
and as the speed and frequency are such that they

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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imply a six -pole design, the totalinternal area of the
stator will be 1,500 sq . cms.
TDL = 1,500 sq . cms.
:. DL == 1,500
ī = 477'7 cms.
If the diameter be taken at 30 cms. = 11.8 ins.,
the length of the stator will be 15'9 cms. = 6 .26 ins.

There are fifty -four slots all round the perimeter,
amount occupied by the slots = 23 62 ins.; that
occupied by the iron is (7 X 11 8 ) = 23 .62 = 13:48
ins., and the width of iron between each slot is

and as the width of each slot is 7- 16ths in ., the total

S = '24.in.
In deciding the radial depth of the stator laminae,
there are several aims which oppose each other, so
that a compromise must be effected , and the depth
taken which will give the most economical results.
If a large area be allowed for the path of the lines,
the reluctance of the path will certainly be reduced ,
and, consequently, less power expended on the
excitation of the field ; but when this aim is pushed
too far a rather heavy stator will be the result. The
weightmight be lessened by making large slots, but
the effect of doing so entails long narrow necks of
iron between the slots, forming a high flux density ,
which is undesirable, because of the great loss of
power that would occur due to hysteresis. C . P .
Steinmetz has given a formula connecting the loss

in ergs per cubic cm . per cycle and the flux density B
h = wßl·6

Where w is a constant = '0015 for Swedish
wrought iron . When the length of the stator is
already known, the matter is simplified by allowing
a value for B within the limits which have given
good results in practice, then dividing the total flux
by the flux density, and the result by the length of
the stator, the depth will be arrived at. Let B be
equal to 5,500 C .G .S . lines per sq . cm ., the cross
section of the stator will be
75 X 102 + =_ 135 sq. cms.
5, 500
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it is entirely surrounded by iron . It has someadvan
tages over the other two, but they may be entirely
counterbalanced if the iron next the air gap is not
machined down to the merest shred , because of the

excessive magnetic leakage which would take place.
For motors under 10 h .- p. this filament is made about
'Imm . It will be obvious that any flux which
emanates from the stator, and which does not enter
the rotor, or any which completes its circuit without

re-crossing the air gap into the stator again , is
simply a leakage flux , and does not contribute to

the power of the motor ; for this reason not only
should the coils be as near the air gap as possible,
but the air gap itself should only be of such length
as is consistent with the proper mechanical running
of the machine ; 1 mm . is the usual length adopted
for motors up to 40 h.-p.
( To be continued .)

The Junior Institution of Engineers.
THERE was a large attendance of the members
1 on the 17th October, when the Vauxhall New
Bridge Works were opened to the visit of this In
stitution. Mr. W . C . Copperthwaite, M .Inst.C .E .,
Bridges Engineer, L .C .C ., who showed the party
over, first went through the drawings, explaining
all the important features of design and themethods

adopted in executing the work , so far as it had pro
ceeded . The running of the cableway erected for
removing the old bridge and for building operations

on the new , was demonstrated , an excellent bird 's
eye view of the works being obtained from the
suspended cage in which the visitors were conveyed
across the river.
The new bridge will replace the old bridge opened
in the year 1816 , which was the first iron bridge
built across the Thames. It consisted of nine cast
iron arches, each of 78 ft. span , with stone piers
and abutments. With the increase of traffic the
bridge, being only 30 ft. 6 ins. wide, proved too
narrow , and in 1895 the London County Council

. W = '0015 X 30 X 964,100 X 17,860 x 10-7

obtained an Act for its re-building. The new
structure, when finished , will have five steel arches,
built upon granite masonry piers and abutments.
The centre span will be 149 ft. wide in the clear,
the two intermediate spans 140 ft. 4 ins., and the
shore spans 130 ft . 6 ins., respectively. The work
at present executed consists of the masonry of the
piers and abutments of the new bridge, built to a
level of 9:75 ft. above 0 .D . The foundations are
of concrete , carried down , in the case of the abut
ments, to about 18 ft. below 0 .D ., and the piers

= 77 .5 watts = 8:6 per cent. of input.
The following table gives values of Bl•6 for
various values of B , and the hysteresis loss in

about 30 ft .
At the conclusion of the visit, on the proposal of
Mr. A . F . M . Gatrill, member of Council, a vote of

watts per cubic cm . per cycle for wrought iron.
81.6 Hysteresis loss in watts

thanks was passed by acclamation to Mr. Fitz
maurice (Chief Engineer, L .C .C .), and Mr. Copper
thwaite for all the arrangements which had been
made for the reception of the members.
The Journal of the Western Society of Engineers
contains a description of the latest experiments in
aerial gliding by Mr. Wilbur Wright. The machine
sustained 165 lbs. to the horse- power as contrasted
with about 30 lbs. in the flying machines of Maxim
and Langley . In Chanute's experiments the angle
of descent for the machine was 71° to 11°, but Mr.
Wright succeeded in gliding at angles of 6° to 7º,

and the depth 135 = 0'14 cms. = 3:6 ins.
1599
The formula W = '0015 wß1.6 x 10 -7 gives the
watts lost in hysteresis per cubic cm . of iron at a
given frequency and flux density ß . Let L be the
length of the stator, D the mean diameter of the
laminae, d the depth of iron , the total contents of
iron in cubic cms. will be
À DIL = 3:14 X 39-14 X 9'14 X 15'9 cub . cms.
= 17,860 cubic cms.

2 ,500
3, 000
3,500
4 ,000
4 ,500
5 ,000

5,500
6 ,000

273,300
365, 900
468, 200
580,000
700 ,000
828 ,800
964, 100

1,111,000

per c .c . per cycle.
"00004
'0000548
'00007

'000087
'0001

000124
000144
'000166

In Figs. 6 , 7, 8, are shown different types of slot,
that in Fig . 6 being known as the tunnelled slot, as I and even in one case at an angle of 5 .

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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Prize Competitions.
Competition No. 34 . - A prize of 12 2s. is offered
for thebest design for a “ MODEL LOCOMOTIVE REGU
The
LATOR AND STEAMPIPE ARRANGEMENT.”
closing date for this Competition is December 15th ,
1903.

Competition No. 35 . - A prize of £2 2s. is offered
of MODEL ENGINES.” The closing date for this
Competition is December 15th , 1903.
Competition No. 36 . -- A prize of 62 2s. will be
awarded to the reader sending in the best article
on “ MODEL ENGINE DRIVING," the closing date.
being December 31st, 1903.
Competition No. 37 . For Foreign and Colonial
Readers only . - In order to encourage our readers
across the seas to let us know more of their model
making achievements, we offer a prize of the value
of £2 25. for the best description of “ Some MODELS I
HAVE Made.” The models described should be
illustrated by photographs or drawings, or by both .
for the best practical article on the “ LUBRICATION

If sufficient entries are received , we will give a fur
ther prize of £1 is. for the second best description ,
and in any case we will give a consolation prize of
ros. 6d, for each unsuccessful entry which we think
sufficiently interesting to insert. If preferred , we
will, in this Competition , send goods to the value

of the prize, and each competitor should state what
form hewould like the prize to take in the event
of his being successful. The closing date for re
ceiving entries will be March ist, 1901.
Competition No. 38 . -- Weoffer a prize of 12 25.
for the best article on “ MEASURING AND MARKING
OFF TOOLS AND HOW TO MAKE THEM .” The
closing date for this Competition is December 31st,
1903.
Competition No. 39 .-- A prize of 42 2s. is offered
for the best design for “ À MODEL HORIZONTAL
STEAM ENGINE.” Closing date, January 15th ,
1904.
Competition No. 40. - A prize of 12 2s. is offered
for the best design for a " STATIONARY BOILER."

Closing date, January 15th, 1904.
For further particulars of the above prize Com
petitions, readers will please refer to page 364 of
the issue for October 15th .
GENERAL CONDITIONS FOR ABOVE COMPETITIONS.
1. All articles should be written in ink on one side
of the paper only .

2. Any drawings which may be necessary should
be in good black ink on white Bristol board . No
coloured lines or washes should be used The draw
ings should be about one-third larger than they are
intended to appear if published .
3. The copyright of all photographs entered in
connection with any Competition must be the
sender's own property, and a signed statement to
this effect must accompany same.

4. The copyright of the prize articles to be the
property of the proprietor of THE MODEL ENGINEER,
and the decision of the Editor to be accepted as
final.

November 5, 1903 .

5. The Editor reserves the right to print the
whole or any portion of an unsuccessful article
which hemay think worthy of publication, upon the
understanding that remuneration is given at the

Editor's discretion in proportion to the length and
merit of the matter used .
6 . All Competitions should be addressed to The
Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 35 to 3 ?, Temple
House, Tallis Street, London , E .C ., and should be
marked outside with the number of the Competition
for which they are intended . A stamped addressed
envelope should accompany all Competitions, for
their return in the event of being unsuccessful. All
MSS. and drawings should bear the sender's full
name and address on the back .

A Model Traction Engine and
Threshing Machine.
By R . W . WRIGHT.
THE model traction engine here described was
designed and made entirely by myself - in
fact, everything with the one exception , the
pressure-gauge, which is of the “ Bourdon " pattern .
The boiler was copper -flanged and riveted , and well
soldered at all joints. It has internal firebox with

twelve {-in . brass fire tubes, expanded in with
expander made for the purpose .
The firebox has about } in. water space all round .
The chimney is hinged to turn down over the smoke .
bore i in . stroke, and is steam -jacketed , containing
stop valve, safety valve, throttle valve, and slide

box door. The cylinder is a made-up one, it in .

valve. The drain cocks were also fitted passing
through steam jacket space to inside of cylinder
proper. The steam chest is also jacketed all round ,

the steam being taken through a baffle pipe running
along the top of the boiler, inside, emerging through
boiler top close to cylinder jacket , to which it is
fastened by flange and screws. The joint is thus
always in view and get-at-able.
The crankshaft is carried on bearings bolted to

riveted box -shape frame screwed to boiler . This
frame also carries pump, intermediate gear wheel.

stop valve lever, and levers for shifting gears. The
engine is fitted with link motion reversing gear ,
with quadrant and lever in tender ; in fact, all
levers were worked from the footplate, these in
cluding stop valve lever, reversing lever, brake
lever, lever for throwing road gear out from crank
shaft, two levers (one for each road wheel pinion )
enabling either or both road wheels to be in or out of
gear at the same time to suit requirements when

rounding corners or awkward road working , pump
supply regulating valve, injector water and steam
regulating valves, regulating valve for steam water

lifter to fill tank, steering wheel, cylinder cocks lever ,

ash-pan lever, also the usual full set of boiler front
fittings - namely , two try -cocks, water-gauge with
three cocks, whistle, pet-cock to start pump, and
pressure gauge. The engine also has blow -off cock
spring balance to safety valve, steam blower and

filling hole, the cover of which took the form of a
lock-up safety valve.
The back -pressure valve for injector is shown on
boiler barrel in photograph ; the back - pressure
valve for pump is exactly similar , and on the opposite
side of the boiler barrel.
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The steering is worked by means of worm and
casting screwed to boiler with a corresponding cast.

worm -wheel. The fore carriage is a cup-shaped
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made from patterns made by myself. The driving
wheels were fitted with gear rings, and inside the
inner side of wheel, into which the pinions are
engaged or disengaged by means of the levers
already referred to . These pinions are on a counter
shaft running across the firebox front, the bearings
for which were carried in plate brackets screwed
to boiler. Besides steam water lifter for filling
tank , provision ismade to fill by hand in the form of

a funnel-shaped projection placed at the side of the
tank, having a hinged cover. This also forms foot
step for man at steering wheel. The governors
were fitted with rein rods to regulate speed . The

RWWodel
.'sMMR
MACHINE
THRESHING
AND
ENGINE
Traction
right

hauling hook or eye is adjustable for height.
The crankshaft and connecting-rod were made
from hard forged steel. The big end is fitted with
brasses held in position with strap, jib , and cotter ;
the small end of rod has gudgeon pin with each end
working in gunmetal blocks, which work between
two steel guide bars on each side of piston -rod .
The flywheel was made up from rough casting

taken from scrap heap , the spokes being reduced to
correct section. The rim , which was square, was
turned down, and a forged iron hoop shrunk on ,
and then turned to correct section . The brake is
a band round a drum fitted to one road wheel boss,
and is applied by means of cranked screwed shaft.
The road wheels have the usual diagonal plates on
the tyres. The engine is painted and lined , with
brass bands round boiler,making a very handsome
inodel. Hexagon nuts were largely used in the
construction , and these were made by myself. The
total length ofmodel is about 2 ft.
The model thresher was built to a scale of in . to
the foot from one of Messrs. Ruston Proctor's ma

chines, and was made with a little assistance from
a friendly woodworker in putting the frame to
gether. The whole of the interior has the proper
working parts.

We are informed that provisional arrangements
have been made for amalgamation of Messrs.

Cammell & Co ., of Sheffield , with Messrs. Laird
Brothers, Limited , shipbuilders, Birkenhead . The
Laird business, originally founded in the year 1827 ,
has since been successfully carried on by members
of that family. Messrs. Laird's famous works

possess many advantages, having dry docks, deep
water, and appliances and facilities for the con
struction , launching, and repairing of vessels, and
to meet present and contemplated increases in the
size of ships, both for naval and mercantile pur
poses, an important extension is being made ad
joining the present property .
As a result of the decision of the Belgian State
Railway authorities to use steel rails of a much

longer length than hitherto, producers in that
country are busily engaged in adapting their plants
to meet the new requirements. La Société de
Couillet will shortly be able to turn out rails 60 ft.

long, and La Société d 'Ougree and Les Acieries
d 'Angleur rails measuring 78 ft. in length .
ANOTHER RECORD RUN ON THE L . & N . W . RAIL

WAY. — The train in which the King returned from
Balmoral to London on October 7th ran through
ing to work into same fitted to axle of front wheels
in a way that it will accommodate itself to uneven
roads. All wheels, including gear wheels, were

from Carlisle to Euston , a distance of 2994 miles,
without any stop in exactly the schedule time. The
train was drawn by two engines, one of them being
the “ Queen Alexandra."
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Practical Letters from our
Readers,
[The discussion
Editor invites
readers to make use of this column for 'he fu !l
of matters of practical and mutual interest. I etters
may be signed with a nom -de- plume if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached ,

though not necessarily intended for publication .]

Miniature Tools.

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , I was much interested in the picture

and description of miniature tools given in The
MODEL ENGINEER of September roth , but I must
beg to dispute their being the smallest tools in
the world , as I claim to have in my possession at
present over 100 tools representing about a dozen
trades, of which you will find fifty
specimens enclosed for your in
spection . These are really the
smallest articles of their kind ever
made. The tools comprise :
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cylinder 2 ins. by 2 ins., running at 600 revolutions
per minute.
Castings were bought for this and were found to
be all that could be desired . The engine is supplied
with steam at 45 lbs. by a vertical boiler, ili by
24 with single 3-in . flue .
The dynamo is a shunt wound overtype machine,
coupled to engine by a 4-in . flat belt, and is used
for charging 10 cells 30 amp.-hr. capacity, output
of the dynamo being 25 volts 6 amps.

A feed -pump is also worked from engine by a
separate f -in . flat belt, and geared down to about
300 revolutions per minute. The water supply is
regulated by a tap between the pump and the boiler
returning the excess back to the tank. The pump is
7 - 16ths in . diameterby 1 -in , stroke. The plant runs

for between two and three hours without a stop .

5 pair of steel shears.
scissors.
pincers.
nippers.

round-nosed pliers.
outside calipers.
inside calipers.

marking compasses.
square-nosed pliers.
small pincers.
nut crackers.
mainspring punch
ing pliers.

hand tongs.

All the above are each made out
of three pieces of hard steel and are workable.
I single-bladed penknife.
i axe, with wooden handle.
6 various hammers, with wooden handles.
2 hammers, with brass handles.

with wooden handles.
chisels,
2 joiners'
, with metal handles.
,
with no handles.
I brass-handled knife.
I set-square.
i boot last.
I saw .
3 screwdrivers.
I pair tweezers.
4 steel forks.
I steel spanner.

The above 50 articles were made with 106 pieces
of steel, brass, and wood. — Yours truly,
G . T. FARRAR.
169, Oakfield Road, Liverpool.
[Wehave photographed the tools, and the accom
panying illustration represents the whole fifty , it
times full size. It is quite possible to lay twenty
of the modeltools on a shilling piece without any of
them overlapping each other or the edge of the coin .
- ED. M . E . & E .]

An Efficient Electric Lighting Plant.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - The following description of a small
electric light plant may interest some of your
readers : - The engine is a Stuart-Turner No. 1,

MR. G . T. FARRAR 'S MINIATURE TOOLS.
I should like to call attention to the performance

of the boiler in question, as it seems to me remark
able.
Although the heating surface is only about

400 sq. ins., yet, in spite of cold feed -water being
continually pumped in , steam is easily maintained ,
during part of the time.

at 45 lbs., the firedoor being kept slightly open

I think this is chiefly due to the induced draft
caused by the exhaust from engine, which has a
1 -in . nozzle fitted. Back pressure in the engine is
not noticeable.
The fuel used is 3 parts coke to i part coal. —
Yours truly,
St. Albans.

F . J . BEARD .

Model Locomotive Design.
TO THE EDITOR Of The Model Engineer.
Dear Sir , - RespectingMr. Crebbin's letter of the
8th , I must assure that gentleman that I had not the
least intention of questioning his capabilities as an
amateur model-maker. The experiment Imentioned
course of testing the boiler for being steam -tight,
etc. Had it been a dry steam test, proper appliances
would have been used . I am sıill convinced that a
slight loss through back pressure on piston is

merely as an example of what was done in the

amply compensated by increased combustion when
using a throttled exhaust- pipe. I have seen it in
hundreds of. cases ; if this is not so , why do loco
drivers under adverse circumstances nearly always

add a ring to their blastpipe— and this under the
chance of a fine ?
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Re competing with Colonel Harvey's loco , I may

of 52 tons per sq. in., with an elastic limit of 40 tons,

say this has long since leftmy hands; but perhaps
Mr.Greenly may consider this question .

and an elongation of 20 per cent. in a 2-in , test

Now , about superheated steam : I think the word
superheat, as applied to model engines, is rather
misleading. There are two kinds of superheat

high and low . The former, used by Mr. David J.
Smith , whom Mr. Crebbin quotes frequently reaches
a temperature of 1,500 degs., which , of course,

would be instantly fatal to cotton packing and gun
metal glands. I have repeatedly proved in general
engineering that a low superheat is extremely bene
ficial, and it may interest the non -superheat advo
cates that cotton packing and gunmetal valves may

length . When subjected to the cold bend or impact
test, it will be found to give results that far surpass
those that can be obtained with any other steel,
even including “ Nickel ” steel.

Webelieve these facts are of a character that will
prove of such interest to your many readers as to

justify us in asking you to bring them to their
notice. - Yours truly,
J. BEARDSHAW & Son , LTD .

(M . H . SPEAR, London Manager).

be used with a superheat of at least 150 degs.; but
good mineral cylinder oilmust be used . One ofmy

Queries and Replies.

small compound engines is doing good work with a

(Attention
is especially directed to the first condition given below .
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the

superheat of 205 deg.; the valves in the engineare of
hard gunmetal, and the spindles are packed with
Re the coil in Mr. Crebbin 's smokebox . The in
creased speed of his engine was due to the tube
being either too small in diameter or too long, and
thus wire-drawing the steam . It is useless to state

braided cotton packing.

otherwise ; if the superheat is only 20 degs., it
must be beneficial ; and if the temperature of
smokebox is not sufficient to give this it clearly
shows that the fore end of the boiler is doing very

little work, and that weight is being carried to no
purpose.
I may say that I merely took the matter up to
show that the design of Colonel Harvey 's loco must
have been excellent, considering that it was sent from
the workshop to the track without any alteration
or experiment whatever.
Mr. Pratt's letter of October ist issue needs no
comment whatever. There is more in Mr. Greenly 's

idea of bursting a model boiler than appears on the
face of it. I have seen some very interesting expe
riments with this ; but as this letter is already too
long, I must omit the particulars. If of sufficient

interest, I might, with the Editor's permission, give
them later.- Yours faithfully, STUART TURNER.

Shiplake,Henley-on - Thames.

directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope “ Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.

Queries
on subjectssuthewithin
the scope
of this journalare
by postunder
conditionsS1)
Queriesreplied
dealingto
di
bi following

stinct subjects
birk distinct
efer onshould
ly, andbethwritten
e on different slips, oni
with
one side of the paper only , and the sender's
accandbecorrine
should nameMUST
be accompanied
scribed on the back. ( 2 ) Queries should
be
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed. ( 4 ) Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days

must usually ela pse before the Reply can be forwarded . (5 )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks must elapse before the
Reply can be published. The insertion of Replies in this column

cannot be guaranteed . (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to

The Editor,
THE MODEL
Tallis
Street, London
, E .C.] ENGINEER ,

35 to 39, Temple House,

The followingare selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently: 10693) Model Compound Engines. H . S . (Leicester ) writes :
I in , stroke steam pressure, 50 lbs. or 60 lbs. per square inch (super
heated ) speed about 1000 r. p .m ., cranks at 180 degs. Can you
assistmeon the following points Size of steam and exhaust ports
in both cylinders ; points of cut-off ; length of valves overall, and

I am building a model compound engine, f in . and i in . bore, and

travelofsame; size of H .-P. steam pipe ?

ports 3should
by 3i- 16ths
in.,andin . by
3-16thsin . in.The
by
inThe
. LH.-P.-P.. ports,
-32ndsbein ,3.32nds
by in .,in .and

point ofpressure
cut off should be
about75 per cent. in both cylinders the
steam
allow an earlier cutoff. L .-P . cylinder should
about it ins.willornot
be about
PascondeLap
I
I16ths
1-2oth in .
nsing.about
Stins.eamdiameter.
bo
re.
in
1
H .-P. steam pipe5 : 1 in . bore. Steam
pressure
would
be better if at
least 60 lbs. to 75 lbs ; engine being non -condensing.

“ Sorbitic ” Steel.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - At the autumn meeting of the Iron

and Steel Institute, at Barrow , two most impor
tant papers were read upon “ The Thermal Treat
ment of Steel.” They embodied the results of a
wide range of experiments conducted by their
authors, Messrs. T . E . Stead and A . W . Richards.

At the close of one of these papers, the question
is asked , “ if after noting what can be done in im
proving steelby proper heat treatment, is it possible
for any iron or steel metallurgist to continue to
move in the old ruts " ?
We, as steel makers, are pleased to answer this
question in the negative, and to say that we can
produce upon a commercial scale, ordinary carbon

steel in bars, plates, and forgings, in which , as the
result of a thermal treatment, “ Sorbite ” is very
fully developed.
Our “ Conqueror Sorbitic Steel ” is of a very
uniform and homogeneous character, and, when

tested in the usual way, will be found to give the
following minimum results, viz. : A tensile strength

105371 Traction Engines. C . A . H . (Bolton) writes : I am
starting building a traction engine with a boiler 4 ins. diameter,
barrel 8 ins. long, firebox casing 6 ins. long, all made from copper
1 - 16th in . thick , and double-riveted, in , rivets. I propose to work
the engine compound on the Burrell method - that is , high and low
pressure, working on to one crank, and have thought of making
high -pressure cylinder i in . diameter, low -pressure it ins. Would

these be aboutright? 1 ins. stroke. Also, whatworking pressure

would
you advise ? How many tubes in boiler, and size ? Would
you put field tubes or cross water -tubes in firebox ?
Working pressure should be not less than 60 lbs. to 65 lbs. Propor
tions of cylinders are about correct
- 16ths inin. . diameter
L.-P.C .
would be better . About ten to twelveI 7tubes
diameter . See

page 86 of issue of July 23rd issue. “ Field " tubes are more

efficient than cross water tubes, and aremuch easier to fix .
[9561] Compound Steam Engine. J .P .L . (Wolverhampton )

writes : I intend making a compound horizontal steam engine
(cylinders
tandem ). I want the high -pressure cylinder to be about
21 ins. or 3 ins. bore. I should be greatly obliged if you could tell
mewhat size bore I should require for L.-P . cylinder to obtain best
results ? I suppose 4 ins. would be too small.

If non-condensing, 24 H.-P.c.and 4-in . L.-P.C., or 3-in . H .P.c, and
4 * in . L.-P.c. If condensing, use 4 } ins. diameter and 5 ins.diam
eter L .- P.C ., respectively.
(9828 ) Electric Lamps for Bicycles. J . Le C . (Guernsey)
writes : Will you kindly let me know whether those that are worked
by having a small wheel rubbing against the rim of the front
wheel are worth buying, and where can they be had ?
It takes a fair amount of energy to do this, and we cannot recom
mend the practice . We do not know of any firm dealing in this
apparatus, but possibly Whitney's or the Universal Electric Supply

Company could supply you if anybody could .

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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Sails, etc.I wantB .
(9741) Model Yacht' s Freeboard,
model yachtwhich
I have built a Masts,

writes :
L . (South
toF . be
as possible. I have enclosed sketch and dimensions of
as fastActon)
same (not reproduced ). Should be most pleased if you could answerof
me the questions stated below . Weight, st lbs. The yacht is made
about in . thick , and is to sail in smooth waters.
stripsHowofmahogany
much freeboard shall I require to leave ? (2 ) How high
( 1)
a mast will it be possible to use ? ( 3) How shall I find the right
centre for the mast, and how shall I work out the sail area ? (4 )
the steering gear published by you on May 17th , 1903, do ? If
Will
So , which of the thiee rudders would you advise me to use ? (5 )
Have seen yachts spoken of through your paper as 10 and 20 raters.
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[9290]to make
Modela loco
Locomotives.
W . A .ins.,M . (length
Greenwich )writes:proI
want
pose making
outside boiler,
firebox diameter
about 7 5 ins.
long, and2063ins.ins.I deep
from centre line of boiler ; smokebox 3 ins. long. Are these pro
portions about correct ? I want to know how many and what size

tubes to this
use toboiler
get best
results, andi also
Would
supplysteaming
two cylinders
ins. byfor a2.goodins.draught.
? Also
what size of funnel, length and diameter, would be best ?

and how shall I be able to weight same with lead ?

The proportions are about correct. Use -in . tubes, referring to
the issue
page our
236 ,issue
for the
general arrangements
also
theofMay
L . T .Use
& 15thS.field
R, . 1902,
design
for
othertodetails.
tubes inin firebox
. ofTheJanuary
cylindersist,are1902,
a little
large
,
we
should
advise
it
by
2
}
as
a
maximum
size.
See
recent
letters on the subject of exhaust-pipes and chimney proportions .

(1) Sink the( 2)boat
means ofTheobald
lead until
31 to 3 ! onfreeboard
amidships.
Mr. byWilson
's articles
sails insh the
November 15th , 1901, and on spars February 15th , 1902, should

(9836 ) Data on Design ofPelton Wheels. V . H . B . (Hudders
field )iswrites
No.numbers
123, September
find inthattheno“ men
tion
made: ofIn the
of buckets3rd'issue,
or theirI size
Data

Can you tell mewhat that means ? (6 ) How is the rudder worked ,

- - - - - - - -

Query No. 9732.

- -

- - - - 7 - -7 - - - - - - - - - - - - -+

FINDING THE CENTRE OF EFFORT OF MODEL Yacht Sails.
answer
and. 3.Experience
(4) Use the
various 2sizes
willordinary
soon showweighted
which swing
is the rudders
best for ofa

particular wind and course. (5 ) 10 and 20 raters are class boats

under the late Y.R .AL..Wrule,
- Rating. thus:
* S.Aare. measured
.L.600and
0
e

Exampl : 40-in. L.Wing.L. 1.500X square inc.. hes of sail :
Rat 40 1500_
6000
(6 ) There have been many examples of weighted rudders in The
MODEL ENGINEER from time to time.
10232 ] To find Centre of EffortofModel Yacht Sails. P . N .

(Hornsey) writes : Will you kindly tell me how to find - ( 1) The
centre of lateral resistance in a model yacht ; (2) the centre of
effort of the sails ?
Both theoretical systems for finding centre of lateral resistance

and
centre of effort of sails were given in Mr. W . H . Wilson Theo
bald's article on " Hints on Designing Model Yachts," which
appeared
in our issue of January 15th, 1901. A practical plan is
as follows :- A usual method is to experiment on the edge of a
door (open ). A small weight shown in sketch attached to a pin by
a piece of cotton to obtain the vertical line. The pin must allow

the pattern
to swing
easily.joining
For sails
: Cutsails
out ofwithfairlythestift
card
board
an exact
sail plan,
the head
mainsail
by as small a strip as possible. Hang up by a pin from one corner,
and mark where the vertical line falls. Then pin up from another
corner
and mark another vertical line. The intersection of the two
vertical lines is the centre of effort. For accuracy, there is no

reason
number ofof corners.
various vertical
lines ,should
not all
be
drawn why
from any
any number
They should
of course,
cross at one point. For the centre of enort : Cut out an exact plan

of the under-water profile (including rudder), and proceed in same
way.

on the Design of Pelton Wheels." "The article is a good one. but
I hope the writer can give some further information as to numbers
of buckets to employ
per inch diameter of wheel, and the width in

relation
jet, as Ishould
supposebe doubled
that if wealso.
double the flow
of water tothediameter
width ofofbuckets

The number of buckets or cups depend on the backward rake
rule, the
of the jet ; as a general with
given to them , also the position
the
succeeding or “ trailing " cup should not come in contact
to three-quarters
aboutwillone-half
jet until the latter has travelled
the length of the " active " cup. It be seen that this simple

overcrowd
to cup
It is ,a thegreatmistake
the number of cups.
limits with
rule
varies
of theorifice.
practice
the
The
nozzle
of thewidth
times theIn diameterpressure,
six to tenbuckets.
from wheel
with a same given
the head, of corresponding

higher
diameter of orifice, the larger the surface of cup should be, asmore
water will then flow .
Kons81 PetrolMutor for Launch Work . A . E . L . (Victoria .
Australia ) writes : Many thanks for information to my queryyouin
trouble
boiler . I am going to furthera water-cooled
November last re model
upon
and would be glad of your valuable information
launch ( 1) The power
vertical petrolmotor I intend building for a heavy
outside flywheel
of a 4t bore by 4t stroke, with a fairly
under ordinary working conditions, please state the speed calcuof
on an engine
If a governor would benecessary
lated upon ? (2) would
it be best to throttle the charge or shut it
this class. If so ,
as
in gas engine
,
ignition
tube
a
use
could
I
If
?
(3)
off
altogether
practice, instead of an electric ignition , as I would prefer tube if

ignition increase the power of an
possible ? (4 ) Does an electric
? (5 ) What size propeller would be suitable ? (6 ) If the
engine
carburettor described by C . N . Turner, in THE MODEL ENGINEER ,
be suitable if enlarged to suit engine and
October ist, 1902, would
well away from the engine tube ? If not, could you explain
kept
the principle the Longuemare petrol spray carburettor works
on as per query No. 1293, January 13th , 1903, and about what

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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scale would be suitable ? Enclosed you will find a sketch : I have
The News of the Trade,
numbered
the parts that are not clear to me. (7) If it is connected
close to inlet valve ?
November 5, 1903.

from aonpetrolmotor
to obtainlargely
you ought
comn .
the degree ofof 44-i
will depend
-in . stroke,
bore(1) byThe4 power
pression,
and
to
obtain
the
best
results
you
should
calculate
your
combustion chamber area to allow of a compression of from five
and a half to six atmospheres
; at the latter rate you would obtain
approximately 8 h .- p . at 1,100 revolutions, though themotor would
and

wellonforward
faster tothanshowthis9 with
run much
might
be made
to io the
h .- Padvance
., but allspark
depends
the excel
on
throttle
by a quick -acting
lence of workmanship . (2)it Govern
a point
beyond
close
it
cannot
so
that
butmake
the
gas
supply,
that will still allow the motor to keep moving : this is easily
ar
ranged by a cock -like formation of outer shell interposed in supply

pipe and fitted with spring controlled piston, the governor working
; pay
tube ignition
do withhigh-class
nothing
Have best
spring. to(3)obtain
against
high tension
resultsto from
every attention

• Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial inspection
of the goods noticed .
Educational

New

Steam Engine Models.

As inmodels
past reviews
T . & T . G, .weJones'
working
card
too highly
cannot
engine mechanism
of steamofMessrs.
board

value
the more
additions
the list
more in
be evenappliances.
them ofto these
receivedto show
we have
modelsrecent
The sample
and to give the reader a good
published,
already
those
than
genious
improvements, we reproduce the
idea
the
of
latest
model repre
illustration of No. I model in the " X " series. Thisaccompanying
sents
theworking
ordinary overhung
type
ofborizontal
are
arranged
Its
parts
a plain D anslide-valve.
withportionsof
engine
steam
the soslide-valve,
that on revolving the crank disc with the fingers,
the one
by
actuated
are
eccentric,
connecting-rod,
,
and
piston
ingearthe- are
set - very
a similar
its" companion
and
Themodel
movement.
well
expansion
“
Meyer
horizontal
with
engine
shaded and coloured. Underneathof thestroke
cylinders,
indicator-diagrams
coloured
are differently
are given in which the " events" the
Model No
NO

CONTRI

DB
CR CYR
A

N

aid of
theeffecting
with
This enables
electric ignition
, whilst
of you
speed, does
rangeignition
topetrol.
vastly increase
sparkinginapparatus.
advance
directly
not
(4
)
Electric
economy
great
increase the power, but it enables you to advance thespeed , whilst
off gas sup(5)
atImpossible
the sametotime
say cutting
on information
propeller
size
what
plied
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G . JONES' WORKING,MODEL STFAM ENGINES FOR
ENGINEERING STUDENTS.
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what
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including
The
twocanmodels,
set
a well illus
booklet of 44 pages theofwhole
trated
being
packed
in
a
strong
card
board box, are published at 5s. nett. The second set ofmodels , is
to some extent more interesting than the one already described,
and
models in all, viz . The compound Willans
eight compound,
centralcomprises
valve, Erith
Bellis compound, Clayton tandem
compound,
and the Westinghouse
single-acting and compound
high
-speed
engines.
The models are fully described in the interesting booklet included
set, which is published
in the Manchester),
by Messrs.
(address, 4 , Manley
Road,
at the uniform price ofJones
58. nett).

New Catalogues and Lists.
Richford, 34, Cheapside, E .C . - We have
stamps,
fromE . Mr.M .Richford a comprehensive
list of india -rubber office received
separate type and autograph
comprising
kinds
stamps,
all
date
of
stamps,
embossing
presses
cheque
perforators,
fountain
,
pens,
and
stencil
plates. Wecan specially recommend this list to ourbusiness
readers.
Company,
Holbornsundries,
Highelectrical
, W .C . -- vizThis. :
firmCentral
's latestElectric
list includes
all kinds of151,small
Switches,
fittings,
electric
other
lamp-holders,
light
and
fans,
small motors , electric cables, and wires, bells, telephones,desk
Ammeters and voltmeters, ignitionbatteries,
and accumulators,
coils,
testingadlamps,
are also illustrated and priced. List
price
., post galvanometers,
free.
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The Editor's Page.

The “ Gauge” Competition .
W

TLSEWHERE in this issue will be found a de
L sign for a three-phase induction motor, by
Mr. G . R . Grieve.

Probably many of our

readers will find this of a somewhat advanced

character; but we give it because a great deal of
interest is just now being shown by electricians
generally in polyphase working, and we have al
ready had requests from our own readers that we
should insert something of the kind. Even those
who do not contemplate the construction of such a

machine may derive instruction from a careful per
usal of the article, as the author gives an explana
tion of the general principles involved in polyphase

November 5, 1903.

E

are renewing our offer of the beginning of the

year,namely, to award a “ Columbus" sliding
caliper gauge to every reader who sends us a photo
graph and description of any model, or tool, or
piece of apparatus he has made, provided that
such contribution is considered by us to be of
sufficient interest for insertion in our paper. En
tries may be sent in any time between now and
the end of the year ; but they will be judged and

the prizes awarded within a few days of receipt, so

long
will not have
that the successful competitors
other
or article to

tool
to wait. If preferred , any
the same value (6s. 6d .) will be sent in place of the
“ Columbus " gauge. It is essential in this, as in
our other Competitions, that the copyright of the
photographs must be the property of the senders.

motors.

Notices.
Weare glad to see so much interest taken in the
subjects which have recently been dealt with in our
“ Practical Letters ” column, and hope our readers

will continue to make use of this section of our
journal for the mutually beneficial exchange of
ideas and experiences. In many instances writers
of these letters have derived useful suggestions and
information from the replies which their communi
cations have evoked , and have thus been amply
repaid for the small time and trouble involved in
putting their own views or experiences down on
paper. Amongst other subjects which might use
fully be discussed by our readers we may suggest
single versus twin screws for model steamers, the

best methods of firing small boilers, and practical
details of construction such as tube joints in boilers,
valve setting, choice of valve gears, etc .

The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expecced or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended

so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Postal
Order.
Advertisement ratesmay be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.

HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c., forreview , to be addressed
EDITOR, “ The Model Engineer," 35 to 39, Temple House,
toTallisTHEStreet,
London , E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Model Engi
neer," 35 to 39, Temple House, Tallis Street, London , E .C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales ofthe paper
and books to be addressed to the Publishers, Dawbarn & Ward ,
Limited , 6 , Farringdon Avenue, London , E . C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York, U .S.A ., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed.

Answers to Correspondents.
present find space for the sketch you require, but

would suggest that you consult some good book
on motor car construction, which will give you

fuller details than we could do. You will find
two examples of the gear mentioned on pages 274
and 275 of Hasluck's translated edition of
Lavergne' s book , " The Automobile," published
by Cassell & Co. You could probably see this at
a free library locally or in Manchester.
P . E . J. (Ilford ). This is really too vague. Let us
know what you want the tools for and we will
advise you what to purchase. Yes. See hand
books advertised in every issue.
W . B . (Bath ). - The office of the Scientific American
is 361, Broadway, New York , U .S . A .; price, 8 cents;

[Tho asterisk (*) denotes that this subject is illustrated.]
A Double-Cylinder Model Launch Engine * . .
.
..
The Society ofModel Engineers
The Great Eastern Railway " Decapod "'* ..
Circulation in Steam Boilers . .
The Latest in Engineering ..
Workshop Notes and Notions*
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Experiments
Waves * on
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Prize Competitions
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subscription -- 5 dollars a year, 7 dollars with
supplement.
C . H . W . (Bridlington ). - We believe your query has
already been answered .
A . A , H . (Great Yarmouth ). - If the wire is in good
condition you can use it for winding on a small
motor or dynamo. No. 12 is rather heavy wire
for the usualtypeofsmall motor. See handbook,
“ Small Dynamos and Motors."

Contents,

::: ::

W . E . C . (Rochdale ).-- We are sorry we cannot at
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A Simple Model Electric Tramcar. ..
By A C . SHEPPARD .

MR. A . C . SHEPPARD 's MODEL ELECTRIC TRAMCAR.

spring. The motor is placed at the extremeend there,

THIS model was constructed to represent a
Croydon Corporation electric tramcar as
nearly as possible, with the few tools I have at

not being length enough to place it between the two

my disposal. The underframe is built up of sheet
brass, and fitted with spring bearings ; these, how
ever, are prevented from sliding by a stud inside the

wheels by a worm -gear and a single reduction
toothed gear besides — altogether the gear being 55 to

axles. It is one of Mr. A . H . Avery's, which I
wound in series, and is coupled to the driving

ian
r
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one. The base of the car is made of wood , and is
12 ins. long by 34 ins. wide, and of the shape shown
in Fig . I. The life-guards are made of split tin tube

and copper wires soldered in at equal distances, and

were bent to shape afterwards. They are made to
fold up, so that the rear guard may be shut up and
the front one down. ( The photograph shows them
both down.)
The brass rod which supports the roof of the car

each end has two ornamental bosses fixed on it ;
these were made from four cast-brass dresser-hooks,
the iron screw being punched out and the hole filed
to fit the rod tightly. The body of the car is made
of sheet zinc, and the moulding around the windows

stamped with a tinman's swage. The sides of the
car are curved under at the bottom , as will be seen

ber 2 903
1,1 .

Novem

The Society of Model Engineers.
1Reports
of modings
should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER
without delay, and will be inserted
in hisanyactual
par .
ticular issue 4 recolved a clear nine days before

date of publicatlon .]
London .
FUTURE MEETINGS. - The ANNUAL GENERAL

MEETING will be held on Thursday, November 12th ,
in the Comınittee Room of the Holborn Town
Hall, at 7 p.m . At this meeting, the election
of the officers for the ensuing session will take place,
and any alterations in the rules may be brought
forward . The following meeting will be held on
Thursday , December roth , at the same time and
place. - HENRY GREENLY, Hon. Sec., 2, Upper
Chadwell Street, Myddelton Square, London , E .C .

12 "

Fig . 3. - Plan of Roof.
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tit

I had rather a difficulty in getting the proper
sweep of band on the side of the staircases, but

managed by cutting out strips of cardboard and
bending them , and after many unsuccessful at
tempts, got the desired curve. I then used the
cardboard for a template for cutting out the metal.
The staircases are all made up in pieces, each tread
and rise being made separately, and then soldered

together at the back . The seats on the top are made

of the thin strip iron used for bent ironwork . The
backs are reversible, as on the real cars, and are
riveted together with brass escutcheon pins as
rivets. The trolley standard is in the centre of the
roof, and is made of brass, as is also the trolley arm ;
but this I bound all the way up with thick carpet
thread to make it appear more realistic.
The car can also be run on the third rail system , if
desired , there being a shoe underneath which can be
lowered to act as a collector . The car runs very
well with four or five dry cells or three or four

bichromate cells. I ought here to say that no

dimensions were taken from the real cars, but simply
a few rough sketches to assist me in the construc
tion of the model.
A

CEMENT FOR TOOL HANDLE. - Resin , 12 ;

flour of sulphur, 3 ; iron filings, 5. Melt together

Fill the handle while hot, and insert the instrument.

Copal varnish

Linseed oil varnish

....

. 15 parts.

own

a reflector for the lamps .

The “ Gauge ” Competition .
W E are renewing our offer of the beginning of the
vear, namely, to send a “ Columbus " sliding
caliper gauge to every reader who sends us a photo
graph and description of any model, or tool, or
piece of apparatus he has made, provided that
such contribution is considered by us to be of
sufficient interest for insertion in our paper. En
tries may be sent in any time between now and
the end of the year ; but they will be judged and
the prizes awarded within a few days of receipt, so
that the successful competitors will not have long
to wait. If preferred , any other tool or article to
the same value (6s. 6d .) will be sent in place of the
“ Columbus " gauge. It is essential in this, as in
our other Competitions, that the copyright of the
photographs must be the property of the senders.
PRECAUTIONS IN PARIS. - Large oil-lamps bear
ing the word " sortie " (exit) are in future to be
placed over the doors of egress on the Paris Metro
politan Underground Railway, so that, should the
electric light fail, passengers will still be able to find
their way out .
CEMENT FOR METAL LETTERS ON GLASS.
.. 5
.. .
Raw turpentine . .
.
3
Oil of turpentine
Carpenter's glue, dissolved in
water
chalki: .. .... 105
Precipitatededh

: :

the controller cases, which aremade of tin and act as

Fig . 2.- END VIEW OF CAR BODY.

our

Fig . 1. - PLAN OF CAR BASE ,
from Fig . 2. There are three 4 -volt lamps on the
car - one inside in the centre of the roof, and one at
each end as headlights ; these are placed inside

,
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Workshop Notes and Notions.
[Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired , accord
ing to merit. All matter intended for this column should be
marked “ WORKSHOP " on the envelope. )
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London toolshop, and will take brace or twist drills ;
it is fixed to the spindle by means of a wood chuck .
The top of sewing -machine body is tapped for a
tail pin , which takes the thrust.
The construction of table and feed will be clearly
seen in the sketch . I may say the machine will
drill holes up to fin . diameter.

A Simple, Home-made Drilling Machine.
By W . T . ROLLS.
The accompanying sketch of a drilling machine
can be made for a few shillings, and, when finished ,
is a very handy appliance .

DONCUOC
ONVOOLIK

Sewing Machine Body.

The Latest in Engineering .
TheGreat- Western Railway Motor Cars. - To.
meet the demands of a frequent service of stopping
trains in the Stonehouse district of Gloucester, the
Gt. Western Rly , are providing self-contained steam
motor carriages similar to the one in use on the
L . & S . W .R . and the Continent. The cars,which
will each hold fifty -two passengers, are fitted with
two 4 -wheeled bogies, one of which carries the
engine and driving gear, and will run at a speed of
about thirty miles per hour. The trial trips made
the other day fully sustain the good expectations
that were formed as to the comfort and convenience
of the cars, as well as the efficiency of themotor, the

schedule time of 23 minutes for the whole run,
which includes six intermediate stations, or level
crossings, to take up passengers, being easily

observed . In the absence of extended experience
it is, of course, impossible to say to what extent these
later developments of railways will be able to suc
cessfully compete with the ubiquitous electric
tramcar .

New Process of Hardening Tools. - The trouble
and expense often incurred , owing to tools cracking
in the hardening process. has often been commented

Wood

Chuck

upon, and various devices have been resorted to
with the object ofminimising the risks which usually
attend this operation . “ Hardelene ” is a harden
ing solution made by the North of England Harden
ing Company, Ltd ., Withy Grove, Manchester, who
claim for their compound that by its use cast steel

can be hardened at a very much lower heat than by
the present methods, while the risk of tools crack

Americant
Pattern
Chuch

ing is reduced to a minimum . The solution does
not make the tools brittle, while cutters, taps, turn
ing tools, dies, & c., do not require tempering except
under very special conditions. For case-hardening,
the same makers supply a compound known as

KTOLIT
20000OT

Screw

Bench

Most of the parts are taken from an old sewing
The main upright is in the form of a lathe bed , so
that the table may be adjusted to any height. For
is. gd , or 28. the drill -chuck can be obtained at a

“ Drivite,” by the use of which it is claimed that
iron or mild steel can be most effectively and ex
peditiously case-hardened .
A Steam Engine without Fire .-- In Germany,
a fireless locomotive is working by steam . It has
just been completed at the Hohenzollern works at
Dusseldorf, and is one of a type designed for shunt
ing in explosive factories. Instead of carrying fire
in its own boiler it is filled with steam from sta
tionary boilers, and when so charged is capable of
severalhours' work . The first warming up occupies
half an hour, and subsequent re-charging can be
done in a quarter of an hour. The absence of fire
in a place where dynamite or gunpowder is being
handled is the reason for the type of engine which ,
by the way, is very much the same in principle as
the fireless locomotive tried on the Metropolitan
Railway some thirty years ago .

machine, as may be readily seen in the illustration .

We understand that a speed of just over 125
miles per hour has been attained on the German

experimental electric railway.
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5. The Editor reserves the right to print the

Prize Competitions.

whole or any portion of an unsuccessful article
which hemay think worthy of publication, upon the

Competition No. 34 . - A prize of 62 25. is offered
for the best design for a “ Model LOCOMOTIVE REGU
LATOR AND STEAMPIPE ARRANGEMENT.” The
closing date for this Competition is December 15th ,
1903.

Competition No. 35 . - A prize of 42 2s. is offered
for the best practical article on the “ LUBRICATION
OF MODEL ENGINES.” The closing date for this
Competition is December 15th , 1903.
Competition No. 36 .-- A prize of £2 28. will be
awarded to the reader sending in the best article
on “ MODEL ENGINE DRIVING," the closing date
being December 31st, 1913.
Competition No. 37 . For Foreign and Colonial
Readers only . - In order to encourage our readers
across the seas to let us know more of their model
making achievements, we offer a prize of the value
of 12 28. for the best description of “ SOME MODELS I
HAVE MADE." The models described should be

illustrated by photographs or drawings, or by both .
If sufficient entries are received, we will give a fur
ther prize of £t is. for the second best description,
and in any case we will give a consolation prize of
ros, 6d. for each unsuccessful entry which we think
sufficiently interesting to insert. If preferred , we
will, in this Competition , send goods to the value
of the prize, and each competitor should state what

form hewould like the prize to take in the event
of his being successful. The closing date for re
ceiving entries will be March ist, 1904 .

understanding that remuneration is given at the
Editor's discretion in proportion to the length and
merit of the matter used .

6 . All Competitions should be addressed to The
Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 35 to 39, Temple
House, Tallis Street, London , E .C ., and should be
marked outside with thenumber of the Competition
for which they are intended . A stamped addressed
envelope should accompany all Competitions, for
their return in the event of being unsuccessful. All
MSS . and drawings should bear the sender's full
name and address on the back .
The Junior Institution of Engineers.

THE annualGeneral Meeting of this Institution
was held at the Westminster Palace Hotel,
on October 24th , the principal business con
sisting of the Council's Report and accounts,
The Report stated that the total membership was
now 746 . Ten meetings for the reading and dis
cussion of papers had been held , the Institution
Premium having been awarded to Mr. R . W .
Newman, Assoc.M .Inst. C . E ., for his Paper on
“ The Effect of Design on Methods of Construction
from a Contractor's Point of View ." Twelve visits

and the election of Officers for the ensuing year.

to engineering works, & c., had taken place, in
addition to those of the Summer Meeting occupying

closing date for this Competition is December 31st,

one week , Sheffield and the Peak District having
the sum of £300 had been invested , and that the
income had been £156 more than the expenditure.
The election resulted as follows : -- Chairman , Mr. S .

1903 .

Cutler, junior ; Vice-chairman, Mr. Adam Hunter ;

Competition No. 38 . - We offer a prize of £2 28.
for the best article on “ MEASURING AND MARKING
OFF TOOLS AND HOW TO MAKE THEM .” The

Competition No. 39. - A prize of 62 2s. is offered
for the best design for “ A MODEL HORIZONTAL

STEAM ENGINE.”

Closing date, January 15th ,

1904 .

Competition No. 40. -- A prize of £2 25. is offered
for the best design for a " STATIONARY BOILER.”
Closing date, January 15th , 1904.

been the rendezvous. The Accounts showed that

Hon. Librarian, Mr. H . T. Gould ; Hon . Auditors,

Mr. H . N . Gray and Mr. H . B . Vorley ; Members of
Council :Messrs. J. N . Boot, W . H . De Ritter, A . H .
Huddart and J . H . Pearson ; ProvincialMembers of
Council : Messrs. V . H . Chabot, T . D . Evans, E .
King , W . E . Lilly, F . S . Pilling, and E . W . Porter.
Theprogrammeof Papers for thenew Session wasan

1. All articles should be written in ink on one side
of the paper only.
2. Any drawings which may be necessary should
be in good black ink on white Bristol board. No

nounced : - November 20th , “ Fires on Shipboard ,"
by Mr. G . Canning ; December 4th , “ Gas Engines,"
by Professor D . S . Capper ; January 22nd,Mr.Moul
ton's Presidential Address ; February 5th , “ Producer
Gas Power for Ice Factories,” by Mr. Hal Williams ;
March 4th , " Electric Storage Batteries," by Mr. G .
C . Allingham ; April 8th , “ Heating and Ventilation
of Factories," by Mr. K . Gray ; May 6th , “ The
Design of a Dry Dock ," byMr. A . W . Young. Those
of our readers desiring particulars ofmembership of
this useful Society should communicate with the
Secretary, Mr. W . T. DUNN, 39, Victoria Street,

coloured lines or washes should be used

Westminster.

For further particulars of the above prize Com
petitions, readers will please refer to page 364 of
the issue for October 15th .
GENERAL CONDITIONS FOR ABOVE COMPETITIONS.

The draw

ings should be about one third larger than they are

interded to appear if published .
3. The copyright of all photographs entered in
connection with any Competition must be the
sender's own property , and a signed statement to
this effect must accompany same.
4. The copyright of the prize articles to be the
property of the proprietor of THE MODEL ENGINEER,
and the decision of the Editor to be accepted as
final.

A LARGE STEAM TURBINE. - A steam turbine of
10,000 h .-p . is being built for the Rhenish West
phalia Electricity Works, at Essen , by Brown,
Boveri & Co ., of Winterthur. The guaranteed
steam consumption is 11'49 lbs. per horse -power
hour. The whole plant of turbine and generator
will measure about 59 ft. in length by less than 10 ft.

in width and height. Of the total length , about

23 ft, will be taken up by the turbine proper.
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Lessons in Workshop Practice .
1. - Keys and Key -seats.
By Chas. W . Cook.
THE key as an element of machine design and
construction is of considerable importance,
its function being to secure pulleys, wheels,

is placed in its seat and pulley or wheel knocked on
the shaft.
The round key or taper-pin (Fig. 3) is used
for wheels or cranks which have been either
shrunk or screwed on their shafts, a hole being
drilled half in the wheel and half in the shaft, into
which the pin is driven .

At Fig. 4 is shown a key known as the Woodruff
key. In some respects, particularly where one has

cranks, and other parts to spindles, shafts,
screws, etc. The groove in the wheel and the part
in or on the shaft into which the key fits is known
as the key -seat or key -way. Several different forms
or shapes of keys are used , the following being those
rectanguemployed
most commonly
small
leatwedge
lar or
herforkekey
y . . work :
ne rectang
The
ular

a

The

The round key or taper-pin .
The Woodruff key .
At A , B , C , Fig. 1, three sections of a rectangular
key are shown. The one shown at A is known as
the saddle key, and is hollowed out to the radius of
the shaft. With this form of key it is notnecessary
to cut or file the shaft in any way, but it is only

used for light work as its holding power is small, the
Fig . 2.
a milling attachment and small
diameter cutters, this key has some
advantages. It is easily and quickly
made, being parted off from a rod

of the same diameter as the cutter
and then sawn, filed , or ground to
a half circle. The key-seat is the
recess cut in the shaft, correspond
ing to the shape of the cutter as
shown. The holding power of this
key is very considerable, and makes

B
Fig . 1.
pulley or wheel being held only by the friction of

a neat job .

The saddle, flat, and sunk keys

the key on the shaft. At B is what is known as the
flat key , a much more secure form than the saddle

key . With this key it is necessary to file a flat on
the shaft, the tendency of the wheel or pulley to
rotate independently of the shaft being thereby
greatly reduced. At C is shown the key commonly
used in machine work, the sunk key ; the holding
power of this key is very much greater than either
of the other two, but its use renders it necessary to
cut a groove or key -seat in the shaft : it then be
comes practically impossible for pulley or wheel to
rotate without the shaft unless the key is sheared
off, but if the key is made to the measurements
given this is not likely to happen .
The feather key (Fig . 2 ) is of two kinds, the
sliding feather and the fixed one. The sliding
feather is in shape similar to those mentioned
above, and also secures a wheel or pulley to a shaft,

preventing its rotation but allowing it to slide in
the direction of the axis of the shaft. This key is
fixed in the pulley or wheel and a key -seat of the
required length cut in the shaft. The fixed feather
is also of rectangular shape, generally with rounded
ends (Fig . 2, a ), and is used to secure a pulley or
wheel between two fixed bearings or on the end of
a screwed spindle. When used in this way, the key

- .- - . - .-

t

FIG . 3.

( Fig. 1) are in reality wedges, the sides and bottoms
being parallel and flat, and the tops filed taper
at an angle with the bottom . The key-seats for
this form of key are cut parallel to the axis of
shaft. It often happens that a pulley or wheel is
keyed up against a shoulder or a bearing where it is
impossible to drive the key out from the opposite
side of pulley ; the key is then provided with a
head called a “ gib -head ” as shown at Fig. 5, and
is known as a gib -headed key, and may be with
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drawn from the samesideofwheel or pulley as it was

as a guide when forging and planing the key. For

driven in .

small work , keys of standard sizes may be obtained
at most ironmongers' stores. My usual practice is
to rough out the key first, finishing the two sides

As before stated , these keys are wedges, the top
face of key being made taper, the amount of taper
or angle varying from about 1 in 60 to 1 in 100 ,

but is usually reckoned as } in . per i ft. length , or
I in 96.

The following proportions of keys may be taken
as representing average workshop practice :
D = Diameter of shaft.

and bottom flat and parallel and square with each
other, and leaving the top face to nearly the finished
size and angle. The key -seat is then cut and key
fitted .
Keys should fit accurately on the sides, even more
so than on the top and bottom , and it should be
borne in mind that the sides are parallel, and not

B = Width or breadth of keyrt of D + * in .
T = Thickness of a sunk key = of D + } in .

as I have more than once seen a key made, with

F = Thickness of a flat key = I- roth of D + 1- 16th
in .

the sides tapered . To make the key, take a piece
of mild steel and forge it to near the size required ,

Fig . 6 .

Fig . 4.

Fig . 5.
The following table gives the dimensions of small
keys as usually made :
in . in . in . in . in . in . in .
FIG 8 .

The following instructions for making keys and
key -seats-- well-known to those engaged in the
mechanical industry - are written with the object
of helping model engineers who have not had the
advantage of a workshop training.

Keys are made of iron or steel, preferably ofmild
steel. For large work the key -seats are generally
cut first, and a wooden pattern of the key made and
fitted in the key-seat ; this pattern is then used

file or grind the sides and bottom flat, square, and
parallel, leaving the top face full, as before stated .
To cut the key-seat in the shaft, several methods
may be employed , viz ., by the chisel and file, by

milling, by planing, and by drilling.
To those model engineers who possess a lathe, I
would recommend the milling method of cutting a
key -seat, published in the issues of this journal of
January ist and 8th of this year.

An illustration
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of the cutter required is given in the issue of Febru
ary 26th .
Those who have notthe advantage ofeither a lathe
or planing machine will of necessity have to cut
their key-seats with a chisel and file, and the follow
ing method is the one usually employed : On the
spindle or shaft scratch two parallel lines of the
required length , representing the width of key -seat.
This may be done by holding shaft between the
centres of lathe and marking with a sharp pointed
tool held in slide-rest, or by placing shaft on a flat
surface or on V -blocks, and marking with a scribing
block , or by using a tool called a “ box-square " - a
piece of iron or brass of angular shape, the two sides
of the angle, between 60° and 45° for small work ,
being filed or planed parallel with each other (Fig . 6 ).
This tool ensures the lines being scratched parallel
with axis of shaft and with each other. It is
usual after lines have been scratched to make a few
light dots with a centre punch at intervals along
the lines, as during the cutting the lines may become
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To cut the key -seat in pulley or wheel, the wheel
should be first marked off as follows : - Insert a

piece of wood into the hole tightly , as shown at
Fig. 8 , and with a pair of dividers find the centre
of hole in the wood. A line is then drawn across
face of pulley or wheel and through the centre, and
the width and depth of key -seatmarked off on either
side of centre line, as shown, Fig . 8. A small square
is then laid in the hole and the two lines represent
ing the width of seat are, by using the square as a
guide, continued through the hole by being scratched
on the surface as two parallel lines ; the other face
of wheel is then marked off from these lines. It is

advisable, before beginning to mark off, to chalk
the surfaces where marks are to be, rubbing the
chalk in with the top of the finger ; this makes the
lines more distinct.
The pulley or wheel is held in the vice, pinching
it by the boss, and the key -seat cut with the cross
cut chisel and finished with a small square file. The
cut is taken half-way in and pulley turned round
and commenced from the other

side ; this prevents the break
ing away of the metal at
side. The depth of seat iseither
half
the thickness of key , and should
be filed slightly taper to accom
modate the taper on key .
Wheels requiring key - seats
should , where possible, be faced
on one side of boss at the time
of boring, to facilitate the
marking off. A lighted candle
or gas jet may be placed at

opposite side of hole to enable
operator to better see the
the
inside.
(To be continued ).

FIG . 7. - CROSS -CUT CHISEL .

indistinct ; the dots indicate where the lines were
and act as a guide.
The shaft is held in a vice, and the key-seat cut
with a chisel of the shape shown at Fig . 7, called a
“ cross-cut ” chisel : the cutting edge of chisel
should be a little less in width than the width of
key -seat finished. The depth of seat should be half

For the Bookshelf .
THE CAMERA AND ITS MOVEMENTS. London : Daw
barn & Ward , Ltd ., 6 , Farringdon Avenue, E .C .

finished with a smooth file, the key being used as a
guide, and at the same time made a good fit to key

Price 1 d ., post free.
series of pamphlets on Photography, and describes
the use and choice of a camera, the movements

seat.

notes on hand cameras.

the thickness of key . After key -seat has been cut
to nearly the required depth , it should then be
A little practice on odd bits of rod will soon

enable one to make a very creditable key -seat.
If a drilling machine of any kind is available,
the key -seat, after marking off, may, instead ofbeing
cut with a chisel, have a number of holes drilled

close together (but not lapping) along the length of
key -seat, as shown with the feather-seat, Fig . 2.
The holes should be drilled slightly less in diameter
than finished size of key -seat, and the depth
finished with a flat drill (as distinct from a diamond
pointed one). Some of my readers have probably
found it somewhat difficult to chip out the metal
between the holes and make a neat job , and a
method of facilitating this is to place a square piece
of metal of the same width as key -seat in the first
hole of the row , and using this to back against,

burst out the metal between the holes with a small
chisel ; the square piece is then placed right for the
next pair of holes, and so on , until the metal has
been cleared away from all.

This publication is number four of a penny

required for various purposes, together with

SEXTON'S BOILER-MAKER'S POCKET Book ; Sixth
Edition. By Maurice J. Sexton. London :
E . and F . N . Spon , 125, Strand, W .C . Price 5s.
This pocket book is a very good one, and should
be in the possession of every boiler -maker and
steam user. It comprises practical information for

the construction of boilers, setting out of plates,
costs of various types and sizes, and weights of

materials. A section of the work is also devoted
to iron shipbuilding.
The Marconi installation on the Isle ofMan Com
established to test the usefulness of the system on

pany's steamer Embress Queen , which has been

coast- going steamers, has worked with such success

that it has been decided to equip all their steamers
in the service.
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A Cheap Wimshurst Machine.

as the box is wide, and should be narrow enough

By JAMES CASSELLS.

them . The neutralising rods can be fastened to
the standards with a small staple, and the outsides
of the Leyden jars can be joined with a wire running
the whole length of the box.

THE object of the following paper is to show how
I a small but efficient Wimshurst electrical
machine may be constructed from the little
odds and ends to be found in every household .

First procure two vulcanite discs, each 8 ins. in
diameter and fin . thick, at a cost of 3s. for the pair ;
then get four empty cotton reels — two to serve as
bosses for the discs, and two to form sockets for sup
porting the vulcanite rods which are attached to
the two collecting combs. The cotton reels for the

to let the vulcanite discs rotate without touching

The size of the box will regulate the diameters of
the flanges on the driving spindles, and the lower
ends of the bottles will be hidden by the sides of the
box. Many little obvious details are here left out ;
but the amateur will be able to supply the de

ficiencies himself. Sufficient, therefore, to say, in

bosses should be if ins. long and thick ofbody, and
should be bushed with brass tubing, care being
taken to leave 1- 16th in . of the tubing projecting
beyond the surface of the flanges.

A piece of stair-rod, 41 ins. long, will be required
to serve as the spindle on which the vulcanite plates
revolve,care being taken that it is neither too large of
diameter or too small to permit of the discs revolv
ing stiffi y or too loosely . Six bed balls, which are
already provided with holes in them , make an
excellent covering for the ends of conductors,
which , in the presentmachines, are no thicker than
stair -rods.
No mortising will be required in this machine, as
the standards which carry the spindles will be
screwed against the sides of a rectangularly shaped
box. This box should be made from in . stuff
without top and without ends, and should be of the
following outside measurements : — Length , 12 ins.;
width
depthds, 41
ins. be made from in .
should
standar
The, 51twoins.;
board , and should be if ins. wide at bottom , taper
ing gradually to in . width at top . Tops should be
rounded . Bore holes in the standards for the
spindles, leaving room for the vulcanite discs to
rotate with the driving spindle below them .
Sufficient tinfoil should now be procured to make
thirty -two sectors — that is , sixteen for each disc ;
each sector should be i in . long, wedge-shaped with
corners rounded , and 1 in . from the outer cir
cumference when pasted on the discs. The driving
spindle can be made from an old roller blind with
two pulleys fixed at each end, and the handle can

be made from a piece of stout, iron wire thrust
through the entire wooden spindle. Two round
rubber cords serve as driving bands. Two pieces
of No. 18 copper wire bent into an arc serve as
neutralising rods when a few threads of tinsel cord
is tied to their ends for brushes.
Two empty Worcestershire sauce bottles, 7 } ins.
in height, and free from bubbles,make good Leyden
jars when filled to a depth of 1 in . with small shot
and coated on the outside with tinfoil.
The collectors consist of U -shaped pieces of wire
soldered to the surfaces of two of the bed balls in
such a way that when the vulcanite rod is thrust

into the hole the U -shaped collectors are at right
When the free end of the rod is fastened to its
cotton -reel the collector is complete, and can be
mounted on a small board with a hole to admit the
Worcestershire sauce bottle. This arrangement

A CHEAP WIMSHURST MACHINE .

conclusion , that the writer hasmade a machine after
the above style which can give a 2- in . spark in the

dampest weather. The illustration of the com
plete machine will explain minor details. It will
be seen on photo that the discharging terminals

are mounted on short insulating stems; but it is
for the amateur to arrange them to suit his own
fancy . The discharging circuit consists of two
bent stair-rods, which swing in the two Leyden jars,
rubber corks being fitted into the necks of the jars
to prevent the bent rods wriggling about.

angles to the rod .

The North -Eastern Railway Company has de
cided to substitute electricity for steam power for
driving the whole of the machinery comprised in

makes it possible to connect the collector with its
Leyden jar, or to throw it out of connection , if
desired. The boards to support the collectors and

side Electrical Power Company from its Neptune

admit the Leyden jars beside them should be as long

Bank Station .

the Company's locomotive works at Gateshead .
The necessary power will be supplied by the Tyne
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A Design for a Three - Phase
Induction Motor .

other. The effect of resonance is to produce a
voltage atthe terminals far in excess of the impressed
E .M .F ., thus subjecting the insulation to a strain
which it might be incapable of withstanding, and
precautionary measures must therefore be taken .

The conditions which produce resonance are ful
filled when

LP = CP
where L is the inductance in henrys, c the capa
city in farads, and p , 27 times the frequency . When
p and L are known, a simple calculation will give
the value for c at which resonance occurs. As an

color
Court

By Geo. R . GRIEVE .
(Continued from page 449.)
THE tunnelled slots in the stator will necessi
tate the winding being threaded through
after the stator hasbeen built up ; but this
should prove no obstacle as the winding is of
an extremely simple character, as will be seen
from the diagram (Fig . 9 ). Starting at slot i, the
wire passes to slot 6 , and so on through i and 6 ,
until each slot has received the required number
of conductors. It then goes to slots 2 and 5,
and, filling these, passes to 3 and 4, whence it goes
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Rotor End Plate.
to the next part of the winding, which, as was men
tioned before, is divided into three parts. After
completing the winding of one phase, the end is con
nected to the common wire, to which an end of the
other two windings is also connected , this junction
representing the point A (Fig . 3) ; the beginning of
each winding is, of course, connected to one of the
terminals, which are situated on the outside of the
motor frame. These terminals must be thoroughly
well insulated from the frame, otherwise a serious
breakdown may occur, due to a phenomenon known
as resonance. Resonance is attained when the
electrostatic capacity of the winding is such that it

neutralises the effect of its inductance, and the cur
rent and the E .M .F . come into phase with one an

Fig . 12.
example, suppose a circuit to have an inductance
L = '15 henry , and a frequency = 30 cycles per
second ; then since
LP = 1
CP .
c P = LP _= 715 .x I27 x 30 = '03538
... c = '03538 = 18 x 10 -8 farad .
;
277 X 30

an
r
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This is the value of c required to produce re
sonance, and the following will show what value
the voltage will rise under these conditions. Let
the resistance of the circuit be 2 ohms, and the im

pressed volts 150 , then the current being in phase
E = "50 = 75 amps.

with the E .M . F . will be given by
R

2

and the potential difference across the terminals at
switching in or out of the circuit is
75 – 75 = 2:129 volts.
CP '03538
Insulation intended to withstand 150 volts .would
certainly break down under this voltage. Of course,

the capacity of the winding may not be the value
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squirrel cage armature is used , the eddy currents
simply circulating in the rotor bars. The term
armature, although commonly used in place of rotor,
is not strictly correct, since it is the stator which
receives the power from the line wires, the rotor
being merely acted on inductively by the stator ;
the terms primary and secondary are sometimes
used in place of stator and rotor. The construction
of the rotor is effected by threading on to the shaft,

thin plates of soft sheet iron, and clamping them
together by a thicker plate at each end. The num
ber of holes in the rotor should be such that it will
have no common multiple with the number in the
stator, and as there are fifty -four stator slots, a suit
able number for the rotor will be fifty - nine. Al
though the current per lineal inch is about the same,
both in the stator and rotor, yet the dimensions of
their respective holes are not necessarily the same.
In the first place, the rotor conductors are usually
in the form of bars, which take up less room than a
group of wires of corresponding area , and, in the
second place, insulation is more easily carried out ;
indeed , the rotor bars need not be insulated at all.
When this method is employed , some of the eddy

currents circulate in the iron , and owing to the com
paratively high specific resistance of iron as against
that of copper, many of these currents are frittered
away in heat. They should , therefore, be confined
to paths, which will absorb few of them , so that in
sulated bars are preferable to non -insulated ones.

The bars should project beyond the rotor suffi
ciently to allow a metal ring to be connected to them .
The cross sectional area of one of the bars may be
copper in one of the stator slots ; estimating it thus,
it will be found to be equal to a No. 4 S . W .G . wire,

taken asbeing equal to the total cross section of the

T

EL 5* __

and allowing for insulation and slack, the diameter of
the hole will be .3 in . The only point to be con
sidered in designing the short circuiting ring, is, that
it should present a large cooling surface to the sur
rounding air , in order that little power will be lost
in it, which object is considerably aided by the fan
ning action of the rotor ; particulars of the ring will
be found in Fig. 10 .
When the motor is switched into the circuit, the
frequency of the currents induced in the rotor bars,
is the same as the frequency of the supply current,
and the self-induction of the bars is so great as to
make their resistance inappreciable ; for this reason

the short-circuiting rings are sometimes made of
metal, which has a higher specific resistance than
- No

Fig . 20 .

necessary for resonance, but any values in theneigh
bourhood of the right one, are almost equally as
dangerous, so that the stator conductors should be

particularly well insulated , more especially at the
There are one or two different types of rotor, but

terminals.

the simplest is that known as the squirrel cage arma
ture. The other types are used when it is necessary
to insert resistance in the circuit, in order to facilitate
starting. Where this type is used slip rings are
found necessary to take the rotor current through
the resistance, before it completes its circuit in the
winding. Nothing of this kind is required when a

copper, in order that the induced currents at starting
may be kept within safe limits. As the speed of the
rotor increases, its speed relative to synchronous
speed decreases, and the self-induction of the bars

becomes of less, and their resistance of correspond
ingly greater importance, and a good deal of power
will be wasted in overcoming the resistance of the
rings after the rotor attains its maximum speed ;
therefore, although advantageous at starting, the
efficiency of the motor is nevertheless diminished ,
by rings which have a high resistance.
While the rotor laminae should be kept as thin as
possible to reduce the loss of power due to eddy
currents, they should yet not be too thin , else the
amount occupied by the paper insulation , which is
usually placed between every plate, will almost be
as great as that occupied by the iron , and the rotor
will be extremely long ; this , of course, also applies
to the stator. In the case of small motors, paper
insulation is entirely superfluous, a thin coating of
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shellac varnish being "generally found sufficient to

the bars are placed in the holes, they are rolled in
brown paper, which has had a good coating of shellac

varnish. “An alternative method of connecting the
5
rings to the rotor bars is shewn in
Figs. II and 12 ; this method has
ST

insulate the plates from each other, owing to the
extremely low voltage of the eddy currents . If var.
nish is used to insulate the plates, the calculated

November 12, 1903.
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the advantage of ensuring good
contact between the rings and the
bars, because it will be rather diffi
cult to make so many connections

by the first method electrically
good , soldering being more difficult.
The insulation of the stator con
ductors must, as explained before,
be more carefully carried out ;
wooden wedges are driven into the
bottom part of the slot to keep the
conductors in position (Fig. 5 ). On

the inside of the main casting a
flange is cast 2 ins. deep against
which the stator laminae bear ;
when the requisite number of plates
has been placed in position , they
are held together by means of a
loose ring, through which bolts pass
to the flange on the other side of

the laminae, and are there screwed

for
Fig . 14 . length of the rotor, as well as being
its effectual length , will practically
be its total length also. Prof.
Fleming has given a formula which
shews the relation which the lost
watts bear to the thickness of the

up by means of nuts (Fig . 13). As
both the ring and the flange are
thicker on the outside than on the
inside,bosses must be cast on them
in order to give flat surfaces to the

bolt heads and the nuts (Fig. 14 ).
There are six bolts altogether, each
in . diameter, which pass through
11-16ths in . holes in the rings and
the stator plates. The terminals are

placed on one of the frames which

plates :
W = 82 82 n° X 10 -16,

where t is the thickness of one of

the plates in mils., ß the flux den
sity , and n the frequency in cycles
per second ; in words, the lost watts
due to eddy currents, varies as the
square of the thickness of iron , the

square of the flux density , and the
square of the frequency, divided by
the constant 10 -16.

The number of the plates in the

stator and rotor is the same, being
420 , each 15 mils. thick , with a

thin coating of shellac varnish on
either side. In the case of the
rotor the laminae are keyed to the
shaft, and are clamped tightly toge
ther by means of a cast -iron plate

placed at each end. One of the
the shaft, whilst the other one is
screwed up by means of a jam nut.
The rotor bars are cut from No. 4 S. W .G . wire, each
about 11 ins. long, and a part is filed flat at each end
2 ins. long, which receives the short-circuiting rings,
these being afterwards sweated to the bars. Before

Fig . 18.

plates bears against a shoulder on

carry the bearings, on the side of the motor

further from the belt pulley ; a detail of the ter
minal is shewn in Fig. is. A square ebonite
sleeve passes through the casting, and projects in
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beyond on each side, over which an ebonite ring is

placed . The sleeve is in . thick and has a 1-in .
square hole passing through it to take a 4-in . brass
bolt, which has a shoulder at one end to bear against

the ebonite ring on the outside ; screwed up against
this shoulder by means of a brass nut, is a brass
thimble into which one of the line wires is con
nected . The arrangement is the same on the inside,
except that a washer must necessarily beused in place
of a shoulder to bear against the inside ebonite ring ,
and a thimble precisely the sameas the outside one is
used , to which is sweated one of the stator windings.
The motor is cast in three pieces, the stator frame
on which are also cast the feet, and the two castings
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eter at the centre, for 91 ins. of its length ; the
journals are i in . in diameter, at each end of which
a shoulder is made to prevent end play . At the
end of one of the journals a part 2 ins. long is turned
down to } in . in diameter, on which may be keyed

(Fig. 19).
either a belt pulley or a spur-wheel
The feet of the motor are i in . thick , and are
3 ins. long by 3 broad ; the centres of the holding.
down bolt looking on the front elevation are i ft .

8 ins. apart ; looking at the end of themotor they
are i ft. apart (Fig. 20).

A Model First -Class Battleship .

carrying the bearings ; these parts are bolted to
gether by three f-in . bolts, which pass through
flanges cast on the stator frame and the end cast

By Robert S. ANDERSON.
THE photograph of a model first-class battle

ings. The metal is į in . thick , and a {-in , rib helps

ship, shown herewith , was inade by myself
entirely without the aid of a lathe. The fol

to support the lower half of each bearing ; a hole is

A MODEL FIRST -CLASS BATTLESHIT .
left in the casting above the cover to allow the bush to
lowing are particulars showing my method of con
be put in its place, and the cover to be screwed down ;
for the sake ofappearance the metal round this hole

struction :- The hull is one piece of solid yellow

is thickened out to 11- 16ths in . thick in a strip {-in .
broad (Fig. 16 ). A detail of the bush is shewn in
Fig . 17. They are of the ordinary type, and a pop
is cast on the lower half to prevent it turning with

inch for cutting into shape on the length, $ in . on

the shaft. The cover is of cast-iron, and has two

used cardboard moulds cut to shapes given in Fig.

II- 16ths in . holes drilled in it at 3 -in . centres , to

27, on page 471.

take two f-in. studs which screw into the lower half
of the bearing (Fig. 18 ). The cover does not bear

The deck is lined off to imitate deck planks I- 16th
in . apart. Fig. 8 shows the place cutout for anchors;
Fig . 9 shows section through same. The sides of
the citadel aremade ofwood in . thick ; four holes
are bored for 12-pounders ; at the ends, pieces of
cardboard are bent round into position of Fig. 28,
and a hole must be made in for a 6 -in , quick - firing
gun. The whole of this is glued on to the deck .

on the lower half, but g-in . is left clear, and this

clearance under ordinary circumstances, would
allow the brass to wear fin . ; it must be remem
bered , however, the air gap between the rotor and
stator is only i mm ., which means that, after the
brass had only worn 1-25th in ., the rotor would be

scraping along the lower part of the stator.
The shaft is i ft. 94 ins. long, and is i ins. diam

pine, clear of knots and shakes ; length of block ,

22 ins.; breadth , 4 ins.; depth , 3 ins. (allowing an
breadth , and in . on depth ). The ram is shaped
on with the hull. To get the hull a perfect shape, I

Fig. 24 shows ends of citadel. The steps on the
hull side are made of pieces of cardboard a

in .
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long by 1- 16th in . The casements are made of thin
card cut to the shape of Fig. 22. There are four on

are ofwood, to the shape of Fig. 22, and have wire in

each side. A round hole is then made for 6 -in .
quick -firing guns-- four of the guns pointed forward ,

lights are of wood , the face of which is covered with

and the rest point aft. (See Plan for holes.) The
lines representing the hinges for the openings of the
guns must be painted on with Chinese white ; these
must be glued on to the hull. Pieces of cardboard

semaphores are made of small pins painted black ;
the stripes across the arms are left white . The
stanchions are of wire standing fin . above deck .
The railings are of same, three rows painted white.

the ends. Guns are painted black . The search
silver paper, and the wood painted black . The

are cut to the shape of A , B , C , as shown in Fig . 20.
The piece C is glued on to the bottom of A , and the
piece B is glued on to the top of A . The whole of it
is then got into position in the hull, as shown in

Fig. 29. The stern walk ismade ofcardboard - -two
pieces cut to shape of Fig. 30 . Fig . 17 shows it in
position on hull. The funnels are made of wood
* in . in diameter ; they are hollowed out ; six holes
are made through which strings are passed for fun
nel guys. Small pieces of wire are put up funnel to
represent steam - pipes, and a small piece of wire
wood

Whistle

Fig . 29.
The davits are of wire . eight are made to Fig .
15, and eight the same as Fig . 1. The anchor
davits are of lead to shape of Fig. 13, painted
white. The anchors are of lead in three separ
ate pieces , put together and painted black . The
boats are made of wood - four to the shape of

Fig. 2, and eight to the shape of Fig . 1.

The

cables are of black cotton crocheted into a chain
stitch . Torpedo net-poles are of wire, brazed
out at one end , and a hole bored through to be

stapled

on

to the hull (see Fig. 10 ).

The

cara inara

STERN WALK

FIG . 19 .- FUNNEL.

with wood top cut to shape, as shown on Fig . 19, to
represent whistle. The funnels are painted buff.
The masts are 3- 16ths in . diameter to searchlight
platform ; the rest of themast is thin wood tapered
off to a point. This is glued on to the lower. The

masts are then fixed on to the deck through holes
made for them . The searchlight platforms are
circular pieces of stout cardboard railed with wire.
Fig . 18 shows plan of forebridge ; it is made of wood
I -16th in . thick . The conning- towers are made of

wood | in . diameter and in . high . The large ven

line
contre

tilators are made of wood ; four are cut to the
shape of Fig. 14 , are painted buff, and the face red .

HULL

Fır . 26 . - CARDBOARD MOULDS.

wire
FIG . 30.

3 -pounder quick -firing guns are made to description
given in Fig. 11. The capstans are of wood to the
shape of Fig. 5 The fair-leads are cast in lead to
shape Fig. 4. The timber head's sole-piece is of
cardboard . The tops are of lead to shape of Fig .
3. The propeller -- : The boss is made of wood,
blades of cardboard to shape of Fig. 21. The
hawser pipes are cast in lead and put into position,
as shown in Fig. 7. The compass is cut of wood to
shape of Fig. 12 . The companion ladder is made
of cardboard , and railed with wire to pattern of
Fig. 23. Fig. 26 shows how the cardboard moulds
are used to get the hull a proper shape. The hull
above water- line is painted black ; below water
line red, and a narrow white line between . I think
I have now fully described all parts. In fixing all
parts I mainly used thin glue. I may say the
model was made in three weeks, working at it at
night after business hours.

The smaller ones are also of wood cut to the shapes
of Fig. 16 , also painted buff and face red . The

WHEN charging, the temperature of a storage

four 12-in -guns cut to the shape of Fig . 25, painted
white, are ofwood ; also the barbettes for same cut
to the shape of Fig. 25. The 6 -in , quick -firing guns

battery must not be allowed to exceed 100° F . ; the
temperature of a cell near the middle being taken
as a guide.
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Experiments on Electric Oscil
lations and Waves.
By R . P . HOWGRAVE GRAHAM , A .I.E.E .
(Continued from page 440.)

November 12, 1903

In the writer's opinion , all these ideas are open to
objections, and need precise and careful examina
tion .

In the first place, we must clearly distinguish
between electro-dynamic currents which pass, or

appear to pass, through the body, and electrostatic
charges imparted to the body from very high
potential sources.

If the body be insulated and the hand connected

PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF HIGH- FREQUENCY

with one terminalof a powerful Tesla coil, thenature

CURRENTS .

of the effects obtained is both electrostatic and
electro -dynamic, for the current, which surges back

NE of themost importantand remarkable pro
perties of high-frequency currents is their

wards and forwards through the wrist, rushes into

comparative harmlessness when applied to
animals of the higher orders. They have been sup

the body and distributes itself over the surface
thereof in the form of oscillatory charges. It is

posed to be destructive to micro-organisms,
and have been applied in many ways by experi.
menters in attempts to cure various disorders.
Whether or no these currents are of use as
germicides, they are of undoubted value in cer
tain branches of medical work ; though what
we are chiefly concerned with at present is the
possibility of passing them through the body in
far greater quantities than is safe with ordinary
continuous or alternating currents.
Dr. Tatum , of New York , together with Prof.

Elihu Thompson , carried out experiments on
animals to find out the effect on them of very
high frequency currents. These were obtained
from dynamos of a peculiar design , arranged to
give frequencies up to 8000 per sec., and, as Dr.
Tatum had previously performed many similar
experiments with ordinary currents, they were
enabled to make interesting comparisons.

Tesla has also produced these remarkable
alternators, and though he does not give very
full details of their design and construction, a few
notes may be seen in the Electrical World . New
York , Vol. XVIII. Among other results , all
pointing in the same direction , Dr. Tatum and
Prof. Thompson found that a dog recovered
from a nominal current of 1' 35 amps., and on
the following morning appeared none the worse
for the experiment. This was thirteen times as
great as the strongest current previously used

by Dr. Tatum , and 120 cycles and eighteen
times the weakest fatal current. All muscular

contractions were found to disappear almost en
tirely as the frequency was increased to 4,500 ,
at which value 10 or 15 volts applied by
sponge electrodes about the head and face of
a human being produced hardly any effect.

LIGHTING A LAMP THROUGH THE BODY.

The reasons put forward to account for the
innocuousness) of high - frequency discharges are
various and somewhat inconclusive.
Tesla suggested that ordinary currents flow
chiefly along certain narrow channels offered by
nerves and blood -vessels, producing a very strong
local effect by concentration ,

High -frequency currents, according to him , dis
tribute themselves more uniformly through the
sectional area of the body.

Dr. Tatum and Professor Elihu Thompson have
said that during their experiments they found that
the ratio of pressure necessary at different fre
quencies was so even as to dispose of any idea that
there is a difference of distribution through the

animal's body. Again, it has been suggested more
than once that the body acts as a capacity , the
currents which appear to rush into it being mere
charges residing on the surface.'

therefore, clear that at the hand and wrist the effect
is mainly electro-dynamic, and that the further any
one part of the body is from the hand the more

electrostatic and the less electro-dynamic do the
effects become. The current, so to speak , leaves its
energy behind in the form of surface electrostatic
changes, until, at the furthest points, such as the
fingers of the other hand, the effect is purely electro
static, and no current flows unless the strain be
comes so great as to cause brush discharges to burst
from the finger-tips. (See future article.) In this
case the body does behave as a capacity ; but to
those who give the matter consideration it will be
obvious that in the cases where two handles at
different potentials are used (as in the experiment
depicted above), the current does actually pass

through the body, whether it distributes itself evenly
or otherwise.
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It is not quite easy to accept Mr. Tesla 's theory of

occurs inside, reject the lamp ; if outside, insulate it

even distribution in face of the well-known fact (see

previous articles) that high -frequency currents con
fine themselves almost entirely to the surface layers

more carefully until there is no spark .
Having connected the lamp, as shown in Fig . 24 ,
and ascertained that the whole discharge circuit is

of a conductor.

Such confinement would probably result in a de

well insulated from anything which could come in
contact with the body, set the apparatus going and

crease — and perhaps elimination of the physical
as the larger
effects produced by ordinary currents,very
near the

nerves and organs are never placed

minute spark of no consequence may pass to your
hand at the moment of contact.

surface ; and though , as regards such nerves and
organs, the practical result would be an even greater

unconnected with anything ; grasp it firmly, and

diminution of effect than would arise from even dis
tribution , it would seem that theremust be a concen
tration of discomfort in the layers immediately
below the outermost and badly conducting skin ,
layers which, moreover, are full of acutely sensi
tive small nerves.

nected . Now move the point of contact slowly from

grasp the handle H , firmly in the right hand. A

Now take the handle H ,, which, so far, is free and
touch with it the point P , which may be any point
on the turn nearest to the end to which the lamp is con

The writer has never felt any such localisation of

pain ; and though it is curiously difficult to judge
where the sensations are actually greatest, he has
noticed , when passing high -frequency currents from
hand to hand, that as the current is gradually in
creased to the point of discomfort, the wrists, where

the current density is greatest, seem to suffer much
as they would do under the influence of currents
from an ordinary medical coil
The theory of Professor Thompson and Dr.
Tatum with regard to the even ratio of potential
difference necessary at different frequencies, is one
which may or may not be valuable.

If the tests

were taken through the skin , the ratio of pressure
would remain fairly even , however the current dis
tributed itself in the body, for the potential differ
ence required would depend chiefly on the skin re
sistance, which is by far the most important (part)
of that of the whole body.
Until the physiological action of ordinary CC1

rents is thoroughly understood, we probably must
not hope for any really satisfactory explanation of
thematter, for with such currents we have not only
the nervous effect which produces muscular con
tractions and stoppage of the heart's action , but also
possible burning or heating effects, electrolysis, and
perhaps other factors not at present realised .
Whatever may be the reasons, the fact remains,
and of it the following experiment affords a most
striking proof :--

Lighting a lamp through the body. - No new ap
paratus is required , except a 100 -volt 5 -C .-p . lamp.

In Fig. 24 (C ) the condenser (arranged as usual)
of copper, wound on a wooden cylinder, and already
used for three or four experiments. L is the non

discharges through G the gap, and S the long spiral

volt lamp, one terminal of which is connected with
one end of S , and the other with a handle H ,, which

may be ofbrass tube, iron rod , or even a tool, such
as a pair of pliers or a cold chisel.

The other handle

H , is made in the same way, and may have a stiff
brass rod or wire attached to it . L is best arranged

with wires soldered one to each contact piece, and
thoroughly well separated , either by casting some
hard wax round them , or by inserting a small block

of ebonite between them and binding them fast to it
To test the lamp, connect one of its wires to one
end of S , as shown, and move the other wire by one
turn at a time along S until the lamp burns at full

with insulating tape .

power, or even a little over.
If no spark occurs between the connections, either
inside or outside the lamp, it is all right. If a spark

_ _ -- - --

ſH2
Fig . 24.
turn to turn , working from right to left, and thus
getting further and further from the point of con
nection of the lamp. When a few turns have been
tapped the potential difference between the ends of
the portion between the contacts gets sufficiently

high to force a current through the body from hand
to hand and through the lamp, which , consequently ,
burns dull red . Proceeding cautiously — but not, on
the other hand , stopping because mild sensations
are felt - the experimenter can with only very slight
discomfort, light the lamp to full brightness.
This experiment, it performed with reasonable care
and attention to instructions, is quite safe ; but if the
reader is not perfectly clear as to connections, etc.,
let him leave it alone or make enquiries. The

writer does not know whether the experiment may
bemade withoutan alternating supply ; but with an
ordinary make-and-break there would be no danger.
except that of receiving an unpleasant shock if any
mistake were made.
To ensure steadiness of working with an alter
nating supply (or Wehnelt), a vigorous current of
air must be maintained at the spark gap (see pre
vious article ).
When the lamp burns at full brightness the
experimenter is passing through his body a current
of about '2 amp., which is surging backwards and
forwards from hand to hand some hundreds of
thousands of times per second.
At ordinary frequencies '02 amp. (one-tenth of
above current) produces terrible muscular con
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tractions, while a current of about i amp. (alternat

ing) was found instantaneously fatal in the electro
cution of criminals in America. The fatal current
often quoted is about 3 amp., and no doubt 2
would be fatal if applied for a few seconds.
Many people can bear •3 amp. at high frequency
without much discomfort ; and if the ap
paratus were arranged to give even higher
periodicities, probably heavier currents than :3
could be borne.
The photo shows an experimenter lighting a
100-volt 5-c.-p. lamp through his body. In the
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A Model for Railwaymen .
7 HILST the tiny model locomotive, made by
Mr. H . Hildersley, a member of the London
S .M . E ., which we illustrate herewith , is in

left hand is a pair ofpliers holding one wire of the
lamp, and the right hand holds a wall, chisel
for making contact at any point on the coil ,

which , in this case, was placed vertically for
photographic convenience. The lamp was burn
ing at full brightness ; the spark gap was
screened , and the exposure was made by flash
light.

(To be continued.)

BRASS castings shrink about $ in. to the foot
the foot in shrinking in the mould .
To harden cast- iron , heat to a cherry red , and
dip in a solution composed of one half-pint of cil of
vitriol and 2 ozs. of saltpetre mixed in 3 gallons of
in cooling . Iron castings shrink 1- 10th in . to

water.

FIG . 1. -- MR. H . HILDERSLEY' S MINIATURE MODEL

G .N .R . LOCOMOTIVE . (Photographed full size.)
teresting in itself as being a very faithful represen
tation of the famous G . N . R . eight ft. singles to a
scale of 5-64ths in , to the foot, the engine and its
track depicted in Fig. 2 form part of an, as yet,
incompleted shunting puzzle, out of which much
amusementmay be obtained .
The engine is made wholly in brass, and to give
it a good appearance, has been gilded . The photo
graph, which Mr. Hildersley has kindly allowed us
to make, shows the locomotive full-size.

The boiler barrel was turned , and at the front
end shouldered down to fit a hole in the smokebox,
the reduced diameter projecting and forming the
smokebox door. The frames and footplates are

built up in the orthodox way. The wheels revolve
on axles, and the connecting-rods are made to work .
As it would have been impossible to obtain castings
for the wheels with spokes and difficult to make the
latter out of the solid , Mr. Hildersley engraved the
spokes on the turned discs. The front bogie is
pivoted exactly in the same manner as the proto

type, and, although the flanges of the wheels are
not very deep - asmay be judged from the picture
— the engine keeps the road and passes over the

points exceedingly well. The photograph (Fig. 2)
will explain the construction of the railway, and,
therefore, the puzzle portion of the model may be
described , reference to the sketch -plan on the fol
lowing page being made.
The problem to be solved , with the least nuinber
of moves, is to transpose the position of the two
trucks by ordinary shunting operations without
allowing the engine to pass under the arch in the
centre of the loop line. Of course, no truck must
be moved without the aid of the engine, and either
one or two trucks may be shunted at the same time.
The engine should , at the commencementand finish ,
be in the position indicated on the sketch — and the
white truck taking the place of the shaded one and

vice versa . Note. — No fly shunting is allowed !
MR. J. FLETCHER MOULTON, K .C ., M .P ., F .R .S.,
has been elected President of the Junior Institution
Raban C . B ., R . E .
of Engineers, in succession to Colonel Edward

Fig . 2. - LOCOMOTIVE AND TRACK .
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offers ofoftopractical
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sireinterest.
anaeofmutual
achefulld.
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Editor
[ The
d, bufort ittheLetters
land
s readers
"ifthisdecolumn
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full

name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached ,

though notnecessarily intended for publication.]

Model Steam Turbine Construction .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, - 1. have read with pleasure the in
genious methods given by Mr. Bredin Naylor for
cutting blades to turbine wheels, also your remarks
on Ifsame.
the grooves cut with the end mill are not deep
enough to form blades, they would , at least, sim

[Attention
is especially directed Queries
first riot
condition
givenwithbelowe.
the
and no nolice will be taken toof the
complying
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope " Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Qucrics
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by postunder the following conditions ( 1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only , and the sender's nameMUST b . in .
scribed on the back. ( 2 ) Queries should be accompanied
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (110t post-card )
should
be enclosed
(4 ) anQueries
willofbea answered
as earlyinvariably
as possible after
receipt,. but
interval
few days

must usually elapse before the Reply can be forwarded. (s )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks must elapse before the
Reply can be published. The insertion of Replies in this column
cannot be guaranteed. (6 ) All Oueries should be addressed to
The Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER , 35 to 39 . Temple House
Tallis Street, London , E .C.)

plify the construction of a built-up wheel.
The following plan suggests itself to me : - For a
Il-in . diameter wheel : Let the grooves be cut in
just the sameway as first proposed byMr. B . Naylor

The followingare selected from the Queries which have been replied

with tool (Fig. 4, page 396 , M . E .), depth of cut about
t -in . on a wheel of 1-in . diameter. Into these

[0772] Cells for Night- light. A . E . J . (Erdington ) writes : I
am thinking of getting a small electric night-light with ordinary

grooves force separate blades about fin . long.

batteries, so that the latter may be used occasionally for other pur

to recently: -

BRIDGE
TRUCK

TRUCK
ENGINE

For description ,]

A SHUNTING PUZZLE.

To form the blades, take piece of brass tube same
diameter as the cutter, run two marks or grooves
along the length and opposite to each other ; part off
lengths of tube full 3 in . long, split each length with
hard chisel on a piece of rod to form two blades..

into eachthegroove
formedimmerse
Force
To trueoneupblade
the aswheel,
wheelofwheel.
as built
up in a small disc -shape bath ofmolten white metal
or solder. Let it cool and set, turn the whole out
and mount in lathe : turn down sides and edges of
blades,
which will
temporarily
the
white metal.
Nowbemelt
the whitesupported
metal outbyagain
by putting in ladle of molten metal. I regret I have
not the timejust now to try this before writing you .
REUB. NORMAN .
- Yours faithfully ,
Bungay .
SOME months ago the Great Western Railway
Company
experimental
trial on their
line
one of theordered
de Glehnfor compound
locomotive
engines,
which are used for the fastest trains on the Nord of
France
engine,Alsaciennes
which has
been
specially Railway.
built by theTheSociété
des Con
structions Mécaniques, at Belfort, France, has now
been
shortly
put in type
experito
mentalcompleted
service. , and
The will
engine
is of be
a similar
the latest design used by the Nord of France Rail
way. In order that the test may be as conclusive
as possible , French drivers and firemen will be lent

(see preceding page.

poses, the voltage intended being 6, and the batteries Leclanché.
( 1 ) Which are the best - carporous, agglomerate, or sack ? (2 )
Which size - - 1-pint, 2 pints, or 3 pints ? (3 ) How many batteries

would be required ? (4 ) Should ordinary battery lamps or high

efficiency be used ? (5) About how long would the batteries you

mention
yield a continuous 'ight ?
( 1 ) The sack , with circular zinc plate instead of rod . (2 ) The
larger
the
better. The 1-pint size does well enough for small
night
lamps. (3 ) Three in series for a 4 -volt lamp. (4) High
efficiency
are better. That means simply that the lamp is a better make.
Those such as are mentioned on p 240 , November 15th , 1902 issue,
would suit you. Read the notice.

(7930) SpiralGear Wheels. H . L . H . (Hereford) writes : I am
making
a gas engine of about 1 h .-p ., and I do not quite under.
stand how to set out and cut the 2 to i gear . I want the side
shaft
to
revolve as in large engines, and use worm -gear, not bevel
wheels. The size of wheel on engine could be 2 ins, or at ins., and
the one on shaft to be as small as possible. What I want to know
(2 ) How to determine the number of teeth and size for wheel on
side shaft after the one on engine had been cut with , say, twelve
teeth ? I have read your articles on wheel-cutting, but do not see
this kind of wheels explained , though I believe the author has

is - ( 1) How to get the right bevel or slope of teeth on each wheel ?

promised to do so some time ago . I presume these kind of wheels
could be cut with the milling attachment, as described in M .E .,
Vol. VIII.

Evidently you mean a spiral-gear, as distinct from a worm -gear,
and we are afraid you will not be able to manage it in the lathe
with a miiling attachment. Had this been possible, Mr. Cook
would have described it in his articles. This type of gear is themost
complicated of any kind of gearing, and is cut in a milling machine,
both cutter and wheel blank moving, it being necessary for these
blanks to have a rotary movement proportional to the pitch of
spiral. These gears have been cut on both a milling and a planing
machine, butwe do not think it practical on a small lathe. You wil
have to get your wheels cut or use a bevel or worm -gear ; instruc
tions for the latter will be given in the article appearing in the issue
of October 22nd .
lo6o2l Sails . “ VAIGHER " (Edinburgh ) writes : Can you in

from the Nord of France Railway to work the en
gine on the Great Western , and, if necessary , even
French briquettes will, it is said , be imported for use
as
fuel.Railroad
It is interesting
to have
note also
that placed
the Pennsyl
vania
management
a con

form me how to measure the sail area of( 1) a modelcutter, (2 ) a fore
and -aft schooner, (3) a lugger carrying jib , lug foresail, and lug
mizen ; also (4 ) the best method of measuring and handicapping a

tract for the experimental introduction on their
system of one of these de Glehn engines.

Sails are measured as follows : If they have four sides , a diagonal
is joined from any two opposite angles , and the area of each triangle

number of boats of which the only particulars available are the
length over-all breadth , and rig ?
found by multiplying the longest side by a perpendicalar dropped
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from the opposite angle and dividing by 2 . In some clubs the actual
area of the head sails are taken : but the Y . R .A . rule is the product
of the perpendicular from deck to pointwhere the halyard of highest

headsail meets mast, with the horizontal measured from foreward
side of mast to point where the tack of headsail meets bowsprit.
Lugsails are measured as mainsails, any part of sail forward ofmast
being included.
197511 Testing Small Gas Engines. C . A . H . (Peckham
writes : Ihave a small gas engine and a dynamo to suit it. I do not
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2 volts would push 2 amps. through 1 ohm , or most likely would
fuse
it.is 15 They
the carıying
No. 12a foot,
platinoid
wire
amps.say Does
this meancapacity
a pieceof,i say,
in . long,
or a
yard ?
(1)
The
direction
of
rotation
may
be
reversed
by
changing
direction of current in either the armature or the field -magnetsthe;
or the other, but not both . See recent letters and articles on
“one
Reversing
Switches for Electric Motors," which have appeared
from time to time. ( 2) One yard of No. 22 platinoid resistance wire
has a resistance of 8 ohm . Thus, i volt will send a current of

know power of dynamo. Please say how can I find both . Also, I
want to charge 1 , 2 , or, perhaps, 5 accumulators off dynamo. Please
how can I wire up to do this. Accumulators are 4 volts and
say
from 25 to 120 amps. How can I wire up so as to putaccumulators
on so as to charge properly ? Few sketches will oblige.
The following gear will be needed to carry out a brake horse
power test on your engine. Two spring balances reading up to
about 30 lbs. : one need only read to to lbs. A length of rope,

that
signifiessafely
any conductor
capacitywillofcarry
The carrying
so on. length
and given
so many amps.
of conductor
any

fitted with small blocks of wood as Fig . 1. to keep rope on flywheel.

without overheating. For instance, if you had io yards of wire

The test is carried out as follows : The engine is started up and
then
the brake placed in position. Fasten the balance B securely

I'25 amps ., as

C - C = =1:25

and 2 volts would send

C = = 250 amps.
carrying capacity was to amps., and you passedmucha current
over
through it, the wire would become very
50 amps.
ofwhose

Fig .1 ROPE BLOCK.

query N°975) TTTTTTTT
Fig . 2. – TESTING BRAKE HORSE -POWER OF A Gas ENGINE.
tois fastened
the ground
carefully
put thebring
rope theandfree
blocks
whichunder
rope
) in and
position
on wheel,
end (toround
Death flywheel and fasten to balance B '. Have just sufficient slack
in the rope to allow for fastening to each balance. A sliding knot
could be used at one end to tighten up when necessary . When
everything
is running satisfactorily, tighten up the brake until
engine takes a charge every time, then take the speed , and ad
just
same so that engine is running at normal speed at full load.
The reading of both balances must be noted from time to time,
and also the exact speed at which she is running at at the time the

balance
readings are taken . The speed should be kept as constant
as possible , without letting engine cut-out. Then , after a number
of readings have been taken , the results may be worked out :

BHP (B - B1) 2 3'14 radiusin ins. of flywheel revs. permin.
Suppose the balance B reads 20 3300012
lbs. and balance B ' reads 4 lbs.,
radius of flywheel in inches = 20 ; speed , say, 300 revolutions per
minute ; then we have

(20 — 4) 2 33000
* 3.14X X1220 X 300 – 16 66X 6'28 - 5033 24* =_ ,1'5 B.H .P.
The power of dynamo can best be found by noting the output
by means of ammeter and voltmeter when same is working
load, but without overheating.
19834 ) Reversing Motor and Carrying Capacity Wires.

G . R . (Liphook ) writes : I wantyou to favour me with the connec
tions of a Simplex type dynamo. It is compound-wound, and has a
ring armature ; the compound winding is wound on the core first,
and
then likefieldit winding
on way
that, that
and the
machineused
runs. clockwise.
I would
to run the
is generally
Will you
kindly give me connection for both ways ? Will you also tell me
if one yard of No. 22 L .S .g . platinoid wire is I ohm resistance ?

Now , if it takes I volt to push i amp. through 1 ohm , I suppose

heatedandandsentprobably
fuse.through
Also , iit,f youyouhadwould
ten miles
the same
wire
50 amps.
obtainof the
same
result, viz ., overheat it. But in the first case you would need a
certain
voltage
to
force
the
50
amps.
along,
in
the
latter
case
you
would need a very much higher voltage to force along the same 50
amps, for the resistance of the ten miles would be just 1,760 times
great as that of the 10 yards. The carrying capacity is the same
inas both
cases,notfortheit length
is proportional
to the cross sectional area of the
conductor,
.
[9309] Wireless Telegraphy. B . R . P . (Tunbridge Wells)
writes : Many thanks for your reply to my queries re wireles

installation (Query No. 9021 in August 6th issue). There are still
one or two points upon which I am not quite clear, and I should

be much obliged if you would help me out of my difficulty . They
are as follows : - (1) What is the resistance of the non -inductive
shunts, and of whatcoare
made ? Hydrocarbon ? (2) Size and
ils they
amount of wire in coils
forfor preventing
from going to
that form
form ,, oscillations
wrong part of apparatus. What
if usanyed binetparticular,
these
w
e
coils take ? (3 ) Is there no “ condenser " used
between
the " make
and break " of the sending key ?
( 1) The resistance of the shunts, which , except in the case of the

relay
best connected
contacts,frommustflowing
be suffito
cientlycontacts,
high toareprevent
a large across
enoughthecurrent
diminish the proper action of the instrument to be shunted . It
will, therefore, depend on the resistance of the said instrument, and
might be 100 ohms or more. The best way is to try different
lengths of No. 40 Eureka German silver or platinoid wire, silk

coveredbeing
. Eureka
best the
andlarger
No. 42,
38, anor ounce
even or36 two
will and
do,
more
requiredis with
size.40,Get
experiment. As to the material of the shunt, " of what are they
made," we explained in some detail in answer to your previous en
quiry that they are made of thin high resistance wire as already set
forth in thepresent answer. ( 2) The coils you mention will be quite
adequate if an ounce or two ofNo. 26 s.c . is carefully and regularly
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wound on an ordinary bobbin , such as is used for bell coils, etc.
Use no core. A couple of such coils are usually used , one on each
side of the coherer, but, of course, not between it and the aerial
or earth wires, or whatever supplies the oscillatory impulses. ( 3 )
The sending key is merely to put the current on for short or long
times, and the make and break is at the usual vibrating hammer
arrangement, which should work at such a speed that when steadily
going, the armature of the Morse recorder or other mechanism at

the receiving end stays permanently down by its inertia . The
weight
of this armature should, therefore, be considerable.
[8154)
Electric
Locomotive.
W . E .ofC .Mr.
(Birmingham )
writes :G .Model
IN .should
like to know
the gearing
illustrated Harrison's
model
R . electrically
-drivenhowlocomotive,
in Decem
ber 15th , 1902, is arranged ?
Mr. Harrison has sent us a sketch , and it will be seen that worm
gearinghe has
beenhasdone
awaythewithlossandfromspurfriction
wheels
substituted
this,
thinks,
reduced
. The
drawings:

give full information , and show also the electrical connections.
(9691]: Would
Gas Engine
Ignition.
R . ifR .the(Leith)
writes
you kindly
inform me
igni

November 12 , 1903.

new ? What kind of tube are you using, porcelain or metal? The
firing early can be overcome in severalways, either by heating the

tube furthertheaway
from sothe that
opening
to combustion
chamber,
by
adjusting
mixture
it isinofmaximum
neither
too rich
or too orweak
and
so
tends
to
fire
at
the
moment
compression
.
It
may be that the compression is rather high , but matters of this
sort
can
only
be
settled
accurately
by
testing
engine
with
an
in
dicator. Occasionally early firing can be stopped by inserting a
brass tube in the ignition hole leading to the tube and thus reducing
the bore of same ; in fact, a number of experiments might be made
in this way until you find you get good results. Spark ignition
might be fitted . See Mr. Verney's arrangement in a recent number
of this journal where a diagram of connections, etc., is given . When
starting
the engine, the compression should be relieved by keeping
the exhaust valve open for a greater length of time than when
engine
is
running up to speed. This is usually done by making
the exhaust cam capable of sliding on the side shaft, and a second
lump
on same, keeping the valve open until crank is on the bottom
centre of compression stroke. Then when speed is up, the cam is

tion tube of a gas engine is worked mechanically ,

orandis worked
it just screwed
into the? cylinder
covera
by the direct
compression
(2 ) Would
small
piece
of
iron
tube
do
for
this
;
and
length ought it to be ? (3) Is a - in . gas pipe what
large
enough
supplyworking
gas for ona cylinder
diameter
by
31 ins.to stroke
themotor3 ins.
bicycle
type
suction valvé. (4 ) Whatnumber of your paper

could and
I findtankdescribed
- How to make a carbu .
rettor
?

enginesa from 35 h .-p . down
(1) Ontherethe smaller
wards
is not usually
timing
or
ignition
valve
fitted,
although one or two makers
still
fit their engines with
them
found that
necessary,
such ;isothers
not have
and

Gear

Wheels

have discontinued the prac

tice.
(2) The size depends,
to someextent,upon
size and
type of engine. For small
sizes
up to 6fromor 7 tin
b .h .-p ., a
tube made
barrel,
about 7 ins. long,. gas
an
swers fairly well, but only for

Query N°8154

· Rating. Allowance. Rating. Allowance Rating Allowance .

Driving

U Reversing switch
DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR MODEL ELECTRIC
Circuit

Wheel

Collector

G . N . R . LOCOMOTIVE .

WNNNNNN

prorood

6071
12 .85

41

I ' 3 23184
14
:47
13
II '6'5 C28
3244

43
4 '4
4 '5

4036 :44
' 18

43 .59

21
2
223

87
6057 '31

(9851][Gas
Engine
Firing.
R . R .on (Leith)
writes:
Would
you kindly
give Early
me some
information
the following

t part of the stroke should the spark fire ? I would like to run
the tube, if possible .
itwhawith
To enable us to have replied definitely to your query, you should
have stated the conditions under which your engine has been run

ning up to the present time, and also how she ran - or is the engine

3 '1
32
3 '3

34
3.5
3 .6
هسدايديا

matter ? I have had a trial of my gas engine, which is of the
bicycle type with a built-up cylinder and water jacketed ; the
cylinder
ins. the
diameter
. stroke,
tubeandignition
get it to gois 3over
centre,byas31-in
it fires
too soon
blows. theI cannot
piston
back with such force that it cut the small feather that is in shaft
and
crank disc on the flywheel shaft. I think it must be the com
pression space that is too small ; it is . in ., if it is that. You might
inform me what size it should be for the above size cylinder ; or if
the 1 -in . is about right, would it do to fire it with electricity, and

4946 ..7879
.62
5552 .31

62
6467 .64
.87
'01
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'07
71'06
72
. 98
74 .83
7661
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8153
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MODEL ELECTRICALLY-DRIVBN G . N . R . LOCOMOTIVE.
a time. This kind of tube
soon
gives
out
1.6.,
either
cracks, or closes up in the bore, so that the gases do not reach the
pushed back
into itsthese
normalfew position
full compression
red
-hota good
portion
of tube,
partmeter.
being practically
( 3) issue.
Yes ;
place.
Probably
remarksandwillthe assist
you over takes
your
with
pressure
and that
suitable
(4 ) Octobersolid
ist . 1902
difficulty; but if you have more trouble let us know , and give us
fuller
particulars
of
engine
and
what
you
have
done
to
remedy
matters.
Field Magnel
[9851A )Model Yacht Allowance. H .F . P . (Beckenham )writes
Please give me a table of time allowances for yachts between the
ratings
of sbetween
and 3, these
sailing under the old rule. If you give me a
fuuvutt
few
values
intermediate
values. numbers, I can make a curve for any
Brushes

999
10

125 '96
1265
127 '05
127 .57
128 '05
128 54
129 '02
12952
130
1305
131

13148
131 96
13243
132 . 9

(These allowances are based for onenauticalmile.)
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improved . Clockwork locomotives to new designs are now supplied ,

one of 7 ' 3 rating. The allowances in the column are :
IIS 'NI
40 ' 18

,
so constructed that it flies to pieces on
interest in toy railways. Specially cheap lines in English pattern

Difference – 77 .93
mile:
one nauticalis 19:48
allows the smaller mile,seconds
on allowance
Thethelarger
then the
length of course is, say,771 .93
Ifseconds.
Set.consisting
D . M . Rof. (Ayrshire)
[9722]: ICharging
2 b .h .-p.
lighting plant,
smallamp.-hour
purchased aa 200
writes

level crossing gates.
The electrical section includes many new patterns, the one we
may reter to being the electrically -driven “ Charles Dickens "
locomotive, arranged to work oft 110 -volt ( continuous) mains, which
we illustrate herewith . The circuit is provided with an ingenious
automatic cut-out. Another notable model is a “ Central London "

novelty ofshould
a coach,which
and amongst the railway carriages the collision
increase theis

catalogue.indicators,
Other new
of theplatform
carriages
this sectionsignals,
are a feature
and
compriseof stations,
railway models

dynamo, switchboard, and thirty-eight storage cells of,
engine,
oilI think
, the E .P . S . type. The glass boxes are 12 ins. square by
ins. high. They have been standing idle for eighteen months.

14
I notice a few of them badly buckled , and others
On examination
with
the connecting lugs broken . I know nothing about them , and
them ,
relating
I wish you to answer me the following questions
again ,to and
right
in

viz. ( ) Can those that are buckled be put

055

what manner ? ( 2 ) Can the lugs be burned on again , and, if so .
explain the process ? ( 3) They are still full of liquid : will this

require to be renewed before commencing to charge them ? (4 ) I
have fifteen lights in the house 60 volts 16 c.-p .themHow long would
When
? (5 ) would
the above cells run them before re -charging what current

right voltage and of dynamo is
charging what would amp.
be themeter
? The output valuetheof the cells ,
registered on the
be amps.
volts. (6 ) What would belong
20 wishedat riodispose
would the dynamo
of them ? (7) How the
to
if I
positive
consist
run

charged.

ofnine

require to to be fully
The cells
and ten negative plates, and each plate is to ins. by 9 ins.
(1) This depends to what extent they are buckled. If only
slightly bent, a gentle pressure will put them right- but be careful
not
to crack the plate in any way. (2) See Query 8878, page 142,
6th, 1903 issue. (3) Most probably. (4) Capacity of
ofcellsAugust
approx.
9 X 10 X 9 X 2 = 1020 sq. ins. = 72 sq. ft.
and counting 30 amps. per square foot of + plate =
15 - 16 C.-p.60 volt lampswill
= 21616 amp.hours'
amps.; thuscapacity:
take about
:
216
16 =- 13'5 hours,
ice.. the cells would last about thirteen or fourteen hours with lamps
all on . (5 ) Charging currentshould not exceed 26 amps. 20 amps.
would do very well. Run dynamo to give about 100 volts. (6 )
This depends so much upon their condition, etc., that we cannot
say. Compare with some electrical catalogue. (7 ) About twelve
to fifteen hours, according to current.

Messrs. W . J. BASSETT-Lowke's ELECTRICALLY
DRIVEN MODEL Loco, " CHARLES DICKENS."

ALZEM

WA

MESSRS . BASSETT-Lowke's MODEL P .L .M . “ WIND
CUTTER ” LOCOMOTIVE.
copyings the
locomotivande, very
electricaly accessorie
motors,
d . List
also catalogueDynamos
are prototype.
other accuratel
price 4d. post free .

The News of the Trade.
[ The Editor will be pleased to receive for review under this
heading, samples and particulars of new tools, apparatus,
and materials for amateur use. It must be understood that
these reviews are free expressions of Editorial opinion, no
payment of any kind being required or accepted . The Editor
reserves the right to criticise or commend according to the

inserting
submitted,
or toareabstain
merits
the goods
interesta
sufficient
case where
review ofin any
not offrom
the goods
to his readers.]

Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial inspection of the goods noticed .

*New RailwayModels.
The very interesting section ( A ) of the new

• Horizontal Engine Castings.
Mr. H . G . Kingston has sent us a finished sample of the new
model horizontal engine of which he is now supplying castings and
forgings. The engine is of substantial build , with cylinder it by
and the castings have plenty ofmetal in them . The complete
it,
engine is listed at £5 1os. and £4 Ios., according to finish , and the

casting at 155. per set. Mr. H . G . Kingston 's address is Token
house Yard, High Street, Putney .

A Correction .
Mr. James Mackenzie (17, Benson Avenue, East Ham ), writes
pointing out a slight mistake in our notice of his box spanners in
the issue of October 29th , page 431. The price of these tools is

IS. 6d ., not is.

An Electric Novelty.
The Universal Supply Company, 60, Brook Street, Chorlton -on

season's catalogue

just published by Messrs. W . J . Bassett-Lowke & Co., Kingswell

wellasillustrated
pagesas oflarge
par
Street,
almost
models, is 104
ticularsNorthampton,
the combined
of their latestcomprising
list last year, and includes many new novelties. Wemay mention

of
that an extra large model hot-air engine is now listed , also a model

steam fire engine of excellent proportions, having two jets, slide
escapes.
air chamber,
sizes pedometers,
valve cylinder,
ofmodel fire are
and two and
also
boats,
steam turbines,
Model
torpedo and
included in the catalogue. The railway portion comprises several
designs of model steam locomotives for such small gauges as it-in .,
and a very interesting model in the large sizes is the one of the
famous P .L .M . " Wind Cutters " for 3-in . gauge. We have seen
this model and are able to illustrate it herewith ; it is extremely
and has a very realistic appearance The new " Lady
well-made,
of the Lake ” model we have already reviewed . Model G .E .R .
represented, and
single
locos have
and
are also
.R . “ Atlantic
Prince " "models
also been considerably
the popular G “.NBlack

Manchester, say that in addition to the electric scarf pin
Medlock,
which recently reviewed they are bringing out a similar novelty

we
,
stone.
or other
which takes the place of a diamond
scarf pin and can recom
have, since our notice, seen the electric
and not
battery
small
very
the
excellent
value
is
;
as
mend
it
inconvenient to carry.

finger , the lamp of
in the shape of an electric ring to go on theprecious
We

New Catalogues and Lists .
of hisl
us a copy
. Reveley, 1, Zetland Place, Leeds, sends finished
horizonta
newW list of model boilers and fittings, includingmounting
s such as
vertical, launch , and locomotive type boilers ;
safety valves, taps, unions, and whistles, donkey pumps,
fillers,
and pressure gauges. List id ., post free.

The Editor's Page.
E

give in this issue the first instalment of a
new series of articles under the heading of
“ Lessons in Workshop Practice.” From
the numerous enquiries we receive from our readers
who are in doubt as to the best methods of dealing
with some of the more difficult problems of the
workshop, we believe that this series will be widely
appreciated ; butwemay say thatwhile several ofthe
articles will be devoted to fairly difficult work , we
shall not neglect the simpler workshop processes on
which information is equally necessary for the be
ginner. We have made special arrangements for
including in this series some practical articles on
workshop methods peculiar to electrical apparatus,
such as the making of commutators, coil-winding ,
testing for faults, & c., and we feel sure that these
will be of great value to those interested in this
class of work . The article in the present issuedeals
with keys and key-seats, and is written by Mr.
Chas. W . Cook, whose recent series on “ Milling in
Small Lathes " has been so much appreciated .

“ Motor ” (Lynn ). - We are sorry we do not know
of any firm supplying castings for a really good
model fire-engine. The models in the South
Kensington Museum were absolutely correct scale
models of the engines in use at the timethey were
made, but the patterns and castings were made
privately , and we are afraid you must do the
same unless somemodel supply firm is sufficiently
enterprising to put a set on the market.
F . B . C. D . (Didsbury ). - Wewould advise you to
get our two6d. handbooks — “ Simple Mechanical
Working Models,” and “ Simple ElectricalWork

ing Models,” which give instructions such as you
require in the simplest possible fashion . You
might also get the book entitled “ Model of Hori
zontal Steam Engine,” which contains a sectional
papermodel of a steam engine and a full explana
tion of its various parts. It may be had from our
Book Department, post free 25. 8d. The other
buoks in our 6d . series would be helpful as you
required further information.

Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication
be clearly written
one
rerwonside
distinshould
allyofaddress.
lope onforname
cathe
anhe should
onshould
ctinvariably
only,
and
ly It
n onpaper
ly, and
ly stated orbearnothe
t. vesender's
be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expecced or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.

We are having an illustration of THE MODEL

ENGINEER Medal prepared , and intend to insert
this in an early issue. Meanwhile, we are pleased
to be able to append the comments of the two
recipients of Medals in our recent steamer com
petition, from which it will be seen that the
awards are highly appreciated. Mr. W . R .
Weaver writes : --" I have received the Silver
Medal this morning and have shown it to almost
all the leading members of the Wirral Model Yacht
Club, and all concur with me that it is one of the
finest medals wehave ever seen . Please accept my
sincere thanks for same, and you may be sure it will
be very highly appreciated and placed in the front
rank of the prizes I have won in the past. It will
also stimulate me to try very hard for the future

competitions.”
Mr. David Scott writes : “ I received the Medal
safely, and must say it is a very handsome piece of
work - in fact, I never expected anything like it,
and it will be very much prized by me." Wemay
say that we shall shortly be offering further medals
for competition , particulars of which will be an
nounced in due course.

Answers to Correspondents.

enclosed ,

Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise

ment Manager,

HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c., for review , to be addressed
to THE EDITOR , “ The Model Engineer," 35 to 39, Temple House
Tallis Street, London , E . C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Model Engi
neer ," 35 to 39 , Temple House, Tallis Street, London , E .C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to the Publishers, Dawbarn & War
Limited , 6 , Farringdon Avenue, London , E .C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York, U .S.A ., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .
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P . D . - Your query is much too vague in its terms.
Kindly state more clearly what your trouble is
and we will be glad to assist you .
H . B . ( Thorpe Acre ).-- Yes ; these will do, but use
No. 36 for secondary instead of No. 33 which you

This journal will be sent post free to any address for 135. per
annum , payable in advance. Rernittances should be made by Postai
Order.

:::::
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A Model Horizontal Engine with Automatic Expansion
Valve Gear .
By F . FENNELL .

Mr. F . FENNELL'S Model HORIZONTAL ENGINE .
TN submitting to your readers he accompanying
1

photographs, I may say that I have made
several models of horizontal engines with the
various bedplates commonly used , but have always

most admired those with the bearings and cylindrical
guide cast in one piece and the cylinder overhanging.
Being unable to get suitable castings of the type I
wished to make, I set to and made rough working
drawings, fixing the size ofcylinder at 2 } ins. bore by
4 ins. stroke, and making a good many trips to
Messrs. Marshall, Sons & Co .'s showrooms in the
City to obtain ideas as to shape of other parts.
I made all patterns and core boxes for castings

and aiso the forgings in mild steel, the time occu
pied in making the engine being over two years.
In the rear view , on the following page, the model
is shown with the steam -chest cover removed for a
better view of valve gear, which is the automatic
expansion gear, and alters the cut-off from
to
of stroke.

The dimensions of the engine are as follows :
Cylinder bore, 21 ins.
, stroke, 4 ins.
Piston -rod (cast steel), in . diameter.
Crank -shaft (bent steel) * in . diameter.
Crosshead guide, 2- in . bore,

The Model Engineer and Electrician ,
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Stroke of ported valve, fin .

Va ve spindle (cast steel), in .
Radiai link on governor, 2 ins. song by in. thick .
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Governor balls (steel), } in . diameter.

Valve-spindle guides, 4 in . diameter.

The cut-off plates are adustable by lock-nuts.
The main bearings are adjustable by wedges and
screw -nuts at the top. All the other bearings are

1Reports of medtngs should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER otthont delay , and will be inserted in any par .
recolved a clear nine days before Hs Actual
ticular sswe

date of publication .]

London .

lined with gunmetal, having wedges and set screws

for taking up the wear. The flywheel is 12 ins.
diameter, and was purchased ready finished .

I am a plumber by trade, and never been in an
engineer's shop. Allmy knowledge I have obtained
from reading The Model ENGINEER. I have also
made a half-plate camera , with which I took the

accompanying photographs.

FUTURE MEETINGS. – The next Meeting will be

held on Thursday , December roth , in the Com
mittee Room of the Holborn Town Hall, at
7 p .m . - HENRY GREENLY, Hon. Sec., 2, Upper
Chadwell Street, Myddelton Square, London ,
E .C .

LICENSES FOR Motor CYCLISTS . - -Commencing
January ist next, says the Motor Cyle, every
driver of a motor cycle must go to the nearest Post

Office and pay for the Inland Revenue license 155.

He will then require to have his motor cycle regis

301

MODEL HORIZONTAL ENGINE - VIEW SHOWING EXPANSION VALVES.
Provincial Societies.
Glasgow . — The annual business meeting of the
above Society was held at 309 , Shields Road , on

tered with the county council or county borough
council. The council will then assign to each motor
cycle a separate number, the registration fee for
which will be 5s. He will then require the owner's
license to drive the motor cycle, which will be 5s.,
and a proof will have to be submitted respecting the
applicant's age, which must be over fourteen years.
Total cost, ki 55.

Wednesday, November 4th . Mr. Allan (Vice
President) occupied the chair . The annual report
and accounts were submitted and approved , and

It is reported that an Anglo- French company is

Mr. James R . Beith ; Treasurer, Mr. Hugh A . Park ;

being formed to build ferry boats, of a length of over
300 ft. and a beam of from 30 ft. to 50 ft. for carry

Committee : Messrs. John Rogers, Robert Falconer ,
Thos. Hornal, John Kennedy, and J. Ingram Wat
son . The members agreed to exhibit a number of

ing trains across the Channel between Calais and
Dover, so that passengers will be able to make the
journey between Paris and London without chang
ing carriages. It is, however, in the transport of
fruit, flowers, and vegetables that the ferry is
expected to prove of great advantage. By the
saving of time effected in the conveyance of goods
from the South of France to England without

breaking bulk , markets hitherto closed to the
French producer will, it is expected , be open to him .

thereafter the following office-bearers were elected

for the year 1903-4 :— President, Mr. Robert Allan ;
Vice-President, Mr. Robert Granger ; Secretary ,

models in the Naval and Engineering Exhibition, to
be held in the People's Palace, Glasgow Green ,
December 1903, till March 1904. As we are now
commencing a new year, any who are thinking of
joining the Society are respectfully requested to
communicate with the undersigned , when all neces
sary information will be supplied as to membership ,

subscriptions, rules, & c. — JAMES R . BEITH , Secre
tary, 144, Woodstock Avenue, Shawlands.
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The Latest in Engineering.
A New Variable - lift Inlet- valve. - Messrs. Pan

hard & Levassor have recently taken out a patent
in this country for a device by which the volume of
explosive mixture drawn into the cylinder of a petrol

engine can be varied . In this design the momentat
which the mechanically -operated inlet -valves are
allowed to close is varied , whereas in most of the

devices of a similar nature now on the market, the
extent to which the valves are opened is alone
varied , and therefore the valve opens somewhat

later and closes, somewhat earlier as the degree to
which it is opened is reduced . In the Panhard
Levassor arrangement, however, the variable

tween King's Cross and High Barnet, a distance of
113 miles, and is, we understand saving 8 minutes

in the time usually occupied by this journey . The
locomotive is fitted with condensing apparatus, and
a pair of radial wheels in addition to the coupled
wheels. The engine originally weighed 80 tons.
The total heating surface is 1,438 sq . ft. ; grate
area, 24 . sq. ft. ; and the working pressure, 175 lbs.
per sq. in . The tanks, asdesigned , held 2000 gallons
of water, whilst the bunker has a capacity of four
tons of coal. With an average cylinder pressure of
160 lbs., the tractive effort of the engine is approx

imate y 30 000 lbs., which it was calculated shcuid

N

THE NEW G .N . R . EIGHT-COUPLED TANK LOCOMOTIVE ,

mechanism is arranged in the cams themselves, and

suffice to " accelerate " at the rate of 1.5 ft. per

the opening side of the cam remains constant. The

second a load of 250 tons, so that a speed of 30 miles
an hourmay be attained within half a minute of the

closing face of the cam is pivoted , and is so made
that it is free to move in a slot which is cut in the
cam at right angles to the axis of its shaft. The
cam -shaft itself is hollow , and the pivoted portion
of the cam rests against an internal shaft which can
be caused to slideinside the cam -shaft proper. This
inner shaft has a cone-shaped face formed on it, so

that as it is moved longitudinally, it forces outward ,
or allows to move inward, the pivoted closing por
tion of the cam , thus varying the time at which the
valve closes .
The New G . N . R . Suburban Locomotive.
- Mr. H . A . Ivatt, the enterprising Locomotive
Superintendent of the G .N .R ., has recently brought
out a new class of eight coupled tank locoino
tive for suburban traffic. The engine is, to some
extent, a modification of the eight-coupled tender
goods engines in regular use on this railway,
and has cylinders 20 by 26 , with driving and

starting of the engine. The photograph repro
just before starting with the 3.18 p.m . train , and it

duced herewith , was taken at King's Cross Station

demonstrates, by comparison with the carriage
shown, the large dimensions of the locomotive.
We have to express our thanks to Mr. R .
P. Mitchell and also the Traffic Department for
affording the facilities to photograph this fine
engine.
A New Motor Car Record . - Mr. Loxton Hun
ter, who left the Automobile Club , Piccadilly, on a
motor car, reached Inverness without a stop, the
engines being at work during the whole journey.
The run was made by way of Hatfield , Hitchin ,

having had a few feet taken off the tank to

Stamford , Grantham , Doncaster, York, Newcastle
Edinburgh, Stirling, and Perth , and constitutes a
record . The distance covered was 5884 miles, and
averaged about 154 miles per hour. The roads
were heavy and the weather bad . The longest non
stop run hitherto recorded was made some little
time ago by a 10 h .-p . car from London to

reduce the weight, No. 116 is in regular service be

Glasgow .

coupled 4 ft. 7 ins. in diameter. Although
it has been modified since its first appearance

The Model Engineer and Electrician ,
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Workshop Notes and Notions.

double -ended calipers here described , have been de
signed to meet this difficulty, and the opposite ends

An Effective Method for Locking Nuts.

give the exact size required . They can be easily
made from a piece of liner steel 1- 16th in. thick

By " SREGOR.''
The locking of nuts on high speed engines and
motors, where the rods, & c., are subject to great
vibration , also being enclosed , as, for instance, the
cranksand rods of cycle motors, & c., is an important

detail to the engineer, as the slacking of a single nut
has often cost pounds to repair the damage done
thereby . There are, of course, many ways to this

end - -some effective and many otherwise. The fol

lowing method is the simplest and most effective I

CATI BI

(they should be cut out straight and the curved
ends bent hot). The two pieces can be filed up to
gether. The joint must be exactly central, and
closed with a rivet and two washers.
MR. SAMSON Fox, who recently died , served his
apprenticeship with Messrs. Smith , Beacock and
Tannett, at the Round Foundry in Water Lane,
Leeds. When still a young man , Mr. Fox joined his
brother and another partner in the business of Fox,
Brother & Refitt, at the Silver Cross Works, Leeds,
the business being that ofmaking special tools. In

1874, having previously embarked on the manufac
ture of iron , he started the business of the Leeds

11

Forge Company,making boiler-plates,and this busi
ness developed into the present great concern in
Armley Road, Leeds. He was a man of many
inventions, and the corrugated flue was one of
them . He also invented the machinery by which
the flues for machine and stationary boiler purposes

can be most effectually corrugated . Pressed steel
frames and plates associated with railway rolling
stock also received his attention , and he took out in
all 150 patents relating to metallurgical and me
chanical engineering processes.
Fig . 2.
Fig . 1.
AN EFFECTIVE METHOD OF LOCKING Nuts.
have seen , and I can testify to its reliability. I have
this way. The sketch (Fig. 1) shows themethod for
locking two rods, as, for example, the bolts in the
ends of connecting rods, A representing the brass,

never known a nut to come off after properly locked

and B a thin , softened plate on top with the screws
passing through. When the nuts are screwed
down the ends of plate must be turned up with a

blunt chisel against side of nuts, as at C . Fig . 2
shows method of locking nut on end of round

spindle. D is the washer before placed into posi.
tion ; the nut presses washer in groove, and
then other end of washer is turned up .
A Double -ended Caliper.

By P . G . HEPWORTH.
a difficulty sometimes in taking the size of recesses
Most people who use the lathe have experienced

WIRELESS telegraphy from a moving vehicle has
been accomplished by the use of a telephonic re
ceiver, and, as return , the wheels of a truck resting
on the street pavement. The tension was 30 ,000
volts. The aerial wire led first to the fine winding
of a transformer and thence to the wheels . The
telephone was in the primary of the transformer .
At the intensity employed in the transformer there
was no difference in intensity of the sound to be de

tected in the telephone whether the grounding was
through the wheels resting on the pavement or
through a rod sunk deep in moist ground, says Emil
Guarini in the Engineering Magazine.
The hardness of nickel steel below about 15 per
cent. nickel depends upon the proportions of nickel
and carbon jointly . Thus, while a steel with 2 per
cent. nickel and o '90 per cent. carbon cannot be
machined, a steel with 3 per cent. nickel and 0.60
per cent. carbon can be machined . Rifle barrels

made of low carbon steel containing 4.50 per cent.
nickel and oʻ30 per cent. carbon can , according to

A DOUBLE- ENDED CALIPER ,

and bottled-necked interiors, as the calipers have
to be closed (before the size can be measured ) to
remove them from the article being bored . The

an American writer, be cut with a penknife. Yet
this steel has an elastic limit of 35 tons, and a tensile

strength of over 40 tons per square inch ,
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Lessons in Workshop Practice.
(Continued from page 463.)

will apply to commutators having many sections
when made of tube screwed on to an insulating
bush , and these are also subject to short circuits
and weakness of the bush if this is not made of

ample proportions. It is necessary for each section
to have at least two screws in it, though one screw
may also be used to connect the armature wires ;
otherwise there will be risk of the sections shifting

11. - Commutator Making.
By A . W . M .

THIS very important part of continuous cur
rent dynamos and motors will not give satis
faction unless made in an intelligent and
careful manner. You cannot make a commutator

too good. The simplest kind is the two-section
commutator, for use with single-coil shuttle arma

out of place. These screws, being radial, must
necessarily get very near to one another as they
approach the shaft : the result is — liability to

 حهC

0000
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ture, consisting of a tube of metal mounted on a
bush of insulating material. The bestmaterial to
use for the tube is copper, next gunmetal, after this
seamless drawn brass tube.
Allow a good thickness for both tube and bush .
The tube requires plenty ofmetal for wear ; the bush

will split and the screws will not have a good hold if
it is too small.
Faults in making which should be avoided :
Do not make the gap between the sections too small
UNIS

(about 1- 20th in . will do ); do not leave it empty

but fill it with a strip of mica to keep out dust ;
wedge in thin sheets with a little shellac varnish as
tight as you can get them ; trim off the superfluous

mica when the shellac has set hard . The screws
which hold the sections on to the bush should be

tapped through both tube and bush, and the hole

Fig . 2 .

touch and weakening of the bush by so much drill
ing of holes. Bushes made of vulcanised fibre have

No No
14

0

WIO TA
MIIN
.

1

0 .010

a sort of grain running through them , and will some

times split along this grain through a line of screw
holes, causing collapse of the commutator. The
precaution to take is to make the bush of the largest
diameter convenient for the size of machine, and to
keep the hole for shaft as small as possible.
A useful pattern of commutator when the shaft .
length of a machine is to be kept as short as possible,

O
O

is the disc pattern , shown in Fig. 1. A is a disc of
copper or brass divided into the required number of

segments ; B is the supporting disc of fibre or other
insulating material. The boss on B at the centre of
the segments materially supports them . The
Fig . 1.

countersunk to a small extent only, so that you can
cut the slot in the screwhead rightaway. If coun
tersunk deeply , the slots will remain as part of the
surface and cut into the brushes, causing bad wear
and sparking . Do not try and turn off the project
ing screwheads in the lathe ; the tool will catch in ,
make them loose, and pull them out. File them off
flush , and then take a light, skimming cut over the
tube to true it up. Look out to preserve your
insulation. The screws should be at least 1-16th
in . clear of the shaft. Do not make your iron too
hot when soldering on your connections, as heat
affects vulcanite or ebonite, and similar materials,
causing them to split.
The common faults in two-section commutators
which cause failures in working are short circuits
in the gaps, and leakage due to the screws touching
the shaft. The sections sometimes expand in work
ing, and touch one another at the gaps, the machine
then failing to excite. The remedy is to clear out
the gaps with a fine saw . The foregoing remarks !

Shaft
Fig . 3.
screws for holding should be tapped into the metal
and driven in from the back of the insulating disc .
The way to make this commutator is : - First turn
up the insulating disc ; then turn up the segment

ring, boring the centre hole to a good fit on the boss ;
then mount on a mandrel between lathe centres, and
mark off radial lines on the metal with a scribing

block or tool fixed in the slide-rest at exact height of
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centres to divide the disc into the number of seg

ments required . Then drill, tap, and fit in the screws
in both disc and segment ring, which will hold on the
segments, using the ring as a template. Take them
out, remove disc, and cut up into segments, which
will now go back into place. Fill slots with mica
and true up ; the brushes bear end -on to the surface
of the disc. This form of commutator does not give
much trouble in working. The point to observe is
to fix it well to the shaft by a small key or nut; it is
not, however, advisable to adopt it when a cylin
drical commutator can be used , as the brushes
press upon a surface the parts of which are not
moving with the samevelocity.

A simple form of multi-section commutator
It consists of a disc of insulating material, into
which is screwed a circle of studs, which do not
which has frequently been used , is shown in Fig . 2 .

November 19 , 1903 .

bar. If a milling or sawing machine is avail.
able, the quicker method is to cut up a casting ;
but, if nothing more than a hacksaw is avail
able, it will be advisable to cast separate sections.
Drawn copper bar of tapering section

can be

obtained and cut off to form the sections ; also
stamped commutator sections in copper are on the
market ; but unless a number of similar machines
are to be built, or the machine is of large size,

it will not be worth taking the trouble to hunt
up a maker who can supply just the section
required , and who will supply a few small bars at a
reasonable price. Mica - or talc as it is sometimes
called - can be obtained from makers of mica lamp
chimneys and shades. The scrap cuttings are put up
in small bundles of strips of varying size, and sold
at a low rate, the sizes being just suitable for coin
mutator work .

Fig . 4.

The smaller sizes are inexpensive

Fig . 5.

2 DE
FIG . 6 .

Fig . 7.

quite touch one another. These studs, being turned
down to their centre line, will form a cylindrical
surface, each stud forming a commutator section,
with air-gaps between them . The screws Care
tapped right through the studs, and prevent them
from turning, as well as being used to clamp the
armature wires . Built-up commutators are either

self-contained on a metal bush , which is slipped on
rings (Fig. 4 ) sliding on the shaft and pressed
together either by a nut on the shaft or by screws
tapped into one ring (Fig . 3). In the former system
the commutator is complete by itself, and can be

the shaft (Fig. 5 ), or else clamped between coned

made and tested independently, whilst in the latter
cases the building up of the commutator involves

Fig . 3.

Fig . 9.

about 2s. per lb .; but the price advances very much
as the size increases . It is not necessary that the
mica should be perfectly clear ; clouded or dark
mica will answer just as well ; but it should not
have any red or yellow spots in it, as this shows the
presence of oxide of iron , which is likely to cause
trouble . It can be split easily to any degree of
thinness, or built up to the desired thickness by add .
ing pieces together. For the end rings and bushes
of commutators you can build up rings and cylinders
out of a number of pieces arranged to overlap , stick
ing the thicknesses together with shellac varnish .
When the commutator is cut from a solid casting

proceed as follows : - Chuck and bore out the centre
hole so that it is about in . smaller than final size ,

can be either cast separately , filed up to a gauge,
and then assembled with intervening strips ofmica ,

and take a roughing cut all over the outside ; then
fix it on a mandrel, saw it into the required number
of sections, but leaving about 1- 16th in . ofmetal at
the bottom of the slots (Fig. 6 ). Now insert strips of

or cut out of a cylindrical casting or a piece of round

mica in all the slots, coating them with shellac var

handling the shaft and armature as well. It is the

least desirable method of the two. The sections
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nish first. Pack them in tightly ; then bake the
commutator in an oven until the varnish is dry and
hard , trim off the surplus mica , and bind somewire

tightly round the sections all along (Fig. 7 ) ; if de
sirable, solder the ends of the wire. Now chuck the
commutator, bore out the centre hole to finished
size, cutting away the metal remaining between the
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The best form to adopt is that of Fig . 5 ; but it
takes up more room than Figs. 4 and 9 , and these
can be adopted if it is important to have the shaft as

short as possible. By cutting away the end corners
of the sections, shown at D in Figs. 5 and 9, the insu
lation is much improved . When high volts - say,
100 to 250 volts are generated — the mica end rings
should be carried beyond the end clamping rings, as
shown at E in Figs. 4, 5, and 9. The bush and end
rings are preferably made of brass or gunmetal;
cast iron is liable to rust.
Armature wires can be connected to the com

Fig . 1o .

mutator sections either by set-screws or by soldering
them into slots. Screws are liable to work loose ;
soldering makes a better job , and should be adopted
in preference. With drum armatures the wires can
usually be brought down to the commutator and
bound down firmly against the end wire of the coils ;
but with ring armatures the coils are at a greater
distance from the commutator, and when very fine
wires are used they are liable to snap off in running
if brought down to the sections, whilst to make the
segment ends long enough to reach the coils would
make a clumsy commutator. The best thing to do
is - solder some strips of copper to the slots in the
commutator sections, making them of sufficient

Rit
Pin

sections ; the ends should also be turned to finished
size and shape at the sametime. The set of sections
are now put in place on the bush with the insulating
cylinder and end rings, and clamped up tight. The
binding wire can now be removed and the outside
turned up true.
When the commutator is built up with separate
cast sections, a sectional drawing should be made
giving the exact shape of the sections and the thick

ness of the intervening mica ; from this a gauge can
be made (Fig. 8 ), and all the sections filed up to
exact size and shape.

A gauge should be made for

the thickness of the mica (Fig . 8) and the required

number of pieces prepared of the correct thickness.

When this has been done, the sections and mica can
WWW

FIG , 12
length to reach the coils. The outer ends of the
strips should be doubled over to form a flat loop,
into which the wires are inserted . (See Fig . 1o .)
These strips should be all made alike, and soldered
in place with some care, because, unless they are
all symmetrical and of the same length , a bad effect
is produced , which is always an eyesore. As an extra

precaution, they can be pinned in as well as sol
dered . A word on soldering : Use rosin dissolved
in methylated spirit, or rosin only ; acid will cause
the wires to rot. The various solutions and pastes
which are on the market should be regarded with
suspicion .

For machines giving heavy currents, such as are
used for electro -plating, it is important to have the
armature wires well bedded in the sections. Fig .
I shows a method of making a good contact.

Fig . 11.
be assembled inside a ring , a wood cylinder being
placed in the centre. When the bundle of sections
is complete, they should be tightly bound round
with wire,and can then be turned up, as before.
Figs. 4 , 5, and 9 show various shapes of com

mutator bars with end clamping rings and nuts. The
taper rings fitting over the tapered ends of the sec
tions pull them down on to the shaft or bush . The
more the rings are placed together, the tighter will
the sections be held in place.

Small commutators can be driven tightly on to

the shaft without being keyed . As an additional
precaution, the shaft can be heavily draw -filed in
the direction of its length .

Slip rings for collecting alternating currents are

frequently made by merely fitting a brass ring over
a bush of vulcanised fibre or ebonite, and holding
it in place by one or two screws. This construction
is good enough for temporary experimentalpurposes;

but for regular work a better method should
be adopted , as the fibre or ebonite soon shrinks and
the ring becomes loose. Fig . 12 shows a method of
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mounting a pair of slip rings (F , F ) on a bush of
metal similar to a commutator bush ; the rings are
of substantial size, and threaded on to the bush

November 19, 1903.

A Design for a Model Direct

over a mica insulating sleeve, mica washers being

Coupled Steam Engine and

at the sides of each ring. G is a metal distance
washer to keep the rings the right distance apart.
The connecting wire H to the outer ring is carried
through an insulating tube, as shown ; it is soldered

Dynamo.

into the ring, and threaded through the tube as
the ring is slipped into place, the whole being
clamped tightly by the nut at the end of bush .

By A . FOULDS.

THIS set has been designed with the following

I

objects in view : - To be able to build a sub
stantial engine and dynamo, which , while

simple to construct, shall be a workmanlike job

and capable of giving good results ; due regard
Fig . 13

84'long

HTTC

will always break down at the weakest point, and
it is, for instance , little use to have a good insulation

3 Bolts

Onco

When more than two rings are used , the connections
to the further rings are taken through in a similar
way through separate tubes. It is to be noted that
the insulation is everywhere carried beyond the
edges of adjacent parts, and that the inner corners
of the slip rings are levelled off ; by these pre
cautions good insulation is ensured . Insulation
between the rings if the insulation from rings to

bush is bad ; it must be good all through.
When putting together the parts ofa commutator,
look carefully for small burrs and ragged pieces of
metal, and remove them if found ; also, after solder
ing in the armature wires, look for drops of solder
ing the armature wires, test for short circuits be
tween each bar and the next one, and between each
bar and the bush . Use a detector and a battery of
cells giving, say, 10 volts. If the machine is to
which may get between the bars . Before connect

work with a high voltage, then the testing pressure
should be at least 100 volts ; double the working
pressure would be a good rule. Some care is neces
sary, as a fault will probably be a dead short circuit,
so that if you are using the supply mains for your
testing volts a piece of fuse wire should be in circuit.
If the piece of metal causing the short circuit is
very small , the fault may sometimes be burnt out
by allowing a heavy current to flow for a few
seconds, when the fault will disappear. This may
avoid the necessity of taking a commutator to
pieces. In the illustrations, insulation is repre
sented by heavy black lines.
In Fig. 4 is shown a method of forming the lugs
on the commutator bars by cutting a groove K ;
thismakes it easier to slot the endsof the bars and to
handle thewires when soldering or unsoldering them .
In Fig. 5 the clamping nut is shown turned with
a projecting outside corner for the purpose of pre
venting oil from working on to the commutator from
the bearing. The oil will be thrown off at this
corner, as it will refuse to travel down the curve.
If the commutator bush is easy on the shaft, or
you do not care to trust to friction alone to prevent

it slipping, put a small pin in the shaft as shown

at M ( Fig . 13) and cut a short keyway in the end
of the bush to fit over it.
( To be continued .)

END ELEVATION OF PLANT.

being paid to the tools usually at an amateur's dis
posal. The latter consideration is one which enters
into the problem to a large extent, and renders it
more difficult of a satisfactory solution. Unfortu
nately, in dynamo design , mechanical and electrical
requirementsare in direct opposition to each other,
as from an electrical point of view the higher the

speed ofthe armature thebetter ; on the other hand,
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mechanical considerations regarding wear and tear,
balance of parts, vibration, etc., point to a slow
speed . These things are to be given their due

amount of thought in large dynamos and engines,

November 19, 1903.

quick ' revolution engines averaging 400 ft. per
minute. The revolutions per minute being the
mean that could be got so as to make the engine as
quick as possible, and the dynamo as slow for a
machine of the size stated . 500 watts is 67 of an
electrical horse -power ; this we require at the
dynamo terminals, and, therefore, the engine will
have to be large enough to give this after deducting
its own and the dynamo losses due to friction , heat
ing, etc. Allowing 80 per cent.mechanical efficiency
for the engine, and 60 per cent. for the dynamo, we
require an engine of about 1'3 h .- p. to run at 1, 300

revolutions per minute and 60 lbs. pressure of steam .

Now comes the question of type of engine to
adopt ; simple or compound . With 60 lbs. boiler
pressure, compound working is quite feasible and
more economical than simple working. The leading

engineers of to-day are unable to agree as to whether

K
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High-PRESSURE CYLINDER AND VALVE.
and bearing this in mind, in consideration of the

design under discussion , wemust make all parts as
small and compact as possible in order to enable the
home-worker to build the set himself.

%4_!

SECTION ON A B .
GROOYING
OF BRASSES

PT 1785 1787

THROTTLE

WE

SECTION OF
VALVE .
V4 16 holes

CONNECTING Rod .
double. or single-acting engines are best for direct
coupled dynamo work for electric lighting, so that
it would , perhaps, be best to see which will be most

The rules in the competition tell us that the
dynamo should be capable of giving out 500 watts at
a pressure of not less than 50 volts. Taking it, then ,
that our dynamo shall give 50 volts and 10 amps.,
we next decide on the speed to arrive at the size of
engine required . Now , most dynamos giving the
output required , run at about 2,500 revolutions per

minute. A reciprocating engine run at this speed
would , unless very heavily built and very carefully
balanced , soon knock itself to pieces. We must,

suitable for our purpose. With single-acting cylin
ders we shall require two larger cylinders to get the
same power (and to get the same even turning

moment, four cylinders) than with double-acting,
requiring larger tools, heavier parts ; therefore,
more risk of vibration and a larger engine in every
way. The first consideration in our case goes a

long way towardsmaking a decision ; therefore, we
will decide on a double-acting engine, modelled on
the latest central station practice, as far as is prac
ticable in a model as regards construction and

therefore, bring the speed requirements down to a
workable figure, say, 1, 300 revolutions per minute.

appearance. We find that a high -pressure cylinder

This speed, as far as piston speed goes, is low , being
only 325 ft. per minute ; some electric lighting

of it ins., will suit our case. The average pressure

17 ins. diameter cut-off 6 of stroke, low pressure

2ß ins. diameter cut-off •75, with a common stroke

Tho Model Engineer and Electrician .
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VERTICAL SECTION OF CYLINDER VALVES,

( Scale, half full size.)
A DESIGN FOR A MODEL DIRECT-COUPLED STEAM
ENGINE AND DYNAMO .
By A . FOULDS.

HALF PLAN OF ENGINE
AND DYNAMO.
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in H .-P. cylinder is 30 lbs., and in L.-P. cylinder
10 lbs., allowing a drop of 10 lbs. in receiver. These
mean pressures are worked out from the indicator
diagram . They really come out at 33'3 and 13.3
respectively ; but for the purposes of the calcula

tions, and to be on the right side, we take them as

stated . By the ordinary h .-p. formula we get the
power of the H .-P . cylinder to be ·815, and in the
L .-P . cylinder 531. This gives us a total theoretical
h .-p. of 1'346 , of which we are quite sure of. On
these calculations the engine has been designed , as
in the drawings herewith . It must be understood

that the drawingsmust be strictly adhered to, and
that the work must be accurate and good or the re

sulting engine will not be altogether a success. For
instance, the clearance in the cylinders is 1- 32nd in .

at each end This clearance space in model engines
is often left at “ plenty ” to ensure the piston not
fouling the cylinder ends. The builder forgets that
this space has to be filled with like steam each stroke,
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cover of L.-P. cylinder, can be taken in hand . This
is the pièce de résistance of the engine, being the
most intricate piece of machine work in the whole
set. On the accuracy of this depends the success,
or otherwise, to a large extent, of the engine. Holes
are drilled through the cup-piece to allow the oil to
reach
the crosshead . The cylinders, with their
valve chests and covers, present no difficulty to the

ordinary amateur. It is the height of importance
that the top cylinder should be made an accurate
fit into the bottom , both in the cylinder and valve

chest, on account of the pistons and valves working
free. If this point is not watched , a big advantage
of the design, viz., a true engine, will be lost, also a
jamming of the pistons and valves, and in time a
leakage of steam . The ports are cast in , and in the
H . -P. are 3- 16ths in . good by i in , wide, and in the
L .-P. good by it ins. wide. The ports are cut to
the proper sizes in the gunmetal liners shown in
drawings. The pistons are of mild steel, and are

HSRS DE

ROC

A -IN . SCALE MODEL EXPRESS LOCOMOTIVE, BUILT BY MESSRS. JOHN AND GEORGE LOUDON .
and that this steam does no work , and is , therefore,
wasteful of fuel (especially in a model).

After the castings have been procured , the crank
case is taken in hand and marked out on all sides to
the drawing by means of scribing block and com
passés, the crank bearing holes and the seating
round the top marked off to the proper centres ;
also a line round the bottom of the case to plane or
file to . In fact, anything that has to be machined
should be marked off first, so as to be sure of the
piece getting up, and also to ensure truth . Regard
ing the machining of the various parts of this
coupled set, most of the ground has already been
well gone over by writers in this journal or its
various handbooks, so that it will only be necessary
to point out any unusual piece of work . Whilst the
case is on the faceplate, and after boring hole for
crosshead guide, it is set for boring hole for valve
rod guide, and the underside is faced by a pin -cutter.
The crank holes must be bored and faced accurately
square, with the cylinder hole in the top . The
crank bearings can now be bored and turned and
drilled ready for fixing to case. It is best when
building an engine or any other model to finish off

fitted with two rings each, being turned as light as
so quickly being to get the pistons and rods and cross
head as light as possible. The connecting-rod is a
forging, and has a cup-shaped ring turned on it for

possible — a point in the design of an engine running

an oil catcher, which has holes bored to the brasses
as shown. The brasses are also grooved for oil, as
shown , and are kept from turning by thebolts being

partly in the brass. The small end is made adjust

able by the key, as shown. They may be cast
without the key -piece and sweated together, then
bored and turned to fit the hole and to the length

given . They are then split and the lower half has
the key-piece screwed or riveted to it. To the more
experienced hand, the brasses can be cast with the

key piece on, and bored and turned on the ends to
the size and then filed to fit, using the ends as tem
plates to file to . The valves are as shown, and have
1 outside lap, } inside lap, and 1-64th good lead in
H .-P.; and 3- 16ths outside lap , inside lap , and
1-64th good lead in L.-P. The linings of the valve
chests should be bored and turned to a slight
driving fit in the chests, and then the ports cut out
accurately . After being driven into place, a reamer

all work in one metal before proceeding with an

should be put through to give an accurate finish to

other ; this method saving much time in cleaning

the valve-face.
The valves must be made an accurate fit and
ground in with emery powder, care being taken not

down lathe and changing tools. Now the guide,
which is also the distance-piece and the bottom

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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to do too much grinding, and afterwards to wipe all
faces perfectly clean. In the castings of the valves,
there should be boss left on the opposite end shown
in the drawing (and afterwards cut away) so as to
give bearance when being turned. If only the lug
shown is left, the valves are liable to be out of truth
when finished on account of the small bearance on

themandrel. The edges of the steam and exhaust
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A Model Locomotive
Made by
Colliers.
By GEO . AND JOHN LOUDON
'HE original design of the writers' model loco
motive, shown in the accompanying photo
graphs, may puzzle some readers as to what
railway company the proto

type belongs.

The model is

a first attempt, and has been

made conjointly, the makers
living some twenty miles
apart.

Being colliers, and only able
to afford one lathe between
us, the difficulties of arrang
ing for the construction of

the engine were got over by
laying out to full size accu
rate drawings to scale, com
prising half-sectional,and sec
tional elevation, front eleva
tion , and cross -sectional
views for the model before
commencing
work — the
knowledge of machine draw
ing having been gained at

night schools. These plans

travelled between the two
places, as occasion required .
One worked at the engine

below the footplates, the other
kept above, and the writers
can safely say that not one
misfit occurred .
Not being blessed with a
mansion and private grounds

FOTOS

A MODEL LOCOMOTIVE MADE BY COLLIERS. (Another View .)
for a track, we knew our model would have little
must be made square with the valve, a mark being
more to do than run eased up off her wheels ;
made partly round the valve (in the lathe) and then
thus, our chief object was to obtain a spacious
filed to a true edge. The bushes and valves are

-

- - - -

- - - - - - -

4 -6 dia
6 -d 'dia :
jnvigipe 22 st 3. 3" 3:3 to . - ,-6 -6 " - - - -|- 10 - - to - 78-6 - - - 3-o'
- - CALEDONIAN FRAME — —
- —
- PIECE PUT ON - ELEVATION OF {-IN . SCALE MODEL EXPRESS LOCOMOTIVE.
most particular as to measurements, for the bottom
boiler - one large enough to provide steam for other
i

3 - 6 die

steam and exhaust ports cannot be seen to be set
correctly , consequently, if top port is set (and
measurement alright), the bottom steam and ex

haust will be right. When all has been set, the nuts
should be pinned with a taper pin driven tight in .
( This applies to all other nuts of the engine on
moving parts.)

(To be continued.)

stationary models , namely, a horizontal engine
with two 11-in . cylinders adapted for endless rope

haulage in mines, or cable tramcar work, as in
Edinburgh ; also a dynamo driven by another
single-cylindered horizontal engine in its turn , all
these being the writers' own make.
Our choice of castings was Martin 's t-scale
Caledonian. A photograph of the same, a few of
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them being filed up and bored , is shown herewith . It

holes at each end being slightly countersunk, and the

may here be said that there was a difference in the

tube ends are flanged out to act as stays. Through
this tube passes the regulator rod , and engages with
a cock having -in . clear way in the smokebox . The
steam pipe is fixed along the top of the boiler above
the water line, comes through the front tube plate
and passes on to the steam chest - the dome being a

wheel-bases of this firm 's model and the ones de

scribed in the M . E . The frames, as supplied , were
about i ft. 10 ins.,and we transformed them into a

frame of 2 ft. 2 } ins. by riveting a piece of k- in .
brass sheet on behind the coupled trailing wheels ,

A GROUP OF THE CASTINGS.

thus carrying an extra pair of 3-in . wheels, which

dummy. In the steampipe between the regulator

the photograph shows under the cab. This made a
total wheel-base of i ft. Iof ins. Instead of the
firebox being placed between the axles of the
coupled wheels, the centre of the former is almost
above the trailing wheel axle, thus giving us a firebox
of external measurements 6 ins. by 3 ins., and a

cock and the steam chest T -bends are introduced to
get a supply of steam out at the side of the smoke
box ; thus , by means of a union , other models can

be coupled to the boiler.

boiler barrel 11 ins. long and 4 ins. diameter.
The outer and inner casing of the firebox are of
1- 16th in . copper ; the barrel is composed of a
seamless steel tube ; the flue tubes are to be nine
in number,and } in . in diameter. Eight water-tubes

building, or it is due to the writers' lack of know

ledge in this department, they cannot tell, and
therefore the gauge was increased to 4 ins. The
cylinders were i in . bore,distance between cylinder
centres i 5- 16ths ins.
The distance between the frames at the cylinders
is 3 } ins., and at driving wheels, 34 ins.

The tender is divided into twotanks, forwater and
boiler, both tender and engine being fitted with

oil, having on the top a hand force pump to feed the

hand brakes.
To get steam from the boiler to feed other models
a brass tube passes right through the boiler, the

PART SECTION
AND

FRONT VIEW
OF
Te

of 4-in . diameter are to be placed in the firebox.
While laying down our plans some difficulty in plac
ing the cylinders and slides was foreseen , and, being
crippled for room , to obtain the required 1 1- 16th
ins. diameter of cylinders, 2 15-16ths in . between
frames at cylinders, and 3 1- 16th ins. between
frames at driving wheels.
Whether this is a general complaint in model loco

COLLIERS' MODEL
LOCOMOTIVE.

- #
The boiles the engine carries, as shown in the
specially requested to fit her up in this manner to
exhibit in the industrial department of the Marsden
HorticulturalSociety's first show , for attraction , the
proper boiler being still under the hammer. How
ever, the next exhibition will very likely see the
locomotive completed .

photograph, is of wood, the writers having been
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Induction Coil Experiments for
Beginners.
By VINCENT Williams.

Terminals.

9

Current is conveyed to the tube while the rotator is
in action, giving the effect of a wheel of light. Do not
use small tubes with large coils giving over i in .
spark unless the platinum electrodes are very thick ;
but tubes ofmore than 6 ins. are fairly safe on larger
coils, though no definite rules can be given .
Here are a few of the more interesting experi
ments with the spark itself. Place a sheet of tin
foil, or a piece of glass, in contact with one of the
secondary terminals. Bend a short length of wire
attached to the other terminal until it is within
striking distance of the tinfoil plate (Fig. 1). Set
the coil in action , and you will see the stream of
sparks break into several little rays and wind across
the tinfoil. This class of experiment is very numer
ous, and the amateur, when once started , will have

one
Discharger
Rod .

much enjoyment from experimenting with the spark
itself. Deflagration experiments are easy . Get
two short lengths of iron wire, and put one in each
end of the discharging rods. Arrange the distance
between so that the iron becomes white hot when
the coil is in use. Bright sparks will be emitted

Glass Insulator
Fig . 1.

for these readers that I describe the following simple
experiments :
A small coil experiment, which is one of the most
striking and often the only one which beginners
perform for the edification of themselves and friends,
is a display of vacuum tubes. Current from the
secondary of a -in . spark coil will light up tubes
6 ins. or 8 ins. long ; but the best effects are ob
tained from a little larger coil than this. It may,

perhaps, be better to explain here that in all expe
riments with high - tension electricity the operator
must be most particular not to be included in the
path of discharge, or the resultmay be harmful.
A very fine experiment with a small vacuum tube
and, say, a f-in . spark coil, is the following :- Put

m

Wo000000000poopood

Tin -foil

smom

Tinplate

000000000000000000000000

Secondary

elle

le ellellee

I DO not think it need be supposed that even an
1 amateur will buy or make a 4 -in , or 6 -in , coil
without having some set purpose in view , or a
good idea of the uses to which he intends to put the
induction coil.
There are many amateurs who build or buy coils,
giving a spark ranging from | in . to i in., with very
little notion of the possibilities of such coils, and it is
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FIG . 2.
the coil in action , discharging sparks as usual. Take
a vacuum tube in one hand, and place the loop at
the end in contact with the positive discharger rod ;
then gradually bring the index finger of the other
hand towards the other discharger rod terminal;
but on no account touch it,and the tube will be seen
to be lighted up.
Another variation with these Geissler tubes is to
fasten them securely in a vacuum tube rotator.

Fig . 3.
from the white hotmetal. Try this with different
metals , and notice the difference in the colour with
using different wires. Let the spark pass through
fine metal filings placed on an insulator. Some of
the filings will be fired by the spark , and the latter
in its zig-zag path will be coloured according to
whatever metal was used . Tip each discharger
point with a little oil, and bring them very close
together. The spark will be a vivid green. Lyco
podium powder on cotton wool, if placed in the way
of the spark , is fired ; and the same thing can be
done with gunpowder in very small quantities.
These will no doubt serve to start the amateur on
the road to discovering many more such experi
ments for himself.
All experiments performable with a Wimshurst
machine can be done on an induction coil. Firstly ,
I will show how to charge a Leyden jar from a coil.
Put the jar on a piece of glass, or similarly good
insulator (Fig . 2). Connect the knob of the jar to
one of the discharger points, and let the other point
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be held at a little distance from the outer covering
of the jar. When the coil is put in action a static
charge of electricity will be given to the jar. This

leads us to another little variation. Set the coil
ready for sparking, and in addition, attach a wire
from one terminal of the secondary to the knob of
the jar, and a wire from the other terminal to the

outer covering. When the coil is discharging
sparks, the jar receives a static charge, and forming
as it does an extra condenser, it discharges itself
across the spark -gap together with the ordinary
coil discharge. The length of the spark is thus in
creased .
The following is an experiment known as the
“ Chimes," the construction of which is shown in
Fig. 3. The centre bell is connected to the ground
by a chain from its centre touching the table. When
a charge is given to this apparatus, the clappers are
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Compound Engines.
By W . J. TENNANT, A .M . I.Mech .E .
(Continued from page 331.)
VIII. - FINAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE EQUIVALENT
OF A SECTIONAL MODEL COMPOUND ENGINE .
IN Chapter V a graphic method of obtaining a
I record of the pressure variations of a volume
of steam was explained . In Chapter VI a dia
gram giving at a glance the positions of the pistons
and cranks at every point in the revolution of a

three-crank engine was described in detail, and, in
Chapter VII,“ Drop into the Receiver ” was dis
cussed . Consideration must now be giyen to a final
diagram (Fig . 20 ), in which the elements illustrated

attracted to the outer bells , which are charged with
electricity . When the clappers touch , they too are

in the figures of the three preceding chapters are
haviour of the steam simultaneously with that of

charged , and are repelled with enough force to

the parts it operates.
In Fig . 20, horizontal measurements are measure

combined , a diagram which will indicate the be

ments of volume. The volumes recorded are those

er
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Fig. 4.
enable them to both strike the centre bell. This
discharges them again , and the movement is re
peated .
Another may be styled the “ Birds and Sports
man " experiment. On a small base is erected a
Leyden jar of the kind I have depicted . A strip of
tinfoil is fastened along the baseboard , and the jar
rests on this (Fig. 4 ) The birds are of paper, and
fastened to one brass ball with a piece of thin cotton.
The sportsman 's gun is a piece of brass wire, and is
connected with the tinfoil on the base. The gun
points to the other brass ball. When the jar is
charged the birds will fly apart by repulsion, and
remain flying for a short time. Now gradually
push the sportsman nearer until his gun is very near
crack , and the birds will fall.
Finally, I think every amateur electrician will
find that there is hardly any other instrument which
he will obtain that will give such lasting pleasure as
an induction coil .

the ball. This will discharge the jar with a loud

of the cylinders, clearance spaces, and intermediate
receiver of a model undertype compound horizontal
engine by Mr. Henry Greenly, of THE MODEL EN
GINEER. The pressure of steam at admission is
assumed as 90 lbs. absolute (75 lbs. gauge) per
square inch .
That this small engine may be powerful it is
necessary, in view of the low admission - pressure, to
make the cut-off exceptionally late in the H .-P.
cylinder. It is late in the L.-P. stroke also , so late ,
indeed , that each H .-P. exhaust, instead of being all
held up in the receiver for use in the succeeding L.-P .
stroke, has its first portion utilised in the last part
of the preceding L.-P . stroke (the admission to which
is not closed before the H .- P. exhaust begins, as it
would be in a compound of this type having a more
normal distribution and a higher boiler-pressure ),
the second portion of each H . P. exhaust going into
the first part of the succeeding L .-P . stroke. Thus
each L .-P. admission-stroke is made up of two impul
sions from two successive H .-P . exhausts, and , con

versely, each H .-P. exhaust is divided and used in
separate and succeeding L .- P. admission -strokes, the
head of the other, thus :
tail of each going to the EXHA
USTS .
H .- P .
- - -

L .-P. ADMISSIONS.
A more normal distribution would be :
H .- P. EXHAUSTS, AS ABOVE.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

L .- P . ADMISSIONS.
so that each H .- P. exhaust would go to one l.-P .
admission. It is of interest to note that our dia
gram (Fig . 20 ) will serve under the abnormal cir
cumstances of our example, as well as under more
ordinary conditions.

Cut-off in the high -pressure cylinder occurs at
swept through 2'125 cub . ins. of volume. Let us as
about 85 per cent. of the stroke, when the piston has

sume that the H .-P. piston is moving from the right

Plastic bronze, an alloy for bearings, is used
largely in America. Its constituents are copper, 64

hand end of its stroke. Draw the line 360 , i towards
the left, from the right-hand vertical that represents

per cent. ; tin , 5 per cent. ; lead , 30 per cent. ; and
nickel, i per cent. Castings of this alloy are said to
be sharp and clean and easil; machined .

theadmission pressure of 90 lbs.absolute in the high
high -pressure crank will be in a corresponding posi

pressure cylinder. When cut-off occurs at i, the
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tion pointed out by the line " cut-off H .-P." which ,
crank at cut-off has turned through 132º from oº at
the right-hand " dead-centre.” Of course, had the

cutting the H .-P . crank -curve at ia , indicates that the

crank -position 132° been given as cut-off point, we

could have gone horizontally from 1320 on the

degree-scale to the sloping crank-and -piston curve,
and when we came to that curve at ia have dropped
a vertical which would have determined for us the
corresponding piston -position as 1. At the point
of cut-off, which is i as we have seen , the H .- P .
piston has behind it a volume of steam at the pres
sure of admission extending away back into the

clearance, a volume represented by the dimension
ADM + C at the bottom of the diagram . It is this
volume that after cut-off expands in the H .- P . cy
linder, and to plot the fall in pressure resulting from
its expansion we have only to proceed in themanner

Fig. 21.
which was previously explained in Chapter V with
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unaltered , but the pressures within them become
one, the drop in this instance being from 2 to 3 ,
i.e., from 79 lbs. to 45'07 lbs., a value arrived at in
the manner hereinafter explained.
The steam , which just now fell to the common
pressure of 45'07 lbs. in the H .-P . cylinder and
the receiver, actually came into the receiver
with a consequent “ drop " a little before, rather
than actually at the end of, the H .-P . steam
stroke, and after that drop expanded a little
further, not only in the reservoir, but also in
the H .- P. cylinder during the concluding portion
of the H .-P . stroke, so that theoretically the
point 2 should be nearer i and the line from the
new position of 2 down to 3 should first descend
vertically and then slope to the left and down
ward to 3 , instead of descending straightly all
the way as we have it . Thepressure that will
exist at 3 is, however, unaffected by these con
siderations. It will be the same whether it
arrives at 3 from 2 in two steps or in one, for
it is determined by the three weights of steam
that are mingled at 3 in a certain aggregate
volume ; that the same bodies of steam came
together a moment sooner in a slightly smaller
volume does not affect the fundamental point,
which is, that if three different bodies ofsteam ,
of given different pressures and volumes, find

themselves in three connected spaces of a given
totalvolume, there is one,and only one, definite
pressure for them . This pressure is not modi
fied by any previous “ contortions ” of these
same masses of steam , that is to say, is not
modified so long as in those contortional
changes no steam has been abstracted or added .
In practice, immediately upon the occur
ence of the drop from the H .-P. cylinder into

the receiver, the hot “ dew ” always found on
the hot surfaces of the steam -passages, piston ,
TNT

regard to Fig . 6 , taking care that the slanting lines
from successive verticals used as described in that
chapter are drawn to the corner x , that is to say,
taking care to remember that the body of steam
expanding is in the clearance as well as in the space
generated by the piston in its movement away from
the cylinder-cover. Such a procedure gives us the
expansion curve 1, 2, the pressure at cut-off having
been 90 lbs. absolute per square inch , and, as this
is the pressure thatwasmaintained during the move
ment of the piston from the right-hand end of its
stroke to i, the horizontal line at the height of i
gives us theadmission line ofour indicator- diagram .

.

If the H .-P . exhaust opens at 2 (and no materialerror,
but some convenience, ensues if we assume that it

does so instead of taking the earlier position of
actual opening), draw a vertical line up to the crank
curve. The line meets the curve at 2a , and a hori
zontal from 2a to the degree-scale at the right
shows that the H .-P. crank is at 180° from the
starting-point.
Now , when the H .-P. exhaust opens, where is the
L .- P . crank ? Continue the horizontal from za to
the low -pressure crank-curve, which it cuts at 2b.
The scale to the right of 2b : hows that the L .-P.
crank is at 90° from its own dead -centre, and a ver

Fig . 22.
and cylinder -cover, and the hot water also in
variably present, both being thus relieved of a
portion of the pressure upon them re-evaporate ,

tical dropped from 2b would indicate on the indi
cator-diagram the corresponding position of the
L.-P . piston, which ,according to the curve, is at half
stroke, moving towards the left. Then when the
H .-P.. exhaust opensat 2, the volume of steam at the
exhaust pressure of about 79 lbs. (see scale) in the

flashing into steam and preventing the " drop "
from occurring with the suddenness and com
pleteness with which it is pictured by the ver
tical line 2 - 3 on our indicator-diagram , or
by the alternative vertical line with a con
cluding slope referred to above. More
over, theexhaust port does not allow the exhaust

H .- P. cylinder and clearance is added to the volume
of steam already in the receiver and communicating
portion of L .-P . cylinder, and there is an adjustment

steam to flow instantly into the receiver, for
the valve at first opens only the narrowest strip
of passage between one of its edges and the
near edge of the port, the flow through the

of these receiver, exhaust and L .- P . cylinder pres

sures, one in relation to the other , as when a con

nection is made between vessels in both of which
there is water, higher in one than in the other.
The volumes, of course, remain for an instant

opening being checked by reason of its narrow
ness and the fall of pressure being consequently
retarded .
These two things, retardation of the exhaust
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and re- evaporation into it, keep up its pressure
to an extent which it is not possible to state
with precision, but an inspection of actual in
dicator-diagrams will serve to show that we
shall not have gone far wrong as to the area of

our theoreticaldiagram by carrying the H .-P. ex
pansion after cut-off on to the extreme end of
the stroke, and by assuming that the drop also
takes place there.
We have drawn the vertical 2, 3, from the point
2 , to indicate a drop of pressure to 45 '07 lbs., the
pressure in the receiver ; we have now to show how
this value is arrived at by a rather circuitous route
leading first from and next back towards the last
prior ascertained value, which was 79 lbs. at the
point 2, the end of H .-P . expansion .
At the L.-P. cut-off occurring next after the H .-P .
exhaust that commences at 2a , namely , the cut
off marked as “ L.-P. cut-off No. 1 " and seen

only on the L.-P . crank curve " there is a space of
5'23 cubic inches full of steam , in the right-hand
end of the L .-P . cylinder and right-hand L .-P . clear
ance. As is shown in article VII the equivalent of
a complete H .-P. exhaust (made up, in this par
ticular engine, of portions of two exhausts) must
be in this 5'23 cubic inches at L.- P. cut-off. What
will the pressure of our H .-P . exhaust be in such a
volume ? All of this 5'23 cubic inches is, however,
not to be occupied by the H .- P. exhaust alone, for
it contains, re -expanded , the L.- P. compression
steam , and this having had in a volumeof 0-45 cubic
inch of L .-P . clearance a pressure of 20 lbs. would

have if alone in 5'23 cubic inches a pressure of20 X 0'45 = 1'72 lbs.
5 '23
Our question , therefore,must be - What will be the
pressure in a volumeof 5'23 cubic inches if the high
pressure exhaust be added to steam at a pressure of
1'72 lbs. already therein ? The volume of the
exhaust at its pressure of 79 lbs. was 271 cubic
inches. But all of this is not " exhaust ” in the
strict use of that expression . Some of it is ex
panded H .- P . compression -steam which was found
at H .- P . admission , in o ‘255 of H .-P . clearance, com
pressed, let us assume, to a pressure of 90 lbs. (for
we know that when H .-P. compression begins, its
volume, determined by our choice of the point at
which we shut the exhaust in , is double that of the
clearance and the pressure about half of 90 lbs.,
so when this volumeis halved the pressure in it will

be doubled ) ; and, although that particular body
of steam no less than the newly -admitted steam
partakes of the changes that occur within the H .-P .
cylinder after the H .- P . cut-off, it never finally ex
hausts but is always re -captured, cut off from the
tail of the H .- P . exhaust and re - compressed to start
once more in its small cycle . What, then , is the
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79 X 2 :42 + 1*72 X 5°23 = 28.27 :

and 38.27 lbs. will be5.23
the pressure at the end of the
first L.-P. admission , i.e., at L.-P . cut-off No. 1 (not
shown, but see No. 2), and at 4 in the H .-P. diagram ,
or, indeed , at the end of any other L .-P . admission ,
This is our sheet-anchor — weknow that at L.-P . cut
off No. 1 (or 1..- P. cut-off No. 2 equally ), premising
non-congestion, a whole H .-P. exhaust (minus the
H . -P. compression ) must be found in the L .-P .
cylinder at 38 .27 lbs. ; and whatever the previous
fluctuations may have been , obviously there cannot be

any other pressure than this in all the spaces which at
(and at the instants before and after) cut-off are in
communication with it , seeing that pressures in com
municating chambers equalise, much as water
“ finds its level.”
In the particular engine chosen for our example,
the second of the two H .-P. exhausts has not had
the H .- P. compression -steam excluded from it before
the first portion, at any rate, of its mass is included
in the L .-P . admission -volume at nic, and this fact
may seem to contradict the statenient made above
that a whole H .- P . exhaust, minus the H .-P . com
pression , is in the L .-P . cylinder at every L .-P . cut
off. But a little consideration will show that even

though some of the compression -steam of the
second H .-P. exhaust thus escaped through the L .-P .
cylinder, compensation for its loss is afforded by
retention in the receiver of a portion of the “ exhaust
proper ” and that the result is the same as if none
of the H .-P . compression -steam had ever left the
receiver, for that which did not so leave, together
with other steam retained in the engine, suffices to
supply at the next L .- P. cut-off, the equivalent of
one whole nett H .- P. exhaust , just as the steam at
the same pressure shut in the engine at the pre
ceding L .-P . exhaust sufficed to give us the desired
pressure and volume at iic .

The spaces that at the instant after L.-P. cut-off
are filled with steam having the samepressure (38.27 )
that it had the instant before are of a volume
of 5 .8 cubic inches (extending from 4a , where the

H .-P. piston is at this time situated , to the far
side of the receiver) and are next reduced to 4 .96
cubic inches by the H .-P . piston, with a consequent
rise by such compression to 38 -27 X 598 _ a pressure of
4 '06
44-75 lbs. at 5 in the exhaust portion of the H .-P .
diagram , just half-way in the H .-P. exhaust stroke.
We have here proceeded from 4 to 5 ; wemust go
some way further in the same directio:1 before we
are able to discover how from 4 to get back to and
determine 3, the pressure at “ drop," the value of

been filled , and this (remembering to add the clear

which we have not yet ascertained but only taken
for granted as being 4 : 07.
The compression to 44.75 lbs. is the only thing
that happens in the receiver after L.-P . cut-off No. I,
until this half-way point in the H .-P . exhaust stroke
is reached . When the next L .-P . stroke, that from

ance) is 212.
the “ admission + compression ”
2 : 385 of

left to right, begins, the second L.-P. admission,
which the samebody of exhaust contributes, comto

steam that expanded , and the same proportion of
the apparent exhaust at 2 (2471 cubic inches at
79 lbs.), i.e., 2.71 ^x 2. 382 = 2'42 cubic inches at
79 lbs, which will be the real H .-P. exhaust. And , if
2.42 cubic inches at 79 lbs. be added in a volume

mences , the valve opening to admit steam into the
clearance ; upon this there will be a sudden fall of

real exhaust available for delivery ?

H .- P . cut-off

took place when 2:125 of the cylinder volume had

of 5' 23 to steam therein at a pressure as aforesaid
of 1'72 lbs., then

pressure in the receiver and the H .-P . exhaust down
to 42'7 lbs (at 6 ) which is L .-P . initial pressure (see
60) at the moment that the L .- P. clearance becomes
available and increases the volume to 5'41. ( The

L .-P . clearance has o '45 cubic inch of compression
steam in it at (see 150) about 20 lbs. per square in .)
(To be continued.)
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5. The Editor reserves the right to print the

Prize Competitions.

whole or any portion of an unsuccessful article
which he may think worthy of publication , upon the

Competition No. 34 . - A prize of £2 2s. is offered

understanding that remuneration is given at the
Editor's discretion in proportion to the length and
mcrit of the matter used .

for the best design for a “ MODEL LOCOMOTIVE REGU
The
closing date for this Competition is December 15th ,

LATOR AND STEAMPIPE ARRANGEMENT.”

6. All Competitions should be addressed to The
Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 35 to 39, Temple

1903.
Competition No. 35 . - A prize of (2 25. is offered
for the best practical article on the “ LUBRICATION
OF MODEL ENGINES.” The closing date for this

House, Tallis Street, London , E . C ., and should be

Competition is December 15th , 1903.

their return in the event of being unsuccessful. All
MSS . and drawings should bear the sender's full
name and address on the back .

Competition No. 36 . - A prize of 42 28. will be
awarded to the reader sending in the best article
on “ MODEL ENGINE DRIVING ,” the closing date
being December 31st, 1903.
Competition No. 37 . For Foreign and Colonial
Readers only . - In order to encourage our readers
across the seas to let us know more of their model
making achievements, we offer a prize of the value
of £2 25. for the best description of “ SOME MODELS
I HAVE Made.” The models described should be
illustrated by photographs or drawings, or by both .
If sufficient entries are received , we will give a fur
ther prize of Al is. for the second best description ,
and in any case we will give a consolation prize of
Ios. 6d. for each unsuccessful entry which we think
sufficiently interesting to insert. If preferred , we
will, in this Competition, send goods to the value
of the prize, and each competitor should state what
form he would like the prize to take in the event
of his being successful. The closing date for re
ceiving entries will be March ist, 1904.
Competition No. 38 . - We offer a prize of 12 25.
for the best article on “ MEASURING ANDMARKING
OFF Tools AND HOW TO MAKE THEM .” The
closing date for this Competition is December 31st,
1903

Competition No. 39. - A prize of 12 2s. is offered
for the best design for “ A MODEL HORIZONTAL
STEAM ENGINE.” Closing date, January 15th ,
1904.
Competition No. 40. - A prize of 12 28. is offered
for the best design for a “ STATIONARY BOILER ."

Closing date, January 15th , 1904.
For further particulars of the above prize Com
petitions, readers will please refer to page 364 of the

issue for October 15th .
GENERAL CONDITIONS FOR ABOVE COMPETITIONS.
1. All articles should be written in ink on one side
2. Any drawings which may be necessary should
be in good black ink on white Bristol board . No
coloured lines or washes should be used . The draw
ings should be about one-third larger than they are

of the paper only .

intended to appear if published .
3. The copyright of all photographs entered in
connection with any Competition must be the
sender's own property , and a signed statement to
this effect must accompany same.
4. The copyright of the prize articles to be the
property of the proprietor of THE MODEL ENGINEER ,
and the decision of the Editor to be accepted as
final.

marked outsidewith the number of the Competition
for which they are intended . A stamped addressed
envelope should accompany all Competitions, for

Practical Letters from our
Readers .
[ The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full

discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full

name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached,

though not necessarily in 'ended for publication .]

The Model Steam Engine on the Farm .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, - On the Editorial page of The MODEL
ENGINEER, October 22nd, 1903, an invitation is

given to describe any small power steam engines
which are successfully and regularly used and
turned to account either for use or amusement."
As no limitation is placed on the class of work to
which the power is applied, it willbe conceded that
agriculture should not be excluded. Some two

years ago I fixed on my work bench a small, home
made launch engine having two cylinders, if ins.
diameter by 34 ins, stroke, with a view to driving
my lathe. As my father' s residence is in the
country, and some dozen dairy cattle are regularly
kept, a demand for power to drive the manual
machines there caused me to consider how this small
power could be conveniently utilised. I coupled

at each end of the engine shaft a length of shafting,
so that I could drive direct on to any machine in

the next building to my workshop. These con
sisted of the following :- A churn , hay and straw
chopper, corn grinding mill, and cake breaker,
which are all driven by this means " regularly and
successfully.” My boiler is vertical, 18 ins. diam
eter by 26 ins. high , with firebox 14 ins. diameter,
and standing on a cast-iron base and raised 41 ins.
additional on brickwork . The boiler is welded
throughout,of 5- 16ths in. plate, and is provided with
steam and water gauges, safety and feed valves, and
blow -off tap . Fitted to the cast stand of boiler is a
horizontal steam pump with it ins. cylinder, in .
ram by 3 ins, stroke. Pressure of steam , 70 lbs. per
square inch . The feed -water is heated by the ex
haust steam by means of two circular tanks, one

inside the other, with the steam passing between
them , so securing clean and free from grease feed
water. I have a brick chimney with 9 ins. square
opening, which I find answers better than the sheet
iron one I started with .
Any of the above machines are driven separately ,
and are back -geared to run on the chopper and
churn 4 to 1, and on theothers 51 to 1 . The power
developed enables the machines to turn out two to

three times more work in the same time than pre
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five. The teeth are not rounded , but resemble in
section those of good English clock wheels, but, of
course, cut at an angle to correspond with the pitch

viously, and with very little expenditure in fuel.

The saving in labour adds greatly to efficiency, as
matters that are now attended to were apt to be
slipped , owing to the heavy manual labour required
in driving the machines. I use 21-in . leather belts

of the worm .
The worm barrel makes twelve revolutions to one
revolution of the worm wheel ; both are made of
gunmetal. I estimate the number of revolutions

on 5 -in . pulleys on engine shaft on to 20 ins. and

28 ins. drums, respectively , on machines. After

made by the worm barrels, when the engines are at
full speed , at 800 per minute. No flywheels are
used. The armatures act efficiently as such .
In fitting up the motors I first bored out the

two years' trial I am quite satisfied with the result
of the experiment, and the model engine has proved
itself a useful adjunct to the farm . - Yours truly ,

Keighley.

E . R . TURNER.

worm barrels in the lathe, leaving the holes slightly
taper. The armature axles were turned to a corre
sponding taper,and the barrels driven on tight, care
being taken notto bend
the worm threads.
VVY
This ensured truth in
running. I then tested
the combined arma

Worm -Gearing for Model Electrical Locos.
TO THE EDITOR OF .
The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - Refer

20

ring to the correspond
ence on worm -gearing
now proceeding in your
columns, I think it
possible that the fol

neer, July 24th , 1903,
may be of use :

“ The efficiency of
worm - gear increases
with the angle of the
worm thread up to 45
degs. At 45 degs.
worm -gear is reversible
- i.e., the wheel will

MODEL ENGINEER
CERTIFICATE OF MERIT

adjusted as to
freely without
shake. Attention
then given to

for

made as flexible as is

brushes, which

mere

ing up to 6 degs. in
finished
gear, machined or
ground everywhere ;
and to io degs. in cast

accurately

de este content

gear. Maximum sliding
speed which should be

Sligned

employed = 200 - 220 ft .

per minute. In design

ing a worm -gear,where
reversibility is not a
disadvantage, 18 degs.

to 30 degs. angle of
thread should be aimed
at to gain efficiency.
This means small
worms and multiple
threads." -- Yours truly ,
Liscard. R . E .

with a lock -nut ; very
small holes were drilled

Awarded 10 ........ .

drive the worm .
Worm -gear is self-lock

tures and barrels just
as I would a gyroscope
top ; that is to say,
they were mounted
between finely pointed
and hardened steel
screws, each provided
in the axle ends, and
the armatures were so

ES

lowing notes, the sub
stance of which is
taken from the Engi

Soi

..

run
end
was
the
were

consistent with secur
ing good electrical con

tact with the commu
tators.
In securing the mo
tors to their bedplates,
arrangement has been
made to provide ad
justment for the mesh
ing of the worm barrels
with the worm -wheels ;
this is effected by set

screws and slots. The
bases of the motors,

instead of resting on
the bedplates rest on
the points of four ad

justable screwsscrewed

THE “ MODEL ENGINEER " CERTIFICATE OF MERIT.
through the bedplates,
which allow of the
worm barrel being partly lifted out or lowered into
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
the worm -wheel, and the clamping screws pass
DEAR SIR , — I have much pleasure in complying
through
slots in the bedplates. These facilities for
with Mr. A . W . Marshall's request that I should
adjusting
the position of the worm barrel are
give dimensions and some further particulars of the
essential to success. The best working position
worm -gear used in my engines.
is readily arrived at, and themotors can be securely
The dimensons are as follows :-- The diameter of
clamped, once this is ascertained .
the worm barrel (to make it distinctive from the
The lubrication presents no difficulties. A drop
worm
wheel)
is
1532nds
in.,
its
length
is
fin
.,
and
it carries two complete threads, one convolution
of good clock oil now and again applied to the screw
each thread ; the pitch would appear, therefore,
point bearings and the worm -barrels keeps all in
good going order.
to be approximately three to the inch . The depth
of thread is 3-64ths in .
I cannot understand why the question of re
The diameter of the worm wheel is I 1- 32nd in .,
versibility, as regards worm -gears, has been raised .
its thickness 3- 32nds in ., number of teeth , twenty
It presents absolutely no difficulty , and the engines
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travel in either direction at the same rate of speed
I am glad Mr. W . R . Smith 's statements bearme
out in this.
my
to mention that
permitted
I may herewithbe threeworms
and four-threaded
experiments
in any success. I still believe,

and pull the sameload with no apparent difference.*

have not resulted

therefore, that the double worm is best for model
electric locos when the motor is small. The worm
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any individual
results from springs
of tension requisite to get the bestspeaking,
aremade

the
engine inlet-valve spring. Generally
too weak , and the addition of a washer will frequently make imof
provement, but the whole matter is dependent on the degree
in cylinder and piston fitting, i.e., that a badly fitting
perfection
piston will not quickly enough open a valve controlled by a stiff
action of good
spring ; on the other hand, a weak spring underto the
piston suction will fail to close quickly enough ensure efficiency .
( 3) No sketch is required to enable you to fit Bowden twist handle
to advance sparking : you purchase the handle and wire with full
instructions from any cycle and motor dealer .

were obtained at the Pittler Depot,High Hol
gears
born , and are fine pieces ofwork .-- Yours faithfully ,
A . R . M . SIMKINS.
Nottingham .
[* The word " reversibility ” has, as far as we
understand,
separate
and notby toourthecorrespon
gearbeen
itself,applied
dents to theonly

[9598)
Magneto
for sketch
Mercedes
Car. showing
H . R . ( how
Thom it.
bury
) writes:
Will youIgnition
kindly send
ofmagneto

question of reversing the direction of the engine
with relation to the line of railway. Of course, in
al! cases the worm wheel on the axle will revolve
in a direction propellingthe engine either backwards

19532]: IRelative
Speedsmotor,
and with
Pulleys.
A . J. making
K . (Charlton
verites
have |-borse
4-in . pulley,
1,400)
revolutions
per
minute,
and
a
machine
with
10i
n
.
pulley
connected
to 8-in . pulley on shafting. I want the 10 - in . machine pulley to

or forwards according to the direction of rotation of

the worm by themotor.-- ED. M .E . & E .]

is worked, advanced , and retarded . I am in a bit of a difficulty as

I have been having a clean down. My car has four cylinders,

28 Ith.-p.Mercedes.
would not be possible to assist you from the details given in
your letter, as the earlier Mercedes cars were fitted with recipro

cating magnetmovement, then camea rotary type, and the present
rotary has been altered from that of 1902.

mako 1,600 revolutions per hour. What size pulley (diameter) on
shafting (to carry belt from motor) should I require to obtain the
desired 7 .600 revolutions of 10- in . pulley ? I have very little room
for any but short lengths of belting from motor to shafting and from
shafting to machine, but understand it is not desirable to use very

Queries and Replies.
(Attention is especially directed to the first condition given below .
and 110 notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked
on the top left-hand corner of the envelope " Query
Department." No other matiers but those relating to the Queries
should
be
enclosedwithin
in the the
sameenvelope.
Queries on subjects
scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions ( 1 ) Queries dealing

with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's nameMUST bº in
scribed onpossible,
the back.
(2) Qikeries
should sketches,
be accompanied
wherever
with fully
dimensioned
and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (notpost-card )
should
(4 ) anQueries
willofbea answered
as early invariably
as possible be
afterenclosed.
receipt, but
interval
few days
must usually elapse before the Reply can be forwarded . (5 )
Correspondents
who
require
an
answer
inserted
in
this
column
should understand that some weeks must elapse before
the

8 "dlam

Reply can be published . The insertion of Replies in this column
cannotbe guaranteed. (6 ) All Oueries should be addressed to
The Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 35 to 39. Temple House,
Tallis Street, London, E .C .)

Thefollowingare selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently: -

[9775)issueWorm
[Gearing.
H . J.pageB . (Northampton
: In
your
of January
8th last,
38 , is described) writes
a vertical
milling attachment, and the worm -wheel therein is stated to be
one-sixteenth under 3 ins. in diameter. I am about to cut the
teeth on this wheel, but am in a quandary, out of which , perhaps,
you can kindly help me. The worm being i- in . pitch double
thread , I calculate will be 1 in . for each thread and space, but the
circumference of the wheel in question I make work out at about
et ins., and seeing there are to be eighteen teeth round the peri .

phery, I must admit I am too dense to see how it is to be done,
as it appears to me that the circumference of wheel should work
out to 9 ins. if it is to be divided equally to spaces of 1 in . with
eighteen teeth. I am not very well up in worm gearing, in which
there is, perhaps, a simple mystery which can be easily explained
away. I have been waiting the next contribution on worm -gearing
in the M .E ., as intimated in the last chapter, dealing with bevel
gears.

We do not understand how
you make
is not's
information
will 9beins.foundThein pitch
Mr. Cook

in. butnow| inappearing.
. Further
articles

19601] Valve Springs for PetrolMotors, etc. S. W . (Liver

pool) writes : (1) Will

kindly giveme a drawing of a switch suit
able formymotor bikeyou
to preventaccumulators accidentally
running
down ? (2 ) What should be the tension of inlet-valve spring, it
h .- p . Minerva engine ? I should think if it was just strong enough
to hold it up that would be all that was necessary. (3 ) Would you
also give me a sketch to enable me to fit a Bowden twisting
handle
grip to operate spark advance ?
(1) We are unable to understand why you require a sketch of
switch to prevent motor bicycle accumulator running down , as the
common
arrangement is a twisting handle grip switch for use in
driving, and a plain plug switch - a simple pin of brass-- in which
two plates are connected and the circuit completed by inserting
the plug. (2 ) It is impossible to state in actual figures the amount

4 dan

10*dram
126 rews

1400 reps

puery1 9532
PULIEY ARRANGEMENTS .
short
belts.
What
would give
you recommend
the shortest
work properly ? Kindly
length from ascentre
of one length
pulley toto
centre of another pulley.
The sketchspeed
herewith
shows theThere
relative
and ap
proximate
of shafting.
is no sizes
fxed oflawpulleys
concerning
the
possible and keep same fairly tight and well dressed to prevent
slipping. A crossed belt might be used on the small pulley to
give a greater arc of contact.
Trouble
withmade
Accumulators.
A . B . M . (Douglas,
Isle
of 19878]
Man ) writes
: I have
twenty-two accumulators
according
toareayour
text-book,
"
Small
Accumulators,"
with
it
ft.
positive
plate
. My dynamo has an output of 50 volts 21 amps. I have
length of belts, and your best plan is to make each as long as

charged for(2)about
haveairnoticed
following
Plates"
buckling,
plates100 hours
coveredandwith
bubbles
, (3) no:- "(1)milky
appearance , (4 ) S .G . dropped, not risen , (5 ) obtain very little current.

Would you kindly explain above ; also say if it is possible to reverse
negative plates into positive and vice versa .

is usually
caused, ifbyeachovercharging
charging
at
too(1)highThisa rate
; although
cell has i orsq .rather
ft. positive
plate,
2 amps. is not too high a rate . Perhaps some paste has fallen
out and short-circuited some of the plates. (2 ) These are not air
bubbles, but hydrogen . (3 ) This does not necessarily occur in
every case. (4 ) Probably you are charging the wrong way round.
(5 ) It is possible to do so, but takes a very long time, and a com
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plete“ An
change
over is seldom
See “ Secondary
Engineer,"
publishedeffective.
GatehouseBatteries,”
by
by Alabaster,
& Co., 4,
Ludgate
Hill,
E
.C.,
price
4s.
fos251 450 - watt Manchestor Dynamo.
and should be
a tracing of a Manchester dynamo,
writes : I encloseyou
:
would
me the
obligedit toif light
much
16 c.. p .) questions
seven (100
about answer
volt following
lamps easily
( I) I want
proportions
Are the(drum
dynamo.
yardswillfromI require
about
wound?
), 24 slots,correct
for armature
( 3 ) What20 wire
in twelve sections ? (3 ) Does the A wire want soaking in wax
-magnets ? (5 ) Does
) What wire for (field
before being wound ? (4before
wound ? 6 ) Is it advisable to put
this wire want soaking
paper between each layer ? (7) What size ought the commutator
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8-volt accumulators, three positive plates, 4 ins. by 4 ins., in each
cell.
resistance and would
necessary
to use a inhigher
It wouldto behave
same included
the 'meter. Use either a
be (1)advisable
finer gauge wire, or a greater length of same gauge. No. The
accumulator voltage need not be higher than that being found, but
you must have plenty of resistance to throw into circuit in order to
balance the current which will tend to flow when the 20 volts is
Yes. If youyouknow
opposed
of the accumulator.
to the
2 volts
can
through a given( 2) resistance,
which
is flowing
the current
find the voltage being exerted , for E -CXR . Then apply this
known voltage to the voltmeter and mark off. Then proceed in
the same way with different voltages and then subdivide to the
required number of
divisions
. ( 3) It
would be better

simply to slowdynamo
the speed of down
to suit requirements.

A few ohms would ,
however
, soon re
duce the voltagetheif
placed
in
shunt circuit.
(4 )
We pres u me you
want when
cut-out
cut.
to
dynamo
out
voltage falls below a
certain
point
so , wind bobbin? withIf
1 lb . No. 28 S . W .G .
copper
and
wire arma
then adjust

K . - . - 4 "- .

ture (of cut-out) so

. - . - . - . - . - . - . - 132 - . - - - - - - - - - - --

K .- . - g"- . - >
FIELD -MAGNETS FOR
A 450-WATT MAN
CHESTER DYNAMO.

that it is allowed to
fall when the volt
10.
is, say, will,
age
The armature
of course, have to
be placed under the
magnet -- not above
it, as shown in
your sketch (not
This
reproduced ). should
mechanis
bemmade very
really
delicately and
should be the
means
of releasing
a larger switch ,
which falls , and in
falling knocks

a part the actual

puery N. 9535

contacts.

toconnected
be ? (8)to Will
samebe
made of ?copper
(9) Are
the shall
F.M .
brushes
when best
magnetising
( 10 ) ? What
current

The News of the Trade.

I require to magnetise ? (11) I have a " Kapp " dynamo, 20 volts
4 amps., H -armature. Will it do to magnetise F . M . of above ?
(12)
magnetising,
the dynamo
magnetised
have When
to be rotating
? (13)willWhat
resistancethatshallis being
I require
to light

be pleased to receive for review under this
Editor will
(Theheading,
samples and particulars of new tools, apparatus,

one lamp
dynamo
) CansameI useas enclosed
less lightspiece.
by slowing
down
? (15)nearI have
a lot? of(14wire
Can I

use( 1)it Machine
for conducting
wire ?
is barely large enough

to do so comfortably. (2 )
Armature, 1 lb . 10 Ozs. No. 21 S . W .G . ; field-magnet, 12 lbs. No. 21
S . W .G . ( 3) No :not ifwell insulated to begin with . (4 ) See above.
(5 ) No. (6 ) Sometimes thin paper. (7) About 2 by 1. (8 ) Yes.
( ) No, not if you use batteries to start with . ( 10 ) A few cells in
series
; say six . magnets
Perhaps for
fewera while
will do.and (11)
(12)upNo.fieldsYouto
could magnetise
then Yes.
connect
brushes in usualway just before starting up. There will be enough
residual magnetism to enable the machine to " build up." (13)
Use lamp of same voltage as dynamo connected direct across the

terminals ofmachine, i.e., themains. ( 14) No need to slow down.

and materials for amateur use. It must be understood , that
these reviews are free expressions of Editorial opinion no
payment of any kind being required or accepted. The Editor
reserves the right to criticise or commend according to the
a
merits of the goods submitted , or to abstain from inserting
review in any case where the goods are not of sufficient interest

to his readers.)

• Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial inspection of the goods noticed.

Compound Undertype
*Splendid Castings forEngine
the Model
Design .

recentvoltages
issue. up
Cantoyou
to arrange
to deter
mine
, say,tellmehow
20 ? Would
it do thisit ifto Ibeputable
a resistance
inresistance
series with
the
Daniell
cell,
took
a
reading,
and
then
put
same
in series with the 20 volts ? Or would the use of wire
of
higher resistance than that laid down enable me to use it up to

As both the detail drawings, and patterns for this workable
design
ofmodel
engineforhave
takonduring
some time
to get out,
model.
is one really
suitable
making
the present
wintertheseason
To this end Mr. James Mackenzie, of 17, Benson Avenue, East Ham ,
E ., has just produced a very fine set of castings and materials for
this engine, and the samples he has submitted to us show them to
be of the very best quality, and made accurately to the published
drawings, cylinders,
with , of course,
liberal-plate
allowances
for machining.
The
bedplate,
and motion
are , of course,
the most inter

that voltage ? Must the accumulator be always of a higher voltage
than
E .M . F . with
of which
you want
(2 ) CantheI battery,
calibrate the
a voltmeter
an ammeter
and toan measure
ohm coil,?
or calibrate an ammeter with a voltmeter and an ohm coil ? (3)
How
in shunt
givingmuch
aboutresistance
12 volts should
2 amps.I toinsert
reduce
voltagewinding
to 5 orof6 dynamo
? (4 ) I

esting castings
are excellent
of sur
the
moulder's
art. inThetheportsset,andandpassages
are castspecimens
in , and are
prisingly regular. The cast-iron is soft and clean, and appears to
be homogeneous in quality. The gunmetal parts are just as clean ,
and
altogether we cannot speak too highly of the production . The
tube for the boiler barrel is sent out cut to dead length . Bevel gear

am making an automatic cut-out, as sketch . What size and quan
tity wire? should
I windgivesbobbins,
it connected
with
dynamo
Dynamo
about and
10 - 12is volts
2 amps.in forshunt
charging

wheels are supplied already cut, and can be recommended . Mr.
Nackenzie will be glad to quote for complete or part sets, a stamp
for reply being enclosed with all communications.

(15) Yes ; it will carry about 6 amps.

L . G . (London
E .C.) writes : (1)in aI
was19882]
muchPotontlometer.
interested in yourA. article
on the , Potentiometer
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The Editor' s Page.
IN accordance with the promise made in our issue
1 of last week , we publish a photograph of the
new MODEL ENGINEER medal, reproduced as
nearly as possible to actual size. The reverse side
of the medal is reserved for the name of the reader
to whom it is awarded , encircled in the usual
laurel wreath . We have also had a Certificate

November 19. 1903.

The Secretary of the Glasgow Naval and Engi

neering Exhibition has written us saying that the
time for receiving entries has been extended until
the ist of December next. This Exhibition is being
held under the auspices of the Glasgow Corporation ,
and £50 are to be given in prizes to amateur and
professional model makers. The carriage on all
models will also be paid for both ways.

Answers to Correspondents.
W . J. K . - The continuation of the index will be
found in the first issue in July . The index was
too large to publish in one number .

Notices .
MODEL
EACH TEPS

The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical
and electrical subjects. Matter intended

for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper

only, and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be
distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether

remuneration is expecced or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do

so by making an appointment in advance.
· This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s, per
annum ,payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Postal
Order.

Advertisement ratesmay be had on application to the Advertise

ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c ., for review , to be addressed

to THE EDITOR, “ The Model Engineer," 35 to 39, Temple House
THE “ MODEL ENGINEER ” MEDAL .

pesigned (see page 5or for a much reduced picture
of this), and as soon as these are ready , they will be
sent to the successful competitors. Our artist has

treated the design in quite an original manner, and
our readers will, we feel sure, consider it much
superior to the everyday certificate, so profuse
in its allegorical figures and emblems. Being
printed on vellum paper in a warm colour, the
certificates should beworthy of a place on the walls
of the home, workshop, or office of the several

Tallis Street, London , E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Engi
neer," 35 to 39 . Temple House, Tallis Street, London , E .C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to the Publishers, Dawbarn & Ward .
Limited, 6, Farringdon Avenue, London , E .C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York , U .S .A ., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .
=

Contents ,
[ The asterisk (*) denotes that this subject is illustrated.j
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On page 488 of this issue we commence an article
on the design of “ A Model Direct-coupled Steam
Engine and Dynamo.” This article gained the
second prize in the Competition for a design for a
500 -watt direct-coupled electric lighting set, and, as
will be seen , has very many points of interest in it.
The engine is a tandem compound with piston
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valves which are actuated by a single eccentric, and
its construction should entail less difficult pattern

making, and , to some extent, a smaller amount of
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our issues of December ist and 15th , 1902.
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The Model Steamer Speed Competition .
1. - A Description of Mr. W . R . Weaver' s Record-Breaker, “ Era.”
THE Era is one of the speed steamers of the
Wirral M . Y .C . of which Club her owner, Mr.
W . R . Weaver, has been a leading member
since its formation some six years ago .
She is the fifth vessel he has constructed to com

tects who make speed a specialité. Her dimensions
are : L .O .A . 83 75 ins. ; beam , 10 -25 ins. ; draught,
3'25 ins. ; displacement, 60 lbs.
The engines were designed and built by Mr. W .

R . Weaver last winter . They are compound , with

“ SEVEN MILES AN HOUR."
MR. W . R . WEAVER's MODEL STEAMER , “ ERA," GOING AT FULL SPEED .
pete in the steamer division , and , like each of her
predecessors , marks a distinct step forward .
Till quite recently, the steamer men devoted all,
or nearly all, their attention to the perfecting of
boiler, lamp and engines, and gave but little heed

to the design of the huil. But now , so keen is the
stress of Club competition , each must have the
latest ideas in design embodied in his boat.
* The Era was specially designed for her owner by
Mr. A . E . Foster, one of the official measurers of the
Wirral Club. Her lines are those of the Scout class,

the latest development ofthe skill of thenavalarchi

out air pump and condenser ; stroke, 1-in . ; H .-P.
cylinder, 1 -in . diameter ; L .- P. cylinder, 175-in . ;
propeller, 6 -in . diameter, 8 -in . pitch , making 1,500
revolutions per minute when running with a steam

pressure of 75 lbs. per sq . in .
The boiler is 16 ins. long in the water space,
61 ins. diameter, having two furnaces with eight
cross tubes in each . It maintains a pressure of
75 lbs. without difficulty.

The firing is done by a benzoline lamp under an
air pressure of 20 lbs. on a principle designed and
worked out by Mr. W . M 'Caig , the captain of the

The Model Enginoer and Electrician .
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W .M . Y .C . The lamp has two burners, one for each

The Society of Model Engineers.

furnace, and it has proved itself perfectly adapted
to meet the difficulties of firing a model boiler.
The several specialised features in the Era make
a harmonious whole. When steaming at full speed
the wave-making is very slight, only a ripple follow
ing in her wake, and her great pace is a revelation
even to the initiated .

London .
THE Sixth AnnualGeneralMeeting ofthe Society

was held on Thursday, November 12th , 1903,
at the Holborn Town Hall, about fifty
members being present.
The Report and Balance-sheet for the past year
Concluding the description of Mr. W . R . Weaver's
were duly read and
accepted , and the
following was the
result of the ballot
for new officers :
Chairman , W . T .
Bashford ; Vice
chairman , D . C .
Glen , M . I. M . E .;
Hon. Secretary , H .
G . Riddle ; Treasu
rer, H . Sanderson ,
A . C . A . The follow
ing members were
elected to form the
MR. W . R . WEAVER'S MODEL STEAMER , “ ERA."
new Committee :
Hildersley
, E , W . Payne,
Greenly,
H
.
Messrs.
H
.
model for the benefit of those who have not
and
A
.
R
.
M
.
Simkins.
,
competition
above
the
already read the results of
A new Track Committee was formed , consisting
we may say it gained the M .F . Silver Medal for
of the followingmembers : - Messrs.Glen , Boorman ,
attaining the highest recorded speed . We intend
Sprange, Wills. Willis, Barker, Windham and
to give photographs of the other su cessful steamers
Smithies.

as soon as the particulars arrive.

( To be continued .)
CORRECTIONS. — The steam

ports in Mr. W .

Dodd 's model launch engine, illustrated in ou

issue of November 5th , are in . long ; not in. as
On page 448, in the recent article on “ A Three
Phase Induction Motor," the formula
T = { x 10 should be & x 108

stated .

4.45 Nn

4:45 7 Nn.

On page 466
= 2.129 should be 2129'0 .

75
'09538
On page 468 —
- divided by the constant 10- 16 " should be
" 1016, since x 10 -1616 ' _= To6
And on page 469, top of left-hand column
" three -in . bolts ” should read “ eight k-in .
bolts.”

METALLURGY has lost a noted pioneer in the death
of Mr. G . A . Dick , who invented that particularly
tough brass known as Delta metal. This material
is famous for its non -corrosive properties , which
makes it useful for pump-rods and many other pur
poses. It is an alloy of iron , zinc, and othermetals ,

COMPOUND ENGINES FOR Mr. R . W . WEAVER'S
“ ERA."

including copper. Mr. Dick did much to put phos
phor-bronze upon themarket. He also broughtout
the extrusion method of squirting brass into any
shape by hydraulic pressure. Heated alloys in a

A resolution was moved by Mr. P . Marshall,
being duly seconded and carried , in the following
terms :- " That a Special Committee be formed for
the purpose of carrying out experimental researches
and tests relating to model engineering. Such
Committee to be appointed by the General Com

semi- plastic state are squeezed to 30 tons per square

mittee, and the results of their work to be regularly

inch by hydraulic pressure, and issue through dies,
just as lead pipe is extruded . The extruded metal
is especially useful where curious shapes are required
to be partly turned or screwed in rod -feed automatic

communicated to themembers."

machines,

The need of a Librarian having been felt, Mr. H .
Hildersleykindly volunteered to act in that capacity,

and was appointed accordingly . It was also re.
solved that the management of the Portfolio circu

November 26, 1903.
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lating amongst country members be entrusted to
one of themembers of the General Committee. .
Hearty votes of thanks were accorded to all mem
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ing 1000 gallons of water per minute, and has been
constructed for the Metropolitan Fire Brigade of

Holborn Town Hall, on Thursday, December roth ,

Cape Town. It looks a veritable giant beside our
London “ steamers," powerful though they are. It
isofthe " double-vertical ” type, having twin double
acting steam cylinders working directly upon a
corresponding pair of double-acting pumps, the
whole being placed vertically at the rear of the

at 7 p .m ., when a rummage sale ofmodels ( finished
or unfinished ), tools, apparatus, and material will
be held , strictly amongst themembers of the Society .

seven to eightminutes ; or, if a small head of steam
is kept in the fire station , by means of a special gas

bers of the Executive for their labours during the
past year, and the meeting terminated at 10 . 15 p .m .

Future MEETINGS. - As already announced, the
next meeting of the Society will take place at the

It is hoped that any members having articles to
dispose of will avail themselves of this opportunity
by bringing the articles with them to the meeting.

The Annual Conversazione will be held on Friday,
January 15th , 1904 , and the Executive earnestly
freely, will make it even more successful than the
one held last year. - HERBERT G . RIDDLE , Hon .
Sec., 37, Minard Road , Hither Green , S .E .
request that members, by exhibiting their work

Provincial Societies.
Liverpool. - The lastmeeting of this Society was
held on Wednesday, the 4th inst., at which Mr.
Thorpe, junr., gave a very interesting description
(illustrated bymeansof drawings ) of the engines of
a fast torpedo-boat destroyer. Mr. Whittle showed
a well-made model dynamo, which , however, was

not quite finished . Two new members were elected .
The next meeting will be held on Wednesday,
December 2nd, at 8 p.m ., in the Café, 8a, Lord
Street, and 9, Cable Street, at which Mr. Thorpe
junr., will show his T.B . D . engines at work, and to
which visitors interested are cordially invited .--S . MARSHALL, Hon . Sec., 2, Chatham Road , Rock

Ferry, Cheshire.
Norwich . - The last meeting of the Norwich
Society was held at the Technical Institute, on
Friday, October 30th , at 8 p.m . The chair was

taken by the President, Col. J. R . Harvey. After
the ordinary business of the Society, a splendid
paper was given on “ Tin Mining,” by Mr. A . E .
Collins (City Engineer ). The paper was illustrated
by a very large number of slides,most ofwhich were

taken below ground, some of them at a depth of
3000 ft. The variousmethods of working were seen
slide was that of a Man -engine. After the above

under actual conditions. One most interesting

paper, another one, of as much interest, was given
by Dr. Mills, on “ Radium .” Some of its properties
were demonstrated by showing how its light would
penetrate a sheet of aluminium ; it was also seen
through a metal box and a coin together, with a
specially prepared screen . After votes of thanks to

the lecturers, a most pleasant meeting closed - R .
W . Wright, Hon . Sec., 5, Ella Road .

The Latest in Engineering .
A Giant Steam Fire Engine. - Towards the

quick -steaming boiler, which is capable of raising
steam of 100 lbs. pressure from cold water in from
heater, the 100 lb . pressure is reached in less than

half that time. The steam cylinders are fitted
with a new patent variable expansion arrangement,
by means of which the power of the engine can be
easily regulated to the work to be done, and a saving

in the use of steam effected . Two piston-rods con

vey the movement of each piston to the correspond
ing pump rod, and themovement is communicated
to the double-throw crankshaft by connecting-rod
ofnew and special form running from a point in the
head -piece of each pump. This arrangement re
places the less effective crosshead , and minimises

friction , thereby considerably lessening thewear and
tear. The boiler fittings and feeding apparatus
are very complete and well adapted to their pur
pose, and bear several important improvements,
The parts of the machinery with which the water
comes in contact are of gunmetal, bronze, or other
non - corrosive metal, and the engine is mounted on
strong, wrought-iron wheels,with steel axles,springs,
and side-frame. It is furnished with a large size
hose-box, the lid of which forms seats for the fire
men , and is provided with a powerful screw brake
and all accessories for working. At the trials at
Earl's Court the engine threw a powerful jet of
sins, a distance of 300 ft., and two slightly smaller

jets a distance of about 170 ft. The oscillatory

motion which is so prominent in some types of
engines was conspicuous by its absence, the ma
chinebeing as steady as a rock even when working at
highest speed . This giant extinguisher should
prove a valuable acquisition to Cape Town's present
fire plant, especially in view of the very serious fires
which have occurred there recently .

Professor Langley' s flying machine, which is
built without a balloon, and for which the Govern
ment granted a subvention of £15,000, was recently
launched from the railway over Whitewater, a
section of the Potomac River. The trial was a
failure, the machine soon striking the water, with
the result that it was wrecked . Professor Manley,
assistant to Professor Langley, was on board , but
escaped with a ducking. He explained that the
launching was merely experimental, and that the
machine balanced perfectly when it started . Pre
vious experiments have been made with models
only , and this trial was the first made with the full
sized airship , which is constructed to carry a pas
senger

BLACK ANILINE VARNISH . — This is the recipe of a
Aniline black
..
..
. . 2 lbs.
. . . 3 lbs.
Gum lac . .

close of the recent Fire Exhibition ,at Earl's Court,
one large London firm of exhibitors brought forward
a novelty in the way of steam fire engines, which

good varnish for metals, wood , and leather :

was tested two or three times in the presence of
large crowds of visitors, and was the object of

Dissolve the aniline in as little as possible of a mix
ture of alcohol and concentrated acid . Then add

much admiration on each occasion. This engine is
a new powerful steam fire engine capable of pump

90 per cent. spirit . .

..

. . 45 lbs.

to the alcoholic solution the gum lac.
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independently of the stud to get a fresh grip , the two
being kept on the same flats.
Before attempting to move a stud , let the spanner
clamp the nut with all possible pressure and security .
That is the whole secret of success. After letting

Workshop Notes and Notions.
fReaders
are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their oton workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication, if desired , accord
ing to merit. Al matter intended for this column should be

it loose finally, the nut will spring open naturally

marked “ WORKSHOP " on the envelope.]

to be run off. The illustration shows a stud in plan
with the nut and spanner in position .

Extracting and Inserting Studs. .

By D . W . Gawn.

Cutting Key -ways in Shafts.

To extract or insert a stud without damaging the

By C . ELLIS.

threads on its projecting end often troubles the
mechanic, whether he be amateur or professional.

The following is an easy method of cutting

The difficulty is themore pronounced when theneck

feather-ways in a small shaft for models :- A is

112

A

ILI

ARRANGEMENT FOR CUTTING FEATHER WAYS IN SMALL SHAFTS.
the shaft between the centres of a lathe ; B is a
happens to be very short, or, as it sometimes is,

absolutely non -existent. It will be so, too, when the
threaded portion is not sufficiently long to take two

W .I. stay drilled to a nice sliding fit on the shaft,
and a small slot cut into it to allow the parting tool
to enter. The stay is bolted on the saddle. C is a
parting tool ground to width of key-way required .

nuts for locking.

A solution of what is thus a puzzle to many, one

By adjusting the stay so that it runs backwards and
forwards nicely , and putting the tool in centre of

slot, it will be found a very satisfactory key -way can

be cut by running the saddle backwards and tor

wards and taking light cuts.
A Handy Tap Wrench .
By H . E . FAWKES.

METHOD OF

EXTRACTING AND
INSERTING Studs.

The sketch shown herewith of a simple tap
wrench can easily be made from a piece of cast

steel 6 ins. by } in . Further description is un
necessary.

The bearing surfaces being hardened, and if the
e Whilworth
-. - .

- ----------76 -

--

- -

3 - -- -

-

--

-- - 28" - - - -

A HANDY TAP WRENCH.
which will be found efficient, and which is more

ready and simple than any other, is here given .
Take a spare nut fitting the stud to be dealt with ,
File off slightly one corner , and thence, by means of

a hack -saw , cut the nut through into the hole and
across that half-way through the opposite side.
The wider the saw kerf is, within reason , the better.

The nut has now a spring imparted to it, and is
ready for use. Run it upon the stud it is desirable
to move. With a suitable screw -spanner lay hold of
the nut on sides parallel to the line of the kerf and

grooves are left black (which colour they get in har
dening) it will add to the appearance of the tool.
I find the taps hold best if only one surface is
filed on them for the flat end of the screw to butt
against

AN ENGINE WITH A RECORD.-- A Sydney reader

sends us the following particulars of a stationary en
gine which ,up to the istof September last, had com
pleted a six years' continuous run of 24 hours a
day. The engine is a Fowler 250 i, h .- p . horizontal
tighten up. It will then take a firm grip of the stud
compound condensing engine, working at a smelt
which can be screwed in or out, as necessary .
ing and refining works in Dapto, New South Wales,
There is not the slightest risk of harm coming to it.
and it is stated hasnever stopped for repairs during
By loosening the spanner, the nut may be turned i the whole time.
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besides being the simplest bearing possible to make.
A hole is cut in the top part of the bearing so that
oil can get on the shaft, the crank chamber being
full up to nearly level with the shaft. An oil
gauge and drain tap combined should be screwed
into a convenient corner of the bottom of the crank
case. The balance weights will have to be put on
when crank is in its place, as obviously the holes
would have to be made out of all proportion io

A Design for a Model Direct

Coupled Steam Engine and
Dynamo.
By A . Foulds.
(Continued from page 491.)
IN erecting the engine, the bottom parts L.-P .
1 cylinder should be set as regards valves, etc. ;
then the top cylinder put on and that set. The
bush between H .-P. and L.-P. cylinder has been sup
plied with a small stuffing-box, packed when the en
gine is erected , a small screw in the gland preventing
the same rising with the rod . The gland serving

allow them going through when in place. After
they have been fastened on for the last time, the

stud ends should be riveted over, and then the hole
filled up with lead to prevent the nuts from slacking
back .
The governors have been arranged by screwing
the nut down on the throttle valve spindle, thus

Set scra
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ECCENTRIC SHEAVES.
GOVERNOR DETAILS.
DETAILS FOR Model DirecT-COUPLED ELECTRIC LIGHTING ENGINE.
throttling the steam to vary the speed within limits
better than a plain bush on account of the steam
on the gland top tending to press it down and so
when the engine is running, the valve being held
down by the difference of pressure due to spindle
tightening it somewhat. In setting the eccentric,
between the top and bottom of valve, also weight
it will be a big advantage to make a sheet-iron
gauge to the angle of advance given in the drawing,
of valve and spindle, thus dispensing with a right
and keying to this angle with a hollow back key ,
and left-hand nut which would be awkward to
and after the valves have been finally set, a sunk
make, and also a knuckle joint at bottom of spindle.
A spring has been put between the balls on either
key can be put in the shaft, thus making a better
side to act as a steady, and also to load the governor
job altogether than a setscrew sunk in the shaft.
An alternative design is given for the bearings ; but
to speed required ; the engine will have to be run
if the one shown on the engine is used and the
and then the spring strength set to suit so as to keep
brasses made a driving fit to start with , with or
the balls about frds their travelwhen running at full
dinary amateur's use they will last a long time
speed The equilibrium valve is partly balanced by

510
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having four 1- 16th in . holes drilled through it. The
cylinders should be lagged with blue sheet steel, the
space being filled with some non -conducting mate
rial. This will give a more mechanical appearance
to the engine than if wood were used . The cylin
ders should have drain taps fitted into them , as
shown in the part elevation , and the drain being
taken into the crank -chamber by a copper pipe.

The oil is introduced into the chamber by means of
the funnel shown in the elevation , this also serves
to equalise the pressure in the chamber. The
bearings next to the governor do not require an
oil thrower , as the waste oil is intended to run on
the shaft to lubricate the governors, then drop into
2 . Studs +

allowing the engine to be used separately if the
owner be so disposed . Should it not be desired to
run the engine alone, the centre dynamo bearing can
be dispensed with , and the engine and dynamo

brought nearer together to in ins. centres. The
core is built of laminations 3# ins. diameter in the
usual way, being held at the ends by two wrought
iron plates 3- 16ths in . thick and a nut, as shown in
the drawings. After being built up, it is turned on
the shaft centres to 3 11- 16ths ins. diameter,and the
circumference divided into sixteen parts at each
end , the sections being in line with the axis of the

shaft. At these divisions saw -cuts are made and
pieces of 1- 16th in . fibre driven in to form driving
horns. The armature is now ipsulated and wound
in the manner so often described in back issues .
The commutator may be built as shown in a back
No. of the M . E ., or may have turned fibre insulation ,

as shown on the drawing. In connecting up the

IN

ALL GOVERNOR
LEVERS TO BE IN
ALUMINIUM . /

'sef screws
SR 2 STEEL PIECES
ha thick.

GOVERNOR DETAILS .
the case, which must be made an oil-tight fit on
the bearings and then run into the crank case
THE DYNAMO.
The dynamo can now be taken in hand. The out
put is to be 10 amps. at 50 volts. At 4000 amps. per

through the hole bored in the bearing bottom .

square inch of section we can use 18 for the arma
ture wire, as each wire only carries half the total
current. Each yard of active wire running at 1,250
linear ft. per minute gives i volt. Taking into con
sideration the tools likely to be used in the con
struction of the machine, and consequently ,
the diameter must be as small as possible. This
precludes a multipolar machine, so wemust decide
on a 2 - pole with a bore of say 4 ins. Allowing for
running clearance and two layers of wire our core
will be 101 ins. circumference, which will allow
of 342 conductors of sixteen sections and eleven
wires in each layer of each section . Taking the
speed of 1, 300 revolutions per minute, and using the
rule above, we find that a length of core of 6 ins.
will be right. Allowing for end windings we have a
totallength of armature wire of 97 yards, so that the
armature resistance is 1'261 ohms. The working

resistance will be quarter of this = '315 ohm . In
a machine of this size it has been found by experi

armature wires to the commutator they are
“ skewed " three sections in the direction of rota
tion, as shown on the brush gear detail. This is
done in order to bring the gear away from the bed of
the machine for convenience in setting brushes,
etc. The magnets are best of wrought iron, be
cause of its high permeability . The amateur
though , will find it hard work boring the tunnel out
and scraping the joint for the yoke-piece and fitting
the footstep . If however, wrought iron is used,
the magnets and yoke may be held together by
three fitted bolts as shown.

The magnets can be

planed up of stuff 24 ins. thick, and planed up
bright all over, thus adding greatly to the appearance
of the machine. Not many amateurs will be able
to do this so that the magnets can be cast in one
piece very nearly finished sizes, thus reducing the
labour of fitting-up to a minimum . The footsteps
are either brass or, for cheapness, white metal,

The reason for using these is to insulate, as far as
possible, the lines of force from the bed of the
machine, and keeping them to their proper path ,
-

-

- 3 - - -- +

, studs
Studs

K - e *

16 *

18

1 -2

B
Elevation .

Section A . B .

DYNAMO FOOTSTEPS.
viz., through the armature. The coils are held in
place by three brass brackets, as shown . The former
should be a nice fit on magnets, just tight enough to
push on . The bearings are of the ordinary ring
oiling type. The brasses are turned to a nice

ment that the field resistance should be about 200
times that of the armature. Using a field -magnet
wire of 20 gauge, it should be of such a length as
to have a resistance of 63 ohms; 20 wire runs at

driving fit in the casting, and are slotted for the
rings before being driven in . The rings, of course,

120 '4 ft . per ohm , so that the total length of wire re

are put in at the same time. After being driven

quired is 7,585'2 ft., or 3,792.6 ft. per limb. This
with a magnet limb 6 ins. wide, leg eins. thick by
5 ins. deep , will give twenty layers on each limb

the brasses should be reamered out. Drain taps,
or combined gauge and oil drains are fitted on the

with good even winding. The construction of the
dynamo is little different to the very large number
already described in these pages. The shaft is
turned from a steel bar to the sizes given . The
design of the shaft, it will be seen, allows it being

withdrawn from the flywheel face 3-16ths in., thus

bosses cast on for the purpose. Holes should also
be drilled from the oil-catchers into the reservoir.
The holes in the top are closed in by brass covers

and made a good fit. In the shaft are turned oil
throwers to throw the oil off into the bearing ends,
and to prevent it creeping into the armature wind
ings. The brush gear is made to lift off the brushes
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A DESIGN FOR A MODEL DIRECT
COUPLED STEAM ENGINE AND DYNAMO .
By A . FOULDS.

BEARINGS AND DYNAMO DETAILS.

Ring 1'g'dia ?
Groove to fit
pin in rocke.
ENGINE BEA RINGS (as on General

16

21

Arrangement).

DYNAMO BEARINGS NEXT BRUSHES.

Ring 24 dia !

Á setscrew
Bearing nezt 6 dynamo

must have a ring to throw

oil off shaft
ALTERNATIVE DESIGN FOR ENGINE BEARINGS,

DYNAMO BEARINGS AT
COUPLING END .

2

BRUSH ROCKER .

END VIEW OF ALTERNATIVE DESIGN OF BEARINGS.
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from the commutator face when stopping, as engine

gain and the H .-P . to lose speed ), and its pressure

may turn backwards, and with gauze brushes this
causes trouble by turning up the ends and causing

upon both is 42- 37 lbs., the P x v being, therefore,

sparking when next run. Carbon brushes cannot
be used, as the resistance of carbon is too high for
use on small machines. The lifting gear is ex

tremely simple, and the same principle is often seen
A quarter turn of the milled head lifts the V portion
out of the corresponding groove in the casting, and
so raises the brush , The weight of the brush can

on drilling machines, & c., for disengaging the feed .

he regulated whilst the machine is running by the

uit

230 ' 9. By the closing of the H .-P . valve to cause
compression to begin at point 8, about half a cubic
inch (0 :51) out of this body of 5 '45 cubic ins. of
steam becomes shut in the H .-P . cylinder and ab
stracted from it, so that only 4 '94 cubic ins. of it
continue to expand between the back of the H .-P .

valve and the L.-P. piston , the Þ x v of this being

4'94
of that of the original body : that is to say,
5 :45
209, and, although at the corresponding points 8
and 8c in the H .-P . and L .- P. diagrams, the
pressure is 42-37 lbs., a change begins
from both points, for compression com
mences in the H .-P. cylinder at 8, and
from 8c onward in the L .- P. diagram . As
we are dealing with a smaller weight of
steam than before, the pressure falls mort

rapidly than previously to 9c ; at this
point the volume being 6 -68, the pressure
9
is 620.68

= 31*3 lbs .
Let us pause here for a moment to consider what
á turn lifts brush

BRUSH GEAR .

we have thus far done. We have for sufficient
reason been able to calculate precisely the pressure
( 38 '27 lbs.) of steam in the receiver atany L .- P. cut-off.
out addition or subtraction of steam ) to a pressure
We have seen that this steam is compressed (with

milled nut on the spring. This desirable action is
almost invariably left out of small dynamo brush
gear. One brush should be at one end of the com

mutator face, and the other brush at the lug end, so
as to wear all the face evenly and not make a deep
rut in the centre of the face, thus only using half
the metal provided . The terminals, and brush
rocker
, and spindles are shown in drawings, and need

no description , save that the two shunt terminals

may have a resistance or fuse, inserted between
them if required , or may simply be connected by a
wire bridge. Thebuilders who intend to uncouple
the armature from the engine shaft will have to turn
the bearing at the commutator end 3- 16ths in . fur
ther up , so that the brush gear can be moved before
the armature, or the brush gear will foul the com
mutator lugs. The rocker is set in place by a turn

of the handle by means of the milled end.

Compound Engines.

of 44.75 lbs., that this drops to 42' 7 and rises to

44:4, without any addition of steam , and that
there is only
one subsequent separation from it .

which is accounted for That we have been
juggling, as it were, with an isolated body of steam ,
whose pressures and volumes throughouthave been
known exactly ,and that, in this juggling,webrought
our body of steam to a point atwhich the next thing
to happen to it after this separation is expansion
of the larger residual portion of it in the L .- P.
cylinder and the receiver to a pressure of 3? -3 lbs
at thepoint 90. At this point 9c begins the next ac
tion of note ; it is the connection with the expanding
L.- P. steam of a new body of steam , a second H .-P . ex
haust, whose pressure and volume we also know .
We have not yet calculated what happens to the

first exhaust ; but we are about to calculate what
we shall be entitled to say that an equivalent
thing must have happened to the first, for like
things happen in like strokes throughout the

happens to the second, and when we have done this

(Continued from page 499.)

whole steady working of our engine. This suc
ceeding high -pressure exhaust has a pressure,
just before its discharge commences, of 79 lbs.
and a volume all at first available for the

VIII. - FINAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE EQUIVALENT

course, as the pressure and volume of the pre

By W . J. TENNANT, A .M .I.Mech .E .
OF A SECTIONAL MODEL COMPOUND ENGINE.
A FTER this , the H .-P. piston, finishing the clear
ing outof the H .-P. cylinder, discharges its ex
haust faster than the L.-P. piston makes way
for it, until the “ critical points ” Cr. P . in the travel
of both pistons are reached . At these points, the
5 :41 cubic inches of steam at 4207 lbs. is compressed
into 5 '2 cubic inches, and, therefore, rises in pressure
to 44 . 4 lbs. at 7 and 70. (How to determine the
position of the critical points will be shown
presently .)

At the high-pressure compression-point 8, the
volume of steam between the two pistons is 5:45
cubic ins. (the L.-P. piston having now begun to

L .-P . cylinder, of 2 '71 cubic inches, the same, of

vious H .-P. exhaust. It finds 6 .675 cubic inches
of steam in the receiver, and the clearance and
“ admission-volume" part of the L.-P. cylinder at a
pressure, as expressed , of 31'3 lbs. With this it is
put into communication , and the pressure of this
succeeding H .-P . exhaust, the receiver steam , and the

steam in the portion of the L .- P. cylinder just re
ferred to (a total volumeof 2'71 + 6 675 = 9 * 385 cubic
inches) atonce adjusts itself to a mean of 45'07 lbs, at
100 and 3 in the manner explained in article VII,
thus :

79 X 271 + 31'3x6 675
73 _= 45'07 = pressure at drop .
9 : 385
Wehave, up to now , a gap in the first H .-P. indi
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cator-diagram between points 3 and 4, the point
indicating the beginning of exhaust (drop) and the
point at which the checking of the exhaust by the
closure of the L.-P. cylinder occurs. This gap may
now be filled in , for we have determined in the pre
ceding paragraph the drop in the second H .-P .
stroke, and it is proper
to assume that as the first

exhaust stroke has been made under like conditions

the same drop occurs in it ; hence, we may sketch
in the dotted curve from 4 in the H .-P. diagram up
ward to a point at 3 representing 45 '07 lbs. of
pressure, so completing it.
We have now only to complete the L.-P. diagram .
In the L.-P. cylinder there will have been a rise to
45'07 lbs. at ioc simultaneously with the fall to that
pressure of the H .-P. exhaust, after which the pres
sure in the L.-P . cylinder will fall, like that in the
H .- P., to 38 '27 lbs. at the L. -P. cut-off at 11c. For we
know that at this point, as at the first L .-P. cut-off,

L .- P. steam -stroke, that for which the L - P. indicator
diagram is given . From IIC the L .-P . steam in the

L.-P. cylinder and clearance expands to 120, falling
to 130 upon the opening of exhaust, and being
driven out of the cylinder at the back -pressure of
71 lbs. · indicated by the exhaust line, until com
pression begins at 140 and a new L.-P. admission
at 150.
The admission of steam to the L.-P . cylinder may
be assumed as occurring at, and not before, the
beginning of the L. -P. stroke, for if low -pressure
“ lead ” (pre -admission ) were taken into considera
tion, it would not appreciably modify the diagram ;
this will be obvious if it be remembered that the
volume of L.-P. cylinder space rendered available
by the opening at “ lead ” would constitute but a
small addition to the volumes we have been con
sidering, and would modify the pressures between
140 and 66, but not at either, to an extent so small

Simple Lessons in Pattern
Making.
By T . D . GARSCADDEN .
(Continued from page 114.)
MR. HAWLEY'S MOTOR CYCLE CYLINDER.
THIS is by far the most difficult subject you
will ever have to tackle in model pattenr
making, and yet I hope to show that it is com :
paratively easy if you follow instructions closely.
In this article I shall deal with the construction
of the pattern only, and devote next one to the
coreboxes, but the two sets of drawings had better
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the pressure is again established as 38 .27 lbs. by the
reasoning based upon the non-congestion of the re
ceiver and previously set forth , so it is to this that
the drop pressure of 45'07 lbs. falls further, by ex
pansion out of the H .-P. cylinder, the pressure of
38 .27 lbs. being reached in the H .-P. cylinder when
the H .-P. piston has reached in the second H .-P.
exhaust stroke (not shown in our figure), the point
corresponding with the L.-P . cut-off of the second
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outline of_top_print.
rint.-- - - - -

as to be negligible.

( To be continued.)
TO CLEAN VERY SOILED HANDS. - A correspondent
especially the front portions of the fingers of which

wants to know “ how his hands, into the palms, and

the dirt has, as they say, become ' grinded ,' can be
cleaned ." In such cases there are two or three

methods of procedure. In the morning, wash in
warm water, using a stiffbrush , and apply glycerine,
Make two or three applications during the day,
washing an hour or so afterward , again using the
brush . Usually in the course of forty -eight hours,
the hands are clean . Another plan is to apply a
wash solution of liquor sodæ or potassæ , and wash
in warm water, using a stiff brush , as before.

Finally , wash the hands, rubbing them down with a
bit of pumice, or infusorial earth . There are soaps
made especially for this purpose , similar to those
for use on wood work , etc., in which infusorial earth ,
or a similarly sharply comminuted matter, is incor

porated.-- Nat. Drug.

- 2* - * - 28
FIG . 56. - HALF OF PATTERN - ELEVATION AND
SECTIONAL PLAN AT A , A .
be studied in conjunction with each other to form

an idea of moulding operations.
Sufficient to say here that I have designed it with
a view to one being cast as cheaply as possible in an
ordinary moulding box at any jobbing foundry, and

it is rather different from what would be made to
cast from in quantity, with its accompanying
special moulding boxes. . .
I have purposely avoided giving any sizes, but
those essential to the pattern making, intending
that you should work from the main drawings in
issue of May 21st last for vital dimensions, and I
would strongly advise drawing it down full size as
the first operation.
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Use pine throughout, as, from the way the pattern
is knit together, it is quite strong enough , and offers
least difficulty in working.
Begin by turning the barrel (Fig. 58 ). The only
new feature here is the built-in flange , and when you
have turned the barrel proper, with its rebate for
this flange, remove it from lathe, take apart the two
halves, and fit in pieces to dotted lines. Screw to
gether again and turn down , as shown . The flanges
can be afterwards taken out in the same manner to

facilitate squaring:

SCALE OF INCHES.

November 26 , 1903.

with it must be drawn on either side, as this marks

the beginning of the diametric taper.

Now set your gauge to fin . full and mark round
the edges of ribs from each side to produce 3 - 32nds
in . thickness, and proceed to pare away the taper
diametrically, first with your flat gouge and finish
ing with sharp chisel all round except the parts that
paper now , and when doing so , make the edges half

round with the coarser paper except the top one,
which leave square on the top side where it comes
against top print. It will be an easy matter com
pleting the round on the casting. Next make the
pieces to form top print and fit neatly to barrel.

Now take one half of pattern and place each
layer in its respective position temporary , and
screw top print on as shown , inclining the screw in
such a way that it will clamp thin pieces together
tightly . Do the same with the other half and put

| -- 23'-- . - 25 --

both together to see if all is right before finally
fixing.
· Take all apart again , and begin building up the

HAMAMDA

nomini!

Top print

layers for good , using “ tacky ” varnish (without
colouring) as glue at the joints. Hold each one on
for a few minutes until adhering, or, if you have any

fine steel brads two mightbe put in each , judiciously
placed, and altering their position slightly as you
build up, to avoid one brad striking on another
K -- -3 - - -

ik :
- * - *

-

K

*

Fig . 57. - END View OF
PATTERN .

underneath .
Do not be tempted to use glue in this
connection , as, apart from the difficulty
of cleaning off the surplus, contact with
the damp sand of the mould would tend

to make it rough in the corners, just
where it ought to be dead smooth , whereas
the varnish anticipates the finishing.
When all is built, put a thin screw or long
brad down through the top print into
print E (composed of the layers.
A little piece may be turned for boss F
and print in one, grain end on , and after
wards fitted and fixed . Do not cut the
ribs to receive it, but cut mortises out
of the boss to fit over.
For the loose boss G , however, it will
be best to let the grain run diametrically,
and attach it with a wire pin , as shown .

FIG . 58. - TURNING.
No print is required here as it is intend
ed to be cast this side up. This is an
The next job is to make the pieces which , as you
awkward little piece to fit, but can
be simplified
will see, go to make up the radiating ribs, chambers,
by almost baring the surface of chamber covered
and print E .
by it, and rounding off the ribs into it, and I do
I need hardly say that great care will have to be
not think this would be detrimental; but your
the
and
pieces
in
,
recess
the
planing
in
exercised
superior knowledge of requirements will enable you
to decide.
3- 16ths in . rib pieces to a uniform thickness through
out.
The pattern must now be finished as smooth as
On the full-size drawing number each layer, and
possible by varnishing and rubbing down until the
as you draw off each two halves number them
surface is like glass ; the last operation being the
correspondingly . Cut to the inlines first of the
rubbing down.
* in . recess pieces and then to the outlines.
( To be continued .)
The 3- 16ths in. rib pieces, however, cut to outline
first, as this renders them easier of manipulation
while tapering the edges diametrically, and lessens
To determine the diameter of rivets, an approxi.
the danger of splitting while doing so ; but then ,
mate rule is to extract the square root of the thick
again , you will have to be all the more careful when
ness of plate and multiply it by r'25. The actual
cutting away to inline to fit the barrel. It is the
diameter of rivets may be varied slightly from the
results secured by this rule in order to use standard
lesser of the two risks, however, and can be avoided
sizes. For illustration, take a plate '5 in . thick, the
by making a saw -kerf down the centre preparatory
to gouging.
square root of which is 71. Then 71 multiplied by
1.25 equals 8875 in . The nearest standard size is
When drawing off the rib pieces, of course the
} in ., which would be used in such a case.
outline of each 1 in . piece coming in conjunction
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Coils .

start with , and thoroughly saturated with wax ;
then removed , drained, and allowed to set ;: it is
also desirable to have them as flat and evenly

By J. Pike.

these are cut out into circles with a pair of strong

THE possession of a good spark coil- one giving,
say, a spark of 4 ins. or 6 ins., or more - has
been , no doubt, the ambition of every elec

steel compasses a suitable and adjustable cutter

Notes on Winding Secondary

saturated with wax as possible. Having prepared

trical student from the early days to the present.

When , over twenty years ago , working details

were given by “ Inductorium ," in the English
Mechanic, in the seventies, of a method ofwinding
the secondary wire in sections, a very considerable
advance was made by the amateur, as by con

scientiously following the lines indicated , and by
the exercise of great care and attention to detail,
success was assured him in greater measure than
was hitherto possible.

Still, the goal was far from easy of achievement ;

many coils described with grim significance,
“ finished
all but the secondary winding," found , and
still find, their way to the sale room ; and it is safe

to say that even when finished the sigh of relief
given by the operator is so real that the remark
made to the writer by a clever science master who
had just completed a 6 -in . coil, “ that he would not
make another for fifty pounds,” was said in perfect

enough paper for at least a hundred two-ply cliscs
can be had of the ironmongers -- and then a central
hole of the size required is cut out. Suppose we
take, for an example, a coil such as figured in the
Mode .. ENGINEER Handbook . The primary tube
is if ins. outside diameter and / in . thick ; the disc
upon which the fine wire is wound is given as
I 13-16ths ins.; therefore, the inside turns of wire
are 3 -32nds in . from the insulating tube ; in other
words, there is that amount of space into which ,
when building up the discs, to run the hot wax , by
the use of which we ensure perfect insulation -- a
space ample enough for the purpose, if not a shade
too much . The size of the paper discs is given as
4 ins. outside diameter, the central hole being i ins.
The “ section former " consists of two discs of
stout or hard brass, as fiat as possible, separated by
a snialler disc bevelled at the edge and } in . bare in
thickness. These three discs aremounted on a screw

spindle of the shape figured A (Fig. 1). In any case
true vertical position, and screwing up tightly .

there must be provison for securing the discs in a

good faith.

There is an old saying that lazy people take the

most pains, and the writer pleads guilty to some
thing of this spirit : but, after all, is not a desire to
make things physically easy perfectly legitimate in
a case such as this when the strain upon the mental

faculties is sufficiently great ? In the present in

stance, the nett result of the time expended upon
preliminary arrangements means that the portion
or department of coil-making which is said in the
text-books to entail the greatest amount of skill and

care, becomes, as a matter of fact, the easiest, the

least exacting, and the most interesting of the whole
business. The object of the present article is to
show how this desirable state of things is to be
brought about.
No attempt is made here to go into details and
specifications relative to coil making, and the reader
is referred to the literature dealing with such mat
ters of theory . The electrical student has no doubt
noticed that, up to two or three years ago , specifica

tions of coils of a given size were very diverse,
improved in this respect, so that now briefly wemay
say that for coils giving 2 ins. spark to 6 ins., the
core varies only from & in . to it ins. in diameter,

Fig . 1.
The diameter of the larger discs should be equal to
that of the waxed paper discs. In one of these

with a length of 8 ins. to 12 ins. The primary wire
will be not thinner than No. 14 B . W .G ., or No. 12

large discs drill a small hole at a point level (when

scarcely two were alike ; but recently matters have

for the 6 -in .

the three discs are screwed up ) with the outer edge

The diameter over the primary wind

of the central dividing disc. In the other large

ing will vary only from it ins. to if ins.; and that

disc, on the outside and near the edge, drill two

the diameter of the insulating tube (upon which is

holes nearly through , and solder therein a couple of

built the secondary coils) varies from i} ins. to 2 ins.
of course, the mere amateur will do well if he is able
to wind tightly and evenly enough to keep within
these limits.

The sections of wire are built up between discs of
paraffined paper. In a shallow iron dish place a
sufficiency of paraffin wax , and provide some
means ofmelting this and keeping it hot : into the

hot wax are immersed squares ofwhite demy paper,
or bank post, or foreign note cut approximately to
shape. The paper may be folded or doubly folded
i.e., two- or four-ply . The papers must be dry to

small screws for a purpose which will appear later on .

The former (the three brass discs) and a suit

able pulley should be inounted on the spindle, as
shown, so that it may be driven either by hand or
The bobbins containing the fine wire (No. 36

by an electro -motor (see Fig. 1).

B .W .G .) should be prepared by immersing them in
hot paraffin wax, where they should remain and be
kept hot until no more air bells are ejected ; they

are then put on one side to drain . The stand
( Fig . 2 ) or something equally suitable, should be
made for them ; it consists of two standards on a
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firm base. Presuming that the bobbins are all of one
length , a piece of brass rod or tubing is provided as a
spindle, on which to mount the reel ; full directions
will be found further on for setting up the bobbins.
What is required is for these to be easily inserted
and detached , and that the wire be warmed , either
by running it safely above a spirit or gas flame, but
within the heat radius, or kept warm within the oven
set up, as in the figure. The worker should not
decide too readily upon the covering with which
the secondary wire is provided. In the majority of
BA

VP .

wat
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outside edge of one of them - by the way, in placing
the discs and pulley on the spindle, the arrangement
as in Fig . 3, should be adhered to ; thus, place the
spindle on end, put on the pulley and a washer (if

required ) ; then the large disc with the screws, next
the dividing disc, lastly the second large disd with
the small hole in it , we cut the wire at the point
where the two screws or pegs are, and secure it there.
Now remove the spindle from the stand, carefully
loosen the nut, and remove the top disc, being care
ful, first of all, to free the beginning end of the wire.
Use for the purpose a sinall spatula or powder knife,
which, carefully used , will quickly separate the sec
tion of wire from the top disc. It very often happens
that the brass disc comes away readily without any
assistance ; but the knife should be ready for use, if
wanted . Thebrass disc removed, we have the coil,
or slab of wire, left intact upon the former with
the commencing end of wire sticking up from the
centre. Holding the spindle and former firmly ,
place one of the two-ply paper discs carefully over
the wire, bringing up the free end of wire through
the centre hole ; smooth down with a hot knife, and
apply a second disc in the same manner. We then
place the duplicate brass dividing disc in position ,
with its smaller diameter inside of course ; replace
the outer disc and screw up tightly ; the position
will be, when reversed, as in Fig . 6 . The spindle is

Fig 2.
cases, single silk covering is well worth the extra
money : single cotton covered wire must be very
tightly and closely wound indeed to get anything
like the quantity prescribed upon a core of given size;
it can only be done by increasing the radius of the
discs. We want, practically. to get the greatest
length of wire into the smallest space and no further
off from the core than absolutely necessary.
Before screwing up the brass discs, the free end of
the wire from the bobbins is passed from the inside
through the hole which was drilled in one of them .
Thediscs are then put together, and screwed tightly,
and the end of wire coiled neatly round spindle ; we
may then proceed to run in the wire.
We now arrive at the point where this narrative

differs from others before it. What inay be termed
the old style is to wind the required number of sec
tions, remove them from the “ former," as made,
and, securing them temporarily between two waxed
paper discs, connect them in pairs upon the ebonite
insulating tube by joining two inside ends so that
the pair will make a continuous length of wire run
ning in one dirertion . This joining of the wire has,
it is clear, to be done in a very confined space, and is
at best a very irksome and troublesome business,
slow and full of uncertainties. The same end is
attained at much greater ease, more speedily, and
with absolute certainty by providing two central
dividing discs (see Fig. 3). Now , presuming that
we have filled the “ former " with wire to the re
quired depth , cut the wire and put the end twice
or thrice round the two screws, which we put on the

Fig . 3.
now once more placed in the stand, and the loose
end of the wire soldered to the wire on the bobbin .
Make the joint small, and carefully insulate it with a

little silk twist. Being done on the bench and out
in the open , the joint will bemade with ease and cer
tainty. We are now ready to fill in the second sec
tion ; but this must be done, of course, in the
opposite direction ; therefore, if winding by hand,
the handle must be turned accordingly . If using a
motor, as in the photograph, it is sufficient to reverse
the position of the spindle. It is an easy matter to
make a reversing switch for the motor ; but, on the
other hand, one easily acquires the habit ofreversing
the spindle. Having made a small and perfect
joint, the wire is run in slowly at first, and then more

quickly until the wire is up to the level of the other
section. This done, the wire is cut and the end
joined for the time to the end of the first section .
It will now be seen clearly that we have a double
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section , or pair of discs ready for
placing on the coil without
further trouble. The former is
now once more removed , care
fully lunscrewed , and the outer

discs removed . If the wire has.
been properly waxed and run in
warm , it will have set hard, and

we can handle the double sec

tion with comparative impunity.
At the same time, if any of the
turns of wire exhibited a tend
ency to come away, a little hot
melted wax may be applied ,
and a hot knife used to smooth

JPike
.'sAMR
Coils
SECONDARY
WINDING
FOR
PPARATUS
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Them down. Having removed
the two centre brass discs, the
double section is finished by at
taching to either side, bymeans
of a hot iron or knife, a waxed
paper disc.

A brief description of the
Figs. I to 9 is conveniently in
serted here.

Fig. 1 : Hand-winding ma
chine, or for use with electro
motor. Should be substantially
built and weighted . The “ for
mer " discs, of hard brass, A ,
are mounted upon a steel screw
spindle counter sunk at the

ends to run in the pointed screw .
bearings C , C ; the discs are
clamped on the spindle together
with washers and pulley . The

“ former," which is easily re
moved , is rotated , if desired ,
from the pulley below , which is

mounted on a second spindle
fitted with handle .
Fig . 2 : Stand for holding
the bobbin of wire. This should

be heavy and solidly built. The
baseboard is 9 ins. by 6 ins. ;

side-posts, i in . thick , 3 ins..
wide, and about 9 ins. high ; dis-tance between posts, 6 ins.
The reel of wire is inounted
upon a spindle, A in the figure.
A piece of brass tubing, I in .
diameter, is cut in . longer
than the reel ; a small brass
disc, or wheel from an old clock ,
is then fitted and soldered
3 -16ths in . from one end . The
reel is mounted on this spindle,
and fastened to the disc or
wheel by a small screw . When
· mounted , the tube should pro
ject 3- 16ths in . or so at each
end. B , B are two pieces of thin
springy sheet brass, which are
fixed at the top of the standards,

as indicated . Two holes equal
in diameter to the spindle hav
ing been drilled in these, the
reel of wire is sprung in , and is
securely held and free to revolve .
C is a box made of stout tin
(thin sheet iron would be
better ), 64 ins. by 4 ins. by
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4 ins.; but, as the length of the reels used varies,
the length of this tin box may have to be more
or less. The tin or iron box is passed up from
underneath , and is held in position on two pieces of
sheet brass of suitable width and length ; if these
pieces of brass have a distinct bend inwards, the
side screws may be dispensed with . The distance

bo
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coupled up, they should be tested with galvanom
eter, as before, for continuity ; then a piece or two
of stout waxed paper should be put round - not
quite meeting at the ends. The paper should fit
nicely between the outer bobbin ends, and be tied
tightly in the grooves. If this becarefully done, the
hotmelted wax may be run in , and the sections all
filled and covered in , with a ininimum of discomfort
and mess. In the photograph the apparatus used
by the author is shown in working order. Starting
from the left-hand side, we have (1 ) the accumulator,

1111

(2) the motor, (3 ) the winder and former : the first

Fig . 4. Fig . 5. Fig . 6.

Fig . 7. Fig . 8.

W

keep the reel of wire (which must have been pre
viously waxed ) warm , so that the wire runs off
easily .
Fig . 3 shows a suitable “ former," as used by the
author. The large discs are 4 ins. in diameter , a
suitable size for coils giving 3 ins, to 5 ins. spark .
Three pairs of central discs have been turned up for
this “ former " ; one pair shown in the figure.
Figs. 4 , 5,6 , 7 , 8, show the evolution of a " double
section ." In Fig . 4 we are ready to start : the
wire, having been run in to the desired height, is
severed, and the end given a twist round the two
screws (see Fig. 5). In Fig . 6 the “ former "
has been reversed , the central dividing waxed paper
put in , also the duplicate brass disc . This section
having been filled, the wire is severed and the end
twisted temporarily round the end of the other sec

Ebonicum

1111111111

between the baseboard and bottom of box affords
sufficient room for a small spirit-lamp, or gas-stove,
to be placed there. The rationale of the affair is to
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room we leave between the inner turns of wire and
the primary tube, the easier becomes the work
and the
of proper insulation with hot paraffin wax,perfectly
.
greater certainty that the work is done
If the ebonite tube covering the primary wire is
made a sixteenth thinner, so much more room is
provided for the purpose , and the secondary coils
are not withdrawn beyond the sphere of electrical
influence. In the figure, a tube is ins. outside
diameter is used in place of one of it ins. For
suit
bobbin ends the beginner will find something
able, and almost ready-made, in a pair of gas
blocks ; these only require the central ħole enlarged
to fit the ends of the tube to make a very present
able finish . The ebonite disc (in the figure) has been
turned up in the lathe with a groove in the edge, as
shown. When all the sections are in place and

Ebonite
tube
-wood
Hard
disc
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X

tion, which should be at once removed from the
screws. This is important ; because, if forgotten ,
you may easily disarrange the winding by bringing
away with the outer disc several layers of wire . The

two sections leave the former as in Fig. 7 . The cen
tralbrass discs are shaken or tapped out, and two or
three
applied on each side,
leaveswax
double discs
section,
the -paper
as in Fig. 8, wherewhich
it is
shown ready to be placed on the primary tube. It
may be mentioned here that if two waxed paper
discs are placed between the sectionsone only need be
put on the outer sides ; as a matter of fact, the
building 11p ofthe sections being done on the primary
tube, no more waxed paper need be used than to
secure the turns of wire in position. After winding
the double sections each should , in turn , be tested
with a sensitive galvanometer for continuity.

Fig. 9 is intended for a sectional elevation of a
small 3-in . or 4 -in . coil. Roughly stated , the more

Fig . 9.
section has been wound , the former reversed ,and the
wire properly joined ; consequently , we are just
ready to run the wire into the second section ; ( 4 )
the stand holding the bobbin of wire; the oven is
(if it may be so termed ) in place, and the stove
underneath on a piece of sheet iron ; the gas flame
serves to warm the wire, and at the same time keep

the soldering -iron hot ; (5 ) a pile of double sec
tions ready to be placed over the priinary tube. A
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small spirit-lamp. palette knife, scissors, wrench for

practically finished . The apparatus.being set up,

screwing up the nut on the former, waxed paper

the work can be taken up and dropped at any time.
The amateur with his spare hour or two in the even
ings and his Thursday or Saturday afternoons, will

discs, & c ., make up the tale of sundries.
The stand in the photograph is not fitted with a
hand winder ; it might be with advantage. This
stand and the one holding the bobbin require to be

weighted . The first turnsof wire are run in slowly ;

thus find it an easy matter to finish off his coil-wind
ing in reasonable time.
The question of making these double sections into

afterwards the motor may be brought into action .
The greater the speed , in limits, the more even will
be the turns of wire.

blocks or sets has been considered , and it is quite
possible to build up a set of, say, six pairs or other
reasonable number. This is done by providing a

The metal discs composing the “ former ” should
be as fat and true as possible, and every care should
be taken to keep them so . The first of the two sec
tions will invariably be truly circular, but its partner

piece of ebonite or metal tubeof the exact diameter
of the insulating tube over the primary , and building
up on this the double sections , they may be waxed
properly on the inside, then coupled up, so as to
form a continuous length of wire, and waxed on the
outside. Such a block of sections is then removed
by warıning the tube, and is ready to be placed over

may not be unless certain precautions are followed .
Obviously there must be an even space in which to

run the wire ; otherwise, the section will be elliptical
in form ; therefore, it is requisite to use the best and

Alattest discs of waxed paper, clean cut at the edges,
for the central divisions, and not to hurry over this
part of the winding. Sometimes a half-turn of one
of the large brass discs will make a decided differ
ence. The former can always be held up to the
light and the space viewed. On the other hand , a
drop of wax on one of the centre discs will put the
former out nearly 1.16th in . at the edges. A disc,
however, somewhat iinperfect in this way, need not
be discarded . At the same time, as it means less

wire in the section , any number of them would inake
a difference to the output of the coil. It is confi
dently asserted that by the inethod described any
amateur can quickly make himself a spark coil

which will give i in . of spark to the pound of wire,
with reasonable care. Any person may expect to
leave
for 8the
doFor
this,large
and coils
still of,
say,room
6 ins.,
ins.,expert.
or io ins., it is
suggested to use four- ply waxed paper discs for the

centres, and when building up the D -sections on the
coil use thin ebonite discs between each . The D
sections would each be perfectly waxed in its place,

and an ebonite disc, turned to exactly fit the tube,
placed over it.
For the encouragement of the mere amateur and
tyro , it may be remarked that the turning up of
bobbin ends, or cheeks, & c ., may easily be done
on a cheap lathe, such as advertised in the M .E . at
about 15s.; those who are anxious to avoid even
this expense may find something quite suitable in
the shape of a pair of turned wood gas-blocks.

the primary. The double sections, it will be seen ,
may be put on from either side ; they simply re
quire to be connected by baring theoutside wire ends
and soldering to adjoining pairs, these joints to be
afterwards insulated , tucked in between the paper
discs, and covered with wax. The first and last
sections are finished off by connecting first to a few
turns of stouter wire (28 - B . W .G .) and then to the

terminals on the bobbin ends. The building up of
a few double sections should be attempted , if only
to demonstrate how easily one may fail to thor
oughly fill with wax the inner turns of wire ; it
shows how desirable it is to leave as much space as
possible (at the expense of the primary insulating
tube ) in which to run thewax .
A word or two, to conclude, with regard to the
waxed-paper discs. It is best to cut out the centres
in three sizes - e.g., firstly a supply with the diameter
equal to that of the primary insulating tube ;
secondly , some-- and these will bemost numerous
for the dividing discs ; the diameter of these should
be equal to that of the smaller diameter of the brass

former disc ; thirdly, a supply to fit the larger
diameter of this disc. If this is done, we shall find
when the double sction is put over the tube that
the inside turns of wire are, or may be made, in the
form of a capital M , with one ofthe sides removed
a shape which lends itself admirably to the purpose
required - namely, perfect insulation with hot

paraffin wax.

Turning once more to the photograph, the spindle
carrying the former and pulley is mounted on a

stoutly built and weighted stand ; the spindle,
countersunk at the ends, is sprung in between two
bearings, which have been made by filing the ends
of a couple of straight steel screws to a point. Ad
justment can be made, of course, by turning these
in or out. The amateur in search of a ready- nade
“ winder " will meet with a very suitable article in
one of those handy and useful “ Combined Bench
Grinding and Drilling Machines,” to be bought at
prices varying from 5s. to 12s. 6d. One of these,
which cost only 8s., carries firmly a set of large discs

weighing 21 lbs., and this also may be rotated by

means of the small electro-motor. The latter has a
tripolar armature and is self-starting ; a switch is
put in one of the wires leading to the battery, the
current being thus turned on or off at will. Some
adjustinent of speed may be made by altering the
size of the pulleys. With regard to speed , three
double sections will be wound comfortably in an
hour, and these, it must be remembered , are then

The largest induction coil, which produces the
longest spark for service in wireless telegraphy, is
said to be the one which was recently made for

flashing messages between the coast of Japan and
Korea. It can produce, in fact, a miniature
streak of lightning 45 ins. in length , capable of
killing any number of persons who might get in its
way, and when in operation sends out something
like thunder rolls. The entire apparatus weighs

about 2000 lb .
We learn that Professor H . S . Hele-Shaw has
been appointed , through the Colonial Office, to
organise technical education in the Transvaal and
the Orange River Colony. The appointment is not
a permanent one, and Professor Hele- Shaw has been
granted leave of absence by the University Council
until next September. In his mission he will take
into view , not only the immediate organisation of
technical education, but the future University
scheme of the Colonies named .
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instant, when it should instantaneously close.
The exhaust valve, in like manner, should open and

Construction and Use .

close as suddenly as possible, and afford the greatest
length of timeofmaximum opening ; so that on the
onehand wehave the inlet prepared to admit all the
gas which the existing condition of the engine will

By T. H . HAWLEY.
(Continued from page 344.),
XV. - THE DISTRIBUTION GEAR AND CONTACT
BREAKER : SETTING THE VALVES.
UR remaining work to complete the engine is
the distribution gear and the contact
breaker ; and although these are fitments
occupying but little room , their proper design and
manufacture is of vital importance to the working
of the motor.
The distribution gear consists of the two half
speed shafts, each carrying a cam and gear wheel,

and both gear wheels being actuated by the one

allow it to absorb , and on the other hand we have
a wide free passage of the exhaust gases until the
instant when it is necessary for the exhaust to close ,
in order to continue the cycle of operations.
Such are the ideal conditions ; but in actual
practice with any known system of valve operation
it is impossible to fulfil them entirely , because with
valves operated by cams there must be more or less
of a gradual opening and closing by reason of the
cam formation ; and , although it might appear
easy to ensure very rapid closure of either valve by
forrning a sudden drop in the cam , it must be re
membered that the machine must be capable of
being wheeled backward , in which case the square
shoulder necessary to ensure the sudden drop of the
valve would simply block against the end of the
valve-lifting stem when worked backward .
I know few thingsmore interesting to a student of
motor design than this samematter of cam forma
tion. A cam , as you all know : is a species of eccen
tric - a segment of one circle placed outside and a
certain distance away from the line of another ;
but, however formed , the valve-stem to be operated

must climb up the cam side from the path
of the inner circle to the periphery or highest
point of the cam .
It is chiefly in consideration of this fact that
the valves are fitted with an intermediate

stem , or “ lifter," placed in a guide between
the cam and the end of the valve-stem proper.

By leaving a slight space between the valve

stem and lifting -rod it will be seen that during the
rotation of the cam this amount of clearance space

may be taken up in the period occupied by the cam
travelling from zero to maximum ; so that when the
“ lifter ” comes in contact with the valve -stem , the
corner of the cam leading to maximum opening of

valve is near at hand, and the quickest opening pos
sible is secured, together with the longest period of
maximum opening .
It is thus evident that the space between valve
FIG . 73. - VALVE -OPERATING MECHANISM .

pinion keyed to engine shaft, as shown in Fig . 48
(Article X ).
It may be scarcely necessary to state that the
correct shaping of the cams entirely controls the
period during which the valves remain open , and
that the position of the cams on the shafts controls
the timing or moment of opening
These cams being very small, they are difficult to

correctly set out and file up by hand to a sufficient
degree of accuracy ; hence it will be the better
policy to leave the lifting portion of the cam some
what in excess of the finished size, and obtain the
exact result required by experimenting with the
cam in position on its shaft, the engine having been
temporarily assembled for the purpose ; but in
order to do this, it is first necessary to know exactly
what you require the cam to do.
The prime object in adopting the mechanically
operated inlet valve is to ensure prompt opening at
the precise pre-determined moment, and to main
tain the valve wide open until the very latest

lifter and valve-stem plays an important part in the
proper working of the valve ; thus, with a given cam
and valve-stem length , if the space between the
latter and the top of the “ lifter " was decreased , the
effect would be that the valve would open too early
and close too late.
If, on the other hand, the space was too great, we
should get late openings, early closing, and, conse
quently, a shortened period .
There are other reasons why a slight space, or
clearance, between valve and " lifter ” should be
provided , one of them being to provide for expan
sion and contraction, the exhaust-valve stem , in
particular, being perceptibly lengthened when hot,
and this should be allowed for in setting the cam if

the full efficiency is to be gained, although it is, of

course, very slight ; but if any error in setting is

made, it is well to make it in the direction which
would tend to be counteracted by expansion of the
valve-stem .

Wear caused by grinding in the valves is another
item which has to be reckoned with ; but this factor
is variable in individual engines, according to treat
ment they receive. Thus, if the valve is repeatedly
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being ground in or turned up in the lathe, the stem
in effect is lengthened , and weget too early opening ;
but if the valve and seating are better managed the

original setting will bemore nearly maintained over
a long period by reason of the compensating wear
taking place between the ends of valve lifter and
valve-stem , and between lower end of lifting-rod
and working surface of cam .
With these introductory remarks, we may now
proceed to define the exact duties of the two valves,
so that the cam formation may be arranged accord
ingly.
The exhaust valve should commence to open
when the piston has traversed about seven -eighths
or nine-tenths of the working or explosive stroke,
and it should close again exactly as the piston
reaches the end of its exhaust stroke.

Although each of these conditions is vital to
correct working of the engine, of the two it is of far
greater importance that the closing of the valve

takes place at the right time, as, if this should occur
too early, there would be a cushioning action fol
lowed by a loss of new explosive mixture drawn in

521

direct ratio to the loss of compression, for there is
the further loss of high initial temperature asso
ciated with a high ratio of compression .

Where the valves are mechanically operated by
train of wheels, as in our present design , as these
wheels are subjected to wear there will be an in
creased amount of “ back lash ," or lost motion, al
ways in the direction of letting the piston get away
ahead of the valves, so that after considerable use
it becomes necessary to re-set the timing gear by
meshing the wheels one tooth in advance of the
original position. The wear through grinding-in

valves, already alluded to , is at times responsible
for a re-setting of the gears ; but generally this is
more easily corrected by filing a little of the end of
the valve-stem , or “ lifter," and so shortening the
valve-stem or increasing the clearance space be
tween valve-stem and “ lifter."
If the original design of the cams and the first
timing hasbeen correct, then any subsequent timing
is easily accomplished
- 56
by simply starting with
the position which en
sures the correct clos
ing of exhaust and
opening of inlet.
The amount of “ lift"

2 Pitch Circle 32in

( 2942
32

Cle

o

to be given to thevalves
is usually about, or a

19

quarter the diameter,

and there is no gain in
exceeding this propor
tion, whilst, of course,
any unnecessary mo
1 Pilch Circle 16 Th. tion is to beavoided for
um

35

trifle less than one

several reasons, such as
increased strain and

wear and tear of parts
involved .
It will be seen that,
theoretically , the two
cams should differ to a
trifling extent, as the
exhaust cam is to main
tain the valve open

Fig . 74 - DETAILS OF DISTRIBUTION GEAR.
through nine-tenths of the stroke, whilst the inlet is
on the next charging stroke; and if closing too late,
to remain open throughout the whole stroke ; but
there would again be a loss of new charge by reason
in practice exactly similar cams will do, as the slight
of non -suction of the piston until it was so far ad
difference in period can be arranged in the clear
vanced on its outward charging or suction stroke.
Now , anything which robs the engine of any por
ance space between valve-stem end and “ lifter ."
The cams should be so designed that if themotion
tion of its full charge of gas is very bad ; because,
even under the best of circumstances, the charge of
was conveyed direct, without the gap or inter
explosive mixture is never a full one, for at the end
mediate space, the valve would remain open too
of each exhaust stroke there is the combustion
long - i .e., the flat side of the cam where the motion
chamber full of the products of combustion of the
is slowest is utilised in closing up the clearance
former charge, and a certain amount of pressure
space between lifter and valve-stem , so that the
exists, which must be relieved by the outward
jump round the corner to the higher periphery of
motion of the piston before the inlet-valve can com
the cam coincides with an almost full opening of the
mence to pass gas into the cylinder .
valve.
The cams, cam spindles, or half-speed shafts, and
The inlet valve cam must be so set that the valve
commences to open at the identical instant at

which the exhaust closes, and it must remain open

during the entire length of the suction stroke ; but
what is of greatest importance is that it should close
exactly on completion of the stroke, and it had
better close too early than too late, for late closing

would
of compression.
In amean
smallloss
motor
such as we are dealing with
loss of compression must be avoided at every point,
as loss of power due to loss of compression is not in

the valve-stem ends and lifters must all be in
thoroughly well case-hardened mild steel, as also
must be the small pinion on the engine shaft ; but
the half-speed gear wheels wear very well in phos

phor bronze . Tool steel or cast steel must not be
employed for any of these parts, as it is too risky
no matter how carefully tempered .

•

In the best factory practice the cam and gear
wheel is now cut from one solid piece of steel, so that
the relative position of the two is unalterable , and in
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at least one case this practice has been extended to

the length of forming the spindle itself from the
same forging ; but obviously this will not be pos
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markings may be deepened by file or punch , so that
the gear is at any time easily re-assembled in proper
position .

In keying the cams to the half-speed shafts, it is
not necessary to study the position of the keyway, as
the required position of the cam is obtainable by the

As our cylinder has a one-piece combustion
chamber, it is not easy , when the engine is com
pletely assembled , to correctly ascertain the position
of the piston ; but, as it is necessary that this should
be found to a nicety, wemay fall back on the centre

meshing together of the gear wheels ; and if it

plug hole in the cylinder head .

should happen that ideal conditions are half the

First, cut a length of t-in . steel rod somewhat in
excess of the distance from top face of piston at its
farthest end of cylinder to top of combustion head :
file a clear mark on this rod at the points where it
clears the plug seating with the piston first in the
extremeoutward position , and again on the extreme
inward position. The distance between these
marks will, of course, correspond to the length of

sible in amateur construction , and the cams must

Breaker
Contact

be keyed to the spindle in the ordinary manner.

Gear box Cover
cover

DIN7SITF5M

Shaft

thickness of a tooth away, this amount of correction

11

piston travel, and should be just double the engine
stroke.
The space on the rod between these two points
may then be scribed off into ten equal parts, which
will enable us to accurately read off the position of
the piston ; and in setting the exhaust-valve cam
the valve must be just closed whilst showing all the
markings on the steel rod; and rotating the crank
the valve should again commence to open (after

having completed the suction and compression
stroke) when the tenth scribing mark , or 9- 10ths of

Fig. 75.— EXHAUST CAM AND GEAR ASSEMBLED .

the measuring rod is level with cylinder top. » If it
is found that the valve opens earlier than this the
fault may be corrected by filing a little off the end
of lifting -stem ; but it is better that the exhausi
lead ," as it is termed, should be in excess of one

is, obtainable by varying the afore-mentioned
clearance space of the lifter.
The general arrangement of the valves and lifting
mechanism was shown in article X , of January

duced two pivoted arms- one to each valve — be
tween the cam and the end of the valve - lift stem .
In engines where the cam operates directly on the

e

29th last, in Fig. 48 ; and this should be referred to
in connection with the accompanying diagram
(Fig . 73).
In this diagram it will be observed I have intro
valve-lifting stem there is (with an efficient shaped

cam ) a tendency to bend or bind the stem in its

guide, and much smoother working is ensured by
transmitting the lift through the lever arms,
shown, because here the frictional surface is ex
tended and the cam glides smoothly to its work .
In the case of the exhaust valve, an outer extension
of the lever carried through a slot in the distribution
gear box serves as an exhaust-valve lifter — a most
necessaryitem of equipment — which maybe operated
by “ Bowden " wire, or a simple system of wire

cord and pulleys.
In assembling the distribution gear for the first
time, the position of the camsmay be set by guess,
and the engine shaft turned by hand in the direction
of rotation, notice being taken first of the closing of
the exhaust in relation to piston position, as de
scribed. Supposing this to have been found, but
the inlet-valve cam meanwhile being wrong, a tem
porary scribing mark may be made on the teeth in
engagement between engine shaft pinion and ex
haust gear wheel, after which the inlet -valve gear

Fig . 76 .
tenth rather than it should be later ; because when
the crank -pin has arrived at this position the thrust
on the piston is no longer operative, and when run
The “ WIL-MELIOR ” WIPE CONTACT-BREAKER

operation of the inlet valve, and the three gears are
then made to engage in accordance with the scribing

ning at very high speeds a tardy exhaust leads to
back pressure and knocking, although the exact
amount of exhaust lead cannot be stated and will
vary slightly in different designs, and is somewhat
dependent on other working conditions.
The dimensions of some of the distribution gear
details are shown in the group (Fig. 74 ), in which the

marks, when , if all is again found in order, the

cam is drawn on an enlarged scale for clearness, and

wheel, or the engine pinion, may be removed to
obtain the necessary engagement for the correct
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this, for instead of a notched recess in the cam we
have a raised projection on a disc, which , by lifting
a spring blade against the end of a platinum -tipped

to these dimensions the cam should be carefully set
out with dividers on a chalked surface , and filed
down to leave the outside line still visible all round ;
there is then always metal enough for a final trim
ming up prior to case-hardening.
We have in the distribution mechanism two half

screw , secures a definite contact, provided the sur
faces are clean , and an equally certain break directly

the cam projection passes out of action.
Of course, the theory of the De Dion trembler is
that in place of one spark a stream of sparks is pro
duced at each firing period ; but against this it is

speed shafts, each carrying its own gear wheel and
cam ; but one of these must be extended outward
from the gear box cover to take the contact-breaker
and advance sparking device.
It is really immaterial which half speed shaft this

pointed out that one spark is sufficient if efficiently
produced .
Now with the wipe contact we are able (with the
assistance of a suitable trembler coil) to ensure a re
petition or stream of sparks, variable according to
the period during which contact is made and the

mechanism is connected to in so far as efficient
working goes ; but in our design it will be better
applied to the spindle working the exhaust, because
then the projection caused will be farther away
from the boot toe of the rider, and will give better
clearance ; the distribution gear, of course, being
on the right-hand side of machine, and the exhaust
spindle at the forward position .
The contact
breaker may be
one of two or
three types,
roughly classed
as vibratory ,
positive make
and -break, or
wipe contact.
In our original
programme I
laid down simple
wipe contact in
combination
with trembler on
coil as being the

rapidity with which the coil trembler works
As every electrician knows, the high -tension
induced spark occurs at the secondary terminals
when the current is broken in the primary ; and
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-
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recent experien
ces have served
to confirm this
opinion , not
K 76
withstanding the
fact that a great
Fig . 77. - PULLEY FOR -IN . LINCONA BELT.
division of opin
ion
exists
in
the
with a sinple make-and -break this can occur once
inner circles of the motor cycle industry.
Following my usualmethod of presenting, as far
only, but with the magnetic make-and -break on the
as possible, each point of view to my readers, so that
coil itself a number of interruptions may be made to
they may judge for themselves, I will briefly explain
occur in a very small period of time ; and , further,
the pros and cons of this contact-breaker argument.
the closure of the primary circuit at the wipe contact
In the De Dion vibratory contact a spring blade
may be extended through as much as 45 degs., so as.
having at one end a shoe or wedge termination is
to allow time, as it were, for the coil trembler to pick
caused to make contact between two platinum sur
up its work before the primary is again broken at
faces, and so complete the primary circuit through
the contact-breaker.
the induction coil when the wedge end of the spring
This system has been long and successfully
drops into a cavity cut in the periphery of the cam ,
worked on the " Panhard " and other Continenta |
contact being broken and the spark produced , when
cars of repute ; but the detractors of wipe contact,
the wedge is again lifted out of thenotch in the cam ;
as applied to motor bicycles, draw attention to the
but, in addition to this, the theory of the De Dion
slower speed of these big engines, and state that a
trembler is that several distinct " make-and -break "
system working well enough at 700 to 800 revolu
actions occur during the brief period that the wedge
tions does not do at 1, 200 to 1,800 . It is , neverthe
end is occupied in crossing over the space formed by
less, a fact that we have at least two high -speed
the notch in the cam , this action being largely or
coils, which give satisfactory results at speeds up to
altogether dependent on the nicety of adjustment
2 ,500 revolutions per minute, and it is immaterial
whether a single spark or a shower is produced in the
of Personally,
the spring trembler
blade.
I am no believer in this trembling or
brief period during which the circuit is closed at the
vibrating action ; because however carefully ad
contact-breaker.
justed , such adjustment is quickly destroyed by the
In Fig . 75 I have shown the arrangement of the
wear due to “ arcing " between the platinum tips, so
shaft carrying the contact-breaker, and in Fig. 76
that positive connection can no longer be made.
is shown an extremely efficient and handy wipe

The " positive " make-and-break is the reverse of

contact-breaker, which is procurable from either
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Messrs. Peto & Radford, of Hatton Garden , E .C ., or
of the United Motor Industries, 45, Great Marl
borough Street, Regent Street, W .
I have shown this as a finished article to be pur
chased rather than made, because although there is
nothing very difficult about the design, it is just one
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Prize Competitions.
- - -Competition No. 34 . - A prize of +2 2s. is offered
for the best design for a " MODEL LOCOMOTIVE REGU

of the small items it is better to purchase.
Fig . 75 shows the engine pulley in section and
side view adapted to the “ Lincona ” belt, though
obviously any other system of drivemay be adopted ;

LATOR AND STEAMPIPE ARRANGEMENT."

but after a fair experience of “ V ” and flat belts,

for the best practical article on the “ LUBRICATION
OF MODEL ENGINES." The closing date for this
Competition is December 15th , 1903.

spring controlled and plain chain drives, I am un
able to recommend anything to beat the “ V ” belt
of “ Lincona " make, if properly treated .
(To be continued .)

The

closing date for this Competition is December 15th ,
1903.

Competition No. 35 . - A prize of 12 25. is offered

Competition No. 36 . - A prize of £2 2s. will be

awarded to the reader sending in the best article
on “ MODEL ENGINE DRIVING ,” the closing date
being December 31st , 1903.
Competition No. 37. For Foreign and Colonial

Kites and Parachutes.

Readers only . - In order to encourage our readers
making achievements, we offer a prize of the value
of £2 28. for thebest description of “ SOME MODELS I
HAVE Made.” The models described should be

across the seas to let us know more of their model

THERE was a large number of spectators present
1 at the kite and parachute competitions held
at the Alexandra Palace, on Monday, October 19th ,

when a favourable wind made the former contest

illustrated by photographs or drawings, or by both .
If sufficient entries are received , we will give a fur

possible. Seven competitors were entered for the

ther prize of tI is. for the second best description ,

kite flying, these being Messrs. S . F . Cody, S . H . R .
Salinon , H . Andrews, C . Brogden , H . Wiltshire, C .
Bertram , and H . Spencer. The competition was

and in any case we will give a consolation prize of
Ios. 6d. for each unsuccessful entry which we think
If preferred , we
sufficiently interesting to insert. goods
to the value

to decide the steadiest and easiest descent with a

view to ascertaining the best form for the heavier
than -air flying machine, and the kites, to which 4 -lb .

weights were attached within 50 ft., were let out to

the extent of 400 ft. before being let loose. Mr.
Wiltshire's kite was placed first, Messrs. Cody and
Brogden 's bracketed second. A parachute compe

tition was afterwards held, its object being to dis
cover the safest form of parachute in the one having

will, in this Competition , send
form he would like the prize to take in the event

of the prize, and each competitor should state what

of his being successful. The closing date for re
ceiving entries will beMarch ist, 1904.
Competition No. 38 . - We offer a prize of 12 25.
for the best article on " MEASURING AND MARKING
OFF TOOLS AND HOW TO MAKE THEM .” The
closing date for this Competition is December 31st,
1903.

the slowest descent. Ten contestants - Dr. F . W .
H . Hutchinson and Messrs. H . McKee, T. W .
Clarke, W . Harding, A . F . Baynham , 0 . C . Field
(hon . secretary of the Aeronautical Institute ), H .
Spencer, G . Nicholl, S . F . Cody, and C . H . Alder
son — took part in the contest, the parachutes

Competition No. 39 . - A prize of £2 2s, is offered
for the best design for “ Ā MODEL HORIZONTAL
STEAM ENGINE.” Closing date, January 15th ,

having a 2-lb . weight attachment and a 40 ft.
drop. Several of the competing machines were

Competition No. 40 . - A prize of £2 2s. is offered
for the best design for a “ STATIONARY BOILER."

really a series of aeroplanes, and

Closing date, January 15th , 1904.

those of

the old - fashioned umbrella type found them
selves easily superseded . The winners eventually
were Messrs. T. W . Clarke and A . F . Bayn
ham , the joint constructors of two screw propeller
parachutes, one of which had six blades, the edges
of which were non -rigid , being made after the fashion
of a sycamore seed , the other resembling a spinning
Maltese cross, with three blades. The parachute
placed third , belonging to Mr. Field , was an annulus
cut so that the centre of support was below the
centre of gravity, and it ran the other two very close
in point of a steady and slow descent.

1904.

For further particulars of the above prize Com
petitions, readers will please refer to page 364 of
the issue for October 15th .

luggage. This improvement, which consists of an
endless cable electrically operated , was suggested
by the generalmanager of the company, Sir Charles
Owens, and has been installed under the direction of

GENERAL CONDITIONS FOR ABOVE COMPETITIONS.
1. All articles should be written in ink on one side
of the paper only .
2. Any drawings which may be necessary should
be in good black ink on white Bristol board . No
coloured lines or washes should be used . The draw .
ings should be about one third larger than they are
inter ded to appear if published .
3. The copyright of all photographs entered in
connection with any Competition must be the
sender's own property , and a signed statement to
this effect must accompany same.
4. The copyright of the prize articles to be the
property of theproprietor of THE MODEL ENGINEER,
and the decision of the Editor to be accepted as

the chief engineer, Mr. J. W . Jacomb Hood .

final.

AT Salisbury Station, the London and South
Western Railway Company has installed an electric
conveyer for dealing with parcels and passengers'
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5. The Editor reserves the right to print the
whole or any portion of an unsuccessful article
which hemay think worthy of publication , upon the
understanding that remuneration is given at the
Editor's discretion in proportion to the length and
merit of the matter used .
6 . All Competitions should be addressed to The
Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 35 to 39. Temple
House, Tallis Street, London , E .C ., and should be
marked outside with the number of the Competition
for which they are intended. A stamped addressed
envelope should accompany all Competitions, for
their

return in the event of being unsuccessful. All
MSS . and drawings should bear the sender's full
name and address on the back .

Practical Letters from our
Readers.
The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired . but the full

their respective places,when an additionally pleasing
This “ trick ” does not only come in for locc
motives, but may be used for all model engines,
when the person may be placed as if turning on

effect will be got.

steam or reversing same. - Yours truly ,
WM. DUTHIE .

Mr. Duthie's solution is the correct one.-- EDITOR
M .E . . E .]

A Recipe for Blackening Brass Work.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , -- I find the enclosed recipe most ex

cellent for blackening brass. It appeared some
time ago in the Photographic Column of theMorning
Post, I think . Mix 200 grains of copper nitrate in
an ounce of water, and the same amount of silver
nitrate in another ounce of water. Having cleaned

the brass work , immerse it in the above solutions,
mixed
in equal parts,
aftertruly
which
it to a
high temperature.
- Yours
, subject
W . H . C.
Bedford .

Queries and Replies .

name and address of the sendei MUST invariably be attached ,
though not necessarily intended for publication .)

Protecting Books in Hot Climates.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Modet Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - I enclose a wrinkle in protecting
books in hot cliniates from the three destructive
agencies, viz., (1) damp, black insect, (2 ) small
black insect, and (3) cockroaches, by coating the
covers of books with the varnish described on the
reverse. I think it may be useful to other readers
of THE MODEL ENGINEER.
2 0zs .
Dammer resin
Mastic . .
Canada balsam

.

2 07s.

..

i oz.

Creasote
* oz.
. . 20 A . ozs.
Spirit of wine ..
Where it is necessary to keep books or papers in
boxes, cupboards, or closed bookcases, some

napthalene balls or camphor should be always pre
sent with them . - Yours truly,
KARACH
“

I."

Photographing Models.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - In the issue of THE MODEL ENGINEER
for November 5th , I note with much pleasure Mr.
Whitmore's fine cardboard model locomotives, with
the builder standing on the footplate of one of the
models. Since you ask for an explanation of the
above realistic effect, and as I adopted this some
five years ago , I think I am in a position to solve .
themystery.
All that is required is to have the person 's photo
taken in the position he is to occupy on themodel,
and to the same scale as the latter. After having
procured a very distinct print, cut this out round the
Figure very neatly , and last of all paste this on to a

piece of wood or cardboard to keep it fat. The
next thing is to place photo on engine, taking care
that no reflections pass over it, otherwise failure will
result, when it is now ready for the final photograph
of engine, together with photo of person, which I
have always found produces a very realistic appear
ance. Of course, the same person can be photo
graphed in two different positions to represent the

driver and stoker, respectively , and both placed in
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[ Attention is especially directed to the first condition given below .
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope “ Query
Department."
but those relating to the Queries
No inothermatters
should be enclosed
the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by postunder the following conditions ( 1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's nameMUST b ? in
scribed on the back. ( 2 ) Queries should be accompanied ,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed . (4 ) Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days
must usually elapse before the Reply can be forwarded . (5 )

Correspondents
who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks must elapse before the
Reply can be published . The insertion of Replies in this column

cannotbe guaranteed . (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to

The Editor, THE

MODEL
Tallis Street, London
, E .C .)

ENGINEER , 35 to 39, Temple House,

selected from the Queries which have been replied
Thefollowingare
to recently: -

(9926]
Petrol
Engine.
E . A. (Stoekton
-on
Tees)
writesHorse-power
: Can you giveofme
a formula
for calculating
the horse
power of a petrol engine ?
I. H . P - LXAXN XP
33000

When L = length ofstroke.
,

A = area ofpiston in sq. ft.
N = number of useful strokes per minute .
P = mean effective pressure on piston .

B . H .- P . can be found by trial only , and is

Nx (W -- S) 2 X 3'14 X radius of brake wheel
33000
Where N = revolutions per minute .

W = = reading on main balance or weight on brake rope.

S = back pull on smallbalance caused by pulling on brake
rope to increase friction between same and rim of wheel.

See gas engine queries just appearing.
(9644] Early Morning Coffee-making Apparatus. J. S . K .
(Glasgow ) writes : Would you kindly give me some information
through your query column about a coffee -heater I am making .
How much platinum wire would it need to go round spirit lamp,
and what kind of batteries would it need to make the wire hot
enough to light lamp, and would wire burn away, and what diameter
would glass bottle be 3 ins. or 4 ins. in diameter ? How much water
would have to be put in it to make it spout out into cup when
boiling, and would | tube have to go right through the cork to

bottom or stop at cork ? Would there be any set angle to put
bottle to make it spout out when boiling ?
A short length of fine platinum wire would do about No. 36
S . W .G . Use two or three cells in series and experiment to find
the most suitable length of wire. Platinoid wire would most pro
bably do as well, and would be very much cheaper . Try about

$ 26

an
The Model Engineer and Electrici .

8your
ins.wants
or 9 ins.(i.e.,first.according
Put enough
in theandglass
to supply
to sizewater
of cup),
takeretort
the glass
tube
to within in . of bottom of retort. All the water above this level
will be forced out into cup when steam is raised , but there will
still be a little left in to prevent glass becoming red hot, if tube does

not go quite to the bottom . Any position would do, such as shown

in your sketch (not reproduced ). Fairly large Leclanché batteries
would do , fitted with circular zinc plates round the porous pot
instead
ofzinc rods. Three in series will probably be enough.
19695]: Please
Steering
Gearinformfor meModel
Yachts.
J. S.of(Orkney)
writes
can you
as to the
best method
steering

gear or rudder arrangement for going before the wind, suitable for
Mr. W . H . Wilson Theobald 's designs in your valuable paper for
August ist, 1901, and September 15th , 1902 ?
See Mr. W . H . Wilson Theobald's article on Steering Gears in
February
1903,. issue, and many other detailed arrangements
appeared
which
have19th,
19713]
Electric
Connections.
H . (London
) writes
Will you tell me howBell
to ring
four bells from I. one
push , each
bell to:

ring separately
ringing
together? andYourhandbook
not separately.only describes one or more bells

You must have a four-way switch to do this, as shown below :

r
Noveinbe 26 , 1903:

and how to fit one, so that I could use the engine as an oil engine ?
(1) Your engine is evidently one ofthose which draws in a charge
of gas and air at the beginning of the stroke, and then explodes
about
or even below atmospheric , pressure,at
sameat atmospheric , conclusions
to
are correct, you cannot expect
half-stroke. If our
valve.
air
is
the
(
2
)
This
of
engine.
out
get much useful work
valve is operated mechan
You do not describe clearly whether thisperhaps
the spring on same
ically or by suction ; but if the latter,
is too strong and does not allow valve to lift readily and so admit
a sufficient quantity ofair .. (3) The duty of the gas-bag is to hold
gas for several charges , and to thus prevent, as far as
enough
possible, an annoying fluctuation of pressure in the neighbouring
which would cause the flames to pulsate or bob up and
pipes,
gas
down as the engine took gas. A bag, therefore, which does not
fulfil these requirements , is not much use. Rubber expands and

butwe do not think your tin
itself to the pressure,
accommodates
is filled with a charge of gas and air
(4 ) The cylinder
box will. proportions,
at almost normal pressure (usually in small
in correct

gas is then , on
engines about 11 lbs. per sq. in .). This volumea ofvery
small space,
into
the return stroke of the piston , compressed
either a gas
by
,
is
ignited
and when in this state of compression , or sometimes,
as in oil
flame, a red hot tube, an electric spark

engines,almost spontaneously. The fact of compressing the charge

RETURN

LEADI

SWITCHD
PUSH

Jquery No 9713
DIAGRAM OF ELECTRIC BELL CONNECTIONS.
[9832]a Small
Gas Enginegas Troubles.
C . (Bolton
I have
small water-cooled
engine, 2-in . S.bore
by 3-in). writes
stroke,:
which I cannot get to work. The engine explodes at every revolu
tion ifturning.
I turn itForrapidly
hand, with
but stops
stop
the byignition
whichalmost
someimmediately
of the faultI
lies-there
is
a
in
.
hole
straight
through
into
the
cylinder,
it ins.
from the end, outside of which is a flame of gas which is drawn
into the cylinder and explodes the gas, and when an explosion
does occur, most of it goes out at the ignition hole , and so most of
the force of the explosion is lost. Also, it fails to ignite the gas
every
time, and if I do not have a very large flameit will not ignite
the gas at all. I propose to fit it with tube ignition , and I should
be
pleased
if you could send me a drawing showing an ignition tube,
showing how to fit, and where to fit it, and giving sizes to suit this
size of engine. If you cannot send me drawings, please send me
as good a description of one, and how to fit it, and will you please
answer me the following questions:- (1) The present ignition is
placed
it ins.
from end of cylinder,
and asthethepiston
cylinderatishalf-stroke.
only 3-ins.
stroke,
until
Is this the
not explosion
too late ?cannot
(2) 1 occur
in , from
the end of iscylinder
, on the
opposite side to ignition hole , there is a valve similar to the exhaust,

which I do not understand : it looks as if it was opened and closed
by the side shaft which works the exhaust, as there is a lever which
can be screwed to any part of shaft and which looks as though it
was for opening and closing the valve. Please state what purpose

the valve is for, and if it is worked from the side shaft or not.
(3 ) For gas-bag it has a tin box, 6 ins. by 24 ins. Is this as satis
factory
as a rubber gas-bag ? (4 ) What is the meaning of the word
" compression ." which I notice is generally used in gas engine

queries ? (5) Will you please describe how to make a blow -lamp,

before igniting gives us a higher initial temperature, and a very
much
more vigorous explosion on ignition than we would obtain
from a charge ignited at normal pressure and temperature. (5 )
This is a job which can only be undertaken by those who have had
a deal of experience in this line, and we do not think it would pay
you to try to make a burner for yourself. First-class reliable

lamps can be had at a very moderate price now , suitable for ignition
purposes. We are sorry we cannot give you any drawings, etc.,
for a fresh ignition, but the sketch on page 382, of October 15th
issue, will show you the usual arrangement of tube, etc., which is
heated
with a Bunsen burner. If your engine is of the type we
assume, you will have to make many radical alterations before it
will run well on the 4 -axle (Otto ) principle ; and we are not certain

that it is possible to make these alterations without further data
tions
will be of some use to you. We cannot say definitely what
your trouble is, as it is a case for personal observation and experi
ment
: but if you have any further trouble after having had a good
clean down , and seen that all valves are tight, and work easily :
concerning the construction of engine. We trust these few sugges

that ignition hole is clear, and that you are not getting too much

gas
inif you
proportion
to air into the cylinder, we will be glad to assist
you10570
let usCoils.
know.
) Tesla
S . S . (Sheffield ) writes : Will you be good
enough to recommendme a thoroughly good book , or books, on the
construction of Tesla coils, both small and large. Since your
article by Mr. Pike on the construction of a small Tesla coil, I have
become most interested with the subject. Can you also give the
name of a good book on the uses or phenomena of the Tesla coil ?
Mr. H . P . Howgrave-Graham is writing a series of articles on
" Electrical Oscillations and Waves " in THE MODEL ENGINEER .

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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He will shortly give a full description of the construction of, and

experiments with a large Tesla coil. You cannot do better than
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them
, should bemade to Mr. Henry Butler, Whiston StreetWorks,
Derby.

read these articles as they appear.

New Catalogues and Lists.
The News of the Trade.
distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
• Reviews
Editorial inspection of the goods noticed .
Model Compound Locomotives.*
few weeks back , we visited the works of the Model Manu
Some
facturing Company, 52, Addison Road North , Notting Hill, W .,

18"x7i%2

J . Christopher & Sons, Engineers' Stores , 35 & 35B, Clerkenwell
Road , London , E .C . - Messrs . Christopher send us a copy of their
well-printed catalogue of engineering tools and appliances. This
list (Section 2 of the firm 's complete list) comprises excellent designs
of lathes of all sizes and types, chucks, small self-acting shaping,
milling, and planing machines for hand or power . Bench drilling
punching and shearing presses, engineers' screw ,
machines,dieslever
and taps, chasers, hammers, pipe-cutters, vices, and
stocks,
. Wemay specially mention a very
grindstones are also catalogued
cheap and yet substantial back -geared 2t centre lathe, eminently
suitable for amateur's work , which is priced in the list at £9 15S.
The tool has a gap-bed and is mounted on a strong iron stand with
treadle gear. List post free, price ad .

Wiles' Bazaar & Model Dock
vard , 36 and 38, Market Street,
a

Th

FOSS
1 .AC

000Ut

!

7 /8

12 "

dos

ARRANGEMENT OF CYLINDERS FOR MODEL MANUFACTURING Co.'s -IN.
SCALE MIDLAND LOCOMOTIVE .

Manchester , have issued a very
good catalogue of model engines,
steamboats, yachts, and fittings, com
prising 100 well illustrated pages.
In addition to model boiler and other
fittings , several new models of Messrs .
Wiles' own manufacture are listed ,
one of which we illustrate herewith
- a twin cylinder } ins.specialities
by i in .)
launch engine. The(4other
include single cylinder launch and
high -speed vertical engines,horizontal
engines and boilers , and a new
design of single express locomotive.
Amongst some of the novelties listed
are switchback railways suitable for
house or garden , upon which children
may ride, model shell - throwing
cannon , electric trains, and steam
motor lurries and omnibuses. Model
locomotives, steam and clockwork ,
and also model yachts and fittings,
are well catered for in this catalogue,
which will be sent post free to any

and inspected three in scale model Midland compound loco
motives
they are constructing to order of various customers,
one of which was then nearing completion . We feel we must give
Manufacturing Company full credit for the splendid
Model
the
workmanship and finish

of the models . The engines are as nearly
as possible scale models and are actual compounds. Perhaps the
most interesting feature of the visit was the trial of the nearly

completed engine under steam from a separate
boiler
rather oldboiler.
and outThisof order,
unfortunately, was a small (model) one-but with a gas ring about 30 to 40 lbs. steam pressure could be
maintained - sufficient to demonstrate the working of the loco .

motive. The arrangement of cylinders in the Smith 's patent com
pound principle, as modified for theminiature engine, is shown in
the accompanying drawing kindly lent to us by the Model Manu
facturing Company. There is only one H .- P. cylinder (the centre
one) which exhausts into the two outside L .-P . cylinders, of slightly
larger dimensions than the H .- P . cylinder. At starting , the steam
chest
isas turned
.- P . steam
on toof the
as to H .- P . one, and
the piston
the Llatter
cylinder willas well
then have the
steam on both its
sides, and be in equilibrium , it can be omitted from consideration,
the two outside cylinders acting as high -pressure cylinders and the
locomotive becoming, to all intents and purposes, an ordinary two
cylinder high -pressure engine. When the locomotive is well under
weigh - or at any time the driver wishes - the auxiliary steam valve
may be closed and steam only admitted to the H .-P . steam chest,
the engine then working compound. If the auxiliary valve is

H .WILES
MAKERS
MANCHESTER

slightly opened , the receiver pressure will, of course , be increased
according to circumstances, and the engine will then be working
as what the inventor of the system terms a “ semi-compound."

Wewere able to work the model in just the same way as the proto
type; and in spite of the condensation due to the long lengths of
exposed steam pipes from the separate boiler, the locomotive ran
very steadily and with a good " beat " when braked down , starting

readily with the H .-P. crank on dead centre directly the auxiliary
valve was opened .

“ Hercules " Moior Castings.*
We have received a set of Mr. Henry Butler's 2 h .-p . " Hercules "
motor castings, which he is now supplying at 255. The castings
are clean and round, and Mr. Butler says are made entirely from
machined metal patterns. The inotor has an outside flywheel and
the crankshaft with counter-balance weights is a neat steel stamp
ing in one piece The crank chamber, timing rocker case, and
other fittings are cast in aluminium . The castings are sent out
with blue print drawings, and all communications
with reference to

MESSRS. WILES' TWIN -CYLINDER LAUNCH ENGINE.
on receipt of 6d., which will be returned to customers of
reader
goods to the value of ros. and over.
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The Editor's Page.

The “ Gauge ” Competition .

UTE feel thatwe cannot omit to take this oppor
VV tunity of advising our electrical readers to
thoroughly digest the exceedingly practical
article on the winding of secondary coils by our
valued contributor, Mr. J. Pike, which will be found
elsewhere in this issue of our journal. We are too
well aware of the apparent interminable nature of,
the task of the secondary winding of induction coils,
more especially in the larger sizes suitable for wire
less telegraphic and x-ray work , and think that the
methods advised by Mr. Pike should conduce not
only to good workmanship , but to the amateur ex
perimenting in the wider fields of electricity opened
out by the use of high tension currents.

W E arerenewing our offer of the beginning of the
year, namely , to send a “ Columbus " sliding
caliper gauge to every reader who sends us a photo
graph and description of any model, or tool, or
piece of apparatus he has made, provided that

such contribution is
sufficient interest for
tries may be sent in
the end of the year;

considered by us to be of
insertion in our paper. En
any time between now and
but they will be judged and

the prizes awarded within a few days of receipt, so
that the successful competitors will not have long
to wait. If preferred , any other tool or article to
the same value (6s. 6d.) will be sent in place of the

“ Columbus " gauge. It is essential in this, as in

our other Competitions, that the copyright of the
photographs must be the property of the senders.

Notices .
J. D . (Wingate ). - Wecan recommend the Britannia
Company, Houndsditch , London , E .C .
H . T. (Ilford ). - Please refer to our handbook on
" Small Dynamos and Motors ” for the informa
tion you require.
H . J. C . (Manchester). - The following back num
bers contain good designs of fin -keel model
yachts - January and April, 1900. We are
sending your letter on to one of our contributors,
who may be willing to do some designs for you.
A . P . N . C . (Wembley ). - Let us have your full
address, and we will send you that of our con
tributor, so that you can write to him direct.
F . H . B . (Burnley ). - See our issues of July 23rd
and August 6th last.
W . J. W . (Wolverhampton ). - Please see " Small
Dynamos and Motors.” Windings are given for
10 volts 2 amps.
B . L . (Windleham ). -- Boiler not practical; see our
handbooks on “ Model Boiler Making," and

“ Machinery for Model Steam Engines," price 7d.
each , post free, from our Book Department .
E . S . (Oakham ). - Thanking you for your letter, we
do not think the idea of any practical use. The
blower must always be on to prevent burner
smoking.

H . N . (Earls Colne). - Wehave no drawings such as
you require, but, perhaps, some of the manufac
turers advertising in this journal could supply
you both castings and drawings.
G . H . F . (Ontario , Canada). - Thanks for your letter.
We will bear your request in mind, and do some
thing in this line as soon as possible.
W . W . (Bethnal Green ). --Our handbook on " Small
Accumulators " (price 7d., post free from our
Book Department) will solve all your difficulties.
The zincs should be dissolved in strong solution
of acetate of lead (sugar of lead ), not in sulphuric
acid .

The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s, per
annum ,payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Postal
Order

all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended

Advertisementratesmay be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.

HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
to THE EDITOR, “ The Model Engineer," 35 to 39, Temple House ,
Tallis Street, London, E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Model Engi
neer," 35 to 39 . Temple House, Tallis Street, London , E .C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to the Publishers, Dawbarn & Ward ,
Limited , 6, Farringdon Avenue, London , E .C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York , U . S.A ., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed.

and all new apparatus and price lists, & c., for review , to be addressed
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A Neatly Designed Model Locomotive.
By S. J. NORTHCOTT.

N95

MR. S . J. NORTHCOTT'S -IN . SCALE MODEL LOCOMOTIVE .
driving, 83 ins. ; driving to trailing, 64 ins.

THE accompanying photograph illustrates a
7 -ft. single bogie express, which I have built
fron my own designs to a scale of -in . to
the foot, the particulars of which I hope will be of
interest to the readers of THE MODEI. ENGINEER .
The leading dimensions are as follows : - Wheels
1

3 ins. apart.

The cylinders are of gunmetal, % in .

bore, 14- in . stroke, with the valve chests inside the
frame. The valve gear is of the Stephenson link

(cast- iron ), drivers, 51 ins. diameter ; bogie, 23 ins.
diameter ; trailing, 3 ins. diameter ; centre to
centre of bogie wheels, 54 ins. ; centre of bogie to

The

framing is 21. ins. over buffer- plates. The main
frame plates are of steel 3 -32nds in . thick , placed

type, the links are hung from the top with the
weight bar shaft underneath , a wheel and screw
!

reversing gear in the cab being employed .

The Model Eogineer and Eloctrician .
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The boiler, which is not yet quite finislied , is of
copper 1- 36th thick , riveted with snap -head copper

rivets, pitched at -in . centre to centre. The fire
box tube-plate is in . thick . The barrel is 34 ins.
outside diameter and 87 ins. long ; the firebox
casing 4 # ins. long by 27 ins. wide at bottom , and
the inner firebox 41 long by 2 wide at bottom ,

being 38 ins. deep inside. Ten 4-in . brass tubes
are to be used . The centre line of boiler is placed

of ins. above the rail level, and the distance from

the rail to top of the funnelmeasures 10 ins. The
rail gauge is 3} ins. full.
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express, made by a local violinist. The correctness
of its proportions and attention given to minute
cletails were the subject of very general remark .

The late Secretary, Mr. G . T . Addleshaw , being
unexpectedly present, was asked to take charge of
themeeting, and in a few well-chosen remarks urged

upon the visitors the benefits to be derived from
joining the Society, and these being further en
forced by the President, a very enjoyable even

ing was closed by the election of six new members.
Next meeting, Saturday, December 5th , 7 p.m .
Thos. BOYD , Hon. Sec., 128 , Dilston Road , New
castle -on - Tyne.

The Society of Model Engineers ,

The Junior Institution of Engineers .

( Reports
of medings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
BNGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par.

AT the meeting of this Institution, held at the

Ncular sswell received a clear nine days before us actual

date of publication .)

London .
FUTURE MEETINGS. — The next meeting is fixed
for Thursday, December roth , at theHolborn Town
Hall, when a Rummage Sale will be held as pre
viously announced , and on the 15th January next
the Annual Conversazione will take place. The
hearty co -operation of all members is needed to
ensure its being a success. Further details will
shortly be sent to all members.

Arrangements are now in progress for a visit by
members to one of the London Electric Power
Stations.
The present forms a very favourable opportunity

for any readers wishing to join the Society, as the
new Session has just commenced . The Secretary

h Westminster Palace Hotel, on the 20th No
vember, the Chairman, Mr. Samuel Cutler, junr.,

M .I.Mech .E ., presiding, a paper on “ Fires on
Shipboard , their causes and the methods for Pre
vention and Extinction ," was read by Mr. George
Canning .
The author first dealt with the losses sustained
through fire casualties amongst shipping, and with
the aid of statistics showed the importance of the
subject as applied more particularly to British ship
owners. Referring to the chief causes of combus
tion , he cited some of the disadvantages met with
in the application of water and steam for extin
guishing purposes, showing them to be quite
unreliable. Passing to the consideration ofmethods
for dealing with fires in enclosed spaces by means of
gases antagonistic to combustion , a brief review was

given of the various appliances which have been

will be pleased to forward a form of application
for membership and furnish any information on
receipt of a post-card . The Committee have

patented for this purpose, and these were illus
trated by diagrams and lantern -slides. In conclu
sion , the author urged the adoption of gas systems,

arranged a visit to the South Kensington Museum
(Patent Section ) on the afternoon of Saturday,
December 19th, when special facilities will be
afforded for the inspection of all the latest

which he maintained were the only feasible methods
extant, not only for the prevention , but also for the
extinction of fires on shipboard .
On the following day, by invitation of the Clayton

additions to that Section . Members who wish to
join the party should be at the entrance to the
Museum , Exhibition Road , at 3. 30 sharp on the
day named. - HERBERT G . RIDDLE, Hon . Sec., 37 ,

Minard Road, Hither Green , S .E .

Provincial Societies.
Tyneside. - On Saturday, November 7th , the
above Society entered into possession of its new

quarters at the Rutherford College, Bath Lane.
The attendance was very satisfactory , a company
of about forty being present, of which the greater
part. were visitors. Messrs. Turnbull and Fenwick
were in charge of the models, and steam having been
raised in Mr. Turnbull's marine- pattern boiler, his

horizontal engine, which is a single slide-valve
cylinder (1 }-in . by 3- in , stroke), and has since last
shown been fitted with a condenser under the bed
plate, was soon at work , driving a small dynamo.
The current from this was used to drive two small

Company, the Institution witnessed a demonstra
tion of fire-extinguishing at Orchard Place, Black
wall. The apparatus shown in operation consisted

of a sulphur chamber or generator, in combination
with a blower and engine, and a cooler. Ordinary
rolled sulphur is placed in the generator and set
alight by means of a piece of waste. Two pipes are
fitted to the generator - one for delivering the gas to
where the combustion is taking place, and the other

as a return or suction pipe. Air taken from the
compartment to be treated enters the generator, and
the oxygen combining with the sulphur vapours,
produces sulphur polyoxide gas. This is then
drawn through the cooler and forced by the blower

through the discharge pipe into the holds or other
compartments . The gas permeates thoroughly any
substance, however closely it may be pa ked ; but
even after the fire has been extinguished the object
in view is only partly accomplished, for it has been
found that, if oxygen is admitted to a chamber
above a certain temperature, combustion will ensue

fans, one of Avery's tramcar motors, and to light a
12-volt lamp. In addition to the foregoing , there
was on exhibition a larger dynamo, a beautifully
finished single-cylinder vertical engine, and also a

atmosphere is passed direct through the cooler, and

vertical compound with piston valves. The model
which secured most admiration was, however, a
cardboard model of the N .E .R . No. 2015 4 -coupled

is then gradually admitted , thus obviating any dane

again . To avoid a renewalof the fire, therefore, the
generator is cut out of circuit, the hot gas-laden

kept
circulating until
the hold or compartment is
reduced
normal temperature.
to about

ger of the fire breaking out again .

Fresh air
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Workshop Notes and Notions.
(Readers are invited to contribute short practical Homs for this

column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired , accord

ing to merit. Au matter intended for this column should be

marked " WORKSHOP " on the envelope.)

A Time- saving Poppet Clamp.
By “ ALPEDA."

Readers will find the small trouble making this
appliance amply repaid , and the loose poppet, boring
collar, or rest, so fitted can be put in place or re
moved in a few seconds, instead of entirely re
moving the nut to pass the slide-rest. It may be
new to many readers, as lathe makers despise all
such comforts to users. It is best suited to the
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too loose) to the square bolt head . To prevent
binding, file up faces D , and merely clean up the
rest. The sizes marked E to be the same as space
between cheeks, and the curves struck from centre
of bolt. (Note. - The position of curves is im
portant, as if a left-handed bolt thread, they must be

the reverse hand to that shown.) I have only made
the form A myself . To form core-prints on the
pattern , the simplest way is to bore a hole to the
correct size, and glue in a rod of wood projecting
} in . each side.

Bevel Gear Wheels for Models.

By J. G . BURNS. .
Having been at work on a model electric dock
crane for some weeks, and also having been con
siderably delayed for the want of some bevel
wheels, I consulted Mr. R . B . Verney , one of your
frequent contributors, who is at the same electric
lighting station as myself. The result was an
attempt to make what was required , the wheels

turning out very well indeed . Of course, in the
construction of cog-wheels of any sort by hand, the

W

Fig . 1.
chief difficulty lies in spacing off the teeth accu .
rately. This strikes one as a difficult job, but we
found the following very easy, and at the same time

an absolutely reliable way of doing this.
Weprocured an old clock from a working watch
maker, at a nominal price, and selected a wheel 02.
the required number of teeth , correct pitch and
This wheel measured 2 1- 16th ins.
diameter, 1 in . pitch , 1-16th in . thickness of metal :
thickness .

B -

the rim of this wheel was 9 -32nds in , wide (see A ,
Fig. 1). As the wheel was only 1- 16th in . thick ,
we cut a ring out of 1-16th in, sheet brass to fit Alush

DETAILS OF POPPET CLAMP.
modern type poppet, as sketch A , but same prin
ciple can be used as sketch F for the old bow -nut
arrangement ; but the bow -nut must be made thin
enough to drop between the cheeks of the bed .
In the figure, B shows the clamp-plate in side,
top and bottom views in position , as dropped down
between the cheeks, while C shows the samein plan ,
when a twist of the finger or first movement of nut
has turned it across the bed , it cannot turn more ,
and a turn of nut with the spanner firmly clamps
poppet.
The clamp can be sawn and filed up from W .1.
bar ; but if several are wanted , make a pattern in
wood and have them cast off in soft iron with the
hole cored through. Make pattern actual size to
save filing up , as finish is not needed except on faces
D . On getting the castings, clean out hole an

easy fit to bolt and recess in bottom an easy fit (not

B

/

Fig . 2.
with the rim of the wheel ( B , Fig. 2). This was firs
riveted in position with four rivets (V, r, v, r, Fig. 3)
and then sweated ; care being taken to partially fill
up the teeth of the clock wheel. The sketch ( Fig . 4 ).
shows the reason for this. As is seen by the line

Tho Modol Engineer and Electrician.
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marked " line of level,” the teeth , if not partially

filled up, would show a corner at C , which would
make anything but a worknianlike job.
A temporary spindle having been firmly fixed on ,
the wheel was held horizontally in the vice for con
venience in cutting, or rather filing up the teeth .
This was accomplished as follows :- Commencing

Fig . 3.
with a hack -saw , cuts were taken between the cogs
of the original wheel, following the line of bevel
truly radiai, of course , the cuts not being taken
to the full depth of the teeth so as to allow for filing
up afterwards. This was done by a triangular file
roughly to coinmence with ,butmore carefully after
wards, the bevel pinion being frequently tried for
accuracy of pitch .
The bevel pinion was easily made from the clock
It
pinion, which gears into the criginal cogwheel.
was filed to the right angle, and the teeth formed
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prises a 12 h .-p. semi-portable boiler, complete with
steam injector and the other necessary fittings . The
air compressor is of the horizontal straight-line,
steam -driven type , with water - jacket and auto
matic speed and pressure regulators. This part of
the plant is mounted on a sub -base fixed on the
floor of the truck . Beneath the floor of the wagon
is suspended a large steel air tank fitted with a
flexible hose . The pneumatic tools provided with

the plant consist of two long stroke hammers capable
of closing down rivets of 1-in . diameter, and two
pneumatic holders for use with them ; two No. 2
Little Giant ” drills for boring holes up to it ins.
diameter, several lengths of -in . metallic-covered
flexible hose to enable the tools to be operated at a
distance from the vehicle, air filters, air-cocks, hose
clips, etc. The plant, which has been in operation
for some time, has proved a great benefit for general
and temporary work , both in the saving of labour,
the expedition of the work in hand, and cheapening
of the cost of repairing. The plant is in use
for bridge- repairing work , for which it has been
found most eminently suited . Such installations
are useful in sparsely populated countries like
Ireland , where either labour is difficult to obtain , or
the repairs have to be carried out some distance
from a centre of poulation . The wagon containing
the installation can be rapidly conveyed to the spot,
and the air compressor can be set in working order
en route, so that it is possible to commence opera
tions directly the structure in need of repairs is
reached .

Unsinkable Ships. - After many years of care
ful investigation and experiment, and long and
exhaustive trials in actual use on board someof the
largest and swiftest mail steamers afloat, J. Stone

fline of berel

and Co., of Deptford , have, in conjunction with the
chanism which will render vessels of all descriptions

Ring

Norddeutscher -Lloyd, succeeded in producing me

Fig . 4.

practically unsinkable. The system has now been
officially adopted by the Norddeutscher- Lloyd for

with hack -saw and file in the manner already des
cribed with regard to the bevelwheel, I found that
the gear wheels worked very smoothly, have since
had a casting made from the wheel, and it promises
to clean up very well.

The Latest in Engineering .
A Portable Poeumatic Tool Outfit for
Railways . - A compact and well-equipped com
plete portable pneumatic tool installation has

recently been designed for the Great Southern and
Western Railway of Ireland by the International
Pneumatic Tool Company . There are many phases
of work and repairs upon a railroad for which such
a pneumatic outfit is peculiarly adapted , notably

and drill
the repair of bridges, relaying of the rails,
expedit
ing operations, which can be more

iously

and economically carried out by the aid of pneu

matic tools than by the ordinary means of manual

labour. The only difficulty in such work is the pro
vision of the necessary air-compressing plant to
operate the tools, and to meet this the G .S . & W . R .
have had the car which we illustrate herewith
specially constructed and fitted up with a complete
installation necessary for emergency purposes. The
power for driving the air- compressing plant com

the whole of their passenger steamers, and the Ham
burg -American Company, after exhaustive trials of
a few bulkhead doors fitted on board their finest
ship , Deutschland, have had the whole of the doors

below water-line, twenty -four in all, fitted with it,
and theresults are so satisfactory that it is intended
to fit the whole of their best vessels with the same
appliance . All steamers are nowadays divided into

water-tight compartments by bulkheads. By
means of the Stone-Lloyd system all the water
tight doors in a ship can be closed in a few seconds,
either singly or collectively , from the captain 's
bridge, and, should this precaution be neglected ,
the entrance of water into any one or more com
partments would automatically close the bulkhead
doors . In case of a collision, say, one of the officers
on duty on the bridge would touch an electrical lever
and thus sound a gong throughout the vessel, warn
ing the engineers and stokers to clear away, and by
another handle hydraulic pressure would be exerted
to close the bulkhead doors, the whole of the com
partments being isolated in from fifteen to twenty
seconds. Should members of the crew be shut in a
compartinent they have but to move a lever placed
at each door on either side of the bulkhead to cause
it to open and let them through , the door closing

automatically behind them . The Stone- Lloyd
system is operated entirely by hydraulic power.
The pressure is stored in accumulators in the engine
room , and is always available .
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How to Make Experimental
Electrical Apparatus.
By T. G . J.
(Continued from page 10.)
GALVANOSCOPES.

GALVANOSCOPE , or current detector, is an
instrument for detecting or indicating the
presence of an electric current by means of
the deflection of a magnetic needle round which the
current is caused to flow through a coil ofwire. The
greater the number of turns in this coil, the more

powerful will be the deflection produced by the
passage of equal quantities of current. But if the
wire is thin , or the number of turns ofwire numerous,
the resistance thereby offered to the flow of electri
city may very greatly reduce the strength of the
current. The size of the wire and the quantity to
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the reel is wound continuously in the same direction

until almost filled with the wire. Now pass the
finishing end of the coil through the other hole in
thereel and temporarily wrap the two ends together.
The reel should now be steeped for ten minutes in
melted paraffin wax , after which it should be hung
up to allow the wax to drip and set. The ends of

the wires should now be untwisted and straightened
out and then bared of their covering for a length of
i in . at the ends. This bared portion of the wire
must be made clean and bright by sand-papering,
or scraping with an old penknife.

The case is a piece of brass tubing , 3 ins. diameter
edge resting in the groove cut to receive it.
The reel is placed inside the case and secured to
the base, coils uppermost, by the aid of the little
spring brass knees (Fig. 1). These are screwed to

and 2 ins. long ; it is placed upon the base with its

the base i in . apart with their longest part vertical,
and the reel then forced between them . If the

knees do not grasp the reel firmly, their upright
pieces must be pressed slightly inwards until they

be employed will, therefore, depend entirely on the
use to which it is intended to put the galvanoscope
when completed . If it is to be used for detecting

do so. Fig. 5 is a sectional view showing how the

small currents ofhigh E .M . F ., many turns of a very
fine wire must be used to make the coil. But if, on
the contrary, large currents of very low E . M . F . are
to be detected, then a few turns of a much thicker

in the base and then carried along the inside of the

wire must be used . A very useful instrument for
the student's use may be constructed by forming
the coils with about 150 to 200 turns ofNo. 28 silk
covered copper wire. By increasing the number of
coils the effect of the current upon the needle is also
increased , so that by a suitable arrangement of the
coils comparatively feeble currents can be detected .
There are two types or forms of galvanoscope,

viz., horizontal and vertical : the horizontal is
largely used for laboratory work , but still, it may
be justly considered of general utility ; the verti
cal form is better adapted to the wants of the work
shop for testing purposes, such as testing the
insulation and continuance of different coils of wire,
electric bells, batteries, and other installations.
Seeing, however, that both formsmay be considered
to possess certain advantages for particular classes
of work , it will be as well to describe the construc

tion of a useful form of the two types. The reader
will then be in a position to decide for himself which
form he will construct.
Fig. 1, p . 535, shows a horizontal galvanoscope suit
able for the laboratory. It consists of a base (Fig . 2)
of cross-section shown. The base is 41 ins. diameter,
aud has two } in . holes (h and h ') bored through its
thickness. There are two other holes (H and H ').
bored to take the shanks of two telegraph binding
screws. A semi-circular groove about in . deep
should be cut in the underside of the base, between

reel is held by the spring knees.

The ends of the coils are passed through the holes
grooves in the underside of base, and finally well
twisted round the shanks of the binding.screws.
The binding -screws should have lock -nuts for
clamping thewires, and these nuts must be removed
to allow the wires to be twisted around the shanks
of the binding -screws, and then replaced and screwed
up very tight. Neither these lock -nuts nor any part

of the shanks of the binding -screws should reach to
the level of the under surface of the base, and the

grooves for the wires and lock -nuts should be deep
beneath the surface .

enough to allow these to sink about } in . or more

The next part demanding our attention is the
graduated circle . This is a cardboard circle 3 ins.
diameter and divided into degrees in the order o , 90 ,

0, 99, on either side of the zero line. This card is
glued down upon a thin boxwood disc of the same

diameter as the card , and } in . thick.

A needle point is fixed in the centre of the disc
and card , pointupwards, and should protrude about
+ in . Two small holes should be bored in the card
and disc to take a couple of very small round-head
brass screws for fixing the disc and its card to the
reel. These screws should enter the sides of the

reel at the middle of their length and thickness,
and great care must be taken to avoid the screws
coming into contact with the coils or their insula
ting covering. It should be observed that the zero
line of the graduated circle should lie parallel to
the length of the coils.

The magnetic needle is 2 ins. long, and should be
provided at its centre with an agate cap with which

the holes H h and H ' h ', and this groove cut some

to pivot it on the needle point. The instrument

what deeper around the holes H and H '.

should be covered with glass to preserve it from
dust, etc. ; if possible, the reader should obtain a
3-in . lens-mounting off a disused magic lantern or
telescope, and fix a piece of 21-oz. glass in the place
originally occupied by the lens. The mounting
will be found to have screw threads cut upon it ;
similar threads should be cut on the inside of the
brass case so that the glass top and its mounting
can be screwed on .
The instrument will now be complete and ready

The reel is shown in Fig . 3 : it is an oblong wooden
reel, 3 ins. long with sides 1 in . wide and 1 in . thick ;
the ends should be shaped as shown in the figure,
so that the reel may fit easily into the case. A hole
is bored in the end of each side, and through these
holes the starting and finishing ends of the wires
are to be passed.
The wire used for the coils may be either No. 28
or 30 S . W .G . silk -covered . About 6 ins. of the wire
is passed through one of the holes in the ends of the
reel, and this piece clamped with the thumb while

for use . When using the instrument always turn
it round until the needle points to zero , the coils
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and needle will then be in the magnetic meridian
and will not be effected by the earth 's magnetism .
It often occurs that we have currents to be indi
cated which , if sent through the coils of the galvano
scope, would probably damage, if not altogether
ruin the instrument. In order that we may be able
to use our galvanoscope for these large currents, it
will be necessary to employ a copper strip arranged

as in Fig. 6 . The strip is k-in . wide and 14 ins.
long, and is twice bent at right angles, as shown in
Fig. 6 . A hole is bored in each end of the strip to
admit the shanks of the binding.screws which
secure the strip to the baseboard. The baseboard
is a piece of mahogany, or walnut, 6 ins. square and
in . thick ; a hole is bored in the middle of two
opposite edges to take the binding-screws which
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piece of tubing inside the hole, providing the lens
mount is of the correct size .

The instrument

shown in Fig. 7 is fitted with one of these lens
mountings, which is fixed in position with four
small brass pins. Holes are bored in the rim with
an archimedean drill to admit the pins for fixing the
glass -holder to the front of the case. This glass
holder should not be fitted in position till later.
Now procure a piece of boxwood 4 ins. by 4 ins. by
3- 16ths in ., and on this gum a piece of finished
white cardboard of the same size. In the centre of
the card draw a small circle in . diameter, and
another 2 } ins. diameter, and then draw a diameter

clamp the copper strip. The binding.screws should
be screwed up fairly tight so as to cause the strip
to move on its bearings stiffly . French polish the
upper surface and edges of the base, and polish and

through the large circle. The upper half of the
circle is divided into degrees, and reads to 90 degs.
on either side of the zero line. An t-in . hole is
bored through the centre of the card and the board
on which it is mounted , and a cross -bar (Fig . 8 ) is.
screwed down to the card , so that the middle of its
width rests on the diameter of the circle. A brass

lacquer the copper strip . The base of the galvano
scope should be also French polished , and the brass

bar, so that its concave side will be facing the hole in

case well polished and lacquered . the wires carrying
When the copper strip is used ,
the current are connected to the binding -screws
which clamp the strip , instead of to the galvano
scope coils. If the current be very strong, the stripof
should be pushed back until it makes an angle
30 degs. or less with the baseboard . If the current
does not greatly exceed that which may be safely
sent through the galvanoscope coils, the strip should

be vertical or almost vertical. There are other
methods of changing the sensibility of the galvano
scope, but as these are more or less complicated ,
and at the same timemore difficult to construct, I
would advise the reader to use the copper strip ,
which , perhaps, serves its purpose just as well as
any other.
A useful and simple form of the vertical galvano

scope is shown in Fig. 7. This type is in general
favour with telegraph engineers for line testing,
and is called by them a “ detector."
The case for this detector is made from t- in .
walnut, and measures 41 ins. by 41 ins. by 2 } ins.,
outside measure. The sides and ends are dove
tailed together, and the back is made to open , and is
provided with two small brass butts, or hinges , and
a hook and eye for securing it when shut. The
front has a 23 -in . hole bored in the centre before
be

ng fitted to the sides of the case.

A brass ring,

about 3 } ins, diameter and I in . thick should be pro
cured , and one side ground fat on a grindstone.
When about one-half the thickness of the ring has

pivot p is soldered to the inner surface of the cross
the card. Place the card and its boxwood mount

ing inside the case, so that it is close against the
if the diameter of the circle drawn on the card
corresponds to the diameter of the hole in the front
of the case, and, if so , secure the graduated circle
in position with two short brass screws passing
through the boxwood mount into the case. Now
bore two holes in the top of the case, each being
in . from the side and i in . from the back. In
these holes place two telegraph binding-screws with
inside surface of the front of the instrument. See

lock -nuts to receive the ends of the coil. A ring and
screw -eye should be screwed into the top of the case
for lifting and carrying the instrument ; this should
be put in the centre of the top , or asnear thereto as
possible.
The reel of this instrument is somewhat different
in shape to that ofthe horizontal type, as theneedle

swings within the coil instead of above it. Fig . 11
shows side and end elevations of the reel, and itwill
be seen that it is a rectangular wooden frame with a
space in the centre. The length is 3} ins., breadth
21 ins., and depth 14 ins. To make the reel, take
of walnut, 31 ins. by i ins. by
two pieces
1 in .. and make a line on the surface of
each piece with a marking -gauge } in . from

the edges (see dotted lines, Fig. 9 ). Now take a
light wood drill, and bore several holes to the
inside of these lines, and, when a sufficient number
have been bored , cut out the piece with a penknife .
The edges of the gap should then be trimmed with a
chisel, using the marking-gauge lines as a guide. A

been ground away, it should be cleaned , polished ,
and lacquered , and then fastened down over the
hole in the front of the case with Seccotine, or
some other good cement. We shall also require a
piece of brass telescope tubing, which fits tightly
into the hole ; about į in . of this tube willbe suffi
cient for our purpose . This piece of brass tubing
is fixed in the hole to prevent the glass cover coming
too near the pointer. The front of an old cycle
lamp makes an excellent cover for the hole in the
front of the instrument. The lens should be taken
out, and a piece of plain glass put in its place. When
this has been done, the whole should be fitted to the
brass tubing mentioned above. It is sometimes
possible to get a cycle lamp with the lens set for
ward in its mounting ; if the reader can secure one
of these lens-mounts, it will not be necessary to fit

17). A 5-32nds in . hole should be bored in the
middle of each of the large sides of the box, and
these holes bushed with a short length - say, fin .
of 5 -32nds in . glass tubing, which must not be too
thick in the walls. Fix the pieces of tubing in the
holes with somegood cement, and let them protrude
in , on the inside of the box. Thebox should now
be fitted at its open ends with the rectangular side
pieces already made. These are fixed in position
with good hot glue, and should be a nice fit for the

the half-ring round the outside of the hole, nor the

ends of the box if all the operations have been care

wire hole should be bored in the end of each piece
for the purpose of leading out the ends of the coils .
These holes should be bored near the edge of the
(see Fig . 1 ).
pieces and in the middle of their width
. stuff, 21 ins. by

Now make a small box from in
24 ins. by fin ., and leave the ends open (see Fig .
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fully performed . The reel is now ready for winding;

but as we cannot use the windingmachine, owing to
the shape of the reel, the operation will have to be

December 3 1903.

should be placed to the back of the case. To keep
the reel from moving a couple of short brass screws
should be put in through the bottom of the case

carefully done by hand. The coils are of No. 26

from the outside, and care should be taken that

S. W .G . silk -covered copper wire, six layers of which
are laid on the reel. The starting end should be
passed through one of the wire holes in the sides of
the reel, and then wound continuously until the six
layers have been laid on . The finishing end of the
wire should then be passed through the other wire
hole, and the two ends temporarily wrapped to
gether. The reel should then be steeped for a
short time in melted paraffin wax, and , when this has
set, untwist the ends of the wires and bare and clean
i in . of their extreme ends. Form the wires into a
helix by winding them around a pencil, and then re
move the latter. The bared portions of the wires
should be formed into small loops or rings with
wire twisters. These loops should be of such size
that they just fit over the shank of the binding
screws.
A strip of brass 2 } ins. long and in thick should
now be prepared , and a hole bored and tapped in

these do not penetrate right through the piece of
wood glued to the bottom of the reel.
The ends of the coils should now be slipped over
the shanks of the binding-screws, and the lock -nuts
then screwed up tight.
The front end of the axle should now be pushed
through the hole in the graduated card, and then
through the aluminium pointer. The pointer is
fixed to the axle in the samemanner as themagnetic
needle, and care must be taken to see that neither
of the fixing wads are in contact or rubbing against
any other part of the instrument. The end of the
axle should now be guided into the small pivot on
the cross-bar at the front of the instrument, and the
adjustable pivot should then be fixed in the strip at
the back of the reel and the end of the axle placed
within it . The pivot should then be adjuste:1, but
must not be screwed up too tight, as this would pre

the centre to take a screw pivot. This pivot is a
short 3- 16ths in . brass stud, the end ofwhich is made

vent the needle having free action .
The glass front should now be fitted to the in
strument, and when this has been done our detector
will be complete .

concave by boring with a 3- 16ths in . bit until the
If the reader does not wish to make either of the
shoulders of the bit just touch the end of the stud.
It is necessary that this screw pivot should
turn somewhat stiffly in the hole in the brass
strip , so that it will remain fixed in any posi
tion . The brass strip is screwed across the
back of the reel with the hole in the strip
opposite the glass bushing of the hole in the
reel. This strip is shown fixed in position
at The
Fig .magnetic
11.
needle is if ins. long and is
60 cm
attached to the axle with two cardboard wads
about 1 in . diameter and 1-16th in , thick.
The axle is a large sewing needle, which should
be 2 } ins. long when the head is removed .
This end of the needle must also be reduced
Fig . 13. - ANOTHER ARRANGEMENT OF GALVANOSCOPE .
to a fine point on a grindstone, and then
galvanoscopes described above, he may rig up the
finished on an oilstone. Unscrew the screw pivot
very simple but sensitive instrument shown in Fig .
in the brass strip we fixed to the back of the reel,
13. The coils are wound upon a wooden ring 3 ins.
and pass the needle through the hole in the strip ,
diameter and i in . thick . A f - in . groove is cut in
and also through the glass bushing of the hole in the
the edge ofthe ring for the reception ofthe coils, and
reel. The point of the axle is next passed through
there is a 2 -in . hole bored in the centre. Two
one of the cardboard wads, and then through the
smallholes should be bored in one of the flanges near
hole in the centre of the magnetic needle , and
the edge of a ring through which to lead out the
finally through the other wad. The inside face
ends of the wire. The groove for the coils is } in .
(the face nearest the magnetic needle) of each wad
wide and fin . deep , and the wire should be laid
should be smeared with Seccotine before being put
almost
with the
of the flanges.
in until
on the axle, aud these faces must be tightly pressed
mayflush
The wire
be either
No.edges
24, 26 , or 28 S. W .G .
The until
axle itis
with the
fingers.
the needle
against
pushed through
fixing wads
the needle
and its
silk -covered , according to the purpose for which the
protrudes f in . through the bushing of the front of
instrument will be used ; if for detecting low tension
the reel. With the axle in this position the needle
currents, use the No. 24 ; but if for detecting high
should be arranged so that it swings in the centre
tension currents, then use the No. 26 or 28. When
of the space within the reel. The lower end of the
the wire has been laid on , it should receive a few
needle should be weighted with a small pith ball
coats of melted paraffin wax with a soft brush .
The ends of the coils should be drawn out through
to cause the needle to remain vertical. The pointer
should now be made ; it is a light, aluminium
the holes in the flange of the ring, and then formed
into a helix ; the covering should then be removed
pointer, 24 ins. long, shaped as shown in Fig . 12 , and
from about i in. of the extreme ends of wires, and
has a small hole bored in the centre to take the
the bared portion well cleaned for connecting up to
axle. Now take a piece ofwood, 4 ins. by 2 ins. by
binding-screws.
in ., and glue this to the bottom ends of the reel.
The ring is fitted to a baseboard 41 ins. by 4 } ins
This piece of wood carrying the reel is then pushed
into the case, and, when properly set, a small
by in., which should be provided with two tele .
wooden stop should be glued against each side of the
graph binding -screws. Two sheet brass knees (Fig .
case to prevent it shifting about. The side of the
14 ) serve to hold the ring in position. It will also

reel having the brass strip and adjusting pivoti

be better to square the edges of the ring where it
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rests on the baseboard, and fix down with a trace
of good hot glue.
A very small screw -eye should be screwed into the
ring on the inside, from which is suspended , by a
single fibre of cocoon silk , a light polarised sewing
needle, about it ins. long and having the eye and
point removed . The needle is placed in a light

brass stirrup made in the form of an 8, two turns
of the wire being put in the part which is to hold

the needle. The stirrup should be cemented to the
needle in such a manner that the needle will take up

a true horizontal position when suspended by the
In conclusion, I would like to warn the reader

silken fibre.

not to use any iron or steel in the construction
of his galvanoscope, except for the magnetic
needle , and when putting in screws (which

should always be brass screws) to be careful that
they do not come in contact with the coils or their
insulation .
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piece, and would be a rack . The proportions of the
teeth of a rack are the sameas for a spur wheel, par
ticulars of which were given in the article on spur

gears. The sides of rack teeth are made straight,
as shown in the preceding article on worm gears.
The following is an easy method of setting out a rack
to gear with a pinion of twenty teeth and over.
We first draw the straight line A (Fig . 2 ) ; this
is the pitch line, and corresponds to the pitch circle
of a wheel. Next draw lines B for tops of teeth , and

being, in fact, the sameas the sides ofworm threads,

C for whole depth ; mark off on the pitch line A

spaces equal to one-half the pitch of teeth , which ,
in this case, we will assume to be in . Through the
marks formed draw lines D and Di at an angle of
75 degs, with pitch line, the lines alternately slant
FIG . 4. - END VIEW
Du

D

Fig . 2 . -

OF SCREW .

METHOD OF
SETTING
OUTRack.

Milling in Small Lathes.

FA - :- - B)

By Chas. W . Cook,
(Continued from page 400.)
W
ITH this article we shall conclude the subject
VV of gearing , taking, as our last example, the
rack and pinion . In the previous articles
we have seen how to set out and calculate, and
finally cut, spur, bevel, and worm gears ; and al
though these by no means exhaust the list of the
different forms of gearing, they are, in the writer's

ing in opposite directions, each line being a side of a
tooth , and slightly round out the corners of bottoms
of tooth spaces. By using a protractor for the
angles, it will be seen that five straight lines will be

set out and form a rack tooth . When setting out
gears the protractor (Fig . 3) is a very handy instru
ment, and is best made from a piece of transparent
celluloid or xylonite, about 1-64th in . thick , the

opinion , the only ones capable of being satisfac

divisions (1- 10th of a degree ) being scratched on

torily managed on a small lathe. The remaining
ones, such as the spiral, helical, internal, & c., are not
so generally used as the above, and without special

with the point of a needle.

and somewhat elaborate apparatus are imprac
ticable on a small lathe.
A rack is a straight piece of metal- generally

made the samewidth as the rack . For small work ,
where a rack and pinion is required , it is often more
convenient to use a worm and worm wheel, the

brass or cast iron ---with teeth at equal distances
apart along its length (Fig . 1). A small toothed or
spur wheel called a pinion , of the same pitch , is
made to gear with it, and we have what is known

worm being a screw of the required length of rack ,
for which it is a substitute , the wheel - having its

The pinion to gear with rack is usually of sma l
diameter, being, in fact, a small spur wheel, and is

teeth cut to suit the angle of screw thread - - being
the pinion . The screw may be used as a complete
screw , or milled to the shape shown in end view (Fig.

4 ), and fitted the same way as a straight piece of
advantages, as when the complete screw is used , it
may be employed both as a rack and pinion and as
a worm gear. An example of thismay be found in
somemakes of lathes where, instead of the ordinary
rack and pinion for moving the saddle along the
bed , they are provided with a worm wheel to gear
with leading screw . A toothed wheel is keyed to

rack. This form of rack and pinion has some

Fig . 1. - A RACK ,

as the rack and pinion form of gear. It is used very
extensively in mechanical engineering and in instru
ment making, for machines and apparatus where
linear motion is required, as, for example, the tables
of planing machines the saddles of lathes photo
graphic cameras, and on a larger scale for morintain
railways. It may be adapted so that, as in the case
of the planing machine, it is the rack that moves,
the pinion being fixed ; or the opposite as with the
lathe, the pinion moving and the rack being sta
tionary. We will now proceed to set out the teeth
of a rack , and, to make the matter easier to grasp ,
wemay think of a rack as a toothed wheel of infinite
circumference ; and, as the circumference of a
circle approaches a straight line as the size increases,
it will be obvious that if we could take a piece from
the circumference of a wheel of infinite size we
should get what would approximate to a straight

worm shaft, and another to the screw of cross slide,

and with suitable wheels arranged between a self

acting surface, motion is imparted to the cross-slide.

The leading screw thus answers the purpose of a
rack and a worm , the wheel being both a worm
wheel and a pinion . Where possible, it is advisable
to employ this form of rack and pinion on account of
its being easier to make - on a small lathe - than an
ordinary rack. The cutting of rack teeth on a
small lathe requires some consideration , the lathe
not being an ideal machine for this purpose. How
ever, it is quite practicable to manage short lengths

of fine pitch without anything very elaborate in the

way of special apparatus. The following method is
one I have used for this purpose. A number of
small brass racks were required of fin . pitch , 5 ins.
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lon : This kud of thing had hitherto been made out.
siile the shop, as it had not occurred to anybody
to try to do them ; moreover, when it was suggested
to make the attempt. the idea was thought
impracticab e. However , the attempt was made,
and was quite successful, and after the first one had
been cut it was easy work with the others. Two

difficulties presented themselves :- The method of
holding the pieces to be cut, and the division of
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Fig . 3. - PROTRACTOR,

spaces ; the former was overcome in the following
manner :- A small, light angle-plate was made and
fixed to the side of slide-rest by two fin , studs, and
‘ater on set to the required height. Strip brass of
the necessary width and thickness was obtained and
cut into lengths about i in. longer than the finished

length ; a hole was drilled at each end for a screw
(two corresponding holes being drilled and tapped
in angle-plate) and the piece screwed down, as shown

December 3 , 1903.

tween the centres op lathe, and the angle-platu fixed
parallel with lathe bed and at a height that would
enable cutter to form a tooth in one cut. The str p
was screwed down paral' el with mandrel, and before

starting to cut, the cross slide was ſed in towards
the centre just far enough to allow of cutter being
between the strip and slide-rest so that the direction
of feed would be against the cutter and not with it,
as the teeth of cutter have a tendency to drag the
work , if fed in the same direction . The lathe was
then started and a cut taken , three teeth spaces
being formed in the one cut ; the work was then
moved along one tooth and another cut taken, only
one cutter ring cutting this time, the other two act.
'ng as a guide for the division of the teeth , this
operation being repeated for each tooth until rack
wass complete ,
The employment of this type of cutter renders
unnecessary any other system of division of spaces,
and it may also be adapted for other work : The
same method was einployed later for a rack of
coarser pitch , an alteration beingmade in the cutter
as follows :-- -An ordinary gear cutter was mounted
on the mandrel and rack -picce placed on angle
plate, as before, and a cut taken across it with
cutter, one tooth space thus being formed . A brass
iing of the same diameter and shape as cutter had
previously been turned , this ring hatalso a boss
turned on the side, as shown (Fig. 8) ; this boss was
turned to a thickness necessary to fix the distance
from the centre of the ring to the centre of cutter ,
which was the pitch of rack teeth . After the first
tooth space had been formed the cutter was taken

(Fig . 5).
The method of division had now to be considered ,
and it was decided to make the cutter do this as

follows :-- A piece of tool steelwas held in the chuck
and bored to fit a mandrel; three rings were turned

of the shape of rack teeth and exactly equi-distant,
as at Fig . 6. A template was used for this made

from a piece of thin sheet brass, upon which the
teeth had been set out, as previously described and
afterwards neatly filed to shape.
After the cutter had been turned the teeth were
fired and backed off, and hardened and tempered .

Fig . 8. - Brass RING .

Fig . 5.- ANGLE PLATE.
The cutter was made a good fit to a mandrel, and
just tapped on and held in place by means of a nut,
The mandrel was made as shown at Fig. 7, being
turned up a sufficient length to allow of cutter being
held in different positions, this being managed by
means ofwashers of different widths. The washers
were made from gaspipe, parted off in the lathe.

The mandrel, with cutter in position was placed be

uuttttttu
Fig . 6.- STEEL Rings. Fig . 7. — MANDREL.
off the mandrel and the brass ring slipped on , and
cutter replaced. The space previously formed in
rack -piece was now brought exactly opposite the
brass ring, and another cut taken , this being re
peated until rack was finished . The brass ring
performed the same duty as the triple cutter with
the smaller rack ; but it is preferable to have three
rings, including the cutter, as the risk of variation
in the pitch is greatly minimised .
The pinion is set out and cut the same as a spur
wheel, particulars ofwhich were given in a previous
article on spur gears.
The next article will deal with speeds of cutters
lubricants, etc .

(To be continued .)
The New N .E . R . “ ATLANTIC " LOCOMOTIVE. -We learn that this locomotive has already been put
on its trials, and has proved very satisfactory .
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The engine is of the double-cylinder reversing
launch type ; cylinders, i-in . bore by l-in . stroke.

Crankshaft was made from the solid ; a piece of
By F . MILIER.
THE accompanying photographs illustrate a
model electric light plant recently com
pleted , and which has given a considerable
amount of instruction to the builder.

boiler plate being cut to shape, and made hot and

twisted to 90°. Stephenson link -motion actuates

the valves. The other details of the engine are of
the usual type and need no description. The
whole is mounted on an oak block , the engine not
being intended for use on
a boat.
The feed - pump is
worked by hand, and has
5 - 16ths in . diameter ram
by 1-in . stroke, the barrel
being turned and bored
from a solid brass bar.
The ram and lever are of
steel ; an ordinary stuff
ing gland , with screws
and lamp cotton , keeping
the ram watertight. The
valve boxes are screwed
into the bottom of the
barrel, and gunmetal ball
valves used . Steel balls
were tried , but rusted
much too soon .
The dynamo is shunt
wound for 2 } amps. at 10
volts. Castings were ob

tained from the Crypto
Company. The field
magnet poles are cast in
one piece . This design is
not advisable (at least for

an amateur's firstattempt,
as in this case). The wire

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF MODEL ELECTRIC Light PIANT.

The boiler shell
consists of a piece
of boiler tube , the

ends,which are plain
flat discs, being
tightly fitted and
brazed . A central
flue and cross tubes
are also brazed in .
The upper part of
this fue forms the
chimney. Stays are
fitted to take the
strain on the ends.
The boiler sits on a
gas -burner, this me

thod of firing being
more convenient
when amodel isonly
run occasionally, as
it saves the trouble

of messing with
spirits and oil. All
the necessary fit
tings are put on ,
including steam and
water gauges, safe
ty -valves, blow -off
and steam cock .
The working pres

sure is about 30 lbs.
per sq . in .

VIEW OF ENGINE DRIVING DYNAMO

has all to be wound by
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hand, and besides being extremely tedious, it is
hardly possible to make a good job. No proper
tension can be put on the wire, and the fact of
having to thread the wire through the tunnel
is apt to kink it, and difficulty is experienced

Simple Lessons in Pattern

Making .
By T. D . GARSCADDEN .

in getting the wire to lie close together. There
are nearly 500 turns on each pole , the winding

(Continued from page 514.)

of which took about ten hours. As the armature.
tunnel was pretty nearly to the right size in the

COREBOXES.

- - -

DEFORE starting on these, let us first consider
themethod of moulding, which, by the way,
I cannot too emphatically repeat, must

govern all our actions in the direction of pattern
and corebox making.
Suppose the cores all made from given coreboxes
and the mould ready to receive them .
The chamber core (Fig. 61) is first inserted into
its corresponding imprints in top core (Fig . 59 ), and
then themain core from Fig. 60 is slipped into place
and the assembling lowered into the half-mould .

Now the core E from Fig. 62 has to be " closed ,"

but, to do so, a little reflection will show you that
the moulder will have to cut away a portion of sand
in front of imprint E to lower it down at an angle,
as it will not pass core ( Fig . 61) vertically .

This themoulder does by making a mark in body

of sand at H (Fig. 56 ), before withdrawing bottom
half of pattern , and then inserting the core to that
mark , afterwards filling up the " drawback " space
in bottom half of mould ,

Now the top half of mould " closing " over these
whole cores requires consideration from an instruc
tional point of view . You will readily understand
that first contact will take place (with disastrous
consequences ) at top of core 59 if left as it is ; but

the same intelligent moulder “ rubs " half of this
core to a taper before insertion , so that the actual

contact will not take place until themould is closed .

GENERAL VIEW OF ENGINE.
casting, no boring was required ; a file did all that
was necessary.
The armature, which is of the solid shuttle type ,
was bored first and shaft fitted, and fixed with a
nut against a shoulder. Shoulders were also left
on the shaft for the commutator to butt against and
to keep the shaft in place. The centre of the com
mutator consists of red fibre, turned a tight fit for
the brass tube, which is bored for screws and cut in
the usual way. The brushes are of copper gauze,
and the proper pressure obtained by means of spira !
springs. The brush holders revolve round a boss
on the bearing to adjust for the best working
position .

Lix Thors to

In conclusion , I may say the whole model plant
works fairly well ; the boiler, with 30 lbs. pressure,
drives the dynamo at 3000 revolutions per minute,
and lights a 5 c.-p. lamp.

The Academy of Sciences, which awards the
Nobel prize, has decided that the recipients for this

Fig . 59. - TOP COREBOX .
It a number of castings were required by this

year shall be as follows -- Literature, Henrik Ibsen
and Bjornstjerne Bjornson ; physics, Signor Mar

method ofmoulding, it would pay to taper the top
or closing halves of prints, and make the core

coni : and medicine, Dr. l'insen .

boxes to suit .

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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.

However, with a proper understanding of above,

uniformity in thicknesses, and if the varying radii

start making from a “ one off ” standpoint: it does

of ribs are also drawn off on each piece at the same

not much matter which one you do first, but all I time, uniformity will be secured here also .
Turn the prints for top
corebox (Fig. 59 ) in one
piece and each with a
little tenon to fit into
holes previously bored

with centre-bits a little
smaller than prints, as
shown. For the ribs,
plane a piece long enough
to do the lot, and, when
fitted , attach with fine
brads.
The chamber corebox

dia .

( Fig . 61) will appear at
first sight the most diffi
cult, but it is not so . You
will see it is made up of

WAM

O

s

+ -1% 2

thicknesses previously cut
out to shape, and may be
all built on back bars, as
in Fig . 60, if desired .

(To be continued.)
El rad

ilk
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Fig . 61. - CHAMBER COREBOX.
through, have a keen sense of the importance of
making each core to fit its imprint, and also to bear
a true relation to any other core it has to come in

contact with .

Fig . 60 .
HALF OF
MAIN

COREBOX.
- - 23

FIG . 62. - SECTION AT

D D.

Beyond these preliminary remarks, I have little
to say in regard to the actual making, as the
methods are apparent, but one or two wrinkles

PROFESSOR THURSTON , the noted American

authority on the steam engine,of Cornell Univer
sity, has recently died . Someof hismore important
writings are his “ Manual of the Steam Engine,"
“ Manual of Steam Boilers," " A History of the

piece that runs into print E (Figs. 56 and 57 ) long
enough to provide the corresponding piece for core

Steam Engine and the Materials of Engineering."
As an inventor, Professor Thurston was known for
his magnesium burning lamps, navy signal
apparatus, and various forms of testing appliances

box E , and number it the same. This will secure

used by engineers.

may possibly help things along. For instance, in
making the thin layers for the pattern , cut each
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An Automatic Early Morning
Waiter.

December 3, 1903 .

able to complete a circuit at any time you
may want.

Fig. I is a photo of the apparatus without bell,

By A . ASTON .

battery , and clock ; of course, it can be placed in
any position , either up or downstairs.

THE following description is of an apparatus I
made about two years ago , and will be inter
esting to many readers of the M . E ., being
somewhat of an advance on the ordinary electric

Fig . 2 is a photo showing the other side, minus
kettle and .cup. From these two you will get a
good idea of the general arrangement.
Fig. 3 is a plan without kettle and cup . A is the

alarm clock , although there is nothing difficult in

baseboard made from ordinary oak picture mould

Fig . 1. - GENERAL VIEW OF THE BOILING APPARATUS.
construction
the
of it, having only simple move
ing, well mitred at corners, then a piece of in . oak
ments that the merest tyrocan understand ; yet
is laid on top in . less all round, rounded off at
when you tell your friends you have an apparatus
corners and edges, as shown. Glue it all round and
that will not only call you up in the morning, but
put under pressure till dry : of course, the 1 -in . oak
will also make you a cup oftea, coffee, or cocoa to be
can be let in flush if desired , but is rather more
actually ready to drink
when you rise before

you quit your room ,
they are filled with

surprise and doubt.
Nevertheless, if the
following instructions
and description are

followed , such

an

apparatus can be made
by anyone with
ordinary tools and

a bility ; of course,
after making the tea
or cocoa it will turn off
the gas and ring the
bell, till you get up and
switch off just in the
same manner as an
ordinary alarm .
Fig . 2. - ANOTHER VIEW OF THE APPARATUS.
Of the particular
trouble ; it should be well sand-papered
I shall
clock
the
at
made
way in which contact is
the grain filled , and again well sand -papered
say nothing about, as there have been many ways
down smooth , then given three coats (thin )
illustrated in the M .E . from time to time, and I
of polish with brush , and finally finished off
should be going over the same ground again - any of
with 'rubber. It is 20 ins. by 16 ins., but the
these will do — it is only essential that you are
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Scale : QUARTER FULL SIZE.
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FIG . 4. - ELEVATION.
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Fig. 3.- Plan.
GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF APPARATUS FOR AN AUTOMATIC , EARLY
MORNING WAITER .
For description ]
[see pages 542-545.
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drawings are all to scale so that any of the
sizes can be read
B is the cover for the gas valve and magnets.

This is also made from 1-in. oak, well jointed at
corners, as it must be gas-tight, and should be
sized inside to prevent leakage ; also place a layer
of thin sheet rubber between the bottom and base
board . Dimensions : Outside, 64 ins. by 4 ins. by

2 } ins. deep,; and should be polished the same as

base.
VIN

December 3, 1903.

ones, or it would blow steam instead of
Fig. 5 is a plan of magnets and valve. The
magnet cores are 5- 16ths in , round iron , screwed at
ends as shown, and fitted to angle iron fin . thick .
water.

The holes for holding this to base should be slotted
for adjusting distance from armature ; themagnets
are wound with six or seven layers of No. 28 s. s. c .
wire. The pillars for carrying the armature are
turned from brass rod, and tapped at top or rather
14 ins. from bottom to take two 3- 16ths in .
pointed brass screws for armature to swing
from .

Z is the fulcrum for armature and valve to
take a piece of } in , wire, as shown, in centre
to carry a ; in . ball for valve ; this is soldered
to a piece of wire and hooked into the in .

work from ; it should be drilled through to
wire.

Two holes are drilled (1 in .) on either side
quite plain on reference to Fig . 6 .
Two terminals are fitted, as shown, to

of centre to carry armature ; this will be
carry the current outside of box, as obviously
the box would not be gas-tight if simply
passed through holes.
The cover is held to base by four pieces of
3- 16ths in . wire, tapped to take thumb nuts
at top and riveted into a bit of 1-16th in .
Fig . 5 . - PLAN OF MAGNETS AND VALVE .

C is the fulcrum of balance and is turned from a
piece of brass rod. A hole is drilled at centre to
take Fi ; also drill ends to take two pieces of
brass wire about 5 -32nds in .
thick , and filed to a knife edge
for balance to work freely .'
D is a small gas stove. Of
course, the shape is immaterial;
this is not worth making, as it
can be bought for ind , or is.
Bend a short piece of brass tube
to pass through base, as shown , HO

plate at bottom . Interpose a bit more sheet
rubber between this plate and base.
The gas valve body is made from a bit of seamless
brass or copper tube ; a plate is sweated on, as
shown , for fixing with four } in . screws.

to connect to valve.
E is one of three terminals for

connecting to bell, battery, and
F is balance weight. A screw
thread is cut on Fi for adjust
ing F so that cup shall not
lower too soon or too late.
At right angles to Fi a piece
of brass is screwed into C
(shown in Fig. 3 ) ; this serves to
hold Fi in position , and also to
form a contact-piece for mak
clock .

Or

CTTO

FIG . 6. - SECTIONAL ELEVATION OF MAGNET Box.

ing contact with screws.
G is a tray to hold saucer, and can be made from

a pin -tray ; it should be well sweated to the flat

tened end of Fi, afterwards enamelled .
Fig. 4 is an elevation. A screw is passed through
base, as shown, to hold stove in position .
The kettle should be made of copper ; it will be
better to give a coppersmith the job to make this ;
it is fitted with a screwed cap instead of a lid . In
centre of cap a small hole about 1-64th in . is drilled ;
if this is not put in , the water starts to run from
spout as soon as it gets warm owing to expansion .
The hole in cap should not be less than I in . The

Fig . 7 is a diagram of connections, and I think
will be easily understood. However, it will not be
out of place if I describe the action ofmachine here.
When contact is made at clock , a circuit is closed
and current passing through coils in box B , causes
magnets to attract armature, thus lifting valve

and allowing gas to escape to stove. I may say
here H is connected to gas supply. It is a piece of
f-in . tube closed at end to make a small pilot light ;
of course, this is lit overnight, also the materials for
the morning beverage are put into the cup, and
kettle is nearly filled . Now the gas reaching stove

spout must be made in the form shown, and con

is lit by pilot, and when water boils in kettle the
steam not being able to escape, forms a slight

nected at bottom , not half-way up as in ordinary

pressure which causes water to pour from spout
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and fill cup, this causes cup end of balance to lower,
putting magnets and valve out of circuit and, of
course, gas goes out and stops kettle boiling, so
that it pours no more out than fills the cup. This
same movement closes another circuit through
opposite contact pillar, and causes bell to ring till
you get up and switch off. A switch should be
put in for this purpose, although I have not
shown it.

If there is anything I have not made perfectly
clear, I shall be pleased to explain to any enquiring

readers. Perhaps I ought to mention that a bit of
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A Simply Constructed
Model
Boiler.
By E . LIDDELL..

THE model boiler of original design, illustrated
T herewith , was built for a loco which has yet
to be finished. The idea of inserting a fire
box in the manner described below was suggested to
the writer by a contributor in an early number of
THE MODEL ENGINEER.
The shell of boiler was made from a copper plate
3-64ths in . thick , was bent to shape round a wood
mandrel of the right diameter, a few rivets being
put in either end to hold the joint together. Two
saw -cuts at right-angles to centre line of boiler

were made in the latter { in . from front, and 2 ins.
from back end, the pieces between being opened out.
The firebox , which is simply a box with round top,
and made of copper, was put in the opening be

tween the opened -out pieces. The ends of box
루

were made to fit truly against the shell, and were
sweated with soft solder, the sides being riveted to
opened -out portions of shell. The ends of firebox
were flanged over the outside of firebox shell and
riveted The front end comes lower down than the
rest, and so protects lamp flame from draught. A
3 - 16ths in . copper tube is bent to U -shape, the two

ends being inserted in the back end of firebox ,
Fig . 7 . - DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS.
paper ought to be stuck on face of armature for

lifting valve to prevent it sticking to magnets after

being fixed by nuts on each end and soldered . An
other copper tube of same diameter is bent into the
shape shown in sketch . The ends go through top of
firebox .
The flue is in . diameter, and, where it goes

through shell, a piece of copper is riveted on to give

current is off. Also, a fin . steel ball, as used in
cycles, will do for valve. If ball is placed in valve
and given a light blow with hammer, it will not re
quire much grinding in ; the valve-seat should not
be wider than 1-64th in . Use a little Turkey dust

or crocus powder and oil for this ; place ball on
valve-seat and work backwards and forwards with

the hand a few times and a good fit will easily be
obtained . Two ordinary medium - sized Leclanché
cells should be used. Of course, it is quite possible
to do away with pilot light and use electric
current instead, but this, I think, would make it
too complicated, and is notworth the trouble .

A CORRESPONDENT to Nature asks the following
question : -- When a small magnet in my drawer has

been ready to act on a compass any time during the

last twenty years, and has not altered its appear
ance in any appreciable way, I ask , whence comes

the continuous magnetic supply ? Agair. when a
lady has had for a great many years a ceciar work
box, which has never failed of its characteristic
odour, it is a natural question to ask , whence comes
the smell ? The statement in books, both of

physics and physiology, is that something material
is given off from thewood which alights on the olfac
tory membrane of the nose.

This is purely gra

tuitous, as the statement is without a shadow of

A SIMPLE MODEL LOCOMOTIVE BOILER.
the solder a good hold . The steam dome consists of
each end to a depth of 3- 16ths in . A circle of copper

a length of in . copper tube, having saw -cuts at
is then fitted in tube, and thesawn part flanged over
it the joint being soldered . The bottom of tube
is flanged outwards to the shape of inside of boiler,
and pushed up through the hole in shell , where it is

proof, the box being to all appearances in no way

soldered . The outer domewas purchased with the

diminished in size or otherwise altered . If the

other fittings.

hypothesis — for it is nothing more — fails, how

The steam -cock is connected to upper part of

does the case differ in principle from that of

steam dome by a 3-16ths in . tube. The ends of

radium

boiler shell were filed to a tight fit while lightly
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soldered together. A ring of copper in , wide was

closing date for this Competition is December 31st,

riveted round } in . from each end and inside of

1903.

shell ; the ends are pushed up to these and the shell

Competition No. 39.-- A prize of £2 2s. is offered
for the best design for “ A MODEL HỌRIZONTAL

slightly flanged over, the joint being well sweated
with soft solder. There are three longitudinal

stays of } in . brass wire with a nut at each end.
The proper funnel has yet to be made. The large
holes, such as the ones for flue, were made by drill
ing | in , holes into each other just inside of a line

SKETCH SHOWING SHAPE

STEAM ENGINE.” Closing date, January 15th ,
1904.
Competition No. 40 . - A prize of 62 25. is offered
for the best design for a “ STATIONARY BOILER .”
Closing date, January 15th , 1904 .
For further particulars of the above prize Com
petitions, readers will please refer to page 364 of the
issue for October 15th .

OF COPPER TUBE .
the diameter of flue. The rough parts were then
finished with half-round and round files. Methy
lated spirit is used for fuel, being burnt in a tin box
hilled with asbestos yarn and with wire gauze over
it. The boiler seems to steam very well, although

I have made no tests . All tubes, with the exception
of flue, have nuts on each side of plate, which pre
vents any chance of them blowing out.

Length of boiler, 71 ins.
Diam . ,
2 } ins.
(empty ), 2 lb . 10 ozs.
Weight
(full of water ), 3 lb . 13 ozs.

GENERAL CONDITIONS FOR ABOVE COMPETITIONS.
1. All articles should be written in ink on one side
of the paper only.
2. Any drawings which may be necessary should
be in good black ink on white Bristol board . No
coloured lines or washes should be used . The draw
ings should be about one-third larger than they are
intended to appear if published .

3. The copyright of all photographs entered in
connection with any Competition must be the
sender's own property , and a signed statement to

this effect must accompany same.

4. The copyright of the prize articles to be the
property of the proprietor of THE MODEL ENGINEER ,

and the decision of the Editor to be accepted as
final.

Prize Competitions.
Competition No. 34 . - A prize of £2 25. is offered
for the best design for a “ MODEL LOCOMOTIVE REGU
The
LATOR AND STEAMPIPE ARRANGEMENT.”
closing date for this Competition is December 15th ,
1903.
Competition No. 35. - A prizeof 62 25. is offered
for the best practical article on the “ LUBRICATION

OF Model ENGINES."

The closing date for this

Competition is December 15th, 1903.
Competition No. 36. - A prize of £2 29. will be
awarded to the reader sending in the best article
on “ MODEL ENGINE DRIVING ," the closing date
being December 31st, 1903.
Competition No. 37 . For Foreign and Colonial
Readers only. - In order to encourage our readers
across the seas to let us know more of their model.
making achievements, we offer a prize of the value
of 12 28. for the best description of “ Some MODELS
I HAVE Made.” The models described should be
illustrated by photographs or drawings, or by both .
If sufficient entries are received , we will give a fur
ther prize of £i is. for the second best description ,
and in any case we will give a consolation prize of
ros. 6d . for each unsuccessful entry which we think
sufficiently interesting to insert. If preferred , we
will, in this Competition , send goods to the value
of the prize, and each competitor should state what
form he would like the prize to take in the event

of his being successful. The closing date for re
ceiving entries will be March ist, 1904.
Competition No. 38 . - We offer a prize of 62 28.
for the best article on “ MEASURING AND MARKING
OFF Tools AND How TO MAKE THEM .” The
uc

5. The Editor reserves the right to print the
whole or any portion of an unsuccessful article
which hemay think worthy of publication , upon the
understanding that remuneration is given at the
Editor's discretion in proportion to the length and
mcrit of the matter used .

6. All Competitions should be addressed to The
Editor, The MODEL ENGINEER, 35 to 39, Temple
House, Tallis Street, London , E .C ., and should be
marked outside with the number of the Competition

for which they are intended . A stamped addressed
envelope should accompany all Competitions, for
their return in the event of being unsuccessful. All
MSS . and drawings should bear the sender's full
name and address on the back .

A DIFFICULT PIECE OF MAR;NE SALVAGE Work.
have just completed a remarkable engineering feat,
succeeding in raising the cargo steamer Cassia ,
which recently went down in Granville Harbour,
France, having collided with the quay wall. Messrs.
- Messrs. Mordey, Carney & Co., Limited , Cardiff,

Mordey, Carney chartered a special tug and carried
men and appliances to the scene of the wreck , local
resources being insufficient. Examination of the
wreck showed that the vessel was broken abaft the

bridge deck , the gap extending right down to the
bilge of the vessel. This was repaired , and the
pumps of the tug cleared her of water, but she
again grounded . Another attempt was made with
success, and heavy plates were fixed to the vessel
topsides, enabling her to keep afloat permanently .
The remainder of the water was then pumped out,

and the cargo discharged . This part of the work
having been completed, the vessel was towed to.
Southampton for permanent repair.
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not yet received application for membership from

Model Yachting Correspondence .

any steamer yachtsman. Such would find interest

- - -

amongst some of the present members, and would
very likely start some one else off in the direction of
steamer making and steaming. All information to

Manchester Model Yacht Club.
Dear Sir, — This Club has just reached the close
of a very active and enjoyable season 's racing. A
few new members have joined , and added much to
the interest of the sport, more members are expected
for next season , and the Committee have good
reason for believing that next year's races will be
attended in even larger numbers. The handi
cảpping of the boats has been by weight, the heavy
boat giving her lighter sister two seconds per lb .
start on a beat, and one second on a reach or run .
The water in the reservoir has been very low during
the greater part of the year, owing to repairs, and
this has caused sometrouble in some of thematches

since the wind could not get fairly on the surface of

intending members will be gladly given by
HARRY H . BRADBURY, Hon . Sec..
17 , Frederick Road , Lower Broughton ,
Manchester.

For the Bookshelf.
Work. Half Yearly Volume. No. XXV. London :
Cassell & Co., La Belle Sauvage, Ludgate Hill,
E .C . Price 4s. 6d.
This volume contains special articles on the mak
ing ofmanual organs, enamelling iron plates, die and

THE MANCHESTER MODEL Yacht CLUB.
the water, making trimming of sails difficult. For
all that, the races have been well attended , and
keenly contested ; they have been held on alternate
Saturdays from April till middle of October. The
four races for the silver cup given by some of the
older members have created considerable interest,
the winner is Mr. Bradbury's schooner yacht,
Sapphire, a light-displacement boat of 13 lbs.
weight, which scored 132 points ; Mr. Bennett's
Alexandra takes second prize with 120 points, and
Mr. Tinker's Luna, third prize with 118 points. It

is a great pleasure to see a new member in a front
place amongst the prize-winners in this race, viz.,
second prize, and ought to be an encouragement to
others. Older members will have to look closely
to their laurels, if they wish to be in the front rank
next year.

The photograph herewith is a group of some of
our models. We shall be very glad to hear of any
gentlemen wishing to join us, and I am sure any
one doing so will receive a warm welcome. We have

press tool-making, lithographic machinery and
appliances, incubators, brass tube manufacture,
turret clocks (including six coloured plates), to
gether with hundreds of short articles on subjects of
immediate interest to the general handicraftsman ,

as distinct from themodel engineer pure and simple.
PHOTOGRAMS OF THE YEAR 1903. London : Daw

barn & Ward , Ltd ., 6 , Farringdon Avenue,
London , E .C . Price - cloth , 3s.; paper, 25.

This work is an excellent pictorial and literary re
cord of the progress of artistic photography during
the past year, and every photographer should
possess a copy. It is excellently printed , and con

tains many choice examples of portraiture, figure
CalculATING SCALE : A Substitute for the Slide
rule. By W . Knowles, B . A ., B .Sc. London :
E . & F . N . Spon , Ltd ., 128, Strand, W .C .
Price is. net.
This little work describes the use of a calculating
study , and landscape work .
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scale depicted in the end of the volume, which is
suggested as a more convenient equivalent for an
ordinary slide-rule. The book includes useful
tables of constants and trignometrical values, and
altogether a trial of the system is recommended to
those who havemuch calculating to do .
PRACTICAL ENGINEER ELECTRICAL Pocket Book
for 1904 . Manchester : Technical Publishing
Company, Ltd ., 287, Deansgate. Price : is.
net ; leather, gilt edges, and diary, Is. 6d.
net. Postage ad . extra
In past years, we have found this pocket book
amongst thehandiestandmost complete we have ha !
the pleasure to use , and the new edition , with the

various additions and revisions, should be all the
more valuable to the electrician, draughtsman , and
engineer.

PRACTICAL ENGINEER Pocket BOOK FOR 1904 .
Manchester : Technical Publishing Company,
Ltd., 287, Deansgate. Price is. nett ; leather

Practical Letters from our
Readers.
( The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full

discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full

name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached ,

though notnecessarily intended for fublication.]

The Shunting Puzzle Solution.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR, SIR , — My hobby being the planning and
construction of a model railway, your novelty
puzzle of shunting in November 12th issue
greatly interested me, and I therefore venture to
send a solution to it in four shunts, as follows :

Fig . I shows the original position of rolling-stock .
Shunt 1. - Engine runs down to white truck ,
attaches, backs along straight line as far as black

BRIDGE
BRIDGE

gilt edges, and diary , is. 6d. nett ; postage,
2d. extra .
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TRUCK

TRUCK

We note with pleasure that the sixteenth annual
edition of this invaluable pocket book has been in
.creased in size (without a corresponding increase in
the published price), and we can heartily recom
mend it to model engineers as well as to those for
whom it is primarily intended - viz., mechanical and

Fig . 1.

general engineers, draughtsmen , and students.
The book includes notes on patents and patent law ,
gas engines, liquid fuel, heavy motor vehicles, and a
copy of theMotor Car Act of 1903, in addition to the

Fig . 2.

larger section of the pocket book dealing with steam
engine danger and workshop practice.
SECONDARY BATTERIES. By an Engineer. H .
Alabaster, Gatehouse & Co., London. 45. net.
The chief aim of the author of this volume has
been to put into print some very practical notes on

Fig . 3.

the construction , care, and management of accumu
lators, or secondary cells. That he has succeeded

in producing a book which will be found invaluable
to all of us who have anything whatsoever to do
with accumulators will be readily admitted after a
perusal of its seventy -seven pages. We would
point out that the author has dealt with his subject
in a particularly clear manner, intelligible to the non

FIG . 4.

technical reader, who, through sheer force of circum
stances, is sometimes required to take charge of a
battery of secondary cells. Chapter I deals with ,
amongst other points of the construction of cells
generally, action on charge and discharge; polarity
; curves
of cell, E .M .F . of cell; efficiency ; capacity
of charge and discharge, methods of charging, etc.
Chapter II is devoted more particularly to the ap
paratus connected more or less directly with the
inanipulation and working of the battery, such as,

Fig . 5.

for instance, recording instruments, regulating
switches , automatic reversible booster, & c . The re
inaining chapters contain much equally interesting

and useful information , and we can confidently say
that anyone who is in difficulty with his battery will
be fairly certain of seeing the cause and the remedy of
the trouble fully discussed in “ Secondary Batteries."

truck , then shunts on to loop line, leaving white
truck by the bridge (Fig . 2 ).
Shunt 2. — The engine now runs back to black
truck , attaches same, pulls along straight portion
of line and backs into loop, as shown by Fig. 3.
Shunt 3.-- The two trucks are now connected ,
drawn out of loop line, and shunted along straight
portion of track, leaving white truck where shown
on Fig . 4, the engine then drawing along straight
portion of line again and depositing black truck in
loop line, as shown in Fig . 4 .

consists of a worm driving a worm wheel whose
teeth are conical rollers. The efficiency is very
high, the rubbing friction being very much reduced

Shunt 4.- It then runs out again , backs down as
far as the white truck , runs into loop line, attaches
black truck , pulls out, and runs it down to its posi
tion shown on Fig. 5, and then itself comes back to
opposite the bridge -- the position from which it

by the rollers.

started in Fig . 1, having accomplished its object of

! A NEW worm -gear introduced from Germany
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transposing the trucks and getting back to its
original position without having passed through
the bridge. -- Yours truly,
William E . WEBB.

Electric o. Gas Lighting.
TO THE EDITOR Of The Model Engineer.
Dear Sir, -- Referring to the article in your issue
of the 22nd inst., by Frederic H . Taylor, Esq.,
Assoc.M .Inst.E .E ., on “ The Electric Lighting of a
Private House,” I would like to know why all
electricians, when comparing the cost of gas with
electric lighting, deliberately ignore the existence of
the incandescent gas burner. It cannot be that
they have never seen it, because shops and houses
all over the world are lit up with it, and have been
for years. But no ; they must needs choose the
worst possible quality of gas and the worst possible
conditions of burner, while they like to choose the
cheapest electric light on the market.
bestIf and
Mr. Taylor had only compared incandescent
gas lighting with incandescent electric lighting, he

the latter
prove that regard
would have been compelledthe toformer
to
with
had not a look in with
cost light for light.

For instance, he takes a 124 candle-power gas at
25. 10d. per thousand
feet. Where is the gas com
pany which turns out such poor stuff at that price ?
Then he says :
Gas lighting : - 24 c.-p . requires i cubic foot for
one hour, which costs

Queries and Replies.
(Attention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and
110 notice will be taken of Queries not complying wiih the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope " Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.

subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
Cuenies on under
the following conditions ( 1 ) Queries dealing
by post
distinct
subjects should be written on different slips, on
with
olle side of the paper only, and the sender's nameMUST b . in

scribed on the back. (2 ) Queries should be accompanied,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
to keep a copy of their Queries for
spondents are( 3 recommended
reference. ) A stamped addressed envelope ( 1101 post-card )
should invariably be enclosed. (4 ) Queries will be answered

as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column

must 11sually elapse before the Reply can be forwarded . (5 )

should understand that some weeks must elapse before the
Reply can be published . The insertion of Replies in this column
cannotbe guaranteed. (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to
The Editor,
THE MODEL
, E .C .) ENGINEER, 35 to 39. Temple House,
Tallis
Street, London

have been replied
The tofollowingare
recently: - selected from the Queries which
for Secondary Cells H . T. (Brighton )
(9895): I Ingredients
writes
should be much obliged if you would give me a little
information with regard to the accumulators described by Mr.
Martinetti on page 256 , Vol. V . ( 1) Does the paste in the cells

charging ; or is
have to dry before the acid is put in to commence
and
the acid put in directly the cells are made up

| lb . of each kind of paste ; by this does hemean 2j lbs. of spongy
lead and the paste extra ? Doesn 't he mean 1 lbs. of spongy lead
when
and 1 lb . of the paste, making 21 lbs. altogether.
writing toAs heTHEsaysMODEL
ENGINEER, on page 89,
Vol. VI : “ It stands to
FT-FE
reason that larger ones

containing,
etc.
instead of 24say,lbs."25, lbs.
(3)
Will only sulphuric
acid do for mixing the

Electric lighting :- -2° C.-p . requires 3:4 watts
X 2.5 C.- P . X 1 hour = 8.5 watts, which at %
pence per unit will cost
8 .5 * * pence or 4 = 4 .

leads in a paste instead of
using sulphate of ammo
nium solution as well ?
Is this salammoniac ? ( 4 )
If I made five of these

cells (which would be
about45 amp.-hour capa
city), could I charge and
discharge the five cells
in parallel with five other
accumulators which have
five plates in each , 8 by
61 ? Of course, that is
supposing that the cur
rent was suitable ; or
would it be advisable to
discharge one and thon

1000

He therefore proves that bad gas at 28. rod. per
thousand, burnt under old -fashioned conditions, is
electricity at 4d. per unit.
theNow
sameas
, let us see how these figures would work out
if incandescent gas burners were used .
The Welsbach people claim that one of their
burners gives a light of 50 candles with a consump

tion of 2 cubic feet per hour.
Assuming that their burner gives a light of 40
candles with a consumption of 21 cubic feet per

the other set ? I should
prefer the former way , if
.
possible
to the
( 1) According
writer of the article , they
are charged before they

hour,
40 divided by 21 = 16 candles per cubic foot at

cleaner, more
why try to make out that it is cheaper than , or even
as cheap as gas, when everybody who uses it knows
very well it is not?
Apologising for troubling you,
I am , Sir, yours truly,
J. L . FEATHERSTONE.
Rathgar, Dublin ,

then charged ?

( 2 ) Mr. Martinetti says for a 10 -amp.-hour cell, 2 ] Ibs. lead and

25. 1od . .. 34 = pence.
1000 or 1000

thousand.
28.Electric
iod. perlighting
:- 16 c.-p . requires 3:4 watts x
16 c.p. x 1 hour = 54:4 watts, which at x pence
per unit will cost
54'41000* ** = 625 Pouco
pence..
Therefore, electricity would have to be sold at # d .
per unit in order to beas cheap as gas.
Fourpence per unit being a fairly low average
price for electricity, we find that, light for light,
as dear
as gas.
is 6 2-5ths
timeshas
electricity
electricity
It is
its advantages.
I admit thatconvenient,
and some say safer ; but
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are dry. ( 2) 1 lbs. of
lead to lb . paste would
be about the correct pro
portion . But, as a matter

of fact, a little more or
less of one or the other
ference. The paste of
the negative all turns to
spongy lead when fully
formed . ( 3) Yes; ammo.

will not make much dif

Design FOR A PUMP - END
View . (See next page.)

nium sulphate is intro
duced by some makers
to get better results
and in many cases it does

give better results. Salammoniac is ammonium chloride, not sul
phate. (4 ) Yes; provided both sets were of the same voltage, i.e.,
the same number of cells in each set. Otherwise one set would
discharge through the other. If their capacities are different, one
will, of course, become exhausted before the other. You can
charge both sets together, too.
(9643) Tesla oil. W . E . G . (Crewe) writes : I wish to make a

small Tesla coil similar to those described in The MODEL ENGINEERS
for May 28th , page 515, and August 20th , page 175, 1903. In the

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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first
description it is stated that the primary wire should be wound
on a glass rod : in the second , an iron rod or core is specified . Will
you kindly favour me with answers to these questions on this
point ?auxiliary
(1)Whatinduction
is the bestcoilmaterial
small?
Tesla
- an irontoroduse, orfora the
glasscore
rodofora tube
(2)
Has
an
iron
rod
any
effect
on
the
high
tension
current
flowing
round it ?
(I) Certainly not an iron rod. Use a glass cylinder or one of
cardboard shellaced or other material which is a good insulator
and
iron rodinformation
is worse onthanbothuseless
as the
core will
of a stand
Tesla oil.
coil. (2)ForAnfurther
points,
see
past
and
future
articles
in
the
series
on
"
Electric
Oscillations
and
Waves," by Mr. R . P . Howgrave-Graham .

[9796] Design for a Pump. H . L . R .(Artbingworth ) writes :
of 3 ins. I wantyou to givemea drawing of a pump for meto make
I havemade a windmill,which actuates an eccentric giving a stroke

December 3, 1903.

-6 ft L . W . L . I ft. 6 ins. beam displacement about 110 lbs . I

do not so much want a racer, but a good steady boat fit for all con
ditions
of weather. I must say how much I appreciate your
journal ; but I wish you would give a competition for a design for

a model
auxiliary
steam would
yacht, answer
up to , say,
7 or 8 ft. 0 .A .
Mr. Paxton
's design
very well in fairly smooth
water, but for open sea sailing, a boat with an S section (not a fin )
would
behave,
perhaps, size wouldWerequire
supposeallyoutwoappreciate
the
fact that
a boat of this better.
men 's rowing
power to keep up with her in anything like a fresh breeze . A
design
for such a craft is rather a large order to undertake for
nothing. It means a lot of work.
[9963] Driving Models from Switchboard W . R . (Bourne

mouth ) writes : Would you mind asking Mr. Hunt to give a descrip
tion of the motive power he uses for driving all his models from his
switchboard : whether from primary batteries or not ?

48 dia studs

Air vessel

COD<

Plunger
2 Belze

Suction

18 bore pipe

Delivery

El Percock
- facing strips

Four Sio studs /
A DESIGN FOR A PUMP.
the pattern from The pump is to raise water 10 ft., and I am told
that the windmill will easily work a pump 2 ins. bore, and the deli
very and suction pipes should be in . What kind of valves do you

recommend
Themill.
pump must have lugs cast on it to bolt it to a
board
beneath? the
Although
we
do
not,
as a many
rule, supply
designs
as the, subject
of
is
one
in
which
a
good
readers
are
interested
we
submit
a design
a 2-in . ram; anpump.
The and
valvespet-cock
are of the
wing type,
the
lift isforadjustable
air vessel
is provided
. and
The
latter
is
not
a
necessity
,
unless
you
are
to
pump
against
a head
of water. The suction end of the pipe in the pond should be inserted
in some sort of a mud trap. If any difficulty occurs with the lifting,

the pump
be sunk necessary
in the ground.
but
this is might
notabsolutely
.

Áp air chamber is shown ,

[9582] ModelYachting.
J. C.from(Brighton
) writesby: Mr.
I havePaxton
just
completed
a ro-rater model yacht
the designs
in Vol. III. I am now desirous ofbuilding a large sea -going model
- about 7 ft. to 7 ft. 6 'ins. 0 .A . I wondered if these same designs,
enlarged , would be suitable , except that I should use a single fin ?

If not, will you , or your esteemed correspondent, Mr. Wilson
Theobald , giveme a design for such a boat ? about 7 ft. 6 ins 0 .A .,

We are indebted to Mr. S . Hunt for the following reply : The

electrical energy, for working the whole of the models, apparatus,
the
smaller set gives 8 volts 15 amps., the larger set 12 volts
30 amps, ; both are connected to the switchboard where they supply
current
to every model, all of which are fully under control, the
current being conveyed by suitable wires from the switchboard to
and lighting the lamps, is supplied from two sets of accumulators,

the electric motors that drive each group of models, most of which

are in glass cases and placed for show or experiment. The group
of half gallon stoneware battery cells, with lifting gear (shown
Fig. 14 in the article ), are used when a powerful and an extra
currentmay be wanted in addition to that supplied by the accumu
lators. For charging the above and other accumulators, a small
dynamo is sometimes used , but I have for several years used with
success a double -fluid primary battery of special construction ,
which will give a steady current suitable for charging, for a month
or six weeks, which I have found far and away superior and cheaper
than
any cells I have used before. However, it would be out of
place to describe it here, but by kind permission of the Editor, I
will forward a photo and details of its construction and use.
(We shall be glad to receive description and photo of this battery
- ED ., M . E . & E .) -

Tho Model Enginoor and Electrician,
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writes :
Telegpaphy.
B . C . (Edgbaston)
Wireless
How either
" or the R" .Collins'
the “ Armand
( 1)[9875]
systems ofwireless
telephony are worked ? Would it be possible to work either of them
with a Wimshurst machine (four plates, 18 ins. diameter) ? (2 )
How a dash can be made when a Wimshurst is used for wireless
of thein
height end
(3) At whatendproportion
telegraphy
be to thatshould
wing at the? transmitting
at thethereceiving
wireless telegraphy ? (4) If you cannot answer question 1, please
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by using the ratchet. In the third figure,the screw has been threaded

through two eyes in the jaws, and thus a vice is formed ; the chain
again and a spanner being used to fasten it to a gatepost or anything

else thatmay be handy. These various changes can be effected in a
couple of minutes or so each . The booklet Mr. Dalton issues with
the tool describes these operations very clearly . A little apparatus

oftourist.
this kind
should , we imagine, be very useful to the motor car
It is quite light and small, so that it may be conveniently

V . DALTON'S
COMBINATION

stowed away, and the general engineer, wheelwright and fanner
should also find it of considerable utility.
Pocket Flash Light. .
Mr. G . Bishop, of Mary Ann Street, Birmingham , whose pocket
fash
-lights
we
reviewed
in this column on October 29th issue,
points out that these lamps may be used for ignition purposes on
a motor cycle in case of the failure of the accumulator. He says
he has ridden a motor cycle for thirty miles without a stop and
without misfiring, with the battery from one of these lamps.
A Picture Post Card for Model Engineers. *
order to take advantage
the post
cardwhich
" craze
Messrs.
W .InJ . Bassett-Lowke
& Co.have ofdesigned
a card
we "think
will

· TOOL AS A

be interesting to themajority of our readers. The view represents

TUT

Fig . 1. - MR. F.

Screw Jack.

describe
any other system of wireless telephony you know (except
the photophone).

( 1) We can give no information about either of these systems.
( 2 ) You will not find it very satisfactory to try to work dot and

arranging
be doneandbyusing
may sparks
though ofitshort
a Wimshurst,
withmachine
dash
a switchso
gives showers
that the

or key which has the power of opening to a very great distance.
or wing at one end as nearly equal as
) Maketo thethat" aerial”
(3possible
at the other . (4 ) We know of no other system
except the photophone or its more modern modifications.

The News of the Trade,
[ The Editor will be pleased to receive for roured under this
heading,
samplesfor and
particulars
new betools,
apparatus,
and materials
amateur
use. Itof must
understood
thai
these reviews are free expressions of Editorial opinion , no
payment of any kind being required or accepted. The Editor
reserves the right to criticise or commend according to the
merits of the goods submitted, or to abstain from inserting a
review
in any case where the goods are not of sufficient interest
to his distinguished
readers.]
Reviews
by the asterisk have been based on actual

Editorial Inspection ofthe goods noticed.

-

A Tool
for Motorists.
Herewith we reproduce
illustrations
ofan extremely useful device
nvented by Mr. F . V . Dalton , of Dean , Kimbolton, St. Neots, more
particularly for the use ofthemotorist in difficulty. The tool is now

Fig . 3. — The TOOL AS A VICE.
" What the Engine-driver Sees ” from the cab window of his iron
, and is tastefully printed in four colours. Messrs. Bassett
steed
Lowke will send a specimen card to any reader on receipt of a penny
stamp ; a single copy, without the nameofthe firm printed upon it,

for itd. or one dozen for iod., post free.

New Catalogues and Lists.
Arnold & Co ., o, Camden Street, Islington , N . - Messrs. Arnold
have just published a new list of electrical novelties, comprising
many
designs of small motors, dynamos, pocket flashlights,
voltmeters and ammeters, electricand
scraf-pins, and hand-lamps, accu
mulators,
electric bells, pushes, switches, indicators,
coils,
vacuum tubes, magic lanterns,
and phonographs. A medical
few designs of
model steam locomotives are included in the catalogue,which
will be

forwarded
byMessrs.Arnold & Co. on receipt of two
stamps. Road,
TheCrypto Works Company,
Ltd., 29, Clerkenwell
London , E .C . - Section I of the Crypto Works Catalogue is a neatly
printed pamphletof twenty pages, fully illustrated, and for themost
part
comprises particulars
their well-known
small electro-mincan
otors
and dynamos.
The list alsoof includes
prices of accumulators,
descent lamps, fans, cell testers, induction coils, and electricalmea

suring instruments. Lists 3d., post free.
The Clyde Model Dockyard,' Argyll Arcade, Glasgow

W.
have received this firm 's new catalogue ofmodel engines for 1902.- and
1903, which comprises

The TOOL AS A
FIG . 2 . -DRILLER
made in steel stampings (instead of in malleable cast iron , a for
merly), and it is said " will lift two tons and drill holes up to $ in , in

anything." The illustration shows three of its arrangements. Fig .
I usedtheasjawsheld
a jack , andtogether
in Fig.by2 ittheis shown
turneda drill
the put
otherin way
up ,
with
chain , and
the end
of a spindle which runs centrally through the screw , and is turned by
the samelever which works the ratchet when the jack is being used.
the
diill can be fed down by grasping the screw and revolving it,or

horizontaland vertical steam engines,
cranes , hot-air enginesmodel
, marine oscillating engines
railway
models
include clockwork
locomotives and carriages. ofThe
various
de
signs
the
several
in
gauges,
many
patterns
steam
of
locomotives,
including the “ Pilot ” and “ King Edward the VII ” locomotives,
and other special designs. Amongst the miscellaneous models are
the model saw -benches, grindstones,
machines, fountains,
windmills, sets of vertical steam enginedrilling
parts for erection : and the
fittings section includes pumps, check-valves, water-gauges, oil-cups,
cocks, and lubricators, water motors, pocket flashlights, small induc
tion and medical coils, electric scarf-pins, dynamos and motors.
“ Planchettes ” and boxes of chemical and electrical novelties are
also listed in the catalogue — a very good book of 72 pages, fully
illustrated , which will be sent to any reader for 6d ., post free.
The Electrical Sundries Manufacturing Co. , 152, Grey
Manchester. We have received some illustrated
Mare Lane,
leaflets describing this firm 's combination shades and lamp-holders
for miniature electric lamps, small power dynamos, and electric
alarm clocks. These lists will be sent post free to any reader of The
MODEL ENGINEER. A complete catalogue is also issued , price 2d .,
post free.
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Answers to Correspondents.

The Editor's Page.

J. S . (Barrow -in -Furness). - See the issue of March
15th , 1902, for proportion of ports for a double

A VERY important event in the history of The
A Model ENGINEER is shortly to take place
the details of which are announced elsewhere
in this issue. It is really a double event, involving,

action oscillating cylinder.
G . H . A . (Atherstone). - The boiler with tubes will
just about work the engine ; however, the design

is not a good one.

F . C . (Strand). - Depends entirely upon the type of

as it does, a removal to new and more extensive
premises, and the inauguration of a new department

E . M . (Bradford ). - Write to our advertisers.

to undertake the publishing of our periodicals and

E . H . B . (Derby). - See the issue of February 15th ,

books under our own management and our own roof.
Apart from its purely commercial aspect, we feel

T. P . (Pickering). - All that is needed is a magnet
for the hook and soft-iron pieces in themouths of
the fish . We believe the latter are obtainable

that this consolidation of the various working de
partments will be distinctly for the good of the
journal and its readers. Amongst other things, it
will obviate the delays which must occasionally
occur through themis-direction of letters, when the
Editorial and Publishing addresses are different,
and the control of the distributing arrangements

will certainly tend to bring us in closer touch with
our readers. As it is quite possible that this change
may in some cases produce a temporary interrup

tion in the supply of the journal through the usual
agents, we would ask each reader to assist us to
obviate this difficulty as much as possible by inform
ing the agent from whom he buys his M . E . of the
new publishing address. If this is done promptly,
every agent should be able to ensure the continuity

of his supply . It is important to bear in mind that
this publishing change does not take effect till
January ist ; but naturally the agents will require
to be advised in good time beforehand , and the
kindly co-operation of our readers in this matter will

prevent any agent being overlooked.

engine.
1901.

from most toy-shops.

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the papar
only, and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address . It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expecied or not, and all MSS . should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejestion. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.

This journal will be sent post free to any address for izs. per
annum
,payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Postal
Order.

Advertisement ratesmay be had on application to the Advertise

ment Manager.

How to ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c., for review , to be addressed
to THE EDITOR , “ The Model Engineer," 35 to 39. Temple House,
Tallis Street, London, E . C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Model Engi
neer," 35 to 39, Temple House, Tallis Street, London , E .C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales ofthe naper
and books to be addressed to the Publishers, Dawbarn & Ward .
Limited, 6 , Farringdon Avenue, London , E .C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123. Liberty Street, New York , U . S.A .. to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .

In connection with the foregoing announcement,

Contents.

we may say that we have a number of new hand
books in the press, several of these being for the
popular M .E . sixpenny series. No. 16 in this series,
entitled , “ Acetylene Gas : How to Make and Use

[The asterisk (*)denotes that this subject is illustrated ]

it,” will be a practical little treatise on the con
struction and working of small acetylene generators,
and should be especially useful to those who wish to
use the brilliant acetylene gas for lantern work,

. . 529
530
533
531

engine, and will explain accurately , but in quite
simple language, the construction and uses of the
various parts. It will be fully illustrated by draw
ings and photographs of modern types of locomo
tives, and will form an admirable handbook for
those who are making a first acquaintance with this
interesting subject.

: ::::: :::: :: ::

topics, Mr. C . S. Lake. It will be a thoroughly up
to -date description of the modern locomotive

The Latest in Engineering . .
How Appara
to tus
Make Experimental Electrical 532
* ..
..
Milling in Small Lathes*
..
A Model Electric Light Plant *
Sinple
Lessons in Pattern -Making * ..
An Automatic Early Morning Waiter*
A Simply Constructed Model Boiler* . .
Prize Competitions ..

Model Yachting Correspondence *
For the Bookshelf
...
Practical Letters from our Readers
Queries and Replies * . .
The News of the Trade
New
CataloguesPageand Lists ..
The Editor
's
.
.. .
Answers to Correspondents ..

: : : : : : : : : : : : : :

work of that well-known writer, on locomotive

Workshop Notes and Notions* . . .

PAGE
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or for lighting rooms or small buildings. The

next book, No. 17 in the same series , will be “ The
Locomotive, Simply Explained ,” and will be the

A Neatly Designed Model Locomotive
The Society ofModel Engineers
The Junior Institution of Engineers . .
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My Horizontal Engine and Boiler. .
By E . R . Turner .

MR. E . R . TURNER 'S MODEL HORIZONTAL ENGINE AND BOILER.

THE horizontal engine and boiler here de
scribed and represented by the accompanying
photos were made by myself, including all
patterns, and castings, and machining of same.
The process occupied about three months, working
at every opportunity. The cylinder was cored out
} in., and bored at three cuts to i in ., using boring

throw crank. The steam ports are in .by $ in ., the
exhaust being 3- 16ths in . by 4 in .; these were bored
with twist drill and cut out with small chisel. The
valve spindle runs through slot in back of valve
with lock -nuts, and tail-end is guided by dummy
gland in rear of valve -box.
The force-pump has 5 -16ths in . diameter ram by
in . stroke, and phosphor-bronze clacks. The fly
wheel is 8 ins. diameter by in . on face. I endorse

bar and cutters between lathe centres, and after
wards polished out with an emery mandrel.
upon mandrel, as also were the lids, glands, eccen
trics, clack -boxes and force-pump barrel.

The flanges were turned with cylinder mounted

the opinion ofMr. Caparn - viz ., that rings are ofno
use in small pistons, so mine is packed with lamp
cotton saturated with oil, as this makes it last much

The slide-bars were filed true to a straightedge,
and have loose tops. The gudgeon -pin is keyed into
crosshead , thus it cannot reciprocate with the con

longer than dry packing.
The boiler is of the locomotive pattern , having
barrel 4 ins. diameter by 14 ins. long. The firebox
is 5 ins. high , 5 ins. long, ani 4 ins. wide,having 4 in .

necting-rod, which is 5 ins. long and adjustable at
both ends. The crankshaft is forged from bar iron ,

and turned up to 5- 16ths in . diameter, having i in.

I

water space all round. There are seventy -eight
stays having nuts inside firebox. The boiler is con

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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structed throughout of 18 B . W .G . galvanised steel ;

this I adopt in preference to copper, as its cost is
about half that of the latter, and being much
stiffer it does not spring between thestays and rivets,
as does copper, on account of its softness. All
fittings are of my own manufacture, including
pressure-gauge, water -gauge, double lever safety

December 10, 1903

The Society of Model Engineers .
London .
FUTURE MEETINGS. — The next meeting of the
Society will take place on Thursday December roth ,
when a Rummage Sale will be held . On December

19th (Saturday) the visit to the
South Kensington Museum will
take place. Members wishing to
join the party should be at the en
trance to the Pateni Museum , Ex
hibition Road , at 3. 30 . As already

briefly announced, the portfolio cir
culating amongst country members
has for the momentbeen withdrawn
from circulation , and the Commit
tee are engaged revising and ad
ding new matter thereto , and they

will be obliged if all members able
to contribute interesting articles or
photographs will send same for in
clusion therein . These articles and
photos, and all future communica
tions with regard to the portfolio ,
should be addressed to the Hon .

Sec., HERBERT G . RIDDLE, 37 ,
Minard Road , Hither Green ,

A VIEW OF ENGINE, SHOWING THE PUMP.

S.E.

valve, wheel stop valve, check
valve, and blow - down cock .

The heating surface is 163 sq .
ins., and the grate area is 20 sq .
ins. The boiler raises steam with

coal fire from cold water in ten
minutes, and does not spring
anywhere at 80 lbs, per sq. in .

I have to run with the firedoor
open to prevent safety- valves
blowing . The feed water flows
out of an open tank underneath
the barrel into an enclosed tank

under the fire-grate, and thence

to the pump, by which time it
is heated to about 120 degs. A
sketch of the feed -water heater

as used is given herewith , also
photographs of engine and boiler,

and patterns and moulding
boxes. The engine drives a small
dynamo (not shown in the

photograph ),which has an armature 2 ins. diameter,
and had an output of 60 watts.

PATTERNS AND MOULDING Boxes.
Provincial Societies.
Leeds. - On Tuesday evening, November 17th ,

Boiler Barrel

Firebox Casing
Reber Pipe

A

Supply Tank (open top

the Annual General Meeting of this Society was
held, when the Annual Report and Balance-sheet
were read -- the Balance -sheet being very satis
factory , and showing that the Society is steadily

progressing. Afterwards the Chairman read over the
rules for revision . There was no alteration. Next
the Officers for the ensuing year were elected , as
follows : - Chairman , F . C . Speke ; Vice -chairman ,
C . W . Dawson. Committee Messrs. R .. Siddle,
W . Scaife, W . Harrington , J. Hilman , and W .

Stoyle. Librarian , R . Siddle. Treasurer, Dr.
Wear. Secretary, W . H . Broughton. Afterwards

Ashpon
1 Heating Tank
Supply Pipe

arrangements were made for visits to various works
during the ensuing year. - W . H . BROUGHTON , Hon
Secretary .

December to, 1903
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holes and nuts at the back . The centre one will

A Design for a Model Compound
Undertype Engine and Boiler .

have to be placed on the rod before the parts are

brazed together. As shown in the general arrange
ment, the ashpan door beds on to the projecting

piece of the ashpan and should make a fair fitting
joint. To allow of partial or complete opening of

By HENRY GREENLY.
(Continued from page 103.)

the door, a curved rack may be pivoted to one side
of the ashpan door, and be arranged so that the

Working

wheel

ajom18/-

shut

si bossomo Tray

L waste pi

to the middle only . Two runners top
and bottom are employed , and should
be made out of 1 in . by 3 - 32nds in .
bright steel strip , and attached to the
backplate in three placesby screws; at
each connection a distance piece or

Door
oben
handle

Shur

E

in ., and should be tapered to suit the
inclination of the backplate of the inner
firebox. The firehole ringmay be fixed
with in . rivets at 1 in . pitch , but the
writer would prefer to see it screwed
in with countersunk headed screws
(the sameas used for the stays), these
screws being tapped into the inner
plate only and back -nutted ; in any
case, to allow of the type of firedoor
illustrated on the accompanying draw
ing being used , the rivets or screws
must be flush on the outside. Two
firedoors are intended, each to slide in
the runners from their respective sides

abuail
to

notches will engage a strip of 1-16th steel plate
THE BOILER : FIREDOOR, WATER GAUGE,
attached to the bedplate. The notches of, course ,
BLOWER, ETC.
EAVING the consideration of the engine de
tails for a time, for the purpose of giving by
additional general views a clearer idea of the
model as a whole, 1 submit a rear elevation of the
boiler and bedplate showing themount
CO3
ings, firedoors, and other details.
The size of the oval fire opening is .
1} ins. by 24 ins., the ring being & in .
Brivets
wide, making the casting 2 ins. by
3 ins.,over all. The thickness of the
ring shculd be, in the rough, at least

U handle
Counnars for firofoors >

washers being inserted to keep the two
runners or slides at the proper dis

"33

tance apart.

The doors may be of iron , steel, or
brass-plate, and will be found to be
All

space left between the runners.
It is important, where solid fuel is
to be used, that an ashpan door be
fitted to regulate the passage of air to
the fire, and, if this is done, furious
“ blowing off " should seldom occur
when the engine is at work or is
rack 2
brought to rest with a heavy fire ; both
firedoor and ashpan door being neces
sary for the perfect management of
the running of the engine and boiler.
The ashpan door may be made of
1- 16th in . or 5-64ths in steel plate,
and should be brazed to a steel rod
filed nearly semi-circular to receive it. Three
hinge eyes should be used , one of which - the

end one ---may be simply turned down and
screwed into the bedplate casting (see coloured
plate ), the others of necessity requiring clearance

ys

ET

plate). The doors should be rebated
on the top and bottom edges to fit the

16

more convenient to manipulate if fitted
with two handles (see also coloured

-

-

(Vodia Yzpitch
--

- SSSSSS

wide

handle ,
= = = = =

REAR ELEVATION OF BOILER.
could engage the bedplate itself; but this portion of
the structure being cast-iron and a sharp edge a
necessity , it ha., been thought better to show on the
drawings an additional steel strip attached to the
face of the bedplate,
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The curved and notched rack should be extended
past the pivot on the door to form a trigger, by
means of which the rack may be lifted to clear the
notches when the door is to be lowered . The weight
of the rack , which should not be pivoted stiffly ,
should always tend to make the notches of the rack
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any amateur with suitable tools will find it quite
within his powers to make. The body of the gauge
is formed of drawn hexagonal brass rod, the stalks
attaching the two main parts to the boiler being
silver-soldered on . The top cap allows for the
renewal of the glass and at the bottom a stock
pattern straight-nosed cock or union cock may be
fitted , the waste pipe passing down to the left-hand
side of the ashpan door.

Trigger

(To he continued.)
PROCESS FOR BRONZING CAST IRON . — The

Curved

Rack
i Steel Plate
J

AV

altached

RACK FOR ASHPAN DOOR.
engage the sharp edge of the steel plate, as the door
is opened .
The rear elevation of the boiler also shows the
staying of the backplate. It will be noticed that

Maschinenbauer describes the following process for
imparting to common cast iron all the rich glow of
bronze, without covering it with a metal or an alloy .
Having thoroughly cleansed the surface and rubbed
it down smooth , apply evenly a coat of vegetable
oil, say sweet or olive oil, and heat the iron object
being careful that the temperature does not rise
high enough to burn the oil. At the moment of
decomposition of the oil the cast iron will absorb
oxygen , and this forms upon the surface a brown

oxide skin or film , which takes a fast hold and is so

hard that it will admit of a high polish , thus be
stowing upon the iron a most striking resemblance
to bronze.

the number of stays is
considerably reduced , this

being due to the large
amount of support afford
ed to the inner and outer
back plates of the fire
box by the firehole ring.
The longitudinal stays
(which are of larger sec
tional area than the short
side stays ), and the regu
lator and steam pipe also
support the back -plate to

a considerable extent.
Another important item
in the working of the
engine is the blower, part

ly shown in the accom
panying view . A hollow
stay being used to con
duct the steam from the

back of the boiler to the
smokebox, a connection to
this stay with some sort
of a supply regulator is

required in a suitable posi
A new pattern of
small wheel valve being

tion .

now on the market, one
AN EXPERIMENTAL COMPOUND DYNAMO. By E . L . P .
may be requisitioned for
this purpose. The type
(For drawings and description see pages 558 to 562.)
I have in inind has a male
end which may be screwed into the back -plate, but I
MR. S. F . Cody, the inventor of the war kite,
as a short piece of upturned pipe is required inside
recently arrived at Dover from Calais, in his col
to take the steam from the highest point of the
boiler, a more practicable method will be to screw
the wheel valve into an oval plate and fix this to
the back -plate with two small screws.

The water-gauge illustrated is a simple one with
large passages, and is of a kind which I have found
absolutely reliable. It is as small as can be recom
mended -- the passages being at least 5 - 32nds in . in
lore, and the glass in . in outside diameter - and

lapsible kite-boat, after an all-night journey across
the Channel, and by his trip claims to have estab
lished the practical value of his kite inventions for
navigable purposes. He left Calais about eight
o 'clock on Friday evening with a favourable wind .

The boat, about 14 ft. in length , had been rendered
unsinkable and self-righting. It carried a small
bamboo mast fore and aft. The kite was keptatan
altitude of about a -quarter of a mile .
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to front at intervals of in . The trays should vary

Workshop Notes and Notions,

in width , and be placed one on top of the other,
having the largest at the bottom . Sizes may be

for Tapping.
A Suggestion
By G . E . M .

determined upon , according to requirements. If
the stack of trays are kept on the bench, behind
the vice, they will prove a means of keeping your
files always handy.

It not infrequently happens that a hole is required
to be tapped with a thread of the same pitch , but

Making Eccentric Sheaves.

passan

By G . W . HALPIN .
Having seen several letters with reference
to turning small eccentric sheaves, I enclose a
sketch showing the way I turned some sheaves a
few days ago. The hole through the eccentric was
rather too small for a mandrel to take in both the
centres. I first drilled the eccentric in a four-jaw
chuck, and faced one side ; then I took a small
1 faceplate (24 ins. diameter) which had a centre

PLOG TO FIT GROOVE OF TAPER Tap.
larger in diameter than the standard taps. In many
cases the form or size of the work to be operated on
does not admit of cut
ting this in the lathe;
therefore, the following
little wrinkle may
prove useful : - Cut a
piece of steel or brass
to roughly fit in one
of the grooves in taper
tap, and file a series of
notches (of same pitch
and shape of thread ) on

Face-plate of Lathe
6 in . dia !
a

small face .

-plate 2 "dia.

outside, so that they

project a trifle beyond

EEA

the threads. Tap the
hole out in the usual

Eccentric

way first ; then start
tap again with plug in

to be turned
I'dia v
Paper between

face-plates.

centie
scre
ITUUT

groove. This presses
the opposite cutting
edge into the work ,
and by starting again
with the plug higher
in the groove the
thread may be cut out
to any size, within rea
sonable limits.

METHOD OF TURNING ECCENTRIC SHEAVES .
File Trays.
By J. E . B .

screw , as illustrated some time ago, and clamped it

A very useful and tidy addition to the worl shop
js a tray or any number of trays for files, as shown
in sketch herewith .

against the large faceplate, putting the sheave
against the boss, and securing it with the centre
screw . I then turned the rim and part of the other
side. The remainder of the work not machined at
this operation may either be filed or turned
off with the sheave placed on a mandrel.
Of course, the eccentricity has to be set to

They can be made of 4-in. deal about 12 ins, long,
- - 12 "

a scribed circle.

'File TRAY:
and a strip about' i in. deep fastened along one of
its sides and the two ends. The interinediate space
should be divided by in . strips, sprigged from br k

An interesting and important ' collection
of railway material is being formed at the
Museum of Science and Art, Kelvingrove ,
Glasgow , the idea being to cover the period
from the time when the Romans brought
over the system of stone roads down to the
year 1893, and this will involve the collec
tion and arrangement of between sixty
and seventy different exhibits. The visi ! tor will be able to see at a glance the name
oor each inventor and the exact details of his
invenion .
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An Experimental Compound

studs, which are screwed into the poles. The
bearing next pulley is carried at the centre of a four

Dynamo.

the four studs and secured with nuts ; this is shown
at Fig. 5, also the brass ring. The bearing at com

armed spider of brass, which is drilled to pass over

By E . L . P .
THE accompanying drawings of an experimental

mutator end is at the top of an L -shaped bracket,
bolted to lower part of brass ring, as seen in Fig . 4 .

four-pole compound dynamo may be of in
terest to electrical readers. It was made
about ten years ago , and was designed to work at
any voltage from 4 to 25, and give currents up to

Both bearings are bushed with gunmetal. It re
quired very careful setting-out and fitting to get
the bearings in line, and an equal clearance between
armature and poles all round.
The armature shaft was turned from a piece of

20 amps. ; its output for continuous running is

mild steel, a collar being left between armature

about 375 watts.

supports and commutator . The arma

ture is carried on two 3-armed brass
spiders bored to fit on shaft with slots
cut for a steel feather pinned to the
shaft. On the inside of core plates,
three grooves were cut about 1-32nd in .
deep, and in . wide to fit over the

- - - - - - - - - 105 - - . - - - - - - - - - -

* - . 346 - - *

- -

1.-. # - 6

-

spider to ensure positive driving.
Each armature disc had a coat of
black enamel on one side, and, when
dry, placed on spider with iron rings
1 in . thick on the outside, the whole

being pressed tightly together

Fig.3

- V- - -

23.
SECTION OF ARMATURE
SLOTS.

There are two separate C -shaped wrought-iron
field -magnets, 2 } ins. by it ins. in section , and are
shown in elevation by Fig . 1. They were made at
an engineering works, and are forgings rough -turned
all over, the poles being bored to a radius to clear

.

by a nut on the shaft. The
slots, sides, and interior of
core were then insulated with
two thicknesses of brown
paper, coated on one side
with thick shellac varnish ; if
used in this state and allowed
to stand half a minute or so ,

it will be very sticky and will hold on to the metal
almost immediately, and make very good insu
lation .
The armature was wound while on the shaft with

armature ; the object in using magnets of this form
was to obtain an

No. 19 d .c.c. wire special close covering to '05, and

easy path for the

magnetic

lines ,

avoiding angles or

joints and to dis
pense with iron not
required for the
magnetic circuit,
extra pieces of cast.

sent fixed on a woo1
base , but a metal
base, as indicated
by the dotted lines,

UDOWONG

7 . - ak 3 - 7

- .- * * -V

VODUSCULOEOJU

^

- te

WYNI

FACE

--

Poul

022424 /

" 933
2-*

iron were fitted to
poles to bring the
area up to that re
quired .
A plan of ma
chine half in sec
tion is shown by
Fig. 2 ; it is at pre

("- - - - Tā

would be an im

K - - - -

provement.
The armature ,
Ý Ý .
shown at Fig. 3. is
the slotted ring
type, 4 ins. diam
eter, having thirty
six slots of the section shown ; these were punched
out in a small press made for the purpose.
The field -magnets are held in position by two cast

- 25 -!

- - >

Fig 4

SECTION AT C . D .

brass rings, with four bosses drilled to clear

in .

another advantage in having a large number of
sections in a ring armature was evident, as a com

paratively short length of wire has to be passed
through the inside of the core. Every other
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A DESIGN FOR A 375-WATT FOUR-POLE COMPOUND DYNAMO.
DUL
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I
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UMT W

SHUNT

, | SERIES

. -

UM

WIR

SHUNT

Fig. 1 day
- -----.. . -ONYOMWA

ELEVATION & SECTION
ON LINE AB

Ś2. BRASS

STUDS AT E
10972.
169781562

SECTION OF BOBBIN
FOR SHUNT COILS

VARIOSDADOORKO

ZUR

BUL

B
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.

Fig ?

A - - - -

HALF PLAN

HALF PLAN

OF TOP

AT CENTRE LINE

For description ]

SCALE

(see pages 558-560.
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section was wound all round, the interior being

covered evenly, then the vacant slots were wound,
the wire overlapping the sections first put on, on
the inside, a layer of tape being first put over the
corners of the first winding. There are thirteen
turns in each slot, and about 1 } lbs. of wire was
used .
The commutator was made from a gunmetal
casting, turned up all over with coned grooves at
each end ; it was given to a wheel-cutter in Clerken
well to cut up, but this turned out an expensive
item .
Themica insulation is about 1- 32nd in . thick , the

December 10 , 1903.

run for 8 to 15 volts at 900 to 1, 200 revolutions per
minute, and when the switches are placed as at H ,
the four shunt coils are in parallel, having a resist
ance ofabout 2 ohms and giving 4 to 8 volts at 600
to 700 revolutions. As a compound dynamo, the
leads would be connected to the negative terininal
and the top positive terminal, and as a shunt ma
chine for charging accumulators, connect to negative
and lower positive termina s.

When run by a 1 h.-p . oil engine, the dynamo
has lit up six 15 -volt 5 C.-p. lamps, and drive an
electric motor taking 3 or 4 amps., or will melt
6 ins. of No. 22 iron wire, which takes about 15
At the full load of 25 volts anu in amps. and

coned ends having a red fibre ring 1- 32nd in . thick ,

amps. at 10 volts.

well dried and coated with shellac, and some thin
mica rings. The bars are clainped together be
tween two coned rings on a sleeve fitting tight on
shaft with a nut outside, as shown in Fig. 3.

running at 2, 100 revolutions per minute, the lines
put through the armature core by each field -magnet

The ends of each section of wire on the armature

were soldered into slots in two adjacent commu
tator bars in the usual way ; four brushes are used
instead of cross connecting opposite bars.
The brush gear is shown in detail hy Fig . 6 . The
rocker is a brass casting with four arms, and is

are 180 ,000, and adding 25 per cent. for leakage, each
magnet would carry 225,000 lines. The area of

magnet being 3 sq. ins., the density would be
75, 000 lines per sq . in ., which is well below satura .

tion point. The efficiency of machine at full load
is about 85 per cent., as the following figures will
show : - Current in shunt coils,when all in series, is :
25 · 32 = 78 amp. x 25 =
19:50 watts used .

The resist-

ance of armature between
brushes is '1 ohm . Resistance

of series coils, the two in
parallel, 05 ohm =- '15 ohm
X 16 amps. = 2.4 volts used
in armature and series coils
x 16 amps. = 38.4 , the watts

used in same. Totalwatts used
in machine, 19'5 + 38 -4 = 579,

which , added to watts used in
outer circuit, 375, = 432'9 .
A

TRIAL has recently been

made at the Dudley Colliery,near
Newcastle, New South Wales, of
a
new safety lamp, the distinctive
BEARING AND RING AT PULLEY END
feature ofwhich is that,instead of
oil, it burnsacetylene gas.
DEPOSITS of asbestos have recently been dis
bored to rotate on the bearing bush ; holes were
covered in the vicinity of the river Kitai, an auxiliary
then drilled through the two lugs for clamping
screw and bolt, and then sawn in half through the
river of the Angora river, and an Irkutsk firm has
lugs. The brush holders were made as shown, with
secured a concession to work them . The Siberian
another joint, so that the angle of each brush may
asbestos is said to be superior to the Alpine asbestos.
and to be equal to Canadian asbestos. Asbestos de
be more easily adjusted .
Each of the field -magnets had two bobbins of
posits are also to be found in the UralMountains.
22
THE ENGINEERS' CLUB . - Under the foregoing title
sheet brass 1-32nd in . thick , holding it lbs.A No.
space
S.C.C. wire, there being 6 lbs. altogether.
a new association has been formed for thepromotion
of social intercourse between members of the en
is left at the centre of each magnet betwen the two
bobbins for the series winding, consisting of ninety .
gineering and allied professions. The programme
of events opened with a smoking concert at
three turns of No. '4 D .C .C. wire ; this was put on
after the shunt coils were slipped into position , and
the Westminster Palace Hotel, on Friday, Novem
the cast pole-pieces fixed. All parts receiving wire
ber 27th , and a children's party and a Cinderella
dance will be held at the Caxton Hall, Westmin
were insulated with several layers of brown paper
coated with shellac varnish .
ster,on Saturday, December 12th . An attractive list
In order to use the machine effectively for
ofother social gatherings to follow is being prepared .
The club hasbeen founded under the auspices of the
different voltages, the four sections of shunt wire
were each connected to the terminal board as
Junior Institution of Engineers, butmembership is
shown in Fig. 7, and, with all coils in series, having
open to the profession generally upon proper intro
a resistance of about 32 ohms, the machine can be
duction . It is hoped , in the future, to be able to
engage permanent rooms, so that members may
used for any voltage from 15 to 25 (running at
enjoy the usual advantages of a club house. Mr.
1,800 to 2,100 revolutions), and by moving the
small switch levers to the position shown at

two

pairs of coils are put in series and parallel, reducing

the resistance to 8 ohms: the machine can then be

Fred . S . Pilling, 20 , Victoria Street, Westminster,
$. W ., one of the joint Hon . Secretaries, will be
pleased to answer any enquiries.
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DETAILS OF COMPOUND DYNAMO .

(see pages 558-560.

Fig .6
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DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS TO TERMINAL BOARD.
Shunt Winding 6 lbs. N° 22 S.C.C. copper
3 lbs. No 14 d.cc - .
Series u -

Armature con

1 /2 16s.No 19 d.c.c.

om

1/2 tbs on each bobbin
192 lbs each side

13 turns in each slot
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Lessons in Workshop Practice.
(Continued from page 488.)
III. - Files, and How to Use Them .
By Chas . W . Cook .

E may , I think, safely assume that the sub

ject of this article — the File — is, with the
exception of the hammer and chisel, the
most widely known and used of any of the hand
tools, it being employed in one or other of its many
forms in most of the industries. It is, perhaps, the
tool most used in a mechanical workshop, and the
one we could least do without, and a description of
some of those most generally used and a few hints
bearing upon their keep and the methods of using

them , will, perhaps, be of some service to model

DOUBLE -Cut FILE .
engineers generally. To describe every kind of file
would take a much larger amount of space than is
at our disposal, so wewill consider only those likely
to be found in a small workshop - the flat, square,
round, half-round , triangular or saw , and the rasp .

These are, with the exception of the last-named ,
divided into five grades : the rough , bastard,
second cut, smooth , and dead smooth or superfine;
and another one is sometimes made between the
rough and bastard called themiddle cut.
Files are generally known by their place of manu
facture - Lancashire or Sheffield - and by their
length and cut and shape,as, for instance, a Sheffield

)-in . rough, flat file. The former named file was at
one time considered to be the best file, but there is
now practically no difference in the quality , but
some difference will be found in the names of the
two kinds. The teeth of files are either double -cut,
single -cut,or rasp -cut - each one being distinct from
the others. In addition to the above three cuts,
there is now another called the new or shoot cut,
which possesses some advantages over the others
when used on wrought iron and steel, as it to some
extent prevents “ pinning."

The length of a file ismeasured in inches from the
or part upon which the handle is fixed . The
double-cut file has two series of cuts inclined in
point or end to the shoulder, exclusive of the tang

opposite directions across the face, making a
diamond- shaped tooth , and is made in the grades

mentioned above. The single -cut file, sometimes
called the float-cut, has but one series of cuts at an
angle across the face , and is generally made in three

grades — rough , bastard , and smooth . The new or
shoot cut is of the double-cut variety , differing only
in the angle of cut, one cut being made almost
square across the face. The rasp -cut is quite dis .
tinct from the others, its teeth being raised on the
face with a pointed punch , the teeth being more or

less of a conical shape, and when made for use with
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wood is sold in threw grades — rough, bastard, and
smooth . The flat file is usually double -cut, one
edge being single cut and the other blank, this edge
being known as the safe edge. There are several
varieties of the flat file, some of them being very
thin and narrow ; these are then known by the
name of pillar, cotter, hand , warding, equalling,
etc., these differing from each other in the width
and thickness and shape, the “ hand ” being tapered
in the thickness towards the end, the “ equalling "
of parallel thickness and width , and the “ warding "
very thin and tapering towards the point. The
square file is also usually double-cut and is of equal
width and thickness for about two-thirds of its
length , then tapering off to a point, and is made in
the five grades before mentioned . The " round "
file, often called the “ rat tail," is of the single -cut
variety, being made up of rows of teeth from the
end to the tang, the rows slightly intersecting with
each other, and, like the square file, tapers to a
point from about two-thirds of its length ; these
files may also be obtained of the same diameter
throughout, and are then known as parallel-round ,
or " gulleting.” Half-round files are double -cut on
the face, the half-round side having a number of
rows of single-cut teeth covering it, the rows inter
secting each other at different angles, and in shape
tapering to a point; another variety is known as the
crossing or double half-round , the teeth being cut
the same as the half-round side of the former one.
The Lancashire and the Sheffield half-rounds differ
somewhat in shape , the Lancashire having a higher

back or half-round side. The triangular or saw
file, sometimes called the three-square file, is
generally single -cut, and tapers from about the
middle to the point which , for a short distance, is
usually without teeth ; there are also several varie
ties of this kind of file, made in several grades, but
not so many as the round and half-round which are
graded the same as the flat and the square. When
buying a new file, the quality must be judged from

its general appearance, and the buyer should hold it
up to the light and run his eye along the teeth ,
which should be sharp and smooth , and it is as well
to ring it on another piece ofmetal to ascertain if
cracked .

SINGLE OR FLOAT-CUT FILE
After the file has been obtained the owner will
want to know how to use it, that is, if he be
one who has not had any experience of filing, and

to better explain this it is advisable to begin by
considering the method of holding the work to be
operated on , which , in most cases, will be by the
“ vice ." To obtain the best results, the “ vice ”
should be so fixed that when a piece of square
metal – a lathe tool, for instance — is screwed up
flush with the top of the jaws, a spirit level laid on
the top will indicate that it is level both ways. The

height of the vice from the floor will be found to
vary with the operator- a person with a long length
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of " leg " requiring it higher than would be neces
sary for a short person , and the best way of settling
this is to fix it so that the height of the top of the
jaws corresponds to the height of the operator' s

elbow . If the nature of the work be rough and
heavy the vice should be lower, and if light and
delicate it should be a little higher. The operation
of filing is one that requires very considerable prac
tice before one is able to file a surface even approx
imately , flat and smooth ; in fact, it may be said to
be practically impossible to do this on a large
surface, and in the engineering works this is now
never attempted , the planing, shaping , and milling
machines being employed for this purpose : and
when a still greater degree of accuracy is required ,
as in the case of slide- valves and surface plates, the
scraper — which will form the subject of a future
artiele -- is resorted to after machining. However ,
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should not stand in a rigid position, but should let
the legs take a share in thework , the greater part of
the weight of the body on the forward stroke being
transferred from the left leg to thework , and on the
return stroke from the work to the leg .
The speed at which a file should be used will
of necessity, vary with the work and also with the
file used , but should not be too fast nor too slow , but
at such a rate as will enable the operator to use the
whole length of the file, taking a long, steady stroke.
For finishing brass work - using a smooth or dead

smooth file — the rate of speed will, of course, be in
creased , and a good tip when using a smooth , flat
file for finishing a flat surface is to lightly press with
the fingers of the left hand on the top side or face of
the file at the front end, the back end of the file being
held clear of the work . Holding the file by the left

hand should also be practised, as this is a useful
knack to acquire, and is of service when filing close
up to the faceplate or chuck in the lathe. A useful
article for the embryo filer to practise upon is a com
mon iron nut, say, I in , or if ins., and file it up true
to shape and flat on the sides ; when he can manage

B .

SECTIONS OF FLAT, SQUARE, AND ROUND Files.
as the use of the file is not confined to the produc
tion of flat surfaces, we will consider themethod of
using it for generalwork . To begin with , do not use
a new file on the rough surface of a casting or on the
outer skin of wrought iron , as the sand and scale
will quickly settle your new file. Before beginning
work on a new casting, well rub it with a hard brush
to remove the sand, and then use an old file to get
under the skin . Another plan is to put your small
castings in an earthenware vessel containing sul
phuric acid and water in the proportion of about

6 of water to i of acid for brass and gunmetal, and
from about 15 to 25 parts of water to I of acid for
cast-iron, for a day or so . Forgings may be quickly
freed froin scale by immersing in sulphuric acid and
hot water - 25 of water to i of acid - for about ten
thus, they will dry before becoming rusty .
It is advisable to keep separate files for use with
brass and iron ; the extra cost for two files where one

this, he may fairly consider that he is making pro
gress. When roughing-out to shape , the file cuts
should not be made all in one direction , but at
different angles in the same plane, as this allows of
the marks or furrows to cross and intersect each
other, making the work easier. When desirous of
obtaining a flat surface, and the work is approaching
this, the strokes of the file should first bemadein one
direction and then at a right-angle to it, and
diagonally from corner to corner, as, by working in
this way, the hollow and high places are detected .
When finishing with a smooth or dead-smooth file,
the operator should endeavour to make the file
marks or furrows parallel with each other and all in
the same direction , as this is very necessary if a
finished surface is desired . To fully appreciate the

marks or furrows left by a file, the operator should ,
if he has access to a microscope, focus his highly
finished piece ofwork under it, and he will probably
be astonished at the '' ploughed - field " appearance his

minutes, and then rinsing in hot water ; if treated

would have done saving itself later, and it tends to
produce better work . Always fit a good handle to
the file and keep it for that file, as it is a bad plan to
take the handle off a file to use for another. Handles
are cheap and are also easy to make ; a piece of
wood of the necessary thickness -- a piece cut from a
1 -in . board , for instance, and turned to the shape re
quired , and using narrow pieces of brass tube or iron
pipe for the ferrules, making very good handles.
The best position to assumewhen filing is to stand
with one leg behind the other, about twenty -four

inches separating them . The file should be grasped
by the righthand, the end of the handle fitting into
the palm , the thumb and forefinger of the left hand
holding the end or point of the file to guide it. It
must be remembered that the file only cuts one way
- that is, on the forward cut, and it is on this cut, or

stroke that the pressuremust be applied , this being
proportionate to the work operated on . On the re

turn stroke the file should just not touch the work ,
or, in any case, should only just slide along the sur
face. When working on heavy work , where a large
amount of metal has to be removed , the operator

E

SECTIONS OF HALF -ROUND AND TRIANGULAR
FILES.

job presents. When filing hollows, grooves, and
holes with a round file, it should be given a twist

or spiral motion on the forward stroke to cross the
marks and employ as much of the surface of the file
as possible. When filing and finishing pieces of
metal of round or square section, or ofnarrow width ,
the method of draw - filing may be employed , this
being as follows : - After the work has been made

fairly smooth , a dead smooth file should be held by
both hands, one at each end of the file, across the
work in the same way as one would hold a spoke
shave for working on wood. The file is drawn up
and down along the surface of the work , producing
very fine parallel lines and imparting a good finish to
the work .

Every user of a file knows and dreads the little
pieces ofmetal that get stuck in the teeth of the file,
commonly called " pins," or " pinning," and al
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though these cannot be altogether prevented ,

they may be to a certain extent avoided by well
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rubbing the file with chalk when filing ; when these

occur, they should be removed with the corner of a
piece of sheet brass or iron .
For the purpose of cleaning the file from dirt and
dust, a file card or scratch brush should be used ;
this is a materialmade up of fine wire woven into a
canvas backing, and may be obtained at most tool

stores. It should be cut into a piece about 6 ins.
to a piece of
and fastened
ins. wide,
long byand3 used
wood,
by vigorously
brushing
along the
cuts of the file.

The illustrations A , B , C , D , E , represent flat,
square, round, half-round, and triangular files re
spectively, the remaining two showing the difference
between double, and single-cut files.
To be continued .)

For the Bookshelf.
GAS AND OIL ENGINE MANAGEMENT. By M . Powis
Bale , M .I.Mech . E ., A .M .I.C . E . Crosby, Lock
wood & Son (London ). 35. 6d . nett.
The matter in this volume has been primarily
compiled with a view to giving not only the tech

A FEW weeks back we received a visit froin an
enthusiastic reader of our journal - Jr.
Scott - who came for the purpose of showing
us the model naval gun depicted in the accompany

ing photographs. The model is entirely the work
ofMr. Scott, and ismade mostly in brass, and silver
plated . The scale of the gun is 1- 16th full size. It
is fitted with the orthodox breech block with an in
terrupted thread , and although the breech me

chanism , owing to the exigencies of size is some

what modified, the external arrangements are alto
gether very faithful representations of the proto
type. Fig . I shows the gun slightly elevated , the
sights, elevating wheel, and locking lever for con
trolling the slewing of the gun . The second
figure illustrates the other side of the gun, the recoil

cylinder, battery boxes, and firing trigger. The
smaller photograph (Fig. 3) shows the model with
the breech block open .

NATURAL GAS SUPPLY. - A discovery of a source
Heathfield , is now being turned to account by the

of a natural gas supply, in the Sussex village of

nical, but the non-technical reade
the subject of gas and oil engines,

a good amount of information on

their construction , selection , and
who has obtained in his engine all

management. It is not every user

the best improvements which
modern practice has devised : and

it is to the owners and attendants
of engines of somewhat imperfect
design that this book is particu

larly useful. Chapter I deals with
the selection and fixing of gas en

gines ; their construction ; and many

other points which have to be con
sidered before and at the time of
installing. Chapter II treats of the
principle of working, and the con
ditions which conduce to sweet and
efficient running. The major por
tion of the volume is devoted to the
many failures and defects which in
many engines are said to be a source
of so much trouble and annoyance.

The author is very emphatic on
many vitalpoints which those under
whose charge the engine is placed
Fig . 3. - MR. J. Scott's MODEL NAVAL GUN - A View WITH THE
will do well to read again and again ,
BREECH OPEN .
for we have no hesitation in affirm
ing that in a great many cases the failure of gas
Natural Gas Fields of England Company. It was
during boring operations for water that the dis
engines is due not only to poor design and con
struction , but to the unintelligent and thoughtless
covery was made, and it is said that its develop
ment in thenear future may reveal a gas field larger
manner in which they are cared for.
The section on oil engines is also to be com
in area than any known to exist in America. The
mended , and although we would have been pleased
company have one borehole at present, reaching to a
to see the author enter more into details on many
depth of 400 ft., where there is a pressure of 200 lb .
points, he has contributed something to the litera
to the square inch , and a possible output of about
ture on this subject which will bemuch appreciated
15,000,000 cubic feet a day . This is about one
eighth of the total daily sale of gas in the Metro
by a host of gas engine users.
polis. The gas comes from the Kimmeridge clays ,
The alloy used for bearing purposes on the i and it is calculated that with ten boreholes
Pennsylvania railroad consists of lead and anti- i fifty million thousand of cubic feet of gas could be

mony in the proportions of 87 per cent. of the former

produced a year. Perhaps this natural gas will

and 13 per cent. of the latter.

resuscitate the old iron industry of Sussex,
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FG . 1. - VIEW SHOWING ELEVATING WHEEL.

FIG . 2. - VIEW SHOWING RECOIL CYLINDERS AND BATTERY BOXES.

Mh. J. SCOTT'S NODEL TWELVE -POUNDER NAVAL QUICK -FIRING GUN .
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The Design of Alternate Current
Transformers.

meter (Fig. 1). As the current traverses coil A , it
induces lines ofmagnetic force, that stream out and
pass through coil B , in which they generate a

momentary current in such a direction as to oppose
the motion which produced
By G . R . GRIEVE.

W

H EN it is desired to convey electrical energy
from the Central Station to the consuner,
a most important factor to be considered

is the power lost in transmission , which , it is scarcely
necessary to say, should be as small as possible ,

it ; that is to say, the
secondary or induced current is in the opposite
When the circuit is broken , the galvanometer will
direction to the primary or inducing current.
KE

This object may be attained in two ways — either

by using cables of large cross section , or by means
of a high voltage ; the former soon becomes imprac
ticable beyond a certain limit owing to the price of
copper, and , whilst the latter does not necessitate

the use of heavy cables, nevertheless, in the
majority of cases, only a low voltage is required by

the consumer. Consequently, high voltages being
devise some means whereby the consumer gets the
the more feasible method, it becomes necessary to

required voltage. A high voltage, again , is more
easily obtained from an alternate current generator
than from a continuous current machine, and not
Fig . 2.

shew that another current is induced in B in the
opposite direction to the first. Themost important
- tt

point to be considered in this experiment, is that
the galvanometer only indicates a momentary cur
rent in B , first, when the circuit is made, and, second,
when it is broken ; consequently, the electro
motive force generated in B , is due, not to the num .
ber of magnetic lines streaming through it, but to
the rate of change in the number, which at once

explains the short duration of the current. The
coil A has a certain amount of self-induction , the
effect of which is to retard the growth of the current,

Fig . 1.

only does an alternate current lend itself more

3
P2 +
Vr2

readily to transformation than a direct current, but
the high efficiency and excellent regulating proper
ties of the alternate current transformer, are so
marked , that it easily takes the lead as the best
means for distributing power in a long distance
transmission system .

Transformers may be divided into three classes
rotary converters ; the last are intended to trans

potential transformers, phase transformers, and

form continouus currents into alternating, and vice
versa . In this article only potential transformers
are discussed , these having a largerange of utility
from increasing the voltage for the testing of insula .

tion , to increasing the current for electric welding,
besides being used in many lighting and tramway
systems.

Before proceeding with the method by which the
design may be approached , a brief summary of the
effects of self-induction , and the manner in which
voltages may be increased in the desired ratio , may
not be out of place. There is the time-honoured
experiment, in which a coil of wire is connected to
a battery , and then placed with its plane parallel to

a second coil which is in connection with a galvanc

FIG . 3.
and the magnetic lines undergo a rate of change in

number, until the current reaches its maximum
value ; the opposite is the case when the circuit is
broken , when the self-induction of the coil retards

the dininution of the current, resulting in an in
duced momentary current in B . With a current
like that obtained from an ordinary battery , the
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self-induction of the coil, unless it consisted of many
turns, would be inappreciable , and the current
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of E , its instantaneous values being obtained by
projecting on the vertical axis ; if p is the angular
velocity of the vectors, then the Lil component is

would rise to its maximum in an extremely short
time. This is not so, however, with an alternating

equal to p Li, which may be represented by another

current, because, with such a current, the self

vector OB at right angles to OA ; the instantaneous

induction of even a straight wire is appreciable,
and is of the greatest importance in a coil ; the
effect is heightened as the periodicity is increased ,

value of E is equal to the projection on the vertical
OA and OB by the parallelogram of forces. Since

and with high frequencies the current never rises to
any great value. These effects would all be repro - ,

the triangles OAC and OCB are right-angled

axis of the vector OC, obtained by compounding
OC = JOA? + AC?
OC = VOA? + OB

I-

='v33
-EVKE
e.eK

i
-3ecos
Power

and as OB is equal to AC

that is OC = 17 + p L ???
from which E = ing2E + p21.
and finally i = 12 + + "L"
The angular velocity of the vectors being usually
through 27 radians per revolution or period, and
ifthere be w periods per sec. p will be equalto 2nw .

el.

ei.

.

expressed in radians per second, they must pass
From equation 7, it will be obvious why Ohm 's
current circuit, because for certain values of the
periodicity and inductance, the ohmic resistance of
the circuit is negligible. E and i are maxima
values of the E .M . F . and current, and the expression

I-i

simple law is not applicable to an alternating

Vy? + p'L ” is called the impedance, whilst PL is the
Fig . 4. - DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR STAR
SYSTEM .
duced in coil B , the only difference being that at
any instant the current in B would be in the
opposite direction to that in A . Ohm 's Law , there.
fore, which says that the current in a circuit varies
directly as the E . M . F ., and inversely as the resist
ance of a circuit, is no longer applicable, and some

modification must be made in it.
Although inappreciable with continuous currents,
the inductance of an alternating current circuit is
of great importance, because of a counter E .M .F .
which is called into play ; that is to say , the im
pressed E .M .F . is made up of two components - one
necessary for supplying the energy dissipated in
heat, the other (due to inductance ) is measured by

reactance :
impedance ? = resistance? + reactance?

from which Fig . 3 may be constructed , correspond
ing to Fig . 2 .

Referring again to Fig . 1, let coil A be brought
close to coil B , and let it be supposed that the
current traversing A has an E .M .F . e ; if this E .M .F .
gives rise to N lines in A , these lines will pass through
B , and will induce in it a secondary E . M . F . e', equal
to e, assuming that the dimensions of the coils are

the same. If B consisted of two turns e' would be

ku E -eta E -ed
1 - V3 i

1 - V3 i .

Powert 3ei cos &

the rate of change of the magnetic flux through the
generating coil. Now , since the inductance of a
circuit is defined as the magnetic flux through it,
due to unit current, it follows that
N = Li
M

where N is the total flux, and L and i are, respec

tively, the inductance and the current. The current
flux passing through the circuit will also be a variable
quantity ; if it changes from i to i' in t secs. the
corresponding change in the magnetic flux is given
by
Li' - Li
and the mean rate of change is
Lil - Li
ili

under consideration being alternating, themagnetic

. = IT
that the rate of change of the magnetic flux , is

from which the following proposition is arrived at

Mesh
Yconnection .
e . i.

Fig . 5 — DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR MESH
SYSTEM .

equal to the product of the inductance , and the

equal to 2e; if of three turns, ze : in short, neglecting
the ohmic resistance of the turns, the secondary

rate of change in the current ; denoting this rate
of change by i,, the impressed E .M .F . is equal to

turns. Let A be now withdrawn to some distance

E = ri + Li,

In order to simplify the problem , it may be
assuined that the current follows a sine law ; let,
in Fig . 2 , the vector OA represent the ri component

E .M .F . increases in direct ratio to the number of
from B , and the increase in the induced E .M . F . wil)
not vary directly as the turns, but it will be some
what less ; the reason being, that when the coils

are in close proximity to each other, the magnetic
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lines induced in A all pass through B , but when the

coils are separated , some of the lines complete their
circuit without passing through B , and conse
quently the secondary E .M .F . is less than in the
former case. The best position for the coils , is to
wind them concentrically on the same core, and , as
the experiment has shewn, the ratio between the
voltages of primary and secondary is equal to the
ratio between the turns, only when there is no
magnetic leakage or potential drop due to the
ohmic resistance of the secondary coil.
These are the fundamental principles of the trans
former, and a knowledge of them enables the de

certain conditions must of necessity be prescribed
at the outset, they are insufficient from which to
evolve a design . Many of the quantities must be
arbitrarily fixed , and if in working out the design ,
and the lo . ses calculated , it is found to waste too
much power, there is nothing for it but to go back
on the calculations until a design is attained in
which the various losses are kept within reasonable
limits. This presents some difficulty, because some
times a design which is excellent from an electrical
point of view , occasions such a difficult mechanical
construction that it has to be abandoned ; in fact,
a continual compromise has to be effected between

signer to turn out a finished piece of apparatus,

conflicting aims, in order that, while the amount of

which will give him the desired transformation in

material used in the construction is as little as
possible, the losses at the same time may also be
kept down.
One method of procedure is to prescribe a limit
to the losses, expressing them as percentages of the

the ratio of the voltages. Neglecting all losses for
the moment, the power given to a transformer is
the same as that taken out of it, so that if the pres
sure be increased in the secondary , a corresponding

decrease must take place in the current, since the
power is the product of volts and ampères ; this
enables the weight and cost of the machine to be
reduced because of the small section of wire in the
high tension coil, and, owing to the same cause, the
high and low tension coils are close together, thus

output. Suppose then , it is desired to design a
transformer of 5 kilowatt output, to be worked from
a single-phase circuit, having a periodicity of 35

cycles per sec. ; the primary coil to be supplied with
current at 100 volts pressure, and let it be desired

to transform this to 2000 volts across the secondary

terminals, when the machine is on full load . Pro
ceeding on this method , let a limit be placed on the
copper or I'R losses at 4 per cent. of the output,
and the iron losses at 2:4 per cent., say about 2 per

lessening magnetic leakage.

cent. for hysteresis and 4 per cent. for eddy current
losses .

Let I be the primary current, R , the resistance

of the primary coils, and let I, and Rg, be respec
tively the saine quantities in the secondary coils .

Then the rate at which energy is dissipated in heat
in the primary and secondary circuits is expressed
by

W = 1,PR , + 1, R2
ODLL

Fig . 6 .
In a polyphase circuit, a separate transformer is
often designed for each phase, whilst, in other cases,
a saving of material is effected by using one trans
number of phases, the coils being afterwards con
nected in star or mesh fashion as desired ; Figs. 4
and 5 shew respectively the connections for a star
and a mesh system . In a star connection the linked
pressure E , that is the pressure across any two
lines is

As neither the resistance of the wire in the coils, nor
the cross -section are known , some other expression
must be found for R . It is known that the resist
ance of a substance varies directly as the product of
its specific resistance and length , and inversely as
its sectional area ; the specific resistance of copper
is 1,620 in absolute measure, therefore, R , and R ,

are given by
R . 1620 X6110 - ohm .

former, which has several cores according with the

E = Nze,
where e is the phase pressure; the linked current
has, however, the same value as the phase current.
In a mesh system the reverse is the case, the linked

A
R . = 1620 X 1210 -" ohm .
A,

and (10) now becomes

(1,-1,X 1620 10 - )
1,2,4,X 1620 10-")+ (**A

In order to get rid of A , and A , which are still un
known, a current density may be assumed for each
circuit

current

I=

32

whilst the phase and linked pressures are the same ;
the power for either system is given by
zei cos. e .
where e and i are phase values, and is the angle
of lag between the E .M . F . and the current. In
other particulars the design of polyphase trans

formers is proceeded with in the same manner as
for a single-phase design ,and only the latter,on this
account, will be described .
In designing transformers, or indeed any kind of

electric machinery, it will be found that, while

A

for the primary

han for the secondary

Let this current density be assumed at 155 amps.
per sq . cm ., then

W = (155X 1620 1,4,) + ( 55 XLN020 1,12)
X 1620/12
=– 155> 10%
(1,6 + 1,12)
It has been found in practice that the best work
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ing conditions are attained when the I' R loss in
the primary is the same as that in the secondary ;
W = 155 X 1620 ,
109
With an I'R loss of 4 per cent. of the output, the
energy to be supplied to the primary must be 5,200
watts. The potential difference between the
primary terminals being 100 volts, the full load
primary current is
am
521000
0 = 52 ps .
. . from (16 ), 1 =
200 x 109 - = 8000 cms
155 X 1620 X 104

. and Ay = 155+ = '335 sq. cm .
from (11) R , = 1620 x 8000

= '04 ohm .

' 335
The full load secondary current is
5000º =- 2'5 amps.
2000
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giving a complete description of either of these ex
of a magnetising force H are taken , and the corre
sponding value of B ( flux density ) calculated . His

periments , it will suffice to say that, various values
increased then decreased , and when it reaches zero

again it is reversed , when the same values are again
taken , until the iron has been put through a com
plete cycle ofmagnetisation .
(To be contimicd .)

A Miniature Steam Traction

Engine.
By ALBERT Nelson .
I JAVING a little leisure some time ago, I ven
tured to tackle a rather small job - a traction

engine. The accompanying photograph gives
a faithful representation ofmy labours. The engine
has a built-up cylinder, silver soldered together, is

MR. ALBERT NElson's MINIATURE STEAM TRACTION ENGINE.
and the principal dimensions of the secondary
double-acting, and has a bore of
1- 16th
in ; the travel of valve is

circuit are :

from (16 ). - 15520X0 16X 20109x = = 159, 300 cms.

and An = " = '016 sq. cm .
X 159, 300 10 -9 = 16 '13 ohms.
19 '016
and from (12), R , = 1620

The same method of procedure may be used in
deducing the dimensions of the magnetic circuit,
namely, from a consideration of the losses which go
on in the iron, which have been prescribed at 2 per

cent. forhysteresis and 4 per cent. for eddy currents.
on the flux
Hysteresis in iron depends, of course, depends
on
density and the frequency, but it also
the quality of the iron , and on the thinness of the

in ., and stroke of
in ., and the valve

is fitted with a spring to keep it against the face of

the cylinder ; the piston and valve rods have glands
properly packed . " The crank is also built-up, and
the eccentric is keyed on the shaft which is 3- 32nds
in . diameter. The steam tapis fixed over the firebox ,

and the steam pipe to cylinder has 1-16th in ,
bore.
The gearing wheels are taken from old clocks,
and the engine can be put in and out of gear with
driving wheels by a lever acting in a groove in the
pinion on the squared end of the shaft. The boiler
is of copper with the exception of the barrel, which ,

laminae. The diagram (Fig . 6 ) shews how the loss due
to hysteresis may be calculated , after a sample of
the iron to be used has been tested, either by the

is a piece of brass tube ; it has a single taper flue
tube 4-in . diameter at the firebox, and 5 -16ths in .
diameter at the chimney, there being no smokebox.
The heating is done by means of spirit vapour
from a tank in the tender fitted with dome and

magnetometer or the ballistic method . Without

safety valve, and the pilot light and burner for
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boiling the spirit are supplied by a tank underneath

Competition No. 38 . - Weoffer a prize of £2 25.

the waggon .
My original intention was to make the engine
self-contained and fitted with reversing gear, but
after a lot of trouble in trying different methods of
firing, I was compelled to abandon these two de
siderata and to carry a supply tank behind the

for the best article on “ MEASURING AND MARKING
OFF TOOLS AND HOW TO MAKE THEM ." The closing

engine ; thus, on account of having always a waggon

attached , the engine could not be reversed satis
factorily .
The stcering is done in the usual way, and for the
gear I commandeered the worm and wheel from a
small musical-box. The leading and driving wheels
are made from solid castings, the grooves in the
driving wheels being milled in the lathe. The
framework of the wagon is made of oak, with card
board sides and ends. The tank is of copper, anu

date for this Competition is December 31st 1903.
Competition No. 39 . - A prize of 42 2s. is offered
for the best design for “ À MODEL HORIZONTAL
STEAM ENGINE." Closing date, January 15th , 1904.
Competition No. 40 . - A prize of £2 2s. is offered
for the best design for a “ STATIONARY BOILER."
Closing date, January 15th . 1904.
For further particulars of the above prize Com
petitions, readers will please refer to page 364 of

the issue for October 15th .
GENERAL CONDITIONS FOR ABOVE COMPETITIONS.

1. All articles should be written in ink on one side

I can get up steam from cold water in seven
minutes. The boile: holds 1 } ozs. ofwater, and this

of the paper only .
2 . Any drawings which may be necessary should
be in good black ink on white Bristol board. No
coloured lines or washes should be used . The draw
ings should be about one third larger than they are

will last about twenty minutes. I have, however,
to fill up the spirit-tank in the tender about every

inter ded to appear if published .
3. The copyright of all photographs entered in

the brass wheels are built up, the rims having done
duty as caps of incandescent lamps.

six minutes. The engine runs well and at a speed of
lating the speed of engine when out of gear ; but it
goes very fast. The head-lamp is a dummy.
Below are a few dimensions :-Length of engine, 6 ins.
Length of engine and wagon , nf ins.
, 1 lb . 1 o7s.
Weight .,,
Diameter of boiler barrel, ik ins.
,
flywheel, i 5- 16ths ins.

two yards per minute . I have no means of calcu

driving wheels, I 15 - 16ths ins.
leading wheels, ' # ins.
Height to top of chimney, 41 ins.
Heating surface, about 5 sq . ins.

Prize Competitions .
Competition No. 34 . -- A prize of £2 25. isoffered
for thebest design for a “ Model LocoMOTIVE REGU
LATOR AND STEAMPIPE ARRANGEMENT,” The clos
ing date for this Competition is December 15th , 1903.
Competition No. 35 . -- A prize of 42 2s. is offered
for the best practical article on the “ LUBRICATION
OF MODEL ENGINES.” The closing date for this

Competition is December 15th , 1903.
Competicion No. 36. -- A prize of t2 2s. will be
awarded to the reader sending in the best article
on “ MODEL ENGINE DRIVING ," the closing date
being December 31st, 1993.
Competition No. 37 . For Foreign and Colonial
Readers only . - In order to encourage our readers
across the seas to let us know more of their model.
making achievements, we offer a prize of the value
of 42 28. for the best description of “ SOME MODELS I

HÃYE MADE.” The models described should be
illustrated by photographs or drawings, or by both .
If sufficient entries are received , we will give a fur
ther prize of t1 is. for the second best description,
and in any case we will give a consolation prize of
los. 6d. for each unsuccessful entry which we think
sufficiently interesting to insert.

If preferred , we

will, in this Competition , send goods to the value
of the prize, and each competitor should state what
forın he would like the prize to take in the event
of his being successful. The closing date for re
ceiving entries will be March ist, 1904 .

connection with any Competition must be the
this effect must accompany same.
sender's own property , and a signed statement to

4 . The copyright of the prize articles to be the
property of the proprietor of THE MODEL ENGINEER,

and the decision ofthe Editor to be accepted as final.
5. – The Editor reserves the right to print the
of an unsuccessful article
portion
any think
whole or may
worthy of publication , upon the

which he
understanding that remuneration is given at the
Editor's discretion in proportion to the length and
merit of the matter used
6 . - All Competitions should be addressed to The
Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 35 to 39 , Temple

House, Tallis Street, London, E .C ., and should be
for which they are intended . A stamped addressed
envelope should accompany all Competitions, for
their return in the event of being unsuccessful. All
MSS. and drawings should bear the sender's full
name and address on the back .

marked outside with the number of the Competition

The Cunard Turbine Commission .
THE London correspondent of the Glasgow
Herald writes : - “ The Cunard Turbine Com
mission are, I learn , making satisfactory progress
with their inquiry , and propose within a few weeks
to enter upon a series of practical trials to determine
the economy of the system , and , as far as possible ,
its ' endurance. Hitherto their work has been con
fined to the inspection of installations ashore and
afloat, and to the collection of data as to the per
formance of turbines in electric light stations,
where detailed records are kept. I believe that
most of the members were greatly impressed with

the economy in steam which these data invariably
indicated , especially at full normal load , the
condition, by the way, under which Atlantic liner
engines are worked from the time of departure to
the arrival. Marine data aremuch more difficult to
get, principally because there is no measure of the
work done, as with the reciprocating engines, where
the power can be taken on indicator diagrams, or in
the electric generator by measuring the output of
electricity . The fair method of comparison is ,

therefore with two steamers alike, or almost the
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same, and the Commission will charter for a

short period the screw steamer Arundel and the tur
bine steamer Brighton , both built by Denny, Dum
barton, for the London , Brighton , and South Coast

Company's service between Newhaven and Dieppe.
They are both the realisation of model experiments
in the tank of the builder's firm , and therefore
attain the highest propulsive economy on dimen
sions varying only to suit the mode of propulsion .
The Arundel is 277 ft. long, 34 ft. beam , and at 14 ft.

6 ins. draft displaces 1,310 tons. The Brighton is
282 ft. long and 34 ft. beam , the increased length
giving accommodation for 1000 instead of 200 pas
sengers. The Arundel steams 21 knots for 5,600
indicated horse-power. The Brighton , it is esti
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· Aluminium Battery.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - It may be interesting to some of my
fellow battery experimenters to be put on a new line.
I have experimented for some time on a battery
with the cheapest materials I could get, knowing
that it is not the more expensive chemicals which

will ultimately win the day. I got a bit of sheet
Aluminium Castings Company for next to nothing,
as it weighs so light in proportion to its price, and

aluminium 98 per cent. from the Birmingham ,

DIJA

mated , indicates : 000 horse-power for about 22
knots. The Commission , however, will thoroughly
test both vessels. They will weigh the water con
sumed , so that it will be possible to arrive at a close
approximation of the relative steamconsumption

of the turbine and the reciprocating engines in driv
ing the vessels at the samespeed on a given draft and
displacement. It will always be easy to give the
Brighton credit for her greater passenger accommo
dation , and also for the less weight of the turbine

machinery . On this weight question, I believe the
facts are that, including all boilers and machinery ,
the turbine system in Channel steamers yields a

gain of 13 to 20 per cent., all other things being
equal, and that so far as the cost is concerned , there

need be no increase over the price of machinery of
the reciprocating type to give the same speed .”

SKETCH SHOWING QUICK MANIPULATION OF CELI .

with two carbons each side, put it in common salt

Practical Letters from our
Readers.
( The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters

may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached ,

though not necessarily intended for publication .]

Indexing Contents of Loose Copies.

and water (NaCl + OH .), and when connected up ,
there is a field here for further exploration , and
trust someofus will ultimately get the idealbattery .
I also enclose sketch showing method of quick
plate manipulation, in which A is an ordinary wood
lath ( 1} ins. by 1 in .) sawn to length required ; B ,
round wire nails for sliding woods to , and friction
tight ; C , carbons ; D , aluminium or zinc, & c. ; and
it gave over I volt and almost 5 amp. I think

F. H . P.

E , battery jar. - Yours truly ,
To the EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
“ V ” - sectioned Hulls for Small Model
DEAR SIR. - I have a large file of Modei. i
Steamers.
ENGINEERS, which I keep loose for convenience. I
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
have found great difficulty in quickly referring back ,
but have now , in a great measure, overcome the
DEAR SIR , - Some of your readers will think the
difficulty in the following manner : I had intended
experiment worth trying :
following
to paste on front cover a resume of contents, and
Take
piece of soft wood , and true it up 2 ins.
a
happily bethoughtme of the back number contents
square
and
4 or 5 ins. long. Then ask your best
advertisements, which appear frequently. From
these advertisements I cut a contents slip for each
issue advertised . These slips I paste in the north
west corner of the cover title design. I underline
in red ink all the articles of special interest to me.
I offer the suggestion, believing it will commend
itself to others. - Yours truly,
California , U .S .A .
ARTHUR Wilfred LINE.

Re Worm Gearing.
To the Editor of The Model Engineer. .
DEAR SIR , - In the current issue of the M . E .,Mr.
R . M . Simkins states that the speed of worm barrel
= 800 revolutions per minute. Should this not read
8000 ? Otherwise speed of loco would be very slow
indeed, taking the wheels of loco to be 3 ins. diam
W . R . SMITH .
eter. - Yours truly ,
Dublin .

Fig . 2.
Fig . I.
friend to place it in a basin of water , and leave it
floating " ship -shape," as in Fig . 1. He will find that
it refuses to float in any position other than on its
corner (Fig . 2 ).

It is well known that model " cargo " steamers

The Model Englacer and Electrician,
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with rectangular sectioned hulls are also very di fi
cult to make float upright unless a considerable
“ cargo ” of lead is placed in their bottoms. In
deed, I am inclined to think that model “ cargo ”
boats are the only kind of “ scale ” model steamer
possible. Somemodel engineers fit a false keel in
order to get the lead lower down and reduce the
amount necessary, and I have seen in the M . E . a
photo of a model T . B . D . with full-sized fin -keel.

Broad , shallow hulls have been suggested in your

columns ; such hulls, however, are not suitable for
small models with spirit- fired boilers.
Now since the wooden block in our experiment
insists upon floating on its edge, why not build a
hull with an under-water body like this ? Such a
hull would have greater beam and draft for the same
displacement. It would allow (1) the lamp to be
placed lower ; (2 ) the final centre of gravity to be
higher ; (3 ) the ballast to be placed lower than

would a square bilged boat without false keel. For

Decem Jer 10, 190 j.

At the moment of receiving Mr. Featherstone's
expose ofwhat he seems pleased to consider my dis
honest methods of calculation , I had before me the

actual accounts for lighting a fair-sized private

house by electricity which had hitherto been lighted
by incandescent gas. This house is in a large Lon
don suburb , where gas is supplied at 3s. per 1000
cubic feet and of nominal 16 C.-p. The correspond
ing periods in each year taken show a small saving
in favour of electricity , although the electric light
has been installed in several additional minor parts

of the house, where previously no fixed lights were
used . The charge for current on the maximum
demand system worked out at 5. 28 pence per unit
- by no means a low rate.
In my own neighbourhood I know of a small flat
consisting of three rooms, landing, and corridor,
thoroughly well lighted , where the electric light
costs on an average ! I gs. 70. per annum , although

the residents are constantly using it until 12 and
sometimes 12.30 midnight, and the rate charged is
5d. per unit. To assume that gas lighting would
be far cheaper than this is really ridiculous.

Wire Gauze

Wire Gauze

Spirits
CROSS-SECTION THROUGH HULL OF BOAT.
all three reasons, the “ V ” -sectioned craft should re
quire less ballast than the ordinary type of vessel.
I enclose drawings of section ofhull and boiler for
a boat 32 ins. water- line, 6 } ins. beam , 34 ins. draft,
as an example.
It is generally accepted , among model yachtsmen ,
that “ V ” -sectioned boats are more easily driven ,
weight forweight, than square-bilged boats. - Yours
N . S.
truly ,

Troedyrhiw , Glam .

Electric v. Gas Lighting.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, -- I read with considerable interestMr.
Featherstone's letter of the 26th October, and in
reply would say that electrical engineers (I know
nothing of electricians) do not ignore the incan
descent gas burner, and neither do they when com
paring gas with electric lighting choose the worst
gas and burner with the best and cheapest electric
light “ on the market," as my friend appears to

RELATIVE POSITIONS OF LAMP AND Boner.

Mr. Featherstone states that 4d . per unit is a
“ fairly low average price." Anyone who takes the
trouble to examine the returns of the various
electric light undertakings will know differently. I
took at random seven districts round London , an l
taking the average of the " average price per unit
obtained," I find that these work out at 3.61 penc ,
Again , taking some sixty -eight Metropolitan an !
provincial electric light stations worked by Local
Authorities, of these no less than twenty -eight have
an average price below 4d ., fifteen below 3.5 pence,
and five below 3d. per unit .

I am glad that Mr. Featherstone considers that
electricity has its advantages, and ifhe will take the

trouble to observe the rate at which the general
public in all parts of the kingdom exchange electri :
light in place of gas whenever an electric lighting
scheme is started , he will be conscious of the fact
that users either wilfully shut their eyes to the
vaunted cheapness of incandescent gas lighting or

else do not find from experience the figures to be

have been informed. “ Honi soit quimal-y -pense."
I am , in common with many others (users of in

verified , which are constantly rainmed down their

candescent gas lighting), a little tired of hearing the
oft-repeated tale of the so -called enormous cheap
ness of incandescent gas over electric lighting ; in
fact, it almost sounds like “ Rachael mourning for
her children which are not." Figures are beautiful

gas.

throats by persons whose business it is to supply

It is regrettable thatMr. Featherstone should con
sider it worth while to point to deliberate untruth
fulness in the exponents of electric lighting Any
one who walks through the streets of London can .

The Model Engineer and Electricia 1.
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not fail to have noticed one of the favourite practices

of certain persons attached to the gas industry ,
where a naked incandescent mantle of 50 reputed
candle-power is deliberately placed within a few
inches of a thoroughly worn out 16 c.-p. incan
the public being asked at the same time to draw a
comparison between the two. It is a satisfaction ,
however, that such methods of endeavouring to

descent electric lamp of picked foreign manufacture ,
draw new business does not appeal to unbiased and
intelligent minds. - Yours truly ,

FREDERIC H . TAYLOR.

Exhaust Silencer for Petrol Motor.
To the EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , -- I am sending particulars of an ex

haust silencer for petrol motor, which I saw on a
friend'smachine not long since, and which may be of

Centre Line of Pedals
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Queries and Replies.
[ Attention is especially directed to the first not
condition given belor .
and no notice will be taken of Queries complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope “ Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.

Queries
on subjects within the scope of this journalare replied to
by post under the following conditions :- ( 1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's nameMUSTbine
scribed on the back. ( 2 ) Queries should be accompanied
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre

spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for

reference. (3) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
must
usually elapse before the Reply can be forwarded. (5 )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should invariably be enclosed. (4 ) Queries will be answered
as early aspossible after receipt, but an interval of a few days

should understand that some weeks must elapse before the
Reply can be published. The insertion of Replies in this column
cannotbe guaranteed . (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to
The Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER , 35 to 39. Temple House,
Tallis Street, London , E .C .)

The tofollowingare
selected from the Queries which have been replied
recently: [9934) Jelly Electrolyte for Accumulators. “ STORAGE "
(Axbridge) writes : Will you kindly tell me through the columns of
The MODEL ENGINEER how to make the dilute acid solution in

accumulators into a jelly ? I have looked through your excellent

handbook, but this seems to be the only point left out. Also ,
where can the corrugated celluloid be obtained to place between
the plates ? Does the so-called filling lower the capacity of the
cell ?
Jelly electrolyte for accumulators and primary batteries is made
by mixing dilute sulphuric acid having a specific gravity of 1'22

-- Wire Binding
MATARANPoo00000
Mbooooooo

"Plug

Binding
removed

METHOD OF SILENCING THE EXHAUST.
use to some of your readers. It consists of a pipe
about i in . diameter of thin steel or copper, carried

from exhaust valve down beneath pedals, as per
illustration . Four rows of holes about 3 -16ths in .
diameter
drilledend,along
pipe to abydistance
about
whichtheis stopped
8 ins.arefrom
a screwedof
plug. Over these holes, copper wire about 1- 16th in .

diameter is wound rather loosely, so that when wind
ing is finished and ends made fast, the coils are cap
able of being moved along slightly . This form of
silencer proved very effective, and caused very little
back
pressure. - Yours truly , F . B . RICHARDS.
Whatcombe Dorset.

with a solution of silicate of soda having a specific gravity of 1'18 ,
or a solution of silicate of potash having a specific gravity of 12 ;
the proportions being three parts ofsulphuric acid solution to one
part of silicate of potash or soda solution . Asbestos fibre may be
added if desired . The mixture gradually becomes solid in a bluish
jelly in the course of some twenty - four hours. It is stated that
this electrolyte gives good results, but we have had no experience
of its working. It has been used in an accumulator called the
Oerlikon accumulator ; full details of the mixture are to be found
in British Patent No. 7,719 of the year 1889. We do not know
what you mean by " the so -called filling lowering the capacity of the
cells ? " If you refer to the electrolyte , we should say it probably
makes little difference . Whitney' s or The Universal Electrical
Supply Company would most likely supply you with the corrugated

celluloid, or Thompson & Co., of Deptford Bridge, Greenwich .
(9947 ) Petrol Motor Coastuction . H . L . C . (Manchester)
writes : Will you kindly allow me to point out a slight mistake in
the design of the 21 h .- p , motor. The flywheels, crankshafts , and
crank - pin are cast in one solid piece and the connecting-rod is
shewn with a plain hole (see sketch herewith ). How are we to get
the rod on to the crank -pin ? This will have to have a split bearing ,

,

MESSRS. THOMAS Cook & Son have constructed a

new electric railway up Vesuvius from Pugliano, the
nothern quarter of Resina, to the terminus of the old
funicular railway, which was made up the cone to
the crater twenty -three years ago. This new line
is nearly 4 miles long. Except for a section in the
middle, it is laid out with a ruling gradient of i in

12], and the cars run by adhesion. In the middle
portion the gradient rises to i in 4, an incline as
great as that of the Rigi line, and, in consequence,
it has been necessary to use a rack rail, the Strub
system having been selected, as on the Jungfrau
railway. On this rack-rail section the cars are
pushed up by a four wheeled locomotive provided
with two 80 h .-p. motors, and fitted with an elabo

rate system of ordinary and emergency brakes. On
the other sections the cars are driven by their own
motors,
the current
beingthesupplied
through
over
trolleys,
head
as
also
is
for
case
the
rack
-lint
locomotives
.

Jovery me 9947
FLYWHEEL CRANK, AND CONNECTING -ROD FOR
24-H .P. MOTOR.
In reply to your query re one-piece flywheel and one-piece con

necting-rod , you will find that an alternative design for built-up
flywheel was given , and the matter of the connecting-rod touched
upon in the same

or following article . It does not, however , require
much mechanical knowledge to adapt the connecting- rod to the
style of flywheel adopted , and items like this must, in many cases ,
be taken for granted to avoid repetition .

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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(9835) The Three-Wire Distribution System . J. F . H
Elland ) writes : In designing the feeders for a three-wire system
havearethethemiddle
practicable
a factory
-lighting
for electric
wire
less than
the two
outers,, isasitper
sketch ? toAlso,
wires

in sketch large enough for the work required ? Am I right in
assuming that the middle wire only carries the amount of current

that the cable carries, which is not consumed ?

speaking a three

The arrangement shown by you is not strictly
wire system , but a two-wire system with a common return , in which
sufficient capacity to carry all
case the common wire must be of two
feeders. In the
from the
the current
diagram
givenfed theintosizesit of
the positive separate
feeders are
sufficient, but
be 7 21 as marked ,
;
it
can
small
be
too
would
wire
negative
the
between the third and second floors, but should be 7 18 between
the second floor, first floor, and basement, and 7 16 from basement
to supply main , as this last length will have to carry the ,total
current from all the floors. In a proper three-wire system the
outer wires are positive and negative, respectively, and the middle

wire may be called neutral ; its function is to carry the difference

ood
FLOOR

20 - 16 .0P

20 - 16 .0p
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lamps in use. The outer cables are shown same size throughout
they can be smaller between the different floors,
their length,
where
they willbutcarry less current, if the cost is worth saving.
fog38] Wiring for Arc and Incandesceat Lamps IF

( Earsfield) writes : I shall be glad to be in receipt of your esteemed

answer
the following
queryalternating
in respectsupply
to wiringmains
for arclaidandintoincan
my
: I have
descenttolighting
up and read
premises at roo volts pressure which are connected
after passing
through a direct-reading watt-hour meter, from which
the usual cut-out and switch , I have taken my leads to feed a
number
of incandescent
and fromhas these
an
in itsleads
circuithave
lamp which
one arclamps,
to supply100-volt
taken tappings
economy
coil.
Is
it
a
fact
that
this
economy
coil
is
able
to choke
back the pressure without it being registered against
although
me,
leads ?
I have 100 -volt incandescent lamps fed from the samemain
I know that a choking coil is the proper device for reducing the
pressure,
I alsocoilunderstand
advantage
I cannot seein
but obtained
chokerto, be
a simple
economy
instead ofthe
using an and

how this economy coil can work to my advantage unless it is upon
an independent circuit. The fact of
having incandescent and arcs upon
the volts
samemusthave
leads confuses
because
passedme,the
20 - 16 .C.P .
to100light
the incandescent.
Yourmeter
ex
planation
willis : greatly
oblige.in wiring
The
main
point
am
I
right
my premises this way, or ought I to

have
an independent circuit for the
arc or arcs ?

You correctly
have . arranged
your wiring
at the
The pressure
quite
meter terminals is not altered by a

WIRE
MIDDLE

000
274 -16FLOOR
20
. .

choking coil or any other piece of
apparatus. What you are concerned

381M
370010

with is the amount of current which
passes through themeter, as this is

what you have to pay for. If the
lamps, or any other current-consuming
apparatus, take the same pressure as
that at your meter terminals, you
connect them direct to that pressure
through yourwires; but if they require
less
pressure than that at yourmeter ,
then you must reduce the volts by
the
a resistance or other device ; but ter
pressure is only reduced at the
minals of your arc lamp or whatever
it is you wish to supply with
lower volts : the pressure at the meter
remains at its original value; hence

+ FLOOR
20 - 16 .CP.

you can connect up lamps or motors
or any apparatus each requiring diffe
rent volts to one source of current

BASEMENT

byeach using
devices,
to supply the required
adaptedpressure-reducing

20 - 16 . CA

120
41201
bi roเรา

YOL

17 , 178

|7ig

76 V6 1716
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current which passes is the full
amount required by the lamp. If

.: + - + 1

480
* VOLT
Query 9835
ELECTIC LIGHTING DISTRIBUTION DIAGRAMS.

in current which exists between the two portions of the system .

are
equalcancurrents,
always allthecarrying
are another,
circuits
Ifexactly
the lamp
be veryandsmall,
middle wire
to one
opposite
but if such a condition does not apply in this case, the middle wire
would have to be proportioned to carry the total current likely to
pass between the different lamp circuits — that is, between first and
second floors it must carry the total current of either of the outer
wires, but between the other floors and from basement and supply
mains it need only carry half, or less than half the current in either
very great differenece is likely to exist
ofthe outer
between
lamp unless
thewires,
circuitsa ; as for instance, switching of all the
third floors at the same time whilst the
lamps on the second andhave
all their lamps on , in which case the
basement and first floor

feeder from basement to mains would have to be equal to the other
. The pressure between the outer wires and the middle wire
wire
is 240 volts, but the pressure across the outer wires must be 480
wire from
; the ifmiddle
volts. Theto sketch
be much smaller
basement
can arrangement
mains this
supply shows
the circuits
are

pressure to its particular piece of

you
apparatus. With a chokingarccoillamp
reduce the pressure at your
terminals
by
virtue
of
the
self-induc
tion of the coil ; but the amount of

240
VOLTS

→

the meter is an ampere-hour meter ,
then you have gained nothing over

if your
you
will
effect
an
economy,
as
with
a .
choking coil the current and the

using a simple resistance ; but
meter
is a watt-hour meter, then

pressure are thrown out of phase the current lagging behind

the volts ; the watts will then be less than volts multiplied by
amperes, and, as the meter only registers watts, you will approxi
mately only pay for the watts which are consumed in the
lamp, whereas with a resistance you must also pay for the watts
lost in the resistance . An economy coil is a combination of choking
coil and transtormer so arranged that about half the current re

quired by the lamp is generated in the coil itself at the reduced
pressure required by the lamp, the remaining current being taken
from the mains. With an ampere-bour meter you thus save about
half the cost of running the lamp as compared with a resistance or
a simple choking coil : but with a watt-hour meter it is about the
same value as a choking coil, except that you need only have your
wires to the economy coil large enough to carry about half the

current taken by the lamp.
(10,006 ) Dry Battery Constituents. L . ) . (Dover) writes :

always to be nearly equally loaded. The action is as follows : If

you be kind enough to find out the name of the chemical
Would
for me which is used in charging the E . R .G . dry cells for pocket

middle and negative wires were switched off,
between
allthenthealllamps
current between positive and middle wires returns
along
middle
the the
wire ; but if this state of things is reversed , then
the current for the circuits between the middle and negative wires
flows out along the middle wire. Our second sketch shows a

trical catalogues , and if possible, state how used and where I could
obtain it ?
We regretwe cannot say definitely what the constituents of this
particular cell are. There are so many on the market at the present

three-wire system with 240 volts across the outer wires and 120-volt

flashlight scarf-pins, etc ., those widely advertised in many elec
time, and the manufacture of same is, in many cases, a trade secret.
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A good dry cell is described our handbook, Electric Batteries,'

in
“
the ingredients being : Crushed sal ammoniac, 25 parts ; plaster of

575

electric lightin totheswitch
on so Would
time, asinform
rise
as to seeyouthekindly
I havemetowhat
morning.
very earlypurchase
book to
for the desired information , and could I get a

Paris, 50 parts ; water, 25 parts ; and glycerine, 2 parts. These
mixed well together and made into a paste.' The outside, or
are
containing vessel, which is made of zinc, is then coated with this
paste evenly all round,
leaving it uncoated - rin . from the top. A
suitable
carton rod is then placed in the centre
and rests on some
insulating material, rubber, vulcanite
, or a piece of wood ,

light from two No. 2 Leclanché cells ?
If you refer to our issue for November 15th , 1902, page 240 , you
will see an illustration of the very thing you want. We had a

parts ; crushed parts
carbon, 50 parts ; manganese dioxide, 25 parts ;
25chloride
ofzinc, 5
; and glycerine, 2 parts. This must bewell
rammed
down
available space
level of thesulphur
into
paste
lining. The inch spacetheat top is then filledto upthewith molten
and suitable connections made for the terminals. For further and

for yourself. Two Leclanché cells would hardly be enough , whereas
three in series would light a small 4 -volt lamp nicely . We do not
know of any book dealing with this subject, butwe think you should
be able to glean all the information you want from recent issues of
this journal. What is your special difficulty ? Let us know and
we willbe pleased to assist you it we can .
[98251 Construction cf Model Yacht. H . W . M . (Bristol)
Writes Can you tell me how can thin

(Purley, writes : Would it be practicable to use a wire contact
breaker for atove coil working with 12 volts ? Being driven by a

hardens before I can use it ? It is to stick the planks of a boat on
moulds

well
paraffini-waxed, which is placed on the bottom of zinc case. Around
this carbon rod is well packed a mixture of crushed sal ammoniac,

detailed
more
see our handbook “ Electric Batteries,"
price
7d., post information
free.
fom Contact breaker for 12 - in . Spark Coil. P . H . R .

segments

on
gauze
Per copper
Erushes
a

similar set at this office and can , therefore, say with confidence

that
the cells are reliable. You could buy the three cells without
the other fittings if you wished ; and then fit up a switch and lamp

:

I

.down Prout's glue, as it

the
. The design is taken from a miniature model yacht
(May ist) some time ago. Can I use it in a water bath ? Also ,
what is used to caulk the seams in longitudinal planking ? How can
I prevent the caulking material from being pushed through the

scams into the inside of the boat

should feel obliged

you

? I
if
answer
as soonenvelope
as possible
as I am waiting to use the glue. I
enclose this
for , reply.
a stamped
Prout's glue is difficult to use excepting in very small quantitics

owing to its setting so very
quickly. We should advise you , there
fore. to make use of the ordinary article. We do not quite under
stand what is meant by using it in a water bath . When caulking
the seams of the boat, the curve of the section naturally causes the
outside

ebonite

planks to fit on the inside of the boat and to gap on the
ias shown in sketch herewith ), and there is, therefore, a V -shaped

WHHHH ebonite

groove into which the caulking will fit. With care it should not
possible to force it througb the inside joint. Oakin in strips
be
can be used for caulking, but for a model, a soft worsted well- tarre

puery 9714

FIG . I.
be
noise
would
it
,
smallmoto
less and the break would be very
r
much more even and regular than the ordinary break .

SKETCH SHOWING

GAP IN PLANKING

Such a contact-breaker as you sketch (Fig . 1 ) would be useless

(where you write ebony you probably mean ebonite). The
brass would soon burn away, also the ebonite (worse still, if

TO BE CAULKED.

ebony). Breaks of somewhat similar design have been used in
America (Fig . 2 ), but it was found necessary to blow a powerful

draught of air against the tip of the brush where the sparks
occur. Far harder and stronger insulation than brass is essential
breaks in question a metal disc (probably brass or hard
and
copperin ) the
was drilled at points round the circumference , pieces of

S crush act Jet
TE

METAL

Puery 9825
of cotton or
will answer the purpose. As anpaint,
each
laidjointbetween
may be strips
linen painted with white lead alternative,
: afterwards
plank, and the planks bevelled to make a flush
cutting away the superfluous cotton from inside and out.
10841) Charging Accumulators from theMalas ( A Correc
tion ). T . B . (Edinburgh
) writes : In your issue of the 8th
inst., in a query , No. 9481, re charging accumulators from mains, you

answer

pressing
- Erusalon'shaft

state in
to the same
C.-p. lamp on a 240-volt
circuit
takes 2 amps. I cannotthatsee ahow32 you
get to work it out at
that atall.

Thanks for your correction . Itshould be, of course, four 32 C.- P.

lamps take about 2 amps.

The News of the Trade .
query 9714

FIG . 2 .
slate being let into the holes. This arrangementwas mechanically
strong, there being no danger of the slate flying out. Rotatory breaks
of this type are sometimes worked runningwholly under paraffin oil.
19632 ) Liquefying Gases : Two Notable Experimenters .
J . J . (Coalville ) writes : In 1879 two scientists , one of Paris and the
other ofGeneva, working independently of each other and by some

what different methods, succeeded in reducing some of the gases
to a state of Jiquefaction . Please inform me the name of these
with correct spelling.
twoThescientists,
two. scientists you refer to are Cailletet, of Paris, and Pictet,
of Geneva
(10 ,000 ) Sultable Batteries for Electric Night- light. F .

G . D . (Dalston , N .) writes : I have purchased one of the 6d . hand.
books of THE MODEL ENGINEER series, No. 3, and have been able
to fix up an electric bell and also make an electric alarm clock

both acting quite perfectly. I should now like to fit up a smal

Reviews
asterisk
have been based on actual
editorialdistinguished
inspectionToofbyscottish
noticed,
thean goods
Readers.
Mr. S . M . Stuart- Turner, of Henley -on - Thames , informs us that
in order to deal with his business in Glasgow and district he has
appointed
Clyde soStreet,
as agents Messrs. John Robinson & Co.,his38,castings
Calton , Glasgow , who will keep a good stock of
that
amateurs and others in that district may be able to purchase from
them without delay.

New Catalogues and Lists.
Clerkenwell

Works, 142,

John

Optical
St.
F . Darton
London ,& E Co.,
Street,
.C . - We have received from this firm a neatly

printed and well illustrated catalogue of electrical novelties, com
prising small electro -motors, suitable for model driving and other
complete or in parts ; accumulators.
dynamos,
purposesbatteries,
: small bells,
telephones, together with a good assortment
lamps,

and acces.
and other instruments
and ininduction
of medical
electrical
amateurcoils,
work. The list will be sent
required
sories
of our journal.
post free to any reader
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The “ Gauge” Competition .

The Editor's Page.
IN our last issue we announced some important
1 changes in our address and our future pub
lishing arrangements, and we hope our
readers are carrying out the suggestion we made as
to advising their local agentof these alterations. In
addition to the two new M . E . handbooks we
mentioned as being in the press, we have several
others approaching completion, the titles of which
will be announced very shortly. Wemay say that
we contemplate considerable developments in con
nection with this department of our business ; and
should any of our readers feel competent and willing
to write usefulbooks on any subjects connected with
engineering or applied science, we should be pleased
to consider theMSS . with a view to publication .
We believe that a good deal of interest has been
aroused amongst model locomotive enthusiasts by
the subject of Prize Competition No. 34, and a num
ber of various ideas,more or less novel in character,
have been informally proposed and discussed . We
hope that the actual entries received by us will be
correspondingly numerous, and that something
really good will be forthcoming. Wewould remind
intending competitors that this and the next com
petition on the list, No. 35, close on the 15th inst.
Some unusually interesting illustrations of the
mechanism of a model paddle steamer will appear in
our next issue, and we feel sure that these will be
appreciated by those of our readers - by no
means few in number---who have a weakness
for this type of boat. The advantages of paddle
propulsion are doubtless more manifest in full-size
Steamers than they are in models ; but, neverthe
less, a model paddle boat has attractions of its own
and is a favourite in many quarters.
With the first issue of the New Year, January 7th ,
we shall present a handsome coloured plate of a
model locomotive specially designed by Mr. Henry
Greenly . We advise all our readers to definitely
order this issue from their agent without delay, in
order that there may be no disappointment through
the number going out of print.

December 10 , 1903.

W

E are renewing our offer of the beginning of
the year, namely, to send a “ Columbus"
sliding caliper gauge to every reader who sends us

a photograph and description of any model, or tool,
or piece of apparatus he has made, provided that
such contribution is considered by us to be of suffi
cient interest for insertion in our paper. Entries
may be sent in any time between now and the end
of the year ; but they will be judged and the prizes
awarded within a few days of receipt, so that the

successful competitors will not have long to wait.
If preferred , any other tool or article to the same
value (6s. 6d.) will be sent in place of the
“ Columbus ” gauge. It is essential in this, as in

our other Competitions, that the copyright of the
photographs must be the property of the senders.

Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on

all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only , and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expecced or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so bymaking an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 138, per
annum ,payable in advance. Remittances should bemadeby Postal
Order.
Advertisementratesmay be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager .

How TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,

and
all new apparatus and price lists, & c.,for review ,to beaddressed
to THE EDITOR, " The Model Engineer," 35 to 39, Temple House,
Tallis Street, London , E . C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Model Engi
neer," 35 to 39 , Temple House , Tallis Street, London , E . C .

All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to the Publishers, Dawbarn & Ward,
Limited, 6 , Farringdon Avenue, London , E .C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York , U .S. A ., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .
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Three Models of a Sailing Ship .
By W . S. Smith .

FIG 1. - A MODEL OF THE SAILING SHIP, “ CAMBUSDOON ."
THE three models of the barque, Cambusdoon , a

somesmaller chips of wood for the masts, yards, and

ship belonging to Messrs. Robert Russell, of
Glasgow , upon which I served part of my
seaman 's apprenticeship, were made by myself with
the aid of a sharp penknife, chisel, bradawl, and
glasspaper, and , I think , may prove interesting to

other spars.
The hull is 8 ins. from stem to stern ; beam ,
Ifin . depth from top of rail to water -line, & in . (see
sketch on page 379). The deck is cut out in .

some of the readers of the M .E .
The material for the model illustrated on this
page consisted of a piece of deal, 9 ins. by 2 ins. by
2 ins., a reel ofNo. 30 black cotton , a few pins, and

below top of rail, and the forecastle head and poop

deck made out of separate pieces of wood } in .
thick glued on and finished off when dry . The

bridge deck , together with the fore,main , and mizzen
top , are made up of fine pasteboard , and the blocks
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for the foremain and topsail braces are small white

The Society of Model Engineers ,

beads.

The catheads, capstan, skylight, deck and chart
house, boats and hatches, are all made of wood;
the stanchions for poop and forecastle head rails are
pins cut short, and the rail running round them is
very fine wire (fine cotton will do equally as well).
The taff-rail is a piece of copper wire bent to shape,
then flattened out, and fixed to stanchions with

seccotine. All the stays aremade up of two threads
of cotton laid together. These are fastened to the

December 17, 1903.

(Reports of medings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
BNGINEER without delay , and will be inserted in any par .
Hcular issue I received a clear nine days before his actual

date of publication .)

London .

FUTURE MEETINGS. - Members are again re
minded that the visit to the South Kensington

Museum is fixed for Saturday , the 19th inst.,
and those desiring to join the party
should be at the entrance to the
Patent Section, Exhibition Road, at
3. 30The
. Conversazione will be held on
Friday, the 15th January , 1904.
The present Session promises to be
a very interesting and useful one to
members as the Committee are ar
ranging visits to local places of engi
neering interest, and the new Testing
Connittee , which has been formed ,
will, without doubt, prove of great
benefit to members .
Readers thinking of becoming mem
bers should inake immediate applica .
tion to the Hon. Secretary so as to
secure the fuli benefit of the Society
for the present Session . – HERBERT
G . RIDDLE, Hon . Sec., 37, Minard
Road , Hither Green , S. E .

Provincial Societies.
Fig . 3. — ANOTHER MODEL OF THE “ CAMBUS DOON."

Manchester and Salford . — The
general meeting of this Society was
held at the Iinperial Café, Deansgate ,
on November 3rd , fifteen members
present. The minutes of last meeting

hull with small wooden pegs. Each mast is made
up in three pieces — viz., lower mast, top mast, and
top-gallant mast, and lashed together as per
sketch, with the exception of the mizzen ; in this the
topmast and top- gallant mast is all in one. The
height of masts (outside measurements) are :
Water-line to truck -- fore, 61 ins;. main , 68 ins.;
mizzen . 6 ins.

The deck fittings are all put on first ; then rails ;
then masts with fore and aft stays,and theyards and
braces last. Total length of finished model, end of
jib -boom to end of spanker-boom , to ins.

The model depicted in Fig. 3 was made some
seven years ago, and is slightly smaller and has less
fittings.
The fourth illustration shows a model of the
Cambusdoon in full sail. The sails are made of tin
plate and painted . This model was also con

structed several years ago, and measures 7 ins.
long over all.

Fig . 4. — THE “ CAMBUSDOON " IN FUIL SAIL.
To facilitate the manufacture of incandescent

gas mantles from artificial silk and the like, T. Ter
of paraffin in benzine in order to waterproof it, and,
after knitting, the fabric, in tubular form , is wound
like a flat bandage on to a drum , and the whole is
subjected to the action of steam . The tissue thus
loses its elasticity , and the tubular form given it
upon the drum retains its diameter.

rell treats the impregnated thread with a solution

having been passed , the Secretary and Treasurer
submitted his report and balance -sheet, which was
passed . The election of officers for Session 1904 was
proceeded with , and the following gentlemen duly
elected : - Chairman : Mr. J. Atherton ; Secretary
and Treasurer: J. F . Fullaway; Committee: Messrs.
S . L . Thompstone, G . Bennett, W . Bradley, N .Wood .

The following resolutions were then put forward
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and duly carried : Conversazione to be held Feb
ruary 27th , 1904, ; meetings for the future to take
place at the Marsden Café, Marsden Street. The
general business having been disposed of, the fol

lowing models were exhibited :- S. L . Thompstone,
vertical launch engine ; Mr. Fidler, Ramsbottom
safety valve ; Mr. Atherton , side frames and frames
of tender for 1-in . N . E . express loco ; Mr. Buckley,
cylinder castings of N .E . express loco . A vote of
thanks having been passed to retiring members of
the Committee, the ineeting closed at 9.30 . Will
members please note that meetings in future will
be held at the Marsden Café. - J. F . FULLAWAY,
Hon . Sec.
Maidstone. — The annual General Meeting was
held at the Brewer Street Hall, on Tuesday, Novem
ber 24th , 1903. The books were examined and
found correct, and the officers were selected for the
ensuing year, and arrangements were made for
the next meeting, when a paper on " The Model
Locomotive ” will be read and illustrated with
lantern slides. All intending members should join
as soon as possible. The annual subscription is
25. od., and the entrance-fee is. Full particulars
will be given on application to the Hon . Sec ., W .
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Workshop Notes and Notions.
Hints on Key Fitting.
By JAMES TRELOAR.
It is not altogether an easy matter for an amateur
to make a good job of a key, and a few notions
gained by experience may help to do away with the
difficulty .
When fitting a key, after the sides and bottom
have been faced up , the top should be filed right
across with long, sweeping strokes. I say this be

cause beginners are usually so much afraid of spoil
ing a key that they file a short length at a time in
tending to fit the first bit of surface before going all
the length of the key. (See A , Fig. 1.) The result is
that when the shoulder thus formed is driven
against the side of the pulley , or other casting,

Ellis, 75, Gladstone Road, Maidstone.

FIG . I,
2 '2 " _
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PORECAOTLL
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MRIN MAST

TOP MAST

MIZEN MAST

TO GALLANT MAST

Fig . 2. - PLAN AND ELEVATION OF THE HULL,
AND SKETCH OF MAST , DESCRIBED ON PAGES
577-578 .

For the Bookshelf .

which is being keyed on, it splits it, unless it is very
strong at the keyway. The straightedge should
be constantly applied to the key, both top and
bottom , to see that it is being filed straight, and that
it does not get buckled with being driven in and out
of the keyway. Of course, the fitter will also use
as his guide the bright parts of the key top caused
by the friction against the keyway, and should aim
at getting his key top as nearly bright all over as
possible. This is very essential. The bottom will
not require touching again , if he keeps it from being
buckled . Brass keys should be filed across the
length in order that the friction marks may be
discernible
The ends .of the keys ought to be chamfered

off (the
thin end especially ) for if not it will burr up when
being drifted out of the keyway and give trouble.

SKETCHES OF ENGINE AND MACHINE DETAILS. By
Wallace Bentley , M .I.M . E . Halifax : The
Bentley Publishing Company, Crossley Street.
Price 2s. gd ., post free.
This, the third edition of Mr. Bentley 's splendid
book , has been considerably enlarged and now con
tainsseveralnew detailed " sketches " from the latest
and best engineering practice, including drawings
of an electro -motor and details. We can heartily
recommend this useful work to all those who desire
a closer acquaintance with themore or less standard
engine and machine details, and to readers who are
taking up the Board of Education course in ma
chine drawing and kindred subjects . Model makers
also should find the work invaluable , and its posses
sion should tend to an improvement in the style
and design of the models they may from time to
timemake.

“ KNOWLEDGE " have just issued their 1904
Dairy, a handy book with a page for each day and
containing full accounts of the celestial and other
phenomena of the year, and several special articles,
The work is published at 3s. net.

FIG , 2

(See B , Fig . 1.) A slight smearing of oil will make

the key comeoutmuch easier.
Fixed feather keys ought to be a shade shorter
than their beds ; for, if a tight fit endways, they will
buckle the shaft. It is usual to leave a short step at
one end to facilitate removal from key bed . (See A ,
Fig . 2.) The bottom of the key may with advan .
tage be smeared with red ochre, and the key bed
bottom chipped to the ochre marks, thus ensuring
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a good fit . After the feather key is driven in for
the last time, caulk the edges of the key bed around
the key with a caulking chisel. (See B , Fig. 2 .) The
fitting of the taper pins may be made much easier
also if they are smeared with red ochre, the places

where the ochre is rubbed off showing where they
must be filed .

A Drill and Countersink for the Tail-Stock .
By H . A . UPTON .

This tool comprises a small combined drill and
countersink, to be used in the tail spindle, for
centreing work in the lathe. First get a piece of

Slocombe

drill

December 17, 1903.

The Latest in Engineering .
The De Mare Electro - Thermic Fan . — Mr. de
Mare, a distinguished electrician of Brussels, has
invented an electro-thermic fan . The apparatus
consists of an electric motor and a rotating fan, the
blades of which are of mica. Upon these mica
blades are fastened resistance coils, which are heated

by the passage through them of a current of electri
city . The temperature of these coils should be
carried as high as possible, first because the tem
perature of the surrounding medium - air - is

increased , and again because the efficiency of the
radiator is also augmented in this manner. From
experiments, the glowing power of a resistance
the power sufficient to produce a certain degree of
glow in a given coil — increases, in certain cases at
least, with the sixth power of the intensity of th
current, that is to say , if a given current be doubled ,
the luminous intensity will be sixty -four times as
great. From this may be deduced that as far as

SECTION OF DRILL HOLDER ,

electric heating is concerned , the ideal conditions
would be those which , while setting the air in motion ,
would allow of carrying the resistance coils up to a
very high temperature without producing lumi
nous phenomena . This is just the problem which
De Mare has solved , and we give below the manner

round mild steel, about i in . diameter, and 34 ins.

in which he has accomplished it . First of all, he
made the following experiment :- After raising the

* ** -

-*

- - -

long. A hole, & in . diameter, must be drilled right
through this,

then enlarge it at one end with a
be a nice fit for a 3- 10ths Slocombe centreing drill,
19 -64ths drill to a depth of about i in . ; this will

which must be obtained . Now put the piece of
steel in the lathe, taking care that the enlarged end

of the hole is on the live centre, and proceed to turn
the end for about 2 ins. to the taper of the dead
centre, taking care that it is an exact fit in the tail
spindle. Having done this, reverse it in the lathe,
and setting the slide-rest square, turn up and polish

the other end. Now drill a 5- 32nds hole through
the steel at right-angles to the f-in . hole, and then

PLAN,

drill out one side to a £ ; this allows the tap to
run through, and a tommy can be put in it to take
the centre out of the back spindle when done with .
Now tap the 5- 32nds hole with a 3-16ths tap, and
fit a cheese-head screw into it ; put in the Slocombe

drill, tighten setscrew , and you will have a very
useful little tool, which will well repay the small
amount of time spent upon it.
If the drill becomes worn , or breaks, turn it end
for end, or put in a new one. The drawing shows
what it is like when finished .

MESSRS. VICKERS, SONS AND MAXIM , LIMITED.
will shortly introduce the bonus system among
their employees at Barrow . The new arrangement
is in connection with extra payment for expediting
work .

resistance coils to a white heat he started the fan,
and the turns of the coil nearest the centre of the

fan became black , viz., cooled down, while those
situated nearer the outer edge or periphery remained
in a glowing state. The faster the fan turned , the
more marked was the phenomenon . It is explaned
in this wise : At the centre an increase of pressure
or extra density of the air was produced while at
the outer portion of the fan a certain rarefaction
was generated . A second experiment was made
with a platinum wire through which a current of
sufficient intensity was caused to flow . This wire

fused in the rarefied air at the circumference , re
mained glowing in the air at ordinary pressure, but
becameblack in the compressed air at the centre, at
the same time getting hotter. This rather para
doxical condition arose from the fact that while
compressed air is a poor conductor of electricity ,
it is an excellent conductor ofheat. The wire alone
produces the heat which is rapidly absorbed by the
compressed air. This absorption of the heat by the
air prevents the temperature of thewire from rising
to the fusing point. From these experiments with

the electro -thermic fan of Mr. De Mare it is but a
single step to practical results. The inventor

achieves this end by enclosing his radiating fan in
a casing provided with an opening resembling that

of an ordinary power blower. When the fan is in
motion, the air is compressed in the casing. The
pressure of the air upon the resistance coils re
volving in it is almost uniform at every point.
When the fan turns and a current of electricity is
passed through the coils, an insupportable heat
issues from the mouth of the casing. In the ex
periments made, Mr. De Mare allowed the revolving
fan to attain a satisfactory speed before turning the
electric current through the resistance coils. The
wire, which , while the fan was in motion, glowed
but dimly, was in fact so thin that the current em
ployed - 20 ampères — would readily have caused it
to melt at the ordinary air pressure.
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Lessons in Workshop Practice.
(Continued from page 564.)
IV . - How to Wind Field -Magnets.

By A. W . M
CIELD -MAGNET coils are of three classes :
Firstly , that in which the wire is wound
direct on to the magnet core ; secondly, that
in which the wire is wound on to a bobbin ; thirdly,
that in which the wire is wound on to a former. The

581

flanges or cheeks are used at the ends of the coils,
the weak places are at the inside corners where the
core insulation meets the insulation on the flanges
(if the flanges are of metal they must be protected
by insulation in the same way as the core ). The
best way to protect this corner is to lay a small
angle-piece of insulation all round, in which the

end bottom wire will lie (Fig. 2). The insulation on
the flanges should be fairly thick, say, 1- 16th in . to
in ., and it should project some little way, say,

| in . at least, above the top layer of the winding to

first kind may be sub-divided into coils which are
supported at the ends by flanges cast on to the core,
and coils which are unsupported at the ends. There
are three chief aims in winding - viz., to obtain good
2020

insulation between the coil and the magnet ; to
avoid short circuits in the coil itself ; and to avoid
surface on to which the coil is to be wound (no mat

waste of space by slack or uneven winding. The
ter whether themagnet core or the tube of a bobbin ),
also the end supporting cheeks must be quite smooth .
With both cast iron and wrought iron minute points
can easily exist on the surface, even if filed or
turned , which will pierce the insulation and may
cause trouble. They may not cause a leak at first ;

Flange Insulation
Angle Ito

Insulation

on
i
t
a
l
Core Insu

Fig . 1.

stop leakage to the met

The flan insu

latiing
on
can be sprung into placeal.over the corege by cutt
it through (Fig . 3), or it can be made in two pieces
which are drawn together by cord and permanently
fastened (Fig. 4 ). Whichever method is adopted ,
the cut should be closed by a piece of insulation
placed over it before the wire is wound on (Fig. 5).
Circular cores are the easiest of all to wind ; next
square cores with well rounded corners ; elliptical
cores are easy , but rarely used . When winding

rectangular cores, which have two long sides and
two short ones, such as a core 4 ins. by i in ., the
wire will spring up on the long sides, so that the
depth taken up by the wire will be greater than that

on the short sides ; this can be, to some exte , re
medied by winding in flat layers and tappingntdown
each layer with a mallet and smooth block of wood ;

Corner
extra
Insulation
Fig . 2

but some day, when the field circuit happens to
be suddenly broken whilst the exciting current is
on , the induced pressure in the coil due to self
induction will make the current jump to these
points and cause a breakdown of the insulation .
Therefore, be careful to smooth over the core sur
face before insulating and winding, and wipe it with
a piece of paper to clear off metal dust.
Do not wind the wire direct on to the core, even
if it is double -covered wire. The core should

always be covered with insulating paper, tape, or
other suitable material. Thin sheet vulcanised
fibre is not a reliable insulating material ; it can be
used , but is best avoided , as it absorbs moisture and
sometimes contains small particles of metal which
are liable to cause it to be pierced by high voltages.
It is useful as a primary layer if better insulation is

wrapped over it, as it may then act as a protection
against the cutting through of the insulation be

FIG . 3

tween the core and the wire. Thin sheet asbestos is
also not good , as it absorbsmoisture. Do not trust to

but you cannot get rid of it' altogether with the

onelayer only of insulation ; always use at least two
layers, and make them break joint (Fig . 1), or wrap
a single sheet several times round the core. Where

thinner gauge of wire, and it must be reckoned with
when winding space is limited.

With rectangular bobbins the strain of the wind

ing comes on the corners, and an extra thickness of
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insulation should be placed there (Fig . 2). As turn
after turn of wire is wound on , the pressure on the
coil is increased until the insulation , if not reinforced ,
is either cut through or pressed so thin that it is
very liable to break down.

When winding with fine wire, the leading in and
finishing ends should be strengthened by joining
wound round the core. If the fine wire is used to
form the leading -in and finishing ends, it will most
likely break off short before the machine has been

December 17, 1903.

the safer way. You ought to be able to just handle
the coil without being scorched .
The outer layer of wire should always be
varnished to keep out damp ; if not varnished ,
moisture will creep into the coil and may seriously
interfere with the working of themachine. Double
cotton covered wire should be used for all sizes

on some thicker wire, two or three turns ofwhich are

much used . This is very troublesome in the case of

the leading-in end, as the break will probably be
just inside the bobbin flange, where you cannot get
at it without unwinding the whole of the coil, or,
when possible, forcing off the flange. It is a some
what risky proceeding to force off the flange ; but it

can be done. The coil will keep its shape, and with

FIG . 5.

below No. 17 gauge; above this , i.e ., 18 gauge, 22
gauge, and so on , single -covered wire is sufficiently
well insulated for field -magnet coils. Silk -covered
wire is expensive, and need not be used unless the
winding space is very limited ; it is then useful, as,
owing to the thin covering , it will take up consider

ably less room than cotton covering. If silk
covered wire is used , it should be double covered on

all sizes below No. 23 gauge, but may be single
covered on all sizes above this.

With thick wire the turns can be wound on evenly
in smooth layers, and this is the correct method ;
but with fine wires, say , above No. 20 gauge, it will

be found very tedious, especially with rectangular

Paper Layer
WA

Fig . 4 .

careful handling you can pull out the broken wire
for a few inches, and then replace the flange . With
finishing ends the trouble is not so great , but it is
annoying to have a machine break down at an im
portant moment, and the possibility of its doing so
is best avoided as far as can be foreseen . The best
practice in winding is to give each layer a coat of
varnish ; but it is not essential— the cotton or silk
covering may be well trusted . Do not put a layer
of paper between each layer of wire ; it will take up
a great deal of room and is not required . When
shellac varnish is used or any varnish containing
alcohol spirit, and each layer is coated , the coil will
retain a large amount of the spirit ; this will cause
the insulation to be very low and permit the current
to leak from wire to wire, so that the spirit must be
dried out before the machine can be used . There
are two ways of drying out a coil : it can be baked in
an oven , or on a hot-plate, or can be heated by
allowing a heavy current to pass through the wire .
In either case you must be careful to see that the
coil does not become so hot that the insulation is
burnt ; a moderate heat kept on for a long time is

Rough Winding
Smooth top
layer of

Thich Wire.
Fig . 6.
cores. Do not, therefore, take so much trouble ;
but run the wire on at a good speed , keeping it as

even as you can . The coil will give practically

just as good results as if you had spent a great deal
of timeand wound the turns evenly throughout. Of
course, you will take up a little more room ; but
field -magnet coils have usually a margin of winding
space. To give a neat appearance, and to afford
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protection to the fine wire, the top layer can be
wound with thick wire, say, No. 16 gauge, joined on
to the fine wire. By wrapping a layer of thick
paper over the uneven fine wire, and winding the
thick wire on the top of the paper (Fig . 6 ) a neat
finish will be obtained , which will look well and will
prevent the fine wire from being damaged by a

If thewinding is started at the right-hand end of the
bobbin , the coil will have a left-hand winding, and a
current flowing in at the starting end will produce a
North pole at that end and a South pole at the other
end. In each case the poles will be rəversed if the
current is sent in at the other end of the wire. If a

chance blow . This top layer should be well coated
with varnish . To secure the last turn , tie a piece of
thin , strong cord to it, and pass this cord round the

by sending the current in at the other end of the
winding. The following table gives the direction

coil has been wound in the wrong direction there is
no need to unwind it, as the poles can be reversed

SO

TA

for conveniently winding field coils for shunt or
series machines of well-known patterns.
For series-wound machines the brushes are con
veniently joined between any pair of coils.

For compound or differential-wound machines

Fig . 7.
bobbin (Fig . 7 ) as if to form one turn more ; then tie

the shunt winding can be either joined to the
brushes or joined to the main terminals of the
machine. In the former case the shunt current
does not pass through the series coils, and the
pressure on the shunt is not constant. In the latter
arrangement the shunt current is added to the cur
rent in the series coils, and with a compound

wound machine giving constant pressure at the
main terminals the pressure on the shunt would be

constant. In practice there is little to choose be
tween the two methods, and they may be regarded
as identical in their effect in the working of the
When a lathe is available, field coils can be readily
machine.
wound between the centres, or by clamping the
( To be continued.)
core or bobbin to the faceplate. If the lathe is a
TABLE FOR WINDING FIELD COILS.
Number of
Connections of Coil for Shunt.
Type of Machine. Field Coils. Character of Winding for Shuntor Series Bobbins.

it to the wire where previously fastened . This will
prevent the last turn from uncoiling.

Manchester

Two

Single-field

Two

horseshoe

Double horseshoe

Four

horizontal

Left hand bobbin Right-hand bobbin | One finishing and one starting end
wound right hand wound left-hand
joined to brushes.
One finishing end and one starting
end joined together.
Left-hand bobbin
Right-hand bobbin Two finishing ends oined to
wound left-hand
wound left hand
brushes
Two starting ends joined together.
Left-hand top bob . Right-hand top bob - Top finishing ends to brushes.
bin wound right
hand

Left-hand bottom
bobbin wound
right-hand
Internal pole
Any
magnets for dyna- ! number

bin wound left
hand

Right-hand bottom
bobbin wound
left -hand

All bobbins wound alike, either hand

mos and alter - l of pairs
nators

screw -cutting pattern , it is possible to wind on the
wire evenly by guiding it over a pulley , or through
a hole in a metal plate clamped in the slide-rest,
the change wheels being set to cut a screw having
a pitch equal to the distance between the centre
to centre of two turns of wire; but this method is
usually more trouble than it is worth , and it is better
to guide the wire on by hand . The lathe should run
in a backward direction . If the winding is started

at the left-hand end of the bobbin , the coil will have
a right-hand winding and a current flowing in at the
starting end will produce a South pole at that end ,

and a North pole at the other end of the bobbin .

Bottom finishing ends joined to
gether.
Top starting ends joined to bottom
starting ends, right to right, and
left to left.
One finishing end of one bobbin
joined to brush , and starting end
of samebobbin joined to finishing
end of next bobbin , and so on
through the series, the remaining
brush joined to last starting end.

The Shipping Exhibition , recently held at the
Whitechapel Art Gallery, was very interesting in
that the coilection of exhibits well represented the

mechanical and historical associations connected
with Imperial and mercantile navigation. There
were scale models of marine engines and boilers,
steam passenger ships, self-righting and other life
boats, model ships fashioned in silver, together with
a very fine collection ofmarine paintings, engravings,
and photographs. A successful attempt was made
to show the development of the steam -ship from the
Comet, the pioneer steam vessel in Europe for pas
I sengers, to the very modern turbine vessels.
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The Design of Alternate Current
Transformers.
By G . R . GRIEVE .
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In this instance a limit having already been im
that volumeof
which will just
this energy
and no more. iron
formulated
C . P . Steinmetz haslose
an
empirical law , connecting the loss in ergs per cubic
posed on the losses in the iron , the problem is to find

cm . per cycle and a given volume of iron ; the
(Continued from page 569.)

A STUDY of the curve (Fig. 6 ) which has been
constructed from the results of the experi
A
ment, reveals at once the manner in which
energy is lost, when a piece of iron is alter
nately magnetised and demagnetised many times
per sec. by an alternating current. As the mag
netising force H is increased until it attains the
inaximum value intended , and then decreased until

it reaches zero as represented by the point c on the
curve, there is still a certain amount ofmagnetisa
tion left in the iron as shewn by the line OC ; there
fore, before the iron can be magnetised in the
opposite sense it must first be demagnetised , and a

magnetising forceOD is required to accomplish this.
- 08 —

1112 _

100

equation is :

h = nß1.8

Where n is a constant called the hysteretic constant
which varies with different qualities of iron from
'0015 to '005, and B is the flux density , the total
watts lost for a given volume of iron o, and frequency
w , are given by
h = uunß1.6 X 10 . 7

Only a particularly
quality of iron has a
hysteretic constant equalgood
to '0015, a more common
value being '0024 : therefore, with a flux density B
equal to 4000 C .G .S. lines per sq . cm ., the required
volume of iron is :

hx107 _
100X10 :
28 ,700 cub . cms.
wnß1.625 X 0024 x 58 x 10 ; == 20
The equation h = nß1.6 has been found to betrue
for periodicities up to 200 , but after this it cannot
be relied on . There is a complete analogy between
the skin effect in iron due to a varying magnetisa
tion, and the effect in copper conductors carrying
high frequency currents. Just as in the copper
conveying these currents, only the outside skin of
the conductors is being utilised , hence increasing
the current density , so in a piece of iron subjected
to a constantly varying flux, the lines are crowded
to the outside layers, and the flux density is conse
quently increased .. On this account only very thin
plates should be used in laminating the cores, as
even in plates of only 2 mm . thickness, the skin
effect has been observed . Another reason for
making the plates thin , is because of the loss in
energy due to eddy currents. Professor Fleming
has given a formula connecting the watts lost in
eddy currents, and the thickness of the iron laminae:
W X B ?w212 X 10 - 18 ;

Where ß is the flux density, in C .G .S. measure, w
the periodicity , and t the thickness of one of the
laininae, in mils ; let t be taken at 25 mils, then ,
16 x 625 X 625106 x .0625 watt .
1016
The total watts to be lost in eddy currents having
been prescribed at 20, the number of plates is given
by
w

20
*0625- = 320

Fig . 7
Dr. Hopkinson suggested that OD be called the
coercive force, and OCthe retentivity , and since both
of them occur twice in each period or cycle of
magnetisation it follows that some power is being
lost in the iron. This loss may be very approxi
mately calculated by dividing the total area of the
space inside the curves expressed in sq, cms. by 47 ;
therefore, when choosing a sample of iron for trans
formers, only that should be taken ,whose ascending
and descending curves are close together ; the total
loss
in ergs from hysteresis per cubic cm .per cycle is:
ergs lost in hysteresis = coercive force x induction

and the depth of the lamination
320 X 25 mils = 20'2 cms.
Assuming a total flux in the iron of 91 X 104 C .G .S .
lines, the full iron section is
91X10 * =_ 227 sq. cms.
4 * 10 *
and the length of the magnetic circuit obtained by
dividing the volume of iron by the cross section, is
cm
28,700
227 = 126 .5 s.,
shown by the dotted line, Fig. 7.

Let the cores be 10 cm . apart, then the length
taken up by the yokes is 20 cms., and the length of
each core is :

126 '52 - 20 = 53'25 cins.

As will be seen from the diagrain of the magnetic
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Details
OF SECONDARY TER
MINALS. EBONITE 2 OFF THUS.

------

Secondary Terminals 2000
25 ampVolts

111
111

Primary Terminals, 100 volts, 50 am 1

METHOD OF
BUILDING
LAMINÆ .

SECTIONAL ELEVATION AND PLAN.

DESIGN FOR A 5 KW . SINGLE PHASE TRANSFORMER .
For description]

(see pages 584-587
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circuit (Fig . 7), all this is not available for winding,
because it is the length of the mean path of the
magnetic lines in each core ; only 30 -85 cms. are
available for each coil, and allowing for insulating
discs, which divide the secondary winding into

sections, the total length occupied by the secondary

be obtained per layer of the secondary, the total
length of wire on the innermost layer will be
840 X 140 = 11,760 cms. ; .

the length of wire in cms. in each secondary coil is
79 ,650 cms., and

79,650

winding will only be 28 cms.
Now the full section of the iron is 227 sq . cms.,
and as the depth of the lamination is 20 '2 cms., the
width of the plates must be
227 = 11.2 cms.
20 ' 2

Owing to paper or varnish used to insulate the
laminae from each other against eddy currents, only
about 90 per cent. of the section is iron , and as

11,760

is roughly about 7 — that is to say, the number of
turns per layer in the secondary coil is 7, the error
instead of the mean layer, which was unknown .
Calculating from the cross- section obtained in
equation 21, and allowing a triple cotton covering

being introduced by taking the innermost layer

of insulation , the depth of the secondary coil will
be 16 ' 7 mm ., and the outside perimeter 973'6 cm .

By finding the mean length between the inside layer
turns, the total length of wire thus obtained will be
greater than that calculated , and using the section

and the outside, and multiplying by the number of
obtained in 21, the I ' R loss would be correspond
ingly greater than the loss imposed at the outset ;
it must be understood, however, that the section of
wire used is a little greater than that calculated,
owing to the fact that it is impossible to get a wire
gauge to suit every conceivable section of wire, and
only the nearest size can be chosen . Thus, the

DETAIL OF PRIMARY TERMINALS. (Brass , 2 off thus.)
227 sq . cms. are required to carry the total flux,

allowance must bemade for insulation ; the dimen
sions now become 22'2 cms. X 11'2. For conveni
ence in the calculations, the metric units are used ;
but they may be changed into inches by dividing
mm . by 25'4 and cms. by 2:54 . In Fig . 7 the dimen

calculated cross-section was '016 sq . cm ., which is
a little greater than a No. 17 S . W .G . wire, and in
order to be on the safe
side, a No. 16 has been
chosen ; so that, if on
the one hand the in
creased length of wire
thus increased the I ’ R
loss, the increased sec
tion has decreased the

loss, and the resultant

sions are in mm . The thickness of the fibre sleeve
on which the primary is wound is 3 mm ., so that its
outside perimeter in mm . is

loss is very nearly that

2 (242 + 132) = 748 mm .
allowing 7 mm . space between iron and fibre
i.e.,
sleeve.
By using copper ribbon for the primary winding,
10 mm , X 4 mm ., the number of turns per layer
will be 25, and the length of wire on the bottom
layer is

in each secondary coil

25 X 748 = 1870 cms.;

this result is nearly half of the 4000 cms. of wire on
each coil-- that is to say, each primary coil will con
sist of two layers of twenty -five turns each . Placing

over the primary another insulating sleeve 5 mm .

JUUUUU

prescribed .

The numberof turns
is

7 X 140 = 980
and as there are two
coils , the total turns
are 1,960.
The number of turns
thus calculated are for
no load . A slight alter
ation, must be made
in the number of sec
ondary turns, because
of thedrop in potential,
due to theohmic resist
ance of the coils and
magnetic leakage. In
order to understand
magnetic leakage, and

in
also the manner
transformer
which the

takes up more power 2 BOLTS AND 4 WASHERS

*

BRASS , 2 OFF THUS .

as the load is increased ,
it will be necessary to

OFF, THUS.
principle
of the mutu il
go back to the underlying

inductance of two coils. Let, in Fig. I, A be a coil

thick, the perimeter of an inside turn on the secon
dary will be, taking depth of primary coil at
18 mm . :
2(270 + 150 ) = 840 cms.

connected permanently to somesource supplying an
alternating current, and B a second coil, placed

Assuming that 140 turns is the greatest that can

indicated by the full arrow ; at this instant a

so that its plane is parallel to A . At any instant
let the current in coil A be in the direction
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by the dotted arrow . The secondary current in

but the reacting current also reduces the angle of
lag between the E .M . F . and the current ; conse
quently the power taken up by the transformer is

duced in A reacts on that in A in such a manner as
to accelerate its growth, but when the current in B

greatest when it is most required .
( To be continued .)

current will be induced in B , in the opposite direc:
tion to that in A , its direction being indicated
begins to decrease, it induces an opposing E .M . F .
in A , which retards its growth , and chokes it back .

The same thing happens between the primary and
secondary coils of a transformer, and may be readily

A Pair of Model Paddle Engines .

understood from the following further considera

By A . H . BUTLER.
THE accompanying photographs and drawings

tions. Let the two extreme cases be taken , namely,
when the transformer is working on open circuit,
and when on full load . On open circuit there is a

definite electrostatic pressure across the secondary

are of a pair of paddle engines. As will be
seen , they are of the oscillating type, and are
fitted with link -motion reversing gear, operated by

MR. A . H . BUTLER's Model Paddle ENGINES.
terminals, but the external resistance being infinite,

there is consequently no current in the secondary
coil, and the reactive effect on the primary is nil ;

the only power, therefore, taken up by the primary,
iron cores. When the transfornier is loaded the

is that lost in hysteresis and eddy currents in the
load being increased until full load is attained , the
external resistance decreases and a comparatively

large current is induced in the secondary, its re

the tall, upright shaft with the handled wheel at the
top. The object of this length was to bring the
wheel above the bridge to be easily manipulated .
The slide-valves are operated by segments in the
orthodox fashion . Concerning the engines them
selves, the frames and cylinders are the only cast
ings, all the remainder being cut from the solid or
built up. The paddles feather, the bosses and arms

active effect accelerating the growth of the primary
current to such an extent, that not only does it

are cast, the rims are turned out of sheet brass, and
the floats are of cedar wood . The cylinders are
lagged with cedar strips, secured by brass bands.

attain to a greater amplitude in every half period,

Figs. 1 and 2 are frontand side views respectively of
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Fig. 8 is the segment

one of the cylinders ; A , A are trunnions working in

are shown by Fig. 7.

bearings in side frames ; B lubricator, and C slide
valve rod guide. The slide-valve is worked by a
lever on a small shaft held in bearings bolted to
cylinder cover. At the end of the shaft is the lever
working in the segment (see Fig . 4 ). In Fig. 3 is
shown the side and end views of piston -rod end, and

with the driving gear for same ; A showing the

segment in which the valve lever travels, B
are
the boss attaching it to guide-rods, which
guide-rods

shown at C . The plates D , in which
slide, are screwed to foundation -plate ; the upper

ends slide through holes in top frame. E is the bar
DETAILS OF MODEL PADDLE ENGINES.

FIG . 5 .
FIG . 3.

b7
FIG . II.

FIG . 13
1 worked by link ; it is fastened to the guide rods by
four screws (two at each end) for nice adjustment.

FIG . 21.

Fig. 4 is the slide-valve rod agitator. There are
four inner bearings, one of which is shown in Fig.
5 : they are made of iron , with brasses bored and
fitted . Fig. 6 is a side view of one of the eccen
trics, A being the rod , B a boss on the strap to
which is screwed the rod, and C a boss on the sheave,
through which is a setscrew for attaching to the

Fig . 9 gives the side and end views of one of the
small pieces connecting the links with the reversing
levers. The centre section of crankshaft is shown

in Fig . 10 , A being the cranks and B the crank-pins.
One of the bearings to be fixed on the sponson

shaft. The second eccentric of the pair is attached

(Fig. 1 ). These are made entirely of brass to avoid

to the first with a screw working in a curved
slot for setting. The rod is bent to work parallel
with link, the side and end views of which

rust.

The reversing levers are shown at Fig . 12 : - A

bearings fixed on the two inner frames : B , shaft

AHBUTLER
.'SMMR
ENGINES
PADDLE
ODEL

-5(see92
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marked with dotted lines. The foot ring on the
cylinder was turned off, allowing the saddle to be
13). The side and end view of the ears (Fig. 14)
slipped over the cylinder and well soldered
for connecting fork with boss on reversing-rod.
down. A turned ring was then soldered on to the
The screw of reversing rod works through boss
foot of the cylinder to receive screws for the bottom
shown in Fig. 15. A and B (Fig . 16 ) are, respec
cover .
tively, the reversing rod and hand wheel for the
The whole is mounted upon a mahogany base ( Fig .
same. Fig. 17 shows the boss of the paddle, which i
is a brass casting, and the side and end view of one i 24 ). The piston , slide-valves and trunnion glands are
of the arms or spokes is given in Fig. 18. For side 1 packed with asbestos yarn . Grease-cocks are fitted
C , levers ; and D , the fork (shown in detail in Fig

OOO

OOO

0
0

O O

01o

Oo

O

o

O oولالا

FIG . 25 .
Fig . 22.

and end view of one of the floats see Fig. 19. A is a
brass plate screwed on both sides of the float,
through which passes the eye and crank, for feathering
apparatus. In Fig .20 is given a view of the fixed arms
and a loose one for feathering floats. A view of the
paddle is shown in Fig. 21; A is the strap of eccen

tric to which are hinged the rods working the floats.

to the cylinders , and oil-cups to the bearings and
eccentric bands. Steam is admitted to the cylinder
through a wheel valve. The model consists ofabout
1,600 pieces, including screws and nuts, all of which ,
with the exception of the wood screws, were made
by the builder. The model is rather complicated ,
the object being to reproduce , as nearly as possible,
The
the genuine article -- minus condensers.

principal dimensions are :
Stroke, 1 } ins.
Diameter of pistons, i in .
Length of shaft , 151 ins.
Diameter of paddles, 8 ins.
Size of floats, 3 ins. by 1 } ins.

The only lathe used in the construction is
an old single geared foot-lathe without a
slide-rest, but fitted with a self-centering
chuck . The engines run well under about
10 lbs. of steam .
SPIER FALLS, on the Hudson River, sixty
miles from the source and forty miles above
Albany, in the State of New York , will, says

Fig . 23.
The sheave ofthe eccentric is screwed to the sponson ,
represented by a temporary structure outside the
paddles in the model, and shown on the photograph .

A side and top view of the top frame is shown
in Fig. 22 ; this is a brass casting. Fig. 23 is a
side and end view of one of the frames. Fig. 25
is a view of the saddle of one of the cylinders
carrying the trunnions ; the steam ways are

the Iron Age, yield 32,000 horse-power for
electrical transmission to Albany, Troy,
Schenectady, and many smaller places. In
length of transmission this line is not sur
passed east of the Rocky Mountains ; while
the total power developed is greater
than that developed elsewhere in America
by water, with the exception of the
plants at Niagara and Sault Ste. Marie. Ten
pairs of turbines are used , with a head of 80 ft.
Eight of these pairs represent 5000 horse-power, and
drive each a 2,500 -kilowatt generator. The other
two units are rated at 3,400 horse-power each , and
drive 2000 -kilowatt generators. All of the gene
rators are of the three -phase revolving- field type
and work at forty cycles per second .
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Electrical Standardisation .
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(a ) Mixed power and lighting on town supply
mains.

THE important work of standardisation of elec
1 trical pressures and frequencies has been en
trusted by the Engineering Standards Committee to
the Sub -committee on Electrical Generators,
Motors, and Transformers. The following are the
resolutions :
(1) That the standard direct current pressures,
measured at the consumers' terminals,
be :

110 , 220 ,440, 500 volts.

(b ) Ordinary factor power plant.
(c) All medium size power plant where
rotary converters are not employed .
The Engineering Standards Committee have ap
pointed Messrs. Crosby Lockwood & Son, of 7 ,
Stationers' Hall Court, E .C ., as official publishers to

the Committee. All the Reports and specifications
published by the Committee may be had from the
official publishers, or direct from the offices , 28 ,
Victoria Street, Westminster.

FIG . 24. - MAHOGANY BASE FOR PADDLE ENGINES.

An Electric Cycle Lamp.
By W . SIMs.
View At A .
( 2 ) That the standard direct current pressures ,
measured at the terminals of the motors,
be :

For tramways, 500 volts.
For railways,600 volts.
(3) That 25 periods per second be the standard

frequency for :
(a ) Systems involving conversion to direct
current by means of rotary converters.
(b ) Large power schemes over long distances.
(c ) Three -phase railway work , where motor
gearing and the inductive drop on the
track rail have to be considered .

(4) That 50 periods per second be the standard
frequency for :

THE lamp illustrated has several novel features ,
which I will endeavour to describe. Fig . I
shows a side section of body of lamp. This
was spun out of a piece of sheet copper on the
lathe, then polished and plated inside and out. The
lens rests against a groove also spun in , and is held
in place by a tight band with the outer edge turned
inwards, as shown . When pushed on , two centre
punch marks spring into groove and prevent band
coming off accidentally. Two short pieces of tube
are soldered to the base of reflector, one inside the
other ; the inner tube A is split. The lamp ter
minals are enclosed in a tube filled with plaster-of
Paris as usual, and when inserted in tube A , the
binding screws threaded into outer tube B hold the

lamp quite fast. This arrangement greatly facili
tates the removal of lamp.

Fig . 2 is a side view of holder showing switch

arrangement. A piece of tube, slotted as shown in
drawing, is soldered to a piece of sheet metal C bent
to fit on lamp bracket. The wires from lamps are

Desember 19, 1903.
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passed through the centre, and tube B inserted into
the slotted tube and then turned a little to the left,
so that the binding-screws act as stops and prevent
the lamp from falling out of the holder.

The switch consists of a thumb screw (D ), which
works up and down a threaded tube. This tube is

sawn into three pieces, as shown, separated by
celluloid washers. " Round this tube is coiled a thin

593

safer. The front band has a bit of } in . tube
soldered to it, into which is inserted the end of
wire coming from the lower part of resistance,
S is a side and end view of this band, showing the

steel tube ofmachine, outside that the insulating

band of leather, and on that the thin band for
connecting wire to. Everything is now in circuit
and waiting for the battery .

O
S

Fig . 3. - CROSS -SECTION AND PLAN OF TOP TUBE OF BICYCLE FRAME.

resistance wire (mine is of No. 32 iron, cotton
covered , and about a yard in length ). One end of
this is soldered to the middle portion of tube, and
the other to the lower portion. One wire from lamp
is soldered to the upper portion of tube and one wire

from accumulator to the lower. When thumb
screw is in upper portion,currentis cut when screwed
down into middle portion , the
current has to pass through

This is enclosed in a tin case, blackened, and is
simple catch , pulling the two curved pieces on
either side of band into close contact with
the terininals F ,E . Of course, these curved
fastened to top tube of frame by a band with a

pieces communicate with the terminals of accumu
lator through the lid of box. Care should be taken

resistance and lights the lamp at

half power ; when fully screwed
down, resistance is cut out and
full current is sent through
lamp. I find this arrangement
very economical, as in riding
home through the lighted streets
a bright light is unnecessary ;
but the full power is wanted as
soon as one turns into the coun
try lanes.

Fig . 4 is a plan of holder and
switch . The screw with its
resistance coil is enclosed by an
outer tube soldered to the holder,
and the inside space filled up with
gutta - percha cement.
The
second wire from lamp:is sol
dered to any convenient portion
of holder, then when holder is
put on bracket, of course, the
machine is in circuit and makes
contact with one terminal of
accumulator at E , Fig. 3 , which
is a piece of brass soldered half
way round the top tube of
machine just under the saddle.
A little in front of this a metal
band is soldered tightly round
the sametube but insulated from
it by a strip of leather . Beneath
this a hole is drilled into the tube and an insu

lated wire passed in , emerging at a similar hole
near the head of machine. The ends of this wire
are soldered to the under side of the two bands.
The advantage of this arrangement is that no wire
is to be seen running along the top tube ; there
fore, it cannot get broken , which is both neater and

CYCLE LAMP AND ACCUMULATOR .
to well insulate them from the lid or a short circuit

will result. My accumulator is a 6 -volt one and
the lamp is 5 } volts : 25 amp. With full current I
get a splendid light and, now the article ismade, it
is a minimum

of trouble, far less so than an

acetylene lamp. I should say that the clip seen in
photo at bottom of box is to fasten round the
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down tube to prevent side rock . The pieces A , A

other at intersection of one line and circle, which

make contact with the top tube of machine, and

will represent crank -pin . Through latter hole put
a tack , with head downwards ; then fasten disc to
board , so that it can turn freely .
Mark off centres of connecting-rod ; pierce them

To Holder
LoBo
A3

also . On another piece of cardboard A the piston
and centre of cross-head pin can be laid down .
This piece is to be about same width as cylinder.
By driving two tacks on each side, as shown at

H , H , H , H , and turning crank disc, the piston will
- 19

To Switch

move to and fro when above parts are connected up .
For valve gear, cut pasteboard disc of ample size ;
divide it in a similar manner to crank disc . Pierce
a hole in centre, and on one line make three or four
holes, at different radii, so that throw of eccentric

Fig . 1.- Part Section OF LAMP.

can be altered to suit . It would be as well to secure

the clip B fastens (or releases) cell instantly. The
latter is carried underneath the saddle and

have to come off to allow of a tack being put

D HDD

To Lamp

this disc to board with a small screw , in case it may
through one or other of the holes.
When making valve and its spindle , take a narrow
strip , and arrange it to move in a similar manner to

piston . Mark and bore holes in eccentric-rod, etc .

To Switch
Fig . 2.

FIG . 4.

SIDE VIEW AND PLAN OF HOLDER AND SWITCH.

between the legs, this being the least conspicuous
place.

Setting -out Valve Gears.
A CORRESPONDENT of the Practical Engineer,

A writing on the subject of the setting -out of
valve gears for small, high -speed engines, describes
the following method of determining the relative
positions of valve and piston, a method which the
model engineer engaged in similar work cannot do
better than adopt.

The only materials necessary are some pieces of
thin pasteboard , a sheet of paper, a drawing-board ,
and a few small brass tacks.
It will be observed , on reference to the sketch ,
that there are, as it were, two crankshafts lying
parallel to each other ; and also that the valve
chest is on one side of the cylinder, when looking on
end of crankshaft .
This arrangement is adopted on the model for the
sake of simplicity ; because it would be difficult and
complicated to arrange piston and valve to work off
same shaft, as will be the case on actual engine.
The stroke, length of connecting-rod, and length
of eccentric -rod being fixed upon , the cylinder may
be drawn down, together with the steam ports ;
then mark positions of crankshaft centres, as at F ,
which will be on same horizontal line. On a piece

of pasteboard describe crank- pin circle, and divide

it into eight equal parts (numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, etc .)
or more if desired .
Cut out disc somewhat larger than crank -pin
circle ; then pierce two holes, one in centre and the

Starting point
3

of

Starling
192 Point

METHOD OF SETTING -OUT Valve GEARS.

Then put parts together, which will complete
model. Outside and inside lap , also angle of ad

vance, will be found by trial, to suit required cut
Valve can be marked on strip D , as shown, by
putting crank on , say, top centre, and then bringing
eccentric into an assumed position in advance of it.
When in this position, allowing lead , top end J of
off.

valve may be marked , also bottom exhaust edge K
at same time.
The opposite end L and top exhaust edge M will
be determined by turning both discs half a revolu
tion , and proceeding as before.
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By moving each disc through same number of
divisions, the various positions of piston and valve,
with relation to each other, will at once be seen , so
that inaccuracies of adjustment can be detected,
and the same corrected to ensure best results.

The Model Steamer Speed
Competition .
(Continued from page 5n6.)

II. - A Description ofBoat
the. Second Prize Model
THE model torpedo boat destroyer made by Mr.
David Scott, which was awarded the bronze
medal in this year's Model Steamer Speed
Competition , is 6 ft. 3 ins. long over all, and has a
beam of 7 } ins., and a depth of 54 ins., the draught
being 3 ins.
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Prize Competitions.
Competition No. 36 . - A prize of £2 2s. will be
awarded to the reader sending in the best article

on " Model ENGINE DRIVING ," the closing date
being December 31st, 1903.
Competition No. 37 . For Foreign and Colonial
Readers only . - In order to encourage our readers
across the seas to let us know more of their model

making achievements, we offer a prize of the value
of 42 28. for the best description of “ SOME MODELS I
HAVE MADE.” The models described should be
illustrated by photographs or drawings, or by both .
If sufficient entries are received, we will give a fur
ther prize of tI is. for the second best description ,
and in any case we will give a consolation prize of
ros. 6d, for each unsuccessful entry which we think
sufficiently interesting to insert. If preferred , we
will, in this Competition , send goods to the value

MR. DAVID Scott's MODEL TORPEDO Boar Destroyer .
It is made of sheet brass throughout, except for a
of the prize, and each competitor should state what
strip of wood round the top of sheer strake to hold
form he would like the prize to take in the event
the screws for fastening the deck .
of his being successful. The closing date for re
ceiving entries will be March ist, 1904.
There are two propeller shafts, to each of which
is attached two propellers, the outside one being
Competition No. 38 . - We offer a prize of 12 25.
31 ins, and the inner 24 ins. diameter. The engine is
for the best article on “ MEASURING AND MARKING
a single slide-valve cylinder, and has a slot link in
OFF TOOLS AND HOW TO MAKE THEM .” The closing
stead of a connecting-rod, the propeller shafts
date for this Competition is December 31st, 1903.
being driven by pinion wheels, and made to rotate
in opposite directions.
Competition No. 39 . - A prize of 42 25. is offered
A water -tube boiler is employed , which is made to
the best design for “ A MODEL HORIZONTAL
for
suit themidship section of the boat. It has twenty
STEAM ENGINE.” Closing date, January 15th , 1904.
water tubes, į in . in outside diameter, and two
Competition No. 40. - A prize of £2 2s.is offered
steam drums 2 ins. diameter by 10 ins. long , all
for the best design for a “ STATIONARY BOILER."
brazed together. The ends are 1- 16th in . full in
Closing date, January 15th , 1904.
thickness, and are stayed , the boiler standing
For further particulars of the above prize Com
rup
without
pressure
water
inch
square
per
lbs.
400
petitions, readers will please refer to page 364 of
ture. The heating surface is 450 square inches.
the issue for October 15th .
The usual working pressure is 150 lbs. per square
inch ; but the boiler hasbeen worked at 200 lbs., the
firing being accomplished by two benzoline blow
GENERAL CONDITIONS FOR ABOVE COMPETITIONS.
lamps.
I. All articles should be written in ink on one side
Themodel, in working order, weighs about 34 lbs.,
and tried in a tank with the engine running at
of
the paper only.
2000 revolutions per minute, the pull registered on
2.
Any drawings which may be necessary should
the spring-balance was 7 } lbs.
I be in good black ink on white Bristol board . No
( To be continued .)
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coloured lines or washes should be used . The draw

ings should be about one-third larger than they are
interded to appear if published .
3 The copyright of all photographs entered in
connection with any Competition must be the
sender's own property, and a signed statement to
this effect must accompany same.
4. The copyright of the prize articles to be the
property of the proprietor of THE MODEL ENGINEER,
and the decision of the Editor to be accepted as
final.

5. - The Editor reserves the right to print the
whole or any portion of an unsuccessful article
which hemay think worthy of publication , upon the
understanding that remuneration is given at the
Editor's discretion in proportion to the length and
merit of the matter used.
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Practical Letters from our

Readers.
[ The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached

though notnecessarily intended for publication .]

Emptyiog Gas Engine Water Tank .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - I think the following would be rather
useful to users of small gas-engines. Having only a
small 2 -gallon water tank for my engine, I was some
boiling . For some time I used to take hold of the

what at a loss how to empty it when water was

tank (which was connected to engineby long rubber
pipes) by means of a wire handle , lift it down , and
empty it into a pail, refill
ing it almost at once by a

Wire .

pailful of cold

Cold Water
Lead Pipe

- Cistern

Rubber Pipe

METHOD OF MAKING Joint.

Hot

Cold Water __

Straight
Through

Hot
in

Cock

water .

Finding this method some
what irksome (as the tank
had to be refilled every
half-hour ) I conceived the
idea of emptying the tank
by letting in cold water
from the bottom . The cold
water coming in from the
bottom of the tank has
the effect of lifting the hot
water
the level
an
overflowto pipe
about
fixed of
fin . from top of tank .
The diagram will make

matters clearer .
I have had the system fitted up some time, and it
has never failed to cool the water in less than four
minutes. Of course , this depends upon what speed

the water is allowed to pass in ; but it should not
flow in too quickly , or else it will raise the cold and
hot waters together, and, consequently, it will take
longer to change the water

ARRANGEMENT FOR EMPTYING WATER TANK.
6 . - All Competitions should be addressed to The
Editor, The Model ENGINEER, 26 - 29, Poppin 's
Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C ., and should be
marked outside with the number of the Competition
for which they are intended. A stamped addressed
envelope should accompany all Competitions, for
their return in the event of being unsuccessful. All
MSS . and drawings should bear the sender's full
name and address on the back .
SUCCESSFUL experiments are reported as having

been made in various forests of France in cutting
trees by means of electricity . A platinum wire is
heated to a white heat by an electric current and
used like a saw . In this manner the tree is felled
much easier and more quickly than in the old way ;

no sawdust is produced , and the slight carbonisation
caused by the hot wire acts as a preservative of the
wood . The new method is said to require only one

eighth of the time consumed by the old sa wing
process .

The piping I used is ordinary lead gas-pipe, and all
difficult joints could be made, as shown in sketch
herewith . All that has to be done is simply to
turn on cold water, and in a few minutes the tank

will be filled with fresh , cold water, and tap turned
off.
Trusting the idea will be of use to your readers . -Yours truly,
ALF. BONNOR, JUNR .

London, E

The Design for Direct - coupled Steam Engine
and Dynamo.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - Readers will no doubt join with me
in commending Mr. Foulds' practical article on a
direct -coupled engine and dynamo, appearing in

THE Model ENGINEER ; but, as the aim of our
educational, and not entirely devoted to purposes
of recreation , may I be permitted to draw attention
to one or two fallacies in the so -called “ calcula
favourite journal is, I take it, to a great extent

tions ” of the electrical part of the design ?
In offering this criticism , I desire in no way to
detract from the interest or value of the design -the plant has every appearance of being well up to

its rated output - but the dynamo details bear the
stamp of rule of thumb ” all too plainly .
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With regard to the armature conductors, I really

A . H . AVERY, A . I. E . E .

truly ,

Tunbridge Wells.

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - Referring to the design for model
direct coupled engine and dynamo, now appearing
in the M . E ., it appears that the H .-P . cylinder has an

LA

Exhaust

of field , but the same length
offieldconductor
in the same
strength moving at any
other velocity certainly will
not do so .
Again , why does " experi

a high rank among the exact sciences. - Yours

TUULILLA

thought that the " one volt one yard ” fallacy had
been exploded for good, but it is constantly crop
ping up and seems as hale and hearty as the pro
verbial “ oldest inhabitant.” Mr. Foulds certainly
qualifies it by prescribing that this active and in
telligent yard shall travel 1, 250 ft. before it reaps
its reward of 1 volt, but either expression is per
fectly meaningless, taken as a mere isolated state
ment, for not one, or even
two, but three factors govern
the production of E .M . F . in
a conductor : Length (L ),
velocity (V ), and strength of
field (H ), or :
E is proportional to L . V .H .,
and to consider any one of
the terms without the others
is altogether
useless. A yard
of active conductor travelling
at a linear velocity of 1,250
ft. per minute (which is, per
haps, what Mr. Foulds in
tended to say), may produce
I volt in a certain strength
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ment dictate " that the field
resistance in a machine of

this size should be 200 times
that of the armature ? This

is rule of thumb with a ven
geance ! The resistance of

the fields ought to be deter
mined solely by the require
ments of current and turns
to produce the requisite
amount of excitation de

manded to generate the flux
STEAM ENGINE AND DYNAMO.
MODEL DIRECT-COUPLED
through the magnetic circuit As DESIGNED
. H . & L . CYLINDERS
- figures calculable alone
With CROSSED PORTS IN H .P .
from the individual data of
OPPOSED .
- CYLINDER.
every separate machine, and
inside admission (for steam from boiler) to the
an operation requiring great exactness
As these points ofdesign have been treated pretty
valve, and exhausts on the outside into chamber
exhaustively in some of our earlier numbers, there
common to the two valves, so that the L.-P. valve
has an outside admission , causing the H .-P . and L.- P .
accompanying sketch .

cylinders to oppose each other, as shown by the
U
M
I

One remedy would be to cross the ports to the
H .-P. cylinder, as shown in section and plan at A , B ;
or the H .-P. valve-chamber could be separated from
the L.-P. in a similar way to the two cylinders, the
exhaust from H .-P. cylinder being carried by a
pipe from top of steam -chest to present exhaust of
L .-P . cylinder, giving the valve an inside admission ,

- Yours truly ,

E . L . PEARCE.

Dulwich, S .E .
Electric v. Gas Light.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - In Mr. Featherstone's communica

SECTIONAL PLAN THROUGH A B .
should be no excuse for such methods of “ averag

ing " : dynamo design can claim nowadays to take

tion he overlooksmany things which are important
factors. To begin with , he will need to renew four
incandescent gas mantles to every one electric
lamp ; taking the cost of the electric lamp as being

double the gasmantle, this will still leave the cost
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renewals to gas twice as much as those to be
of
charged to electric light. No consideration is
apparently given to this matter. Also with a

December 19, 1903.

Queries and Replies.

regular voltage like most Companies now give,
lamps of 21 watts can be used (and including re
newal) will be much more economical in the end .
This also will reduce the cost of current, to the
credit of the electrical light. The cost of decora
tion is reduced by more than one-half if this light
is used since no fumes are given off.
Fire Insurance Companies will, as a rule, reduce
the premium if a building is changed from gas illu
mination to electric lighting, and yet they have
more experience surely than Mr. Featherstone,
who apparently does not believe it is safe.
be better if Mr. Featherstone spoke
instead
himselfit not
forWould
of making the totally unwar
ranted statement that everybody who uses electric

[ Attention is especially directed to the first condition given belore
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complyingwith the
directions thereint stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope “ Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions ( 1 ) Queries dealing

emphatically deny the correctness of his state

selected from the Queries which have been replied
Thefollowingare
lo recently: [9889 ] Alternaing Current Transformer. F . N . E . (Waver
tree ) writes : I should be glad if you could tell me the necessary

light knows it is not cheaper than gas. I, for one,

ment.

In my last house I had incandescent gas through-,
out. In this, I have electric light throughout.
Taking the total cost at my last house of gas bills,
decorations, renewals of mantles, cracked globes,

and an occasional visit from the plumber, the cost
was greater than it is now under electric light
(reckoning light at 4d. per unit), renewal of lamps,

and all expenses.
Also letme point out that when a room is left,
gas is turned low , electric light is switched out. I
now , but I should be
my owncostlight
am generating that
sorry to think
it me anything like 4d . per
unit to generate. I do not believe in calculating
actual cost of gas. To get at the
just simply thematter,
expense under

the whole
truth of the
either system must be calculated. Ñr. Feather
stone may go into any figures he likes, but I am
speaking from practical experience, which is gene
supposed
better than mere calculating.
rally
Yours truly, to be
“ EXPERIENCE ."
P .S. - I am not an electrician by profession as
perhaps might be suggested .
THE disadvantages of highly superheated steam .
to
no water of
rubbing surfaces of the valves and cylinders, but
it decomposes many of the oils that are fed into the

are that the steam notonly
says Cassier's Magazine,
condensation lubricate the
supplies

cylinder for lubricating purposes ; hence the valve
faces, cylinders, and pistons are liable to become
the gland pack
badly scored ; also not unfrequently
It must, however,
be
ing is burnt or melted out.
remembered that these are troubles which arise only
when high degrees of superheat are adopted .
EXTENSIVE improvements are being made to the

power plant of the Niagara Falls Hydraulic Power
Manufacturing Company, known as the
and
Schoellkopf plant. The basin or reservoir of the
present canal will be extended northward and a
forebay built to convey the water to additional pen
stocks, now being constructed of steel, II ft. in

diameter and 210 ft. in height, leading to the turbine
wheels and generators underneath the bank. When
completed , this canal will be 100 ft. wide its entire
Jength , and from 14 ft. to 18 ft. deep, and will enable
the company to produce 100,000 horse- power, the
total present capacity being 40,000 horse -power.

with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's nameMUST be in
scribed on the back. ( 2 ) Queries should be accompanied ,
wherever possible , with fully dimensioned sketches, and corte

spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. (3) stamped addressed

A

envelope (notpost-card

)
should invariably be enclosed . (4 ) Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days
must usually clapse before the Reply can be forwarded . (5 )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column

should understand that some weeks must elapse before the

Reply can be published . The insertion of Replies in this column
cannot be guaranteed . ( 6 ) All Oueries should be addressed to
The Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER , 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court,

Flect Street, London , E .C .)

alterations there would be in the construction of a transformer
similar to the one described in your issue of February 26th , 1903.
I want it for working a hand-feed arc lamp from a 230-volt 60 -cycle
circuit. I want to be able to regulate the current from 6 to 12

amps. Will the ordinary wire resistance do this, or must you use

coil ?
a choking
As the transformer
you refer to is only designed to give an

out,
put of 100 watts , whereas your arc lampwill require about 400 watts
transformer
the
new
must
be
considerably
larger.
general
The
description and method of building will serve for both cases, the
necessary alterations being in the size of the core and the gauge
and quantity of wire. The iron strips should be 2 ins. wide by
36 ins.
ins. long and sufficient in number to form a square section core,
ż
wide and 2 ins. deep . The coil space must be to ins. long.
wound, for the primary winding, with 690 turns of No. 16 D . C . C .
copper wire in six layers ; about 71 lbs. will be the weight. The
secondary is to be 130 turns of No. 12 D .C .C . copper wire wound on
top of the primary winding in two layers ; about 45 lbs. ofwire will
be the weight. To regulate the current, use a
resistance of
about 1 ohm total ; arrange with a slider so thatwire
you can cut out
more or less of the wire arc required . One lb . of No. 12 Eureka

resistance wire would do.
(9863) Handicapping Model Yachts. R . S. B . (Edinburgh
writes : ( I ) I have to handicap a large number of boats in a model
regatta - Class I, 36 to 72 ins. 0 .A . ; Class II , 18 to 35 ins. 0 . A .
Owing to the owners living at a very considerable distance , the only
information that I can get is ( a ) length of boat overall, (b ) extreme
breadth . (c ) rig . ( 2 ) I cannot get either sail areas or L . W . L . ( 3 )
The lock in which we sail gives a course of about a mile in length .
(4) Would 45 or 60 seconds per inch of length overall from the
scratch
boat bevery
fairdifficult
?
It would
be
to handicap the boats on the particulars
given . If one assumes that the length over all is about equal to the

L . W . L . I'33, a handicap might be framed thus :
L .0.A .6000
* (t L .O ,A .)2 =– Rating
_ (t6000L .O .A ,)3 = say (L .0 00.A0.)3 = Roti
Rating .
14

be as follows for the
Having found the rating, the handicap should
mile
: - 18 to 35 ins. 0 .A . Allow 30 seconds for each i rating
thus :
= scratch .
3530 ins.
0 .A . = about 3 rating
» = 30 secs. start,
ins. 0 . A . =
24 ins. 0 .A . =
16 ins. ( . A . =

„.

= 60

75

1 =
36 to 72 ins. 0 . A . allow 5 seconds for each I rating :

= scratch .
72 ins. 0 .A . = about 27 rating
„ = 35 secs. start.

64 ins. 0 .A . = , 20
= 51 »
54 ins. 0 .A . = , 10
, query
= 122'5willsecs,
start.
36 ins.concerning
0 .A . = your 3'5
second
be had on refer
Information
( 2)

ence to back numbers.
(9998) Motor for Ordinary Roadster Bicycle R . M . A .
(Montenotte, Cork) writes: Would you kindly inform me
if you
know of any firm who supply i h.-p. finished bicycle motors
for
attaching to an ordinary roadster machine ?

You would get what you require from any cycle or motor
agent by ordering the small size Clement-Garrard engine, and the

makers would supply you with full particulars and name ofnearest
agent. Write the Garrard Manufacturing Co., Magneto Works,

Ryland Street, Birmingham . Before fitting any motor to an

ordinary bicycle be very sure of the strength of your front fork

_ 599599.
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and
steering column ; much top ballto bead
have socket.
an extra pair of front
tubes fitted from fork ends to safer

The News of the Trade,

many enquiries as to which numbers the articles
on Having
“ PetrolhadMotors
" appeared in ,we append the following list for
future reference :
MOTOR
CYCLES
AND How September
to CONSTRUCT
THEM .
March ist, 1901.
ist, 1901.
September 15th , 1901.
March
15th
,
1901.
October
ist, 1901.
April ist, 1901.
October 15th , 1901.
April 15th , 1901.
November ist, 1901.
May ist, 1901.
May 15th , 1901.
November
1901.
January 15th15th,
, 1902.
June ist, 1901.
February ist, 1902.
June
15th , 1901.

We have recently had the opportunity of inspecting a new
“ charging board ” for charging accumulators from the mains,
of 60,
brought out by the Universal Electric Supply Company,
Brook Street, Chorlton -on -Medlock , Manchester, illustrations
of which we reproduce herewith (Fig . 1 ). The board consists of a

f0432] Back Numbers containing " How to Make a Motor
Bicycle.' F . J . (Westerham ) writes : Can you tell me the issue
in which the series of articles on PetrolMotor Cycles commenced ?

July
1st, 1901.
July 15th , 1901.

August ist, 1901.
August 15th , 1901.

To Motor Car Owners especially.
Po

Februaryist,15th,
March
1902.1902 .
March 15th , 1902.
April 1st, 1902.

AprilDESIGN,
15th , 1902.
THEJune
MOTOR
BICYCLE : ITS
CONSTRUCTION, AND USE
January 8th , 1903.
ist, 1902.
July
August1st,ist,1902.
1902.

January 15th , 1903.

August 15th , 1902.
September 15th , 1902.

January 22nd, 1903.
January
1903.
February29th
5th ,, 1903.

November ist, 1902.
Novembe
r 15th , 1902.

February 26th , 1903.
March
12th , 1903.

October ist, 1902.

February 19th , 1903.

May 21st, 1903.
December ist, 1902.
8th , 1903.
January ist, 1903. November October
26th , 1903.

(10,001)
Dynamo
Lamp Pailuredynamo,
? J. 15W volts
. (Manchester)
writes
: I have
a small or
Manchester-type
ro amps.,
shunt wound , 2,500 revolutions per minute, which runs fairly weli
as a motor but as a dynamo it is a failure. Running it up to its
proper speed , I connected up a 12-volt lamp but it refused to
generate any current. I next tried exciting the field -magnets, but

that
madehasnobeendifference
it might
be the lamp, as the
dynamo,
lighting; 8.6I thought
candle-power
lamps.
We really cannot say what is the cause of the failure as you give
us no data to go upon. Small machines frequently run well as

FIG , 1. - CHARGING BOARD , WITH AMMETER.
small well-finished portable case, containing an ammeter , cover
wires,
plug,holders for the lamps, and an ingenious device by which
the positive and negative terminals can be easily found without
the usual trouble, the instructions as to the use of the apparatus
being enclosed in the cover of the case. With this board accumu.
lators can be charged from either a high or low voltage continuous

circuit, the price, including the ammeter, being 36s. The cheaper

set
shewn in Fig . 2 without the ammeter, but with the polarity
arrangement
and flexible cords, works outat ios. We can heartily

motors
notrunning
run welland
as generators.
But if, foras you
machinebut
hasdobeen
generating current
eightsay,
6 c .-theP .

lamps,
we can only conclude that your lamp now being used is of
too bigb a voltage. If you have a voltmeter, see what voltage
dynamo gives across its terminals. This will settle at once whether

themachine is not giving its full 15 volts, or whether the lamp is
more
than a 15 -volt lamp. If it is more, the remedy is obvious
use a lower voltage lamp.
[0919 ) Small Engineand Dynamo. P . N . (Farnham ) writes :
Could you tell me which would be the smallest engine, bore and
stroke
(gas and steam ) I could use for driving the smallest dynamo
made for charging accumulator, 4 volts 20 amp.-hours ? Please
give
me
voltage of the smallest dynamo made for charging this
accumulator, and time it would take to charge.
A dynamo of 10 volts at 3 amps. would do for charging a 4 -volt
accumulator. This would need an engine of about 1- 12th h .- p . to
drive it comfortably , and would charge a 20 amp.-hour set in about
eight or ten hours. Your queries are somewhat complex , but pro

bably
the above will assist you.
roso1] The Cost of Gas Lighting . A . C . (Lowestoft) writes :
Would
you kindly tell me the comparison between gas and elec
tricity for this town ? TheGas Company (private Company) charge
48. per 1000 , with a discount of 3d. if paid within themonth , when
the
bill is delivered . The Electric Works (Corporation) charge on
the " maximum demand ” 7d. and 3d. I have my shop lit up by
electricity , viz., two 16 c.- P ., two 32 C .- P ., one 8 c.- p . lamp, or, I
could and have used , one Nernst lamp for window , one 32 c.- P .
for
shop, one 8 c.-p. for small office. Which is the cheapest way
for me to light up ?
This
is rather a complicated subject to enter into in detail ; but
putting aside the advantages which are claimed for electricity , such
as cleanliness, convenience in lighting up, absence of heat, and
portability, etc., and regarding the actual cost of the two systems
candle-power for candle-power, we get the following result : A
50 C.-p. Welsbach burner will consume 4 cubic ft. of gas per hour ;
or, in other words, gives you 250 hours of light for 48 pence. This
works out at just on five hours of 50 C.- p . (or 250 c.- P . hours) for i

penny consumes,
per hour. atAnleast,
electric.5 watts
incandescent
power
per c.-P . lamp
; thus,ofa 50samec.- p.candle
lamp

will, on 1000-watt hours (i.e., i unit) keep burning
hour

1000
s,
175 = 57
and as 1000-watt hours cost you 7d., this means that you can have
57 X 50 = 285 C .- p . hours for 7d., as against 250 C.- p . hours for id .
with gas. We cannot say whether the maximum demand system
would effect you in any way; probably you are using the small
number
too from
regularly
to make
difference cheaper,
in this
respect. ofYoulamps
will see
the above
thatmuch
gas is infinitely

light for light.

Fig . 2 - CHARGING BOARD,WITHOUT AMMETER.
owners who haveto
motor ascyclewellandas tocar others
recommendelectric
sets to mains
these lighting
who wish
access to
charge small accumulators from the same source.
Change of Address.
Mr. Sam Middleton informs us that his new business address is

Faraday House,
179, Camden Grove, North Peckham , S. E . Ama
teurs and others requiring the use of lathes, & c., for evening work,
can obtain them from him ; assistance is also rendered to inventors
and others in need of such . Wehave received a supplementary list
of miscellaneous electrical apparatus, comprising magnetmagnetos,
bells, telephones, microphones, & c. This priced list will be sent to

any of our readers on application to the above address.

New Catalogues and Lists,
53, Addison
52 andsplendidly
The Model Manufacturing Company,issuing

got
a
, Notting Hill, London, W ., are
Roadlist North
up
of their model supplies , which mainly comprise castings of the
compound,
.,
.R
.N
Railway,
G
Caledonian
.
R
M
.
class
highest
for
LB. & S .C . R ., and S . E . & C . R . locomotivemodels, splendid designs
boiler
general
fit
plates,
boiler
flanged
and
engine
cast
of marine
tings. We note that particulars and prices are given for general
patterns, planing, boring cylinders, and
customers'
castings
from
milling out cylinder ports ofmodel and small-power engine parts.
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The Editor's Page.
THE change of address, to which we recently
T referred , has now taken place, and we should
therefore, be obliged if all our correspondents
will kindly address their communications to 26 -29,

Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London, E .C .
Our attention has been called to the very close
resemblance which exists between the model battle
ship illustrated in our issue of November 12th last
and the similar model described by Mr. Eric R .

Temple in our issue of June 15th and July ist last.

model steamers. I wish I could have entered a
steamer I made at home, which took a first prize at
an exhibition some years ago . Dimensions :
length , 4 ft. 3 ins. ; breadth , io ins.; engine, if ins.
by i ins. ; multitubular boiler, 8 ins. by 16 ins. .

propeller, 44 ins. I have never timed the speed,
but this model has towed me along on a canal in a
boat. I have a unique model here of a beam engine
made for a late Khedive of Egypt. It has cylinder

if diameter, and is condensing (jet). The cylinder,
air pump, circulating pump, and condenser are
made of glass, and the steam chest has glass let
into the core. It is a working model. I purpose
sending you a photo of my workshop and models,
and trust it may be interesting enough to appear
in your paper."

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on ne side of the paper
only , and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whe hor
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS . :hould be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will b : sent post free to any address for 13s. per
annuin , payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Postal
Order.
Advertisement rates may be had on app ication to the Advertise
ment Manager,

How to ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the pap r .

and all new apparatus and price lists, & c., for review , to beaddressed
to THE EDITOR , " The Model Engineer," 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court.
Fleet Street, London , E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, “ The Model Engi
neer, 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .

All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Mrshall
& Co., 26 - 29
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .
Sole Agents for United States, Can da, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York, USA., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries hould be addressed.

Contents ,

.
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year. Mr. Temple objects not to the reproduction
of his design, for he readily admits that one of the
purposes of his article was to enable other readers
to make similar models ; but he does take excep
tion to the use of his plans by another contributor
without due acknowledgment being made. That
this objection is a reasonable one may be gathered
from the fact that it took Mr. Temple several
months to collect the necessary information to en
ble him to prepare his drawings before he actually
started work on the model, and it is pleasant to
note that Mr. Temple tempers his comments with
congratulations to Mr. Anderson on his model and
a friendly offer to help him , if possible, with plans
for any further ships he may contemplate building.
We communicated with Mr. Anderson, who, in
reply, frankly admitted the accuracy of Mr. Temple's
impeachment, and expressed his regret for his error
in inadvertently neglecting to acknowledge the
source of his design . We do not think that Mr.
Anderson had the remotest intention of claiming
credit where none was due, and as in several points
his model was different from the one previously
described , he felt quite justified in sending a des
cription on to us. We think that with this ex
planation both parties may accept the conclusion
of peace — with honour.
We quote the following interesting notes from a
letter recently received from a reader in Rangoon :
- " It is, I suppose, very unlikely that there are
any amateur engineers in Rangoon , but if there
are, a note in your interesting little paper might
bring us together. I first came across your paper
in an out-of-the-way place in Upper Assam - a most
unlikely spot to meet a model engineer, you will
agree. I have a well- fitted workshop, with a 6 -in .
Whitworth lathe, drilling machine, and a good
stock of tools, and am at present finishing a 1-in .
scale London, Tilbury and Southend loco (castings
by Martin ). Any European gentleman in Rangoon
interested in models I shall be glad to meet, and if
he is not so well equipped as I am , I shall be de
lighted to let him have the use of my workshop , as
I always think the interest of any work in hand is
greatly increased if two are engaged in it. I am
glad to see we shall soon have some articles on
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A Small Dynamo.
By E. R . TURNER.

MR. E . R . TURNER 'S SMALL DYNAMO.
THE following is a description of a small dynamo

that I have recently constructed : - All the
castings are of my own manufacture, except
the magnet, which I had cast locally in soft iron
from my own pattern ; the rest are cast in an
aluminium alloy .
The armature is an eight-cogged drum , wound in
four sections, 2 ins. diameter by 2 ins. long ,wound
with 5 } ozs. No. 20 d .c.c., the spindle of which is
5- 16ths in . diameter at stampings and I in . diam
eter at necks, and 7 ins. long.
The magnet, which weighs 8 lbs., is wound with
24 lbs. No. 19 D .C.C . making 101 lbs. for magnet
alone, finished machine weighing 141 lbs.
1

1

The terminals, though neat, are very simple to
construct ; they were cast in one piece -- bored ,
turned , milled , and cut in two, the result being the
finished terminal, sketch of which is given on
following page, and shows where cut.
In mounting the magnet, I bore in mind the inad
visability of using an iron base, so a polished
mahogany one was used instead .
At first trial the dynamo would not excite, and ,
thinking it was going to be a failure, the dynamo
was let stand aside for some time.
One day someone said — " Try it the reverse way
round " ; this was done, and, to my surprise, the
lamp which was connected to the terminals became
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incandescent as soon as the armature revolved at the
required speed, for this was the same direction of
rotation as it ran as a motor from three cells. I
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gas. The author then described the modifications
makers, resulting in the consumption of coal gas
in the Otto cycle engine introduced by various

being reduced , the inequality of the crank effort
being partly overcome and the speed being kept

constant to about i per cent. by automatic govern
ing. Probably the largest engines on the Otto
cycle hitherto constructed have been made by the

Société Cockerill of Seraing. Engines with two
tandem cylinders, 51 ins. in diameter, have been
made by this firm and develop 2 ,500 i.h .p .
Among earlier attempts to replace the Otto en
gine was that made by Mr. Dugald Clerk , who re
moved the suction and compression strokes to a
separate pump cylinder. Although this engine did

not supersede the Otto, it has been re-introduced
with modifications as a double-acting engine by
Messrs. Korting, and is now being manufactured
in sizes up to 1000 h . p. and over. Another de
parture from the Otto principle is the engine made

by the Diesel Company, which closely follows the
Carnot cycle, and if this can be successfully applied
to gas engines of large size, constant pressure

ignition in a gas engine will be an accomplished
fact.

The engine recently invented by Messrs.

Vogt & Recklinghausen was designed to overcome
/

l

Soft IRON MAGNET.

always thought that they ran the opposite way as a
motor.
I find thatmyone-by-two engine is notable to run

the difficulty of cooling with the thicker castings
rendered necessary by the increased explosion pres
sures, and promises to give striking results.
From the above facts it will be gathered that the
gas engine has been by recent improvements in con
struction brought to a position in which in economy
it surpasses the steam engine, and in regularity of
running, steadiness, size, and bandiness for given

power, it approaches very closely, and promises to
surpass , the steam engine also .

TERMINAL FOR

Small DYNAMO.

2010000

SKETCH OF

stud

the dynamo at the desired speed to light two 12-volt
lamps, although one 6 -volt lamp is lighted easily
by it.

Recent Developments in the
Construction and Working
of Gas Engines .
T a meeting of the Junior Institution of Engi.

A neers held on December 4th , at Westminster
Palace Hotel , the Chairman, Mr. S . Cutler,
Junr., presiding. Prof. D . S . Capper read a paper on
* Recent Developments in the Construction and
Working of Gas Engines." After referring to the
history of the gas engine, he described the principles
upon which the Otto gas engine were first con
structed and compared these with the steam engine,
showing the disadvantages of the former. Turn

ing to the developments made in recent years, the
efforts of experimenters have been chiefly directed
either to the improvement of the Otto cycle or to
endeavouring to replace the Otto cycle by one

Compound gas

engines have been tried by Messrs. Crossley and by
other makers also , but although these have been
successfully worked , the gain has not been com
mensurate with the added cost, and they have,
therefore, not been adopted as a commercially
possible type. If the reciprocating engine were to

give place to a rotary turbine, there is little doubt
that its future bids fair to equal - probably to sur
pass — the steam engine for universal applicability .
Many experimenters are working on the problem
of a gas turbine, and there are even rumours that a
solution has been found . There is little doubt that
as Mr. Parsons has converted the engineering
world to the real genuineness of an economical
steam turbine (though many had from frequent
disappointment learned to regard a rotary engine
as approaching perpetual motion in the impro

bability of its successful achievement), so the gas
turbine will in the future, possibly the near future,
be an accomplished fact. The place the recipro
cating gas engine has already won is proved by the
significant fact that even firms which have created
the demand and met the supply for high -speed
steam electric generators are almost without ex
ception , experimenting with gas engines as the

coming thing which will supply the second, if not
the first, string to their bow .

lation . A third direction in which developments

A CORRECTION . -- In the issue of December roth .
page 572, in Mr. F . H . Taylor's letter " Electric v.
Gas Lighting," " figures are beautiful" should read
“ Figures are beautiful, especially gas figures, which

introduction of Producer gas and use ofblast furnace

commonly appear on the ceiling, but facts are
better."

which shall give greater efficiency and easier regu
have been made is the cheapening of fuel by the

December 24, 1903.
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The Society of Model Engineers.
London .
MEETING of the Society was held at Holborn

Town Hall, Gray's Inn Road , on Thursday,
December roth ,Mr. W . T . Bashford taking the

Chair at 7 .45 , and about sixty members and friends
being present. The minutes of theprevious ordinary
meeting approved , and two new members elected , the
Chairman called upon Mr. D . C . Glen , the Vice -chair

man,who had kindlyconsented to undertake thetask ,
to sell thevarious articles which had been brought to
the meeting by members. The articles varied con
siderably , there being castings of all sorts, large and
small cylinders, complete models of various kinds,
Primus burners, tools and material, amounting in
all to forty -six lots, which , by Mr. Glen 's able exer

tions, were nearly all sold with very satisfactory re
sults to all concerned . On the motion of the Chair
man , a very hearty vote of thanks was accorded Mr.
Glen for his arduous labours. One of the newly ap
pointed Coinmittee-men being unable to serve, a
ballot was taken , with the result that Mr. A . M . H .
Solomon was elected to fill the vacancy.
The Chairman announced that Mr. Allman had
presented the Library with a copy of Mr. Belcher' s

“ Practical Electricity ." The only exhibits were a
complete set of castings of a Great Western tank
locomotive, by Messrs. Smithies & Flooks, and a
neat model of a CentralLondon electric locomotive,
by Mr. Pitt. Themeeting terminated at 10. 15 p .m .
In response to enquiries, the Committee have de
cided to issue a limited number of tickets for chil
dren under 12 years of age for the forthcoming Con
versazione at the reduced price of is. 6d. each , and
the Secretary will be pleased to forward such tickets
on application being made to him . The Conver

sazione, as already announced , is fixed for January
15th next, and intending exhibitors should lose no
time in sending particulars of their proposed ex

hibits to Mr. Sanderson , the Exhibit Secretary. -HERBERT G . RIDDIE, Hon . Sec., 37, Minard Road,
Hither Green , S . E .

Provincial Societies.
Leeds. -- A meeting of the above Society was
held on Tuesday evening, December ist, in their
room in St. Paul's Street, when Mr. Wilkinson
showed some inodels of loco driving and trailing

wheels very neatly executed ; also a partly finished

copper boiler for a model locomotive. Afterwards
the members paid a visit to Dr. Wear' s house in

Hanover Square, when the doctor took us into his
workshop where a pleasant half hour was spent
inspecting his tools and several small model steam
engines ; also a large model of a Great Northern
Railway express locomotive which he has just com
pleted . He has about forty yards of track which
he can lay down in his backyard , and has several
times had his engine on it under steam and the run
ning has been quite satisfactory. The engine is a
neatly designed and finished piece of work , and
does great credit to the doctor's ability as an
amateur engineer. He has a 6 h .-P . Locomobile
steam car, so that we had to adjourn into the next
building where the steam car was stabled . The
doctor partly dismantled the car, “ jacked ” the
hind wheels off the floor, got steam up (which took
about ten minutes), and run her so that the mem .
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bers present could see the engines running and the
various connections therewith to boiler, tanks, etc.,
which he kindly explained . A well spent evening
terminating at 10. 15 with hearty thanks to Dr.
Wear.-- W . H . BROUGHTON , Hon . Sec., 202, Carlton
Terrace, York Road, Leeds.
Liverpool. - The last meeting of this Society was
held on the 2nd inst., but owing to Mr. Thorp , junr.,
being , unfortunately, unable to turn up, the model
marine engines were not shown. Mr. Weaver, how
ever, gave a very interesting description of his fast
model steamer, and was very heartily thanked by
the members for same, he being a visitor. The
next meeting will be held on January 6th , 1934, at
the Café, 9, Cable Street , Liverpool, at 8 p .m ., when
Mr. Thorp , junr., will show his model working. - S .
MARSHALL , Hon. Sec,

For the Bookshelf.
FOUNDRY NOMENCLATURE. By John F . Buchanan .
London : E . & F . N . Spon , Ltd., 125, Strand ,
W .C . Price 5s. nett.
This is largely a dictionary of the terms in
general use amongst foundry men, and gives very
concise definitions of the various words and phrases
and their meanings. Some very useful notes are,
however, given on moulders and moulding foundry
management, moulding appliances, moulding ma
terials and metals, and there are also a number of
useful memoranda - rules and tables relating to
foundry work . Altogether it is a very practical

reference book ,from which every student of foundry
practice should be able to glean some useful infor
mation .
HOME MECHANICS FOR AMATEURS. By George M .
Hopkins. London : Sampson Low , Marston
and Co., Ltd ., Fetter Lane, Fleet Street. Price
75. hd ,
This book is of somewhat special interest inas
much as it was the last work written by George M .
Hopkins, the well-known American scientific
amateur, beiore his death . Those who have made
a previous acqraintance with this writer's book

will not need to be told that there is a vast fund of
instructive and suggestive information to be found
in the present volume, as the following brief
synopsis of its contents will show :-- Woodturning,
whitiling, woodcarving, how to make household
ornaments, metal working, model engines and
boilers, simple meteorological appliances, tele
scopes and microscopes, and electric apparatus.

In each one of these sections illustrations and full
given , so that even themerest novice atmechanical

instructions for making the various appliances are

work could hardly go astray . Among the more in
teresting items from our readers' point of view , we
may mention a simple home-made steam engine, a
miniature caloric engine, an inexpensive water
motor, a metallic thermometer, a rain gauge, a
wind pressure gauge, a telescope and microscope,

an electric chime, an electrical cabinet, a simple
electric motor, a sewing machine motor made with

out castings, an electric launch , and a recording
telegraph for amateurs. To those who are in search
ofsimple butinteresting exercises for their workshop

skill, we can confidently recommend a perusal of
this volume.
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Workshop Notes and Notions.
for this
(Readers are invited to contribute short practical tems Accepted
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lamp useless. The wires nust now be carefully bent
straight, and a wire from the twin flexible cord must

be soldered to each of the platinum wires. Care
must be taken during this

Cut Marcut

An Easily Made Grinder.

process, and a non -corrosive
The
joints should now be covered
with some sealing compound
similar to that used in sealing

. By B . HANCOCK.

the tops of dry cells. It is

column, based on their own workshop experience.
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired, accord
ing to merit . All matter intended for this column should be

Here

Here

marked “ WORKSHOP " on the envelope.)

necessary to use plenty of
wax, so that it may adhere
firmly to the globe and pro

To many amateurs not possessing a lathe the
simple tool here described will be found very useful
for grinding and polishing small articles, and will
well repay the amateur for the time and trouble
expended in making it.
To start with , obtain from a cycle maker a front
wheel ball-bearing hub complete with nuts (the
writer's is a direct spoke hub ) which is marked A in
the accompanying sketch . Next procure a block of
sound wood for base, and a couple of holdfasts C , C .
The hub is now placed on base and fastened down
by screws. A wooden pulley D is put on one end of

Aux must be used .

tect the platinum loops .
Lamps connected

in

this

manner are very useful for
METHOD OF CON NECTING LAMP.

testing purposes.

A Method of Fitting Slide Valves.
By P . B .
The following is a method used by engine fitters
to make a valve lie snug up to its face. The end
faces of the valve P , P are made slightly taper in
stead of being left square ; this is easily accom

plished with the aid of a file. Fig. 2 shows this
slightly exaggerated , the dotted line representing

с Акс

the end square, and the full line after it has been
inade taper. Now when the nuts are screwed up ,
the ends being slightly taper, a wedge action is set

Pifas
: FG. 1

FIG . 2.
Fig . 3.

AN EASILY MADE GRINDER.
spindle, and tightened up by the nut E . The
corundum , or polishing wheel, F is put on the other
end and tightened by the corresponding nut G .
It is designed to drive from a sewing- machine, or
any other treadle, and is attached to the stand by a
screw passing through an iron bracket H ; or by the

FITTING SLIDE VALVES.
up in the direction of the arrow , as shown in Fig . 3 .
It will be found that a much more satisfactory

bedding of the valve has been obtained , than if the
ends had been left square.

The “ Gauge " Competition.

method adopted on pages 449 and 450 of the issue

ofMay 7th , 1903, of the M .E . The spindle is ad
justed by tightening or loosening the cone I, and
oiled through the hole K .

A Useful Method of Connecting Loop Lamps.

By C. H . S.
This simple method may be found of some use to
many readers . Bare the ends of a piece of good
twin flexible wire for in ., and twist each set of
strands together separately, so as to form two
separate wires. Cut the platinum wires of the loop
lamp with a strong pair of scissors where they join
the glass. (See accompanying sketch .) taking care
not to cut the wires that come from the filanient on
the wrong side of the loops, as this would render the

W

E

are renewing our offer of the beginning of
the year, namely, to send a " Columbus "
who sends us
sliding caliper gauge to every ofreader
a photograph and description any model, or tool,
or piece of apparatus he hasmade, provided that
such contribution is considered by us to be of suffi
cient interest for insertion in our paper. Entries
may be sent in any time between now and the end
of the year ; but they will be judged and the prizes
awarded within a few days of receipt, so that the
successful competitors will not have long to wait.
If preferred , any other tool or article to the same
value (6s. 6d.) will be sent in place of the
“ Columbus " gauge. It is essential in this, as in
our other Competitions, that the copyright of the

photographsmust be the property of the senders.
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an inch or two hanging out ; as each layer is wound
of turns (Fig. 10 ) ; by having several of these tapes

Lessons in Workshop Practice.

on , the tape is interleaved under a similar number

IV. - How to.Wind Field -Magnets.
By A . W . M .

at each end the end wires will be kept in place.
These methods are only practicable with fairly thick
wires ; with fine wires, temporary flanges should be
fixed on the core to be removed when the wire is

(Continued from page 583.)

well varnished and the varnish set hard . Bobbins
for field -coils can be made entirely of metal, or of
O

THEN winding coils, look out for two sources
of trouble - first,bare places, that is, where

SL

DO

RO

BO

OR

LO

,

the cotton or silk covering has either
been rubbed off or has not completely wrapped
over the 'wire when passing through the cover
ing machine ; second, cracks or maker's joints
in the wire. Where bare places are discovered

they should be wrapped round with some' thin
silk ribbon or good tissue paper ; cracks should
be broken through and then the ends rejoined
by a soldered scarfed joint (Fig. 8), “which is
finally wrapped with silk or påper after smoothing

off any sharp points. These cracks are sometimes
Fig . 10 .
wood , vulcanized fibre, or other insulating material;
or can be made with metal cores and wood or vul
canized fibre flanges. It is not essential for the core
to be made of sheet iron ; any metal can be used .
A simple method of making bobbins is to bend up
the core out of sheet metal, drill some small holes
in the ends where the flanges fit, cut the flanges out

< / Silk Ribbon

I

of vulcanized fibre or tough wood , and then fix them
on to the core by means of small nails or screws

FIG . 8 .

driven in from inside the core (Fig. 1 ).
The starting ends of the coils can either be led

the cause of much annoyance, as they make suffi
ciently good contact to test out all right at first,
but as the coil becomes alternately warm and cold
in working from time, to time, the crack parts
through , the result being that the machinę fails to
excite, or after running for a short time, the crack
opens as the coil warms up and expands and the
machine stops working ; by the time you have tried

out through a small hole in the flange of the bobbin
or carried along a groove cut in the flange insula
tion (Fig. 12 ), being covered in by a piece of insu
lating paper ;* if the end is simply led out along the

all sorts of remedies, the coil has cooled down and

closed the crack , the machine, starts again , only to

lose its excitation after running a short time, and
so on .

.

Wind with a moderate tension - copper is soft and

When winding on to cores which have no flanges
to support the coils, the winding must be tapered at
the ends to avoid the end coils slipping out of place ;
each layer is started and finished one turn , at start

ZA

stretches very easily,which reduces its thickness.

ing and finishing, less than the preceding layer (Fig .
9 ). As an additional precaution some pieces of thin

Fig . 11. -

st
Fig . 9 . ; .

surface of the flange , it is liable to be pressed hard
against the end wires of the various layers and
short circuits may occur ; ' if it is brought out in
this way it must be well protected by tape or insu
lating paper. When the starting end is brought
out through a hole in the flange, it must be wrapped
round with some silk ribbon or tape to protect it,
as there is danger of the insulation cutting through
at this point ; see that the hole is quite smooth and
'of' ample size. Former -wound coils dispense with

.
bobbins altogether and have a high degree of insu
tape or silk ribbon are inserted at the ends as I lation if properly made ; they do not,however, have
a good appearanc as coils wound on bobbin .
follows :- Lay a short piece of tape on the core and ! such
The first thing to do is eto prepare the former , whicsh
wind a dozen or so turns of wire on to it , leaving
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is made of wood . Fig. 13 shows a former for a

The mixture should be stirred up occasionally

circular bobbin ; it is either run between centres or
fixed to the faceplate of a lathe. The wire is wound
on in the same way as with a bobbin , but before
winding. lay some pieces of tape in the former so
that when it is filled with wire the tapes can be
gathered round the wire and tied up to keep the
turns together. When the former is full and the

during this period.
Rubber varnish made by dissolving india-rubber
in petroleum spirit is best purchased , and can be

obtained from electrical dealers ; it is of a dark
brown colour, almost black , dries with a glossy sur
face, and is an excellent insulator.
A red or other coloured varnish may be made by
dissolving coloured sealing-wax in methylated
spirit ; put in an excess of sealing -wax and test the

thickness of the solution by brushing it on a piece
of white paper. Paraffin wax is an excellent insu
lator, butmakes the coils greasy to handle,and it also
melts and runs out if the coils warm up ; it is not
altogether a satisfactory substance to use for
dynamo and motor coils.
Copper wire is almost always used for field -magnet
coils ; it is better to buy good wire, though expen
sive wire is of less consequence for field coils than
for armature work. Cheap wire is often brittle ,
and the covering bulky with thick places in it, but
provided it is carefully examined when being
wound, and faults rectified , almost any old wire
can be used , if you have some at hand which you
would like to use up.
With small machines, No. 19 gauge is about the

Insulaling
Paper

largest solid wire which can be wound conveniently ;

stranded flexible wire, with double-cotton covering,
FIG . 12.

wire well tied up, the flange is removed and the coil
slipped off ; do not wind with too great a strain or
you will have some difficulty in getting the coil off

the core; if a piece of thick smooth paper is wrapped
round the core before winding, it will help to prevent
the wire from sticking. After the coil is removed

from the former it should be well taped round with
two layers of broad tape (Fig. 14 ) , which are to be
finally well coated with insulating varnish . The
starting and finishing ends of the coil, if the wire is
of fine gauge, should have some thicker wire attached

to them , a few turns of which are wound into the
coil in the sameway as already described for bobbin
winding ; it is best to bring both ends out near the
outer surface of the coil ; if either is brought out at
the core there is danger of its being pressed against
the magnet and developing a leak . The same pre
cautions should be taken as before mentioned to
avoid short circuits between the starting wire and
the other layers.
Varnishes are of two broad kinds : first, those in
which alcohol spirit in some form is used , and those
in which petroleum spirit is used . In either case the
coils should be warmed to drive out the spirit; but
with the petroleum varnishes this is not so neces
į ary . The most readily procured varnish is shellac
varnish made by dissolving shellac in methylated
spirit ; this varnish gives a hard , glossy, yellow
finish , and looks well whilst it has good insulating
properties ; it is liable to crack and chip off but
can be easily renewed . Shellac can be procured
from most oilshops as well as the methylated spirit ;
it is better to buy the best quality , known as button
lac, but the cheaper qualities will do very well.
The shellac will require a day or so to thoroughly
dissolve , so prepare your varnish beforehand .
To do this, take a large wide-mouthed bottle and
half fill this with your shellac. Then pour in suffi
cient methylated spirits to just cover the shellac,
and allow it to stand for about twenty -four hours.

is to be obtained , and should be used if larger gauge
Field coils should be tested , first to see that
there is no leak to the core or bobbin , if of metal ;
second, to find out if the circuit through the coil is
perfect ; and third , to make sure that the bobbin
has the proper resistance in ohms.
To test for leak to core, connect a battery with
galvanometer, as shown in sketch , Fig. 15 ; if the
needle moves there is a leak which must be found
and the insulation made good - if necessary, by un
winding the bobbin .
wire is necessary .

To test for perfect circuit, connect the battery

and galvanometer as shown in sketch , Fig. 16 ; if
the needle gives a good kick , the circuit is good ; but
if the needle does not move, there is a break some
where in the coil ; if the movement is very slight,
there is probably a crack in the wire which is making
bad contact.

FIG . 13.

To test for resistance, connect an ampèremeter
in circuit with the coil and note how much current
flows ; measure the volts given by the battery , then
dividing the battery volts by the current in ampères
flowing through the coil will give you the resistance
of the coil in ohms. If the resistance of the coil is
much lower than you ought to have for the given
weight and gauge ofwire, then there is a short circuit
in the coil which cuts out a number of turns.
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For the first test, a delicate galvanometer should
not be used ; a detector pattern is the correct thing,
or, if you have no galvanometer, an electric bell will
do, as the faults are usually dead short circuits and

How to Make Experimental

the violent kick of the needle would injure the sus
pension of a delicate instrument.
For the second test, a detector should be used for
low resistance coils, but for high resistance coils a
sensitive instrument is necessary to obtain a read
able deflection .
The testing battery should not be a dry cell of
doubtful value, but say half-a -dozen or more good
Leclanché cells, though one good cell will suffice in

By T. G . J.
(Continued from page 537.)

the hands of a careful observer to test for leaks. If
Tane

Electrical Apparatus.
( HEN a galvanometer of great delicacy is
VV needed , the moving parts must be made
very light and small. In some forms of
galvanometers an index is used to indicate the
movements of the very small needle. A far better
method is to fasten to the needle a very light
mirror of silvered glass, by means of which a beam
of light can be reflected on to a scale, so that every
slightest motion of the needle is magnified and

made apparent. The mirror gal
vanometers devised by Lord Kel
vin are admirable examples of
this class of instrument. In Fig .
i the general arrangements of this
instrument are shown. The body
of the instrument is supported on
three screw feet, by which it can

be adjusted . These feet are usually

cast in one piece ; but the reader
may make them himself in the fol .

lowing simple manner :- Take a piece of stout brass tub
ing , i ins. diameter by in . long ;
find three equally distant points on

FIGI 140
electric supply current is available, and is continuous
current, not alternating, it is better than a battery,
as the pressure is much higher ; with alternating
current it is necessary to make sure first that your
testing instrumentwill read with that kind of current
whilst the resistance of the coil could not be ascer
tained in the before-mentioned simple way. You
could , however, find out if the circuit was good and
if any leak to the core existed . A rough method of
finding out if the circuit was good, or if a leak

its circumference with the dividers,
and from these points draw three
straight lines parallel to the axis of
the tube and to each other. Now
bore six holes having their centres on these lines,

two holes on each line ; one of the holes on
each line is 5- 16ths in . from the top end of the tube,
and the other hole is 3-16ths in . from the bottom end.

Galvanomelet
To melal
e.

of laBobbin
ng

tadGalvan

Battery

ome

FIG . 15 .
existed , would be to use an incandescent lamp in
place of the galvanometer ; it should be a lamp of
low candle-power and of about the same voltage as

the supply. When testing from - supply mains,
always have a piece of thin fuse wire in circuit
for safety.
(To be continued .)

Battery
FIG . 16 .

Three pieces of shape shown in Fig . 3 must now
be procured , and screwed and soldered to the piece
of tube, as shown at Fig. 4 . It is preferable to have
these pieces for the legs cast from a pattern to finish
* in , thick ; but fin , sheet brass makes a fairly good
substitute for the castings. The ends of the legs
have holes drilled and tapped to take in , levelling
screws. Before fitting the legs to the brass collar
the inside faces of the upper flanges should be hol
lowed with a half-round file, to cause them to lie
close against the surface of the collar.
Fig . 3 shows the angles between the leg and
its flanges, and a view of the complete leg as it
would appear if the flanges were bent down in a
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line with the leg. An ebony pillar (Fig. 5) should
be turned up on the lathe to fit the inside of the
brass collar, and the upper end of the pillar pro

vided with the sheet-brass holder (Fig . 6 ). This
its ends to take short brass fixing screws ; also a
central hole drilled and countersunk to take a screw

holder has two small holes drilled and tapped near
for securing it to the top of the ebony pillar. The
reel is shown in Fig . 7 ; it is made from walnut, and
has flanges in . thick . One of the flanges has a
t -in , hole bored in , deep in themiddle of the top
edge. There is a it-in . hole in the centre of the
reel, and a t-in . hole is bored through the body of
the reel to meet the centre hole at right-angles.
The -in . hole is bushed with a piece of 1-in . brass
tubing, one end of which should be flush with the
interior 'wall of the centre hole. The other end
should protrude upwards about 1 in . above the
level of the flanges. Both ends of the brass bushing
should bereamered out with a countersink to remove

therefore, require to somewhat modify the reel.
This can be done in two ways, as follow :
(a ) Make the reel from boxwood, flanges same
thickness as the walnut reel described

above, but with groove for coils cut & in .
deep . The coils will then be 4 in . nearer to
the magnet on all sides.
(b ) Turn up on the lathe two discs ofwalnut for
the flanges, and bore the it ins. holes in
their centres. Then take a piece of if ins.
ebonite tubing bins. long, and fit the
flanges on its ends with seccotine.
If either of these forms of reel is used, the bushing
of the hole in the centre of the body must be made
from ebonite instead of brass. Indeed , ebonite
bushes might be used in any form of reel ; and they
are easiest made.
We are now ready to wind the reel, and for this
purpose it should be mounted on the winding
machine described in a recent article.

There are two separate coils put on the reel - one

the inside edges.

ya

-

- -

- - - -
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В
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Fig . 1. - MIRROR GALVANOMETER.
The face of the reel marked B in Fig . 7 has a re
of No. 20 S.W .G . cotton-covered , and the other of
cess cut 1- 16th in . deep and fin , larger in diameter
No. 28 S.W .G . silk -covered. The No. 20 is put on
than the centre hole. The other facehas three 2-in .
the reel first, and about I ft. of the wire should be
holes bored 3- 16ths in , deep : also three f-in. holes
passed through the small hole in the flange marked
bored inside the larger holes. The fin . holes
a (Fig. 7 ), and then attached to the axle of winder .
should be bored right through the flange. The
When a complete layer has been laid on it must re
position of all the holes will be seen on referring to
ceive a good coat of melted paraffin wax applied
with a brush . Three layers of the No. 20 wire are
A (Fig . 7 ).
The back of the instrument is shown in Fig. 8.
thus laid on the reel, and a coat of paraffin applied
Three 4-in , holes are bored 3-16ths in . deep in the
to each. The finishing end of the coil should be
inside face and three 3-32nds in . holes are then
secured by twisting it round the axle, a piece of
bored in each of the larger holes. Three telegraph
the wire being left for this purpose. The coils of
binding-screws with lock -nuts (Fig. 17 ) are fitted to
No. 28 wire should now be laid on, and a piece of the
the outside of the back, their shanks passing
wire left for making connections. About 300 turns
through the 3- 32nds in . holes.
of this wire will be sufficient, and the layers need not
The front piece (Fig . 9 ) is in . thick , and has a
centre hole it ins. diameter. Both front and back
pieces are made from walnut, but the appearance
will be greatly enhanced if they be stained black to
resemble ebony. If desired , they can afterwards
be French polished , or they may be left dull.
This galvanometer can bemademore sensitive by

reducing the distance between magnet and coils. If
the reader wishes to get the best results he will,

be coated with paraffin as in the case of the No. 20
wire. Of course, if any flaws be discovered in the
insulation, they must be repaired by covering the
part with a small piece of tissue paper that has been
steeped in melted paraffin wax. When all the coils
have been put on the reel the end of No. 20 wire
should be twisted to the beginning of No.28 wire,and
the two wires then passed through the hole c (Fig .

7 ). The end of No. 28 wire is likewise passed
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through the hole b. All the ends should now be
temporarily wrapped over to prevent the coils un
winding, while the entire reel is allowed to steep in a
vessel containing melted paraffin wax . The reel
should be allowed to remain in the wax for about
one half-hour, then lifted out, and the wax per

mitted to drip and set before removing the reel
away from the vessel containing the liquid . This
coating of wax will not only increase the insulation
001000
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Now cut out from aluminium foil a disc # in . diam
eter, and fasten this to the back of the mirror over
the magnets. A hole should be pierced near the
edge of the disc for the reception of the suspending
fibre.
· Fitting up the body.-- Begin by separating the
ends of the coils ; then well twist together the two
wires which we passed through the same wire hole
in the flange of the reel. The ends of all the wires
should now be straightened out and then wound
upon a conical wooden rod f in . diameter at its
largest end. The large end of the rod should be

held up close to the face of the reel, and the wire
then coiled upon the rod in the direction of its
smaller end. In this manner a coil of clock -spring
form will be produced ; and when the rod is re
moved about in, of the extreme ends of the wires
should be bent out at right-angles. This piece is
bared of its covering for two -thirds of its length ,
which portion is formed into a small ring or loop.
In performing these operations the two wires
which we twisted together 'must be treated as
though they werebut one wire. The next operation
consists in fitting a disc of plain glass into the recess
cut in one side of the reel. When this has been

NO

done the front of the instrument must be fitted
over the glass disc, and fixed to the reel with four
sinall brass screws with round heads. Care must be
taken to fit the front centrally, and the screws
which fix it in position must not penetrate through
the flange of the reel to the coils . The brass cover
should now be passed over the reel and arranged so

that the holes previously bored exactly correspond
to the brass tube in the reel and the hole in the top
of the front flange of the reel. When this has been

Fig . 2.
ofthe coils, but, at the sametime, will serve to bind
the coils.

The brass cover for the reel is a piece of 3-in .
diameter brass tubing 2 } ins. long. A hole is bored
in what will be the top of the cover to correspond to
the brass bushing of the hole in the reel. Great care
measureinentsmade with the aid of dividers in order
that the hole will correspond exactly to the top of
the brass bushing. Another hole is bored in the top
of the cover to correspond to the hole in the flange
of the reel. The boring of both these holes may be
left until the other parts of the instrument are ready
for fitting together.
The mirror of the instrument is a small concave
mirror about in . diameter, and of i metre focus.
These concave mirrors are obtained from opticians

done, a small wooden peg should be pushed into the
hole in the flange, and the brass tube screwed up
until it protrudes about } in , through the brass cover
of the reel. A brass fitting (Fig. 10 ) should now be
provided, and a hole bored and tapped to take the
end of the brass tube which protrudes through the

60°41
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must be exercised to do this properly , and accurate

Fig . 3

and are rather expensive. If the reader does not
care to spend money on a concave mirror, he may

substitute a plain mirror and use a lens of 5-in .
focus for the ray of light. The thin discs of glass

used in mounting objects for the microscope form ,
when silvered , excellent light mirrors.
The needle is a piece of watch spring the same
length as the diameter of the mirror ; it should be

hardened and magnetised , and then fixed to the

back of the mirror with shellac varnish . A much
more sensitive system can be made by using three
very narrow magnets instead of one. These must
all be arranged on the back of the mirror with like
poles in the same direction , and parallel to each

other. Fix to the mirror with shellac varnish ; then
let mirror lie undisturbed until varnish sets. Fig. 19
gives an idea how the magnets should be arranged .

Fig . 4.
Fig . 5.
Fig. 6.
cover. This fitting is screwed upon the end of the
tube, and arranged with the small lug extending
towards the back of the instrument. A hole is bored
and tapped in the cover to correspond to the hole in

the lug, and a very short brass screw provided for
fixing the fitting to the cover. This fixing screw
must not, under any circumstances, protrude
through the inner surface of the cover . Another
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end of the brass cover and secure it with two small
sides of the cover. Care must be taken to avoid

hole is bored in the cover to take a small, round
head, wood screw for securing the cover to the reel
and keeping the reel immovable. This hole should

round -head brass screws, passing in through the

be bored in such part of the cover that a screw pass
ing through it will enter the back flange of the reel,
but not at a part near to any of the wire holes. The
screw should not bemore than in . long, and should
enter the flange at the middle of its thickness.

putting these screws in any part where they would
interfere with the wire holes or wires.
The body of the instrument should now be placed
upon its holder and arranged so that it is evenly

We are now ready to suspend the mirror, and for
this purpose a single fibre of unspun silk should be

the hand ; then take a sewing needle, and, placing
holder, scratch a small circle on the cover where it
rests against the hole ; also scratch a small circle
on the part of the cover resting on the hole in other
end of holder. Holes of the same size as those in the
ends of holder should be drilled and tapped at each

passed down the tube in the middle of the reel and
best way to do this is to thread a needle with the
fibre, and then pass the needle down the tube into
the interior of the reel. The needle should then be
passed through the small hole in the aluminium
damper of the mirror, and when the fibre has been

drawn out through the central hole in the reel. The

balanced and does not require to be supported with

the point in one of the holes in the ends of the

of the points where we scratched the circles to take
its holder.
short screws for fixing the body in tolength
. The
These screws mustnot exceed in .
directing magnet is made from good steel bent al
to
previous
41 ins. inlong
; it is3 -32nds
most
. There
. thick
fin . wide, and
bent,a semi-circle
being into
is a hole in the centre 1 in . diameter to admit the
sliding-rod. After the magnet has been bent to

shape, and the hole bored , it must be hardened and
polarised . (See article on magnets.) A tough rub

ber washer is attached to each side of the magnet
directly over the centre hole ; these washers have
COM
holes very slightly smaller than the diameter of the
Fig . 7.
upon
sliding-rod, so as to cause the magnet to slide

drawn through the hole, the needle should be re

moved and the fibre secured . The mirror should
now be lifted into the interior of the reel by pulling
the other end of the suspending fibre. .
The two upright pieces of the fitting which we

fixed on the top of the cover have holes drilled and
tapped to take a 3 - 16ths in . adjusting screw . This
screw is placed in the upright nearest the back of
the instrument and screwed up till the end is half
way across the gap between the uprights. The
mirror should then be raised by its suspending
fibre until it swings clear of the bottom of the hole

the rod with a little friction . The sliding-rod is
in . diameter and 9 ins. long. A little “ foot "
(Fig. 11) is turned up out of boxwood, and its under
side hollowed in one direction with a half-round

rasp or wood file. This “ foot ” is secured to the
sliding-rod with seccotine about in . from its
bottom end. The wooden peg which we inserted in
the hole near the front of the instrument should now

be removed and the end of the sliding -rod pushed
into this hole, until the little boxwood " foot ” rests

on the cover. The rod should then be turned
round in the hole until the hollowed surface of the

in the reel ; holding it in this position, give the fibre

“ foot ” corresponds to the curvature of the brass

a few turns around the adjusting screw close to the
inside face of the back support. The fibre should
now be broken off near the adjusting screw and the

cover. If the end of the rod is roughed by making
incisions on the surface with a cold chisel and ham

end secured by taking up a very minute trace
of shellac varnish on the point of a needle and
pressing the end of the fibre with this substance
between two threads of the screw . Care must

be taken to avoid touching with the varnish any
of the coils of the fibre which we wound around
the adjusting screw , and the end of the fibre
should be so fastened that when the adjusting
screw is screwed up into the front support the
end of fibre will be clear of the support and

not enter into it with the screw .
The next thing to be done will be to connect
up the ends of the coils to their respective bind
ing-screws ; this should be done so as to avoid ,
as far as possible, pulling the wire out of the conical
coils into which they were formed . The back of the
instrument should be held in one hand near to the
back end of the cover of the instrument and the

small loops at the extreme ends of the wires slipped
over the shanks of the binding-screws, the lock nuts
having been previously removed . The lock nuts
should then be replaced and screwed up tight.
Arrange the coiled ends of the wires so that they
lie in the holes made for them in the face of the
reel and inside face of the back , and when this has
been done push the back of the instrument into the

Fig . 8.

Fig . 9.

mer
it will greatly assist to hold the rod more firmly
in the hole.
The galvanometer is now complete ; so we may
turn our attention to the lamp and scale. The
lamp needs very little description ; it is merely a
small paraffin lamp shaped something like the lamp
shown in Fig. 1. The scale B (Fig. 1) is made from
pine or walnut ; the base a is 20 ins. by 12 ins. by
Žin ., and is mortised to receive the standards. The
standards b and, Fig. 12, are 5 ins. high (without the
tenons, which are fin . deep ), 2 } ins. wide at the
bottom , it in , wide at the top , and fin . thick . They
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have 1 in . grooves cut in their inner edges to take

The pins should be about } in . long and should be

the tongues of the sliding -bars, and are fitted to the
base with these edges i in . apart. The sliding-bars
C and , Fig . 13, are 5 ins. long, i in . wide (without
tongues), and fin . thick. Each sliding-bar has a
in . tongue on both of its edges. The cross-piece

driven into the wood to within fin . of their heads.
The wire is given a few turns around one of the pins,
pulled taut, and then given a few turns around the
other pin , after which any superfluous wire may be

d and Fig . 14 is 16 ins. long, 3 ins. wide, and fin .
thick . It is fitted to the upper ends of the sliding
bars with its front edge 1 in . over the front edges of
the bars.

The back e is made in two parts, each 16 ins. by
must be planed off to an angle of75 degs, so that the
two pieces, when placed edge to edge, will be in
clined to each other at an angle of about 150 degs.

6 ins. by in . One of the 16 -in . edges of each piece

cut off.
The back is now ready for screwing to the cross
piece. This is done with four brass screws, and the

position is such that the lower edge of the paper
scale is 1-16th in . below the upper edge of the cross
piece .
The whole apparatus is now complete and ready
for use ; but before sending a current of electricity
through the coils , the instrumentmust be “ set up "
in the following manner : - Place the instrument in

The two pieces are fixed together with good hot glue,
they should be
and when this has set firm and hard
strengthened on the back with two straps of sheet
brass, one of these being screwed near eachasend.
the

the magnetic meridian , and set the scale a metre

The straps should be bent to the sameangle

the reflection of the mirror falls upon the scale.

pieces forming the back of the scale, and secured

Move the scale to or from the galvanometer until a

from it, the centre of the scale being opposite and

parallel to the mirror. Raise the scale and adjust
the galvanometer with the levelling screws until

25 20 15 posto sob 15 20 251

Fig . 1 .

Fig . 19.

FIG . 12.

Fig . 16 .

Fig . 13.

MODE

Fig , 10.

Fig . 17.
Fig . 14 .

Fig . 15

Fig . 18

DETAILS OF MIRROR GALVANOMETER .
line should now be marked on the lower half of the

distinct image of the wire is obtained in the middle
of the hole upon the scale. Bring the image of the

tween the two pieces. " A paper millimetre scale,

hole to the zero of the scale by turning the directing
magnet, and, if necessary , raise or lower the spot
of light by very slightly turning the adjusting
screw on the top of the instrument. The apparatus

with screws passing through the ends. A straight
back , and at a distance of 1 } ins, from the join be

16 ins. long and it ins. wide, is gummed to the
board with its lower edge resting on this line. Fig .
16 showshow the paper scale should be divided .
A l -in . hole is bored in the back about i in . below

the scale. A similar hole is bored 3 ins, below the
first hole, and the edges of the two holes then joined
by straight lines drawn parallel to the 6 -in . edges
of the lower part of the back. The part included
between these lines should then be cut away so as
to leave an aperture 3 ins. long and in , wide. The
back of the scale is shown in Fig . 15 ; themillimetre
scale is removed , but the line marking the position
of the scale is shown ; also the aperture in the lower
part. It should be observed that the centre of the
aperture and the zero of the scale should be in the
same straight line. A small pin should now be fixed
in the back at each end of the aperture, and a

fine wire stretched between the pins so as to lie
exactly in the centre of the length of the aperture.

will now be ready for use.
If a concave mirror is not used , a lens of 3-in .
focus must be interposed between the galvano
meter and the scale for the purpose of focussing
the beam of light.
The simplest method of mounting the lens is as
follows : - Fill a bottle half full of shot, and then

fit in a cork provided with a glass rod . This rod
is furnished at its upper extremity with a cork into
which the lens is fitted . When " setting up " the
apparatus this lens must be moved about until a

distinct image of the spot of light is cast upon the
scale. Fig. 18 gives an idea of the appearance of
the lens as mounted in the cork and supported by
the bottle.
. By making proper connections, either of the coils
of this galvanometer may be used separately ; or,
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if desired , both coils may be used at the same time.
To use the No. 20 coil only , connect one pole of the

battery to the terminal to which we connected the

beginning of the coil, and the other pole of the
battery to the middle terminal. If it is desired to
use the No. 28 coil, we connect one pole of the
battery to the middle terminal and the other pole
to the terminal which is in contact with the finish
ing end of the coil. If, however, it is desired to use
both the coils at the same time, we have only to
connect the poles of the battery with the two out

side terminals of the galvanometer.
It is advisable to mark the number of the wire
forming each coil near to the irrespective binding
screws as there can then be no mistake when making
the connections.
( To be continued .)

An Enthusiastic Model Loco
motive Maker.
By HENRY GREENLY.

ALTHOUGH as a servant of the same railway
A
company I have had the pleasure of the
acquaintance of Mr. Roblin . senior, for
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ject. My host's scrap-book of locomotive and general
camera , tools and appliances do Mr. Roblin ,
who, by the way , is not an engineer by training,
very great credit, and tend to demonstrate the
thoroughness of his study of both the prototype
engineering pictures and cuttings, home-made hand

and the model. .
It was about 1890 that Mr. Roblin commenced
model locomotive making, starting with a miniature
of one of No. 1117 class of G .W .R . 7 ft. six -wheeled
singles — a type brought out nearly thirty years ago .

This task , however, was never completed , being
laid aside for the model shown in the accompany
ing Fig. 1.
This model is a replica of another and later type
of G . W . R . " single wheeler," built to scale of 1-in .
to the foot, and notably departs from the prototype,
inasmuch as it is fitted with valves on the top of
the cylinders, instead of below , and Joy's valve
gear instead of link -motion .
The cylinders are it ins. by 2 ins. stroke, and the
boiler is of brass with nine copper Aue tubes. The
engine, as will be seen , is not yet quite finished ,
and still lacks a tender.

Mr. Roblin 's next model locomotive was one of
the No. 1869 class on the N . E . R . These locomo

tives were famous at the iime they were brought

Fig . 1. - A MODEL G . W .R . SINGLE EXPRESS LOCOMOTIVE .
several years, it was not until a few weeks ago that
out because of the very large diameter of coupled
I discovered that the favourite hobby of bis son ,
whcels
employed , viz., 7 ft. 74 ins., and it was from
Mr. W . C . Roblin , was model locomotive building,
the drawings published in one of our leading engi
and as a result I was kindly invited to visit the
neering papers that Mr. Roblin built his model,mak
latter at an early date.
ing the necessary modifications as he went along.
Mr. W . C . Roblin , I found,not only buildsmodel
The engine is to the same scale as the G . W . R .
locomotives, but takes considerable interest in
single , and has a mild steel boiler made of No. 16
the history and development of the model locomo
B .W .G .sheet, the platesbeingbeautifully flanged and
tive, and the afternoon we spent together was made
riveted throughout with f-in , iron iivets. To rivet
none the less enjoyable by an interchange of know
the boiler plates, the joints of which are afterwards
ledge of this — to me- extremely interesting sub
sweated with soft solder - -as a caulking - the tool
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Fig . 2. - MR. ROBLIN 'S MODEL N . E R . LOCOMOTIVE.

Fig . 3. - MR. W . C. Roblin 's Model N .E .R . Locomotive.
A VIEW FROM UNDERNEATH , SHOWING THE MACHINERY.
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shown in Fig . 5 is employed, the end with the hole
in making it possible to bring the plates together
before the rivet is closed , and the “ snap " head
form by the cup sinking in the other end of the

casing for the valve was made of steel in an in
genious way, being pressed into shape between a
disc and a washer in the jaws of a strong leg vice
in the manner indicated in Fig . 6 .

face of the tool. I may mention that these tools

Steel is a favourite material of Mr. Roblin 's, and
for other than plate work, he likes “ Bessemer."

can be obtained commercially .

In his opinion , this material
does not lead to “ pinning "
whilst being filed like other
brands of steel.
I suppose by reason of his

connection with the ironmon
gery trade, commercial articles
enter largely into Mr. Roblin 's
work . He converts window
sash pulleys into model loco
motive pistons, declaring the
iron to be very good — and light

brass gas tees and elbows, with
a little modification , serve as
branch steam connections in the
smokebox.

Mr. Roblin 's method of mak
ing cranked axles is somewhat
uncommon to model makers.
The first operation is the turning
up (in the case of the N . E . R .
locomotive which has circular
crank webs) of four pieces of
steel to form the webs. These
are soldered together in pairs,
and then squarely drilled in two
places — one for the pin and the
other for the axle, the drilling of
the pieces whilst soldered to
Model
.)
View
(Another
.
.
Roblin's
.R
.E
N
FIG . 4 . -MR.
gether assuring accuracy. The
The cylinders of the model are 1 }-in . in diameter,
webs are then unsoldered and cleaned and the two
the valves being placed on the top and actuated by
inside ones driven with a heavy hammer on to the
Stephenson's link-motion through the medium of a
middle part of the axle and riveted over. The
rocking shaft.
crank -pins, which are slightly shouldered down,
are likewise forced into the webs and following

the placing of the outer webs'on to the ends of the
hammer
Bend

Cheers bent
/1 1
1

up over dar
squars nichts
square
nicks

FIG . 5.
plate
MW

Washe ,

e Disc
Fig . 6.

Fig . 8.
crank axle, the then three pieces are put together

The roofof the cab, with its clerestory , is of wood

- this is quite the correct material — and the ortho
dox slide-valve regulator in the dome is employed .
The safety-valve is of the well-known Ramsbottom
duplex type. It is , however, not yet quite
complete — indeed , the model as a whole, although
painted and lined - -needs a few boiler fittings,
and the finishing touches generally required before

it will be ready for steaming. The base of the

in the manner already described , during which
operation the axle is repeatedly tried for truth

between the centres of the lathe and adjusted if
necessary .
The crank axle is completed by turning the shaft
portion in the ordinary way after fitting pins
through the joints. At any rate, Mr. Roblin says
he does not find it necessary to touch the crank

pins with a tool after the parts of the axle are

]
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built up, and judging from the axle shown in the
foreground of picture (Fig. 7 ), Mr. Roblin 's method
appears to be one which can be recommended .
Passing on to the next engine - one just com
menced which is illustrated by the photograph I

2 Curved Slide

December 24, 1903.

bored out afterwards. A core, consisting of a piece
the metal is generally run solid and drilled out
when set. .
The Joy's valve-gear slides aremadeby hammering
pieces ofmild steelplate over a length of bright steel
rod of rectangular section (Fig. 9 ). The rod is curved
to the prescribed arc by bending, and this method
of manufacture has the advantage in that no
machining is necessary on the tools or the articles
of round bright steel, may be used if desired , but

to be made. .

- steel bar

Fig . 9.
have just referred to , also by Fig . 10 Mr. Roblin has
in mind an ordinary standard English goods engine.
The locomotive is to a scale of 1-in . to the foot,
and is to have Joy's valve-gear, the reversing shaft

is shown in the front of the picture, with
of which
cranked axle.
the

The cylinders are it by 2 ins. stroke, and the
boiler, which has a Belpaire firebox , has twenty fuel

I have to thank Mr. Roblin for the facilities
afforded me in the matter of photographing engines
for the M . E . As soon as the engines are complete
I hope to again take advantage of his hospitality
and view them under steam , when perhaps some
thing further may be said with reference to the
capabilities of Mr. Roblin 's excellent model loco
motives.
A NEw law restrictive of child labour comes into
the employment of children in such work as electro

effect in Germany, January ist, 1904. It forbids

FIG . 7.- A Model GOODS ENGINE. (Just commenced by Mr. Roblin .)
tubes and is wholly of steel. The firebox is very
long and eminently suitable for solid fuel.
The skill Mr. Roblin has acquired in the art of
plate flanging enables him to use sheet material
where other model engineers would employ forgings
and castings . As an instance of this, I may des
cribe themethods he employs in making axle boxes
and the curved slides for the Joy's valve gear.
For the former parts, strips of 1-16th in . mild
steel are procured and cut out to the shape shown

at A , in Fig. 8. The nicks at top angles,made with
the hack -saw , are square at the bottom to prevent

the failure of themetal whilst bending . The curved
parts are then bent over a bar of steel, as shown at
B , and the axle box “ casing " finished as at C . To
complete, white metal is run in and the bcaring

plating, painting lead or tin toys, lead , zinc, tin ,
brass, etc., founding or working, bronzing , metal
grinding or polishing, file cutting, etc .
PROPER MIXTURE FOR Yellow BRASS CASTINGS .
- If good , clean, yellow brass sand castings are de
sired , according to the Metal Industry, the brass
should not contain over 30 per cent. of zinc. This
will ensure an alloy of good colour and one which
will run free and clean . Tin or lead may be added .
without affecting the property of casting clean . A

mixture of 7 lbs. of copper, 3 lbs. of spelter, 4 ozs .
of tin , and 3 ozs. of lead makes a good casting alloy
and one which will cut free and is strong. If a
stronger alloy be desired , more tin may be added ,
but 4 ozs. is usually sufficient. If the alloy be too
hard , reduce the proportion of tin . -
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may be taken at 24 per cent. On open secondary
circuit the secondary terminal pressure will be
exactly 2000 volts, but on full load it will be

The Design of Alternate Current
Transformers .

2000 - 25 per cent. = 1,950 volts.

So that if 2000 volts are required when the machine

is fully loaded , the transforming ratio must also be
altered by 24 per cent; that is to say, the no -load
ratio must be increased by 2 } per cent.
2.5 X 1960
100 = 48 turns

By G . R . GRIEVE.
(Continued from page 587.)
THE pressure across the secondary terminals may
be measured by an electrostatic voltmeter,
when the machine is on open circuit ; but

s.e., twenty-four turns must be added to those cal

Madeled

k-2
til holes

.

" Idia.

6 OFF THUS.

320 PLATES THUS.

tix

10 BOLTS THUS.

4 OFF THUS.

2" dia.

duali
2 Thus.

ü

the holes
320 PLATES THUS.

2 THUS.

6 OFF THUS.

az

320 PLATES THUS.
DETAILS OF 5 K .W . SINGLE-PHASE TRANSFORMER.
culated for each coil, and the totalnumber of turns
as soon as it is loaded the pressure drops and
continues to drop until full load is reached. This
on the secondary now becomes 2,008.
fall of potential is due to two main causes (1) the
Owing to increase in temperature,and consequent
I ' R loss in the secondary, and ( 2) the magnetic
increase in resistance, about 350 watts in all will be
leakage between the primary and secondary, which I lost -- 1.2., 7 per cent. of the output. making the
320 PLATES THUS.
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efficiency of the machine 93 per cent. at full load.
Increase of temperature may be kept within reason
able limits by allowing a large cooling surface, say,
from 15 watt to '2 watt per square inch ; in the
example, the cooling surface obtained on the coils
is approximately 1, 124 sq. ins., equal to '17 watt
per square inch , so that the coil will not heat up to
any great extent. One accustomed to designing
transformers would be able to tell at a glance

whether his design would be economical in material
and power ; because, in his experience as a de
signer, he would have compiled a large number of
empirical rules, and , in all probability , a series of
curves and tables for his own use. When this is not

December 24, 1903 .

T = _ 2050 X 108 = 2030
4 :45 X 25 X 91X10
which is also very nearly that previously arrived at ;
but to be on the safe side, let the larger number be
taken .
Another factor to be taken into consideration is
the no-load current. In many cases the primary of
a transformer is continually connected across the
mains, and the transformer is only loaded for a few
hours per day ; it is, therefore, essential that the no

load current should be as small as possible. This
current is made up of two components - one, which
may be called the in component, producing the

the case, it is not such a simple matter
to check a particular design in order
to obtain a high efficiency. Onemethod
suggests itself at once, and that is to
go about the design by a different pro
cess, and by comparing the two, and
picking out the dimensions and quan
tities which will give the most econo
mical results, a very good design may
beobtained .
Instead of starting from a con

sideration of the IPR losses, some other
method may be found, which will give
directly the number of turns to produce
the desired transformation in the volt
age. When an alternating current
passes through a coil of wire, it sets up
a varying magnetisation.
N = &X10
PT
Where N and
are, respectively,
the maxima values of the Aux and

DEL

1

E .M . F . ; assuming them to follow a
sine law , the effective E .M . F . in volts

is given by
= 12pNTX 10and since p = 21 = 4 :45 NT w X 10 -8
The impressed E . M . F . is made up
of two components, their component
and the Ğ component ; i v being equal
to the volts lost due to the ohmic re
sistance of the circuit, and & the
counter E .M . F . The impressed E .M . F .
of the transformer under consideration is 100 volts,
and iris 2 } per cent. of this, whilst the counter
E .M .F . is
100 – 21 per cent. = 97 .5 volts.

and the number of turns required to produce this
voltage is
T - X 108
4:45 w N
Assuming N to have the sanie value as in the pre
vious calculation ,
T = _ 97 '5 x 15 % = 97 turns,
4 :45 X 25 X 91 X 10 +
say, 98 , as they have to be divided between two
coils, andonthe result is not far short of the previous
culati .
calOn
open secondary circuit, the number of turns on
the secondary must be
2000 X 108
T =
4:45 X 25 X 91 X 10+
but owing to leakage this number must be 21 per
cent. grcater.

ga

magneto -motive force required to drive the total
Aux round the iron circuit ; and the other, the
i', component, dissipated by thehysteresis and eddy
currents: the totalno-load current is not equal to the
sum of its components, since these are in quadra.
ture, but is given by

į = Vizh + i'm
The following considerations will explain this
clearly :- When the current has attained its ampli.
tude, the flux density B is also a maximum , and its
rate of change is momentarily zero ; hence the
E . M . F . is also at its zero value — that is to say, the flux
and the current are in the samephase, but are a quar
ter period in advance of the counter E .M . F .as regards
phase. Now , since the E .M . F . and the current are

not in phase, it is obvious that their productwill not
give the true watts, as with direct currents ; if e
denote the E . M . F ., and in the magnetising current,
the true watts are given by
eim cos, H

Where is the angle by which e lags behind imi e
and i being in quadrature .
ei'm cos. 9 = 0
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and it is at once apparent that im component of
dissipated in hysteresis and eddy currents, and con
sequently must be supplied by the in component,
from which it follows that the in component is in
phase with the E .M .F .

power factor of an alternating current circuit being
defined as the ratio which the true watts bear to the
apparent watts, will, therefore , be given by

The value of the inagnetising current can easily
known :-- The flux density B, the permeability of

This is the cosine of the angle by which the
counter E .M . F . lags behind the current, and corre
sponds to an angle of 41 degs.

the iron corresponding to B , the length 1 of themag
The mag
netising force is given by

All the principal dimensions and quantities being

the no-load current is wattless. Power is, however,

be calculated when the following quantities are

į E _ i' = '75
i E

Ecosy

netic circuit, and the number of turns S .

' " H – 47 . SC
10 7
the permeability of a substance being the ratio in
which its presence increases the nuinber of lines
previously existing in a magnetic field .

from which H = B

| lienc" eu ? lo47 ' Sim
T
. . 11 ŠBlu . 1047
The result gives the amplitude of the current ; but
if it be assumed to follow a sine law , the square root
of the mean square value will be given by dividing

the right-hand side of (51) by v2
i'iim = B1

Fig . 8 .

now known, it will be advisable to tabulate them ;
they are as follows :

Qutput, 5 kilowatts.

Voltage transformingratio 2000
100 .

•8

Su šamps.

Frequency, 25 cycles per second.

Primary

910
001

Secondary

huinn- nun
WINDING DIAGRAM .

Inserting the values obtained in the previous cal
culations, the wattless current is obtained .
: = 4000 X 126 '5 x 565 = 1'16 amps.
im
98 X 2500

The watts lost in hysteresis will be given by the pro

duct of the watt current in and the impressed
E .M .F ., since they are in phase with another
in E = 125 watts.
. . in = 1'25 ampères.
and the total no -load current is

i = w [(1·25)2 + (1:16)" }
i = 1'8 amps.
Now , the apparent watts supplied on open
secondary circuit are given by the product of the no
load current and the impressed ' E .M . F . ; but since
one of the components of the no -load current is

wattless, the true watts are equal to the product of

the in component and the impressed E .M .F . The

Full-load efficiency , 93 per cent.
Power factor, 75.
No load current, 1.8 amps.

Number of turns in primary coils, 98 (each coil of
two layers of24 and 2 ; turns, respectively ).
Section of primary wire, *335 sq . cm .
Resistance of primary coils, :04 ohm .

Number of turns in secondary coils, 2,030 .
Section of secondary wire, '016 sq. cm .
Resistance of secondary coils, 16 '13 ohms.
Watts lost in coils, allowing for increase in tem
perature, 225 watts.

Flux density in absolute measure, 4000 lines.
Section of iron core, 227 sq . cms.

Length of magnetic circuit, 126 .5 cms.

Length of each core, 30 -85 cms.
Number of plates per core, 320 .

Thickness of each plate, 25 mils.
Distance between cores, 10 cms.
Hysteresis loss, 100 watts.
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Eddy current liss, 20 watts.
Total watts lost, 350 watts.
It will be observed that the coils are of rectangular

section , instead of being round as in the lisual prac
tice ; and certainly a round section requires less
wire per turn than a square section. In order, how
ever, to obtain a round section, the plates inust all
be cut to different sizes, and stepped . as shown in
Fig . 8. Pieces of wood of crescent section are after
wards used - one piece on each of the four sides - so as to obtain a roughly circular section , the whole
being then bound round with Chatterton tape or
other insulator. Such a construction is a great

deal more difficult than that used in the example ;

and if, on the one hand, extra expense is entailed i
through the increased length of wire, on the other

December 24, 1903.

be advantageous
in the high -tension coil, it wouldsurrounding
it ; a
to have a screen of some sort
piece of perforated sheet metal, f in . thick , would be
sufficient, attached to the casting by means of small

screws.

A Model T.B . D . Engine .
By A . S.
THE accompanying photographs illustrate an
I engine, which I have designed and made for
a model torpedo boat destroyer. It is in

tended for driving twin screws by driving one shaft
direct, which will gear into the other shaft. It is

FRONT AND END Views of EngińE FOR MODEL TORPEDO BOAT DESTROYER.
hand the cost is reduced by having only four diffe
rent sizes of plates to cut. Another point in favour
of the square coil is that, on the whole , it allows the
coils to come nearer the iron than is the case with a
round section , and on this account leakage is re
duced . In either construction , however, the coils

cannot actually touch the iron , because of the space

taken up by the bolts, which bind the plates together.
This space may be reduced by using in place of the
ordinary bolt and nut that shown on page617 ,it hava
ing the additionaladvantage that,owing to the size of
the head , it spreads the pressure over a greater area
than would be the case with the usual bolt head.
It should be remembered that these bolts must be
insulated from the laminæ by wrapping them in
brown paper ; otherwise , the effect of insulating

designed with the idea of keeping the weight low in
the boat, and for that purpose slide-cranks are used ;
these are steadied by guides forined in the bedplate .

The cylinders are cast in one piece, and are in .
by } in . stroke.
The double crankshaft is cut out from a piece of
shear steel plate, and is in one piece, turned and
finished up in the usualmanner.

The engine works very freely , and without any
apparent friction.
The dimensions over all are :- -Height, 2 ins.;
length over shaft, 2 } ins.; breadth , if ins,
The extended end of engine shaft shown in the

photograph is intended for fitting feed -pump gear.

A New WEIGHT STANDARD. — The London Gazette
the laminæ will be neutralised by the bolts short i
announces that under the Weights and Measures
circuiting them , and thereby enormously increasing
Act a new denomination of standard weight of
the eddy -current loss.
Air should have free access to the coils ; but even i 50 lbs., or " half cental,"! has been made and duly
verified and deposited .
though this is the case, in the event of a breakdown
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necessary to wind the secondary in sections for such
a small spark as is generally used , and why not use
a larger spark than the usual, which I believe is
about j in . ? Is it because of insulation troubles :
Please do not forget the number and size of con
denser sheets. - Yours truly ,
Wakefield .
J. R . REA .

Practical Letters from our

Readers .
The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached .

re judges, which made it possible for me to compete ,
I worked hard for two months to get the boat
finished in time.
The model is of a T . B .D . measuring 3 ft. 6 ins.

xactly , and the machinery consists of a D . A .

compound vertical engine with single-piston valve
working between the cylinders, and steam is sup
plied by a coil boiler fired with a home-made
Primus burner.
I had one or two trial runs and made several

alterations, which , together with unfavourable
weather conditions, brought me to the morning
of the last day on which I could send in my entry
: o run off the three trips. On thatmorning we turned
out and went down to the water at 6 a .m ., and

while the judges ineasured off the course I gave the
boat several short runs for the purpose of correctly
setting the rudder. These runs were done at a
very good speed - faster, in fact, than the boat had

travelled before, and I had just pulled it in to the
bank in order to refill the boiler and oil up for the
race when the steam -pipe burst at the engine, and I
knew thatmy chance for themedal was gone.
I felt pretty bad at the time, but am still looking
for words to describe my feelings on learning from
your last issue that you had no entries for the
3 ft. 6 ins. class, and , consequently , mine would have
been without a rival.- - Yours faithfully,
E.W .A.
Transvaal, S . A .

Wehope our correspondent will enter his boat for
the next Steamer Competition. - ED. M . E .1 .
Tapping Holes.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
Dear Sir , — I see in your last issue of M .E , how
to tap holes with a tap which is made for tapping
holes a shade smaller. I have done this by simply

wrapping a piece of sheet tin round one of the
cutting edges. Two or three pieces of tin may be
used . Hoping thismay be ofuse.-- Yours truly,
Bristol.

H . K . NORRIS.

- -

off, for something like eighteen months ; but on

reading the amended conditions of the Competition,

Queries and Replies.

- -

the recent Model Steamer Speed Competition may
be of interest to you .
My steamer has been under construction, on and

-

Steamer Speed Competition .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - My misfortunes in connection with

-

though notnecessarily intended for publication.)
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[ Attention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries riot complying with the
directions thereint stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left -hand corner of the envelope " Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions ( 1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips,
on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's nameMUST be in
scribed on the back. ( 2 ) Queries should be accompanied,
wherever possible , with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. (3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed. ( 4 ) Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days
must usually ela pse before the Reply can be forwarded . (5 )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks must elapse before the
Reply can be published . The insertion of Replies in this column
cannot be guaranteed . (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to
The Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER , 26 - 29 , Poppin 's Court,

Fleet Street, London , E .C . )

selected from the Queries which have been replied
The followingare
to recently: —
(10,023) PetrolMotor:Failure to Start. W . E , M . (Ipswich)
writes : I have made up a set of Madison motor castings , 21 in . bore
and 3 ins. stroke. The conditions under which I have tried it are :
I bolted it to the bench , and have a small spur wheel 8 ins. over to
start it by hand , if possible . When I turn it, it revolves with good
power till it comes to the compression , when it stops , and then
I cannot quite get it over the centre without nearly dislocat
ing my arm . Compression space it ins.; flywheels, 6 ins. by

I in . Can you tellme whether I can expect it to work thus, and ofis
The valves are machined outthe
my compression plate too smallnot? use
the casting supplied by
solid steel. in . bore. I did
firm , and the ignition is perfect ; also the mixture, and the timing
gear is right.

As you say your engine revolves " with good power " until the
compression point is reached , at which it stops, we should say

that you have too much advance on the sparking mechanism . Try
it with the spark retarded so that the explosion takes place when the
piston has turned the centre and is some i in . in the working stroke.
Impossible to say, from particulars given , whether your compression
is too high ; but this is hardly likely to be the fault, though , it in that
direction, the engine would start all right under the belt drive on
the road, though you may not be able to get it going on the bench .
Then there is the initial friction due to a new engine. If you have
any facilities for so doing, dose the whole engine with good ordinary
lubricating oil, and with the plug out to remove compression give it

a few hours run from the flywheel of a lathe, or other source of

power, to ease down the working parts.
(9 ,9871 Eddy or Foucault Currents. H . P . S . (Wadhwan
Camp, India ) writes : With regard to my query mentioned in my
last letter about the undertype dynamo, it would be much better
for my purposes if the machine generated 30 volts or even more. It
does not matter if the voltage exceeds this number. The chief

reason for this is that it is very difficult for us, staying in these parts,
to procure standard lamps of a low voltage. I should here mention
that
I do not wish to changemy field -mnagnet winding. Themost
I can do is that I can add more wire if the present quantity prove
insufficient; also that I wish to get asmuch output as possible from
this machine without undue heating. (2) In the article , “ TheABC

Winding Secondary Coils .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , — I was very much interested in Mr.
Pike's coil article this week,and think it a smartway
out of a difficult undertaking ; and I should like
to ask you (with the assistance ofMr. Pike, if neces
sary ) for a specification for an ignition coil for
motor bike. Perhaps you can give me one which
will be economical in current ; for instance, would
not a gauge or two finer primary save the accu
mulators from running down so soon ? also , is it

of1899,Dynamo
Design ," Chapter IV , Vol. II, No. 22, of October,
the author, Mr. Alfred H . Avery, expresses his opinion thus :
" It is quite a needless refinement to insulate the core -discs of short
armatures," about lamination insulation . What is your opinion on
the matter ? Would you include iny drum armature (5 ins. by

If ins.) in the category of short armatures or not ? (3) It is usual,
when insulating the stampings, of an armature from the shaft to
insert a thin tube of ebonite or vulcanite . Would not a brass tube
serve the same purpose ? The chief aim in insulating the armature
stampings from the shaft and from one another is to prevent the
destructive eddy or Foucault currents, which would be generated if

the armature were solid. Now , if we use stampings, and do not
insulate them from the shaft, and from one another, the stamp
ings, when compressed together, will form a homogenous mass ,
and this amounts to the samething as using a solid armature, but
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in a different form . Again , I think that a brass tube will serve the
same purpose as an ebonite or a vulcanite tube, as brass is a non

magnetic
substance,
and that
insulation
by please
the galvan
ometer is not
necessary.
Am anI correct
or notas ?tested
If not,
state
reasons.

December 24, 1903.

shaft,
so that,
in doanynotcase,the
key will
and get-at-able
eventually
. We
think you
will be
haveexposed
much difficulty
, how

ever, with such a small job. (2) This would be hardly large enough .
A 21 h .-p . motor can be used for very light car work on good roads;
all
hills have to be rushed . The power a horse can develope is a
very elastic quantity, and, as a matter of fact, the power exerted

(1 ) Your recent query has been sentoff some little time ago : but
should
it never reach its With
properregard
destination
will :-knowTheitvoltage
is due
to insufficientaddress.
to theseyouqueries

by two 'bus horses when either starting or going up an incline is
nearer
12 than 2 h .-p .

may
be increased
by using
a finera series
gaugewinding
wire on onarmature,
strengthening
the field
coils with
top of theor

[9404 ) Model Locomotive Queries. T . M . (Market Drayton )
locomotive - cylinders,
writes : I am making an inch scale model of a surface,
350 sq. ins. ;
I 3 -16ths in . bore, 2 - in . stroke ; heating
pressure, so lbs. per sq . in . ; diameter of driving wheels, si ins. (four

shunt, thus making a compound machine ; or by increasing the
speed
slightly . The second method we most strongly recommend.
(2 ) There is not any need to insulate the core plates of armature
from one another with varnish or other insulatingmaterial, as Eddy

orquently,
Foucault
currents are of exceedingly low E .M .F ., and are, conse
stopped by a very small resistance such as is offered by the
film of oxide which forms on the surface of each plate. (3) The
objectcurrents
of using (which
a brass remain
tube onin the
wouldthroughout
be not tothestopcore),
the
Eddy
smallshaft
eddies
but to prevent, to a certain extent, the loss ofmagnetic lines which
would otherwise pass along the shaft and leak away ; but we do not

coupled) ; gauge, 47 ins ; coal fire. What load would this engine

a Belpaire
of fitting
thinking
track ? op I aammodel
B . W .G .firebox
copper;
18 gauge
advantage
? Will
ispulltbison ana level
through
? Myin valves
diameter
do for barrel
excess throw
. How areinuchworked
is 5 -16ths
; theins.travel
levers 4t
rocking
must I give the eccentrics to counteract the slackness of joints ?
One person continuously and two persons intermittently. Yes ,

you may use a Belpaire firebox with some advantage. See the

think it is worth while taking any special trouble to do this.
[9974] beSmallGas
EngineifFlywheels.
. B .(Lanondon)
writes:to
I should
greatly obliged
you could giveA me
idea how

REMOVING SMALL GAS
ENGINE FLYWHEELS.

get the wheel off the shaft of a small gas engine (diameter of wheel.
io ins.) . The key has broken off short, and I cannotget the wheel

4 P Query 9974
QUOT

FIG . 1.
off
at
this sketch will show you what I mean . Also .
all.
Perhaps
would a 2 b .h .- P . petrol motor be capable of drawing a small car
seating three persons at about eight to ten miles per hour ? What
pull a 'bus containing

two horses
I cannot make
is that
out up
2 b .h .- p . motor would not
but can
an incline,
persons
twenty-six

pull half this number, I suppose, unless special gearing was ein.

ployed.
As the key -way does pot extend the whole length of boss and you
are thustheunable
to use a drift
the the
keycrankshaft
out, your and
bestwheel
plan ,
under
circumstances,
wouldtobedrive
to take
right out and block it up on some baulks of timber and drive the
shaft further into the wheel until enough of the key and key -way
are exposed (see Fig . 2) to enable you to withdraw the key. The
journal will probably be of slightly smaller diameter than the bore
ofto flywheel,
and if the driving is carefully done no harın will come
the journal beyond a few scratches, perhaps. The gap between

the webs of the crank must be well filled in before any driving is
attempted,
with blocks of wood - end grain - the harder the better.
You might try what effect one or two good blows have on the end

of the shaft, as at Fig . 3. Possibly it will drive out quite readily
ifto wheel
is blocked
as shown.
When the shaft
is almost
the level
of boss , upa stout
piece ofmetalmust
be held
on thedown
end
of shaft to receive the blows. Should neither of these methods
prove successful, try the following :-- Drill in the key a suitable
sized tapping hole and tap same to take a stud, as shown in Fig . 4 .
Thenother
procure
size with
a holeintoto take
the
end a ofpiece
studofmetalofconvenient
clear. Then fasten stud
securely
key ,

put nut and wasber on other end of same, pack up the strip of

metal
and smart
at theblows,
same but
timecarefully
subject
the bossas shown,
of wheelandto tighten
a series up,
of good
avoid hitting any vulnerable part of the flywheel, of course. Either

the key will be withdrawn, or the flywheel will be driven on to the

FIG . 4 .

FIG . 2.

Fig . 3.

undertype design for general proportions. Staying need not be

so complete
asallowin theundertype
.drawings.
We cannotProbably
say how much
you
should
without
seeingdesign
thetheoretically
1. 16thbe
throw
(t
in
.
travel)
over
what
is
necessary
will
ample . It does not matter if you have a little too much , but, of
course,
excess
not bemetal.
very great
with isshort
rodstooandthinlinks.
For the this
barrel,
use must
16 gauge
18 gauge
a little
for

a 4t barrel.

(9453]: I(Hhave
orizontal
Engineengine,
Details.31-in M. by. H 2-. inS.. bore,
(Battersea)
writes
a horizontal
and I
intend
to
use
steam
at
30
to
45
lbs.
pressure.
(1)
What
would supply steam to this engine to run it at 120 r. p .m ., size
and boiler
what
would
be the h .-p . of the engine ? (2) Will ordinary I-in . inside
brass tube (walls about 1-32nd thick ) be strong enough for the
steampipe
? ( 3)? Could
boilerare benotmade
6 - in , inside.
piece of piping
(4 ) Thetheports
squarefromand a regular
owing
to bad casting. How can I clear the steam passages, etc ? (5 ) Is

a5 -16ths
straightbrassthrough
screwed
withfora
threadpiston-rod
through aof -in5-16ths
. mild diameter
steel piston
correct

thisHorse-power
cylinder,andaboutis the1-5thpistoni.h .-too heavy ?

. ; use a boiler of the size and type
given on page 93 of the issue ofp July
23rd last if liquid or gas fire
is to be employed
. If coal fire, see page
35 of our handbook on
“ Model Boiler Making." (2 ) Yes , the tube will do very well.
( 3 ) Hardly. (4 ) We cannot say ; a personal inspection is really
necessary. The valve should be made to conform to the parts :
that is all the vital points. (5 ) How are you going to get the nuts
and piston on to screwed portion ; this should be larger diamet

course. Piston is a little heavy.

. A ..S.giveT . (me
Lon.a
an Ordinary
Motorfeelto greatly
(9 ,968]
Fixing
obliged Bicycle
if you could
writes:
I should
don)
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subject:- have an ordinary bicycle
following
on the
advice
little
to which
make)
I am thinking Iof adding a motor attach
(Singer's

considered
of course, is the small space available. I have advantage
?
the advisability of using two boilers. Would this be an

stand it; also if it would be a good plan to add any bars to strengtheu
what Ipart
of the
position
so, toin attach
what the
frame; and,
the
am think
Themotor
notor? ? Also,
it be ifbest
framewould
ing ofusing is of 2 h .-p .
an
We do not, on the whole , advise the fitting of a motor ofto this
ordinary bicycle ; and certainly not oneof]2 h .- p . An engine of
the
power and weight would necessitate entire re-constructionClement
frame to ensure safety . You might fit one of theof light
front part frame with no
Garrard it h .-p .motors on the inside of second
pair of front forks
a
than carrying
further strengthening
and having them brazed to a for
to fork ends,fork
from ball head clips
crown. The tubes, if round ,
ward extension plate added to

to fit the boat.
as one could be larger than the other and bothwithmade
detail of material
A rough sketch would be much appreciated

ment. Could you tell me if, in your opinion , the machine would

should be in , by 20 B . W .G ., and either bolted rigidly or brazed
at the three points named . The frame might be further vastly

strengthened by duplicating the bottom bone on the forward part
i.e., by means of suitable braze-on clip lugs carry another length
of tube below the present one, the brazed on lugs being at the

exhaust ends; tube suitable, If in. by 20 B.W .G .

* Casing
ordiofnary

slove pipe.

use . should
to We

su to provide a boiler larger than
sh hebe inclined

W ou atin rfac und a water- tube boiler . We pub
24 sq.e ins. oftheatingg surfacee unless
Octo 8th8th issue,
issue onona novel
page 14314form3ofof
9,467, October
No.type
lished in reply to query The
page
of boilerberillustrated
of water-tube boiler.
15th 1902, ought work out very well. The burner
one with

to
issue ofMarch
,
may be of the spirit vapourizing type (see November 15th . 1901),
or a benzoline burner . Superheat the steam .

Alternatiаg Currents.
for: Single-Phase
(9 ,993] Rectifier
writes
In your numbers, September and October ,

D . L . F . (Leeds)
1900, you describe how to make a rectifier for single alternating
me the particulars for winding
currents. I should like you to give
volts and go cycles per second. Would
same suit

S . P .A .C . at 200
to
the voltage of the direct current be 200 ? also could the direct cur
current voltage be reduced to about 70 volts in this rectifier , or
would a direct current transformer (rotary type with two coin .
mutators) have to to be used for this ?
The rectified current is practically of the same voltage as the

alternating current with which the machine is supplied . You can
make the rectified current of any voltage you please by raising or
currenta
means ofto ansuit.alternating
voltagethebyrectifier
reducing
If you make
transformeryourandsupply
winding
the
wind
and
volts,
about
volts
70
your
to
reduce
200
transformer
to
rectifier with No. 24 D .C .C . wire on the armature, and No. 28 D .C .C .
wire for the fields this would probably give satisfuctory results. The
size of the transformer would depend upon how much current in
amps, you require from the rectifier. It would be advisable to use

a small amountofresistance or a small choking coil in the alternating
to prevent too much rush of curent at starting.
the rectifier
side ofshould
study the article referred to , and take note of the hints
You

given by the author.

The News of the Trade.
distinguished
asterisk
have been based on actua
• Reviews
Editorial Inspection ofbythethegoods
noticed.

Field Tubes

Steam Pumps and Marine Engine Cylinders.
Users of small power steam engines well know the value of

arrangements, many favour
efficient and
pumpsboiler-feeding
steamreliable
separate
for this purpose. Wehaveandlately received

Fig . 1.
fo5211 Model Torpedo Boat Destroyer. S . V . S . (Bristol
writes : I should be most grateful if you would kindly give me a
hint on a boiler for a T . B . destroyer I am making , and particulars

of which I enclose . The boat is as described in your book on
“ Model Steamer
Building " (4 ft. 6 ins.
Long). The engines
will be as described
inModel
“ Machinery
Steamersfor
,"
* - in . bore by 4 -in .
stroke, the cylinders
inclined at an angle
of 45°. The screws
I have not yet de
cided on , but think
probably 2 in. diam
eter by 5 -in . pitch (I
am working out these
from your article on

0

the subject). The
boiler will be fired

by a benzene blow
lamp, and I calcu
late should have
about 74 sq. ins.
heating surface . Will
you advise me as to
the
form of
read
boilerbest I have
most of? the
descrip
tions ofmodel boilers
in the last three
years' M . E ., and also
" Model Boiler Mak
ing," but cannot

oo 이
O O
O O O

quite make up my FIG . 2 .-- DevELOPED PLAN, SHW

mind
My ING SETTING -OUTOF FIELD TUBES.
suitableas toto the
use . most
idea
either
is
with
a cylindrical,
rectangular
one flue tube and
cross water ortubes.
The greatboiler,difficulty,

from the Liverpool Castings Company, 5 , Church Lane, Liverpool,
with a f-in . plunger and a steam
of castings
a pumpfinished
a sample tosetsuit,
togetherforwith
cylinder
example, which we under
a
stand has been working in a fast model steamer for sometwo years
without failure feeding a boiler working at a steam pressure of 90
to 100 lbs. per sq. in . The set of castings , together with working
drawings, are listed at us. Other fittings for our inspection have
also been received , and consist of two sizes of beautifully finishep
launch engine cylinders, a -in . marine safety valve of like quality ,
good bolts and
some samples
and

nuts.

of very

New Catalogues and Lists.
Hughes, Fawcett

Valley

Works,Hebden Bridge

& Co.,firm is justIron
Catalogue No. 1, which 'this
issuing, is a very creditable.
engineering machine
power
small
list
of
tools and appliances, and
includes lathes of all descriptions and prices, hand and power
and planing machines, millers, vertical slides for the lathe,
and
other accessories
as faceplates;
drill, four-jaw
and
surfacebell,plates,
chucks; such
cramps, , and
tool-holders,
self-centring
adjustable packings. Amongst the itemsworthy ofspecialmention
twist fluted reamers and American four-groove
are the improvedHüforko
taps, and the “
" machine vice. Wealso notice that Messrs.
Hughes, Fawcett supply lathe heds, head-stocks, and other com
ponent parts separately. The list will be sent to any reader for
3d . to cover postage .
Dundas Street,Glasgow . - We have
. C . ofSmith
of electo
Mr. W 53,
. A . C . Smith 's illustrated catalogue
handW . a Acopy
over fifty pages which

trical apparatus - a neatly printed list of
comprises electric bells and fittings, batteries , current measuring
instruments, alarm clocks, small power dynamos and motors,
Wimshurst machines, vacuum tubes, electric night light outfits,
and resistance charging boards for
medical coils, motor generators
running small motors and accumulator charging. List, price 3d . .
post free,
The Federal Patents Act. - We have received from Messrs .
Phillips, Ormonde & Co., 533, Collins Street, Melbourne, Australia,

a copy of the Federal Patents Act for 1903. Copies may be bad
upon application to the above addreu .

W
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The Editor 's Page.

Answers to Correspondents.

ITH regard to the highly successful
“ Gauge " Competition , which is open to
all readers until the close of the present
year, we may say that we have been inundated with
entries during the last few weeks, and this circum
stance, coupled with the removal of our business
premises to 25 to 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street,
has, we regret, prevented us from attending to the
contributions with the customary promptness. We
hope, however, that within a very few days of the
publication of this issue, all communications relative
to this Competition will have been dealt with . In
many cases we have had to decline entries on account
of inferior photographs, and would again refer
readers to the articles on the subject of model
photography in our issues of May 14th and 21st of
this year. We also notice that permission to use
the photograph from the owner of the copyright
of the picture has in several cases been omitted .
Attention to this matter greatly facilitates the
awarding of the prizes to the various competitors,
and those who have not already included this per.

W . B . W . (London, E .C .). Messrs. Newton & Co.,
Fleet Street, could supply you with your re
quirement . gton
J. W . (Kennin ). We would recommend you
Todhunter' s “ Algebra for Beginners," and
Barnarl Smith 's " Arithmetic."
J. W . W . (Wrockwardine Wood). - The wires you:
sent us are Nos. 23 S .W .G ., 34, 35, 25, 56 , 38, and
40, respectively , as you numbered them .
G . K . H . (Crewkerne). - So far as we know , the
address given in advertiseinent is the correct
one.
Reader (Mile End ). - Yes, if you can make a satis
factory soldered joint ; but this we doubt. You
might try screwing the parts together .

mission to reproduce should send it on without

delay.
Referring to our other Competitions, full condi
tions of which were published in the issue for Octo
ber 15th ,wewould point out thatNos. 36 and 38 close
on December 31st, and competitors should en
deavour to post their entries in sufficient time that
the pressure in the postal arrangements at this
festive season does not cause delay and consequent
disappointinent.

Early in the New Year, on Friday, January 15th ,
the Society of Model Engineers will hold their Sixth
Annual Conversazione, at the Holborn Town Hall,
Gray's Inn Road, W .C ., the whole of this building
having been engaged for the occasion . Wehave had
the pleasure of attending in the past, and,knowing
that this Conversazione will equal — if not eclipse
previous functions, we can heartily recommend all
readers of the journal not to miss this, the " model"'
event of the year. Mr.Herbert G . Riddle, the Hon
Sec. of the Society, and Mr. Herbert Sanderson , the
Treasurer , who is acting as Exhibit Secretary
(see the Society notices for the addresses of these
gentlemen ), will be pleased to receive applications
for tickets and notifications of intended exhibits.
In addition to the interesting model exhibits, a lec
ture, illustrated by lantern slides, will be given by
Mr. Herbert Sanderson on his recent tour round the
world , two half -hour concerts , and a demonstration
of the x -rays, besides other side showsand the work

ing model locomotives. The tickets are 25. 60 ,
which includes refreshments and cloak -room charges,
children under 12 years of age being admitted at the

reduced rat of is. 60 .

Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s, per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Postal
Order.
"Advertisement rates may be had on app'ication to the Advertise

ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c ., for review , to be addressed
to THE EDITOR , " The Model Engineer," 26 - 29. Poppin 's Court,
Fleet Street, London , E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be

addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , “ The Model Engi
neer, 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of thepaper

and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26 -29,
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York , U . S .A ., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .
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Compound Engines.
By W . J. TENNANT, A .M .I.Mech .E .
(Continued from page 513.)
Compression . - The pressure of the compressed
steam in the clearance,which is arbitrarily made to be
come 20 lbs. in the example (see 14c ) will depend upon
the point at which the L .-P . exhaust closed and the
back -pressure of the steam in the L.-P . cylinder at
the instantof closure. The back -pressure is depen
dent simply upon the degree of incompleteness to
which the cylinder is exhausted of the finally
expanded steam and of the water re-evaporated
into steam , as has been explained , upon the opening
of the exhaust. It will be in ordinary practice and at
low speeds about 21 lbs. above the condenser pressure

if the engine is exhausting into a condenser , and
about 2 lbs. above the atmospheric pressure if the
engine exhausts into the atmosphere. It is not con
nected otherwise than indirectly with the degree
to which expansion in the low -pressure cylinder is
carried . For instance, the final pressure to which
expansion in the L.-P. cylinder is carried might be
30 lbs. absolute per square inch , and the back -pres
sure, given a free exhaust, would be about 174 lbs.
absolute, if the exhaust took place in the air and
were reasonably free . Again , if expansion were
carried on to a lower limit, say to that of 20 lbs. ab
solute per square inch , the exhaustwould take place
about as readily as in the former instance, and about
the same residue of steam would fail to be cleared
out of the cylinder, and would have, as before, a
pressure of 171 lbs. absolute.

For clearness one might imagine that it is the
samebody of steam that is shut in every time in the
H .-P . and L .-P . clearances, compressed in the return
stroke of each piston and expanded again in com

pany with other steam in the outgoing stroke, only
to find itself at the end of the next return stroke
once more boxed in and re-compressed to the same

volume and pressure as before - employed , in fact,
as a permanent steam spring-buffer.
That a certain portion of the admission charge of
steam in both the cylinders never gets out of them ,
may seem to introduce a complication into con
sideration of Fig . 20 (see page 497, issue of
November 19th , 15, 03), unless it be remembered I

PUBLISHED
WEEKLY.

that, after the first few strokes, the volumeof steam

admitted to the H .-P. cylinder is always less than in
the starting stroke of the engine ; for instance, in
our example it is 2'125 cubic ins., i .e ., 2'38 cubic
ins. at 90 lbs. pressure, less 0 '255 cubic in , of com
pression -steam found in the clearance by the newly
-admitted charge at a pressure of 90 lbs. to which
it has been compressed . This , is the nett admission
per stroke. The volume that expands, however,
is, of course, 2-38 cubic ins., for both the clear
ance -steam and the newly -admitted steam expand

in company. But as much of the former as before
is again caught at the tail end of the exhaust and
compressed .
As to the allowance for compression in the L .-P .
cylinder, the L .-P. admission volume, like that of
the H .-P ., is the amountby which the volumeof the
freshly -supplied L.-P. steam exceeds that of the
compression steam (0 -45 cubic in . compressed to
20 lbs., and equivalent to O '234 cubic in . at the L .-P .

admission pressure of 38°27). The volume at L.-P .
cut-off being 5'23 cubic ins. of cylinder and clear
ance, then 5'23 - 0 '234 gives us 4 '996 (say 5 ) as the
real admission volume for the L.-P . stroke. It will
be easy to see that neither of these compressions
affects the total flow of steam through the engine,
as is proven by finding from Fig. 20 that the real or
nett H .-P. admission -volume, 2 :125 cubic ins. at a p

of go lbs. (puraCof 191'25 ) comes out as a real or
nett exhaust volume of 5 cubic ins. at a pressure

of 38 .27, with substantially the same C (191035

actually) at the end ofteach exhaust stroke.
A check. - At 100 we may test the accuracy of our
working . If 45'07 lbs. be truly the value of the
pressure at " drop " (3) and at ioc, we ought to be
able to find that if the steam having 45 '07 lbs. p at
100 x a volume (H .-P. cylinder and clearance plus
receiver, plus L .-P. clearance, plus one-half L .-P .
cylinder) of 9-388 cubic ins., and giving us by this
multiplication a constant of 423: 117 be expanded
at iic to another volume of 11'057 cubic ins. (by
the increase between ioc and IIc minus a reduction

in the second exhaust volume effected by movement
of the H .-P. piston to the left between 360 and iia
on the H .-P . crank-curve) its pressure at iic ob
tained by dividing the latter volume into the con
stant ought to be 38 .27, a value which up to this
point we have obtained only on the strength of our
assumption that a whole H .-P. exhaust is always
found in the L.-P. cylinder at L.-P. cut-off.
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The suggested division

423-117 = 38 .267
11'057

a pressure so nearly in agreement with the assumed
value 38 -27 as to warrant us, with the unavoidable
small inaccuracies of graphic methods in mind , in
regarding our conclusions as being substantially
correct.

This calculation , it must be clearly understood,
does not check the accuracy of the original assump
tion , which must be accepted upon the strength of
the arguments by which it is.justified earlier in this
and in the preceding article. It checks only the
accuracy of our working that has this assumption for
a foundation .
Critical Points. — When once the L.-P. stroke
begins the L.-P . piston does not.at first make room
for the steam as rapidly as the H .-P . piston endea
vours to force it out of the smaller cylinder ; con

sequently, there is at first a rise of pressure in
the space between the two pistons, succeeded
by a fall as the L .-P. piston gains speed and
the H .-P . piston loses it. The maximum compres
sion will occur naturally at the point at which
the H .-P. piston ceases to gain upon the L.-P ., that

is to say, it would occur at the instant at which
both the pistons were going at the same speed , pro
vided that they were both of the same size, and,
therefore, generating or sweeping out volume at the
some rate. The centre- line of our engine is hori
zontal, and both the pistons will be moving with
about the same horizontal velocity when their
cranks make equal angles with the horizontal, as in
Fig. 21 (page 498 ).

But they are not both of the same size. The L .-P .
piston has an area 270
1'227 times (say, 24 times) that
ofthe H.-P., and, therefore,generatesvolume27 times
as fast as the H .-P. piston sweeps it out in the H .-P.
cylinder ; consequently , the pistons will be one
destroying and the other generating volumeat equal
rates when the speeds of the pistons are in inverse
proportions to their areas ; that is to say, when

the speed of the smaller, or H .-P., piston is 24 times
thatof the larger, or L.-P . This occurs when verti

cal lines drawn from the ends of the crank-arms
to a horizontal are in the proportion to one another

as 2 is to I (as 9 is to 4 ) as in Fig . 22 (see page 498 ).

Angularity of the Theoretical Diagrams. — Theo
retical diagrams such as are above discussed are

much more angular than are the actual diagrams
with which they correspond, for although in the
actual engine the operations pictured in the theo
retical diagranis do in fact commence at the points
at which the theoretical diagrams indicate their
commencement, they complete themselves less
quickly, because of “ wire -drawing," than the theo
retical diagrams suggest.
(To be continued .)

To soften cast-iron, heat to a bright glow , and
gradually cool under a covering of fine coal-dust,
etc. Small objects are packed in quantities, in a
crucible in a furnace or open fire, under materials
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The Society ofModel Engineers.
[Reports of medings should be sent to the ofices of Tax MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par.
scular
Issue #t received a clear nine days before us actual
date of publication .)
London .
On Saturday, December 19th , about twenty mem .

bers visited the Patent Section of the South Ken
sington Museum , and spent a most interesting after
noon . By the courtesy of W . J. Last, Esq ., a mem
ber of the Museum Staff Mr. Dickenson ) was at
hand to take the members round, and point out and

explain the recent additions to the Museum , which
he did in an exceedingly painstaking and lucid
manner, opening several of the cases so that mem
bers might have a closer view of some of the models.
The model that, without doubt, excited most inte
rest is a magnificent reproduction of one of the Wes
tern of France Railway 's four-cylinder (De Glehn )
compound loconiotives ; this engine has two high
pressure and two low -pressure cylinders , Walschaert
valve gear, gear for regulating orifice of blast-pipe,
and many other novel points. The boiler and two
cylinders are halved longitudinally , so that the inte
rior arrangements can be thoroughly inspected .
This model is without doubt one of the finest in the
whole collection . Many novel valve gears were
pointed out, and their theory and action explained
by Mr. Dickenson , and at the close of the inspection
the members tendered their heartiest thanks to
that gentleman for the trouble he had taken to
make the visit of so much interest to the members .
FUTURE MEETINGS. - --Members are requested to

send in particulars of the models they intend ex
hibiting at the forthcoming Conversazione to Mr.
Sanderson, the Exhibit Secretary , at the earliest
possible moment. The next Ordinary Meeting of
the Society will take place at the Holborn Town
Hall, on Monday, February ist. The following
ineeting is fixed for Thursday, March 3rd . Particu
lars as to membership and any other information
will be cheerfully given on application being made
to the Hon. Sec., HERBERT G , RIDDI.E, 37, Minard
Road , Hither Green, S .E .
SOME experiments to show the distances in which
trains of different weights and travelling at different
speeds could be pulled up were recently made be
tween Liége and Brussels on a falling gradient of
i in 250. The engine was a four-coupled , with 6 ft.
6 ins. drivers. With a train weighing 140 tons,
travelling at a speed of 77 '1 miles an hour, the dis

tance with the quick -acting brake was 959 yards ;
a train weighing 213 tons, travelling at 73. 3 miles
an hour, took 756 yards ; and a train weighing 216
tons,and travelling at 69 6 miles an hour, was pulled
yards.
in 769BEST
upTHE
ELECTRIC LIGHT. - The electric dis
charge between two vessels of mercury in a partial
vacuum is the most efficient form of artificial light
ing yet discovered . In a recent test by W . C . Geer,
the mercury terminals were about four- fifths of an
inch apart, and an arc of 2 ins. in length was pro

which, when heated to a glow , give out carbon to

50
duced by a direct current of 110 volts. Nearlyinto

the iron . They should be heated gradually, kept
at a bright heat for an hour, and allowed to cool

visible light. Turning to other lights, the Geissler

slowly . The substances recommended to be added
are cast-iron turnings, sodium carbonate, or raw

ordinary arc lamp, 10 ; acetylene gas, 10 ; the in
candescent electric lamp, 6 ; and the Argand gas
burner, 1.6 .

sugar.

per cent, of the energy supplied was converted

tube showed an efficiency of 32 percent.; the
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Lessons in Workshop Practice.
(Continued from page 607.)
V . - Drills, How to Make and Use them .
By Chas. W . Cook.
THE subject of this article — the Drill- is a
1 most important and much used tool in
the mechanical industry, and as a workshop

627

procured 1-in . wide by t-in . thick and heated to a
twist drill of that size. It was then placed in the
lathe, and a cut taken along it, and made the size
of the hole for about in . from the end, tapering
to about I- 16th in . smaller at the other end . The
drill was then backed off at the cutting edges and
ground to the proper angle and hardened and tem
pered to a dark straw colour at the cutting end ,
and fitted to a suitable holder to run quite true, and
the holes were made considerably quicker than .

dull red heat and twisted to about the pitch of a

appliance it will, perhaps, rank next to the file in
point of general usefulness and demand, and in this
article it is proposed to consider the types most
commonly employed formetalwork and themethods
of making and using.

3020 40 50

10 20

70 80
80 W

From the several different forms of drills in use,

we will select the following four as being the most
useful when used in connection with a small drilling

machine and lathe : - The twist drill, the fluted
drill, the flat drill, and the " bit.”
The twist drill (Fig. 1) since its introduction , has
practically revolutionised the process of drilling, its
superiority over the old -fashioned diamond- pointed
fiat drill being very great. Some of its advantages

are the possibility without
of drilling
long, straight holes
withdrawing the drill,
the cuttings being enabled , by
reason of the spiral flutes, to
find their way out of the hole ,

thus effecting a great saving of
time, its freedom from the fault
of “ running ” when encounter
ing a soft place or blow -hole in a
casting this being due to its
large amountof cylindrical guid
ing surface behind the cutting
edges ; also when ground true
it always runs true and requires
no re -forging or tempering.
The method of making twist
drills is one that cannot be em
ployed by many model engi
neers, as it necessitates the em

ployment of an “ Universal ”
milling machine, and even then
the drill turned out cannot com
pare either in point of cost or
excellence with the really beau
tiful tools turned out by the

American twist drill makers,who
make a speciality of this class of
work , the hardening, tempering,
and the after process of grinding
being special operations requir
ing specialapparatus. However,
a rough imitation of a twist drill
A

sufficiently
good enough for some
60° classes
classes of
of work
work may be made at

home, as the following will show .
Fig . 1. -- TWIST I once had some long holes to
DRILL .

drill in iron castings, the depth
of the holes being more than
the length of the standard size of drill sold , so
it looked like having to use a diamond- pointed
flat drill, which meant the frequent withdrawal

of the drill from the hole for the purpose of
clearing out the cuttings and the consequent waste
of time; so to improve on this, I made a twist drill
from a piece of bar tool steel. The holes to be
drilled were ſ in . diameter, so a piece of steel was

FIG . 2 - PROTRACTOR.
would have been the case had the flat drill been
form of the drill the cuttings could work up out of
the hole. Twist drills are made and sold in sizes
varying from 1-25th in. up to 3 ins., each drill
having two spiral grooves or flutes, the pitch of the
spiral varying from 0 -6 in . for the smallest drill to
8 .95 in . for the 1-in . size. The diameter is less at
the shank end, these drills being made slightly taper
to allow for clearance in long holes ; they are also

used , owing to the fact that by reason of the spiral

not round, being backed off from a short distance

behind the cutting edges along the whole length of
grooves to

allow of as much clearance as possible,
and to reduce the friction between the sides of the
drill and the hole. The depth of the groove
diminishes as it approaches the shank, being so
for the purpose of strengthening the drill as much
as possible.
The shank of the drill is made parallel for the
smaller sizes, and either parallel, taper, or tapered
square for the larger ones. Of the different makes
of twist drills, I prefer the ones called the “ T and
B ” or constant angle drills, as I think the cuttings

comeaway better with these drills than with those
twist drills, it is most important that they be ground
quite true and at the proper cutting angle, and it
is just here where most of the trouble that some
people experience with a twist drill arises, due in

of other makes. To obtain the best results with

nearly every instance to imperfect grinding. This
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operation in the engineering shop, is now as a
rule, effected by special grinding machines, but it
is quite possible to do this by hand if the following
instructions are observed .
On most twist drills will be found a line (a , A ,
Fig . 1) running along the bottom and centre of both
grooves called the grinding line ; this is to serve as
a guide in grinding the point A , Fig. 1, central; this
line, as a rule, is not marked on drills under 4-in,
' or -in . If ground correctly , the two cutting edges
B , Fig. I will be exactly the same length ; it is
most important that the point A should be exactly
in the centre, as, should this not be so, the drill
will produce a hole larger than itself ; this, in fact,
being a “ dodge ” sometimes employed when a hole
is required slightly larger than the drill was intended

of the line b, Fig . 4 at the end of the drill. To
ascertain this, the drill should be held between the
finger and thumb, when , upon loooking at the end
of drill, the cutting edges B , B appear as in the
figure, and theangle of the line b is as shown. When

for, but it is not to be recommended as a general
rule to be followed , it being bad for the drill.

depends both on the work
and the size of drill, and
the following table is one
I have made from the
results of experiments in
my own work , the num
bers representing revolu

the drill has no clearance, the line will be at the
angle shown (Fig. 5 ), and when too much clear

ance has been given , the angle will be as in Fig . 6 .
When , through frequent use on shallow holes a
twist drill has become worn at the end, causing it
to grind or bind in a hole,
B.

the best thing to do is to
break off the worn piece
and regrind.
The speed at which
twist drills should be run

The angle to which the cutting edges are ground
is usually 60°, but for brass work it may with

B

Fi@. 4.

.

ook al
sofer
och

tions per minute of the different sizes of drills given,
on steel, iron, and brass. It may be, perhaps,
hardly necessary to add, that to obtain the best
results, the drills must be kept sharp.
To drill
Diameter of Drill.
Steel. Iron . Brass.
1-25th
in
.
up
to
116th
in
.
..
1050 1300
Over 1-16th in . up to fin . . . 700
500 700 850
* in .
$ 50
,, in . . . 300
450
in .

fin .
in .

,
„

.

150

Sin . . . 100
13- 16ths 80

350
250
I 20

400

300
130
200

, 13- 16ths in, up to 1-in .
50
80
The twist drill, when used for drilling mild steel .
and lead ,
and wrought iron , and also foroilcopper
or soap water ;
should be well lubricated with
for cast or tool steel, turpentine should be used ;
and for cast-iron , gunmetal,and brass, it is generally
used dry as the application of a lubricant tends to
make the cuttings jam in the hole. I have , however ,
found that when using small twist drills at a high
rate of speed on brass and gunmetal, the addition of

Fig ; 3. - SHEET METAL TEMPLATE.
advantage, be nearer 50°, and the edges are backed
off to allow of them coming in contact with the
work, the proper amount of clearance being denoted
by the appearance of end of drill, explained below .
The operation of grinding is a somewhat difficult
one at first, and I might venture to say that it is
not every mechanic that understands how to pro
perly grind a twist drill by hand , or in fact knows
how it should be ground ; a good method of
doing this is as follows, and is the one I always
use : - Use a protractor of the shape shown (Fig. 2 )
or make a template as Fig. 3, one angle being filed
to 50° and the other to 60° ; the template may be
made from sheet brass, but is better made from
sheet steel. The cutting edges are ground to suit
the template as shown - taking care to make both
edges the same length , and are then lightly backed
off for clearance. If the drill has been ground

correctly, it will have the grinding line exactly in
the centre of point A , Fig. 1, the two lips or cutting
edges will then be exactly the same length , and the
correct clearance angle will be indicated by the angle

Fig . 5

Fig . 6.

a little tallow rubbed on the point and along the
drill, improves the cutting and prevents grinding
or binding in the hole.
When using the twist drill in the drilling machine,
care must be taken to securely fix the job, and when
the hole is nearly through , the drill should be fed
cautiously, as, owing to its spiral form -- being in
reality a double thread of very coarse pitch - it has
a tendency when just coming through to catch in
the work , which often ends in disaster ; a broken
drill, damaged job , and cut fingers frequently being
the result if this is not attended to . When using
this drill in the lathe, these remarks particularly
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apply and will be further referred to when dealing

an idea of the general arrangement of the various

with the “ bit.”

parts. The base (Fig . 2) is of mahogany or walnut
gins. diameter and fin . thick . A groove should be
cut in the upper surface 7 } ins. diameter, 3- 32nds
in , wide, and if ins, deep, for the reception of the
glass shade or cover. Now draw a pencil circle
8 1-16th ins. diameter on the surface of the base, and
lay off three equi-distant points on the circumfer
ence. At each of these points bore a 5 -16ths in .
hole through the base, and bush each of these holes
with | in . of 5- 16ths in . brass tubing, which must be
as thick in the walls as can be obtained . Tap the
inside of the bushings to receive a 3-16ths in . B . A

The rate of feed of twist drills should be fairly
slow ; they should on no account be crowded , but
this will be indicated to the operator by the sense
of touch , if he brings a little thought to co -operate

with his hand when at work drilling, and this applies
more particularly when using the smaller sizes of
drills. The next article will deal with flat drills,
etc.

(To be continued.)

How to Make Experimental

Electrical Apparatus.

COMUNISTAVA

By T. G . J.
(Continued from page 612.)
ASTATIC GALVANOMETERS.
THE galvanoscopes which have already been
described cannot be relied upon to measure
the strength of the current passing through

their coils, because theeffect of the current upon the
needle diminishes the nearer the needle approaches
to the horizontal. It is quite true the number of
degrees which the needle is deflected may give us a

rough idea of the strength of the current producing
obtain readings which will be absolutely propor

the deflection , when this is small : still, we cannot

tional to the strengths of the currents passing
through the coils. For the purpose of testing the

Fig . 2.- -BASE.
screw , and nicely file the ends of the pieces until
they are bright and level. Three levelling screws
should be procured , which fit the bushings in the
base for the purpose of leveling the instrument. A
1 in . hole should now be bored in the middle of the

base, through which we can pass the ends of the
coils, and two more holes near the edge for the bind .
ing-screws. These latter holes should be 2 ins. apart.
A narrow channel, about 4 in , deep , should be cut
with a gouge between the central wire hole and the
holes for binding-screws, to let the ends of the coils
sink into the underside of the base. The holes for
the binding-screws should be commenced from
underneath with a in . bit and bored f in deep ;
they are then compieted from above with an t - in .

strengths of currents, an instrument called a gal

bit. Still two more holes have to be bored in the
base ; these are for the reception of the sup
porting pillars, and are 3- 16ths in . diameter.
Draw a diameter on the base parallel to the holes
1or binding-screws, and bore the holes for supporting
pillars on this line, each having its centre 4 in . to the
inside of the groove cut for the cover .
The reel for this instrument should be made
from boxwood. Six pieces will be required - two

vanometer must fulfil the essential condition that
its readings shall really measure the strength of
the current in some reliable manner. Of these
galvanometers there are many forms, but only

secco CooCoacob

Fig . 1. - AstarIC GALVANOMETER.

three oſ the most popular will be treated in these

Fig . 3.
LEVELLING
SCREWS.

articles.

Astatic Galvanometer.-- The astatic galvanometer
has many features to recommend it to amateurs ; it
is simple in construction , easy to make, and at the
sanie time, is sufficiently accurate for most experi
inents requiring the use of a galvanometer.

The

complete instruinent is shown in Fig. I, which gives

for the flanges, 2f ins. by i in ., by } in .; and four
for the body of the reei. Two of the latter are 2
ins by 2 ins. by 1-16th in .; and two are 2 ins. by
1 in . by 1 16th in . The pieces for Aanges have
slots cut in them 2f ins. by in . (see Fig. 5? This
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can be easily done by drawing a line down their
in .
from each end. A 4 -in . V hole should be bored at
each of these points, and their circumference joined
by two parallel straight lines in . apart. Also
draw two lines parallel to the ends and to each other ,
and tangent to the circumference of the in , holes.

December 31, 1903.

centre and then marking off a distance of

will have a resistance (approximately ) of 100 ohms.
In the first place , wemust choose a wire of such size
that a reasonable length will have the required re

Now draw a line right round the pieces 1-16th in .
to the outside of those already drawn. When this
has been done, bore a few more ļ in . holes between

sistance. Upon referring to a wire resistance
table, we shall find that No. 40 S .W .G . pure copper
wire has an approximate resistance of 6 ,1860 ohms
per lb . The ordinary commercial wire, however ,
has a somewhat higher resistance - about 6 ,300 .0
ohms per lb .-- and runs about 3, 250 yards to the lb .
Dividing 6 ,300 (resistance in ohms per lb .) by 100
(the required resistance) we have 63. Now it is
evident that if we divide 3,250 (the number of
yards per lb .) by 63, we shall have the number of

C

yards it will be necessary to lay on our reel in order
to have a resistance of 100 ohms. The result of this
division , then , is 52 yards, which is the amount of

wire to be put into the coils .
Most good galvanometers are provided with two
separate coils wound upon the same reel, one of
these coils being of lower resistance than the other .
Supposing we wish to construct a galvanometer
having two coils, one of which shall have a re
sistance of 5 ohm and the other 10 ohms. In this
case we should use a wire for the low resistance coil
of such size that one or two layers will have the
required resistance, so that there will be room for
the high resistance coil without having to unduly
increase the size of the reel. Now we find from the

FIG . 4.
the two end ones, and then cut away the part

lying between the inner lines with a sharp pen
knife . The edges of the slot should then be trimmed
with a chisel until the outside lines are reached ,
when the flanges will be ready for fitting up. Fig 5
shows the piece of marked and bored boxwood
ready for trimming up. One of the pieces for the

body of the reel (we shall hereafter refer to the
body of the reel as the " box " ) has a slot cut in it
2 ins. by 1 in ., as shown in Fig . 4 (lower part of
figure). The method of markin out the piece
preparatory to cutting the slot gis illustrated by
Fig.76 , the part inside the whole lines being that

resistance table that i lb . ot No. 22 S .W .G . wire has
a resistance of 5 .600 ohms, and runs about 130 yards
to the lb . Making our calculations as before, we
find that about 35 ft. of this size wire will have a
resistance of .5 ohm . If wemeasure the outside of the
body of our reel, we shall find that two sides are
each 23 ins. broad and two each in . broad. The
total length of one turn of wire will, therefore, be
6 ins. Now , as ahout 24 strands of this size wire
can be placed on i in . linear, and the total width of
one layer will be it ins less & in . (the width of the
slot in one side ) equal to 14 ins., we shall be able to
put 36 strands in one layer. There will then be
36 x 6 = 216 ins., or 18 ft. of wire in one layer,
Fig . 5.

which is to be cut away. When all the pieces for
the box have been prepared they should be glued
together so as to form a box with open ends, re

sembling a match -box cover in shape. The 2-in .
by -in . pieces should be placed to the inside— that
is , with their 2 -in . edges clamped between the

2 -in . ends of the 2 ins.by 2 ins. pieces. When the
g'ue has set, the open ends of the box must be glued
into the slots in the flanges with good hot glue. In
doing this, see that the ends of the box are flush with

the outside faces of the flanges (see Fig . 4). The
length and size of wire to be used for the coils will
entirely depend on the purpose for which the gal
vanometer will be used when completed . If it is to
be used for measuring the resistances of wires for
field -magnet and armature coils, about four layers
of No. 20 S. W .G . wire should be laid on the reel.
If carefully and evenly laid on , about 64 ft. of wire
should give us the four layers, and this length will

Hote09

have a resistance (approximately ) of '5 of an ohm
whic is

FIG . 6 .

is required for measuring weak currents, or for de
termining the resistance of very fine wires, then we
must form the coils with a much finer wire. Sup
posing we wish to construct a galvanometer which

and we will be able to put the 35 ft . of wire on the
reel in two layers. This will leave enough room
for the high resistance coil, so we shall not require to

h

about correct. If, however, the instrument

make the reel any larger than that made for the
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single coil of .5 ohm resistance. Wemust now cal
culate the approximate length of wire for the high
resistance coil. The calculations are made from
the resistance table, as before, and we find that 65

pulled taut and temporarily bound with a piece of
tape, while the entire reel is soaked for about fifteen
minutes in melted paraffin wax. The reel should
then be lifted out of the paraffin , and, holding it

yards or 195 ft. of No. 28 S . W .G . will have a resist

over the vessel containing the liquid , allow it to drip
and set. The ends of the coils should then be sep
arated (of course, the two wires which were passed
out through the same wire hole and bound together

ance of about 10 ohms. This length may be laid on
in four or five layers. Of course, it will be understood
that all of the above calculations are only ap
proximate ; indeed , it is impossible to make abso

lutely correct calculations of this kind from a re
sistance table, seeing there are so many different
qualities of commercial wire in the market. If we
desire to determine the exact resistance of any wire
OCT.
ORTING PILLAR .

must not be separated ), and their ends bared of
covering for about i in . This part must be well
cleaned and sand -papered to remove corrosion .
The reel should now be fastened down centrally to

! a mahogany or walnut disc, 3 ins. diameter and
1 in . thick . The side of the reel having the slot
must be uppermost , and the edges of the flanges
secured to the disc with a trace of good glue. A
hole is bored through the centre of the disc, through
which to lead out the ends of the coils. This hole
must correspond to the central hole in the base of
the instrument when the disc is screwed down to
the base . The ends of the coil should now be

drawn out of the wire holes in the flanges of the
reel, and instead passed through the central hole

in the disc and base. They should then be carried
along the little channels cut for them in the bottom
of the base, and connected up to the binding -screws.

Foto
FIG . 8. - SUPPORTING ARCH .
we should first make the approximate calculations
as above, and having cut off a length of wire some
what longer than that calculated to allow for errors,
test this length of wire with a galvanometer of
known resistance , a wheatstone bridge , and box
of standard resistance coils . The approximate cal
culations, however, will be sufficiently correct for
our purpose, and may be relied upon to furnish us
with an idea of the length and size of wire which
ought to be used for the galvanometer coils.
Before commencing to wind the reel, the part be
tween the flanges should be lightly smeared with
good hot glue, and the wire then closely and evenly
laid on . If the glue dries before the first layer is
completed , a little more glue should be applied with
a soft brush . When the slot in themiddle of the reel

is reached, the wire should be passed diagonally
across the opposite side of the body of reel, and the
winding then continued until the layer is complete.

The two wires which were bound together should be
connected to the middle binding-screw , and the
single wires to the outside binding-screws. The
number of the wires connected to the outside bind
ing-screws should be stamped on the base opposite
their respective screws. If the reader has only
made a one-coil galvanometer , then of course, only
two binding -screws will be required , and it will be
immaterial to which of the binders the starting end
of the coil is connected . When the wires have been
connected up, the starting and finishing ends of the
coil should be indicated by marking the plus sign

Fig . 12,
GONGO .

Fig . 9.

Fig . 13.
SECTION THROUGH a b .

The winding is then continued in the same direction ,
layer upon layer (glue need not be used for any
layer but the first one), and every time the slot in
themiddle of the reel is reached the wire should be
passed diagonally under the slot, so as to avoid cover
ing the aperture with the strands of wire. When
two coils of different resistances are put on the reel
the ends of the low resistance coil should be passed
through wire holes in the same flanges, and the

beginning end of high resistance coil passed through
the same wire hole as the finishing end of the low
resistance coil. The finishing end of the high re
sistance coil being passed through a separate wire
hole. The two ends of the coils which were passed
through the same wire hole should be bound to
gether (not twisted ), and when this has been done

they must afterwards be considered as only one
wire. The three ends of the coils should now be

Fig . 10 .

DETAILS OF HEAD AND SWIVEL.
opposite the binding-screw to which the starting end
of the coil is attached , and the minus sign opposite
the other binding-screw . When a two-coil instru
ment is made, the holes in the base for the three
binding-screws should be bored it ins. apart. (See
Fig . 2 .)
The supporting pillars (Fig. 7 ) are of brass, $ { ins.
long and 5 -16ths in , diameter ; 3-in . of the upper
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end of each pillar is reduced to £ in , so as to form

a shoulder. These reduced portions have threads
run on them to take a brass clamping nut as shown.
The lower ends of the pillars have threads run on
them for about it ins. to enable them to be secured
with wing nuts to the base. It will be seen that
the pillars are finished off to 9 - 16ths in , at the top
and bottom shoulders. If the reader does not possess
a lathe and does not care to go to the trouble of

having the pillars made, he may make them froin

a round-faced hammer ; the blows should be fairly
light, sharp , and quick , and should be made to
describe a small circle. The three arms should also
be bent, so as to form arcs of a 7 - in . circle.
Fig . 13 is a sectional view , and should give a good
idea of the shape of the piece. Now bore a -in .
hole in the centre piece (see Fig. 12), and in this hole
sweat a piece of fin . brass tubing i in . long. The
upper end of the piece of tubing should be furnished
with an | in . brass ring, which is fixed to the tube

5 - 16ths in . brass rod and sweat a brass ring on to
the rod at the shoulders, which are of ins, apart.

The supporting arch is shown in Fig. 8 ; it is pre
ferably made from a casting to finish | in , thick and
4 in . wide, but it may be of fin . sheet brass care
fully bent to shape. It will be seen that the arch
is a 4-in . semi-circle with i-in . extension arms or
flanges, and lattened at the top one in . on each

side of the diameter. The flanges have holes bored

to receive the ends of the supporting pillars, and
there is a hole in the centre of the flattened portion
to admit a short length of 4-in . glass tubing. The
nuts on the top of the supporting pillars should now
be removed , and the ends of the pillars passed
through the holes in the flanges of the supporting

arch ; the nuts should then be replaced and screwed
up . The head and swivel are shown together in
Fig. 9, and separately in Figs. 10 , 12, and 13. To
make the head take a piece of 1- 16th in . brass about
3 ins. square, find the centre and strike out a circle
of if ins. radius. From the same centre strike out
another circle of in . radius, and then draw lines
froin three equi- distant points on the circumference
of the larger circle to the centre. When this has
been done, a line shouid be drawn in , to either side
of the three lines already drawn, these latter lines
should be drawn parallel to the middle line and
should terminate in the circumference of the inner
circle.
Fig . 11 illustrates the piece ofmarked sheet brass
-- the whole lines indicating the part which is re

N ES
..

Needle

Pointer
Fig . 14 .

by sweating. A piece of glass tubing 24 ins. long
should now be fixed in the inside of the head with
electrical cement. The glass tubing is fitted into
the brass tube on the head and should enter it about

in ., the remaining if ins. being allowed to pro
trude downwards through the bottom (see Fig. 9 ).
This completes the head , so wemay turn our atten
tion to the swivel, Figs. 9 and 10 . If the reader
possesses a lathe, he may turn up this part for him
selt ; but, if not, he had better get it made by a

metal turner or buy it from the instrumentmaker.
The edge of the swivel is milled as shown, and a
short piece of 1- 16th in . brass wire is screwed into

the end of the lower shoulder. The milled edge is
1 in . diameter and

} in , thick , the large shoulder

* in , diameter and in , thick , and the small shoulder
i in , diameter and 1 in , thick . The brass wire 18
in . long.
The system is shown in Fig . 14 ; it consists of
two polarized needles (N .S . and S .N .) If ins. long.

FIG . u .
quired for the head , and the dotted lines the outer
circle, part of inner circle,and equi-distant lines. The
portion required for the head can be cut out with
the aid of a hack -saw , and cold chisel, and in doing
this keep well to the outside of the lines, so that
there will be a little material left for filing up. When
cut out and filed up to shape, the centre of the piece

should bemade slightly concave by hammering with

and an aluminium pointer placed at right angles
mnounted on a light aluminium wire, i ins. long,
The mag
terminating in a small hook , as shown. with
their
nets are fixed on the aluminium wire
poles in reversed positions. The magnetic needles
are made from light watch spring, and great care
to the needles. The needles and pointer are

has to be exercised so that both needles will be of
equal strength and size. This is a point which must .
receive very special attention if our galvanometer
is to be a success, so I have considered it advisable
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to devote a little space to the description ofa reliable
mode of procedure. In the first place, cut off two
pieces of the watch spring, each 2 ins. long, and let
allowing to coolvery gradually . Now place the two
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both magnets, and under any circumstances theother
ends of themagnets must not be used .
(b ) Strokeboth needles an equal number of times;

down the temper by heating to bright redness and

if the first needle is stroked twenty times the second

pieces on a flat and smooth metal surface and nicely

must also be stroked twenty times, and if, when the
needles have been polarised , it is found that they
have not absorbed sufficient magnetism , then the

Aatten thein with a hammer. A line (a b, Fig. 15)
should now be made with a steel point down the

middle of each piece and the centre marked as
shown . Another line (cd) passing through the
centre is then scratched across the piece of steel
at right angles to the line ab. Now mark off with
spring bow dividers points 15 -16ths in . on either
side of the centre mark , also points 1- J6th in . on

either side of the centre, and scratch lines x x' and
y yo' across the piece passing through the latter
points. Finally, draw lines from the points p and
p ' to x x' and y y' and our needles will then be ready

FIG . Ij.
SETTING
OUT

a dų

NEEDLE.

for cutting out. The pieces should now be clamped
in a small hand vice, while the needles are very care
fully cut out with a file. In doing this, care should
be taken to avoid cutting past the lines, or bending
or breaking the weak points of the needles. When
cut out, each of the needles should have a small hole
bored in the centre for the reception of the alu

miniuin wire. This hole must not be larger than
is necessary to adinit the wire. Again , place
the needles on the smooth flat surface and make
perfectly flat by lightly hanımering along their
entire length . The needles are now ready for
hardening, and as this is themost important of the
operations, it should be done exactly as directed .
Take a small poker and place the two needles to
gether on one of the flat sides of the poking end.
One needle is placed on top of the other, their
points coinciding, and they are then fastened to the

poker in this position by wrapping round both poker
and needles with very fine iron wire until the needles
are completely covered with the wire.

number of additional strokes given to one needle
must also be given to the other.
When these precautions are taken any slight
difference in strength between the N . and S . poles
of the needles will be completely neutralized when

the needles are fitted up with their poles in reversed
positions. The needles, when magnetised, should
be fitted to the aluminiuni wire (Fig. 14). This is
done with the aid of very small and thin glass beads,
needles. A little of the cement should be smeared
over the sides of the beads where they press against
the needles to cause them to adhere to the latter.
Also put a little cement in the hole in the beads, the
hoe in the needles, and on the part of the aluminium
wire which lies inside the holes ofneedles and beads.
It is of the greatest importance that the needles be
fixed to the aluminium wire, so that they will be
truly parallel to each other. This is a somewhat

which are cemented to the wire on both sides of the

difficult task under ordinary circumstances; but if

the following instructions are properly carried out.
the reader should find no difficulty in performing the
operation . First cement one of the glass fixing
beads to the aluminium wire at a distance of fin .
on the wire until the needles and pointer have been
fitter and while the cemert is setting, prepare two
pieces of 4 in . hardwood (about 21 ins. square) and
bore a in . hole in the centre of each. As much
depends upon the flatness and uniform thickness of
these pieces, the reader, if he cannot “ true " up
piece of stuff himself, should get the pieces from a
carpenter. When the bead has stuck firm and hard
to the aluminium wire, slip one of the needles upon
the wire from the end opposite to that at which the
bead is fixed , and holding the wire with its bead
inside the hole bored in one of the pieces of wood ,
let the needle drop down the wire until it rests on

the piece o wood . Now place another bead upon

When this

has been done, place the poker in a clear fire which
is not emitting any sulphurous smoke, and let it
remain in the fire until the part holding the needles
is of a bright straw colour. Have a pail of cold
water close by the fire, and when the light straw
colour has been reached pull the poker out of the
fire very quickly and erk it into the cold water.
When cold , the iron wire should be removed and the
needles then polarized by the double touch method
described in article on magnets. The arrangement
for clamping the magnet while it is being polarized .
which was described in article on “ Dip Circle," may

beused here with decided advantage. In order that
both magnets may be of the same strength , the fol
lowing precautions should be taken :
(a ) Obtain two bar inagnets of same size, and if
at all possible of equa. strength ; put a distinguishing
mark of some sort on the north pole of one magnet
and on the south pole of the other magnet. These
marked ends are those which must be used to stroke
both need es. Calling onemagnet A and the other
magnet B , stick a small piece of stamp gum paper
on the north end of A , and a similar piece on the

south end of B . These endsmust be used to stroke

Fig . 16 . -- POINTER.
the wire and bring it down upon the upper side of
the needle. The other piece of wood should then
be slipped uver the wire and allowed to fall down
upon the needle, and the two pieces of wood then
bound together with a piece of string. This being

done, grasp the wire in the fingers and pull upwards
until the bead fixed on the lower end of the wire
prevents it coming up any further. Retain the wire
in this position, but do not pull too hard , lest the fixed
bead might be pulled off, and with a knitting-needle
press the bead on the upper sideof needle so as to
cause it to adhere more closely to the needle. In
doing this, the end of the knitting-needle will require

to be passed through the hole in the centre of the
upper piece of wood , and the upward pull on the
aluminium wire should be constantly maintained
throughout the operation A spring clothes-pin
(Fig. 18) is used to hold the wire in position until the
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cement sticking the bead to the upper side of the

length . The graduated circle should now be fur

needle has set. Before clamping the wire with the
pin , see that it is in a truly vertical position, and

nished with a mirror bottom to prevent what is
known as “ parallax " when reading the aniount of
the deflections.

then letting the pin lie flat on the upper piece of
wood, open the jaws and grasp the wire (see Fig. 17).
The second needle is put on the wire in precisely
the same manner as the first, the glass bead under
the needle being first attached to the wire as before.
When fixing the upper bead to the uppermost
needle and wire, the lower piece of wood should be

The mirror is a ring in form , and is made by
striking out a circle of 2 ins. diameter on a piece

and the bead on the underside of the uppermost

of 16 oz. silvered glass with diamond beam com
passes; then , without moving the centre, strike out
another circle 3 ins. diameter. The 2 -in . circle
should then be removed , and, when this has been
done, remove the larger ring. This mirror ring is
stuck down upon the boxwood disc, and should fit
inside the graduated circle , and be flush with the
surface of the circle. The cover of the instru
ment is a round topped glass shade, 7 ins. diameter
and 94 ins. high (see Fig. 1). Ab-in . hole is drilled

needle. When fitting the needles, it should be re

in the top of the shade for the reception of a t-in .

supported on the edges of a small open box, as in
dicated by the dotted lines in Fig. 17. This is to

protect the lower needle during the operations.
There should be a distance of 13- 16ths in . between

the bead on the upper side of the lowermost needle
membered that their poles must be placed in

reversed positions. When both needles have been
fixed in position, we must fit the system with a
pointer or index needle for reading the deflections.

This pointer is shown in Fig. 16 , it is a thin alu
minium strip , 2 ins. long, and of shape shown in

the figure. A hole is bored through the centre and
the pointer then placed upon the wire to which we
secured the needles. It is pushed down the wire

until it rests upon the bead on the upper side of the

uppermost needle, and then turned round until it is

exactly at right angles to the needle. When in this
position , a bead, similar to those used to fix the

needles is stuck down on the top of the pointer and

attached thereto with a trace of cement.

Theupper

Fig . 18.- SPRING CLOTHES-PIN .
glass tube. The cutting of the mirror ring and the
drilling of the hole in the cover should be entrusted
to some of the glass merchants, wbo should do
both jobs for about is., in addition to the cost of
the mirror glass and shade. The suspension head
(Fig . 9 ) should be fixed down to the cover with

plaster-of- Paris over the certral hole in the top of
cover. Before doing this, see that the curvature of
the three arms of the suspension head corresponds

to the curvature of the glass cover. When the head
has been fixed to the cover, a soft rubber ring; i in .
diameter and fin . thick, should be pushed over the

glass tube which protrudes out of the head into the

interior of the case. This rubber ring should be
cemented to the top of the cover and to the glass

Fig . 17 .
end of the aluminium wire should now be formed
into a small hook with wire nippers, as shown in
Fig . 14.
The next part demanding our attention is the
graduated circle. This is made from two 4-in .
brass protractors, similar to those found in drawing
sets. The cross-bars should be cut away, leaving
only the brass semi- circles, and these pieces are then
cemented to a thin disc of boxwood, 4 ins. diameter
and in . thick and having a 2-in . hole cut in the
centre. This disc should be screwed down centrally
to the edges of the reel, the holes being countersunk
to let in the heads of the screws. The screws used
for fixing down this disc should not exceed | in , in

tube, and is fixed to protect the cover and to act as
a cushion for it. Now heat the end of thewire fixed
in the centre of the swivel, and when fairly hot, dip
the tip into a little melted electrical cement so as
to take up a small drop or globule. Then quickly
take a single fibre of cocoon silk and plunge the end
into the globule of cement, in which it should be
held until the cement has set. The other end of the
fibre should have a small loop formed to take the
hook at the upper end of the aluminium wire which
holds the system . The case should now be placed
with its edge in the groove cut for it in the base .
In bringing down the case upon the base the lower
needle of the system should be played through the
slot in the reel, and should then be arljusted with
the swivel until it lies in the direction of the coils of
wire. The lower needle of the system must swing
in the middle of the space inside the reel, as shown
in Fig . 1 . The instrument is now complete, but
preparatory to using, adjust the levelling screw
until the pointer is in the centre of the graduated
circle and absolutely parallel to it.

COPPER tempering is said to be possible by a

method just patented . The copper is subjected to
a certain degree ofheat for some time and bestrewn
with powdered sulphur during the heating . While
still hot it is plunged into a bath ofblue vitriol, and
afterwards again heated .
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Three Models Made
by School- Boys.
By A . H . BUTLER.
THE horizontalengine on the left
of the photograph I rebuilt
many years ago from an old

bought model, the cylinder, fly
wheel, bearings, and eccentric being

all that is left of the original.
HORIZO
ENGINE
AND
SNTAL
STEAM
WINCH
.

Special interest attaches to the
other horizontal engine as it is a
just completed model built by the
lads of a carpentry and engineer
ing class I started twelve months
ago , in connection with the Sunday

School of which I am superinten
dent.

The class meets once a week

ciuring the wintermonths, and occa
sionally during the summer. A class
room has been fitted up as a work

shop, and I have placed my tools
at the service of the class. A friend
has lent us a wood -turning lathe,
and a skilled cabinet inaker gives us
his services as instructor of the
carpentry section .

With the exception of the fly
wheel, there are no castings in the
model, all being cut from the solid
or built up. Thebase is of polished
inahogany .
The smallmodel in theforeground
is a double-acting steam winch made

BM.AHMR
'S UTLER
ODEL

December 31, 1903.

by myself, and is intended for the
boat in process of building, in which
will be fitted the paddle engines
shewn in the photographs, and des
cribed in THE MODEL ENGINEER for

December 17th .

With 1 lb . of

steam it travels at a tremendous
rate . It is entirely built up, no
castings whatever having been used .
The stroke is !-in ., and diameter

of pistons - in . Thedrum is thrown
in and out of gear by a lever, and

a foot brake is attached .
THE first steam motor- coach on

the Taff Vale Railway was recently
started successfully on one of the

branches. It is designed to carry
fifty -two people — twelve first-class
and forty third-class — and has also
a luggage compartment. The engine
has 91-in . cylinders by 14 -in . stroke.
The wheels are 2 ft. 10 ins. diam

eter.: The boiler, which is multi
tubular, has about 300 ft. of heat
ing surface, and carries 160 lbs.
pressure. The idea is to test experi
mentally the value of this descrip
tion of carriage, and the intention
is to try it on the various sections of
the line, where the gradient varies
considerably , to see for which it is

best adapted .
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A Foot Blower and Blowpipe.

ring. To the square end a piece 44 ins. square, & in .
thick , is glued and nailed ; this has one end hol
lowed out to fit the toe of the boot loosely , and pre

By Chas. G . HIndes.
THE following is a description of a foot blower
and blowpipe, which I havemade, and found
exceedingly useful for brazing small work ,
hardening and tempering cutters, & c. Starting
with the blower, shown in plan and elevation , the
top and bottom boards were cut 12 ins. by 97 ins. by
in ., one end of each being rounded to a radius of
41 'ins. Across the inside of the square end of each
board a piece 9 ins, by it ins. by fin . is fixed by
glue and three screwsone screw about the middle ,
the
others in . from end. To the underside ofbɔt

vents the foot from slipping about when the blower
The footboard is fixed in the position shown
by glueing and screwing. The top and bottom
boards are hinged together by two 3-in . brass butt
hinges , eight screws to each , and should be fixed in

_ 7" Diam .

TOT
vienaDicek

# When
extended

- - - –334% -

positions shown in sketches. The spring for keeping
bellows extended is an ordinary chair spring, and
should be about 9 ins. long. It is fixed in position

by means of brass clips - three at each end placed
equi-distant. These clips are made by cutting
strips of brass in , wide, i } ins. long, and bending
round spring ; the ends are then clenched to
gether, and a hole drilled for round-headed
K - 4 " - * screw . Before clipping spring to the top
board a round -headed screw , 31 ins. long,
K2%"_ 7
is screwed into the bottom board for
- - 6
1 } ins. through centre of spring ; this is to
prevent top board from coming down too far

kia
K

is in use .

12"

21"

making holes and driving ends of wire in
* - 23

- - 5%
-

- -

-

18 " -

and straining the hinges. A 3- 16ths in , steel
wire is run round blower body as shown ;
this is fixed to the lower hinge support by

-

-

- --

ELEVATION OF Foot BLOWER.
tom board two pieces of x-in . wood are fixed , one
piece 9 ins. by 21 ins. at the square end, the other
9 ins. by 51 ins. at the rounded end, one side of
which radius is made to correspond. Two 14- in . holes
are made in the positions shown for air inlet and
outlet. The ring to take air -chamber was made by
glueing together two pieces of in . wood 7£ ins.
square, the grains running crossways ; this is cut

--

tightly ; this wire helps to fold up leather
when the top board is down.
Proceeding with the leather covering of the
blower body, a piece of leather 71 ins.by 21 ins.
will have to be laid along under hinges ; this is

bestoneaccomplished
by taking
and screwing
on again
hinge at a time.
Theoff
correct
shape of
large covering can be found by stretching a piece of
paper round the top and bottom boards. The leather

is cut to go only 4 in . up the three -quarter thickness
of boards, and should extend round the back close up
to hinges. When everything is fixed inside, the
leather covering is nailed on with a single row of

bellows nails (heads, in . diameter), and so spaced
roughly to a circle, and then turned 7 ins. diameter,
as to almost touch each other. Strips of leather cut
with a shallow groove in it ; in . wide | in .
from front edge. The face is hollowed out
- - - - . - - - - - - - - - 18 " - - - 3 * in . diameter in . deep , and a 14-in . TV

1
i
|
il

BICCO

hole made through centre. A piece of
fin . brass or copper tube, 4 ins. long, is
then fixed tightly in a hole made through
the lower half of ring, leaving 2 ins. pro jecting outside for rubber pipe connection
to blowpipe. As the inner end of tube is
below the surface of wood a passage will
have to be cut down to it with a gouge.
The valves were made by turning two
discs of oak 14 in . diameter, 5- 16ths in .
thick , and glueing to one side a D
shaped piece of thin leather, the rounded
part of leather over-lapping discs by in .,
the part that would form the back of D

being 1 in . wide.
The valves are fixed in their respective
positions by the 4 in . width , a cover strip interposing
to preventheads of tacks from cutting through , and
the air-chamber ring screwed down, using a leather
washer for making joint. To prevent the valves
from lifting too high, a brass bracket } in . wide
is used for the bottom one, and a 1-in . strip
of the same material 2 ins. long for the top
valve. These guards are fixed by small screws, and
should be arranged to give valves fin . lift. The
footboard is a piece of in . wood, 6 } ins. by 4 } ins.,
with one end hollowed out to fit against air-chamber

PLAN .

I in . wide, and then doubled over, are placed under
covering. The best place to start nailing is on the

nail heads to prevent them from cutting into the

bottom board directly under footboard . Put in
about six nails ; then pull top board down to 7 } in .
as indicated in sketch , and put in six nails there ;
then continue nailing top and bottom boards alter

nately right round the hinges, the strip between
hinges included , the leather being stretched tightly
to prevent wrinkling. The joint where the leather
covering overlaps strip under hinges can be made
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by
first sand-papering, and then sticking together
with seccotine.
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A Cheap Lathe.

The blower is screwed down to a baseboard 18 ins.
by 9 ins. by } in ., to the underside of which three
small feet are fixed in positions shown ; these are
turned if ins. diameter, & in . thick , and keep

blower steady when in use, no matter if floor should
be uneven . For the air-chamber I used a football
bladder cut in half, with the seams running ver
tically ; one-half was stretched over air-chamber
ring, and secured from coming off by winding string
neatly in the groove turned for this purpose. It is

advisable to have a net-guard over bladder, as un

By V . PALMER.
CHOULD any of your readers desire to make a
lathe, the following is a description of one
O
which I have recently made very cheaply
from odds and ends. Not having any old machine to
rob . I was obliged to use what materials I had at
hand. The first thing to be done was to build
the frame, which consists of stand and bed (Fig. 1).
The bed consists of two pieces of wood nicely
planed together on the top , and fixed to the sup.
ports. In thickness these are 3 ins.
square. I have two pedals working
on hinges, but one can be un
hooked , if necessary. Next are the
head -stocks (Figs. 2 and 3), being
blocks shaped as shown . The bear

ings in Fig. 2 are two pieces of

BLOWPIPE AND Nozzle .
less you keep your eye constantly upon it, it is
likely to burst. Nets can be bought for this pur
pose for about one shilling each . The leather I used
for blower came off an old chair, and not being long
enough , I cut it in half and joined the ends to
gether with seccotine, the two ends first of all being
sand -papered. This joint seems quite serviceable .
To finish blower I gave woodwork a couple of coats
of the usual “ engine " green paint.
The blowpipe is made out of a fin . brass tee
piece, with one of the through ends turned down to
fit tightly in the nozzle. This can be made out of
* in, brass rod, and is i in . long, the hole in front
being 4 in . diameter. The air and gas-pipes are
fin . copper tube, and were bent to shape by first
filling with lead , and then bending round a block of
wood held in the vice. Into the screwed end of
the air pipe a piece of brass or copper tube 5- 32nds
in . diameter, 3- 32nds in . bore is fixed ; this is done
by turning a brass plug to fit air pipe with a hole
through centre to take small pipe. The plug is

brass tubing inserted tightly in the
wood, and a piece of brass is placed
between a and b to take up
the end pressure. For purpose of
oiling I have fixed two pieces of
glass tubing in . dia . (narrow at
the bottom ) to enter the bearings,
and thus the oil feeds slowly ,
while the tubes act as cups. The spindle is a
piece froin a pair of old kitchen tongs. This was
filed to fit the brass tubes, and left thick in the

driven in about 1- 16th in . below the edge, the blast
pipe placed in position so as to be in centre of tee

Fig . 1.
middle to fit more tightly in the pulley. A notch
is filed out of the spindle (Fig. 4 ), and to pre
vent slipping a square nail -- minus head - is
onlu

piece, and then sweated round with solder. A
piece of ; in . brass tube with the ends hollowed out
to fit fin . pipe is soldered in between air and gas
pipes about 2 ins, from the end ; this prevents them
from closing in together when held in the hand.
The hook shown is very useful for hanging blow
pipe on edge of bench when gas is alight, and is
made out of } in . brass wire.
In conclusion , I hope those who will make this
addition to their workshop will find it as useful as I
have done.

Tests made a year ago by Mr. R . Quayle, Super
intendent of Motive Power of the Chicago and
North -Western , showed that in a dense fog an oil
headlight could be seen 70 ft., a 2000 candle-power
electric headlight could be seen 440 ft., while an
acetylene headlight exceeding 100 candle-power
could be seen 720 ft.

al
Fig . 8.
driven into the pulley and through the notch.
The spindle in the movable headstock is an old
bicycle spindle, a thing which may be obtained from
any cycle repairer. As seen in Fig. 3, the wood is cut
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out to receive the cone, which is held by two screws,

(Fig . 7 ). For fitting the spindle a hole 2 ins. by
2 ins. was cut through the centre of the wheel, and
the spindle, which is clamped in between two pieces
of wood each 2 ins. by i in . hy 6 ins., as shown in
711

and further along is an eye, and these hold the spindle
securely . The little hand wheel is fixed between
two nuts, and the point can be advanced about 11
ins. On the underside of the block a square hole is
cut to receive a square-headed bolt, and this is held
in position by another piece of wood with a round
hole, the diameter of the bolt fixed on the bottom .

On the underside of the bed is another piece ofwood
through which the bolt passes, and by tightening
the nut below the bed is clamped in between . The
samemethod is used to clamp the tool-rest (Fig . 5 ).

The faceplate (Fig. 8) consists of a piece of sheet
back . Screws are put through the metal into a

metal with a nut to fit the spindle soldered to the

FIG . 2 .

Fig . 3.

FIG . 6 .

11

Fig 5.
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DETAILS OF A CHEAP LATHE .
hard wooden disc behind, and a long screw is fixed to
act as stop . For work which has to be secured
to the faceplate it (the faceplate) can be screwed
on the other way ; but for ordinary work the above
method is stronger and better. The flywheel is made
after the style of Haddon's. For main axle I found
a rod of old iron (round),which I flattened at one end

O
oso

Fig . 4 .

o

o

and bent the cranks to shape as shown in Fig. 6 . A
hole was bored in each end, into which screws enter
and form the bearings. I also have a support be
tween the wheel and the cranks. The wheel was
made from four pieces of wood - two i in . by 20 ins.
by 10 ins., and the other two i in . by 22 ins. by
II ins. Not being of the same size, each disc was
cut as round as possible separately , and then fixed
together by means of screws. The four pieces were
fixed together as shown in sketch — namely, cross

the sides. Thus, by very little extra work I have
secured two speeds for the lathe. To make the belt

wise, after which the wheel was weighted with lead

fit buth speeds I have fitted a jockey pulley to work

o
Dr

FIG . 7.
Fig . 6 , is inserted and fixed by triangular cleats on
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with the sinaller. Fig. 5 shows the tool-rest, also
groove, and is thus kept from turning while the rest

made of wood . The square-headed bolt fits in a
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Standard Scales and Gauges
for Model Locomotives,
THE recent interesting correspondence in our
pages upon this very controversial subject.
although it has not, in our opinion , made it
possible for the outsider to come to any definite
decision , has certainly placed on record the views

of many of the leading model locomotive builders

who subscribe to our journal.
The difficulties of arriving at a definite standard
gauge for the model locomotive are greatly in
creased by the fact that the circumstances are not
invariably alike ; one model engineer has perforce
to choose a scale giving a model 1- 100th of the
weight of another, and the accompanying illustra
tion indicates this wide difference in weight and size.
George Stephenson 's advice to the south country
railway engineers at a time when isolated lines of
railway were under construction , to make the gauge

the same as in the north , saying that they were
then a long way apart, but some day would be
joined - a prophecy which , as we all know , has been

FIG . 1 -

WIDTHS OF } IN .
SCALE Loco
TO 2 IN .
GAUGE.

- -2%
fulfilled to its utmost - .cannot be acted upon for
Mr. V . PALMER's CHEAP LATHE.
is being secured in position . The raising is worked
in the sameway, and the top is covered with sheet
iron .

FITTING a petrolmotor piston ring should be so
done, says the Motor, that the new ring has per
fectly free movement in the piston slot. There
should be about 1-200th in . difference between the
width of the new ring and the slot in the piston , the

ring, of course, being the smaller. If it is a tight
fit, the ring will not perform its function properly ,
or will not be free to expand and accommodate
itself to the walls of the cylinder. On the other
hand, if it is a too easy fit in the piston slot, a loss
of compression is almost sure to result, as the high

pressure gases will find their way behind the ring
and get out at the slot. A ring that is too tight
can be eased down as follows :-- Pin down a new
sheet of “ double F " emery cloth on a flat piece of
board , and lay the ring fat on the emery . With
considerable pressure,work it across the surface with
the fingers. A touch of oil will facilitate the grind ing down. This process must be done most care
fully, and the ring tried every now and again in the

slot. Before the ring is finally put in the slot it
must be thoroughly cleaned from emery, as this
would have a destructive action on the walls of the
cylinder.

this very reason of the varying size of models.
However, differences in gauge for given scales.
which some may imagine tides them over an other
wise insuperable difficulty , are to be deprecated ,
and we can only recommend that such alterations
be made where a large number ofmodels have been
made to a gauge which is not a scale equivalent of

the English standard of 4 ft. 8 } ins. between the
Some of our correspondents favour an increased
gauge, from the point of view that the cylinder
bore of an inside cylindered model is very much
limited if the standard gauge is adhered to . Whilst
to a slight extent this is true, it is not the greatest
obstacle in model locomotive design , and can be
surmounted in exactly the same way as in the real
engine by placing the valves on top or below .
Again , a four- cylinder compound locomotive to
scale and 3} gauge is quite easily arranged , and
where the cylinders are placed in tandem , the L.P .
cylinders may be anything up to it ins. diameter,
which we submit is an ample dimension , and either
link-motion or Joy's gear may be employed.
Paradoxical as it may seem , four cylinders
abreast will be found to give much less trouble as
regards findling room for all piping passages, steam
chests, valves, etc., and L . P. cylinders may be it -in
in diameter where link -inotion or Joy's or Wal
schaert's gear is adopted, as we hope to show at a
later date . The real trouble in small scale ({ and
0 - 16ths in .) inside cylinder model locos with link
motion , is in the matter of the crank -axle . Suffi .
cient room has to be found for the four webs and
rails.
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eccentrics, and, to make a really serviceable job ,

2 } ins., which is somewhat less than the scale equi

widening seems necessary.
In scale engines, the firebox is the chief diffi.

valent of 4 ft. 51 ins., the dimension just
to, viz., 27-32nds in . Therefore, judgingreferred
by the
majority of -in. scale inodels built which run on a
gauge of 21 ins., we do not think that scale advo
cates can complain if we advise that the scale
distance between tyres be the ruling dimension for
this scale at least ; indeed , we are of opinion that
this method is one which should be adopted for all
scales. If not, then working from the proposed
2 } gauge, a model G . N . R . 8 ft. single will

culty . Unless some means of increasing the width

of the inner box, the use of a silent “ Primus "
burner is impossible, as the maximum distance
between frames being about 24 ins., the firebox if
placed in the orthodox manner (see design in the
issue January ist, 1900 ), cannot be wider than 1 ? ,

the greatest amount o1 squeezing in of the No. 4
burner bringing it to somewhere about
2 1- 16th ins.
To our niind a little widening is an advantage ,
but it should not be carried to an extent thatmakes
it im :nediately apparent. The widening of the rail
gauge is also less noticeable in an inside cylindered
engine (if the footplate width is also slightly in

creased) than in an outside cylindered engine, as
the cylinders then have to be extended to

have to
be provided with a boiler much smaller than scale ,
even if the outer lagging is dispensed with , the
width between the driving wheels being the limiting

dimension as regards the diameter of the boiler
barrel, and instead of a boiler measuring the scale
equivalent of 4 ft. 4 ins. outside the lagging horizon
tally the diameter will have to be 2 ins. or 2 1- 16th
at the most. :

Another way would be to
start from the boiler, arrang
ing this to scale, and letting
the gauge comewhat it will.

( 2) That those with
limited

space

for

curves will not find
salvation with
models of express en
gines built to small
scales, such as for 1 ,
but with medium
scales ; for instance,
9- 16ths, }, and, per
haps, i in ., smaller

inch Scale
WEIGHT 18 To 23 lbs.

* Scale

alsoto

types of locomotives
being copied .
With reference to this
matter, we often

Heinck Scale
WEIGHT 300 re 400 Ids.

inch Scale
linch Scale
WEIGHT 100 to 120 lbs.

WEIGHT 25 TO 35 lbs.

! 2 inch Scale
WEIGHT 800 70

900 lbs.

have to

point out that a
scale
four-wheeled (or six -wheeled
engine, one pair of wheels
being on a pony truck ) will
be found infinitely better on
such sharp curves as those of
4 to 5 ft. radii, than , say, a
model, G .N .R . Atlantic ' or
Caledonian Railway “ Duna .

lastair," although with the
latter types much can be
FIG . 2 - RELATIVE SIZES AND WEIGHTS OF MODEL LOCOMOTIVES.
done in the way of modi
fying pony
the trucks,
prototypes
by
fitting small bogie wheels,
and cutting
· the amount of the excess of gauge as well as to
away the frames.
meet the practical considerations of design ; these
considerations being independent of the gauge alto
One or two correspondents and other readers
gether
.
spondents did not consider, and they are as follows :

There are two other points which our corre

(1) If the standard English gauge of rails is
adhered to exactly in reducing to model
sizes, then other parts are more often
than not thrown out of scale, and generally
to the encroachment on the available
width of themachinery.
For instance, taking Mr. E . L . Pearce's sugges
tion of a 2 gauge for l-in . scale locos. The distance
between the tyres, which is just asmuch a standard *
in the railwayman' s eye, would , if the engine is to

be a practical working model, work out to about
* The only variation is in driving wheel tyres
and on carriages, which have thinner flanges for
reasons which would take too long to explain here.

favour a very wide gauge, but we are of opinion
that a strict adherence to this policy will give an
ugly , disproportionate engine, and, although we
have seen several good-looking models made on
this principle , the most important features have
been so proportioned as to really alter the scale ,
and instead of having a -in . scale loco , built to a

24 or 27 -in . gauge, the model has, in its general
dimensions, become a 9 - 16ths scale engine, and ,

gauge to this scale - in
therefore,
the correct
has standard
proportions
fact, is of the

.
Other gentlemen take the opposite course, and if

they have long since fixed the gauge and are
possessed of valuable rolling-stock and other
models suited to that gauge, it would be a pity to
have to render these latter useless by altering the

gauge ; more powerful engines can certainly be
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obtained by modelling to the Cape Government

standard gauge of 3 ft. 6 ins. ; the Society 's gauge
of 31-in . allowing a scale of 1-in . to the foot to be
employed .original Editorial note, we referred to the
In our

fact that an increase of scale and gauge does not
increase the price of a properly made model loco
motive in direct proportion . A reference to the
catalogues of any good firm of model locomotive
builders will show that the scale model will cost,
on the average one-half the price of a 21-in . gauge
engine, and the prices of a -in . scale model, and
a 9- 16ths scale are also in the ratio of 1 to 2.
Therefore, we can again advise small types of
engines of moderate gauges, instead of tiny express
engines, wherever cost must be kept low , and at
the same time a powerful locomotive obtained .

In Mr. Pearce's interesting letter, we notice the
suggestion that to reduce size , cost, and the radii
of the curves of the railway, prototypes should be
chosen from the famous G . W . R . broad -gauge

locomotives. This not only fulfils the above
recommendation, but the express engine may be
modelled , and for a 3 } gauge engine the locomotive
will be very short and portable .
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adopt the i -in . scale to lay his railway to this dimen -sion. The distance between tyres should be 3 ins...
which only exceeds the scale dimensions by about
3- 16ths in ., and the widening is not in any way
noticeable. Its advantages, chiefly in the matter
of burner arrangements and crank -shaft dimensions,
are many .
As to the numerous class of readers who make
models simply for the love of the thing and have in
mind the construction of as faithful a model of a
given prototype as possible, irrespective of working
qualities entirely, we must endorse the opinion of.
the Society that i -in . scale and 31 -in . gauge (laid
3 17 -32nds or 3 9 -16ths ins.) is the best all-round
size, and cannot see our way clear to advise anyone
to alter that gauge either way. A 4 -in . gauge is. .
used by some, and would appear to be a good gauge
for a in . scale locomotive. i in . scale locomotives.
have in the past been made largely to 5 -in . gauge
( instead of 4 * ins., the round figure for the scale
equivalent of the standard English measurement ) ;:

but we think this is due to the G . N . R . 8-ft. single
wheeler having been the most popular type in this.
scale, the methods hinted at earlier in this article of
keeping the boiler to scale, and letting the rail gauge
comewhatitwill being used . However,theconcensus:
of opinion appears to be that the distance between
tyres should be kept to scale -- viz ., 4 ins. (bare)..
the gauge being 48 ins. (or 4 13- 16ths ins. laid ).
From whatwe can gather, i } in , scale locomotives:
are in a larger number built to gauges of 6 ins. and.
id in . scale to 71 ins. 2-in , scale engines following
Mr. Holder's (the Pitmaston Moor Green Railway ),
practice are in all cases of which we have definite
information built to 10 ! ins. rail gauge, the distance
between tyres being 95 ins. As to the loading
gauge, weshould always advise the standard British
one- that is, for models designed on the “ free
lance ” principle, which in their main features
follow the practice of locomotive engineers of this .
country .

IMPROVED shears for tube cutting, patented by
Mr. A . E . Ironside, have two cutting devices so
arranged as to cause the tube to turn round under:

Fig . 3. - LOADING GAUGE, } IN. SCALE.
We now come again to George Stephenson 's
advice, seeing that there are several gauges for the
various sizes to which we advise adherence
wherever possible in common use .

The small gauges are respectively termed 1d
(No. () gauge ), i ins. (No. I gauge ), 2 ins. (No. 2
gauge), 24 ins. (No. 3 gauge ), and 3 ins. (No. 4
gauge) in model locomotive catalogues. The last
named gauge, however, is not 3 ins.,but 2 25-32nds
between the rails. These standard gauges are used
for 1, 3, 7- 16, 1, and 9- 16 scale models, respectively .
There appears to be a wide difference in the
gauges employed for -in . scale model locomotives ;
but as far as we can find out there are some five or
six 31-in . gauge 4-in , scale locomotives in the pos
session of themembers of the S .M . E ., and one of our
correspondents (Mr. Hutchinson ) also advises this
gauge . Messrs. Bassett-Lowke & Co. have also

supplied engines and fitted up severalrailways to the
same gauge, and there seeing the diversity that
exists in some quarters we have no hesitation in
recommending the amateur who cannot afford to

the cutting action . One or both of the jaws mayº
move cccentrically to turn the article, which is thus .

cut evenly all the way round, says the American
Machinist. Of course, rods and wires may be.
severed in the same way .

How ALUMINIUM WAS FOUND . - At the present
time, much is being written upon the subject of
aluminium . This is a metal found in clay, felspar ,
slate, and in other minerals and rocks. Prior to its.
discovery by a chemist named Wöhler (a German ),
it had been known to exist, but the difficulty
was to obtain it from its natural sources. This.
difficulty was overcome by Wöhler more by acci
dent than design . He had just been mixing some
chloride of aluminium and sodium together, and ,
not requiring the compound at the moment, put
it aside on a stove. Presently he picked it up,
when , to his agreeable surprise, he found that he
had obtained the metal in minute globes or beads
through the compound having becomeheated . At
the present day it seems feasible to suppose that the
period is not very far distant when aluminium will
oust iron , lead , and copper from their present high
position in the world of metals.
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( The Editor Snuttes readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
· may be signed with a nom -de- plume desired , but the full

and address of the sende must invariably be attached ,
name
though not necessarlly intended for publication .]
Recipe for Producing a Black Colour on
Brass

To the EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - Re your recent article on producing
a black colour on brass, the following mav interest
your readers. I have often tried it and know it to
be satisfactory :- Oxide of iron , 1 part ; white
arsenic, i part ; hydrochloric acid , 12 parts (by
weight). Clean the article thoroughly and im
merse in the above, and then wash in soap and
water .

- Yours truly,

Worm -Gearing for Model Electric Locos.
TO THE EDITOR of The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, - Enclosed is a small drawing of an
arrangement for use in connection with worm gear
ing and flexible shaft for electric locos, & c. The

It is much simpler than the method advocated
in your article. - Yours truly ,
H . S. Phillips.
Rangoon .
A Suggestion to Model Engineers.
To the EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - As model engines are more or less
built only for amusement,with no practical end, I beg
to make a suggestion . Cannot you publish the
design of a good lock (as one of a safe would be)
opening only after a combination of letters has been
done to allow insertion of key, or something of this

Worm wheel
Geor

wheel

ELEVATION OF GEAR .
coils C . C should be connected in the same manner

as the clutches described in issue for October 29th .

When the current is off, the springs S , S pull the
shaft and worm clear of gear wheel, thus allowing

Ассоса

To The EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , – Referring to myletter on the above.
published in your issue of December 3rd , and Mr.
Taylor's reply published in yours of December roth ,
I must apologise for calling him an electrician . I
see nothing opprobrious in the term , but as your
paper is called THE MODEL ENGINEER AND ELEC
TRICIAN , I inadvertently adopted the expression.
Mr. Taylor says, “ figures are beautiful.” So they
are, and if they can be used by electrical engineers
to prove their cases they can also be used by gas
engineers to dis-prove them .
I would not charge anyone with dishonest mo
tives in calculations.
I trust Mr. Taylor will grant me the same con

cession , and believe me when I tell him that I
would undertake to light that small flat, consisting
of three rooms, landing, and corridor, which he
mentions as being well lighted, for one-sixth of the
amount his friends pay. That is to say, I would
give them the same amount of light (for one year) as
they have now for four shillings and elevenpence.
They are now , paying the extravagant price of
€195. 7d . for electric light, when they could get the
same amount of illumination for four shillings and

elevenpence, in spite of their late hours !
Mr. Taylor remarks that he hopes I will notice
the rate at which the general public in all parts of
the Kingdom exchange electric light for gas. I am
sorry to say I have noticed this. I have also ob
served that in many places where electric lighting
has been in use for years they have given it up and

IN

COSBUCH

sort ? They are within the range I think , of every
model engineer, and it would be an article of real
interest to everybody. - Yours truly, GANDOLFI.
A.
Genoa .
Electric v. Gas Lighting .

J. L . FEATHERSTONE .

Dublin .

wwwwws

Readers.

gone back to gas, and after a careful test of both
systems, and others (if they can do simple arith
metic ) will follow .
I take no notice of trade advertisements in shop
windows. I simply go by facts. I consider the
electric light is good enough to fight its own battle
without pro lucing unsupportable figures. Elec
tricity is the rich man 's light. Gas the poor man's.

DCOSUED

Practical Letters from our
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Gear
wheel

CROSS-SECTION .
the car to run on when the motor is stopped. Im
inediately the motor is started , however, it brings
the coils into action , pulling the worm back on to
gear wheel. The springs should be only of suffi
cient strength to raise the shaft, otherwise themag.
nets M , M might not act,
The nearer the arrangement is to the coupling
the better, as there will be less distance for the mag
nets to overcome.

I thought this might be simpler to make than the
clutches, as it requires no turning. The drawing
shows it in action , and I think will explain itself.
- Yours truly ,
J. CURTIS .

Manchester.
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Queries and Replies.
( Attention
especially
directed
first not
condition
givenwithbelowothe
and noisnotice
will be
taken toof the
Queries
complying
directions therein stated. Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope " Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
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19986 ) Wiring for Field -Magnets. G . T. (Southampton
writes : Will you kindly oblige me by stating what size and quan
tity of wire I should have to put on my field-magnets so as the
output will be 8 volts and as many amperes as possible ? The
armature is already wound with No. 24 D .C .C . and has 144 turns
on the armature, and is a slotted type (12 slots). Please work to

Queries
on subjects within the scope of this journalare replied to
by post under the following conditions ( 1 ) Queries dealing

KG)—

with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one
sideonof the
paper only,( 2 ) and
the sender's
br. in
scribed
the back.
Queries
should nameMUST
be accompanied.
wherever
possible,
with
fully
dimensioned
sketches,
and
corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for

reference. ( 3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed . ( 4 ) Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days
must 11sually elapse before the Reply can be forwarded. (5 )
Correspondents
who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks must elapse before the
Reply can be published. The insertion of Replies in this column

cannotbe guaranteed. (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to
The Editor,
The MODEL
Fleet
Street, London
, E .C .) ENGINEER, 26 _-29, Poppin's Court,

Thefollowingare selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently: 19,964)
H . Rthecompression
. (Aston)writes
( 1) Will youCompression
kindly let meofknowPetrolMotors.
, when working out

of petrol motors at so many at.nospheres, if you take into account
that there is already one atmosphere in cylinder. For instance,
in Mr. Hawley's article (XIII) it is stated the engine has a com
pression of five atmospheres ; but, by adding the cubic area of the
head to the cube of stroke, and dividing the total by stroke you
obtain 4 - 1.e., the gas is compressed four times ; but by taking into
account the pressure of the atmosphere before compression starts
you get 5 . Is this correct ?
ra
lling ppressure
The term compression nin hatmospheres
is the resulting
ese what
o - t just
; thuas pressure-gauge
. cssuree above the outer atmosphere
would show
if fitted in place of the spark -plug ; thus, a compression of 5 atmo
spheres wouldCobente75ntslbs. on the gauge. Somemakers speak of com
pressing the contents so many times, or " ratio " of compression ;
but this system is misleading, as the calculated resulting pressure
isadapting
seldom nozzle
or neverto connect
reached . a Itgauge
is anto easy
an
the matter
cylinderbyandmaking
turn the
engine round to the pointof full compression : this also is a good test
for tight joints and piston-rings by watching whether the needle
drops backward on the gauge. The total pressure attained should
not be less than 5 atmospheres to secure efficientworking
[9915) Burglar Alarms. A . C . (Plumstead) writes : Would
you kindly forward me sketch of the following : - I want to fix
bell
in kitchen rung from push on front door connected to three
hole indicator. Burglar alarms on front and back doors connected

Query 9986
the measurements, as I have been told by one and another what
wire to use, and I have not yet had a successful result.
The wire you have on armature should give more than 8 volts
pressure. With about 14 Ozs. or 1 lb . of No. 24 on field -magnets .
you should get about 12 to 14 volts and 1 to 1 amps. Or, if you ,
like, wind the fields with about 9 ozs. No. 21 S . W .G . and connect
up in series instead of in shunt, as you would were the fint

gauge wire used .

723] Fixing Steam Chest. C . C .
H .[9(Enfield, N .) writes: I shall be glad if
you will kindly answer the following
questions : ( 1) Which is the correct way
of fixing studs ? My difficulty is to get
the tapping size of drill exactly central

with the clearing hole, also to drill the

KITCHEN

size

S

OBELL Pusa

BELL

FRONT
DOOR

COM
10600]

T23

Query
No.
9723.

Switch

INDICATOR

BACK

DOOR

I BATTERY

Query 9915

BEDROOM BELI
12

INDICATOR

DIAGRAM OF ELECTRIC BELL CONNECTIONS.

When going to bed I want to switch burglar alarms off bell and
indicator in kitchen , and switch
it on bell and two-hole indcator
in bedroom Jo, ckwithout
either
ringing bell in kitchen ,
ringingaffecting
on soilpush
do bointhbedroom
l,
or alarm clock
ringing
bell
. weI thcaninkdo each separately
as The
shown,
but cannot
both on samewiring.
will, we think , answer your re
givendo herewith
connections

to same indicator Bell in bedroom connected to alarm clock .

holes straight. I have drilled the clearing holes in steam chest,
so if studs are not screwed in cylinder straight the steam chest
will not fit down.
( 1) It is entirely a matter of skill. You might first drill through
the steam chest and into the cylinder with a tapping drill, and then
reamer out the clearing hole to the clearing size. Another way
would be to drill the clearing hole with the chest clamped on ,

quirements. The alarm clock can be connected up in the usual way

allowing the point of drill to mark the cylinder , then drill to tapping
size with a drill made of a piece of steel exactly fitting the clearing

to either bell and will not effect the working of the system at all.
A two-way switch is shown to change over the burglar alarm from
the kitchen indicator to the bedroom indicator as you require.

hole and shaped as shown. It will have to be removed
frequently and wiped .
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The Editor's Page.
THE date of this issue reminds us of the passing
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and answer any enquiries. We may add that we
are very pleased to hear of this movement on the
part of the Edinburgh and Leith M . Y .C ., and

hope other Clubs will follow suit.

of the old year and the coming of the new ;
may the New Year be filled with good things
for our readers one and all. The year that now

Answers to Correspondents.

is all but over has seen a striking development in
this lusty infant of ours, THE MODEL ENGINEER,

C . R . L . (London ). - A lucid explanation of your
difficulty will be found on page 247 of our issue

and each succeeding year promises to bring it still
greater health and strength. Some proof of this

Novice –See our issue ofMarch ist and 15th , and

will be found in our next issue, which will mark the
commencement of another volume. This will in
clude a coloured plate of THE MODEL ENGINEER

charged for about eight hours with a current o
amp. We cannot see your difficulty ; what is

locomotive, specially designed by Mr. Henry
Greenly, and also a special portrait supplement,

containing portraits and personal notes of some of
buting staff. Apart from these extra features, the
number will be an unusually strong one in the
matter of interesting articles, and we anticipate
that it will quickly go out of print. The obvious
thing to do, therefore, is to order it early from your

the principal membersof our Editorial and contri

agent, if you have not already done so.
The present issue contains the index to the
current half-yearly volume, and this will, no doubt,
be appreciated by those who keep their copies of
the journal for regular reference. It will be noticed
that we have arranged this somewhat differently

from those previously given , in order that the
whole index may be included in the one issue, and
we trust this will meet with general approval. This

is, perhaps, an appropriate occasion for reminding
readers that cloth binding cases for the volume can
be supplied price is., or post free is. 3d .

From this date forward THE MODEL ENGINEER
and the M .E . handbooks will be published by the
proprietors, Percival Marshall & Co., at 26 - 29,

Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London, E .C . Will
those readers who have not yet notified their
agents of this change kindly do so at once, and
oblige ? By so doing, they may save themselves
the disappointment of a possible interruption in
their supply.

We have been asked by the Edinburgh and
Leith Model Yacht Club to say that they are think
ing of forming a model steamer section of the Club,
and that they would be pleased to hear from any
model steamer owners who would like to join . A
prize has already been offered for a model steamer

race, and as the existing Club is a well-organised
and strongly established concern ,there should be
every inducement to model “ steam " yachtsmen
to join . The Commodore of the Club, Mr. A . Kelly ,
16 , Dean Park Street, would be pleased to receive

for September 10th , 1903.

April ist and 15th , 1902.
H . J. T . (Wolverhampton ). - Yes, round holes will
do. Bichromate or Bunsen . The cell should be

to prevent one being switched off ?
A . L . (Nottingham ). - Our contributor should have
referred to the issues of March and April, 1899,
instead ofMay and June. However, all of these
issues are out of print, and we can only recom
mend
you to obtain them by replying to adver
tisements
.

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper

only, and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of

rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Postal
Order .
Advertisement ratesmay be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager

HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the papar ,

and all new apparatus and price lists, & c., for review , to beaddressed

toFleetTHE
EDITOR, " The Model Engineer," 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court,
Street, London , E . C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Engi
neer, 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the
and books to be addressed to Percival Mrshall & Co.,
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .

Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York , U .S.A ., to whom

all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .
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